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THE CENTURY DICTIONARY
PREPARED UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF

WILLIAM DWIGHT WHITNEY, PH. D., LL. D.
PROFESSOR OF COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY AND SANSKRIT IN YALE UNIVERSITY

THE plan of "The Century Dictionary
" in-

cludes three things : the construction of a

general dictionary of the English language
which shall be serviceable for every literary
and practical use

;
a more complete collection

of the technical terms of the various sciences,
arts, trades, and professions than has yet been

attempted ;
and the addition to the definitions

proper of such related encyclopedic matter,
with pictorial illustrations, as shall constitute
a convenient book of general reference.

About 200,000 words will be denned. The
Dictionary will be a practically complete record
of all the noteworthy words which have been
in use since English literature has existed,espe-

cially of all that wealth of new words and of

applications of old words which has sprung
from the development of the thought and life

of the nineteenth century. It will record not

merely the written language, but the spoken
language as well (that is, all important provin-
cial and colloquial words), and it will include

(in the one alphabetical order of the Diction-

ary) abbreviations and such foreign words and
phrases as have become a familiar part of

English speech.

THE ETYMOLOGIES.
The etymologies have been written anew on

a uniform plan, and in accordance with the es-

tablished principles of comparative philology.
It has been possible in many cases, by means
of the fresh material at the disposal of the

etymologist, to clear up doubts or difficulties

hitherto resting upon the history of particular
words, to decide definitely in favor of one of

several suggested etymologies, to discard nu-
merous current errors, and to give for the first

time the history of many words of which the

etymologies were previously unknown or erro-

neously stated. Beginning with the current

accepted form of spelling, each important word
has been traced back through earlier forms to

its remotestknown origin. The various prefixes
and suffixes useful in the formation of English
words are treated very fully in separate articles.

HOMONYMS.
Words of various origin and meaning but

of the same spelling, have been distinguished
by small superior figures (!,

2
,

3
, etc.). In

numbering these homonyms the rule has been
to give precedence to the oldest or the most
familiar, or to that one which is most nearly
English in origin. The superior numbers ap-
ply not so much to the individual word as to

the group or root to which it belongs, hence
the different grammatical uses of the same
homonym are numbered alike when they are

separately entered in the Dictionary. Thus a

verb and a noun of the same origin and the
same present spelling receive the same superior
number. But when two words of the same form
and of the same radical origin now differ con-

siderably in meaning, so as to be used as dif-

ferent words, they are separately numbered.

THE ORTHOGRAPHY.
Of the great body of words constituting the

familiar language the spelling is determined

by well-established usage, and, however ac-
cidental and unacceptable, in many cases, it

may be, it is not the office of a dictionary like

this to propose improvements, or to adopt those
which have been proposed and have not yet
won some degree of acceptance and use. But
there are also considerable classes as to which
usage is wavering, more than one form being
sanctioned by excellent authorities, either in
this country or Great Britain, or in both. Fa-

miliar examples are words ending in or or our

(as labor, labour), in er or re (as center, centre),
in ize or ise (as civilize, civilise) ;

those having a

single or double consonant after an unaccented
vowel (as traveler, traveller), or spelled with e or
with ce or ce (as hemorrhage, hcemorrhage) ; and
so on. In such cases both forms are given,
with an expressed preference for the briefer
one or the one more accordant with native

analogies.
THE PRONUNCIATION.

No attempt has been made to record all the
varieties of popular or even educated utter-

ance, or to report the determinations made by
different recognized authorities. It has been
necessary rather to make a selection of words
to which alternative pronunciations should be
accorded, and to give preference among these

according to the circumstances of each particu-
lar case, in view of the general analogies and
tendencies of English utterance. The scheme
by which the pronunciation is indicated is quite
simple, avoiding over-refinement in the dis-
crimination of sounds, and being designed to
be readily understood and used. (See Key to
Pronunciation on back cover.)

DEFINITIONS OF COMMON WORDS.
In the preparation of the definitions of com-

mon words, there has been at hand, besides
the material generally accessible to students
of the language, a special collection of quota-
tions selected for this work from English books
of all kinds and of all periods of the language,
which is probably much larger than any which
has hitherto been made for the use of an English
dictionary, except that accumulated for the

Philological Society of London. Thousands of
non-technical words, many of them occurring
in the classics of the language, and thousands
of meanings, many of them familiar, which
have not hitherto been noticed by the diction-

aries, have in this way been obtained. The
arrangement of the definitions historically, in
the order in which the senses defined have en-
tered the language, has been adopted wher-
ever possible.

THE QUOTATIONS.
These form a very large collection (about

200,000), representing all periods and
branches of English literature. The classics
of the language have been drawn upon, and
valuable citations have been made from less
famous authors in all departments of litera-
ture. American writers especially are repre-
sented in greater fullness than in any similar
work. A list of authors and works (and edi-

tions) cited will be published with the con-

cluding part of the Dictionary.

DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS.
Much space has been devoted to the special

terms of the various sciences, fine arts, me-
chanical arts, professions, and trades, and
much care has been bestowed upon their treat-

ment. They have been collectedby an extended
search through all branches of literature, with
the design of providing a very complete and
many-sided technical dictionary. Many thou-
sands of words have thus been gathered which
have never before been recorded in a general
dictionary, 'or even in special glossaries. To
the biological sciences a degree of promi-
nence has been given corresponding to the re-

markable recent increase in their vocabulary.
The new material in the departments of biology
and zoology includes not less than five thou-
sand words and senses not recorded even in

special dictionaries. In the treatment of phy-
sical and mathematical scienees, ofthemechan-

ical arts and trades, and of the philological
sciences, an equally broad method has been
adopted. In the definition of theological and
ecclesiastical terms, the aim of the Dictionary
has been to present all the special doctrines of
the different divisions of the Church in such a
manner as to convey to the reader the actual
intent of those who accept them. In defining
legal terms the design has been to offer all the
information that is needed by the general
reader, and also to aid the professional reader

by giving in a concise form all the important
technical words and meanings. Special atten-

tion has also been paid to the definitions of

the principal terms of painting, etching, en-

graving, and various other art-processes ;
of

architecture, sculpture, archaeology, decorative

art, ceramics, etc.
;
of musical terms, nautical

and military terms, etc.

ENCYCLOPEDIC FEATURES.
The inclusion of so extensive and varied a

vocabulary, the introduction of special phrases,
and the full description of things often found
essential to an intelligible definition of tliew

names, would alone have given to this Diction-

ary a distinctly encyclopedic character. It has,

however, been deemed desirable to- go some-
what further in this direction than these con-
ditions render strictly necessary.
Accordingly, not only have many technical

matters been treated with unusual fullness,
but much practical information ofa kind which
dictionaries have hitherto excluded has been
added. The result is that "The Century
Dictionary" covers to a great extent the field

of the ordinary encyclopedia, with this princi-

pal difference that the information given is

for the most part distributed under the indi-

vidual words and phrases with which it is con-

nected, instead of being collected under a few
general topics. Proper names, both biograph-
ical and geographical,'are of course omitted, ex-

cept as they appear in derivative adjectives, as
Darwinian from Dancin, or Indian from India.

The alphabetical distribution of the encyclo-
pedic matter under a large number of words
will, it is believed, be found to be particularly
helpful in the search for those details which
are generally looked for in works of reference.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
The pictorial illustrations have been so se-

lected and executed as to be subordinate to the

text, while possessing a considerable degree of

independent suggestiveness and artistic value.
To secure technical accuracy, the illustrations

have, as a rule, been selected by the specialist?
in charge of the various departments, and havj
in all cases been examined by them in proofc.
The cuts number about six thousand.

MODE OF ISSUE, PRICE, ETC.
" The Century Dictionary" will be comprised

in about 6,500 quarto pages. It is published
by subscription and in twenty-four parts or

sections, to be finally bound into six quarto vol-

umes, if desired by the subscriber. These sec-

tions will be issued about once a month. The

price of the sections is $2.50 each, and no

subscriptions are taken except for the entire

work.
The plan of the Dictionary is more fully

de-

scribed in the preface (of which the above is in

part a condensation), which accompanies the

first section, and to which reference is made.
A list of the abbreviations used in the ety-

mologies end definitions, and keys to pronun-
ciations and to signs used in the. etymologies,
will be found on the back cover-lining.

THE CENTURY CO., 33 EAST 17 ST., NEW YORK.
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droop * : y
droop (drop), f. [< Ml). <ln>i<i><n, rarely drnprn,

drupen, droop, csp. from sorrow, < Icel. driipa,

droop, esp. from sorrow, a secondary verb, <

drjfipaxaAS.'dreopan, ilron: see <//</// and ilrip.'}

1. intrants. I. To sink or lianj; down; bend or

hung downward, as from weakness or exhaus-
tion.

\VY1 row-ill! hi'divsae his tilkl-1 yulliailly,
Ili8 arwos drowpedr nought w-ith fetheres lowe.

Chaut-ff, (Jt-ii. I'l-ol. to C. T., 1. 107.

The evening comes, anil every little tlow.-r

Dl-nnfH now, as Well as 1.

I!' a u. and Ft., Coxcomb, ill. 3.

llanipilrii. with his ln.nl iti-i>t>[ifni/, ami his hands lean-

ing on his horse's neck, inovetl feebly out of the battle.

ilacauiay, Nugent* Hampden.
Near the lake where drooped the willow,

Long time ago. 'i. /'. Morris.

2. To languish from grief or other cause
;

fall

into a state of physical weakness.

Conceiving the dishonour of his mother,
He straight declin'd, druoii'd, took it deeply.

Skak., W. T., il. 3.

After this King Loir, more and more drooping with

Years, became an easy prey to his Daughters and thir Hus-
bands. Milton, Hist. Eng., 1.

We had not been-at Sea long before our Men began to

tlriK'ii, in a sort of a Distemper that stole insensibly on
them. Dampier, Voyages, I. 624.

One day she droojted, and the next she died ; nor was
there the distance of many hours between her being very
easy in this world, and very happy in another.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. vi.

3. To fail or sink
; flag; decline; be dispirited:

as, the courage droops ; the spirits droop.

Myche fere had that fre, & full was of thoght,
All droupoiul in drede and ill dol lengyt

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6303.

But wherefore do you droop ? why look so sad ?

Be great in act, as you have been in thought.
Skak., K. John, T. 1.

Why droops my lord, my love, my life, my Cresar ?

How ill this dulness doth comport with greatness !

Fletcher (and aiiothert), Prophetess, v. 1.

4. To tend gradually downward or toward a
close. [Poetical.]

Then day droopt ; the chapel bells
Call'd us : we left the walks.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

5. To drip ;
be wet with water. [Prov. Eng.]

I was drooping wet to my very skinne.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 67.

"They've had no rain at all down here," said he.

"Then," said she, demurely regarding her drooping
skirts, "they'll think I must have fallen into the river."

W. Black, Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 391.

II. trans. To let sink or hang down: as, to

droop the head.

The lilylike Melissa droop'd her brows.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Great, sulky gray cranes dronp their motionless heads
over the still, salt pools along the shore.

R. T. Coote, Somebody's Neighbors, p. 24.

droop (drop), >i. [(droop, r.] The act of droop-
ing, or of bending or hanging down; a drooping
position or state.

With his little insinuating Jury droop.
Dickens, Little Don-it, i. 21.

drooper (dro'per), . One who or that which
droops.

If ho (tile historian) be pleasant, he is noted for n ifstt-r
;

if he be graue, he is reckoned for a drooper.
Stanihurst, To Sir H. Sidney, in Holinshed.

droopingly (dro'ping-li), adv. In a drooping
manner

; languishingly.
They [duties] are not accompanied with such sprlghtli-

ness of affections, and overflowings of joy, as they wen-
wont, but are performed droopinyly and heavily.

Sharpe, Works, III. iii.

drop (drop), v. ; pret. and pp. dropped, ppr.
dropping. [Early mod. E. also droppe; < ME.
droppen, < AS. dri>i>pnn, also dropian and etrop-
petian, ili-o/>/i< I<tn = I). <lrt>/>pen = G. Iropfcn =
S\v. droppa, drop; secondary forms of the orig.
strong verb, A.S.*dre6pan (pret. "drcdp, pl.*rfr-
/>, pp. "dropen; occurring, if at all, only in
doubtful passages), ME. drepen (= (IS. ilrinpini= OFries. driapa I), druipi-n =()IKi. trinfaii,
MHG. G. triefcn = Icel. drjfipa = Norw. drjupa),
drop, whence also ult. drop, n., drip, r., dribble*,
etc., and (through Icel.) droop, r.] I. intmnx.
1. To fall in small portions or globules, as a
liquid.

The quality of mercy is not strain'd ;

It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place brnrath. Shak., M. of V., iv. 1.

2. To let drops fall
; drip ; discharge in drops.

The heavens also drupird :it the presence of God.
Ps. Ixviii. S.

Mine eyes m:iy i/ro/j for thee, but thine own heart will
ache for itself. B. Jonson, Poetaster, i. 1.

112

It was a loathsome herd, . . . half bestial, half human,
dropping with wine, bloated with gluttony, ami reeling in

obscene dances. Macaulay, Milton.

3. To fall; descend; sink to a lower position
or level.

From morn
To noon he fell, . . . and with the setting sun
Dropp'd from the zenith like a falling star.

Millim, P. L.,i. 745.

The eurtafn drops on the drama of Indian history about
the year 6.iO, or a little later.

./. r'lTffusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 209.

4. Specifically, to lie down, as a dog. 5. To
die, especially to die suddenly; fall dead, as in

battle.
It was your presurmlse,

That in the dole of blows your son might drop.
N/i.it.,

> Hen. IV., i. 1.

They see Indeed many drop, but then they see many
more alive. Steele, Spectator, No. 152.

6. To come to an end; be allowed to cease;
be neglected and come to nothing.

I heard of threats, occasioned by my verses; I sent to

acquaint them where I was to be found, and so It dropped.
Pope.

7f. To fall short of a mark. [Rare.]
Often it drops or overshoots. Cn!U.-r.

8. To fall lower in state or condition ;
sink

;

be depressed ;
come into a state of collapse or

quiescence.
Down dropt the breeze, the sails dropt down.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, ii.

9. Xaut., to have a certain drop, or depth from
top to bottom : said of a sail.

Her main top-sail drops seventeen yards. Uar. Did.

A dropping fire (milit.), a continuous irregular discharge
of small arms. To drop astern (naut.), to pass or move
toward tin- stern ; move back ; let another vessel pass
ahead, either by slackening the speed of the vessel that is

passed or because of the superior speed of the vessel pass-
ing. To drop away or off, to depart; disappear; be
lost sight of : as, all my friends dropped ateay from me

;

the guests dropped o/ one by one.

If the war continued much longer, America would most
certainly drop away, and France, and perhaps Spain, l>e-

conie bankrupt. Lecky, Eng. In 18th Cent., xv.

To drop down a stream, a coast, etc., to sail, row, or
move down a river or toward the sea, downward along a
coast, etc. To drop In, to happen in ; come in as if cas-

ually, or without previous agreement as to time, as for a
call.

Captain Knight with as many Men as he could incou-

rage to march, came in al>out 6, but he left many Men tired
on the Road ; these, as is usual, came dropping in one or
two at a time, as they were able.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 219.

Others of the household soon dropped in, and clustered
round the hoard. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 33.

To drop out, to withdraw or disappear from one's (or its)

place : as, he dropped out of the ranks. To drop to shot,
to drop or charge at the discharge of the gun : said of a
fleld-dog. To drop to wing, to dropor charge when the
bird flushes : said of a field-dog.

II. trans. 1. To pour or let fall in small por-
tions, globules, or drops, as a liquid: as, to

drop a medicine.

His heavens shall drop down dew. Dent, xxxiii. 28.

Their eyes are like rocks, which still drop water.

Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 492.

2. To sprinkle with or as if with drops ;
varie-

gate, as if by sprinkling with drops ; bedrop :

as, a coat dropped with gold.
This rumoured the day following about the City, num-

bers of people flockt thither ; who found the roome all to
l>e dropt with torches in confirmation of this relation.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 151.

3. To let fall; allow to sink to a lower position;
lower : as, to drop a stone ; to drop the muz-
zle of a gun.

I saw him with that lily cropp'd
Impatient swim to meet

My quick approach, and soon he dropp'd
The treasure at my feet

Cotrper, Dog and Water-lily.

Hence 4. To let fall from the womb; give
birth to : said of ewes, etc. : as, to drop a lamb.
The history of a new cok that my lord's mare Thetis had

dropped last week. //. Kingsley, Geoffry Hamlyn, xvii.

5. To cause to fall; hence, to kill, especially
with a firearm. [Colloq.]
A young grouse at this season [October] offers an easy

shot, and he was dropped without difficulty.
T. Roo*evclt, Hunting Trips, p. 79.

He had the luck
To .//M;> at fair-play range a [cn-tined buck.

l.oicell, Fitz Adam's Story.

6. To let go; dismiss; lay aside; break off

from; omit: as, to drop an affair or a contro-

versy; to drop an acquaintance; to drop a let-

ter from a word.
He is now under prosecution ; hut they think it will be

dropped, out of pity. Swtft, Journal to Stella, xlix.

drop
I 'pun my credit, sir, were I In your place, and found my

father such very bad company, I should certainly drop his

acquaintance. >/..-, ,./<m, The Rivals, II. 1.

It (the cave| him also a semicircular open-work mould-
ing, like basket-work, whirh . . . is evidently no llliMiif. .1

for stone-work that it is no wonder it was dromu-'l

early. J. Ferguatm, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 110.

The memlier, whether church or minister, can he trir.l,

expelled. *//"/'/*-'/, or transferred to a co-ordinatt* iNMiy,
as facts may warrant. RMiotheca Sacra, Xl.III. 418.

7. To utter as if casually : as, to drop a word in

favor of a friend.

They [the Arabs] had dropt some expressions as If they
would assault the boat by night if I staid, which, with-
out doubt, they said that they might make mo go away.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. ii. 105.

To my great surprise, not a syllable was dropped on f1m
subject. Lamb, Imperfect Sympathies.

8. To write and send (a note) in an offhand
manner: as

; drop me a line. 9. To set down
from a carriage.
When Lord Howe came over from Twickenham to see

him (the King), he said the Queen was going out driving,
and should "drop him "

at his own house.

tireritte. Memoirs, July 18, 1880.

To drop a courtesy, to courtesy.

The girls, with an attempt at simultaneonsness. dropped
"curcheys

"
of respect The Century, XXXVI. 86.

To drop a line, (a) To fish with a line, i M To write a
letter or note. To drop anchor, to anchor. To drop
the curtain. See curtain. To drop or weep mill-
stones. See in illstone.

drop (drop), . [Early mod. E. also droppe; <
ME. drope, < AS. dropa (= OS. dropo = D. drop= MLG. drope, drape, LG. druppcn, drapen =
OHG. tropfo, troffo, MHG. tropfe, G. tropfen= Icel. dropi = 8w. droppe = Dan. draabe),
a drop, < AS., etc., "dreopan, pp. "dropen,
drop: see drop, r.] 1. A mass of water or
other liquid so small that the surface-tension

brings it into a spherical shape more or less

modified by gravity, adhesion, etc. ; a globule:
as, a drop of blood

;
a drop of laudanum.

One or two drops of water perce not the flint stone, but
many and often droppings doo.

Puttenhatii, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 164.

O, now you weep ; and, I perceive, you feel
The dint of pity ; these are gracious drops.

Skak., J. C., Ill 2.

Madam, this grief
You add unto me is no more than drops
To seas, for which tiiey are not seen to swell.

Beau, ant Fl., Philaster, ill. 2.

2. Something that resembles such a drop of

liquid, as a pendent diamond ornament, an ear-

ring, or a glass pendant of a chandelier: spe-
cifically applied to varieties of sugar-plums and
tomedicated candies prepared in asimilarfonn:

as, lemon-dr(>ps ; cough-drop*.
The flutt'ring fan lie Zephyretta's care ;

The drops to thee, Brillante, we consign ;

And, Momentilla, let the watch be thine.

Pope, R. of the L., ii. 113.

Specifically, in her., the representation of a drop of li-

quid, usually globular tit low and tapering to a point
above. Drops of different colors are considered as tear-

drops, drops of blood, etc., and are blazoned accordingly.
See gutU.
3. Any small quantity of liquid: as, he had
not drunk a drop.

Water, water everywhere,
Nor any drop to drink.

Coteridf/e, Ancient Mariner, i.

Hence 4. A minute quantity of anything: as,
he has not a drop of honor, or of magnanimity.

Bnt If there be
Yet left in heaven as small a drop of pity
As a wren's eye, fear'd gods, a part of it !

Shak., Cymbellne, Iv. 2.

5. pi. Any liquid medicine the dose of which
consists of a certain number of drops.

Lydia. Give me the sal volatile.

l.ui-ii. Is it in a blue cover, ma'am?
Lydia. My smelling-bottle, you simpleton !

Lucy. O, the drops ! here, ma'am.
Sheridan, The Rivals, L 2.

6. A piece of gut used by anglers on casting-
lines. A fly-hook is attached to the loose end of the

drop, the other end being fastened to the easting-line.

7. A Scotch unit of weight, the sixteenth part
of an ounce, nearly equal to 30 grains English
troy weight. 8. The act of dropping; drip.
[Rare.]

Can my slow drop of tears, or this dark shade
About my brows, enough descril>e her loss ?

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

9. In merit., a contrivance arranged so as to

drop, fall, or hang from a higher position, or
to lower objects. Specifically (a) A trap-door in

tin- scaffold of a usual form of gallows, upon which the
criminal alnnit to In- executed is placed with the halter
about his neck, and which is suddenly dropped or swung
open on its hinges, letting him fall, (b) A contrivance
for lowering heavy weights, as bale-goods, to a ship's



drop

deck, (c) The curtain which is dropped or lowered be-

tween the acts to conceal the stage of a theater from the

audience. Also called drop-curtain, drop-scene, (d) The

movable plate which covers the keyhole of a lock, (e) A
piece of cut glass, sometimes prism-shaped, sometimes

flat, as if cut out of a sheet of plate-glass, used with others

like it as a pendent ornament on girandoles, chandeliers,

etc. (/) A drop-press. (</) A swaging-hammer which falls

between guides.

10. In arch., one of the small cylinders or trun-

cated cones depending from the mutule of the

Doric cornice and the member upon the archi-

trave immediately under the triglyph of the

same order; a trunnel. 11. In maclt., the in-

terval between the base of a hanger and the

shaft below. 12. Naut., the depth of a sail

from head to foot in the middle: applied to

courses only, hoist being applied to other square
sails. 13. In fort., the deepest part of a ditch

in front of an embrasure or at the sides of a

caponiere. 14. In entom., a small circular

1778

drop-light (drop'lit), n. A portable gas-burn-

er, generally in the form of a lamp, connected

with a chandelier or other gas-fixture by a

metallic or flexible tube.

dropling (drop'ling), n. [< drop + -ling^.J A
little drop. Davies. [Rare.]

Eightly to speak, what Man we call and count,
It is a beamling of Diuinity,

It is a droplinri of th' Eternall Fount,
It is a moatling hatcht of th' Vnity.

Sylvester, Quadrains of Pibrac, St. 13.

face : used principally in

of Diptera A drop in tne bucket, an exceedingly
small proportion.

The bulk of his [Congreve's] accumulations went to the

Duchess of Marlborough, in whose immense wealth such
a legacy was as a drop in the bucket.

ilacavlay, Leigh Hunt.

Drop Of stock, in firearms, the bend or crook of the

stock below the line of the ban-el. Drop serene (a

literal translation of Latin gutta serena), an old medical

name for amauroxis. Prince Kupert's drop. Same as

detonating bulb (which see, under detonating). To get
the drop, to be prepared to shoot before one's antagonist
is ready ; hence, to gain an advantage. [Colloq. ,

western

IT. S.J

dropmealt (drop'mel), adv. [< ME.
< AS. dropmailum, by_drops, < dropa, drop, +

mcelum, dat. pi. of mail, a portion, time, etc.:

see meal1
.'] Drop by drop; in small portions

at a time.

Distilling drop-meale a little at once in that proportion
and measure as thirst requireth.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvii. 2.

drop-net (drop'net), n. 1. A kind of light

cross-woven lace. 2. A net suspended from
a boom and suddenly let fall on a passing school

of fish.

dropper (drop'er), n. [< drop + -er1 .] 1. One
who or that which drops. Specifically (a) A glass

tube with an elastic cap at one end and a small orifice at

the other, for drawing in a liquid and expelling it in drops ;

a pipette. Also dropping-tube. (6) A reaping-machine that

deposits the cut grain in gavels on the ground : so called

to distinguish it from one that merely cuts, or cuts and
binds. See reaper.

It causes a Westerner to laugh to see small grain being
cut with a dropper or a self-raking reaper.

Sin. Amer., N. S., LV. 373.

(c) Among florists, a descending shoot produced by seedling

Drosera

drop-ripe (drop'rip), . So ripe as to bo ready
to drop from the tree. Davies. [Kare.]
The fruit was now drop-ripe, we may say, and fell by a

shake. Carlyle, Misc., IV. 274.

drop-roller (drop'ro"ler), H. 1. Same as drop-
l,ar . 2. In press-work, an inking-roller which

drops at regulated intervals, with a supply of

printing-ink, on the distributing-table or dis-

tributing-rollers. Also known as the dtictor or

ductor-roller.

drop-scene (drop'sen), . Same as drop, 9 (c).

dropseed-grass (drop'sed-gras). n. A name

given to species of Spttrobolus and Muh lenbergia .

drop-shutter (drop'shufer), H. In photog., a

device for rendering the exposure of a plate in

a camera very brief: used in instantaneous

photography. The most simple form, also known as

the guillotine shutter, and the one that gives a name to

all other appliances of the kind, consists of two opaque
pieces, each pierced with a hole, and arranged to slide

one over the other. One of the pieces is fitted over the

lens-tube, and when the openings in the two pieces are in

line, the shutter admits light to the camera. When it is

desired to make a very short exposure, the movable slide

is raised till the opening of the tube is closed. On let-

ting the slide fall, the opening in it passes before that in

the fixed piece, and for an instant light is admitted to

the plate behind the lens. To accelerate the fall of the

slide, various devices are used, as springs or elastic bands.

Improved drop-shutters have the form of revolving disks

actuated by springs, etc.
,
or that of nap-shutters controlled

by a pneumatic device, etc. ;
and in many the opening is

made to take place eccentrically, or the holes in the shut-

ters are cut of various shapes, with the object of distrib-

uting the light, and giving a greater volume of light to the

foreground or the lower portion of the picture, which is

naturally not so well lighted as the higher portions.

his own weapon. T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 604.

To have a drop in one's eye, to be drunk. [Slang.]

Swift, Polite Conversation, i.

dropax (dro'paks), n. [< Gr. fpuKaS;, a pitch-

ration for removing hair from the skin
;
a de-

pilatory. [Bare or unused.]

drop-bar (drop'bar), n. In printing, a bar or

roller attached to a printing-press for the pur-

pose of regulating the passage of the sheet to

impression. In the rotary press the bar drops at a fixed

time on the edge of the sheet, and with an eccentric re-

volving motion draws it forward. In some forms of the

cylinder-press the bar drops on the edge of the sheet and
holds it firmly in position until it is seized by the grippers.
Also called drop- roller.

drop-black (drop'blak), n. See black.

drop-bottom (drop'bot"um), n. A bottom, as

of a car, which can be let fall or opened down-
ward : a common device for unloading certain

kinds of railroad-cars.

drop-box (drop'boks), n. In a figure-weaving
loom, a box for holding a number of shuttles,
each carrying its own color, and so arranged
that any one of the shuttles can be brought into

action as required by the pattern.

drop-curls (drop'kerlz), n. pi. Curls dropping
loose from the temples or sides of the head.

drop-curtain (drop'ker"tan), n. Same as drop,
9(c).

drop-drill (drop'dril), n. An agricultural im-

plement which drops seed and manure into the
soil simultaneously. See drill*, 3.

drop-fingers (drop'fing'gerz), n. pi. In print-

ing, two or more finger-like rods attached to

some forms of cylinder printing-presses for the

purpose of holding the sheet in fixed position

2. In mining, a
the main lode : nearly the same as feeder, ex-

cept that the latter more generally carries the

idea of an enrichment of the lode with which it

unites. 3. A dog which is a cross between a

pointer and a setter. 4. An artificial fly ad-

justed to a leader above the stretcher-fly, used
m angling. Also called bobber and drop-fly.
See whip. .

And observe, that if your droppers be larger than, or

even as large as, your stretcher, you will not be able to

throw a good line. /. Walton, Complete Angler, ii. 5, note.

dropping (drop'ing), n. [< ME. droppynge, <

AS. dropnng, a dropping, verbal n. of dropian,

drop: see drop, t>.] 1. The act of falling in

drops ;
a falling.

A continual dropping in a very rainy day and a conten-

tious woman are alike. Prov. xxvii. 1.1.

2. That which drops or is dropped : generally
in the plural.

Like eager droppings into milk. Shak., Hamlet, i. 5.

All the Countrey is overgrowne with trees, whose drop-

pings continually turneth their grasse to weeds, by reason

of the rancknes of the ground, which would soone be

amended by good husbandry.
Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 121.

Specifically 3. pi. Dung: especially said of the

dung of fowls : as, the droppings of the henroost.

4. In glass-making, one of the lumps or glob-

Laguerre towards his latter end grew dropsical and in-

active. Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, IV. i.

2. Resembling or partaking of the nature of

dropsy.
dropsicalness (drop'si-kal-nes), n. The state

of being dropsical. Bailey, 1727.

dropsied (drop'sid), a. [< dropsy + -erf2.] Dis-

eased with dropsy; unnaturally swollen; ex-

hibiting an unhealthy inflation.

Where great additions swell, and virtue none,
It is a dropsied honour. Shak., Alls Well, ii. 3.

(drop'ston), n. A stalactitic variety
of calcite. See stalactite.

dropsy (drop' si), n. [Earlymod. E. also dropsie ;

< ME. dropsy, dropesye, abbr. by apheresis of

ydropsie, hydropsie : see hydropsy.] 1. In mcd.,

a morbid accumulation of watery liquid in any
cavity of the body or in the tissues. See edema,

anasarca, and ascites.

And lo a man syk in the dropeaye was bifore him.

Wyclif, Luke xiv.

Hut the sad Dropxie freezeth it extream,
Till all the blood be turned into fleam.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Furies.

2. In bot., a disease in succulent plants caused

by an excess of water. 3. In fish-culture, a
disease of young trout. Before the food-sac is gone
the trout are often affected with a swelling over the sac,

where a membrane forms, swells out, and is filled with a

watery substance. An incision is sometimes made in the

as drop-
per, 4.

drop-forging (drop'for"jing), n. A forging
produced by a drop-press.
drop-glass (drop'glas), n. A dropping-tube or

pipette, used for dropping a liquid into the eye
or elsewhere.

drop-hammer (drop 'hara'cr), . Same as drop-

drop-handle (dropMian^dl), H. A form of

needle-telegraph instrument in which the cir-

cuit-making device is operated by a handle

projecting downward.
drop-keel (drop'kel), n. Naut., same as center-

board. [Eng.]
droplet (drop'let), n. [< drop + -let. ] A little

drop.

Though thou abhorr'dst in us our human griefs,
Scorn'dst our brain's flow, and those our droplets which
From niggard nature fall. Shak., T. of A., v. 5.

drop-letter (drop'lef'er), n. A letter intended
for a person residing within the delivery of the

post-office where it is posted. [U. S.]

bination with the volatilized alkalis. The crude

glass thus formed on the cover drops into the molten glass
in the vessel, rendering it defective.

dropping-bottle (drop'ing-bot"l), n. An instru-

ment for supplying small quantities of water to

test-tubes, etc.; an edulcorator.

dropping-tube (drop 'ing -tub), n. Same as

dropper, 1 (a).

drop-press (drop'pres), n. A swaging-, stamp-
ing-, or forging-machine having either a regular
or an intermittent motion. It is essentially a power-
hummer moving between vertical guides, and delivering a
dead-stroke blow either from its own weight or by weight
combined with power. In simple machines the weight is

raised above the anvil by hand by means of a cord, and let

fall ; but as these machines are wasteful of labor they
have been largely superseded by power-machines, in which
the weight is raised by a strap wound over a drum, or by
a wooden slat pressed between two pulleys revolving in

opposite directions.or by direct connection with a wrist
on a disk-wheel. The weight is either released at any
point of its path by some simple device controlled by a
lever within reach of the operator's hand or foot, or it

descends by the movement of the disk. If a spring is

interposed between the weight and the lifting apparatus,
whatever its form, to absorb the recoil, it is called a dead-
stroke- hammer or 'press. In the drop-presses employing
a strap or other lifting device that is released at the will

of the operator, the blows are intermittent. Where the
connection with a wheel is direct, the blows are regular
and uniform so long as the machine works. All things
shaped from hot metals on a drop-press, such as small

parts of machines, are called drop-forffin<ts. The drop-
press is sometimes called simply press, and sometimes
drop-hammer. It should not be confounded with the

stamping-press, which, while it is allied to the drop-press,
differs essentially in its manner of working.

lowering weights, and especially for removing
the wheels of locomotives.

drop-the-handkerchief (drop
'
the -hang

'
ker-

chif ), n. A children's game in which one player

drop-tin (drop'tin), n. Tin pulverized by be-

ing dropped into water while melted.

dropwise (drop'wiz), adv. [< drop + -/.'.]
After the manner of drops; droppingly; by
drops. [Rare.]

In mine own lady palms I cull'd the spring
That gather'd trickling dropwise from the cleft.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

drop-worm (drop'werm), n. The larva of one
of many insects. Specifically (a) Of any geometrid
moth. Also called span-worm, inch-worm, mounting-
mtrm, etc. (b) Of Thyridopteryx ephfiiiercefonms. Also

called hang-worm and bag-u'orm.

dropwort (drop'wert), . An English name for

the fSpira-a Filipendula False dropwort, an Amer-
ican book-name for Tiedcmannia teretifoKa, an umbellifer-

ous plant of the Atlantic States. Hemlock- and water-
dropwort, common book-names for species of (Enanthe.

droschka, n. Same as droshky.

drose, r. i. See drozc.

Drosera (dros'e-rii), n. [NL., < Gr. Spoaepoc,

dewy, < <!/)(i(7or,"dew, water, juice, prob. ult. <

(Skt.) -v/ dru, run.] A genus of plants giving
name to the order Droseraceai. There are about
100 species, found in all parts of the globe excepting the



Drosera

Pacific islands, and most abundantly in cxtratropical Aus-

tralia. Their leaven are covered with glandular hairs,

which exude drops ol a clear glutinous tlniil that glitter

in the sun ; hence the

it-'"'. These u'laiuliilar bair.s reUj

them, and other bails around
tbo.se actually touched by tin:

insect bend over nnd incl"-c it.

The excitement of the glands
induces the > , i. i ion of a di-

gestive fluid, under tbe opera-
tion of which the nutritious

nitrogenous matter of the in-

sect is dissolved and absorbed.

The common Kuropean species
have long had a popular repu-
tation as a remedy for bronchi-

tis anil asthma.

Droseracese (dros-e-ra'-

se-e), ii. j)l. |N'L.,< Dro-
iiera + -acew. J A natural
order of polypetalous in-

sectivorous herbs, grow-
ing in marshy localities

in temperate
and tropi-

cal regions, having their

leaves mostly circiuate

in vernation and covered
with numerous glandu-
lar viscid hairs. Of the genera, Drosera (which see)

is by far the largest. Of the others, Dionaa is character-

ized by having foliaceons petioles bearing a two-lobed lam-

ina which closes quickly when touched, and Aldrovanda

by having pitcher shaped leaves. See cut under Dionra.

droshky, drosky (drosh'-, dros'ki), .; pi.

droalikirs. iti-oxkies (-kiz). [Also written drozh-

ki, etc.
;
= F. droschki = D. droschke = Dan.

droske = Sw. droska, < G. droschke, a droshky,
cab, etc., = Pol. drozhka^ dorozhka, < Russ.

9 drove

Stindew (Drosera rotundi-

/alia}.

2. In galrano-clect.,
an alloy of zinc aud iron drought 1

,
drouth (drout, drouth^ n. [In the

formed in the zinc-bath, partly by the solvent

action of the zinc on the iron of the pot, but

chiefly from the iron articles dipped, and from
the dripping off of the superfluous amalgam
as they come from the bath. W. II. Itahl.

3. Figuratively, a worthless thing; the value-

less remainder of a once valued thing.
The world's glory is but dross unclean. >> "> /-

The past gain each new gain makes a loss,

And yesterday's gold love to-day makes drott.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. ::m.

dross (dros), v. t. [< dross, n.] To remove
dross from.

Droaimi is performed with a large perforated Iron spoon
or ladle, through the openings of which the fluid zinc runs

otf, while the dross is retained, packed into shallow moulds
so as to form slabs of alwut seventy -five pounds weight,
and In this form is usually sold to the smelters ami refin-

ers, who gain the zinc it contains either by distillation or

by special patented procedures.
W. 11. Wahl, Oalvanoplastic Manipulations, p. 529.

drossardt (dros'ard), n. [< D. drossaard, MD.
driisxiK rl (with accom. term, -aurd, -aert = E.

-ard), earlier MD. drossact, D. drost = OFries.

(frusta = MLG. drossete (> ML. drossatus), drot-

zete, druczete, droste, druste, LG. droste = OHG.
'truhtsdzo, truhsdzo, trutsdzo, truhsazzo, MHG.
truhtseze, truhtsceze, trochtsaze, truhsceze, truch-

seze, G. truchsess = Icel. drotteeti = Sw. drot-

drozet, drozt, drots = Dan. drost (< LG.),

lir.st form (with Hi altered t<. t. as also in i

< ME. ilrnuijlit, ilnnrylit, drugt,

'., the more orig. form, early
mod. E. also drouyth, < ME. drouyth, ilruhth,

drogthr, ilriii/ilif; < AS. druynth, ilrut/oth (= D.

droogte), dryness, < dryge, orig. 'druge (= D.

droog), dry: see dry. Drouth is thus equiv. to

dry-th (which form is occasionally used, like

Karm-lh, etc.). Drouth is etymologically the

more correct spelling. Both forms have been
in concurrent use since the ME. period, but

i/roni/lit has been the more common.] If. Dry-
ness.

With the droieahte of the daye alledrye ware the flora!
Murte Arthure (E. E. T. .), 1. 8260.

The Asp, says Gesner, by reason of her exceeding
,lr,,n

: i/it, it accounted deaf; hut that one Asp Is deafer

than another I read not Cotgrave.

2. Dry weather; want of rain or of moisture;
such a continuance of dry weather as injuri-

ously affects vegetation ;
aridness.

Whan that Aprllle with his shoures soote

The droghte of March hath perccd to the roote.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 2.

In a drought the thirsty creatures cry,
And gape upon the gather'd clouds for rain.

Dryden, Annus Mirabllls.

In the dust and drouth of London life

She moves among my visions of the lake.

Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

uu, ciu., = ui. uf i/~ii/vi*,
W /i v~ivi*, s. AI

lect, cnier omcer, appar. v.as uest siiowii iu

drozhki (= Little Russ. drozhky), a droshky, OHG.) < OHG. truht(= OS. drulit = AS. dryltt,

1*111, UM'*c<, HrWM W/I/KJ ^ fmm mm *- y-v UM/| . , . .

an officer whose duty it was to set the meat on 3. 1 hirst ;
want or < inK.

the table of his prince or sovereign, a steward,

server, grand master of the kitchen, hence in

extended use a steward, bailiff, constable, pre-

fect, chief officer, appar. (as best shown in

As one, whose drouth
Yet scarce allay'd, still eyes the current stream.

MUton, P. L., vll. 86.

4. Figuratively, scarcity; lack.

A drought of Christian writers caused a dearth of all his-

dim. of drogi, a carriage, a hearse, prop. pi. of
rfri)(i),'the people, multitude, company, follow- ***

droga, the pole or shaft of a carriage. Not con-
jng / 8ee dright), + OHG. sdzo (= AS. sceta, etc. : drought-, ". A dialectal form of draft1

, draught^.
nected with Russ. doroga, a road (= Pol. droga see cotset), one who sits or settles: the com- dronghtineSS, drouthiness (drou'ti-nes, -thi-

= Bohem. draga, draha, a road, = QBulg. Serv. pound appar. meaning orig. the officer who as- nes), n. The state of being droughty; dry-

signed a prince's guests or followers their seats ness; aridness.

at table. Less prob. the first element is OHG. droughty, drouthy (drou'ti, -thi), a. 1. Char-

truJi t, a load, draught, provisions (akin to E. acterized by drought; dry.

draftl, draught*), the lit. meaning of the com-

draga, a valley), dim. dorozltka (> Pol. doro:1ika),
a little road, though the second Pol. form simu-
lates such a connection.] A kind of light four-

wheeled carriage used iu Russia and Prussia.
The droshky proper is without a top, and consists of a kind
of long narrow bench, on which the passengers ride as on
a saddle ; but the name is now applied to various kinds of

vehicles, as to the common cabs plying in the streets of

some German cities, etc.

Droskiet the smallest carriages in the world, mere

sledges on wheels, with drivers like old women in low-

crowned hats and long blue dressing-gowns buttoned from
their throat* to their feet. A. J. C. Hare, Russia, ii.

Begovuiya droshlri an extremely light vehicle, com-

posed of two pairs of wheels joined together by a single

hoard, on which the driver sits stride-legged.
D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 236.

drosnet, [ME. : see dross.] Dregs; dross.

drosometer (dro-som'e-ter), n. [< Gr. fyoooc.,

dew, + /itrpov,' a measure.] An instrument
for ascertaining the quantity of dew that con-

pound suiting then its first known actual use,
one who sets the meat on the table.] A stew-

ard; a bailiff; a prefect.
There is ... a droxsard of Limburgh near this place

(to whom I gave an Exemplar of R. B. 's Apology) very de-

sirous to speak with some of the friends.

Penn, Travels in Holland, etc.

drosselt (dros'el), . [Also written drazcl; per-

haps the same as drotchel, appar. < Sc. dratch,

dretch = E. dretck*, loiter, delay : see dretch^.]
a slut.

That when the time's expir'd, the drazel*

For ever may become his vassals.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. i. 987.

Now dwels ech drotsel in her glass.

Warner, Albion's England, ix. 47.

See the extract.denses on a body which has been exposed to drosser (dros'er), n.

the open air during the night. It consists of a The weight of so many tables pressing one against an-

balance, one end of which is fiirnished with a plate fitted other would cause the hlndermost to bend ; but this is pre-
to receive the dew, and the other with a weight protected vented by the invention of iron frames or drossert, which
from it. divide the tables into sets. Glass-making, p. 125.

Drosophila (dro-sof'i-lii), n. [NL.,<Gr. 6p6aac, Dressiness (dros'i-nes), M. The quality or state

dew, + tOoc. loving.] A genus of flies, ol the of bei (lr foulness
; impurity,

family Muscidiv, one species of which, Droso- ^^ of afflictlon jmml ^ ^ reflne ua

plnla flara (the yellow turnip-leaf miner), is from our e8rth |y drosrinett. and soften us for the impres-

very destructive to turnips, the maggots eating sion of Ood's own stamp and image. Boyle, Works, 1. 275.

Oh ! can the clouds weep over thy decay,
Yet not one drop fall from thy droughty eyes ?

Drayton, The Barons' Wars, IL

When the man of God calls to her "Fetch me a little

water," ... it was no easy suit in so droughtie a season.

/;/. llnii. Elijah.

The sun of a drouthy summer . . . was shining on the

heath. /(. w. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

2. Thirsty; dry ; requiring drink.

If the former years
Exhibit no supplies, alas '. thotl must
With tasteless water wash thy droughty throat.

PhiKpt.
And at his elbow Souter Johnny,
His ancient, trusty, drouthy cronie.

tin r us. Tarn o' Shantcr.

There are capital points In the second Ipicture], which

depicts the consternation excited in a village inn on dis-

covering the single ale-cask dry, and the house full of

drouthy customers. Saturday Ret., July 8, 1866.

The rustic politicians would gather round Philip, and
smoke and drink, ami then question and discuss till they
were drouthy again. Urn. Gaskelt, Sylvia's Lovers, xli.

drook (drok), v. t. [Sc., < ME. *d

"(Imuknen (see droukening), < Icel. drukna =
Dan. drnkne, be drowned: see drown, where
the k is lost in the w.] To drench; wet thor-

oughly. Also dratrk.

And aye she took the tlther souk
To drouk the stowrle tow.

Burnt, The Weary Fund o' Tow.

iiy destructive to turnips,
into the pulp and producing whitish blisters on dro88le8S (dros'les), a. [< dross + -less.] Free
the upper side. D. cellarls attacks potatoes. from (lrogg
dross (dros), M. [Early mod..E. also rfrosse; < droBBy (dros'i), n. [< dross + -yl.] Like dross; droukeningt, droukningt, . [ME., alsodnmJt-
ML. drotM, earlier rOos, < AS. dros = MLG.

pertain ing to dross; abounding with dross, or
,- < 'droiikcn, 'drouknen, drench: see drouk.]

drott All), tiroes, urej^s. Ihe more common *._ ...1,1...... ... ...,..;.,!. nnniin^i tsimt>tnio . _ ^ ? _i T .1

ilriixni ), always in syn-AS. word is "drosen (or

copated pi. drosna (or 'drosiui) (== MD. droes-

xi HI. D. droenem = MLG. druse = OHG. trusana,
truxiiti, driixi'iin, ilnisiiin. MHG. drum-lie, (Irtisinc,

dnwcne, OHG. also trittumiut, truosfiui. trnosina,

tntnurii, ilnioxitna, MHG. truosen, druoscne, G.

druscii), lei's, dregs, < drcoxan (pp. drorcn for

'drosen) = < >S. ilnostiii = Norw. drjosa = Goth.

waste or worthless material: applied to metals,
and figuratively to other things.

So doth the flre the drossy gold reflne.

Sir J. Da vies, Immort

A wise man, like a good refiner, can gather gold out of

the drossiest volume. Milton, Areopagttica, p. 21.

Many more of the same bevy, that, I know, the drotsy

age doats on. Shaic., Hamlet, v. 2.

The heart restor'd aud purg'd from drown/ nature

drfttM'(LGt. itnmen, etc.), fall: see drizsle, and N-w finds the freedom of a new-born creature,

of. dro-r, ,/,-,,-.] 'I. Refuse or impure or for-
""*" Eulblem8

-
" 1B'

eign matter which separates from a liquid and drot (drot), v. t. Same as drat*.

falls to the bottom or rises to the top, as in droud (droud), n. [Sc., origin obscure.] 1. A
wine or oil or in molten metal ; sediment; lees;

""^fi"*- J-*
dregs; scum; any refuse or waste matter, as

chaff; especially, and now chiefly, the slag,

si-ales, or cinders thrown off from molten metal.

Cold and sillier clenseth ham of bore dros i the fure [in

the flre]. An<-r>n Iii"i,. \>. >(.

1. A slumbering; slumber; a doze.

Als I lay in a winteris nyt in a droukrninii before the day.
Debate of Body and Soul, 1. 1. (Lat. Poems attrlb. to

tal. ofSoul. Int. IW. Mapes, ed. Wright)
2. A swoon.

vile the! selden the! weore sort,

For-dolled in a dntuknyntj dred.
//.,,,/ /too,'/ (E. E. T. S.), p. 141.

droukit, drooket (dro'kit, -ket), p. a. [Pp. of

drouk, q. v.] Drenched. [Scotch..]

The last Halloween I was waiikin'

My droukit sark-sleeve, as ye ken.

Burnt, Tain Glrn.

The cart gaed ajec and they liaith fell into the water ;

twa pnir drouii'Mike Ijodies they were when they cam out,

Petticoat Talet, I. 237.

droukningt, See droukeiiiiig.

Drosite of metallc, scorinni ; ilnw of corne, aciis. cri-

balluui, ruscum : ilrw of f> Ithe ln-re of hyt be, rnsciim,
rusculuin. Prompt. Parr., p. 1S3.

Some scunnl the drnsse that from the metal! came.
Some stird the molten owre "ith ladles great.

Spenttr, F. i;.. 11. vii. 3ti.

codfish. Jamieson.
The flsh are awful ; half a guinea for a cod's head, and

no bigger than the drouds the cadgers bring from Ayr, at

a shilling and eigbteen-pence a piece.
Kiackirood-t Mag., June, 1820, p. 29.

(jroumyt ("drou'rai), a. [E. dial. (Devonshire);
2. A kind of wattled box for catching herrings. cf. drumly.] Troubled; turbid; muddy.

That . . . protestation of Catiline, to set on flre andJamieson. 3. A lazy, lumpish person. Jamie-
<. trouble states, to the end to fish In dmimy waters.

Folk pitied her heavy handful of such a rfro<t Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 350.

Gait, Annals of the Parish, p. 330. drouth, drouthiness, etc. See drought 1
, etc.

drought. A Middle English form of the preterit drove 1
. I'ndiii and obsolete and dialectal

of <//<('. past participle of



drove

drove2 (drov), n. [< ME. drove, earlier drof, <

AS. drdf, a, drove, < drifan (pret. drdf), drive :

see drive] 1. A number of oxen, sheep, or

swine driven in a body ;
cattle driven in a herd :

by extension, a collection or crowd of other

animals, or of human beings, in motion.

Of moistfull matter,
God made the people that frequent the Water;
And of an Earthly stuff the stubborn droues

That haunt the Hils and Dales, and Downs and Groues.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

The sounds and seas, with all their finny drove,

Now to the moon in wavering morrice move.
Milton, Conitls, 1. 115.

Where droves, as at a city gate, may pass.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires.

2. A road or drive for sheep or cattle in droves.

[Great Britain.] 3. A narrow channel or

drain, used in the irrigation of land. [Great

Britain.]
drove3

(drov), v. t.
; pret. and pp. droved, ppr.

droving. [So., usually in pp. droved; prob. a

secondary form (after drove*, drove2 ) ol drive;

cf. D. drijven, drive, also engrave, emboss.] In

masonry, to tool roughly. Droved and broached,
a phrase applied to work that has been first rough-hewn,
and then tooled clean. Droved and striped, a phrase

applied to work that is first rough-tooled, and then formed
into shallow grooves or stripes with a half- or three-quar-
ter-inch chisel, having the droved interstices prominent.
Droved ashler. See ashler.

drove3 (drov), n. [See dr0M>, .] A chisel, from
two to four inches broad, used in making droved
work.
drove4t, drevet, '' * [ME. droven, dreven, <

AS. drefan (for *drofian), trouble, agitate, dis-

turb (the mind), = OS. drobhian = MLG. dro-

ven, LG. droven = MD. droeven= OHG. truoban,

truoben, MHG. truoben, triieben, G. triiben, trou-

ble, = Sw. be-drofva = Dan. he-drove, grieve,

trouble, = Goth, drobjan, cause trouble, excite

an uproar; connected with the adj., AS. drdf,
' - - ' -

'-'3; afflict;
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kanen, drunkanen, become drunk, be drunk),
< AS. drnncen, pp. of drincan, drink : see drink.

Cf. drench*, drown, and drouk, of same ult. ori-

gin.] I. intrans. To be suffocated by immer-

sion in water or other liquid.

O Lord ! methought what pain it was to drown !

Shak., Rich. III., i. 4.

II. trans. 1. To suffocate by immersion in

water or other liquid ; hence, to destroy, extin-

guish, or ruin by or as if by submersion.

The sea cannot drown me : I swam, ere I could recover

the shore, five-and-thirty leagues, off and on.

Shak., Tempest, iii. 2.

I feel 1 weep apace ; but Where's the flood,

The torrent of my tears to drown my fault in ?

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, iv. 2.

I try'd in Wine to drown the mighty Care ;

But wine, alas, was Oyl to th' Fire.

Cowley, The Mistress, The Incurable.

The barley is then steeped too much, or, as the maltster

expresses it, is drowned. Thausing, Beer (trans.), p. 281.

2. To overflow
;
inundate : as, to drown land.

To dew the sovereign flower, and drov.ni the weeds.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 2.

If it [the storm] had continued long without ye shifting

of y6 wind, it is like it would have drouned some parte of

y cuntrie. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 337.

The trembling peasant sees his country round
Covered with tempests, and in oceans drowned.

Addison, The Campaign.

A weir is said to be drowned when the water in the

channel below it is higher than its crest.

Rankine, Steam Engine, 137.

3. Figuratively, to plunge deeply ; submerge ;

overwhelm: as, to drown remorse in sensual

pleasure.
Both man and child, both maid and wife,
Were drown'd in pride of Spain.

Queen Eleanor's Fall (Child's Ballads, VII. 293).

My private voice is drowned amid the senate.

Addison, Cato.

To drown out, to force to come out, leave, etc., by influx

of water ;
drive out

drudge

drowsy (drou'zi), n. [Formerly also drousie ;

< drowse + -y*] 1. Inclined to sleep; sleepy;

heavy with sleepiness.

Drowsy am I, and yet can rarely sleep. Sir P. Sidney.

They went till they came into a certain country, whose
air naturally tended to make one drowsy. . . . Here Hope-
ful began to be very dull and heavy of sleep ; wherefore

he said unto Christian, I do now begin to grow so drowsy
that I can scarcely hold up mine eyes ;

let us lie down
here and take one nap.

Hunt/an, Pilgrim's Progress, i., Enchanted Ground.

2. Resulting from or affected by drowsiness ;

characteristic of or marked by a state of drows-

ing.
The rest around the hostel fire

Their drowsy limbs recline.

Scott, Marmion, iii. 26.

My heart aches, and a drowsy numbness pains

My sense. Keats, Ode to a Nightingale.

3. Disposing to sleep ; lulling; soporific: as, a

drowsy couch.

The hoary.willows waving with the wind,
In drowsy murmurs lull'd the gentle maid.

Addison.
The bowl with drowsy juices filled

From cold Egyptian drugs distilled.

Addison, Rosamond, iii. 3.

I hate to learn the ebb of time
From yon dull steeple's drowsy chime.

Scott, L. of the L., vi. 24.

4. Dull; sluggish; stupid.
I would give you a drowsy relation, for it is that time of

night, though I called it evening. Donne, Letters, Ixii.

Those inadvertencies, a body would think, even our

been capable of. Bp. Atterbunj.

drowsyhead (drou'zi-hed), n. [In Spenser
drowsihed; < drowsy + -head] Drowsiness;
sleepiness; tendency to sleep. [Archaic.]

A pleasing land of drowsyhead it was,
Of dreams that wave before the half-shut eye.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, L 6.

These hours of drowsihead were the season of the old

drovent. An obsolete and improper form of drowner (drou'ner), n. One who or that which
driven, past participle of drive. drowns.
drover (dro'ver), n. [< drove?, n., + -er*.] 1. The nourse , dy3e and cardes is werisome idlenesse,
One who drives cattle or sheep to market

;
one enemy of virtue, drowner of youthe. Ascham, Toxophilus.

who buys cattle in one place to sell in another.
drowge (drouz), v. i. ; pret. and pp. drowsed, ppr.

droylet, and n. See droil. Spenser.

droze, arose (droz), v. i.
; pret. and pp. drozed,

ppr. drozing. [E. dial., also freq. drosle; prob.
connected with dross and drowse, ult. \ AS.

To

2f. A boat driven by the wind: probably only
in the passage cited.

He woke
And saw his droixr drive along the streame.

Spenser, F. Q., III. viii. 22.

droving1
(dro'ving), n. [< drove2 + -ing*]

The occupation of a drover. [Rare.]

droving2 (dro'ving), n. [Verbal n. of droveS, v]
A method of hewing the faces of hard stones,
similar to random-tooling or boasting. See

droveS, v. Droving and striping, in stone-cutting,
the making with the chisel of shallow parallel channels

drutsian, sink, become slow or sluggish (rare)

(= MD. droosen, slumber, doze; cf. LG. driln-

sen, driinseln, slumber, drunsen, low, as a cow,
drawl in speech), < dredsan (= Goth, driusan,

etc.), fall: see drizzle, dross, droze] To be

(R

He drowsed upon his couch. South, Sermons, IV. 78.

Let not your prudence, dearest, drowse, or prove
The Danaid of a leaky vase. Tennyson, Princess, ii.

In the pool drowsed the cattle up to their knees.

Lowell, Sir Launfal, i.

be *droovy = E. dial, druvy, drnivy, thick, mud-
dy, overcast (cf. druve. a muddy river), Sc.

drowie, moist, muddy, < ME. drovy, drovi, tur-

bid, muddy, < AS. drof, drofi (rare), turbid,

muddy, also troubled (in mind), = OS. drobhi,
druobhi = D. droef, droevig = MLG. drove, LG.

druv, drove = OHG. truobi, G. triibe, troubled,

gloomy, sad: see drove*] Turbid.

He is like to an hors that seketh rather to drynke drovy
water and trouble than for to drinke water of the welle
that is cleer. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

drow1
,
v. t. [E. dial., var. of dry : see dry] To

dry. Grose. [Prov. Eng. (Exmoor).]
drow2

(drou), n. [Sc., appar. developed from
the adj. drowie, moist, misty, > E. drovy, q. v.]
A cold mist; a drizzling shower.
drow3 (drou), n. [Sc., also trow, var. of troll2 .

Cf . droll] One of a diminutive elfish race sup-
posed by superstitious people in the Shetland
islands to reside in hills and caverns, and to be
curious artificers in iron and precious metals.

I hung about thy neck that gifted chain, which all in

our isles know was wrought by no earthly artist, but by
the Drows in the secret recesses of their caverns.

Scott, Pirate, x.

drowghtt, n. An obsolete form of drought*.
drown (droun), v. [Early mod. E. also drown;
< ME. droumen, dronnen, contr. of earlier drunc-

nen, druncnien, < ONorth. druncnia (= lcel.

drulcna = Sw. dnmkna = Dan. drukne, intr.,

drown, sink, = AS. druncnian = OHG. trun-

] A state of

somnolency; a half-sleep.
But smiled on in a drowse of ecstasy. Browning.

Many a voice along the street,
And heel against the pavement echoing, burst
Their drowse. Tennyson, Geraint.

He gave one look, then settled into his drowse again.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 128.

drowsed (drouzd), p. a. 1. Sleepy; overcome
with sleepiness ; drowsy.

I became so drowsed that it required an agony of exer-

tion to keep from tumbling off my horse.
B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 272.

2. Heavy from somnolency ;
dull

; stupid.
There gentle sleep

First found me, and with soft oppression seized

My drowsed sense. Milton, P. L., viii. 289.

drowsihead, n. See drowsyhead.
drowsily (drou'zi-li), adv. 1 . In a drowsy man-
ner; sleepily; heavily: as, he drowsily raised
his head. 2. Sluggishly; languidly; slothful-

ly; lazily.
Drowsily the banners wave

O'er her that was so chaste and fair. Praed.

drowsiness (drou'zi-nes), n. 1. Sleepiness;
disposition to sleep ;

lassitude.

Tis like the murmuring of a stream, which, not varying
in the fall, causes at first attention, at last drowsiness.

Dryden, Essay on Dram. Poesy.

He bore up against drowsiness and fever till his master
was pronounced convalescent. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

2f. Sluggishness; sloth; laziness.

Drowsiness shall clothe a man with rags. Prov. xxiii. 21.

melt and drip down, as a candle. Grose; SalJi-

id pp. drubbed, ppr.
ial. form (= E. dial.

drob), a var. or secondary form
*drcn (E. dial, dryp and drib: see

at, < ME. drenen (pret. drop, drop,

i, strike, kill, < AS. drepan (pret. "drcep,

pp. dropen, drepen), strike, = LG. drapen,

drfy'en = OHG. treffan, MHG. G. treffen, hit,

touch, concern, = lcel. drepa = Sw. drapa =
Dan. drabe, kill, slay (cf. Sw. drabba, hit).]
To beat with a stick; cudgel; belabor

;
thrash ;

beat in general.

Captain Swan came to know the Business, and marr'd
all ; undeceiving the General, and drubbing the Noble-
man. Dampier, Voyages, I. 362.

Must I be drttbb'd with broom-staves ?

Steele, Lying Lover, iv. 1.

Admiral Hawke has come up with them [the French]
and drubbed them heartily.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, vi., ed. note.

If any of the under officers behave so as to provoke the

people to drub them, promote those to better offices.

Franklin, Autobiog., p. 411.

drub (drub), n. [< drub, ^.] A blow with a
stick or cudgel ;

a thump ;
a knock.

By setting an unfortunate mark on their followers they
have exposed them to innumerable drubs and contusions.

Addison.

/IvnMioraraDDer ), n. One who drubs or beats.

These two were sent (or I'm no Drubber).
Prior, The Mice.

drubbing (drub'ing), n. [Verbal n. of drub, v]
A cudgeling ; a sound beating.

drudge1
(druj), r. '.; pret. and pp. drudged, ppr.

drudging. [< ME. druggen, work hard
;
said to

be of Celtic origin; cf. Ir. drugaire, a slave

or drudge, dntgaireachd, slavery, drudgery;
but these forms are prob. of E. origin. Cf.

ilritifi, a drudge, Sc. dntg, pull forcibly, drug,
& rough pull, E. dial, drug, a timber-carriage,
drudge2 ,

a large rake, as a verb, harrow, = E.

dredge*. The word is thus prob. ult. < AS.

dragan, E. draw : see draw, drag, dredge*] To
work hard, especially at servile, mechanical,
or uninteresting work; labor in tedious, drag-



drudge

Kin?,' t;isks
;
labor with toil ami fatigue, anil

without interest.
lie [irofreth his servys'

1

To dt-ti /'/' and diawe.
: i, K night's Tale, I. 558.

Fair are your Words, as fair your <'arriai;c ;

Let mi' In- free, tlnul,/*' you in Marriage.
/',.",, 'Hi,. Mice.

Oajl it be that a power of Intellect so nnmeiisuivil ;tmi

exhaustless in its range has been brought into being
nicreh I" 'Ii inl'i- tor an animal exist.

Cltanniny, Perfect Life, p. 159.

drudge 1
(<lruj), w. [< drudge*, v. See drug-.]

One who toils, especially at servile or mechan-
ical labor; otie who labors hard in servile or

uninteresting employments ;
a spiritless toiler.

Another Kind of lioluhiiaii they liavi-, when a vile drudge,
In in- a poor lalioiircr in another country, doth chuosc of
his own free will to be a bondman among them.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 8.

I can but wait upon you,
And be your drudge ; keep a poor life to serve you.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, ill. 2.

How did the toiling ox his death deserve,
A downright simple drudge, and born to serve ?

JDryden, Pythagorean Philos., 1. 177.

drudge- (ilru.j), n. [E. dial., ult. = dredge*, .]

1. A large rake. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.] 2.
A dredge.
drudge^ (druj), . t. ; pret. and pp. drudged,
ppr. drudging. [E. dial., ult. = dredge*, v. t.]

To harrow. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
drudge3 (druj), . [Origin obscure.] Whisky
in the raw state, as used in the manufacture
of alcohol. [U. 8.]

drudger 1
(druj'er), n. A drudge ;

one who
drudges.
drudger'H (druj'er), . [Var. of dredger?.] 1.
A dredging-box.
To London, and there among otherthings did look over

some pictures at Cade's for my house, and did carry home
a silver drudger for my cupboard of plate.

Pepys, Wary, Feb. 2, 1665.

2. A bonbon-box in which comfits (drag6es)
are kept.
drudgery (druj'er-i), n. [< drudge* + -cry*.]
The labor of a drudge ; ignoble, spiritless toil

;

hard work in servile ormechanical occupations.
One that is aboue the world and its drudgery, and can-

not pull downe his thoughts to the pelting businesses of
It [life].

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A High-spirited Man.

Those who can turn their hands to any thing besides

drudgery live well enough by their industry.
Dumpier, Voyages, II. i. 141.

Paradise was a place of bliss, . . . without drudgery,
and without sorrow. Locke.

= Syn. Labor, Toil, etc. See work, n.

drudgical (druj'i-kal), a. [Irreg. < drudge1 +
-ic-al.] Of or pertaining to a drudge ;

of the
nature of a drudge or of drudgery. Carlyle.
drudging-boxt (druj'ing-boks), n. See dredg-
in/j-liii.r.

drudgingly (druj'ing-li), adv. With labor and
fatigue ; laboriously.
drudgism (druj'izm), n. [< drudge + -ism.]

Drudgery. CarIy If.

drueriet, drueryt, n. Same as drury.
drug 1

(drug), n. [Early mod. E. also drugg,
ilrngge (ME. drugges, drogges, is doubtful in
this sense, as in the only passage cited (Chau-
cer) it alternates with dragges, stomachic com-
fits: see dredge2 ); = G. droge, drogue == Sp. Pg.
It. droga, < OF. drogue, F. drogue, a drug,
mod. also stuff, rubbish, < D. droog = E. dry :

"drooglie waere, droogh krui/d, droogiierije (dry
wares, dry herb, 'druggery'), phafmaca, aro-
mata" (Kilian, who explains that "drugs vio-

lently dry up and cleanse the body, but afford
it no nourishment");

"
droogen, gedroogde

knnjdea en wortels (dried herbs and roots),
drugga" (Sewel). See dry.] 1. Any vege-
table, animal, or mineral substance used in
the composition or preparation of medicines;
hence, also, any ingredient used in chemical
preparations employed in the arts.

Full rcily haddc he his apotecarics.
To send him <lr<t'iyes [var. droyyet, drugges] and hi letua-

ries,
For echc of hem made other for to witme.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 426.

2. A tiling which has lost its value, and is no
longer wanted

; specifically, a commodity that
is not salable, especially from overproduction :

as. ;i ilrng in the market (the phrase in which
the word is generally used).

brad they lie,

As the*!' were times when loyalty's a drug,
And zeal in a subordinate too cheap
And common to IK- saved when we sjK'nd life:

Brotc-nintj, limn and Book, II. 230.
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drug1
(drug), v.

; pret. and pp. drugged, ppr.
iti-iti/i/ini/. [< ilfii;/

1
, .] I. Iran*. 1. To mix

with drugs ;
uarcoti/.e or make poisonous, as a

beverage, by mixture with a drug: as, to drag
wine (in order to render the person who drinks
it insensible).

The surfeited grooms
Do mock their charge with snores : I have drugy'd their

possets. Sliat., Macbeth, ii. -I.

2. To dose to excess with drugs or medicines.
3. To administer narcotics or poisons to; render
insensible with or as with a narcotic or anes-
thetic drug; deaden: as, he was drugged and
then robbed.
A sorrow's crown of sorrow is remembering happier things.

Drug thy memories, lest thou learn it, lest thy heart be

put to proof. 'i''iu:n*nn, l.orK>lry Hall.

With rebellion, thus sugar-coated, they have been drug-
giii'i the public mind of their section for more than thirty
years. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 145.

4. To surfeit
; disgust.

With pleasure drugg'd, he almost long'd for woe.

Jlyruii, t'hilde Harold, t 6.

U. intrans. To prescribe or administer drugs
or medicines, especially to excess.

Past all the doses of your drugging doctors.
II. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

drug2t (drug), n. [See drudge*.] A drudge.
Hadst thou, like us, from our first swath proceeded
The sweet degrees that this brief world affords
To such as may the passive drugs of it

Freely command, thou wouldst have plung'd thyself
In general riot. Shale., T. of A., Iv. 3.

drug3 (drug), n. Same as drogue.
drugged, v. i. A Middle English form of drudge*.
drugge-t, . An obsolete form of drug*.
drugger (drug'er), n. [< drug + -er*. Cf . F.

drogueur, Sp. droguero.] If. A druggist.
Fraternities and companies 1 approve of as merchants'

burses, colledges of drugnerg, physicians, musicians, &e.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 63.

2. One who administers drugs; especially, a

physician who doses to excess. Dunglison.
druggermant (drug'er-man), n. An obsolete
form of dragoman.

You druggerman of heaven, must I attend
Your droning prayers? Dryden, Don Sebastian.

Fity you was not druqgerman at Babel.

Pope, Satires of Donne, iv. 83.

druggery (drug'er-i), .; pi. druggeries (-iz).

[< OF. droguerie, F. droguerie (cf. MD. droo-

gherye), < drogue, drug : see drug* and. -ery.] 1.

Drugs collectively. [Rare.] 2. A druggist's
shop. [Humorous.]
drugget (drug'et), n. [= G. droguett= Sp. Pg.
droyuete = It. droghetto, < F. droguet, drugget,
formerly a kind of stuff half silk, half wool.

Origin unknown. There is nothing to show a
connection with drug*.] 1. A coarse woolen
material, felted or woven, either of one color or

printed on one side, and used as a protection
for a carpet, as a carpet-lining, or, especially
in summer, as a rug or

carpet, generally cov-

ering only the middle portion of a floor. A
finer fabric of the same sort is used for table-
and piano-covers. 2. A striped woolen or
woolen and cotton fabric, commonly twilled,
formerly used in some parts of Great Britain,
especially for women's clothing.
He is of a fair complexion, light brown lank hair, hav-

ing on a dark brown frieze coat, double-breasted on each
side, with black buttons and buttonholes ; a light drug-
get waistcoat.

Advertisement, 1703 (Malcolm's Manners and Customs
[of London in 18th Cent.).

They [the Gauls] wove their stuffs for summer, and
rough felts or drugget* for winter wear, which are said
to have been prepared with vinegar, and to have been so

tough as to resist the stroke of a sword.
C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 114.

druggist (drug'ist), n. [= MD. drooghist = F.

droguiate (appar. later than the E.) ;
as drug* +

-ist.] 1 . One who deals in drugs ;
one whose oc-

cupation is the buying and selling of drugs.
This new corporation of drutiltiot* had inflamed the bills

of mortality and puzzled the College of Physicians with
diseases for which they neither knew a name or cure.

Toiler, No. 131.

Specifically 2. One who compounds or pre-
pares drugs according to medical prescriptions ;

an apothecary or pharmacist; a dispensing
chemist. [U. S.]- Chemist and druggist. See

drugstert (drug'ster), H. [< drug + -sttr.] A
druggist.

They place their ministers after their apothecaries ; that
e physi

d (dro
Sp. Pg. <///</ = It. druido, < L. druida, pi.

is, the physician of the soul after the ilnuHter of the body.
x<m(A, Works, I. iv.

druid (dro'id), . [= G. druide = F. druide =
= It.

drum

druida, also dmis (fern. druiux)
l
lA.ilrniilrx (usu-

ally in pi.). = Gr. oafU^t, a drum; of Old ( Vlt i.-

origin :< Olr. drui, gen. drund, dat. and nci-.

ili-niil, nom. pi. and dual druad, later Ir. and
Gael, ilrnni. w\\. ili-nndli, a magician (I-., nutyux);
also later nom. druidh = Vf.tii i in/il<l (orig. nom.
*dryw), a druid. Cf. AS. dry, a magician, < Olr.

drui, a magician. The W. form shows a forced
simulation of W. derw, an oak; so L. dmiiln
was thought to be connected with Gr. fyif, a tree,
esp. an oak (= E. tree) ;

but this isguesswork. C'f.

Olr. dair (gen. dnrm-li), daur (gen. daro, dara)
= OGael. dair = W. dar, an oak.] 1. One of an
order of priests or ministers of religion among
the ancient Celts of Gaul, Britain, and Ireland.
The chief seats of the dniids were in Wales, P.rit tan.v. and
the regions around the modern Dreux and hat ties in

France. The druids are believed to have possessed some
knowledge of geometry, natural philosophy, etc. They
superintended the affairs of religion and morality, and
performed the office of judges. The oak is said to have
represented to them the one supreme God, and the mis-
tletoe when growing upon it the dependence of man
upon him; and they accordingly held these in the highest
veneration, oak-groves being their places of worship. They
are said to have had a common superior, who was elected

by a majority of votes from their own members, and who
enjoyed his dignity for life. The druids, as an order, al-

ways opposed the Romans, but were ultimately extermi-
nated by them. [Very commonly written with a capital.)

As those Druid* taught, which kept the British rites,

And dwelt iu darksome groves, there counselling with

sprites. Orayton, Polyolbion, i. 35.

Thir Religion was governd by a sort of Priests or Magi-
cians call'd Drtiiiles from the Greek name of an Oke, which
Tree they had in greate reverence, and the Mlsslcto espe-

cially growing theron. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

2. [cap.] A member of a society called the
United Ancient Order of Druids, founded in

London in 1781, for the mutual benefit of the

members, and now counting numerous lodges,
called groves, in America, Australia, Germany,
etc. 3. In en torn., a kind of saw-fly, a hyme-
nopterous insect of the family Tentliredinida.
Druid's foot, a five-pointed figure supposed to have had
mystical meaning among the druids, and still in use In

some parts of Europe as a charm.

druidess (dro'id-es), n. [= F. druidesse; us

druid + -ess.] A female druid; a druidic

prophetess or sorceress.
The Druidesa has offended Heaven in giving way to

love. The American, IV. 232.

druidic, druidical (dro-id'ik, -i-kal), a. [< druid
+ -ic, -ic-al.] Of or pertaining to the druids:

as, druidical remains.
The Druid followed him, and suddenly, we are told,

struck him with a druidic wand, or, according to one ver-

sion, flung at him a tuft of grass over which lie had pro-
nounced a druidical incantation. O'Curry, Anc. Irish, I. x.

Druidical bead. Same as adder-ttonf. Druidical cir-

cles, the name popularly given to circles formed of large
upright stones, consisting in some cases of a single round,
in others of several rounds, and concentric, from the as-

sumption that they were druidical places of worship,
though there is no sufficient proof that this was their des-
tination. The ntost celebrated druidical circle in England
is that at Stonehenge iu Wiltshire. Druidical patera,
a name given to bowls, commonly of stone, and usually
with one handle, found In the Isle of Man and elsewhere,
and now thought to have been used as lamps. Similar
bowls are still in use for this purpose in the Faroe islands.

druidish (dro'id-ish), a. [< druid + -ink*.]

Pertaining to or like the druids.

druidism (drS'id-izm), n. [= F. druidisme= Sp.
Pg. druidismo; as druid + -ism.] The religion
of the druids; the doctrines, rites, and cere-
monies of the sacerdotal caste of the ancient
Celts. See druid, 1.

still the great and capital objects of their [the Saxons')
worship were taken from Druiiti*nt.

Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Htrt., i. 2.

Their religion [that of the ancient Britons] was Druid-
ism; and Britain is said to have been the parent-seat of
that creed. Sir K. Cretuil, Eng. fonst., p. 2S.

druid-stone (dro'id-ston), n. Same as gray-
wether.

drum 1 (drum), w. [Early mod. E. also drumme;
= Dan. tronime = Sw. trumma (cf. Ir. Gael.

ilritma, < E.), a drum, < D. trom = LG. trumme
= G. tromme, dial, trumme, trumni, tromm,
dromm, late MHG. trumme, trumbe, drumbe,
drumme, trum, a drum (also in dim. form : Dan.
tromle = Sw. trumla, < D. tromniil = G. trom-

niil, formerly also drummel, MHG. trammel,
trumjiel, dram/it-l, trumel, a drum); orig. identi-

cal with MHG. trumme, trumbe, < OHG. trumlia,

trumpa, a trump, trumpet: see trump* and trum-

pet*. It thus appears that drum* and trump*
are ult. identical, though applied to unlike in-

struments. The diverse use is prob. due to the

(supposed) imitative origin of the name. See
iln/iii*, r.] 1. A musical instrument of the per-
cussive class, consisting of a hollow wooden or
metallic body and a tightly stretched head of
membrane which is struck with a stick. Three
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principal forms are used: (1) cylindrical, with one heart

and an open bottom, usually called a tambourine or

Egyptian drum ; (2) hemispherical, with one head, usually
cal'led a kettledrum; (3) cylindrical, with two heads, one
of which can be struck, as in a side-drum or snare-drum,
or both of which can be struck, as in the bass drum. All
these forms are used to some extent in orchestral music,
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red-bass, sea-bass. See cut under redfish. Bass drum,
a musical instrument, the largest of the drum family,
having a cylindrical body and two heads of membrane,
the tension of which may be altered by hoops. It ia struck
with a soft-headed stick. It is commonly used in mili-

tary bands, and occasionally in full orchestras. Formerly
alled Unvjdrum. Beat or tuck of drum. Seedcai.

but the kettledrum only is important, because it alone can Circulating drum, in water-heaters or steam-boilers, a
be perfectly tuned. Orchestral drums are generally used ~'

in pairs, and tuned to different pitches. The third form
in all its varieties is much used in military music, prin-
cipally to emphasize rhythm.

I would wish them rather to lie chosen out of all partes
of the realme, either by discretion of wise men thereunto

appoynted, or by lott, or by the drumme, as was the old
use in sending foorthe of colonyes.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

The drummes crie dub a dub. Gascoigne, Flowers.

Your nether party fire must,
Then beat a flying drum.

Battle of Philiphaugh (Child's Ballads, VII. 134).

, ,

chamber disposed to receive a flow of heated water in

order to afford room near the heating surface for other
bodies of water from parts of the boiler remote from the
fire. Double drum, a former name of the bass drum.
Drum of cod, a large cask or hogshead, containing from
600 to 1,000 pounds, into which the cod are packed tight-

ly and pressed down with a jack-screw and shipped.
Drum of the ear. Same as tympanum. Muffled drum,
a drum having the cord which is used for carrying the
drum over the shoulder passed twice through the cords
which cross the lower diameter of the drum, to prevent a

sharp sound, or to render the sound grave and solemn.

And our hearts, though stout and brave,
Still, like muffled drums, are beating
Funeral marches to the grave.

Longfellow, Psalm of Life.
2. In arch. : (a) The solid part of the Corinthian
and Composite capital, otherwise called bell,

vase, or basket, (b) One of the blocks of nearly drum1 (drum), v. ; pret. and pp. drummed, ppr.

cylindrical form of which the shafts of many drumming. [= D. trommen = Dan. tromme =
columns are constructed, (c) An upright mem- Sw. trumma, drum

;
also freq. E. drumble, q. v.

;

ber under or above a dome. 3. In much., a from the noun, but felt to be in part imitative,

term applied to various contrivances resem- See drum1
, .,

and cf. thrum^."\ I. intrant. 1. To
bling a drum in shape. Specifically (a) A cylin-

beat a drum
;
beat or play a tune on a drum.

der revolving on an axis for the purpose of turning wheels 2. To beat rhythmically or regularly with the
by means of belts or bands passing round it. (6) The fingers or something else, as if using drum-
nnrivl nf pi-ntip nr wfnnnu fr\ A nvlfnilai' rm wnfonbarrel of a crane or windlass, (c) A cylinder on which
wire is wound, as in wire-drawing, (d) The grinding cyl-
inder or cone of some mills, (e) The cast-iron case which
holds the coiled spring of a spring car-brake. (/) A cir-

cular radiator for steam or hot air ; a stove-drum or steam-
drum. (<;) In water-heaters or steam-boilers, a chamber
into which heated water is made to flow in order to afford
room for other bodies of water from parts of the boiler not
so near the fire. (A) A steam-tight cask in which printed
fabrics are submitted to the action of steam to fix the col-

ors, (t) A washing-tub for cleaning rags in paper-making,
(j) A doffer in a carding-machine.
4. Ill a vase or similar vessel, that part of the

sticks: as, to drum on the table.

He drummed upon his desk with his ruler and medi-
tated. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 274.

Tiiere was no sound but the drumming oi the General's

fingers on his sword-hilt.
G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 281.

3. To beat, as the heart
;
throb.

His drumming heart cheers up his burning eye,
His eye commends the leading to his hand.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 436.

TIlis indeed makes a noise, and drums in popular ears.

sir T- Sr urne
, Religio Medici.

body which approximates to a cylindrical form. f
To attract recruits, as by the sound of the

5. In anat. and zool. : (a) The tympanum
drum

!
hence

>
m the United States, to sue for

or middle ear. (6) The tracheal tympanum or Partizans, customers, etc. : followed by for.

labyrinth of a bird. See tympanum, 4. (c) One
5 - To sound llke a drum ! resound.

of the tympanic organs seated in two deep
cavities on the first abdominal segment of cer-
tain Homoptera, and said to be used in produ- 6. To produce a sound resembling drumming :

cing sounds. Kirby. (d) The large hollow hyoid said of partridges, blackcock, and other birds,
bone of a howling monkey. See Mycetince. 6. It is done by quivering the expanded feathers
A membrane drawn over a round frame, used of the wings,
fortestingthedelicateedgesof eye-instruments. The bird [snipe] never drummed except when on the

7. A receptacle having the form of a drum, stoop, and whenever it performed this manoeuvre the

drum ot figs. 8. Milit., a party accompanied them*and quivered with a ra^id.Tremuloufmotio^tnat
by a drum sent under a flag of truce to confer quite blurred their outlines..

with the enemy.
I believe I told you of Lord John Drummond sending a

drum to Wade to propose a cartel.

J. G. Wood, Out of Doors, p. 171.

II. trans. 1 . To perform on a drum, as a tune.
2. Milit., to expel formally and accompany

Walpole, Letters, II. 2. in departure with the beat of the drum: often
9f. [With allusion to drumming up recruits.] used figuratively, and usually followed by out:A fashionable and crowded evening party, at as, the disgraced soldier was drummed out of the
which card-playing appears to have been the regiment,
chief attraction; a rout. The more riotous of
such assemblies were styled drum-majors.
They were all three to go together to the opera, and

thence to Lady Thomas Hatchet's drum.
Fielding, Tom Jones.

All your modern entertainments, routs, drums, or as-
semblies. Goldsmith, The Goddess of Silence.

10. An afternoon tea. Also called kettledrum,
with a punning allusion to tea-kettle. 11. In
ichth., a name of several sciaanoid fishes: so
called from the drumming noise they make,
said to be due, in part at least, to the grinding

4 - To force uPon tne attention by continual

of the pharyngeal bones upon each other. () iteration; din: as, to drum something into one's
The salt-water drum, Pogoniaa chromis, the largest of the ears. To drum up, to assemble as by beat of drum ;

"'"JB, ranging from 20 to nearly 100 pounds In weight, assemble or collect by influence and exertion : as, to drum
up recruits or customers.

drum2 (drum), n. [< Ir. and Gael, druim, also

druman, the back, a ridge, summit.] 1. A
ridge; a hill. Drum enters into the composition of

many Celtic place-names, especially in Ireland and Scot-

land, as Drwmcondra, ZJrwmglass, .DrMmsheugh, Drum-
lanrig, Drumo&k ; and it is frequently found alone as the
name of a farm, an estate, a village, etc.

Specifically 2. A long narrow ridge or mound
of sand, gravel, and boulders : a name given by
Irish geologists to elevations of this kind be-

A mmet proved unworthv was ttrmnmed mL
Lowell, Tempora Mutantur.

One by one the chief actors in it [the prosecution of the
Whisky Ring] were called before the lines, despoiled of
their insignia, and drummed out of the administration
camp. N. A. Rev., CXXIII. 321.

3. To summon as by beat of drum.
But, to confound such time,

That drums him from his sport, and speaks as loud
As his own state, and ours 'tis to be chid
As we rate boys. Shak., A. and C., i. 4.

Salt-water Drum (Pogonias ehromis). lieved to have been the result of glacial agen-
Alsoof a silvery-gray color when adult, and with numerous eies - See eskar, horseback, and kame.

?vi
e

,?"
* chin ' U ra"Kes along the Atlantic coast called drumlin.

of the United States from Florida to Massachusetts It

!t is an inhabitantof the great lakes.and of the'

MUsissip.
P'nyer

and its larger tributaries. Also called sheepshrad. The long parallel ridges, or "sowbacks" and drums,
.e: branded drum, or beardless drum, Scicena ocellata, as they are termed, . . . invariably coincide in direction

the redflsh of the south Atlantic and Gulf States. It is with the valleys or straths in which they lie

;ccogmzed by the black spot margined with light color Geikie, Ice Age, p. 17.

ro-E^MWfflttEStfKS drum-armature (drum'ar"ma-tur), . A dy-
10 pounds in weight, but sometimes attaining upward of namo-armature constructed so as to resemble
40 pounds. Also called oryan-Juh, red-horse, spotted-bass, a drum in form.

drummer

drumbelo (drum'be-16), . [E. dial. : see drum-
ble2

, r.] A dull, heavy fellow.

drumbleH (drum'bl), r. i. [Appar. freq. of

drum, v., after D. trommelen = G. trommehi =
Dan. tromle = Sw. trumla, drum (see drum, v.);
but perhaps in part of other origin. Cf. drum-
ble'*.~\ 1. To sound like a drum.

The whistling pipe and drumbling tabor.

Drayton, Nymphidia, viii.

2. To mumble. Halliwell.

drumble'2t (drum'bl), v. i. [Cf. drumble^ and
dumble^-."] To drone

;
be sluggish.

Go take up these clothes here, quickly ; . . . look, how
youdrmWe. Shak., M. W. of W., iii. :i.

drumble-drone (drum'bl-dron), n. [E. dial,

also drumble-drane ; < drumble + drone; cf . dunt-

Uedore.'} 1. A drone. 2. A bumblebee.
3. A dor-beetle. Kingsley.
drumblert (drum'bler), n. [< MD. drommeler, a
kind of ship (Kilian). Cf. MD. D. drommeler, a
man of square and compact build, < drommel,
things packed close together, < drom, a thread,
= E. thrum 1

, q. v.] A kind of ship.

She was immediatly assaulted by diuers English pinas-
ses, hoyes, and drumblers. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 001.

drum-call (drum'kal), w. In milit. music, a call,

signal, or command given upon the drum.
drum-curb (drum'kerb), n. A wooden or iron

cylinder set in the opening of a shaft, at the

beginning of its construction, to sustain the

lining. The earth is cut away under the edges of the
drum, and as it settles down courses of brick are added to
the lining at the top.

drum-cylinder (drum 'sil"in-der), n. In a print-
ing-press, a large cylinder making one revolu-
tion to each impression. See cylinder-press.
driimflsh (drum'fish), n. Same as drumi, 11.

drum-guard (drum'gard), n. A device on a

threshing-machine to prevent the operator,
while feeding it, from falling into the throat,
the feeder being at the top : used only on Eng-
lish machines.
drumhead (drum'hed), n. 1. The membrane
stretched upon a drum, by striking which the
tone is produced. Its tension and the pitch of the
tone are determined by rings or hoops fitted round the
edge of the drum-body.
2. The top part of a capstan, which is pierced
with a number of holes to receive the ends of
the levers or bars employed to turn it round.
See capstan. 3. In anat., the membrana tym-
pani. 4. A variety of cabbage having a large
rounded or flattened head Drumhead court
martial. See court martial, under court.

drumin, drumine (drum'in), n. [< Drum(mou-
dii) (see def.) + -itft, -ine2.] An alkaloid from
Euphorbia Drummondii, said to produce local
anesthesia like cocaine.
drumlin (drum'lin), n. Same as drum*, 2.

drumly (drum'li), a. [E. dial, and So., also
drumbled. Cf. droumy. Perhaps altered from
equiv. ME. drubly, drably, turbid, muddy, con-
nected with drublen, droblen, trouble, make
turbid, as water, perhaps allied to equiv. droren
(see drove*), or possibly a mixture of droven
with equiv. trublen, troblen, trouble. Cf. drum-
ble%, and LG. drummelig, drummig, musty, ap-
plied to grain, bread, etc.] 1. Turbid; full of

grounds, dregs, or sediment
; dreggy; muddy;

holding foreign matter in mechanical solution.

Draw me some water out of this spring. Madam, it is

all foul, ... it is all drumly, black, muddy.
Wodroephe, Fr. and Eng. Gram., p. 210.

Then bouses drumly German water,
To mak' himsel' look fair and fatter.

Bums, The Twa Dogs.
2. Troubled; gloomy.

Dismal grew his countenance,
And druwlie grew his ee.

The Daemon Lover (Child's Ballads, I. 203).

drum-major (drain'mS/jor), n. 1. The chief
or first drummer of a regiment. 2. One who
directs the evolutions of a band or drum-corps
in marching. [U.S.] 3f. A riotous evening
assembly. See drum1

,
9.

drummer (drum'er), n. 1. One who plays the
drum

; especially, one who beats time on the
drum for military exercises and marching.
We caried with vs a fifer & a drummer.

Hakluyt's Voyages, III. 437.

2. One who solicits custom ; a traveling sales-

man; a commercial traveler. [U. S.]
The energy and wiles of business drummer*.

The Crntiirii, XXVIII. 8S1.

3. A local name of a large West Indian cock-
roach, Blalla gif/antfa, which, in old frame
houses, makes a noise at night, by knocking



drummer

its head against the wood. The sound very
much resembles a smart knocking with the

knuckle upon the wainscot ing.

drumming (drum'iug), n. Tlie sport of fishing
for driimtisli.

drumming-log (drain 'ing-log), . A log to

which a bird, as a grouse, resorts to drum.
drummock (drum'ok), H. [Sc., also written

ili-diiiinitck, aramOOK, dram much, etc., < Gael.

ili-nii/iiii/i; afoul mixture.] A mixture of un-

cooked oat-meal and cold water.

To tremble under Fortune's crumtnock,
On waive :i hellylil t> tlrum uittck,

Wi' his proud, independent stomach
Could 111 agree.

Ili/i-ns, On a Scotch Bard.

Drummond light. Same as calcium light (which
see, under calcium).
drum-roomt (drum'rom), . The room wliere

a drum or crowded evening party is held. See
drum1

, ., 9.

The honny housemaid begins to repair the disordered
drum-room. Fielding, Tom Jones, xi. 9.

drum-saw (drum'sa), . Same as cylindrical
miir (which see, under cylindric).

drum-sieve, n. See sieve.

drum-skin (drum'skin), n. [= Dan. tromme-
skiiul = Sw. <n/6'fciHH.] A drumhead.

His heart
Beats like an ill-played drum-akin quick and Blow.

Library Mag., III. 801.

drumsladet, . [Found in the 16th century, and

appar. earlier; also spelled drumslet, 'drumsled

(cited as drumsted), drombeslade, drunslade,
drounslate; appar. of D. or LG. origin, like

drumslager, but no corresponding form appears;
cf. MD. tromnielslayh, D. trmnmelxlaq = G. trtim-

melschlay = Dan. trommeslag = Sw. trumsla-

gare, a drum-boat. See drumslager.] 1. A drum.

The drummers and the </n<MxJn</.' (tympanotrllire), as

also the trumpeters, call to arms, and inflame the soldiers.

Uoole, Visible World.

2. A drummer. Minsheu.

drumslagert, [< MD. trommelslager, trom-

mel-slagher, D. trommelslagcr (= G. trommel-

schlager, earlier tromineti-schldgcr, trumpe-sleger,

drninine-schldger = Dan. trommeslager = Sw.

trumslagare),\ trommel, D. trommel and from (=
G. trommel and tromme, etc.), a drum, + slager

(= G. schldger, etc.), beater (== E. slayer), <

slagen (= G. sehlagen, etc., beat, strike) = E.

slay : see drum and slayer. Cf. drumslade.'] A
drummer.
He was slalne and all his compunie, there helng but

one man, the drnwxla<it'r, left aliue, who by swiftnesse
of his foote escaped.

lli'linxhed, C'liron., Ireland, an. 1680.

drumstick (drum'stik), . [= Dan. tromme-
xiik.'] 1. One of the sticks used in beating a
drum. That used for the bass drum has a soft, stuffed
lir:nl. Drumsticks are generally used in pairs, one in each
hand of the performer.
2. Hence, from its shape, the lower or outer
joint of the leg of a dressed fowl, as a chicken,
duck, or turkey. Anatomically, ft is the leg from the
knee to the heel, the leg proper, or crus, intervening be-
tween the thigh and the shank, which latter is usually
cut olf when the fowl is dressed for the table.

3. The stilt-sandpiper or bastard dowitcher,
Micropalama liimantopus. [Local, U. S.]
drumstick-tree (drurn'stik-tre), . The Caa-
niii Fistula: so called from the shape of its pods.
drum-wheel (drum'hwel), n. In hydraulic eit-

ifin., a tympanum.
drumwood (drum'wud), n. The Tarpinia oe-

ciilciitali.i, a small sapindaceous tree of Jamai-
ca and other parts of tropical North America.
It has pinnate leaves and white flowers, which
are followed by dark-blue drupes.
drunk (drungk). The regular past participle
and a former preterit of drink.

drunk (drungk), p. a. [Pp. of drink, t\] 1. In-
toxicated

; inebriated ; overcome, stupefied, or
frenzied by alcoholic liquor: used chiefly in the

predicate.
Be not drunk: with wine, wherein is excess. Eph. v: 18.

Since drunk with Vanity yon fell.

The things turn round to yon that steadfast dwell.

Cowley, The Mistress, Called Inconstant.

I gave 1'atriek half-a-crown for his Christmas-box, on
condition he would be good ; and he emne home drunk at

midnight. >'">", .lonrnal to Stella, Dec. 24, 1711.

2. Drenched or saturated.

I will make mine arrows drunk with blood.
Deut. xxxii. 42.

drunk (drun^lO. ii. [< drunk, a.] 1. Aspree;
a drinking-bout. 2. A case of drunkenness

;

a drunken person. [Slang.]
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drunkard (dmng'kjird). ii. [First in 10th cen-

tury, also written drunkird; < drunk + -an/.]
One given to mi excessive use of strong drink;
a person who is habitually or frequently drunk ;

an inebriate.

The drunkard and the glutton shall come to pov< 1 1 \

I'rov. xxiii. 21.

Avoid the company of drunkard* and busylxHlies.
Jr r. rut/lor, \\ orks (ed. 1835), 1. 404.

Drunkard's cloak*. See cloak.

drunkelewt, " and a. [ME. dntnkeletc, ilnm-
l,i Ii ire, drunken, < drunken, drunken, drunken,
+ -lew, < Icel. -tear = AS. -lie, E. -ty'A] I. a.

Given to drink
;
drunken. Chaucer.

Voide alle drunkflew folk, . . .

And ulle hem that vsen suche vnthriftynesse,
Ami also dijs pleiers.

Halve* Book (E. E. T. S.), p. M.

II. . A drunkard.

A yonge man to bo a dronkelewe.

(Sower, Cunt. Amant., vi.

drunken (drung'kn), p. a. [The older form of

ilnnik, now used chiefly as an attributive, the

predicative use, as in senses 1 and 4, being
archaic or technical.] 1. Affected by or as if

by strong drink
;
intoxicated

;
drunk.

Drunken men imagine everything turneth round. Baton.

He stares, he sfglis, he weeps and now seems more
With sorrow drunken than with Wine before.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, lit 18S.

Let the earth be drunken with our blood.

Aa*.,3Hen. VI., H. 8.

2. Given to drunkenness; habitually intemper-
ate: as, he is a drunken, worthless fellow.

Alon. Is not this Stephauo, my drunken butler ?

Seb. He is drunk now. Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

3. Proceeding from intoxication; done in a
state of drunkenness : as, a drunken quarrel.

When your carters, or your waiting vassals,
Have done a drunken slaughter, and defac'd
The precious Image of our dear Redeemer,
You straight are on your knees for pardon, pardon.

Shak., Rich. III., U. 1.

4. Acting as if drunk : applied by workmen to

a screw the thread of which is uneven and pro-
duces an unsteadiness of motion in the nut.

If the tool is moved irregularly or becomes checked in

its forward movement, the thread will become dninken,
that Is, it will not move forward at a uniform speed.

./. /,'".-., Practical Machinist, p. 106.

Drunken cutter. See cuttrri.

drunkenheadi (drung'kn-hed), n. [ME. drun-

keiihed, drunkinhed, dronkehed, < drunken + -hed,

-head.] Drunkenness.
For the! two through her dronkenhede,
Of witles excitaciou

Oppressed all the nacion
Of Spayne. Guwer, Conf. Amant., vi.

drunkenly (drung'kn-li), adv. In a drunken
manner. [Rare.J

That blood already, like the pelican,
Hast thou tapp'd out, and drunkenly carous'd.

Shak., Rich. II., il. 1.

drunkenness (drung'kn-nes), n. [< ME. drun-

kennesse, drunkenesse, dronkenesse, etc., < AS.
dnincennes, < druncen, drunken: see drunken
and -ness.'] 1 . The state of being drunk, or over-

powered by intoxicants
; the habit of indulg-

ing in intoxicants ; intoxication; inebriation.

Sum men seye that he sloughe ones an Heremyte in
his Dronkenesite, that he loved fill wel.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 71.

Let us walk honestly, as in the day ; not in rioting and
drunkenneas. Rom. xiii. 13.

2. Disorder of the faculties resembling intoxi-

cation
;
intense excitement

; frenzy ; rage.
Passion is the drunkenness of the mind.

.Sotilh, Sermons, II. 362.

drunkenship (drung'kn-ship), . [< ME. druit-

ke[n~\ship, drunkeshippe, dronkeship (AS. *drun-

censcipe, not verified); < drunken + -ship.] Drun-
kenness.

For dronkeship in euery place,
To whether side that It turne,
Doth liar me. Qower, Conf. Amant,, vi.

drunkerdt, n. An obsolete spelling of drun-
kitni.

drunkwort (drungk'wert). H. An old name
for tobacco. Minsheu.
drunt (drunt), v. i. [Also droiint, drant; < Dan.
ilrunte, drynte (rare), lag, loiter.] To drawl.

[North. Eng. and Scotch.]
drunt (drunt), . [Also drant, draunt; from
the verb.] 1. A slow and dull tone; a drawl-

ing enunciation. 2. A fit of pettishness ; the

dumps ; the huff. [North. Eng. and Scotch in
both senses.]

An Mary, par iloulit, took the dnint.
To be compared to Willie, tlunu, Halloween.

Drupe.
I. Cherries, y. Section of a cherry : a, fleshy

sarcocnrp : 6, stony wall of the putamcn. inclos-

ing the seed.

druse

Drupacea (drft-pa'se-e), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi.
of ilriip<iceun: see drujiaceuuti and -acea:~\ A
name given by some botanists to that division

of rosaceous plants which comprehends the al-

mond, peach, cherry, plum, and similar fruit-

bearing trees. More generally called Amygdd-
leai, from Latin <i/y</'''". nlmonil.

drupaceous (dro-pa'shius), a. [< NL. drupacetw.
< drupii, a drupe: see drupe, and cf. Drujiacea:.]
1. Producing drupes: as, drupaceous trees.

2. Resembling or relating to a drupe ;
con-

sisting of drupes. See drupe.

drupe (drop), w. [= F. drupe = 8p. Pg. It.

(/)//, < NL. ilrupa, a drupe, < L. drupa, ilrn/i-

pa (with or without olira), > LXjr. Api-irira, an

overripe olive, < Gr. f/nnrevi/f, ripened on the

tree, quite ripe, a form alternating with
Apvnt-

TI/C, ready to fall, overripe, < <V">, tree, + T<-

TTT-ftv, cook, ripen, and m-trr-nv (y "TCT), fall,

respectively.] In hot., a stone-fruit; a fruit in

which the outer part of the pericarp becomes
fleshy or softens like a berry, while the inner
hardens like a nut, forming a stone with a ker-

nel, as the plum, cherry, apricot, and peach.
The stone in-

closing the
kernel is call-

ed the puta-
men (or.endo-
carp), while the

pulpy or more
succulent part
is called the

sarcocarp (or

mesocarp), and
the outer cov-

ering the epi-

earp. The true

drupe consists
of a single one-
celled and usu-

ally one-seeded

carpel, but the
tenn is applied
to similar fruits resulting from a compound pistil, in which
there may be several separate or separable putamens.
Many small drupes, like the huckleberry, are in ordinary
usage classed with berries. On the other hand, some
drupe-like fruits, as that of the hawthorn, are technically
referred to the pome, and the cocoanut and walnut, he-

Ing intermediate between a nut and a drupe, arc described
as drupaceous nuts.

drupel (drO'pel), . [< NL. 'dmpella, dim. of

drupa, a drupe: see drupe."] A little drupe,
such as the individual pericarps which together
form the blackberry.
drupelet (drop'let), . [< drupe + -let."] Same
as drupel.

drupeole (dro'pe-61), n. [< NL. 'dnipeola, dim.
of drupa, a drupe: see drupe and -ole.~] Same
as drupel.
drupetum (drS-pe'tum), n.

; pi. drupeta (-tS).

tNL.,
< drupa, a drupe : see drupe and -etum.~\

n lui/., an aggregation of drupes, as in the

blackberry.
drupose (drfi'pos), . [< drupe + -ose."] A
compound (C^H^Og) formed by treating the

stony concretions found in pears with dilute

hydrochloric acid at a boiling heat.

druryt, drueryt, . [Early mod. E. also droury,
drouery; < ME. drury, druri. druery, druerie,

druwerie, driwerie, etc., < OF. druerie = Pr. dru-
daria = It. druderia, love, gallantry, < OF. dru,

drud, druc = Pr. druz = It. drudo, amorous,
gallant, < OHG. trut, drut (> G. traut, a.), a

friend, lover.] 1. Love; gallantry.

Of lailys love and dmctry.
Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 184.

The drweeries of ladies and damesels make knyghtes to
vndirtake the hardynesse of armes that thel don.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), Hi. 641.

2. A mistress.

Lady, where is your drury I

Bonnie House o Airly (Child's Ballads, VI. 185).

3. A love-token; a gift, especially a jewel or

other precious object.

Thenne dressed he his itnirtie double hym aboute.
Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2083.

Hit (truth) is as der worthe a rfrutrrrv as dere god him-
selue. Pier* Plowman (C), ii. 83.

druse 1
(dr8z), . [< G. druse (as in def.), <

Bohem. druza, in same sense, orig. a brush, =
Russ. drusa (obs.), a brush.] A rock-cavity
lined with crystals ; a geode, or, as miners call

it, a vug. A common word in Germany, adopted from
the Slavic : the most important mining region of Germany
being the Erzgebirge, on the borders of Bohemia, The
word originally meant (in Slavic) 'brush,' and was applied
to surfaces covered with projecting crystals like teeth, just
as com6 has been in Ijmlish. Hence it also came to mean
the cavities where such druses are found to occur. In

English the word dnue is little used at the present time

evcejit I

iy mini laloKists. and then chlelly in the adjective
form dnuy (which ). See *\&j ycutle



Druse

Druse2 (droz), . [Turk. Druzi.'] One of a

people and religious sect of Syria, living chiefly
in the mountain regions of Lebanon and Anti-

libanus and the district of Hauran. The only
name they acknowledge is Unitarians (Muahidiii); that

by which they are known to others is probably from Ismail

Darazi or Durzi, who was their first apostle in Syria. They
are fanatical and warlike, and have had bloody conflicts

with their neighbors the Maronites.

Drusian1 (dro'si-an), a. [< L. Drusianus, <

Drusus (see def.).] Pertaining to Nero Clau-
dius Drusus, called Drusus Senior (38-9 B. C.),

stepson of the emperor Augustus, who govern-
ed Germany. Drusian foot, an ancient German long
measure, equal to about 13 English inches.

Drusian2 (dro'zi-an), a. [< Druse% + -Jaw.] Of
or pertaining to the Druses.

The full exposition of the Dntxian creed . . . would
require a volume of considerable size.

Kncyc. Brit., VII. 484.

drusy (dro'zi), a. [<.druse i + -y
1

.']
In mineral.,

covered or lined with very minute crystals. The
surface of a mineral is said to be drnsy when composed
of very small prominent crystals of nearly uniform size :

as, druny quartz.

The drusy, crystalline cavities of quartz and amethyst
that enhance the beauty of the material [silidm-d wood)
so much. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 382.

druve, . [Seedrmiy.'] A muddy river. Grose.

[Cumberland, Eng.]
druvyt, . See drory. Srockett.

druxy, druxey (druk'si), a. [Also droxy, and

formerly "drixy, dricksie; origin obscure.] Part-

ly decayed, as a tree or timber
; having decay-

ed spots or streaks of a whitish color.

dry (dri), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also drie; <

ME. drye, drie, dri, drige, dryge, druge, etc., <

AS. dryge, drige, orig.
*
druge = D. droog= MLG.

droge, druge, LG. dreuge, drog, drege, dree, dry ;

allied to OS. drukno, drokno, adv., druknian, v.,
make dry, = OHG. trucchan. trocchan, MHG.
trucken, trocken, G. trocken, adj., dry. Cf. Icel.

draugr, a dry log, from the same Teut. / "drug.
Hence ult. drought^, drouth, dryth, and drugl.~\
I. a.; compar. drier, super), driest (sometimes
dryer and dryest). 1. Without moisture; not

moist; absolutely or comparatively free from
water or wetness, or from fluid of any kind: as,

dry land ; dry clothes
; dry weather ;

a dry day ;

dry wood ; dry bones.

When 'tis fair and dry Weather North of the Equator,
'tis blustering and rainy Weather South of it.

Dumpier, Voyages, II. iii. 77.

It is a very dry country, where they have hardly any
other supply but from the rain water.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 136.

Upon the reading of this letter, there was not a dry eye
in the club. Addimn, Spectator, No. 517.

Nor vainly buys what Gildor sells,
Poetic buckets for dry wells.

M. Green, The Spleen.

Specifically 2. In geol. and mining, free from
the presence or use of water, or distant from
water: as, dry diggings; dry separation. 3.
Not giving milk: as

;
a dry cow. 4. Thirsty;

craving drink, especially intoxicating drink.

None so dry or thirsty . . . will touch one drop of it.

Shak., T. of the S., v. 2.

Believe me, I am dry with talking ; here, boy, give us
here a bottle and a glass.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 259.

I suspected nothing but that he had rode till he was dry.
\falpole, Letters, II. 846.

5. Barren; jejune; destitute of interest; in-

capable of awakening emotion : as, a dry style ;

a dry subject ;
a dry discussion.

As one then in a dreame, whose dryer braine
Is tost with troubled sights and fancies weake,
He mumbled soft, but would not all his silence breake.

Spemer, F. Q., I. i. 42.

Their discourses from the pulpit are generally dry, me-
thodical, and unaffecting. Goldsmith, English Clergy.

Long before he reached manhood he knew how to baffle

curiosity by dry and guarded answers.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

Macaulay's memory, like Nicbuhr's, undoubtedly con-
founded not infrequently inference and fact ; it exagger-
ated ; it gave, not what was in the book, but what a vivid
imagination inferred from the book. Sir George Lewis
had none of this defect

; his memory was a dry memory,
just as his mind was a dry light ; if he said a thing was at
page 10, you might be sure it was at page 10.

W. Sagehot, On Sir G. C. Lewis.

6f. Severe; hard: as, a dry blow.
Dro. S. I pray you eat none of it [meat].
Ant. S. Your reason?
Dro. S. Lest it make you choleric, and purchase me an-

other dry basting. Shak., C. of E., ii. 2.

If I should have said no, I should have given him the
lie, uncle, and so have deserved a dry beating again

Ford, 'Tis Pity, ii. 6.

7. Lacking in cordiality; cold: as, his answer
was very short and dry.

1784

Wyth sturne chere ther he stod, he stroked his berde,
fe wyth a countenaunce dryge he drog doun his cote.

SirGaimyne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 335.

Full cold my greeting was and dry.
Tennyson, The Letters.

8. Humorous or sarcastic, apparently without
intention

; slily witty or caustic : as, a dry re-

mark or repartee.
He was rather a dry, shrewd kind of body. InAng.

Mark ... is exceedingly calm ; his smile is shrewd ;

he can say the driest, most cutting things in the quietest

tones. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, ix.

9. In painting, noting a hardness or formal

stiffness of outline, or a want of mellowness
and harmony in color; frigidly precise; harsh.

The Tall of the Angels, by F. Floris, 1554 ; which has
some good parts, but without masses, and dry.

SirJ. Reynolds, Journey to Flanders and Holland.

No comparison can be instituted between his [Verro-

chio's) dry uninspired manner and the divine style of his

scholar [Leonardo da Vinci].
C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 136.

10. In sculp., lacking or void of luxuriousness

or tenderness in form. 11. Free from sweet-

ness and fruity flavor : said of wines and, by
extension, of brandy and the like. It is said also

of artificially prepared wines, as champagnes, in which a
diminished amount of sweetening, or liqueur, as it is

called, is added, as compared with sweet wines.

12. In metal., noting a peculiar condition of a
metal undergoing metallurgic treatment. The
epithet is chiefly used in reference to copper which is be-

ing refined. Dry copper contains a certain proportion of

oxygen in combination, and to eliminate this it is subject-
ed to the process of poling.

During the ladling out the refiner takes an assay at
short intervals, as the metal is liable to get out of pitch,
or become dry, as under-poled copper is termed.

Encyc. Brit., VI. 350.

13. In American political slang, of or belong-
ing to the Prohibition party; in favor of or

adopting prohibition of the sale or use of intoxi-

cating liquors : opposed to wet: as, a dry town,
county, or State Cut and dryt. See cut, p. a.

Dry bob, casting, color. See the nouns. Dry con-
fections. See confection. Dry cooper. See cooper.

Dry cupping. See cupping, l. Dry digging, distilla-

tion, exchange, mass, measure, pile, etc. See the
nouns. Dry plate, in photog., a sensitized plate of which
the sensitive film is hard and dry, so that it can be packed
away, and, if protected from light, will keep for a con-
siderable time before being used to make a negative or
a positive picture. Various processes for preparing dry
plates have been experimented with almost since the ear-

liest ditfusion of photography ; but most of these processes
afforded plates of very uncertain quality, slow in opera-
tion, and exceedingly unreliable in their property of keep-
ing. Dry plates have comparatively recently come into

general use, in great measure superseding the old wet
plates, owing to the adoption of gelatin as a medium for
the sensitizing agent (bromide of silver), which is formed
into an emulsion with the gelatin, and spread in a thin
film upon some support, as glass, paper, or metal. Such
plates require a remarkably short exposure to make a
picture, are very convenient to handle, since the operator
can make a number of exposures at one time and place,
and can perform the chemical operations of development,
etc., at his convenience, weeks afterward, if necessary, at

any other place, instead of being forced, as with wet
plates, to finish his picture at once. Moreover, the gela-
tin film is so tough that it is hardly necessary to varnish
a dry-plate picture, as is indispensable with the tender
collodion film ; and these plates can be prepared commer-
cially at small cost and of even quality. Their chief defect
is that they cannot, as now made, be trusted to keep un-

impaired in warm weather, while unexposed or undevel-

oped, longer than about two months, or even less. Dry
process. See process. Dry season, a fishing season
during which fish are scarce. [Local, New England.]
Dry service. See dry mass, under mass*. Dry way, a
method of assaying by the aid of fire, or in a furnace or
muffle: the opposite of assaying in the humid way, when
the combination to be assayed, or, more properly, analyzed,
exists in solution, or in the liquid form. .High and dry.
See high. to boll dry. See boil^.

II. n.
; pi. dries (driz). 1 . A place where

things are dried
;
a drying-house.

In the tanks it [clay] is allowed to settle until it acquires
a thick creamy consistency, when it is transferred to the
drying-house or dry. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 1.

2. In American political slang, a member of
the Prohibition party. 3. In masonry, a fis-

sure in a stone, intersecting it at various angles
to its bed and rendering it unfit to support a
load.

dry (dri), v.
; pret. and pp. dried, ppr. drying.

[< ME. dryen, drien, drigen, drygen, etc., ^ AS.
drygan, drigan, tr., dry, drugian, intr., become
dry (= D. droogen = LG. drogen, driigen, dry),
< dryge, dry: see dry, a.] I. trans. 1. To make
dry; free from water or from moisture of any
kind, and by any means, as by wiping, evapo-
ration, exhalation, or drainage ;

desiccate : as,
to dry the eyes; to dry hay; wind dries the
earth ; to dry a meadow or a swamp.

After drie hem in the sonne, a nyghtes
Leve hem not throute, and then in places colde
Lette honge hem uppe.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 117.

dry-as-dust

With eyes scarce dried, the sorrowing dame
To welcome noble Marmion came.

Scott, Marmion, iv. 12.

2. To cause to evaporate or exhale
; stop the

flow of: as, to dry out the water from a wet

garment.
Chang'd Peace and Pow'r for Rage and Wars,
Only to dry one Widow's Tears. Prior, Alma, i.

3. To wither; parch.
A man of God, by Faith, first strangely drfd,
Then heal'd again, that Kings vnholy hand.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Triumph of Faith, iiii. 8.

This wasted body,
Beaten and bruis'd with arms, dried up with troubles,
Is good for nothing else but quiet now, sir,

And holy prayers. Fletcher, Loyal Subject, i. 3.

Cut and dried. See cut, p. a. Dried alum. Same as

burnt alum (which see, under alum). To dry up. (a)
To deprive wholly of moisture ; scorch or parch with arid-

ity.

Their honourable men are famished, and their multi-

tude dried up with thirst. Isa. v. 13.

(&) To evaporate completely ; stop the flow of : as, the
fierce heat dried up all the streams.

Dry up your tears, and stick your rosemary
On this fair corse. Shak., R. and J., iv. 5.

II. intrans. 1. To lose moisture
;
become

free from moisture. 2. To evaporate; be ex-

haled
;
lose fluidity : as, water dries away rap-

idly; blood dries quickly on exposure to the
air. To dry up. (a) To become thoroughly dry ;

lose

all moisture, (ft) To be wholly evaporated ; cease to flow,

(c) To wither, as a limb, (d) To cease talking ;
be silent.

(Low.]

Dry up: no, I won't dry up. I'll have my rights, if I

die for 'em, ... so you had better dry up yourself.
P. Reeves, Student's Speaker, p. 79.

dryad (dri'ad), n. [= D. G. Dan. dryade = Sw.

dryad = F. dryade = Sp. driade, driada = Pg.
dryas = It. driada, driade, < L. dryas {dryad-),
< Gr. Apvaf (Spva6-), a wood-nymph, < Spvf, a

tree, esp. and commonly the oak, = E. tree,

q. v. Cf. hamadryad.'] 1. In myth., a deity or

nymph of the woods ; a nymph supposed to re-

side in trees or preside over woods. See hama-

dryad.
Soft she withdrew, and, like a wood-nymph light,
Oread or Dryad, or of Delia's train,
Betook her to the groves. Milton, P. L., ix. 387.

Thou, light-winged Dryad of the trees, . . .

Singest of summer in full-throated ease.

Keats, Ode to a Nightingale.

Knock at the rough rind of this ilex-tree, and summon
forth the Dryad. Hawthorne, Marble Faun, ix.

2. In zool., a kind of dormouse, Myoxus dryas.

Dryades (dri'a-dez), n. pi. [NL.] A group of

butterflies, named from the genus Dryas. Hub-

ner, 1816.

dryadic (dri-ad'ik), a. [< dryad + -ic.] Of or

pertaining to dryads.
He could hear the woods declaiming in vibrant periods,

although he could translate none of these dryadic tones
that came from the trees. The Atlantic, LXI. 669.

Dryandra (dri-an'dra), n. [NL., named after

Jonas Dryander, a Swedish-English botanist

(1748-1810).] A large genus of Australian

shrubs, natural order 1'roteauece, with hard, dry,

evergreen, generally serrated leaves, and com-

pact cylindrical clusters of yellow flowers. A
few species are occasionally cultivated in green-
houses.

Dryas (dri'as), n. [NL., < L. dryas, a dryad:
see dryad.'} 1. A small genus of rosaceous

plants, found in alpine and arctic regions of the
northern hemisphere. They are small prostrate
shrubs with large white or yellow flowers, followed by a
number of long feather-awned achenes. The mountain
avens, D. octopetala, is amphigean, and from it the arctic

D. integrifolia is hardly distinct. The only other species,
D. Drummondii, is peculiar to the Hocky Mountains of
British America,

2. In entom.: (a) A genus of butterflies, of
which D. paphia is the type and sole species.
(6) Another genus of butterflies. Also called
Aculhua. Hubner, 1816; Felder, 1865.

dry-as-dust (dri'as-dust'), a. and n. [That is,

dry as dust; used as the name of "Dr. Dryas-
dust," the feigned editor or introducer of some
of Scott's novels, and by later writers in allu-

sion to this character.] I. a. Very dry or un-

interesting; prosaic.
That sense of large human power which the mastery

over a great ancient language, itself the key to a magnifi-
cent literature, gave, and which made scholarship then a

passion, while with us it has almost relapsed into an anti-

quarian dry-as-dust pursuit.
R. H. Ilutton, Modern Guides of English Thought, p. 193.

So much of the work is really admirable that one the
more regrets the large proportion of the trivial and the

dryasdust. Athenanun, No. 3084, p. 739.

II. n. A dull, dry, prosaic person.
Not a mere antiquariun tlrtiamlu^t.

lirilitli Quarterly Km., I.XXXIII. 173.



dry-beat

dry-beatt (dri'bet), r. t. To heat (a tiling) till

it bc'coincs dry; lienrr. to beat severely.
I will drii-h<-at you with mi iron nit.

filmic., K. anil J., iv. :..

linn. Not our uii] d inon-, tin maid* ; lireiik off, break off.

Birun. Hy hcuven, all ilru-beaten with pure wolf !

.s'/m/,-., L. L. L, v. 2.

II' liy //'/ tfutiti'i linn mrjht make him at least sensible

ofblous. .//. Tui/li'i-, \\orks (ed. 1S35), I. 834.

dry-bone (dri'bon), M. In mining, the ore of

nine, chiefly the silicate, which occurs, mixed
with lead ore, iu the mines of the upper Missis-

sippi lend region.

dry-boned (dri'boud), a. Having dry bones;
without llcsh. IIH/I. Diet.

dry-castor (dri'ktis"tor), n. A species of bea-
ver. Sometimes called parchment-hi-nm:

dry-cup (dri'kup), v. t. To apply the cupping-
trlass to without scarification.

dry-cupping (dri'kup'ing), n. See cumring.

dry-cure (dri'kur), v. t. To cure (fish, meat,
hides, etc.) by salting and drying, as distin-

guished from pickling.
dry-ditcht (drvdich), v. t. To labor at without

result, as one who digs a ditch in which no
water will flow.

There would lie no end to repeat with how many quar-
rels this unfortunate Kishop wns provok'd, yet his adver-
saries did hut tlry-ditrft their matters, and digged in vain,
though they still cast up earth.

Dp. llacket, Ahp. Williams, ii. 98.

dry-dock (dri'dok), n. See docks.

dryer, n. See drier.

dry-eyed (dri'id), a. Tearless; not weeping.
Sight so defurm what heart of rock could long
llnj-fijnl behold t Hilton, P. L., xl. 495.

dry-fatt (dri'fat), n. Same as dry-vat.

dry-fistt (dri'fist), n. A niggardly person. Ford.

dry-fisted (dri'fis'ted), a. Niggardly.

Drying-tube.

Dry-jlstefl patrons. New* from Parnassus.

dryfoot (drl'fut), adv. [< ME. drye foot, dru

fut, driii fot, drige fot, adverbial ace.
;
AS. dat.

pi. ilrygum fotum, on dry feet.] 1. With dry
feet ; on dry land. 2. In the manner of a
dog which pursues game by the scent of the
foot.

A hound that runs counter, and yet draws dry-foot well.

Sluik., C. of E.,iv. 2.

My old master intends to follow my young master, dry-
foot, over Moorflelds to London.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 2.

dry-foundered (dn'fouu"derd), a. Foundered,
as a horse.

If he kick thus i' the dog-days, he will be drit-fouiider'tl.
lleau. aiut ft,, King and No King, v. 3.

dry-goods (dri'gudz), n. pi. Textile fabrics,
aud related or analogous articles of trade (as

cloth, shawls, blankets, ribbons, thread, yarn,
hosiery, etc.), in distinction from groceries,
hardware, etc.

112 horses were laden on the beach near Benacre with
dry yooils, . . . and on the 20th of the same month 40
horses were laden with dry tjotids at Kartley by riders well
armed. lifji. <>f lloitxe of Common* on Smuggling, 1745.

dry-house (dri'hous), n. Same as drying-house.
To have wooden bobbins retain their size and shape after

they are put into a hot mill, the wood must be thoroughly
seasoned in a good, well heated dry house.

Manufacturers' Ken., XX. 217.

drying (dri'ing), a. [Ppr. of dry, .] 1. Serv-

ing to dry ; adapted to exhaust moisture : as, a
driiiiuj wind or day. 2. Having the quality of

rapidly becoming dry and hard: as, a dryitiii
oil. See oil.

drying-box (dri'ing-boks), n. In photog., an
oven or a cupboard heated by a gas- or oil-stove,
or otherwise, and used to dry and harden gela-
tin plates, phototypes, etc.

drying-case (dri'ing-kas), n. A copper case
inclosed in a hot-water chamber, employed in

drying tissues and hardening balsam prepara-
tions for the microscope.
drying-chamber (dri'mg-cham'ber), . See

drying-floor (dri'mg-flor), n. See floor.

drying-house (dri'ing-hous), n. A building,
room, etc., in establishments of many different
kinds, as gunpowder-works, dye-houses, fruit-

drying establishments, etc., where goods or ma-
terials are dried in an artificially raised tem-
perature ; a drying-chamber. Also dry-house,
<lri/in;i-rnom.

drying-machine (dri'ing-ma-shen'), . A ma-
chine used in

bleaching, dyeing, and laundry
establishments, consisting of two concentric
drums or cylinders, one within the other, open
at the top, aud having the inner cylinder per-
forated with holes, The goods to be dried are placed
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within the Inner cylinder, and the machine is then made
to rotate with great velocity, when, by the action of o-n-

tritil'jal f.nvi-, tin- ati-r MCP through the holes. The
;n -ti.'ii nf tlte drying machine is the satin- in principle as

that witnessed \\hru ;i pt-iM.n trmnllt-s a niop to dry it.

Also called t'jclrtii-tnr.

drying-off (dri'ing-of), n. The process by
which an amalgam of gold is evaporated, as in

gilding.

drying-plate (dri'ing-plat), n. One of a series

of frames in a malt-kiln, covered with woven
wire, and placed one over the other, so that
the hot air from the flues beneath may ascend

through them and dry malt placed in them,

drying-tube (drl' ing-tub), n. A tube filled

with some material having a great avidity for

moisture, such as calcium

chlorid, sulphuric acid, or

phosphoric anhydrid, and used
to dry a current of gas which
is passed through it, or to
retain the moisture evolved
from a substance so that it

can be weighed.
Dryininae (dn-i-ni'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Dryinus + -iiue.] A
subfamily of parasitic hyme-
nopterous insects, of the fam-

ily I'roctotrupidte, founded by
Haliday in 1840. They are dis-

tinguiahed by having a tongue-like
addition to the hind wings, or, when the wings are want-
ing in the female, by enlarged raptorial front feet. The
wingless species resemble ants.

Dryinus (dri'i-nus), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1804),
< Or. Spvivof (of a tree, esp. of the oak) (= E.

treen), < ipiif, a tree, the oak: see dryad.} 1.

In entom., the typical genus of Dryinince, hav-

ing the vertex impressed and the wings ample.
It is wide-spread, and the species appear to be parasitic
upon leaf-hoppers. D. atriventru of North America is an
example.
2. In herpet., a genus of whip-snakes, of the

family Dryophidee, distinguished from Dryophis
(which see) by having smooth instead of keeled
scales. Merrem, 1820; Wagler.
drylv, drily (dri'li), adv. [< dry + -ly*.] 1.

Without moisture.

It looks ill, it eats drily; marry, 'tis a withered pear.

Shale., All's Well, I. 1.

2. Without embellishment
;
without anything

to enliven, enrich, or entertain.

The poet either drily didactive gives us rules which
might appear abstruse even in a system of ethics, or tri-

ningly volatile writes upon the most unworthy subjects.
Goldsmith, The Augustan Age in England.

3. Coldly ; frigidly ; without affection.

Virtue is but dryly praised and starves.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires.

4f. Severely; harshly; inconsiderately.
Conscious to himself how dryly the king had been used

by his council. liacun, Henry VII.

5. With apparently unintentional or sly hu-
mor or sarcasm.

Drymodes (dri-mo'dez), i. [NL. (Gould, 1840),
< Gr. Spv/tuir/r;, woody (of the wood), < ipvfitjf, a
coppice, wood, an oak-coppice (< 6pi>s, a tree,

esp. the oak), + eZooc, form.] A genus of Aus-
tralian turdoid passerine birds. Its position is

uncertain
; by some it is referred to a family

Timeliidte. Also written Drymacedus.
DrymO3Ca (dri-me'ka), n. [NL. (Drymoica
Swainson, 1827), < Gr. tipvp6(, a coppice, +
okof, house, > O'IKCIV, dwell.] 1. A genus of

small dentirostral oscine passerine birds, con-

taining numerous characteristic African spe-
cies known as grass-warblers : now commonly
merged in Cisticola. 2. [1. C.] A member of
this genus.
Also Drymoica.

Drymomys (drim'o-mis), n. [NL. (Tschudi.
1846), < Gr. 6pvp6f, a coppice, + five;, a mouse.]
A notable genus of South American sigmodont
rodents, of the family Muridie and subfamily
MuritlfE. They have the upper lip cleft, the ears large,
the tail long and scaly, the incisors furrowed on the sides,
and the molars small, the first of them with 3 pairs of tu-

bercles, the second with 2 pairs, and the third with 1 pair.

dry-multure (dri'mul'tur), w. In Scots law, a
sum of money or quantity of corn paid yearly
to a mill, whether those liable in the payment
grind their grain at the mill or not. See tltirl-

atje.

dryness (dri'nes), n. [Formerly also dritiess;
< ME. drynesse, < AS. drygnvs, drignes, etc., <

<lrti<ie,<by\ see dry &nd -ness.] The character or
state of being dry. Specifically (a) Freedom from
moisture ; lack of water or other fluid ; aridity ; aridness.

(6) Barrenness; jejuneness; want of that which interests,
enlivens, or entertains : as. the rfryn*

1** of style or expres-
sion ; the dryneti of a subject, (c) Want of feeling or

Dryolestes

sensibility in devotion; want of ardor: as, drynttt of

Spirit. ('/) 111 i"it, t l>,, ./. hul-lili! -- :in.| !<pim;ilit\ of out-

line, or want of imdlowm-SH and harmony in color, (t)
In gculjt.. want of (eridenif.s.s in JOHN.

dry-nurse (dri'm-rsj, . 1. A nurse who at-

tends and feeds a child, but does not suckle it.

Compare wet-nurse. 2. One who stands to an-
other in a relation somewhat similar; hence, es-

pecially, an inferior who instructs his superior
in his duties. [Slang.]
Grand caterer aitd dry-nurse of the Church. Cowper.

dry-nurse (dri'ners), v. t. 1. To feed, attend,
and bring up without suckling. 2. To in-

struct in tne duties of a higher rank or position
than one's own. [Slang.]
When a superior officer dots not know his duty, and is

instructed in it by an inferior otlii TV. lit- i-< tsaid to he dry-
nursed. The inferior nurses the superior as a dry-nurse
rears an infant. Bmrer.

Dryobalanpps (dri-o-bal'a-nops), n. [NL., <

Gr. d/uof&i/avof, an "acorn" (< dpvf, a tree, esp.
the oak, + pdfavoc,, an acorn or any similar

fruit), T <JV> face, appearance.] A small ge-

Flowcring Branch of Camphor-tree (Dtyobalanops arematica).

nuso:

terocarpeie.

t trees, belonging to the natural order Di;>-

trpeie, natives of the Malay archipelago.
The principal species, />. aromatica, is remarkable as the
source of the Borneo or Sumatra camphor, which is found

tilling cracks or cavities in the wood. See camphor.

Dryocopus (dri-ok'o-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. fpvf, a

tree, esp. the oak, + -KOJTOC, < KOTTTCIV, cut.] 1. A
genus of woodpeckers, of which the great black

} . -
'ijtefr'

- *

>$^i

Great Black Woodpecker (DryocopMS mant'Mj*.

woodpecker of Europe, Dryocopns marlius, is

the type. This bird Is one of the largest of its tribe,
black with a scarlet crest, and resembles somewhat the
ivory-billed and pileated woodpeckers of the Vnited States.
It inhabits northerly portions of Europe. Boie, 1826.

2. A genus of South American tree-creepers.
Also Dendroeincla. Maximilian, 1831.

Dryodromas (dri-od'ro-mas), n. [NL. (Hart-
laub and Finsch, 1869), < Gr. ipvf, a tree, esp.
the oak, + opo/zaf, running, < Spaficiv, run.] A
genus of African warblers, the dryodromes, as
/'. fiiirii-H/iilla of South Africa,

dryodrome (dri'o-drom), w. A bird of the genus
Dryodromas.

Dryolestes (dri-o-les'tez). n. [NL., < Gr. opif,
a tree, esp. the oak, + J.rjonyf, a robber.] A
genus of fossil pautotheriau mammals of the



Dryolestes

Jurassic ago, remains of which are found in the
AtJantosaurns beds of the Rocky Mountain re-

gion of North America, indicating an animal
related to the opossum.
Dryolestidse (dri-o-les'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Dryolestes + -idai."] A family of extinct mar-

supial mammals, represented by the genus Dry-
olestes.

Dryophidae (dri-of'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dry-
aphis + -idte.] A family of aglyphodont or

colubriform serpents; the whip-snakes. They
have an extremely slender form and a greenish color ;

their habits are arboreal, and they inhabit warm countries.

The pupil is horizontal, and the dentition characteristic ;

the snout is sometimes prolonged into a flexible appen-
dage. There are several genera.

DryopMs (dri'o-fis), n. [NL., < Gr. Spiif, a tree,

esp. the oak, -f-
6<j>if, snake.] A genus of colu-

briform serpents, typical of the family Dryophi-
dce, or whip-snakes, having no nasal appendage
and keeled scales. D. acuminata and D. ar-

gentea are two South American species.

Dryopithecus (dri"o-pi-the'kus), n. [NL., <

Gr. ifpiif, a tree, esp. the oak, = E. tree, + iriQr/-

KOf, an ape.] A genus of extinct anthropoid
apes from the Miocene of France, of large size

and among the highest simians, regarded by
Gervais and Lartet as most closely related to

the early ancestors of man. These apes were
of nearly human stature, and were probably
arboreal and frugivorous.
Dryoscopus (dii-os'ko-pus). n. [NL. (Boie,

1826), < Gr. 6pvf, a tree, esp. the oak, + OKonelv,

view.] An extensive genus of shrikes, of the

family Laniidee, containing about 22 species,
all confined to Africa. The type is D. cubla. The
bill is always hooked and notched, but varies in propor-
tion of height to width in different species. The nostrils

are oval and exposed, the wings and tail rounded and of

about equal lengths, and the tarsi scutellate. The plu-

mage of the back and rump is extremely fluffy ;
the colora-

tion is black and white, sometimes with an ochraceous

tinge but without any bright colors, and is alike in both
sexes. Also called Hapalonotus, Chaunonotus, and Rhyn-
chastatus.

dry-point (dri' point), n. and a. I. n. 1. A
steel instrument or etching-needle with a sharp
point, used by etchers to cut delicate lines on

copperplates from which the etching-ground
has been removed. The bur raised by the cutting of
the metal ia either left standing on one side of the furrow
to catch the printing-ink and produce a mezzotint effect

of more or less deep tone, or removed with the burnisher
so that the line may yield a clean impression.
2. The process of engraving with the

dry-point.
II. a. In engraving, an epithet applied to a

line made with the dry-point, or to an engrav-
ing produced by means of that instrument.

dry-pointing (dri'pom'ting), n. The grinding
of needles and table-forks.

Drypta (drip'ta), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1801), ir-

reg. < Gr. Apvirreiv (?), tear, strip.] A genus of

adephagous beetles, of the family Carabidai.
They are of small size and slender, graceful form. There
are 20 to 30 species, confined to the old world, especially
well represented in the East Indies and Africa ; only 2 are

European. D. marginata of Europe is the type.

Dryptidaet (drip'ti-de), n. pi. [NL. (Laporte,
1834), < Drypta + -idee.] A family of Coleoptera,
named from the genus Drypta, now merged in
Carabidai.

dry-rent (dri'rent), n. In law, a rent reserved
without clause of distress.

dryrihedt, A false spelling of drearihead.

dry-rot (dri 'rot), . 1. A decay affecting
timber, occasioned by various species of fun-

gi, the mycelium of

which penetrates the

timber, destroying
it. Polyporus hybridus
causes the dry-rot of oak-
built ships ; Mendius la-

crymans is the most com-
mon and most formida-
ble dry-rot fungus, found
chiefly in fir- and pine-
wood. Polyporus destruc-
tor is common in Ger-

many. Damp, uuventilated situations are most favorable
to the development of dry-rot fungi. Dry wood is not
attacked. Various methods have been proposed for the
prevention of dry-rot ; that most in favor is to thoroughly
saturate the wood with creosote, which makes it unfit for

vegetation. (See Ityaniring.) Animal dry-rot is also found
to be occasioned by the attack of fungi.
2. Figuratively, a concealed or unsuspected in-

ward decay or degeneration, as of public mor-
als or public spirit.

dry-rub (dri' rub), y.
t. To make clean by rub-

bing without wetting.
dry-salt (dri'salt), v. t. To cure (fish, meat,
hides, etc.) by salting and drying; dry-cure.
drysalter (dri'sal'ter), n. ['< dry-salt, v., +
-er1 .] If. A dealer in salted or dried meats,
pickles, sauces, etc.

Dry-rot Fungus (Merultus lacry-
mans).
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I became a merchant a wholesale trafficker ... In

everything, from barrels of gunpowder down to a pickled
herring. In the civic acceptation of the word, I am a

merchant ; amongst the vulgar, I am called a drysalter.
T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney, III. ii.

2. A dealer in dyestuffs, chemical products,
etc. [Great Britain.]

drysaltery (dri'sal'ter-i), . [< dry-salt + -try.~\

1. The business of a drysalter. 2. The articles

kept by a drysalter.

dry-shod (dri'shod), a. Having dry shoes or

feet.

Dry-shod to passe she parts the flouds in tway.
Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 20.

Those Feet, that dry-shod past the Crimsin Gulf,
Now dance (alas !) before a Molten Calf.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Lawe.

dry-stone (dri'ston), a. Composed of stones

not cementedwithmortar : as, drystone walls,
"

Scott.

dry-stpve (dri'stov), n. A glazed structure for

containing plants which are natives of dry cli-

mates.

drytht, n. [< dry + -th; a mod. formation, as

a var. of drouth, with direct ref. to dry. See

drought^, drouth.'] Same as drought^.

dry-vatt (dri'vat), . A basket, box, or pack-
ing-case for containing articles of a dry kind.

Also dry-fat.
I am a broken vessel, all runs out :

A shrunk old dryfat.
B. Jonson, Staple of News, iii. 2.

Charles has given o'er the world ; I'll undertake
... to buy his birthright of him
For a dry-fat of new books.

Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, L 2.

D. S. An abbreviation of dal segno.
d/S. An abbreviation of days' sigh t, common in

commercial writings : as, a bill payable at 10

d/s. (that is, ten days after sight).
D. Sc. An abbreviation of Doctor of Science.

dso, n. [E. Ind.] A valuable hybrid between
the yak and the common cow. Encyc. Brit.,
XIV. 197.

D-string (de'string), n. The third string on
the violin, and the second on most other in-

struments played with a bow; the third string
on the guitar.
duad (du'ad), n. [Var. of dyad, after L. duo,
two: see dyad, dual."] 1. Same as dyad. 2. In

math., an unordered pair; two objects consid-
ered as making up one, and as the same one
whichever is taken first.

duadic (du-ad'ik), a. 1. Same as dyadic. 2.
In math., composed of unordered pairs.
dual (du'al), a. and n. [< L. dualis, of two (in

gram. tr. Gr. iviit6f), < duo = Gr. Svo = E. two,

q. v.] I. a. 1. Eelating to two
; specifically,

in gram., expressing two, as distinguished from
singular, expressing one, and from plural, ex-

pressing more than two. The languages of our fam-
ily originally had a dual number, both in declension and in

conjugation ; it is preserved in Sanskrit and Greek, and
less fully in other tongues, as Gothic. Dual forms also
occur in other families.

2. Composed or consisting of two parts, quali-
ties, or natures, which may be separately con-
sidered

; twofold; binary; dualistic: as, the
dual nature of man, spiritual and corporeal.

Faint glimpses of the dual life of old,

Inward, grand with awe and reverence ; outward, mean
and coarse and cold. Whittier, Garrison of Cape Ann.

II. n. In gram., the number relating to two;
the dual number.
The employment of a dual for the pronouns of the first

and second persons marks an early date.
Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. 8.), Pref., p. xiv.

dualin (dii'a-lin), n. [< dual, of two, + -in 2.]
A mixture "of 30 parts of fine sawdust, 20 of

saltpeter, and 50 of nitroglycerin, used as an
explosive. Also called dualin-dynamite.
dualism (du'a-lizm), n. [= F. dualisme = Sp.
Pg. It. dualismo = D. G. dualismus =Dan. dua-
lisme= Sw. dualism ; as dual + -ism.] 1 . Divi-
sion into two

;
a twofold division

; duality.
An inevitable dualism bisects nature, so that each thing

is a half, and suggests another thing to make it whole : as,

spirit, matter; man, woman ; odd, even; subjective, ob-

jective ; in, out ; upper, under ; motion, rest ; yea, nay. . . .

The same dualism underlies the nature and condition of
man. Emerson, Compensation.

2. In philos., in genera], that way of thinking
which seeks to explain all sorts of phenomena
by the assumption of two radically independent
and absolute elements, without any continuous
gradation between them: opposed to monism.
In particular, the term is applied (rt) To the doctrine
that spirit and matter exist as distinct substances, thus
being opposed both to idealism and to materialism.

Berkeley then is right in triumphing over Realism and
Dualism. Right in saying that if he were to accord them

dub

the existence of matter they coultl make no use of it. The

subject would remain as dark as before. Q. H. Leues.

(b) To the doctrine of a double absolute, especially a prin-

ciple of good and a principle of evil, or a male and a fe-

male principle.

Rudimentaryforms of Dualism
,
the antagonism of a Good

and Evil Deity, are well known among the lower races of

mankind. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 287.

3. In theol. : (a) The doctrine that there are two

independent divine beings or eternal principles,
one good and the other evil : characteristic es-

pecially of Parsism and various Gnostic sys-
tems, (b) The heretical doctrine, attributed

to Nestorius by his opponents, of the twofold

personality of Christ, the divine logos dwelling
as a separate and distinct person in the man
Christ Jesus, and the union of the two natures

being somewhat analogous to the indwelling
of the Holy Spirit in the believer; that view of

the personality of Christ which regards him as

consisting of two personalities. 4. In chem.,
a theory advanced by Berzelius which assumed
that every compound, whether simple or com-

plex, must be constituted of two parts of which
one is positively and the other negatively elec-

trified. Thus, for example, sodium sulphate is put toge-
ther not from sulphur, oxygen, and sodium, but from sul-

phuric acid and soda, which can themselves be separated
into positive and. negative constituents. Muir, Principles
of Chemistry.
5. In general, any system or theory involving
a duality of principles Creatural dualism. See
ereatural. Hypothetic dualism. Sec hypothetic. Nat-
ural dualism, the doctrine of a real subject and a real

object in cognition accepted unreflectively. Persian,

dualism, the doctrine of a good and an evil active princi-

ple struggling against each other in the government of

human affairs and destiny. Realistic dualism, the
doctrine that the universe consists of two kinds of reali-

ties, spirit and matter.

dualist (du'a-list), n. [= F. dualiste = Sp. Pg.
It. dualista = D. Dan. Sw. dualist ; as dual +
-ist.'] One who holds the doctrine of dualism
in any of its forms; an opponent of monism;
especially, one who admits the existence both

of'spirit and of matter. Craig.
dualistic (du-a-lis'tik), a. [= F. dualistiquc (cf.

D. G. dualistisch = Dan. Sw. dualistislc) ;
as du-

alist + -ic. ] 1 . Consisting of two ;
characterized

by duality. 2. Of or pertaining to dualism;
not monistic.

The dualistic doctrine of a separate mind is therefore
based upon an artificial and impassible separation of the
two necessarily co-existent sides of thought-life, namely,
the plastic and the functional.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 118.

In the Mazdean orZoroastrian religion we have the best

example of a dualistic faith. Faiths of the World, p. 360.

duality (du-al'i-ti), ! [< ME. dualitie = F. du-
aliti= Pr. dualitat = Sp. dualidad = Pg. duali-

dade = It. dualita, < L. as if *dualita(t-)s, < du-

alis, dual : see dual.] The state of being two,
or of being divided into two ; twofold division

or character; twoness.
This dualitie after determission is founden in euery

creature, be it neuer so single of onhed.
Testament of Love, ii.

Though indeed they be really divided, yet are they so
united as they seem but one, and make rather a duality
than two distinct souls.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 5.

To the schoolmen the duality of the universe appeared
under a different aspect

Huxley, Nineteenth Century, XXI. 192.

The principle of duality, in geom., the principle that
in any proposition not involving measure, if for "point"
be everywhere substituted "plane," and vice versa, the
latter proposition will be as true as the former.

Upon this supposition of a positive curvature, the whole
of geometry is far more complete and interesting ; the

principle of duality, instead of half breaking-down over
metric relations, applies to all propositions without ex-

ception. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 323.

duan (du'an), n. [< Gael, duan, a poem, canto,
ode, song, ditty, oration, = Ir. duan, a poem,
song. Cf. Ir. duar, a word, saying, duas, a

poet.] A division of a poem; a canto; also, a

poem or song. Sitrns; Byron.
duarchy (du'ar-ki), ..: pi. dimrchies (-kiz).

[Prop. *dyarchy, < Gr. TOO, = E. two, + -ap r\ia,*
apxeiv, rule.] Government by two persons;

diarchy (which see).
Siam is practically a monarchy, although nominally a

duarchy, the second king hardly holding the power of a

vice-king. Harper's Weekly, XXVIII. 330.

dub 1
(dub), v. t.

; pret. and pp. dubbed, ppr.
dubbhig. [< ME. dubben, rarely dobbeti, doub-

ben, dub (also in comp. adiibben : see adub), <

late AS. *duoban (only once in pret. dubbade :

" Se cyng [William the Conqueror] dubbadehis
sunu Henric to ridere," the king dubbed his
sou Henry a knight) (whence the equiv. Icel.

dubba til riddara, Sw. <lubba till riddare; Icel.

dnbhrt, also, equip with arms, dress), (. OF.



dub

"douhrr, 'd,>b, r, <lb<-r, in comp. nilouhrr, ado- dub3
(dub), n. [K. dial, and SP. : sen dilfl.} A

6cr, adiib,;: mhiblui: m/.m!,!,,,; tidiiblK,; equip puddle; a small pool of foul, stagnant Witter.

with iirins invest with armor, dri'ss, prepare, They rudely ran with all their might,

repair, adjust, mod. !'. odo*b, ,; adjust (a piece ^J^^:'^:^'"!'^!!'^-.
'

r, repair ( ship, etc.)

.

/;//. /// ,nul Ite BejH/or (Child's Ballads, V. 196).

= It. adddbbiirc, dress, deck, adorn; so ML.

adobun; equip with arms, invest with armor,
duh as knight, dress, repair, adorn, etc.), < o-,

lions. () strike, give the accolade,' with refer- name of theibyr bear
The mod

1. ..i fl*inn . . ,r, , i .,, i., L
' 111 I'll vn 111 U lit t >( MM II I(*M - ... . .

|

Fries, du66a, beat, slap (Koolman), = OSw. to glide! Also spelled da

dubba, strike (Ihre), appar. orig. in part imita- dubberH, A furbisher of old clothes.

tive; cf. duV*. Cf. also rfafei.J 1. To strike />/, Int., p. Ixxv.
with a sword in the ceremony of making one flubber- (dub'er), n. [Repr. Gujerati
a knight; hence, to make or designate as a

(cerebral d), a leathern vessel, bottle, etc.] In

York

dabaro

knight ;
invest with the knightly character.

He lokede

As Is the kynde of a knyght that Cometh to be daubed.
Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 11.

He [the Nayro] is dubbed or created by the king, who
commaundeth to gird him with a sword, and laying his

right hand vpon his head, muttereth certaine wordes soft-

ly, and afterward dubbeth him.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 495.

The king stood up under his cloth of state, took the

sword from the lord protector, and dubbed the lord mayor
of London knight. Uayward.

Monsieur Mingo for quaffing doth surpass,
In cup, or can, or glass;
God Bacchus do me right,
And <lnh me knight

Domingo.
Nash, Summer's Last Will and Testament.

[This catch, a scrap of which is also put into the mouth of

Silence in shakspere'i 2 Henry IV., v. 8, alludes to a con-

vivial custom, according to which he who drank a large

potation of wine or other liquor, on his knees, to the health

of his mistress, was Jocularly said to be dubbed a knight,

and retained his title for the evening.)

Hence 2. To confer a new character or any
dignity or name upon ;

entitle ; speak of as.

O Poet ! thou had'st been discreeter, . . .

If thou had'st dubb'd thy Star a Meteor,
That did but blaze, and rove, and die.

Prior, On the Taking of Nainnr, st. 12.

A man of wealth is dubb'd a man of worth.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, I. vi. 81.

The settlers have dubbed this the cabbage-tree.
The Century, XXVII. 920.

3f. To invest with the dress and insignia of a

knight, or with any distinctive character; in

general, to dress ; ornament ;
embellish.

He [the Lordl dubbed him wit our liknes.

Knij. Mi-lr. Homilies (ed. J. Small), p. 12.

[It was] dubbed oner with dyamondes, that were dere

holdyn,
That with lemys of light as a lamp shone.

l>r*triiction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1683.

And alle tho Robes ben orfrayed alle abouten, and dubbed
fulle of precious Stones and of grete oryent Perles, fulle

richely. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 233.

India, a large leathern vessel made of untanned
hide of the buffalo or the goat; and used for

holding oil, ghee, etc. Also written dupper.

Did they not boil their Butter it would lie rank, but af-

ter it has passed the Fire they kept it in Dappers, the year
round. Fryer, East India and 1'ersia, p. 118.

dubbing (dub'iug), . [< MB. dubbing, dob-

bung ; verbal n. of dubl, v.} 1. The act of

making a knight ; the accolade.

A prince longeth for to do
The gode kuijtcs dabbling.

Shoreham, Poems, p. 15.

The dubbyng of my dlngnite may nojt be done downe,
Nowdirwith duke nor duzeperes, my dedis are so dreste.

York Plays, p. 219.

2t. Dress; ornament; trappings.
His corown and his kinges array
And his dubbing he did oway.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 130.

3. The act of striking, cutting, rubbing, or

dressing, so as to make smooth or otherwise

adapted to a purpose, (a) Dressing by means of an

adz. (b) Rubbing with grease, as leather when being cur-

ried. See dipping, 4. (c) Raising a nap on cloth by means
of teazels.

Hence 4. A preparation of grease for use in

currying leather. 5. The materials used for

making the body of a fishing-fly. The term Is ap-

plied more particularly to material of short fiber used in

making the body of the fly, as fur, pig's wool, or pig's
down. It is spun sparsely around the waxed wrapping-silk
and wound on with it. The materials commonly used are

mohair, seal's wool, pig's wool, floss silk, and hurls of pea-
cock-feathers or of ostrich-plumes. Wool is least used for

dubbing, especially in trout-fishing, as it absorbs too much
water and makes the fly soggy ; it is used, however, for sal-

mon-flies, seal's wool being preferable.

Take your dubbing which is to make the body of your fly,

as much as you think convenient.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, it. 245.

dubbing-tool (dub'ing-t6l), n. A. tool for par-

ing or smoothing off an irregular surface
;
an

adz.

dubh. [Ir. and Gael., black. See dhu.} See

4. To strike, cut, rub, or dress so as to make dubhash (dS'bash), n. Same as dobhash.

smooth, or of an equal surface, (o) To cut down or dubiety (du-bi'e-ti), n. [= Sp. dubiedad == Pg.
reduce with an adz.

If I wanted a board, I had no other way but to cut down a

tree, set it on an edge before me, and hew it flat on either

side with my axe, till I had brought it to Iw ai thin as a

plank, and then dud it smooth with my adze. De Foe.

(ft) To rub with grease, as leather when being curried, (c)

To raise a nap cm. as cloth, by striking it with teazels, (d)
To cut off the eoml> and wattles, and sometimes the ear-

lobes of (a game-cock) ; trim, (e) To dress (a fishing-fly).

dubicdade= It. dubbicta, dubbietade, dubbietate,
<C L. dubieta(t-)s, (. dubius, doubtful: see dubi-

ous.} Doubtfulness; dubiousness.

A state of dubiety and suspense is ever accompanied by
uneasiness. Richardson.

The twilight of dubiety never falls npon a Scotchman.

Lamb, Imperfect Sympathies.

Had the antagonist left dubiety,
Here were we proving murder a mere myth.

Brotcning, Ring and Book, II. 75.Some dub the Oak-fly with black wool, and Isabella-col-

oured mohair, and bright brownish bear's hair, warped on , .

with yellow silk. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 105, note. dublOSlty (du-bl-OS l-tl),n.; pi. dubtostttes (-tiz).

His no time to be dte.'n3 when yon ought to be fishing. 1= It. dubbiotiM, dubbiogitade, dubbiositate, <

R. B. Roosevelt, flame Fish, p. 25. L. as if *dubtositn(t-}s, < dubiosu.t, dubious: see

Todubout,in rtatter.imrk, to bring out (a surface) to a dubious.} 1 . Dubiousness ;
doubtfulness. 2.

level plane by pieces of wood, tiles, slate, plaster, or the Something doubtful.
' lk

,' Men often swallow falsities for truths, dubiotitie* for

dub- (dub), V. 1.
; pret. and pp. diibbrd, ppr. certainties. Sir T. Broicne, Vulg. Err.

dubhi,,,,. [Prob. orig. 'strike' (see ***), but dubion8 (du'bi-us), a. [= It. dubbioso, < LL.
in dub-a-dnb, riibtt-duh, considered imitative, ,, (,fclV)SK,,

)
an extension of L. dubius (> Pg. diibio,

like Ar. dabdaba (a pron. like E. M), the noise

of a drum, of horses' feet, etc. The noun dub-

is rather due to dub 1
,
4 (), dress with an adz.]

To make a quick noise, as by hammering or

drumming.
dub- (dub), n. [See rf&2, v.} A blow.

As skilful euopers li.M.p their tubs
With I.ydian and with Phrygian dubs.

.s'. liullrr, Hudibras, II. i. 850.

= It. dubio, dubbio), doubtful : see doubt1
.} 1 .

Doubting; hesitating; wavering or fluctuat me;
in opinion, but inclined to doubt.

At first he seemed to be very dubious in entertaining

any discourse with us, and gave very impertinent answers
to the questions that we demanded of him.

Dampier, Voyages. I. 12.

Dubious still whose word to t:ike.

Browning, Ring aud Book, I. 121.

dubitative

\Ve.ideriinrn, tin- MI "in. > L. -in ml, wairwtlett and ././-

liimii, and a anxious to oblige the Chief Jllntice cif I. .in

m. .n I'lea^ t" re-tire, in order that he might iilitalohli pla. .-.

Lecky, Kng. in l*th Cent., xiv.

2. Doubtful ;
marked by or occasioning doubl

or uncertainty ;
difficult to determine or relieve

of uncertainty ; notdistinctorplain ; puzzling:

M, a dubious question; a dubious light.

Sometimes the manner of speaking, even concerning
common things, is dark and dubious.

BJI. Atterbury, Sermons, II. U.

Vurdubioui meanings learn'd polemics strove,
And wars on faith in-evented works of love.

Crabbe, Works, I. 147.

Looked to It probably as a means of solving a dubious

problem. Presa>lt, Ferd. and Isa., xvi.

The world is full of hopeful analogies and handsome du-

bivus eggs called possibilities.
<;. ,-,. Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 91.

3. Of uncertain event or issue: as, a dubious

undertaking.
His utmost power with adverse power opposed
In dubious battel on the plains of heaven,
And shook his throne. Milton, P. L., I. 104.

4. Liable to doubt or suspicion; of doubtful

quality or propriety ; questionable : as, a man
of dubious character; a dubious transaction;
his morals or his methods are dubious. =8yn. 1.

Unsettled, undetermined. 2. Doubtful, Ambiguous, etc.

(see obscure, a.) ', questionable, problematical, puzzling.

dubiously (du'bi-us-li), adv. Doubtfully ;
un-

certainly; questionably.
For first, Albertus Magnus speaks dubiously, confessing

he could not confirm the verity hereof.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ill. 5.

dubiousness (du'bi-us-nes), . 1. The state of

being dubious, or inclined to doubt; doubtful-

ness.
She [Minerva] speaks with the dubiousness of a man,

not the certainty of a Goddess. Pope, Odyssey, I., note.

2. Uncertainty; the quality of being difficult

to determine, or open to doubt or question : as,

the dubiousness of a problem.
Let us therefore at present acquiesce In the dubioumesi

of their antiquity. J. Philips, Splendid Shilling, Ded.

dubitable (du'bi-ta-bl), a. [< OF. dubitable =
Sp. dubitable = Pg.' dubitavel = It. dubitabile, <

L. dubitabilis, < dubitare, doubt: see dubitate,

doubt, v.] Liable to be doubted ;
doubtful

;
un-

certain.
All the dubitable hazards

Of fortune. Middleton, Came at Chess, ill. 1.

The ground of invocation of saints or angels being at

least dubitable, their invocation is sin.

Dr. 11. More, Antidote against Idolatry, p. 25.

dubitably (du'bi-ta-bli), adv. In a dubitable

manner. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

dubitancy (du'bi-tan-si), n. [< OF. dubitance

= It. dubitanza, < ML. dubitantia, doubt, < L.

dubitan(t-)s, ppr. of dubitare, doubt: see dubi-

tate, doubt, v?] Doubt; uncertainty. [Rare.]

Running headlong and wilfully after the old impurities,
even then when they are most fully without all dubitancy
resolved, that all the Joys of heaven are forfeited by this

choice. Hammond, Works, IV. 505.

dubitate (du'bi-tat), v. i.; pret. and pp. dubi-

tated, ppr. dubitating. [< L. dubitatus, pp. of

ditbitare, doubt : see doubt, r.] To doubt
;
hesi-

tate. [Rare.]
If, for example, he were to loiter dubitating, and not

come ; if he were to come, and fail.

Carlyle, French Rev., I. iv. 1.

How largely his statements are to be depended on, I

more than merely dtibUate.

Louxll, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., p. 7.

dubitatingly (du'bi-ta-ting-li), adv. Hesitat-

ingly. Carlyle.
dubitation (du-bi-ta'shon), n. [< OF. and F.

dubitation = Pr. dubitatio = Sp. dubitacion =
Pg. dubitacelo = It. dubitazione, < L. dubita-

tio(n-), < dubitare, doubt: see dubitate, doubfl.}
The act or state of doubting; doubt; hesitation.
In the scholastic disputations, dubitation was the condi-

tion of a disputant who had pronounced a matter to be

doubtful and was bound to sustain that position.

Dubitation is the beginning of all Knowledge.
Howell, Letters, I. v. 20.

The ordinary effects . . . might for ever after be con-

fidently expected, without any dubitation.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1886), I. 255.

In states of dubitation under impelling elements, the in-

stinct pointing to courageous action is, besides the man-

lier, conjecturably the right one.

fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL 451.

dubitative (du'bi-ta-tiv), a. [= F. dubitatif
= Pr. ditbitatiu = Sp. Pg. It. dubitatiro, < LL.

tlitbitativus. < L. dubitare, doubt: see dubitate.}

Tending to doubt; doubting. [Rare.]

They were engaged. She had been nibbled at, all but

eaten 'up, while he hung dubitative; and though that was
the eause of his winning her, it offended his niceness.

G. Meredith, The Egoist, iii.



dubitatively

dubitatively (du'bi-ta-tiv-li), adv. Hesitat-

ingly; doubtingly; as'if in doubt. [Rare.]
"But ought I not to tell Ezra that I have seen my

father?" said Mirah, with deprecation in her tone. "No,"
Mrs. Meyrick answered, dubitatively',

"
I don't know that

it is necessary to do that."

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, lii.

Duboisia (du-boi'si-a), n. [NL., named after

F. N. A. Dubois, a French botanist and ecclesi-

astic (1752-1824).] 1. A solanaceous genus of

plants, of Australia and New Caledonia, in-

cluding two shrubby or arborescent species.
I), myoporoides is employed in surgery for the dilatation

of the pupil, and yields an alkaloid, duboisine, identical

with hyoscyamine. The wood is white and very soft, but
close and firm, and excellent for carving. The leaves and
twigs of the pituri, D. Uopwoodii, are chewed by the na-

tives as a stimulating tonic.

2. [1. c.] Same as duboisine.

duboisine (du-boi'sin), . [< Duboisia + -ie2.]
An alkaloid obtained from Duboisiamyoporoides,
& shrub or small tree which is a native of Aus-
tralia. In its chemical reactions and its physiological
effects it presents strong resemblances to hyoscyamine.
Also duboisia.

dubs1 (dubz), n. pi. [An abbr. of doublets.'}

Doublets at marbles. A player knocking two marbles
out of the ring cries

" dubs" and thereby claims both.

The ground was beaten by many feet to the hardness of

a floor, and the village boys delighted to play marbles in

this convenient spot. Their cries of "rounses," "taw,"
"dubs," "back licks," and "vent" might often be heard
there before and after school hours.

The Century, XXXVI. 78.

dubs2 (dubz), n.pl. [Cf. equiv. dibs: see dib3.~\

Money: same as dib3
,
3. [Slang.]

ducal (du'kal), a. [= F. ducal = Sp. Pg. ducal=
It. ducale, < LL. ducalis, < L. dux (due-), a lead-

er, general, ML. duke : see duke1 ."] 1. Pertain-

ing to a duke : as, a ducal coronet.

Oil, salt, even flour and bread, were subject to monopoly,
and could only be sold by the ducal agents. Brougham.

2. In ornith., a term applied to certain large
terns of the subgenus Thalasseus, as Sterna

(Thulasseus) cantiaca. Coues.

ducally (du'kal-i), adv. After the manner of

a duke
;
with a duke or a ducal family : as,

ducally connected.

ducape (du'kap), n. A heavy silk, especially
black or of plain color, usually corded.

ducat (duk'at), n. [Altered in spelling from
earlier ductiat, ducket, < ME. duket (= D. du-

Jcaat, G. dukat, Dan. Sw. dukat), < OF. and F.
ducat = Pr. ducat = Sp. Pg. ducado = It. du-

cato, < ML. ducatus, a ducat; so called, it is

said, from the motto "Sit tibi, Christe, datus,

quern tu regis, iste ducatus" (let this duchy
which thou rulest be dedicated to thee, O
Christ), impressed on a coin struck by Roger
II. of Sicily as duke of Apulia ;

< ML. ducatus,
a duchy, < L. dux (due-), a leader, ML. duke : see
duke1 . Cf. duchy, ult. a doublet of ducat.] 1.
A gold coin of varying form and value, formerly
in use in several European countries. A ducat
was first issued in Apulia, about the middle of the twelfth

1788

3. pi Money; cash. [Slang.] 4. An Aus-
trian weight for gold, which has been deter-

mined by Vienna authorities to be 3.490896

grams. This unit is supposed to have been derived

through the Jews from the Ptolemaic drachma of 3.56

grams. Ducat gold, in cerain., a name given to gilding
of brilliant color slightly in relief above the glaze, espe-

cially in the painting of fine porcelain.

ducatoon (duk-a-ton'), n. [Also formerly ducka-

toon, ducadoon; < F. ducaton = Sp. ducaton =
Pg. ducutao, < It. ducatone, aug. of ducato, a

Ducat of Ladislaus Postumus, King of Hungary. A. D. 1453-1457.
British Museum. (Size of the original.}

century, by the Norman duke Roger II. In 1283 a gold
ducat was struck in Venice, but the piece was afterward
called a zecchino (sequin), the ducat becoming only a money
of account. (See def. 2.) The earliest gold coins of Ger-

many seem to have been called ducats, and this name was
applied to German gold coins of the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries. Gold coins called dacats were also is-

sued in the Netherlands, in Hungary, and elsewhere. The
value of the ducat varied but little, the coin usually con-

taining from 3.42 to 3.44 grams of fine gold, worth from
$2.27 to $2.32.

If every ducat in six thousand ducats
Were in six parts, and every part a ducat,
I would not draw them. Shak., M. of V., iv. 1.

Take you a ducket, or your chequin of gold, and apply
to the place affected. B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

After it grew tributary to the Turke ; yet was it gov-
erned and possessed by the Genoese, who paid for their
immunities the Annuall sum of fourteen thousand duck-
Ms. Sandys, Travailes, p. 11.

2. An old money of account in the Venetian
republic.
Now whereas the Venetian duckat is much spoken of,

you must consider that this word duckat doth not signifle
any one certaine coyne ; but many several! pieces do con-
curre to make one duckat. Coryat, Crudities, II. US.

Ducatoon struck by Antonio Priuli. Doge of Venice, A. D. 1618-1623.
British Museum. (Size of the original.)

ducat: see ducat.] The English name of the

ducatone, a silver coin (also called giustina) for-

merly current in the republic of Venice, and
containing nearly 398 grains of fine silver, equal
to 0.965 of the United States silver dollar.

Some gae her crowns, some ducadoons.

Sight's Lady (Child's Ballads), VIII. 290).

The duckatoone, which containeth eight livers, that is,

six shillings. This piece hath in one side the effigies of

the Duke of Venice and the Patriarch, . . . and in the

other, the figure of St. Justina, a chast Patavine [Paduan]
virgin. Coryat, Crudities, II. 68.

duces, n. Plural of dux.

duces tecum (du'sez te'kum). [L., you will

bring with you : duces, 2d pers. sing. fut. ind.

of ducere, lead, bring (see duct) ; te, abl. of tu

= E. thou; cum, with (appended to personal
pronouns).] In law, a writ commanding a per-
son to appear in court, and to bring with him
specified documents or other things in his cus-

tody, which may be required as evidence. More
fully called subpoena duces tecum. See subpoena.

Duchet, a. and n. An obsolete form of Dutch.
duchess (duch'es), n. [Formerly also dutchess;
< ME. duchesse, duches (also dukes, i. e., dukess),
< OF. duchesse, F. duchesse = Pr. duquessa =
Sp. duquesa = Pg. duqueza = It. duchessa, < ML.
ducissa (the orig. hard sound of c being retain-
ed in Rom., after the masc. form), fern, of dux
(due-), > OF. due, etc., E. duke: see duke1 ."] 1.
The consort or widow of a duke, or a woman
who holds the sovereignty or titles of a duchy.

Ich am hus dere douheter, duchesse of heuene.
Piers Plowman (C), iii. 33.

The dictionary definition is far from being exhaustive,
since, obviously, where so created, or where the terms of
the patent so run, a duchess may be duchess in her own
right. There is no antinomy to resolve in the case of a
princess being also a duchess. N. and Q., 7th ser.

,
IV. 229.

2. A variety of roofing-slate two feet long and
one foot wide. 3. A part of ladies' head-dress
in the seventeenth century, apparently a knot
of ribbon.

duchy (duch'i), .; pi. duchies (-iz). [Also for-

merly dutcliy ; < ME. duchie, duchee, duche, <

OF. duchee, duchet, f., F. duche, m., = Pr. ducat
= Sp. Pg. ducado = It. ducato, < ML. ducatus,
a duchy, territory of a duke, L. ducatus, military
leadership, command, < dux (due-), a leader,

duck

ML. a duke: see ditlce1
,
and cf. ducat, dogate.]

The territory or dominions of a duke
;
a duke-

dom. See duke1
,
3.

duchy-court (duch'i-kort), n. The court of a

duchy; especially, in England, the court of the

duchy of Lancaster, held before the chancellor
of the duchy or his deputy, concerning equi-
table interests in lands held of the crown in

right of this duchy.
ducipert, In her., same as cap ofmaintenance

(which see, under maintenance).
duck1 (duk), v. [< ME. *dukken (= MD. ducken
= LG. ducken, > G. ducken = Dan. dukke, also

dt/kke), duck, dive, stoop; a secondary verb,

partly displacing its orig., E. dial, and Sc. douk,

dook, < ME. douken, duken, < AS. *ducan (found
only in deriv. duce, a duck : see duck2) = MD.
duueken, D. duiken = MLG. duken, LG. duken =
OHG. tuhhan, MHG. tuchen, G. tauchen = Sw.

dyka, orig. intr., duck, dive, stoop.] I. intrant.

1. To plunge the head or the whole body into

water and immediately withdraw ;
make a dip.

They shot marvellously at him, and he was driven some-
times to duck into the water.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 609.

Well, my dear brother, if I scape this drowning,
'Tis your turn next to sink ; you shall duck twice
Before I help you.

Beau, and FL, Scornful Lady, ii. 2.

2. To nod or bob the head suddenly ;
bow.

Because I cannot flatter, and look fair, . . .

Duck with French nods and apish courtesy,
I must be held a rancorous enemy.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 3.

You shall have
A Frenchman ducking lower than your knee,
At th' instant mocking even your very shoe-ties.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, i. 1.

Hence 3. To give way; yield; cringe.

"What, take the credit from the Law?" you ask?

Indeed, we did 1 Law ducks to Gospel here.

Broivning, Ring and Book, II. 107.

Wig ducked to wig, each blockhead had a brother, and
there was a universal apotheosis of the mediocrity of our
set. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 338.

II. trans. 1 . To dip or plunge in water and

immediately withdraw : as, to duck a witch or a
scold.

So strait they were seizing him there
To duck him likewise.

Robin Hood and Little John (Child's Ballads, V. 220).

I say, duck her in the loch, and then we will see whether
she is witch or not. Scott, Abbot, ii.

2. To lower or bend down suddenly, as in dodg-
ing a missile or an obstacle, or in saluting awk-

wardly : as, to duck the head.

duck1 (duk), . [< duckl, t).] A diving incli-

nation of the head.

As it is also their generall custome scarcely to salute

any man, yet may they neither omitte crosse, nor carved

statue, without a religious duck.
Discov. of New World, p. 128.

Here be, without duck or nod,
Other trippings to be trod
Of lighter toes. Milton, Comus, 1. 960.

duck2
(duk), n. [= Sc. duik, duke, dook, < ME.

ducke, dukke, doke, dokke, douke, duke, < AS. duce

(found only in gen. ducan), a duck, lit. a ducker,
< "ducan (pret. pi. "ducon. pp. *d6cen), duck,
dive : see duck1

,
v. Cf . ducker, 3

;
Dan. duk-and,

dyk-and, a sea-duck (and, duck: see draJcel);
Sw. dyk-f&gel, diver, plungeon (f&gel= E./Ott'Z).
So dicer, dipper, dopper, etc., names applied to

diving birds.] 1. A lamellirostral natatorial
bird of the family Anatidos and subfamily Ana-
tlncB or Fuligulince (which see). The technical dis-

tinction between any duck and other birds of the same fam-

ily, as geese and mergansers, is not clear ;
but a duck may

usually be recognized by the broad and flat bill, short

legs, scutellate tarsi, and entirely feathered head. The
common wild duck or mallard is Anas boscas, the feral

stock of the domestic duck. The species of ducks are

numerous, about 125, divided into some 40 modern genera,
and found in nearly all parts of the world. Most ducks
fall in one or the other of two series, fresh-water ducks or

river-ducks, Anatince, and salt-water ducks or sea-ducks,
Fulit/ulince; and from the latter a few are sometimes
detached to form a third subfamily, Erismaturince ; but
the implied distinction in habits by no means holds good,
since some or any river-ducks may be found in salt wa-

ter, and few if any sea-ducks are entirely maritime. The
mallard and closely related species now form the restrict-

ed genus Anas. Teal are small ducks, chiefly of the ge-

nus Querquedula ; Q. circin is the garganey. The widgeons
form the genus Mareca ; the gad-walls, Cliiwlelasmus; the

spoonbills, Spatula ; the pintails or sprigtails, Dalila. Cer-

tain arboreal ducks of various parts of the world consti-

tute the genus Dentlrocii<jna. The muscovy duck or musk-
duck is Cairina auaausfa. The celebrated mandarin-
duck of China and the wood-duck or summer duck of the

United States are two species of the genus Aix, A.oaleri-

cttlata and A. sponsa. Sheldrakes or burrow-ducks are
of the genus Casarca or Tadorna. A number of sea-ducks
with black or red heads are placed in genera variously
named Fnliijida, Fulix, Aithyia, Xyroca, etc. ; such are

th8i'au)is and pochard*, tin 1

canvaebaok, and others. The
ImillcliKids, goldeneyes, and histlewings belong to a ge-



duck
mis variously ealleii r!<i,i >',i, Ofattffoft, :"i'i i;:-<'/.fn/l>t.

Tlie harlequin ilurk i /// fri'mii

tun. The old-wife or long- tailed duck i* ll<tr<'lda<tlacial\*.

The Labrador ihiek, rii,i,]>tnlti'iii<^ hi'ii-'i'l^rnm, is notable
u being prohahly on tin: point of extinction ; it is a near
relative of the steamer-dnrk of South America, ,V /"/>

terus rt'iiri-i-iix. Kicli-ri an' largo sea-ducks of the genus
Htuitiih'ritt and .some relnte<i genera. Scoters and surf-

duckH, aUo ealleil sea-coots, arc laix-e Uaek sea-ducks of

the gftniu QBdMifa and its labdirfolous. 'I'lie ruddy ducks

belong t<> the Kt-iiii-s Kfixnntturii and some related gen-
era. nihJng-dncIu, so called, are nut properly dncki, Dot
ruer-aiiHer* (MiT'tinte).

The iltick and mallard first, the falconers only spurt.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xxv.

2. Tho female duck, as distinguished from the

male, or drake (which see). 3. Some web-
footed bird likened to or mistaken for a duck:

as, the cobbler's-awl duck (that is, the avoset).
4. One of the stones used in playing the game
of duck on drake. Acorn-duck, the summer duck
orwnod-duek. ,l/.r NIHIMH. [Maryland, Carolina, U. 8.]
American scaup duck, a variety of the common scaup
peculiar to America, .litlnfia marilanearctica. Blmacu-
lated duck. See i,< inundate. Black duck, (a) The
dusky duck, (b) The velvet scoter, (c) The surf-scoter.

[Local, U. S.] Black English duck, the dusky duck.
[Southern U. S.) Blaten duck, the gadwall that is,

the lilataut or bleating ilnck. [New Jersey, i:. S.] Bom-
bay duck. See tinm main. -Brahminy duck. SeedraA-
minii. Buffalo-headed, buffel-head, buffel's-head, or
buffle-headed duck. Same aa imjRci. i Butter-duck,
(a) The buttorhall. [Georgia, U. 8.) (6) The ruddy duck.
[ Virginia, U. S. ] Cayuga duck, a large black variety of
the domestic duck. It has been recently introduced into

England. Channel-duck, the velvet scoter. Sharpies*,
1833. [Chesapeake Bay, U. 8.]

- Cobbler's-awl duck.
See cobbler!. Cock-robin duck, the hooded merganser.
[New Jersey, U. S.] Conjuring duck, the buffle or

spirit-duck ; also, the goldeneye or whistlewing : from
their quickness in diving. Sir J. Richardson. [British
America.] Creek-duck, the gadwall. Q.Trumbull. (At-
lantic coast, U. 8.] Crested wood-duck, the wood-
duck. Belknap, 1784. [New Hampshire, U. 8.1 Crow
duck. See t\dica. Cuthbert duck, or St. Cuth-
bert'a duck, the common eider, Somateria mollissima.

Daub-duck, the ruddy cluck, Krismatura rubida. G.
Truinbull. [Rangeley lakes, Maine, U. S.] Deaf-duck.
Same as daub-duck. [Michigan, U. S.] Duck on drake,
a game in which one player places upon a large stone (the
drake) a small stone (the duck), which the other players
try to knock off with their ducks and return to the pitch-
iug-line without having been touched. If the player
whose duck is on the drake succeeds in touching one of the
other players while his duck is in his hand, the latter takes
his

place
and the game continues as before. Duclair

duck, a French variety of the domestic duck, the result
of crossing white and colored varieties. Dumpling-
duck. Same as daub-duck. [Georgia, U. S.] Dunter
duck. See dun!' ,; Dusky and spotted duck, the

harlequin duck. Q. Edwards, 1747. Dusky duck, Ana*
obscura, a large duck closely related to the mallard, of va-
ried dark coloration, with white under the wings and pur-
plish-violet speculum, abundant along the eastern coast of
the United States, and highly esteemed for food. A^variety
resident in Florida is Anas obscura-lira, Sulvigula..
duck, the mallard. <f. TminbtUl. [Local, southern U. 8.]

Fall duck, the American redhead or pochard. School-

craft, 1820; Tanner, 1830. Fan-created duck, the hood-
ed merganser. Barton, 1799. Fish- or fishing-duck, a
general name of mergansers, from their food or habits.
Flock duck. See Jhckiny-fowl. Fool-duck, the ruddy
duck, Krimnatura rubida. G.Trumbull. [Michigan, U. 8.J
French duck, the mallard. [Louisiana U. S.] Ger-

man duck, the gad wall. Also called Wclshdrake. Oiraud,
1844. [New Jersey, U.S.] Oray duck, (a) Properly, the

gray or gadwall, A iiax strepera or Chaiilrlasnt UK streperus.
(b) The female mallard, (c) The female pintail. [Local,
U. 8. ) Harle duck. Same as harle. Reo. C. Smainson,
1885. [Orkney islands.] Harlequin duck. See harle-

quin. Heavy-tailed duck, the ruddy duck. Also
called bris1leta.il, pintail, quilltail, sticktatt, stifftail,

ipinetail, etc., in reference to the peculiar tail-feathers.

SAorn/aM, 1830. [Chesapeake Bay, U. 8.] Herald duck,
the herald, a merganser. [Shetland isles.] Isles of
Shoals duck, the American eider. Labrador duck,
Camptolcemus labradoriug, a species of sea-duck of the
northeastern coast of North America. See def. 1. Lame
duck. See lam,-. Little black and white duck, the
male buffle. Edwards, 1747. Little brown duck, the
female buttle. Catesby, 1731. Long-tailed duck, Harelda
fjlacialis or Clannitla h>/emalis. See hart-id and llarelda.

Maiden duck, the inoralar. Rev. C. Swainson. [Wex-
ford, Ireland.) -Mandarin-duck, a beautiful kind of

duck, A ix yalericulata, having a purple, green, white, and
chestnut plumage, and a varied green and purple crest. It

is a native of China, and is regarded in that empire as an
emblem of conjugal affection. It is a near relative of the
common summer duck or wood-duck of the United States,
Aix gponga. Mira- moss-, or mulr-duck, the mallard,
/ten. C. Sicainson. [Local, Eng. ] Mountain duck, the'

harlequin. Sir J. Richardson. [Hudson's bay.] Mussel-
duck, the American scaup. G. TrutnbiUl. [Sbinnecock
bay. NewYork, U.S.] Noisy dUCk, the long-tailed duel;.

J. J. Audubon. Painted duck, jffl)
The Chinese nian-

dariu-duck, Aix tialfriatlata. (6) The harlequin. [Hud-
son's bay.] Penguin-duck, a variety of the domesti,-
duck : so called from its erect attitude. Pheasant-duck.
(a) The pintail, Dajilaacuta. Also called sm-fli'-ntant ami

ipater-jthfaxant. A related species is technically known
as Daiila ttrofilinNiana. [Local, U. S.] (b) The hooded mer-
ganser. Also called wat>T-i>h?amnt. Aau-xim, 1709. [New
Jersey, U. S.] Pied duck, the Labrador duck, On,i;>-
toltemus laliradoriug. Pied gray duck, the male pintail.
<1. Triimlmll.

| Long Island, New Ynrk, U.S.]- Puddle-
dUCk, ttle common domestic dnek, of no special breed.

Raft duck. See ntft-diii-k. Red-headed duck. B

hewl. Ring-necked duck. SeervwMot. Kook-dUOk,
the harlequin duck. Jiff. J. II. L(tn

:
iillf. [Nova Scotia.)

Rouen duck, a large variety of domestic duck, colored like
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tho mallard. Round-crested duck, the hooded mergan-
ser. Ruddy duck, the mo-t general name. .f Kritmatura
rubida : so called from the prevailing reddish color of the
adult male, first by A. Wilson, ii I. It has many popu-
lar aii-1 more or less local names in the United States, de-

rived from some peculiarity of its aspect or habita. St.
Cuthbert's duck. See Cuthbert duck. Scale-duck, thu
led iMcastcd merganser. [BtnOffford Lough.) Scotch
dUCk, the butlle. Also culled N* 1

"'' -lii'iinr .^,"t>-h dip-
per, Scutch teal. G. Truinbull. [North Carolina. I'. 8.)

Scoter duck. See scoter. Sharp-tailed duck, the

long-tailed duck. llev. C. Stcaiiixini. (( trkney and Shet-
land. [Shoal-duck, the American eider. [New Eng-
land. ) Sleepy duck, the ruddy duck. Sleigh-bell
duck, the American Mack scoter. cV. Triuubtill. [Kangelcy
lakes, Maine, U.S.) Smoklng-duck, the American wid-

gron. [Fur countries.
| Squam-duck, the American

ei.lt T: so called from a locality in Long Island, New York.

i:ifiinil, 1844. Squaw-duck, the American elder: a mU-
print for nuam3uck. De Kay, 1844 ; Trumbull, 1888.

Stock-duck, the mallard. Summer duck, a duck which
summers or breeds in a given place or region. Specifical-

ly (a) The wood-duck (which sec). See Aix. [U. 8.) (6)
The gargancy or summer teal, Queri/uedula circia. [Eng.]

Surf-duck, a sea-duck of the genus (Edfmia ; a sco-

ter
; a sea-coot ; specifically, (K. perspicillata, inhabiting

North America at large, especially coastwise, the male of
which is black with .a white patch on the nape and an-

other on the poll, and the bill pinkish-white, orange, and
black. Swallow-tailed duck, the long-tailed duck.

unon and nifhftrdunn, 1SH1. [Hudson's bay.) To
make or play (at) duck and drake, to make or play
ducks and drakes, (a) To cast or shy a flat stone, a piece
of slate, etc., along the surface of water so as to cause it

to strike and rebound repeatedly.

What watered slates are best to make
On watery surface duct-and-drake.

S. Butler, Hudibras.

Duck and Drake is a very silly pastime, though inferior

to few in point of antiquity, . . . and was anciently
played with flat shells, testulam marinam, which the boys
threw into the water, and he whose shell rebounded most
frequently from the surface before it finally sunk was the

conqueror. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 494.

Hence (6) To handle or use a thing recklessly ; scatter ;

squander ; throw into confusion : with with or "/.

He [the unscientific etymologist] has now added to his

marvellous capacity for philological blundering the power
of wandering into the Held of comparative philology and
of there playing ducks and drakes with the Aryan roots
and their permutations. jV. and Q., 7th ser., III. 312.

My fortune is nae inheritance a' mine ain acquisition
I can make ducks and drakes o/ it. So don't provoke

me. //. Mackenzie, Man of the World, Iv. 1.

Tree-duck, (o) Any duck of the genus Dendrocygna
(which see), (b) The wood-duck or summer duck, which
breeds in trees, (c) The hooded merganser : so called from
breeding in trees. R. Ridyway. [Indiana, Illinois, U. S.]
Tufted duck, the ring-necked scaup, Aithyia collaris

or FuWjula rujitorqueg. A. Wilson. Velvet duck, the
velvet or white-winged scoter. See scoter. Wheat-duck,
the American widgeon. D.Crary. [Oregon, U. 8.] Whls-
tle-duck. See whittleuiing. Whistling duck or coot,
the American black scoter. White-faced duck or teal,
the blue-winged teal. See teal. White-winged surf-
duck, the velvet scoter. See scotfr. Wild duck, specifi-

cally, the mallard. Winter duck, the long-tailed duck.

[U. s.] Wood duck. See wood-duck.

duck3 (duk), n. [Prob. a familiar use of rfwoi-2,

like dore, chick'1 = chuek^, mouse, lamb, F.pottle,
and other zoological terms of endearment ; but
cf. Dan. dukke= Sw. docka = East Fries, dokke,
dok = Or. docks, etc., a doll, puppet: see dock2.

Cf. also doxy.] A sweetheart; a darling: a
word of endearment, fondness, or admiration.
It is sometimes also applied to things: as, a
duck of a bonnet. [Cofloq.]

Will you buy any tape
Or lace for your oape,
My dainty duck, my dear-a ?

Shak., W. T., tv. 3 (song).

Prithee goe in (my duck) ; I'le but speak to 'em,
And return instantly. Fletcher, Spanish Curate, ii. 2.

duck4 (duk), n. [< D. doek, linen cloth, a towel,
light canvas, = MLGK dok= OHG. tuoh, MHG.
tuoch, G. tuch, cloth, = Icel. dukr, any cloth or

texture, a table-cloth, a towel,= Sw. duk= Dan.

dug, cloth.] 1. A strong linen fabric simply
woven without twill, lighter than canvas, and
used for small sails, sails for pleasure-boats, and
for men's wear. Duck is usually white or un-

bleached, but is sometimes made in plain col-

ors. 2. A cotton fabric sometimes considered
the second grade, for strength and durability,
after double-warp (which see, under warp).
Russia duck, a white linen canvas of fine quality.

duck-ant (duk'ant), n. In Jamaica, a species
of Termes or white ant, which, according to P.
H. Gosse, constructs its nest on the branches
or trunks of trees, where clusters of them may
be seen forming large, black, round masses,
often as big as a hogshead.
duckatt, duckatoont. Obsolete forms of ducat,
iliictttoon.

duckbill (duk'bil), w. 1. The duck-billed pla-

typus. (>riiillnirl/i/H<-linii itrtiil<>rus, a monotre-
matous oviparous mammal of Australia, hav-

ing a horny beak like a duck's, whence the
name. Also dxrlc-mii'i: See Ornit/iorlii/nchun.

2. Same as duck-billed speculum (which see,

ducking

Duckbill, or Puck billed Platypus Ormlliar^ncfiui

under speculum). 3. [In allusion to the shape
of the toe.] A broad-toed shoe of the fifteenth

century.
duck-billed (duk'bild), a. Having a bill like a

duck's, as that of the Ornithorltynclttia Duck-
billed cat, the fish Polyvdon npatula,oT paddle-flsh. Also
called tpoon-billed cat. Duck-billed speculum. See

speculum.
ducker (duk'er), n. [=E. dial, douker, doucker,
< ME. doukere, a ducker, a bird so called, =
D. duiker = OHG. tuhhari, MHG. tuchcr, G.
toucher = Dan. dukkcr. a diver (bird), dykkcr,
a plunger, = Sw. dykare. a diver.] 1. One
who ducks

;
a plunger or diver.

They haue Oysters, in which the Pearles are found,
which are fished for by duckert, that dine into the water,
at least ten, twenty, or thirty fathom.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 605.

2. A cringer ;
a fawner.

No, dainty ducker*,
t*p with your three pil'd spirits, your wrought valours.

limn, and Fl., Philastcr, iv. 1.

3. A bird that ducks or dives; specifically, the

European dipper, Cinclus aquaticus. Macgilli-
vray. [Local, British.]

duckery (duk'er-i), n.; pi. duckcrirs (-iz). [<
duck2 + -ery.~] A place for breeding ducks.

Every city and village has fish ponds and duckerit*.

[Southern China.) U. S. Cons. Rep., No. Iv. (1885), p. 683.

ducket1
,
n. An obsolete spelling of ducat.

ducket2,
. A corruption of dowcotr, variant of

dovecote. Srockett.

duck-hawk (duk'hak), . 1. In England, the
moor-buzzard or marsh-harrier, Circus cerugi-
nosus. 2. In the United States, the great-foot-
ed hawk or peregrine falcon, Falco percgrinux,
var. anatum : so called from its habitually prey-
ing upon ducks. It is very closely related to and not

specifically distinct from the peregrine falcon of the old

world. It is a bird of great strength and spirit, a true

falcon, little in-

ferior to the ger-
falcon in size,
and about as

large as the lim-

ner or prairie-
falcon. The fe-

male, which is

larger than the

male, is 17 to 19
inches long and
about 45 In ex-

tent of wings.
In both sexes,
when adult, the

upper parts are

slaty-bine or
dark-bluish ash,
darker on the

head, the sides
of which have
a characteristic
curved black

stripe ; the un-
der parts are
whitish or Imlf,

variously spot-
ted or barred
with blackish ;

the wings and tail are also spotted or barred ; the hill is

blue-black; the cere and feet are yellow. The duck-hawk
is widely but irregularly distributed throughout North
America ; it nests indifferently on trees, cliffs, or the

ground, and usually lays 3 or 4 heavily colored eggs.

ducking1
(duk'ing), n. [Verbal n. of duck*-, u.]

1. The act of plunging or the being plunged
into water : as, to get a ducking.
At length, on the 18th of September, we crossed the line

in the longitude of 8' west; after which the ceremony of

ducking, *c., generally practised on this occasion, was not
omitted. Cook, Voyages, III. II. 1.

2. The act of bowing stiffly or awkwardly.
For my kneeling down at my entrance, to begin with

prayer, and after to proceed with reverence, I did but my
duty in that : let him scofftngly call it cringing or duck-

ing, or what he pleases. State Trial*, Abp. Laud, an. 1640.

ducking-' (duk'ing), n. [< duck* + -inj/l.] The
sport of shooting wild ducks.

Duck-hawk (Falco ftrefrimts,vsa.a*atitm'}.



ducking
For water service of any kind, and especially for duck-

ing, he [the Chesapeake Bay dog] is the dog par excel-

lence. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 424.

ducking-gun (duk'ing-gun), n. A very heavy
fowling-piece used for shooting ducks, and usu-

ally mounted upon a fixture in a punt or skiff.

duckihg-sink (duk'ing-singk), n. A boat used
in hunting ducks and other water-fowl.

ducking-stool (duk'ing-stol), n. A stool or

chair in which common scolds were formerly
tied and plunged into water. They were of differ-

ent forms, but that most commonly in use consisted of

an upright post and a transverse pivoted beam on which
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conduifl, douche), < ducere, pp. ductus, lead,

conduct, draw, bring forward, etc. (in a great

variety of uses), = Goth. tiuhan = OHG. ziohan,

MHG. G. ziehen = AS. teon, draw, > ult. E.

ton; tug: see tov>\ tug, tuck*, etc. The L.

ducere is the ult. source of very many E. words,
as alduce, adduce, conduce, deduce, educe, in-

duce, introduce, produce, reduce, seduce, traduce,
Y . ,,,/7,/,v2 nmif 3 conts, and is provided with valves. Its caliber varies

abduct, conduct, etc., conduit, conduit*, aque- betw(jcn thatof a crow-quillandof agoose-quill.-Whar-
duct, viaduct, etc., endue*, subdue, etc., educate '

Ducking-stool.

the seat was fitted or from which it was suspended by a

chain. The ducking-stool is mentioned in the Doomsday
survey ;

it was extensively in use throughout Great Brit-

ain from the fifteenth till the beginning of the eighteenth

century, and in one rare case at least at Leominster
was used as recently as 1809. See cucking-stool. Also

called castigatory.

If he be not fain before he dies to eat acorns, let me
live with nothing but pollerd, and my mouth be made a

ducking-stool for every scold.

G. Wilkins, Miseries of Inforst Marriage, iii.

duckins (duk'inz), n. [Origin obscure.] A
name in Berwick, England, of the sea-stickle-

back, Spinachia vulgaris.
duckish (duk'ish), . [A dial, transposition of

dusk.'] Dusk. HaMwell. [Prov. Eng.]
duck-legged (duk'leg"ed), a. Having short

legs, like a duck.

Dmk-leijij'd, short-waisted, such a dwarf she is,

That she must rise on tiptoes for a kiss.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, vi.

duckling (duk'ling), . [< ME. dokelyng, dooke-

lynge; (duck2 + dim. -ling
1
.] A young duck.

I must have my capons
And turkeys brought me in, with my green geese
And ducklings i' th' season.

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, 1. 1.

So have I seen, within a pen,
Young ducklings foster'd by a hen.

Swift, Progress of Marriage.

duck-meat, duck's-meat (duk'-, duks'met), .

The popular name of several species of Lemna
and Wolffia, natural order Lemnacex, plants

growing in ditches and shallow water, floating
on the surface, and eaten by ducks and geese.
See Lemna. Also called duckweed.

duck-mole (duk'mol), n. Same as duckbill, 1.

The duck-mole, on the other hand, lays two eggs at a

time, and does not carry them about, but deposits them
in her nest, an underground burrow like that of the mole.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVII. 66B.

duckoyt, n. [See decoy, v.] Same as decoy.
duck's-bill (duks'bil), n. In printing, a pro-

jecting lip (0) of stiff paper or cardboard

pasted on the tympan of a hand-press to sus-
tain and keep in place the sheet to be printed.

Duck's-bill bit. See biti. Duck's-bill limpet. See
limpet.

duck's-egg (duks'eg), n. In cricket, the zero (0)
which marks in the score the fact that a side

or a player makes nothing; hence, a score of

nothing: as, to win a duck's-egg.
duck's-foot (duks'fut), n. In some parts of

England, the lady's-mantle, Alcnemilla vulgaris,
from the shape of the leaf. The name is said
to be given in the United States to the May-
apple, Podophyllum peltatum.
duck-shot (duk'shot), n. Large shot used for

shooting wild ducks.

duck's-meat, n. See duck-meat.

duck-snipe (duk'snlp), n. The semipalmated
tattler or willet, Symphemia semipalmata. Dr.

Henry Bryant, 1859. [Bahamas.]
duckweed (duk'wed), n. Same as duck-meat.

duck-weight (duk'wat), n. A stone figure of a

duck, used as a weight in ancient Assyria and
Babylonia. It was usually inscribed with a legend, giv-
ing the name of the king and the value of the weight in

minee, as "30 manahs, Palace of Irba Merodach, King of

Babylon."

Duclair duck. See ducl&.

duct (dukt), n. [Also, as L., ductus; = OF.
duit, doit, doet = Pg. ducto = It. dutto, < L. duc-

tus, a leading, a conduit-pipe (cf, aqueduct,

ductor

lymphatic duct, conveying the great mass of lymph and

chyle directly into the venous circulation : so called from
its course through the cavity of the thorax. In man this

duct i.s from 15 to 18 inches long ; it begins opposite the

second lumbar vertebra, by a dilated sac or cyst (the

receptaculum chyli or cistern of Pecquet), and runs up to

the root of the neck, alongside the vertebral column, pass-

ing through the aortic oriiice of the diaphragm. It ends
in the venous system at or near the junction of the left

internal jugular and subclavian veins. It is composed of

3 coats, and is provided with valves. Its caliber varies

en that of a crow-quill and of a goose-quill. Whar-
or Whartonian duct (dnctus Wkartoni; namedauct, maauci, etc., enaue", stiuuue, cm., cm <, tons or Wnartoman duct (aueau wnartom; namea

etc., ductile, etc., duke, doge, ducat, duchy, etc.] for Thomas Wharton, an English physician, author of
T _!_. ____i j . j; ...,.. . i ,...!..;.,,* " AifoiuwMLnhln "

IflriM thft duct of the snbinaxillarv
If. Leading; guidance; direction; bearing.

According to the duct of this hypothesis.
Olanville, Pre-existence of Souls, p. 146.

2. Any tube or canal by which a fluid is con-

ducted or conveyed. Specifically (a) In anat., one
of the vessels of an animal body by which the blood, chyle,

lymph, secretions, etc., are conveyed. See ductus.

The little ducts began
To feed thy bones with lime, and ran
Their course, till thou wert also man.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

Adenographia," 1656), the duct of the submaxillary

gland, conveying saliva into the mouth, about 2 inches

long, opening on a papilla at the side of the frenum lin-

gua, or bridle of the tongue. Wolfflan, duct. See ductus

Woljfii, under ductus.

ductible (duk'ti-bl), a. [< L. as if "ductibilis

(cf. ML. diictabilis), < ductus, pp. of ducere, lead:

see duct.] Capable of being drawn out; ductile.

[Rare.]
The purest gold is most ductible.

Feltham, Resolves, ii. 2.

ductile (duk'til), a. [= F. ductile = Sp. ductil=m In tot. : (1) A long continuous vessel or canal, form- uce u a = . ue = p u =
ed by a row of cells which have lost their intervening Pg. ductll = It. dutMe, < L. ductths, that may be

partitions. The walls are variously marked by pits and
led, extended, or hammered out thin, < ductus,

by spiral, annular, or reticulated thickenings, and the __ of <Jcere, lead : see duct.~\ 1. Susceptible
cavity may be filled with air or water, or they may be *fi._ i j

'

drawn tractable comolvins-
ous. (2) In bryology, the narrow continuous cells ot being lea lie

, eompiYii]

iurround the utricles in the leaves of Sphagnum. yielding to persuasion or instruction : as, the

vity may
lactiferous.

Aberrant duct of the testis. See aberrant. Acous- ductile mind of youth ;
a ductile people,

tic duct. See acoustic and auditory. Annular duct.
See annular. Archinephric duct, the duct of the ar-

chinephron, or primitive kidney. Arterial duct, audi-
tory duct, branchial duct. See the adjectives. Bili-

ary duct, one of the ramified systems of ducts which col-

lect the bile from the liver and by their union form the

hepatic duct. Cystic duct, the duct of the gall-bladder

conveying bile into the intestine, either directly or, as in

man, by uniting with the hepatic duct in a ductus com-
munis choledochus. Duct or canal of Bartholin, one
of the ducts of the sublingual gland, running alongside of

Wharton's duct, and opening into it or close to its oriflce

into the mouth. Duct Of Gartner. Same as Gaertnerian
canal (which see under ccmoil ). Duct orcanal Of Muller
(ductus Muelleri), the primitive oviduct, or passage in the

female from the ovary to the exterior, which subsequently
becomes converted, as in mammals, into the Fallopian

tube, uterus, etc. One Miillerian duct may be obliterated,
or both may persist, in different animals ; or the two may
be united in one in most of their extent, giving rise to

a single uterus, and vagina with a pair of Fallopian tubes.

Duct or canal of Wharton. See Wharton's duct, be-

low. Duct or canal of Wirsung. See pancreatic duct.

Ducts or canals of Kivinus(3c(w8 Riviniani), those

ducts of the sublingual gland which open apart from one
another and from Wharton's duct. Ducts or canals of J.,.VHIITT- //hilr'Kl lil a/In Tn a Anr DPP
Stenson, the communication of Jacobson's organ with the dUCtllely (dulc ti UJ,<MW. 1

buccal cavity. Efferent duct. Same as deferent canal Imp. JJtCt.

(which see, underdf/erenf). Elaculatory duct or canal. ductileneSS (duk'til-nes), n. The quality of be-
See ductus ejaculatorius, under ductus. Galactopho- ing ductile ; capability of receiving extension
rous duct, one of the lactiferous ducts of the mammary ,J> j r ,.wj

'. rlnntirltv FRare 1
gland which terminate in the nipple.-GenitO-urinary By Orawing, a liny. L-^are.j

The sinful wretch has by her arts denied
The ductile spirit of my darling child.

Crabbe, Works, IV. 139.

Says he, "while his mind's ductile and plastic,

I'll place him at Dotheboys Hall,
Where he'll learn all that's new and gymnastic."

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 165.

The overwhelmingpopularity of "Guzman de Alfarache
"

. . . rendered this form of fiction so generally welcome in

Spain that it made its way into the ductile drama.

Tidmor, Span. Lit., III. 106.

2. Flexible ; pliable.
The ductile rind and leaves of radiant gold.

Dryden, Mneid.

The toughest and most knotty parts of language became
ductile at his touch. Macaulay, Dryden.

3. Capable of being drawn out into wire or

threads : as, gold is the most ductile of the

metals.

All bodies, ductile and tensile, as metals, that will be
drawn into wires. Bacon.

I, when I value gold, may think upon
The ductileness, the application.

Donne, Elegies, xvili.

duct. See the extract.

In the Urodela, the vasa efferentia of each testis enter the
inner side of the corresponding kidney, and traverse it,

leaving its outer side to enter a genito-urinary duct, which ductilimeter (duk-ti-lim'e-ter), n. [= F. duc-

and o"ens belrtnd tato'thelstoaca!
5'' ' bl yln nt>

tilimetre, < L. ductilis, ductile, + inetrum, mea-

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 163. sure.] An instrument for showing with preci-

Hepatic duct, the duct of the liver, conveying bile to the sion the ductility of metals.

intestine, either directly or, as in man, by uniting with the ductility (duk-tll 1-tl), . [= F. ductlhte = Sp.
cystic duct to form the ductus communis choledochus. auctilidad = Pg. ductilidadc = It. duttilita, (. L.

as if *ductilita(t'-)s, < ductilis, ductile: see duc-

tile.'] 1 . That property of solid bodies, particu-

larly metals, which renders them capable of

being extended by drawing, with correlative

diminution of their thickness or diameter, with-

out any actual fracture or separation of parts.
On this property the wire-drawing of metals depends. It

is greatest in gold and least in lead. Dr. Wollaston suc-

ceeded in obtaining a wire of platinum only 30^55 of an
inch in diameter.

M

It is formed in man of two main branches which issue

from the liver at the transverse fissure, one from the

right, the other from the left lobe, and unite in one trunk
before joining the cystic duct.
All the ducts from the liver

and gall-bladder are sometimes
known as biliary ducts, collec-

tively. Lactiferous duct.
Same as galactophorous duct.

Lymphatic duct. See

lymphatic, n. Nasal duct,
the membranous tube leading
from the lacrymal sac to open
into the inferior meatus of the
nose. Obliterated duct.
See obliterate. Pancreatic
duct, the duct of the pancre-
as, discharging the pancreatic
secretion into the intestine.
In man the principal pancre-
atic duct is also called duct or
canal of Wirsung. Parotid
duct. Same asductus Stenonis

(which see, under ductus).

Secondary archinephric
duct. See the extract.

In both sexes the products
escape by an apparatus which
is homologous with the Miil-

lerian duct, consisting of a
canal of varying length, and
provided with an infundibular

oriflce, which is attached to the
ureter (secondary archinephric
duct) ; this takes up the gene-
rative products.

Qegenbaur, Comp. Anat.

[(trans.), p. 610.

Steno's duct. See ductus
Stenonis, under ductus.
Thoracic duct, the ductus
thoracicus, the common trunk

*. I'

The order of ductility is Gold, Silver, Platinum, Iron,

Copper, Palladium, Aluminium, Zinc, Tin, Lead.
A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 232.

2. Flexibility; adjustability; ready compli-
ance.

It is to this ductility of the laws that an Englishman
owes the freedom he enjoys.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, I.

In none of Dryden's works can be found passages more
pathetic and magnificent, greater ductility and energy of

language, or a more pleasing and various music.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

ductiont (duk'shon), .. [< L. ductio(n-), < fluc-

tus, pp. of ducere, lead: see duct.] Leading;
guidance.
The but meanly wise and common ductionsot bemisted

nature. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 66.

a, , in,o roo, of i.rt ductlessI (dukt'les), a. [< duct + -less.] Hav-
em at junction of ing no duct : as, a aucticss gland. The so-called

ductless glands of man are four the spleen, thymus,
thyroid, and adrenal. The last is a pair, and the others

are single. See gland.

ductor (duk'tor), n. [< L. ductor^a, leader, <

Human Thoracic Duct and
Azygous Veins,

receptacle of the chyle ;

nk of the thoracic duct.

innomi
f, left jugular, and e, left sub-
clavian vein ; e

t right innomi-
nate vein ; rf, d

t ei, several
thoracic and lumbar lymphatic

veins run pSraiiei with am ducere, pp. ductus, lead : see tlttct.] If. A leader.^ ? Browne.-Z. An inkmg-rollw on a priut-

of ail the ivmph-tics except
to join ""= r ht The s"uc -

ing-press which takes prmting-mk from the

ing those which form the right upo'n tBbSSwS"
' ' ink-fountain and conducts it (whence the name)



ductor

to tho distribiiting-tiibb' mid -rollers, linpnip-

orly called doctor by many pressmen.
ductor-roller (duk'tor-ro'ltT), . Same as

ductule (duk'tul), . [< NL. 'ductulii.i, dim. of

L. durtus, a duct: see duct.] A little duct.

[Rare.]
AH the i/i -liilfn grow longer and I come branched, vas-

ciilar processes grow In between them.
t'oKtrr, Kmbryology, I. vl. 18.

ducturet (duk'tur), n. [< ML. as if "ductura.

< i,. ductus, ppVof ductrc, lead: see duct and

-are.] Guidance
j
direction.

Interest and design are a kind of force upon the soul,

iH'iiring it man oftentimes besides the tlm-hir,' of his native

pr nsities. South, Works, VIII. i.

ductus (duk'tus), w.; pi. ductus. [L. : see duct.]
In tuuit., any duct, tube, pipe, canal, or other
conduit. [In technical use the Latin form is com-

monly preserved.] Ductus ad nasum (duct to the

nose), the nasal or lacrymal duct, conveying tears from
the eye to the nose. Ductus arterioaus. Same as
iirirrnil iliKt (which see, under arterial). Ductus Bel-
liniani (duct of Bellini), the excretory tubes of the kid-

neys. Ductus Botalli (duct of Botalli), a dnctus arteri-

osus between the fourth aortic arch and the fifth ; in mam-
mals, the communication which persisU during fetal life

In-'tween the arch of the aorta and the pulmonary artery,
on the closure of which passage, after birth, the duct
becomes a rtbrous cord, tne ligainentum Botalli. The
term is sometimes extended to the corresponding ductus
arterioai of other primitive aortic arches. So named from
Leonardo Botalli, of Piedmont, born at Asti about Ift'iO,

who described it ill 1565. Ductug choledochus, a bile-

duct; the common bile-duct. Also called ductus comiuu-
tti'jr choledochus. See chotedoch. Ductus cochlearls,
the cochlear canal (which see, under canal*). Ductus
Cuvlerl (iluct of Cuvier), a short transverse venous trunk,
formed on each side of a vertebrate embryo by the June-
tiou of anterior and posterior cardinal veins ; the primi-
tive anterior or superior venw cavas, both of which may
persist as two precaval veins, or, us usual in higher Verte-

brata, one of which may be more or less obliterated, when
a single (right) vena cava superior persists. Ductus
ejaculatorius (ejaeulatory duct), in both Vertebrate and
many Incerttbrata, the duct conveying semen from the
testicles or associate structures to the canal of the Intro-

niittent organ, especially from the seminal vesicles to the
urethra. Ductus endblymphaticus, a tubular process
of the membranous labyrinth of the ear which passes
through the aquteductus vestibull into the cranial cavity,
where it terminates in a blind enlargement below the dura
mater, the sacculus endolymphaticus. See labyrinth, and
recetiitUJi vestibidi, under recemnts. Ductus Gaertneri.
Same as Gaertnerutn canal (which see, under cattail).
Ductus hepato-entericus, a bile-duct in general ; a duc-
tus choledochus ; any efferent duct conveying the hepatic
secretion into the Intestine. Ductus nasolacrymalis.
the membranous tube consisting of the ittcrymal sac and
nasal duct. Ductus oesophagocutaneus, a duct which
places the esophagus in communication with the bran*
chial pore ami so with the exterior, in some flshes, as

the hag, Miisiur. - Ductus pneumaticus, a pneumatic
duct ; an air-duct or passage placing the cavity of any
pneumatic organ in communication with the cavity of the

enteron, as the air-duct of a fish, in its higher develop-
ment becoming any of the ordinary air-passages of a body,
as a windpipe, etc. Ductus Rivini or Rivinianl, the
ducts of Rivinus (which see, under duct). Ductus Ste-
nonis (Steno's duct), the duct of the parotid gland, con-

veying saliva into the mouth : so called from the Danish
anatomist Nicolas Steuo, of Copenhagen (1638-86). Also
called parotitt duct. -Ductus thoracicus (thoracic
duct), the largest lymphatic vessel of the body, conveying
chyle directly into the venous circulation. See cut under
duct. Ductus venosus (venous duct), the communicat-
ing vein, in the fetus, between the inferior vena cava and
the umbilical vein, obliterated soon after birth. Duc-
tus vitellinus, or ductus vlteUo-intestinalla (vitel-
line or vitello-intestinal duct), in a vertebrate embryo,
the communication between the primitive intestine and
the cavity of the yolk-sac or umbilical vesicle. Duc-
tua Wlrsungianus, the duct of Wirsung, the principal
pancreatic duct. Ductus Wolffli (Wolfflan duct), the

excretory duct of the Wolfflan body or primitive kidney,
in the female soon disappearing for the most part, in the
male becoming the permanent vas deferens, or excretory
duct of the testicle. (See also canall.)

dud (dud), n. [< ME. dudd, dudde, a coarse

cloak; said to be of Celtic origin. Cf. brat1 .]
If. A coarse cloak or mantle.

Dudde, clothe, [L.] amphibilus birrus.

Prompt. Pan\, p. 1S4.

Lacerna ext. pallium, fnubriatum, a coule, or a dutlde or
a gowne. Prompt Parv., p. 134, note (HarL MS., No. 225").

2f. A rag. 3. pi. [Formerly also spelled
dudes, as in Harman's "Caveat" (1567), where
the word is erroneously set down as "pedlar's
French" that is, thieves' cant.] Clothes;
especially, poor or ragged clothing; tatters:

used in contempt. [Cofloq. or humorous.]
I'se warrant it w as tho tae half of her fee and liountith,

for she wared [spent) tlte ither half on pinners and pr:u 1

ings ; . . . she'll ware 't a' on dutl* and nonsense.

Scott, Old Mortality, xiv.

Away I went to sea, with my duds tied in a han'kercher.
Mrs. Stoiee, Oldtown, p. 84.

\t MUM, windows bun'.' lace curtains, flannel ihulf at

kHM. (r. 1C. fiilili-, old Creole Hays, p. 151.

dudder 1 (dud'or't. c. [Var. of dodder
1* and did-

il'-r. q. v.] I. intraii.i. To didder or dodder;
shiver or tremble.

1791
"Ms woiimly cold, sure. I dudder and shake like nn

aspen leaf
, every joint o( me.

t'vrd and Dekker, Witch of Edmonton, ii. 1.

II. trans. To shock with noise ; deafen ; con-

fuse ; confound ; amaze. HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
dudder 1

(dud'er), . [< dudder^, v.] Confu-

sion; amazement: as, all in a dudder (that is,

quite confounded). HaUiwell, [Prov. Eng.]
dudder2 (dud'er), n. [< dud + -er.] Same as

ilnffi /', 2.

duddery (dud'er-i), n.
; pi. dudderits (-iz). [<

dud + -era.] A place where duds or rags are

kept for sale. Gent. Mag. ;
Grose. [Colloq. or

low.]

duddlest, pi- Duds. Pilkington, Sermons
(Parker Soc.). [North. Eng.]
duddy (dud'i), a. [Sc., also duddie; < dud +
-y

1
.] Ragged; tattered; having a disreputable

appearance.
Nae tawted tyke, though e'er sae duddie,
But he wad stan't, as glad to see him.

Burns, The Twa Dogs.

Their goods were contained in certain duddy pokes.
Carlyle, in Froude, L 271.

duddy (dud'i), 71. ; pi. duddies (-iz). [Dim. of

dud.] A little rag. Afackay.
dude (dud), n. [A slang term said to have ori-

ginated in London, England. It first became
known in general colloquial and newspaper use
at the time of the so-called "esthetic" move-
ment in dress and manners, in 1882-3. The
term has no antecedent record, and is prob.
merely one of the spontaneous products of pop-
ular slang. There is no known way, even in

slang etymology, of "deriving" the term, in

the sense used, from duds (formerly sometimes

spelled dudes : see dud), clothes, in the sense of

'fine clothes'; and the connection, though ap-
parently natural, is highly improbable.] A fop
or exquisite, characterized by affected refine-

ments of dress, speech, manners, and gait, and
a serious mien

; nence, by an easy extension,
and with less of contempt, a man given to ex-

cessive refinement of fashion in dress.

There was one young man from the West, who would
have been flattered with the appellation of dude, so at-

tractive In the fit of his clothes, the manner in which he
walked and used his cane and his eyeglass, that Mr. King
wanted very much to get him and bring him away in a

cage. C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 180.

The elderly club dude may lament the decay of the good
old code of honor. Harper's Mag., LXVII. 6S2.

The social dude who affects English dress and the Eng-
lish drawl. The American, VII. 151.

dudeen (du-den'), n. [Of IT. origin.] A short

tobacco-pipe ; a clay pipe with a stem only two
or three inches long.

It is not the descendants of the "Mayflower," In short,
who are the representative Americans of the present day ;

it is the Micks and the Pats, the Uanses and the Wilhelms,
redolent still of the dudeen and the sauerkraut barrel.

The Century, XXXV. 807.

dudeism (du'dizm), n. See dudism.

dudgeon1
(duj'on), n. and a. [Early mod. E.

also dudgen, dudgtn, Sc. dugeon; < ME. dojoun,

dojon, dogon (as a noun : see def. 3 and quot. ) ;

perhaps, through an unrecorded OF. "dojon,
"
dogon, dim. of OF. (and E.) doui-e = Pr. Cat.

doga = It. doga, dial, dova (ML. doga), a stave

(of a hogshead or other cask). < MD. duyghe,
D. duitj MHG-. duge, G. daube, a stave ;

fur-

ther origin unknown.] I. n. If. A stave of a
barrel or cask. [Recorded only in the com-

pound dudgeon-tree: see def. 2 and dudgeon-
tree.] 2. Wood for staves: same as dudgeon-
tree. Jamieson. [Scotch.] 3f. Some kind of

wood having a mottled grain; or the wooden
hilt of a dagger, ornamented with graven lines.

Ronntfn [i. e., run, as lines interwoven] as dojoun or
niasere [maple : see mazer] or other lyke.

Prompt. Parv., p. 436.

4f. The hilt of a dagger. See dudgeon-haft.
And on thy blade and dudgeon gouts of blood.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 1.

6f. A dagger. See dudgeon-dagger.
Il.t o- Ornamented with graven lines; full

of wavy lines
; curiously veined or mottled.

Now for the Iwx-tree : . . . seldome hath it any graine
crisped damaske wise, and never but about the root, the
which is tlit'l'iin and full of worke.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvi. 16.

dudgeon2
(duj'on), w. [By apheresis from the

orig. form ciiduiiini; appar. < W. 'endygni, < en-,
an enhancing prefix, + dygen, malice, resent-
ment. Cf. dyclian, a jeer, dygas, hatred. Corn.

(Indian, dini-httn, grief, sorrow.] A feeling of

offense; resentment; sullen anger; ill will; dis-

cord.

due

Tho Arclil.i.xh"p of I'aiiti-rlnirv. "liiinu' a Letter to
him [ Wolsey], subtirni>< il S out Ill-other William of Can-
tei hury ;

he took it in great Dnthfon to IK- termed his

Itrotlicr. Hater, Chronicles, p. 285.

I drink It to thee in dudyerm and hostility. .Scoff.

Mrs. W. was in high dudijnm; her heels clatternl on

the red-tiled floor, and she whisked about the hoiue like

a parched pea upon a drum-head.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 365.

dudgeon3
! (duj'on), a. [Origin uncertain : Ml').

doron, explained by L. degencr, degenerate,
worthless, occurs in "Prompt. Parv."

(p. 12f>) in

the alphabetical place of and appar. intended

for "dogon, "doion, but another manuscript has
in the same place "doion, dogena" (p. 436),
which seems to refer to dudgeon*, the hilt of a

dagger: see dudgeon1 ."] Bude; unpolished.

By my troth, though I am plain and dudgeon,
I would not be an ass. Beau, ant Fl., Captain, ii. 1 .

You see I use old dudgeon phrase to draw him.
r'teteher (and another), Queen of Corinth, II. 4.

dudgeon-daggert (duj'ou-dag'er), n. A dagger
having an ornamental hilt of wood; hence, a

dagger of any sort, but especially one carried

by a civilian, and not a weapon of war.

An his justice be as short as his memory,
A dudgeon^lagyer will serve him to mow down sin withall.

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, v. 1.

dudgeon-haftt (duj'on-haft), n. [Early mod.
E. also ditdgin hafte;"< dudgeon! + haft.] The
haft or hilt of a dagger ornamented with graven
lines.

A dudijean ha/t of a dagger, [F.] dague a roelles.

Sherwood.

dudgeon-tree, n. [Sc. dugeon-trec; < dudgeon!
+ tree. ] Wood for staves. Jamieson. [Scotch.]
dudism (du'dizm), n. [X dude + -ism.'} The
dress, manners, and social peculiarities of the
class known as dudes.

I suppose it to be the efflorescence of that pseudo-eos-
theticism which has had other outcome in sun-flowers, and
Dude-inn, and crazy quilts, and crushed strawberry tints.

D. G. Mitchell, Bound Together.

Dudley limestone, trilobite. See limestone,
trilobite.

dudman (dud'man), n.
; pi. dudmen (-men). [<

dud + man.] A rag man, or a man made of

rags that is, a scarecrow made of old gar-
ments. Mackay. [Prov. Eng.]
due 1

(du), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also dew; <

ME. due, dewe, duwe, < OF. deu, deut, m., dene,

i., mod. F. du, m., due, f. (pp. of devoir: see

dever, devoir), = It. debuto, < ML. as if 'debutus

for L. debitus, owed (neut. debitum, fem. debita,
a thing due or owed, a debt), pp. of debere (>
It. devere= F. devoir, etc . ), owe : see debt.~] I. a.

1. Owed ; payable as an obligation ;
that may

be demanded as a debt : as, the interest falls

due next month.
The penalty,

Which here appeareth due upon the bond.
Skat., M. of V., iv. 1.

Then there was Computation made, what was due to
the King of Ureat Britain, and the Lady Elizabeth.

llowell. Letters, I. vi. 5.

In another [inscription) there is a sort of table of the
fees or salaries due to the several officers who were em-
ployed about the games.

Pococlce, Description of the East, II. IL 71.

2. Owing by right of circumstances or condi-

tion; that ought to be given or rendered; prop-
er to be conferred or devoted : as, to receive
one with due honor or courtesy.

Do thou to euery man that is due,
As thou woldist he dide to thee.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.), p. 63.

We receive the due reward of our deeds. Luke xxiil. 41.

Hapless the lad whose mind such dreams invade,
And win to verse the talents due to trade. Crabbe.

With dirges due in sad array.
.Slow through the churchyard path we saw him borne.

Gray, Elegy.

3. According to requirement or need ; suitable
to the case; determinate; settled; exact: as,
he arrived in due time or course.

Mony dayes he endurit, all in due pes,
And had rest in his rewme right to his dethe.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.\ L 13386.

They cannot nor are not able to make any due proofe
of our letters of coquet. Hakluyt's \'oyage*,\. 211.

Last of all he was seen of me also, as of one born out of
due time. 1 Cor. xv. 8.

To ask your patience.
If too much zeal hath carried him aside
From the due path. S. Jonton, Alchemist, ill. -2.

4. That is to be expected or looked for
;
un-

der engagement as to time ; promised : as, the
train is due at noon

;
he is due in New York to-

morrow. 5. Owing; attributable, as to a cause
or origin; assignable: followed by to: as, the

delay was due to an accident.



due

This effect is due to the attraction of the sun and moon.
J. D. Forbes.

In the mind of the savage every effect is believed to be

due to a special worker, because special workers have been
observed to precede effects in a multitude of instances.

//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 330.

That which is most characteristic of us [Americans] is

unmistakably a political education due to English origin

and English growth. Stille, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 191.

6. In law : (a) Owing, irrespective of whether
the time of payment has arrived: as,- money
is said to be due to creditors although not

yet payable. (6) Presently payable; already
matured: as, a note is said to be due on the

third day of grace Due and payable, said of a sub-

sisting debt the time for payment of which has arrived.

Due notice, due diligence, such as the law requires

under the circumstances. Due process of law, in

Amer. const, law, the due course of legal proceedings ac-

cording to those rules aud forms which have been estab-

lished for the protection of private rights. Constitutional

1792 duffer

That ducncxK, that debt (as I may call it), that obliga-

tion, which, according to the law of nature, in a way of

meetness and comeliness, it was fit for God as a creator to

deal with a creature. Goodwin, Works, I. ii. 199.

duel (du'el), n. [= D. Dan. duel = G. Sw. duell,

< F. duel, < It. duetto = Sp. duelo = Pg. duelfo,

< ML. duelluin, lit. a combat between two, a

restored form of L. bellum, OL. duellum, war
duenna (du-en'a), n. [Sp., formerly duenna,

(see bellicose, etc.), < duo = E. two.] 1. A sin- nQW gpelled ^na, vernacular form of dofta,

gle combat; specifically, a premeditated and
migtre|s lady (fem . corresponding to masc.

prearranged combat between two persons with
dugf master don sir ) < L. domina, mistress,

deadly weapons, and usually in the presence of fem _

'

of dominus master: see dominus, don?,
at least two witnesses, called seconds, for the donna etc n

lp The chief lad in waiting on
purpose of deciding a quarrel, avenging an m-

the Queen of Spain._ 2 . An elderly woman
suit, or clearing the honor of one of the com- hold j a middlo station b

tinguished from a legislative act. They
to those processes which the American law inherited from
the English common law, as part of the law of the land
secured by Magna Charta ; but they may include any new
form of legal proceeding devised and sanctioned by legis-

lative act, provided it be consonant with the recognized

general principles of liberty and justice.

II. n. 1. That which is owed
;
that which is

required by an obligation of any kind, as by
contract, by law, or by official, social, or reli-

gious relations, etc.
;
a debt ;

an obligation.

And unto me addoom that is my dew.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vii. 56.

I'll give thee thy due, thou hast paid all there.

Shale., 1 Hen. IV., i. 2.

Measuring thy course, fair Stream ! at length I pay
To my life's neighbour dues of neighbourhood.

Wordsworth, The Biver Eden, Cumberland.

For I am but an earthly Muse,
And owning but a little art,

To lull with song an aching heart,
Aud render human love his dues.

Tennyson, 111 Memoriam, xxxvii.

Specifically 2. Any toll, tribute, fee, or other

legal exaction: as, custom-house dues; excise

dues.
Men that cleave the soil,

Sow the seed, and reap tile harvest with enduring toil,

.Storing yearly little dues of wheat and wine and oil.

Tennyson, The Lotos-Eaters (Choric Song).

3. Eight ; just title.

The key of this infernal pit by due . . .

I keep. Milton, V. L., ii. 850.

Easter dues. See Easier^. For a full due (naut.), so

that it need not be done again.

The stays and then the shrouds are set up for a full
due. Luce, Seamanship, p. 116.

Sound dues, a toll or tribute levied by Denmark from
an early date (it is mentioned as early as 1319) until 1857,
on merchant vessels passing through the Sound between
Denmark and Sweden. These dues were an important
source of revenue for Denmark ; they were sometimes par-

tially suspended, were regulated by various treaties, and
continued until abolished for a compensation fixed by
treaties with the maritime nations. To give the devil
Ms due. See devil.

due1
(du), adv. [< due, a.] Directly; exactly:

only with reference to the points of the com-
pass: as, a due east course.

Due west it rises from this shrubby point.
Milton, Comus, 1. 306.

The Danube descends upon the Euxine in a long line

running due south. De Quincey, Herodotus.

due2t, * [Early mod. E. also dewe; < ME.
duen, by apheresis from enduen, endewen, en-

dowen : see endue2
, endow.] To endue

;
endow.

For Fraunces founded hem [religious orders] nougt to
faren on that wise,

Ne Domyuik dued hem neuer swiche drynkers to worthe
[become]. Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 776.

This is the latest glory of thy praise,
That I, thy enemy, due thee withal.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 2.

due-bill (du'bil), n. A brief written acknow-
ledgment of indebtedness, differing from a

promissory note in not being payable to or-

der or transferable by mere indorsement.
due corde (do'e kdr'de). [It. : due, fern, of duo,
< L. duo = E. two; corde, pi. of corda, < L.

chorda, cord, chord : see chord.] Two strings :

in music, a direction to play the same note si-

multaneously on two strings of any instrument
of the violin class.

due-distant (du'dis"tant), a. Situated at a
suitable distance. [A nonce-word.]

A seat, soft spread with furry spoils, prepare ;

Due-distant, for us both to speak and hear.

Pope, Odyssey, xix.

duefult (du'ful), . [Formerly also dewful; <

duel + -ful.] Fit; becoming.
But thee, Jove ! no equall Judge I deeme,
Of my desert, or of my dewfull Right.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vi. 35.

putes The practice was formerly common, but has gener- duenna to forbid your coming more under my lattice ?

ally been suppressed by adverse public opinion in civilized Sterne, Tristram Shandy, Slawkenbergnis s Tale,

countries. In England and the United States dueling is 3 A eiderly woman who is employed to
illegal, death resulting from this cause being regarded as ~V ' *. mvprT, Ps.s .

.,

murder, no matter how fair the combat may have been; guard a younger, a gover
and the seconds are liable to severe punishment as acces- you are getting so very pretty that you absolutely need
series. Deliberate dueling is where both parties meet a auenna , Hawthorne, Blithedale Romance, ix.

avowedly with intent to murder. In law the offense of .,-,- .,., r i ft j..tjn . n r>n^
dueling consists in the invitation to fight ;

and the crime duet (du-ef ), n. [Also, as It.
, duetto; = D. Dan.

duet = G. Sw. duett = Sp. duf to = Pg. duetto, <

It. duetto, < duo, < L. duo = E. two.] A musical

composition either for two voices or for two

instruments, or for two performers on one in-

strument, and either with or without accom-

is complete on the delivery of a challenge.

They then advanced to fight the duel
With swords of temper'd steel.

Sir Hugh le Blond (Child's Ballads, III. 258).

A certain Saracen . . . challenged the stoutest Christian

of all the army to a duell. Coryat, Crudities, I. 119.
animent

Modern war, with its innumerable rules regulations, ^etef n
'

A Middle English form of duty.
limitations and refinements, is the Duel of Nations. l> , ts/ T1 ;;i rrt Him nf Jiirttn

Summer, Cambridge, Aug. 27, 1846. duettmO (do-et-te n9), n. [it., dim. Ot auetto,

A duel is a fighting together of two persons, by previous duet.] A short, unpretentious duet,

consent, and with deadly weapons, to settle some antece- Ariettas and duettinos succeed each other,

dent quarrel. 2 Big/top, Cr. L. (7th ed.), 813. Longfellow, Hyperion, p. 329.

2. Any fight or contest between two parties; duetto (do-et'to), n. [It. : see duet.] A duet,

especially, a military contest between parties They tnen set Ofj m a sort Of duetto, enumerating
the advantages of the situation. Scoff, Monastery, xviii.

due volte (do'e vol'te). [It. : due, fern, of duo,
< L. duo = E. two; volte, pi. of volta, turn : see

vault, n.] Two times; twice: a direction in

musical compositions.

representing the same arm of the service.

The Son of God,
Now entering his great duel, not of arms,
But to vanquish by wisdom hellish wiles.

Milton, P. B., i. 174.

The long-range artillery duels so popular at one time *
i / -*.\. *

in the war. The Century, XXXVI. 104. duff (duf), M. [Another form of dough (with /
duel (du'el), t..; pret. and pp. dueled, duelled, <ff\

d f* = Caught, dwarf etc.): see

ppr. dueling<, duelling. [= D duelleren = G. du- *8*.] L -Dough; paste of bread. [Prov

elliren = Dan. duellere = Sw. duellera; from Eng.] -2. Naut., a stiff flour pudding boiled

the noun.] I. intrans. To engage in single
ina bag or cloth : as, sailors plum duff,

combat
; fight a duel.

With the king of France duelled he.
Metrical llomances, iii. 297.

The crew . . . are allowed [on Sunday] a pudding, or,

as it is called, a duf. This is nothing more than flour

boiled with water, and eaten with molasses.
Ii. 11. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 19.

3. Vegetable growth covering forest-ground.

[Local, U. S.]
This duf (composed of rotten spruce-trees, cones, nee-

dles, etc.) has the power of holding water almost equal to

the sponge, and, when it is thoroughly dry, burns, like

punk, without a blaze. Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 289.

I have seen the smoke from fires in the du/ even after

the snow has fallen.

Rep. of Forest Commission of State of New York, 1886,

[p. 102.

4. Fine coal.

II. trans. To meet and fight in a duel
;
over-

come or kill in a duel.

Who, single combatant,
Duell'd their armies rank'd in proud array,
Himself an army. Milton, S. A., 1. 345.

He must at length, poor man ! die dully of old age at

home ; when here he might so fashionably and gentilely,

long before that time, have been duell'd or flux'd into an-

other world. South, Works, II. vi.

The stage on which St. George duelled and killed the

dragon. Maundrell.

duelert, duellert (du'el-er), n. A combatant duffar, n. Same as duffer
1

*, duffart.

in single fight; a duelist. duffart (duf 'art), n. and a. [So., also dowfart,

You may also see the hope and support of many a flour- <J?/
r
?>

< *"# q ' V-> + '"**' """"^ L "' A
ishing family untimely cut off by a sword of a drunken dull, Stupid tellOW.

dueller, in vindication of something that he miscalls his U. a. Stupid ;
dull

; spiritless.
honour. South, Works, VI. iii.

duff.flay (duf'da), n. The day on which duff is

dueling, duelling (du'el-ing), . [Verbal n. of served on board ship ; Sunday.
duel, v.] The fighting of a duel

; the practice duffel, n. and a. See duffle.

of fighting duels. duffer1
(duf'er), n. [Origin obscure.] 1. A

duelist, duellist (du'el-ist), n. [= D. duellist, < peddler ; specifically, one who sells women's
F. duelliste = Sp. duelista = Pg. It. duellista ; as clothes.

duel + -ist.] One who fights in single combat; A class of persons termed "duffers," "packmen," or

one who practises or promotes the practice of "Scotchmen," and sometimes "tallymen, "traders who go
rounds with samples of goods, and take orders for goods

dueling.
You imagine, perhaps, that a contempt for your own life

gives you a right to take that of another ; but where, sir,

is the difference between a duellist who hazards a life of
no value, and the murderer who acts with greater security ?

Goldsmith, Vicar.

duello (du-el'6), m. [< It. duello : see duel.] 1.

A duel
;
a single combat.

This being well forc'd, and urg'd, may have the power
To move most gallants to take kicks in time,
And spurn out the duelloes out o' th' kingdom.

Fletcher (and another!), Nice Valour, iii. 1.

2. The art or practice of dueling, or the code
of laws which regulate it.

The gentleman will, for his honour's sake, have one
bout with you : he cannot by the duello avoid it.

Shak., T. N., iii. 4.

duelsome (du'el-sum), a. [< duel + -some.] In-
clined or given to dueling ; eager or ready to

fight duels. [Rare.]
Incorrigibly duelsome on his own account, he is for oth-

ers the most acute and peaceable counsellor in the world.

Thackeray, Paris Sketch-Book, ii.

duefia (do-a'nya), n. [Sp.] See duenna.
dueness (du'nes), n. [< duel + -ness.] Fit-

ness; propriety; due quality. [Bare.]

,

afterwards to be delivered, but who, carrying no goods for

immediate sale, were not within the scope of the existing

charge, were in 1861 brought within the charge by special
enactment and rendered liable to duty. These du/crs
were numerous in Cornwall.

S. Dou'ell, Hist. Taxation, III. 38.

2. A hawker of cheap, flashy, and professedly

smuggled articles; a hawker of sham jewelry.

[Eng. in both uses.]
duffer2 (duf'er), n. [Appar. a var. of duffart,

q. v.] A stupid, dull, plodding person ;
a fogy ;

a person who only seemingly discharges the

functions of his position ;
a dawdling, useless

character: as, the board consists entirely of

old duffers.

Duffers (if I may use a slang term which has now be-

come classical, and which has no exact equivalent in Eng-
lish proper)are generally methodical and old. Fosset cer-

tainly was a duffer. Hood.

"And do you get 800 for a small picture?" Mackenzie
asked severely. "Well, no," Johnny said, with a Imigh,
" but then I am a duffer."

W. Black, Princess of Thule, xxv.

The snob, the cad, the prig, the dufer du Manrier has

given us a thousand times the portrait of such specialties.
No one has done the duffer so well.

U. James, Jr., The Century, XXVI. 55.



duffll

duffilti An obnolote spelling
duffing (iluf'ing), M. In iiiii/linii, thr body of

mi iirtilicial fly.

duffle, duffel "(duf'l), . and a. [< D. duffel
= LG. duffel, a kind of coarse, thick, shaggy
woolen cloth, = \V. Flein. duffel, any shaggy-
material for wrapping n]i ; cf. duffelen, wrap
up, < iliiffrl, a liundlo or bunch (of rags, hay,
straw, etc.) (Wedgwood). Usually referred to

Itaffel, a town near Antwerp.] I. . 1 . A coarse
woolen cloth having a thick nap or frieze,

generally knotted or tufted.

And let It bo of dttfle grey
As warm a cloak as man can Bell.

Wordsworth, Alice Fell.

They secured to one corporation the monopoly to con-
tinue to introduce . . . trade guns, fishing ami trapping
gear, calico, <lujfl'-, and gewgaws.

W. Barrows, Oregon, p. o!>.

2. Baggage; supplies; specifically, a sports-
man's or camper s outfit.

Everyone has gone to his chosen ground with too much
impedimenta, too much duffle,

G. W. Sears, Woodcraft, p. 4.

II. a. Made of duffle.

She was going ... to buy a bran-new duffle cloak.
Mrs. Oaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, ii.

dufoil (du'foil), n, and a. [< L. duo (= E. two)
+ E./oi/i, < L. folium, a leaf. Cf. trefoil, etc.]
I. n. In her., a head of two leaves growing out
of a stem. Otherwise called twifoil.

II. a. In her., having only two leaves,

dufrenite (du-fren'lt), . [From the French
mineralogist'?. A. Dufrenoy (1792-1857).] A
native hydrous iron phosphate, generally mas-
sive with radiated fibrous structure. It has a
dark-green color, but changes on exposure to

yellow or brown.

dufrenoysite (du-fre-noi'zit), n. [< Dufrenoy
(see del.) + -t'te2 .] A sulphid of arsemo and
lead, found in small prismatic crystals of a lead-

gray color in the dolomite of the Binnenthal,
Switzerland : named for the French mineralo-

gist P. A. DufrSnoy.
dug1

(dun), H. [Early mod. E. dugge; cf. E.
dial, ducky, dukky, the female breast

; prob.
ult. connected with 8w. ddgga = Dan. dcegge,
suckle. See dairy, dey

1
.] The pap or nipple

of a woman or a female animal; the breast,
with reference to suckling. It is now applied
to that of a human female only in contempt.

It was a faithless squire that was the source
Of all my sorrow, and of these sad tears ;

With whom, from tender dug of common nonrse,
At once I was up brought. Spenser, F. Q.

she wildly breaketh from their strict embrace,
Like a milch doe, whose swelling dug* do ache,
Hasting to feed her fawn hid in some brake.

Shot., Venus and Adonis, 1. 875.

dug2 (dug). Preterit and past participle of dig.

dugong (du'gong), . [Also duyong; < Malay
tliiii<mg, Javanese duyunq.'] A large aquatic
herbivorous mammal of the order Sirenia, Hali-
core dugong, of the Indian seas, in general con-

. figuration It resembles a cetacean, having a tapering flsh-

like body ending in flukes like a whale's, with two fore

Dugong ( Halicore

flippers and no hind limbs. It is known to attain a length
of 7 or 8 feet, and is said to lie sometimes much longer.
The flesh is edible, and not unlike l>eef. Other products
of the dugong are leather, ivory, and oil. The dugong and
the manatee, of the old and new world respectively, are
the licst-kimwii ,-irenians, and leading living representa-
tives of the order Sirenia (which see). They may have
contributed to the myth of the mermaid. See HaKcom.
dugout (dug'out), H. 1. A boat consisting of
a log with the interior dug out or hollowed. It

is a common form of the primitive canoe.
Our boat was a very unsafe dii'l-utit with no out-riggers,

in which we could not dare to beguile a part of the way
in sleep, for fear of capsizing it by an niiL-narded move-
ment. //. 0. Forbes, Eastern Archipelago, p. 296.

The sun was just rising, as a man stepped from his
slender dun-out and drew half its length out upon the
oozy bank of a pretty bayou.

G. W. Cable, The Century, XXXV. 89.
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2. A shelter or roujrh kind of house excavated
in the ground, or more generally in the face of
a bluff or bunk. Whole dugout' are entirely exca-
vated ; lni/t^/ii

:
/'>ntn arc partly ev;i\ate<i anil partly I milt

of lots. The hitter kind IM frequently used in Montana for
dwellings ;

the whole dugouts are chiefly built for storing
the crops an< I "(her things and as a refuge from c\ ri.m, ,

and tornadoes. [Western I', s.
|

The small outlying camps are often tents or mere durj-
Mtfc in the ground. T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 499.

People must resort to ilttij-otifs and cellar caves.
Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXI. 269.

Dugungus, ii. [NL. (Tiedmann), < dugong, q.

v.J A genus of sireuians: same as Halicorc.
Also called Platystomus.
dug-way (dug'wa), n. A way dug along a

precipitous place otherwise impassable ;
a road

constructed for the passage of vehicles on the
side of a very steep bill, along a bold river-

front, etc. [Western U. 8.]
dui-. [Accom. form of Skt. di-i (= E. twi-), < dva
= L. ilni> = E. two : noting a supposed second

following element.] A prefix attached to the
name of a chemical element and forming with
it a provisional name for a hypothetical ele-

ment, which, according to the periodic system
of Mendelejeff, should have such properties as
to stand in the same group with the element to

which the prefix is attached and next but one
to it. For instance, dui-Jluorine is the name of a sup-
posed element not yet discovered, belonging in the same
group as fluorine and .separated from it in the group by
manganese.

Dujardinia (du-jar-din'i-a), n. [NL., named
after Dujardin.] A genus of chsetopodous an-

nelids, of the family Syllidcr.
duke 1

(duk). . [< ME. duke, dewke, duk, due,
douk, dove, { OF. due, dues, dux, F. due= 8p. Pg.
duque = It. duca (Venetian doge : see doge) =
MGr. doi>f, < L. dux (due-), a leader, general,
ML. a duke, < L. ducere, lead : see duct. Cf. Or.

herzog = D. hertog = Dan. herlug = Sw. hertig,
a duke, = AS. heretoga, a general, lit. 'army-
leader'; the second element (G. -zog, AS. -toga)

being ult. akin to L. dux, as above. Cf. duchess,

duchy, ducat, etc.] If. A chief; a prince; a

commander; a leader: as, "thedutoof Edom,"
Ex. xv. 15.

" What lord art thu ?
"
quath Lucifer ; a voys aloud seyde,

" The lord of myght and of may n, that made allethynges.
Duke of this dymme place, a-non vndo the sates."

Piers PlOtfmm (C), xxi. 865.

With-ynne the Cite were lij*' men defensable, that of
the Ihik' made grete ioye when thei hym saugh.

Merlin (E. E. T. .), ii. 188.

Hannibal, duke of Carthage. Sir T. Elyot.

Coronet of an English
Duke.

2. In Great Britain, France, Italy, Spain, and
Portugal, a hereditary title of nobility, ranking
next below that of prince, but in some instances
a sovereign title, as in those of the dukes of

Burgundy, Normandy, Lorraine, etc. (see 3, be-

low), or borne as his distinguishing title by a

prince of the blood royal. The first English duke
was Edward the Black Prince, created
Duke of Cornwall In 1387. Dukes,
when British peers, sit in the House
of Lords by right of birth; Scotch
and Irish dukes have a right of elec-

tion to it, in common with other

peers of those countries, in certain

proportions; in other countries, ex-

cept Germany (see below), the title

conveys no prescriptive political

power. In Great Britain a duke's
coronet consists of a richly chased gold circle, having on
its upper edge eight strawberry-leaves, with or without a

cap of crimson velvet, closed at the top with a gold tassel,
lined with sarcenet, and turned up with ermine.

His grandfather was Lionel duke of Clarence,
Third son to the third Edward king of England.

SAn*., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 4.

Next in rank [to the sovereign] among the lords tem-

poral were the dukes. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 428.

3. A sovereign prince, the ruler of a state
called a duchu. In the middle ages, on the continent
of Europe, all dukes were hereditary territorial rulers,
generally in subordination to a king or an emperor, though
often independent ; now only German dukes retain that
status, and of these there are but five, those of Anhalt,
Brunswick, Saxe-Altenburg. Haxe-Coburg-Gotha, andSaxe-
Meiningcii. Modena and Parma, in lUly, were ruled by
sovereign dukes until their incorporation with the king-
dom of Italy in I860.

4f. A name of the great eagle-owl of Europe,
linbo majrimns, called grand-due by the French.

5. pi. The fists. [Slang.] -Duke of Exeter's
daughter*. See brake*, 12. Duke palatine. Seejxrfa-
tine.lo dine with Duke Humphrey. See dine.

duke 1
(duk), v. i. ; pret. and pp. Jiikcd, ppr. duk-

ini/. [< duke 1
, H.] To play the duke. [Rare.]

Lord Angelo dukes it well in his absence.

NAfii-., \i. for M.,iii. 2.

duke-, n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of duck-.

dulcarnon
Thn'- dayls In dub aniang the dukit
He did with dirt him I .

dukedom (duk'dum), n. [< <//.vi + -dom.] 1.
The jurisdiction, territory, or possessions of a
duke.

Is not a iliikeilinii, sir, a goodly gift?
Slink., s Hen. VI., . L

Edward III. founded the dukedom of Cornwall as the
perpetual dignity of the kings eldest son and heir appa-
rent. Stubbf, Const. Hist., | 428.

2. The rank or quality of a duke,

dukeling (duk'ling), . [< dukri + dim. -ling.}
A petty, mean, insignificant, or mock duke.

This dukeling mushroom
Hath doubtless charm 'd the Unit,

F'.r.l, IVrklli Warlwck, 11. 8.

dukely (duk'li), a. [< dukei + -fyl.] Becom-
ing a duke. Southey.

dukery (du'ker-i), n.
; pi. dukeries (-iz). [<

duke1 + -ery.~\ A ducal territory, or a duke's
seat : as, the Dukeries (a group of ducal seats in

Nottinghamshire, England). Davies. [Humor-
ous.]
The Albertlne line, electoral though it now was, made

apanages, subdivisions, unintelligible little dukes and du-
keriet of a similar kind. Carlyle, Misc., IV. 859.

England is not a dukery. Nineteenth Century.

dukeship (duk'ship), n. [< duke* + -ship.] The
state or dignity of a duke.

Will your dukeship
Sit down and eat some sugar-plums?

Masringer, Great Duke of Florence, Iv. 2.

duke's-meat, n. 8ame as duck-meat.

dukesst, n. [ME. dukes, a var. of duehes: see

duchess.'] A duchess.
Dukhobortsi (do-ko-bdrt'si), n. pi. [Buss.
dukhoboretsu, pi. dukhobortxi, one who denies
the divinity of the Holy Ghost (dukhoborstto,
a sect of such deniers), < dukhu, spirit (Srya-
tui{ Dukhu, Holy Ghost), + boretsu, a contend-

er, wrestler, < boroli, overcome, refl. con-

tend, wrestle, fight.] A fanatical Russian sect
founded in the early part of the eighteenth
century by a soldier named Procope Loupkin,
who pretended to make known the true spirit
of Christianity, then long lost. They have no
stated places of worship, observe no holy days, reject the
use of Images and all rites and ceremonies, have no or-

dained clergy, and do not acknowledge the divinity of
Christ or the authority of the Scriptures, to which they
give, in so far as they accept them, a mystical interpreta-
tion. Owing to their murders and cruelties, they were re-

moved to the Caucasus in 1841 and subsequent years; they
now form a community there of seven villages.

dulcamara (dul-ka-ma'ra), . [= P. douce-
amere= Sp. dulcamara,
dulzamara = Pg. It.

duccamara, < NL. dul-

camara, lit. bitter-

sweet, <.\j.dulcis, sweet,
+ amarus, bitter.] A
pharmaceutical name
for the bittersweet,
Solatium Dulcamara, a
common hedge-plant
throughEurope and the
Mediterranean region,
and naturalized in the
United States. The root
and twigs have a peculiar
bitter-sweet taste, and have
been used in decoction for

the cure of diseases of the
skin.

dulcamarin (dul-ka-ma'rin), n. [= F. dul-

camarine; as dulcamara + -in2.] A glucoside
obtained from the Solanum Dulcamara or bit-

tersweet, forming a yellow, transparent, resin-

ous mass, readily soluble in alcohol, sparingly
so in ether, and very slightly soluble in water.

dulcarnont, n. A word occurring in the phrase
to be at dulcarnon that is, to be at a loss, to

be uncertain what course to take. It is found
in the following passage from Chaucer :

"
I am, til God me liettere mynde sende.

At dulrarnon, right at my wittes ende.

Quod Pandarus,
"
Ye, nece, will ye here?

Dulcarntm called is
'

flemyng of wreches
'

;

It semeth hard, for wreches wol nought lere,
For veray slouthe, or other wilful teches."

Troilut, ill. 9S1.

Dulcarnon represents the Arabic dhu 'I karwin, 'lord of
the two horns,' a name applied to Alexander, either be-

cause he boasted himself the son of Jupiter Amiuon, and
therefore had his coins stamped with honied images, or
as some say, because he had in his power the eastern and
western world, signified in the two horns. (Selden's
Preface to Drayton's Polyolbion.) But the epithet was
also applied to the 47th proposition of Euclid, in hirh
the squares of the two sides of the right-angled triangle
stand out something like two horns. This pr<>]H>sition
was confounded by Chaucer with the r>th proposition, the



famous ponst ovfnorwn.

dulcarnon

This, for some reason, was in the dulcimelt,

derived "from eleiria, meaning sorrow. The passage from

Chaucer was first thus explained in the London Athen&um,
Sent. 23, 1871, p. :.

dulce (duls), a. and . [Altered to suit the orig.

L.
; early mod. E. doulce, earlier douce, < ME.

douce, dotoce, sweet, < L. dulcis, sweet: see

douce.] I. a. Sweet; pleasant; soothing.

Nevertheless with much doulce and gentle terms they

make their reasons as violent and as vehement one against

the other as they may ordinarily.

Quoted in Stubbs's Const. Hist., 443.

II. n. Sweet wine
;
must. See the extract.

Sweetness is imparted by the addition of "
dulce," that

is. must, frequently made from grapes dried for some days
in the sun. Ure, Diet., IV. 950.

dulcet, f- * [< dulce, a.] To make sweet; ren-

der pleasant ;
soothe.

1794 dull

A n nVisnlctp form of dulcimer a subdivision of dulia, is that higher veneration which weAn obs< oi awrnner.
y

.

as the most Malu,
(, |>( niere

[Formerly also dulci-
reatllreS] though, of course, infinitely inferior t., Cod, and

IF. doulcentfr (Koque- incomparably inferior to Christ in his human nature.

|
dolcemele, a musical CaiA. Diet.

instrument, <.L. dulce melo's, a sweet song: dulce, j)uuchia (du-lik'i-a), w. [NL., < Gr. Sovfaxk,
neut. of dulcis, sweet ; inelos, < Gr. uilwc,, a song :

ionic form of rfoAi^oc;, long : see Dolichos.] The
see melody.] 1. A musical instrument consist-

typical genus of the family DuKMidce.
ing of a body shaped like a trapezium, over Dulichiidae (du-li-kl'i-de), re. pi. [NL., < Duli-
which are stretched a number of metallic c/(ia + .,-^j.] A family of amphipod crusta-

AAMIM

[NL., < Dulus + -inai.]

ian dentirostral oscine

passerine birds, commonly referred to the fam-

strings,havinga compass sometimes diatonic,

sometimes chromatic of from 2 to 3 octaves. Dulfo15B ( (lu-lI'ne),n..2>Z.
The tones are produced by striking the strings with ham- A ^^fj^jgy of "West Indian dentirostral oscine

ble. The dulcimer is a very ancient instrument. It is

specially notable because it was the prototype of the

pianoforte, which is essentially a keyed dulcimer that

,
sometimes to the Ampelidce. -It

is*represented by the genus Dulus (which see).
pianoforte, which is essentially a keyed dulcimer- that dum (dull a [Early mod. E. also dul, dulle; <
is, a dulcimer whose hammers are operated by keys or OUU

^"i"/" ":
!; ,>,, %r,,

'

levers The immediate precursor of the pianoforte, how- ME. dul, dull, also dyll, dill, and in earlier use
See harpsi- dwal, < AS. 'dwal, *dwol, found only in contr.

form dol, stupid, foolish, erring (= OS. dol =
OFries. dol = D. dol = MLG. dwal, dwel, dol,

ever, the harpsichord, was a keyed psaltery.

chord, psaltery, pianoforte.

Here, among the fiddlers, I first saw a dulcimere played

Severus . . . (because he
behind at his backe) . . . wisely and with good foresight
dulceth. and kindly intreateth the men.

Hoi/and, tr. of Camden's Britain, p. 68.

dulcenesst (duls'nes), re. [< "dulce, a. (see

douce, a.); < L. dulcis, sweet, + -ness.'] Sweet-

ness
; pleasantness.

Too much dulceness, goodness, and facility of nature.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 338.

. .

would not leave an enemie
on with sticks knocking of the

string^^pre^. Q ^ ^G, MHO. * G toU ma.

It was an Abyssinian maid,
And on her dulcimer she played.

Coleridge, Khubla Khan.

2f. A kind of woman's bonnet.

With bonnet trimmed and flounced withal,
Which they a dulcimer do call.

Warton, High Street Tragedy.

dulcin (dul'sin), re. [< L. dulcis, sweet, + -j2.]
dulcet (dul'set), a. and . [Altered after L 8ame ag UKK; ,wl .

dulcis, from ME. doucet, sweet < OF. doucet, duldnesst (dul'si-nes), n. [< dulce + -y +
F. doucet (= Pr. dosset, dousset), dim. of doux, _ ;)

,
8oftne(j8; easiness of temper. Bacon.

fern, douce, < L. dulcis, sweet. Cf. doucet.] n^ldiast (dul'si-nist), n.
I. a. 1. Sweet to the sense, especially of taste;

"

luscious ; exquisite ; also, melodious
;
harmo-

nious.

Dainty lays and dulcet melody. Spenser.

Anou out of the earth a fabric huge
Rose, like an exhalation, with the sound
Of dulcet symphonies and voices sweet.

Milton, P. L., i. 712.

[< ML. DulcinisttK,

pi., < Dulcinus, a proper name (It. Dolcino), <

L. dulcis, sweet.] A follower of Dulcinus or

Dolcino (born at Novara, Italy; burned alive

in 1307), a leader of the Apostolic Brethren of

= Icel. dulr, silent, close, = Goth, dwals, fool-

ish), < *dwelan, pret. *dwal, pp. gedwolen, mis-

lead, = OS. fordwelan, neglect. From the same
root come AS. dweiian, err, dwola, dwala, error,

gedwola = OHG. gitwola, error, etc., and ult. E.

dwell and dwate, q. v. Cf. also dill? and dolt.]

1. Stupid; foolish; doltish; blockish; slow of

understanding : as, a lad of dull intellect.

The murmur was mykell of the mayn pepnll,
Lest thai dang hir to dethe in hor dull hate.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11904.

If our Ancestors had been as dull as we have been of

late, 'tis probable we had never known the way so much
as to the East Indies. Dumpier, Voyages, II. i. 102.

Among those bright folk not the dullest one.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 366.

UK^authority oniie ^piJraUisfnmnta^ in thought, expression, or action : as, a surfeit

ment, and all rites and ceremonies. They held that all leaves one dull; a dull thinker; a dull sermon
;

So mild and dulcet as the flesh of young pigs.

Lamb, Roast Pig.

law and all rights of property should be abolished, and
that the rite of marriage should be superseded by a

merely spiritual and celibate union of man and wife.

2 Agreeable to the mind. dulcitamine (dul-sit-am'in), n. [< dulcite +
They have . . . styled poesy a dulcet and_gentle phi- amine.] In chem., acompoundjrf dulcitan_with

losophy.

Il.t . The sweetbread.

B. Jouson, Discoveries, ammonia, having the formua eQ5 2 .

dulcitan(dul'si-tan), n. [< dulcite + -an.] The

anhydrid of dulcitol (C6H12O5 ), an alcohol pre-Thee stagg upbreaking they slit to the dulcet or inche- . . ,~

pyn. Stanikurst, Mneid, i. 218. pared by heating dulcitol.

dulcetness (dul'set-nes), re. Sweetness. dulcite (dul'sit), re. [<^.dulcis,

Be
with th<_ . . .

brevity and short time that we have to use them should

assuage their dulcetness.
J. Bradford, Writings (Parker Soc.), I. 338.

dulciant, . [= Dan. Sw. dulcian = OF. doul-

gaine, doucainite, dmiceine, also doulcine, dou-

cinc, a flute, = Sp. dulzaina = Pg. dulqaina, do-

faina, doqainha, < ML. dulciana, a kind of bas- dulcitudet (dul'si-tud), re. [< L. dulcitudo,

soon, < L. dulcis, sweet: see dulce.] A small sweetness, < dulcis, sweet: see dulce, douce.]
bassoon. Sweetness. E. Phillips, 1706.

dulciana (dul-si-an'a), n. [ML., a kind of bas- dulcoratet (dul'ko-rat), v. t. [< LL. dulcoratus,
soon: see dulcian.]" In organ-building, a stop pp. of dulcorare, sweeten, < dulcoi^ sweetness,

having metal pipes of small scale, and giv-

ing thin, incisive, somewhat string-like tones.

The word was formerly applied to a reed stop
of delicate tone. See dulcian. Also called

. Same as dulcitol.
it so that there were no discommodities mingled j,,i-j+ ,.i /j-.i'-j tnn n r< tJtiJntp + nl 1 A
the commodities; yet as I before have said, the flUlCltOl (dul Sl-tol), re. \\ OUlClte -r -O(.J A

saccharine substance (C6H;uOe), similar to and
isomerie with mannite, which occurs in various

plants, and is commercially obtained from an
unknown plant in Madagascar, and in the crude
state is called Madagascar manna. Also called

dulcite, dulcin, dulcose.

< L. dulcis, sweet: see dulce.]
make less acrimonious.

To sweeten;

The ancients, for the dulcoratiny of fruit, do commend
swines-dung above all other dung.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 465.

a dull stream ;
trade is dull.

Their hands and their minds through idleness or lack of

exercise should wax dull.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

It can never be known, till she is tried, whether a new
ship will or will not be a good sailer ; for the model of a

good-sailing ship has been exactly followed in a new one,
which has been proved, on the contrary, remarkably dull.

Franklin, Autobiog., p. 262.

3. Wanting sensibility or keenness
;
not quick

in perception: as, dull of hearing ;
dull of seeing.

And yet, tho' its voice be so clear and full,

You never would hear it ; your ears are so dull.

Tennyson, The Poet's Mind.

4. Sad; melancholy; depressed; dismal.

If thi herte be dulle and myrke and felis nother witt ne
sauour ne deuocyone for to thynke.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 40.

5. Not pleasing or enlivening; not exhilarat-

ing; causing dullness or ennui; depressing;
cheerless : as, dull weather

;
a dull prospect.

He from the Rain-bow, as he came that way,
Borrow'd a Lace of those fair woven beams
Which clear Heavens blubber'd face, and gild dull day.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 59.

dolcan.

dulciflcation (dul"si-fi-ka'shon), n. [= F. dul- dulcorationt (dul-ko-ra'shon), n. [< ML. dul-

cification = Sp. dulcificacion. = Pg. dwlcificaqao coratio(n-), < LL. dulcorare, sweeten: see dul-
= It. dolcificazione, < L. as if *dulcificatio(n-), <

dulcijicare, sweeten: see dulcify.] The act of

sweetening ;
the act of freeing from acidity,

saltness, or acrimony. E. Phillips, 1706.

dulcifluous (dul-sif'lo-us), a. [< ML. dulcifluus.

Fly, 1y, profane fogs, far hence fly away ;

Taint not the pure streamr -' " s-

With your dull influence.
Taint not the pure streams of the springing day

Crashaw, A Foul Morning.

< L. dulcis, sweet, + -fluus, (.jlucre, flow.] Flow-

ing sweetly. Bailey, 1727.

dulcify (dul'si-fi), ._.; pret. and pp. dulcified,

corate."] The act of sweetening.
The fourth is in the dulcoration of some metals ; as

saccharum Saturni, &c. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 358.

dulcose (dul'kos), re. [< L. dulcis, sweet, +
-ose.] Same as dulcitol.

Same as dool, a dialectal form of

more agreeable to the taste.

Can you sublime and dulcify? calcine?
B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

Other beneficial inventions peculiarly his; such as the
dulcifying sea-water with that ease and plenty.

Evelyn, To Mr. Wotton.

2. To render more agreeable in any sense.

fed in good-humour.
'

Lamb, Artificial Comedy.
Dulcified spirit, a compound of alcohol with mineral
ucids : as, dulcified spirits of niter.

dulciloquyt (diil-sil'o-kwi), re. [= Pg. It. dul-

ciloquo, It. also dolcitoquo, < LL. duleilo<[tius,

sweetly speaking, < L. dulc-is, sweet, + loqui,

speak.] A soft manner of speaking. Bailey,
1731.

There are very few people who do not find a voyage
which lasts several months insupportably dull.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

Dull, dreary Hats without a bush or tree.

Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook.

6. Gross; inanimate; insensible.

Looks on the dull earth with disturbed mind.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 340.

7. Not bright or clear
;
not vivid

;
dim

;
ob-

scure : as, a dull fire or light ;
a dull red color

;

the mirror gives a dull reflection.

One dull breath against her glass.
D. Q. Rossetti, Love's Nocturn.

By night, the interiors of the houses present a more dull

appearance than in the day.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 188.

8. Not sharp or acute; obtuse; blunt: as, a

dull sword ;
a dull needle.

The murtherous knife was dull and bhmt.
Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4.

I wear no dull sword, sir, nor hate I virtue.

Jie.au. and FL, Knight of Malta, ii. 3.

Wielding the dull axe of Decay.
Whittitr, Mogg Megone.

9. Not keenly felt ;
not intense : as, a dull pain.

Latria, or supreme worship, is due to Cod alone, and can- =Syn 1 Silly etc. See simple.
not be transferred to any creature without the horrible Anil1 (dull V T= E dial, dill: < ME. didlen,
sin of idolatry. Duita Is that secondary veneration which in j-.v j n / j 771 i T /..,,,.
Catholics give to saints and angels as the servants and <'<. Ml, make dull

;
< dull], (t.] I trans.

special friends of God. Lastly, hyperdulia, which is only 1 . To make dull, stupid, heavy, insensible, etc .
;

re. [Origin not ascertained.]

., a peg of wood which joins the ends of

that form the round of the wheel
of a gun-carriage.
Dules (du'lez), re. [NL. (Cuvier, 1829), irreg. <

Gr. <5oi/loc, a slave. Prop. Dulus, as applied to

a genus of birds.] A genus of serranoid fishes,
characterized by a lash-like extension of a spine
of the dorsal fin, the body being thus under the

lash, whence the name,

dule-tree, re. See dool-tree.iiwj.u
ujfs..i. v- v-cuj-nj ii CULL Y at-U-ou. , , . 7-i*-i-*.\ r- -T s /-* f ^ '

His harshest tones in this part came steeped and dulci-
dulia (du-ll'a), re [ML., < Gr.

AajUfa,
service.

servitude, < Sov^oc, a slave.] An inferior kind
of worship paid to saints and angels in the Ro-
man Catholic Church. Also duly, doulia.

Catholic theologians distinguish three kinds of cultus.



dull

lessen the vigor, activity, or sensitiveness of;
render inanimate; dump: as, to dull tin- \vits;

to dull the senses.

How may ye thus ineane you with mails, for shame !

Yoniv dedis mi- </</ll<*. ,\ dos out of hope.
11,-itrni-tiitii i,/ /,,/ (I). E. T. S.), 1. 11314.

I hate to hearc, lowd plaints have ifulrl mine eares.

.S'/x'/wcr, l>aphnalda, v.

Those
|
dnii;.-,

|
she has

\Vi1l stupify ami /"// Hie sens*; awhile.

Shak., Cymbeline, 1.6.

The nobles and the people are all dull d
With this usurping Bng.

I'.mi. and /'/ . Philaster, iii.

tint! not thy days away In slothful supinity and the
tediousness of doing nothing.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., I. xxxlll.

2. To render dim; sully; tarnish or cloud : as,
the breath dulls a mirror.

She deem'd no mist of earth could dull
Those spirit-thrilling eyes so keen and beautiful.

Tennysnn, Ode to Memory.

3. To make less sharp or acute; render blunt
or obtuse: as, to dull a knife or a needle. 4.
To make less keenly felt

;
moderate the inten-

sity of : as, to it nil pain.

Weep; weeping dulls the inward pain.

Tennyson, To J. S.

II. intrans. If. To become dull or blunt
;
be-

come stupid.

Right nought am I thurgh youre doctriue,
I dull? under youre discipline.

Rom. of the Base, 1. 4792.

Which [wit] rusts and tints, except It subiect flnde

Worthy it's worth, whereon it self to grinde.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas s Weeks, i. 6.

2. To become calm; moderate: as, the wind
dulled, or dulled down, about twelve o'clock.

[Rare.j 3. To become deadened in color;
lose brightness.
The day had dulled somewhat, and far out among the

western isles that lay along the horizon there was a faint,
still mist that made them shadowy and vague.

W. Black, A Daughter of Heth, xx.

dull2
(dul), n. [Origin obscure

;
there is no

evidence to connect it with dole3
, < L. dolun, a

device, artifice, snare, net, < Gr. AW-of, a bait

for fish, a snare, net, device, artifice.] A noose
of string or wire used to snare fish; usually,
a noose of bright copper wire attached by a
short string to a stout pole. [Southern U. S.]
dull2 (dul), v. i. [< dull?, n.] To fish with a
dull : as, to dull for trout. [Southern U. S.]

I hope that the barbarous practice called dulling has

gone out of fashion. Forest and Stream, March 11, 1880.

dullard (dul'ard), n. and ft. [< ME. dullarde;
< dull + -ard"] I. 11. A dull or stupid person;
a dolt

;
a blockhead ; a dunce.

They which cannot doe it are holden dullards and
blockes. riirflins. Pilgrimage, p. 342.

!H. . Dull
;
doltish

; stupid.
But would I bee a poet if I might,
To rub my browes three days, and wake three nights,
And bite my nails, and scratch my dullard head?

Bp. Hall, Satires, I. Iv.

dullardism (dul'ar-dizm), n. [< dullard +
-ixiii.] Stupidity;doltishness. Maunder. [Rare.]
dull-brained (dul'brand), a. Having a dull

brain; being slow to understand or compre-
hend.

This arm of mine hath chastised
The petty rebel, dull-brain'd Buckingham.

Shak., Rich. III., IT. 4.

dull-browed (dul'broud), a. Having a gloomy
brow or look.

Let us screw our pampered hearts a pitch beyond the
reach of dull-brou<ed sorrow.

Quarle*, Judgment and Mercy.

duller (dul'er),. Onewhoorthatwhichmakes
dull.

Your grace must fly phlebotomy, fresh pork, conger,
and clarified whey ; they are all dullers of the vital spirits.

Beau, and Ft., Philastcr, ii. 1.

dulleryt (dul'er-i), . [= MLG. dullerie; as
dull -I- -fryi.] Dullness; stupidity.

Master Autitus of fresseplots was licentiated, and had
passed his degrees in all dullery and bloekishness.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, II. 11.

dull-eyed (dul'id), a. Having eyes dull in ex-

pression ; being of dull vision.

I'll not lie made a soft and dull^y'd fool.

Shak'., M. of V.. iii. X.

dullhead (dul'hed), H. A person of dull under-

standing ; a dolt
;
a blockhead.

This people (sayth he) l>e fooles and tliilhetlfit to all

goodnes. A.*-lnii/i. The s (-link-master, p. 7(1.

[< (lull + -ishl.] Some-

1795

They are somewhat heavy In motion and t/ullinh, which
must lie imputed to the quality of the elime.

//,, Parly of leasts, p. 12.

dullness, dulness (dul'nes), . [< ME. dul-

//c.sw, ilnlliiifi. tin/in sue, dolncs; < dull + -ness.]

The state or quality of being dull, in any sense
of that word.

Thou art Inclin'd to sleep ; 'tis a good dulness,
And give it way. Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

Dttlness, that in a playhouse meets disgrace,

Might meet with reverence In its proper place.
Dryden, Troilus and Cresslda, Prol., I. 25.

Nor Is the dulnrns of the scholar to extinguish, but
rather to inllame, the charity of the teacher.

South, Sermons.

And gentle Dulnetis ever loves a joke.
/'../. Dunciad, II. 34.

When coloured windows came Into use, the comparative
dulness of the former mode of decoration [fresco] was im-

mediately felt. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 620.

Cardiac dullness. See cardiac. = Syn. Baldness, Heavi-

ness, etc. (in style). See frigidity.

dully (dul'li), rfr. In a dull manner; stupid-
ly; sluggishly; without life or spirit; dimly;
bluntly.
She has a sad and darkened soul, loves itnllti.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iv. 1.

The dome dully tinted with violet mica.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 317.

dully (dul'i), a. [< dull + -y.] Somewhat
dull. [Poetical.]

Far off she seem'd to hear the dully sound
of human footsteps fall. Tennyson, Palace of Art

dulness, . See dullness.

dulocracyt (du-lok'ra-si), n. [Also written dou-

locracy ; < Gr. iovAoK/iaTia, < ioiil.oc, a slave, +
-Kparia, < Kparciv, rule. ] Predominance of slaves ;

a government of or by means of slaves. E.

Phillips, 1706.

dulse (duls), . [Also dial, dullis, dilse, dills,

dillisk; < Gael, duileasg, duileosg = Ir. duileasg,

duilliasg, dulse, perhaps < Gael. Ir. duille, a leaf,
+ (Ir. ) uisge, water: see usquebaugh, whisky.]
A seaweed, Rhodymenia palmata, belonging to
the order Floridea;. It has bright-red, broadly wedge-
shaped fronds, from 6 to 12 inches long and 4 to 8 inches

broad, irregularly cleft or otherwise divided, and often

bearing frondlete on the margin. It Is common between
tide-marks, and extends into deeper waters, adhering to
the rocks and to other alga?. It is eaten in New England
and in Scotland ; in Iceland It is an important plant, and
Is stored in casks to be eaten with fish; in Kamtchatka a
fermented liquor is made from it. In the south of England
this name is given also to another alga of the same order,
Iridcea edulis.

What dost thou here, young wife, by the water-side,

Gathering crimson dulse! Celia Thaxter, All's Well.

Craw dulse, Rhodymenia ciliata. [Scotch.] Pepper
dulse, Laurencia pinnatifida. [Scotch.]

Dulus (du'lus), . [NL. (Vieillot, 1816), < Gr.

<5oWof, a slave. The bird used to be called Taii-

gara esclace.] A genus of probably vireonine

dullish (dul'ish), a.

what Uull.

dentirostral oscine birds of the West Indies,

representing a subfamily IMime, the position
of which is unsettled. In some respects it re-

sembles Icteria. D. dominions is the only es-
tablished species.

dulwllly (dul'wil-i), M. [E. dial.] The ring-
plover, JEgialites hiaticula. Montagu.
duly 1

(du'li), adv. [< ME. ditely, dewly, diewly,
durliclir; < duel- + -fy

2
.] In a due manner;

when or as due; agreeably to obligation or

propriety; exactly; fitly; properly.
Vnto my dygnytc dere sail difirly be dyghte
A place full of plente to my plesyng at ply.

York Plays, p. 1.

That they may have their wages duly paid them,
And something over to remember me by.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. -2.

As our Saviour, during his forty days' stay on earth,
fully enabled his apnstlcs to attest his resurrection, so did
lu- qualify them thili/ to preaeh liis dnctrine.

llji. Ath'rhtirv. Sermons, II. vii.

Seldom at church, 'twas such a busy life ;

But (tulit sent his family and wife.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 382.

dumb-cake
None duly loves thcr but who, nobly free
Kroin sensual object*, finds his all in (her.

Cowper, Glory to I Jod Alone.

duly'2 (du'li), w. [< dulia, q. v.] Same as diilia.

Now call you this devotion, as you please, whether duly
or hyperduly or indirect, <n- n dm iin

. 1,1 1 . llccted or ana-

gogical worship, which i lii-stnved on sneh images.
/;/ < tut, Saul and Samuel at Kndor, p. 852.

dumt, ft. An obsolete spelling of. dumb.
dumal (du'mal), a. [< LL. dumalis, < L. <l-

mus, Oil. dujtmus, a thorn-bush, a bramble, per-
haps akin (as if a contraction of 'tlensimus) to

densus = Gr. cJofjiV, thick, dense: see dense.]

Pertaining to briers ; bushy,
dumb (dum), a. [Early mod. E. also dum,
dunibc; < ME. dumb, domli, donnib, < AS. dumb,
mute, = OPries. dumbe, dumi = D. dom =
MLG. LG. dum, dull, stupid, = OHG. tumb,
MHG. tump, turn, G. (with LG. rf) dumtn, mute,
stupid, = Icel. diimbr, dumbi. mute, = Sw. dumb,
mute, ffuw-stupid, = Dan. ai, stupid, = Goth.
dumbs. OHG. tumb, G. dumm, is found also in

sense of 'deaf (OHG. toup); cf. Gr. n^.oc,
blind ; perhaps the two words are ult. con-

nected, the orig. sense being then 'dull of per-

ception.' See deaf.] 1. Mute; silent; refrain-

ing from speech.
I was dumb with silence ; I held my peace. Ps. xxxlx. 2.

Dnmbe as any ston,
Thou sittest ut another booke,
Tyl fully dasewyd is thy looke.

Chaucer, House of Kaine, 1. 658.

To praise him we sould not be dum in.

Battle of Harlaw (LIMA'S Ballads, VII. 189).

Since they never hope to make Conscience dumb, they
would have it sleep as much as may be.

Stillinifjteet, Sermons, I. xi.

2. Destitute of the power of speech ; unable to

utter articulate sounds: as, a deaf and dumh
person; the dumb brutes. 3. Mute; not accom-
panied with or emitting speech or sound : as, a
i(nml> show ;

dumb signs.
Such shapes, such gesture, and such sound, expressing
(Although they want the use of tongue) a kind
Of excellent dumb discourse. Shak., Tempest, ill. 3.

You shan't come near him ; none of your dumb signs.

Steele, Lying Lover, ill. 1.

Hence 4. Lacking some usual power, mani-
festation, characteristic, or accompaniment;
destitute of reality in some respect ; irregular;
simulative: as, dumb ague; dumb craft. See

phrases below. 5. Dull; stupid; doltish. [Lo-
cal, U. S. In Pennsylvania this use is partly
due to the G. dumm.} 6. Deficient in clear-

ness or brightness, as a color. [Rare.]
Her stern was painted of a ihnnlt white or dun colour.

Df/or.

Deaf and dumb. See deaf-mute^ Dumb ague, a IHIPH-
lar name of an irregular intermittent fever, lacking the
usual chill or cold stage; masked fever. Dumb bors-
holder, an old staff of office, serving also as an imple-
ment to break open doors and the like In the service of

the law, of which an example is preserved at Twyford in

the county of Kent, England. It was made of wood, aliout

3 feet long, with an iron spike at one end and several iron

rings attached, through which cords could be passed. J.

A. A., IX. 505. Dumb compass. See coin nun. Dumb
craft, lighters and boats not having sails. Dumb cram-
bo, furnace, etc. See the nouns. Dumb piano. Same
as diqitorium. Dumb spinet. Same as manichord.
To strike dumb, to render silent from astonishment ;

confound ; astonish.

Alas ! this parting strikes poor lovers dumb.
Sliak., T. O. of V., II. 2.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Mute, etc. See silent.

dumb (dum), v. [< ME. doumben, < AS. d-dtim-

IIIIIH. intr., become dumb, be silent, < dumb,
dumb: see dumb, a.] I.t intrans. To become
dumb

;
be silent.

I doumbed and meked and was fill still--.

Ps. xxxviii. 3 (ME. version).

II. trans. To make dumb; silence; over-

power the sound of.

An arm-gaunt steed,
Who neigh'd so high, that what I would have spoke
Was beastly dumb'd by him. Shalt., A. and <'., I. 5.

dumb-bell (dum'bel), w. One of a pair of

weights, each consisting of two balls joined by
a bar, intended to be swung in the hands for

the sake of muscular exercise, made of iron, or

for very light exercise of hard wood.

Brandishing of two sticks, grasped in each hand and
loaden with plugs of lead at either end : . . . sometimes
practised in the present day, and called "ringingofthc
tininh bell*." Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 142.

dumb-bidding (dum 'bid 'ing), . A form of

bidding at auctions, where the exposer puts a
reserved bid under a candlestick or other cov-

ering, and no sale is effected unless the bidding
comes up to that.

dumb-cake (dum'kak), n. A cake made in si-

lence ou St. Mark's Eve, with numerous cere-



dumb-cake

monies, by maids, to discover their future hus-

bands. [Local, Eng.]
dumb-cane (dum'kan), . An araceous plant
of the West Indies, Die/enbachia Seguiiie: so

called from the fact that its acridity causes

swelling of the tongue when chewed, and de-

stroys the power of speech.
dumb-chalder (dum'chal"der), n. In ship-build-

ing, a metal cleat bolted to the after part of

the stern-post, for one of the rudder-pintles to

play on.

dumb-craft (dum'kraft), An instrument
somewhat similar to the screw-jack, having
wheels and pinions which protrude a ram, the

point of which communicates the power.
dumbfound, dumbfounder. See dumfound,
duiiifnunder.

durable1 (dum'bl), a. [E. dial., < dumb + dim.

or freq. term, -fe'.] Stupid ; very dull. Halli-

dumble'2t (dum'bl), . [E. dial., = dimble, q. v.]
Same as dimble.

dumbledore (dum'bl-dor), n. [E. dial., also

written dumblcdor; < "dumble = D. dommelen,
buzz, mumble, slumber, doze (perhaps ult. imi-

tative, like bumble-, humblebee), + dore, dor, a

bumblebee, a black beetle, a cockchafer : see

dor1 .] 1. The bumblebee.

Betsy called it [the monk's hood] the dumbledore'a de-

light. Soulhey, The Doctor, viii.

2. The brown cockchafer.

dumbly (dum'li), adv. [< dumb + -fy
2
.] Mute-

ly ; silently ;
without speech or sound.

Cross her hands humbly,
As if praying dumbly,
Over her breast. Hood, Bridge of Sighs.

dumbness (dum'nes), . 1. Muteness
; silence;

abstention from speech ;
absence of sound.

Take hence that once a king ;
that sullen pride

That swells to dumbness.
Dryden, Don Sebastian, HI. 1.

2. Incapacity for speaking ; inability to utter

articulate sounds. See deafness.
In the first case the demoniac or madman was dumb ;

and his dumbness probably arose from the natural turn
of his disorder.

Farmer, Demoniacs of New Testament, i. 5.

dumb-show (dum'sho'), n. 1. A part of a
dramatic representation shown pantomimi-
cally, chiefly for the sake of exhibiting more
of the story than could be otherwise included,
but sometimes merely emblematical. Dumb-
shows were very common in the earlier English
dramas.
Groundlings who, for the most part, are capable of no-

thing but inexplicable dumb shows and noise.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

The Julian feast is to-day, the country expects me
;
I

speak all the dumb-shows : my sister chosen for a nymph.
Fletcher ami Rowley, Maid in the Mill, ii. 1.

2. Gesture without words
; pantomime : as, to

tell a story in dumb-show.
dumb-Waiter (dum'wa'ter), . A framework
with shelves, placed between a kitchen and a

dining-room for conveying food, etc. When the
kitchen is in the basement story the dumb-waiter is bal-

anced by weights, so as to move readily up and down by the

agency of cords and pulleys. The name is also given to a
small table or stand, sometimes with a revolving top, placed
at a person's side in the dining-room, to hold dessert, etc.,
until required.

Mr. Meagles . . . gave a turn to the dumb-waiter on his

right hand to twirl the sugar towards himself.

Dickens, Little Dorrit, i. 16.

dumetose (du'me-tos), a. [< L. dumetum, dum-
metum, OL. dumectum, a thicket, < dumus, a
bramble: see dumal,'} In bot., bush-like.

dumfound, dumbfound (dum-found'), v. t.

[Orig. a dial, or slang word, < dumb 4- appar.
-found in confound.'] To strike dumb

; confuse ;

stupefy; confound.
Words which would choke a Dutchman or a Jew,
Dumfound Old Nick, and which from me or you
Could not be forced by ipecacuanha,
I imp from his oratorio lips like manna. Southey.

I waited doggedly to hear him [Landor] begin his cele-
bration of them [pictures], dumfounded between my moral
obligation to be as truthful as I dishonestly could and my
social duty not to give offense to my host.

Lou-ell, The Century, XXXV. 514.

dumfounder, dumbfounder (dum-foun'der),
r. t. [Another form of dumfound, apparent-
ly simulating founder^, sink.] Same as dum-
found. [Rare.]

There is but one way to browbeat this world,
Dumbfounder doubt, and repay scorn in kind
To go on trusting, namely, till faith move
Mountains. Browning, King and Book, I. 114.

Dumicola (du-mik'o-lS), n. [NL. (Swainson,
1831, as Dumecola),'<. L. dumus, a bramble, +
colere, inhabit.] A genus of South American

1796

tyrant flycatchers, of the family Tyrannidce,

containing such species as D. diops. Also

called Musciphaga and Hemitriceus.

dummador (dum'a-dor), . Same as dumble-

dore.

dummerert (dum'er-er), n. [< dumb + double

suffix -cr-er."] A dumb person ; especially, one

who feigns dumbness.
Equall to the Cranck in dissembling is the Dummerar;

for, as the other takes vpon him to haue the falling sick-

nesse, so this counterfets Dumbnes.
Dekker, Belman of London (ed. 1608), sig. D, 3.

Every village almost will yield abundant testimonies

[of counterfeits] amongst us ;
we have dvmmtrtrt, &c.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 159.

dumminess (dum'i-nes), n. The character of

being dumb ; stupidity.
A little anecdote . . . which . . . strikingly illustrates

the dumminess of a certain class of the English popula-
tion. C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 292, note.

dummy (dum'i), n. and a. [= Sc. dumbic;
dim. of dumb, duni.] I. n.; pi. dummies (-iz).

1. One who is dumb; a dumb person; a mute.

[Colloq.] 2. One who is silent ; specifically,
in tlieat,, a person on the stage who appears be-

fore the lights, but has nothing to say. 3. One
who or that which lacks the reality, force, func-

tion, etc. ,
which it appears to possess; some-

thing that imitates a reality- in a mechanical

way or for a mechanical purpose. Specifically

(a) Some object made up to deceive, as a sham package,
a wooden cheese, an imitation drawer, etc. (d) Some-

thing used as a block or model in exhibiting articles of

dress, etc. (c) A specimen or sample of the size and

appearance of something which is to be made, as a book

composed of sheets of blank paper bound together, (d)

Something employed to occupy or mark temporarily a par-
ticular space in any arrangement of a number of articles.

4. In mech. : (a) A dumb-waiter. (6) A loco-

motive with a condensing-engine, and hence

avoiding the noise of escaping steam : used es-

pecially for moving railroad-cars in the streets

of a city, or combined in one with a passenger-
car for local or street traffic, (c) The name
given by firemen to one of the jets from the
mains or chief water-pipes, (d) A hatters'

pressing-iron. 5. In card-playing: (.) An ex-

posedhand of cards, asm whistwhen three play.

(6) A game of whist in which three play, the

fourth hand being placed face up. One player,
with this and his own hand, plays against the
other two Double dummy, a game at whist with

only two players, each having two hands of cards, one of

them exposed.

II. n. If. Silent; mute. Clarke. 2. Sham;
fictitious; feigned: as, a dummy watch.
About 1770 it became fashionable to wear two watches ;

but this was an expensive luxury, and led to the manufac-
ture of dummy watches.

F. Vors, Bibelots and Curios, p. 83.

It is also probable that farms made up in whole or part
of land obtained by dummy entries would, for some time
at least, be returned as having separate owners and there-

fore as separate farms. N. A. Rev., CXLII. 388.

Dumont's blue. See Hue, n.

dumortierite (du-mdr'ter-it), n. [After M.

Eugene Dumortier.~\ A silicate of aluminium
of a bright-blue color, occurring in fibrous forms
in the gneiss of Chaponost near Lyons, and else-

where.

dumose, dumous (du'mos, du'mus), a. [< L.

dumosus, dummosus, OL. dusmosus, bushy, < du-

mus, a thorn-bush, a bramble : see dumal.] 1.

In hot., having a compact, bushy form. 2.

Abounding in bushes and briers.

dump1 (dump), n. [< "dump, adj., Sc. dumpli,
dull, insipid ; prob. < Dan. dump, dull, low, hol-

low, = G. dumpf, damp, musty, dull, esp. of

sound, low, heavy, indistinct, muffled (< MHO.
dimpfen, steam, reek); cf. D. dompig, damp,
hazy, misty, = LG. dumpig, damp, musty, =
Sw. dial, dumpin, melancholy (pp. of dimba,
steam, reek), Sw. dumpig, damp: see below.
Cf . D. dampen, quench, put out

;
from the same

source as damp, q. v.] 1. A dull, gloomy state
of the mind; sadness; melancholy; sorrow;
heaviness of heart: as, to be in the dumps.
[Regularly used only in the plural, and usually
in a humorous or derogatory sense.]
Some of our poore familie be fallen into such dumpes,

that scantly can any such cumfort as my poore uit can
geue them any thing asswage their sorow.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1573), fol. 3.

Why, how now, daughter Katharine? In your dumps?
Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1.

Gent. But where's my lady?
Pet. In her old dumps within, monstrous melancholy.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, v. 2.

His head like one in doleful dtnnp
Between his knees.

S. Butler, Hudibras, II. i. 106.

I know not whether it was the dumps or a budding ec-

stasy. Thoreau, Walden, p. 242.

dump
2t. Meditation; reverie. Locke. 3. pi. Twi-

light. [Proy. Eng.] 4f. (a) A slow dance
with a peculiar rhythm.

And then they would have handled me a new way ;

The devil's dump had been danc'd then.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, v. 4.

(6) Music for such a dance.

Visit by night your lady's chamber-window
With some sweet concert: to their instruments
Tune a deploring dump. Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 2.

(c) Any tune.

0, play me some merry dump, to comfort me.
Shak., R. and J., iv. 5.

dump2 (dump), v. [< ME. dumpen, rarely dam-

pen, tr. cast down suddenly, intr. fall down sud-

denly (not in AS.); = Norw. dumpa, fall down
suddenly, fall or leap into the water, = Sw. dial.

dumpa, make a noise, dance clumsily, dompa,
fall down suddenly,=Icel. dumpa (once), thump,
= Dan. dumpe, intr. thump, plump, tr. dip, as

a gun, = D. dampen, tr., dip, as a gun, dompclcn,

tr., plunge, dip, immerse, = LG. dumpeln, intr.,

drift about, be tossed by wind and waves ; all

from a strong verb repr. by Sw. dimpa, pret.

damp, pp. neut. dumpit, fall down, plump. Cf.

thump.] I. trans. 1. To throw down violently ;

plunge; tumble. [Obsolete, except as a col-

loquialism in the United States : as, the bully
was dumped into the street.]

Than sail the rainbow descend. . . .

Wit[h] the wind than sail it mell,
And driue tham dun all vntil hell

And dump the deuls [devils) thider in.

Cursor Mundi, 1. 22639.

Kene men sail the kepe,
And do the dye on a day,
And damp the in the depe.

Minot, Poems (ed. Eitson), p. 47.

2. To put or throw down, as a mass or load
of anything; unload; especially, to throw down
or cause to fall out by tilting up a cart: as, to

dump a stickful of type (said by printers) ;
to

dump bricks, or a load of brick. [U. S.]

The equipage of the campaign is dumped near the store-

cabin. W. Barrows, Oregon, p. 137.

Dumped like a load of coal at every door.

Lowell, To G. W. Curtis.

3. To plunge into. [Scotch.] 4. To knock

heavily. [Prov. Eng.]
II. intrans. If. To fall or plunge down sud-

denly.
Vp so doun schal ye dumpe depe to the abyme.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 362.

The folke in the Mete felly thai drownen :

Thai dump in the depe, and to dethe passe.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13289.

2. To unload a cart by tilting it up; dispose
of a refuse load by throwing it out at a certain

place: as, you must not dump there. [U.S.]
3. In printing, to remove type from the stick and

place it on the galley: as, where shall I dumpt
dump2 (dump), n. [= Norw. dump, a sudden fall

or plunge, also the sound of something falling,
also a gust of wind, a squall, = Dan. dump,
the sound of something falling ;

from the verb.

Hence dumpy, dumpling.'] 1. The sound of a

heavy object falling; a thud. 2. Anything
short, thick, and heavy. Hence 3. A clumsy
medal of lead formerly made by casting in

moist sand ; specifically, a leaden counter used

by boys at chuckfarthing and similar games.
The dumps still existing are generally impressed with char-

acters, often letters, perhaps the initials of the maker.

Thy taws are brave, thy tops are rare,
Our tops are spun with coils of care,
Our dumps are no delight.

Hood, Ode on Prospect of Clapham Academy.

4. A small coin of Australia.

The small colonial coin denominated dumps have all

been called in. Sydney Gazette, January, 1S23.

If the dollar passes current for five shillings, the iinm/i

lays claim to fifteen pence value still in silver money.
Sydney Gazette, January, 1823.

5. pi. Money; "chink." [Slang.]

May I venture to say when a gentleman jumps
In the river at midnight for want of the dumps,
He rarely puts on his knee-breeches and pumps?

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 37.

6. A place for the discharge of loads from

carts, trucks, etc., by dumping; a place of de-

Fosit

for offal, rubbish, or any coarse material.

U.S.]
A sort of platform on the edge of the dump. There, in

old days, the trucks were tipped and the loads sent thun-

dering down the chute. The Century, XXVII. I'll.

We sat by the margin of the iliiniti and saw, far below

us, the green tree-tops standing still in the clear air.

The Centura, XXVII. 38.

The next point is to get sufficient grade or fall to carry

away the immense masses of debris : that is, the miner
has to look out for his "dump."

Eissler, Hod. High Explosives, p. 278.



dump
7. The pile of matter HO deposited ; specifically,
the pile of refuse rock around the mouth of a

shaft or adit-level. [U. S.J 8. A nail. See
the extract. [Eng.]

Nails of mixed metal being termed dmnpt.
Thearle, Naval Arch., S 21.

dump-1 (dump). 11. [Cf. Norw. dump, a pit,

pool, also the bottom of a carriage or sleigh ;

LG. dumpfel, tiimpfel, an eddy, a deep place in

a lake or sirriim, orig. a place that "plunges"
down ; ult. from the verb represented by <////-',

.] Adeep hole filled with water. Grose, [Prov.
KM-.

|

dumpage (ilum'paj), . [< dump? + -age.'] 1.

The privilege of dumping loads from carts,
trucks, et., on a particular spot. [U. 8.] 2.
The fee paid for such privilege. fU. 8.]

dump-bolt (dump'bolt), . In shtp-building, a
short bolt used to hold planks temporarily.
dump-car (domp'kB*), n. A dumping-car.
dump-cart (dump'kiirt), n. Same as tip-cart.

dumper (dnm'per), n. One who or that which
dumps ; specifically, a tip-cart. [U. S.] Double
dumper, u cart or wagon the furin of which is like that
of a tip-cart, except that the neap contains a seat for the
driver in the rear of the forward axle. [U. S.J

dumping-bucket (dum'ping-buk'et), . See
bucki t.

dumping-car (dum'ping-kiir), n. A truck-car
the body of which can be turned partly over to
be emptied. [U. S.]

dumping-cart (dum'ping-kart), n. A cart
whose body can be tilted to discharge its con-
tents. [U. S.]

dumping-ground (dum'ping-ground), n. A
piece of ground or a lot where earth, offal, rub-

bish, etc., are emptied from carts; a dump.
[U. S.]

dumpish (dum'pish), a. [< dump* + -ish 1
.]

Dull ; stupid ;
morose

; melancholy ; depressed
in spirits.

Sir knight, why ride ye dumpish thus behind ?

Spenser, F. Q., IV. 11. 5.

The life which I live at this age is not a dead, dumpish,
and sour life ; but chearful, lively, and pleasant.

Lord Herbert, Memoirs.

She will either be dumpish or unnelghbourly, or talk of
uch matters as uo wise body can abide.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 237.

dumpishly (dum'pish-li), adv. In a dull, mop-
ing, or morose manner. Bp. Hall.

dumpishness (dum'pish-nes), n. The state of

being dull, moping, or morose.
The duke demaundid of him what should signifle that

dumptehties of mynde. Hall, Edw. IV., an. 15.

dumple (dum'pl), v. t.
; pret. and pp. dumpled,

ppr. dumpling. [Appar. freq. of dump%, v. ] To
fold; bend; double. Scott.

dumpling (dump'ling), n. [< <famp
a

, ., 2, +
dim. -ling."] 1. A kind of pudding or mass of
boiled paste, or a wrapping of paste in which
fruit is boiled.

Our honest neighbour's goose and dumplings were fine.

Goldsmith, Vicar, x.

2. A dwarf. [Prov. Eng.] scotch dumpling,
the stomach of a cod, stuffed with chopped cod-liver ana
corn-meal, and boiled.

dumpling-duck, n. See ducW.
dumpy1

(dum'pi), a. [< dump1 + -yl.] Dump-
ish; sad; sulky. [Eare.]
The sweet, courteous, amiable, and good-natured Satur-

day Keview has dumpy misgivings upon the same point.
New York Tritnme.

dumpy- (dum'pi), a. and n. [< dump
1

*, n., +
-y

1
-} I. a. Short and thick

; squat.
Her stature tall I hate a dumpy woman.

Byron, Dou Juan, 1. Gl.

He had a round head, snugly-trimmed beard slightly
dashed witli gray, was short and a trifle stout King
thought, dumpy. C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 185.

II. . ; pi. dumpies (-piz).
1. A specimen of

a breed of the domestic hen in which the bones
of the legs are remarkably short. Also called
<,< i per. 2. Same as dumpy-level.

dumpy-level (dum'pi-lev'el), . A form of

spirit-level much used in England, especially
for rough aud rapid work. Its superiority consists

principally in its lUnpllcUy and compactness. The tele-

scope is of short focal length, whence the name dumi"/-
lrn-1, or simply iliim/ii/, as it ia frequently called. It is

also called the Vravatt level, after the name of the in-
\vntor. Ill the dumpy the level is placed upon the tele-

scope (n. .t under it, as in the Y-levcl), and is fastened at
one enil \\ith a liin^e. ami at the other with a capstan-
he:l'leil screw. Sec }'! n t.

dumreicherite (dom'ri-chor-it), . [Named
after Baron von Ditiimichcr of Lisbon.] A hy-
drous sulphate of magnesium and aluminium,
related to the alums, found in the volcanic
rocks of the Cape Verd islands.
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dun 1
(dun), a. and n. [< ME. dunne, domic, ilmt,

< AS. dun, dunn, < W. dim, dun, dusky, swarthy,
= Ir. and Gael, donn, dun, brown. Not related
to G. dtinkel, dark. Hence dunling, duini"<-l .

ilmikcy.] I, a. 1. Of a color partaking of brown
and black

;
of a dull-brown color; swarthy.
And shote at the donne dere

As I am wont to done.
I.iitrll Gette o/Robyn IIode (Child's Ballads, IV. 266).

My mistress' eyea are nothing like the tun ;

Coral is far more red than her lips' red ;

If snow be white, why then her breasta are dun.

Shak., Sonnets, cxxx.

They [sea-lions] hare no hair on their bodies like the
seal ; they are of a dun colour, and are all extraordinary
fat. Dampier, Voyages, an. 1683.

And deer-skins, dappled, dun, and white.

Scott, I., of the I.., t. 27.

2. Dark; gloomy.
"O is this water deep," he said,

"As It is wondrous dun ?
"

Sir Rotand (Child's Ballads, I. 220).

He then survey'd
Hell and the gulf Iwtween, and Satan there

Coasting the wall of heaven on this side night
In the dun air sublime. Milton, P. L, ill. 72.

Fallow-dun, a shade between cream-color and reddish

brown, which graduates Into light hay or light chestnut.
Darwin. Mouse-dun, lead- or slate-color which gradu-
ates Into an ash-color.

II. n. A familiar name for an old horse or

jade : used as a quasi-proper name (like doblrin).
Dun In the mire, a proverbial phrase used to denote

an embarrassed or straitened position.

Syr, what Dunne is in the mire t

Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, Prol.

dun1 (dun), r. ; pret. and pp. dunned, ppr. dun-

ning. [< ME. dunnen, donnen, make of a dun
color, < AS. iiiniiiiiin. darken, obscure (as the
moon does the stars), < dun, dunn, dark, dun :

see dun 1
, a.] I. trans. 1. To make of a dun or

dull-brown color.

It'iuiiiifl of colour, subnlger. Prompt. Pare., p. 135.

I sail yow gyffe twa gud grewhundes
Are donned als any doo [doe).

MS. in Halliwell, p. 310.

Especially 2. To cure, as cod, in such a man-
ner as to impart a dun or brown color. See

dunjish. [New Eug.]
The process of dunning, which made the [ Isles of] Shoals

tisli BO famous a century ago, Is almost a lost art, though
the chief fisherman at Star still dum a few yearly.

Celia Thaxter, Isles of Shoals, p. 83.

II. intrans. To become of a dun color.

Thin hew [hue] dutinet.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 221.

dun2 (dun), v.
; pret. and pp. dunned, ppr. dun-

ning. [< ME. dunnen, make a loud noise (ver-
bal n. dunning, a loud noise), var. of dynnen,
dynning, dinnen, etc., earlier ME. durtien, < AS.

dynian, make a din. .Dim2 is thus another form
of din, r. Cf. dunt = dint, dulft = dilP, etc. The
use of the word as in II. is modern, and may
be of other origin.] I.f intrans. To make a
loud noise ;

din.

EC. trans. To demand payment of a debt
from

; press or urge for payment or for fulfil-

ment of an obligation of any kind.

I scorn to push a lodger for his pay ; so I let day after

day pass on without dunning the old gentleman for a far-

thing, li-rhi't, Knickerbocker, p. 19.

dun2 (dun), n. [< dun2
, v.] 1. One who duns

;

an importunate creditor, or an agent employed
to collect debts.

It grieves my heart to be pulled by the sleeve by some
rascally dun, "Sir, remember my bill."

Arbuthnot, Hist. John Bull.

Has his distresses too, I warrant, like a lord, and affects

creditors and duns. Sheridan, School for Scandal, ill. 2.

2. A demand for the payment of a debt, espe-
cially a written one; a dunning-letter : as, to
send one's debtor a dun.

dun3 (dun; AS. and Ir. pron. d8n), . [Of Cel-
tic origin ; Ir. dun= Gael, dun, a hill, fort, town,
W. dire, a hill-fort ; > AS. dun. E. don?l, a hill:

seerfoirni.] A hill; a mound; a fortified emi-
nence. This word enters into the composition of many
place-names in Great Britain, frequently under the modi-
fied forms (Him-, don-, -don (as well as down, which see) : as,

Ditnstable, Dunmow, Dundee, Dunbar, .Dumfries, Dum-
barton, Doncaster, Donegal, etc.

The Dim was of the same form as the Rath, but consist-

ing of at least two concentric circular mounds or walls,
with a deep trench full of water between them. They
were often encircled by a third, or even by a greater num-
lierof walls, at increasing distances; but this circumstance
made no alteration in the form or in the signification of
the name. <t't'it,-ry, Anc. Irish, II. xix.

dunbird(dun'berd), H. 1. The common pochard
or red-headed duck, Fuliijiiln frrina. 2. The
ruddy duck. Erinnintura r'ubida. \uttall, 1834.

3. The female scaup duck, Fuligula mania.
[Essex, Eng.]

dunche-down

duncan(dung'kan), H. A half-grown cod. GOT-
dun, [Scotch (Moray Frith).]
dunce (duns), n. [Early mod. E. also dunse,
ilmiK, Duns O G. Duns), orig. in the phrase
Duns man, Duns-man, that is, a follower of
Duns (also written Dunse, Dunce), whose full

name was John Duns Scotus, a celebrated scho-
lastic theologian, called the "Subtle Doctor."
He died in 1308. His followers, called ScHtmix,
held control of the universities till the reforma-
tion set in, when the reformers and humanists,
regarding them as obstinate opponents of
sound learning and of progress, and their phi-

losophy as sophistical and barren, applied the
term Duns man, which at first meant simply a
Scotist, to any caviling, sophistical opponent;
and so it came finally to mean any dull, obsti-

nate person.] If. [cap.'] A disciple or fol-

lower of John Duns Scotus (see etymology);
a Dunce-man ; a Scotist. Tyndale.

Scetitta lit.], a follower of Scotui, as we say a Dunce.
Florio.

Hence 2. A caviling, sophistical person; a
senseless caviler.

Whoso surpasseth others either in cavilling, sophistry,
or subtle philosophy, is forthwith named a Dunt.

Stanihurgt, in Hollnshed's Chron. (Ireland), p. 2.

3. A dull-witted, stupid person ;
a dolt

;
an ig-

noramus.
What am I tetter

For all my learning, if I love a dunce,
A handsome dunce 1 to what use serves my reading?

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, III. 1.

Uraue clothes make dunces often seeme great clarkes.

Cotgraoc (s. v./oi.).

Or I'm a very Dunce, or Womankind
Is a most unintelligible thing.
CowUy, The Mistress, Women's Superstition.

How much a dunce that has licen sent to roam
Excels a dunce that has been kept at home.

Coteper, Progress of Error, 1. 415.

The interval between a man of talents and a dunce is as
wide as ever. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

duncedom (duns'dum), n. [< dunce + -dam.]
The domain of dunces; dunces in general.

Carlyle.
It [dignity] is at once the thinnest and moat effective of

all the coverings under which duncedom sneaks aud skulk*.

Whipple, Lit. and Life, p. 142.

duncelyt, dunslyt (duns'li), adr. [< 7>wwce(def.
1), Duns, + -/y

2
.] In the manner of a follower

of Duns Scotus, or of Duns Scotus himself.

He is wilfully wilted, Dunsly learned, Moorly affected,
bold not a little, zealous more than enough.

Latimer, Sermons and Remains, II. 374.

Dunce-mant. Duns-mant (duns'man), n. [See
dunce."] A disciple of Duns Scotus ; a Scotist;

hence, a subtle or sophistical reasoner (see

dunce, etymology).
Now would Aristotle deny such s|>eakyng, & a Dun*

man would make xx. distinctions. T>tn<lale, Works, p. 88.

How thlnke you ? is not this a likely answere for a great
doctour of diuinitie? for a great Dunt mant for so great
a preacher ? Barnes, Works, p. 232.

duncepoll(duns'pol), n. A dunce. [Prov. Eng.]
Duncert, . [< Dunce, Duns (i. e., Duns Scotus :

see dunce), + -er1.] A Dunce-man. Becon.

duncery (dun'ser-i), n. [Formerly dunsery and
dunstery ; < dunce + -ery.\ Dullness ; stupidity.

Let every indignation make thee zealous, as the dunstery
of the monks made Erasmus studious.

S. Ward, Sermons, p. 83.

The land had once infranchis'd her self from this imper-
tinent yoke of prelaty, under whose fnquisitorius am I ty-
rannical duncery no free and splendid wit can flourish.

Milton, Church-Government, Pref., II.

With the occasional duncery of some untoward tyro
serving for a refreshing interlude.

Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

dunce-table (duns'ta'bl), . An inferior table

provided in some inns of court for the poorer
or duller students. Dyce. [Eng.]
A phlegmatic cold piece of stuff : his father, methinks,

should be one of the dunce-table, and one that never drunk
strong beer in 's life but at festival-times.

Deklcer and Ford, Sun's Darling, v. 1.

dunch1
(dunch), \ t. or i. [Also written dunah ;

< ME. dunchen, push, strike, < Sw. dunka, beat,

throb, = Dan. dunke, thump, knock, throb, =
Icel. dunJca (Haldorsen), give a hollow sound.]
To push or jog, as with the elbow; nudge.
[Scotch and prov. Eng.]
"Ye needna be dunshin that gate [way], John," contin-

ued the old lady; "naebody says that ye ken whar the

brandy comes from." Scott, Old Mortality.

dunch2 (duneh), a. [Appar. a var. of dunce.]
Deaf. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
dunche-downt, dunse-downt, [So called

"bycauso the downe of this herbe will cause

one to be deafe, if it happens to fall into the



dunche-down

ears, as Matthiolus writeth" (Lyte, 1578); <

dunch? + dou-ii*.] The herb reed-mace, Typlia

lattfoUa.

dun'cicalt (dun'si-kal), a. [Formerly also dun-

cicall, dunnical, diiitstical ; < dunce + -ic-al.~]

Like a dunce.

The most dull and duncusall commissioner.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., VIII. ii. 26.

I have no patience with the foolish duncical dog.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, VIII. 100.

duncifyt (dun'si-fi), . t. [< dunce + -i-jy, <june2 (dun), .

make.] To make dull or stupid ;
reduce to the

condition of a dunce.

Here you have a fellow ten thousand times more dunci-

Aed than dunce Webster.
Warburton, To Hurd, Letters, cxxx.

duncish (dun'sish), a. [< dunce + -ish 1
.] Like

a dunce
;
sottish. Imp. Diet.

duncishness (dun'sish-nes), n. The character

or quality of a dunce
; folly. Westminster Rev.

dun-COW (dun'kou), n. In Devonshire speech,
the shagreen ray, Saiafullonica, a batoid fish.

duncur (dung'ker), n. The pochard or dun-

bird. Also dunker. [Prov. Eng.]
Dundee pudding. See pudding.
dunder 1 (dun'der), . A dialectal variant of

thunder.

dunder2 (dun'der), w. Lees; dregs; especially,

the lees of cane-juice, which are used in the

West Indies in the distillation of rum.

The use of dunder in the making of rum answers the

purpose of yeast in the fermentation of flour. Edwards.

dunderbolt (dun'der-bolt), re. [A dial. var. of

thunderbolt.'] A fossil belemnite; a thunder-

stone. Varies.

For "the reuinatis" boiled dunderbolt is the sovereign dung1 (dung)
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The Spaniards neared and neared the fatal dunes which

fringed the shore for many a dreary mile.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, xxxi.

Then along the sandy margin
Of the lake, the Big-Sea-Water,
On he sped with frenzied gestures, . . .

Till the sand was blown and sifted

Like great snowdrifts o'er the landscape,

Heaping all the shore with Sand Dunes.

Long/ellou; Hiawatha, xi.

The long low dune, and lazy-plunging sea.

Tennyson, Last Tournament.

[See d 3
.] An ancient fort

"with a hemispherical or conical roof. [Scotch.]

dunfish (dun'fish), . [< dun 1
,
a. and v. t.,

+
fish. ] Codfish cured by dunning, especially for

dunite

underground part was often used as a prison. Also called

keep dungeon-keep, or infer. See cut under castle. [In

this sense also written donjon, a spelling preferred by
some English writers ; but there is no historical distinc-

Hence 2. A close cell; a deep, dark place of

confinement.
A-twene theis tweyn a gret comparison ;

Kyng Alysaunder, he conquerryd alle ;

Dyogenes lay in a smalle dongeon,
In sondre weilyrs which turnyd as a ballc.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 27.

They brought him [Joseph] hastily out of the dungeon.
Gen. xli. 14.

The King of Heaven hath doom'd
This place our dungeon, not our safe retreat.

Milton, P. L., ii. 317.

[< dungeon, n.] To

ing the "fagots" with bed-quilts to keep them clean.

[New Eng.]

dung1 (dung), n. [< ME. dung, dong, rarely

ding, < AS. dung, also dyng (in glosses badly

iur ignorance.
Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 128.

You said nothing
Of how I might be dungeoned as a madman.

Shelley, The Cenci, ii. 1.

written dingo and dinig) = OFries. dung. Fries, dungeoner (dun'jun-er), n. One who impris-

a, MHG. tunge, dung, G. dung Ons or keeps in jail; a jailer.dong = OHG. tunga,

(with LG. d) (cf. MHG. tunger, G. diinger, ma-

nure) = Sw. dynga, muck, = Dan. dynge, a heap,

hoard, mass. Hence dingy
1
.] The excrement

of animals ;
ordure ;

feces.

remedy, at least in the West of Cornwall.

Polwhele, Traditions and Recollections (1826), II. 607.

dunderfunk (dun'der-fungk), n. The name
given by sailors to a dish made by soaking ship-
biscuit in water, mixing it with fat and mo-

lasses, and baking in a pan. Also called dandy-
finik.

dunderhead (dun'der-hed), w. [Orig. E. dial.,

appar. < dunder1
,
= thunder (cf. Sc. donnard,

stupid, appar. of same ult. origin), + head. Cf.

equiv. dunderpate, dunderpoll.] A dunce; a

numskull.

I mean your grammar, O thou dunderhead.
Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, il. 4.

Here, without staying for my reply, shall I be called as

many blockheads, numskulls, doddypoles, dunderheads,

ninny-hammers, <fec. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ix. 25.

[Poetical.]

That most hateful land,

Dungeoner of my friend. Keats, To

(dung'fli), . A dipterous insect of

the"genus Scatophaga.
Thei that kepeu that Hows coveren hem with Hete of dung fork (dung'fdrk), n. 1. A fork used in

Hors Deny, with outen Henne, Goos, or Doke, or ony other
,novjue stable-manure. Also muck-fork. 2.

FouL Mandemlle, Travels, p. 49. ^ ^Jj* ft pointed or forked process upon
For over colde doo [put] douves dounge at eve which the larvte of certain coleopterous insects
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PMadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 188. carry about their own excrement, as in the

Pigeon dung approaches guano in its power as manure, genera Cassida, Coptocyela, and the like. See

Encyc. Brit., XII. 233. cut under Coptocyela.
[Early mod. E.

ghyll, donghel,

heap of dung.

Salt is good, but if salt vanysche, in what thing schal

it be sauered 't Neither in erthe, neither in donghille it is

profitable. WyelV, Luke xiv.

Shine not on me, fair Sun, though thy brave Kay
With safety can the foulest dunghili kiss.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 135.

Hence 2. Figuratively (a) A mean or vile

abode. (6) Any degraded situation or condition.

He

restored vowel)
donga, denga
manure (cf. Dan. dynge = Sw. dm

] 1
nga, heap,

trans. 1 .hoard, amass); from the noun.^ _
To cover with dung; manure with or as with

dung.
And, warring with success,

Dunq Isaac's Fields with forrain carcasses.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Schisme.

And he answering said unto him, Lord, let it alone this

year also, till I shall dig about it, and dung it.

Luke xiii. 8.

This ground was dunged, and ploughed, and sowed.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 254.

2. In calico-printing, to immerse in a bath of

cow-dung and warm water in order to remove

excrement.
dunderheaded (dun'der-hed"ed), a. Like a

flung'2 (dung).' Preterit and past 'participle of
^MM^AvVanjl rtw^nvi^rt /"_! A Sfll/t TT^B- v e ' * r
dunderhead or dunce. G. A. Sala.

ding
1

.

Many a dunderpate, like the owl, the stupidest of birds,

dunderpate (dun'der-pat) n. [< dunder 1 (see dungaree (dung-ga-re'), n. [Anglo-Ind., low,
dunderhead) + pate.] Same as dunderhead.

COmmon, vulgar.]" A coarse cotton stuff, gen-

erally blue, worn by sailors.

The crew have all turned tailors, and are making them
comes to be considered the very type of wisdom.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 148.

dunderpoll (dun'der-pol), n. [< dunder1 (see

dunderhead) + poll
1
.] Same as dunderhead.

HalHwett. [Prov. Eng. (Devonshire).]
dunder-whelp (dun'der-hwelp), . [< dunder1

(see dunderhead) + whelp.] A dunderhead;
a blockhead.

What a purblind puppy was I ! now I remember him ;

All the whole cast on 's face, though it were umber'd,
And inask'd with patches : what a dunder-whelp,
To let him domineer thus !

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iii. 1.

dun-diver (dun'di"ver), n. 1. The female mer-

ganser or goosander, Mergus merganser: so

called from the dun or brown head. 2. The
ruddy duck, Erismatura rubida. [New York,
U.S.] J. E. De Kay, 1844.

lifteth up the beggar from the dunghill.
1 Sam. ii. 8.

(c) A man meanly born : a term of abuse.

Out, dunghill ! dar'st thou brave a nobleman?
Shak., K. John, iv. 3.

II. a. Sprung from the dunghill; mean;
low; base.

Unfit are dunghill knights
To serve the town with spear in field. Googe.

You must not suffer your thoughts to creep any longer

upon this dunghill earth.

Bp. Beveridge, Works, II. cxxxvii.

Dunghill fowl, a mongrel or cross-bred specimen of the

common hen ;
a barn-yard fowl.

ew suits from some dungaree we bought ~at Vai- dunghill-raker (dung'hil-ra"ker), n. The com-
mon dunghill fowl. [A nonce-word.]

The dunghill-raker, spider, hen, the chicken too, to me
have taught a lesson. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

which a small proportion ofcows' or pigs' dung, dung-hook (dung'huk), n. An agricultural im-

or some substitute for it, has bee.n dissolved, plement for spreading manure,

with a certain amount of chalk to remove the dung-hunter (dung'hun"ter), n. One of the
i-- -_!j /! ii__ :_i_j * :~i a~

species of jaeger or skua-gull, of the genus iS'ter-

paraiso. Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. xii.

dung-bath (dung'bath), n. In dyeing, a bath
used in mordanting, composed of, water in

Seeacetic acid from the printed material.

dunging.
dung-beetle (dung'be"tl),. 1. A common Eng-
lish name of the dor or dor-beetle, Geotrypes
stercorarius. 2. pi. A general name of the

dunging (dung'ing), M." [Verbal n. of *
group of scarabs or scarabaaoid beetles which In JC^M the mordanting of goods by
roll up balls of dung ;

the tumblebugs or dung- 1___i L\.~----1, A.,,*~ untv. /-nriii/jV, 0^^^

chafers, aa the sacred beetle of the Egyptians.
See cuts under Copris and Scarabceus.

Dundubia (dun-du'bi-a), n. [NL. (Amyot and dung-bird (dung'berd), n. Same as dung-hunt-
Serville, 1843) (so called from the resonant er. See badoch. [Prov. Eng.]
drumming sound which these insects emit), < dung-chafer (dung'cha"f6r), n. A name given
Hind. Skt. dundtibhi, a drum, < Hind, dund.] to various coleopterous insects of the family
A remarkable genus of homopterous insects, Scarab(eidw, and especially of the genus Geo-

containing the largest and most showy species trypcs, which frequent excrement for the pur-
of the family Cicadidce, or cicadas. D. im- pose of depositing their eggs; a dung-beetle.
peratoria is the largest hemipteran known, dungeon (dun'jun), . [Also archaically in

expanding 8 inches, of a rich orange-color, and some senses donjon ; < ME. dongeon, dongcoun.

corarius. The birds are so called from their supposed
habits ; but in reality they harass other gulls and terns to

make them disgorge their food, not to feed upon their ex-

crement. Also called dung-bird and dirty-alien.

[Verbal n. of dung*-, v.]

-,-..., ng of goods by passing
them through a dung-bath (which see). In mod-
ern practice substitutes are used,

dungiyah (dung'gi-ya), H. A coasting-vessel
in use in the Persian gulf, on the coasts of

Arabia, and especially in the gulf of Cutch.
The dungiyahs sail with the monsoon, and arrive often in

large companies at Muscat, celebrating their safe arrival

with salvos of artillery, music, and flags.
" <" *-

is a native of Borneo.
dune 1 (dun),. [Partly a dial. form(also dene) of
down1

,
and partly < F. dune= Sp. Pg. It. duna, a

dune, = G. diinc, a dune, = Dan. Sw. dyner, pi.,
< LG. iliinen, pi., = Fries, diinen (also duninge,
diim) = D. duin, a dune, = E. down1

,
a hill : see

, , They arc flat-

bottomed and broad-beamed, have generally one mast, fre-

quently longer than the vessel, and are in other respects

rigged like the baggala. The model is supposed to date

from the expedition of Alexander.

dungmere (dung'mer), . A pit where dung,

donqon. dongoun, donyon, donioun, etc., a dun- weeds, etc., are mixed, to rot together for ma-

geon (in both uses), < OF. dongeon, dongon, nure. E.PhUlips,l706; HalHwett. [Prov. Eng.]

donjon, etc., F. donjon = Pr. donjon, dompnhon, dungy (dung'i), a. [< dung + -y
L

. Ct. OMflJ^.J
Full of dung; foul; vile.

There's not a grain of it [honesty], the face to sweeten

Of the whole dungy earth. Shak., W. 1., 11. 1.

domejo (ML. reflex dunjo(n-), dungeo(n-), don-

jio(n-), dangio(-), domgio(n-), etc.), < ML.
do>nnio(n~), a dungeon (tower), eontr. from

down1
.] A mound, ridge, or hill of loose sand, and a particular use of ML. dominio(n-), do-

(Jun<T.yard (dung'yard), n. A yard or inclosure
heaped up by the wind on the sea-coast, or rare- main, dominion, possession: see dominion, do- where dung is collected.
ly on the shore of a large lake, as on Lake Su- main, demain, demesne.] 1. The principal tow- flunite (dun'it), n. [So called from Dun Moun-
perior. Hills of loose sand at a distance from the coast, er of a medieval castle. It was usually raised on n

ta jn near Nelson New Zealand.] A rock Con-
or in the interior of a country, are sometimes called by mitural or artificial mound and situated in the innermost :-'__ psupiitiallvof a crystalline cranular masstrench authors dunes; but this is not the usage in Eng- court or bailey, and formed a last refuge into which the ! '"j "' MJI &
liah. Also doom. gan-ison could retreat in case of necessity. Its lower or of ohvin With chromite or picotite, containing



dunite

also frequently more or loss of various other

minerals, alteration products of the olivin.

Duuito appears to l>o frequently more or less

altered into .-.I'l-prntine.

duniwassal, dunniewassal (dun-i-was'al), .

[ lvc|ir.
i furl, ilniii' unsnl, 11 gentleman : dium .

111:111; iitiniil, gentle.] Among the Highlanders
of Scotland, a gentleman, especially one of sec-

ondary rank; a cadet of a family of rank.

His liiMinct hail a short feather, which indicated his

claim to In- treated ax a liiiinlii'-n'omeU, or wirt of gentle-
maii. Scott, Waverley, xvi.

dunkadoo ((liiiig-ka-do'), n. [Imitative.] The
American bittern,"Botaiirux mugitans or lenti-

iliiHHiiis. [Local, New Eng.]
Dunkard (dung'kard), . Same as /M/iAvr 1

.

Near at hand was the meeting-house of a sect of German
(junkers Tunkcrs or Dunkardis. as they are differently
named. t. A. lien., CXXVI. 255.

Dunker 1
, Tunker (dung'-, tung'ker), n. [< G.

tunker, a dipper, < tutiken, MHG. tunken, dunken,
OHG. function, dunehon, thunkon, dip, immerse,
perhaps ult. = L. lingers = Gr. ttyytiv, wet,
moisten, dye, stain : see tinge."] A member of
a sect of German-American Baptists, so named
from their manner of baptism. Their proper
church-name is Brethren. Driven from Germany Jjy per-
sedition early in the eighteenth century, they took ref-

uge in Pennsylvania, and thence extended their societies
into neighboring .States, and are especially found in Ohio.

They condemn all war and litigation, acknowledge the au-

thority of the Bihle, administer baptism by triple immer-
sion, and only to a. lulls, practise washing of the feet before
the Lord's supper, use the kiss of charity, layingon of hands,
and anointing with oil, and observe a severe simplicity in
dress and speech. They have bishops, elders, and teachers,
ami arc commonly supposed to accept the doctrine of uni-
versal redemption. Also called Dipper.

dunker2
(dung'ker), . Same as duneur.

Dunkirk lace. See lace.

dunlin (dun'lin), . [A corruption of E. dial.

dunling, the proper form, < dun^ + dim. -ling
1

.

Cf. dunbird, dunnock.] The red-backed sand-

piper, Tringa (Pelidna) alpina, widely dispersed
and very abundant in the northern hemisphere,
especially along sea-coasts, during the extensive

American Dunlin (Peh'^Ha fact/tea}, in summer plumage.

migrations it performs between its arctic breed-

ing-grounds and its temperate or tropical win-
ter resorts. The dunlin is 8 inches long, the bill an
inch or more, slightly decurved ; in full dress the belly is

jet-black, the upper parts varied with brown, gray, and
reddish. The American dunlin is a different variety, some-
what larger, with a longer or more decurved bill, the Pe-
lidna. pacifica of Cones. The dunlin is also called urinf,

purre, ox-bird, bull's-eye, sea-snipe, pickerel, etc.

dunling (dun'ling), n. A dialectal (and origi-
nally more correct) form of dunlin.

dunlop (dun'lpp), n. A rich white kind of
cheese made in Scotland out of unskimmed
milk: so called from the parish of Dunlop in

Ayrshire.
dunnage (dun'aj), . [Origin unknown.] 1.

Fagots, boughs', or loose wood laid in the hold
of a ship to raise heavy goods above the bot-
tom and prevent injury from water

; also, loose
articles of lading wedged between parts of the

cargo to hold them steady and prevent injury
from friction or collision.

We covered the bottom of the hold over, fore and aft,
with dried brush for dunnage.

It. 11. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 304.

2. Baggage.
Hut Barnacle suggested, as some of the dunmt'i- :m.i

tin- tent would need to be dried before being packed, that
we build it lire outside.

C. A. Seide, Cruise of Aurora (1885), p. 105.

dunnage (dun'aj), v. t. ; pret. and pp. iliouiaged,

pVr.diDiniiging. [< diinnait?. .] Tostowwith
fagots or loose wood, as the bottom of a ship's
hold; wedge or chock, as cargo. Seedunnage, n.

Vessels fraudulently liunnaiftt/ f"r the purpose of redu-

cing their tonnage. The American, VIII. SSi

1790

dunner (dun'er)
;
n. One who duns; one em-

ployed in soliciting payment of debts.

'[ hey are ever talking of new silks, and serve the owners
in getting them customers, as their common dumier* do
in making them pay. Sprrt.n,,, .

dunniewassal, . See duniwassal.

dunniness (dun'i-nes), . [< dunny + -nets.]
Deafness. Bailey, 1781. [Kare.]
dunning (dun'ing), H. [Verbal n. of dun 1

, r.]

The process of curing codfish in a way to give
them a particular color and flavor. See dim 1

,

r. t., and dunfxli,
dunnish (dun'ish), a. [< duni + -ish 1

.] In-
cliued to a dun color

;
somewhat dun.

dunnock (dun'ok), n. [E. dial. (Northampton)
also doney ; (. JjE. donek, < donnen, dunnen, dun,
+ dim. -ek, -ock. Cf. donkey.] The hedge-
sparrow, Accentor modularis. Also dick-dun-
nock. Macgillivray.

1 1 art-tun has been cast out like an unfledged dunnock.
E. Bronte, Wuthering Height*, iv.

dunny (dun'i), a. [E. dial.
; origin obscure.

Cf. donnerd.] Deaf; dull of apprehension.
[Local, Great Britain.]

My old dame, Joan, is something dunny, and will scarce
know how to manage. Scott.

dunpickle (dun'pik'l), n. The moor-buzzard,
Circus ceruginosus. Montagu. [Local, Eng.]
dunrobin (dun'rob'in), n. A superior kind of

Scotch plaid.

dunst, dunset, n. Obsolete forms of dunce.

dunse-downt, See dunche-down.

dunseryt, n. An obsolete form of duncery.
dunsett (dun'set), n. [A book-form repr. AS.
iiimsiete, dunsete. pi., a term applied to a cer-

tain division of the Welsh people, lit. hill-dwell-

ers, < dun, a hill (see down1
), + sSta (= OHG.

sazo), a dweller, settler, < sittan (pret. s<?t), sit.

Cf. cotset.] One of the hill-dwellers of Wales;
a settler in a hill country.
dunsh, r. t. See dunch1

.

dunsicalt,". See duncical.

dunslyt, Duns-mant. See duncely, Dunce-man.
dunst (dunst), n. A kind of flour; fine semolina
without bran or germs. The Miller (London).
dunstable (dun'sta-bl), a. and n. [In allusion
to Dunstable in England, the adj. use (as in

def. ) being derived from the word as used in the

phrase Dunstable road or way.] I.f a. [cap.]
Plain; direct; simple; downright.

Your uncle is an odd. hut a very honest, DiinxtaUe soul.

Richardson, Sir Charles Qrandison, VI. 177.

Dunstable road, way. or highway, the way to Dun-
stable : used proverbially as a symbol of plainness or di-

rectness.

"As plain as DunstaUe road." It is applied to things
plain and simple, without welt or guard to adorn them, as
also to matters easie and obvious to be found.

Fuller, Worthies, Bedfordshire.

There were some good walkers among them, that walked
in the kings high way ordinarily, uprightly, plaine Dun-
utable tvay. Latimer, Sermons.

II. n. A fabric of woven or plaited straw,
originally made at Dunstable in England. Also
used attributively: as, a dunstable hat or bon-
net.

dunstert (dun'stSr), . 1. A kind of broad-
cloth : so called in the seventeenth century.
2. Cassimere.
dunt (dunt), n. [A var. of dint, dent, < ME.
dunt, dynt, etc.: see dint and den*1.] 1. A
stroke

;
a blow. [Scotch and prov. Eng.]

I hae a glide hraid swonl,
I'll tak liiintu frae nael>ody.

Burn*, I ha'e a ^Vife o' my Ain.

2. A malady characterized by staggering, ob-
served particularly in yearling lambs. [Prov.
Eng.] 3. Palpitation. Dunglison. [Scotch.]
dunt (dunt), v. [A var. of dint, dent1 : see dint,
dew*1

, v.] I. trans. 1. To strike; give a blow
to; knock. [Scotch and prov. Eng.]
Fearing the wrathful ram might dunt out ... the

brains, if he had any, of the young cavalier, they opened
the door. Gait, Ringan Gilhaize, II. .

2. In packing herrings, to jump upon (the head
of the barrel) in order to pack it more tightly.
[Local, Canadian.] 3. To confuse by noise;
stupefy. [Prov. Eng.]

II. intrann. To beat; palpitate, as the heart.

[Scotch.]
While my heart i life-blood dunted,

I'd bear't in mind.
Buna, To Mr. Mitchell.

dunter (dun'ter), . [Sc., perhaps so called
from its waddling gait. < ilnnt. r.] The eider-

duck, Somateria mollissima. Montagu. [Local,
British.]

duodenal

dunter-goose (dun'tt-r-gOs), . Same as
ter. Symonds.
dnntle (dun'tl), r. t.

; pret. and pp. ilmitled, ppr.
duntliufi. [Freq. of dunt.'] Todent; mark with
an indentation. [Prov. Eng.]
His cap Is duntlfil in ; his back beam fresh stain* of

peat. Kingnley, Two Years Ago, Int.

duo (du'6), n. [It., a duet, also two, < L. duo
= E. two."] The same as duet. A distinction is

sometimes made by using duet for a two-part com]"
for two voices or instruments of the same kind, and <t>t<>

for such a composition for two voices or instrument* of
different kinds.

(Lord's Day.) Up, and, while I staid for the barber, tried
to compote a duo of counter point : and I think It u 111 do
very well, It being by Mr. lierkenshaw's rule.

Pepyi, Diary, II. 312.

duo-. [L. duo-, duo, = Gr. 6vo-, Si<o = E. two.]
A prefix in words of Latin or Greek origin,
meaning ' two.'

duodecahedral, duodecahedron (du-o-dek-a-
he'dral, -dron). Seo dodecahedral, dodecatie-

dron.
"

dnodecennlal (du'6-de-sen'i-al). a. [< LL.
duodecennis, of twelve 'years (( L. duodecim,
twelve, + annug, a year), + -al.] Consisting of

twelve years. Ash.
duodecimal (du-o-des'i-mal), a. and . [< L.
duodecim (= Gr. "ivuiena, S'&tcKa), twelve (< duo
= E. two, + decem = E. ten), + -al. Cf. dozen,
ult. < duodecim, and see decimal."] I. a. Reck-

oning by twelves and powers of twelve: as,
duodecimal multiplication.

The duodecimal system In liquid measures, which la

found elsewhere, appears to be derived from the Babylo-
nians. Von Hanlec, Univ. llist. (trans.), p. 19.

Duodecimal arithmetic or scale. See duodetutry arith-

metic or Kale, under duodenary.
H. n. 1. One of a system of numerals the

base of which is twelve. 2. jil. An arithmeti-
cal rule for ascertaining the number of square
feet, twelfths of feet, and square inches in a

rectangular area or surface whose sides are

given in feet and inches and twelfths of inches.
The feet of the multiplier are first multiplied into the

feet, Inches, and twelfths of the multiplicand, giving
square feet, twelfths, and inches. The inches of the mill*

tiplier are then multiplied into the feet and inches of the

multiplicand, giving twelfths of feet and square inches,
and nnally the twelfths of inches of the multiplier are

multiplied into the feet of the multiplicand, giving square
Inches. These three partial products are then added to-

gether to get the product sought. It is used by artificers.

Also called duodecimal or crosg multiplication.

duodecimally (du-o-des'i-mal-i), adv. In a
duodecimal manner ; by twelves.
duodecimfid (du'o-de-sim'fid), a. [< L. duode-

cim, twelve, 4- -fidus, < findere, cleave, split (=
E. bite): see fission, etc.] Divided into twelve

parts.
duodecimo (du-o-des'i-mo). . and a. [Orig.
in L. (NL.) phrase in duodecimo: in, prep., =
E. in; duodecimo, abl. of duodecimo, twelfth,
< duodecim, twelve.] I. . 1. A size of page
usually measuring, in the United States, about

5^ inches in width and 7J inches in length,
when the leaf is uncut, and corresponding to

crown octavo of British publishers. 2. A book
composed of sheets which, when folded, form
twelve leaves of this size. 3. In music, the in-

terval of a twelfth. E. D.
H. a. Consisting of sheets folded into twelve

leaves ; having leaves or pages measuring about
54 by 7} inches. Often written I2mo or 12.
duodecimole (du-o-des'i-mol), . [< L. duo-

decimus, twelfth : see duodecimo.] In muxic, a

group of twelve notes to be performed in the
time of eight ;

a dodecuplet.
Duodecimpennatse (du'o-de-sim-pe-na'te),
n. pi. [NL., < L. duodecim, twelve, + penna-
tus, winged, feathered.] In ornith., in Sunde-
vall's system, a cohort of Gallinte, composed of
the American curassows and guans, Cracida:
so called from the 12 rectrices or tail-feathers.

Also called Sylricol<r.

duodecuple (du-o-dek'u-pl), a. [= F. duode-

ni/>li' = Sp. duodecuplo = Pg. It. duodecuplo, <

L. duo, = E. two, + decuplus, tenfold: see de-

cuple and duodecimal.] Consisting of twelves.

duodena, n. Plural of duodenum.
duodenal1

(du-o-de'nal), a. [= F.duod&ial =
Sp. Pg. duodenal = It. duodenal'e ; as duodenum
+ -/.] Connected with or relating to the duo-
denum: as, "duodenal dyspepsia." ' n/>land.
Duodenal fold, a special loop or duplication of the duo-
denum, in which the pancreas is lodged in many aninnils,
i -pei ially in l.inls. where it forms the mot constant
and rharnrteristic folding of the intestine. Duodenal
glands. Sec-

duodenal2 (du-6-de'nal), tt. and . [< duodene
+ -al.] I. a. Pertaining to a duodene.



duodenal

II. n. In musical theory, the symbol of the
root of a duodene.

duodenary (du-o-den'a-ri), a. [= F. duodi'iiairc

= Sp. Pg. It. du'odenario, < L. duodenaritis, con-

taining twelve, < diiodeiii, twelve each, < duo-

decim, twelve.] Relating to the number twelve
;

twelvefold; increasing by twelves. Duodenary
or duodecimal arithmetic or scale, that system in
which the local value of the figures increases in a twelve-
fold proportion from right to left, instead of in the ten-
fold proportion of the common decimal arithmetic.

duodene (du'o-den), n. [< L. duodeni, twelve
each: see duodenary. Cf. duodenum.] In mu-
sical theory, a group of twelve tones, having pre-
cise acoustical relations with one another, ar-

ranged so as to explain and correct problems in

harmony and modulation. Any tone whatever may
be chosen as the root, and its symbol is called a duodenal.
The root, the major third above, and the major third be-
low it constitute the initial trine. The duodene consists
of four such trines, one being the initial trine, one a per-
fect fifth below it, one a perfect fifth above it, and one
two perfect fifths above it. The term and the process of

analysis to which it belongs were first used by A. J. Ellis
in England in 1874. The study of the process is incident
to the attempt to secure just intonation (pure tempera-
ment) on keyed instruments of fixed pitch.

duodenitis (du*o-de-ni'tis), n. [NL., < duode-
num + -itis.] Inflammation of the duodenum.
duodenostomy (du"o-de-nos'to-mi), n. [< NL.
duodenum, q. v., + Gr. croua, mouth, opening.]
The surgical formation of an external opening
from the duodenum through the abdominal
wall.

duodenum (du-o-de'num), n.
; pi. duodena (-na).

[NL. (so called because in man it is about twelve
finger-breadths long)/ L. duodeni, twelve each:
see duodenary,,] 1. In aiiat., the first portion
of the small intestine, in immediate connection
with the stomach, receiving the hepatic and
pancreatic secretions, and usually curved or
folded about the pancreas. It extends from the
pylorus to the beginning of the jejunum. In man it is

from 10 to 12 inches in length. See cuts under alimentary
and intestine.

2. In entom., a short smooth portion of the in-

testine, between the ventricmus and the ileum,
found in a few coleopterous insects. Some en-

tomotomists, however, apply this name to the
ventriculus.

duodrama (du-o-dra'ma), . [= F. duodrame=
It.duodramma,'<~L. duo','i,wo(=Qi.Siio= 'E. two),+ Gr. Spa/na, a drama : see drama.] A dramatic
or melodramatic piece for two performers only.
duoliteral (du-o-lit'er-al), a. [< L. duo, = E.

two, + literal: see literal, letter*.] Consisting
of two letters only ;

biliteral.

duologue (dii'o-log), n. [< L. duo, two (= Gr.
6iio = E. two), + Gr. Uyoc, speech. Cf. mono-
logue, dialogue.] A dialogue or piece spoken
by two persons.
Mr. Ernest Warren's duologue

" The Nettle
"

is simple
pretty, and effective. Athenaeum, No. 3077.

I do not feel that I shall be departing from the rule I

prescribed to myself at the commencement of this paper,
if I touch upon the duologue entertainments.

Fortnightly Rev., N. 8., XXXIX. 644.

duomo (dwo'mo), n. [It., a dome, cathedral:
see dome*.] A cathedral; properly, an Italian
cathedral. See domel.

Bright vignettes, and each complete,
Of tower or duomo, sunny-sweet.

Tennyson, The Daisy.
The bishop is said to have decorated the duomo with

600 large and 200 small columns brought from Paros for
the purpose.

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, Int., p. xxxv., note.

dupt (dup), v. t. [Contr. of dial, do up, open, <
ME. do up, don up, open : see do1

,
and cf . don 1

doff, douft.] To open.
What Devell ! iche weene, the porters are drunke : wil

they not dup the gate to-day?
R. Edwards, Damon and Pythias.

Then up he rose and donu'd his clothes,
And dupp'd the chamber door.

Shale., Hamlet, iv. 6.

dupability (du-pa-birj-ti), n. [Also written,
less reg.,, dupeability ; < dupable: see -Mlity.]
The quality of being dupable ; gullibility.

"

But this poor Napoleon mistook ; he believed too much
in the dupability of men.

Carlyle.

dupable (du'pa-bl), a. [Also written, less reg.,
dupeable; < dupe + -able.] Capable of being
duped; gullible.
Man is a tlitjiaWe animal. Soulheij, The Doctor, Ixxxvii.

duparted (du'piir-ted), . [< L. duo, = E. two,+ parted.] In lier., same as biparted.
dupe (dup), n. [< F. dupe, a dupe, < OF. dupe,
dup/ie, F. dial, dube, duppe, a hoopoe, a bird re-
garded as stupid : see noopoe and Upupa. For
similarexamples of the application of the names

1800

of (supposed) stupid birds to stupid persons, cf .

booby, goose, gull, and (in Pg.) dodo. Cf. Bret.

liouperik, a hoopoe, a dupe.] A person who is

deceived
;
one who is led astray by false repre-

sentations or conceptions; a victim of credu-

lity: as, thedupe^ of a designing rogue; he is a

dupe to his imagination.
First slave to words, then vassal to a name,
Then dupe to party ; child and man the same.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 502.

He that hates truth shall be the dupe of lies.

Confer, Progress of Error.

When the spirit is not masterof the world, then it is its

dupe. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 229.

dupe (dup), r. /.
; pret. and pp. duped, ppr.

duping. [< F. duper, dupe, gull, take in; from
the noun.] To deceive; trick; mislead by im-

posing on one's credulity : as, to dupe a person
by flattery.

Ne'er have I duped him with base counterfeits.

Coleridge.

Instead of making civilization the friend of the poor, it

[the theory of social equality] has duped the poor into

making themselves the enemies of civilization.

IF. //. Mattock, Social Equality, p. 211.

dupeability, dupeable. See dupability, dupa-
ble.

duper (du'per), n. [< dupe + -erl
;
after OF.

(and F.) dupeur, a deceiver.] One who dupes or
deceives

;
a cheat

;
a swindler.

The race-ground had its customary complement of
knaves and fools the dupers and the duped.

Bulwer, Pelham, I. xii.

dupery (du'per-i), . [< F. duperie, < dupe, a

dupe : see dupe, n.] The art of deceiving or

imposingupon the credulity of others ;
the ways

or methods of a duper.
Travelling from town to town in the full practice of du-

pery and wheedling. I. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 304.

It might be hard to see an end to the inquiry were we
once to set diligently to work to examine and set forth
how much innocent dupery we habitually practise upon
ourselves in the region of metaphysics.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 23.

dupion. doupion (du'-, do'pi-on), n. [< F. dou-

ion, < It. doppione, aug. of doppio, double, <
. duplus, double: see double, and also dou-

bloon and dobrao, doublets of dupion.] 1. A
double cocoon formed by two silkworms spin-
ning together. 2. The coarse silk furnished

by such double cocoons.

duplation (du-pla'shqn), n. [< L. duplus, dou-
ble, + -ation.] Multiplication by two; dou-
bling.

duple (du'pl), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. duplo, < L. du-

plus, double : see double, the old form.] Dou-
ble. [Rare in general use.]
A competent defence of Illyricum was upon a two-fold

reason established, the duple greatnesse of which busi-
ness the emperor having taken in hand affected both.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus, p. 101.

Duple ratio, a ratio such as that of 2 to 1, 8 to 4, etc.

Subduple ratio is the reverse, or as 1 to 2, 4 to 8, etc.

Duple rhythm, in mime, a rhythm characterized by two
beats or pulses to the measure ; double time.

duple (du'pl), v. t.
; pret. and pp. dupled, ppr.

dupling. [< duple, a.] To double. [Rare.]
duplet (du'plet), n. [< L. duplus, double, + E.
dim. -et.] A doublet. [Rare.]
That is to throw three dice till duplets and a chance be

thrown, and the highest duplet wins.

Dryden, Hock Astrologer, iii.

duplex (du'pleks), a. and n. [< L. duplex, dou-
ble, twofold, < duo, = E. two, +plicare, fold.] I.
a. Double; twofold. Specifically applied in electricity
to a system of telegraphy in which two messages are trans-
mitted at the same time over a single wire : it includes
both diplcx and contraplex. See these words. Duplex
escapement of a watch. See escapement. Duplex
idea, lathe, pelitti. See the nouns. Duplex querela
(eccles.), a double quarrel (which see, under quarrel).

II, n. A doubling or duplicating.
duplex (du'pleks), v. [< duplex, a.] I. trans.
In teleg., to arrange (a wire) so that two mes-
sages may be transmitted along it at the same
time.

Four perfectly independent wires were practically cre-
ated. . . . Each of these wires was also duplexed.

G. B. Prescott, Elect. Invent., p. 219.

II. ill trans. To transmit telegraphic messages
by the duplex system.
duplicate (du'pli-kat), v. ; pret. and pp. dupli-
cated, ppr. duplicating. [< L. duplicatus, pp. of
duplicare, make double, < duplex (duplic-), dou-
ble, twofold: see duplex. Cf. double, r.] I.
trans. 1. To double; repeat; produce a second
(like the first) ;

make a copy or copies of.

Whereof perhaps one reason is, because there is shewn
in this a duplicated power: a contrary stream of power
running across and thwart, in its effects in this.

Goodwin, Works, III. i. 658.

duplication

2. In physiol., to divide into two by natural

growth or spontaneous division: as, some in-

fusorians duplicate themselves.
II. intrans. To become double

; repeat or be
repeated ; specifically, in ecclesiastical use, to
celebrate the mass or holy communion twice in
the same day. See duplication.
The desires of man, if they pass through an even and in-

different life towards the issues of an ordinary and neces-

sary course, they are little, and within command ; but if

they pass upon an end or aim of difficulty or ambition,
they duplicate, and grow to a disturbance.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 104.

If the Priest has to duplicate, i. e., to celebrate twice in
one day, he must not drink the ablutions, which must be
poured into a chalice and left for him to consume at the
second celebration. For to drink the ablutions would be
to break his fast.

F. G. Lee, Directorium Anglicanum, 4th ed. (1879), p. 248.

duplicate (du'pli-kat), . and n. [= It. dupli-
cato = D. diiplikaat = G. Dan. duplikat, <L.
duplicates, pp. of duplicare, make double: see

duplicate, v.] I. a. 1. Double; twofold; con-

sisting of or relating to a pair or pairs;
or to two

corresponding parts: as, duplicate spines in an
insect; duplicate examples of an ancient coin;
duplicate proportion. 2f. Consisting of a dou-
ble number or quantity; multiplied by two.

The estates of Bruges little doubted to admit so small a
numbre into so populous a company, yea though the num-
bre were duplicate. Hall, Hen. VII., an. 5.

3. Exactly like or corresponding to something
made or done before; repeating an original;
matched: as, there are many duplicate copies
of this picture; a duplicate action or proceed-
ing. Duplicate proportion or ratio, the proportion
or ratio of squares : thus, in geometrical proportion, the
first term is said to be to the third in the duplicate ratio of
the first to the second, or as its square is to the square of
the second. Thus, in 9 : 15 : : 15 : 25, the ratio of 9 to 25 is

a duplicate of that of 9 to 15, or as the square of 9 is to
the square of 15 ; also, the duplicate ratio of a to & is the
ratio of a a to 6 6 or of a2 to (Si.

II. n. 1. One of two or more things corre-

sponding in every respect to each other.

Of all these he [Vertue] made various sketches and notes,
always presenting a duplicate of his observations to Lord
Oxford. Walpole, Life of Vertue.

Specifically, in law and com.: (a) An instrument or writ-

ing corresponding in every particular to a first or original
and of equal validity with it ; an additional original.

Duplicates of dispatches and of important letters are

frequently sent by another conveyance, as a precaution
against the risk of a miscarriage. The copy which first

reaches its destination is treated as an original. Wharton.

In the case of mutual contracts, such as leases, contracts
of marriage, copartnership, and the like, duplicates of the
deed are frequently prepared, each of which is signed by
all the contracting parties; and, where this is done, the

parties are bound if one of the duplicates be regularly ex-

ecuted, although the other should be defective in the ne-

cessary solemnities. Bell.

(b) A second copy of a document, furnished by authority
when the original has been lost, defaced, or invalidated.

2. One of two or more things each of which
corresponds in all essential respects to an origi-
nal, type, or pattern ;

another corresponding to
a first or original ;

another of the same kind
;
a

copy: as, a duplicate of a bust.

Many duplicates of the General's wagon stand about the
church in every direction.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 72.

duplication (du-pli-ka'shqn), n. [= F. dupli-
cation = Pr. duplicatio = Sp. duplicacion = Pg.
duplicaqHo= It. duplicazione, < L. duplicatio(n-),
< duplicare, pp. duplicatus, double : see dupli-
cate, v.] 1. The act of duplicating, or of mak-
ing or repeating something essentially the same
as something previously existing or done.

However, if two sheriffs appear in one year (as at this
time and frequently hereafter), such duplication coineth
to pass by one of these accidents.

Fuller, Worthies, Berkshire.

2. In arith., the multiplication of a number by
two. 3. A folding; a doubling; also, a fold: as,
the duplication of a membrane. 4. InpJiysiol.,
the act or process of dividing into two by natural

growth or spontaneous division. 5. in music,
the process or act of adding the upper or lower
octaves or replicates to the tones of a melody or

harmony. See double, n.&ndi: 6. Inbot., same
as chorisis. 7. In admiralty line, a pleading on
the part of the defendant in reply to the replica-
tion. Benedict. [Rare.] 8. Eccles., the cele-
bration of the mass or eucharist twice by the
same priest on the same day. From the sixth cen-

tury to the thirteenth, duplication was in many places
not an unusual practice on a number of days. Since the
fourteenth century it has been forbidden in the Roman
Catholic Church except on Christmas day. In the medi-
eval church in England it was allowed on Easter day
also. The Greek Church does not permit duplication.
Duplication formula, in math., a formula for obtain-



duplication

Ing the sine, etc., of the dmil.Ie ol un angle from the

functions of the angle Itself. Problem of the duplica-
tion, or duplication of the cube, in <//'.. tin problem
to determine the side of a mbe which shall have double
the Soli. I tents of II uivelieuhc. The' problem ise.niiv

Blent to Illlilin- the elllpr root of 2, which is neither ra

tlonal nor rationally expressible In terms of square roots

of Integers ;
' ..n^ <|ii< nily neither an exact numerical so-

lution nor an exact construction with a rule and compass
is possible. Also called Hie /'/mil problem.

There r< -11111111 yet some other pages of Mr. Hobbes'sdia
lo'^ne. wherein he speaks of ... the duplication of the

GWk . and the quadrature of the circle.

Jliiul,; Works, I. 234.

The altar of Apollo at Athens was a square block, or

cube, and to double It required the duplication <tf the cube.

D. Webtttr, Speech, Mechanics' Inst., Nov. 12, 1828.

duplicative (du'pli-kii-tiv), . [= F. duplica-
tij ; as ilii/ilii-ntr + -iri.\ I laving the quality of

duplicating or doubling; especially, injiliy.tiul..

having the quality of duplicating or dividing
into two by natural growth or spontaneous di-

vision.

In the lowest forms of Vegetable life, the primordial
K'Tin multiplies itself by duplicative subdivision into an

apparently unlimited number of cells.

II'. /;. Carpenter, in Grove's Corr. of Forces.

duplicatopectinate (du-pli-ka-to-pek
'

ti-nat) ,

a. [< duplicate + pectinate.'] In entom., hav-

ing the branches of bipectinate antennw on
each side alternately long and short.

duplicature (du'pli-kit-tur), n. [= P. duplica-
titri = It. itiipliciititra, < L. as if "duplicatura,
< duplicare, pp. duplicates, double: see dupli-

cate, v.] A doubling; a fold or folding ;
a du-

plication: as, a duplicature of the peritoneum.
The kidneys and bladder are contained in a distinct du-

plicature of that membrane [the peritoneum], being there*

by partitioned off from the other contents of the abdo-
men. Paley, Nat. Theol., xi.

duplicidentate (du'pli-si-den'tat), a. [< NL.
diil>licidentatus, < L. duplex (duplic-), double, +
dentatus = E. toothed: see dentate.'] Of or

pertaining to the Duplicidentati ; having four

upper incisors, two of which are much smaller
than and situated behind the other two, of
which they thus appear like duplicates, as in

the hare, rabbit, or pika. Coues.

Duplicidentati (du*pli-si-den-ta'ti), n. pi.

[NL. (sc. Glires), orig. Duplicidentata (sc. Ro-

dentia, Illiger, 1811); pi. of duplicidcntatits : see

duplicidentate.'] A primp division of the order
Rodentia or Glires, containing those rodents, as
the hares and pikas, which have four upper
front teeth that is, twice as many as ordinary
rodents, or Simplicidentati. The group consists
of the families Leporidae and Lagomyidte. E. U.

Alston.

duplicity (du-plis'i-ti), K. [< ME. duplicate, <

OF. duplicite, F. duplicite = Sp. duplicidad =
Pg. duplicidade = It. duplicita, < .LL. duplici-

ta(t-)s, doubleness, ML. ambiguity, < L. duplex
(duplic-), twofold, double : see duplex.'] 1. The
state of being double

;
doubleness. [Bare.]

They neither acknowledge a multitude of unmade dei-

ties, nor yet that duplicity of them which Plutarch con-
tended for (one good and the other evil).

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 231.

These intermediate examples need not in the least con-
fuse our generally distinct ideas of the two families of

buildings ; the one in which the substance is alike through-
out, and the forms and conditions of the ornament as-

sume or prove that it is so ; ... and the other, in which
the substance is of two kinds, one internal, the other ex-

ternal, and the system of decoration is founded on this

duplicity, as pre-eminently in St. Mark's. I have used
the word duplicity iu no depreciatory sense. Ruxkin.

A star in the Northern Crown, . . . (ij Corona)), was
found to have completed more than one entire circuit
since its first discovery ; another, r Serpentarii, had closed

up into apparent singleness ; while in a third, < Orionis,
the converse change had taken place, and deceptive sin-

gleness had been transformed into obvious duplicity.
A. M. Clerke, Astron. in 19th Cent., p. 68.

2. Doubleness of heart or speech ;
the acting

or speaking differently in relation to the same
thing at different times or to different persons,
with intention to deceive ; the practice of de-

ception by means of dissimulation or double-

dealing.
And shall we even now. whilst we are yet iniurtlngfrom

tile consequence* of hrr treachery, become u second time
the nood easy dupes of her itni-

Anecdotes of Up. Watmn, I. 273.

I think the student of their character should also he slow
to upbraid Italians for their duiiliritii. without admitting,
in palliation of the faults, facts of long ages of alien and
domestic pi>iv.s-.in, in politics and reliuion.

linn;-//*. Venetian Life, xxi.

3. In lair, the pleading of two or more dis-

tinct matters together as if constituting but
one. = Syn. 2. Uuile, deception, hypocrisy, urtitlce, chi-

canery.
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duplo- (du'plo). [<. L. duplitx, double : see dov-
l>li .] A prefix signifying 'twofold' or 'twice as
much '

: as, duplo-carburet, twofold carburet,

It. dn/ilirare, < ML. duplirarr, put in a rebutter,
make a second reply, L. duplicare, double : see

i/ii/ilicate, a.] In Scots law, a second reply: a

pleading formerly in use in inferior courts.

Answers, replies, dupliei, triplies, imadruplles, followed
tiiiek upon each other. Scott, Abbot, f.

dupondius (du-pon'di-us), .
; pi. du2>ondii (-1).

[L., also diipondium, dipoitdium, < duo,= E. tiro,

+ pondus, a weight, < pendere, weigh: see

pound1
.] A Roman bronze coin, of the value

Obverse. Reverse.

Dupondius of Augustus. British Museum. (Size of the original-!

of 2 asses (see a*4 ), issued by Augustus and
some of his successors: popularly called by
coin-collectors "second brass," to distinguish
it from the sestertius, the

"
first brass" Roman

coin.

dupper (dup'er), n. Same as dubber^.

Dupuytren s contraction. See contraction.

dur (dor), n. [= G. Dan. Sw. dur, < L. durus,
hard.] In music, major: as, C dur, or C major.
dura (du'ra), . [NL., fern, of L. durus, hard:
see dare."]" 1. Same as duramen. 2. The dura
mater (which see). Wilder and Gage.
durability (du-ra-bil'i-ti), n. [= Dan. Sw. du-

rabilitet, <F. durabilite(OF. dureblete) = Pr. du-
rabletat = Pg. durabilidade = It. durabilita, <

LL. durabilita(t-)s, < L. durabilis, durable: see

durable.'] The quality of being durable; the

power of lasting or continuing in the same
state by resistance to causes of decay or disso-
lution.

A Gothic cathedral raises ideas ofgrandeur in our minds
by its size, its height, . . . its antiquity, and its durability.

H. Blair, Rhetoric, iii.

durable (du'ra-bl), a. [= D. Dan. Sw. durabel,
< F. durable = Pr. Sp. durable = Pg. duravel =
It. durabile, < L. durabilis, lasting, < durare, last,
< durus, hard, lasting : see dure, v.] Having the

quality of lasting, or continuing long in being;
not perishable or changeable: lasting; endur-

ing: as, durable timber; durable cloth; durable

happiness.
The monuments of wit and learning are more durable

than the monuments of power, or of the hands.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 101.

They might take vp their Crosse, and follow the second
Adam vnto a durable happinesse.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 28.

For time, though in eternity, applied
To motion, measures all things durable.

durante beneplacito

and spinal cord ;
a dense, tough, glistening

fibrous membrane which lines the interior of the

brain-case, but in the spinal column is sepa-
rated from the periosteum lining the vertebras

by a space filled with loose areolar tissue, in
the skull it envelops the brain, but does not send down
processes into the fissures. It forms, however, some main
folds, as the vertical falcate sheet or falx cerebrl between
the hemispheres of the cerebrum, and the tentorinm or
horizontal sheet between the cerebrum and the cerebel-
lum. Sundry venous channels between layers of the dura
mater are the sinuses of the brain. The term itura mater
is contrasted with pia mater, both these meninges lielng
so named from an old fanciful notion that they were the
"
mothers," or at least the nurses, of the contained parts.

duramen (du-ra'men), n. [NL., < L. duramen,
hardness, also applied to a ligneous vine-branch,
< durare, harden, < durus, hard: see dure.] In

bot., the central wood or heart-wood in the trunk
of an exogenous tree. It is harder and more solid

than the newer wood that surrounds it, from the forma-
tion of secondary layers of cellulose In the wood-cells. It

is also usually of a deeper color, owing to the presence of

peculiar coloring matters. Called by ship-carpenters the

spine. See alburnum. Also dura.

The inner layers of wood, being not only the oldest, hut
the most solidified by matters deposited within their com-

ponent cells and vessels, are spoken of collectively under
the designation duramen or "heart-wood."

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., I 3CH.

durance (du'rans), n. [Early mod. E. also du-

raunce, duransc; < OF. durance = Sp. duranza
= It. duranza, < ML. as if "durantia, < L. du-

ran(t-)s, ppr. of durare, last : see dure, v. In E.

durance is prob. in part an abbr. by apheresis of

endurance, q. v.] 1. Duration; continuance;
endurance. [Obsolete or archaic.]

Loe ! I have made a Calender for every yeare,
That steele in strength, and time in durance, shall out-

weare. Spenter, .Shep. Cal., Epil.

An antique kind of work, composed of little square pieces
of marble, gilded and coloured, . . . which set together
. . . present an unexpressible statelinesse ; and are of
marvellous durance. Sandyt, Travailes, p. 24.

Of how short durance was this new made state 1

Dryden, State of Innocence, v. 1.

The durance of a granite ledge. Emerson, Astrcea.

By present, past, and future.

Milton, P. L., v. 881.

The very susceptibility that makes him quick to feel

makes him also incapable of deep and durable feeling.
Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 364.

= Syn. Permanent, Stable, etc. (see lotting), abiding, con-

tinuing, linn, strong, tough.
durableness (du'ra-bl-nes), n. The quality of

being lasting or enduring ; durability : as, the
durableness of honest fame.

As for the timber of the walnut-tree, it may be termed
an English shittim-wood for the fineness, smoothness, and
durableness thereof. fuller, Worthies, Surrey.

The durableness of metals is the foundation of this ex-
- traordinary steadiness of price.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, L 11.

durably (du'ra-bli), adv. In a lasting manner;
with long continuance.

An error in physical speculations Is seldom productive
of such consequences, either to one's neighbour or one's

self, as are deeply, durably, or extensively injurious.
V. Knox, Essays, 1.

dural (du'ral), a. [< dura (mater) + -al.] Of
or pertaining to the dura mater.

The dural vessels were well injected externally and In-

ternally. Medical Xetn, III. 430.

dura mater (ilu'rii ma'ter). [NL. : L. dura,
fern, of durus, hard; mater, mother: see durr,

mother, and of. dura.] The outermost membra-
nous envelop or external meninx of the brain

2. Imprisonment ; restraint of the person ;
in-

voluntary confinement of any kind.

What bootes it him from death to l>e unlwwnd,
To be captived in endlesse duraunce
Of sorrow and despeyre without aleggeauuce?

Spenter, t'. ()., III. v. 42.

They [the Flemmings] put their Lord in Prison, till with

long Durance he at last consented.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 122.

I give thee thy liberty, set thee from durance.

Shak., L. L. L., iii. 1.

In durance vile here must I wake and weep.
;;..,.. Epistle from Esopus to Maria.

3f. Any material supposed to be of remarkable
durability, as buff-leather

; especially, a strong
cloth made to replace and partly to imitate

buff-leather; a variety of tammy. Sometimes
written durant, and also called everlasting.

Your mincing nlceries durance petticoats, and silver

bodkins.

Marston, Jonton, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, i. 1.

As the taylor that out of seven yards stole one and a
half of durance. R. WiUon, Three Ladies of London.

Is not a buff-jerkin a most sweet robe of durance!
Shot., 1 Hen. IV., L 2.

4. A kind of apple.

durancyt,". [Assurance.] Continuance; last-

ingness; durance.

The souls ever durancy I sung before,
Ystruck with mighty rage.

Dr. It. More, Sleep of the Soul, 1 1.

durangite (du-ran'jit), n. [< Duranqo (see def.)
+ -ite%.] A fluo-arsenate of aluminium, iron,

and sodium, occurring in orange-red monoclinic

crystals, associated with cassiterite (tin-stone),
at Durango, Mexico.

duranset, n. An obsolete form of durance.

durantt (du'rant), . [< It. durante, & kind of

strong cloth, <I L. duran(t-)s, lasting, ppr. of

durare, last: see dure, r.] Same as durance, 3.

Duranta (du-ran'ta), n. [NL., named after

Castor Durante, an Italian physician (died
1590).] A genus of verbenaceous shrubs of

tropical America, bearing a great profusion of

blue flowers in racemes. D. Plumieri is found
in greenhouses.
durante beneplacito (du-ran'te be-ne-plas'i-

to). [ML. NL. : L. durante, abl. of duran(t-)g,

during, ppr. of durare, last, dure (see dure, r.,

and during); LL. beneplacito, abl. of benepla-
citum, good pleasure, neut. of beneplacitus, pp.
of beneplacerc, bene placere, please well : see oe-

neplacit,] During good pleasure.



durante vita

durante Vita (du-ran'te vi'ta). [L. : durante,

abl. of duran(t-)s, during (see durante bene-

placito); vita, abl. of ito,life: see rital.'] Dur-

ing life.

duration (du-ra'shon), n. [< ME. duration.

Cf. Pr. duracio = Sp"duracion = Pg. durag&o =
It. durazione, < ML. duratio(n-), continuance,

perseverance, < L. durare, last : see dure, v.]

Continuance in time
; also, the length of time

during which anything continues : as, the dura-

tion of life or of a partnership; the duration

of a tone or note in music; the duration of an

eclipse.

The distance between any parts of that succession [of

ideas], or between the appearance of any two ideas in our

ininds, is that we call duration.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xiv. 3.

Is there any thing in human life, the duration of which

can be called long? Steele, Spectator, No. 153.

It was proposed that the duration of Parliament should

be limited. Macaulay.

Relative, apparent, and common time is duration as es-

timated by the motion of bodies, as by days, months, and

years. Clerk Maxwell, Matter and Motion, art. xvii.

durbar, darbar (der'bar), n. [< Hind, darbar,
Turk, derbdr, < Pers. darbar, a court, an audi-

ence-room, < dar, a door, + bar, admittance,
audience, court, tribunal.] 1. An audience-

room in the palace of a native prince of India;
the audience itself.

He was at once informed that a Rampore citizen had
no right to enter the durbar of Jubbul, and was obliged
to go out in the rain in the court-yard.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 206.

2. A state levee or audience held by the gov-

ernor-general of India, or by one of the native

princes; an official reception.

On January 1, 1877, Queen Victoria was proclaimed Em-

press of India, at a darbdr of unequalled magnificence,
held on the historic "

ridge
"
overlooking the Mughal capi-

tal of Delhi. Encyc. Brit., XII. 811.

duret (dur), a. [Sc. also dour; < OF. dur, F.

dur = Sp. Pg. It. duro, < L. durus, hard, rough,

harsh, insensible, = Ir. dur = Gael, dur, dull,

hard, stupid, obstinate, firm, strong, = W. dir,

certain, sure, of force, dir, force, certainty;
but the Celtic forms, like W. dur, steel, may
be borrowed from the Latin.] Hard ; rough.

What dure and cruell penance dooe
I sustaine for none offence at all.

Palace of Pleasure, I. sig. Q, 4.

duret (dur), . [< ME. duren, < OF. durer, F.

durer = Pr. Sp. Pg. durar = It. durare, < L.

durare, intr.be hardened, be patient, wait, hold

out, endure, last, tr. harden, inure, < durus,

hard, rough, harsh, insensible: see dure, a.

Hence endure, perdure, duration, during, etc.]

1. intrans. 1. To extend in time; last; con-

tinue
;
be or exist

;
endure.

Why] that the world may dure.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 980.

Vpon a sabboth day, when the disciples were come to-

gether vnto the breakyng of the bread, Paule made a ser-

mon duryng to mydnight. Tyndale, Works, p. 476.

Yet hath he not root in himself, but dureth for a while.
Mat. xiii. 21.

The noblest of the Citizens were ordained Priests, which
function dured with their liues.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 332.

2. To extend in space.

Arabye durethe fro the endes of the Reme of Caldee
unto the laste ende of Affryk, and marchethe to the Lond
of Ydumee, toward the ende of Botron.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 43.

"How fer is it hens to Camelot?" quod Seigramor."
Sir. it is vj mile vnto a plain that dureth wele two myle

fro thens." Merlin(E. E. T. S.), ii. 260.

II. trans. To abide
; endure.

He that can trot a courser, break a rush,
And, arm'd in proof, dare dure a strawes strong push.

Marston, Satires, i.

durefult (dur'ful), a. [< dure + -ful.] Last-

ing : as, dureful brass.

The durefull oake whose sap is not yet dride.

Spenser, Sonnets, vi.

durelesst (dur'les), a. [< dure + -less.] Not
lasting; fading; fleeting: as, "dureless plea-
sures," Raleigh, Hist. World.

Diireresque (du-rer-esk' ), a. [< Diirer (see def.)
+ -esque.] In the manner or style of Albert

Diirer, the most famous Renaissance artist of

Germany (1471-1528), noted for the perfection
of his drawing and the facility with which he
delineated character and passion: as, Diirer-

esque detail. Albert Durer was at once painter, sculp-
tor, engraver, and architect ; but his fame is must widely
spread through his admirable engravings, botll on wood
and on copper, which far surpassed anything that had
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been produced in that branch of art in his day, and pro-

vided free scope for his remarkable sureness and delicacy

of hand. One of the greatest merits of his work lies in

the harmony of composition characterizing even his most

complicated designs. In his early work the detail, though

Durio

come, q. v.] A Hindu divinity, the consort of

Siva, other names given her being Devi, Kali,

Parvati, Bhavani, Uma, etc. She is generally rep-
resented with ten arms. In one hand she holds a spear,
with which she is

piercing Mahisha,
the chief of the

demons, the kill-

ing of whom was
her most famous
exploit ; in ano-

ther, a sword ; in

a third, the hair of

the demon chief,
and the tail of a

serpent twined
round him ; and in ^
others, the trident,

discus, ax, club,
and shield. A great
festival lasting ten

days is celebrated

annually in Bengal
in her honor. Also

spelled Doorga.

durgan. dur-
gen (der'gan,
-gen), n. [A

Durga.

( From Coleman's" Hindu Mythology.")

dwarf
dwergh, etc.) :

see dwarf.] A
dwarf. M.Phillips,n06; Halliwell. [Prov.Eng.]
Durham (der'am), n. One of a breed of short-

horn cattle, so named from the county of Dur-
ham in England, where they are brought to

great perfection: also used attributively: as,
the Durham breed

;
Durham cattle.

always rendered with almost unparalleled truth, is some- Duria (du'ri-a), n. See
what profuse and labored, and often sacrifices beauty to durian (du'n-an), n. [< Malay du

tree, the Durio Zibethinus.

fruit of this tree.

Diireresque Detail, as illustrated in a woodcut by Durer.

(Reduced from the original.)

1. A
See Durio. 2. The

Wetastedmanyfruitsnewtous; . . . we tried a durian,
the fruit of the East, . . . and having got over the first

horror of the onion-like odour we found it by no means
bad. Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, II. xxiv.

exactness ; but toward the close of his career he sought
to attain repose and simplicity of manner and subject.

duress (du'res or du-res'), n. [< ME. duresse,

duresce, hardship, OF. durece, duresce, du-

resse = Pr. duressa = Sp. Pg. dureza = It. du-

rezza, < L. duritia, hardness, harshness, sever-

ity, austerity, < durus, hard: see dure, a.] If. fl^Uo (do-rel'yo), . [Sp., dim. of duro, hard:
Hardness. see dure, a.] An old Spanish coin, a gold dol-

lar: otherwise called the escudillo de oro and
coronilla.

duringt, . [< ME. during; verbal n. of dure,

t\] Duration; existence.

And that shrewes ben more unsely if they were of lenger

Whan the spaynols that a-spied spakli the! him folwed, during and most unsely yf they weren perdurable.

And deden al the duresse that thei do mist. Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 4.

William oSPalerne(E.E. -I. S.), 1.3632.
during*^. a . [< ME. during, ppr. of duren,

Yef I delyuer my moder fro this
luge^

shall eny other
last : see dure, V.] Lasting; continuing; en-

during. Chaucer.

Temples and statues, reared in your minds,
The fairest, and most during imagery.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, i. 2.

during (dur'ing), prep. [< ME. duringe, pre;

Ye that here an herte of suche duresse,
A faire body formed to the same.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 67.

2. Hardship; constraint; pressure; imprison-
ment; restraint of liberty ;

durance.

do her duresse? Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 19.

Right feeble through the evill rate

Of food which in her duresse she had found.

Spenser, . Q., IV. viii. 19.

After an unsatisfactory examination and a brief duress,
the busy ecclesiastic was released.

Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 398. prop
g (dur'ing), prep. [< ME. duringe, prop..
. ppr. of dure, last (see during, p. a.), like

P*
Durante,

< 1.. durante abl
agreeing

j with
the substantive, as m durante wta, during life,

ht -
'.

lf
?
lastm

,' yhere duran < is the present

3. In law, actual or apprehended physical re-

straint so great as to amount to coercion: a

species of fraud in which compulsion in some
form takes the place of deception in accom-

plishing the injury. Coota/.-Duress of goods participle used m agreement with the noun

the forcible seizing or withholding of "sonal property vita (E. life), used absolutely: durante, abl. ot

withoutsufncientjustiflcation.inordertocoercetheclaim- duran(t-)s, ppr. of durare, last: see dure, V.}
ant. Duress of imprisonment, actual deprivation of in the time of; in the course of; throughout
liberty. Duress per minas, coercion by threats of de-

, />rvTiHrmnn/>a nf- n fltirinn lifp dtirinn
structiontolifeorlimb. A promise is voidable when made the ' as, at. .ng 11 uring

our earthly pilgrimage ; during the space ot a
A promise is

under duress, whether this is exercised immediately upon
the promisor or upon wife, husband, descendant, or ascen-
dant.

duress* (du-res'), v. t. [< duress, .] To sub-

ject to duress or restraint
; imprison.

If the party duressed do make any motion. Bacon.

duressort (du-res'or), n. [< duress + -or.'] In

law, one wno subjects another to duress. Bacon.

durett (du-ref), n. [Appar. < OF. duret, F.

duret (= It. duretto), somewhat stiff, hard, etc.,

dim. of dur, stiff, hard, etc., < L. durus, hard:
])Ur.io (du'ri-6), n.

see dure, a.] A kind of dance.

The Knights take their Ladies to dance with them gal-

liards, durets, corantoes, &c.
Beaumont, Masque of Inner-Temple.

durettat, . [As if < It. duretto, somewhat
hard: see duret.] A coarse kind of stuff, so

called from its wearing well.

I never durst be seen
Before my father out of duretta and serge ;

But if he catch me in such paltry stuffs,
To make me look like one that lets out money,
Let him say, Timothy was tarn a fool.

Jasper Afayne, City Mateh, i. 5.

Durga (dor'ga), n. [Hind. Durga, Skt. Durga,
a female divinity (see def.), prop, adj., lit.

whose going is hard, hard to go to or through,
impassable, as n. difficulty, danger, < dtir-foT

dus-, hard, bad (= Gr. 6va-, bad: see dys-), +
I '- ',-, j. .

'
T-I Purian (Durio Zibel

V ga, another form of i/ gam, go, come, = E. ,,.

year.

Ulysses was a baron of Greece, exceedingly wise, and

during the siege of Troy invented the game of chess.

Quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 405.

During the whole time Rip and his companion had la-

bored on in silence. Jrviny, Sketch-Book, p. 53.

The whole world sprang to arms. On the head of Fred-

eric is all the blood which was shed in a war which raged
during many years and in every quarter of the globe.

Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

[NL., also written Duria
and (non-Latinized) Durion,

Dhourra, etc., < Malay dury-
on: see durian.] A genus of

malvaceous trees, of which
there are three species, na-
tives of the Malay peninsula
and adjoining islands. The
durian, D. Zibethimis, the best-

known species, is a tall tree very
commonly cultivated for its fruit,

wliirh is very large, with a thick

hard rind and entirely covered
with strong sharp spines. Not-

withstanding its strong civet odor
and somewhat terebinthinate fla-

vor, it is regarded by the natives

as the most delicious of fruits. The
custard-like pulp in which the

large seeds are embedded is the

part eaten ; the seeds are also

roasted and eaten, or puunded into



Durio

flour. They may !>< used as vegetable Ivory. It possesses
very nmrknl aphniih^uir qii:ilil K-

durityt (dii'ri-ti), . [= F. iliiri'ti' = It. duritft,

durititdi; iliiri/nii; < I,. durita(t-)n, hardness, <

ilnnis, liiii-il: SIT dun; a.] 1. HunlncHH; firm-

ness.

As for irradlancy or sparkling, which is found in many
Hems, ii U iic. t cli...ivial.lc m this; for it cometh short of
tlu-ir I'ulni.artni-ssi- ami <lu,-il<i.

>'./ T. Browne, Vulg. Err., II. 1.

Thr aiH'imts dill I. urn tlu-ir tlrinest stone, and even frag-
ments of marble, which in ti Wcanii- almost inarlih:

again, at least of indissolulile ilnriln, as ajipeari'th In the
M an. lin;; theatres. Sir II. H'uttnu, Klein, of Arehitecture.

2. Hardness of mind; harshness; cruelty.
(_'ui-l;i ril in.

durjee (<16r'je), . [Also written dirgee, durzee,

etc., repr. Hind, darsi, vernacularly darji, <

Peru, darzi, a tailor.] In the East Indies, a
native domestic tailor or seamster.
durmast (der' mast), . [Origin uncertain.] A
species of oak ( Qiit-rc/is mvxilijltiru, or, according
to some, Q. pubexcens) so closely allied to the
common oak (Q. Itobur) as to be reckoned by
gome botanists only a variety of it. its wood is,

however, ilarke r, heavier, and more elastic, and less easy
to split or to break ; but It is comparatively easy to bend,
and is therefore highly valued by tne builder ana the cabi-
net-maker.

dura 1
, durns (dern, dernz), n. [E. dial. (Corn-

wall) durn, a door-post, gate-post, < Corn, dorn,
door-post; cf. W. dor, dries, door: see door.]
In mining, a

"
sett " of timbers in a mine. Duna

is sometimes made singular and sometimes plural. (Pryce.)
The term chietly used at present, especially in the United
States, is ten (which see).

durna
, . t. See dent3 .

duro (do'ro), M. [Sp.] The Spanish silver dol-

lar, the peso duro. See dollar.

durometer (du-rom'e-ter), n. [< L. durus, hard,
+ metrum, a measure.] An apparatus invent-
ed by Behrens for testing the hardness of steel
rails. It consists essentially of a small drill fitted with
apparatus for measuring the amount of feed under a given
pressure of the drill, and counting the turns of the drill.

The feed and work are considered to give relatively the
hardness of the steel.

duroust (du'rus), a. [< L. durus, hard: see

(lure, a.] Hard.

They all of them vary much from their primitive ten-
derness and bigness, and so become more durous.

J. Smith, Solomon's Portraiture of Old Age, p. 186.

duroyt (du-roi'), n. [See corduroy.] Same as

corduroy.
'

Western Goods had their share here also, and several
booths were tilled with Serges, Duroyi, Druggets, Shal-

loons, Cantaloous, Devonshire Kerstes, etc.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, I. 94.

durra (dur'ft), n. [Also written dura, doura,
dourah, dora, dhura, dhourra, dhurra, etc., repr.
Ar. dorra, durra, dora, Turk, dori, millet; cf.

Ar. dorra, Turk. Pers. Hind, durr, a pearl.]
The Indian millet or Guinea corn, Sorghum vul-

gare. See sorghum.
The always scanty crop of doura fails away from the

Nile. The Century, XXIX. 651.

durst (derst). A preterit of dare1 .

durukuli, n. See douroucouli.

dusack (du'sak), n. [G. dusak, also duseck, tu-

sack, disak, thicsak, tissek, < Bohem. tesak, a
short, broad, curved sword.] A rough cutlas
in use in Germany in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries. It is commonly represented as forged
of a single piece, the fingers passing through an opening
made at the end opposite the point, so that the grip con-
sists of a rounded and perhaps leather-covered part of the
blade itself. It is said to have originated In Bohemia.

dliset, An obsolete spelling of deuce1 .

dush ((lush), c. [E. dial., < ME. dusshen, dusch-
i a : appar. orig. a var. of dasxhen, daschen. dash :

eeo dash.'] I. trans. To strike or push violently.
[Now only prov. Eng.]

Tlici dusshed hym, the! dasshed hym,
Thel lussheil hym, the! lasshed hym,
Thei pusshed hym, the! passhed hym,
All sorowe thei saicle that it semed hym.

1'ork Plays, p. 481.

Mynours then mightely the moldes did serene,
Ouertyrnet the toures, & the tore walles
All dtushet into the diche, doll to be-holde.

Destruction iif Troy (E. E. T. S.X L 4776.

II. iiitraiin. To fall violently; dash down;
move with violence. [Now only prov. Eng.]

Such a dasande drede duschnl to his herte
That ul faluwit [fallowed] his face.

;tttmrt! Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1538.

dusk(dusk). . andn. [=E. dial, duel-lull (trans-
posed from dusk) ; < early ME. dosk, dose, d< .sA-.

deosc, dark ; not found in AS., but perhaps a sur-
vival of the older form of AS. deorc, ME. deorc,
ili'rl;, E. tlurk. which in its rhotacized form has
no obvious connections, while dcime, dimk. <ln*k

appears to be related to Norw. dunk, a drizzling

1803

rain, Sw. dial, dusk, a slight shower, Sw. dusk,
chilliness, raw weather (> Norw. duxkit = Sw.
duxka = Dan. duxkr, drizzle

;
Sw. duskig, misty,

etc.), appar. orig. applied to dark, threaten-

ing weather. LG. dusken, slumber, is not re-

lated.] I. a. Dark; tending to darkness ; dusky;
shaded, either as to light or color

; shadowy ;

swarthy. [Rare and poetical.]
A pathless desert, dusk with horrid shades.

Milton, P. E., L 296.

Dusk faces with white silken turbans wreathed.

Milton, P. TIL, iv. 70.

As rich as moths from duik cocoons.

Tennyson, Princess, II.

II. n. 1. Partial darkness; an obscuring of

light, especially of the light of day; a state
between light and darkness ; twilight : as, the
diixk of the evening; the dusk of a dense forest.

He quits
His door lu darkness, nor till dusk returns.

Wordsworth, Excursion, v.

Prone to the lowest vale t h aerial tribes
Descend : the tempest-loving raven scarce
Dares wing the dubious dusk. Thomson, Summer.

Fortunately the dusk had thrown a veil over us, and in

the exquisite delicacy of the fading light we drifted slowly
up the mysterious river.

C. W. Stoddard, Mashallah, p. 161.

2. Tendency to darkness of color; swarthiness.

Some sprinkled freckles on his face were seen,
Whose dusk set off the whiteness of the skin.

Dryden, I'al. and Arc., 111. 77.

dusk (dusk), r. [< ME. dusken, earlier dosken,
make dark, become dark

; < dusk, a.] I. trans.

1. To make dusky or dark
; obscure; make less

luminous.
After the sun is up, that shallow which dusketh the light

of the moon must needs be under the earth. Hoiland.

Essex, at all times his [Raleigh's] rival, and never his

friend, saw his own lustre dutked by the eminence of his
inferior. /. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 266.

2. To make dim.

Which clothes a dlrkness of a forletyn and a despised
elde hadde dunked and derked.

Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 1.

The faithfulnes of a wife is not stained with decelpt,
nor dusked with any dissembling.

Sir T. Wilson, Art of Rhetoric, p. 55.

H. intrans. 1. To grow dark; begin to lose

light, brightness, or whiteness.

Dusken his eygheu two, and faylleth breth.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1948.

2. To cause a dusky appearance; produce a

slightly ruffled or shadowed surface.

Little breezes dunk and shiver
Thro' the wave that runs for ever

By the island in the river

Flowing down to Camelot.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott, 1.

[Rare in all uses.]
dusken (dus'kn), . [< dusk + -enl.] I. in-

trans. To grow dusk; dim; become darker.

[Rare.]
I have known the male to sing almost uninterruptedly

during the evenings of early summer, till twilight dusk-
ened into dark. Lowell.

II. trans. To make dark or obscure. [Rare.]
The sayd epigrame was not vtterly defaced, but onely

duskened, or so rased that it myght be reddr, thoughe that
with some difficulty. Xicoils, tr. of Thucydides, fol. 163.

duskily (dus'ki-li), adr. With partial dark-
ness

;
with a tendency to darkness or somber-

ness.

The twilight deepened, the ragged battlements and the
low broad oriels [of Haddon Hall] glanced duskily from
the foliage, the rooks wheeled and clamored In the glow-
ing sky. //. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 26.

duskiness (dus'ki-nes), n. Incipient or partial
darkness; a moderate degree of darkness or
blackness

; shade.

Time had somewhat sullied the colour of it with such a
kind of duskiness, as we may observe in pictures that have
hung iu some smoky room.

Boetius (trans.), p. S(Oxf., 1674).

duskish (dus'kish), a. f< dusk + -Jsfc1 .] Mod-
erately dusky ; partially obscure

;
dark or

blackish.

Sight Is not well contented with sudden departments
from one extream to another; therefore let them have
rather a duskish tincture than an absolute black.

NI';- //. Wotton, Elem. of Architecture.

duskishly (dus'kish-li), adv. Cloudily; darkly;
obscurely ; dimly.
The Comet appeared again to-night, but duskishlu.

Pepg*, Diary, II. 195.

duskishness (dus'kish-nes), n. Duskiness;
slight obscurity ; dimness.

The harts use dictamus. The swallow the hearbe i-ele-

ili.nia. The weasell fennell seede, for the duskishnew
anil blearishnesse of her eyes.

Jieitcenuiu, Passengers' Dialogues (1612),

dust

The divers colours and the tinctures fair,
Whli-h in this various vesture changes write
Of light, of duskishnesse.

Dr. 11. More, Psychotola, L 22.

dusky (dus'ki), a. [< dusk + -yi.] 1. Rather
dark ; obscure; not luminous; dim: as, a dusky
valley.

Here dies the duiky torch of Mortimer,
( 'link il with ambition of the meaner sort.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., 11. 5.

He [Dante] Is the very man who has heard the torment-
ed spirits crying out for the second death, who has read
the dusky characters on the portal within which there Is

no hope. Macaulay, Milton.

Memorial shapes of saint and sage,
That pave with splendor the Past's dusky aisles.

Lowell, Under the Willows.

2. Rather black; dark-colored; fuscous; not

light or bright : as, a dusky brown
;
the dusky

wings of some insects.

I will take some savage woman, she shall rear my dutkij
race. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

A smile gleams o'er his dusky brow.

Whittier, Mogg Megone, I.

Here were the squalor and the glitter of the Orient
the solemn dusky faces that look out on the reader from
the pages of the Arabian Nights.

T. II, Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 201.

3. Hence, figuratively, gloomy ;
sad. [Rare.]

While he continues In life, this dusky scene of borrow,
this melancholy prospect of final perdition will frequent-
ly occur to his fancy. Bentley, Sermons.

Dusky duck. See duck.

Dussumiera (dus-u-me'rft), . [NL. (Cuvier
and Valenciennes, 1847

;
also Lhtssumieria) ;

named for the traveler Dussumier.] A genus of

fishes, in some systems made type of a family
Dussumierida.
dussumierid (dus-u-me'rid), . A fish of the

family Dussumieridte.

Dussumieridje (dus-u-me'ri-de), . pi. [NL.,
< I>u.?sumiera + -idee.'] A family of malacop-
terygian fishes, represented by the genus Dus-
sumiera. It is closely related to the family Clupeida,
but the abdomen Is rounded and the ribs are not connected
with a median system of scales. The species are few in

number; one {Dussumiera teres) is an inhabitant of the
eastern coast of the United States.

Dussumierina (dus
ll

'u-me-ri'na), n. pi. [NL.,
< Dussumiera + -in2.] In Gunther's system,
the fourth group of Clupeidtf, with the mouth
anterior and lateral, the upper jaw not overlap-
ping the lower, and the abdomen neither cari-

uate nor serrate, and without an osseous gular
plate. The group corresponds to the family
Dussumierida;.
dust1

(dust), . [< ME. dust, doust, < AS. dust

(orig. dust) = OFries. dust = MLG. LG. dust

(> G. dust), dust, = D. duist. meal-dust, = Icel.

dust, dust, = Norw. dust, dust, fine particles,
= Dan. dyst, fine flour or meal

;
allied prob.

to OHG. tunist, dunist, dunst, breath, storm,
MHG. G. dunst, vapor, fine dust, = Sw. and Dan.
dunst, steam, vapor; and to Goth, dauns, odor;
all prob. ult. from a root repr. by Skt. / dhvans
or / dhvas, fall to dust, perish, vanish, in pp.
dhvas-ta (= E. dus-t), bestrewn, covered over,
esp. with dust.] 1. Earth or other matter in
fine dry particles, so attenuated that they can
be raised and carried by the wind ; finely com-
minuted or powdered matter : as, clouds of dust
obscure the sky.
Than a-roos the duste and the powder so grete that vn-

nethe oon myght kuowe a-nother, ne noon ne a-bode his
felowe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.X 11. 201.

The ostrich, which leaveth her eggs in the earth, and
warmeth them in dust. Job x\xix. 13, 14.

2. A collection or cloud of powdered matter in

the air; an assemblage or mass of fine particles
carried by the wind : as, the trampling of the
animals raised a great dust; to take the du.it

of a carriage going in advance.

By reason of the abundance of his horses their dust shall
cover thee. Ezek. xxvL 10.

Hence 3. Confusion, obscurity, or entangle-
ment of contrary opinions or desires ; embroil-
ment ; discord : as, to raise a dust about an af-

front ; to kick up a dust. See phrases below.

Great contest follows, and much learned dust
Involves the combatants ; each claiming truth,
And truth disclaiming both. Cmrper, Task, ill. 161.

4. A small quantity of any powdered substance

sprinkled over something : used chiefly in cook-

ery: as, give it a dust of ground spice. 5.

Crude matter regarded as consisting of sepa-
rate particles ; elementary substance.

Many [a day] hade i be ded & to dust roted,
Nadde it be Goddes grace * help of that liest.

William uf Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), L 4124.



dust

Dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return.
Gen. iii. 19.

My flesh is clothed with worms and clods of dust. . . .

For now shall I sleep in the dust. Job vii. 6, 21.

Fair brows
That long ago were dust.

Eryant, Flood of Years.

Hence 6f. A dead body, or one of the atoms
that compose it

;
remains.

The bodies of the saints, what part of the earth or sea

soever holds their dusts, shall not be detained in prison
when Christ calls for them. . . . Hot a dust, not a bone,
can be denied. Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 106.

Hereafter if one Duet of Me
Mix'd with another's Substance be,

'Twill leaven that whole Lump with love of Thee.

Cowley, The Mistress, All over Love.

7. A low condition, as if prone on the ground.
He raiseth up the poor out of the dust. 1 Sam. ii. 8.

8. Rubbish; ashes and other refuse. [Eng.]
But when the parish dustman came,
His rubbish to withdraw,

He found more dust within the heap
Than he contracted for ! Hood, Tim Turpin.

A string of carts full of miscellaneous street and house

rubbish, all called here [London] by the general name of

dmt. New York Tribune, Sept. 9, 1879.

9. Gold-dust; hence,money; cash. See phrases
below. [Slang.] 10. Same as dust-brand Cos-
mic dust. See cosmic. Down with the (his, your)
dust, pay or deliver the money at once.

The abbot down with his dust; and, glad he had es-

caped so, returned to Reading, as somewhat lighter in

purse, so much more merry in heart than when he came
thence. Fuller, Ch. Hist., II. 218.

Limb. I'll settle two hundred a year upon thee. . . .

Aldo. Before George, son Limberham, you'l spoil all,

if you underbid so. Come, down with your dust, man ;

what, show a base mind when a fair Lady's in question !

Dnjden, Limberham, ii. 1.

Come, fifty pounds here ; down with your dust.

O'Keefe, Fontainebleau, ii. 3.

Dust and ashes. See osAs. Founders' dust. See

founder'^. Metallic dust, powdered oxids or filings of

metals, used for giving a metallic luster to wall-papers,
lacquered ware, etc. The metal-powders are washed,
treated with chemicals, and heated, to obtain a variety of
colors. To beat the dust. See beati.To bite the
dust. See bite. To kick up a dust, to make a row;
cause tumult or uproar. [Colloq.] To make one take
the dust, in driving, to pass one on the road so as to
throw the dust back toward him ; beat one in a race. To
raise a dust, (a) To cause a cloud of dust to rise, as a
fast-driven carriage, a gust of wind, etc. (6) To make con-
fusion or disturbance; get up a dispute; create discord
or angry discussion. [Colloq.]

The Bishop saw there was small reason to raise such a
dust out of a few indiscreet words.

Bp. llacket, Abp. Williams, II. 61.

By the help of these [men], they were able to raise a
dust and make a noise ; to form a party, and set them-
selves at the head of it. Bp. Atterlnmj, Sermons, I. iii.

To throw dust in or Into one's eyes, to mislead, con-

fuse, or dupe one.

This is certainly the dust of Gold which you have thrown
in the good Man's Eyes. Dryden, Spanish Kriar, iii. 1.

dust1
(dust), v. t. [< ME. dusten, intr., rise as

dust, = Icel. dusta = Norw. dusta, tr., dust,
sprinkle with dust, = Dan. dyste, sprinkle ;

from
the noun.] 1. To free from dust; brush, wipe,
or sweep away dust from: as, to dust a table,
floor, or room.

Let me dust yo' a bit, William. Yo've been leaning
against some whitewash, a'll be bound.

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xiv.

2. To sprinkle with dust, or with something
in the form of dust: as, to dust a cake with
fine sugar; to dust a surface with white or

yellow.
Especially in one of those stand-stills of the air that fore-

bode a change of weather, the sky is dusted with motes of
fire of which the summer-watcher never dreamed.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 52.

Insects in seeking the nectar would get dusted with pol-
len, and would certainly often transport it from one flower
to another. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 95.

To dust one, to make one take the dust (which see, under
dust, .) To dust one's jacket, to give one a drubbing ;

beat one as if for freeing him from dust, or so as to raise
a dust.

dust2 (dust), v. [< ME. dusten, desten, throw,
hurl, intr. rush, comp. adusten, throw (a differ-
ent word from dusshen, throw down, dash: see

dush), appar. of Scand. origin: < Icel. dusta,
beat; cf. dustera, tilt, fight (Haldorsen, Cleas-
by), dust, a blow (Haldorsen), = Sw. c?ws<=Dan.
dyst, a tilt, bout, fight, = MLG. dust (zdust, sust),
a tilt, a dance. Prob. allied to douse?, beat (see
douse?). Hitherto confused by a natural figure
with dust*-, from which, in def. I., 2, and II.,
it cannot now be entirely separated. It is

possible that the two words are ult. connected.
Cf. Gr. Kovletv, tr. cover with dust, intr. run (as
horses or men), or march (as an army), making
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a dust in the act, i. e., 'dust.'] I.t trans. 1.

To throw
;
hurl.

This inilde meiden ... toe [took] him bi the ateliche

[grisly] top, ant hef him up ant duste him adunriht [down-

right] to ther [the] eorthe.
SI, Margherete (ed. Cockayne), p. 12.

He iss Godd self, that duste death under him.

Legend of St. Katherinc, 1. 1093.

2. To strike
;
beat.

An engel duste hit a swuch dunt that hit bigon to clat-

eren.
'

Legend of St. Katherine, 1. 2025.

Observe, my English gentleman, that blowes have a won-
derful! prerogative in the feminine sex ; ... if ... she

be good, to dust her often hath in it a singular . . . ver-

tue. Benvenuto, Passengers' Dialogues (1612).

II. intrans. To run; leave hastily ; scuttle;

get out: as, to get up and dust; come, dust out
of here. [Colloq. or slang.]

Vrgan lepe vnfain
Ouer the bregge [bridge] he deste.

Sir Tristrem, iii. 9 (Minstrelsy, ed. Scott, V.).

dust-ball (dust'bal), TO. A disease in horses in

which a ball is sometimes formed in the intes-

tinal canal, owing to over-feeding with the dust
of corn or barley. Its presence is indicated by a hag-
gard countenance, a distressed eye, a distended belly, and
hurried respiration.

dust-bin (dust'bin), n. A covered receptacle
for the accumulated dust, ashes, and rubbish
of a dwelling, usually placed in a cellar or in a

yard. [Eng.]

Villages, with their rows of hovels sandwiched in be-

tween rows of dustbins. Contemporary Rev., LII. 128.

dust-brand (dust'brand), . Smut. Also dust.

dust-brush (dust'brush), n, A brush made of

feathers, fine bristles, tissue-paper, or the like,
for removing dust, as from furniture, walls,
framed pictures, etc.

dust-cart (dust'kart), . A cart for conveying
dust, refuse, and rubbish from the streets.

[Eng.]
dust-chamber (dust'cham'

/
b6r), n. An in-

closed flue or chamber filled with deflectors, in

which the products of combustion from an ore-

roasting furnace are allowed to settle, the
heavier and more valuable portions being left

in the dust-chamber, and the volatile portions
passing out through the chimney or other es-

cape.
dust-collar (dust'kol"ar), n. A grooved ring
or flange placed between the hub of a wheel
and the journal, to hold a dust-guard and keep
the axle-box clean.

duster (dus'ter), . 1. One who dusts. 2.
That which is used in dusting or removing
dust, as a piece of cloth or a brush. A kind of
cloth especially for use in the form of dusters is made of

cotton, or of linen and cotton, generally twilled, woven
plain or with a checked pattern, and sold by the yard,
and also in separate squares, like handkerchiefs.

We were taught to play the good housewife in the kitch-
en and the pantry, and were well instructed in the con-
duct of the broom and the duster.

Watts, Education of Children and Youth, f viii.

3. A fine sieve. 4. A machine for sifting
dry poisons upon plants, to destroy insects.
E. H. Knight. 5. A light overcoat or wrap
worn to protect the clothing from dust, espe-
cially in traveling.
With February came the Carnival. . . . Hawthorne

. . . accepted its liberties . . . with great good humor.
He used to stroll along the streets, with a linen duster
over his black coat.

J. Hawthorne, Nathaniel Hawthorne, II. v.

Set duster, a long broom, hearth-brush, or any dusting-
brush.

dust-guard (dust'gard), n. A thin piece of

wood, leather, or fabric fitted to a journal-box
to exclude dust from the axle and bearings, and
to prevent the escape of the oil andwaste from
the box.

The dust-guard is made of sycamore wood, and is either
in one or two parts. Engineer, LXV. 297.

dust-hole (dust'hol), n. A dust-bin.

Our dusthole ain't been hemptied this week, so all the
stuff is running into the sile.

Quoted in First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 80.

dustiness (dus'ti-nes), n. The state of being
dusty.

dusting-colors (dus'ting-kul
//

orz), n. pi. In
printing, colors in the form of powder, made to
be spread or dusted over an impression in ad-
hesive varnish. Ultramarine blue and gold bronzes
are common dusting-colors, and by this treatment show
greater depth or brilliancy of color than when mixed with
the varnish as a printing-ink.

dustless (dust'les), a. [< dusti + -/ess.] Free
from dust.

A dustless path led to the door.
L. Wallace, Ben Hur, p. 177.
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dust-louse (dust'lous), . An insect of the

genus I'socus or family I'socidw.

dustman (dust'man), n.
; pi. dustmen (-men).

1. One whose employment is the removal of

dust, rubbish, or garbage. 2. The genius of

sleep in popular sayings and folklore: so

named because the winking and eye-rubbing
of a sleepy child are as if he had dust in his

eyes Running or flying dustman, a man who re-

moved dust from dust-lioles, without license, for the sake
of what he could pick out of it. [Eng. ]

At Marlborough Street one day early in November,
1837, two of the once celebrated fraternity known as "Jly-
ing dustmen "

were charged with having emptied a dust-

hole in Frith Street, without leave or licence of the con-
tractor. Quoted in First Year ofa Silken Reign, pp. 78, 79.

dustoori (dus-to'ri), n. Same as dasturi.

dust-pan (dust'pan), n. A utensil for collect-

ing and removing dust brushed from the floor,

furniture, etc.

dust-pointt (dust'point), n. An old rural game,
probably the same as push-pin.

We to nine holes fall,
At dust-point or at quoits.

Drayton, Muse's Elysium, vi.

Then let him be more manly ; for he looks
Like a great school-boy that had been blown up
Last night at dust-point.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, iii. 3.

dust-prig (dust 'prig), . A dust-hole thief;
one who filched from dust-bins. [Eng.]
The days of "

dusting on the sly
"
seem to be rapidly

passing away. The transportation of the renowned Bob
Bonner, first of dust-prigs, added to the great fall in

breeze, have caused this consummation.
Quoted in First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 79.

dust-prigging (dust'prig"ing), n. Filching or

stealing from dust-bins. [Eng.]
In the palmy days of dust-prigging, [men] fearlessly en-

countered the perils of Tothill Fields and the treadmill
in pursuit of their unlawful vocation.

Quoted in First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 79.

dust-shot (dust'shot), n. The smallest size of
shot. Also called mustard-seed.

Mustard-seed or dust-shot, as it is variously called.

Corns.

dust-storm (dust'storm), n. A storm of wind
which raises dense masses of dust into the air,
as on one of the great deserts of Africa or Asia.

dustuck, dustuk (dus'tuk), n. [Anglo-Ind., <

Hind, dastak, a passport, permit, < Hind, dast,
< Pers. dast, the hand.] In India, a customs

permit.
Mir Jaflr pledged himself to permit all goods of every

kind and sort to be carried duty free, under the company's
dustuck. J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. India, p. 295.

dust-whirl (dust'hwerl), n. A whirl of dust,
made by an eddy of wind.

In defining this phenomenon [the whirlwind] it will be
best perhaps that you should be asked to recall the occur-

rence, on any warm day, of the formation of a dust-whirl
as it suddenly bursts upon you in the open street.

Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXI. 247.

dusty (dus'ti), a. [< ME. dusty, dusti, < AS.
dystig, dusty, < dust, dust : see dust1 and -jl.]
1. Filled, covered, or sprinkled with dust

;
re-

duced to dust
;
clouded with dust : as, a dusty

road; dusty matter; dusty windows.
All our yesterdays have lighted fools

The way to dusty death. Shak., Macbeth, v. 5.

The house thro' all the level shines,
Close-latticed to the brooding heat,
And silent in its dusty vines.

Tennyson, Mariana in the South.

Nothing ever gave me such a poignant sense of death
and dusty oblivion as those crumbling tombs overshadow-
ing the clamorous aiid turbulent life on the hillside.

T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 245.

2. Like dust; of the hue of dust ; clouded: as, a
dusty white or red. 3. Covered with minute,
dust-like scales, as the wings of a butterfly.
Westwood.

dusty-foot (dus'ti-fut), n. Same as piepoudre.
dusty-miller (dus'ti-iniFer), n. 1. The auricu-

la, Primula Auricula : so called from the white
mealiness upon the leaves. 2. The Seneeto

Cineraria, a common cultivated foliage-plant
which is covered with white tomentum.
Dutch (duch), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also

Dutche, Doutclte, Duche; < ME. Vulclie, l>n<-l,<-

(Hollandish or German), < MD. diii/U-ch (OD.
dietisc), D. tliiiterh, Dutch, Hollandish (hoog-

iliiitneh, High Dutch, German), = MLG. diidesch,

LG. diidesk= OS. tliiudistc= ORQ. diiitisl; MHG.
diutisch, diutseh, diimcli, tiittixcli, tiutscli, tiuseh,
MG. diidesch, dutiscli, tutiscli, G. deutscJi, until re-

cently also tt'Htneli, = Icel. Thytlwerskr, tliylJi-

erskr, tliijeskr (perverted forms), later and mod.
Icel. tltyzkr = Sw. 1ysk = Dan. tijdsk (the Scaud.
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forms after O.) (ML. th/n/liticiia, tlifotinfiin, first

in llin !)th century), German. Teutonic, lit. be-

longing to the people, popular, national (sup-

posed to have boon first applied to the 'popular'
or national language, German, in distinction

from flu) literary and church language, Latin,
and from the neighboring Romance tongues),

being orig. = Goth, "l/iiiiilixl,-.^ (in mlv. tluiiiiixl;n.

translating Gr. eOvmui;, adv. of tfotubf, national,
also foreign, gentile) = AS. thcodisc, n., a lan-

guage, < Goth. Ihiniln = AS. tlieod = OS. thioil,

/liiiidd, lliiiH/n = OFries. thiade = OD. diet =
011(1. ilioln, dint, MHG. diet, people, = Icel.

tlijiiilli, nation, = Lett, tauta, people, nation, =
Lith. tiiutii, country, = Ir. tun tit, people, = Oscan

touto, people (cf. uti-ildis /<(<* (Livy), the chief

magistrate of the Campanian towns: meddix,
iiK'ilijc, a magistrate) ;

cf. Skt. / tu, grow, be

strong. This noun (Goth, thiuda, OHG. diot,

etc.) appears in several proper names, as in

AS. Tkeodric, G. Dietrich, D. Dierrijk, whence E.
1>< rrick, giving name to the mechanical con-
trivance so called : see derrick. The word Dutch
came into E. directly from the MD., but it is

also partly due to the G. form.] I. a. 1. Of or

pertaining to the Teutonic or German race, in-

cluding the Low German (Low Dutch) and the

High German (High Dutch). See II. Specifi-

cally ~. Of or pertaining to the Low Germans
or to their language, particularly to the inhabi-
tants of Holland

; Hpllandish; Netherlandish:

formerly called specifically Low Dutch.

Light pretexts drew me ; sometimes a Dutch love
For tulipa. Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

The word Dutch in this sense came to have in several

phrases an opprobrious or humorous application, perhaps
due in part to the animosity engendered by the long and
severe contest for the supremacy of the seas waged by Eng-
land and tile Netherlands in the seventeenth century. See
l>ut<-h auction, courane, defense, etc.

3. Of or pertaining to the High Germans or
to their language : formerly called specifically

High Dutch. Dutch auction, an auction at which the
auctioneer starts with a high price, and comes down till

he meets with a bidder
; a mock auction. Dutch bar-

gain. See bargain. Dutch bricks. See brick'*. Dutch
cheese. See cheese!. Dutch clover. See II., 7. Dutch
collar, a horse-collar. Dutch concert. Sec concert.

Dutch courage, artificial courage ; boldness inspired by
intoxicating spirits.

Pull away at the usquebaugh, man, and swallow Dutch

courage, since thine English is oozed away.
Kinysley, Westward Ho, xi.

Dutch cousins, Intimate friends : a humorous perversion
of aerinan cousins or conning german. Dutch defense,
a sham defense.

I am afraid Mr. Jones maintained a kind of Dutch de-

fence, and treacherously delivered up the garrison without
duly weighing his allegiance to the fair Sophia.

Fielding, Tom Jones, ix. 5.

Dutch foil. See /otfi. Dutch gleek, drink : a jocular
allusion to the game of gleek : as if tippling were the
favorite game of Dutchmen. Nares.

Nor could be partaker of any of the good cheer, except
it were the liquid part of it, which they call Dutch gleek,
where he plaied his cards so well, and vied and revied so

often, that he had scarce an eye to see withal.

Qaytvn, N"ots on Don Quixote, p. 90.

Dutch gold. See Dutch inetal. Dutch lace, a thick and
not very open lace, like a coarse Valenciennes lace, made in

the Netherlands, generally by the peasants. Dutch leaf.
See Dutch metal. Dutch liquid (so named because first

made by an association of Dutch chemists), a Him. oily li-

quid, insoluble in water, having a pleasant, sweetish smell
and taste. It is a definite compound, ethylene dichlorid

(CoH.CU), formed by mixing ethyleno or olenant gas and
chlorin. It also occurs as a by-product in the manufac-
ture of chloral. Dutch metal, one of the alloys used as
a cheap imitation of gold, and sold in the form of leaves,
called Dutch leaf or leaf-gold. It is a kind of brass, con-

taining It parts of copper to 2 of zinc, and is one of the
most malleable of alloys. It is cast in thin plates and then
rolled, and afterward beaten into very thin leaves. It is

used in bookbinding. Dutch myrtle, oven, pink. See
the nouns. Dutch pina. See pin. Dutch roller, rush.
See the nouns. Dutch school, the name applied to a

peculiar style of painting which attained its highest de-

velopment in the Netherlands, characterized by the se-

lection of subjects of a low or commonplace character, as
boors drinking, butchers' shops, the materials of the lard-

er, etc., but raised to tin- highest popularity by admirable
imitation and general perfection of execution. Rem-
linm.lt, Brouwer, Ostade, and Jan Steen are among the
best-known masters of this peculiar school. Dutch
syrup. See thi' extract.

A kind of syrup called colonial-synip or Dutch-syrup is

brimiiht into commerce from those colonies where sugar
is manufactured from sugar-cane.

Thautting, Beer (trans.), p. 217.

Dutch talent (naut.), any piece of nautical work which,
while it may answer the purpose, and even show a certain

ingenuity, is not done in clever, shipshape style: iletiiicit

by sailors as "main stn-nuth ami stupidity." Dutch tile.
See (id-. DUtCh White. See irhile. Dutch Wife, an

open frame of ratan or cane, used in hot weather in the
Dutch East Indies and other tropical countries to rest

tile arms and legs upon while in bed. To talk like a
Dutch uncle, to talk with great but kindly severity and
directness, us if with the authority and unsparing frank-
ness of an uncle from whom oue has expectations.

1805

Milvertnn . . . began reasoning with the boys, talking
to them liken Dutch n nrlf (I ler what that expression

means) about their cruelty.

///;',.-, Animalg and their Masters, p. 131.

II. H. 1. The Teutonic or Germanic race;
the German peoples generally : used as a plu-
ral. Specifically 2. The Low Germans, par-

ticularly the people of Holland, or the kingdom
of the Netherlands; the Dutchmen; the Hol-
landers: called specifically the Low Dutch: used
as a plural. 3. The High Germans; the in-

habitants of Germany; the Germans: formerly
called specifically the High Dutch: used as a

plural.

Germany is slandered to have sent none to this war [the

Crusades] at this first voyage ; and that other pilgrims,

passing through that country, were mocked by the lint'-t,.

ami railed fools for their pains. fuller.

4f. The Teutonic or Germanic language, in-

cluding all its forms. See 5, 6. 5. The lan-

guage spoken in the Netherlands ;
the Holland-

ish language (which differs verv slightly from
the Flemish, spoken in parts of the adjoining

kingdom of Belgium) : called distinctively Low
Dutch. 6. The language spoken by the Ger-
mans ; German ; High German : formerly, and
still occasionally (as in the United States, espe-

cially where the two races are mingled), called

distinctively High Dutch. 7f. The common
white clover, Trifolium repens : an abbreviation
of Dutch clover. 8. [Z. c.] A kind of linen tape.
Pennsylvania Dutch, a mixed dialect, consisting of

German intermingled with English, spoken by the de-

scendants of the original German settlers of Pennsylvania.
To beat the Dutch, to be very strange or surprising;

excel anything liefore known or heard of : said of a state-

ment, an occurrence, etc., usually in the form "That beats

the Dutch." (Colloq., northern U. 8.)

dutch (duch), v. t. [That is, to treat in Dutch
fashion: in allusion to the fact that quills were
first so prepared in Holland; < Dutch, a.] To
clarify and harden by immersing in heated

sand, as goose-quills.

dutchesst, n. An obsolete spelling of duchess.

Dutchman (duch'man), . ; pi. Dutchmen (-men).
1. A member of the Dutch race

;
a Hollander:

in the United States often locally applied to

Germans, and sometimes to Scandinavians.

The Dutch man who sold him this Vessel told him with-
al that the Government did not allow any such dealings
with the English, tho they might wink at it.

Dampier, Voyages, II. 1. 111.

2. [I. c.] A wooden block or wedge used to hide
the opening in abadlymade joint. Flying Dutch-
man, (a) A legendary Dutch captain who for some hei-

nous offense was condemned to sail the sea, beating against
head-winds, till the day of judgment. Legends diner as
to the nature of his offense. According to one, a murder
was committed on board his ship ; according to another,
the captain swore a profane oath that he would weather
the Cape of Good Hope, though it took him till the last

day. It is said that he sometimes hails vessels with the

request that they will take letters home for him. (b) The
ship commanded by this captain. Harry Dutchman,
the hooded crow, Corpus comix. [Local, Eng.]

Dutchman's-breeches (duch'manz-brich'ez),
H. The plant Dicentra Cucullaria: so called
from its broadly two-spurred flowers. [U. 8.]
Dutchman's-laudanum (duch

' manz - la ' da-

num), n. Bullhoof, the flowers of which are
used in Jamaica as a narcotic.
Dutchraan's-pipe (duch 'manz -pip), n. Tho
plant Aristolochia Sipho, a climber with broad
handsome foliage: so called from the shape
of the flowers. See cut under Aristolochia.

[U. 8.]

dutchyt, ft. An obsolete spelling of duchy.
duteous (du'te-us), a. [< duty + -o-s(cf. beau-

teous,^ beauty
'

+ -oits).] 1. Dutiful; obedient;
subservient. [Rare.]

As duteous to the vices of thy mistress
As badness would desire. Shah., Lear, iv. 6.

A duteous daughter and a sister kind.

Dryden, On a Lady who Died at Bath.

2. Pertaining to or required by duty. [Bare.]
With mine own tongue deny my sacred state,
With mine own breath release all duteous oaths.

Shak., Rich. II., IT. 1.

My ways and wishes, looks and thoughts, she knows,
And duteous care by close attention shows.

Crabbe, Works, V. 5i

duteously (du'tp-us-li), adr. In a duteous man-
ner.

duteousness (du'te-us-nes), H. The quality of

being duteous.

If piety goes before, whatever iluteousncss or observance
comes alterwanl-. it cannot easily be amiss.

./ i
. Taylor, Kule of Conscience, iii. 5.

dutiable (du'ti-a-bl), a. [< duty + -able.'] Sub-
ject to a customs duty: as, dutiable goods.

dutied (du'tid). n. [< duty + -erP.] Subjected
to duties or customs. [U. 8., and rare.]

duty
Breadstuff Is dutint so high in the market of Oreat

Britain as in times of plenty to exclude it, and this is done
from tile desire to favor her own fanners.

. I i<-, Works, II. U.

dutiful (du'ti-ful), n. [<d/i/ + -/ii(.]
1. Per-

forming the duties required by social or legal

obligations; obedient; submissive to natural
or legal superiors ; obediently respectful : as, a

dutiful son or daughter; a dutiful ward or ser-

vant; a dutiful subject.
The Queen beinn gone, the King said, I confess she hath

lieen t mi tin- most dutiful and loving Wife that ever
Prince had. Baker, Chronicles, p. 276.

Though never exceptionally dutiful in his filial rela-

tions, he had a genuine fondness for the author of his

lielng. J. llaicthorne. Dust, p. 187.

2. Expressive of a sense of duty; showing
compliant respect ; required by duty : as, duti-

ful attentions.
Then- would she kiss the ground, and thank the trees,

bless the air, and do dutiful reverence to every thing she
tli. Mi-ht did accompany her at their first meeting.

Sir /*. Sidney.

Surely if we have unto those laws that dutiful regard
which their dignity doth require, it will not greatly need
that we should be exhorted to live in obedience unto them.

Hooker, Eceles. Polity, ill. 9.

dutifully (du'ti-ful-i), adv. In a dutiful man-
ner; with regard to duty; obediently; submis-

sively.
I advised him to persevere in dutifully bearing with his

mother's ill humour. A necdates of Up. Watson, I. 367.

dutifulness (du'ti-ful-nes), . The quality of

being dutiful
;
submission to just authority ;

habitual performance of duty.
At his [the Earl of Essex's! landing, Bryan MacPhelym

welcom'd him, tendering unto him all manner of Dutijul-
neis and Service. Baker, Chronicles, p. 350.

Piety or dutifulnens to parents was a most popular vir-

tue among the Romans. Dryden.

duty (du'ti), n.
; pi. duties (-tiz). [Early mod.

E. also dutie, duetie, dewty, deictic, < ME. duele,

duetee, deute, dcu-tee, etc., < due, detee, due, +
-te, -ty, formed after such words as bewte, beau-

ty, etc.: see due1 and -ty.'] I. Obligatory ser-

vice
;
that which ought to be done

;
that which

one is bound by natural, moral, or legal obliga-
tion to do or perform.

It doth not stand with the duty which we owe to our

heavenly Father, that to the ordinances of our mother the
Church we should show ourselves disobedient.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ill. 9.

Take care that your expressions be prudent and safe,

consisting with thy other duties.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 664.

In the middle ages fealty to a feudal lord was accounted
a duty, and the assertion of personal freedom a crime.

//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 265.

2. The obligation to do something; the bind-

ing or obligatory force of that which is morally
right : as, when duty calls, one must obey.
For the parents iniurie was reuenged, and the duetie ot

nature performed or satisfied by the childe.

J'uttenhain, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 138.

I taught my wife her duty, made her see
What ft behoved her see and say and do,
Feel in her heart and with her tongue declare.

Broirm'm/, Ring and Book, I. 227.

O hard, when love and duty clash !

Tennyson, Princess, it

It is asserted that we are so constituted that the notion
of iluty furnishes in itself a natural motive of action of

the highest order, and wholly distinct from all the refine*

ments and modifications of self-interest.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 189.

Duty to one's countrymen and fellow -citizens, which is

the social instinct guided by reason, is in all healthy com-
munities the one tiling sacred and supreme.

W. K. Cliford, Lectures, II. 69.

3. Due obedience ; submission ; compliant or
obedient service.

Every subject's duty is the king's ; but every subject's
soul is his own. Shak., Hen. V., iv. I.

4. A feeling of obligation, or an act manifest-

ing such feeling ; an expression of submissive
deference or respectful consideration. [Ar-
chaic or prov. Eng.]

They both attone
Did deicfu to their Lady, as became.

Spenser, . Q., II. ix. 28.

There also did the Corporation of Dover and the Earl
of Winchelsea do their duties to him, in like sort.

England's Joy (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 27%

I must entreat you to take a promise that you shall

have the first [copy] for a testimony of that duty which I

owe to your love. Donne, Letters, xiv.

He craved so for news of Sylvia, . . . even though it

was only that she sent her duty to him.
Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lover, xix.

5. Any requisite procedure, service, business,
or office

;
that which one ought to do

; particu
-

larly, any stated service or function : as, the

duties of one's station in life
;
to go or be on

duty; the regiment did duty in Flanders.



duty
Fear God, and keep his commandments : for this is the

whole duty of man. Eccl. xii. 13.

To employ him on the hardest and most imperative

duty.
Hallam.

6. In mech., the number of foot-pounds of work
done per bushel or per hundredweight of fuel

consumed : as, the duty of a steam-engine.
7f. That which is due

;
an obligation ;

com-

pensation; dues.

And right as Judas hadde purses smale
And was a theef, right swiche a theef was he,

His master hadde but half his duetee.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 6934.

They neither regarded to sette him to schole, nor while

he was at schoole to paie his schoolemaister's duetie.

J. Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 369.

The man shall give unto the woman a ring, laying the

same upon the book, with the accustomed duty to the

Priest and Clerk. Rubric in Marriage (1552).

Do thy duty, and have thy duty. Shak., T. of the S.
,
iv. 1.

8. A tax or impost ;
excise or customs dues

;
the

sum of money levied by a government upon cer-

tain articles, specifically on articles imported or

exported: as, the stamp duty of Great Britain;
the legacy duty; the duties on sugar; ad valo-

rem and specific duties.

To dames discreet, the duties yet unpaid,
His stores of lace and hyson he convey'd.

Crabbe., Works, I. 65.

The word duties is often used as synonymous with taxes,

but is more often used as equivalent to customs ; the latter

being taxes levied upon goods and merchandise which are

exported or imported. In this sense, duties are equivalent
to imposts, although the latter word is often restrained

to duties on goods and merchandise which are imported
from abroad. Andrews, Revenue Laws, 133.

Alnage duties. See alnage. Breach Of duty. See
breach. Countervailing duties. See countervailing.
Differential duty. Same as discriminating duty (which
see, under discriminating). Malls and dullest. See
mail*. TO do duty for. See <fol. =8yn. 8. Custom, Ex-

cise, etc. See tax, n.

duty-free (du'ti-fre), a. Free from tax or duty.
duumvir (du-um'ver), n. ; pi. duumviri, duumvirs

(-vi-ri, -verz). [L., usually, and orig., in pi. du-

umviri, more correctly dwoviri (sing.duovir), i. e.,

duo viri, two men : duo = E. two; viri, pi. of vir =
AS. wer, a man. Of. centumvir, decemvir.'] In
Rom. hist., one of two officers or magistrates
united in the same public function. The officers

specifically so called were either the highest magistrates
of municipal towns or persons appointed for some occa-

sional service, the kind of duty in all cases being indicated

by a descriptive term : as, duumviri navales, officers for

equipping and repairing the fleet.

duumviracy (du-um' vi-ra-si), n. [< duumvi-
rate : see -acy.']

'

The union of two persons in

authority or office. [Rare.]
A cunning complicating of Presbyterian and Indepen-

dent principles and interests together, that they may rule

in their Duumviracy.
Dp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 438.

duumviral (du-um'vi-ral), a. [= F. duumviral
= It. duumvirale, (. L. duumviralis, < duumviri :

see duumvir and -a?.] Pertaining to Roman
duumviri, or to a duumvirate.
duumvirate (du-um'vi-rat), . [= F. duum-
virat = Sp. duunvirato = Pg. duumvirato = It.

duumvirato, < L. duumviratits, < duumviri: see
duumvir and -ate3.] The union of two men in

the same office, or the office, dignity, or gov-
ernment of two men thus associated, as in an-
cient Rome.
duumviri, . Latin plural of duumvir.
duvet (du-va'), n. [F., < OF. duvet, down, wool,
nap.] A quilt or comfortable stuffed with
swans' down or eider-down.
dux (duks), n.

; pi. (luces (du'sez). [L., a lead-

er, general, chief : see duke1 .'] 1. A leader; a
chief

; specifically,
the head or chief pupil of a

class or division in some public schools. Imp.
Diet. 2. In music, the subject or theme of a

fugue : distinguished from the comes or answer.

duyker, duykerbok (dl'ker, -bok), n. [< D.

duiker, = E. ducker, + bok = E. buek.~] The
diving-buck, or impoon, Cephalophus mergens,
an antelope of South Africa : so called from its

habit of plunging through and under the bushes
in flight instead of leaping over them. There
are several species of Cephalophus, besides the one men-
tioned, to which the name is also applicable. See cut
under Cephalophus.

duypng, n. Same as dugong.
duzine, n. [< D. dozijn, a dozen: see dozen.']
A body of twelve men, governing a village.
[N. Y., colonial, local.]

The patentees are said to have been called the " Twelve
Men" or Duzine, and to have had both legislative and
judicial powers in town affairs.

Johns Hopkins Univ. Stud., IV. 66.

D. V. An abbreviation of the Latin Deo volente,
God willing. See Deo volente.
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D-Valve (de'yalv),
n. A valve for opening and

closing the induction and eduction passages
of a steam-en-

gine cylinder : so

called from its

plan resembling
the letter D. The
usual form of the D-

valve is shown in fig.

1, where it is seen

detached, and at a
a, flg. 2, which rep-
resents a section of a

steam-cylinder and
nozles.

dwale (dwal), n.

[< ME. dwale,
dwole, error, de-

lusion, also, in
later use, dwale,
a sleeping-po-
tion, deadly
nightshade, <

AS. dwola (rare-

ly dwala), ge-dwola, error, delusion, heresy ;
cf .

D. dwaal- (in comp.). delusion, = OHG. twdla,

MHG. twdle, delay; Icel. dvali, sleep, lethargy

(Haldorsen), dvala, also dvol, pi. dvalar, a short

stay, a stop, pause; Sw. dvala, a trance, ec-

stasy, = Dan. dvale, torpor, lethargy, a trance

(dvale-drik, a sleeping-potion, dvalc-ocer, man-
drake) : words variously formed and connected
with AS. "dwal, "dwol, dol (= Goth, dwals, etc.),

stupid, foolish, dull (see dull1 ), and with the

secondary verbs AS. dwelian, mislead, intr.

err, dwelian, hinder, mislead, dwelian, remain,
dwell, etc.

;
all ult. from the strong verb rep-

resented by AS. "dwelan, pret. *dwal, *dwol, pp.

ge-dwolen, mislead: see further under dwell, and
cf. dwale, v., dwalm.'] If. Error; delusion.

The Goddes lamb than clenge sale

This wreched werld fra sinful duale.
Cunor Mundi, 1. 12840.

2f. A sleeping-potion ;
a soporific.

To bedde goth Aleyn, and also Jon,
Ther nas no more, hem needede no dwale.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 241.

The frere with hus flsik this folke hath enchaunted,
And doth men drynke dwale that men dredeth no synne.

Piers Plowman (C), xxiil. 379.

3. The deadly nightshade, Atropa Belladonna,
which possesses stupefying or poisonous prop-
erties.

Dwale, or sleeping nightshade, hath round blackish

Btalkes, &c. This kind of nightshade causeth sleep.

Gerarde, Herball (ed. T. Johnson), ii. 56.

4. In her., a sable or black color Deadly dwale,
the Acuistus arborescens, a small solanaceous tree of

tropical America, nearly allied to Atropa. It bears yellow
berries.

dwale (dwal), v. i.
; pret. and pp. dwaled, ppr.

dwaling. [See dwell.'] To mutter deliriously.

Dunglison. [Devonshire, Eng.]
dwalm, dwaum (dwam, dwam), n. [So., also

written dualm, dwam; < ME. "dwolme, < AS.

dwolrna, a confusion, chaos, hence a gulf, chasm
(cf. OS. dwalm, delusion, = OHG. twalm, stupe-
faction, a stupefying drink), < "dwelan, pp. gc-

dwolen, mislead, lead into error: see dwell,

dwale, and dull1 .']
A swoon; a sudden fit of

sickness.

Mir Majestic . . . this nicht has had sum dwaumes of

swooning.
Letter of Council of State, in Keith's Hist., App., p. 18a

When a child is seized with some undeflnable ailment,
it is common to say, "It's just some dwaum." Jamieson.

dwang (dwang), n. A strut inserted between
the timbers of a floor to stiffen them. [Scotch.]
dwarf (dwarf), n. and a. [< ME. dwarf, dwerf,
where / represents the changed sound (so in
LG. below) of the guttural, which also took a
different development in the parallel ME. dwe-

rowe, dwerwe (mod. E. as if *dwarrow; cf. ar-

row, barrow, etc.), < dwergh, dwerk (whence also
mod. dial, durgan), a dwarf, particularly as an
attendant, < AS. dweorg, dweorh, a dwarf (def.

1), =D. dwerg, a dwarf, = MLG. dwerch, dwarch,
dwark = LG. dwarf, a dwarf, contr. dorf, an
insignificant person or thing, = OHG. twerg,
MHG. twerc, qucrch, zwerch, G. cwerg, a dwarf,
= Icel. dvergr = Sw. and Dan. dverg, a dwarf.
The mythological sense appears esp. in Scand.,
and may be the orig. sense.] I. n. 1. A per-
son of very small size

;
a human being much

below the ordinary stature. True dwarfs (some of
the most celebrated of whom have been from 3 to less than
2 feet in height) are usually well formed ; but dwarflshness
is often accompanied by deformity or caused by dispro-
portion of parts. In ancient, medieval, and later times,
dwarfs have been in demand as personal attendants upon
ladies and noblemen ; and the ancient Romans practised
methods of dwarfing persons artificially.

dwarfling

Of that Citee was /Cacheus UK- Dicri'f, that clomb up in

to the Sycomour Tre, for to see oure Lord ; be cause he
was so litille, he myghte not seen him for the peple.

SlandeoUle, Travels, p. 98.

Behind her farre away a Dwarfe did lag,
That lasie seemd, in being ever last.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 6.

Beneath an oak, mossed o'er by eld,
The Baron's Dwarf his courser held.

Scott, L. of L. M., ii. 31.

2. An animal or a plant much below the ordi-

nary size of its species. 3. In Scand. myth.,
a diminutive and generally deformed being,

dwelling in rocks and hills, and distinguished
for skill in working metals.

II. a. Of small stature or size
;

of a size

smaller than that common to its kind or spe-
cies : as, a dwarf palm ; dwarf trees. Among gar-
deners dwarf is used to distinguish fruit-trees of which
the branches spring from the stem near the ground from
riders or standards, the original stocks of which are several

feet in height.
In the northern wall was a dwarf door, leading by break-

neck stairs to a pigeon-hole.
R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 92.

Many of the dwar/bicycles now offered for sale, though
they have merits of their own, are anything but safeties.

Bury and llillier, Cycling, p. 28.

Similar to it [B. Aqulfolium], but different in foliage
and dwarfer in growth, is B. repeps.

Set. Ainer., N. S., LVI. 292.

Dwarf bay, bilberry, cherry, etc. See the nouns.

Dwarf dove, a small ground-dove of the genus Chamoe-

pelia, (or Columbiffallina). There are several species, all

American, the best-known being C. pax8erina3 common in

southern parts of the United States. See cut under ground-
dove. Dwarf lemur, a small lemur of the genus Micro-
cebut (which see). Dwarf male, in algee of the group
(Kdogynieae, a small, short-lived plant consisting of only
a few cells, developed in the vicinity of the oogonium
from a peculiar zoospore, and producing antherozooids.

Dwarf quail, a small quail of the genus Excalfactoria,
as the Chinese dwarf quail, E. sintnsis. Dwarf snake,
a serpent of the family Calamariida (which see), of dimin-
utive size, and with non-distensible jaws, very generally
distributed over the globe, found under stones and logs.

There are several genera and species. Dwarf thrush, a
small variety of the hermit-thrush, found in the Western
States ; Turdus nanM. Dwarf wall, specifically, a wall
of less height than a story of a building. The term is

generally applied to walls which support the sleeper-joists
under the lowest floor of a building.

dwarf (dwarf), v. [< dwarf, .] I. trans. 1.

To hinder from growing to the natural size ;

make or keep small ; prevent the due develop-
ment of; stunt.

Tims it was that the national character of the Scotch

was, in the seventeenth century, dwarfed and mutilated.

Buckle, Civilization, II. v.

The habit of brooding over a single idea is calculated to

dwarf the soundest mind.
Dr. Kay, in Huxley and Youmans' Physiol., 508.

The window heads have been dwarfed down to mere
framings for masks.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 124.

You may dwarf a man to the mere stump of what he

ought to be, and yet he will put out green leaves.

G. W. Cable, Grandissimes, p. 331.

2. To cause to appear less than reality ;
cause

to look or seem small by comparison: as, the
cathedral dwarfs the houses around it.

The larger love

That dwarfs the petty love of one to one.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

The mind stretches an hour to a century, and dwarfs
an age to an hour. Emerson, Old Age.

And who could blame the generous weakness
Which, only to thyself unjust,
So overprized the work of others,
And dwarfed thy own with self-distrust?

Whittier, A Memorial, M. A. C.
'

II. intrans. To become less
;
become dwarf-

ish or stunted.
As it grew, it dwarfed. Buckle, Civilization, II. ii.

The region where the herbage began to dwarf.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 7.

dwarfish (dwar'fish), a. [< dwarf+ -iafti.] 1.

Like a dwarf; below the common stature or
size

; diminutive]: as, a dwarfish animal
;

a

dwarfish shrub. 2. Slight; petty; despicable.
The king ... is well prepar'd
To whip this dwarfish war, these pigmy arms,
From out the circle of his territories.

Shalt., K. John, v. '2.

dwarfishly (dwar'fish-li), adv. Like a dwarf ;

in a dwarfish manner.
The painter, the sculptor, the composer, the epic rhap-

sodist, the orator, all partake one desire, namely, to ex-

press themselves symmetrically and abundantly, not dwarf-
ishly and fragmentarily. Kmermn, The Poet.

dwarfishness (dwar'fish-nes), n. Smallness of

stature ;
littleness of size.

Science clearly explains this dwarjishness produced by
great abstraction of heat ; showing that, food and other

tilings being equal, it unavoidably results.

U. Spencer, Education, p. 247.

dwarfling (dwarfling), . [< dwarf + dim.
A very small dwarf; a pygmy.



dwarfling
When the Drnirfliivi did pen-cine me, . . .

Skijit In- ^uulic into a corner.
.Si//r. ,,V.T, Tin- Woodman's Hear.

dwarfy (dwar'fi), a. [< du-arf + -yl.] Small
;

dwarfish.

Though I am squint-eyed, lame, bald, dimrfy, &<-., >. I

these det'oi-nutiei arc joy*.

Wntfrliontf, Apol. for Learning (1653), p. 65.

dwaum, n. See diralm.

dwell (dwel), v.
; pret. and pp. dwelled, more

usually dwelt, ppr. duTlling. [< ME. dicr/li n

(pi-rt. iliri'lli-i/i
1

, dirrli'de, dirrldf, dinildi; dinette,

ilirilt), intr. linger, remain, stay, abide, dwell,
also err, tr. mislead; < AS. (it) diretlun (pret.
direaldi.:), tr., mislead, deceive, hinder, pre-
vent; (ft) dwelian (also in comp. gedwclian and
ddwelian) (prot. ilin-li-de, tlwelode), tr. mislead,
deceive, intr. err, wander; (<) dwelian (pret.
ihrrlnili'), intr., r<>m:iin, dwell (riirc in tliis

sense) ; (d) dwolian, rarely dwalian, comp. ge-
dwolian, intr., err, wander; = D. dwalen, err, =
MLG. dtcelcn, dwalen, err, be foolish, LG. dwa-
len, intr. err, tr. mislead, cheat, = OS. bi-dwelian,
hinder, delay, = OHG. twaljan, twellan, MHG.
tiri'llcn, twelen, tr. hinder, delay, intr. linger,
wait, = Icel. dvelja, intr. wait, tarry, tr. delay,
defer, refl. dveljask, stay, make a stay, = Sw.
dviiljas, intr., dwell, = Dan. dvtelc, intr., linger,

loiter; all secondary verbs, more or less mix-
ed in forms and senses, and with numerous
derivatives, ult. from the strong verb repre-
sented by AS. 'dwelan (pret. "dwal, *dwol, pp.
gedwolen), mislead, cause to err (pp. as adj.,

perverse, erring), = OS. for-dwelan, neglect, =
OHG. ar-twelan, become dull, stupid, or lifeless,

ga-twelan, stop, sleep (not in Goth, except as
in deriv. dwals, stupid, foolish, etc.: see dull1 )-.

prob. from a root repr. by Skt. -\/ dhvar, bend
or make crooked. See dwale, dull1

, dolt.] I.
in trans. 1. To linger; delay; continue; stay;
remain.

I ne dar no leng dwelle her,
For Ihc was sent as Messager.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 48.

Series, ich haue wonder
Where my doujter to-day dwelles thus longe.

William o/ I'alenie (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1989.

Yat qwat broyer or syster be ded of yis gylde, ye aldyr-
man and alle ye gylde breyeryn and systers schullyn be
redl to here hym to ye chyrche, and otfyrryn as it aforne
seyde, and dwelle yer tylle ye messe be don.and be beryid.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.X p. 88.

Go, and let
The old men of the city, ere they die,
Kiss thee, the matrons dwell about thy neck.

li. Jonson, Catiline, v. 6.

2. To abide as a permanent resident; reside;
have abode or habitation permanently or for
some time.

In that Desert duellyn manye of Arrabyenes.
Mandeville, Travels, p. S3.

God shall enlarge Japheth, and he shall dwell in the
tent* of Shem. Gen. ix. 27.

Nor till her lay was ended could I move,
But wish'd to dwell for ever in the grove.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 135.

And Virtue cannot dwell with slaves, nor reign
O'er those who cower to take a tyrant's yoke.

Bryant, The Ages.

3f. To live; be; exist: without reference to

place.
There was dwellynge somtyme a ryche man, and it is

not longe sithen, and men clept him Qatholonabes ; and he
was tulle of Cauteles. .Mandeville, Travels, p. 277.

To dwell on or upon, (a) To keep the attention fixed
on ; regard with attention or interest.

They stand at a distance dwelling on his looks and lan-

guage, tlxed in amazement. Budktninnter.

The mind must abide and dwellupon things, or be always
a stranger to the inside of them. South.

Do you not, for Instance, dwell on the thought of wealth
and splendour till you covet these temporal blessings?

J. II. Sewinan, Parochial Sermons, i. 89.

Then Lancelot lifted his large eyes ; they duvlt

Deep-tranced OH hers. Tennyson, Balin and Balan.

(fi) To continue on
; occupy a long time with

; speak or
write about at great length or with great fullness : as, to

on a note in music ; to dwell upon a subject.

But I shall not <iin{( ti;)o>i speculations so abstracted as
this. Stetle, Spectator, No. 19.

I must not duvll on that defeat of fame.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

To dwell under one's vine and fig-tree, to live In
one's own home ; enjoy the possession of a home in one's
own right. 1 Ki. iv. 25. =Syn. 2. Abide, Sojourn, Can-
htlMM, etc. SIT ,iliide>.

Il.t trans. 1. To inhabit.

We sometimes
Who dwell this wild, constraint by want, come forth,
To town or village. MHInn, P. R,, 1. 331.

2. To place as an inhabitant
; plant.

The promise of the lather. who shall ilirrU
Jlis Spirit within them. Milton, P. L., xii. 4S7.
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dwell (dwcl), a. [< flirt II, r.] In jirintiiitj, the
brief continuation of pressure in the taking of

an impression on a hand-press or an Adams
press, supposed to set or fasten the ink more
hrmly in tne paper.
dweller (dwd't'-r), n. [< ME. dwellere, < diri-lt-

en, dwell: see dwell, p.] An inhabitant ;
a resi-

dent of some continuance in a place.
And it was known unto all the dwellers at Jerusalem.

Act* i. 19.

Dweller in yon dungeon dark.

/.'"//'., Ode on Mrs. Oswald.

Dweller on the threshold, in occultism an imaginary
being or spirit, of frightful aspect and malicious charac-

ter, supposed to be encountered on the threshold of one's
studies in psychic science, as a kind of Cerberus guarding
the realm of spirit Ilulwer.

dwelling (dwel'ing), . [< ME. dwelling, diall-

ing, delay, continuance, an abode, verbal n. of

dteellen, dwell.] If. Delay. Chaucer. 2f. Con-

tinuance; stay; sojourn.
Therefore euery man bithinke him weel

How litil while Is his dwellynge.
Hymn* to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 94.

3. Habitation; residence; abode; lodgment.
Ne no wighte male, by my clothing,
Wete with what folke is my dwelling.

Horn, of the lliine.

Thy dwelling shall be with the beasts of the field.

Dan. iv. 32.

The condition of that fardel, the place of your dwelling,
your names? Shall., W. T., Iv. 3.

4. A place of residence or abode
; an abiding-

place; specifically, a house for residence; a

dwelling-house.
Hazor shall be a dwelling for dragons. Jer. xlix. 33.

There was a neat white dwelling on the hill,which we took
to be the parsonage. 11. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 350.

dwelling-house (dwel'ing-hous), n. A house

occupied or intended to be occupied as a resi-

dence.
One Messuage or DweMinge-house. called the Viccaredge

house. Record Soc. of Lancashire and Cheshire, I. 13.

dwelling-place (dwel'ing-plas), n. [< ME.
dwellynge place.'} A place of residence; an

abiding-place.
Thei . . . hav not here a dwellynge place for evere.

Wyclif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), HI. 197.

There, where seynt Kateryne was buryed, is nouther
chin-lie no < 'hapelie, ne other duellynge place.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 62.

The Church of Christ hath been hereby made, not " a
den of thieves," but in a manner the very dwelling-place
of foul spirits. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vll. 24.

This wretched Inn, where we scarce stay to bait,
We call our Dwelling-place.

Cowley, Pindaric Odes, xll. 1.

dwelt (dwelt). Preterit and past participle of
dwell.

dwindle (dwin'dl), u. i.
; pret. and pp. dwindled,

ppr. dwindling. [Freq. (for *dwinle) of ME.
dwinen, waste away, dwine : seedieine.] 1. To
diminish ; become less

;
shrink ; waste or con-

sume away: with by or from before the cause,
and to, in, or into before the effect or result: as,

the body dwindles by pining or consumption;
an estate dwindles from waste ; an object dwin-
dles in size as it recedes from view ; from its

constant exposure, the regiment dwindled to a
skeleton.

Weary sev'n nights, nine times nine,
Shall he dwindle, peak, and pine.

Shak., Macbeth, 1. 3.

By a natural and constant transfer, the one [estate] had
been extended

; the other had dwindled to nothing.
Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

In the common Triton of our ponds, the external lungs
or brauchitc dwindle awav when the internal lungs have
grown to maturity. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 458.

2. To degenerate ;
sink

; fall away in quality.
Religious societies . . . arc said to have dwindled into

factious clubs. Swift.

The flattery of his friends began to dwindle Into simple
approbation. Goldsmith, Vicar, ill.

= Syn. 1. Diminish, etc. (see decrease); attenuate, become
attenuated, decline, fall off, fall away.
dwindle! (dwin'dl), n. [< dwindle, v.] Grad-
ual decline or decrease

; a wasting away ; de-

generacy; decline.

However inferior to the heroes who were born In better

ages, he might still be great among his contemporaries,
with the hope of growing every day greater in the dwindle
of posterity. Johnson, Milton.

dwindlement (dwin'dl-ment), H. [< dwindle
+ -ment.] A dwindled state or condition ; de-
creased size, strength, ((..

It was with a sensation of dreadful dwindlement that
poor Vincent crossed the street again to his lonely alnxle.

Mrs. Oliphani. Salem rhapel, i.

dwine (dwin), r. i.; pret. and pp. dwined, ppr.
[E. dial, and Sc., < ME. dwinen, <

dyaster

AS. dtriiiini, pine iiw.-iv. dwindle, = MD. dtey-
iii n = L(i. dirini'ii = led. drum, ilriim, ilnim
= Sw. tviita, pine away, languish ;

cf. Dan.
trim; whine, whimper. Hence dwindle.'] To
pine; decline, especially by sickness; fade or
waste: usually with mcny.

UuelfulU sehe dwined a-wi/-- bothe dayes A nijtes.
William, of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 678.

Ml loue euere wexlnge be,
80 that y Hem r> ,/.

/;.nuns In I'lV-mi, ete. (K. K. T. S.), p. 27.

He Just dinned au-ttit. and we hadn't taken but one
whale In-fore our captain died, and first mate took th
command. Met. (Jattell, Sylvia's Lovers, Ix.

dwt. A contraction of pennywrigh t, d. standing
for Latin denarius, a penny, and wt. for weight.

dyad (di'ad), n. and a. [< LL. dyas (dyad-), <

Gr. rfwlf (ivai-), the number two, < <5i'-o = E.

two, q. v.] I. H. 1. Two units treated as one
;

a pair; a couple.
A point answers to a monad, and a line to a dyad, and

a superficies to a triad.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 376.

2. In i-li' in., an elementary substance each of
whose atoms, in combining with other atoms
or molecules, is equivalent in saturating power
to two atoms of hydrogen. For example, oxygen is

a dyad as seen in the compound HpO (water), where one
atom of oxygen combines with and saturates two atoms
of hydrogen.
3. In morpnology, a secondary unit of organi-
zation, resulting from individuation or integra-
tion of an aggregate of monads. See monad.
4. In math., an expression signifying the oper-
ation of multiplying internally by one vector
and then by another Pythagorean dyad, the
number two considered as an essence or constituent of

being.

II. a. Same as dyadic.
dyad-deme (di'ad-dem), n. A colony or aggre-
gate of undifferentiated dyads. See monad-
deme.
A secondary unit or dyad, this rising through dyad-

demei into a triad. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 843.

dyadic (di-ad'ik), a. and n. [< dyad +
-'<:.]

I. a. 1. Pertaining or relating to the number
two, or to a dyad; consisting of two parts or
elements: as, a dyadic metal. 2. In Gr. pros. :

(a) Comprisingtwo differentrhythms ormeters:
as, a dyadic epiploce. (6) Consisting of peri-

copes, or groups of systems each of which con-
tains two unlike systems: as, a dyadic poem.
Dyadic arithmetic. Same as binary arithmetic (which
see, under binary). Dyadic dlsyntheme, any combina-
tion of dyads, with or without repetition, in which each
element occurs twice and no oftener. Dyadic 8JTO-
theme, a similar combination in which each element oc-
curs only once.

Also dyad, duadic.

II. n. 1. In math., a sum of dyads. Seerfynrf.
2. The science of reckoning with a system of

numerals in which the ratio of values of succes-
sive places is two Complete dyadic. See complete.

Conjugate dyadlcs. See conjugate. Cyclic dyadic,
a dyadic which may be expressed to any desired degree of

approximation as a root of a unity or universal idemfac-
tor. Linear dyadic, a dyadic reducible to a dyad.
Planar dyadic, a dyadic which can be reduced to the sum
of two dyads. Shearing dyadic, a dyadic expressing a
simple or complex shear. unlplanar dyadic, a planar
dyadic In which the plane of the antecedent* coincides
with that of the consequents.

Dyak (di'ak), . One of a native race inhab-

iting Borneo, the largest island of the Malay
archipelago. The Dyaks are numerically the leading
people of the island, and are usually believed to be its

aborigines. Also Daynk, Dayakker.

dyakis-dodecahedron (di'a-kis-do'dek-a-he'-
dron), n. [< Gr. 6vdmc, twice, + ioieieAef/>ov, a
dodecahedron: see dodecahedron.'] Same as

diploid.
The dyalritdodrcahedron, bounded by twenty-four tra-

pezoids with two sides equal, has twelve short, twelve
long, and twenty-four intermediate edges.

Kncj/c. Brit., XVI. 355.

dyarchy (di'iir-ki), n. ; pi. dyarchies (-Hz). [<
Gr. dmpxia, dyarchy, < oi-o, two, + apxeiv, rule,

govern.] A government by two ; a diarchy.
Also duarchy.
The name Diarchy, given by Dr. Mommsen to the Con-

stitution of Augustus, Is not yet sufficiently justified.
The Academy, Feb. 25, 1888, p. 128.

Dyas (di'as), n. [NL. use of LL. dyas, the
number two : see dyad.'] In geol., a name some-
times applied to the Permian system, from its

being divided into two principal groups. Com-
pare Trias. See Perm in n.

Dyassic (di-as'ik), a. Pertaining or belonging
to the Dyas or Permian.

dyaster (di-as'ter), n. [NT,., < Gr. rfi'*, = E.
two. 4- i\mi/i> = E. star.~\ The double-star fig-
ure occurring in or resulting from caryocinesis.
Also spelled diuster.



dye

dye1
(di), r. t.

; pret. and pp. dyed, ppr. dyeing.

[Formerly also die; < ME. dyen, dien, deyen, <

AS. deagian, degian, dye, color, < dcdg, dedh, a

dye, color, < *dedgan, a strong verb found only

once, in pret. deog, dye, tinge, prob. (like tinge,

< L. tingere), orig. wet, moisten, and allied to AS.

dedw, E. dew, and so to E. dag1
, dew, and dcg,

moisten, sprinkle : see dew 1
.] 1. To fix a color

or colors in the substance of by immersion in

a properly prepared bath
; impregnate with col-

oring matter held in solution. The matters used

for dyeing are obtained from vegetables, animals, anil

minerals ; and the subjects to which they are applied are

porous materials in general, but especially wool, cotton,

silk, linen, hair, skins, feathers, ivory, wood, and marble.

The great diversity of tint obtained in dyeing is the result

of the combination of two or more simple coloring sub-

stances with one another or with certain chemical re-

agents. To render the colors permanent, the subsequent
application of a mordant, or the precipitation of the col-

oring matter by the direct use of a mordant, is usually re-

quired ; but when aniline and some other artificial dyes
are used, no mordant is necessary. The superficial appli-
cation of pigments to tissues by means of adhesive vehi-

cles such as oil and albumen, as in painting or in some
kinds of calico-printing, does not constitute dyeing, be-

cause the coloring bodies so applied do not penetrate the

fiber, and are not intimately incorporated with it.

2. To overspread with color, as by effusion;

tinge or stain in general.
I cannot rest

Until the white rose that I wear be dyed
Even in the lukewarm blood of Henry's heart.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 2.

Mony o
f

Murry'a men lay gaspin,
An' doit thi grand wi theire bleid.

Battle of Corichie (Child's Ballads, VII. 213).

Their [maidens'] cheekes were died with vermilion.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 807.

Over the front door trailed a luxuriant woodbine, now
dyed by the frosts into a dark claret.

S. Judd, Margaret, li. 8.

To dye In grain. See graini. To dye Scarlett, to

drink deep ; drink till the face becomes scarlet.

dye1
(di), . [< ME. *deye, *deghe (not found),

< AS. dedg, dedh, a dye, color: see the verb,
which is orig. from the noun.] 1. Coloring
matter in solution

;
a coloring liquor,

A kind of shell-fish, having in the midst of his jaws a
certain white vein, which containeth that precious liquor :

a die of sovereign estimation. Sandys, Travailes, p. 168.

2. Color; hue; tint; tinge.
And creeping shrubs of thousand dyes
Waved in the west wind's summer sighs.

Scott, L. of the L., 1. 11.

dye2t, i- An obsolete spelling of die1 .

dye3
t, n. An obsolete spelling of die3 .

You shall no more deal with the hollow dye
Or the frail card. B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

dye-bath (dl'bath), n. A bath prepared for use
in dyeing; a solution of coloring matter in

which substances to be colored are immersed.
Oxalic acid, like acetic acid, is used for preparing dye-

baths. C. T. Davis, Leather, p. 708.

dye-beck (dl'bek), n. Same as dye-bath.
The dye-beck consists of alizarin and tannin.

Ure, Diet., IV. 915.

dye-house 1
(di'hous), n. A building in which

dyeing is carried on.

dye-house2 (di'hous), . [A dial. var. of dey-

house.~\ A milk-house or dairy. Grose. [Prov.
Bug.]
dyeing (di'ing), . [Verbal n. of dye1,v.'] The
operation or practice of fixing colors in solution
in textile and other porous substances.

dye-pot (di'pot), n. A dye-vat.
There were clothes there which were to receive different

colors. All these Jesus threw into one dye-pot, . . . and
taking them out, each [piece] was dyed as the dyer wished.

Stowe, Origin of the Books of the Bible, p. 222.

dyer (di'er), n. [< ME. dyere, diere, deyer, <

dyen, etc., dye : see dye1 , .] One whose oc-

cupation is to dye cloth, skins, feathers, etc.

Almost ... my nature is subdued
To what it works in, like the dyer's hand.

Shak., Sonnets, cxi.

Dyers' spirit, tin tetrachlorid, known in commerce as
oxymuriate of tin (SnCLj + 5H20). It is a valuable mor-
dant.

dyer's-broom (dl'erz-brom), n. The plant Ge-
nista tinctoria, used to make a green dye. Also
called dyeweed.
dyer's-greenweed (di'erz-gren"wed), . Same
as dyers-broom.
dyer S-moSS (dl'erz-mds), n. The lichen lioc-
cella tinctoria. Same as archil, 2.

dyer's-weed (di'erz-wed), n. The woad, weld, or

yellow-weed, Reseda lutcola, affording a yellow
dye, and cultivated in Europe on that account.
dyester (di'ster), . [< dye1 + -ster.'] A dyer.
[Scotch.]
dyestone (di'ston), re. A red ferruginous lime-
stone occurring in Tennessee, used occasionally
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in the place of a dye, although insoluble and
not properly a dye Dyestone ore, an iron ore of

great economical importance in the United States. Also

called fossil, dyestone fossil, Jtaxseed, and Clinton ore.

See Clinton ore, under ore.

dyestuff (di'stuf), n. In com., any dyewood.
lichen, powder, or dye-cake used in dyeing and

staining. The most important dyestuffs are cochineal,

madder, indigo, logwood, fustic, quercitron-bark, and the

various preparations of aniline. Also called dyeware.

dye-trial (di'tri"al), . An experiment with

coloring matters to determine their value as

dyes. Such experiments are usually performed by dyeing
small pieces of yarn or fabric, of equal size, in beakers, one
of which contains the coloring matter in question, the

other a standard of the same colorant.

Never less than two dye-trials should be carried out at

once, viz., one with the new colouring matter, the other
with a colouring matter of known value, which is taken
as the "

type." Benedikt, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 57.

dye-vat (di'vat), n. A bath containing dyes,
and fitted with an apparatus for immersing the

fabrics to be colored.

dyeware (di'war), n. Same as dyestuff.

The reaction which ensues is not produced by any other

dye-wm. Ure, Diet, IV. 354.

dyeweed (di'wed), . Same as dyer's-broom.

dyewood (di'wud), . Any wood from which

dye is extracted.

dye-works (di'werks), n. sing, or pi. An estab-

lishment in which dyeing is carried on.

dygogram (di'go-gram), n. [< Gr. 6v(va/uc),

power, + yw(vz), angle, + -fpa^ia, anything
written.] A diagram containing a curve gen-
erated by the motion of a line drawn from a
fixed origin, and representing in direction and
magnitude the horizontal component of the
force of magnetism on a ship's compass-needle
while the ship makes a complete circuit. The
course of the ship is marked on the curve. There are two
kinds of dygogram, according as it is supposed to be fixed

in space during the rotation of the ship or fixed on the ship.

dying (di'ing), . [Verbal n. of die*-, v.~\ The
act of expiring ;

loss of life
;
death.

Always bearing about in the body the dying of the Lord
Jesus, that the life also of Jesus might be made manifest
in our body. 2 Cor. iv. 10.

dying (di'ing), j>. a. [< ME. dyinge, diyng, with
older term, diend, diand, etc.; ppr. of die1

,
r.

In some uses, as dying hour, dying bed, etc. (defs.

4, 5), the word is the verbal noun used attribu-

tively.] 1. Physically decaying ; failing from
life

; approaching death or dissolution ;
mori-

bund: as, a dying man; a dying tree.

The noise of battle hurtled in the air,

. . . and dying men did groan. Shak., J. C.,ii. 2.

2. Mortal; destined to death; perishable: as,

dying bodies.

I preached as never sure to preach again,
And as a dying man to dying men.

Baxter, Love breathing Thanks and Praise.

3. Drawing to a close; fading away; failing;

languishing : as, the dying year ;
a dying light.

That strain again ; it had a dying fall.

SAofc.T. N., i. 1.

Where the dying night-lainp nickers.

Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

4. Given, uttered, or manifested just before
death: as, dying words; a dying request; dy-
ing love.

I do prophesy the election lights
On Fortinbras

;
he has my dying voice.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

Sir, let me speak next,
And let my dying words be better with you
Than my dull living actions.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, v. 3.

5. Pertaining to or associated with death : as,
a dying hour

;
a dying bed.

He served his country as knight of the shire to his dy-
ing day. Steele, Spectator, No. 109.

Dying declaration. See declaration.

dyingly (di'ing-li), adv. Ina dying or languish-
ing manner.

dyingness (di'ing-nes), . The state of dying;
hence, a state simulating the approach of death,
real or affected

;
affected languor or faintness

;

languishment.
Tenderness becomes me best, a sort of dyingness; you

see that picture, Foible a swimmingness in the eyes.
Congreve, Way of the World, iii. 5.

dyke. . and v. A less proper spelling of dike.

dykehopper (dlk'hop'er), n. The wheatear,
Saxicolacenanthe. Swainson. [Local, Eng. ( Stir-

ling)-]

dynactinometer (dl-nak-ti-nom'e-ter), . [<
Gr. 6vv(a/Mc;), power, + o/cr/f (OKTIV-), a ray, +
ptrpov, a measure.] An instrument for measur-
ing the intensity of actinic power, or for com-
paring the quickness of lenses.

dynamic

dynagraph (di'na-graf), n. [Short for dynam-
ograpJi, q. v.] A machine for reporting the con-

dition of a railroad-track, the speed of a train,
and the power (and consumption of coal and wa-

ter) used in traversing a given distance. The
most important machine of this class was built by Professor

Dudley, and is employed in examining road-beds in all

parts of the United States. It consists of a paper ribbon

arranged to pass under a series of recording pens, and
moved by means of gearing from one of the axles of the
car in which it is placed. The mechanical recording ap-

pliances give the tension on the draw-bar, showing the re-

sistance of the car, its speed, the distance traveled abso-

lutely, and in a given number of seconds, minutes, and
hours. The oscillations of the car, also the level of the

rails, the alinement, the condition of the joints of the

rails, and the elevations of the rails at curves, are all me-

chanically traced on the paper band. Besides this, by
simple electrical connections, the amount of water and
coal consumed in the engine, the pressure of the steam,
the mile-posts, stations, etc., are recorded from the car
or from the engine, and all these records appear side by
side upon the paper. See seismograph.

dynam (di'nam), n. [< Gr. M<vafus, power,
might, strength, faculty, capacity, force, etc.,
< 6waa6ai, be able, capable, strong enough (to

do), pass for, signify, perhaps allied to L. du-

rus, hard: see dure, a.] 1. A unit of work,
equal to a weight of one pound raised through
one foot

;
a foot-pound. 2. A force, or a force

and a couple, the resultant of all the forces act-

ing together on a body. Also spelled dyname.
Dynamene (di-nam'e-ne), n. [NL., < Gr. fivva-

fiivri, fern, of dwdftevof, ppr. of oirvaaOai, be able

(> duvafuf, power) : seerfi/w.] 1. A genus of

brachyurous decapod crustaceans, of the family
Dromiidce. 2. A genus of calyptoblastic hy-
droids, of the family Sertulariidce. D. pumila
is an example. 3. A genus of spur-heeled
cuckoos : same as Eudynamys. Stephens. [Not
in use.] 4. A genus of isopods, of the family
Sphceromidw. 5. A genus of lepidopterous in-

sects. Hiibner, 1816.

dynametor (di-narn'e-ter), n. [A contr. of dy-

namometer, which is differently applied: see

dynamometer.] An instrument for determin-

ing the magnifying power of telescopes, it

consists of a small tube with a transparent plate, exactly
divided, which is fixed to the tube of a telescope, in order
to measure the diameter of the distinct image of the ob-

ject-glass.

dynametric, dynametrical (di-na-met'rik, -ri-

kal), a. [< dynametcr + -ic, -ca/.J Pertaining
to a dynameter.
dynamic (di-nani'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. Swa/unoe,

powerful, efficacious, < 6iva/iif, power: see dy-
nam."] I. a. 1. Pertaining to mechanical forces
not in equilibrium : opposed to static. 2. Per-

taining to mechanical forces, whether in equi-
librium or not

; involving the consideration of
forces. By extension 3. Causal; effective;
motive

; involving motion or change : often
used vaguely.
The direct action of nature as a dynamic agent is pow-

erful on the language of savages, but gradually becomes
insensible as civilization advances.

W. K. Sullivan, Int. to O'Curry's Anc. Irish, p. viii.

Action is dynamic existence.
ft H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. 482.

They [Calvinists] teach a spiritual, real, or dynamic and
effective presence of Christ in the Eucharist for believers

only, while unworthy communicants receive no more than
the consecrated elements to their own judgment.

Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 165.

4. In the Kantian philos., relating to the reason
of existence of an object of experience. Dy-
namic category, in the Kantian philos., a category which
is the concept of dynamic relation. Dynamic electri-
city, current electricity. See electricity. Dynamic
equivalent of heat. See equivalent. Dynamic geol-
ogy, that branch of the science of geology which has as
its object the study of the nature and mode of action of
the agencies by which geological changes are and have
been effected. See geology. Dynamic head. See head.

Dynamic murmurs, cardiac murmurs not caused by
valvular incompetence or stenosis, but by anemia or an
unusual configuration of the internal surface of the heart,
as where a chorda tendinea is so placed as to give rise to
a murmur. Dynamic relations, causal relations ; espe-
cially, the relations between substance and accident, be-
tween cause and effect, and between interacting subjects.

Dynamic synthesis, in the Kantian philos., a synthe-
sis of heterogeneous elements necessarily belonging to-

gether.

When the pure concepts of the understanding are ap-
plied to every possible experience, their synthesis is either
mathematical or dynamical, for it is directed partly to the
intuition only, partly to the existence of the phenomenon.

Kant', Critique of Pure Reason, tr. by Max Miiller.

Dynamic theory, a theory by which Kant endeavored
to explain the nature of matter or the mode of its forma-
tion. According to this theory, all matter was originated
by two antagonistic and mutually counteracting princi-

ples called attraction and ri'indxion, all the predicates of

which are referred to motion. Dynamic theory of na-
ture, (a) A theory which seeks to explain nature from

forces, especially from forces of expansion and contrac-

tion (as the Stoics did), opposed to a mechanical theory
which starts with matter only, (d) The doctrine that some



dynamic
other original principle hc.sidcs matter must bo supposed
to account for the phenomena of the universe. Dynamic
theory of the soul, the metaphysical doctrine that the

soul consists in an action or tendency to action, and not
in an existence at rest Dynamic theory of the tides,
a theory of tlio tides iu which the general form of the for-

mulas is determined from the solution of a problem in dy-
namics, the values of the coefficients of the different terms
h- in (hen altered to suit tho observations: opposed to
the *inti,;il tlu-tirii, which first supposes the sea to be in

c(|iiilihriiun under the forces to which it is subjected, and
then modifies the epoch to suit the observations. Dy-
namic Viscosity. See BiKciixitt/.

II. . 1. A moral force; an efficient incen-
tive.

We hope and pray that it may act as a spiritual dynamic
on the churches and upon all the benevolent in our land.

Missionary Herald, Nov., 1879.

2. The science which teaches how to calculate
motions in accordance with the laws of force :

same as dynamics.
dynamical (dl-nam'i-kal), a. Same as dynamic.

The dynamical theory [of the tides],

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 355.

Dynamical coefficient of viscosity. See coefficient.

dynamically (di-nam'i-kal-i), adv. In a dy-
namic manner

;
as regards dynamics.

Dynamically, the only difference between carbonate of
ammonia and protoplasm which can be called fundamen-
tal, is the greater molecular complexity and consequent
instability of tho latter. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 433.

dynamics (di-nam'iks), n. [PI. ot dynamic: see
-ics. Cf. LL. dynamicc, dynamics, < Gr. Swa-
fiinf/ (sc. rkxyri, art), fern, of ovvafttK6f, dynamic.]
1. The mathematical theory of force; also

(until recently the common acceptation), the

theory of forces in motion
; tho science of de-

ducing from given circumstances (masses, po-
sitions, velocities, forces, and constraints) the
motions of a system of particles.
The science of motion is divided into two parts : the ac-

curate description of motion, and the investigation of the
circumstances under which particular motions take place.
. . . That part of the science which tells us about the cir-

cumstances under which particular motions take place is

called dinia inicx. . . . Dynamics are again divided into
two branches : the study of those circumstances under
which it is possible for a body to remain at rest is called

statics, and the study of the circumstances of actual mo-
tion is called kinetics. W. K. Clifford.

IVVhat is here called kinetics has until recently been called

dynamics.]
The hope of science at the present day is to express all

phenomena in symbols of Dynamics.
G. U. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. 283.

2. The moving moral or physical forces of any
kind, or the laws which relate to them.
The empirical laws of society are of two kinds ; some

are uniformities of coexistence, some of succession. Ac-
cording as the science is occupied in ascertaining and
verifying the former sort of uniformities or the latter,
M. Comte gives it the title of Social Statics or of Social

Dynamics. J. S. Mill, Logic, VI. x. 5.

These are then appropriately followed by the dynamics
of the subject, or the institution in action in many grave
controversies and many acute crises of history.

Atlantic Monthly, LVIII. 418.

Dynamics of music, the science of the variation and
contrast of force or londness in musical sounds. Geo-
logical dynamics, that branch of geology which treats
of the nature and mode of operation of all kinds of physi-
cal agents or forces that have at any time, and in any man-
ner, alfected the surface and Interior of the earth. Rigid
dynamics, the dynamics of rigid bodies, in which only
ordinary differential equations occur,

dynamism (di'na-mizm), n. [< Gr. Siiva/uf,

power (see dynam), + -ism."] 1. The doctrine
that besides matter some other material prin-
ciple a force in some sense is required to

explain the phenomena of nature. The term is

applied (a) to the doctrines of some of the Ionic philos-
ophers, who held to some such principles as love and hate
to explain the origin of motion ; (6) to the doctrine adopted
by Leibnitz that substance consists in the capacity for ac-
tion

; (c) to the doctrine of Tait that mechanical energy is

substance ; and (if) to the widely current doctrine that the
universe contains nothing not explicable by means of the
doctrine of energy.
2. The mode of being of mechanical force or

energy.
Who does not see the contradiction of requiring a sub-

stance for that which by its definition is not substantial
at all, but pure dynamismf

0. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. it 2.

Dynamism would be more appropriate than Materialism
as a designation of the modern scientific movement, the
idea of inertia having given place to that of an equilibrium

f forces. J. M. Riyg, Mind, XII. 657.

dynamist (di'na-mist), n. [As dynam-ism +
-ist.] A believer in dynamism.
Thus! admit, with the pure (hinatnist, that the material

universe, or successive material universes, as manifesta-
tions of matter and motion, are concatenated with time,
.ire horn, run their course, and fade away, as do the clouds
of air. Pap. Sci. itu., XXII. 803.

dynamistic (di-nn-mis'tik), a. Pertaining to
tho doctrine of force.

It is usual (and convenient) to speak of two kinds of
monarchianism the dynamiatic and the modalistic.

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 719.
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dynamitard (di'na-mi-tard'), n. [< F. dynami-
tunt; tt.$ily>unnite'+ -ard.] Same as dynamiter.

If Ireland is to be turned into a frown Colony, she must
be put under martial law

; and even that will be no defence

against tho attacks of d;/namitardg by whom we may bo
struck at home. British Quarterly /tec., I.X XXI II. 411.

The associate guild of assassins' the nihilist and the

dynamitard. N. A. Rev., CXXXVIII. 314.

dynamite (di'na-mlt), n. [< Gr. i'wafiis, power
(see dynam), + -ite2 .] An explosive of great
power, consisting of a mixture of nitroglycerin
with some absorbent such as sawdust, or a
certain silicious earth from Oberloho in Han-
over. The object of the mixture is to diminish the sen-
sitiveness of nitroglycerin to slight shock, and so to facili-

tate its carriage without impairing IU explosive quality.
The disruptive force of dynamite is estimated at about
eight times thatof gunpowder. Dynamite may be ignited
with a match, and will burn quietly with a bright flame
without any explosion. Large quantities have been known
to fall 20 feet on a hard surface without explosion. It

explodes with certainty when ignited by a percussion fuse

containing fulminating mercury.

dynamite (di'na-mlt), v. t.: pret. and pp. dyna-
mited, ppr. dynamiting. IX dynamite, n.] 1.

To mine or charge with dynamite in order to

prevent the approach of an enemy, or for de-

structive purposes.
The military authorities of Pretoria had caused a rumor

to go forth that some of the buildings and roads were dy-
namited, and this deterred the Boers from entering the

town, which, as a matter of fact, was not dynamited at
alL Athrnceum, No. 3016, p. 201.

2. To blow up or destroy by or as if by dyna-
mite.

It appears from the letters that the American Republic
has been dynamited, and upon its ruins a socialistic re-

public established. Science, X. 92.

His [Prince Alexander's of Bulgaria] people ... are not
at all inclined to dynamite him, which is more than can
be said for the Czar. Times (London), April 26, 1886.

dynamite-gun (di'na-mit-gun), n. A gun con-
structed for propelling dynamite, nitroglycerin,
or other high explosives, by means of steam or

compressed air under high tension.

dynamiter (dl'na-mi-ter), n. [< dynamite +
-er1 .] One who uses, or is in favor of using,

dynamite and similar explosives for unlawful

purposes ; specifically, a political agitator who
resorts to or advocates the use of dynamite
and the indiscriminate destruction of life and
property for the purpose of coercing a govern-
ment or a party by terror.

Surely no plea of justification could absolve the dyna-
miter from the eternal consequences of his own infernal
deeds. N. A. Rev., CXL. 887.

The recent explosions on the underground railways
were the work of ... dynamiters.

The American, VII. 93.

Dynamiters subventioned by Parisian fanatics were to

appear in Metz. Nineteenth Century, XXII. 421.

dynamitical (dl-na-mit'i-kal), a. [< dynamite
+ -ical.~] Having' to do with dynamite; vio-

lently explosive or destructive.

Like certain dynamitical critics, he is satisfied with de-

struction, and his attitude towards constitutional for-

mulas is not unlike that of the dynamitical critic towards
Constitutions British and other. Xature, XXXIV. 25.

Dynamostes
Dynamizing of medicinal substances.

t.nryc. Brit., XII. 127.

dynamo (di'na-mo), n. An abbreviation of

dynamo-electric'machine. See electric.

The machines were driven by a Cummer engine of about
a hundred horse-power, which furnished power for other
dynamos. Science, III. 177.

Characteristic of a dynamo. See charartentiie.- Se-
ries dynamo, a dynamo in which the whole current gen-
erated in the armature is passed through the coil of the

neld-magneU. Shunt dynamo, a dynamo In which only
a part of the entire current generated by the rotating
armature Is applied to excite the field-magnets.

dynamo-electric, dynamo-electrical (di'na-

mo-e-lek'trik, -tn-kal), a. [< Gr. diva/u(, pow-
er (see dynam), + electric, electrical.'] Produ-

cing force by means of electricity : as, a dyna-
mo-electric machine

; also, produced by electric

force. Dynamo-electric machine. See electric.

dynamogenesis (di'na-mo-jen'e-sis), n. Same
as dynamogeny.
dynamogenic (di*na-mo-jen'ik), a. [< dyna-
mogeny + -c.] Pertaining to dynamogeny.
The influence thus manifested Is dynamogenic.

Dr. Brown-Sequard.

dynamogeny (di-na-moj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. Svva-

luf, power (see dynam), + -ycveta, < -yevr/t, pro-
ducing: see -geny.~] In psychic science, produc-
tion of increased nervous activity ; dynamiza-
tion of nerve-force. Also dynamogenesis.
dynamograph (di-nam'o-graf), n. [< Gr. tlva-

ftic, power (see dynam), + ypaQctv, write.] An
instrument combining an elliptic spring and a

register to indicate the muscular power exerted

by the hand of a person compressing it.

dynamometer (di-na-mom'e-ter), n. [Contr.
dynameter, q. v.; < Ofr. dvvaficf. power (see dy-
nam), + furpov, a measure.] An apparatus for

measuring the amount of force expended by
men

; animals, or motors in moving a load, op-
erating machines, towing vessels, etc.; a pow-
er-measurer. Dynamometers use the resistance of

springs, weights, and friction as a test, each comparison
being made with a known weight or force that will over-
come the resistance of the spring, raise the weight, or bal-
ance the friction. One of the simplest forms is a steel-

yard in which the force to be measured Is applied to the

dynamically (di-na-mit'i-kal-i), adv. By
means, or as by means, of dynamite ; with ex-

plosive violence.

The Irish attempts, at New York, Paris, and elsewhere,
dynamitically to blow up England on behalf of Ireland.

The Congreyationalist, Feb. 17, 1887.

dynamiting (dTna-mi-ting), n. [Verbal n. of

dynamite, .] The practice of destroying or

terrorizing by means of dynamite.
The question is, whether the law permits dynamiting,

or whether it will stop dynamiting at the place where It
is started, which is the only place where it can be stopped.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 426.

dynamitism (di'na-mi-tizm), n. [< dynamite
+ -ism.] The use 'of dynamite and similar ex-

plosives in the indiscriminate destruction of
life and property for purposes of coercion;
any political theory or scheme involving the
use of such destructives.

ilnation and dynamit-
The American, VI. 38.

dynamization (di'na-mi-za'shon), n. [< dyna-
mize + -ation.] 1. Dynamic development; in-

crease of power in anything ; dynamogeny : as,

dynnii:nti<i of nerve-force. 2. la homeopa-
thy, the extreme trituration of medicines with a
view to increase their efficiency or strength.
dynamize (di'na-miz), v. t.

; pret. and pp. dyna-
mised, ppr. dynamiring. [< Gr. divaii-if, power
(see dynam), + -i'je.] In homeopathy, to in-

crease the efficiency or strength of (medicines)
by extreme trituration.

Unqualified repudiation of

(tHt,

Balance-dynamometer (elevation).

shorter arm while a weight is balanced on the longer grad-
uated arm. The most common form of spring-dynamom-
eter consists of an elliptical spring that may be compressed
or pulled apart in the direction of its longer axis, with an

Index and scale, and some-
times a recording pencil, to
indicate the amount of force
exerted. In the apparatus
depending on friction a brake
is applied to the face of a pul-

ley, and the force is mea-
sured by the resistance of the
brake to the motion of the

pulley. In other forms fast

and loose pulleys are placed
side by side and connected by
weighted levers, a certain
amount of force being re-

quired to lift the lever and
communicate motion to both
pulleys. In still other forms
coiled springs are used to test

a direct strain, as in moving a
load or in towing. There are
other forms used to test the
recoil of guns and the explo-
sive force of gunpowder. In
the Batchelder dynamometer

Balance-dynamometer (plan), two pairs of bevel-wheels are

interposed between the re-

ceiving and the transmitting pulleys, one pair in line with
the pulleys, the other pair at right angles to them and In
line with a balanced scale-beam. The force and resistance
transmitted through the gears tend to turn the scale-beam
about the line of the pulley-shafts, and this must be re-

sisted by a weight upon the scale-beam, which is the mea-
sure of the force transmitted. The dynamometer Is not a
direct indicator of power exerted or of work performed;
bat when the velocity with which resistance Is overcome
or force transmitted has been determined by other means,
tills velocity, and the measure of the force obtained by the

dynamometer, are the data for computing the power or
work. See balance-dynamometer, cnaher-gage, piezometer,
and pressure-gage. Dynamometer coupling, a device
inserted In a shaft by means of which the power transmit-
ted may be measured.

dynamometric, dynamometrical (di'na-mo-
met'rik, -ri-kal), a. [< dynamometer T -ic,

-icrt?.] Pertaining to or made with the aid of a

dynamometer.
dynamometry (dl-na-mom'e-tri), n. [< dyna-
niiimcter + -y*.] The act or art of using the

dynamometer.
Dynamostes (di-na-mos'tez), n. [NL. (Pascoe,

1857), < Gr. iivautt, power, strength.] A genus



Dynamostes

of longicorn beetles, of the family Cerambyci-
dce. There is but one species, D. audax, of the

East Indies.

dynast (dl'nast), n. [= F. dynaste = Pg. dy-
nanta = Sp. It. dinasta, < L. dynastes (ML. also

*dynasta), < Or. Swdarw, a lord, master, ruler,

< iiivaaOai, be able, strong : see dynam.} A rul-

ing prince ;
a permanent or hereditary ruler.

Philosophers, dynasts, monarchs, all were involved and
overshadowed in this mist. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 599.

The ancient family of Des Ewes, dynasts or lords of the

dition of Kessell. A. Wood, Athenra Ojton.

This Thracian dynast is mentioned as an ally of the Athe-

nians against Philip in an inscription found some years ago
in the Acropolis at Athens.

B. V. Head, Historia Kumorum, p. 241.

dynastat (dl-nas'tii), n. [< ML. "dynasta, L.

dynastes, < Gr. Swdortif : see dynast.} Same as

dynast.
Wherefore did his mother, the virgin Mary, give such

praise to God in her prophetic song, that he had now by
the coming of Christ cut down dynastag, or proud mon-
archs? Hilton, Tenure of Kings and Magistrates.

Dynastes (di-nas'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.

a ruler: see dynast.'] A genus of lamellicorn

beetles, of the family Scarabceidai or typical of

a family Dynastidee. It is restricted to forms having
the external maxillar lobe with 3 or 4 small median teeth,
no lateral prothoracic projections, and the last tarsal joint
arcuate and clubbed. The type is D. hercules, the Her-

cules-beetle, the largest known true insect, having a length
of about 6 inches, of which the curved prothoracic horn is

nearly one half.

dynastic (di-nas'tik), a. [= F. dynastique =
Sp. dindstico; cf. D. G. dynastisch = Dan. Sw.

dynastisk, < Gr. 6vvaariK6^, < SwaaTJis, a ruler:

see dynast.'] Relating or pertaining to a dy-
nasty or line of kings.
In Holland dynastic interests were betraying the wel-

fare of the republic. Bancroft, Hist. Const., H. 365.

The civil wars of the Roses had been a barren period in

English literature, because they had been merely dynastic
squabbles, in which no great principles were involved
which could shake all minds with controversy and heat
them to intense conviction.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 150.

The dynastic traditions of Europe are rooted and ground-
ed in the distant past.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 15.

dynasticism (di-nas'ti-sizm), n. [< dynastic +
-ism.] Kingly or imperial power handed down
from father to son ; government by successive

members of the same line or family.
In the Old World dynasticismis plainly in a state of de-

cadence. Qoldwin Smith, Pop. Sci. Mo., XX. 628.

Dynastidae (d!-nas'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dy-
nastes + -idee.} A family of lamellicorn beetles,

taking name from the genus Dynastes, and con-

taining a few forms remarkable for their great
size and strength. They are chiefly tropical, and
burrow in the ground. The Hercules-beetle, elephant-
beetle, and atlas-beetle are examples. The group is usually
merged in Scarabaeidae.

dynastidan (dl-nas'ti-dan), . [< Dynaslidoe
T -an.'] One of the Dyilastidce.

dynasty (di'nas-ti), n.
; pi. dynasties (-tiz). [=

D. G. dynastie = Dan. Sw. dynasti, < F. dynastie
= Sp. dinastia = Pg. dynastia = It. dinastia, <

ML. dynastia, dinastia, < Gr. Swaareia, lordship,

rule, < SvvdaTqs, a lord, master, ruler: see dy-
nast.'] If. A government ; a sovereignty. 2.

A race or succession of sovereigns of the same
line or family governing a particular country :

as, the successive dynasties of Egypt or of

France.
At some time or other, to be sure, all the beginners of

dynasties were chosen by those who called them to govern.
Burke, Rev. in France.

It is to Manetho that we are indebted for that classifi-

cation called by the Greeks Dynasties, a word applied gen-
erally to those sets of kings which belonged to one family,
or who were derived from one original stock. These Dy-
nasties were named as well as numbered, and their names
were derived from the town, or region, whence the found-
er came or where he lived.

H. S. Osborn, Ancient Egypt, p. 49.

dyne (din), n. [Abbr. of dynam, < Gr. ivva/us,

power: seedynam.} In physics, the unit of force
in the centimeter-gram-second system, being
that force which, acting on a gram for one sec-

ond, generates a velocity of a centimeter per
second; the product of a gram into a centi-

meter, divided by the square of a mean solar
second. The force of a dyne is about equivalent to the
weight of a milligram. It requires a force of about 445,000
dynes to support one pound of matter on the earth's sur-
face in latitude 45.

The dyne is about 1.02 times the weight of amilligramme
at any part of the earth's surface ; and the megadyne is

about 1.02 times the weight of a kilogramme.
J. D. Everett, Units and Phys. Const., p. 167.

dyocsetriacontahedMn, dyokaitriakontahe-
dron (di'9-se-, di"o-ki-tri-a-kon-ta-he'dron), n.

1810

[< Gr. Svo KM Tpi&KovTa, thirty-two (Svo = E. two;

Kal, and; rpidnovra = L. triginta = E. thirty), +
eSpa, seat, base.] In geom., a solid having thirty-

two faces.

dyophysitic (di"o-fi-zit'ik), a. [< Gr. Svo, = E.

two, + Qvaif, nature, + -itez + -ic. Cf. diphy-

site.} Having two natures.

They agree in the attempt to substitute a Christ-person-

ality with one consciousness and one will for a dyophysitic
Christ with a double consciousness and a double will.

Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 94.

dyotheism (di'o-the-izm), n. [< Gr. Svo, = E.

two, + Oc6(, a god, + -ism. Cf. ditheism, the

preferable form.] The doctrine that there are

two Gods, or a system which recognizes such a

doctrine; dualism.
It [Arianism] starts with a zeal for the unity and the

nnchangeableness of God; and yet ends in dyotheism, the

doctrine of an uncreated God "and a created God.

Schaf, Christ and Christianity, p. 58.

dyothelism (di-oth'e-lizm), n. [Alsodiothelism;
< Gr. Svo, = E. two, + 6efatv, will, + -ism.} The
doctrine that Christ had two wills,

dyothelite (dl-oth'e-llt), n. and a. [As dyothe-
lism + -ifc2.] I. n. A believer in dyothelism.

II. a. Pertaining to dyothelism.
The reply of the Western Church was promptly given in

the unambiguously dyothelite decrees of the Lateran synod
held by Martin I. in 649. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 758.

dys-. [< L. dys-, < Gr. Sva-, an inseparable pre-

fix, opposed to EI>- (see eu-), much like E. mis-2

or tin-f, always with notion of '

hard, bad, un-

lucky,' etc., destroying the good sense of a
word or increasing its bad sense ;

= Skt. dus-

= Zen&dush-= Ir. do-= Goth, tus-, tuz-= OHG.
zur- = Icel. tor-, hard, difficult.] An insepa-
rable prefix in words of Greek origin, signify-

ing
'

hard, difficult, bad, ill,' and implying some
difficulty, imperfection, inability, or privation
in the act, process, or thing denoted by the word
of which it forms a part.

dysaesthesia (dis-es-the'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

SvaataOr/aia, insensibility, < 'Svaaiafhrrof, insensi-

ble, < Sva-, hard, + alaSirrof, verbal adj. of diaSa-

veaOat, perceive, feel.] In pathol., impaired,
diminished, or difficult sensation; dullness of

feeling; numbness; insensibility in some de-

gree. Also spelled dysesthesia.

dysaesthetic (dis-es-thet'ik), a. [< dyscesthesia,
after esthetic.} Affected by, exhibiting, or re-

lating to dysKsthesia. Also spelled dysesthetie.

dysanalyte (dis-an'a-lit), n. [< Gr. Svaavdivrof,
hard to undo, < Sva-', hard, + avakvTof , dissolu-

ble: see analytic.} A mineral related to pyro-
chlore, occurring in small black cubic crystals
in limestone at Vogtsburg in the Kaiserstuhl,
a mountainous district of Baden.

dysarthria (dis-ar'thri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Sva-,

hard, + apBpov, a joint.'] In pathol., inability
to articulate distinctly ; dyslalia.

dysarthric (dis-ar'thrik), a. [< dysarthria +
-ic.} Of or pertaining to dysarthria.

Dysaster (dis-as'ter), n. [NL., < Gr. Sva-, bad,
+ aaTr/p = E. star.} A genus of fossil petalosti-
chous sea-urchins, of the family Cassidulidce or

Collyritides, or giving name to a family Dysas-
teridee.

Dysasteridae (dis-as-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Dysaster + -idcv.} A family of irregular or exo-

cyclic sea-urchins, typified by the genus Dysas-
ter, with ovoid or cordate shell, showing bivi-

um and triyium converging to separate apices,

non-petaloid ambulacra, and eccentric mouth.

dyschezia (dis-ke'zi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Sva-,

hard, + x%tiv, defecate.] In pathol., difficulty
and pain in defecation.

dyschroia, dyschroa (dis-kroi'a, dis'kro-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. Sva-, bad, + ;tyx<i, Attic also xp a
,

color.] In pathol., discoloration of the skin
from disease.

dyschromatopsia (dis-kro-ma-top'si-ii), n.

[NL., < Gr. duo--, bad, + ^p6>^o(f-), color, 4- 6ipif,

view, sight.] In pathol., feeble or perverted
color-sense. Also dyschromatopsy, dtschroma-

topsis.

dysclasite (dis'kla-sit), n. [< Gr. Sva-, hard, +
/c/ldo-(f, a breaking (< Kkdv, break), + -ite2.] In

mineral., a mineral, usually fibrous, of a white
or yellowish color and somewhat pearly luster,

consisting chiefly of hydrous silicate of lime.
Also called okenite.

dyscophid (dis'ko-fid), n. A toad-like amphib-
ian of the family Dyscophidce.
Dyscophidas (dis-kdf'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dys-
cophus + -idee.} A family of firmisternial sa-

lient anurous amphibians, typified by the ge-
nus Dyscophus, with teeth in the upper jaw, di-

lated sacral diapophyses, precoracoids resting

Dysidea

upon coracoids, a cartilaginous omosternum,
and a very large anchor-shaped cartilaginous
sternum. There are several genera, chiefly Madagascar!.
Some of these frogs are remarkable for the beauty of their

coloration.

Dyscophus (dis-ko'fus), . [NL., < Gr. Sva-

xu^of, stone-deaf, < Sva-, hard, + Ku<t>6f, deaf.]
1. A genus of tailless amphibians, typical of

the family Dyscophidw. 2. In entom.: (a) A
genus of the orthopterous family (Ecanthidcn,

having the front deflexed and the male elytra

rudimentary, typified by D. saltator of Brazil.

Saussure, 1874. (6) A genus of South American

Lepidoptera. Bnrmeister, 1879.

dyscrase (dis'kras), n. [Formerly also dis-

crase; < NL. dyscrasia : see dyscrasia.} Same
as dyscrasia.

dyscrasia (dis-kra'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Svanpa-

aia, bad temperament, < Svanparos, of bad tem-

perament, < Sva-, bad, + *Kpar6f, verbal adj. of

Kspavvvvai, mix (> icpdaic,, mixture): see crater,

crasis.} In pathol., a generally faulty condi-

tion of the body; morbid diathesis; distemper.
Also dyscrase, dyscrasy, and formerly discrase,

discrasy.

dyscrasic (dis-kras'ik), a. [< dyscrasia + -ic.}

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of dyscrasia;
characterized by dyscrasia: as, dyscrasic de-

generation.
It should not be forgotten that the death-rate was greater

among dyscrasic children. N. Y. Mcd. Jour., XL. 645.

dyscrasite (dis'kra-sit), n. [< Gr. duo--, bad, -f

Kpdaif, a mixture (see dyscrasia), + -Jte2.] A
mineral of a silver-white color and metallic

luster, occurring in crystals, and also massive
and granular. It consists of antimony and silver. Also
written discrase, discrasite, and also called antimonial sil-

ver (which see, under silver).

dyscrasy (dis'kra-si), n.
; pi. dyscrasies (-siz).

[Formerly also d'iscrasie; < F. dyscrasie. < NL.

dyscrasia : see dyscrasia.} Same as dyscrasia.
Sin is a cause of dyscrasies and distempers, making our

bodies healthless. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 256.

A general malaise or dyscrasy, of an undefined charac-

ter, but indicated by a loss of appetite and of strength,

by diarrhoea, nervous prostration, or by a general impair-
ment of health. Pop. Sci. Uo., XXII. 6.

Dysdera (dis'de-rii), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1804),
< Gr. SvaSr/pu;, hard to fight with, < Sva-, hard, +
Srjpif, fight.] The typical genus of spiders of

the family Dysderid<e.

Dysderidae (dis-der'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dys-
dera + -ida;.} A family of tubitelarian spiders,

typified by the genus Dysdera. They are especially

distinguished by having two pairs of stigmata, one just
behind the other, and distributed on each side of the belly
near its base; they have but six eyes or fewer. Also
called Dysderides and DysderoidtB.

dysenteric, dysenterical (dis-en-ter'ik, -i-kal),
a. [= F. dysenterique, dyssenterique = Sp. di-

senterico = Pg. dysenterico = It. disenterico,

dissenterico, < L. dysentericus, < Gr. Svaevrcpwos,
< Svatvrcpia, dysentery : see dysentery.} 1. Per-

taining to, of the nature of, accompanied by,
or resulting from dysentery: as, dysenteric

symptoms or effects. 2. Suffering from dys-

entery: as, a dysenteric patient.

dysenterious (dis-en-te'ri-us), a. [< dysentery
+ -ous.} Same as dysenteric. [Rare.]
All will be but as delicate meats dressed for a dysente-

rious person, that can relish nothing. Oataker.

dysentery (dis'en-ter-i), n. [Formerly dysen-

teric; < F. dysenteric, dyssenterie = Sp. disen-

teria = Pg. dysenteria = It. disenteria, dissen-

teria = D. dyssenterie = G. dysenteric = Dan.
Sw. dysenteri, < L. dysenteria, < Gr. Svcmrcpia,

dysentery, < Svaivrepos, suffering in the bowels,
< Sva-, bad, ill, + evreppv, pi. ivrepa, the bow-
els: see entero-.} A disease characterized by
inflammation of the mucous membrane of the

large intestine, mucous, bloody, and difficult

evacuations, and more or less fever.

dysepulotic (dis-ep-u-lot'ik), a. [< Gr. Sva-,

hard, + epulotic, q. v.] In surg., not healing
or cicatrizing readily or easily: as, a dysepu-
lotic wound.

dysesthesia, dysesthetie. See dysaxthcsia,

dyscesthetic.

dysgenesic (dis-je-nes'ik), a. [< dysgcnesis +
-ic.] Breeding with difficulty ;

sterile
;
infe-

cund; barren. Daririn.

dysgenesis (dis-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Sva-,

hard, + yiveaiq, generation.] Difficulty in

breeding; difficult generation; sterility; in-

fecundity.
Dysidea (di-sid'e-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Sva-, hard,

bad, + iSia, form: see idea.} A genus of

sponges, typical of the family Dysideidw. Also
Duscideia.



Dysideidae

Dysideidae (dis-i-de'i-de), >i. i>l. [NL., < Dysi-
aea, + -idee.} A family of fibrous sponges.
dysidrosis (dis-i-dro'sis), n. [NL., < Or. dva-,

luml, + idpuf, sweat, perspiration, <Iof (^ "afid)
= E. sweat.] A disease of the sweat-follicles,
in which they become distended with the re-

tained secretion.

(lysis (di'sis), n. [ML., also disis, < Or. dvote,

setting of the sun or stars (dime '//./on, the west),
< dictv, sink, dive, set.] In astral., the seventh
house of the heavens, which relates to love,

litigation, etc.

dyskinesia (dis-ki-ne'si-ii), . [NL., < Gr.

ovamviioia, < (5t)f-, hard, + idwiai;, movement, <

Ktveiv, move.] In pathol., impaired power of

voluntary movement.
dyslalia (dis-la'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr. dva-, hard,
+ Aa'/.elv, speak.] In pathol., difficulty of iitter-

ance dependent on malformation or imperfect
innervation of the tongue and other organs of

articulation
; slow or difficult speech.

dyslexia (dis-lek'si-a), . [NL., < Gr. dva-, hard,
+ Xffif, a speaking, speech, word: see lexicon.'}
See the extract.

Dr. Ii. Berlin . . . describes under the name dyslexia
a novel psychic affection related to "

alexia," or word-
blimlness, hut differing from it in tiiat the patients can
read a few lines, hut apparently get no sense from their

reading and give it up in despair.
Ainer. Jour, Psychol., I. 548.

dyslogistic (dis-lo-jis'tik), a. [< dyslogy +
-istic (after eulogistic, < eulogy). Cf. Gr. 6va\6-

ycTTOf, hard to compute, also ill-calculating,

misguided.] Conveying censure, disapproval,
or opprobrium ; censorious

; opprobrious.
Ask Reus for the motive which gave birth to the prose-

cution on the part of Actor ; the motive of course is the
most odious that can be found : desire of gain, if it be ft

case which opens a door to gain ;
if not, enmity, though

not under that neutral and nnimpassioned, but under the
name of revenge or malice, or some other such dyslogistic
name. Benlham, Judicial Evidence, 1. 8.

Any respectable scholar, even if dyslogistic were new to

him, would see at a glance that duhyiitie must be a mis-
take for it, and that the right word must be the reverse
of eulogistic. The paternity of di/sloffiitic no bantling,
but now almost a centenarian is adjudged to that ge-
nius of common-sense, Jeremy Bentham.

F. Halt, Mod. Eng., p. 309.

Gossips came to mean Intimate friends ; next, gossip
meant the light, familiar talk of such friends; and, final-

ly, with a dfubgtlMo connotation, any frivolous conversa-
tion. W. K. Meant, Aryan Household, p. 291.

dyslogistically (dis-lo-jis'ti-kal-i), adv. In
dyslogistic manner

;
so as to convey censu

or disapproval.

Accordingly he (Kant] is set down as a " Transcenden-
talist," and all the loose connotation of that term, as it is

now dyslogiitically employed among us, is thought to be
applicable to him. T. ft. Green, in Academy.

dyslogy (dis'lo-ji), n. [< Gr. 6va-
; bad, ill, +

-/oj/a, < Myetv, speak; after Gr. evkoyia, E. eu-

logy, of opposite meaning.] Dispraise : the op-
posite of eulogy.

In the way of eulogy and dyelogy and summing-up of
character there may doubtless ne a great many things set
forth concerning this Mirabeau. Carli/lr, Misc., IV. 117.

dysluite (dis'ltf-it), n. [< Gr. dva-, hard, +
M'ftv, loosen, + -ite2.] A name given to a va-

riety of gahnite, or zinc-spinel, from Sussex
county, New Jersey, containing a small per-
centage of manganese : so named because diffi-

cult to dissolve.

dysmenorrhea, dysmenorrhcea (dis-men-o-
re'ii), . [NL. dysmenorrhcea, < Or. div-, hard,+

IIT/V, a mouth, + poia, a flowing.] In pathol.,
difficult or laborious menstruation ; catamenial

discharges accompanied with much local pain,
especially in the loins.

dysmenorrheal, dysmenorrhceal (dis-men-o-
re'al),n. \_<dysincHi>rrhv<i,dyniHeiiorrhaiu,+ -al'.]

Of, pertaining to, or connected with dysmen-
orrhea : as, the iysHUHorrkttA membrane which
is sometimes discharged from the uterus.

dysmerism (dis'rae-nzm), n. [< Gr. duo-, bad,+ fiipof, part (division), + -im.] An aggre-
gation of unlike parts; a process or result of

dysmerogenesis ; a kind of merism opposed to

dysmeristic (dis-me-ris'tik), a. [As dysmer-
tsm + -ist-tc.] Having the character or quality
of dysmerism; irregularly repeated in a se't

of more or less unlike parts whose relations to
one another, or origin one from another, is dis-

guised ; dysmerogenetic : opposed to ciimeris-
lic. Sec- extract under dijKmeroijriicitin.

dysmerogenesis (dis"me-ro-jen'e-sis), n. [NL.,
< tir. (W-, l>:id, + ,f/)0f, part (division), + j/rf-
aif, generation.] The genesis, origination, or

production of many unlike parts, or of parts
in irregular series or at irregular times, which
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together form an integral whole ; dysmeristic
generation ; repetition of forms with adaptive
modification or functional specialization; a
kind of merogenesis opposed to eumerogenesis.
The tendency to bud formation . . . has all along acted

concurrently with a powerful synthetic tendency, so that
new units have from the flrst made but a gradual and dis-

guised appearance. Tills is dytmeroyenexit. and such ag-

gregates as exhibit It may be called ilyimeratic.
Encyc. Brit., XII. 555.

dysmerogenetic (dis'me-rW^-net'ik), a. [<

dysmerogenesis, after genetic.] Produced by or

resulting from dysmerogenesis; characterized

by or exhibiting dysmerism ; dysmeristic : op-
posed to eunifrogenetic.

dysmeromorph (dis'me-ro-m6rf);
it. [< Gr. dva-,

bad, + fitpo^, part (see dysmerism), + /topijiri,

shape.] An organic form resulting from dys-
merogenesis; a dysmeristic organism : opposed
to ewneromorph.

Synthesized eumeromorph simulates normal dysniero-
niorph ; analysized dytmeromorph simulates normal eu-

roeromorph. Encyc. Brit., XII. 555.

dysmeromorphic (dis'me-ro-mdr'fik), a. [<

dysmeromorph + -ic.] Having the character
or quality of a dysmeromorph ; dysmerogenet-
ie or dysmeristic in form: opposed to eumero-

morphic.
dysnomy (dis'no-mi), n. [< Gr. dvovo/tia, law-

lessness, a bad constitution, < dvavouoc., lawless,
< dva-, bad, + v6/wf, law.] Bad legislation;
the enactment of bad laws.

dysodile (dis'o-dil), n. [< Gr. dvaodw, ill-

smelling (< dva-, ill, + 6$etv, smell, akin to L.

odor, smell), + -ile.] A kind of greenish- or

yellowish-gray coal occurring in masses made
up of foliaceous layers, which when burning
emits a very fetid odor. It is a product of the de-

composition of combined vegetable and animal matters.
It was first observed at Melill in Sicily, and has also been
found at several places In Germany and France.

dysodont (dis'o-dont), a. [< NL. dysodon(t-)s,
< Gr. dva-, bad, + odovf (bdowr-) = E. tooth.] In

conch., having obsolete or irregular hinge-teeth ;

specifically, of or pertaining to the Dysodonta.
Dysodonta (dis-o-don'ta,), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

dysodont: see dysodont.] A group or order of
bivalve mollusks having obsolete or irregular
hinge-teeth, muscular impressions unequal or
reduced to one, and pallia! line entire. It cor-

responds to the Monomyaria.
Dysodus (dis'o-dus), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr.

ova-, bad, + odovf = E. tooth.] A generic name
bestowed by Cope upon the Japanese pug-
dog, called Dysodus pravus, characterized by
such degradation of the dentition that there

may be in all but 1C teeth (no incisors, 1 ca-
nine in each half-jaw, 1 premolar and 1 molar in
each upper, and 2 premolars and 2 molars in
each lower half-jaw), thus exemplifying actual
evolution of a generic form by "artificial se-
lection " of comparatively few years' duration.

dysootocia (dis-o-o-to'si-a), n. [NL.. < Gr. dva-,

fll, + aoTOKta, a laying of"eggs, < oro/tof, laying
eggs, < (f6v (= L. ovum), egg, + TIKTCIV, TCKCIV,

produce, bear.] In zool., difficult ovulation.

dysopia (dis-6'pi-a), it. [NL., < Gr. dvauiria,
confusion of face"(taken in the def. in another
sense), < dva-, bad, ill, + tity (UTT-), eye, face.]
Same as dysopsia.

dysopsia (dis-op'si-a), n. [NL.. < Gr. dva-, bad,
T o^ic, view, sight.] In pathol., painful or
defective vision.

dysopsy (dis-op'si), n. [< Gr. dva-, bad, ill, +
o^if, sight.] Same as di/sopsia.

dysorexia (dis-o-rek'si-a), . [NL., < Gr. dva-

opel-ia, feebleness of
appetite, < dva-, bad, +

6/>tf<f, appetite.] In pathol., a depraved or fail-

ing appetite.

dysorexy (dis'o-rek-si), n. Same as dysorexia.

dyspareunia (dis-pa-r8'ni-a), . [NL., < Gr.
ova-, hard, + K&pewoc., lying beside, < irap&, be-

side, + c vvfi, bed.] In pathol., inability to per-
form the sexual act without pain : usually ap-
plied to females.

dyspepsia (dis-pep'sia), n. [Also dyspepgy; =
F. ayspepsie = Sp. It. dispcpsia = Pg. dyspepsia,
< L. dyspe]>sia, < Gr. Svaire^ia, indigestion, < div-

ireirrof, nard to digest, < dva-, hard, + irenrof,
verbal adj. of ireirrttv, ripen, soften, cook, digest,= L. coijucre, cook : see cook1 .] Impaired power
of digestion. The term is applied with a certain free-
dum to all forms of gastric derangement, whether involv-
ing impaired power of digestion or not. But It is usually
di.si-urdi-d when MOMmore definite diagnosis can be made,
as gastric cancer, gastric ulcer, gastritis, gastrect&sia, or

1

i it daptndi on poisonous ingesta or appears as a

dysteleological
which may Involve a diminished or an excessive secretion
of the gastric juice, or diminished or excessive acidity In
that secretion, or an irritability of the stomach-walls or
an Impairment of their motor functions, and which ap-
pears to depend on some defect In the innervation of th<<

stomach, and not on some grosser lesion.

dyspepsy (dis-pep'si), 11. Same as dyspepsia.
dyspeptic (dis-pep'tik), a. and n. [= F. dys-

l>(l>tn/ii( , < Gr. as if *(5wnrf;rmof, < dvairc^la,

dyspepsia: see dyspepsia.] I. a. 1. Pertaining
to or of the nature of dyspepsia: as, a dyspeptic
complaint. 2. Suffering from or afflicted with
dyspepsia or indigestion : as, a dyspeptic person.

3. Characteristic of one afflicted with chron-
ic dyspepsia; hence, bilious ; morbid; "blue";
pessimistic; misanthropic: as, a dyspeptic view
or opinion.

IT. n. A person afflicted with dyspepsia.
dyspeptical (dis-pep'ti-kal), a. [< dyspeptic +
-alT] Troubled with dyspepsia ; hence, inclined
to morbid or pessimistic views of things.

How seldom will the outward capability lit the Inward ;

though talented wouderfully enough, we are poor, un-

friended, dyspeptical, bashful ; nay, what Is worse than
all, we are foolish. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. S3.

dysphagia (dis-fa'ji-a), it. [NL., < Gr. as if

*6va$ayia, < ova-, hard,+ ipaytlv, eat.] Inpathol.,

difficulty
in swallowing. Also dysphagy.

dysphagic (dis-faj'ik), a. Pertaining to, of the
nature of, or affected with dysphagia.
dysphagy (dis'fa-ji), . [= P. dysphagie; < NL.
dysphagia : see dysphagia.] Same as dysphagia.
dysphonia (dis-fo'ni-ii), . [NL., < Gr. dva-

Quvia, roughness of sound, < dvaipuvof, ill-sound-

ing, < dva-, ill, + Quvii, sound.] la. pathol., dif-

ficulty in producing vocal sounds.

dysphony (dis'fo-ni), it. [= F. dysphonie; < NL.
dysphonta : see dysphonia.] Same as dysphonia.

dysphoria (dis-fo'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. dvaipopia,

pain hard to be borne, anguish, < di-ai/apof, hard
to bear, < dva-, hard, + -<t>opof, < Qcpeiv = E.
bear1

.] lupathol., impatience under affliction
;

a state of dissatisfaction, restlessness, fidget-

ing, or inquietude.
dysphuistic (dis-fu-is'tik), a. [< dys-, bad, +
-pliuistic as in euphuistic, q. v.] Ill-sounding;
inelegant.
Of A Lover's Complaint ... I have only space or need

to remark that it contains two of the most exquisitely
Shakespearean verses ever vouchsafed to us by Shake-
speare, and two of the most execrably euphuistic or dyi-
phuisttc lines ever inflicted on us by man.

Swinburne, Shakespeare, p. 62.

dyspnoea (disp-ne'a), n. [L., < Gr. dvoirvoia,

difficulty of breathing, < ivairvoof, scant of

breath, short-breathed, < dva-, hard, + -n-wiof ;

cf.
itvoij, breathing, < irvelv, breathe.] In pa-

thol., difficulty of breathing ; difficult or labored

respiration.
dyspnoeal (disp-ne'al), a. [< dyspncea + -a*.]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of dyspnoea ;

connected with dyspnoea.
dyspnoeic (disp-ne'ik), a. [< L. dyspnoicus, n.,
one short of breath, < Gr. dvairvoinof, short of

breath, < dvairvoia, dyspncea: see dyspncea.]
Affected with or resulting from dyspnosa ; dysp-
noeal.

dysporomorph (dis'po-ro-m6rf), . One of the

Dysporomorphce.
Dysporomorphse (dis'po-ro-mdr'fe), n. pi.
[NL., < Dysporus + Gr. /top^, form.] In Hux-
ley's system of classification (1867), a division
of desmognathous birds, exactly corresponding
to the Steganopodes, Totipalmati, or oar-footed
natatorial birds. They have all four toes webbed,
the oil-gland surmounted by a circlet of feathers, the
sternum broad and truncate posteriorly, the mandibular
angle truncate, the maxillopalatines large and spongy,
the united palatines carinate, and no basipterygoid pro-
cesses. The division includes the pelicans, ganneta, cor-

morants, frigates, darters, and tropic-birds.

steganopodous.
Dysporus (dis'po-rus), n. [NL. (Illiger, 1811 :

so called with reference to the closure or oblit-

eration of the nostrils), < Gr. dvajropos, hard to

pass, difficult, < dva-, hard, -1- ro>oc, passage.]
A genus of gannets : same as Sula. it is often

separated from Sula to designate the brown gannets, as
the booby, D. fiber, as distinguished from the white ones,
as S. bassana. '

dyssycus (di-si'kus), .
; pi. dyssyci (-si)- [NL.,'

Gr. dva-, bad, + OVKOV, a fig.j Haeekel's name
for a form of sponge also called rhagon.
dysteleological (dis-tel'e-o-loj'i-kal), o. [<
ili/s/i Imloiiy + -ical.] Purposeless; without de-

sign; having no "final cause" for being; not

teleological.



dysteleologist

dysteleologist (dis-tel-e-ol'o-jist), n. [< dys-

teleology + -ist.'] One who believes in dystele-

ology.

Dystdeologists, without admitting a purpose, had not

felt called upon to deny the fact.
.

L. F. Ward, Dynam. Sociol., I. 173.

(dis-tel-f-ol'o-ji), . [< Or. Sva-,

,
+ reXof (refc-), end> purpose, + -Aoyia, <

Myeiv, speak: see teleology.] The science of

rudimentary or vestigial organs, apparently
functionless or of no use or purpose in the

economy of the organism, with reference to

the doctrine of purposelessness. The idea is that

many useless or even hurtful parts may be present in an

organism In obedience to the law of heredity simply, and

that such are evidences of the lack of design or purpose

or
"
final cause

" which the doctrines of teleology presume.

The Doctrine of Purposelessness, or Dysteleology.

Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), 1. 109.

It is no wonder that Mr. Romanes should avow his "to-

tal inability to understand why the phenomena of instinct

should be more fatal to the doctrine of Dysteleology than

any other of the phenomena of nature." YVYTT
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 63.

Dysteria (dis-te'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Sva-,

hard, + rr/pciv, watch, have an eye on, keep ;
cf .

SvarfipriTOf, hard to keep.] The typical genus of

Dysteriidce. D. armata of Huxley, which inhabits salt

water, has such a structure that it has been supposed by
Oosse to be a rotifer.

Dysteriidae (dis-te-rl'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Dysteria + -idee.'] A family of free-swimming
animalcules, more or less ovate, cylindrical,

flattened or compressed, and mostly encui-

rassed. They have the carapace simple or consisting of

two lateral, subequal, conjoined, or detached valves ;
cilia

confined to the more or less narrow or constricted ventral

surface; the oral aperture followed by a distinct pharynx,
the walls of which are strengthened by a simple horny

tube, by a cylindrical fascicle of corneous rods, or by
otherwise differentiated corneous elements ; a conspicuous
tail-like style, or compact fascicle of setose cilia present-

ing a style-like aspect, projecting from the posterior ex-

tremity. Most of them inhabit salt water.

Dysterina (dis-te-rl'na), n.
fl. [NL., < Dys-

teria + -ina?.] A family of ciliate infusonans,

typified by the genus Dysteria. Claparede and

Laclimann, 1858-60. See Dysteriidce.

dysthesia (dis-the'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. dvaOtata,

a bad condition, < dumerof, in bad condition:

see dysthetic.'] Inpathol., a non-febrile morbid
state of the blood-vessels ;

a bad habit of body

dependent mainly upon the state of the circu-

lating system.

dysthetic (dis-thet'ik), a. [< Gr. Modems, in

bad case, in bad condition, < Sva-, bad, + 6er6f,

verbal adj. of n-Oe-vai, put, place.] Of, per-

taining to, or characterized by dysthesia.

dysthymic (dis-thim'ik), a. [< Gr. SvadvfUK6^,

melancholy, < dva&vfiia, despondency, despair,

< duo--, bad, + Bv/iof, spirit, courage.] In pa-
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thol, affected with despondency; depressed in

spirits; dejected.

dystocia (dis-to'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Owmttia,

a painful delivery," < S'varoKO^, bringing forth

with pain, < Sva-, hard, + rinruv, nitclv, bring

forth.] In pathol., difficult parturition. Also

dystolda.

dystome (dis'tom), a. Same as dystomic.

dystomic, dystomouS (dis-tom'ik, dis'to-mus),

a. [< Gr. SVOTO/WS, hard to cut (but taken in

pass, sense 'badly cleft'), < <ko-, hard, bad, +
rofiof, verbal adj. of rifivciv, cut.] In mineral.,

having an imperfect fracture or cleavage.

dystrophic (dis-trof'ik), . [< dystrophy + -ic.~\

Pertaining to a perversion of nutrition.

dystrophy (dis'tro-fi), n. [< Gr. Sva-, hard, ill,

+ -potfi, nourishment, < rptyiv, nourish.] In

pathol, perverted nutrition.

dysuria (dis-u'ri-a), n. [LL., < Gr. Svaavpia, <

Sva-, hard, + avpov, urine.] In pathol., difficulty

in micturition, attended with pain and scald-

ing. Also dysury.

dysuric (dis-u'rik), a. [< dysuria + -ic.] Per-

taining to or of the nature of dysuria; affected

with dysuria.
dysury (dis'u-ri), n. Same as dysuria.

Dytes (di'tez), n. [NL. (Kaup, 1829), < Gr

dvrr/e, a diver, < imiv, dive.] A genus of small

grebes, of the family Podicipedidce, containing
such species as the horned and the eared grebe.

Dyticidae, n. pi. See Dytiscidw.

Dyticus, n. "See Dytiscus.

dytiscid (di-tis'id), a. and n. I. a. Of or per-

taining to the Dytiscidce.

II. n. A water-beetle of the family Dytiscidce.

Dytiscidae, Dyticidae (di-tis'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
<Dytiscus, Dyticus, + -idie.'} A family of two-

eyed aquatic adephagous CoUoptera, or preda-

tory beetles, having the metasternum destitute

of an antecoxal piece, but prolonged in a trian-

gular process posteriorly, the antennae slender,

filiform, or setaceous, and the abdomen with

six segments. The Dytiscidee are related to the ground-
beetles or Carabidte, but differ in the form of the meta-

sternum, and in the structure of the legs, which are nata-

torial. They are water-beetles, mostly of large size, with

narrowly oval depressed bodies and oar-like hind legs,

found almost everywhere in fresh water.

Dytiscus, Dyticus (dl-tis'kus, dit'i-kus), n.

[NL., ong. and commonly Dytiscus (Linnseus),

Dyticus (Geoffroy, 1764), < Gr. dvraoif, able to

dive, < (Km, a diver, < Smiv, dive, sink, get into,

enter.] The typical genus of predaceous wa-

ter-beetles of the family Dytiscidce, having the

metasternal spiracles covered by the elytra,

the front tarsi five-jointed, and patellate in the

male, and the hind tarsi not ciliate, with the

claws equal. The numerous species are large, but

difficult to distinguish. They are dark olive-green above,

\

s fasci-venfr

marginalia. (Na

dziggetai

the thorax and elytra being often margined with yellow.

The elytra are smooth in the male, usually sulcate in the

female. D.inmgi-
nalis (Limiicus) is

very abundant in

Europe, inhabit-

ing, like the other

species, large
bodies of stag-
nant water. Some
species are called

water-butts.

dyvour (dT-
v6r), n. [Sc.,
also dyvor, di-

rer, < F. devoir,
a duty, obliga-

tion, etc.: see
dever and de-

voir.'] In old

Scots law, a
bankrupt who had made a cessio bonorum to

his creditors.

Louis, what reck I by thee,
Or Geordie on his ocean?

Dyvor, beggar loons to me
I reign in Jeanie's bosom. Burns.

dzeren, dzeron (dze'ren, -ron), . [Mongol,

name.] The Chinese antelope, Procapra guttu-

rosa, a remarkably swift animal, inhabiting the

arid deserts of central Asia, Tibet, China, and

southern Siberia. It is nearly 4J feet long, and is

2J feet high at the shoulder. When alarmed it clears

over 20 feet at one bound. Also called goitered antelope

and yell/m> goat.

dziggetai (dzig'ge-ti), n. [Mongol, name.]
wila ass of Asia, Equus liemionus, whose habits

are graphically recorded in the book of Job, and
which is believed to be the liemionus of Herod-

otus and Pliny. It is intermediate in appearance
and character between the horse and the ass (hence the

specific name hemionus, half-ass). The males especially

are fine animals, standing as high as 14 hands. It lives

Dziggetai (Egutts kemvmus}.

in small herds, and is an inhabitant of the sandy steppes
of central Asia, 16,000 feet above sea-level. The dziggetai

or hemione is one of several closely related species, or

more probably varieties, of large wild Asiatic asses which

appear to lack the black stripe across the withers. Two
of these are sometimes distinguished under the names of

kulan (Eqmui onager), a wide-ranging form, and kiang(b.

kiang), of Tibet. See onager, ghm, and khur. Also

spelled djiygetai and in other ways.



1. Tho fifth letter and sec-

ond vowel in our alphabet.
It has the same place in the order
of the alphabet aa the correspond-
ing sign or character in the older al-

phabets, Latin and Greek and Phe-

nician, from which ours is derived

(see .4) ; but the value originally
attached to the sign has undergone
much modification. The compar-

ative scheme of forms (like that given for the preceding
letters) is as follows :

rn

Hlerogt

Pheni-
clan.

Early
Greek ana Latin.

From the capital E have come by gradual modification and
variation (as in the case of the other letters) all the other

printed and written forms. The value of the sign in the
Semitic alphabets was and still is that of an aspiration, a

peculiar smooth A. But when the alphabet was adapted
to Greek use, this unnecessary aspirate-sign wasutilized as

a sign for a vowel-sound, either short or long, being nearly
that instanced in our two words MM* and they. Thisdoubie
value in point of quantity it had in all early Greek use, and
until in one section of the Greek race and later, after

their example, in all the others it was found conve-
nient to distinguish the long sound by a separate sign,
H (see //), after which the K was restricted to denoting
the short sound, as in our met. This distinction was not
Introduced into the Italican alphabets ; hence the same
sign stands for both short and long sound in Latin, and
with us. The name of the sign in Fhenician was he (of
doubtful meaning; usually explained as 'window'); in

Greek it was el, andlaterc i/uAo?, 'simplee' it is believed,
in antithesis to the double at, which then had the same
sound. In most of the languages of Europe the sign has
retained its original Greek and Latin value ; In the English
it has done this only so far as concerns the short sound ;

the long sound lias, in the history of the changes of pro-

nunciation, so generally passed over into what was origi-

nally the long t-sound, that we now call this Bound long e

(as in meet, mete, meat, etc.). The proper e-sound (in met,
they) is phonetically a medium between the completely
open a of father and the close sound < of pique. In Its

two quantities {met, then) it constitutes about five per cent,

of English utterance. Taking into account also the numer-
ous digraphs, as ea, ee, ei, ey, ae, ie, oe, in which it is found,
and its frequent occurrence as a silent letter, e is the most
used of our alphabetic signs. This frequency is due in

considerable measure to the general reduction of the vow-
els of endings to c that constitutes a conspicuous part of

the change from Anglo-Saxon to English. The total loss

then, further, of many of these endings in utterance has
left numerous cases of silent anal e, to which others have
been added by analogy with these. A degree of value in

the economy of our written speech belongs to it, in so far

as its occurrence after a single consonant now almost regu-
larly indicates the long sound of the vowel preceding that

consonant, as in mate, mete, mite, mate, mute; but in many
cases it appears also after a single consonant preceded by
a short vowel, and such cases, &sgive, live, have, vineyard,
constitute one of ttie classes where reform in orthography
is most easily made, and has most to recommend it. (See
-.) E has further come to be used as an orthographic
auxiliary, in some cases after c and g, where it is conven-

tionally regarded as preserving the so-called "soft" sound
of those letters, as in peaceable, manageable.
2. As a numeral, 250. Du Canqe. 3. As a

symbol : (a) In the calendar, the fifth of the do-
minical letters. (6) In logic, the sign of the
universal negative proposition. See A 1

,
2 (6).

(c) In alg. : (1) [cap.] The operation of en-

largement: thus, Efx = f (x + I); also, the

greatest integer as small as the quantity which
follows : thus, EJ = 3. (2) [I. c.] The base of

the Napierian system of logarithms; also, the

eccentricity of a conic. 4. In music: (a) The
key-note of the major key of four sharps, hav-

iug the signature (1), or of the minor key of one

sharp, having the signature (2); also, the final

of the Phrygian mode in medieval music. (6)
In the fixed system of solmization, the third
tone of the scale, called mi : hence so named
by French musicians, (c) On the keyboard of

the pianoforte, the white key to the right of

rvrry group of two black keys. (<l) The tone

given by such a key, or a tone in unison with
such a tone, (c) The degree of a staff assigned
to such a key or toiio

;
with, the treble clef, the

lower line and upper space (3). (/) A note on
such a degree, indicating such a key or tone (4).

5. As an abbreviation: (a) East: as, E. by
S,, east by south. See 8. E., E. 8. E., etc. (6)
In various phrase-abbreviations. See e. g., i. e.,

E. and O. E., etc E dur, the key of E major.
E moll, the key of E minor.

e-1 . A prefix of Anglo-Saxon origin, one of the

forms of the original prefix gc-. It remains
unfelt in enough. See -.

6-2. [L. e-, e. reduced form of ex-, ex : see ex-.]

A prefix of Latin origin, a reduced form of ex-,

alternating with ex- before consonants, as in

evade, elude, emit, etc. See ex-, in some scien-

tific terms it denotes negation or privation, like Greek a-

privative (being then conventionally called e- privative) :

as, ecaudate, tailless, anurous ; edentate, toothless, etc. In

elope the prefix is an accommodated form of Dutch cnf -.

-e. [ME. -e, -en, < AS. -a, -f, -o, -u, -an, -en, etc.]
The unpronounced termination of many Eng-
lish words. Silent final e is of various origin, being the
common representative (pronounced in earlier English) of

almost all the Anglo-Saxon, Old French, Latin, etc., in-

flection-endings. In nouns and adjectives of native origin
it may be regarded as representing the original vowel-end-

ing of the nominative (as in ale, tale, stake, rake, etc.), or,
more generally, the original oblique cases (dative, etc.),

which from their greaterfrequency became in Middle Eng-
lish the accepted form of the nominative also, as in lode,

pole, mile, wile, etc.; similarly, in words of Latin and oth-

er origin, as rule, rude, spike, sprite, etc. In verbs of na-

tive origin -e represents the original infinitive (AS. -an,
ME. -en, >) mixed with the present indicative, etc., as in

make, wake, write, etc. In a great number of words the -e

has disappeared as an actual sound, the letter being re-

tained, as a result of phonetic and orthographic accident,
as a conventional sign of "length" an accented vowel
followed by a single consonant before final silent e being
regularly

"
long," as in rate, write, rode, tube, etc., words

distinguished thus from forms with a "short" vowel, rat,

writ, rod, tub, etc. In words of recent introduction - is

used whenever this distinction is to he made. In some
cases the vowel preceding -e is short, as in glee, live, bade,

have, javelin, vineyard, etc., especially in polysyllables in

ile, -me, -ite, etc., as hostile, glycerine, opposite, etc. ; but
some of these words were formerly or are now often spell-
ed without the superfluous ,

as bad, glycerin, Jibrin, de-

posit, etc. Etymologically, final e in modern English has
no weight or value, it being a mere chance whether it rep-
resents an original vowel or syllable.

-6. [F. -e, fern, -ie, pp. suffix, < L. -dtus, -dta :

see -ate1.] A French suffix, the termination
of perfect participles, and of adjectives and
nouns thence derived, some of which are used,
though consciously as French words, in Eng-
lish, as VToiege, neglige, retrousse, degage.tearte,
etc. The Anglicized form is -cc1 (which see).

ea. Acommon English digraph, introducedabout
the beginning of the sixteenth century, hav-

ing then the sound of a, and serving to distin-

guish e or ee with that sound from e or ee with
the sound of e. The original sonnd a remained in

most of the words having ca until the eighteenth century,
and still prevails in break, great, yea, and in a dialectal

(" Irish ") pronunciation of beast, please, mean, etc (which
in dialect-writing are spelled BO aa to represent this pro-
nunciation: BOG baste*)', it has become e in breadl, dread,
head, meadow, health, wealth, leather, weather, etc., and,
modified by the following r, in bearl, bears, heart, hearth,
earth, learn, etc. In most words, however, the digraph
ea now agrees in sound with ee, namely, e, as in read, pro-
nounced the same as reed (but the preterit read like red).
The modern digraph ea lias no connection with the Anglo-
Saxon and early Middle English diphthong or "

breaking
"

I'd, ea, though it happens to replace it in some words, as in

bread! (Anglo-Saxon bread), lead- (Anglo-Saxon lead), earl

(Anglo-Saxon edre).

ea. An abbreviation of each.

each (ech), a. and pron. [< (1) ME. ech, eche,

tsehe, iche, yche, tichc, etc., these being prop,
oblique forms, assibilated, of the proper nom.
elc, Sic, eilc, tie, ilk, ylc, ttlc (> So. ilk, ilka), each,
< AS. celc (= MD. ieghelick, ellick.elck, D. elk

= OFries. elk, ellik, ek, ik = MLG. LG. ettik, elk

= OHG. eogalih, ioqelih,
MHG. iegelich, Gt.jey-

lich), each, orig. *d-ge-lic, < a, ever, in comp.
indef., + gelic, like, < ge-, a generalizing prefix,
+ lie, body, form : see ay1 (= o3), i- (= c-1 =
y-), and tike*-, liki*, -fyl. Mixed in ME. with

(2) ilc, ilk (mod. So. ilk2
, ilka, q. v.), assibi-

lated ilehc, it'/i, itch, inch, contr. of earlier tunic

uirilc, iwilch, < AS. gehwilc, gchwylc (= OHG.
galtwelih), each, every one, any one, < gc-, gen-
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eralizing prefix, + hieilc. who, which (see i- and
which): and with (3) ME. ewilc, < AS. teghwilc

(= OHG. eogihwelih), each, orig. "d-ge-hwilc, <

a, ever, + gehwilc, each, any one, as above. See

every, where -y stands for an orig. each, and
such and which, where -ch is of like origin with
-ch in each."\ I. distributive adj. Being either

or any unit of a numerical aggregate consist-

ing of two or more, indefinitely: used in pred-

icating the same thing of both or all the mem-
bers of the pair, aggregate, or series mentioned
or taken into account, considered individually
or one by one : often followed by one, with of
before a noun (partitive genitive): as, each

sex; each side of the river; each stone in a

building; each one of them has taken a differ-

ent course from every other.

Thel token ech on by hymself a peny.
WycHf, Mat. xx. 10.

Betheleem is a litylle Cytee, long and narwe and weU
walled, and in eche syde enclosed with code Dychea.

ilanderillf. Travels, p. 69.

She her weary limbes would never rest ;

But every liil and dale, each wood and plalne.
Did search. Spenser, F. Q., I. ii. 8.

And the princes of Israel, being twelve men : each one
was for the house of his fathers. Num. 1. 44.

Each envious brier his weary legs doth scratch,
Each shadow makes him stop, each murmur stay.

Shot., Venus and Adonis, 1. 70S.

II. pron. 1. Every one of any number or
numerical aggregate, considered individually:
equivalent to the adjectival phrase each one:

as, each went his way ; each had two
;
each of

themwas of a different size (that is, from all the

others, or from every one else in the number).
Than the! closed hem to-geder straite eche to other.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 39S.

And there appeared . . . cloven tongues like as of fire,

and it sat upon each of them. Acts ii. 3.

You found his mote ; the king your mote did see ;

But I a beam do find iu each of three.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 3.

Wandering each his several way. Milton, P. L., ii. 523.

Each is strong, relying on his own, and each is betrayed
when he seeks in himself the courage of others.

Emerson, Courage.

2f. Both.
And each, though enemies to cither's reign,
Do in consent shake hands to torture me.

SAiii., Sonnets, xxviil.

At oacnt, joined each to another; joined end to end.

Ten masts at each make not the altitude
Which thou hast perpendicularly fell.

Shak., Lear, iv. .

Each Other, (at) Each alternate ; every other ; every
second.

Each other worde I wag a knave.

Up. Still, Gammer Ourton's Needle.

Living and dying each other day.
Holland, tr. of Pliny, p. 2.

(b) Each the other ; one another : now generally used
when two persons or things are concerned, but also used
more loosely like une another (which see, under aiwther) :

as, they love each other (that is, each loves the other).

eachwheret (ech'hwar), adv. [< each + where."}

Everywhere.
For to entrap the careles Clarion,
That rang'd each where without snspition.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 378.

The mountains eachwhert shook, the rivers turned their

streams. L. Bryskett (Arber's Eug. Garner, I. 288).

Eacles (e'a-klez), n. [NL. (Httbner, 1816) ; etym.
dubious.] A genus of large, handsome bomby-
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cid moths, peculiar to North and South Amer-
ica, having short hind wings, short proboscis,

simple antennas in the female, and the antennae

of the male pectinate to a greater or less extent.
E. imperialis is one of the largest and handsomest moths
of North America, of a yellow color, with purplish-brown
spots on the wings. The male is more purplish than the

female. The larvae feed on the foliage of various forest-

trees, and pupate in loose cocoons under ground.

Bad-. See Ed-*.

eadish, . See eddisli.

-ese. [NL., etc., fern. pi. (sc. plantce, plants) of

L. -CMS: see -eous, and cf. -acece.'] 1. In bot., a

suffix used chiefly in the formation of tribal

names and the names of other groups between
the genus and the order. It also occurs as the

termination of some ordinal names. 2. In

eool., the termination of the names of various

taxonomie groups : (a) regularly, of groups be-

tween the genus and the subfamily; (b) irreg-

ularly, of different groups above the family.
In both cases -ece is used without implication of

gender.
eager1

(e'ger), a. [< ME. eger, egre, < OF.

eyre, aigre, F. aigre = Pr. agre = OSp. agre,

Sp. agrio = Pg. It. agro, < L. acer (acr-), sharp,
keen : see acid, acerb, etc. Cf. vinegar, alegar.]

It. Sharp; sour; acid.

This seed is eger and hot. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Egrest fruits, and bitterest hearbs did mock
Madera Sugars, and the Apricock.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

It doth posset
And curd, like eager droppings into milk.

Shak., Hamlet, 1. 6.

2. Sharp; keen; biting; severe; bitter. [Ob-
solete or archaic.]
A more myghty and more egre medicine.

Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 6.

If so thou think'st, vex him with eager words.

Shalt., S Hen. VI., ii. 6.

It is a nipping and an eager air. Shak., Hamlet, 1. 4.

The cold most eager and sharpe till March, little winde,
nor snow, except in the end of Aprill.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 405.

3. Sharply inclined or anxious ; sharp-set; ex-

cited by ardent desire; impatiently longing;
vehement; keen: as, the soldiers were eager to

engage the enemy ; men are eager in the pur-
suit of wealth ; eager spirits ; eager zeal.

Manly he demeyned him to make his men egre,
Bad hem alle be bold & busiliche lijt .

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3836.

All the ardent and daring spirits in the parliamentary
party were eager to have Hampden at their head.

Macaulay, Nugent's Hampden.
As our train of horses surmounted each succeeding emi-

nence, every one was eager to be the first who should
catch a glimpse of the Holy City.

R. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 144.

4. Manifesting sharpness of desire or strength
of feeling ;

marked by great earnestness : as,
an eager look or manner; eager words.

She sees a world stark blind to what employs
Her eager thought, and feeds her flowing joys.

Camper, Charity, 1. 405.

5t. Brittle.

Gold itself will be sometimes so eager . . . that it will

as little endure the hammer as glass itself.

Locke, Human Understanding, III. vi. 35.

=Syn. 3. Fervent, fervid, warm, glowing, zealous, for-

ward, enthusiastic, impatient, sanguine, animated.

eager1
!, *> t. [< ME. egren; from the adj.]

To make eager ; urge ;
incite.

The nedy poverte of his houshold mihte rather egren
hym to don felonyes. Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 6.

He angurt hym full euyll, & egerd hym with,
ffor the dethe of the dere his dole was the more.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7329.

eager2 , eagre (e'ger), n. [Chiefly dial, or ar-

chaic, and hence of unstable form and spell-

ing, but prop, eager; also written (obs., archa-
ic, or dial.) eagre, eger, egor, egre, eygre, aigre,

ager, liigre, liygre, and with alteration of g to

k, aker, acker, etc., < ME. aker, akyr, a cor-

ruption of AS. *eagor, *egor, only in comp.
edgor-, egor-stredm, ocean-stream, egor-here, the

'ocean-host,' a flood, = Icel. cegir, the ocean,
the sea, in myth, the giant JEgir, the husband
of Ran, answering to both Oceanus and Po-
seidon in Greek mythology.] A sudden and
formidable influx and surging of the tide in a
high wave or waves, up a river or an estuary ;

a bore, as in the Severn, the Hooghly, and the
Bay of Fundy.

His manly heart . . .

Its more than common transport could not hide
;

But like an eagre rode in triumph o'er the tide.

Dryden, Threnodia Augustalis, 1. 134.

Sea-tempest is the Jb'tun Aegir ; . . . and now to this

day, on our river Trent, as I hear, the Nottingham barge-
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men, when the river is in a certain flooded state, call it

Eager; they cry out, "Have a care; there is the Eager
coming." Carlyle.

A mighty eygre raised his crest.

Jean Ingelow, High Tide on the Coast of Lincolnshire.

eagerly (e'ger-li), adv. [< ME. egerly, egurly,

egreliche, etc. ; < eager* + -fy
2
.] If. With sharp-

ness or keenness ; bitterly ; keenly.
And thanne welled water for wikked werkes,
Enerlich ernynge out of menues eyen.

Piers Plouiman(E), xix. 876.

Abundance of rain froze so eagerly as it fell, that it seem-

ed the depth of winter had of a sudden been come in.

Knolles, Hist. Turks.

2. In an eager manner
;
with ardor or vehe-

mence ;
with keen desire, as for the attainment

of something sought or pursued ;
with avidity

or zeal.

[He] rode a-gein hym full egerly, and smote hym with

all his myght. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 158.

And egrelich he loked on me and ther-fore I spared
To asken hym any more ther-of

,
and badde hym full fayre

To discreue the fruit that so faire hangeth.
Piers Plowman (B), xvi. 64.

How eagerly ye follow my disgraces,
As if it fed ye ! Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

To the holy war how fast and eagerly did men go !

South, Sermons.

eagerness (e'ger-nes), . It. Tartness; sour-

ness; sharpness. 2. Keen or vehement desire

in the pursuit or for the attainment of some-

thing, or a manifestation of such desire ; ardent

tendency; zeal; fervor: as, to pursue happiness
or wealth with eagerness; eagerness of manner
or speech.

She knew her distance, and did angle for me,
Madding my eagerness with her restraint.

Shak., All's Well, v. S.

The eagerness and strong bent of the mind after know-
ledge, if not warily regulated, is often an hinderance to it.

Locke.

What we call our despair is often only the painful eager-
ness of unfed hope. George Eliot, Middlemarch, ii. 81.

=Syn. 2. Earnestness, Avidity, Eagerness, Zeal, Enthu-

siasm, ardor, vehemence, impetuosity, heartiness, long-

ing, impatience. The flrst five words may all denote strong
and worthy movements of feeling and purpose toward a de-

sired object. In this field eagerness has either a physical
or a moral application ; with acidity the physical applica-
tion is primary ; earnestness, zeal, and enthusiasm have

only the moral sense. Avidity represents a desire for food,

primarily physical, figuratively mental : as, to read a new
novel with avidity; it rarely goes beyond that degree of

extension. Eagerness emphasizes an intense desire, gen-
erally for specific things, although it may stand also as
a trait of character; it tends to produce corresponding
keenness in the pursuit of its object. Earnestness de-

notes a more sober feeling, proceeding from reason, con-
viction of duty, or the less violent emotions, but likely to

prove stronger and more permanent than any of the others.

The word has at times a special reference to effort
;

it

implies solidity, sincerity, energy, and conviction of the
laudableness of the object sought ; it is contrasted with

eagerness in that it affects the whole character. Zeal
is by derivation a bubbling up with heat; it is naturally,
therefore, an active quality, passionate and yet pnerally
sustained, an abiding ardor or fervent devotion in any
unselfish cause. Enthusiasm is so far redeemed from
its early suggestion of extravagance that it denotes pre-

sumably a trait of character more general than eagerness
or zeal, more lively than earnestness, a lofty quickness of

feeling and purpose in the pursuit of laudable things un-
der the guidance of reason and conscience ; thus it differs

from zeal, which still generally implies a poorly balanced

judgment.
The nobles in great earnestness are going
All to the senate-house. Shak.

,
Cor.

,
iv. 6.

I lent her some modern works : all these she read with

avidity. Charlotte Bronte, The Professor, xviii.

So Gawain, looking at the villainy done,
Forbore, but in his heat and eagerness
Trembled and quivered.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

It was the sense that the cause of education was the
cause of religion itself that inspired JSlfred and Dunstan
alike with their zeal for teaching.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 325.

Truth is never to be expected from authors whose under-

standings are warped with enthusiasm; for they judge all

actions, and their causes, by their own perverse principles,
and a crooked line can never be the measure of a straight
one. Dryden, Bed. of Plutarch's Lives.

There is a certain enthusiasm in liberty, that makes hu-
man nature rise above itself in acts of bravery and heroism.

A. Hamilton, Works, II. 116.

eagle (e'gl), n. [Early mod. E. also egle; < ME.
egle, < OF. egte, aigle, F. aigle = Pr. aigla = Sp.
aguila = Pg. aguia = It. aquila, < L. aquila, an
eagle (prob. so calledfrom itsdark-brown color),
fern, of aquilus, dark-colored, brown (cf. Lith.

aklas, blind) : see Aquila, aquiline, etc. The na-
tive E. name is earn : see earn3.] 1. Properly,
a very large diurnal raptorial bird of the fam-
HyFalconidaianA genus Aquila (which see), hav-

ing the feet feathered to the toes, and no tooth
to the bill, which is straight for the length of
the cere. There are about 9 species, all confined to
the old world except the golden eagle, Aquila chrysaetus,

eagle

which ranges also in North America. This is the type-

species, to which the term originally attached ;
it is 3 feet

or more in length,
of a dark-brown
color, deriving the

epithet golden
from the ruddy-
brown feathers of
the back of the
neck. It preys on
lambs, hares, rab-

bits, various birds,
such as grouse, and
carrion. Other no-
table species are the

imperial eagle, A.

lieliaea; the Rus-
sian eagle, A. mo-
<!<liuk; the spotted
eagle, A. mamlata
(or ncEvia). From
its size, strength,
rapacity, and pow-
ers of flight and vi-

sion, the eagle has
been called the king
of birds; but its

prowess is greatly
exaggerated. By
the ancients it was
called the bird of

Jove, and it was
borne on the Roman standards. Many nations, as France
under the Bonapartes, Austria, Prussia, and Russia, have

adopted it as the national emblem. In heraldry it ranks
as one of the most noble bearings in coat-armor.

There myglite men the ryal egle fynde,
That with his sharpe lok persith the sunne ;

Golden Eagle (Aguila chrysaltus).

And othere eglis of a lowere kynde,
Of whiche that clerkis wel devyse cunne.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 830.

So the struck eagle, stretched upon the plain,
No more through rolling clouds to soar again,
View'd his own feather on the fatal dart,
And wing'd the shaft that quiver'd in his heart.

Byron, English Bards and Scotch Reviewers, 1. 826.

2. Amember of the genus Haliaetus, which com-

prises the fishing-eagles, sea-eagles, or earns,

resembling the eagle proper in size and form,
but having the shank bare of feathers and

scaly: such as the white- or bald-headed eagle,
or bald eagle, H. leucocephalus, the national
emblem of the United States; the white-tailed

eagle, H. albicilla; the pelagic eagle, H. pela-

gicus, etc. 3. A name of many raptorial birds

larger than the hawk and the buzzard, only
distantly related, as the harpy eagle, booted

eagle, etc. A number of genera of such large hawks
are sometimes grouped with the true eagles in a sub-

family Aqnilinoe (which see).

4. [cap.'] An ancient northern constellation be-

tween Cygnus and Sagittarius, containing the

bright Star Altair. It seems to be shown on Babylo-
nian stones of high antiquity, and the statement still

current that it almost touches the equinoctial refers to

the position of that circle about 2000 B. 0. At present
the constellation, enlarged by the addition of Autinous

shortly after the Christian era, extends 20 north and 13

south of the equator. See Aquila, 2.

6. A military ensign or standard surmounted
by the figure of an eagle. It is especially associated
with ancient Rome, though borne, with various modifica-

tions, by certain modern nations, as France under the
flrst and second empires.

This utter'd, overboard he leaps, and with his Eagle
feircly advanc'd runs upon the Enemy.

Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

What ! shall a Roman sink in soft repose,
And tamely see the Britons aid his foes?

See them secure the rebel Gaul supply ;

Spurn his vain eagles and his power defy?
Langhorne, Ccesar's Dream.

6. A lectern, usually of wood or brass, the up-
per part of which is in the shape of an eagle
with outstretchedwings supporting a book-rest,
the eagle being the symbol of Saint John the

Evangelist.

[The minister] read from the eagle. Thackeray.

7. A gold coin of the United States, of the
value of 10 dollars, weighing 258 grains troy,
900 fine, and equivalent to 2 Is. Id. sterling.

8. In arch., a name for a pediment. 9. In
the game of roulette, a spot, outside the regu-
lar 36 numbers, upon which is the picture of

an eagle. If this is the winning number, the bank takes
in all bets except those made on that particular one. See

roulette. Also called eagle-bird. American eagle. See
bald eaqle. Bald eagle, or bald fa m, a common though
misapplied name for the white-headed eagle of North

America, Haliaetus leucocephalus. This is the eagle which
has been adopted as the national emblem on the arms of

the United States, and is figured on some of its coins, be-

ing popularly called "the American eagle," "the spread

eagle," "the national bird," "the bird of freedom," etc.

It is about 3 feet Ions;, dark-brown or blackish when
adult, with pure-white head and tail ; the shank is partly
nakt'd ami yellow, by which mark the species may be dis-

tinguished in any plumage from the golden eagle, Aquila
chrysaetvs. Also called white- or bald-headed eagle. See
cut on following page. Black eagle, (a) The golden
eagle, Aquila chri/saetus. (b) The young of the bald

eagle, Haliaetus leucocephalus. Calumet eagle. See
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the jaws are paved with rows of hexagonal teeth, thi- in<-

dian of which are of much greater breadth than length.

2. Any ray of the family Myliobatidce. These

rpys are immensely broad, owing to the development of

the pectoral mis, and have a long, flexible tail, armed with
one or more serrated spines. They inhabit for the most

part tropical or warm seas.

eagle-sighted (e'gl-si'ted), a. Having strong
sight, as an eagle.

What peremptory eagle-righted eye
Dares look upon the neaven of her brow,
That Is not blinded by her majesty?

Shalt., L. L. L., iv. 3.

Bald Eaglet Haltaitui

calumet. Fishing-eagle. Same as otprey. Golden
eagle. See def. l. Order of the Black Eagle, a Prus
siun order founded by Frederick I. in 1701. Ihe number
of knights is limited to 30, exclusive of the princes of

blood royal, and all must be of unquestioned nobility.
The badge is a cross of 8 points, having in the center a

circle with the monogram KR (for Fredericus Hex) ; the

four arms are enameled red, with the eagle of Prussia in

black enamel between each two arms. The ribbon Is

orange, but on occasions of ceremony the badge Is worn
pendent to a collar, consisting alternately of black eagles

holding thunderbolts, and medallions bearing the same
monogram as the badge ami also the monogram

" Suum
cuique." Order Of the Red Eagle (formerly Order of

pret.*e<J!(=Icel. auka = Goth, aukan), increase,
found only in the pp. edcen : see eke. Cf. the

equiv. yean, which differs from ean only In the

prefix.] To bring forth young; yean. See yean.
Both do feed,

As either promised to increase your breed
At eaniny-tlme, and bring you lusty twins.

B. Jonion, Sad Shepherd, 1. 2.

. and 0. E. An abbreviation of the commer-
cial phrase errors and omissions excepted, fre-

quently appended to statements and accounts
when rendered,

eagless(e'gles), n. [< eagle + -ess.] A female eaniingt (en'ling). n. [< ean + dim. -ling*.
or hen eagle. Sherwood. [Rare.] ct yeanling.] A lamb just brought forth,

eaglestone (e'gl-stdn), n. [Tr. of Gr. amrw:
see aetites.] A variety of argillaceous pxid of

iron, found in masses varying from the size of a _ , .
.

, ,_,
walnut tothatofaman'shead in formthewmasses^ (er), n. [Early mod. E. erne; < ME. ere

are spherical, oval, or nearly reniform, or sometimes re- , eare, <. AS. eare = US. ora : T\ea. are,

semble a parallelepiped with rounded edges and angles, dr = D. OOT = MLG. LG. or= OHG. ora, MHOr.
They have a rough surface, and are essentially composed
of concentric layers. The nodules often embrace -.1 the
center a kernel or nucleus, sometimes movable, and always
differing from the exterior in color, density, and fracture.

To these hollow nodules the Greeks gave the name of

eaglestones, from a notion that the eagle transported them
to her nest to facilitate the laying of her eggs. Also called

A11 the mnli whlch were Btreak
.

d and pled
should fall as Jacob's hire. Shalt., M. of v., L s.

ore, or, G. ohr = Icel. eyra = Sw. ora = Dan.
ore = Goth, auso = L. auris (dim. auricula, ML.
oricula, > It. orecchia = Sp. oreja = Pg. orelha =
Pr. aurelha= P. oreille, ear, = E. auricle: see au~

aetites.

Whether the aetites or eaglettone hath that eminent

ride, auricular, etc.) = Gr. ovc (<""-), also oiaf

(ovar-), for *ov<7of (ovaar-) = OBulg. Bulg. Croa-

tian, Serv. ucho = Bohem. Pol. ucho = Russ.
= Lith. ousts = OPruss. ausina (pi. ace.).property to promote delivery or restrain abortion, respec-

VKno -. = J-,lin. ousts =

tively applied to lower or upward parts of the body, we ear; a general Indo-European name, prob. allied
i u tion

.

the Red Eayle of Bayreuth ; also called Order of Sincerity),
an order founded by the Margrave of Bayreuth in 1705, and

shall not discourage common practice by our question.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

":lon. to (jr< aieiv, hear, perceive, L. audire, hear: see
'

6-

audience, audit, etc., auscultate, etc. Connection

eaglet (e'glet), n. [Earlier mod. E. also eglet; with hear doubtful: see hear.] 1. Theorganof
The present insignia of < *". a,iglette, dim. of aigle, eagle: see eagle.] A hearing; the apparatus of audition ; the accus-

ing a white eagle in relief, and surmounted by an imperial Foster'd the callow eaglet.
crown. The ribbon is sky-blue, but on state occasions Tennyson, (Enone.
the badge is worn pendent to a collar of white eagles con- Oa _i m, Itlira (s,'a\ vnWnr\ n A hnnlt nnmp
nectedbyplaingoldlinks.-Spreadeagle,aneaglewith

ea
,?}

e--vTlltur [e gl-vul tur), n. A D<

outspread wings; speciflcally, the emblem of the Unit- of the Gypohierax angolensis of western Africa.
ed States of America : often applied attributively to any eagle-winged (e'gl-wingd), a. Having the
loud, bombastic, boastful, and arrogant display of national wiii irs of an ea^le* swift as an eade
or other sentiments : as, a spread-eagle speech. See spread-
eagleitm. The eagle-winged pride

eagle-bird (e'gl-berd), n. Same as eagle, 9. Of sky-aspiring and ambitious thoughts,

eagle-eyed (e'gl-Id), a. 1. Sharp-sighted, like

ail eagle. 2. Quick to discern ; having acute eaglewood (e'gl-wid), n. [< eagle + wood*
;

intellectual vision. lite F. bois d'aigle, G. adlerholz, a translation
of NL. lignum aquila, or aquilaria, which is

an accom. (to L. aquila, eagle) of the E. Ind.

name aghil, Hind, agar, < Slct. agaru or aguru
(the latter form accom. to aguru, not heavy, <

a- priv. + guru = Gr. Bapif = L. gravis, heavy),
> prob. Gr. a.yh'tijox v

,
NU agalloclium : see agal-

eagle-fint,. [ME.e<7re/w(seequot.),<F.dial. lochum and AMj A highly fragrant wood,
(Champagne) aigrejtn, also pron. aiglefin (as if mucn use(i ^y Asiatics for incense. See agal-
connected, with aigle, > E. eagle), a sort of fish

;

Eustachian tube ; and of an internal ear, or labyrinth, the

essential organ of hearing, containing the enu-organs of

the auditory nerve. The labyrinth consists of a complicated
closed sac, the membranous labyrinth, lined with epithe-

SC
In

ASC

I know the frailty of my fleshly will:

My passion's eaglc-ey'd. fyutrles, Emblems, Iv. 1.

To be curious and Eagle-eyed Abroad, and to be Blind
and ignorant at Home, ... is a Curiosity that carrleth

with It more of Affectation than any thing else.

BoweU, letters, ii. 65.

,

origin uncertain.] An alleged old name of the
eagraB^ (e'gras), n. Same as eddish, 1.

haddock.
eagre, n. See eager%.

Belonius states that Egrefln or Eagle-fin was formerly eafdt. n. A dialectal variant of eld.
Its [the haddock's] English name. Day.

Grose.

,
. A,, obsolete (Middle English and

eagle-flighted (e'gl-fll'ted), a. Flying like an raro Anglo-Saxon) form of elder*.

eagle; mounting high. [Poetical.] ealdorman, . [AS.: see alderman.'] A chief ;

eagle-hawk (e'il-hlk), n. A hawk of the ge-
"'

nus Morphnus, as the Guiana eagle-hawk, M.

guianensis. G. Cuvier.

eagle-owl (e'gl-oul), w. 1. A name of the great The name of Ealdorman l8 one Of a large class ; among
horned owl of Europe, Buuo maximus, and hence a primitive people age implies command and command
of other large species of the same genus, as B. implies age ; hence, In a somewhat later stage of language,

virginiamts, the great horned owl of North
America. See cut under 1160. 2. A name of

sundry other large owls. Sicainson.

eagle-ray (e'gl-ra), n. 1. A large species of

ray, Myliobatis aquila, a batoid fish of the fam-

a leader : the Anglo-Saxon original of alderman,
used in modern historical works with reference

to its Anglo-Saxon use.

the elders are simply the rulers.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, I. 61.

The bishop declared the ecclesiastical law, as the ealdor-

man did the secular.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 299.

Transverse Section through Side Walls of Skull, showing the Inner
Parts of the Ear.

Co, concha or external ear, or pinna ; F..\f, external auditory mea-
tus; 7>.V, tympanic membrane; lnt, incus; Malt, malleus; ASC,
PSC, ESC, anterior, posterior, and external semicircular canals;
Coc, cochlea; Eu, Eustachian tube; //V, internal auditory meatus,
through which the auditory nerve passes to the organ of hearing.

Hum and lying in a roughly corresponding excavation in the

petrous bone, the bony labyrinth. The membranous laby-
rinth contains a limpid fluid, the endolymph, and between
the membranous labyrinth and the bony labyrinth is a
similar liquid called perilymph. The auditory nerve, pene-
trating the bone by the internal auditory meatus, is dis-

tributed to the walls of the membranous labyrinth. The
labyrinth is completely shut oft from the tympanum, but
there are two fenestrte or openings, closed by membranes,
in the tympanic wall of the bony labyrinth, and the foot of

the stapes Is applied to one of them. Sound-waves which

impinge upon the tympanic membrane are transmitted
across the tympanum by the chain of auditory ossicles,

and thence into the laby-
riuth. In vertebrates be-

low mammals the ear at

or pectoral flu

^^^ aussuw
s are expanded in a wing-like torm, and em, < AS. earn, contr. Of "eaham, = Otnes. em M bylack o{ external

>w = D. com, uncle, = OHG. MHG. oheim, uncle ear and reduction of the

\\ \J

Eagle-ray (Myliobatis aquita).

(mother's brother), also nephew (sister's son),
G. oheim, ohm, uncle. The first syllable, AS.
ea- (= Goth. a-), is perhaps related to Goth.

awo, grandmother, Icel. afi, grandfather, at,

great-grandfather, and to IJ. av-un-culus, uncle,
av-us, grandfather; the second syllable is ob-
scure. Earn remains in the surnames Eames
and Ames."] Uncle.

Sonc to hem of the cite a-sembled he thanne,
& faujt than so ferscheli for his ernes sake.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. 9.), L 3426.

Henry Hotspur, and his tame
The earl of Wor'ster.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xxii.

eant (en), v. i. [< ME. enen, bring forth young,
< AS. fdnian, contr. of edcnian, be pregnant, <

edcen, pregnant, lit. increased, pp. of "edcarr,

ossicles and of the laby-

rinth, the latter being
simply ligulate or strap-

shaped ; and, as in fishes,

the inner ear may con-
tain one or more concre-

tions, sometimes of great
size, called otoliths or
ear-ttones. An ear of
some kind is recogniza-
ble in the great majority
of invertebrates. In its

simplest recognizable
expression It Is a mere
capsule or vesicle, con-

taining some hard body
answering to an otollth,
and so supposed to have
an auditory function.
See cochlea, labyrinth,
and cut under tympanic.

External Ear, or Fiona.

I, helix : 3. fossa of antihelix, or

fossa triangularis: 3. fossa of helix,

or fossa scaphoidea : 4. antihelix;

5. s. concha; 6, antitragus ; 7, lobule;

8, tragus.



ear

2. The external ear alone, known as the pinna,

auricle, or concha: as, the horse laid his ears

back.

In another Yle ben folk, that Iwm gret Eres and longe,

that haugen doun to here Knees.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 205.

Hollowing one hand against his ear,

To list a foot-fall. Tennyson, Palace of Art.

3. Inornith.: (a) The auriculars or packet of

auricular feathers which cover the external

ear-passage of a bird. (6) A plumicoruor cor-

niplume; one of the "horns" of an owl.

4. The sense of hearing; the power of distin-

guishing sounds
;
the power of nice perception

of the differences of sound.

The Poet must know to whose eare he maketh his rime,
and accommodate himselfe thereto, and not glue such
musicke to the rude and barbarous as he would to the

learned and delicate eare.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 72.

5. Specifically, in music, the capacity to appre-
ciate, analyze, and reproduce musical composi-
tions byhearing them ;

sensitiveness to musical
intonation and to differences of pitch and qual-

ity in musical sounds : as, a correct ear. Some-
times called a musical ear.

Sneer. I thought you had been a decided critic in music,
as well as in literature.

Dangle. So I am but I have a bad ear.

Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

When therefore I say that I have no ear, you will un-

derstand me to mean for music.

Lamb, Chapter on Ears.

And men who have the gift of playing on an instrument

by ear are sometimes afraid to learn by rule, lest they
should lose it. J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 323.

6. A careful or favorable hearing ;
attention

;

heed.

I cried unto God with my voice, . . . and he gave ear
unto me. Pa. Ixxvii. 1.

I gaue as good eare, and do consider as well the taulke

that passed, as any one did there.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 19.

Give every man thine ear, but few thy voice.

Shak., Hamlet, 1. 3.

But the bigots and flatterers who had his ear gave him
advice which he was but too willing to take.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

7t. Disposition to listen
; judgment ;

taste.

He laid his sense closer, and in fewer words, according
to the style and ear of those times. Sir J. Denham.

8. A part of any inanimate object having some
likeness to the external ear. (a) A projection from
the side of a vessel or utensil made to be used as a handle :

as, the ears of a jar, pitcher, or other vessel.

Each bottle had a curling ear,
Through which the belt he drew,
And hung a bottle on each side,
To make his balance true.

Coivper, John Gilpin.

Over the fireplace were . . . iron candlesticks hanging
by their ears. S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 7.

(fc) That part of a bell by which it is suspended ; the can-
non. See first cut under bell, (c) A plate of soft metal at
the mouth of the mouthpipe of an organ, used to qualify
the tone by being bent more or less over the opening, (d)
The loop or ring by which the ram of a pile-driver is raised.

(e) In printing, a projecting piece on the edge of the frisket
or of the composing-rule. E. H. Knight. (/) One of the
holes bored in a spherical projectile for the insertion of
the points of the shell-hooks used in manipulating it.

9. In arch., same as cresset, I (a) A flea In the
ear. Seejlea. All ear or ears, listening intently ; giv-
ing close attention to sounds or utterances.

I was all ear,
And took in strains that might create a soul
Under the ribs of death. Milton, Comus, 1. 560.

For at these [pulpit] performances she was all attention,
att ear; she kept her heart fixed and intent on its holy
work, by keeping her eye from wandering.

Bp. Atterbwry, Sermons, I. vi.

Ass's ear, a kind of sea-ear, Haliotis asininus, a fine iri-

descent shell used in the manufacture of buttons, for in-

laying woodwork, and for other purposes. See abalone,
Haliotis, ormer.A't first eart, at first hearing; imme-
diately. Dairies.

A third cause of common errors is the credulity of men,
that is, an easie assent to what is obtruded, or a believing
at first ear what is delivered by others.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 5.

Barrel of the ear. Same as tympanum. By the ears,
in a state of discord or contention.

All Heav'n is by the Ears together,
Since first that little Rogue came hither.

Prior, Cupid and Ganymede.
Cheeks and earst. See cheek. Dlonysius's ear. (a)
The name given to a secret subterranean ear-shaped pas-
sage connecting the palace of Dionysius the Elder, first

tyrant of Syracuse (died 367 B. c.), with his stone-quarry
prisons, through which he was able to overhear the con-
versation of his prisoners. (i>) An aural instrument for
the use of very deaf persons. It has a large pavilion se-
cured by a swivel to a stand upon the floor, and an elastic
tube with a nozle to be held to the ear. E. H. Knight.Drum of the ear. Same as tympanum. Over head
and ears. See up to the ears, below. To fall together
by the ears, to go together by the ears, to engage in
a fight or scuffle ; quarrel.

1816

They will, instead of eating peaceably, fall together by
the ears, each single one impatient to have all to itself.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 7.

To give ear to. See yive.To meet the ear. See

meet. To set by the ears, to make strife between;
cause to quarrel.

Who ever hears of fat men heading a riot, or herding

together in turbulent mobs? no no it is your lean,

hungry men who are continually worrying society, and

setting the whole community by the ears.

Jning, Knickerbocker, p. 157.

To sleep upon both ears, to sleep soundly.

Let him set his heart at rest ; I will remove this scruple
out of his mind, that he may sleep securely upon both ears.

Abp. Bramhall, Works, III. 518.

Touching the ears, in the early church, a part of the

ceremony of baptizing catechumens, consisting of touching
the ears, and saying "Ephphatha" (be opened), a symbol
of the opening of the understanding. Up to the ears,

over the earst, over head and ears, deeply absorbed

or engrossed; overwhelmed: as, over head and ears in

debt, or in business.

This Phedria out of hand got him a certain singing

wench, skilfull in musicke, and fell in love with her over

the eares. Terence (trans.), 1614.

A cavalier was up to the ears in love with a very fine

lady. Sir Ji. L'Estrange.

When I was quite embarked, discovered myself up to the

ears in a contested election. Walpole, Letters, II. 353.

Venus's ear, an ear-shell or sea-ear ; a species of Hali-

otis, as the ormer, H . tuberculata : with allusion to the

fable of Aphrodite. Wine Of one eart, good wine. One
of the aunotators of Rabelais says: "I have introduced
the same with good success in some parts of Leicester-

shire, and elsewhere, speaking of good ale, ale of one ear ;

bad ale, ale of two ears. Because when it is good we give
a nod with one ear; if bad, we shake our head, that is,

give a sign with both ears that we do not like it.
'

the fine white wine ! upon my conscience it is a kind
of taffatas wine ; hin, bin, it is of one ear (il est a une

oreille). Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 6.

ear1
! (er), v. t. [< ear

1
, .] To listen to

;
hear

with attention.
I eared her language, lived in her eye.

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, iii. 1.

ear2 (er), . [Early mod. E. also eare; < ME.
ere, ear, < AS. edr, contr. of orig. "eahor =
ONorth. elier, cehher = MD. aere, D. aar =
MLG. ar, are, LG. ar = OHG. ahir, ehir, MHG.
elier, G. alire = Icel. Sw. Dan. ax = Goth, ahs,
an ear, = L. acus (acer-, orig. *aczs-), chaff (see

acerose); connected with Goth, aliana, chaff,
= E. awn1

;
AS. egl, a beard of grain, E. dial.

ail; L. acus (acu-), a needle; L. acies = AS.

ecge, E. edge, etc. : see awn1,
ail2

, acus, aculeate,

aglet, edge, egg
2

."] A spike or head of corn or

grain; that part of a cereal plant which con-
tains the flowers and seed.

The barley was in the ear, and the flax was boiled.
Ex. ix. 31.

Red ear, an ear of maize exceptionally of a deep-red color.

Such an ear, when found, was made a source of sport at

old-fashioned corn-huskings in the United States.

For each red ear a gen'ral kiss he gains.
Joel Barlow, Hasty Pudding.

Great ardor was evinced in pursuit of the red ^ir [of

corn], for which piece of fortune the discoverer had the

privilege of a kiss from any lady he should nominate.
S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 6

ear2 (er), v. i. [< ear2, .] To shoot, as an ear;
form ears, as corn.
The stalke was first set, began to eare ere it came to

halfe growth, and the last not like to yeeld any thing at

all. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 236.

ear3
t (er), v. t. [Early mod. E. also eare ; < ME.

eren, erien, < AS. erian = OFries. era = MD.
eren, eeren, errien, aeren = MLG. eren = OHG.
erran, MHG. eren, ern, G. dial, aren, eren = Icel.

erja= Sw. arja = Goth, arjan = L. arare (whence
E. arable, q. v. ) = Gr. ap6eiv, apovv= Ir. araim =
OBulg. Serv. Bohem. orati= Russ. orati= Lith.

arti = Lett, art, plow.] To cultivate with a

plow; plow; till.

To sowe and eree upp feeldes fatte and weet,
And weedes tender yette oute of hem geet.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 142.

A rough valley which is neither eared nor sown.
Deut. xxi. 4.

The English were brought so low, that they were fain to
till and eare the Ground, whilst the Danes sate idle, and
eat the Fruit of their Labours. Baker, Chronicles, p. 13.

For this daie men that doo eare the ground there doo
oft plow up bones of a large size, and great store of ar-

mour. Holinshed, Descrip. of Britain, i. 11.

ear4 (ar), adv. [Sc., < ME. er, mr, ear, etc., early,

usually ere, before: see ere and early."] Early.
ear5 (er), n. [E. dial., by misdivision of a near,
a kidney, as an ear: see near2 and Tcidney.] A
kidney. Brockett; Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
earabiet (er'a-bl), a. [< ear3 + -able. Cf. ara-

ble."] Capable of being tilled
; being under cul-

tivation ; arable.
He [the steward] is further to see what demeanes of his

lordes is most meete to be taken into his handes, so well
for meddowe, pasture, as earable, &c.

Order of a Nobleman's House, Archreol., XIII. 315.

eared

earache (er'ak), . Pain in the ear; otalgia.
earalt (er'al), a. [Improp. < ear1 4- -al. Cf.

aural.'] Receiving by the ear; aural; auricular.

They are not true penitents that are merely earal, ver-

bal, or worded men, that speak more than they really in-

tend. Hewyt, Sermons (1658), p. 34.

earbob (er'bob), . An ear-ring or ear-drop.

[New Eng.]
I've got a pair o' ear-bobs and a handkercher piu I'm a

goin' to give yon, if you'll have them.
L. M. Almtt, Hospital Sketches, p. 35.

ear-bone (er'bon), . 1. A bone of the ear;
one of the bones composing the otocrane, otic

capsule, or periotic mass, inclosing the organ
of hearing. 2. One of the auditory ossicles or

bonelets of the cavity of the middle ear ; an
ossiculum auditus, as the malleus, incus, or

stapes. See first cut under ear. 3. A hard
concretion in the cavity of the inner ear; an

ear-stone, otosteon, or otolith (which see).
ear-brisk (er'brisk), a. Having ears that move
or erect themselves quickly ;

attentive. [Rare.]
He (the colt] was an ear-brisk and high-necked critter.

S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 7.

ear-brush (er'brush), n. A brush consisting of

a piece of sponge attached to a handle, used to

clean the interior (external auditory nieatus)
of the ear

;
an aurilave.

ear-cap (er'kap), n. A cover for the ear against
cold.

ear-cockle (er'kok"l), n. [< ear2 -f cockle*-."] A
disease in wheat caused by the presence in the

grain of worms belonging to the genus Tylelen-
chus. Called in some parts of England purples.
ear-conch (er'konk), n. The shell of the ear;
the external ear, concha, auricle, or pinna.
ear-confessiont (er'kpn-fesh"on), . Auricular
confession. See confession.

I shall .dispute with a Greek about the articles of the
faith which my elders taught me and his elders deny, as

ear-confession.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc.

, 1850), p. 133.

Pardons, pilgrims, ear-confession, and other popish mat-
ters. Bp. Bale, Select Works, p. 57.

ear-cornet (er'kfir'net), . A small auricle or

ear-trumpet worn in the hollow of the outer ear.

ear-COUgh (er'k6f), n. A cough provoked by
irritation in the ear.

eard (3rd), n. [< ME. erd, cered, eard, home, <

AS. eard, land, country, dwelling-place, home
(= OS. ard, dwelling-pla,ce, = OHG. art, a plow-
ing, etc.), connected with erian, E. ear3

, plow
(see ear3); prob. not connected with earfli."]

If. Land; country; dwelling-place.
God-bar him into paradis,
An - /'/ al ful of swete blis.

Genesis and Exodus, 1. 209.

2. [PartlyconfusedwithearWi
1
.] Earth. [Prov.

Eng. and Scotch.]
He Mini ii<-<li' feerd [gathered an army] swulc nas lucure

eier on erde. Layamon, I. 177.

ear-drop (er'drop), n. An ornamental pendant
to an ear-ring ;

an ear-ring with a pendant.
Lady's ear-drops, the common garden fuchsia: so called

from the formation and pendency of its flowers.

ear-dropper (er'drop"er), n. If. An eaves-

dropper. Dames.
It is possible an car-dropper might hear such things

talk'd at cock-pits and dancing schools.

Bp. Haclcet, Life of Abp. Williams, ii. 81.

2. Same as ear-drop. [Colloq.]

Come, we can go down now. I'm as ready as a mawkin
can be there's nothing awanting to frighten the crows,
now I've got my ear-droppern in.

George Eliot, Silas Marner, xi.

eardrop-tree (er'drop-tre), . A lofty legu-
minous tree of Jamaica, Enterolobium cyclocar-

pum, the pod of which is curved so as to form a

complete circle.

ear-drum (er'drum), n. 1. The middle ear;
the tympanum. See tympanum, and first cut

under ear. 2. More especially, the tympanic
membrane: as, to burst or puncture the ear-

drum. See cuts under ear and tympanic.
ear-dust (er'dust), . The small gritty par-
ticles found in the cavity of the inner ear of

many animals
;
minute concretions in the laby-

rinth, distinguished from otoliths or otostea by
their fineness ;

otoconia. See otoconiiiin.

eared1
(erd), a. [< ear1 + -erf2.] 1. Having

ears
; having appendages or processes resem-

bling the external ear. In heraldry, animals borne
in coat-armor wiih their ears differing in tincture from
that of the body are blazoned eared of such a metal or

color.

2. In ornith., having conspicuous auricular

feathers, as the eared g^ebe,
or having plumi-

corns, as various species of eared owls. 3.

In Mammalia, auriculate
; having large or pe-



eared

culiar outer ears, as ITI in in Imls; having outer
oars in a group of animals others of which have
them not: as, the eared seals. 4. In6ot.,same
as auriculatc, 2.-Eared eggs, of iusn t

, tbo
which have, just lu-l'oiv the aprx, two short oblique n|>

prmta-cs serving to prevent them from sinking in the
Sl.'llli li<|llhl sllllfltlUll.TS Oil whilh t)ll->' .'11 ' ll'-potiited.

eared- (ord), a. [< car2 + -erf2.] Having ears
or awns, as grain. In heraldry, grain with the ear
iliiiiTin^ in tincture from tin- .stalk or blade is blazoned
eared of such a metal or eolor: as, a stalk of wheat vert,
eared or.

earert, " [ME. erer, eerer, erere, < eren, plow:
see car3.] A plower; a plowman.
Whether al day slial ere the erf re that he sowe.

Wyclif, Ua. xxvlii. 24.

ear-flap (er'flap), . The hanging flap of a
dog's ear.

ear-gland (er'gland), n. The warty glandular
skin or tympanum of a batrachian, as a toad

;

the parotid.
ear-hole (er'hol), n. The aperture of the ear;
the outer orifice of the ear

; the external audi-

tory meatus or passage.
eariness, n. See eeriness.

earing1
(er'ing), M. [<er1 + -<ngil.] A small

rope attached to the cringle of a sail, by which
it is bent or reefed. When attached to the head-
cringle for bending, it is called a head-earing; when at-
tached to the reef-cringle, a reef-earing.

If the second mate is a smart fellow, he will never let

any one take either of these posts from him ; but If he Is

wanting either in seamanship, strength, or activity, some
better man will get the bunt and earings from him.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 26.

From clue to earing. See clue.

earing
2
(er'ing), . [Verbal n. of ear2

, v.] The
forming of ears of corn.

Their winter some call Popanow, the spring Cattapeuk,
the sommer Cohattayough. the earing of their Corne Ne-
piuough, the harvest and fall of leafe Taquitock.

Copt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 126.

earing3t (er'ing), . [< ME. "ering, < AS. er-

ing, eriung, verbal n. of maw, plow, ear: see

ears.] A plowing of land. See ears.

Yf rlshes, gresse, or fern in with this walle Is,
With ereyng ofte her lyves wol be spende.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 151.

There are flve years, in the which there shall neither be
earinrf nor harvest. Gen. xlv. 6.

earing-cringle (er'ing-kring'gl), n. See cringle.
earisnt (er'ish), a. [< earl + -tsAi.] Auricular.
/Varies.

1 1 is [Antichrist's] idolatrous altars, his earish confession,
his housd in one kind for the

lay, . . . and all his petting
pedlary, is utterly banished and driven out of this land.

Beeon, Works, III. 4.

ear-kissing (er'kislug), a. Kissing (that is,

whispered in) the ear.

You have heard of the news abroad ; I mean the whis-
pered ones, for they are yet but ear-kissing arguments.

Shak., Lear, it. 1.

earl (erl), n. [< ME. erl, earlier eorl, earl, as a
designation of rank, < AS. eorl, an earl, a noble-
man of high rank, nearly equiv. to ealdorman
(see alderman) ; first in the Kentish laws, but
its common use as a title and designation of
office begins with the Scandinavian invasion,
through the influence of the cognate Icel. Sw.
Dan. jarl, Icel. orig. earl, in the earliest Scand.
use a man above the rank of a ' carl ' or churl,
then, esp. as a Norw. and Dan. title, an earl;
the earlier AS. use occurs only in poetry, eorl,
a man, esp. a warrior (pi. earlas, men, warriors,
the people, as an army), = OS. erl, a man, =
OHG. erl, only in proper names; cf. Heruli,
Eruli, the LL. form of the name of a people of
northern Germany, prob. 'the warriors,' OS.
pi. erlos, AS. eorlas, etc. Further origin un-
known; it is impossible to derive eorl from
ealdor, a chief, as has been suggested.] A
British title of nobility designating a nobleman
of the third rank, being that next below a mar-
quis and next above a viscount. Earl was the
highest title until 1337, when the first duke was created ;

and it fell to the third rank in 1386, on the creation of the
title of marquis. The earl formerly had the government
of a shire, and was called shireman. After the conquest,
when their oltlce was first made hereditary, earls were
for a time culled counts, and from them shires took the
name of counties; the wife of an earl is still called count-
ess. Karl is now a mere title, unconnected with territo-
rial jurisdiction, so much so that several earls have taken
as their titles their own mimes with the prefix Karl, as Karl
Grey, Karl Spencer, Earl Russell. An earl's coronet con-
sists of a richly chased circle of gold, having on its upper
edge eight stniwlMTry-leaves, :Utern;itiiiKith eight pearls,
each raised on a spire higher than the leaves, and with a
cap, etc., as in a duke's rornm't. See cut under coronet.

A Dukes Eldest sonnes be Karles, and all the rest of his
sonns are Lords, with the Addition of there Christen name,
:is Lord Thomas. Lord Henry.

Booke o/ Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.X 1. 27.
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My thuncs and kinsmen.
Henceforth be earl*; the first that ever Scotland
In such an honour nam'd. Shak., Macbeth, v. 7.

The government was entrusted to a magistrate with the
title of Ealdorman, or its Danish equivalent Karl.

K. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, I. 52.

The ancient dignity of the earl has In former chapter*
been traced throughout its history. In very few instances
was the title annexed to a simple town or castle.

StuUa, Const. Hist., 5428.

Earl marshal, the eighth great officer of state in Great
liritain. He is the head of the College of Arms (see Her-
olds' College, under herald), determines all rival claims to

arms, and grants armorial bearings, through the medium
of the king-at-arms, to persons not possessed of hereditary
arms. It Is his duty also to direct all great ceremonies
of state, and to make the formal proclamation of war or

peace. The office was formerly of great Importance, and
was originally conferred by grant of the king (as early as
the time of Richard II.), but is now hereditary In the family
of the Howards, dukes of Norfolk, called the premier earls
of England. (See marshal.) There were formerly also earls
marshals in Scotland. See mariwhal.

The list

Of those that claim their offices this day,
By custom of the coronation. . . .

Next, the duke of Norfolk,
He to be earl marshal. Shak., Hen.' VIII., Iv. 1.

Earl palatine. See palatine.

ear-lap (er'lap), H. [< ME. erelappe, < AS. ear-

Ittppa (= OFries. drleppa, arlippa = MD. dim.

oorlajiken = Norw. oreldp, oreuep = Sw. orlapp= Dan. itrelcep (Sw. usually orflik or ortipp,
Dan. oreflip) = G. ohrldpp-chen), ear-lap, < edre,
ear, + Iceppa, lap: see earl and fcjpl.] 1. The
tip of the ear. 2. One of a pair of covers for
the ears in cold weather, made of cloth or fur
so as to incase them. [U. 8.]

ear-lappet (er'lap'et), n. 1. An auricular cu-
taneous fold or fleshy excrescence of a bird;
a kind of wattle hanging from the ear : usually
called ear-lobe.

In the Dutch sub-breed of the Spanish fowl the white
ear-lappets are developed earlier than In the common
Spanish breed. Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 263.

2. Same as ear-lap, 2. [Rare.]
earldom (erl'dum), n. [< ME. erldom, eorldom,
< AS. eorldom (= Icel. Jarldomr = Norw. Dan.
jarledomme = Sw. jarldome), < eorl, earl, +
-dom, -dom.] The seigniory, jurisdiction, or

dignity of an earl.

Of the eleven earldoms, three were now (1300] vested In
the king, who, besides being earl of Lancaster, Lincoln,
and Hereford, was also earl of Derby Leicester, and North-
ampton. Stubbs, Const. Hist, 303.

earldorman. . A false form of Anglo-Saxon
ealdorman, due to confusion with Anglo-Saxon
eorl. See alderman.
earl-duck (erl'duk), n. [Var. of harle (Ork-
ney), name of same bird.] The red-breasted

merganser. Swainson. [Prov. Eng.]
earles-pennyt(erlz'pen'i),n. [ME.: seeartes,
arle-penny.~] Money in ratification of a con-

tract; earnest-money.
earless (er'les), a. [< earl + -less.] 1. De-
prived of ears; having the ears cropped.

Earless on high stood unabash'd Defoe.

Pope, Dunclad, li. 147.

2. Destitute of ears; not eared; exauriculate :

as, the earless seals. 3. Specifically, in ornith.,
having no plumicorns: as, the earless owls.
4f. Not giving ear; not inclined to hear or lis-

ten.

A surd and earless generation of men. Sir T. Browne.

Earless marmot. See marmot.
earlet (er'let), . [< earl + dim. -let.'] 1. A
small ear. 2. An ear-ring.
And he said to them : I desire one request of you : Give

me the earlets of your spoils. For the Ismaelites were ac-
customed to wear golden earlets.

Judges viiL 24 (Douay verslonX

3. In but., an auricle, as in certain foliose II,-

paticee.
earlid (er'lid), n. [< carl -Mid. Ct. eyelid.] In
nodi., a valvular external cutaneous ear which
can be shut down upon the auditory opening.
The tympanic membranes [of the crocodile) are exposed,

lint a cutaneous valve, or earlid, lies above each and can
be shut down over It. Huxley, Anat Vert., p. 214.

ear-lifter (er'lif'ter), . [< ear2
, ., + lifter.]A projecting guide on the knife-bar of a har-

vester to assist in lifting fallen or storm-beaten
grain, so that it can be cut by the machine.

earliness (er'li-nes), n. The state or fact of

being early; a state of advance or forward-
ness ; a state of being prior to something else,
or at the beginning.
The goodness of the crop is great gain, if the goodness

answers the earliness of coming up. Bacon.

Thy earliness doth me assure,
Thou art up-rous'd by some distemp'ratiire.

SAo*.,K,and J., U. S.

early
I have prayed your son ll:.II..Tt that we may strive to-

morrow with the sun's earliness to wake a stag from hU
lair. Monastery, xx.

earl-marshal (erl'mftr'shal), w. See earl mar-
xliut, under carl.

ear-lobe (er'lob), . 1. The lobe or lobule of
the ear. See lobule, and cut under ear. 2.
The auricular caruncle or fleshy excrescence
beside the ear of a fowl

;
an ear-lappet.

ear-lock (er'lok), u. [< ME. erelikke, < AS.
earlocc, < edre, ear, + locc, lock: see ear1 and
Zocfc2.] A lock or curl of hair near the ear,
worn by men of fashion in the reigns of Eliza-
beth and James I.

;
a love-lock.

Love-locks, or ear-l'tckx, In which too many of our na-
tion have of late begun to glory, ... are yet . . . but so

many badges of infamy, effeminacy, vanity. Prynne.

early (er'li), adv. [Early mod. E. also erly,

erley ; < ME. erly, erli, ereli, north, arly, arely,

ayrly, etc., < AS. 'cerlice, ONorth. Mice, early
(rare, the common form being <er, E. ere) (=
Icel. arliga, also contr. aria, adv., = Dan.
aarle, adj. and adv.), < o?r, ere, early, + -lice,

E. -ly
2

: see wei.] Near the initial point of
some reckoning in time ; in or during the first

part or period of some division of time, or of
some course or procedure: as, come early;
early in the day, or in the century; early in his
career.

And Eweiu that gladly roos euer erly more than eny
other. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 448.

Those that seek me early shall find me. Prov. viii. 17.

Satlrday. erley In the mornyng, we toke our Jorneyne
towardys Jherusalem.

Torkinyton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 26.

Diffuse thy beneficence early, and while thy treasures
call thee master. Sir T. Browne, Christ Mor., L 5.

As the city of Thebes was so antient, sciences flourished
In it very early, particularly astronomy and philosophy.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 109.

= Syn. Early, Soon, Betimes. Early Is relative, and notes
occurrence before some fixed or usual time, or before the
course of time had far advanced beyond that point : as,
he rose early (that is, he rose before the usual time of
rising, or before the day had advanced far) ; he came early
In the evening (that is, before the evening was far ad-
vanced) ; while in "come early

"
the meaning may be only

"do not be late In your coming, or do not delay your com-
ing beyond the set or accustomed time." Soon means
shortly, or In a short time after the present or some fixed

point of time : as, come soon ; he left <xm after my arrival.
Betimes (by time) means in good time for some specific
object or all useful purposes : as, he rose betimes.

early (er'li), a. ; compar. earlier, superl. earliest.

[< ME. "erlich, earlich, found only once as adj.,
and prob. due to the adv. : see

early, adv.] 1.

Pertaining to the first part or period of some
division of time, or of some course in time ;

being at or near the beginning of the portion
of time indicated or concerned : as, an early
hour; early manhood; the early times of the
church.

In their early days they had wings.
Bacon, Moral Fables, vi.

The delinquencies of the early part of his administra-
tion had been atoned for by the excellence of the later

part. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

Unfortunately blighted at an earbi stage of their growth.
Hawthorne, Old Manse, I.

2. Appearing or occurring in advance of, or
at or near the beginning of, some appointed,
usual, or well-understood date, epoch, season,
or event

; being before the usual time : as, an
< arly riser ; early fruit

; early (that is, prema-
ture) decay; early marriage.
The early bird catches the worm. Proverb.

The early lark, that erst was mute,
Carols to the rising day
Many a note and many a lay.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, IT. 4.

3. Occurring in the near future: as, I shall
take an earfy opportunity of calling on yon:
the petitioners asked that a meeting be called
at an early date. 4. In embryol., very young ;

very recently formed : as, an early embryo.
Early English. See English. Early English archi-
tecture, the Pointed style of medieval architecture in

England, which was developed from and succeeded the
Norman at the close of the twelfth and in the early part
of the thirteenth century. It is characterized in gen-
eral by purity and simplicity of lines, combined with
delicacy, refinement, and grace. The columns and shafts
are more slender than those of the preceding style, and
foliage in some instances sprouts out from the central
pillar between the shafts; the moldings are more deli-

cately curved, and are alternated with hollows so as to
give beautiful effects of light and shade; the capitals
frequently have the form of an inverted bell, and are
often enriched with foliage, as of the trefoil, rising from
the neck-molding and swelling outward beneath the
abacus ; the towers are loftier and are often crowned by
spires ; the buttresses project boldly ; the vaults are groin-
ed, and the graceful wall-arcades often have their span-
drels filled with sculpture. The most distinctive features
of the Early English style, however, are the pointed arches
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and long, narrow, lancet-headed windows, without mul- earn3 em3

, erne3 (ern), n. [< ME. ern, erne,
lions. Toward the end of the period the windows be-

arn< ^m, earn, < AS. earn, ONorth. arn - D.
arend = MLG. arn, arne, erne, arnt, arent, LG.
arend = OHG. MHG. arn = Icel. Sw. Dan. dm,
an eagle ;

also without the formative -n, OHG.
aro, MHG. ar, Gr. oar = Icel. ari = Goth, ara,
an eagle (in comp. MHG. adel-arn, also adel-ar,
Or. adler = D. adelaar, eagle, lit.

' noble eagle'),
akin to OBulg. orilil = Bulg. Slov. orel = Serv.
orao = Bohem. orel = Pol. orzel, orel (barred I)

= Russ. orelii = OPruss. arelie = Lith. arelis,
erelis = Lett, erglis, an eagle, appar. orig.

' the
bird '

by eminence, = Gr. opvtf (stem bpviB-, dial.

bpvix-, orig. bpvi-), also bpvtov, a bird, so called
from its soaring, < bpvvvat (-y/ "op) = L. oriri,

rise, soar (> ult. E. orient), = Skt. i/ ar, move.]
An eagle. This is the original English name for the

eagle. It is now chiefly poetical or dialectal, or used, as
In zoology, in special designations like bald earn.

That him ne hauede grip [gripe vulture] or ern.

Havelok, 1. 572.

An ern, in stede of his baner, he set vp of golde.
Robert of Gloucester, p. 215.

Bald earn. See bald eagle, under eagle.
earn4t (6rn), v. i. [A corruption of yearn^-, by
confusion with earn5

, equiv. to yearn2 .'] To
yearn.

And ever as he rode his hart did earne
To prove his puissance in battell brave.

Spenser, F. Q., I. 1. 8.

earn5t (6rn), v. . Same as yearn2.

earnest1
(er'nest), . [< ME. ernest, earnest, <

AS. earnest, eornost, eornust, zeal, serious pur-
pose, = OFries. ernst, Fries, eriiste=MD. aernst,
D. ernst = MLG. ernest. ernst, LG. ernst= OHG.

came grouped in a manner that led to the development ernust MHG ernest G nui ypal vitrnr aeri
of tracery, and the style passed into the Decorated style.

' Sr. i
' v V ' ' }& U?~

Also called the First Pointed or Lancet style.
ousness

; cf . Icel. ern, bnsk, vigorous. The OHG.
earmark (er'mark), n. [< earl + mark.'] 1. and MHG. word has, rarely, the sense of 'fight-
A mark on the ear by which a sheep or other in >' but there is no authority in AS. or ME.
domestic animal is known. Hence 2. Figur-

'or this sense, on which a comparison with Icel.

atively, in law, any mark for identification, as orrosta, mod. orosta, orusta, a battle, is found-

Early English Architecture. Galilee Porch and South Transept of
Lincoln Cathedral.

a privy mark made on a coin. 3. Anycharac-
teristic or distinguishing mark, natural or oth-

er, by which the ownership or relation of some-
thing is known.
What distinguishing marks can a man fix upon a set of

intellectual ideas, so as to call himself proprietor of them?

If. Gravity; serious purpose; earnest-
ness.

The hoote ernest is al overblowe.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1287.

Therewith she laught, and did her earnest end in jest.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 23.

They have no earmarks upon them, no tokens of a par- 2. Seriousness; reality; actuality, as opposed
ticilliir nrnnrietnr. R**W/MM? 4... :....-: -_ j>-* j _" ._ticular proprietor. Burrows.
An element of disproportion, of grotesqueness, earmark

of the barbarian, disturbs us, even when it does not dis-

gust, in them all [songs of the Trouveres].
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 243.

earmark (er'mark), v. t. [< earmark, .] To
mark, as sheep, by cropping or slitting the ear.

For feare least we like rogues should lie reputed,
And for eare-marked beasts abroad be bruted.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale.

earn1
(6rn), v. t. [< ME. ernen, ernien, earnien,

< AS. earnian, earn, merit, with altered sense,
developed, as indicated by the cognate forms
(the E. dial, sense '

glean,' as in def. 3, being
appar. of later growth), from that of 'work , ,., .

(reap) for hire,' = MLG. amen, ernen, OHG. earnest1
(6r nest), a

....=
'

-CTT/> ' Tint fmi tin (f\r\\v frnpo

to jesting or feigned appearance.
Take heed that this jest do not one day turn to earnest.

Sir P. Sidney.
But take it earnest wed with sport,
And either sacred unto you.

Tennyson, Day-Dream, Epil.

In earnest, or in good earnest, with a serious purpose ;

seriously ; not in sport or jest, nor in a thoughtless, trifllne

way : as, they set to work in earnest.

What ever he be he shall repente the daye
That he was bold, in earnest or in game,
To do to you this villany and shame.

Generydes (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 610.

He acted ingoodearnest what Rehoboani did but '
kreat'n.

Milton, Elkonoklastes, xxvii.

ME. *erneste, adj.,^.uui* j J.WJ. iiiiv, - 1A.U\J> * t*/ IK II , VI Ills lit \JH\Ji, i a J / 1
' ' ~~~t

----
f ~'

anon, MHG. arnen, reap; from a noun not
no

^
fo
?
nd (ffi ""*0WJi < AS. eornoste, adj.

found in AS., but represented by OFries. arn
and adv->

= MLG. eniesi, ernst, G. ernst, adj. ;

= MLG. arn, aren, arne, erne, OHG. aran, arn, fF
om the noun-3 * Serious m speech or ac-

MHG. erne OHG. pi. erm), harvest (whence ?
1O
? ; !

aSer 5 urgent; importunate; pressing;
OHG. arnot, pi. arnodi, MHG. ernede, ernde, G.

lnstant : as
> earnest in prayer.

ernde, arnde, erndte, arndte, usually ernte, har-
vest), = Icel. 6')in for 'asmi, work, a working
season, = Goth, asans, harvest, harvest-time
(cf Russ. osenl harvest, autumn) ; whence
Goth, asneis = OHG. asni = AS. esne, a hired
laborer.] 1. To gain by labor, service, or per-
formance

; acquire ; merit or deserve as com-
pensation or reward for service, or as one's real
or apparent desert; gain a right to or the DOS- Present'y Put P n them.

Winthr

He was most earnest with me, to haue me say my mynde
also. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 71.

The common people were earnest with this new King

(of.,
Russ. ose^J.arvest, autumnY; whenle

"" PeaC<J With the""""JW Pilgrimage, p. 792.

With much difficulty he suffer'd me to looke homeward,
being very earnest with me to stay longer.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 10, 1677.

Some of the magistrates were very earnest to have irons

session of: as, to earn a dollar a day; to earn
a fortune in trade; to earn the reputation of
being stingy.

Grant that your stubbornness
Made you delight to earn still more and more
Extremities of vengeance.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 119.

Every joy that life gives must be earned ere it is se-
cured : and how hardly earned, those only know who have

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 176.

- Possessing or characterized by seriousness
in seeking, doing, etc.; strongly bent; intent:
as, an earnest disposition.

On that prospect strange
Their earnest eyes they flx'd.

Milton, P. L., x. 563.

' Stre*uous
5 diligent: as, earnest efforts.- 4.

weighty nature
;
not trifling or feigned.

They whom earnest lets do often hinder.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

vuicu . aim jiuw uuruiy tamea, inose only know who have o i 1-1 j. . .

wrestled for great prizes. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, vii!
(

l
S
J_
W
flg y ' a^senous, important, or

What steward butknows when stewardship earns its wage ?

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 44.

2. In base-ball, to gain or secure by batting or
base-running, and not by the errors or bad play mLour ?

were 80 a es(^ 41
!
e
yer/ sound * th

of opponents: as, one side scored 5, but had "?! f,'-,

*""' ?*" Progress> p' 244'

earned only 3 runs. 3 To glean HaWweM
"

'
ls earnest - Longfellow, Psalm of Life.

[Prov. Eng.]
'

earnestH (er'nest), v. t. [= G. ernsten, be se-
earn2 (ern), v. i. [E. dial, and So., < ME. ernen y,

ere
' speak or act severely ;

from the noun.]
lo be serious with; use in earnest.

Let's prove among ourselves our armes in jest,
That when we come to earnest them with men,

eornen, urnen, etc., < AS. irnan, yrnan, eornan,
transposed form of rinnan, etc., run (ME. also
coagiilate): see run (of which earn2 is a dou-
blet), runnel, rennet.'] To curdle, as milk.

We may them better use.

Pastor Fido (1602), sig. E 1.

earnestness

earnest2 (er'uest), n. [With excrescent -t, <
ME. ernes, eernes, a pledge, < W. ernes, a pledge,
ern, a pledge, erno, give a pledge. Cf. L. arrlia,

arra, earnest: see arlcs and arrha.'] 1. A por-
tion of something given or done in advance as
a pledge; security in kind; specifically, in tow,
a part of the price of goods or service bargained
for, which is paid at the time of the bargain
to evidence the fact that the negotiation has
ended in an actual contract. Hence it is said to
bind the bargain. Sometimes the earnest, if trifling in

amount, is not taken into account in the reckoning.

Giving them some money in hand as an earnest of the
rest. Ludlow, Memoirs.

2. Anything that gives pledge, promise, assur-

ance, or indication of what is to follow ; first-

fruits.

Poul tellith in this epistle of fredom of Cristene men,
how thei have ther ernes here, and fully fredom in hevene.

Wyelif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), II. 277.

He who from such a kind of Psalmistry, or any other
verbal Devotion, without the pledge and earnest of suta-
ble deeds, can be perswaded of a zeale and true righteous-
ness in the person, hath much yet to learn.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, i.

Ev'ry moment's calm that soothes the breast
Is giv'n in earnest of eternal rest.

.." Cowper, An Epistle.

=Syn. Earnest, Pledge. Earnest, like pledge, is security
given for the doing of something definite in the future, and
generally returned when the conditions of the contract
have been fulfilled. In 2 Cor. i. 22 and v. 5 we read that
the Spirit is given as the earnest of indefinite future favors
from God ; in Blackstone we find " a penny, or any portion
of the goods delivered as earnest." Whether literal or
figurative, earnest is always a pledge in kind, a part paid
or given in warrant that more of the same kind is forth-

coming; as in "Macbeth," i. 3, Macbeth is hailed thane
of Cawdor "for an earnest of a greater honor." See also

"Cymbeline," i. 6. Pledge is often used figuratively for
that which seems promised or indicated by the actions of
the present, earnest being preferred for that which is of
the same nature with the thing promised, and pledge for
that which is materially different.

Man, if not yet fully installed in his powers, has given
much earnest of his claims.

llarg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 15.

Seldom has so much promise, seldom have so great ear-
nests of great work, been so sadly or so fatally blighted.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 10.

Bright pledge of peace and sunshine.

Vmtglum, The Rainbow.

earnest2! (er'nest), v. t. [< earnest*, .] To
serve as an earnest or a pledge of.

This little we see is something in hand, to earnest to us
those things which are in hope.

T. Shepard, Clear Sunshine of the Gospel, Ded.

earnestfult (er'nest-ful), a. [< earnest* +
-ful.~\ Serious; earnest.

Lat us stinte of ernestful matere.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 1176.

earnestly (er'nest-li), adv. [< ME. ernestly, <
AS. eornostlice, earnestly, strictly (also used
conjunctively as a stiff translation of L. ergo,
igitur, itaque, etc., therefore, and so, but, etc.)
(= D. ernstelijk = OHG. ermtstlitilio, MHG. er-

nestliche, G. ernstlieh), < eornost, earnest, + -lice,
E. -ly

2
.] In an earnest manner; warmly;

zealously; importunately; eagerly; with real
desire ; with fixed attention.

Thenne euelez on erthe ernestly grewen.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), 1. 2227.

Being in an agony, he prayed more earnestly.
Luke xxii. 44.

There stood the king, and long time earnestly
Looked on the lessening ship.

William Harris, Earthly Paradise, II. 309.

earnest-money (er'uest-mun"i), n. Money
paid as earnest to bind a bargain or ratify and
confirm a sale. Also called hand-money.
earnestness (er'nest-nes), n. 1. Intentness or
zeal in the pursuit of anything ; eagerness ;

strong or eager desire
; energetic striving : as,

to seek or ask with earnestness; to engage in a
work with earnestness.

So false is the heart of man, so ... contradictory are
its actions and intentions, that some men pursue virtue
with great earnestness, and yet cannot with patience look
upon it in another. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 799.

Moderation costs nothing to a man who has no earnest-
ness. II. A'. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 140.

They who have no religious earnestness are at the mercy,
day by day, of some new argument or fact, which may over-
take them, in favor of one conclusion or the other.

J. 11. Xeicmait, Gram, of Assent, p. 414.

2. Anxious care
;
solicitude

; strength of feel-

ing; seriousness: as, a man of great earnest-

ness; the charge was maintained with much
earnestness.

I learn that there is truth and firmness and an earnest-
ness of doing good alive in the work].

Donne, Letters, xlvii.

~ Syn. 1. Zeal, Enthusiasm, etc. See eagerness.



earnest-penny

earnest-pennyt (i'r'nest-pen'i), n. Same as ear-
MI ,-it-money.

Accept this gift, most rare, most fine, most new ;

The earnest-penny of n love o fervent.

l''(ir>l, Love's Sacrifice, ii. 2.

An argument of greater ^>oil lirn-ufter, and an earnest-

penny ot the perfection of thr pivsrnt grace, that Is, of the
rewards of glory. Jer. Taylor, Works (e<i. 1836), I. 266.

ear-net (er'net), . A covering for the ears of
horses, made of netted cord, to keep out flies.

earnfult (ern'ful),. [A var. of yearnful.'] Full
of anxiety; causing anxiety or yearning.

The earnful smart which cats my breast.
P. Fletcher, Piscatory Eclogues, v.

earning1
(6r'ning), n. [< ME. erning, ernung, <

AS. earnung, earning (= OHG. arnunc, arnunga),
desert, reward, verbal n. of earniait, earn: see
earn1

.] That which is earned; that which is

gained or merited by labor, service, or per-
formance; reward

; wages ; compensation: used

chiefly in the plural.
This is the great expense of the poor that takes up

almost all their carninyi. Locke.

A tax on that part of profits known as earnings of man-
agement. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 88.

earning2 (er'ning), n. [Verbal n. of earn*, .]

Keunet. Srockett. [Prov. Eng.]
earning-grass (er'ning-gras), n. The common
butterwort, Pinguicula vulgaris : so called from
its property of curdling milk. [Prov. Eng.]
ear-pick (er'pik), n. An instrument for clean-

ing the ear.

ear-piece (er'pes), n. [Tr. of F. oreillere.] A
name given to the side-piece of the burganet
or open helmet of the sixteenth century, usual-

ly made of splints, and covering a leather strap
or chin-band to which they are riveted. Com-
pare cheek-piece. Also called oreilUre.

ear-piercer (er'per'ser), n. [Tr. of F. perce-
oreule.] The earwig.
ear-piercing (eVper'sing), a. Piercing the ear,
as a shrill or sharp sound.

O, farewell 1

Farewell the neighing steed, and the shrill trump,
The spirit-stirring drum, the ear-piercing flfe.

Shak., Othello, HL 3.

ear-pocket (er'pok'et), n. The little pouch
formed by a fold of skin at the root of the outer
ear of some animals, as the cat.

ear-reach (er'rech), n. Hearing-distance; ear-
shot. [Rare.]
The sound of it might have pierced your senses with

gladness, had you been in ear-reach of it.

B. Jonnan, Epicccnc, ii. 2.

Some invisible eare might be in ambush within the ear-
reach of his words. Fuller, Holy State.

ear-rentt (er'rent), n. Payment made by lacer-
ation or loss of the ears.

A hole to thrust your heads in,
For which you should pay ear-rent. B. Jonson.

ear-ring (er'ring), n. [< ME. erering, eerryng,
< AS. edrhring (= D. oorriiig = OHG. orring,
MHG. orrinc, G. ohrring = Sw. orring = Dan.
orenring), < edre, ear, + hring, ring: see car1

and ring1 .'] A. ring or other ornament, usually
of gold or silver, and with or without precious
stones, worn at the ear, the usual means of at-
tachment being the ring itself, or a hook or

projection which forms a part of it, passing
through the lobe. Among Orientals ear-rings have been
used by both sexes from the earliest times. In England
they were worn by the Romanized Britons and by Anglo-
Saxons. After the tenth century the fashion seems to have
declined throughout Europe, and ear-rings are neither
found in graves nor seen in paintings or sculptures. The
wealing of ear rings was reintroduced into England in
the sixteenth century, and Stubbs, writing in the time of
Queen Elizabeth, says, "The women are not ashamed to
make holes in their ears whereat they hang rings and other
jewels of gold and precious stones." The use of ear-rings
by women has continued to the present time. In the
seventeenth century they were worn by men ; and sea-

faring men, especially of the southern nations of Europe,
have retained the use of them, commonly in the form of
gold hoops, down to our own times. Among women the
shape of car-rings changes completely with the fashions,
long, heavy pendants being succeeded by smaller ones,
and these by single stones in almost invisible chatons, set
close to the lobe of the ear.

Without earitiffs of siluer or some other metal . . . you
shall sec no Kusse woman, be she wife or maide.

HaMuyt's Voyaya, I. 497.

ear-rivet (er'riv'et), n. One of the otoporpse
of a hydrozoan. See otoporpa.
Earse, . See Erse.

earsh, ersh (ersh), n. [E. dial., also crrixli, <ri</< ,

arish, and by contraction ash, < ME. asdic,
stubble, appar. corrupted, by association with
asche, ashes, from reg. *crsch, (. AS. "ersc, "ccrsc,
found only in comp. ersc-hen, (ersc-hen, equiv.
to edisc-hen, a quail (see eddish-hen), edisc, and
presumably *ersc, *<ersc, meaning a pasture, a
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park for game: see eddish. The ult. origin and
the relations of the two words are not clear.]
Stubble ; a stubble-field : same as eddish, I.

ear-shell (er'shel), . The common name of

any shell of the family Haliotidte; a sea-ear: so
called from the shape Guernsey ear-shell, llali
i>ti.< titlierculata: same as ormer.

ear-shot (er'shot), . Reach of hearing; the
distance at which words may be heard.

Gomez, stand you out of ear-thai. I have something to

say to your wife in private. Dnjden, Spanish Krlar.

There were numerous heavy oaken benches, which, by
the united efforts of several men, might be brought within
earshot of the pulpit. Mrt. GaikM, Sylvia's Lovers, vi.

ear-shriftt (er'shrift), n. Auricular confession.
The Papists' lenten preparation of forty days' earshrift.

Cartwriyht, Admonition.

Your eareshrift (one part of your penance) is to no pur-
pose. Calfhill. Answer to Martiall, p. 243.

ear-snail (er'snal), . A snail of the family
Otinidte.

ear-soret (er'sor), a. and n. I. a. Morose
; quar-

relsome ; apt to take offense.

II. n. Something that offends the ear.

The perpetual jangling of the chimes too in all the

great towns of Flanders is no small ear-tore to us.
Tom Brown, Works, I. 308.

earstt, adv. An archaic spelling of erst.

ear-stone (er'ston), n. An otolith. The sub-
stance of these concretions is often called brain

ivory (which see, under ivory).
ear-string (er'string), n. An ornamental ap-
pendage worn by men in the seventeenth cen-

tury ; a silk cord, usually black, passed through
the lobe of the ear and hanging in two, four,
or more strands, sometimes so low as to lie

upon the shoulder, sometimes only two or three
inches long. In all the representations of this
fashion it is limited to the left ear.

earth1
(erth), n. [Early mod E. also erth; <

ME. erthe, eorthe, < AS. eorthe = OS. ertha,
erdha = OFries. erthe, irthe, erde, NFries. yerd= MD. erde, aerde, D. aarde = MLG. eras =.

OHG. erda, crdha, MHG. G. erde = Ieel.jordh
= Sw. jora = Dan. jord = Goth, nirthti, earth

(OTeut. 'ertha, in L. as Hertha, as the name of
a goddess) ;

allied toOHG. ero, earth, Icel. Jorfi,

gravel, Gr. Ipa-fc, to the earth, on the ground.
Usually, but withoutmuch probability, referred
to the / *ar, plow, whence ear*, earilfi, card,
arable, etc.] 1. The terraqueous globe which
we inhabit. It is one of the planets of the solar system,
being the third in order from the sun. The figure of the
earth is approximately that of an ellipsoid of revolution
or oblate spheroid, the axes of which measure 12,756,600
meters and 12,713,042 meters, or 7,926 statute miles and
1,041 yards, and 7,899 statute miles and 1,023 yards, respec-
tively, thus making the compression 1 :293. The radius of
the earth, considered as a sphere, is 3,958 miles. The mean
density of the whole earth is 5.6, or about twice that of the
crust, and its interior is probably metallic. The earth re-
volves upon its axis in one sidereal day, which is 3 minutes
and 55.91 seconds shorter than a mean solar day. Its axis
remains nearly parallel to itself, but has a large but slow
gyration which produces the precession of the equinoxes.
The whole earth revolves about the sun la an ellipse in one
sidereal year, which is 385 days, 6 hours, 9 minutes, and 9
seconds. The ecliptic, or plane of the earth's orbit, is In-
clined to the equator by 23 27' 12" .68 mean obliquity for

January 0, 1890, according to Hansen. The earth is dis-
tant from the sun by alwut 93,000,000 miles.

A nobill tree, thou secomoure ;

I blisse Ii ym that the on the trtht brought.
York Plays, p. 214.

One expression only in the Old Testament gives us the
word earth in its astronomical meaning, that in the
twenty-sixth chapter of Job :

" He stretched out the north over empty space ;

He hanged the earth upon nothing."
Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 104.

It appears, . . . from what we know of the tides of the
ocean, that the earth as a whole is more rigid than glass,
and therefore that no very large portion of its interior
cau be liquid. Cleric Maxwell, Heat, p. 21.

Sir W. Thomson has calculated that, if no change has
occurred in the order of things, it cannot have been more
than 200,000,000 years since the earth was in the condi-
tion of a mass of moltn matter, on which a solid crust
was just beginning to form. Cleric Maxwell, Heat, p. 248.

2. The solid matter of the globe, in distinction
from water and air; the materials composing
the solid parts of the globe; hence, the firm
land of tho earth's surface; the ground: as,
he fell to the earth.

God called the dry land earth. Gen. 1. 10.

3. The loose material of the earth's surface;
the disintegrated particles of solid matter, in
distinction from rock ; more particularly, the
combinations of particles constituting soil,

mold, or dust, as opposed to unmixed sand or
clay. Earth, being regarded by ancient philosophers as
simple, was called an element ; and in popular language
we still hear of the lour elements, fire, air, earth, and
water.

earth

Withinne a litil tyme ge nchal se al the gold withlnne
tin' Mi'irurii' tinM.il iiiioerf/ieassoUle as flour.

/;-... A- o/ Quinte t'ltence (ed. Furnivall), p. 8.

Two mules' burden of earth. 2 Ki. v. 17.

The majority of the cities and towns [of Greece] com-
plied with the demand made upon them, and gave the
[Persian] king earth and water.

yon Kante, I'nlv. Hist, (trans.), p. 185.

4. The inhabitants of the globe ; the world.
The whole earth was of one language. Gen. xi. 1.

She is the hopeful lady of my earth.

Shale., R. and J., L 2.

6. Dirt; hence, something low or mean.
What ho ! slave ! Caliban 1

Thou earth, thou! speak. Shale., Tempest, L i

6. The hole in which a fox or other burrowing
animal hides itself.

Seeing I never stray'd beyond the cell.

But live like an old. badger in his earth.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

7. In chem.. a name formerly given to certain

inodorous, dry, and uninflammable substances
which are metallic oxids, but were formerly re-

garded as elementary bodies. They are insoluble
III water, difficultly fusible, and not easily reduced to the
metallic state. The most Important of them are alumina,
zirconia, glucina, yttria,

and thorina. The alkaline earths,
baryta, strontia, lime, and magnesia, have more the prop-
erties of the alkalis, being somewhat soluble in water, and
having an alkaline taste and reaction.

8. In elect. : (a) The union of any point of a

telegraph-line, submarine cable, or any system
of conductors charged with or conveying elec-

tricity with the ground. It is generally made by join-
ing the point at which the earth is to be established by
means of a good conductor with a metallic plate buried
In moist earth, or with metallic water-pipes or gas-pipes,
which, on account of their large surface of contact with
the earth, usually afford excellent earth-connections.

( J)
A fault in a telegraph-line or cable, arising out
of an accidental contact of some part or the
metallic circuit with the earth or with more
or less perfect conductors connected with the
earth Adamlc earth. See Adamic. Axis of the
earth. See azisl. Bad earth, in elect., a connection
with the earth in which great resistance is offered to the
passage of the current. Black earth, a kind of coal
which is pounded fine and used by painters in fresco.
Chian earth. See CAt'ati. Cologne earth, a kind of
light bastard ocher, of a deep-brown color, transparent,
and durable in water-color painting. It is an earthy va-

riety of lignite or partially fossilized wood, and occurs in
an irregular bed from 30 to 50 feet deep near Cologne,
whence the name. Compression of the earth. See
compression. Dead earth, or total earth, in elect., an
earth-connection offering almost no resistance to the pas-
sage of the current, as when a telegraph-wire falls upon
a railroad-track, or when the conductor of a submarine
cable has a considerable surface in actual contact with
the water. Earth of alum, a substance obtained by
precipitating the earth from alum dissolved in water by
adding ammonia or potassa. It Is used for paints. Earth
Of bone, a phosphate of lime existing in bones after calci-
nation. Ends of the earth. See etui. Figure of the
earth, the shape and size, not of the earth's surface, but
of the mean sea-level continued under the land at the
heights at which water would stand in canals open to the
sea ; also, the generalized figure or ellipsoid which most
nearly coincides with the figure of the sea-leveL

If Lactantius affirm that the figure of the earth is plane,
or Austin deny there are antipodes, though venerable fa-
thers of the church and ever to be honoured, yet will not
their authorities prove sufficient to ground a belief there-
on. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., L 7.

Good earth, in tln-l.
, a connection with the earth In which

the current meets with little resistance in its passage from
the wire or conductor to the earth. Heavy earth. Same
as baryta. Intermittent earth, In elect., an earth-con-
nection such as is produced by a wire touching at inter-
vals conducting bodies in connection with the earth.
Magnetic poles of the earth. See magnetic. Partial
earth, in elect., a poor earth-connection, such as exists
when a telegraph-wire rests upon the ground, when it*
insulators are defective, or when it touches any conduc-
tor connected with the earth, but offering considerable
resistance. To bring to the eartht. to bury. ny.
Gilds. To put to earth, in elect., to join or connect a
conductor with the earth. To run to earth, in huuiiny,
to chase the game, as a lox, to its hole or burrow. = 8yn.
1. Earth, World, Globe. Earth is used as the distinctive
name of our planet in the solar system, as Mercury, Ve-
nus, Earth, Mars, etc. It is used not only of soil, but of
the planet regarded as material, and also as the home of
the hliman race. (See Job i. 7 ; Ps. iviii. 11.) World has
especial application to the earth as inhabited ; hence we
say, he is gone to a better world; are there other world!
besides this ? It belongs, therefore, especially to the sur-
face of the earth ; hence we speak of sailing around the
world, but not the earth. Globe makes prominent the
roundness of the earth : as, to circumnavigate the globe.

The first man is of the earth, earthy. 1 Cor. xv. 47.

The Sun flies forward to his brother Sun ;

The dark Earth follows wheel'd in her ellipse.

Tennynon, Golden Year.

Poets, whose thoughts enrich the blood of the world.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

In the four quarters of the ylobe, who reads an Ameri-
can liook?

Sydney Smith, Eev. of Seybart's Annals of United States.

On the head of Frederic is all the blood which was shed
in a war which raged during many years and in every
quarter of the ylobe. Macaulay, Frederic the Great



earth

earth1
(erth), v. [= LG. erden = Icel. jardha

= Sw. jorda = Dan. jorde, trans., earth, bury ;

from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To hide in or as
in the earth.

An you once earth yourself, John, in the barn,
I have no daughter vor you.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, v. 2.

The fox is earthed. Dryden, Spanish Friar.

2. To put underground; bury; inter.

Upon your grannam's grave, that very night
We earthed her in the shades.

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, ii. 1.

Here silver swans with nightingales set spells,
Which sweetly charm the traveller, and raise

Earth's earthed monarchs from their hidden cells.

John Rogers, To Anne Bradstreet.

But now he hath served the sentence out, . . .

Why not earth him and no more words?
T. B. Aldrich, The Jew's Gift.

3. To cover with earth or mold; choke with
earth.

O thou, the fountain of whose better part
Is earth'd and gravel'd up with vain desire.

Quarles, Emblems, i. 7.

Earth up with fresh mould the roots of those auriculas
which the frost may have uncovered.

Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense.

4. In elect., to put to earth; place in connec-
tion with the earth.

In dry weather they [conductors] are not earthed at all

well, and a strong charge may then surge up and down
them, and light somebody else's gas in the most surpris-
ing way. Science, XII. 18.

II. intrans. To retire underground ; burrow,
as a hunted animal.

Huntsmen tell us that a fox when escaped from the dogs,
after a hard chase, always walks himself cool before he
earths. Bp. Home, Essays and Thoughts.

Hence foxes earthed, and wolves abhorred the day,
And hungry churles ensnared the nightly prey.

Tickell, Hunting.

earth2 (erth), n. [E. dial., < eat-3, plow, + -tit,

noun-formative; early record is wanting, but
eard, q. v.,in the sense of 'plowing' (OHG. art),
is nearly the same word.] If. The act of plow-
ing ; a plowing.

Such land as ye break up for barley to sow,
Two earths at the least, ere ye sow it, bestow.

Tusser, Husbandry.

2. A day's plowing. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
earth-auger (erth'a"ger), . Same as earth-
borer.

earth-ball (erth'bal), n. The truffle, Tuber ci-

barium, which grows in the soil, and produces
its spores within tuber-like bodies.
earth-bath (erth'bath), . A remedy occa-

sionally used, consisting of a bath of earth or
mud.
earth-board (erth'bord), n. The board of a
plow that turns over the earth

; the mold-board.

earth-bprer (erth'bor"er), n. A form of auger
for boring holes in the ground, in which the
twisted shank revolves inside a cylindrical box
with a valve, which retains the earth till the
tool is withdrawn. Also called earth-auger,
earth-boring auger. See cut under anger.
earth-born (erth'b6rn), a. 1. Born of the
earth; springing originally from the earth : as,
the fabled earth-born giants.

Creatures of other mould, earth-born perhaps,
Not spirits. Milton, P. L., iv. 360.

2. Arising from or occasioned by earthly con-
siderations.

All earth-born cares are wrong. Ooldnnith.

3. Of low birth
; meanly born.

Earth-born Lycon shall ascend the throne. Smith.

earth-bound (erth'bound), a. Fastened by
the pressure of earth ; firmly fixed in the earth

;

hence, figuratively, bound by earthly ties or in-
terests.

Who can impress the forest ; bid the tree
Unflx his earth-bound root?

Shak., Macbeth-iv. 1.

earth-bred (erth' bred), a. Low; groveling.
Peasants, I'll curl) your headstrong impudence,And make you tremble when the lion roars
Ye earthbred worms. A. Brewer (?), Lingua, i. 6.

earth-chestnut (erth'ches"nut), n. The earth-
nut.

earth-closet (erth'kloz"et), n. A night-stool
or some convenience of that kind, in which the
feces are received and covered by dry earth,
earth-crab (erth'krab), n. An occasional name
of the mole-cricket, Gryllotalpa vulgaris.
earth-created (erth'kre-a"ted). a. Formed of
earth.

And an eternity, the date of gods,
Descended on poor earth-created man !

Young, Night Thoughts, ix. 220.
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earth-current (erth'kur'ent), . See current.

earth-dint (erth'din), . "[ME. erthedine. -dyn,

-dene, < AS. eurth-dyne, an earthquake. < eortlir,

earth, + dyne, a loud sound, din.] An earth-

quake.
Pestilences and hungers sal be,
And erthedyns in many eontre.

Hampolf, Prick of Conscience, 1. 4035.

earth-drake (erth'drak),M. [< ME.*erthedrake,
< AS. eorth-draca, < eorthe, earth, + draca,
drake, dragon.] In Anglo-Saxon myth., a myth-
ical monster resembling the dragon of chivalry.
He sacrifices his own life in destroying a frightful earth-

drake, or dragon. W. Spalding.

earth-eater (erth'S^tfir), n. 1. Onewhoorthat
which eats earth. 2. In ornith., specifically,

Nyctibius grandis, the ibigau (which see).
earthen (er'thn), a. [< ME. erthen, eorthen (AS.
not recorded) = D. aarden= OHG. erdin, irdin,
MHG. erdin, erden, G. erden, now irden = Goth.

airtheins, earthen; as eartfe1 + -e 2
.] Made of

earth
;
made of clay or other earthy substance :

as, an earthen vessel.

Go, and tao the erthene litil wynvessel of the crockere.

Wydif, Jer. xix. 1.

A beggarly acconnt of empty boxes,
Green earthen pots, bladders, and musty seeds.

Shak., B. and J., v. 1.

Do not grudge
To pick out treasures from an earthen pot.

Herbert.

earthenware (er'thn-war), n. Vessels or oth-
er objects of clay (whether alone or mixed with
other mineral substances) baked or fired in a
kiln, or more rarely sun-dried or otherwise pre-
pared without firing. The term is often restricted to
the coarser qualities, as distinguished from porcelain and
stoneware and from terra-cotta. In this sense earthenware
may be known from porcelain by its opacity, and from
stoneware by its porosity, which latter quality may be rec-

ognized by touching a fracture with the tongue, when the
tongue will adhere to the porous earthenware, but not to
stoneware. Earthenware may ue either unglazed, as bricks,
ordinary flower-pots, etc., or enameled. See */"-', faience,
majolica.

Earthenware is described as a soft, opaque material
formed of an earthy mixture, refractory, or hard to fuse,
in the kiln.

Wheatley and Delamotte, Art Work in Earthenware, p. 1.

earth-fall (erth'fal), w. [= OFries. irthfal, erth-

fel, erdfal = G. erdfall, a sinking of the earth,= Icel.jardhfall = D&n.jordfald = Svr.jordfall,
an earth-fall.] Same as land-slide.

earth-fast (erth'fast), a. [< ME. "erthfeste, <
AS. *eorthfcest, eorthfest, < eorthe, earth, + fast,
fast.] Firm in the earth, and difficult to be re-
moved.
earth-fed (erth 'fed), a. Fed upon earthly
things; low; groveling.

Such earthfed minds
That never tasted the true heaven of love.

B. Jomun.

earth-flax (erth
'

flaks), n. A fine variety of

asbestos, with long, flexible, parallel filaments

resembling flax.

earth-flea (erth'fle), n. A name of the chigoe,
Sarcopsylla penetrans : so called from its living
in the earth. See cut under chigoe.

earth-fly (erth'fli), n. Same as earth-flea.
earth-foam (erth'fom), n. Same as aphrite.
earth-gall (erth'gal), n. [< ME. *erthe-galle, <
AS. eorth-gealla, < eorthe, earth, + gealla, gall.]
1. A plant of the gentian family, especially the
lesser centaury, Erythrcea Centaurium : so called
from its bitterness. 2. In the United States,
the green hellebore, Veratrum viride.

earth-hog (erth'hog), n. The aardvark. Also
called earth-pig. See Orycteropus.

earth-holet, n. [ME. eorthehole.'] A cave.
earth-house (erth'hous). n. [Sc. eird-, eard-,
yird-h&use (see eard. 2) ; < ME. erthhits, eorthhus,
< AS. eorth-hus (= Icel. jardh-hus = Dan. jord-
hws = G. erdhaus), a cave, den, < eorthe, earth,+ Ms, house.] The name generally given
throughout Scotland to the underground struc-
tures known as " Plots' houses" or "Picts'
dwellings." The earth-honse in its simplest form con-
sists of a single irregular-shaped chamber, formed of un-
hewn stones, the side walls gradually converging toward
the top until they can be roofed by stones 4 or 5 feet in
width, the whole covered in by a mound of earth risin"
slightly above the level of the surrounding country. The
more advanced form has two or three chambers. Earth-
houses are frequent in the northeast of Scotland, occa-
sionally thirty or forty being found in the same locality
as in the Moor of Clova, Kildrummy, Abcrdeenshire.
Querns, bones, deers' horns, plates of stone or slate,
earthen vessels, cups and implements of bone, stone celts,
bronze swords, etc., are occasionally unearthed in or near

then;. Similar structures are found in Ireland. See
beehive tottM, under beehive.

earth-inductor (erth'in-duk-'tor), n. In elect.,
a coil of wire arranged so as to be capable of

earth-plate

rotation in a magnetic field, and connected with
a galvanometer by means of which the induced
current of electricity can be measured. It is

used for measuring the strength of magnetic
fields as compared with that of the earth,

earthiness (er'thi-nes), n. 1. The quality of

being earthy, or of containing earth.

(He) freed rain-water . . . from its accidental, and as it

were feculent earthiness. Boyle, Works, III. 103.

2. Intellectual or spiritual coarseness; gross-
ness.

The grossness and earthiness of their fancy. Hammond.

earthliness (erth'li-nes), . 1. The quality of

being earthly; grossness. 2. Worldliness;
strong attachment to earthly things. 3f.
Want of durability; perishableness ; frailty.
Fuller.

earthling (erth'ling), n. [Not found in ME.
(of. AS. eorthling, yrthling, a farmer, a tiller of
the earth) (= G. erdling); < earth1 + -h'wgr

1
.] If.

An inhabitant of the earth; a creature of this

world; a mortal.

Humorous earthlings will control the stars.

B. Jonson, Masque of Hymen.
To earthlinffs, the footstool of God, that stage which he

raised for a small time, seemeth magnificent.
Drumjnond.

2. One strongly attached to worldly things ;
a

worldling.
earthly (erth'li), a. [< ME. erthly, ertheli, eorthe-

li, -liclte, -lie, < AS. eorthlic (= OHG. erdlih =
Icel. jardhligr), < eorthe, earth, + -lie, E. -ly

1
.]

1. Pertaining to the earth or to this world;
pertaining to the mundane state of existence :

as, earthly objects; earthly residence.

Eorthliche honeste thynges was offred thus at ones,
Thorgh thre kynde kynges kneolyng to lesu.

Piers Plowman (C), xxii. 94.

Whan the hretheren of Gawein com thider ther be-gan
the doell and sorowe so grete that noon erthly man myght
devise noon gretter. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 300.

Our earthly house of this tabernacle. 2 Cor. v. 1.

2. Belonging to the earth or world : worldly ;

carnal, as opposed to spiritual or heavenly;
vile.

How is he born in whom we did knowe non erthely de-

lyte. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 1.

Whose glory is in their shame, who mind earthly things.
Phil. iii. 19.

This earthly load
Of death, call'd life. Milton, Sonnets, ix.

MyselfAm lonelier, darker, earthlier for my loss.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

3f. Made of earth; earthy: as, "earthly sub-

stance," Holland. 4. Corporeal ;
not mental.

Great grace that old man to him given had,
For God he often saw, from heaven night,
All were his earthly eyen both blunt and bad.

Spenser, F. Q.

5. Being or originating on earth; of all things
in the world; possible; conceivable: used chief-

ly as an expletive.
What earthly benefit can be the result? Pope.
It is passing strange that, during the long period of their

education, the rising generation should never hear an
earthly syllable about the constitution and administration
of their nation. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 29.

= Syn. 1. Terrestrial, mundane, sublunary, etc. See world-
ly.

earthly-minded (erth'li-mm*'ded), a. Having
a mind devoted to earthly things.
earthly-mindedness (erth'li-min'

/

ded-nes), .

Grossness ; sensuality ;
devotion to earthly ob-

jects; earthliness.

earth-madt (erth'mad), n. [< eartl^ + maiP,
a worm.] A kind of worm or grub.
The earth-mads and all the sorts of worms . . . are

without eyes. Holland.

earth-moss (erth'mds), n. A book-name for a
moss of the genus Phascum.
earthnut (erth'nut), n. [< ME. "erthnote, < AS.
eorth-nutufor *eorth-hnutit (=D. aardnoot= Gr.

erdmiss= Dan. jordiiod = Sw.jordnot), < eorthe,
earth, +hnutu, nut.] 1. The tuberous root of
Sunimn flexuosum and B. Bulbocastanum, com-
mon umbelliferous plants of Europe. See J3u-

nium. 2. The groundnut, Arachis liypog&a.
3. The tuber of Cyperus rotundus and some
other

species of the same genus.
earth-Oil (erth'oil), . Same as petroleum..

earth-pea (orth'pe), . See pea.
earth-pig (i'rth'pig), . Same as cnrtli-liof/.

earth-pit (erth'pit), . A trench or pit, cover-
ed with glass, for protecting plants from frost.

earth-plate (erth'plat), . In elect., a metallic

plate miried in the ground, forming the earth-
connection of a telegraph-wire, lightning-con-
ductor, or other electrical appliances.



earthpuff

earthputft (erth'puf), . A species of Lycoper-
dun; tho puffball.

Tuberes, mushrooms, tadstooles, earthturfos, earth-

puffes. Nomenclator (1585).

earth-pulsation (erth'pul-sa''8hon), . A slow
wave-like movement of the surface of the earth.

Such movements, in general, escape attention

on account ill' their long period.

earthquake (Tt h'k wiik). . [< M K. rrflifqtpake,
< ertlte, onrth, + quake, quake. The AS. words
were corth-bifnng, -bcofung (bifung, trembling),
cnrtli-iliini (ili/ne, din), eorth-styrunij (xli/riini/.

stirring), fir/lixlyrcnnis. Cf. earth-din.'] A move-
ment or vibration of a part of the earth's crust.
Such movements are of every degree of violence, from
those that are scarcely perceptible without tho aid of

apparatus specially contrived for the purpose to those
which overthrow buildings, rend the ground asunder,
and destroy thousands of human live*. The duration of

earthquakes is as variable as their intensity. Sometimes
there is a single shock, lasting only a second or two ; at

other times a great number of shocks occur in succes-

sion, separated by greater or less] intervals of time, the
earth not being reduced to complete quiescence for weeks
or even months. It is not known that any portion of the
earth's surface is entirely exempt from earthquakes ; but
there are large areas where no very destructive ones have
ever occurred, either in the memory of man or as re-

corded iu history. The regions most frequently visited

by destructive shocks are those where active volcanoes
exist, those near high mountain-ranges, and those where
the rocks are of recent geological age, and are much dis-

turbed or uplifted. Such regions are the vicinity of the

Mediterranean, the shores of the Pacific and the adjacent
Islands, the neighborhood of the Alps, and the East India
islands. Regions not liable to seismic disturbances are
the whole of northeastern North America, the east side
of South America, the north of Asia, and a large part
of Africa. An earthquake-shock is a wave-like motion of

a part of the earth's crust, and, iu the words of Hum-
boldt, is one of the ways in which the reaction of the in-

terior of the earth against its exterior makes itself mani-
fest. The most destructive earthquake of which we have
any knowledge was that of Lisbon. It began November 1st,

1755, and was felt over that part of the earth's surface in-

cluded between Iceland on the north, Mogador in Moroc-
co on the south, Toplitz in Bohemia on the east, and the
West India islands on the west. The destruction of life

and property occasioned by this shock was very great.
The disturbance continued, especially In the vicinity of

the Mediterranean, with short intermissions, for several
months. On November 18th, 1755, the most violent shock
occurred which has been felt in New England since its

settlement by the whites. One of the most destructive

earthquakes of recent' occurrence was that which took
place on the island of Ischia near Naples, July 28th, 1883,

by which over 2,000 persons perished. By the earthquake
at Memloza, South America, on tho 20th of March, 1861,
over 12,000 persons lost their lives. A violent earthquake,
most destructive in Charleston, South Carolina, and vicin-

ity, occurred on the night of August 31st, 1888. See seis-

mic, seismometer, and volcaidstn.

Whan the Jewes hadden made the Temple, com an
Erthe quakeng, and cast it duun (as God wolde) and de-

stroyed alle that thei had made.
Mandrville, Travels, p. 84.

And all the yle ys sor trobled with the seyd erthe qwake
Dyvse tymes. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 18.

It was calculated ... by Sir C. Lyell that an earthquake
which occurred in Chill In 1822 added to the South-Ameri-
can continent a mass of rock more than equal in weight
to a hundred thousand of the great pyramids of Egypt.

Huxley, Physiography, p. 187.

Earthquake-shadow, that part of the earth's surface
which is in some degree protected from an advancing
earthquake-wave by the interposition of a mountain-
range, hill, ravine, or other arrangement of the geological
formation which offers an obstacle to its passage.

earth-shine (erth'shin), n. [< earth1 + sliine.

Cf. moonshine, sunshine, starshine.] In astron.,
the faint light visible on the part of the moon
not illuminated by the sun. It is due to the light
which the earth reflects on the moon, and is most con-
spicuous soon after new moon, when the sun-illuminated
part of the disk is smallest. This phenomenon is popularly
described as "the old moon in the new moon's arms."

earth-smoke (crth'smok), n. [A translation
of ii. fumus terra;: fumus, smoke; terrce, gen.
of terra, earth: see fumitory and terrestrial.']
The plant fumitory, Pumaria officinalis.

earth-Star (erth'star), n. [A translation of

<liii.iter.~\ A fungus of the genus Geaster; a
kind of puffball having a double peridium, the
outer layer of which breaks into segmentswhich
become reflexed, forming a star-like structure
about the base of the fungus.

earth-stopper (erth'stop'er), . In hunting,
one who stops up the earths of foxes to prevent
their escape.
The rnrth-ttopper is an important functionary in conn-

tries where there are many earths. Encifc. Brit., XII. 395.

earth-table (i-rth'ta'bl), . luarch., aproject-
ing course or plinth resting immediately upon
the foundations. Also called grass-table and
groitni'l- tnhli . Sco li'ilf/HH'iit-tttble.

earth-tilting (erth'til'ting), . A slight move-
ment or displacement of the surface of the

ground in some forms of earthquake.

1821

Earth-tiltings show themselves by a slow bending and
unbending of the surface, sn that a post stuck in the

ground, vertical to In-Kin with, docs not remain vertical,
out Inclines now to one side and now to another, the plane
of tile ground in which it stands shifting relatively to the

horizon. Encye. Brit., XXI. 626.

earth-tongue (erth'tung), . The popular name
given to club-shaped fungi of the genus Geo-

glossum, found in lawns and grassy pastures.
earth-treatment (erth'tret/'rnent), n. A meth-
od of treating wounds with clay (or clayey
earth) dried and finely powdered, it is applied to
the wound as a deodorizing agent, tending at the same
time to prevent or arrest putrefaction. Thomtu, Med.
Diet.

earth-tremor (erth'trem'or), n. A minute
movement of the surface of" the earth, resem-

bling an earthquake in rapidity of oscillation,
but on account of its small amplitude requir-
ing instrumental means for its detection.

earthward, earthwards (erth'ward, *wftrdz),
adv. [< earth1 + -ward, -wards.'] Toward the
earth.

earth-wire (erth'wir), . In elect., a wire used
for joining conductors with the earth : especial-
ly applied to wires placed upon telegraph-poles
for the purpose of conveying the leakage from
the line to the earth, thus preventing interfer-

ence by leakage from one line to another.
earthwolf (erth'wulf), . The aardwolf. See
Proteles.

earthwork (erth'werk), n. [< ME. "erthewerk, <

AS. eorthtceorc (= D. aardwerk = G. erdwerk =
Dan. jordvcerk), < eorthe, earth, + tceorc, work :

see earth1 and work.'] 1. In engin., any opera-
tion in which earth is removed or thrown up,
as in cuttings, embankments, etc. 2. In fort.,

any offensive or defensive construction formed

chiefly of earth : commonlyin the plural . Hence
3. Any similar construction, as the ancient

mounds of earth found in various parts of the
United States, of unknown use and origin.

They differ widely in form, but are always well
denned in plan, and sometimes inclose large
areas.

Anyhow, there the mound is, an earthwork which, if

artificial it be, the Lady of the Mercians herself need not
have been ashamed of. /.'. .1 . Freeman, Venice, p. 30.

earthworm (erth'werm), n. [= D. aardworm
= G. erdwurm ; < earth 1 + worm."] 1 . The com-
mon name of the worms of the family Lunibri-

cidce (which see), and especially of the genus
Lumbricus, of which there are several species,
one of the best-known being L. terrestris. They
belong to the order of oligochietous annelids. The earth-
worm has a cyllndrlc vermiform l)ody, tapering at both

ends, segmented Into a great number of rings, destitute of

legs, eyes, or any appendages visible on ordinary inspec-
tion. It moves by the contraction of the successive seg-
ments of the body, aided by rows of bristles which are ca-

pable of being retracted. It is hermaphrodite, each indi-

vidual of a pair impregnating the other in copulation, when
the two are jointed in two places by their respective cli-

tH hi. Earthworms are highly useful, giving a kind of un-
der-tillage to the land, loosening the soil, and rendering
it more permeable to the air. According to Darwin, in

his work on "The Formation of Vegetable Mould," etc.,

earthworms, from their enormous numbers, exercise a

highly important agency not only in this respect, but in

the creation and aggregation of new soil, the burial and
preservation (as also the original disintegration) of organic
remains of all kinds, etc. They are food fur many birds,

mammals, and other animals, and their value for bait is

well known to the angler, whence they are often called

angleworms or juhieorms. These worms are mostly a few
inches long, but there are species attaining a length of a

yard or more.

The people who inhabit the highlands of Southern Bra-
zil have a firm belief In the existence of a gigantic earth-
worm fifty yards or more in length, five in breadth, cov-
ered with bones as with a coat-of-mail, and of such strength
as to be able to uproot great pine-trees as though they
were blades of grass, and to throw up such quantities of

clay in making Us way underground as to dam up streams
and divert them into new courses. This redoubtable
monster Is known as the " Minhocao."

Pop. Set. Mo., XIII. 508.

2. Figuratively, a mean, sordid wretch.

Thy vain contempt, dull earthmtrm, cease. Sorrit.

earthworm-oil (erth'werm-oil), n. A greenish
oil obtained from earthworms, used as a rem-

edy for earache.

earthy (er'thi), a. [< earth 1 + -i/l.] 1. Of or

pertaining to earth ; consisting of earth ; par-
taking of the nature of earth ; terrene : as,

earthy matter. 2. Resembling earth or some
of the properties of earth : as, an earthy taste

or smell.
And catch the heavy earth;/ scents
That blow from summer shores.

T. 11. Aldrich, Piscataqua Elver.

3t. Inhabiting the earth; earthly.
Those earthtj spirits black and envious are ;

I'll call up other gods of form more fair.

Dryden, Indian Emperor,
4. Gross ; not refined.

Earwig
brunneipennis}. (Line
shows natural size. }

Nor Is my flame
Bo earthy ss to need the dull material force
Of eyes, or lips, or cheeks. .Sir ./ . Denham.

6. In mineral., without luster, or dull, androngh-
ish to the touch Earthy cobalt. See atbolan

Earthy fracture, a fracture which exposes a rough, dull

surface, with minute elevations and depressions, charac-
teristic of some minerals. Earthy manganese. See
n ml.

ear-trumpet (er'tnim"pet), n. An apparatus
for collecting sound-waves and conveying them
to the ear, used chiefly by the deaf. The most
common form is a simple metallic tube having a flaring
or bell-shaped mouth for collecting the waves of sound,
and a smaller end or ear-piece which Is Inserted In the
ear.

ear-wax (er'waks), . Cerumen.

earwig (er'wig), . [= E. dial, earwike, ear-

wrig, yerriwig, erritciaijle, etc., < ME. erwygge,
erewygge, yericygge, < AS. edrwicga, also once

improp. edrwicga, earwig (translating L. blatta),
< edre, ear, + wicga, a rare word, occurring but
once (Leechdoms, ii. 134, 1. 4, translated 'ear-

wig'), appar. a general term for an insect, lit.

a moving creature, allied to wicg, a horse, vilit,

a creature, a wight, < wegan, tr. bear, carry,
intr. move, > E. weigh: see weigh, wight1 .

Many languages give a name
to this insect indicating a be-
lief that it is prone to creep
into the human ear : D. oor-

tcorm = G. oliricurm, ear-

worm; Q.ohrbohrer, 'ear-bor-
er'

;
Sw. o'rmask, ear-worm

;

Dan. orentvist, 'ear-twister';
F. perce-oreille, Pg. furu-
orelhas, 'pierce-ear'; Sp. gii-

sano del oido, It. verme auri-

colare, ear-worm, etc.] 1.

The popular English name of

all the cursorial orthopterous
insects of the family Forji-

culidte, representing the sub-
orderEuplexoptcra,which has
several genera and numer-
ous Species. There Is a popular
notion that these insects creep into
the earand cause injury to it. They
are mostly nocturnal and phytophagous, though some are
carnivorous. They have filiform, many-jointed antenntr,
short, velnless, leathery upper wings, under wings folded
both lengthwise ami crosswise, anal forceps, and no ocelli.

The common earwig is Forficula auriculari*; the great
earwig is Labidura yigantea; the little earwig is Labia
minor. Another species is Spongophora brunneipennia.
2. In the United States, the common name of

any of the small centipeds, such as are found
iu nouses in most of the States. 3f. One who
gains the ear of another by stealth and whis-

pers insinuations; a prying informer ; a whis-

perer.
That gaudy earwig, or my lord your patron,
Whose pensioner you are.

Ford, Broken Heart, II. 1.

Ear-wiggi that buzz what they think fit In the retlr'd

closet. Bp. Ilacket, Life of Abp. Williams, I. 85.

earwig (er'wig), v. t. ; pret. and pp. earwigged,
ppr. earwigging. [< earwig, n.] To gain the
ear of and influence by covert statements or
insinuations ; whisper insinuations in the ear
of against another

;
fill the mind of with pre-

judice by covert statements.
He was so sure to be eanrigged in private that what he

heard or said openly went for little.

Marryat, Snarleyyow.

Up early and down late, for he was nothing of a slug-
gard ; daily ear-trigging influential men, for he was a mas*
ter of Ingratlation.

K. L. Stecenvm, A College Magazine, II.

ear-witness (er'wit'nes), n. 1. One who is

able to give testimony to a fact from his own
hearing.
An ear-tritneu of all the passages betwixt them. Fuller.

Dante is the eye-witness and ear-irii net* of that which
he relates. Macaulay, Milton.

2. A mediate witness; one who testifies to

what he has received upon the testimony of
others. Hamilton.
ear-worm (er'wenn), n. 1. Same as boll-worm.

2f. A secret counselor.

There is nothing in the oath to protect such an ear-

tcorm, but he may be appeached.
Bp. Backet, Life of Abp. Williams, II. 152.

earwort (er'wert), n. The Shachacathis rnpes-
tris, a low rubiaceous shrub of the West Indies.

ease (ez), n. [Early mod. E. also ea:e, ese; <

ME. ese, else, eyse, < AF. etse, OF. aise, ayse,

aizc, F. aise, f., = Pr. aiae, aw (> prob. Basque
aisia) = OCat. aise, ease, = Pg. azo, aid, mo-
tive, occasion, = Olt. asio, agio, aggio, m., ease,

convenience, exchange, premium, now distin-

guished in spelling : agio, ease ; aggio ( > F. agio.



ease

> E. agio, q. v.), exchange, premium. Henee
the adj., OF. aise, ayse, aize = Pr. ais, easy (mod.
F. aise, p. a., easy); the adv. phrase, OF. a

aise, F. a Vaise = Pr. ad ais = It. ad agio, ada-

gio (> E. adagio), at ease, at leisure, > OF.

aaise, ahaise = OPg. aaso = It. adagio, ease
;

and the compound, F. malaise (> E. malaise),

uneasiness. The Eom. forms are somewhat

irregular, and are certainly of external origin,

perhaps Celtic : cf. (1) Bret, eaz, ez, easy; Gael.

adkais, leisure, ease. There is nothing to prove
a connection with (2) AS. edthe, obs. E. eath

(see eath); or with (3) Goth, aeets, easy (m
compar. azetizo), azeti, ease, azetaoa, easily ;

or

1822
. a song for

oped by pr

Whate'er he did was done with so much ease,

In him alone 'twas natural to please.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., i. 27.

Refrain to-night ;

And that shall lend a kind of easiness

To the next abstinence. Shale., Hamlet, iii. 4.

He changed his faith and his allegiance two or three

times, with a facility that evinced the looseness of his

principles. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 362.

easiness

, courtly, chivalrous song ;

Century, XXVII. 783.

ease or quiet.
The state of being

promoting ease and

tranquillity.
easel1

(e'zl), n. [< D. ezel = G. esel, an easel,

lit. an ass, = AS. esol, an ass: see ass1 . For
the particular meaning,

' a support,' cf . clothes-

horse, saw-horse, saw-buck, F. chevalet, Sp. caba-

llete, Pg. cavallete de pintor, It. cavalletto, an

easel, clothes-horse, etc.] A frame in the form
of a tripod for supporting a blackboard, paper,
or canvas in drawing and painting ; also, a sim-

with (4) L. otimn, ease (see otiose) ;
or with (5) eage (z), v. t.

; pret. and pp. eased, ppr. easing. [< j]ar frame used as a rest for portfolios, large
OHG. essa, MHG. G.esse (> Dan. esse), & forge,

furnace,
AS. ad,

ME. esen, eisen, < OF. *eiser, aiser, aisier= Pr. ai-

furnace, chimney, orig. a fireplace (akin to sar -pg.azar= It. agiare, ease; from the noun.]
, a funeral pyre, dst, a furnace, kiln, > j rpo j.eiieve or free from pain or bodily dis-" "'

makeE. oast, q. v.), whence, as some conjecture, quiet or anno
'to be at one's ease' (F. Giro & son aise), orig. comfortable,
'to be at one's hearth, feel at home'; or with

(6) MLG. esse = G. esse = ODan. esse, Dan. es

= Sw. esse, well-being, comfort, ease (appar.

< L. esse, be, used as a noun) : unless indeed

these last Teut. forms are, like the E . word, from

the F. aise.'] 1. An undisturbed state of the

body; freedom from labor, pain, or physical an-

noyance of any kind; tranquil rest; physical
comfort: as, he sits at his ease; to take one's

ease.

books, etc Easel-picture, easel-piece, (a) A mov-
able picture painted on an easel, as distinguished from a

painting on a wall, ceiling, etc. (6) A picture small enough
to be placed on an easel lor exhibition after completion.

easeP (e'sl), adv. [Sc., also written eassel,

eastle, eastilt, appar. variations of eastlin, "east-

ling, adv., easterly : see eastling. For the form,
cf. deasil.] Eastward.

Heaven, I hope, wil^me: I^msick.^ ^ &

Ow,~, ye should
haehadden^H.iappeltrin.n.

The longer they live the worse they are, and death CaseleSS (ez'les), . [< ease + -less.-] Want-

alone must cose them. Burton, Auat. of Mel., p. 262. ing ease
; lacking in ease. [Rare. J

Send me some tokens, that my hope may live,

Ther thei rested and esed hem [themselves] in the town
as thei that ther-to hadde grete nede.

Merlin (E. E. X. S.), ii. 172.

Be comfortable to thy friends, and to thyselfe wish ease.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 99.

Soul, take thine ease, eat, drink, and be merry.
Luke xii. 19.

How blest is he who crowns, in shades like these,

A youth of labour with an age of ease !

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 99.

Better the toil . . .

Than waking dream and slothful ease.

Whitlif.r, Seed-time and Harvest.

Thou mayest rejoice in the mansion of rest, because, by
thy means, many living persons are eased or advantaged.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, iv. 9.

2. To free from anxiety, care, or mental dis-

turbance : as, the late news has eased my mind.

Now first I find

Mine eyes true opening, and my heart much eased.

Milton, P. L., xii. 274.

3. To release from pressure or tension; les-

sen or moderate the tension, tightness, weight,

closeness, speed, etc., of, as by slacking, lift-

ing slightly, shifting a little, etc. : sometimes
2. A quiet state of the mind; freedom from s

J.
'

t ship in 'a seaway by put--**- ="1'"*"'1o *.-*
tmgdoVn the helm, or by throwing some'cargo
overboard; to ease a bar or a nut in machinery.

concern, anxiety, solicitude, or anything that

frets or ruffles the mind ; tranquillity.

And Gonnore hym praide soone to come a-gein,
" ffor

neuer," quod [she],
" shall I be in ese of herte vn-to the

tyme that I yow se a-gein." Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 360.

Oh, did he light upon you ? what, he would have had you
seek for ease at the hands of Mr. Legality?

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 100.

Like a coy maiden, Ease, when courted most,
Farthest retires an idol, at whose shrine

Who olt'nest sacrifice are favor'd least.

Cowper, Task, i. 409.

Hence 3f. Comfort afforded or provided; sat-

isfaction; relief; entertainment; accommoda-
tion.

But for the love of God they him bisoght
Of herberwe [harborage) and of ese as for hir peny.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 199.

It is an ease to your friends abroad that you are more
a man of business than heretofore ; for now it were an in-

jury to trouble you with a busy letter.

Donne, Letters, xxxi.

A principal fruit of friendship is the ease and discharge
of the fulness of the heart, which passions of all kinds do

cause and induce. Bacon, Friendship (ed. 1887).

It is an ease, Malfato, to disburthen
Our souls of secret clogs.

Ford, Lady's Trial, i. 3.

4. Facility; freedom from difficulty or great
labor : as, it can be done with great ease.

When you please, 'tis done with ease.

Robin Hood and the Golden Arrow (Child's Ballads,V. 387).

Lamenting is altogether contrary to reioysing, euery
man saith so, and yet is it a peece of ioy to be able to la-

ment with ease. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 37.

The Mob of Gentlemen who wrote with ease.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 108.

5. Freedom from stiffness, constraint, or for-

mality ;
unaffectedness : as, ease of style ;

ease

of manner.
True ease in writing comes from art, not chance.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 362.

At ease, in an undisturbed state ; free from pain or anxi-

ety : used also with a qualification of emphasis (well at

ease) or of negation (ill at ease, formerly sometimes evil on

ease, ME. evele an eyse).

His soul shall dwell at ease. Ps. xxv. 13.

Ther I was well at ese, ffor ther was no thyng that I

Desyred to have but I had it shortly.
Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 7.

I am very ill at ease,
Unfit for mine own purposes.

Shak., Othello, iii. 3.

At one's ease, comfortable ; free from stiffness or formal-

ity. Chapel of ease. See chapel. Little ease, a cell

much too small for a prisoner, used as a torture in the

reign of Elizabeth, - Syn. 1. Quiet, Tranquillity, etc. See
rest. 4. Ease, Easiness, Facility. (See read-iness.) In con-
nection with tasks of any sort, ease is subjective, and de-
notes freedom from labor, or the power of doing things
without seeming effort : as, he reads with ease. Easiness
is in this connection generally objective, characterizing

O ease your hand ! treat not so hard your slave !

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 646).

There may be times no doubt when the pressure by
Russia upon ourselves in India may be eased o/by a dex-

terous diplomatic use of European alliances and compli-
cations. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 7.

4. To relieve, as by the removal of a burden or

an encumbrance; remove from, as a burden:
with of before the thing removed: as, to ease a

porter of his load.

Or that my easeless thoughts may sleep and rest.

Donne, The Token.

I ceaselesse, easelesse pri'd about
In every nook, furious to flnde her out.

Vicars, tr. of Virgil (1632).

easement (ez'ment), n. [< ME. esement, eyse-

nient, < OF. aisement (= Pr. aizimen), < aiser,

ease : see ease and -ment.~\ 1. That which gives

ease, relief, or assistance; convenience; ac-

commodation.
Thei ben fulle grete Schipppes, and faire, and wel or-

deyned, and made with Halles and Chambres, and other

eusementes as thoughe it were on the Lond.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 214.

Here they of force (as fortune now did fall)

Compelled were themselves awhile to rest,

Glad of that easement, though it were but small.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. iv. 15.

He has the advantage of a free lodging, and some other

easements. Swift.

2. In lam, a right of accommodation in ano-

ther's land ; such a right in respect to lands

as that of passage, or of having free access of

light and air which does not involve taking

anything from the land ; more specifically, such

a right when held in respect to one piece of

The childeren hem vn-armed and wente to theire log- land by the owner of a neighboring piece by
gyngis, and hem esed of all thinge that to inannys body
belongeth. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 271.

Will no man ease me o/this fool?
Beau, and Fl.

,
Laws of Candy, ii. 1.

I'll ease you of that care, and please myself in 't.

Middleton, Chaste Maid, il. 2.

He was not gone far, after his arrival, but the catfaliers

met him and eased him of his money.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 119.

virtue of his ownership of the latter. In refer-

ence to this latter piece, the right is termed an easement;
in reference to the former it is termed a servitude : but by
some writers these terms are used indiscriminately. Ease-

iiient, as distinguished from license, implies au interest in

the servient tenement itself.

3. In carp., same as ease-off. Apparent ease-

ment, an easement "of such a nature that it may be seen

or known on a careful inspection by a person ordinarily
conversant with the subject" (L. A. Goodeve).

Sir Thomas Smythe, having reluctantly professed a wish ease-Off (ez'6f), n. In carp., etc., a curve or
to be eased o/his office, was dismissed. easy transition formed at the junction of two

Bancroft, Hist. V. S., 1. 118.

pie eS) moldingS) etc., which would otherwise
5. To mitigate; alleviate; assuage; allay; meet at an angle, as at the junction of the wall-
abate or remove in part, as any burden, pain, string of a flight of stairs with the base-board

grief, anxiety, or disturbance. of the wall, either above or below.
Sound advice might ease hir wearie thoughtes. easily (e'zi-li), adv. [< ME. esily, esely, esiliche;

Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 62. < easy + -J02.] In an easy manner ;
with ease ;

Kwethousomewhatthegrievousservitudeofthyfather. without difficulty, pain, labor, anxiety, etc.;

smoothly; quietly; tranquilly: as, a task easily

performed; an event easily foreseen; to pass
life easily ; the carriage moves easily.

Than meveth on monday two hourea be-fore day, and

2 Chron. x. 4.

Strong fevers are not eas'd

With counsel, but with best receipts and means.
Ford, Broken Heart, ii. 2.

There . . . may sweet music ease thy pain
Amidst our feast.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 106.

6. To render less difficult
;
facilitate.

My lords, to ease all this, but hear me speak.
Marlowe, Edward II., i. 2.

High over seas

Flying, and over lands, with mutual wing
Easing their flight. Milton, P. L., vii. 428.

Ease her ! the command given to reduce the speed of a
steamer's engine, generally preparatory to the command
to "stop her," or

" turn astern." To ease away (naut.),
to slack gradually, as the fall of a tackle. To ease the
helm. See helml.Syn. 2. To quiet, calm, tranquilize,

still, pacify. 4. To disburden, disencumber.

easeful (ez'ful), a. [< ease + -ful.~\ Attended

by or affording ease; prompting rest or com-
fort; quiet; peaceful; restful.

To himself, he doth your gifts apply ;

As his main force, choice sport, and easeful stay.
Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 624).

I spy a black, suspicious, threat'ning cloud,
That will encounter with our glorious sun,
Ere he attain his easeful western bed.

SAa*.,3Hen. VI., v. S.

,

goth all esely oon after a-nother with-oute sore traveile.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 318.

It is but a little abuse, say they, and it may be easily
amended. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

Coming to Norwich, he [Prince Lewis] takes that City

easily, but Dover cost him a longer Siege.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 72.

Not soon provoked, she easily forgives. Prior.

easiness (e'zi-nes), n. 1. The state of being
easy ;

the act of imparting or the state of en-

joying ease ;
restfulness : as, the easiness of a

vehicle
;
the easiness of a seat.

I think the reason I have assigned hath a great interest

in that rest and easiness we enjoy when asleep. May.

2. Freedom from difficulty; ease of perform-
ance or accomplishment : as, the easiness of an

undertaking.
Easiness and difficulty are relative terms. Tittotson.

3. Flexibility; readiness to comply; prompt
compliance ;

a yielding or disposition to yield
without opposition or reluctance: as, easiness

of temper.



easiness

Give to him, and he shall but laugh at yonr easiness.
South.

This easiness and credulity destroy all the other merit
he has ; and ho has nil his life l>een a sacrifice to others,
without ever receiving thanks, or lining one nood action.

Xtr<-lc, Spectator, No. 82.

4. Freedom from stiffness, constraint, effort,

or formality: applied to manners or style.

Abstruse and mystic thoughts you must express
With painful care, hut seeming easiness.

Rosmmmon, On Translated Verse.

That which cannot without injury IMS denied to you, is

the easiness of your conversation, far from affectation or

pride; not denying even to enemies their just praises.

Dryden, Ded. of Third Misc.

She had not much company of her own sex, except those
whom she most loved for their easing**, or esteemed for

their good sense. Swift, Death of Stella.

Syn. 2. Facility, etc. See ease.

easing1
! (e'zing), '* [< ww + -*"<7

1
-] An ease-

ment ; an allowance
;
a special privilege.

This led unfortunately In later times to many eatings to

the sous of Gild-brothers in learning the trade and acquir-

ing the freedom of the Gild.

English Oildi (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. cxxxii.

easing2 (e'zing), n. [A dialectal contr. of eaves-

ing, a. v.] The eaves of a house, collectively.
Brockctt. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

easing-sparrow (e'zing-spar'6), . The house-

sparrow, Passer domesticxs, which nests under
the easing or eaves of houses. [Prov. Eng.]
easing-swallow (e'zing-swol'6), n. Same as

eaves-swallow, 2.

east (est), n. and a. [< ME. est, eest, <est, east,

n., east (ace. est, etc., as adv.), < AS. edst, adv.,

orig. the ace. or dat. (locative) of the noun,
used adverbially (never otherwise as a noun,
and never as an adj., the forms so given in the
dictionaries being simply the adv. (east or east-

an), alone or in comp.), to the east, in the east,

east; in coinp. edst- (est-, eest-, etc.), a quasi-
adj., as in edst-dal, the eastern region, the east,
etc. (> E. east, a.) ;

= D. oost = Fries, east,
aest = LG. oost, Q. ost = Sw. ost = Dan. ost,

ost, east (as a noun, in other than adverbial use ;

all modern, and developed from the older ad-

verbial uses) (of. OF. eat, hest, F. est = Sp. Pg.
este, Sp. Pg. also with the def. art., leste = It.

est, from the E.): (1) AS. edst = D. oost =
Dan. ost, adv., to the east, in the east, east ; (2)
AS. edstan, edsten, esten = OS. ostan, dstana =
OFries. aesta, data, Fries, dsta = MLG. ostene,
osten = OHG. ostana, MHG. ostene, osten, G.
osten = Icel. austan, adv., prop, 'from the east

(hither),' but in MHG. and G. also 'in the

east, east'; hence the noun, D. oosten = MLG.
osten = OHG. ostan, MHG. osten, G. osten = Sw.
ostan = Dan. osten, the east ; (3) AS. "edstor (not
found, but perhaps the orig. form of edst), ME.
ester-, E. easier- (in comp.) = OS. oter=OFries.
aster = D. ooster= OHG. ostar, MHG. osier, G.
oster (in comp.) = Sw. oster= Dan. oster= Icel.

austr, adv., to the east, east, Sw. Dan. Icel. also

as noun, the east ; (4) AS. edsterne, adj., E. east-

ern, q. v.
; (5) AS. edstweard, edsteweard, E. east-

ward, q. v. These are all formed from an orig.
Teut. "aus-t-a- or 'aus-t-os-, the dawn, = L. au-
rora for "ausosa, the dawn (see aurora), = Gr.

i?<5f, Attic luf, Doric auf, Laconian a8&p, JEolic

a!ru$ for "a'uauf (see Eos, Eocene). = Skt. ushas,
the dawn, the personified Dawn, Aurora, =Lith.
auszra, dawn (cf. auszta, the morning star,
auszti. v., dawn, = Lett, oust, dawn) ;

cf. Skt.

nsra, bright, pertaining to the dawn, as noun
the dawn, = AS. 'Edstra, dial. Edstra, the god-
dess of dawn or rather of spring (the dawn
of the year), > E. Easter^, q. v.; < / *, Skt.

\/ ush, bum, =s L. urere, orig. "ttscre (perf. ussi,

pp. ustus), burn (see adusft, combust, etc.).= Gr.

aiieiv, kindle, eiictv, singe, etc., a reduced form
of y vas, grow bright, light up, dawn, whence
also ult. Gr. it/tap, orig. 'pea/jap, day, lap, orig.

"Fftrap, = L. ver, orig. "veser, spring (> ult. E.

vernal, etc.), L. auriim, gold (> ult. E. auric 1
,

awaits, or*, etc.). Cf. west, north, south, and
northeast, southeast.'] I. n. 1. One of the four
cardinal points of the compass, opposite to the

west, and lying on the right hand when one
faces the north ; the point in the heavens where
the gun is seen to rise at the equinox, or the cor-

responding point on the earth, strictly, the term
applies to the one point where the sun rises at the equi-
nox ; but originally and in general use it refers to the gen-
eral direction. Specifically (rcclr*.), the point of the com-
pass toward which one is turned when facing tile altar or

high altar from the direction of the nave. As early as the
second century it was the established custom for Chris-
tians tu pray facing the east. From this resulted the cus-
tom of building churches with the altar and sanctuary t

the east end and the main entrance at the west end, and of

1823

using the terms in this way even with respect to churches
not so built.

In comynge doun fro the Mount of Olyvete, toward the

Est, is a Castelle, that is cleped Bethany.
ilandemlle, Travels, p. 97.

Here lies the east: Doth not the day break here?

Shak., J. C., II. 1.

2. The quarter or direction toward the mean
point of sunrise ; an eastward situation or trend;
the eastern part or side : as, a town or country
in the east of Europe, or on the east of a range
of mountains; to travel to the east (that is, m
an eastern direction). 3. A territory or region
situated eastward of the person speaking, or of

the people using the term. Specifically (o) [cap.]
The parts of Asia collectively (as lying east of Europe)
where civilization has existed from early times, Including
Asia Minor, Syria, Arabia, India, China, etc. : as, the riches
of the East; the spices and perfumes of the East; the

kings of the East. Also called the Orient.

The gorgeous east, with richest hand,
Showers on her kings Barbaric pearl and gold.

Milton, P. L., 11. S.

(b) In the Bible, the countries southeast, east, and north-
east of Palestine, as Moab. Anmion, Arabia Deserta, Ar-

menia, Assyria, Babylon, Parthia. The countries desig-
nated by the term in particular passages must be discov-
ered from the context. (

Then Jacob went on his journey, and came Into the land
of the people of the east. Gen. xxix. 1.

The Midianites came up, and the Amalekites. and the
children of the east. Judges vl. 3.

(c) [cap.] In the United States, in a restricted sense, New
England ; in a more general sense, the whole eastern or
Atlantic portion of the country, as distinguished from the
Weft.

4. [cap.'} In church hist., the church in the
Eastern Empire and countries adjacent, espe-
cially those on the east, as "the West" is the
church in the Western Empire: as, the great
schism between East and West.

It is idle to keep (as controversialists, and especially
Anglo-Roman controversialists, love to keep) the East in
the background. J. M. Keale, Eastern Church, I. 16.

5. The east wind.
The dreaded East Is all the wind that blows.

Pope, R. of the L., iv. 20.

As when a field of corn
Bows all its ears before the roaring East.

Tennyson, Princess, i.

Empire of the East. See empire.

H. a. [< ME. est-, eest-, eest-, east-, < AS. east-,

only in comp., being the adv. (orig. noun) so
used: see east, .] 1. Situated in the direction
of the rising sun, or toward the point where the
sun rises when in the equinoctial : as, the east
side

; an east window.
Tills evening, on the east side of the grove.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., II. 1.

2. Coming from the direction of the east : only
in the phrase the or an east wind.

Thou breakest the ships of Tarshish with an east wind.
Ps. xlvlU. 7.

3. Eccles., situated beyond or in the direction
of the altar or high altar of a church as seen
from the nave : as, the east end of the choir-

stalls.

Abbreviated E.
East dial. See dial. East Indies, a name given to the
countries Included in the two great peninsulas of southern
Asia and the adjacent Islands, from the delta of the Indus
to the northern extremity of the Philippine islands, com-

prising India, Burma, Main, etc.

They shall be my East and West Indies, and I will trade
to them both. Shak., M. W. of W., t 3.

east (est), adv. [< ME. est, eest, a:st, east, <

AS. edst, adv.: see east, n. and a.] 1. In an
easterly direction ; eastward : as, he went east.

Like youthful steers unyok'd, they took their course

East, west, north, south. Shak., 2 lien. IV., Iv. 3.

One gate there only was, and that look'd toft.

Milton, P. L., iv. 178.

2. Eccles., toward the point conventionally re-

garded as the east ; in the direction of or be-

yond the altar as seen from the nave : as, the

chapel cast of the choir is commonly called the

Lady Chapel. About east, about right ; in a proper
manner. Bartlett. [Slang, New Eng.] Down east. See
down-, adr.

east (est), v. i. [< east, n. and adv.] To move
toward the east

;
turn or veer toward the east.

[Scarcely used except in the verbal noun east-

east-about (est'a-bout'), adv. Around toward
the east ; in an easterly direction.

The cause, whatever it was, gradually spread, moving
east-abmtt. Sci. Ami-r., \. S., LIV. 7.

Easter 1
(es'ter), n. and a. [< ME. ester, earlier

ti-x/ir, a'stere, also entente, ecatcrne (orig. pi.), <

AS. edstre, generally pi., nom. edstro, gen. eds-

trcna, dat. edstron, edstran, also edstor-, easier-

Easter-flower

(only in comp. and in ONorth. gen. edstret),

Easter, = OHG. ostard, pi. ostarun, MHG. oster,

generally pi. astern, G. ostcrn (in comp. oster-),

Easter; orig. a festival in honor of the goddess
of Spring, = AS. "

Edstra, whose name as such is

given by Beda in the dial, form Eotstra = OHG.
*0stard, etc.: see east, .] I. . A festival
observed in the Christian church, from early
times, in commemoration of the resurrection
of Jesus Christ. It corresponds with the Passover of
the Jews, which in the King James version of the Bible
is called once by the name of Hatter (Acts ill. 4). The
name appears several times in earlier versions. Easter is

observed by the Greek, Roman Catholic, Episcopal, and
Lutheran churches, and by many among the non-liturgi-
cal churches who do not generally regard the church
year. The esteem in which It is held is Indicated by Its

ancient title, "the great day." Easter Is the Sunday
which follows that 14th day of the calendar moon which
falls upon or next after the 21st day of March. This is

true buth of old style and new, and the rule has been
used, though not universally, from a very early day.

The northern Irish and Scottish, together with the

Picts, observed the custom of the Britons, keeping their
Easter upon the Sunday that fell between the xlv. and the
xx. day of the Moon.

Abp. Uuher, Religion of the Anc. Irish, Ix., in Words-
[worth's Church of Ireland, p. 54.

Gauss's Rule for finding the date of Easter. First,
take x and y out of the following table :

* V
Old style 15 6
New style, A. r>. 1583-1699 22 2
" " 1700-1799 28 3
" " 1800-1899 23 4

1900-2099 24 5.

Second, calculate the five numbers a, b, c, d, e, by the fol-

lowing rules, where N Is the number of the year :

a is the remainder after the division of N by 19.

b is the remainder after the division of X by 4.

i- Is the remainder after the division of N by 7.

</ is the remainder after the division of 19a + x by 30.

is the remainder after the division of 26 + 4c 4- 6d 4- y
by 7.

Third, then d + e + 22 is the day of March, or d + e 9 is

the day of April on which Easter falls, except that when
this rule gives April 26th the true day is April 19th, and
when the rule gives April 25th, if d = 28 and a > 10, then
the true date is April 18th.

H. a. Of or pertaining to Easter.

It were mtich to be wished . . . that their easier devo-
tions would, in some measure, come up to their easier
dress. South, Works, II. vlii.

At Easter pricet, at a cheap rate, flesh being formerly
then at a discount. Wright. Easter day, the day on
which the festival of Easter Is celebrated.

But O, she dances such a way !

No sun upon an Kaster^tay
Is half so fine a sight.

Suckling, Ballad upon a Wedding.

Easter dues or offerings, In the Ch. of Eny., certain
dues paid to the parochial clergy by the parishioners at
Easter as a compensation for personal tithes, or as the
tithe for personal labor. Easter eggs, eggs, real or ar-

tificial, ornamented by dyeing, painting, or otherwise, and
used at Easter as decorations or gifts.

Easter eggs, or Pasch eggs, are symbolical of creation,
or the re-creation of spring. The practice of presenting
eggs to our friends at Easter is Magian or Persian. . . .

Christians adopted the custom to symbolize the resurrec-

tion, and they color the eggs red in allusion to the blood
of their redemption. Brewer.

Easter eve (sometimes Easter even), the day before Easter
Sunday ; Holy Saturday ;

the end of Lent and the prelude
to the festival of Easter. In the early church Good Friday
and Easter eve were observed as a strict and continuous
fast till after midnight of the latter, the whole night be-
fore Easter day being passed in continual worship and In

listening to lections and sermons. During this vigil the

churches, and frequently the streets, were brilliantly light-

ed, the worshipers also bringing lamps and tapers with
them. Two ancient ceremonies of Kaster eve, still re-

tained in the Roman Catholic Church, are the benediction
of the paschal taper (see paschal and exultet), a custom
which is said to have originated in the fifth century, and
the benediction of the font. Easter eve was the chief
time for baptism in the early church.

And soo to Roane the same nyght. where we abode
Ester euyn and Ester daye all daye, and on Ester Monday
that was the .xij. daye of Apryll we departed from Roane
to Cuys to dyner, and to Myny ye same nyght.

Sir R. Guyljorde, Pylgrymage, p. 8.

It Is not Easter yet ; but it Is Easter eve; all Lent Is but
the vigil, the eve of Easter. Donne, Sermons, xif.

Easter gift, a gift presented at Easter. Easter term,
(a) In Eng. law, a term of court beginning on the 15th
of April and continuing till about the 8th of May. (6) In
the English universities, a term held in the spring and
lasting for about six weeks after Easter. Easter week,
the week following Easter, the days of which are callen
Easter Monday, Easter Tuefday, etc.

easier2! (es'ter), a. [< ME. ester- (in comp.), <

AS. "eastor = OS. ostar, etc., adv., east: see

east, n., and cf. eastern, easterly, easterling, from
which easier, a.

,
is in part developed.] Eastern ;

easterly.
Till starres gan vanish, and the dawning brake,
And all the Easterfnrta were full of light.

Sir J. Uarinyton, tr. of Ariosto, xxlli. 6.

Easter-flower (es'ter-flou'er), n. The flor de

pascua of Brazil, a euphorbiaceous shrub, Eu-



Easter-flower

phorbia (or Poinsettia) pulcherrima, frequently
cultivated for ornament, its flowers being sur-
rounded by large, bright-colored bracts,

easterling (es'ter-ling), n. and a. [< ME. ester-

ling (first found in the Latinized form Ester-

lingi, pi., a name applied to the Hanse mer-
chants from the East, i.e., from North Germany,
who had special trading and banking privi-

leges, and who appear to have coined money
known by their name : see sterling) (after MLG.
osterlink = G. osterling) ; < easter- (see east, n.

and a., easier^) + -ling
1
.] I. n. 1. A native

of some country lying eastward of another; an
Oriental: formerly applied in England to the easterner (es'ter-ner), n.

Hanse merchants and to traders in general from
parts of Germany and from the shores of the
Baltic.

Having oft in batteill vanquished
Those spoylefull Picts, and swarming Easterlings.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 63.

Merchants of Norway, Denmark, . . . called Easter-

lings. Holimhed, Ireland, an. 130.

The merchants of the East-Land parts of Almain or easternmost (es'tern-most), a. Superl. [< east-
High Germany well known in former times by the name em + -most.] Most eastern; situated in the

Fuller, Worthies, xxiv. pOjnt furthest east.
It is most likely the Easterlmgs did preserve a record Eastertide (es'ter-tid), n. Eastertime ; either

of many words and actions of the holy Jesus, which are tllB .-.,.
,, s}, or. A : t, OT,H Ml;, V ^,.

1824
The instinct of Easterns is to estimate the importance of

a prince very much in a direct ratio to the number of armed
retainers he has about him. A. A. Rev., CXXVII. 154.

2. [cap.] A member of the orthodox Oriental
or Greek Church: in contradistinction from a
Latin or Western.

The Easterns contend that the Consecration is not com-
plete without it [the Invocation].

C. E. Hammond, Liturgies Eastern and Western, Int.,

[p. xxxv.

A large number of Christians, Protestants and Easterns
as well as Catholics, profess to receive them (Christian
dogmas] on ecclesiastical authority.

H. y. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 325.

[< eastern + -er1.]
A person from the eastern United States.

[Colloq., U. S.]
The bulk of the cowboys themselves are South-western-

ers. . . . The best hands are fairly bred to the work and
follow it from their youth up. Nothing can be more fool-
ish than for an Easterner to think he can become a cow-
boy in a few months' time.

T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 502.

not transmitted to us.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 138.

2. The name given to the English silver pen-
nies (also called sterlings) of the twelfth, thir-

teenth, and fourteenth centuries
;
also to Euro-

pean imitations of the same. See sterling.
3f. The common widgeon, Afareca penelope.
Latham. 4. The smew or white nun, Mergel-
lus albellus. Montagu. [Local, British.]

II. a. BelongingTo the money of the Easter-

lings or Baltic traders. See sterling.

easterly (es'ter-li), a. [= OHG. ostarlih, MHG.
osterlich, G. osterlich = Icel. austarligr, adj.,
easterly; < easter- (see east, n. and a., easter^,
eastern) + -ly

1
.] 1. Moving or directed east-

ward: as, an easterly current; an easterly course.
2. Situated toward the east: as, the easterly

side of a lake.

In whiche Lapland he [Arthur] placed the easterly
bounds of his Brittish empire. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 2.

3. Looking toward the east : as, an easterly ex-

posure. 4. Coming from the east : as, an east-

erly wind; an easterly rain.

The winter winds still easterly do keep,
And with keen frosts have chained up the deep.

Drayton, On his Lady not coming to London.

On

the week ushered in by and following Easter,
formerly observed throughout the Christian
world as a holiday and with religious services,
or the fifty days between Easter and Whitsun-
tide, which were observed as a festival and with
religious solemnities. This period is still re-

garded by the church as a special festival sea-

East-Indiaman (est-in'dia-man), n. A vessel

employed in the East India trade.

Sometimes an East Indiaman, with rusty, seamed, blis-

tered sides, and dingy sails, comes slowly moving up the
harbor, with an air of indolent self-importance and con-
sciousness of superiority. 6. W. Curtis, Prue and I, p. 65.

and sun., the distance eastward from a

given meridian
;
the distance made by a ship on

an eastern course, expressed in nautical miles.

We had run down our easting and were well up for the
Strait. Macmillan's Mag.
At noon we were in lat. 64 27' S., and long. 85" 5' W.,

having made a good deal of easting.
R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 358.

eastland (est'land), n. and a. [< ME. eestlond,
estlond, eastlond, < AS. eastland, < east, adv.,
east, + land, land.] I. . The land in the

east; eastern countries ; the Orient. [Rare.]
Il.t a. Eastward-bound; being engaged in

the eastern trade.
easterly (es'ter-li), adv. [< easterly, a.]
the east ;

in the direction of east.

There seem to have been two adjacent but separate tor- Our own eignt E st India ships . . . and our eastland

nadoes, moving easterly about sixty miles an hour. "eet
>
to tne n mber of twenty. Boyle, Works, VI. 192.

Science, ill. 801. eastling (est'ling), a. [So. eastlin; < east +
easter-mackerel (es'ter-mak"e-rel), n. Same -ling*. Cf. backling, headling, etc. See easel?.]
as chub-mackerel. Easterly.
eastern (es'tern), a. and n. [< ME. esterne,
(esterne, < AS. edsterne (= OS. ostroni = OHG.
ostroni = Icel. austrcenn, eastern), < 'edstor,
east = OS. dstar, etc., east: see east,n. and a. eastward (est'ward), adv.

Cf. western, northern, southern.] I. a. 1. Situ-
ated toward the east or on the part toward the
east: as, the eastern side of a town or church;

How do you, this blae eastlin wind,
That's like to blaw a body blind?

Burns, To James Tennant.

the eastern shore of a bay.
Right against the eastern gate,
Where the great sun begins his state.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 59.

2. Going toward the east, or in the direction
of east : as, an eastern route. 3. Coming from
the east ; easterly. [Bare.]

I woo'd a woman once,
But she was sharper than an eastern wind.

Tennyson, Audley Court.

4. Of or pertaining to the east
; Oriental ; being

or occurring in the east: as, eastern countries;
eastern manners

; an eastern tour.
The easterns churches first did Christ embrace.

Stirling, Doomesday, The Ninth Houre.

[< ME. esttcard, <
AS. edstweard, edsteweard, adv., < east, adv.,
east, + -loeard, -ward.] Toward the east; in
the direction of east: as, to travel eastward;
the Dead Sea lies eastward of Jerusalem.

Eastern Kings, who to secure their reignMust have their brothers, sons, and kindred slain
Sir J. Denham, On Mr. John Fletcher's Works

Haste hither, Eve. and with thy sight behold,
Eastward among those trees, what glorious shape
Comes this way moving. Milton, P. L., v. 309.

While more eastward they direct the prow,
Enormous waves the quivering deck o'erflow.

Falconer, Shipwreck, iii.

eastward (est'ward), a. [< eastward, adv.] 1.

Having a direction toward the east.
The eastward extension of this vast tract was unknown.

Marsden, tr. of Marco Polo.

2. Bearing toward the east
; deviating or tend-

ing in the direction of the east : as, the eastward
trend of the mountains.- Eastward position (ec-
cles.), the position of the celebrant at the eucharist when
he stands in front of the altar and facing it : used with
especial reference to such Anglican priests as face the
altar throughout most of the communion office, in con-
tradistinction from others who place themselves at the
north end of the altar, facing southward.

>'- eastwards (est'wardz), adv. [< eastward +
'

adv. gen. -s.] Eastward.
.....,,.,. Such were the accounts from the remotest parts east-

iHf.jSS?!? ?*">!:.
iven

.t
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.
e 8 - "*< Marsden, tr. of Mlrco Polo.

easy-chair

(c) Free from want or from solicitude as to the means of

living; atfordingacompetencewithouttoil; comfortable:

as, easy circumstances ;
an easy fortune.

A marriage of love is pleasant, a marriage of interest

easy, and a marriage where both meet, happy.
Addison, Spectator, No. 261.

The members of an Egyptian family in easy circum-
stances may pass their time very pleasantly.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 187.

2. Not difficult; not wearisome; giving or re-

quiring no great labor or effort
; presenting no

great obstacles; not burdensome: as, an easy
task; an easy question; an easy road.

This sikenes is righte easy to endure ;

But fewe puple it causith for to dye.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 61.

My yoke is easy, and my burden is light. Mat. xi. 30.

'Tis as easy as lying. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

At last, with easy roads, he came to Leicester.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2.

It is much easier to govern great masses of men through
their imagination than through their reason.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 287.

3. Giving no pain, shock, or discomfort: as, an
easy posture ;

an easy carriage ;
an easy trot.

Mr. Bailey, wiping his face on the jack-towel, remarked,
"that arter late hours nothing freshened up a man so
much as an easy shave."

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxix.

4. Moderate; not pressing or straining ;
not ex-

acting; indulgent: as, a ship under easy sail;
an easy master.

He was an easy man to yeve penance.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 223.

Stert nat rudely ; komme inne an esy pace.
Bailees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 3.

I have several small wares that I would part with at
easy rates. Steele, Taller, No. 106.

We made easy Journeys, of not above seven or eight score
miles a day. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, ii. 2.

5. Readily yielding ;
not difficult of persua-

sion; compliant; not strict: as, a woman of

easy virtue.

With such deceits he gained their easy hearts.

Dryden.
So merciful a king did never live,
Loth to revenge, and easy to forgive.

Dryden, Spanish Friar, v. 2.

I am a Fellow of the most easy indolent Disposition in
the World. Steele, Tender Husband, i. 1.

6. Not constrained
;
not stiff, formal, or harsh

;

facile
; natural : as, easy manners ;

an easy ad-
dress

;
an easy style of writing.

There is no man more hospitably easy to be withall
than my Lord Arlington. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 16, 1671.

Good manners is the art of making those people easy
with whom we converse. Swift, Good Manners.
His version is not indeed very easy or elegant ; but it is

entitled to the praise of clearness and fidelity.

Macaulay, Milton.

Dryden was the first Englishman who wrote perfectly
easy prose, and he owed his style and turn of thought to
his French reading.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 340.

7. Easeful; self-indulgent.
Our Blessed Saviour represents in the Parable this young

Prodigal as weary of being rich and easie at Home, and
fond of seeing the Pleasures of the World.

Stillingfleet, Sermons, III. i.

The easy, Epicurean life which he [Frederic] had led,
his love of good cookery and good wine, of music, of con-

versation, of light literature, led many to regard him as a
sensual and intellectual voluptuary.

Macaulay, Frederic the Great

8f. Light; sparing; frugal.
And jit he was but eey of dispence ;

He kepte that he wan in pestilence.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 441.

9t. Indifferent; of rather poor quality.
The maister of the feast had set vpon the table wine

that was but easie and so-so.

J. Udatt, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 348.

10. In com., not straitened or restricted, or dif-
ficult to obtain or manage : opposed to tigh t :

as, the money-market is easy (that is, loans

may be easily procured) Easy circumstances.
See circumstance. Free and easy. See/rec. Honors
are easy, in whist-playin<i. honors are equally divided
between the sides ; hence, figuratively, of any dispute or
contention between two parties, there seems to be no
advantage on either side. [U. S.] = Syn. 1. Untroubled,
contented, satisfied. 5. Pliant, complaisant, accommo-
dating. 6. Unconstrained, graceful.eral problems or complications in the international" DoYi j ' e"~"

tics of Europe growing out of the presence of tin- Turkish easy (e Z1 ), ', compar. easier, superl. easiest, easy (e zi), adv.; compar. easier, superl. easiest.

[< easy, .] Easily.
True ease in writing comes from art, not chance,
As those move easiest that have learned to dance.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 363.

power in the southeast. [Early mod. E. also easie; < ME. esy, eesy, < ese,
11. n. i. A person living in or belonging to the ease: see ease, n.] 1. Having ease, (a) Free
;ernpartof a country or region; specifically,

from bodily pain or discomfort ; quiet; comfortable: as,
one belonging to one of the countries Ivine east

the Patient nas sleP* we" ana is e"*n- () Free from
of Europe; an Oriental. [Rare.]

' '

,

t

S,,d
r fretfulne88

; uiet ; ^l"" ' 8atisflel1 :

easy-chair (e'zi-char),V. A chair so shaped
h.^*"!2? themselves complained of the excessive Keep their thoughts em,, ami free, the only temper

anj f such material as to afford a comfortable
wherein the mind is capable'of receiving new informations seat

! especially, an arm-chair upholstered and
Locke. Stuffed.

neat of the sun.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 129.



easy-chair

I set the Child an easy Chair

Against the Fire, and dry d his Hair.

1'riitf, cupid Turn'd Stroller.

Whether thou choose CervanU'8
1

serious air,

Or laugh and shake In Rabelais' easy-dun r.

Pope, Dunciad, I. 19.

easy-going (e'zi-gd'ini?), a. Inclined to take
matters in an easy way, without jar or friction;

good-natured.
After the cagif-ffoi'wf fashion of his day, he [Gray] was

more lilvly to eonsider his salary as another form of pen-
sion. Lowell, New Princeton Hev., I. H;4.

The flavor of Old Virginia !> unmistakable, and life

ilrnps into an c<Mi/-'/r>m'; pace under this intluenee.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 205.

eat (et), c.
; pret. ate (at) or cat (et), pp. eaten

(sometimes cat), ppr. eating. [Early mod. E.

also eate, etc; < ME. cten (pret. et, eet, (et, pi. etc,

eten, pp. eten), < AS. etan (prot. a't, pi. ceton, pp.
eten) = OS. etan = OFries. ita, eta, NFries. ytten
= MLG. LG. eten = D. eten = OHG. ezan, ezzan,
MHG. ezzen, G. essen = Icel. eta = Sw. dta =
Dan. aide = Goth, itan = L. edere = Gr. Ifeiv =
Gael, and Ir. ith = Slav. / 'jad, *ed = Skt.V ad,
eat. Cf. etch 1

, frefl, edible, etc.
;
all from the

same ult. root.] I. trans. 1. To masticate and
swallow as nourishment

; partake of ordevour as
food: said especially of solids : as, to eat bread.

But he toke him three Groynes of the same Tree that

his Fadre eet the Appelle offe. ilandeeille, Travels, p. 11.

They shall make thee to eat grass as oxen. Dan. Iv. 25.

Venator. On my word, master, this is a gallant Trout
;

what shall we do with him?
Piscator. Marry, e'en eat him to supper.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 77.

2. To corrode; wear away; gnaw into; con-

sume; waste: generally with away, out, up, or

into : as, rust has eaten away the surface
;
lines

eaten out by aqua fortis; these cares eat up all

my time.

A great admirer he is of the rust of old Monuments, and
reades onely those Characters where time hath eaten ovt
the letters.

Dp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, An Antiquary.

Who eat up my people as they eat bread. Ps. xiv. 4.

Which I, in capital letters,
Will eat into thy flesh with aquafortis,
And burning corsives. B. Jonson, Volpone, lii. 6.

As I sealed the Alps, my Thoughts reflected upon Han-
nibal, who, with Vinegar and Strong Waters, did eat out a

Passage thro' those II ill-.. Howell, Letters, I. L 43.

The taxes were so intollerable that they eate up the
rents. Evelyn, Wary, Sept. 17, 1655.

The great business of the sea Is ... confined to eating
away the margin of the coast, and planing it down to a

depth of perhaps a hundred fathoms.

Huxley, Physiography, p. 183.

To eat crow, seerrows. To eat dirt. See dirt. To
eat humble-pie, see humlile-pie.lo eat one out of
house and home, to ruin one by the cost of supporting
or entertaining others.

Thy wife's friends will eat thee out ofhoime and home.

Burton, Auat. of Mel., p. 644.

To eat one's head Off, to cost more in feeding than one
is wortli : said usually of an animal, particularly a horse.

My mare has eaten her head off at the Ax in Alderman-
bury. Country Farmer's Catechism,

To eat one's heart, to brood over one's sorrows or dis-

appointments.
He could not rest ;

but did hit stout heart eat.

Spenser, F. Q., I. II. 6.

I will not eat my heart alone,
Nor feed witli sighs a passing wind.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cviii.

To eat one's terms, in the English inns of court, to go
through the prescribed amount of study preparatory to

being called to the bar : in allusion to the number of din-
ners a student must eat in the public hall of his society
each term in order that the term may count as such.

Together, save for college times,
Or Temple-eaten terms.

Tennyson, Aylmers Field.

To eat one's words, to take back what one has uttered ;

retract one's assertions.

I'll eat no uvrds for you, nor no men.
B. Jonson, Eplcoene, v. 1.

Would I were a man,
I'd make him cat hi* knave's icortts!

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, iv. 1.

If you find such a man in close and cordial influence
with the masses, write me. and ttiese mml will be eaten
with pleasure ! H. ". /.v.'.v,, v .\\ Timothy, p. -Ji.

To eat sour grapes. See tirapel. =Syn. Eat, Bite, Chew.
Vnaie, Devour, Gobblf, Continue. Eat Is the general
word. To bite is to set the teeth into. To chew Is to grind
with the teeth. To gnaw is to bite off little by little, to
work ut with tin- teeth, where the substance is hard or
muii:i'.,re<i \vith ilitlieiilty and there is little or nothing to
be got : as, to irnaw a bone. To demur is to eat up, to eat

eagerly or voraciously. To ttobbl? is to ent hurriedly or

offensively, as in large places. To mistime is to ent up,
to eat completely, /i/'e, rlu 'it; ;iml 'rnuic do not imply
swallowing ; the others do.

One cannot eat one's eake anil haw it too.

liH-kfrstaff, Thomas and Sally.

Truth has rough flavours if we bile it through.
Oeorqe Eliot, Armgart, ii.
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Rome honks are to lw> tasted, others to be swallowed,

and some few to be cheu-ed and digested.

Bacon, Studies (ed. 1887).

Gnaicin'i with my teeth my bonds In sunder,
I galn'd my freedom. Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

The miserable soldiers, after devouring all the horses in

the city, are reduced to the degradation of feeding on dogs,
cats, raU, etc. Sumner, Orations, I. 28.

And supper gobbled up in haste. Swift, Ladies' Journal.

Those few escaped
Famine and anguish will at last consume.

MUton, P. L, xi. 778.

II. intrans. 1. To take food; feed.

He did eat continually at the king's table. 2 Sam. ix. 13.

Why eateth your master with publicans and sinners?
Mat. Ix. 11.

Their daunccs ended, they deuoure the meate, for they
hnd not eate in three dayes before.

Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 773.

2. To make way by corrosion; gnaw; pene-
trate or excavate by disorganization or destruc-
tion of substance: as, a cancer eats into the
flesh.

Their word will eat as doth a canker. 2 Tim. IL 17.

The ulcer, eating thro' my skin,

Betray'd my secret penance.
Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylltes.

3. To taste: relish: as, it eats like the finest

peach. [Colloq.]
The Chub, though he eat well thus dressed, yet as he 11

usually dressed, he does not.
/. (Fa/ton, Complete Angler, p. 68.

While the tender Wood-pigeon's cooing cry
Has made me say to myself, with a sigh," How nice you would eat with a steak in a pie !

"

Harhain, Ingoldsby Legends, L 114.

Soup and potatoes eat better hot than cold. Jtutnell.

Eating days. See dayi. To eat up Into the wind
(naut.), to gain to windward to an unusual degree.

There are craft that from their model and balance of
sail . . . seem to eat up into the wind.

Qitaltroitffh, Boat-Sailer's Manual, p. 9.

eatable (e'ta-bl), a. and n. [< eat + -able.']

1. a. Fit to b'e eaten; edible ; proper for food;
esculent.

What flsh can any shore, or British sea-town show,
That's eatable to us, that It doth not bestow
Abundantly thereon ? Drayton, Polyolbion, xxv. 158.

II. n. Anythingthatmaybe eaten; that which
is fit for or used as food.

Eatables we brought away, but the earthen vessels we
had no occasion for. Dampier, Voyages, an. 1686.

eatage (e'taj), n. [A corruption (as if < eat +
-age) of edige, eddish: see eddish.] Food for
horses and cattle from aftermath. See eddish.

The immense eatage obtained from seeds the same year
they are sown and after the flax is pulled.

Economist, Feb. 1, 1852.

eat-beet, . [< eat, v., + obj. beel.] Amerope
or bee-eater (which see). Florio.

eaten (e'tn). Past participle of eat.

eater (e'ter), n. K ME. etere, < AS. etere (= D.
eter = G. esser = Dan. eeder = Sw. atare), eat-

er, < etan, eat.] 1. One who eats; specifical-

ly, a menial ;
a servant. Compare beef-eater.

Ase byeth the mochele driukeres and eteres.

Ayenbite of Inwyt, p. 47.

Be not among winebibbers, among riotous eaters of
flesh. Prov. xxiii. 20.

Where are all my eaters? my mouths, now?
B. Jonson, Epicoene, lii. 2.

Menials appear to have been treated formerly with very
little ceremony; they were stripped and beaten at their
master's pleasure; and cormorants, eaters, and feeders
were among the civilcst names bestowed upon them.

Oi/ord, Note to B. Jonson s Every Man out of his

[Humour, v. 1.

2. That which eats or corrodes; a corrosive,

eatht (eTH), a. [< ME. eth, (eth, eath, < AS. edthe
= OS. odhi = OHG. odi, easv. Connection of
this word with OHG. odi, MHG. cede, G. ode,

empty, desolate, = Dan. Sw. ode = Icel. audhr
= Goth. iinHi.i, desolate, barren, is doubtful.
There is no connection with ease: see ease.']

Easy.
That kud knijt is eth to know by his kene dedes.

William of Palerne, 1. 3571.

More eath it were for mortall wight
To tell the sands, or count the starres on hye.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. xi. 63.

All hard assaycs esteem I eath and light.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, il. 46.

eatht (eTH), adr. [< ME. ethe, eatlie, ytlie, < AS.
edtlic, cthc, edth, eth, easily, < edthe, easy: see

eath, a.] Easily.
Who thinks him most secure, is eathest sham'd.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, x. 42.

eathlyt (oTH'li), adr. Easily. HalliicrU.

eating (e'ting), . [< ME. etynge; verbal n. of
rut. <.] 1. The act of consuming food, espe-
cially solid food.

eaves-drip
Wat turncth a man to licestii kindc
But etyn<ff V ilr> liking out of sesoun?

llyinns to Viryin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.), p. 84.

2. That which may be eaten; food: as, the
birds were delicious eating.
The French love good eating they are all gourmands.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vll. 17.

And she and I the banquet-scene completing
With dreamy words and very pleasant eatinrj.

T. B. Aldrich, The Lunch.

eating (e'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of eat, v.] Corrod-

ing ;
caustic.

The eating force of flames, and wings of winds.
B. Jonson, Catiline, III. 3.

Ever, against eating cares,

Lap me in soft Lydian airs.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 135.

eating-house (e'ting-hous), n. A house where
food is served to customers ; a place of resort
for meals ; a restaurant.

Eaton code. See code.

eau (6), n. ; pi. eaux (6z). [F., < L. //, water:
see aqua.] vVater: a word designating various

spirituous waters, particularly perfumes and
cordials

;
it also enters into several French he-

raldic phrases Eau Creole, a highly esteemed cordial
made in Martinique, West Indies, by distilling the flowers

of the mammee-apple(J/ammea Americana) with spirit of

wine. Eau de Cologne, Cologne water. See cologne.
Eau de Javelle, in pnar., a solution prepared by mixing,
in suitable proportions, potassium carbonate, bleaching-
powder, and water. The solution after filtration contains

salt, potassium carbonate, and potassium hypocblorlte.
It is used chiefly as an antiseptic and a bleaching agent.
Msojavelle's water. Eau deLuce (from I<u,the name
of the Inventor), a compound of mastic, alcohol, oil of lav-

ender, oil of amber, and aqua ammonite. It is stimulant
and antispasmodfc. Also called spiritus ammoniai sued-
natus and ai/ua Lucia. Eau de Paris, a substitute for

eau de Cologne and similar cosmetics. It is sometimes
taken in sweetened water as a cordial and stimulant.

eau-de-vie (6'de-ve'), [F-, lit- water of life :

eau, water (see eau) ; de, of; vie, < L. vita, life.]

The French name for brandy: specifically ap-
plied to the coarser and less

purified
varieties

of brandy, the term cognac being generally ap-
plied to fine grades Eau-de-vie de Dantzig, a
white liqueur or cordial, sweet and strong, in which are
introduced for ornament small particles of gold-leaf.
Eau-de-vie d'Hendaye. a sweet cordial of which there
are three varieties white, which contains the least alco-

hol ; green, which is the strongest ; and yellow.

eaux, n. Plural of eau.

eavet, v. t. [< eaves.] To shelter, as beneath
eaves. Davies. [Bare.]

His hat shap't almost like a cone, . . .

With narrow rim scarce wide enough
To earn from rain the staring ruff.

T. Ward, England's Reformation, p. 102.

eavedropt, v. See eavesdrop.
eaver (e ver), n. [E. dial.] Rye-grass. Halli-

ir/ell. [Devonshire, Eng.]
Neither doth it fall behind in meadow-ground and pas-

turage, clover, eaver, and trefoil-grass.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, I. 362.

eaves (evz), n. pi. [Early mod. E. also eres; <

ME. ere.se, eovese, pi. ereses, eaves of a house,
edge (of a hill, a wood, etc.), < AS. efese, yfese,

eaves, edge, = OFries. ose = MLG. ovesc, LG.
oese, ese=OHG. obasa, obosa, obisa. opasa, oposa,
opesa, obsa, MHG. obse, G. dial, obesen, obsen, a

porch (G. dial, ouseh, itesch, a cutter along the

eaves), = Icel. p = Sw. dial, uffs, eaves, =
Goth, ubizwa, a porch, prob. < Goti. /, under,
= OHG. oba, opa, MHG. obe, G. often, above (cf.

G. ob-dach, a shelter), etc. : see over, from the
same ult. source. This word is prop, singular,

but, like riches, etc., it is treated as plural, the
formative suffix -es being mistaken for the plu-
ral suffix.] If. Edge; border; margin.
Anne forsothe sat beside the wete eehe dai in the euese

of the hil. W, Tobit xi 6 (Oxf.).

Tims laykez this lorde by lynde wodez [lind-wood's] euez.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight, L 1178.

Specifically 2. The lower edge of a roof; that

part of the roof of a building which projects
beyond the wall and sheds the water that falls

on the roof; hence, figuratively, any projecting
rim.

His tears run down his beard, like winter's drops
From eaoes of reeds. Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

Shrowded under an obscure cloke, and the eves of an old
hat. 11. Jomon, Fortunate Isles.

Sombre streets of palaces with overhanging fawn, that,
almost meeting, form a shelter from the fiercest sun.

J. A. Symondu, Italy and Greece, p. 283.

eaves-board, eaves-catch (evz'bord, -kach),
n. An arris-fillet, or a thick board with a fea-

ther-edge, nailed across the rafters at the eaves
of a roof to raise the course of slates a little.

Also called eaves-lath.

eaves-drip (evz'drip), n. [ME. not found
;
<

AS. efe&-, yfes-dri/fid, ii/rs-dropa (= Icel. i



eaves-drip

dropi = OSw. opsadrup = OFries. osedropta =
MD. osendmp, oosdrup (also osenloop), D. oos-

druip, eaves-drip, stillicide), < ej'esc, eaves, +
dryppan, drip, dropa, a drop : see eaves and drip,

drop. Cf. caves-drop.] An ancient custom orlaw
which required a proprietor to build in such a
manner that the eaves-drop from his house or

buildings should not fall on the land of his

neighbor. It was the same as the urban ser-

vitude of the Romans, called stillicide (stillici-

dium).

eaves-drop (evz'drop), . [Early mod. E. also

eves-drop; < eaves + drop : see eaves-drip.'] The
water which falls in drops from the eaves of a
house.

eavesdrop (evz'drop), v.
; pret. and pp. eaves-

dropped, ppr. eavesdropping. [Early mod. E.
also evesdrop (and eavedrop); < eaves-drop, .]

1. intrans. 1 . To lurk under the eaves or near
the windows of a house to listen and learn what
is said within doors.

But truly I cannot blame the gentlewomen ; you stood

eves-dropping under their window, and would not come
up. /,'"'. and /'/.. Captain, v. 3.

Telling some politicians who were wont to eavesdrop in

disguises. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

2. Figuratively, to lie in wait to hear the pri-
vate conversation of others.

Strozza hath eavesdropp'd here, and overheard us.

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, ii. 1.

H. trans. To listen to in a clandestine man-
ner. [Rare.]

The jealous eare of night eave-drops our talke.

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., ii. 1.

It is not civil to eavesdrop him, but I'm sure he talks
on 't now. Shirley, Hyde Park, i. 2.

eavesdropper (evz
'

drop
"
er), n. [Early mod.

E. also evesdropper, esen-dropper ; < eavesdrop,
v., + -er1.] One who watches for an opportu-
nity to hear the private conversation of others.

Under our tents I'll play the eaves-dropper,
To hear if any mean to shrink from me.

Shak., Rich. III., v. 3.

Eaves-droppers, or such as listen under walls or windows
or the eaves of a house, to hearken after discourse, and
thereupon to frame slanderous and mischievous tales, are
a common nuisance, and presentable at the court leet.

Blackstone, Com., IV. xiii.

eavesdropping (evz'drop"ing), . [Verbal n.
of eavesdrop, t'.] The act of one who eaves-

drops ;
the doings of an eavesdropper.

Then might the conversations of a Schiller with a
Goethe . . . tempt Honesty itself into eavesdropping.

Carlyle, Schiller.

eavesingt (ev'zing), n. [E. dial, contr. pi. eav-

ings, easings; < ME. evesynge, eaves (also, ear-

lier, evesunge, a shearing, < AS. *cfesmig, a shear-

ing (around the edges), verbal n. of efesian, ef-

sian, shear,= Icel. efsa, cut), < evese, edge, eaves:
see eaves.] 1. A shearing; what is shorn off.

Me sold his enetnnye, tlieo her the me kerf of.

Ancren Riwle, p. 398
2. Eaves.

As we may seo a wynter
Isekles in [on] euesynges thorgh hete of the sonne
llelteth ... to myst and to water.

Piers Plowman (C), xx. 193.

eaves-lath (evz'lath), n. Same as eaves-board.
eaves-swallow (evz'swoFo), . 1. Same as
cliff-swallow. This name was first used about 1825, when
these birds appeared in settled parts of the eastern Unit-

nesting-places being on cliffs. Often less' correctly writ-
ten eace-swallow.

2. The house-martin, Chelidon urbica. Also
casing-swallow. [Local, Eng.]
eaves-trough (evz'trdf ), n. A gutter suspended
immediately under the eaves of a roof to catch
the drip. It is made of wood, sheet-tin, zinc, or copperand fitted with hangers for adjusting it to the structure
Also called gutter, trader, or spout.

1826

eavingS (e'vingz), n. pi. [Contr. of eavesings:
see eavesing.] Eaves. Cotgrave. [Now chiefly

prov. Eng.]
ebauchoir (a-bo-shwor'), n. [P., < Ebaucher,
sketch, outline, rough-hew: see bosJi1

,
and cf.

debauch.] 1. A large chisel used by statuaries
to rough-hew their work. 2. A great hatchel
or beating instrument used by rope-makers.
ebb (eb), n. and a. [Early mod. E. ebbe; < ME.
ebbe, < AS. ebba = D. eb, ebbc = OFries. ebba =
LG. ebbe (> G. ebbc) = Sw. ebb = Dan. ebbe, ebb.
Prob. related to Goth, ibuks, backward, and per-
haps to Goth, ibns = AS. efen, E. eveni, q. v.]
1. n. 1. The reflux or falling of the tide; the
return of tide-water toward the sea: opposed
to flood or flow. See tide.

As sore wondren somme on cause of thonder,
On ebbe, on flood, on gossomer, and on mist.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 251.

His mother was a witch, and one so strong
That could control the moon, make flows and ebbs.

Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

Sometimes at a low ebbe they [quicksands] are all un-
covered with water. Coryat, Crudities, I. 2.

[.Eschylus] was always at high flood of passion, even in

the dead ebb and lowest water-mark of the scene.

Dryden, Grounds of Criticism in Tragedy.

2. A flowing backward or away ; decline
;
de-

cay; a gradual falling off or diminution: as,
the ebb of prosperity ; crime is on the ebb.

There have been divers of your Royal Progenitors who
have had as shrewd Shocks ; and 'tis well known how the
next transmarine Kings have been brought to lower ebbs.

Howell, Letters, ii. 63.

I hate to learn the ebb of time
From yon dull steeple's drowsy chime.

Scott, L. of the L., vi. 24.

Moral principle was at as low an ebb in private as in

public life. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 14.

3f. A name of the common bunting, Emberiza
miliaria. Montagu.

Il.t a. Not deep ;
shallow.

The water there is otherwise verie low and ebb.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxxi. 7.

The ebber shore.

Bp. Ball, Works (1648), p. 20. (HaUiwell.)

O how ebb a soul have I to take in Christ's love !

Rutherford, Letters, viii.

ebb (eb), v. [< ME. ebben, < AS. ebbian = D.
ebben = MLG. LG. ebben (> MHG. eppen, G.
ebben) = Sw. ebba = Dan. ebbc, ebb: see the

noun.] I. intrans. 1. To flow back; return,
as the water of a tide, toward the ocean

; sub-
side : opposed to flow : as, the tide ebbs and
flows twice in twenty-four hours. See tide.

This Watre rennethe, flowynge and ebbynye, be asyde of
the Mountayne. Mandeville, Travels, p. 199.

But that which I did most admire was, to see the Water
keep ebbing for two Days together, without any flood, till

the Creek where we lived was almost dry.
Dumpier, Voyages, II. iii. 66.

2. To return or recede
;
fall away; decline.

Now, when all is wither'd. shrunk, and dry'd,
All virtues ebb'd out to a dead low tide.

Donne, Countess of Salisbury.

Hay
And felt them slowly ebbing, name and fame.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.
= Syn. To recede, retire, decrease, sink, lower, wane, fall

away.
II. trans. To cause to subside. [Rare.]
That disdainful look has pierc'd my soul, and ebb'd my

rage to penitence and sorrow. Steele, Lying Lover, ii. 1.

ebb-anchor (eb'ang/kor), n. The anchor by
which a ship rides during the ebb-tide.

ebb-tide (eb'tid), . The reflux of tide-water;
the retiring tide.

ebent, n. An obsolete form of ebon. Johnson.
Ebenaceae (eb-e-na'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < L. ebe-
nus (see ebony) + -acece.] A natural order of
gamopetalous exogens, containing 5 or 6 gen-
era and about 250 species, shrubs or trees,
chiefly inhabiting the tropics, with hard and
heavy wood. Among the valuable timbers yielded by
this order are the ebony, calamander-wood, marblewood,
etc. The largest and most important genus is Diospyros
See cut under Diospyros.

ebenet, n. An obsolete form of ebon.
ebeneous (e-be'ne-us), a. [< LL. ebeneus, of

ebony, < L. ebenus, ebony : see ebony.'] Of or

; ebony-colored.
Same as Ebionit-

But an Ebionism which Irenams and Eusebius who had
the entire works of these authors in their hands, failed to
detect, could not be of a very pronounced character.

0. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 602.

Ebionite (e'bi-on-5t), . and a. [< LL. Ebio-
nitai, pi., Gr. r

E/3iuvaloi, < Heb. 'ebjonim (pi.
of 'ebjon), lit. 'the poor'; the origin of the
application of the name is uncertain.] I. n.

ebony

A member of a party of Judaizing Christians
which appeared in the church as early as

the second century and disappeared about the
fourth century. They agreed in (1) the recognition of

Jesus as the Messiah, (2) the denial of his divinity, (8)
belief in the universal obligation of the Mosaic law, and

(4) rejection of Paul and his writings. The twogreat divi-

sions of Ebionites were the Pharisaic Ebionites, who em-
phasized the obligation of the Mosaic law, and the Essenic

Ebionites, who were more speculative and leaned toward
Gnosticism.

II. a. Relating to the heresy of the Ebionites.

Ebionitic (e"bi-on-it'ik), a. [< Ebionite + -ic.]

Of or
pertaining'

to the Ebionites or Ebionitism.
Ebionitism (e'bi-on-it-izm), n. [< Ebionite +
4sm.] The doctrines or system of the Ebion-
ites. Also Ebionism.

The principal monument of the Essenian Ebionitism is

the pseudo-Clementine writings, whose date is somewhere
in the latter part of the second century.

Q. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 499.

eblanin (eb'la-nin), n. [Formation not clear.]
Same as pyrdxanthine.

Eblis, Iblees (eb'lis, ib'les), n. [Ar. Iblis.]
In Mohammedan myth., an evil spirit or devil,
the chief of the fallen angels or wicked jinns.
Before his fall he was called Azazel or Hharis.
- Hall of Eblis, the hall of demons ; pandemonium.

eboe-light (e'bo-llt), n. [< -eboe, appar. W. Ind.,+ light
1
.] The Erythroxylon brevipes, a shrub

of the West Indies.

eboe-torchwood (e'bo-t6rch
//

wud), n. Same as

eboe-ligh t.

eboe-tree (e'bo-tre), . A leguminous tree,

Dipteryx oleifera, of the Mosquito Coast in
Central America, the seeds of which

yield a
large quantity of oil. They resemble the ton-

quin-bean, but are entirely without fragrance.
ebon (eb'on), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also eben,
heben, ebeiie, etc. (cf. D. ebbenhont = G. eben-
holz ( > Dan. ibenholt = Sw. ebenholts),

'

ebony-
wood'), < OF. benus, ebene, F. ebene = Pr. ebena
= Sp. Pg. It. ebano, < L. ebenus, corruptly hebe-

nus, < Gr. ijicvof, e/levri, the ebony-tree, ebony,
prob. of Phen. origin ;

cf. Heb. hobnin, pi., eb-

ony : so called in allusion to its hardness
;
< eben,

a stone. Now usually ebony, ebon being chiefly
poetical: see ebony.] I. n. Ebony (which see).

To write those plagues that then were coming on
Doth ask a pen of ebon and the night.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, iv.

Of all those trees that be appropriate to India, Virgil
hath highly commended the ebene above the rest.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xli. 4.

II. a. 1 . Consisting or made of ebony.
A gentle youth, his dearely loved Squire,
His speare of lieben wood behind him bare.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 37.

2. Like ebony in color; dark; black.

Heaven's ebon vault,
Studded with stare unutterably bright,
Through which the moon's unclouded grandeur rolls.

Shelley, Queen Mab, iv.

Sappho with that gloriole
Of ebon hair on calmed brows.

Mrs. Drowning, Vision of Poets.

ebonist (eb'on-ist), n. [< ebon, ebony, + -ist.] A
worker in ebony.
ebonite (eb'on-it), n. [< ebon, ebony,+ -ile^.] A
black, hardened compound of caoutchouc or
gutta-percha and sulphur in different propor-
tions, to which other ingredients may be added
for specific uses

; properly, black vulcanite, but
used also as a general synonym of vulcanite

(which see).
ebonize (eb'on-iz), v. t.

; pret. and pp. ebonized,
ppr. eboniang. [< ebon, ebony, + -ize.] 1. To
stain black, as wood, with a view to the imita-
tion of natural ebony : as, a bookcase of ebon-
ized-wood. 2. To make black or tawny; tinge
with the color of ebony : as, to ebonize the fair-
est complexion.
Also spelled ebonise.

ebony (eb'on-i), n. and a. [Early mod. E. ebonie,
ibonie; an extended form of ebon, q. v.] I.
n.

', pi. ebonies (-iz). A name given to various
woods distinguished in general by their dark
color and hardness, and extensively used for

carving, ornamental cabinet-work, instruments,
canes, etc. The most valuable is the heart-wood of

Diospyros Ebenuin, which grows in great nbumlance in
the flat parts of Ceylon, and is of such size that logs of
its heart-wood 2 feet in diameter and from 10 to 15 feet

long are easily procured. Other varieties of valuable

ebony are obtained from Z>. Fbenaster of the East Indies
and D. melanoxiilon of the Coromandel coast in Hindu-
stan. The most usual color is black, but the ebonies
from tropical America vary much in this respect. The
green ebony of Jamaica, known also as American or
West Indian ebony, the wood of a leguminous tree, Brya
Ebenus, takes a beautiful polish, and is used for inlaying,
making flutes, etc. The brown ebony of British Guiana,
tiie source of \\hich is uncertain, is dark-brown, often with



ebony
lighter streaks, very haul, and one of the handsomest
woods of that country. The i;reen <>v yrllow ebony of
French Guiana, the wood of IU'ii""i"i L'-'n-nxylun, and the
red ebony from tli Ion, a iv al>o \ery hanl and
heavy. .Mountain rbouy, of the East Indies, is the wood
of Bauhiniu i.'nmnta.

Our captain counts the image of (tod, nevertheless the

Image, cut in ebowi, as i( done in ivory.

Fuller, Oood Sea-Captain.

Hparkl'd his [the swan's] jetty eyes; his feet did show
Henoath the waves like Afrlc's .

K'tg, Imit. of Spenser.

II. a. Of ebony ;
made of ebony, or like eb-

ony : ns, an ebony cane ; an ebony finish.

6boulement (P. prou. a-bOl'mou), n. [F., <

ebouler, tumble down, < {- (< L. ex-), out of,

down, T "bonier, < boule, bowl, ball: see bow ft.'}

1. In fort., the crumbling or falling of the wall
of a fortification. 2. In geol., a land-slide, or

land-slip; an avalanche of rock; the giving way
and sudden fall of a mass of rock, earth, or loose
material of any kind. Sometimes, though rarely, used
by writer* in English, as, for instance, in describing the
phenomena of earthquakes and volcanoes.

ebracteate, ebracteated (e-brak'te-at, -a-ted),
a. [< L. e- priv. + bractea, a thin plate: see

bractedte.] In bot., without bracts.

When bracts are absent altogether, as Is usually the
case in the plants of the natural order Cmclfene, . . .

such plants are said to be ebracteated.
Ji Bentley, Botany, p. 181.

ebracteolate (e-brak'te-o-lat), o. [< L. e- priv.+ bracteola, dim. of bractea, a thin plate : see

bracteolate.] In bot., without bractlets.

Ebraiket, A Middle English form of Hebraic.

Ebrewt, >< An obsolete form of Hebrew.
ebriety (e-bri'e-ti), n. [Formerly ebrietie; < F.
ebriete = Pr. ebrietat = Sp. ebriedad = Pg. ebri-

edade = It. ebrietd, ebbrieta, < L. ebrieta(t-)s,
drunkenness, < ebrius, drunken: see ebrious,}
Drunkenness; intoxication by spirituous li-

quors; derangement of the mental functions
caused by drink. [Now rare.]

Bitter almonds, . . . [as an] antidote against ebriety,
hath commonly failed. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., 11. 8.

We have a very common expression to describe a man in
a state of ebriety, that "he is as drunk as a beast," or that
"he is beastly drunk." /. D'Israeli, Curios, of Lit., III. 82.

e~brillade (F. pron. a-bre-lyad'),
n. [F., < It.

sbrigliata, a pull of the bridle, check, reproof, <

sbrigliare, unbridle, undo, loosen, < s- (< L. ex-),

out, + briglia, bridle.] In the inanege, a check
given to a horse by a sudden jerk of one rein
when he refuses to turn.

ebriosity (e-bri-os'i-ti), n. [Formerly ebriositie;= F. ebriosite', < L. ebriosita( (-), < e&rio*us,given
to drink, < ebrius, drunken : see ebrious.] Habit-
ual drunkenness. [Rare.]
That religion which excuseth . . . Noah In the aged sur-

prizal of six hundred years . . . will neither acquit ebri-

ority nor ebriety in their known and Intended perversions.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 21.

Of all ebrioaity, who does not prefer to be intoxicated by
the air he breathes? Thoreait, Walden, p. 234.

ebriOUS (e'bri-us), o. [= F. ebrieux = Sp. Pg.
ebrioso = It. ebrioso, ebbrioso, < L. ebrius, drunk-
en.] Given to indulgence in drink

; drunken
;

drunk; intoxicated. [Bare.]
ebuccinatort (e-buk'si-na-tor), . [< L. e, out,+ buccinator, prop, bucinator, a trumpeter: see
biircinator.] A trumpeter. [Rare.]
The fbuccinator. shewer, and declarer of these news, I

have made Qabriel, the angel and ambassador of God.
Becon, Works, I. 43.

ebulliatet (e-bul'yat), e. '. [Improp. for "ebul-

late, < LL. ebullatus, pp. of ebuttare, for the more
correct L. ebullire, boil up: see ebullient.'] To
boil or bubble up ; effervesce.

Whence this 29 play-oppugning argument will ebulliate.

Pryime, Histrio-Mastix, I. iv. 8.

ebullience, ebulliency (e-bul'yens, -yen-si), n.

[< ebullient : see -ence, -ency.} A boiling over;
a bursting forth

; overflow.
The natural and cnthusiastiek fervour of men's spirits,

and the ebulliency of their fancy. Cuatvorth, Sermons, p. 93.

The absence of restraints of severe conditions in
fine art allows a flush and ebullience, an opulence of pro-
duction, that is often called the highest genius.

A. Bain, Con. of Forces.

ebullient (e-bul'yent), a. [< L. ebuUien(t-)s,
ppr. of ebullire, boil out or up, < c, out, + bul-

lire, boil : see boif, v.'] Boiling over, as a liquid ;

overflowing; hence, over-enthusiastic; over-
demonstrative.
The ebullient choler of his refractory and pertinacious

disciple. Landor.
That the so ebullient enthusiasm of the French was in

thi* case perfectly well directed, we cannot undertake to
<> Carlylc.
Those ebullient years of my adolescence.

Luuvll, The Century, XXXV. 511.

182; Ecaudata

L. rburnus, of
ard and dense,

Mi r.rookfleld presents an amusing type of a prolix and ebumated ( P-Wr'na-ted), a.M old actor. Ath^um, Jan. u, 1888, p. 60.
ivorV( +^ + .crf2

-,
foa

ebullioscope (e-bul'yo-skop), . [= F. dbullio- like ivory : said of bone.
scope , irreg. < L. ebullire, boil up, + Gr. emrrc iv, eburnation (eb-er-ua'shon), . [= F. eburtia-

view.J An instrument by which the strength lion; < it. eburnus, of ivory, + -ativn.] In //-
of spirit of wine is determined by the careful thol., a morbid change in bone by which it

determination of its boiling-point. becomes very hard and dense, like ivory, as in
ebullition (eb-u-li8h'on),H. [=OF.e6uHicion,F. arthritis deformans.
Ebullition = Pr. ebutticio = Sp. ebulicion, ebul- eburnean (e-ber'ne-an), a. [= F. tburneen, <
licion = Pg. ebullictto = It. ebullizione, < LL. L. eburneus, of ivory: see eburneoug.] Relat-
ebullitio(n-), < L. ebullire, boil up: see ebullient.'] ing to or made of ivory.
1. The bubbling up or agitation which results eburneous (e-ber'ne-us), a. [= Sp. eburtwo =
from the action of heat on a liquid, owing to Pg. eburneo = It. eoumea, eburno, < L. eburne-

' ma : ^e-ation. ] The conversion of sub-It is possible to heat water 20" F. above it, boiling-point .

without ebullition. Clerk Maxwell, Heat, pY 25. stances into others which have the appearance

("ebTr-ni'nfi

/< Ebltruu +
2. Any similar agitation, bubbling up, or dis-
turbed or seething condition or appearance,
produced by causes other than heat, as when
rapidly flowing water encounters numerous ob-
stacles or contrary currents.

The chafing of the water against these huge obstacles

/. [NL. (Swain-
J A subfamily of

gastropods, typified by the genus Eburna, and
to which have been also referred genera now
known to be little related to it. See cut under
Eburna.

one with another, creates snch a violent ebullition,'. .

bumine (eb'er-nin or -nin), a.

that it fills the mind with confusion.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 156.

3. Effervescence occasioned by fermentation
or by any other process which causes the evo-
lution of an aeriform fluid, as in the mixture of
an acid with a carbonated alkali. [In this sense ec-. [L., etc., ec-

(
< Gr. CK-, t/c, reg. form before

Ite], the meeting of the contrary currents ebnniine (eb'er-nin or -liin). a. [= F. ebur-

nin, < L. eburnus, of
ivory, \ ebur, ivory : see

ivory.] Made of ivory. [Rare.]
All in her night-robe loose, she lay reclined,
And, pensive, read from tablet eburnine.

Scull, L. of L. M., vl. 19.

formerly biMition.]

We cannot find it to hold neither in iron or copper,
which is dissolved with less ebullition.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., Iv. 7.

4. Figuratively, an outward display of feeling ;

a sudden burst ; a pouring forth ; an overflow- or ento-.

ing: as, an ebullition of passion. 6caille-work (a-kaly'werk), n.

The greatest ebullitions of the imagination. Johraon.

a consonant of tf-, f, out, etc. : see ex-.] A
prefix of Greek origin, the form of ex- before a

consonantj as in ec-lipse, ec-logue, ec-stasy, etc.

It is sometimes used in scientific terms as equiv-
alent to ecto- or exo-, as opposed to en-, endo-,

Disposed to refer this to inexperience, or the ebullition
of youthful spirit. Pretcott, Ferd. and Isa,, L 3.

It. scaglia (< G. schale, scale) (see scale1 ),
+

E. work.'} Decorative work made by sewing
scales cut from quills upon a foundation, as
of velvet or silk, forming patterns in relief.

When skilfully done it resembles mother-of-

pearl work.

It was not an extravagant ebullition of feeling, but
might have been calculated on by any one acquainted with
the spirits of our community.

Emerson, Hist. Discourse at Concord, ecalcarate (e-kal'ka-rat), a. [< NL. "ecalcara-
= Syn. Ebullition, Efervescence, Fermentation. Ebulli- tus, < L. e- priv. -t-' calcar, a spur: see CdJca-

the word may be applied flg- rate.} In zool. and bot., having no spur or cal-

car, in any technical sense of the latter word.
uratlvely to that which suggests heated or intense activ-

ebulumt! ,

-lus), n. [L.] The herb wall-

wort, danewort, or dwarf elder.
E. Phillips, 1706.

Eburia (e-bu'ri-S), n. [NL. (Ser-
ville, 1834), < L. ebur, ivory : see

ieory.] A genus of longicorn
beetles, of the family Ceramby-
c/'oVe, comprising many species,

mostly of Central and South
America and the West Indies.

Ten, however, are found in
North America, as the common
E. quadrigeminata.
eburine (eb'u-rin), n. [< L. ebur,

ivory (see ivory), + -ine2 .] An
artificial ivory composed of

bone-dust, gum tragacanth, and
some coloring substance.

ecardinal (e-kar'di-nal), 0. [< NL. "ccardina-

lin, < L. e- priv. + cardo (cardin-), hinge: see

cardinal.} Hingeless, inarticulate, or lyopo-
matous, as a brachiopod; of or pertaining to
the Ecardincn.

Ecardines (e-kar'di-nez), H. pi. [NL., < L. e-

priv. + cardo (cardin-), a hinge.] One of the
two orders of the class Bracliiopoda. it includes
those brachiojHxIs the bivalve shell of which has no hinge
and little if any difference between the dorsal and ven-
tral valves, and contains the families Linyulidtr, Ditci-

nida;, and Craniidtf, which arc thus collectively distin-

guished from the Tenticardine*. The term is synonymous
with Lyopomata, Inarticulata, Pleurojmaia, and Sana-
branchiata, all of which are names of this division of

brachiopods.
Ecardinia (e-kar-din'i-ft), n. pi. [NL.] Same
as Ecardines.

ecarinate (e-kar'i-nat), a. [< NL. "ecarinatus,
Ineburite (eb'u-rit), . [< L. ebur, ivory. + -ite*.}

C L -

f" P"J-.
+ eartna, keel : see carinate.}

Same as eburine. ormth. and bot., without a canna or keel.

Eburna(e-ber'na),n. [NL., fern. of L. eburnus,
6cart6 (a-kfcr-ta ), . [I., lit. discarded, pp.

' 'urna(e-ber'na),n. [NL., fern. of L. eburnus,
--

,
. ., . sare, pp.

of ivorv, '< ebur, 'ivory: see ivory.} A genus of
< ecarter

< discard, set aside, < e-, < L. er, out,

astroods variousl
+ rte, card : see cr,?i, and cf. dwcarrf.] Agastropods

limited. (a

Ivory-shell (Ednma tfirata}.

Is, variously
,ix) By Lamarck it

wasmadetoincludetheivory-
shell E. glabrata, as well as
turreted species of the family
Bucciwdae. (b) By most later
writers the typical species
has been referred to the Oli-
vidm and the genus restrict-
ed to buccinids, like E. tpi-
rata, which are by others des-

ignated as the genus Latrun-
ailui. As thus limited, it is

remarkable for the oblong-
ovate form, turreted spire,
and flattish upper or sutural
surface of the whorls, deep
umbilicus, and thick porcef-
lanous texture. The color is

also characteristic, reddish

']

. , . ., - - 1 persons with thirty-two
cards, the small cards from two to six inclusive

being excluded. The players having cut for the deal,
which is decided by the highest card, the dealer gives flve
cards to each player, three and two at a time, and turns
up the eleventh card for trump. If he turns up a king.
lie scores one ; and if the king of trumps occurs in the hand
of either player, the holder may score one by announcing
it before playing. The cards rank as follows : king (high-
est), queen, knave, ace, ten, etc. A player having a higher
card of the suit led must take the trick with such a card ;

it he cannot follow suit, he may play a trump or not, as
he chooses. Three tricks count one point, flve tricks (call-
ed a >(<) two points, and flve points make game. Before
play begins the non-dealer may propose that Is, claim
the right to discard (eearter) any of the cards in his hand,
and have them replaced with fresh ones from the pack.
Should he do so, both can discard as many cards as they
choose.

white ground, (c) By a f

ivory-shell E. iilabrata, bj _ f
arc about 14 species, found in China, etc. ; some are used
for food.

""-
I'li'^^^'vsWet'd'to't'he

Ecaudata (e-ka-da't&), n. pi [NL., neut. pi.

Anurn or tailless batrachians: opposed to Cau-
data or Vrodela.



ecaudate

ecaudate (e-ka'dat), a. [< NL. ecaudatus, <

L. c- priv. + cauda, a tail: see caudate."] 1.

In hot., without a tail or tail-like appendage.
2. In zoiil., tailless

; anurous; not caudate.

Specifically, in entomology, said of the posterior wings of

butterflies, etc., when they are destitute of tail-like mar-

ginal processes.

Ecballium (ek-bal'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. t/t/3<u-

"f.tiv, throw out, < in, out, 4- pcMsiv, throw.] A
genus of eucurbitaoeous plants, closely allied

to Momordica. The only species, E. Elaterium, is the

squirting cucumber, a native of southern Europe : so

Squirting Cucumber (Ecballiittn Elaterium},

named because the fruit when ripe separates suddenly
from its stalk, and at the same moment forcibly expels
the seeds and juice from the aperture left at the base. A
precipitate obtained from the juice is the elaterium of

medicine, a very powerful hydragogue cathartic. See ela-

terium.

ecbasis (ek'ba-sis), n. [= F. ecbase, < L. ecbasis,

< Gr. /c/3amf,' a going out, issue, event, < /c/3a<-

veiv, go out, come out, happen, <
*., out, + /}at-

vetv, go, = E. come: see base
1

*, basis.'] An argu-
ment drawn from the relation of cause and

effect; especially, an argument for or against
a certain course of action, such as the passage
of a proposed bill or law, from a consideration

of probable consequences.
ecbatic (ek-bat'ik), a. [< Gr. as if *K/3<m/cof,

< eKliaiveiv, happen: see ecbasis."] Relating to

an event that has happened; denoting a mere
result or consequence, as distinguished from

telic, which implies purpose or intention. Thus,
the sentence " Events full out so that the prophecy was
fulfilled" is ecbatic; but the sentence "Events were ar-

ranged in order that the prophecy might bf. fulfilled
"

is

telic.

ecblastesis (ek-blas-te'sis), w. [NL., < Gr. CK-

f}\aoTr/aii;, a shooting or budding forth, < knfiKa-

aTaveiv, shoot or sprout out, <
, out, + /ftaord-

vctv, sprout. ] In hot. , axillary prolification in the

flower : a term applied by Engelmann to the

occurrence of adventitious buds in the axils of

one or more parts of the flower.

ecbole (ek'bo-le), n. [NL., < Gr. en/3o?.r/, a

throwing out'(cK/Jo/i.$ Uyov, a digression), < CK-

{IdUeiv, throw out : see Ecballium.l 1. Inrhet.,
a digression. 2. In Gr. music, the raising or

sharping of a tone : opposed to eclysis.

ecbolic (ek-bol'ik), a. and n. [= F. ecbolique, <

Gr. ittSfetiw, se.
<j>apiuimv,

a drug for expelling
the fetus, < /cj3aTiAsiv, throw out : see ecbole. ] I.

a. Promoting parturition ; producing abortion.

II. n. A drug promoting parturition.
ecce homo (ek'se ho'mo). [L. : ecce, a de-
monstrative adv. or interj., here (he or it is)!

lo! behold! prob. prig. *ece, < *e, locative of

pron. i-s, e-a, i-d, this, he, she, it, + demonstra-
tive suffix -ce; homo : see Homo.~\ Behold, the
man : a phrase commonly used to denote Christ
crowned with thorns, considered as a subject
for a work of painting or sculpture, from the
words with which he was presented by Pilate to
the Jews (John xix. 5). This subject has been fre-

quently chosen by artists since the fifteenth century,
among its most celebrated examples being paintings by
Correggio, Titian, H. Caracci, Guido Reni, Van Dyck, and
Guercino.

ecceity (ek-se'i-ti), n. [< ML. ecceitas (occurring
in the 16th century as a modification of the
earlier htecceitas, due to the fact that the for-
mation of the latter word was not understood),
< L. ecce, lo ! in LL. and ML. an assistant pron.
or adv., this, here : see ecce homo."] Same as

hwcceity.
eccentric (ek-seu'trik), a. and . [Formerly
also eccentrick; = F, excentriqiie = Pr. excen-

1828

trie = Sp. excfntrico = Pg. excentrico = It. cc-

centrico = D. excentriek (cf. D. excentrisch = G.

excentrisch = Dan. Sw. excentrisk), < NL. eccen-

tricus, < LL. eccentros, < Gr. enKevrpoe, out of

the center, < CK, out, + idvrpov, center: see cen-

terl.~] I. a. 1. Not located or situated in the

center; away from the center or axis: as, in

botany, lateral embryos and the stipes of some

hymenomycetous fungi are said to be eccentric.

The astronomers discover in the earth no centre of the

universe, but an eccentric speck.
Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 16.

A complete neural circulation, however, is by no means
the necessary condition of a sensibility independently lo-

cated in eccentric portions of the human body such as Mr.

Lewes supposes. G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 234.

2. In med., not originating or existing in the

center or central parts; due to peripheral
causes : as, eccentric irritation

;
eccentric con-

vulsions (that is, convulsions due to peripheral
irritation). 3. Not coincident as regards cen-

ter
; specifically, in geom., not having the same

center: applied to circles and spheres which
have not the same center, and consequently
are not parallel : opposed to concentric, having
a common center. Hence 4. Not coincident

as regards course or aim
; tending to a differ-

ent end or result
;
devious.

Whatsoever affairs pass such a man's hands, he crook-

eth them to his own ends, which must needs be often ec-

centric to the ends of his master or State.

Bacon, Wisdom for a Man's Self (ed. 1887).

Women's Affections are eccentriek to common Apprehen-
sion : whereof the two poles are Passion and Inconstansy.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 226.

5. Deviating, or characterized by deviation,
from recognized, stated, or usual methods or

practice, or from established forms, laws, etc. ;

irregular ;
erratic

;
odd : as, eccentric conduct ;

an eccentric person.
Still he preserves the character of a humourist, and

finds most pleasure in eccentric virtues.

Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

So would I bridle thy eccentric soul,
In reason's sober orbit bid it roll.

Whitehead, On Churchill.

6. Of or pertaining to an eccentric : as, the ec-

centric anomaly of a planet ;
the eccentric rod

of a steam-engine.
In senses 3 and 6 sometimes written excen-

tric.

Eccentric angle, in geom., an angle connected with an

ellipse and defined as follows : Let ABDE be an ellipse.

Upon the transverse axis

AB as a diameter erect
the circle ABFG. Then,
taking any point on the

ellipse, as H, let fall the

perpendicular HK upon
the transverse axis AB,
and continue this per-

pendicular until it cuts A\
the circle at the point L
on the same side of the
transverse axis AB. Join
L with the common cen-

ter, C, of the ellipse and
circle. Then, the angle
BCL, reckoned from one
determinate end, B, of the
transverse axis, is called

G
Eccentric Angle.

,

the eccentric angle of the point II. The expression is de-

rived from eccentric anomaly. Eccentric anomaly. See

anomaly. Eccentric cam, a circular;disk used asacam,
in which the center of rotation is outside the center of fig-

ure. Eccentric chuck. See chuck*. Eccentric circle.

Same as II., 1. Eccentric cutter. Seecutteri. Eccen-
tric equation. Same as equation ofthe eccenrie(which see,

underegtm<io/0- Eccentric equator. Same as equant.
Eccentric hypertrophy of the heart. See hypertro-

phy. Eccentric place of a planet, its place as seen from
the center of its orbit. Eccentric theory, a theory of

the sun's motion which uses an eccentric in place of an epi-

cycle. Eccentric Wheel, a wheel which is fixed on an
axis that does not pass through the center. Its action is

that of a crank of the same length as the eccentricity. See

II., 2. = Syn. 5. Eccentric, Singular, Strange, Odd, Queer,
Whimsical, peculiar, erratic. Eccentric is applied to acts

which arethe effects of tastes, prejudices, judgments, etc.,

not merely different from those of ordinary people, but

largely unaccountable and often irregular, or to the person
who thus acts.

'

Singular implies that a thing stands alone
in its kind or approximately so ; practically, the word ex-

presses some disapprobation : as, a singular fellow or per-
formance ; while eccentric people are generally the objects
of good-humored interest. Strange implies that the thing
or its cause is unknown: as, a very strange proceeding ; a

strange insect ; but what is strange to one man may not be
so to another ;

what is strange to most or all is singular.
Odd, unmated, starts from the same idea as singular; when
applied to personal appearance, it implies singularity and
grotesqueness : as, an odd figure ; when applied to the mind
or habits, it is nearly equivalent to eccentric, but is some-
what stronger : as, he is very odd ; he has odd ways ; when
applied to actions or conditions, it frequently implies some
degree of wonder, and is then nearly the same as surpris-

ing : as, it is odd that he does not write. Queer often ex-

presses a singularity that is droll. Whimsical is nearer to

eccentric, applying to one who often acts upon capricious
and irregular fancies of a rather amusing kind. For con-

nection with quaint, see ancient. See also wonderful, ir-

regular, fanciful.

eccentricity

Yet in all these scores [of Shakspere's characters] hard-

ly one , . . is to be found which deviates widely from the

common standard, and which we should call very eccen-

tric if we met it in real life. Macaulay, Madame D'Arblay.

The vulgar thus through imitation err ;

As oft the learn'd by being singular.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 425.

Strange graces still, and stranger nights she had,
Was just not ugly, and was just not mad.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 49.

What can be odder, for example, than the mixture of

sensibility and sausages in some of Goethe's earlier notes

to Frau von Stein, unless, to be sure, the publishing of

them? Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 296.

But the old three-cornered hat,
And the breeches, and all that,

Are so queer.
0. W. llolmes, The Last Leaf.

Birds frequently perish from sudden changes in our

whimsical spring weather, of which they have no forebod-

ing. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 6.

II. n, 1. (a) In anc. astron., a circle having
its center remote from the earth and carrying
an epicycle which in its turn was supposed to

carry a planet.
Or if they list to try

Conjecture, he his fabric of the heavens
Hath left to their disputes ; perhaps to move
His laughter at their quaint opinions wide

Hereafter, when they come to model heaven
And calculate the stars ; how they will wield

The mighty frame ; how build, unbuild, contrive,
To save appearances ; how gird the sphere
With centric and eccentric scribbled o'er,

Cycle and epicycle, orb in orb. Milton, P. L., viii. 83.

(6) In mod. astron., a circle described about the

center of an elliptical orbit, with half the ma-

jor axis for radius. 2. In mech., a device for

converting a regular circular motion into an ir-

regular reciprocating rectilinear motion. It acts

upon the body moved by it through its perimeter like a

cam, with which it is sometimes classed ; but all its pecu-
liarities of motion are essentially those of a crank-motion,
and it may be considered as a crank having a wrist of

larger diameter than the throw. In the steam-engine it is

a disk fitted to the shaft, with its center placed at one side

of the center of the shaft, and it acts to convert the rotary
motion of the shaft into the reciprocating motion of the

valve-gear of the cylinder, and thus to make the engine
self-acting. (See link-motion, reversing-gear, and cut-off.)

In this sense sometimes written excentric.

3. One who or that which is irregular or anom-
alous in action

;
a person of eccentric habits.

Mr. Farquhar added another to his gallery of middle-

aged eccentrics. Athenaeum, Jan. 14, 1888, p. 60.

Angular advance of an eccentric. See angular. Ec-
centric Of the eccentric, a circle whose center is remote
from the earth (in the Ptolemaic theory) or from the sun (in
the Copernican), and which carries round iU circumference
a second circle, called the eccentric, and this again a third,
called the epicycle, which carries a planet. An eccentric

of an eccentric was supposed by Ptolemy to explain the
motion of Mercury, and by Copernicus to explain the mo-
tions of Mercury and Venus. Tycho suggested such an

explanation for the motions of Mars. Equation of the
eccentric. See equation.

eccentrical (ek-sen'tri-kal), a. Same as eccen-

tric.

eccentrically (ek-sen'tri-kal-i), adv. With ec-

centricity ;
in an eccentric manner or position.

Also excentrically.

Swift, Hab'lais, and that favourite child,

Who, less eccentrically wild,
Inverts the misanthropic plan,

And, hating vices, hates not man.
Lloyd, Familiar Epistle.

eccentric-gear (ek-sen'trik-ger), . In meek.,
a term including all the links and other parts
which transmit the motion of an eccentric.

eccentric-hoop (ek-sen'trik-hb'p), n. Same as

eccentric-strap.

eccentricity (ek-sen-tris'i-ti), .
; pi. eccentrici-

ties (-tiz). [= F. excentncite' = Sp. excentrici-

dad = Pg. excentricidade = It. eccentricita = D.

excentriciteit = G. excentricitiit = Dan. Sw. ex-

centricitet, < NL. eccentricita(t-)s, < eccentricus,

eccentric: see eccentric."] 1. Deviation from
a center; the state of a circle with reference to

its center not coinciding with that of another

circle. 2. In geom. and astron., the distance

between the foci of a conic divided by the

transverse diameter. The eccentricity of the

earth's orbit is .01677, or about &. 3. In

anc. astron., the distance of the center of the

equant from the earth. 4. Departure or de-

viation from that which is stated, regular, or

usual; oddity; whimsicalness : as, the eccentri-

city of a man's genius or conduct.

Akensidewaaayonngman warm with every notion . . .

connected with the sound of liberty, and by an eccentricity

which such dispositions do not easily avoid, a lover of con-

tradiction, and no friend to anything established.

Johnson, Akenside.

5. An eccentric action or characteristic ;
a

striking peculiarity of character or conduct.



eccentricity

Whose [Kreilelic VVIHiiim'Kl i-wnlrirltir* were such as

had never before been seen out of a ma-l-h"

Mucaulay, Frederic the Great,

Also cxcciitrii-iti/ iii the literal uses.

Angle of eccentricity, in '/""".. ill- 1 angle whose sine is

equal to the eccentricity of an ellipse.- Bisection of the
eccentricity, see i,ix,;-t/mt. Temporal eccentricity,
in (inc. astrun., the eccentricity of the orbit of Mercury at

any time. Since the eccentric of Mercury was supposed
itself to In; currieii on an eccentric, it follows that the ec-

centricity would not he a constant <|uantlty.

eccentric-rod (ok-sen'trik-rod), .. Inmeeh., the
main connecting-link by whicL the motion of

an eccentric is transmitted.

eccentric-Strap (ek-sen'trik-st rap), n. In week.,
the band of iron which embraces the circum-
ference of an eccentric, and within which it

revolves. The eccentric-rod is attached to it.

Also called eccentric-hoop.
eccentrometer (ek-sen-trom'o-ter), H. [< LL.
eccentros, eccentric, + metrum, measure. J Any
instrument used to determine the eccentricity
of a projectile.

eccephalosis (ek-sef-ii-16'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

EK, out, 4-
Kctjia'Af/, head: see cephalic and -osis.]

In obstet., an operation in which the brain of

the child is removed to facilitate delivery; ex-

cerebration.

ecce signura (ek'se sig'num). [L., behold, the

sign : ecce, behold (see ccce homo) ; signum, sign :

see sign.'] Behold, the sign ;
here is the proof.

ecchondroma (ek-on-dro ma), .j pi. ecchon-

dromata (-ma-til). [NL., ^Gr. CK, out of, +
xtvipor,, cartilage, -I- -oma.~\ A chondroma or

cartilaginous tumor growing from the surface
of a bone

;
a chondroma originating in normal

cartilage, and forming an outgrowth from it.

ecchondrosis (ek-on-dro'sis), . [NL., < Gr.

tic, out of, + ^ovoyjof, cartilage (cf. cKxavtp&tv,
make into cartilage), + -osin.] Same as ecchon-

droma. Also ekchondrosis.

ecchyrnoma (ek-i-mo'inti), n.
; pi. ecchymomata

(-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. CK, out of, + ;^i>/-of, juice,
+ -oiwa.] A swelling on the skin caused by
extravasation of blood.

ecchymosed (ek'i-most), a. [< eccliymos-is +
-d2

.] Characterized by or partaking of the
nature of ecchymosis.
The changes which take place in the colour of an ecchy-

mostd spot are worthy of attention, since they may serve
to aid the witness in giving an opinion on the probable
tiine at which a contusion has been inflicted.

A. S. Taylor, Meil. Jurisprudence, p. 192.

ecchymosis (ok-i-mo'sis). n.
; pi. ecchymoses

(-sez). [= F. ecchymose, ^ NL. ecchymosis, <

Gr. fKxvftooic,, < CKXvp6ea6ai, shed the blood and
leave it extravasated under the skin, < CK, out,
+ ^ti/iof, juice, animal juice, < x*etv > pour: see

chyme 1
.] In med., a livid, black, or yellow spot

produced by extravasated blood. In dermatol-

ogy the word usually denotes an extravasation
of greater extent than the small spots called

petechi<e.

M. Tardieu states that he has seen these subpleural
ecchymoscs in the body of an infant ten months after

death I A. S. Taylor, Med. Jurisprudence, p. 30.

ecchymotic (ek-i-mot'ik), a. [= F. ecchymo-
tique; as ecchymosis (-mot-) + -t'c.] Pertain-

ing to or of the nature of ecchymosis : as, ec-

chymotic collections.

In purpnra hemorrhagica the lesions are usually more
numerous, more extensive, ecchymotic in character.

Duhring, Skin Diseases, plate K.

Eccl. An abbreviation (a) of Ecclesiastes ; (b)

[I. c.] of ecclesiastical.

eccle, H. See eckle1 .

Eccles. An abbreviation (a) of Ecclesiastes ;

(b) [I. c.] of ecclesiastical.

ecclesia (e-kle'zi-a), n.
; pi. ecclesia, ecclesias

(-e, -az). [= F.'cglisc = Pr. gleiza, glieyza,

fllicia'= Sp. itjlesia = Pg. igreja = It. ctiiesa

(also ecclesia), church, < L. ecclesia, an assem-

bly of the (Greek) people, LL. (also, as in ML.,
sometimes eclnsia) a church, congregation of

Christians, = Ar. Jcelise, kenise = Turk, kilisc =
Pers. kalisa, kanisa, a church, < Gr. eiaAtiaia, an
assembly of the people, LGr. an assembly of

Christians, a church, < eKK).^Tof, summoned, <

cMi<i?.eiv, summon, call out, < fie, out, + Kafalv,
call: see calends.] 1. An assembly ; the great
assembly of the people in certain ancient Greek
states, as Athens, at which every free citizen
had a right to vote.

Tile people in the I'nited States, . . . planted, as they
:tre. over lar^e Hominions, cannot meet in one assembly,
and therefore are not exposed to those tumultuous com-
motions, like the raging waves of the sea, which always
agitated the ecclesia at Athens.

J. Adman, Works. IV. 491.
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In ancient Greece and Italy the primitive clan-assembly
or township-meeting did not grow by aggregation into the

assembly of the shire, but it developed Into the comitia or
eccletia of the city. J. Fiske, Auier. Pol. Ideas, p. 67.

2. A society for Christian worship ;
a church;

a congregation : the Greek and Latin name,
sometimes used in English writing with refer-

ence to the early church.

ecclesialt (e-kle'zi-al), a. [< ML. ecclesialis, <

LL. ecclesia, the church : see ecclesia.] Eccle-
siastical.

(Mir ecclegial and political choices.

Milton, Reformation in Eug., il.

It Is not the part of a King ... to meddle with Eccle-

gial Government. Mil/mi, Eikonoklastes, xiii.

ecclesian (o-klc'/.i-an), . [< ML. ecclesianus.

a supporter of the church as against the civil

power, also as adj., < LL. ecclesia, the church:
see ecclesia.] One who maintains the suprem-
acy of the ecclesiastical domination over the
civil power. Imp. Diet.

ecclesiarch (e-kle'zi-ark), n. [= F. ecclesiarque,
< LGr. (KK'/.tiaidpxvf, < Gr. iurfjiola, an assembly,
+ apx6f, a leader.] 1. A ruler of the church

;

an ecclesiastical magnate. Bailey, 1727. 2.
In the Gr. Ch., a sacrist or sacristan ; a church
officer who has charge of a church and its con-

tents, and summons the worshipers by seman-
tron or otherwise. In the more important
churches the ecclesiarch formerly had minor
officials under his authority.
ecclesiast (e-kle'zi-ast), n. [< ME. ecclesiaste;
= F. ecclesiaste, < LL. ecclesiastes, < Gr. CKK).II-

aiaarfa, in classical Gr. a member of the assem-

bly (ecclesia), < eKKfaiaiae.tv, sit in the assembly,
debate as an assembly, later call an assembly,
LGr. summon to church, come into the church,
< eKiihiaia, an assembly of the people, LGr. a
church : see ecclesia. The word tioc>j?<jiaoTifc is

usually translated 'preacher,' but this is an

imperfect rendering, being rather an inference
from the verb cKK^r/atd^fiv in its later sense,

' call

an assembly
'

(hence, by inference, give it di-

rections or admonitions), or from the Heb. word
of similar import.] 1. An ecclesiastic ; one
who addresses the church or assembly of the
faithful ; a preacher or sacred orator ; specifi-

cally, with tne definite article, Coheleth, or the
Preacher that is, Solomon, or the author of

the book of Ecclesiastes.

He was In chlrche a noble ecelesiaitr.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 708.

Though thrice a thousand years are past
Since David's son, the sad and splendid,

The weary King Ecclegiagt,

Upon his awful tablets penned it.

Thackeray, Vanitas Vanitatum.

2t. [cap.] Ecclesiasticus.

Redeth Eccletiatte of flaterie

Beth ware, ye lordes, of hire trecherle.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 507.

Ecclesiastes (e-kle-zi-as'tez), n. [LL., < Gr.

'EKK^T/aiaari/f
' the title in the Septuagint and

hence in the Vulgate version of the book called

in Heb. Qoheleth, lit. he who calls together an
assembly of the people, the gatherer of the

people, fern, (in use masc.) part. < qdhal, call,
call together (otherwise defined 'heap toge-
ther'). See ecclesiast.] One of the books of

the Old Testament, also called the Preacher.
Ecclesiasteg is the Greek title in the Septuagint version.

But preacher, in its modern signification, is not synony-
mous with the original. (See the etymology.) The book is

a dramatic presentation of the fruftlessness of a life de-
voted to worldly pleasure or ambition. It purports to be
a record of the experience and reflections of Solomon, to
whom its authorship is often attributed, but on this

point Biblical critics disagree. Often abbreviated Eccl.,

Secies.

ecclesiastic (e-kle-zi-as'tik), a. and . [For-
merly also ccclesiastick ; < F. ecclfsiastique =
Sp. eclesidstico = Pg. ecclesiastico= It. ecclesias-

tico, ecchiesiastico, eccresiastico = Sw. ecklesias-

tik (cf. G. ecclesiastisch = Dan. ekklesiastisk =
Sw. ecklesiastisk), < L. ecelesiasticus, < Gr. CKxf.ri-

aiarmKac,, of or for the assembly, LGr. and LL.
of or for the church (as a noun, a church officer,

an ecclesiastic) (cf. eixhimairHK, a member of

the assembly, etc.), < eKiArtatafetv, sit in the as-

sembly, LGr. summon to church, etc. : see ec-

clesia, ecclesiast.] I. a. Ecclesiastical; specifi-

cally, pertaining to the ministry or adminis-
tration of the church. [Now rare.]

And pulpit, drum ecclcsiastick,
Was beat with list instead of a stick.

S. Butler, Hudibras, L i. 11.

An ecclesiastic person . . . ought not to go in splendid
and vain ornaments. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1S36), II. 7.

A church of England man has a true veneration for the
scheme established among us of tcdetiattick government.

Sld.ft.

ecclesiastical

II. ii. 1. In early usage, a member of the
orthodox church, as distinguished from Jews,
pagans, infidels, and heretics.

I must here observe farther that the name of cecletiat-

tics was sometimes attributed to all Christians in general.
Bentkam.

2. One holding an office in the Christian min-

istry,
or otherwise officially consecrated to the

service of the church: usually restricted to

those connected with an episcopate, and in the
middle ages to subordinate officials.

Among the Roman Cathollo, all monks, and, In the
i Imn h of England, the various dignitaries who perform
the episcopal functions, are entitled ccclrtiaitici.

Crabb, English Synonymes, p. 369.

From a humble tcch'tiastic, he was subsequently pre-
ferred to the highest dignities of the church. J'rrtcott.

ecclesiastical (o-kle-zi-as'ti-kal), a. [< eccle-

siastic + -al.] Pertaining or relating to the

church ; churchly ; not civil or secular : as, ec-

clesiastical discipline or government; ecclesias-

tical affairs, history, or polity; ecclesiastical

courts. Sometimes abbreviated eccl., eccleg.

There are in men operations, some natural, some ra-

tional, some supernatural, some politic, some finally ec-

clttiattical. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, L 16.

A Bishop, as a Bishop, had never any Eccletiaitical

Jurisdiction. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 22.

The Anglo-Saxon sovereigns, acting in the closest union
with their bishops, made ecclesiastical laws which clothed
the spiritual enactments with coercive authority.

Stukbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 298.

Ecclesiastical books, in the early church, hooks allowed
to be read in church, especially those read for edification

and for the instruction of catechumens, but not belonging
in the strictest sense to the canon of Scripture. This name
waft applied to such books as those named in the sixth of

the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England, after

the canonical books of the Old Testament, as
" the other

In inks," and collected in the King James Bible under the

heading "Apocrypha." Ecclesiastical calendar. See
calendar. Ecclesiastical colon. See color. Ecclesias-
tical commission, (a) A court appointed by Queen Eliza-

beth, and invested hy her with nearly absolute powers, for

the purpose of regulating religious opinions, and punishing
all departure from the church standards either in doctrine
or in ritual. It was subsequently abolished by Parliament.

(6) A standing commission In England, created by Parlia-

ment in the early part of the nineteenth century, invested

with Important powers for the reform of the established
church. It* plans have to be submitted, after due notice

to persons interested, to the sovereign in council, and be
ratified by orders in council ; but after ratification and
due publication they have the same effect as acts of Par*

liament Ecclesiastical councils. See council, 7. Ec-
clesiastical courts, church court* in which the canon
law is administered and ecclesiastical causes are tried.

In countries in which the church Is established by law the
decisions of these courts have a binding legal effect, and
the courts constitute a part of the judicial machinery of

the community ; in other countries their decisions are

binding only within the church, und enforced only by
church discipline. In England there are several ecclesi-

astical courts. That of primary resort is the Consistory
Court of the diocese ; from it appeals go to the Court of

Arches, and from there to the Privy Council. In the
Protestant Episcopal Church of America the administra-
tion of discipline of lay members is wholly in the hands
of the rector, an appeal lying to the bishop. The method
of proceeding against clergymen in each diocese Is deter-
mined by diocesan canons. A bishop is tried by the House
of Bishops. In the Presbyterian Church the ecclesiastical

courts are the Session, Presbytery, Hynod, and General
Assembly, the last being the court of last resort ; In the
Methodist Church trials are had before a church commit-
tee, with an appeal to the Conference ; In both churches
there are provisions for the constitution of courts for the
trial of clergymen for false doctrine or immoral conduct.
In churches of the Congregational system there are no
ecclesiastical courts ; the local church is the only tribunal

recognized. In the Roman Catholic Church there are

bishops' courts for the trial of ordinary church causes,
the trial of bishops being reserved to the pope ; but the
methods of procedure differ according to tne position of

the church indifferent countries. Ecclesiastical epis-
tles, in the Rom. ('nil. Ch., letters written by church
dignitaries officially, and carrying with them ecclesiasti-

cal authority, as apostolic epistles written by the Roman
pontiff in virtue of his apostolic authority, commenda-
tory epistles (see commendatory), dimissory epistles (see

diinigf-ory), encyclical epistles (see encyclic), pastoral epis-

tles, and episties of instruction to particular churches.

Ecclesiastical fast. See/*(3. Ecclesiastical his-

tory, the history of the church from the beginning to the

present time, including both Old Testament and New
Testament history ; more specifically, the history of the
Christian church, including both its interior and its ex-

terior development that is, its organization and also the

development of its doctrinal beliefs. Ecclesiastical law,
the law of the church as administered in the ecclesiastical

courts ; in a more general sense, especially in those coun-

tries where there is no church establishment, the whole

body of the law relating to religion or religious institu-

tions as administered in the civil courts. Ecclesiastical
mode. See mode. Ecclesiastical moon, or calendar

moon, a fictitious month used in determining the date
of Easter. It Is made purposely to depart from the natural

month, to avoid the possibility of a coincidence of Easter
with the Jewish Passover.- Ecclesiastical notary. See

notary. Ecclesiastical polity, the principles and laws
of church government Ecclesiastical state*, the body
of the clergy.

A king ... In whose time also began that great altera-

tion in the ttate ecclesiastical.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 131.



ecclesiastically

ecclesiastically (e-kle-zi-as'ti-kal-i), adv. By
the church

;
as regards the constitution, laws,

doctrines, etc., of the church.

It is both naturally and ecclesiastically good.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, iii. 5.

ecclesiasticism (e-kle-zi-as'ti-sizm), n. [< ec-

clesiastic + -ism.] Strong adherence to the

principles and organization of the church, or

to ecclesiastical observances, privileges, etc.
;

devotion to the interests of the church and the

extension of its influence in its external rela-

tions.

My religious convictions and views have remained free

from any tincture of ecclesiasticism. Westminster Rev.

Puseyites and ritualists, aiming to reinforce ecclesiasti-

cism, betray a decided leaning towards archaic print, as

well as archaic ornaments.
H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 107.

Ethical forces for all the reforms of society are stored

in the Christian church, but the battery is insulated by
ecclesiasticism. X. A. Rev., CXLI. 246.

Ecclesiasticus (e-kle-zi-as'ti-kus), . [LL.,

prop, adj., of or belonging to the church: see

ecclesiastic.] The name in the Latin version

of the Bible, and the alternative name in the

English Apocrypha, of the book called in the

Septuagint "The Wisdom of Jesus, the Son
of Sirach," included in the canon of the Old
Testament by the Roman Catholic and Greek

churches, but regarded as apocryphal by Jews
and Protestants, though occasionally read in

the Anglican Church. In form it resembles the Book
of Proverbs. It is supposed to have been originally com-

piled in Hebrew or Aramean about 180 B. c., and trans-

lated into Greek about 130 B. c. Abbreviated Ecclus.

ecclesipgraphy (e-kle-zi-og'ra-fi), n. [< LGr.

fKnAr/a'ta, the church, + Gr. -ypaipia, < ypafytiv,

"write.] The history of churches, their locality,

doctrines, polity, and condition. The Congrega-
tionalist, July 2, 1879.

ecclesiological (e-kle"zi-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< ec-

clesiology + -ical.] Of or pertaining to eccle-

siology ; treating of ecclesiology.
Colossians is christological, and represents Christ as the

true pleroma or plenitude of the Godhead, the totality of

divine attributes and powers ; Ephesians is ecclesiological,
and exhibits the ideal church as the body of Christ, as the
reflected pleroma of Christ, "the fulness of Him who fill-

eth all in all." Scha/, Hist. Christ. Church, I. 96.

Mr. Butler candidly admits that in ecclesiological and
ritual knowledge he started with but a scanty outfit.

Edinlntrgh Rev., CLXIII. 27.

ecclesiologist (e-kle-zi-ol'o-jist), n. [< ecclesi-

ology + -ist.] One versed in ecclesiology; an
expounder of ecclesiology.
For the ecclesioloyiit proper there is a prodigious bal-

dacchino, and a grand display of metal-work behind the

high altar. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 282.

ecclesiology (e-kle-zi-ol'o-ji), . [< LGr. CKK^T/-

aia, the church, 4- Gr. -Ao-yia, < Atjtw, speak: see

-ology.] 1. The science of the church as an
organized society, and of whatever relates to
its outward expression or manifestation.

Christology naturally precedes ecclesiology in the order
of the system, as Christ precedes the church.

Schaff, Hist. Christ. Church, I. 96.

It will furnish future writers in the history and eccle-

siology of Ireland with a most valuable storehouse of in-

formation. Athenaeum.

2. The science of church architecture and dec-
oration. It treats of all the details of church furniture,
ornament, etc., and their symbolism, and is cultivated
especially by the High Church party in the Church of Eng-
land.

Eastern Ecclesiology may be divided into two grand
branches, Byzantine and Armenian.

J. M, Neale, Eastern Church, I. 169.

eccles-tree (ek'lz-tre), . A dialectal variant
of axletree. [Prov. Eng.]

Ecclus. An abbreviation of Ecclesiasticus.

eccopet (ek'o-pe), n. [NL., < Gr. e/cKomJ, a cut-

ting out, an incision, < EKKOTTTOV, cut out, < fit,

out, + KOTTTEJV, cut.] In surg., the act of cut-

ting put; excision; specifically, a perpendicu-
lar division of the cranium by a cutting instru-
ment.

eccoprotict (ek-o-prot'ik), a. and n. [< NL.
eccoproticus, < Gr. cKKOTrportK6f, < citKOirpovv (only
in pass.), clear of dung, <

, out, + Koirpof,

dung.] I. a. Having the quality of promoting
alvine discharges ; laxative

; loosening ; gently
cathartic.

II. . A medicine which purges gently, or
which tends to promote evacuations by stool

;

a laxative.

EccremocarpUS (ek"re-mo-kar'pus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. cKKpe/irK, hanging from or upon (< eKK.pt-.

ai, hang from), + Kapnuf, fruit.] A genus
of climbing shrubs, natural order Rignonia-

1830

cede, containing three species, natives of South
America. They have twice-pinnatisect leaves with small

mi-mbranaceous leaflets, and green or yellow flve-lobed

flowers. E. scaber is cultivated as an ornamental creeper.

eccrinology (ek-ri-nol'o-ji), re. [Irreg. < Gr.

eKKpiveiv, separate (< CK, out, 4- Kplvciv, separate),
4 -Myia, < teyeiv, speak: see -ology.] That
branch of physiology which relates to the se-

cretions and the act of secretion.

eccrisist (ek'ri-sis), . [NL., < Gr. eKKpiaif, sep-

aration, < SKuptToe,, separated, < eKKpiveiv, choose

out, separate, <
, out, + Kpiveiv, separate : see

crisis.] Inmed.: (a) The expulsion or excretion

of any waste products or products of disease.

(6) The excreted products themselves.

eccritict (e-krit'ik), n. [< Gr. f/ocpm/co?, se-

cretive, < cKuptToc, secreted, separated: see eccri-

sis.] A medicine that promotes excretion ;
an

eliminative.

eccyesis (ek-si-e'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. as if *en-

K/'i?o-<f, < CKKVCIV, bring forth, put forth as leaves,
< in, forth, 4- KVSIV, be pregnant.] Extra-uter-

ine gestation, or the development of the fetus

outside of the cavity of the uterus, as in a Fal-

lopian tube, an ovary, or the abdominal cavity.

eccyliosis (ek-sil-i-o'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. CKKV-

UeaBai, be unrolled (develop) (<, out, 4- KvUetv,
roll up: see cylinder), + -osis.] In pathol., a
disease or disturbance of development ;

a dis-

order resulting from the process of develop-
ment.
ecderon (ek'de-ron), n. [NL., < Gr. ex, out, 4-

Aepof, skin.] An outer layer of integument, as
the epithelial layer of mucous membrane, or
the epidermal layer of the skin : distinguished
from enderon, the deeper layer.
ecderonic (ek-de-ron'ik), a. [< ecderon + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to the ecderon
; epidermal or

epithelial.

Teeth in Mollusca and Annulosa are always ecderonic,

cuticular, or epithelial structures.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 80.

ecdysis (ek'di-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. enSvau;, a

getting out, < cKivetv, get out of, strip off, < CK,

out, + diieiv, get into, enter.] The act of put-
ting off, coming out of, or emerging; the act
of shedding or casting an outer coat or integu-
ment, as in the case of serpents and certain in-

sects, or the feathers of birds
;
the molt : op-

posed to endysis.

ecgonine (ek'go-nin), n. [< Gr. lnyovof, born
(as a noun, a child) (< CK, out of, + -ym>6f, born:
see -gony), 4- -ine2.] In diem., a base obtained
from cocaine by the action of hydrochloric acid.

It is soluble in water.
echancrure (F. pron. a-shou-krur'), n. [F., a

hollowing out, scallop, slope, < e'chancrer, cut

sloping, lit. cut crabwise, < e-, < L. ex, out, 4-

chancre, < L. cancer, a crab : see cancer.] In
anat. and zool., a notch, nick, or indentation,
as on the edge or surface of a part ;

an emar-

gination ;
a shallow fissure. It is more than a

mere depression, and less than a furcation or
forfication.

echauguette (F. pron. a-sho-get'), n. [F., a

watch-turret, < OF. esehaugnette, eschalgttette,
oldest form eschargaite (ML. reflex, scaragu-
ayta), orig. a company on guard, then a single
sentinel, then a sentry-box, watch-turret (cf.

Walloon scarwaiter, be on the watch), < OHG.
*skarwahta, MHG. scharwate (G. scharwache), <

OHG. skara, MHG. G. schar, a company, a di-

vision or detail of an army, a crowd, 4- "wahta,
MHG. wachte, G. wacht, a watch, > OF. waite,

guaite, E. wait: see wait.] A bartizan.

echeM, a. and pron. A Middle English form of

each.

eche2t, v. t. An obsolete form of eke.

eche3*,
. A Middle English form of ache1

.

eche4t, a. [ME., earlier ece, < AS. ece, everlast-

ing, eternal
;
cf . OS. ewig = OFries. ewich, ewig

= D. eettwig = OHG. ewic, MHG. ewic, ewec, G.

ewig = Dan. Sw. evig, everlasting, eternal, <

OHG. ewa, etc., = Goth, atws, an age, eternity:
see ay1

, age, etern.] Everlasting; eternal.

Than ilke song that ever is eche.

Owl and Nightingale, 1. 742.

In helle heo schulle forberne
On eche sorynesse.

Old Eng. Miscellany (ed. Morris), p. 72.

echelon (esh'e-lon), n. [< F. echelon (= Sp. es-

calon), a round of a ladder, a step, stepping-
stone, echelon, < Miclle, OF. eschelle = Pr. Sp.
Pg. escala = It. scala, < L. scala, a ladder: see
scale2.] A step-like arrangement or order

;

specifically, a military disposition of troops of
such a nature that each division, brigade, regi-

Echidna

ment, company, or other body occupies a posi-
tion parallel to, but not in the same alinement

with, that in front, thus presenting the appear-
ance of steps, and capable of being formed into

one line by moving each of the less advanced

divisions, etc., forward until they all aline.

Troops so disposed are said to be in echelon. A fleet is

said tube in echelon when it presents a wedge-form to the

enemy, so that the bow-guns and broadsides of the sev-

oral ships can defend one another.

The beaters moved in echelon by the hill-top as well as

they could. ir. //. Burnett, Diary in India, II. 166.

The friends were standing where the Catskill hills lay
before them in echelon towards the river, the ridges lap-
ping over each other and receding in the distance.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 54.

echelon (esh'e-lon), v. t. [< echelon, n.] To
form in echelon.
The Russian army of the Lorn in the end of July was

echeloned along the road to Kustchuk, waiting for the
word to surround that fortress.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 128.

echelon-lens (esh'e-lon-lenz), n. A compound
lens used for lighthouses, having a series of con-
centric annular lenses arranged round a central

lens, so that all have a common focus.

echeneidan (ek-e-ne'i-dau), n. A fish of the

family Echeneididai. Sir J. Richardson.

echeneidid (ek-e-ne'i-did), '. A fish of the

family EcheneididiE.

EcheneididSB (ek"e-ne-id'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Echeneis (-id-) + -idw.] A family of teleoeepha-
lous fishes, representing the suborder Discoce-

phali, and typified by the genus Echeneis. The
body is elongated, broad in front, and tapering to the cau-
dal fln ; the head is flat, horizontal above, and surmounted
by an oval disk. This disk is composed of numerous (10 to

27) transverse bars, pectinated behind, and divided into

pairs by a median longitudinal leathery partition, and
is surrounded by a leathery margin. This formation is

homologous with a set of dorsal spines, and is in fact an

extremely modified dorsal fln. A normal dorsal is devel-

oped on the hinder part of the body, and the anal nearly
corresponds to it. The ventrals are thoracic in position,
and have 5 rays, and a slender spine closely attached to
the adjoining ray. By means of the disk, acting as a
sucker, these fishes attach themselves to other animals.

They are known to sailors and fishermen as suckers or

suckinff-Jishes. About a dozen species are known ; the
most common are Echeneis naucrates and Reuiora remo-
ra. Also Echenidce, Echeneidini. See pilot-fish, remora.

Echeneidini (ek-e-ne-i-di'ni), . pi. [NL., <
Echeneis (-id-) + -ini.] Same as Echeneididce.

Bonaparte, 1837.

echeneidoid (ek-e-ne'i-doid), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Echeneididw.

II. n. A fish of the family Echeneididce.

Echeneis (ek-e-ne'is), n. [L., < Gr. cxeviif

(-id-), the remora, supposed to have the power
of holding ships back, prop, adj., ship-holding,
< ^(v, hold, 4- vci'f = L. navis, a ship.] The
typical genus of the family Echeneididai, hav-

ing on the top of the head a large, flat, lami-

Sucking-fish (Eclt*

nated disk or sucker, composed of numerous
transverse plates set obliquely upward and
backward, forming an adhesive surface by
which the fish attaches itself to various objects,
as a larger fish, a ship's bottom, etc. The type is

the common remora or sucking-fish, E. navcrates. By
some it is extended to include all the species of the fam-

ily, and by others restricted to elongated slender species
with numerous plates to the suckers, like E. naucrates.

echeum (e-ke'um), n.
; pi. echea (-a). [L. ecliea,

< Gr. yxc ~'a
> P'- f 'lXe'm>

>
* kind of loud kettle-

drum or
gong_,

< fixf> vxn, a sound, esp. a loud

sound, roar, rixtiv, sound, ring: see echo.] In

arch., one of the sonorous bell-shaped vases of

bronze or clay which the ancients are said to

have introduced in the construction of their

theaters to give greater power to the voices of

the actors. See acoustic vessel, under acoustic.

Echeveria (ech-e-ve'ri-a), n. [NL., named af-

ter Echeveri, a botanic artist.] A genus of suc-

culent plants, natural order Crassulacea;, chiefly
natives of Mexico. It is now included in the

genus Cotyledon.
echiaster (ek-i-as'tfer), . [NL., prop, eehinas-

ter (which is used in another application: see

Erhinaster), < Gr. exivor,, hedgehog, + arjrljp, a

star.] 1. A kind of stellate sponge-spicule.
Sollas. 2. [cap.] A genus of coleopterous
insects. Eriehson.

Echidna (e-kid'na), . [NL., < L. echidna, < Gr.

f.t'oVa, an adder, viper, < ca''f> &n adder, viper:
see Echis.] 1. In tenth., agenus of anguilliform
fishes : generally accounted a synonym of Mvras-



Echidna

na. Forstcr,l"ft. [Not in use.] 2. Inhcr/M-t.,
a, genus of reptiles: used by Wagler and others
for the geiius of v i pers ( I 'ipcridw) called Ilitis by
Gray and Cope. Merrem, 1820. [Not in use.}

3. lu nuimmul. : (a) The typical genus of the

family Kclmlnidii', containing the aculeated ant-

eater or spiny ant-eater of Australia and Tas-

mania, K. Inj.ttri.r or uculeatd, and another spe-
cies, K. lawcxi of New Guinea, together with a
fossil One, //'. <///. Tlu-y have 6 toes on each foot;
the snout Is straight and mi'iln ,it.-l> tk-Vfluj)ed. Tachy-
ttlimmix is tho warn* 1

,
ami is ttie name properly to be nsr.i

for this uriiiis according to zoological rules of nomen-
clature, the name l-.'i-ludttu having been preoccupied in

another sense, though it lias most currency in this sense.
See AcanthoyloMHti, ant-eater. Cuvier, 1797.

(ft) [lt <j.]

A species of the genus Echidna or family Eckid-
nidie. The echidna resembles a large hedgehog, except-
ing that the spines are much longer, and the snout Is long
and slender, with a small aperture at the end for tho pro-
trusion of the long, flexible, worm-like tongue. The ani-

mal is nocturnal, fossorial, and Insectivorous, and catches
insects with its long, sticky tongue, whence it is known as
the porcupine ant-eater. The echidna is closely related to
the ornithorhynchus, or duck-billed platypus, and, like it,

is oviparous.
4. A genus of echinoderms. T)e Blainnlle, 1830.

Echidnas (e-kid'ne), n. pi. [NL., pi. of echidna,
< Li. echidna, an adder, viper: see Echidna.} A
group of bombycid moths. Hiibner, 1816.

Echidnidse (e-kid'ni-de), . pi. [NL., < Echid-
na + -ida:.] The family of monotrematous or-

nithodelphian or prototherian mammals con-
stituted by the genera Echidna (or Tachyglos-
sus) and Zaglossus (or Acanthoglossus). They
have, lu addition to the ordinal and superordinal charac-
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Spiny K.I

echint,"- [ME.,< L. echinus: see echini/*.] A
sea-hedgehog ;

a sea-urchin.

Men . . . knowen whiche strondes habounden moat of

tendrc flsshes or of sharpe flsslies that hygten echynnyn.
Chaucer, Boethins, p. 82.

Echinacea (ek-i-na'se-a), . [NL. (so called on
account of the long spinescent bracts of the

columnar receptacle), < Gr. cx'ivof, a hedgehog,
+ -acea.] A genus of coarse composite plants
of the prairies of North America, allied to Rud-

beckia, but with long rose-colored rays and

prickly-pointed chaff. There are two species, which
are occasionally cultivated. Their thick black roots have
a pungent taste, and are used in popular medicine under
the name of black-satnpson.

Echinarachnius (e-ki-na-rak'ni-us), . [NL.
(Leske, 1778^,

< Gr. ex'vof, a hedgehog, sea-

urchin, + apaxvrt, a spider.] A genus of flat, ir-

regular petalostichous sea-urchins, of the fam-

ily Mellitidce (or Scutellidte), with no perfora-
tions or lunules. E. parma, of the Pacific and Atlan-
tic coasts of the United States, is known as the nand-dollar
or cake-urchin. E. excentricwt is the common cake-urchin
of the Pacific coast. See cut under cake-urchin.

Echinaster (ek-i-nas'ter), n. [NL., < Gr. cx'vof,
a hedgehog, sea-urchin, + oarS/p, a star.] A
genus of starfishes, of the family Solastridce.

tttofloisus bruijtti.

ters which they share with Ornithorhynchida', convoluted
cerebral hemispheres, perforated acetabulum, as in birds,
the facial region of the skull produced into a long, slen-

der rostrum with the nostrils at its end, styliform mandib-
ular rami, vermiform protnulle tongue, no true teeth,
feet not webbed, but furnished with long claws, and no
tibial spur. The family is properly called Tachyglossidce.

Echidnina (ek-id-nl'na). n. pi. FNL., < Echid-
na + -iita2.] A group of mammals represented
bv Echidna. Bonaparte, 1837.

echidnine (e-kid'nin), n. [< L. echidna, viper,
+ -ie2.] Serpent-poison; the secretion from
the poison-glands of the viper and other ser-

pents. Echidnine is a clear, viscid, neutral, yellowish
fluid, containing albumin, mucus, fatty matter, a yellow
coloring principle, and, among its salts, phosphates and
chlorids. Associated with the albumin is a peculiar ni-

trogenous body, to which the name echidnine is more
particularly applied. The poison-bag of a viper seldom
contains more than 2 grains of the poisonous liquid ; ; J, n

of a grain is sufficient to kill a small bird.

Echimyidae (ek-i-mi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Echi-

mys + -idte.] A family of hystricomorphic ro-

dents, taking name from the genus Echimys.
Also jEchinomgidas.

Echimyinae (e-kl-mi-I'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Echi-

mys + -inw.] A subfamily of hystricomorphic
rodents, of the family Octodontidts, related to

the porcupines ; the hedgehog-rats. It Is a large
group of numerous genera, differing much in external
form and aspect. The African ground-pig, Aulacodus
sioinderianus, belongs to this subfamily, as do the West
Indian genera Capromy* and Ptogiodon. (See cut under
Auiacodus.) All the rest of the genera are South Amer-
ican. Of these the coypou, Myopotamus coypug, is the
best-known form, though not a typical one. (See cut
under coupon.) The most representative genera are Echi-

mys &nd Lonchereg, or the spiny rats proper, of which there
are a dozen or more species, having prickles In the fur.

Cercomys, Daftylmni/s, and Mesomys are other examples
without spines. Carterodon is a fossil genus from the bone-
caves of Brazil. Also written Echimyina, Echimyna, Echi-
mitiliii'i. ami, more correctly, Echinomyintz.

Echimyna (ek-i-mi'na), n. pi. [NL., < Echimys
+ -()] Same usEchimitimi.
Echimys (e-ki'mis), n. [NL., contr. of Echi-

iinmys, lit. 'hedge-rat' (so called from the fact
t hat the pelage is bristly or mixed with flattened

spiiies), < Gr. ex'tvot, a hedgehog, + /n-c = E.

mouse.] The typical genus of the subfamily
Echimyiiur : the spiny rats proper. All the species
are South American ; E. caycnnen*i* is the best-know?].

Oeo/roy, 1809. Also written Echymvs, aud properly Echi-
nomy.

EcHinaster tenfttt.

E. tfjMtitu.1 Is an example. /.'. srntus Is a West Indian

species, extending northward on the Atlantic coast of the
United States, having the spines sheathed in membrane
and occurring only at the angles of the calcareous plates
of the upper surface. Cribella is a synonym.
Echinasteridae (e-ki-nas-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Echinaster + -id&.] A family of starfishes

with two rows of tube-feet, a skeletal frame of

lengthened ossicles, and spines on those of the
dorsal surface: a synonym of Solastrida;.

echinate (ek'i-nat), a. [< L. echinatus, set with

prickles, prickly, < echinus, a hedgehog: see echi-

nus.] Spiny, like a hedgehog; bristling with

sharp points ; bristly. An echinate surface Is one thick-

ly covered with sharp elevations like spines bristling, and
is to be distinguished from a muricate surface, in which
the elevations are scattered, lower, and not so acute.

echinated (ek'i-na-ted), a. [< echinate + -ed%.]
Rendered prickly or bristly.

Fibre echinated by laterally projecting spicules.
Lendenfeld.

Echini (e-ki'iii), n. pi. [L., pi. of echinus, a

hedgehog, sea-urchin : see echinus.] 1. InCu-
vier s system of classification, the second fam-

ily of pedicellate echinoderms, containing the

sea-urchins : equivalent to several modern fam-
ilies, or to the whole of the order or class Echi-

iniiili'ii. 2. [?.<".] Plural of echinus.

echinid (ek'i-nid), n. One of the Echinidtr.

Echinida (e-kin'i-da), n. pi. Same as Echinidce.

Echinidae (e-kin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Echinus
+ -id<r.] A family of regular desmostichous or

endocyclic sea-urchins, of the order Endoci/t-lica
and class Echinoidea, having a thin round shell

echinococcus

with broad ambulacra! spaces bearing tuber-

cles and spines, the latter mostly short ami

pyriform, aud oral branching; the typical sea-

urchins or sea-eggs. The genera are numerous,
such as Echiiiun, l^-liimitlirix, Toxoptieustex, etc.

echinidan (e-kin'i-dan), . A sea-urchin ; one
of the Echinidte.

echiniform (e-kl'ni-f6nn), a. In entom., same
moid.

Echiniscus (ek-i-nis'kus), n. [NL., < Gr. ixi-

vof, a hedgehog, + -UJKO(, dim. suffix.] A ge-
nus of bear-animalcules or water-bears, of the

family Macrobio tidte : a synonym is Emydium.
E. bellermantii is an example.

echinital (e-kin'i-tal), a. [< echinite + -til.]

Pertaining to an echinite or fossil sea-urchin.

echinite (e-ki'nit), M. [< Gr. ej-ivof, a hedge-
hog, sea-urchin, + E. -ite2.] A fossil sea-urchin.
Kchinltes are found in all fossillfcrous strata,
but are most abundant and best preserved In

the Chalk. The term is an indefinite one,
these fossils being of various genera, as Go-

niocidaris, Echinothuria, etc. Tin- Paleozoic
echinites form an order I'altechiuuideti, repre-
sented by such genera as Paltechinus, Loci-

daris, etc. See cut under EchinothuriultK.

Echinobothria (e-ki-no-both'ri-a), 11.

lit. [NL. (Rudolph!),' pi. of Echino-

bothrium.] A group named for the
cestoid worms. See Echinobothrium.

Echinobothrium (e-kl-no-both'ri-
um), n. [NL., < Gr. cx~'vo>c, a hedge-
hog, 4- /3o6piov, dim. of /3<4fyx>f, a pit,

trench.] A genus of cestoid worms,
or tapeworms, of the family Diphylli-

dce, having on the head two fossettes

with hooks. The separated proglottides
continue to live and grow for some time in-

dependently. E. minimum and K. typus are

examples. Also Echineibothrium.

Echinobrissidae (e-ki-no-bris'i-de), n.

pi. [NL., < Echinobrissus + -idice.]

A family of irregular sea-urchins,

typified by the genus Echinobrissus. <*.-
Echinobrissus (e-ki-no-bris'us), 11.

'"^J,""*"

[Nil., prop. "Echinobryssus, < Gr. f^.-

vof, a hedgehog, sea-urchin, + ppioaof, a kind
of sea-urchin.] The typical genus of the fam-

ily Echinobrissidae.

Echinocactns (e-ki-no-kak'tus), H. [NL., < Gr.

t^ivoc, a hedgehog,
f nanTos, cactus.]
A genus of cactace-
ous plants, globose
or oval, and some-
times gigantic,
strongly ribbed, or

with tubercles in

vertical or spiral
rows. They are armed
with clusters of short

spines, at the base of

which, upon the younger

parts
of the plant, are

borne the large and EcHinxotiia i

showy flowers. Over 200

species have been described, mostly Mexican, with a con*
siderable number within the limits of the United States.

Echinocardium (e-ki-no-kar'di-um), . [NL.,
< Gr. ix'vof, a hedgehog, + napiia = E. heart.]

A genus of spatangoid
sea-urchins, or heart-ur-

chins, of the family Spa-
tangidce. E. cordatum

, occurs on both coasts
of the Atlantic. Leske,
1778. Also called Am-
jiliidotus.

echinochrome (e-ki'no-

krom), n. [< Gr. ^ivpf,
a hedgehog, sea-urchin,

i, color.] Seethe

Dr. C. A. MacMunn describes the spectroscopic or chemi-
cal characters of the blood of various worms and mollusks.
One of the most interesting pigments which he has de-

tected is that which he calls echinochrome, . . . obtained
from the perivisceral cavity of Strongylocentrotus lividna.

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., 2d ser., VI. i. 48.

echinococci, . Plural of echinococcus.

Echinococcifer (e-ki-no-kok'si-fer), n. [NL.,<
echinococcus + "L.fcrre= E. bear*.] A genus of

tapeworms, in which, in the hydatid state, the
ttenia-heads bud in special brood-capsules in

such a way that their invagination is turned
toward the lumen of the vesicle, as in the
echinococcus of Tamia erhinococeus. Claus.

echinococcus (e-ki-no-kok'us), n. ; pi. ecliinn-

rocci (-si). [XL.. < Gr. ix'vof, a hedgehog, +
(id/woe, a berry: see coccus.] Ttxnia echinococ-

cus in its larval (scolex) stage, which forms



echinococcus

the so-called hydatids occurring in the liver, Echinodermaria (e-ki"no-der-ma'ri-a), n. pi.

brain, etc., of man and other animals; the [NL., as Echinoderma + -ana.} A group ot

hydatid form of the wandered scolex of Tcenia echinoderms. DC Blainville, 1830.

echinococcus, having deutoscolices or daughter- Echinodermata (e-ki-no-der ma-ta), n. pi.

cysts formed by gemmation. This hydatid is that [NL., neut. pi. of echinodermatus : see eclmio-

of the tapeworm of the dog, having several tenia-heads
J A - 1 1 ^.-~i * +-

Echinoneus

,

in the cyst; it may occur in man, commonly in the liver,

giving rise to very serious disease. The word was origi-

nally a genus name, given by Rudolphi before the relation-

ship to Tcenia was known ;
it is now used as the name of

the larval stage of the tapeworm whose specific name is

the same. See cut under Tcenia.

In Echinococcus the structure of the cystic worm is

. . . complicated by its proliferation, the result of which
is the formation of many bladder-worms, inclosed one

within the other, and contained in a strong laminated sac

or cyst, apparently of a chitinous nature, secreted by the

parasite. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 186.

EcMnoconidae (e-ki-no-kon'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Echinoeonvs + -idw.] A family of fossil reg-
ular sea-urchins.

Echinoconus (e-ki-no-ko'nus), n. [NL., < Gr.

ex'vof, a hedgehog, H- navof, a cone: see cone.]

The typical genus of Eehinoconidce. Sreyn.
Echinocoridse (e-kl-no-kor'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Echiiwcorus + -idee'.'] A family of irregular

dermatoits.] A phylum or subkingdom of i

zoic animals; the echinoderms. They rei

meta-

. 'epresent

one of the most distinct types of the animal kingdom,

agreeing with coeleuterates in having a radiate or actino-

meric arrangement of parts, usually pentamerous or by
fives or tens, a digestive canal, a water-vascular or ambu-
lacral apparatus, a true blood-vascular system, and the in-

tegument indurated by calcareous deposits, as either gran-

ules, spicules, or hard plates forming a shell. The ali-

mentary canal is distinct from the general body-cavity ;

there is a deuterostomatous oral orifice or mouth, and

usually an anus. The sexes are mostly distinct. The spe-

cies undergo metamorphosis ; the free-swimming ciliated

embryo is known as a pluteus, in some cases as an echi-

noptedium (see cut under echinupcedium) ; the adult form

is usually assumed by a complicated kind of secondary

development from the larval form, which is mostly bilat-

eral. The Echinodermata were so named by Klein in 1734,

and in Cuvier's system were the first class of his Radiata ;

they are still sometimes reduced to a class with the Ccelen-

terata. As a subkingdom they are divisible into foul-

classes : Crinoidea, Echinoidea, Asteroidea, and Holothu-

rioidea, or the crinoids, sea-urchins, starfishes, and sea-

cucumbers. As a class they are sometimes divided direct-

sea-urchins, chiefly of the Cretaceous formation. ]y into seven orders: Echinoidea (sea-urchins), Asteroidea

EchinOCOrus (ek-i-nok'o-rus), re. [NL., < Gr. (starfishes), Ophimoidea (sand-stars and brittle-stars).
,

Crinoidea (feather-stars), Cystoidea (extinct), Blastoidea
All are%rfvSTenu

r

s of Eel%LZia<? ^^iST^^S^^SSSSS^bug.J Ihe typical genus ot jiciimoconaa:. marine Al30 Echinoderma.
Schroter.

Echinocrepis (e-kl-no-kre'pis), n. [NL., < Gr.

ixivof ,
a hedgehog, sea-urchin,+ KpTfx'u;, a boot.]

A genus of spatangoid sea-urchins, or heart-

urchins, of the family Spatangidw, of a trian-

gular form, with the anal system on the lower
or actinal surface. E. cuneata is a deep-sea
form of southern seas. Agassis, 1879.

Echinocystis (e-kl-no-sis'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

exivof, a hedgehog, + itvarif, a bladder : see cyst.]

Acueurbitaceousgenusof plants of the eastern echinodermatOUS (e-kl-no-der'ma-tus), a.

The organization of the Echinodermata does in fact ap-

pear so different from that of the ccelenterates, and seems
to belong to a so much higher grade of development, that

the combination of the two groups as Radiata is inadmis-

sible, and so much the more so since the radial arrange-
ment of the structure exhibits some transitions towards a

bilateral symmetry. The Echinodennata are separated
from the Co3lenterata by the possession of a separate ali-

mentary canal and vascular system, and also by a number
of peculiar features both of organization and of develop-
ment. Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 267.

[<

Diagram of an Echinus (stripped of its spines),

a. mouth; a', gullet; b, teeth; r.lips; d, alveoli; e, falces: f.f.
auricularise ; ?. retractor, and ft, protractor, muscles of Aristotle's lan-

tern ; i, madreporic canal ; *, circular ambulacra! vessel ; /, Polian
vesicle ; rri, , e, o, ambulacra! vessels ; /, A pedal vesicles ; q, q,

pedicels; r, r, spines; j, tubercle; s' t tubercle to which a spinels
articulated ; /, /, pedicellariae ; it, anus ; v, madreporic tubercle ; x.
ocular spot.

Echinolampadidse (e-ki"no-lam-pad'i-de), .

pi. [NL., < Ecliinolampas (-fad-)
+ -idee.] A

family of irregular sea-urchins. See Cassidu-

lidce^. Also EcUinolampidte.

Echinolampas (e-ki-no-lam'pas), n. [NL.,also
Echinolamjiiis ; < Gr.

'cfivof,
a hedgehog, sea-

urchin, + Ad/iTn?, Xa^ffdf (-Trao-), a torch : see

lamp.] A genus of irregular sea-urchins, of the

family Cassidulidat, or giving name to a family
Echinolampadida.
Echinometra (e-ki-no-met'ra), n. [NL., < Gr.

iy-pa, the largest kind of sea-urchin, <

,
a hedgehog, sea-urchin, + /iJ/rpa, womb.]

NL. echinodermattis, < Gr. xiv
i
a hedgehog,

sea-urchin,+ &/>,<z(r-), skin.] Having a spicu-
late or indurated skin ; specifically, of or per-

taining to the echinoderms or Echinodermata.

United States, of a single annual species, E.
lobata. It has numerous white flowers, and an oval,

prickly fruit, which becomes dry and bladdery, and opens
at the top for the discharge of the seeds. It is frequently
cultivated for ornament, and is known as the wild balsam,

apple. By some authorities the genus is extended to in-

c^i^v^, il u,;iim in';^, I VC
1
J
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lar genus of minute worm-like animals of un- 1. In entom., a genus of beetles, of the family
certain position, supposed to be intermediate Histerida, with two North American species, E.

in some respects between the wheel-animal- setiger and E. decipiens. 2. A genus of insec-

cules and the crustaceans. The rounded head is tivorous mammals : same as Hemicentetes.

furnished with recurved hooks, and is succeeded by 10 EcMnOglOSSa (e-ki-no-glos'a), n. pi. [NL., <
or 11 distinct segments, the last of which is bifurcated; gr_ ixivofj a hedgehog, + yKuaaa, the tongue.]

A grade or series of Mollusca, represented by the

gastropods, cephalopods, pteropods, and scaph-

opods, as collectively distinguished from the

Lipoglossa (which see) alone, in E. R. Lankester's

arrangement of Molltisca, the Echinogloxsa are divided into

three classes : Gastropoda, Cephalopoda (including Piero-

poda), and Scaphopoda. Odontophora is a synonym.

echinoglossal (e-ki-no-glos'al), o. and n. [<

Echinoglossa + -al.] I. a. Pertaining to or hav-

ing the characters of the Echinoglossa.
-

,
- -

, , -,, . II. re. A member of the Echinoqlossa.
gle cephahcganglion; and eye-spots are present. Itisthe -L. .j / , -/ ..-. * rs n ' -

typical genus of the family Echinoderidce. E. dujardini OChmOld (e-kl'noid), a. and n. [< Gr. ex'VO(, a
is an example. It is a small marine worm, scarcely half hedgehog, sea-urchin, + tfrtof, form. Cf. Echt-
a millimeter long, with a distinct retractile head, caudal nodes.] I a. 1 . Having the form or appearance
8

e'ar'anc'e of se^nfentetio^
a}OnS the b dy> 8'Ving *" "P "

of a sea-urcnin : ir
? entomology, applied to cer-

EchinocUres ditjardini, greatly enlarged.

the segments bear paired sette ; there are no limbs, and
the nervous system appears to be represented by a sin-

tain insect-eggs which are shaped like an echi-

nus, and covered with crowded deep pits. 2.

Pertaining to the Echinoidea.

II. n. In sool., one of the Echinoidea.

The spheroidal echinoids, in reality, depart further from
the general plan and from the embryonic form than the

elongated spatangoids do. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 223.

Claui, ZoSlogy (trans!J, I. 404. Echinoidea (ek-i-noi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., < Echi-

echinoderm (e-kl'no-derm), . and n. [< Eclii- nus + -oidea.] A class of the phylum or sub-

noderma.] I. a. Having a prickly covering; kingdom Echinodermata; the sea-urchins or

sea-eggs. They have a rounded, depressed (not elongat*

Echinoderidae (e-kl-no-der'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Echinoderes + -idai.] A family of animal-

cules, by some considered related to the roti-

fers, based upon the genus Echinoderes. It is

often located with the gastrotrichous worms.

Echinoderidce, which Dnjardin and Greet regarded as

;onnecting links between Venues and Arthropoda.

echinodermatous.
II. re. Any one of the Echinodermata.
All eckinvderms have a calcareous skeleton, and many

are provided with movable spines. A characteristic ap-
paratus of vessels, termed the ambulacra! or water-vascu-
lar system, is present. It is composed of a ring round the
pharnyx, from which proceed a number of radiating ca-

nals, commonly giving off cffical appendages (Polian vesi-

cles), as well as branches which enter the retractile tube-
feet, often furnished with a terminal disk or sucker, which
with the spines are the organs of locomotion. The madre-
poric canal connects the pharyngeal ring with the exte-
rior. Pascoe, Zool. Class., p. 40.

Echinoderma (e-ki-no-der'ma), n. pi. [NL. :

see Echinodermata.] 'Same as Echinodermata.
Owen.
echinodermal (e-ki-no-der'mal), a. [< echino-
derm + -al.] Same as eehinodermatoits.

The harder, spine-clad or echinodermal species perplex
the most patient and persevering dissector by the extreme
complexity and diversity of their constituent parts.

Owen, Anat., x.

ed) form, subspherical, cordiform, or discoid, inclosed in

a test or shell composed of many calcareous plates closely
and usually immovably connected, studded with tubercles
and bearing movable spines, and perforated in some places
for the emission of tube-feet; an oral and anal orifice

always present, a convoluted intestine, a water-vascular

system, a blood-vascular system, and sometimes respira-

tory as well as ambulatory appendages. The perforated
plates are the ambulacra, alternating with imperforate in-

terambulacral plates ; there are usually five pairs of each.
The anus is dorsal or superior, the mouth ventral or infe-

rior ; the latter in many forms has a complicated internal
skeleton. The general arrangement of parts is radiate or

actinpmeric, with meridional divisionsof parts ; but bilater-

ality is recognizable in many adults, and perfectly expressed
in the larval forms. The Echinoidea are divisible into Jte-

yularia, Desmosticha, or Endocyclica, containing the ordi-

nary symmetrically globose forms, as Cidaris, Echinus, and
Echinometra and the Irregularia, Petalosticha, or Exocy-
clica, containing the cake-urchins and heart-urchins, or
the clypeastroids and spatangoids (respectively sometimes
erected into the orders Clypeastrtda and Spatangida) ; to-

gether with the Paleozoic echinoids, which in some systems
constitute a third order, Paliechinoidea. Also Echinoida.

Echitiomttra cilonffata, with spines in part removed to show the

plates of the test.

The typical genus of regular sea-urchins of

the family Echinometrid(e. E. oblongata is an

example.
Echlnometridse (e-ki-no-met'ri-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Echinometra + -idee.] A family of reg-
ular desmostichous or endoeyclical sea-urchins,
of the order Endocyclica or Cidaridea, having
a long oval shell, imperforate tubercles, oral

branchiae, and ambulacral areas in arcs of more
than three pairs of pores. Echinometra and

Podophora are the leading genera.

Echinomyia (e-kl-no-mi'i-a), n. [NL. (Dume'ril,

1806), < Gr. ex''v f, a hedgehog, + puia, a fly.]

A genus of flies, of the family Tachinidte, com-

prising large bristly species of a black or black-

ish-gray color, usually with reddish-yellow
sides of the abdomen or with glistening white
bands. Among them are the largest European flies of

the family Muscidce in a broad sense, but none have yet
been found in America. They are parasitic upon cater-

pillars. Also Echinojnya.

Echinomyidae (e-ki-no-mi'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Echinomys + -Ida:.] Same as Echimyidai.

Echinomyinee (e-kl"no-mi-i'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Echinmnys + -ina;.]

'

Same as Echimyince.

Echinomys (e-ki'no-mis), n. [NL., < Gr. ex'vof,

a hedgehog, + /jvf '= E. mouse.] Same as JSchi-

mys. Wagner, 1840.

Echinoneidse (e-kl-no-ne'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Echinoneus + -idte.]

'

A family of irregular sea-

urchins, typified by the genus Ecliinoneus. Also
written Echinonidic and Echinoncides.

Echinonemata (e-ki-no-ne'ma-ta), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. X'V (, a hedgehog. + "vtyia, pi. i%ara, a

thread, < VFIV, spin.] A subordinal or other

group of ceratosilicious sponges, having spic-
ules of two or more kinds, there being smooth,

double-pointed ones in the ceratode, and rough,

single-pointed ones standing partly exposed.
Echinoneus (ek-i-nd'ne-us), n. [NL., < Gr. exi-

vof, a hedgehog, sea-urchin, + veof = E. neic.]

A genus of irregular sea-urchins, of the family
( 'uxxidulidte, or giving name to a family Echino-

neida:



echinopaedia

echinopsedia, w. Plural of eehinopaedium.

echinopaedic (e-ki-no-pe'dik), a. [< -h'uini><r-

(liiini + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the eobmo-

pajdium of an echinodenn ;
auriciilarian. See

Holothiiriniili-it.

echinopaedium (o-ki-no-pe'di-um), n.
; pi. n-lii-

wpirdia (-&). [NL., <' (.ir. ex'vof, a hedgehog,
4- naiiiov, dim. of jrnif (irw*-), a child.] Tho

early larval stage of an echinodenn : a name

Diagram of Cchlnopjedia, much enlarged.

A, common primitive form of R<hin9tUrmata, whence ff,fi',tL vermi-
form holothurid, and C, C , a pluteiform ophiurid or echinid (pluteusj
larva are derived: a, mouth; b, stomach; f, intestine* rf, anus; r,

ciliated band.

given by Huxley to the primitive generalized

type-form of the Echinodermata, illustrated by
the bilaterally symmetrical embryonic stage of

nearly all members of that class. See the ex-
tract.

In many Echinoderms, the radial symmetry, even In

the adult, la more apparent than real, Inasmuch as a me-
dian plane can be found, the parts on each side of which
are disposed symmetrically in relation to that plane.
With a few exceptions, the embryo leaves the egg as
a bilaterally symmetrical larva, provided with ciliated

bands, and otherwise similar to a worm-larva, which may
be termed an Echinopcediuni. The conversion of the

Echinopcedium into an Echinoderm is effected by the de-

velopment of an enterocoele, and Its conversion Into the

peritoneal cavity and the ambulacra! system of veins and
nerves, and by the metamorphosis of the mesoderm into

radially-disposed antimeres, the result of which is the

more or less complete obliteration of the primitive bilat-

eral symmetry of the animal.
Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 466.

=8yn. Echinopcedium, Pluteug. Echinopeedium is the
more general term, used by Its proposer to cover any em-

bryonic or larval stage of any echinoderm from the gas-
trula stage to the assumption of its specific characters. A
pluteus is a special pluteiform larva of some echinodenus,
as the holothurians, ophiuriaus, and echinids proper.

echinoplacid (e-ki-no-plas'id), a. [< Gr. ex'vof,

a hedgehog, + r^<ij Tnfla/c-), anything flat, a

plate, etc., 4- -id2.] Having a circlet of spines
on the madreporic plate,
as a starfish: opposed
to anccninoplacia.

I Echinopora(ek-i-nop'o-
rii), . [NL., < Gr.

'

vof, ahedgehog,+
a passage: see pore.~\
The typical genus of

stone-corals of the fam-

ily Echinoporidoe. La-
marck.

Echinoporidae (e-ki-no-por'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Echinopora + -idee.} A family of stone-

corals, of the order Sclerodermata, typified by
the genus Echinopora.
Echinoprocta (e-ki-no-prok'tft), n. [NL., fern.

of echiiioproctus : see echinoproctous.] A genus
of porcupines :

same as Erethi-
zon. J.E.Gray,
1865.

echinoproctous
(o-ki-no-prok'-
tus), a.' [<NL.
ecliinoproctus, <

Gr. ex'ivos, a

hedgehog, +
irpuicrof, the

rump.] Having
a spiny or prick-
ly rump: spe-
cifically applied
to porcupines
of the genus
EcliitHipracta or
l-'ri'tli i_~.

Echinops (e-W-
nops), ii. [NL.,
< Gr. ixlvos, a

hedgehog, +

schi*cfs Kut/unffia.

1833

like habit, remarkable for having its one-flow-
ered heads crowded in dense terminal clusters

resembling the ordinary flower-head of the or-

der. There are about 75 species, natives of the Mediter-
ranean region and eastward, mostly perennials. A few

species are occasionally cultivated for ornament, and are
known as globe-thistles.

2. A genus of Madagascan insectivorous mam-
mals, of the family Ccntetida1

, containing the

sokinah, E. tclfairi. Martin, 1838.

Echinoptilidae (e-ki-nop-til'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Echinoptilum + -idle.] A family of pennatu-
lid polyps, of the section Juncijormes, typified
by the genus Echinoptilum, having no axis.

Echinoptilum (ek-i-nop'ti-lum), n. [NL., < Gr.

ex'WK, a hedgehog, + irriMv, a feather, wing.]
The typical genus of Echinoptilidte. The type
is /-'. macintoshii of Japan.
echinorhinid (e-ki-no-rin'id), . A shark of

the family Echinorhinidte.

Echinqrhinidae (e-ki-no-rin'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Echinorhinus + -idoi.] A family of sharks,
represented by the genus Echinorhinus. The
body is very stout and surmounted by scattered thorn-like

tubercles, the anal An wanting, and the first dorsal rather
nearer the pectoral than the ventral fins. Also called

Echinorhinttidcc.

echinorhinoid (e-ki-no-ri'noid), a. and n. [<
Echinorhinus + -aid.] I. a. Of or relating to

the Echinorhinidte.

II. n. An echinorhinid.

Echinorhinus (e-ki-no-ri'nus), . [NL., < Gr.

ix~">s, a hedgehog, -f- ptv6f, skin, hide.] A
genus of selachians, or sharks, typical of the

6chiquete.

resemblance to the Anli-ri'ln. The genera Echi-

Hotliiirin. I'uli;
ria, and Phormottoma are exam-

ples.
Echinothuriidae (e-ki'no-thu-ri'i-de), . /./.

[NL., < l-'.rliiiio-

II, n i HI + -iila:
]

A family of
reg-

ular endooy<'li-
cal or desmos-
tichous sea-ur-

chins, having
the plates of

the shell over-

lapping or mov-
ably connected

by soft parts,
as in the gen-
eraAsthenosoma

and Phormosoma. Also written Echinothuridoe.

Echinozoa (e-ki-no-zo'ft), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

ixivof, a hedgehog, + fvov, pi. Cv, an animal.]
Allman's name of the series of animals which

Huxley called Annnloida.

echinulate (e-kin'u-lat). a. [< NL. *echinulu#,
dim. of L. echinus,'* hedgehog, + -ate1 .] Hav-

ing small prickles ; minutely prickly or spiny.

s), .; pi. echini (-ni). [L., <Gr.

Fragment of a Fossil Echinus
{EckinothMria Jtoris).

Sptnous Shark (Echinorhinus

EcHinepora rotelta.

genus of cyna-
roid Composita
with a thistle-

XeP~

family Ecliinorhinida;: so called because the tu-

bercles which stud the skin bear spines ; these,
when detached, leave a scar. E. spinosus is the

spinous shark of European, African, andAmeri-
can waters.

Echinorhynchidae (e-ki-no-ring'ki-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Echinorhynchus +' -idee.'] The typical
and only family of nematelminth parasitic
worms of the order Acanthocephala (which see),

having the sexes distinct, no oral orifice or ali-

mentary canal, and the head consisting of a

protrnsile proboscis armed with hooks, whence
the name. They are formidable, worm-like internal

parasites, with gregarina-like embryos, becoming encyst-
ed like cestoid worms. Besides Echinorhynchus, the

family contains the genus Coleops. The species are nu-
merous.

Echinorhynchus (e-ki-no-ring'kus), . [NL.,
< Gr. fx'vos, a hedgehog, -t- frvyxf, snout.] The
typical genus of the family Echinorhynchidce.
See cut under Acanthocephala.
The numerous species of the genus Echinorhynchus live

principally in the alimentary canal of different vertebrata ;

the gut-wall may be as it were sown with these animals.

Claui, Zoology (trans.), I. 32.
In their sexual state, the parasites which constitute the

genus Echinorhynchus inhabit the various classes of the

Vertebrata, while they are found In the Invertebrataonly
In a sexless condition. HuxUy, Anat. Invert., p. 553.

Echinosoma (e-ki-no-so'ma), n. [NL.,< Gr.

cX'vof, a hedgehog, sea-urchin, + ou/m, body.]
1 . A genus of apneunionous holothurians, of the

family Oncinolabidce, having filiform tentacles
and five rows of tube-feet. 2. In entom.: (a)
A genus of earwigs, of the family Forficulida.
Serville, 1838. (6) A genus of weevils, of the

family Curculionidce, containing one Madeiran
species, E. porcellus. Wollaston, 1854.

Echinqstomata (e-ki-no-sto'ma-ta), n.pl. [NL..
< Gr. ex'vof, a hedgehog, + oTo/ttj(r-), mouth.]
A group of Vermes. RudolpM.
Echinostrobus (ek-i-nos'tro-bus), n. [NL., <

Gr. e^ivoc, a hedgehog, + o-fpd/3oc, a twisting, <

arptyeiv, turn.] A fossil genus of conifers, insti-

tuted by Schimper, and closely allied to
Tltuijti

(which see), and also resembling Arthrotaxis in

its foliation. They occur in the lithographic stones (Ju-
rassic) of Solenhofen in Bavaria, and in other localities of
Jurassic rocks in Europe.
Echinothuria (e-ki-no-thu'ri-a), . [NL., <

Gr. cxlvos, a hedgehog, + Oipiov, dim. of Otpa
= E. door.'] A fossil genus of regular sea-

urchins, giving name to a family ScUnotimrUda.
Echinothurida (e-ki-no-thu'ri-da), .;j/. [NL.,
< Ecliiiiot/i uriii + -ida.~\ In Gegenbaur's system
of classification, a subordiual group of desmos-
tichous Echinoidea, having a movable dermal
skeleton and presenting some other points of

echinus (e-ki'nus

e'***, the hedgehog, urchin, prop,
, land-urchin, as distinguished from

yioc,, the sea-urchin ;
= Lith. ezya = OBulg.

jezi= AS. tail, and contr. it= D. egel=OHG. igil,

MHG. G. igel = MLG. LG. egel = Icel. igull, a

hedgehog.] 1. A hedgehog. 2. A sea-urchin.

3. [cap."] [NL.] A Linnean genus (1735),

formerly used with great latitude, now the typi-
cal genus of the family Echinidee, containing
such sea-urchins or sea-eggs as E. spliocra, the
common British species, or the Mediterranean
E. esculentus, which is extensivelyused for food,
the ovaries being
eaten. The genus may
be taken to exemplify
not only the family to

which It pertains, but
the whole order of reg-
ular sea-eggs, and the
class of sea-urchins it-

self. The shape is de-

pressed-globose, with
centric mouth and
anus ; the shell or test
is hard, immovable, mc-
ridlonally divided into
five pairs of imperforate
alternating with flvu

pai rs of perforate plates,
the plates studded with

tubercles, and in life bearing movable spines.
forate plates are the ambulacra, emitting the tub
The mouth has a complicated systm of plates, constituting
the object known, when detached, as Aristotle's lantern

(which see, under lantern). A sea-urchin is comparable
to a starfish with the five arms bent upward and their

ends brought together in the center over the back of the

animal, and then soldered together throughout, with the
modification of internal structure which such an arrange-
ment of the parts would necessarily entail.

4. In arch., the convex projecting molding
of eccentric curve in Greek examples, support-
ing the abacus of the Doric capital ; hence, the

Sea-urchin (J-.tftiHus esculmtus).
Left side in natural state ; right side

with the spines removed, showing the
bare plates.

The per-
>e-feet.

A Capital of the Parthenon. f. Echinus.

corresponding feature in capitals of other or-

ders, or any molding of similar profile to the
Doric echinus. Such moldings are often sculp-
tured or painted with the egg-and-dart orna-
ment.

In this instance the abacus is separated from the shaft ;

there is a bold echinus and a beaded necking ; in fact, all

the members of the Grecian order, only wanting the ele-

gance which the Greeks added to it.

J. Fergvssm, Hist. Arch., I. 342, note.

6chiquet6 (a-she-ke-ta'), a. [F., formerly eschi-

guete, formed (with prefix es-, e- (< L. ex-), out,

off, instead of des-, de-, d&- (< L.
dc-), of, off)

from dichiqucte. pp. of dechtquettr, divide into

checks, under influence of rchiguier,
a checker-

board: see cheek1
. The regular OF. form is



gchiquete

csclieque : see cheeky.'] In her., same as cheeky.
Also written echiquette.

Echis (ek'is), n. [NL., < Gr. ex's, an adder, vi-

per, akin to L. anguis, a snake : see Aiiguis and

anger
1

.']
A genus of Indian vipers, of the fam-

ily Viperidce, including venomous solenoglypk
forms of small size, having fewer ventral scutes

than the African vipers, simple subcaudal

scutes, imbricated carinate scales on the head,
in two rows between the eyes and the labial

plates, and small nostrils in a large divided

nasal plate. E. carinata is a common species,
20 inches or less in length. Merrem, 1820.

Called Toxicoa by Gray.
Echitonium (ek-i-to'ni-um), . [NL., < L.

echite, a kind of clematis; or < L. cchitis, Gr.

cxiTK, a kind of stone
;
< Gr. ex'C ,

an adder, vi-

per : see Echis.] A genus of fossil plants, in-

stituted by Unger. The genus is phanerogamous, ami
is said by Schimper to be analogous to Echites of Linneeus,
an intertropical boraginaceous genusof plants occurring in

Asia and America. They are found in various localities in

central Europe in the Tertiary.

Echium (ek'i-um), w. [NL., < Gr. cxiov, a plant
(Echium rubrum), < ex's, a viper: see Echis.']
A genus of boraginaceous plants, tall hairy
herbs or somewhat shrubby, natives of the old

world. There are about 60 species, chiefly of the Medi-
terranean region and South Africa, of which the common
viper's-bugloss, or blueweed, E. vulgare, with showy blue

flowers, has become naturalized in some parts of the
United States.

Echiuridae (ek-i-u'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Eehiu-
rus + -idw.] The leading family of Eclmtroi-

dea or chsetiferous gephyreans, having the oral

end of the body produced into a grooved pro-
boscis, containing the long esophageal com-
missures which meet in front without gangli-
onic enlargement, and having on the ventral

side two hooked sets anteriorly, with some-
times circles of setse posteriorly, the mouth be-

low the proboscis at its base, and the anus ter-

minal. The leading genera are Echiurus, Bonellia, and
Thalassema. The Echiuridae are made by Lankester a
class of the animal kingdom under the phylum Gephyrca.

echiuroid (ek-i-u'roid), a. and n. [< Echiurus
+ -aid.'] I. a. Cheetiferous, as a gephyrean;
of or pertaining to the Echiuroidea.

II. n. A member of the Echiuroidea.

Echiuroidea (ek'i-u-roi'de-S), u. pi. [NL., <

Echiurus + -oidea.] An order of Gephyrea,
the chsetiferous gephyreans. They have a terminal

anus, and a mouth at the base of a preoral proboscis. The
group contains the families Echiuridae and Sternaspidae,
and is equivalent to a gephyreau order Chcetifera.

The Echiuroidea or chsetiferous gephyrea present no
external segmentation of their elongated and contractile

body ; they have, however, in the young state, the rudi-
ments of 15 metameres. Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 389.

Echiurus (ek-i-u'rus), n. [NL. (for "Echidurus),
< Gr, l%if (X'$-)t an adder, viper, + oiipa, a tail.]

A genus of chsetopho-
roug gephyreans (one
of the group Chcetiferi
of Gegenbaur), armed
with two strong setffl

on the ventral side

(whence the name).
The cuticle develops chiti-

uous processes, and there
is a communication be-
tween the rectum and
the perivisceral cavity by
means of a pair of tubu-
lar organs which are cili-

ated internally and at
their apertures. It is the

typical genus of the family
Echiuridce. E. vallasi of the North Sea is an example.
Also written Ecniuris.

echlorophyllose (e-klo-ro-fir 6s), a. [< NL.
"echlorophyllosus, < L. e- priv. + chlorophyllum.
chlorophyl: see clilorophyl, chlorophyllous.j
Without chlorophyl. Braithwaite.

echo (ek'6), n. ; pi. echoes (-6z). [Altered (after
L.) from earlier spelling; early mod. E. also

echoe, eccho; < ME. ecco, ekko = D. G. echo
= Dan. echo, ekko = Sw. eko = OF. eqo, P.
Geho = Sp. eco = Pg. ecco, echo = It. eco, < L.
echo (ML. also ecco), < Gr. j/x&, a sound, an
echo; cf. nxf, TO7, a sound, noise, fac-iv, sound,
ring, etc.] 1. A sound repeated by reflection
or reverberation from some obstructing sur-

face; sound heard again at its source; reper-
cussion of sound: as, an echo from a distant
hill. Sound being produced by waves or pulses of the
air, when such waves meet an opposing surface, as a wall,
they are reflected like light-waves (see reflection); the
sound so heard, as if originating behind the reflecting sur-

face, is an echo. The echo of a sound returns to the point
whence the sound originated if the reflecting surface is

at right angles to a line drawn to it from that point. An
oblique surface reflects the sound in another direction, so
that it may be heard elsewhere, though not at the point

1834 Eciton

where the sound originated. If the direct and reflected

sounds succeed one another with great rapidity, which

happens when the reflecting surface is near, the echo only
clouds the original sound, but is not heard distinctly; and
it is such indistinct echoes that interfere with the hearing
in churches and other large buildings. An interval of

about one ninth of asecond is necessary to discriminate two
successive sounds; and as sound passes through the at-

mosphere at the rate of about 1,125 feet in a second, V of

The whole nation was echoing his verse, and crowded
theatres were applauding his wit and humour.

/. D'Israeli, Calam. of Authors, I. 159.

They would have echoed the praises of the men whom
they envied, and then have sent to the newspapers libels

upon them. Macaulay.

3. To imitate as an echo; repeat or reproduce
inospneruuL me rate ui ttuuum,*^ IGCU in ock..iu, IB wi the sounds, utterances, or sentiments of: as,

1,125, or about 62 feet, will be the least distance at which
tjje mockinc-bird echoes nearly all other crea-

an echo can be heard ; and this will be distinct only in T>nilr nurlinr
the case of a sharp, sudden sound. The walls of a house tures; to echo a popular autl

And the true art for. . . popular display is to contrive

the best forms for appearing to say something new, when
in reality you are but echoing yourself.

De Quiiicey, Style, i.

echoer (ek'o-er), n. One who echoes.

Followers and echoers of other men.
IT. Howitt, Visits to Remarkable Places (Amer. ed., 1842),

(p. 131.

. the ramparts of a city, the surface of a cloud, a wood,

rocks, mountains, and valleys produce echoes. Some
echoes are remarkable for their frequency of repetition,
and are called multiple or tautological echoes.

Folweth Ekko, that holdeth no silence,
But ever answereth at the countretaille.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 1132.

The babbling echo mocks the hounds,

Replying shrilly to the well-tuu'd horns,
As if a double hunt were heard at once.

The Scriptures are God's voice ; the church is his echo,

a redoubling, a repeating of some particular syllables

and accents of the same voice. Donne, Sermons, xiv.

Blow, bugle, blow, set the wild -echoes flying,
And answer, echoes, answer, dying, dying, dying.

Tennyson, Princess, iii. (song).

v ik), a. [= Sp. ecoico = Pg. echoico,
Shak., Tit. And., it 3. < LL_ echotcus, echoing, riming (of verses), < L.

2. [cap.] In classical myth., an oread or moun-
tain nymph, who, according to a usual form of

the myth, pined away for love of the beautiful

youth Narcissus till nothing remained of her echoism (ek o-izm), n

echoic (ek'o-il
< LL. echoicius, eciiomg,
echo, echo : see echo.'} Pertaining to or formed

by echoism ; onomatopoetic. See extract un-

der echoism.

echoicalt (e-ko'i-kal), a. [< echoic + -al.~\ Hav-

ing the nature of an echo. Nares. [Rare.]

An echoicall verse, wherein the sound of the last sylla-

ble doth agree with the last save one, as in an echo.
Nomenclator.

-ism.~\ In[< echo

but her voice.

Sweet Echo, sweetest nymph, that liv'st unseen
Within thy aery shell. Milton, Comus, 1. 230.

3. Figuratively, a repetition of the sentiments
of others

; reproduction of the ideas or opinions
of others, either in speech or in writing.

It is the folly of too many to mistake the echo of a Lon-
don coffeehouse for the voice of the kingdom.

Swift, Conduct of the Allies.

4. In music, the very soft repetition of a short

phrase, particularly in orchestral or organ mu-
sic. In large organs an echo-organ is sometimes pro-
vided for echo-like effects; it consists of pipes shut up
in a tight box, or removed to a distance from the organ
proper, and controlled by a separate keyboard or by sep-

A single stop so used or placed is called an

philol., the fo'rmation of words by the echoing
or imitation of natural sounds, as those caused

by the motion of objects, as buzz, whizz, or the

characteristic cries of animals, as cuckoo, chick-

adee, whip-poor-will, etc.
; onomatoposia. [Re-

cent.]

Onomatopoiia, in addition to its awkwardness, has
neither associative nor etymological application to words

imitating sounds. It means word-making or word-coining,
and is as strictly applicable to Comte's altruisme as to

cuclcoo. Echoism suggests the echoing of a sound heard,
and has the useful derivatives echoist, echoize, and echoic,

instead of onomatopoetic, which is not only unmanageable,
but, when applied to words like cuckoo, crack, erroneous ;

it is the voice of the cuckoo, the sharp sound of breaking,
which is onomatopoetic or word-creating, not the echoic

words which they create.

J. A. H. Murray, 9th Ann. Address to Philol. Soc.arate stops.

5. In
P
arch., a wall or vault, etc., having the echoist (ek'o-ist), n. [< echo + -ist.~\ One who

property of reflecting sounds or of producing forms words by the imitation or echoing of

an echo. 6. [con.] [NL.] In zo67., a genusof sounds. See echoism. [Recent.]

neuropterous insects. Selys, 1853 To the echo, echoize (ek'o-iz), v. .; pret. and pp. echoized,
tion of sound ; hence, loudly ; ppi.echoizing. [< eclio + -ize.\ To form words

by echoing or imitating sounds. See echoism.

[Recent.]
echolalia (ek-o-la'li-a), . [NL., < Gr. fou, an

echo, + Aa/Ud,' babbling, < ?.a/UZv, babble.] In

pathol., the repetition by the patient in a mean-

ingless way of words and phrases addressed to

him. It occurs in certain nervous disorders.

echojess (ek'o-les), a. [< echo + -less.] Giving
or yielding no echo

; calling forth no response.

so as to produce a reverberatk __ _. _ , ,

vehemently ; so as to excite attention and response : chiefly
used with applaud or similar words.

I would applaud thee to the very echo,
That would applaud again.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 3.

echo (ek'6), v. [< echo, .] I. intrans. 1. To
emit an echo; reflect or repeat sound; give
forth an answering sound by or as if by echo.

And kiss'd her lips with such a clamorous smack,
That, at the parting, all the church did echo.

Shale., T. of the S., iii. 2.

Lord, as I am, I have no pow'r at all,

To hear thy voice, or echo to thy call.

Quarles, Emblems, iv. 8.

How often from the steep
Of echoing hill or thicket have we heard
Celestial voices. Milton, P. L., iv. 681.

Its voice is echoless. Byron, Prometheus.

echometer (e-kom'e-ter), n. [= F. echometre=

EdiiurusGaertHfri,aL\xmt natu-
ral size.

Sp. ecdmetro= Pg. echometro= It. ecometro, < Gr.

r;X", echo, + iieTpav, a measure.] In physics, an
instrument for measuring the duration, the in-

tervals, and the mutual relation of sounds.

2. To be reflected or repeated by or as if by echometry (e-kom'e-tri), n. [= F. echometrie

echo; return or be conveyed to the ear in rep-
= SP- ecometria = Pg. echometna = It. ecome-

etition; pass along by reverberation. </ as echometer H- -/.] 1. The art or act

Her mitred princes hear the echoina noise, ?
f measuring the duration etc of sounds.- 2.

And, Albion, dread thy wrath and awful Voice. ^ arch., the art of constructing buildings in

Sir M. Blackmore. conformity with the principles of acoustics.

Sounds which echo further west CChOSCOpe (ek'o-skop), n. [< Gr. fix", sound,
Than your sires' "Islands of the Blest." echo, + moTrriv, view.] A stethoscope.

Byron, Don Juan, iii. 86. echo-stop (ek'o-stop), n. See echo, 4.

In the midst of echoing and re-echoing voices of thanks- EchymyS n. ATI erroneous form of Echimys.
giving. D. Webster, Adams and Jefferson.

Wiegmann, 1838.
3. To produce a reverberating sound; give out Eciton (es'i-ton), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1804);
a loud sound. formation not obvious.] A genus of ants called

Drums and trumpets echo loudly,
Wave the crimson banners proudly.

Longfellow, The Black Knight (trans.).

II. trans. 1. To emit an echo of; reflect the
sound of, either directly or obliquely ; cause to
be heard by reverberation : as, the whispering
gallery of St. Paul's in London echoes very faint
sounds.

Never [more shall] the black and dripping precipices
Echo her stormy scream as she sails by.

IK. Arnold, Sohrab and Eustum.

2. To repeat as if by way of echo ;
emit a re-

production of
,
as sounds, words, or sentiments;

imitate the sound or significance of.

Then gan triumphant Trompets sownd on hye,
That sent to heven the ecchoed report
Of their new joy, and happie victory.

Spenser, F. Q., I. xli. 4. Scilm drrfanophorum .

Those peals are echoed by the Trojan throng. Oi xidic, (
iinc shows natural size) ; 6, head of soldier, front

Dryden, .Eneiil. view ; c, head of male, front view.



Eciton

foraginij or uniiy miln, usually placed in tlio

family Mi/i-mii-idie, as the potiolo of the abdo-
men has two nodes. It is n<>w Mippo h i-d that the ge-
nus Labiilus, of the family Durii/iiin-. i- represented ex-

rlll-!\i l\ I'V 111'' U -II. alld tin- rhalaelrrs nf

both groups require revision. These ants are found in

South and Central America. and '! -peeies of Ki-ilnn and 6

of Labiiluit are known in I In- I nited Status, from I'tah,

New Mexico, California, and Texas. There are two kinds

of neuters or workers, large-headed and small-headed, the

former of which are called Kttldicrx. They are canmo
roils, m:tivh in vast niiniliri's. and are very destructive.

eckle 1
,
eccle (ek'l), . [E. dial., also eccle,,var.

of ickle, ult. < AH. t/icel, an icicle: see icklc,

idi-lr.] 1. Aii Motei 2. jil. The crest of a
cock. To build eccles In the air, to build castles in

the air. U'ri'iht. [1'rov. Kng. in all uses. |

eckle" (I'k'i), a. [E. dial. Cf.ccttel.] A wood-

pecker. [Prov. Eng.]
eckle3

,
r. i.

; pret. and pp. ecklvd, ppr. eckling.

[A dial. var. of ettle.] To aim ; intend
; design.

Halliiccll. [North. Eng.]
Eclair (a-klar'), . [F., lit. lightning, < felai-

rrr, lighten, illumine, < L. exclarare, light up,
< ex, out, + clarare, make bright or clear: see

clear, v.] A small oblong cake, filled with a
cream or custard, and glazed with chocolate or

sugar.

eclaircise, v. t. See cclaircize.

iclaircissement (a-klar-seVmon), n. [F. (= Pr.

esclarziment = Sp. esclarecimiento = Pg. esclare-

cimcnto), < eclaircir, clear up: see cclaircize.]

Explanation ;
the clearing up of something not

before understood.

Nay, madam, you shall stay . . . till he has made aa
eclaircinnement of his love to you.

Wycherley, Country Wife.

Next morning I breakfasted alone with Mr. W[alpole] :

when we had all the eclaircissement I ever expected, and I

left him far better satisfied than I had been hitherto.

dray. Letters, L 124.

eclaircize (e-klar'siz), v. t.\ pret. and pp. eclair-

cized, ppr. eclairci-ing . [< F. fclairciss-, stem
of certain parts of tclaircir (= Pr. esclarzir, es-

clarzezir = Sp. Pg. esclarecer), clear up; with

suffix, ult. < L. -escere (see -esce, -is/ 2
), < eclairer,

lighten, illumine: seee'ctoir.] To make clear;

explain; clear up, as something not under-
stood or misunderstood. Also spelled eclair-

cise. [Rare.]
eclampsia (ek-lamp'si-a), n. [= F. tclampsie
= It. eclamsia. < NL. eclampsia, < Gr. itAa^if,
a shining forth, exceeding brightness, < e/c/lii/x-

Ttetv, shine forth, < , forth, + /Afmeiv, shine:
see lamp.] In pathol., a flashing of light be-
fore the eyes ; also, rapid convulsive motions.
The name is applied to convulsions resembling those of

epilepsy, but not of true epilepsy : aa, the eclampsia of
childbirth. Also eclampsy.

eclampsic (ek-lamp'sik), a. A less correct
form of eelamptic.

eclampsy (ek-lamp'si), n. Same as eclampsia.

eelamptic (ek-lamp'tik), a. [= F. falamptique ;

as eclampsia (eclampt-) + -ic.] 1. Pertaining
to or of the nature of eclampsia: as, eelamptic

convulsions; eelamptic idiocy. 2. Suffering
from eclampsia : as, an eelamptic patient.
6clat (a-kla' ), n. [F. . < feteter, burst forth, < OF.
esclater, shine, s'esclater, burst, < OHG. slizan,
MHG. slizen, split, burst, G. schleissen = AS.
slitan, E. slit, q. v.] 1. A burst, as of applause ;

acclamation ; approbation : as, his speech was
received with great Mat. 2. Brilliant effect;

brilliancy of success ; splendor; magnificence:
as, the Mat of a great achievement.

Although we have taken formal possession of Burmah
with much eclat, the dangers and difficulties of the enter-

prise are by no means at an end.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 288.

3. Renown; glory.
Yet the eclat it gave was enough to turn the head of a

man less presumptuous than Egmont. Prescott.

eclectic (ek-lek'tik), a. and n. [== F. e"clectiquc
=

Sp.
ecUctico = Pg. eclectico = It. eclettico (cf.

G. elelektisch = Dan. cklektisk), < NL. eclecticus,

< Gr. ticXficTi/cof, picking out, selecting, < lidt-

m-(5c, picked out, (iiMyeiv, pick out (= L. eligere,, , ,
.

pp. electus, > E. elect, q. v.), < en, out, + My
pick, choose: see legend.] I. a. Selecting;
choosing; not confined to or following any one
model or system, but selecting and appropri-
ating whatever is considered best in all.

The American mind, in the largest sense eclectic, strug-

gled for universality, while it asserted freedom.

Bancroft, Hist. U. 8., II. 464.

When not creative, their genius has been eclectic and
refining. Xt,-tlmun, Viet. Poets, p. 23.

Eclectic medicine, a medical theory and practice based

upon selection of what is esteemed best in all systems ;

specifically, the medical system of a separately organized
school of physicians in the United States, who make much

1835

use of what they regard as specific remedies, largely or

chiefly Ixitnnical. Eclectic physician, (a) One of an
ancient order of ph> sirians, supposed to have been found-
id l>y Agathinus of Sparta. (l>) A practitioner of the
American school of eclectic meairinr.

II. w. One who, in whatever department of

knowledge, not being convinced of the fun-

damental principles of any existing system,
culls from the teachings of different schools

such doctrines as seem to him probably true,

conformable to good sense, wholesome in prac-
tice, or recommended by other secondary
considerations: one who holds that opposing
schools are right in their distinctive doctrines,

wrong only in their opposition to one another.
In philosophy the chief groups of eclectics have been (1)

those ancient writers, from the first century before Christ,

who, like Cicero, influenced by Platonic skepticism, held a

composite doctrine of ethics, logic, etc., aggregated of Pla-

touist, Peripatetic, Stoic, and even Epicurean elements ;

(2) writers in the seventeenth century who, like Leibnitz,
iniirJ. d Aristotelian and Cartesian principles; (3) writ>

ers in the eighteenth century who adopted in part the
views of Leibnitz, in part those of Locke ; (4) Schellinjj and

others, who held beliefs derived from various idealistic,

pantheistic, and mystical philosophers ; (5) the school of

Cousin, who took a mean position between a philosophy
of experience and one of absolute reason.

Even the eclectics, who arose about the age of Angus-
tus, . . . were ... as slavish and dependent as any of

their brethren, since they sought for truth not In nature,
but in the several schools.

Hume, Rise of Arts and Sciences.

My notion of an eclectic Is a man who, without foregone
conclusions of any sort, deliberately surreys all accessible

modes of thought, and chooses from each his own '' hortus
siccus" of definitive convictions.

./. Oicen, Evenings with Skeptics, IL 831.

Specifically (a) A follower of the ancient eclectic philos-

ophy. (6) In the early church, a Christian who believed
the doctrine of Plato to be conformable to the spirit of

the gospel, (c) In med., a practitioner of eclectic medi-

cine, either ancient or modern ; an eclectic physician.

eclectically (ek-lek'ti-kal-i). adv. By way of

choosing or selecting; in the manner of the
eclectic philosophers or physicians; as an ec-

lectic.

eclecticism (ek-lek'ti-sizm), n. [= F. falecti-

cixme; as eclectic + -ism.] The method of the

eclectics, or a system, as of philosophy, medi-

cine, etc., made up of selections from various

systems.
Sensualism, idealism, skepticism, mysticism, are all par-

tial and exclusive views of the elements of intelligence.
But each is false only as it is incomplete. They are all

true in what they affirm, all erroneous in what they deny.
Though hitherto opposed, they are, consequently, not in-

capable of coalition ; and, in fact, can only obtain their
consummation in a powerful eclecticism a system which
shall comprehend them all.

Sir W. Hamilton, Edinburgh Rev., L. 201.

eclectism (ok-lek'tizm), . [< F. eclectisme =
Pg. eclectismo, < Gr. fsAfitTof, picked out: see
eclectic and -ISIM.] Same as eclecticism. [Rare.]
The classicists, indeed, argue for that eclectism of taste

which finds suggestive material wherever there is force
and beauty. /). G. Mitchell, Bound Together, iv.

Eclectus (ek-lek'tus), n. [NL., < Gr. inteicrof,

picked out, select: see eclectic.] 1. A genus
of trichoglossine parrots related to the lories,

containing several species of the Philippine,
Malaccan, and Papuan islands, as /.'. linncei,

E. polychlorus, etc. 2. [/. c.] A parrot of the

genus Eclectus.

eclegmt (ek-lem'), n. [Prop. *ecligm; = F.

eclegme, 6cligme, (. L. ecKgma, < Gr. l^iyfta, an
electuary, ( CKAeixetv i

lick UP < &K
i out, + ?'-

Xtiv, lick. Cf. electuary, from the same ult.

source.] A medicine of syrupy consistency.
eclimeter (ek-lim'e-ter), n. An instrument to

be held in the hand for measuring the zenith
distances of objects near the horizon.

eclipse (e-klips'), n. [< ME. eelips (more fre-

quent in'the abbr. form clips, clyppes, clyppus,
etc. : see clips), < OF. eclipse-F. eclipse = Pr.

eclipsis, eclipses, elipse = Sp. Pg. eclipse = It.

eclisse, ecclisse, ecclissi, < L. eclipsis, < Gr. eitfei-

Vr, an eclipse, lit. a failing, forsaking, < ex)M-

vciv, leave out, pass over, forsake, fail, intr.

leave off, cease, suffer an eclipse, < in, out, +
fa'metv, leave.] 1. In astron., an interception
or obscuration of the light of the sun, moon, or
other heavenly body, by the intervention of an-
other heavenly body either between it and the

eye or between it and the source of its illumi-

nation. An eclipse of the sun is caused by the interven-
tion of the moon between it and the earth, the sun's disk

being thus partially or entirely hidden ; an eclipse of the
moon is occasioned by the earth passing between it and
the sun, the earth's shadow obscuring the whole or part of
its surface, but never entirely concealing it. The number
of eclipses of the sun and moon cannot be fewer than two
nor more than seven in one year, exclusive of penuuibral
eclipses of the moon. The most usual number is four,
seven being very rare. Jupiter's satellites are eclipsed by
passing through his shadow. See occufta&m.

ecliptic

For It shal chauugen wonder 100114
And take eclips right u the muone,
Wliaiiuc ho is from u i li-tt

Thurgh erthe, that hitwixe is sett

The sonne and Mr, as it may fullc,

Be It in partie ur in alle.

../ the Rote, 1. 5887.

But In y first watche of y night, the moone soared

r.-i;,,*. -I. llreiide, tr. of Quintal Curtiiu, foL 78.

The un . . . from liehlnd the moon,
In dim eclipse, disastrous twilight sheds
c In half the nations, or with (ear of change
Perplexes monarchs. MUtm, V. L., \. 697.

As when the sun, a crescent of eclipse,
Dreams over lake and lawn, and isles and capes.

Tennyson, Villon of Sin, L

2. Figuratively, any state of obscuration ;
an

overshadowing ;
a transition from brightness,

clearness, or animation to the opposite state :

as, his glory has suffered an eclipse.

All the posterity of our first parent* suffered a perpetual
eclipse ol spiritual life. Baleigh, Hist. World.

Oayety without eclipse
Wearieth me. Tennyson, Lilian.

How like the starless night of death
Our being's brief eclipse,

When faltering heart and falling breath
Have bleached the fading lips !

O. W. Holmet, Agnet.

He [Earl Hakonl was zealous, In season and out of sea-

son, to bring back those who in t\\t eclipse of the old faith

had either gone over to Christianity or preferred to "trust
in themselves," to what he considered the true fold.

Edinburgh Rev.

central, partial, penumbra!, total eclipse.
See the adjectives. Eclipse of a satellite, the obscu-

ration of it by the shadow of its primary
'

opposed to an
iirniliiitliiii. in which it is bidden by the body of the pri-

mary. Eclipse of Thales, a total eclipse of the sun
which took place 685 B. c., May 28th, during a battle be-

tween the Medes and the Lydians, and which is stated to

have been predicted by Thales of Miletus. Quantity of
an eclipse, the number of digits eclipsed. See digit, 3.

eclipse (e-klips'), r. ; pret. and pp. eclipsed, ppr.

eclipsing. [< ME. eclipsen, < OF. eclipser, F.

e'clipser = Pr. 8p. Pg. eclipsar = It. eclitsare,

ecctissarc; from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To
obscure by an eclipse; cause the obscuration

of; darken or hide, as a heavenly body: as, the

moon eclipses the sun.

Within these two hundred yeares found out it was . . .

that the moone sometime vnaeclipsed twice in five moueths
space, and the sunne likewise in seven.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, 11. I).

2. To overshadow; throw in the shade; ob-

scure
; hence, to surpass or excel.

Though you have all this worth, you hold some qualities
That do eclipse your virtues.

Hi-mi, and /-'/., King and No King, 1. 1.

Another now hath to himself engross'd
All power, and us eclipsed. Milton, P. L., v. 770.

When he [Christ] was lifted up [to his cross], he did
there crucify the world, and the things of it, eclipse the

lustre, and destroy the power, of all its empty vanities.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xviil.

I, therefore, for the moment, omit all inquiry how far the

Mariolatry of the early Church did indeed eclipse Christ.
Ruskin.

II. intrans. To suffer an eclipse. [Rare.]

The labouring moon
Eclipses at their charms. Milton, P. L, II. 666.

ecliptic (e-klip'tik), a. and n. [Formerly eclip-

ticlc; = F. icliptiqite = Pg. ecliptico = It. eclit-

tico, < LL. eclipticus, < LGr. enfat-Tikof, of or
caused by an eclipse (as a noun, = F. (cliptique
= Sp. ecliptica = Pg. ecliptiea = It. eclittica, <

LL. ecliptica (so. linea, line), < Gr. M.etTmnoc,

(so. ict At/of, circle), the line or circle in the plane
of which eclipses take place), < frAwynf, an

eclipse: see eclipse, n.] I. a. 1. Pertainingto
an eclipse. 2. Pertaining to the apparent path
of the sun in the heavens : as, ecliptic constel-

lations.

Thy full face in his oblique designe
Confronting Phoebus In th' Ecliptick line,
And th' Earth between.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, I. 4.

Ecliptic conjunction, a conjunction in longitude of the
moon with the sun, the former being within its ecliptic
limits. Ecliptic digit, one twelfth part of the sun's or
moon's diameter, used as a unit in expressing the quantity
of eclipses. Ecliptic limits, the greatest distances at

which the moon can be from her nodes (that is, from
the ecliptic), If an eclipse of the sun or moon is to hap-
pen.

II. n. 1. Inasfron., a great circle of the heav-
ens in the plane of the earth's orbit, or that of

the apparent annual motion of the sun among
the Stars. The fixed ecliptic is the position of the eclip-
tic at any given date. The mean ecliptic U the position
of the fixed ecliptic relative to the equinoctial, as modified

by precession. This is now approaching the equinoctial
at the rate of 47" per century. The true or apparent eclip-

tic Is the mean ecliptic aa modified by the effects of nuta-

tion. The obliquity of the ecliptic is the inclination of the



ecliptic

ecliptic to the equinoctial. Its mean value for A. r>. 1900

is 23' 27' 8".

Satan . . .

Took leave ;
and toward the coast of earth beneath,

Down from the ecliptic sped. Milton, P. L., iii. 740.

My lady's Indian kinsman, unannounced,
With half a score of swarthy faces came.
His own, tho' keen and bold and soldierly,
Sear'd by the close ecliptic, was not fair.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

2. A great circle drawn upon a terrestrial globe,

tangent to the tropics. It is sometimes said to
" mark

the sun's annual path across the surface of the earth" ;

but since its plane is represented as fixed upon the earth,
the rotation of the latter will give it a gyratory motion in-

compatible with its representing any celestial appearance.
It may, however, prove convenient when a terrestrial globe
is used instead of a celestial one.

eclog. n. An abbreviated spelling of eclogue.

ecloglte (ek'lo-jit), n. [< Gr.
ciAoypf, picked

out (< ;Ay(v,'pick out, choose), + -zfe2.] The
name given by Hatty to a rock consisting of

a crystalline-granular aggregate of omphacite
(a granular, grass-green variety of pyroxene)
with red garnet. With these essential constituents

cyanite (disthene) is often associated, and, less commonly,
silvery mica, quartz, and pyrites. This is one of the most
beautiful of rocks, and of rather rare occurrence. It is

found in the Alps, in the Fichtelgebirge in Bavaria, in the

Erzgebirge in Bohemia, and also in Norway. It occurs in

lenticular masses in the older gneisses and schists. To the

variety occurring at Syra in Greece, consisting largely of

cyanite or disthene, the name cyanite rock or diithene rock

has been given. Also spelled eklogite.

eclogue (ek'log), . [Early mod. E. also eclog,
and eglogue, (eglogue; = F. eglogue, eclogue, now
eglogue, Eclogue = Sp. ecloga = Pg. egloga = It.

egloga, ecloga = G. ekloge = Dan. Sw. eJclog, <

L. ecloga, < Gr. eiAoyr/, a selection, esp.
of poems,

"elegant extracts" (of. e/c/loyof, picked out),
< eate-yeiv, pick out, select, < CK, out, + Myetv,

pick, choose
;

cf. eclectic. The term came to be

applied esp. to a collection of pastoral poems
(with special ref. to Virgil's pastoral poems
(Bucolica), which were published under the
title of Eelogce,

' selections '), whence the false

spellings eglogue, ceglogue (P. eglogue, etc.), in

an endeavor to bring in the pastoral associa-

tions of Gr. aif (aiy-), a goat.] In poetry, a

pastoral composition, in which shepherds are

introduced conversing with one another; a
bucolic : as, the eclogues of Virgil.

Some be of opinion, and the chiefe of those who haue
written in this Art among the Latines, that the pastorall
Poesie which we commonly call by the name of Eglogue
and Bucolick, a tearme brought in by the Sicilian Poets,
should be the flrst of any other.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 30.

eclosion (e-klo'zhon), n. [< F. felosion, < Solos-,
stem of certain parts of eclore, emerge from the

egg, < L. excludere, shut out : see exclude, exclu-

sion, and cf . close1
,
cZose2.] The act of emerging

from a covering or concealment; specifically,
in entom., the escape of an insect from the pupa-
or chrysalis-case.

eclysis (ek'li-sis), n. [< Gr. titivatf, a lowering
of the voice through three quarter-tones, a re-

lease or deliverance, < eKhiictv, release, < ex., out,
+ 'Mietv, loose.] In Gr. music, the lowering or

flatting of a tone : opposed to ecbole.

ecod (e-kod'), interj. [One of the numerous
variations, as egad, begad, bedad, etc., of the
oath by God.] By God; egad: a minced oath.

[Now rare.]

Ecod, you're in the right of it.

Sheridan (?), The Camp, i. 1.

Ecod ! how the wind blows ! what a grand time we shall
have ! S. ,/mlii. Margaret, i. 14.

econome (ek'o-nom), n. [= F. eeonome = Sp.
ecdnomo = Pg. It. economo, steward, financial

manager, = D. econoom = G. okonom, husband-
man, steward, = Dan. okonom = Sw. elconom (D.
and Sw. afterF.),<LL. ceconomus,<. Gr. o'uanri/Mf,
a housekeeper : see economy."] 1. In the early
church, a diocesan administrator; the curator,
administrator, and dispenser, under the bishop,
of the diocesan property and revenues. 2. In
the early and in the medieval church, and to
the present day in the Greek Church, the finan-
cial officer and steward of a monastery.
Also oeconome and cecononms.

economic (e-ko- or ek-o-nom'ik), a. [Former-
ly also economick, (economic, ceconomick, ceco-

nomique; = F. economique = Sp. econdmieo =
Pg. It. economico (cf. D. economisch = G. o'ko-

nomisch = Dan. okonomisk = Sw. ekonomisK), <
L. ceconomicus, < Gr. oiKwo/Micof, pertaining to
the management of a household or family,
practised therein, frugal, thrifty, < oiitavofiia, the
management of a household: see economy. ~\

If. Relating or pertaining to the household
;
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domestic. 2. Pertaining to the regulation of

household concerns. [Obsolete or archaic.]

And doth employ her economic art,

And busy care, her household to preserve.
Sir J. Davies, Immortal, of Soul.

3. Pertaining to pecuniary means or concerns
;

relating to or connected with income and ex-

penditure : as, his economic management was
bad; ho was restrained by economic consider-

ations
;
the economic branches of government.

4. Of or pertaining to economics, or the pro-

duction, distribution, and use of wealth ; relat-

ing to the means of living, or to the arts by
which human needs and comforts are supplied:

as, an economic problem; economic disturb-

ances
;
economic geology or botany.

The economic ruin of Spain may be said to date from
the expulsion of the lloriscoes.

J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 245.

5. Characterized byfreedom fromwastefulness,
extravagance, or excess ; frugal; saving; spar-

ing: as, economic use of money or of material.

[In this sense more commonly economical.]

The charitable few are chiefly they
Whom Fortune places in the middle way ;

Just rich enough, with economic care,
To save a pittance, and a pittance spare.

Harte, Eulogius.

= Syn. 5. Saving, sparing, careful, thrifty, provident

economical (e-ko- or ek-o-nom'i-kal), a. [<

economic + -al.']' Same as economic. The form
economical is more common than economic in sense 5.

This economical misfortune [of ill-assorted matrimony].
Milton, Divorce.

There was no economical distress in England to prompt
the enterprises of colonization. Palfrey.

But the economical and moral causes that were destroy-

ing agriculture in Italy were too strong to be resisted.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 284.

The life of the well-off people is graceful, pretty, dain-

tily-ordered, hospitable ; but it has a simplicity which in-

cidentally makes it comparatively economical.
Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 68.

economically (e-ko- or ek-o-nom'i-kal-i), adv.

1. As regards the production, distribution, and
use of wealth

;
as regards the means by which

human needs and comforts are supplied. 2.

With economy; with frugality or moderation.
economics (e-ko- or ek-o-nom'iks), n. [For-
merly also economicks; pi.

of economic (see

-ics), after Gr. TO. oMovofuKa, neut. pi. (also fern,

sing. fi OMOVOIUKIJ, sc. T^D?, art), the art of house-
hold management.] 1. The science of house-
hold or domestic management. [Obsolete or

archaic.] 2. The science which treats of

wealth, its production, distribution, etc.; po-
litical economy.
The best authors have chosen rather to handle it [edu-

cation] in their politicks than in their aeconomicks.
Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiie, p. 78.

Not only in science, but in politicks and economics, in

the less splendid arts which administer to convenience
and enjoyment, much information may be derived, by
careful search, from times which have been in general
neglected, as affording nothing to repay the labour of at-

tention. V. Knox, Essays, No. 73.

Among minor alterations, I may mention the substitu-
tion for the name of Political Economy of the single conve-
nient term Economic*. Jeoons, Pol. Econ. (2d ed.), Pref.

economisation, economise, etc. See economi-

sation, etc.

economist (e-kon'o-mist), n. [Formerly also

(economist; = F. economiste = Sp. Pg. It. econo-

mista; as economy + -ist.~] 1. One who man-
ages pecuniary or other resources; a manager
in general, with reference to means and ex-

penditure or outlay.

Very few people are good (Economists of their fortune,
and still fewer of their time. Chesterfield, Letters, ccxvi.

It would be ... madness to expect happiness from one
who has been so very bad an economist of his own.

Goldsmith, Vicar, xiii.

Ferdinand was too severe an economist of time to waste
it willingly on idle pomp and ceremonial.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 19.

Specifically 2. A careful or prudent manager
of pecuniary means ;

one who practises frugal-
ity in expenditure : as, he has the reputation
of being an economist; he is a rigid economist.

3. One versed in economics, orthe science of

economy

Economite (e-kon'o-mit), n. [As economy +
-te2.] Same as Harmonist, 4.

economization (e-kon
//

o-mi-za'shon), n. [<

economize + -ation.~\ The act or practice of

economizing, or managing frugally or to the

best effect ; the result of economizing ;
econ-

omy; saving. Also spelled economisation.

[Rare.]
To the extent that augmentation of mass results in a

greater retention of heat, it effects an economization of

force. //. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 47.

economize (e-kon'o-miz), v.
; pret. and pp.

economized, ppr. economizing. [= F. economi-

ser = Sp. economizar = Pg. econotnisar = It. eco-

nomizzare = D. economiseren = G. okonomisi-

ren= Dan. okonomisere; as economy + -ize.'} I.

trans. To manage economically; practise econ-

omy in regard to ; treat savingly or sparingly :

as, to economize one's means or strength; he
economized his expenses.
To manage and economize the use of circulating me-

dium. Walsh.

II. intrans. To practise economy; avoid

waste, extravagance, or excess
;
be sparing in

outlay : as, to economize in one's housekeeping,
or in the expenditure of energy.

He does not know how to economize. Smart.

political economy.
So well known an English economist as Malthus has also

shown in a few lines his complete appreciation of the
mathematical nature of economic questions.

Jeoons, Pol. Econ. (2d ed.), Pref.

4. An officer in some cathedrals of the Church
of Ireland who is appointed by the chapter to

manage the cathedral fund, to see to the neces-

sary repairs, pay the church officers, etc.
Economist mouse, Arvicola ceconomua, a Siberian vole.

Also spelled economise.

economizer (e-kon'6-ml-zer), n. 1. One who
economizes; 'one w*ho uses money, material,

time, etc., economically or sparingly. 2. In

engin., an apparatus by which economy, as of

fuel, is effected ; specifically, one in which waste
heat from a boiler or furnace is utilized for

heating the feed-water.
Also spelled economiser.

economy (e-kon'o-mi), n.
; pi. economies (-miz).

[Formerly also economic, (economy, (economic ;

= F. economic = Sp. economia = Pg. It. econo-

mia == D. economic = G. okonomie = Dan. oko-

nomi = Sw. ekonomi (D. and Sw. after F.), < L.
osconomia. ( Gr. oiKovofiia, the management of a
household or family, or of the state, the public

revenue, < o!Kovo/>f, one who manages a house-

hold, a manager, administrator, <okof, a house,
household (= L. vicus, a village, > ult. E. wick,

wicli, a village, etc. : see wick*), + vtjitiv, deal

out, distribute, manage : see nome1
.] 1. The

management, regulation, or supervision of

means or resources; especially, the manage-
ment of the pecuniary or other concerns of a
household : as, you are practising bad economy ;

their domestic economy needs reform.

Fain. He keeps open house for all comers.
Wid. He ought to be very rich, whose oeconomy is so

profuse. Mrs. Centlivre, The Artifice, iv.

Hence 2. A frugal and judicious use of

money, material, time, etc.
;
the avoidance of

or freedom from waste or extravagance in the

management or use of anything ; frugality in

the expenditure or consumption of money, ma-
terials, etc.

I have no other notion of economy than that it is the

parent of liberty and ease. Swift, To Lord Bolingbroke.

Nature, with a perfect economy, turns all forces to ac-

count. S. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 388.

Another principle that serves to throw light on our in-

quiry is that which has been called the principle of econ-

omy, viz., that an effect is pleasing in proportion as it is

attained by little effort and simple means.
J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 70.

3. Management, order, or arrangement in gen-
eral; the disposition or regulation of the parts
or functions of any organic whole

;
an organ-

ized system or method : as, the internal economy
of a nation; the economy of the work is out of

joint.
This economy must be observed in the minutest parts of

an epic poem. Dryden, jEneid, Ded.

If we rightly examine things, we shall find that there
is a sort of economy in providence, that one shall excel
where another is defective, in order to make men more use-

ful to each other, and mix them in society.

Steele, Taller, No. 92.

Specifically (a) The provisions of nature for the genera-

tion, nutrition, and preservation of animals and plants ;

the regular, harmonious system in accordance with which
the functions of living animals and plants are performed :

as, the animal economy ; the vegetable econom;/.

He who hunts
Or harms them there is guilty of a wrong,
Disturbs the economy of nature's realm.

COW/XT, Task, vi. 577.

If we forget, for au instant, that each species tends to

increase inordinately, and that some check is always in

action, yet seldom perceived by us, the whole economy of

Nature will be utterly obscured.
Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 303.

(6) The functional organization of a living body : as, his

internal economy is badly deranged.



economy
It U necessary to banish from the mind the Idea tht we

live literally besleKetl l>y organisms uhvay.s n j

aily t4j sow
putrefaction on the mucous tract of our ecutwuiits.

a taut, m
(<) The regulation and disposition of the internal affairs

of a state or nation, or of any department of govcriinn nt.

The Jews already hail a Sabbath, which as citizens ami

subjects of that economy they were obliged to keep, and
did keep. raley.

The theatre was by no moans so essential a part of the

<VH;<U,/I;/ of :i Roman city as it uas of a Grecian one.
./. /'. r./uMon, Hist. Arch., I. 323.

4f. Management; control. [Rare.]
I shall never ri:c< impose my Features, to receive Sir

Kowland with any (Ecotwint/ot Face.

Cuiufrtce, Way of the World, ill. 5.

Domestic economy. Sec domestic. Economy of

grace. See grace. Political economy. See political.
= 8yn. 2. Frit'ialiti/, Ec'tmniui, Thrift. Frugality saves

by avoiding Iwth waste and needless expense ; Its central
idea is that of saving. Hconomy goes further, and includes

prudent management ; :ts, t'connun/ 01 tiiur. Tl-(tt is a

stronger word for economy ; it is a smart, ambitious, and
successful economy.

Luciillus, when frugality could charm,
Had roasted turnips in the Sabine farm.

Pope, Moral Essays, I. 218.

Strict economy enabled him [Frederic William) to keep
up a peace establishment of sixty thousand troops.

Jfacaulay, Frederic the Great.

Thrift, thr(ft, Horatio ! the funeral hak'd meats
Did coldly furnish forth the marriage tables.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

e converse (e kon-ver'so). [L., lit. from the
converse : c, ex, from

; converso, abl. of conver-

sum, neut. of conversus, converse : see converse2
,

n.] On the contrary; on the other hand.
6corch6 (a-kor-sha'), H. [F., lit. flayed, pp.
of Scorcher, OF. escorcher, flay, > ult. E. scorch :

see scorch.] In painting and sculp., a subject,
man or animal, flayed or exhibited as deprived
of its skin, so that the muscular system is ex-

posed, for the purposes of study,
ecorticate (e-kor'ti-kat), a. [< NL. *ecorticatus,
< L. e- priv. + cortex (cortic-), bark : see corti-

cate.'] In bot., without a cortical layer: applied
especially to lichens.

Ecossaise (a-ko-saz'), n. [P., fern, of Ecossais,
Scotch: see Scotch 1

.] 1. A species of rustic

dance of Scotch origin. 2. Music written for

such a dance, or in imitation of its rhythm. 3.

In therapeutics, the douche Ecossaise or Scotch

douche, alternating hot and cold douches.
The alternation of hotand cold douches, which for some

unknown reason has got the name of Ecossaise, is a very
powerful remedy from the strong action and reaction which
it produces, and is one of very great value.

Encyc. Brit., III. 439.

ecostate (e-kos'tat), a. [< NL. ecostatus, < L.
c- priv. + costa, a rib: see costate."] 1. In bot.,
not costate; without ribs. 2. In nodi. : (a)

Having no costre, in general ; ribless. (b) Bear-

ing no ribs, as a vertebra.

ficoute (a-kof), [F., < faoitter, OF. escouter,

listen, > ult. E. scon*1 .] In fort., a small gal-

lery made in front of the glacis for the shelter
of troops, designed to annoy or interrupt the
miners of the enemy.
Ecpautheria (ek-pan-the'ri-a), u. [NL. (Hiib-

ner, 1816), so called as being spotted, < Or. en,

out (here intensive), + irav6i/p, panther or leop-
ard: see panther.'] A genus of arctiid moths
chiefly distinguished by the short hind wings,
and comprising a large number of new-world

species. Most of them are tropical or subtrop-
ical, but E. screbania is a well-known North
American form.

ecphasist (ek'fa-sis), n. [NL., < Gr,.eKipaat; ,
a

declaration, < e/apavai, speak out, < IK, out, +
Qdmt = L. /art, speak.] In rhct., an explicit
declaration.

Ecphimotes, . See Ecphymotes.
ecphlysis (ek'fli-sis), H. [NL., < Gr. as if *-
0Awr<f, < iit&bfta>, spurt out, < , out, + ^Afcfeiv,

f)jiea>t
bubble up, burst put.] In pathol., vesic-

ular eruption, confined in its action to the sur-

foee.

ecphonemat (ek-fo-no'mii), . [NL., < Or. -

<t>ui't/ua, a thing called out, a sermon, (. enQavelv,

cry out, pronounce, < , out, + (fxwelv, utter a

sound, < <jiuv/i, the voice, a sound.] A rhetori-
cal exclamation or ejaculation. See ecpho-
ticsis.

ecphoneme (ek'fo-nem), . [< Gr.
cK^n'riiia:

see ecphoneiaa.] The mark of exclamation (!).

Goolil Ilrmcn.

ecphonesis (ek-fo-no'sis), H.
; pi. ecphoneses

(-sez). [NL., < Gr. fKQuin/oic., pronunciation,
an exclamation, < induveiv, pronounce, cry out :

see rci>honrta,.] 1. In rhet., a figure which
consists in the use of an exclamation, question,
or other form of words used iuterjectioually to
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express some sudden emotion, such as joy, sor-

row, fear, wonder, indignation, anger, or impa-
ticuce. Also called exclamation. 2. In the Or.

Vli., one of those parts of the service which are

said by the priest or officiant in an audible or

elevated voice. The greater part of the liturgy Is said
M < 1 1 |]y that is, in a low or inaudible tone (iiu<TTI*W? ,

an
adverb equivalent to the necretc or sccreto of the Latin

Church). The ecphoneses, on the other hand, are said

aloud (fK<t>u)rtus, an adverb answering to the phrases Intel-

li'iibili ouce, clara voce, of the Itoman Missal, with an audi-
ble voice, with a loud voice, in the English Prayer-Hook).
They generally form the conclusion of a prayer which the

priest has said secretly, and contain a doxology or ascrip-
tion to the Trinity. The benediction at the beglnnin-j nf

the Liturgy of the Catechumens and that at the commence-
ment of the Anaphora in the Constautlnopolitan liturgies
are said in this way. Also called the exclamation.

ecphora (ek'fo-ra), n. fNL., < Gr. t/c^opa, a car-

rying out, a projection in a building, \ eiu^epeiv,

carry out. intr. shoot forth, < in, out, + Qcp(iv=
E. bear1.] 1. In arch., the projection of any
member or molding before the face of the mem-
ber or molding next below it. 2. [cap.'] In

conch., same as Fusus. Conrad. 1843.

ecphractic (ek-frak'tik), a. and n. [< Gr. -

ijipaxTtKof, fit for clearing obstructions (K<fpaK-

TIK&, se. QdpuaKa, pi., ecphractic medicines), <

Uijipdaaetv, clear obstructions, open up, < tic, out,
+ Qpaoaeiv, inclose.] I. a. In mcd., serving to

remove obstructions
;
deobstruent.

II. n. An ecphractie drug.
ecphroniat (ek-iro'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. i^puv,
out of one's mind, crazy, < IK, out of, + <j>pnvt

mind.] In pathol., insanity.

ecphyma (ek-fi'ma), . ; pi. ecphymata (ek-fim'-

a-tii). [NL., < Gr. tKfyvua, an eruption of pim-
ples, (. CKifiiicaOai, grow out, (. en, out, + QveoBat,

grow.] In pathol., a cutaneous excrescence, as
a wart.

Ecphymotes (ek-fl-mo'tez), . [NL., < Gr.

enpv/ia, an eruption of pimples: see ecphyma.]
A genus of pleurodont lizards, of the family
Iguanidce, having a short and flattened form,
and large pointed carinate scales on the thick
tail: otherwise generally as in Polychrus. Fitz-

in{/er, 1826. Also spelled Ecphimotes.
ecphysesis (ek-fi-ze'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. t^ro-?-

<r(f, emission of the breath, < inifivaav, blow out,
breathe out. snort, < en, out, + Qvoav, blow,
breathe.] In pathol., a quick breathing.
Ecpleopodidce (ek-ple-o-pod'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Ecpleopua + -idte.] A family of ptychopleu-
ral or cyclosaurian lizards. Also Ecpleopoda.

EcpleopH8(ek-ple'9-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. inxfaot,

complete, entire ({ CK, out, + TT/UOC, full), +
vrot'f = E. foot.~\ The

typical genus of the fam-

ily Ecpleopodidce. Dumeril and Bibron.

ecptomat (ek-to'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. iKXTutia, a

dislocation, < em'tir-reiv, fall out of, be dislo-

cated, < , out, + irixTttv, fall.] In piithol., a

falling down of any part: applied to luxations,

prolapsus uteri, scrotal hernia, the expulsion
of the placenta, sloughing off of gangrenous
parts, etc.

ecpyesis (ek-pi-e'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. tKirvr/ai^,

suppuration, < eicrrvfciv, suppurate, < f/t, out, +
TTvciv, suppurate, < iriiov, pus.] In pathol., a
skin-disease with purulent or serous effusion :

now rarely used.
ecrasement (a-kraz'mon), n. [F. e'crascment, a

crushing, < ^eraser, crush : see craze.] In fntrg.,

the operation of removing a part, as a tumor,
by a wire or chain loop gradually tightened so

as to cut slowly through its attachment.
craseur (a-kra-zer'), n. [F., < ^eraser, crush,
bruise : see craze.] In sttrg., an instrument for

removing tumors. It consists of a fine chain or wire
which is passed around the base of the part to be re-

moved, and gradually tightened by a screw or otherwise
until it has cut through. Galvanic ecraseur, an e'en-
seur so constructed that the wire loop can be heated to
redness while in use by the passage through it of an elec*

trie i in-rent.

6crevisse (a-kre-veV), n. [F. e'crevisse, a craw-

fish, a cuirass: see cratefish, crayfish.] In ar-

mor, a name given to anypiece formed of splints,
one sliding over the other, in the manner of the
tail of the crawfish. See yarde-reine, great bra-

i/nt'ttc (under braauette), and splint.

ecrhythmus (ek-rith'mus), n. [NL., < Gr. -

pitifuv;, out of tune, < CK. out, + pv6ft6c, tune,
rhythm: see rhythm.] In med., an irregular
beating of the pulse.
6cru (o-kro'; F. pron. a-krii'), a. [F. ^cru, un-

bleached, raw, applied to linen, silk, etc., OF.
tncru, < <-, here unmeaning, + en/, raw, crude,
< L. crudns: see crude.] 1. Unbleached: ap-
plied to textile fabrics. 2. Having the color
of raw silk, or of undyed and unbleached linen :

hence, by extension, having any similar shade of

ecstatic

neutral color, as the color of hemp or hempen
cord. Ecru lace, a modern liice made with two kinds
of braid, one plain and the other crinkled, and worked
into hirue and prominent patterns, usually geometrical,
with bars or brides of thread. The term Is derived from
the common use of materials of ecru color.

ecrustaceous (e-krus-ta'shius), o. [< NL.
"ecrustaceus, < L. e- priv. + crusta, a cruet :

see criustaceatts.] In bot., without a crustaceous

thallus, as some lichens.

ecstasis (ek'sta-sis), n. [LI.., < Gr. eiurraair. :

see ecstasy.] fn pathol., same as ecstasy, 3.

ecstasize (ek'sta-siz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. ecsta-

sized, ppr. ecstasizing. [< ecstasy + -ize.] To fill

with ecstasy or excessive joy. F.Butler. [Bare.]
Rose and Margaret burst from their retreatwlth a load

laugh, and gave Obed a hearty greeting; which he, be-

mazed and ecstacized, returned as handsomely as he knew
how. S. JtM, Margaret, II. 11.

ecstasy (ek'sta-si), n. : pi. ecstasies (-siz). [For-

merly spelled variously ecstasie, ecstacy, extasy,

extasie, etc. ;
= F. extase = Sp. extasi, extasis =

Pg. extasis = It. estasi (D. extase = G. ekstase =
Dan. extase = Sw.extas, < F.),< LL. eestasis, ML.
also extasis, < Gr. lua-raaiq, any displacement
or removal from the proper place, a standing
aside, distraction of mind, astonishment, later

a trance, < il-urravat, 2d. aor.
enar^vat, put or place

aside, mid. and pass, stand aside, (if, in, out,
+ lar&vai, place, set, "laraaBat, stand: see stasis.]

1. A state in which the mind is exalted or lib-

erated as it werefrom the body ;
a state in which

the functions of the senses are suspended by the

contemplation of some extraordinary or super-
natural object,

or by absorption in some over-

powering idea, most frequently of a religious

nature; entrancing rapture or transport.
Whether what we call rcxlanj be not dreaming with our

eyes open, I leave to be examined. Locke.

When the mind is warmed with heavenly thoughts, and
wrought up Into some degrees of holy ectat;i. It stays not

there, but communicates these Impressions to the body.
Bp. Alterhury, Sermons, II. xlx.

The Neoplatonists, though they sometimes spoke of

civic virtues, regarded the condition of ecstasy &s not only
transcending but including all, and that condition could

only be arrived at by a passive life.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 360.

2. Overpowering emotion or exaltation, in

which the mind is absorbed and the actions are
controlled by the exciting subject; a sudden
access of intense feeling. Specifically (a) Joyful,

delightful, or rapturous emotion ; extravagant delight : as,
the ecstasy of love ; he gazed upon the scene with ecstasy.

He on the tender grass
Would sit, and hearken ev'n to ecstasy.

MUton, Comus, 1. 625.

Sweet thankful love his soul did nil

With utter ecstasy of bliss.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 84.

It is a sky of Italian April, full of sunshine and the hid-

den ecMaxy of larks.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 191.

The ecstasies of mirth and terror which his gestures
and play of countenance never failed to produce in a

nursery flattered him [Garrickl quite as much as the ap-
plause of mature critics. JUacaulay, Madame d'Arblay.

(&) Grievous, fearful, or painful emotion ; extreme agita-
tion ; distraction : as, the very ecstasy of grief ; an ecstasy
of fear.

Better be with the dead . . .

Than on the torture of the mind to lie

In restless ecstacy. Shak., Macbeth, ill. 2.

Come, let us leave him In his ireful mood,
Our words will but increase his ecstasy.

Marlowe, Jew of Malta, L 2.

And last, the cannons' voice that shook the skies,

And, as it fares in sudden ecstasies,

At once bereft us both of ears and eyes.

Di-yden, Astnea Redux, 1. 228.

3. In med., a morbid state of the nervous sys-
tem, allied to catalepsy and trance, in which the

patient assumes the attitude and expression of

rapture. Also ecstasis. 4f. Insanity; madness.
That noble and most sovereign reason.

Like sweet bells jangled, out of tune and harsh ;

That unmatch'd form and feature of blown youth,
Blasted with ecstacy. Shak., Hamlet, ill. 1.

ecstasy (ek'sta-si), r. t. ; pret. and pp. ecstasied,

ppr. ecstasying'. [< ecstasy, n.] To fill with rap-
ture or enthusiasm. [Rare.]
The persons . . . then made prophetical and Inspired

must needs have discoursed like seraphims and the most
ecstasied order of intelligences.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. SI.

They were so ecutasitd with joy that they made the
heavens ring with triumphant snouts and acclamations.

J. Scott, Christian Life, I. iv. * 5.

ecstatic (ek-stat'ik), a. and n. [Formerly ec-

statick, fxtatick; = F. extatique = Sp. extdtico

= Pg. extatico = It. estatico, < Gr. enaraTtx6f, <

tKtrraatf, ecstasy: see ecstasy.] I. a. 1. Per-

taining to or resulting from ecstasy ;
entran-

cing; overpowering.



ecstatic

In pensive trance, and anguish, and ecutatick fit.

JHJton, The Passion, i. 42.
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The Sonnets [Mrs. Browning's] reveal to us that Love ecorZBa. . ura o ecomum.
hich is the most ecstatic of human emotions and worth ecthorseal, CCthoreal (ek-tho-re'al), a. [<
l other gifts in life. Stedman. Viet. Poets, p. 138. /;,/./// A- /// T P*>f<n'nin Vn o*i' a/itlin-*m-Ul. J J naming to an ectnorffi

final vowel and consonant in a syllable ending ectochona (ek-to-ko'na), n.
; pi. ectoction(e (-ne).

in m &s in the Une NL < Gr. wrof, outside, + x^, a funnel: see

Monrtrum horrcndm, informe, ingens, cui lumen ademp- chone.] An ectochone.

.
nl - *& ectochone (ek'to-kon), n. [< NL. ectochona,

<! V The outer division of a chone.

I'1 many sponges (Geodia, Stelletta) the cortical domes
are constricted near their communication with the suh-
dermal cavity (8ubt

. rtical crypt) by a transverse muscu-

subject shows that he is "not himself."
H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., | 77.

II. . 1. One subject to ecstasies or raptures;
an extravagant enthusiast. [Rare.]
Old Hereticks and idle Eastaticks, such as the very primi-

tive times were infinitely pestred withal.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 201.

lar sphincter; which defines an outer division or ectochone
from an inner or endochone. Encyc. Bril., XXII. 415.

Plural of ecthomum.
ec-

Vn o*i' a/itlin-*m *to an ectnorffium .

2. Affected by ecstasy ; enraptured ;
entranced, as, an ecthorwal protrusion.

By making no responses to ordinary stimuli, the ecstatic ecthoraeum (ek-tho-re 'urn), .; pi. ecthora>a
"

(-a). [NL., < Gr. Ik, out, out of, + Bopalof, con- ectoclinal (ek-to-kll'nal), a. [< Gr. t/crff, out-
taming the seed, < Ooptf, seed, semen.] Inzool., sjde

,
+ Mveiv, 'lean: "see clinic, clinode.] In

the thread of a thread-cell; the stinging-hair 6oi., having the clinode (hymenium) and spores
of a cnida

;
a cnidocil. Also ectkoreum. See exposed upon the surface of the receptacle. Le

cut under cmda. Maout and Decaisne, Botany (trans. ), p. 958.

ctoCffilian (ek-to-se'li-an), a. [< Gr. CT<if, out-
sheath terminating in a long thread (ecthoreum); this is side -f- KOI'/IOV a* hollow 1 In fluff ! extraven

upTheVp^tnYo" tto2
oUs

j^'aSTo^ ?2. pi. Ecstasy; rapturous emotion.
ecstatical (ek-stat'i-kal), . [Formerly
cal; < ecstatic + -al.]

"
Same as ecstatic.

with other *<* furies, and religious frencies, with
ornaments of gold and iewels.PrcAaJ, Pilgrimage, p. 66.

The inner wall of the sac [cnida] is produced into a ectoCffilian (ek-to-se'li-an), a.
eath terminating in a long thread (ecthoreum); this is side -f- KOI'/IOV a* hollow 1 In f

" oUs '

tricular; situated outside of the cavities of the
brain : applied to that part of the corpus stri-

atum (the nucleus lenticularis) which appears

asit ohumors <
embeddedinthe wall of the hemisphere. Wilder

!
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' 6CtOCOellC (ek-to-se'llk), a. [As ectOCttl-ian +
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very short course.
& Fowler, Micros. Science, XXVIII. 5.

ectocondyle (ek-to-kon'dil), n. [< Gr. fA~nif ,
out-

side, + E. condyle.] The outer or external con-

dyle of a bone, on the side away from the body :

said especially of the condyles at the lower

out, + Ovsiv, rage.
ecstatically (ek-stat 'i-kal-i), adv. In an ec- large pustule intermediate in characterbetween
static manner

; rapturously ; ravishingly. a furuncle or boil and an ordinary pustule,
ectad (ek'tad), ado. [< Gr. f/crdf, without, out- ecthymiform (ek-thi'mi-form), a. [< Gr. In0v/ja
side, + -ad3, < L. ad, to.] In anat., to or to- (eKBvfiar-), a pustule, papula (see ectltyma), +
ward the outside or exterior; outward; out- L. forma, form.] Having the form of or re-

wardly. sembling an ecthyma.
The dura mater may be described as ectad of the brain, 6Cto-. [NL. ecto-, < Gr. tfcrof, adv. and prep.,

but entad of the cranium. without, outside (opposed to ivrof, within: see
Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 27.

ento-), < CK, out, + quasi-superl. suffix -TO-C.]
ectal (ek'tal), a. [< Gr. f/trdf, without, + -al.]

A prefix in words (chiefly biological) of Greek end of the humerus and of the femur respec-
In anat., outer; external; superficial; periph- origin, signifying

'

outside, without, outer, ex- tively: opposed to entocondyle. Seeepicondyle.
eral: opposed to ental. ternal, lying upon': as, ectoderm, the outer skin; ectocoracoid (ek-to-kor'a-koid), a. [<Gr. r6f,

The suggestion to employ ental and ectal was welcomed, Ectozoa, external parasites: opposed to endo-, outside, + NL. co'racoideus, the coracoid.] In
and they were published |by Wilder in 1881]. ento-. the dipnoan fishes, the element of the shoulder-

WUder and Gaye, Anat. Tech., p. 27. ectobasidium (ek"to-ba-sid'i-um), n. ; pi. ecto- girdle outside of that with which the pectoral
ectasia (ek-ta'si-a), . [NL. : see ectasis.] 1.

oasidia (-a). [NL., < dr. t/crdc, outside, + NL. limb articulates. Also called clavicle.

Ectasis. 2. Aneurism.- Alveolar ectasia. Same basidimn, q. v.] In mycol., a basidium that is ectocranial (ek-to-kra'ni-al), a. [< Gr. cKr6(,
as vesicular emphysema (which see, under emphysema). externally placed, as in Hymenomycetes. Le outside, + Kpaviov, skull : see cranium.] Of or

ectasis (ek'ta-sis), n. [LL., < Gr. eKraaif, ex- Maout and Decaisne, Botany (trans.), p. 954.

tension, < inrdvuv (= L. exten-d-ere), extend, < Ectobia (ek-to'bi-ii), . [NL., < Gr. r<5f, out-

EK, out, + Tfivnv, stretch: see extend, tend1 .] 1. side,+ /3/of, life.] A genus of cursorial orthop-
In anc. orthoepy and pros. : (a) The pronuncia- terous insects, of the family Blattid<e, or cock-
tion of a vowel as long, (b) The lengthening roaches, containing a number of small species,

as E. germanica, the croton-bug (which see) :

sometimes synonymous with Blatta in a re-
stricted sense. Westwood, 1839.

or protraction of a vowel usually short. See
diastole. 2. In anc. rhet. : (a) The use of along
vowel or syllable in a part of a clause or sen-
tence where it will produce a special rhythmical ectoblast (ek'to-blast), n. [< Gr. ewoV, outside,
effect. (6) The use of a form of a word longer
than that commonly employed. Thisisgeuer-
ally called paragoge.
ectaster (ek-tas'ter), . [NL.,<Gr. eienif, with-
out, + aari/p, star.] A kind of sponge-spicule.
Sollas.

ectatic (ek-tat'ik), a. [< Gr. EKrardf, capable
of extension, < enTeivuv, extend: see ectasis.']

Exhibiting or pertaining to ectasis.

+ /3a<zorof, a bud, germ.] 1. In biol., the outer-
most recognizable structure of a cell; a cell-

wall, in any way distinguished from mesoblast
or other more interior structures. The ecto-
blast is to a cell what the epiblast is to a more
complex organism. 2. In embryol., the outer
primary layer in the embryo of any metazoan
animal; the epiblast; the ectoderm. See cut
under blastocesle.

ectene, ectenes (ek'te-ne, -nez), . [< Gr. ficre- ectoblastic (ek-to-blas'tik), a. [< ectoblast +
VT?K (LGr. also CKTCW/, n.), prop, adj., extended, -ic.] Pertaining to the ectoblast; consisting of
continued (sc. lueaia, curt/aii;, evx>/, or Trpoaevxq, ectoblast; ectodermal.

pertaining to the outer walls or surface of the
skull

; forming a part of the cranial parietes, as
a bone.

There is a large bony tract : . . between the squamosal
and the large interparietal, which is not one of the ordi-
Ilar5' ectocranial bones.

r. Ar

. barter, Proc. Roy. Soc., XXXVIH. 135.

ectocuneiform (ek-to-ku'ne-i-form), a. and n.

[< NL - ectocuneiforme, q. v.] I. a. In anat.,

pertaining to the outermost cuneiform bone
;

ectosphenoid.
Union of the navicular and cuboid, and sometimes the
wiform bone, of the tarsus.

W ' "' Flomr> Encyc' Brlt '' XV ' 430'

H- n - The outermost one of the three cunei-
f rm or wedge-shaped bones of the distal row
f tarsal bones

;
the ectocuneiform or ectosphe-

n id bone of the foot. See cut under foot.
ectocuneiforme (ek-to-ku"ne-i-f6r'me), n.

; pi.

ectocuneiformia (-mi-a). [NL., < Gr. CKr6(, with-
out, + NL. cuneiforme, the cuneiform bone.]

and choir, it follows the gospel, and is introduced by
the words "Let us all say with onr whole soul, and with

> T
.

he
.

choir
.
r Ponds with

[< Gr. eitrdf, outside,

.,
see cyst.] In Polyzoa, the

muscle of the abdomen, the obliquus abdomi- external tegumentary layer of the coenoscium,
nis externus. Also called extrobliquns See cut forming the common cell or cyst in which each

ectental (ek-ten'tal), a. [< Gr. E/crdf,+ hr<if, within. +"-al.~\ In embryol ,

d muscle.

ectocardia (ek-to-kar'di-a), n. [NL., < Gr. -

> outside, + KapSia, heart.] In teratol., a mal-
formation in which the heart is out of its nor-

without,
, of or per-

taimngtotheouterandtheinnerayerof alas-
trula: specifically said of the line of primitive
juncture of the ectoderm and endoderm cir-

cumscribing the mouth of a gastrula Also
ecto-ental.

ecteron (ek'te-ron), n. An erroneous form of Ectocarpacea (ek'to-kar-pa'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
ecderon. Mivart. < Ectocarpus + -acea;.] A family of phteo-
ecteronic (ek-te-ron'ik), a. An erroneous form fporic marine algaa having filamentous branch-
of ecderonic. Mirart. ing fronds, chiefly monosiphonous, with little

ecthesis (ek'the-sis), n. [< Gr. iKffeatf, a setting
or no cortex.

individual zooid is contained. See the extract,
and cuts under Polyzoa and Plumatella,

As a rule the colonies [of polyzoans] possess a homy or
parchment-like, frequently also calcareous, exoskeleton,

, ... , m(ek"t9-ka-rot'id), . [< Gr. E/crdf,

outside, + E. carotid.] In anat., the external
carotid artery; the outer branch of the com-
mon carotid.

by a very regular and symmetrical case- the eetocyit or
cel1 ; through the opening of which the anterior part of
the soft body of the contained zooid with its tentacular
crown can be protruded. Claw, Zoology (trans.), II. 71.

.
,

forth, an exposition, < fxferof, verbal adj. of Ectocarpeae (ek-to-kar'pe-e), n. pi. [NL., <

eKTiBevai, put out, set forth, < in, out, + TiOcvat, Ectocarpus -f -ece.] 1. In bot., same as Ec-

put^set.] An exposition, especially of faith,

ectoderm (ek'to-derm), . [< Gr. f/trdf, outside,
~*~ &/>/ia, skin: see derm.] The completed outer
layerof cells, or outer blastodermic membrane,
^n a'l raetazoan animals, formed by the cells of
the epiblast, and primitively constituting the
outer wall of the whole body, as the endoderm

. . .,
- does tnat of the body-cavity; an epiblast, ecto-

toctirpacea. 2. In zool., a division of nema- blast, or external blastoderm. The term is chiefly

.. t .
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elites) was to be left an open question. is equivalent to the Hydromedusce. ectodermal (ek-to-der'mal), a. [< ectoderm +
T1e [first] Lateran synod, by which not only the Mono- CCtOCarpOUS (ek-to-kar'pus), a. [< NL. ecto- -'] Pertaining' to the "ectoderm

; consisting
carpus, < Gr. Iicr6f, outside, + Kap7r6f, fruit.1

Having external genitals, or developing sexual
Products from the ectoderm, as a hydromedu-
san

;
of or pertaining to the Ectocarpcce.

Ectocarpus (ek-to-ka'r'pus), . [NI/: see ecto- ectodermic (ek-to-der'mik), .

earPO^.] .In hot., the principal genus of Ecto- -i,:] Same as ectodcrma!.
including a large number of olive- ecto-entad ck'to-t-n'tad), orfr. [< Gr.

a^
68

' *"****<>

o, y wc no ony te Mono-
,e doctrine but also the moderating ecthexis of Hera-

d typus of Constans II. were anathematized.

ecthlinaiti Ck thlin'ai^ *

''

/"r- I'af'k-thhp dg) . [LL < Gr . Irflt.

squeeze out < ^
So!l In ffr and.Int

I ppreLon of a "etter
elision itSS o a

of ectoderm : as, the ectodermal layer of a 003-
lenterate.

The ovary bursts its ectodermal covering.
'. a Carpenter, Micros., 515.

[< ectoderm +



ecto-entad

A part may be divided by cutting either rrtn.rntail, from
without lnuar-1, nr . "t" i Tin, I, In. in uitliin outward.

n'itil, , nml Hin./f, ATI;.!. T.'i-li., j>. 27.

ecto-ental (ok'to-en'tal), a. Same as cctental.

The iMt'sodrrm grows mit from the "' >,t<r[ line.

C. .S. .I/"""', Mi-diciil N'-WB, XI.IX. 24!).

ectogastrocnemius (ok-to-gas-trok-ne'mi-us),
it.

; pi. iTliii/iixiriii'iifiiiii (-i). [XL., < Gr. ticrdf,

outside, + 'yaari/p, stomach, + Jo^/i//, the lower

leg, tibia.] The outer gastrocnemial muscle,
or outer head of the gastrocnemius ;

the gas-
trocnemius externus. See cut under muscle.

ectogenous (ek-toj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. inruf, out-

Hide, + -;M'7/r, producing: see -genous.] Origi-

nating or developed outside of the host
;
exter-

nally parasitic : opposed to endogenous.
Some ot the pathogenous bacteria are accustomed to

develope and multiply without the body, while others

only do so within It. The former kind we may describe
as ectoiienous, the latter as endogenous.

Xifjlrr, Pathol. Anat. (trans.), i. 20S.

ectoglutseus (ek-to-glii'te-us), n.
; pi. ectoglutwi

(-i). [NL., < Gr. (crdf, without, + 7-Aovrof, the

rump, buttocks: see qlutains, gluteal.] In anat.,
the outer or great gluteal muscle; the glute-
us maximus. Also ectogluteus. See cut under
MHMif.

ectogluteal (ek-to-glo"te-al), a. [< ectoglut&us
+ -al.] Pertaining to tne ectogluteus. Also

rt'toiflutiral.

ectolecithal (ek-to-les'i-thal), a. [< Gr. euros,

outside, + /l(0of, yolk, -4- -al.] In embryol.,

noting those ova which have the food-yolk pe-

ripheral in position, and thus exterior to the
formative yolk. The cleavage or segmentation is con-

sequently confined at first to the inner parts of the ovum,
and it Is only in later stages, when the food-yolk has shift-

ed to the center, that the cleavage becomes peripheral.
The egg of the spider is an example. See centrolecithal,

The first processes of segmentation In these at first rrtu-

lecithai ova arc withdrawn from observation, since they
take place in the centre of an egg covered by a superficial

layer of food-yelk. Clam, Zoology (trans.), I. 112.

Ectolithia (ek-to-lith'i-&), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. eu-

ros, outside, + >!ift>c, sto'ne.] Those radiolari-

ans which have an external silicious skeleton
or exoskeleton: distinguished from Endolithia.

Only a few [radiolariansl remain naked anil without firm

deposits : as a rule, the soft body possesses a silicious

skeleton, which either lies entirely outside the central

capsule (Ectolithia), or Is partially within it (Endolithia).
i -In a.-; Zoology (trans.), I. 189.

ectolithic (ek-to-lith'ik), a. [As Ectolithia +
-ic.] Extracapsular or exoskeletal, as the skel-

eton of a radiolarian ; of or pertaining to the
Ectolithia ; not endolithic.

ectomere (ek'to-mer), M. [< Gr. (r<if, outside,
+ fiepof, part.]' In embryo!., the less granular
of the two blastomeros into which the mamma-
lian ovum divides : also applied to a descen-
dant of this blastomere in the first stages of

development. See blastomere, entomere.

ectomeric (ek-to-mer'ik), a. [< ectomere + -ic.]

Having the character of an ectomere.

ectoparasite (ek-to-par'a-sit), . [< Gr. curof,

outside, + TrapaaiToc, a parasite: see parasite.]
An external parasite; a parasite living upon
the exterior of the host, as distinguished from
an endoparasite. Lice, fleas, ticks, etc., are ectopara-
sites. Tlie term has no classiflcatory significance in zool-

ogy or botany.

ectoparasitic (ek-to-par-a-sit'ik), a. [< ccto-

parasite + -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of an ectoparasite or of ectoparasites; epizoic.

In the entoparnsltic forms of this division the visual or-

gans disappear, while they are persistent in many of the

ectoparasitic forms.

Qegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 154.

ectopectoralis (ek-to-pek-to-ra'lis), . ; pi. <v-

topectorales (-lez). '[< Gr.'fxrdf, outside, + L.

jii'i'toralis, pectoral: see pectoral.] In anat.,
the outer or great pectoral muscle

;
the pecto-

ralis major (which see. under pectoralis).

ectopia (ek-to'pi-S), . [NL., < Gr. citrfaiot,

eicroToc, away from a place, out of place, out
of the way, \ IK, out, + Tdn-or, place: see topic.]
In patltol., morbid displacement of parts, usu-

ally congenital : as, ectopia of the heart or of
the bladder. Also ectn/ii/.

ectopic (ek-top'ik), a. [< ectopia + -ic.] Char-
acterized by ectopia.
The gestation is ectopic, that is, proceeding in an abnor-

mal locality. \vhieH is unfit for the office imposed upon it.

R. Banws. Dis. of Women, p. 370.

Ectopistes (ek-to-pis'tez), . [XL., < Gr. <KT-O-

m'C? iv, wander, migrate, < wroroc, away from a

place, < f a. + roTrof, place.] A genus of pigeons,
of the family Colninliidii: They have short tarsi
feathered part way down in front, a short bill feathered
far forward, the winys acutely pointed by the tint three

1839

primaries, a long cuneate tail of 12 tapering acuminate
!' atlii'm, wiiiu rnHTt with I. lack s|,,.ts, parti << ili.ivd tail

feather^, an iiulrsirtit ii.'.-k, an.l the sexes dlltillgallhftbll

by color. K. mi;iratoriuji is the common wiM pigeon m
pMMOgr-p%*OII of North America. See cut under pai-
./!'/.-/ /</'/' nil.

ectoplasm (ek'to-plazm), n. [< Gr. t/cror. with-

out, + ir/ao/ia, a thing;formed, < irMaociv, form.]
1. In zool., the exterior protoplasm or sarcode
of a cell

;
the ectosarc : applied to the denser

exterior substance of infusorians and other uni-

cellular organisms, or of a free protoplasmic
body, as a zoospore.

In the Infusoria, which are covered by a firm cuticle,
there Is a central semifluid mass of sarcode (endoplasm)
which Is distinct from the more compact peripheral layer
of sarcode (ectoplasm). Clawt, Zoology (trans.), I. 54.

2. In bot., the outer hyaline layer or film of the

protoplasmic mass within a cell.

ectoplasmic (ek-to-plaz'inik), a.
[< ectoplasm

+ ->c.] Pertaining to or consisting of ecto-

plasm.
ectoplastic (ek-to-plas'tik), a. Same as ecto-

plasmic.
The differentiation of this cortical substance (which Is

not a freauent or striking phenomenon In tissue-cells) may
be regarded as an fctopfaetic (i. e., peripheral) modifi-

cation of the protoplasm, comparable to the entoplastic
(central) modification which produces a nucleus.

E. R. Laitkester, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 8:iS.

ectopopliteal (ek*to-pop-lit'e-al), a. [< Gr.

ticrof, outside. -I- li.poples (popfit-), hock, knee:
see popliteal.] In anat., situated upon the outer
side of the popliteal space or region : as, the ec-

topopliteal nerve.

Ectoprocta (ek-to-prok'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of cctoproctus.] A division of the 1'olyzon
established by Nitsche, characterized by hav-

ing the anus outside of the circlet of tentacles:

opposed to Endoprocta. See the extract.

In the Ectoprocta, . . . the endocyst
consists of two

layera, an outer and Inner ; of which the former is the

representative of the ectoderm in other animals. The
latter lines the walls of the perivisceral cavity, and is re-

flected thence, like a peritoneal tunic, over the tentacular
sheath and into the Interior of the tentacula, whence it

is continued on to the alimentary canal, of which it forms
the external investment. The endoderm, which lines the

alimentary canal. Is of course continuous, through the
oral opening, with the ectoderm.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 671.

ectoproctous (ek-to-prok'tus), a. [< NL. ecto-

proctus, (. Gr. txrof, outside, + TTTXJKTOC, the

anus, posteriors.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Ectoprocta: specifically ap-
plied to those polyzoans, as the Gymnolaimatti,
which have the anus situated outside the cir-

clet of tentacles : opposed to endoproctous.
It has been pointed out that the characteristic polypidf

of the ectoprocloits Polyzoa is a structure developed from
the cysttd. Huxlty, Anat. Invert., p. 39fi.

ectopterygoid (ek-top-ter'i-goid), a. and n. [<
NL. ectopterygoideus, q. v.] I. a. Pertaining
to the external pterygoid bone or muscle.

II. n. 1. An external pterygoid bone; one
of the lateral bones of the palate of some ani-

mals, as reptiles. It is highlv developed, for in-

stance, in the crocodile. See Crocodilia. 2.

In tvpical fishes, the external of two bones just
behind the palatine, generally called pterygoid.
See cut under palato-guadrate. 3. In anat.,
the ectopterygoid muscle.

ectopterygoideus (ek-top-ter-i-goi'de-us), . ;

pi. ectoptcrygoidei (-5). [NL., < Gr. rof, out-

side, + NL. pterijgoideus : see pterygoid.] In

anat., the external pterygoid muscle. See

pterygoideus.

ectopy (ek'to-pi), n. Same as ectopia.
ectosarc (ek'to-sark), n. [< Gr. MTOC, outside,
+ adpf (aapK-), flesh.] The ectoplasm of a

protozoan ;
the exterior substance of the body

of an animal of low organization, as an amoeba
or other rhizopod or protozoan, in any way dis-

tinguished from an endosarc
;
the usually thick-

er, denser, tougher, or otherwise modified pro-
toplasm which forms an envelop of the body, as
differentiated from the interior substance or
contents. The term is used chiefly in connection with
amcebas or other rhizopods, in which, though there may
be no definite cell-wall, the outer sarcode is differentiated
in some way from the inner substance, or endosare.

ectosarcode (ek-to-silr'kod), n. Same as ecto-

xn r<:

ectosarcodous (ek-to-siir'ko-dus), a. [< ecto-

aiiri'nilc + -mis.'] Consisting of external sar-
code ; constituting an ectosarc ; ectoplasmic.
ectosarcous (ek-to-siir'kus), a. [< ectosarc +
-MM.] Of or pertaining to the ectosarc.

ectosomal (ek'to-so-mal), a. [< ectosome + -al.]
Of or pertaining to the ectosome

; cortical, as
the exterior region of a sponge.

ectropic

ectosome (ek'to-som), . [< Or. ;<!{, outside,
+ auua, body.J In sponges, the outer region,
forming the roof and walls of the Bubdermal
chambers, composed of ectoderm and a super-
ficial layer of endoderm; the cortex: distin-

guished from choanosomc and endoxome.
The choanosome forms a middle layer between a retic-

ulation of ectotome on the one side and of endoderm anil

mesoderm, I. e., cudosome, on the other.

SolUu, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 410.

ectosphenoid (ek-to-sfe'noid), n. [< Gr. lurof,

without, + aiptfvoeiMjc, wedge-shaped : see sphe-
noid.] Same as ectocuneijorm. [Ran-.]

ectosporoUS (ek-to-spo'rus), a. [< Gr. MTOT,

outside, + ojropof/seed: see spore.] Forming
spores externally ; exosporous.
ectosteal (ek-tos'te-al), a. [< Gr. jxrof, out-

side, + OOTCOV, bone',' + -al.] Relating to or
situated on the outside of a bone ; proceeding
from without inward, as a growth of bone.

ectosteally (ek-tos'te-al-i), adv. In an ectos-

teal manner or position.
ectostosis (ek-tos-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. fxrcif,

outside, + bariov, bone, + -osis.] That form
of ossification of cartilage which begins in or

immediately under the perichpndrium ; also,

growth of bone from without inward
; perios-

teal ossification.

ectothecal (ek-to-the'kal), a. [< Gr. t/crd?, out-

side, + ffi]iai, case: see
'iheca.]

In hot., having
thecaa or asci exposed, as in discomycetous
fungi and gymnocarpous lichens; discomyce-
tous; gymnocarpous.
ectotriceps (ek-tot'ri-seps), .

; pi. ectotricepiten

(ek-tot-n-sep'i-tez). [NL., < Gr. f<rroV, out-

side, + NL. triceps.] In anat., the outer head
or external division of the triceps muscle of the

arm, considered as a distinct muscle. Also ex-

tratriceps.
Ectozoa (ek-to-zo'S), n. pi. [NL., pi. of ecto-

zoon, q. v.] External parasites in general, as

distinguished from Entozoa, or internal para-
sites. Tims, the fish-lice, or Epizua, are Ectozoa, as are

other lice, ticks, fleas, etc. The term is a vague one, hav-

ing no classiflcatory significance, and implying no struc-

tural affinity among the creatures designated by it. Also
called ectoparasites.

ectozoan (ek-to-zo'an), n. [< Ectozoa + -an.]
One of the Ectozoa; an epizoan; an ectopara-
site.

ectozoic(ek-to-zo'ik),fl. [< Ectozoa + -ic. ] Per-

taining to the Ectozoa ; epizoic; ectoparasitio.
ectozoon (ek-to-zo'on), n. [NL., < Gr. CKTOS,

outside, 4- Cyw, animal.] One of the Ectozoa ;

an ectozoan.

Ectrephes (ek'tre-fez), . [NL. (Pascoe, 1866),
< Gr. trrptjeiv, bring up, breed, produce, < CK,

out, + TpeQciv, nourish.] A genus of beetles, of

the family Ptinidie, containing a few Australian

species. Also Anapcstus.

Ectrichodiajek-tri-ko'di-a), n. [NL. (Serville,

1825), < Gr. CK, out, + TptxutrK,
like hair, hairy,

< 6pit; (rpi\-), hair, + tirfof, form.] A genus of

bugs, of the family Reduviida; and subfamily
Ectrichodiiitt?. E. crucia-
tti is a generally distributed

species in the United States,
about half an Inch long, of a

shining bright-red color, va-

riegated with black, short,

stout, hairy antenna! of a

dusky color, and thick, pice-
ous rostrum.

Ectrichodides (ek-tri-
kod'i-dez), n.pl. [NL.]
A group of hemipterous
insects, represented by
the genus Ectrichodid.

Same as Ectrichodiinte.

Ectrichodiinae (ek-tri-

kod-i-i'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Ectrichodia + -ina;.]

A subfamily of bugs, of

the family Seduviida;

typified by the genus
Ectrichodia.

ectrodactylia (ek'tro-
dak-til'i-a), n. [NL..
irreg. < Gr. ficrpuatf,

miscarriage, + AaKruljx;,

finger.] In teratol., a
malformation in which one or more fingers are

wanting.
ectrodactylism (ek-tro-dak'ti-lizm), n. [As

i i-ti-odactyl-in + -ism.]

'

Same as ectrodactylia.

ectropic (ek-trop'ik), a. [< Gr. enrpo^of, turn-

ing out of the way, < eKTpfxfiv, turn out, < ,

out, + Tpixciv, turn.] Turned outward or evert-

ed, as an eyelid, when the inner or conjunc-
tiva! surface is exposed, as in ectropion.

Ectriclwditt crttciata.

Line shows natural size.
'



ectropical

ectropical (ek-trop'i-kal), a. [< Gr. en, out, +
TpoxiKOf, tropic (see tropic), + -al.~] Belong-

ing to parts outside the tropics ; extratropical.

[Bare.]
ectropion, ectropium (ek-tro'pi-on, -urn), re.

[NL., < Gr. inrjiimLov, everted eyelid, < cxTpoTrof,

turning out: see ectropic.] Inpathol.: (a) As.

abnormal eversion or turning outward of the

eyelids. (a) Eversion of the cervical endomet-

rium of the womb.
ectropometer (ek-tro-pom'e-ter), . [< Gr. EK-

rpomi, a turning off,'tuming aside (< inrpivuv,
turn off: see ectropic), + fiirpov, a measure.]
An instrument used on shipboard for determin-

ing the bearing or compass-direction of objects.
The ectropometer in use in the United States Navy con-

sists of a vertical stanchion fitted in sockets on the deck

or bridge and surmounted by a compass-card without a

magnet. The card turns on a vertical axis and is fitted

with an alidade. The magnetic heading of the ship being

adjusted on this card to a line parallel with the keel, the

alidade gives readily the bearing of land, lighthouses, etc.

Also ektropometer.

ectrotic (ek-trot'ik), a. [< Gr. enTpartKoc,, of or

for abortion, < inrpuaic,, abortion, <
_
*EKT/>or<if ,

verbal adj. of eKTirpaaKetv, abort, < en, out, +
TirpaaKciv. rpoeiv, wound, injure.] In med., pre-

venting the development or causing the abor-

tion of a disease.

ectypal (ek'ti-pal), a. [< ectype + -al.~\ Taken
from the original ;

imitated. [Rare.]

Exemplars of all the ectypal copies.

Ellis, Knowledge of Divine Things, p. 417.

Ectypal world, in Platonic philos.,tite phenomenal world,
the world of sense, as distinguished from the archetypal
or noumenal world.

ectype (ek'tip), . [= F. ectype = Sp. ectipo =
Pg. ectypo, < L. ectypus, engraved in relief

,
em-

1840 -ed

produced by eczema: as, eczematous eruptions.
2. Afflicted with eczema.

ed. An abbreviation (a) of editor; (6) of edi-

tion,

ed- 1
. [ME. ed-, < AS. ed- = OS. idug = OFries.

et- = OHG. it-, ita-, MHG. He- = Icel. idh- =
Goth, id-, a, prefix equiv. to L. re-, again, back:

see re-.'] A prefix now obsolete or occurring
unfelt in a few words, meaning

'

again, back,

re-,' as in edgrow, edgrowth, ednew. See eddish,

Obverse. Reverse. eddy.
cuofJamesV.ofScotland. British Museum. (Sizeof the original. ) Ed-2 . [ME. Ed-, < AS. Edd-, & COmmOn element

_ .. , T in proper names, being edd, happiness, pros-
of issue 20 shillings English. 4. In r ranee, . fl_* r\o -j _-A_4._ *. ,,,,it-u ,.,.,, c .

a sum of money, formerly consist!

francs,now generally of five francs.-

table tracing-paper, 15 X 20 inces, u, .-
nameg of Anglo.g

J^ond. nally 'property '(in Anglo-IJaxon, 'prosperity'
Ecuadoran (ek-wa-do'ran), a. and . [< icaa-

Qr 4ap
1

pin̂ sg S as Edward, Anglo-Saxon Edd-
dor + -.] Same as icwadorwn. d protector of property; JMoji, Anglo-
Ecuadorian (ek-wa-do n-an), a. and n. ..*'..

.

copy : opposed to prototype.
The complex ideas of substances are cctypes or "

copies."

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxxi. 13.

Some regarded him [Klopstock] as an ectype of the an-

cient prophets. Eng. Cyc.

Specifically 2. In arcli., a copy in relief or

embossed.

ectypography (ok-ti-pog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. CK-

TUTi-of, engraved in relief (see ectype),

ypd<l>ctv, write, engrave.]
A method of etching in

which the lines are left

in relief upon the plate
instead of being sunk
into it.

6cu (a-kii' or a'ku), 11.

[F., a shield (applied
also to a coin, etc.), <

OF. escu, escut, < L.

scutum, a shield: see

escutcheon, scutiim.'] 1.

The shield carried by a
mounted man-at-arms
in the middle ages ;

es-

pecially, the triangular
shield ofno great length
carried during the thir-

teenth and fourteenth

centuries, and hung
around the neck by the

guige, so as to cover the
left arm and left side.

2. The name of several

gold and silver coins current in France from
the fourteenth century onward, having a shield

as part of their type : in English usually ren-

dered crown. Among these coins were the ecu d'or

(golden crown), the ecu d la couronne (ecu with the crown),

Ecuadorian fauna.
(-a^de), -de", pi. '-e-den \-a-den), -den (usually

The Ecuadorian section [of the Andes].
spelled -i, -te, -tere, when so pronounced, as after

I certain consonants (see below) and in northern
II. n. A native of Ecuador, a republic ot uge ajgo after tne vowel, -et, -it, whence mod.

South America, on the Pacific, north of Peru. gc ^ ,it^ < Ag _e_dej _<,_$# (rarely -a-de), or,

ecumenic, oecumenic (ek-u-men'ik), a. [= F. w;thout the preceding vowel, -de, pi. -e-don,

cecumenique = Sp. ecumenico = Pg. It. ecumenico .o.don, -don (spelled -te, -ton, after consonants re-

(cf . G. ocumenisch = Dan. Sw. okumenisk), < LL.
quirjng 8ucn assimilation, as miste, cyste, drypte,

cecumenicus, < Gr. oiKwuewKoc,, general, universal, etc E_ mist> j^^ dript, now usually by confor-
of or from the whole world, < olKov/ievii, the in- mation missed, kissed, dripped, etc.), the pret.
habited world, the whole world, fern. (sc. yft suffix prOper being simply -de, the preceding
earth) of dxobfisvof, ppr. pass, of omeiv, inhabit, vowei representing the suffix -ia, Goth, -ja, etc.,
< olnof, a house : see economy. ~\

Same as ecu- Teut> , -

o
-

0) formative of weak verbs ;
= OS.

menical (which is the usual form). -a-da -o-da, -da = OFries. -e-de, -a-de, -de, -te =
ecumenical, oecumenical (ek-u-men'i-kal), a. D _de _ MLG. -e-de, -de, -te = OHG. -o-ta, -e-ta,

[< ecumenic, O3cumenic, + -al] General ;
uni-

_;_to MHG. -e-te, -te, Q. -te = Icel. -adha, -dha,
versal ; specifically, belonging to the entire _da

^
_to _ gw _

.a^e> _$e _ Dan . ^e<
.te Goth.

Christian church. (with persons indicated) 1 -da (-i-da, -o-da, -ai-

da), 2 -des, 3 -da, dual 2 -dedu, 3 -deduts, pi. 1

-dedum, 2 -dednth, 3 -dedun ; being orig. the re-

duplicated pret. of AS. don, E. <fol, etc., name-

ly, AS. dide, E. *'rf, used as a pret. formative :

see do*. (2) -J2, pp. (-ed, -d, or -, or entirely

absent, according to the preceding elements),
< ME. -ed, -d, also -t (when so pronounced, as

after certain consonants (see above) and in

council should at once assemble, to compose the religious
northern use also after the vowel, -et, -it,Whence

differences. Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 202.

The ancient Greek Church is the mother of (ecumenical

orthodoxy; she elaborated the fundamental dogmas of

the Trinity and the Person of Christ, as laid down in the

Apostles' and the Nicene creeds.

Schaf, Christ and Christianity, p. 10.

Ecumenical bishop, a title first assumed by John the

Faster, Patriarch of Constantinople, in the latter part of

the sixth century. Gregory the Great, Bishop of Rome
(590-604), strongly opposed the use of the title; but from
the time of Boniface III. (607), on whom it was conferred

No other literature [than the French] exhibits so expan-
sive and oecumenical a genius, or expounds so skilfully or

appreciates so generously foreign ideas.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 160.

The assumption of the title of (Ecumenical Patriarch

was another proof of the vast designs entertained by the

Bishops of Constantinople.
J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 29.

Both kings bound themselves to maintain the Catholic

orship inviolate, . . . and agreed that an aicumenical

.
,

by the emperor Phocas, it has been used by the popes as

their right. Ecumenical council. See council, 7. Ecu-
menical divines, in the Or. Ch., a title given to St. Basil

the Great, St. Gregory the Divine, and St. John Chrysos-
tom.

ecumenically, cecumenically (ek-u-men'i-

mod. Sc. -et, -it), < AS. -e-d, -o-d, rarely -ad, of-

ten in the pi. -e-d-e, etc., with syncope of the

preceding vowel -d-e, -t-e; = OS. OFries. D.
MLG. LG. -d = OHG. MHG. G. -t = Icel. -dlir,

-dr, -tr, m., -dJi, -d, -t, f., -t, neut., = Sw. -t =
Dan. -t = Goth, -th-s = L. -tu-s = Gr. -TO-C =
Skt. -fa-* ; a general adj . and pp. suffix quite dif-

ferent from -erf1
, though now identifiedwith it in

form. The suffix appears in L. -a-tu-s (E. -ate1
,

-adei, -ada, -ado, -eel
,
etc. ; disguised in vari-

ous forms, as in arm-y), -i-tus, -i-tus (E. -ite1 ,

-it1 ), -e-tus, -u-tits (E. -ute), and without a pre-

ceding vowel as -tus (E. -t, as in fea-t, fac-t,

etc.).] The regular formative of the preterit

(From Viollet-le-Duc's "Diet.

duMobilierfranjais.")

---------*, ----------.> .-- r - or past tense, and the perfect participle, re-

kal-i), adv. In a general or ecumenical manner. gpectively, of English "weak" verbs: suffixes of

ecumenicity, (Ecumenicity (ek"u-me-nis'i-ti), different origin (see etymology), but now identi-
. [= F. cecumenicite = Pg. ecumenicidade ; as cal in form an(j p]lonetic relations, and so con-

ecumenic, cecumenic, + -ity.'] The character of veniently treated together. Either suffix is attach-

being ecumenical. ed (with suppression of final silent -e, if any) to the in-

Some Catholics have protested against the cecumenicity flnitive or first pel-son indicative and varies in pronun-
ciation and spelling according to the preceding consonant

(the final consonant of the infinitive) : (1) -ed, pronounced
ed after t, d, as in heated, loaded, etc., and archaically in

other positions, as in hallowed, raised, etc., and usually
in some perfect participles used adjectively, as in blessed.

of the synod in 1311 at Vienna, generally reckoned the
15th oecumenical [council]. Encyc. Brit., VI. 511.

6cusson(a-ku-s6n'),K. [F.: see escutcheon.'] In

her., an escutcheon, especially an escutcheon
of pretense, or inescutcheon.

(e-sl-fel'at), a. [< NL. 'ecyphel- n0unced'(w{th'suppression of the vowel) d, after a sonant,
NL. cyphella, q. V.] In namely, b,g "hard," g "soft" (,-ge

= dzh or zh),j (written

ye, as preceding), s (-se = z), th (= dh), t), z, I, m, n, ng, r, as

in some penect parucipies useu aujecnveij, a in viroaeu.

crooked, winged, etc., parallel to blest, crooked (pronounced
kriikt), winged (pronounced wingd), etc. (2) -ed, pro-

latus, < L. e- priv. + \ella, q.

hot., without cyphellse: applied to lichens, etc.

eczema (ek'ze-ma), n. [NL., < Gr. j/cCcua, a cu-

taneous eruption, < CK^C'IV, boil up or out, < en,

out, + friv, boil.] An inflammation of the
skin attended with considerable exudation of

lymph. Ordinarily the eczematous patch is red, slightly

swollen, more or less incrusted, and moist on the removal
of the crust, and causes considerable itching and smart-

ing. Eczema papulosum, the form of eczema charac-

in robed, robbed, lagged, rayed, engaged, rouged, hedged,

raised, posed, smoothed, breathed, lived, buzzed, boiled,

felled, beamed, dreamed, stoned, leaned, hanged, barred,

abhorred, etc. (but after the liquids I, m, n, r, in some
words also or only -t : see below), or after a vowel, or a

vowel before h or w, as in hoed, rued, brayed, towed, awed,
hurrahed, etc. most words of this class being formerly
written without the vowel, which subsequently came to

be indicated, pedantically, by an apostrophe, as in rais'd,

Obverse. Reverse.

fecu d'Or of Charles VI., Kinp of France. British Museum.
C Size of the original. }

the ecu au soleil (ecu with the sun), ecu blanc (white
crown), and ecu d'argent (silver crown). The specimen of
the ecu d'or of Charles VI. (A. D. 1380-1422) here illus-

trated wei.ahs 61 grains.

3. A Scotch gold coin, also called crown, issued
in the sixteenth century by James V. and by
Mary, Queen of Scots. It was worth at the time

ma in which the eruption consists of vesicles containing
scrum.

eczematous (ek-zem'a-tus), a. [= F. eczenta-

teux; < cczema(t-) + -CMS.] 1. Pertaining to or

(so spelled to preserve the "long" vowel), and, in preterit

only, amlil. xliintld, uvula these forms being
"
irregular"

in spelling only (laid, paid, staid), or in spelling and pro-

nunciation, as compared with the forms having the usual



-ed

*& (4) -rd, pronounced t (the vowel being suppressed and
tin ./assimilated to the preceding consonant) after urd,

iiiiini-ly, e "soft" (= ), eh (= IA),/, *, p, </w (= t), sunl,

A, M surd, i (= *), as in /an <i, /;<!<, .;. matched,

coughed (pronounced kolt), limtfil, tm-tfi, ///./</, //I./HM/.

j>r,'.<*>'<l, r/if,..-v-/, ,-l,txlii'<l, l^athi <l, ' <n-ttn'<l, iiii.i-i'<l, etc.. such

words being formerly, as n rule, and still optionally (in

verse, as preferred by Tennyson and other ino.lern ports.

or In restored or reformed spelling), spelled us |>n ilioiinml,

with (, as (wK, tavW. lift, /"' ', ">', ytef, etc. ; In some
words, where -fit after u liquid, I. in, n. r, or a vowel, is

pronounced t instead of, us regularly, d, and insomc words

lifter/), thespellini,'
-f prevails, either exclusively (and then

tocompanleu by n change of the radical vowel), as In di-nlt,

1,11, tioifiltt, rnit'ilit, tliintijht, wrought, brwitjht, sowjht,
'iinnilit. fir/it, tirfill, n'i'/it.'eta., or with n parallel form in

'/ pronounced d, as In /w/f, ttpilt, spoilt, ilr>-n,,,t. i-nnt.

l'ni, burnt, etc. (the ( ill some cases absorbing the final

;l of the Infinitive, as in brut, blent, built, iiirt, etc.), with

parallel forms *ije.tlrit, tpilltd, etc. (bfiulnl. iiirdnl, etc.).

(5) In some monosyllables the suffix -rd, reduced to -d or

-t, as above, has blended with the final -rf or -( of the intlni-

live, tormina, in curlier spelling, a double consonant, dd
or tt, which has since been simplified, as in thed, /<</,

hit, split, etc., all trace of the suffix being thus effaced

and such preterits and past participles being assimilated

to the infinitive ; an original long vowel in the infinitive

becoming short in the preterit and past participle, as in

read, preterit and past participle read (red), lead, preterit
and past participle led (where the change is recognized in

the spelling), and hence, rarely, In the infinitive, as in

spread, preterit and past participle spread. Some words
ending in -ed'* (participles used as adjectives) may, with
the definite article, or other definitive word, preceding,
come to be used as nouns, having as such a possessive
case (in ') and a plural (in ) : as, the police took charge
of the deceased '* effects ; at this the accused's countenance

changed. This is found chiefly in newspaper language ;

but the plural, as "their beloveds," is not uncommon in

recent poetry. See -dl, -<J2, .(1, -<2.

edacious (e-da'shus), a. \= It. edace. < L. edax

(edac-), given to eating, v edere = E. eat: see

eat.] Eating; given to eating; greedy; vora-

cious.

Swallowed in the depths of edacimut Time.
Carlyle, Misc., IV. 236.

Concord Bridge had long since yielded to the edacious
tooth of Time. /."<((, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., p. 37.

edaciously (e-da'shus-li), adv. Greedily; vo-

raciously.
edaciousness (e-da'shus-iies), N. Edacity.
edacity (e-das'i-ti), M. [= It. edacita, < L. eda-

cita(t-)s, <. cdax, giving to eating : see edacious.]

Greediness; voracity; ravenousness ; rapacity.

It is true that the wolf is a beast of great edatitie and
digestion. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 972.

If thou have any vendible faculty, nay, If thon have but

edacity and loquacity, come. Carlyle.

Edaphodon (e-daf'o-don), n. [NL. : see edapli-

odont.\ A fossil genus of chimteroid fishes, of

the order Holocephali, found in the Greensand,
Chalk, and Tertiary strata. Buckland.

edaphodont (e-daf o-dont), . [< NL. edapho-
don(t-)s. < Gr. liatfof, bottom, foundation, +
odorf (OOODT-) = E. tooth.] A fossil chiraajroid

fish of the genus Edaphodon.
Edda (ed'S), n. [Icel., lit. great-grandmother.]
A book written (in prose) by Snorri Sturlu-

son (born about 1178, died by assassination

1241), containing the old mythological lore of

Scandinavia and the old artificial rules for

verse-making; also, a collection of ancient Ice-

landic poems. The name Edda, by whom given is not

known, occurs for the first time in the Inscription to one
of the manuscripts of the work, written fifty or sixty years
after Snorri s death. Snorri's Edda (Edda Snorra Stttrlu-

sonar) consists of five parts : Fonnuli (Preface), the Gylfa-
^tnnuw(DelusionofOylft), Bra(7rt-rflH/Aur(Sayiug8of Bragi),

'Skuldiikapar-mal (Art of Poetry), and lliittatal (Number
of Meters), to which are added in some manuscripts Thu-
lur, or a rhymed glossary of synonyms, lists of poets, etc.

As the SMMakaitar-miil, or Art of Poetry, forms the chief

part of the Edda (including several long poems), the work
became a sort of handbook of poets, and so Edda came
gradually to mean the old artificial poetry as opposed to
the modern plain poetry contained in hymns and sacred

poems. About the year 1643 the Icelandic bishop Bryn-
jnlf Sveinsson discovered a collection of the old mytho-
logical poems, which is erroneously ascribed to Swmnnd
Sigfnssen (Iwrn alxiut 1055, died 1133), and hence called
after him Stritiuiithir KJdn Itin* i'itn1lm. tin- KiMa of S;e-

mund the Learned. The poems that comi>ose this Edda
are supposed to have been collected about the middle of
the thirteenth century, but were composed probably in

the eighth and ninth centuries. Hence the name now giv-
en to the collection, the Kldrr or Poetic Kdda, in distinc-

tion from the Youiyjpr or Prone Edda of Snorri, to which
alone the name Edda previously belonged. The most
ancient of the poems in the Elder Edda is the Voluspa,
the Prophecy of the Voloa or sibyl.

Eddaic (e-da'ik), a. [< Edda + -ic.] Same as
Eddie.

The Eddaic version, however, of the history of the gods
is not so circumstantial as that in the Ynglingasaga.

K. If. Gotse.

eddas (ed'slz), n. Same as cddocs.

odder 1
(ed'

;

er), n. [E. dial, also etlicr ; < ME.
"eder, < AS. edor, eder, codor, a hedge, an in-

closure, = OS. edor = OHG. etar, MHG. eter, G.
dial, etter = leeLioAttT = Norw. juihir. j<n:

jaar, juir, jter, edge, border.] 1. A hedge.
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[Prov. Eng.] 2. The binding at the top of

stakes impel in making hcdgi-s. Sometimes
called edttrriitg. ll'rii/lit. [North. Eng.]

In lopping and felling save edder and stake,
Thine hedges us neeileth to mend, or to make.

Tuarr, One Hundred Points of Good Husbandry.

3. In Scotland, straw ropes used in thatching
corn-ricks.

edder 1
(odV-r), r. t. [< cdder1 , n., 3.] To bind

or make tight with edder ; fasten, as the tops
of hedge-stakes, by interweaving edder. Mor-
timer.

edder2 (ed'er), M. [A dial. var. of adder1
, q. v.]

1. An adder; a serpent. [Now only Scotch.]
Ye eddris and eddrie briddis, hou sclmlen ye fle fro the

doom of helle! ll>v.>. Mat. xxlii.

For edilres, spirites, nionstrcs, thyng of drede,
To make a smoke and stynke is goode In dede.

Palladia*, Husbondrle (E. E. T. 8.), p. 34.

2t. A fish like a mackerel.
eddera, . See eddoes.

Eddie (ed'ik), a. [< Edda + -ic.] Of or relat-

ing to the Scandinavian Eddas; having the

character or style of the Eddas : as, the Eddie

prophecy of the V81va. Also Eddaic.

eddish (ed'ish), n. [E. dial., also edislt, ead-

isli, eddigc; contr. etch, stubble; corrupted eat-

age, q. v. ; < ME. "edish, not found (except as

in the comp. eddish-lien, q. v.), < AS. edisc, a

pasture, a park for game; origin unknown,
but perhaps orig.

'

aftermath,' second growth,
< ed- (again, back) (see ed-1 ), + -tie, adj. term.;
the formation if real is irreg. Grein refers to

ONorth. edo, ede, a contr. of eotcod, a flock. It

is doubtful whether eddish has any connection
with AS. yddisc, in-eddisc (only in glosses),
household goods or furniture. See earsh.~] 1.

The pasture or grass that comes after mowing
or reaping. [Local, Eng.]
Keep for stock is tolerably plentiful, and the fine spring

weather will soon create a good etldish in the pastures.
Times (London), April 30, 1857.

2. See the extract.

The word etch, or eddish, or edish, occurs in Tusser, and
means tiie stubble of the previous crop of whatever kind.

Seebohm, Eng. Vil. Community, p. 376.

eddish-bent, >' [ME. edisse-henne, and corrupt-

ly cdiscine (in a gloss), < AS. edige-Jien, edesc-

hen, -henn, a quail, lit. a pasture-hen (cf. mod.
'

prairie-hen '), < edisc, a pasture, park for

game, + henn, hen.] A quail.

Thai asked, and come the edimhmne.
Ps. civ. [cv.1, 40 (ME. version).

eddoes, edders (ed'oz, ed'erz). . A name
given by the negroes of the Gold Coast, as
well as in the West Indies, to the roots of the

taro-plant, Colocasia antiquorum. Also eddas.

eddy (ed'i), n.-
} pi. eddies (-iz). [The ME. form

(and the AS., if any) not recorded
;
the word is

either cognate with or derived from Icel. idha,
an eddy, whirlpool, = Norw. ida, also ide (and
in various other forms, in, ie, ea, eaa, udu, uddu,
rudu, odo, evju, irju, the last forms prob. of other

origin ;
often with prefix bak-, back, tq>j>-, up,

kring, circle), = Sw. dial, idha, idd, = Dan.
dial, ide, an eddy, whirlpool ;

cf. Icel. idha =
Norw. ida, whirl about; Icel. idh, t., a doing,

idh, n., a restless motion, = Sw. id, industry, =
Dan. id, pursuit, intention ;

Icel. idhiitn = Sw.

idog, assiduous, diligent; prob. connected with
AS. ed-, etc., back (equiv. to L. re-): see ed-1 .

Cf. eddish.] A part of a fluid, as a stream of

water, which has a rotatory motion; any small

whirl or vortex in a fluid. Eddies are due to the vis-

cosity of fluids, anil to the very small degree to which they

slip over the surfaces of solids. A portion of fluid to which
a rotatory motion has once l>een communicated loses this

motion only by the gradual effect of viscosity, so that ed-

dies subsist for some time. They are always found be-

tween counter-currents.

Avoid the violence of the current, by angling in the
returns of a stream, or the eddies betwixt two streams,
which also are the most likely places wherein to kill a
fish in a stream, either at the top or bottom.

Cnttiin, in Walton's Angler, II. 26!).

And smiling eddies dimpled on the main. Dryden.

The charmed eddies of autumnal winds
Built o'er his mouldering bones a pyramid.

Shelley, Alastor.

Alas ! we are but eddies of dust,

I'plifted by the blast, and whirled

Along the highway of the world.

Longfellow, Golden Legend, ii.

Common observation seems to shew that, when a solid

moves rapidly through a liquid at some distance below
the surface, it leaves behind it a succession of
the fluid. Stokes, On some Cases of Fluid Motion.

= Syn. See stream.

eddy (od'i), r.
; pret. and pp. eddied, ppr. eddy-

in</. [< <'<ld;i, .] I. intrant. To move circu-

larly or in a winding manner, as the water of an

Edenic

eddy, or o as to resemble the movement of an

eddy.
Time must be givn for the Intellect to ediiy about a

truth, and to appropriate IU bearings.
DeQuili'--!!. .-!>! i

As they looked down upon tin- tumult of the people.

deepening and eddying in the wide square, . . . they in

tered above them the sentence of warning "Christ shall

come.' Ktulriii.

With ,-ililiii,i'i whirl the waters lock
Yon treele.-s mound forlorn,

The sharp-winged sea-fowl's breeding rock,
'1 luil fronts the Spouting Horn.

O. W. Holmes, Agnes.

II. trans. To cause to move in an eddy ; col-

lect as into an eddy; cause to whirl. [Kare.]
The circling mountains rildii In

From the bare wild the dissipated itonn. Thomson.

eddy-water (ed'i-wa'ter), n. yaut., same as

deutl-water.

eddy-wind (ed'i-wind), n. The wind moving
in an eddy near a sail, a mountain, or any other

object.
edelforsite (ed'el-fdr-sit), . [< JEdelfors (see
def.) -I- -ie2.] In mineral., a compact calcium
silicate from ^Edelfors in Sweden, probably the

same as wollastouite.

edelite (ed'e-lit), n. Same as ]>rchnite.

edelweiss (ed'el-wis; G. pron. a'dl-vi^), n.

[G., < edel, noble, precious (= E. obs. athel,

q. v.), + iceiss = E. white.'] The Leontopodium
al/iinum ((!na-

l>haliu>n Leoii-

topoditmi) of
the Alps and
Pyrenees, a

plant much
sought for by
travelers in

Switzerland,
where it grows
at a great alti-

tude in situa-

tions difficult

of access. It is

remarkable for its

dense clusters of

flower-heads sur-

rounded by a radi-

ating involucre of
floral leaves, all

densely clothed
with a close, white,
cottony pubes-
cence.

edema, oedema (e-de'ma), M. ; pi. edemata, oede-

mata (-ma-tS). [NL. a;deina, < Gr. oify/ia, a swell-

ing, a tuniorj < ot&elv, swell, become swollen/ oi-

<5of, a swelling.] 1. In ]iathol., a puffiness or

swelling of parts arising from accumulation of

serous fluid in interstices of the areolar tissue :

as, edema of the eyelids. 2. [cap.] [NL.] A
genus of bombycid moths, founded by Walker

in 1855, hav-
\ 1 ing the palpi

pilose, rather

long, ascend-

ing in the
male and por-
rect in the fe-

male, with the
third joint lan-

ceolate. The
alH/rmu, natural size. larva of /,'. iillii-

/roiu.which feeds
on the oak, is a handsome caterpillar striped with yellow
and black dorsallv, and pinkish on the under side.

edematose, oedematose (e-dem'a-tos), a. Same
as edematotis.

edematous, cedematous (e-dem'a-tns), a. [<

fi/cn>a(t-), cedenia(t-), + -nits.] Relating to ede-

ma; swelling with a serous effusion.

Eden (e'dn), n. [= F. 6den = 8p. Edfn = Pg.
Eden = G. Eden, etc., < LL. Eden (in Vulgate),
< Heb. and Chal. 'eden, Eden, lit. 'pleasure

1

or 'delight.'] 1. In the Bible, the name of the

garden which was the first home of Adam and
Eve : often, though not in the English version of

the Bible, called Paradise. 2. A region men-
tioned in the Bible, the people of which were
subdued by the Assyrians. It is supposed to

have been in northwestern Mesopotamia (2 Ki.

xix. 12; Isa. xxxvii. 12). 3. Figuratively, any
delightful region or place of residence. Also
Aden.

Summer isles of Eden lying in dark-purple spheres of

sen. Tenntnon, Locksley Hall.

Edenic (e-den'ik), a. [< Eden + -iV.] Of or

pertaining to Eden ; characteristic of Eden.

By the memory of Edfnic joy
Forfeit and lost.

iln. Bivmiinn, Drama of Exile.

Edelweiss ( I eontopodittm alpinum\
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Over 100 species are known, of which more than 40 inhabit

North America; only one is found in the United States.
Will he admit that the Edenic man was a different spe-

cies, or even genus? Science, V. 407. - .

ry T-.J , -IT \ / j jj \ j_ The genus was founded oy
edenite (e'dn-it), n. [< Eden(mlle) (see def.) + F brit.iu8 in isos.

-ite2.']
An aluminous variety of amphibole or Edessan (e-des'an), a.

hornblende, containing but little iron, of a pale- [< L. Edessa, Gr. "ErfT-

green or grayish color, occurring at Edenville aa a cjty of Mesopota-
in New York.
Edenization (e'dn-i-za'shon), n. [< Edenize +
-ation.] A making or converting into an Eden.

[Rare.]
The evangelization and Edenization of the world.

The Congregationalist, Nov. 5, 1885.

Edenize (e'dn-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. Edenized,

ppr. Edenizing. [< Eden + -ize.~\ 1. To make
like Eden ;

convert into a paradise. [Rare.]
2. To admit into Paradise; confer the joys

of Paradise upon. [Rare.]

For pure saints cdeniz'd unfit. Doxies,Wit's Pilgrimage.

edental (e-den'tal), a. and n. [< L. -
J>riv.

+

mia, + -an.'] Of or per-

taining to Edessa, a city
in northwestern Meso-

potamia, noted as the

seat of an important
theological school, and
as the chief center from
which Nestorianism

spread over a great part
of Asia Edessan family
or branch of liturgies, that
class of liturgies which is

commonly called Nextorian, because used by Nestorians.

Its oldest representative is the Liturgy of the Apostles

(Adams and Maris). See liturgy.

Edessa bijida.

(Line shows natural size. }

----- x- .. ,, - - . .

den(t-)s, = E. tooth, + -al.] I. a. 1. Edentate; Edessene (e-des'en), a. [< LL. Edessenus, <

toothless. 2. Of or pertaining to the Edentata.
Edessa, Edessa: see Edessan.'] Same as Edes-

II. . A member of the order Edentata. san-
edentalous (e-den'ta-lus), a. [Appar. < eden- Edessinse (ed-e-si'ne), n. pi.
tal + -ous; but prob. intended for edentulous,

q. v.] Same as edentate. [Rare.]
Edentata (e-den-ta'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of L. edentatus, toothless : see edentate."] 1. In

mammal., a Cuvierian order of mammals; the

edentates. The term is literally incorrect, and in so

[NL., < Edessa
+ -ince.] A subfamily of heteropterous hemip-
terous insects or bugs, of the family Pentatomi-

da>, having the sternum produced into a cross,
and the middle line of the venter carinate, the

base of the keel being protracted into a horn.

Also Edessides.
far objectionable, few of these animals being edentulous Oj., /p;\

,, r/ TifR eanv < AS ecu an edee
or toothless; and the Linnean equivalent term, Brute, is OttgO (ej;, M. IS M.&.egge,\ AAMftHieu
often employed instead. But the name is firmly estab- poet, a sword, = OS. eggia = Olries. eg,, ig,

lished, and the members of the order do agree in certain Fries, ig = D. egqe = MLG. egge = OHtr. ekka,
dental characters, which are these : that incisors are never

edge, point, MHG. ecke, egge, G. eck,_ecke, edge,
present, and that the teeth, when there are any, are homo-
dont and (excepting in Tatusiiuos) monophyodont, grow-
ing from persistent pulps, and being devoid of enamel.

MJi iii , J.IJ.AJ.

= Icel.

Edentate Skull of Great Ant-eater (Myrmecophaga jubata).

The Edentata are ineducahilian placental mammals, with
a relatively small cerebrum of one lobe, but otherwise very
diversiform in structure, appearance, and mode of life ; the

old-world forms are likewise widely different from those of

the new world ; most edentates are of the latter. The arma-

dillos, sloths, and ant-eaters of America, and the fodient

ant-eaters and scaly ant-eaters of Africa and Asia, repre-
sent respectively five leading types of Edentata, affording
a division of the order into the five suborders Loricata

(armadillos), Tardigrada (sloths), Vermilinguia (American
ant-eaters), Squamata (scaly ant-eaters or pangolins), and
Fodientia (digging ant-eaters or aardvarks). The tardi-

grades, including a number of gigantic fossil forms, as the

mylodons and megatheriums, formerly called Oramgrada,
are herbivorous, and the living forms are all arboricole.

The others are carnivorous and chiefly insectivorous, and
it is among these that the entirely toothless forms occur,
as in the ant-eaters. The Cuvierian Edentata included
the Monotremata, now long since eliminated.

2. A group of crustaceans. Latreille, 1826.

edentate (e-den'tat), a. and n. [= P. edenU

Sp. edentado, < L. edentatus, toothless, pp. of

edentare, render toothless, < e, out, + den(t-)s
= E. tooth; cf. dentate: see Edentata.'] I. a.

1. Edentulous; toothless. 2. Of or pertaining
to the Edentata, and thus having at least no
front teeth.

II. n. 1. One of the Edentata; an ineduca-
bilian placental mammal without incisors. 2.
A toothless creature.

I tried to call to him to move, but how could a poor
edentate like myself articulate a word?

Kingsley, Alton Locke, xxxvi.

edentated (e-den'ta-ted), a. [< edentate +
-ed2.] Deprived of teeth; edentate. [Rare.]
Edentati (e-den-ta'tl), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L.

edentatus, toothless : see Edentata.'] A group
of edentate mammals. Vicq-d'Azyr, 1792.

edentation (e-den-ta'shon), . [< L. as if

*edentatio(n-), < edentare, pp. edentatus, render
toothless : see edentate.] The state or quality
of being edentate

; toothlessness.
edentulate (e-den'tu-lat), a. [< NL. *edentu-

latus,<. L. edentulus, toothless: see edentulous.']
In entom., without teeth

;
edentate : said of the

mandibles when they have no tooth-like pro-
cesses on the inner side. Eirby.
edentulous (e-den'tu-lus), a. [< L. edentulus,
toothless, < e- priv. + den(t~)s = E. tooth: see
dent2 . Cf. edentate."] Without teeth

; toothless.

The jaws of birds are always edentulous and sheathed
with horn, of divers configurations, adapted to their dif-
ferent modes of life and kinds of food. Owen, Anat., Int.

edert, n. See edder2 .

Edessa (e-des'a),. [NL., < L. Edessa, Gr. "Eoeo--

aa, a city of Macedonia.] A genus of penta-
tomid bugs, typical of a subfamily Edessince,

corner, = Icel. egg = Sw. egg = Dan. egg =
Goth. *agja (not found) = L. acies, a sharp
edge or point, front of an army (' edge of bat-

tle '), akin to acer, sharp (> ult. E. eager*), acus,
a needle, etc., to Gr. o/ci'f, ant/, a point, to Skt.

acrl, an edge, corner, angle, and to E. awn 1
,

ail2
,
ear2

, q. v.] 1. The sharp margin or thin

bordering or terminal line of a cutting instru-

ment : as, the edge of a razor, knife, sword, ax,
or chisel.

He ... smote the kynge Pignores thourgh the helme
that nother coyf ne helme myght hym warant till that

the suerdes egge touched hys brayn.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 589.

Who [Tubal] first sweated at the forge
And forc'd the blunt and yet unbloodied steel

To a keen edge, and made it bright for war.

Cowper, Task, v. 216.

2. The extreme border or margin of anything;
the verge; the brink: as, the edge of a table;
the edge of a precipice.
Than draw streight thy clothe, & ley the boujt [fold]

on the vttur egne of the table.

Babeee Book(E. E. T. S.), p. 129.

You knew he walk'd o'er perils, on an edge,
More likely to fall in than to get o'er.

Shale., 2 Sen. TV., LI.

Specifically (a) In math., a line, straight or curved, along
which a surface is broken, so that every section of the sur-

face through that line has a cusp or an abrupt change of

direction at the point of intersection with it. (&) In zool.,

the extreme boundary of a surface, part, or mark, gener-

ally distinguished as posterior, anterior, lateral, superior,
etc. In entomology it is often distinguished from the mar-
gin, which is properly an imaginary space surrounding the
disk of any surface, and limited by the edge. The outer

edge of the elytron of a beetle may be either the extreme

boundary of the elytron, or the lateral boundary of the

upper surface, separated from the true boundary by a de-

flexed margin called the epipleura.

3. The border or part adjacent to a line of di-

vision; the part nearest some limit
;
an initial

or terminal limit; rim; skirt: as, the edge of

the evening; the outer and inner edges of a
field

;
the horizon's edge.

For the sayde temple stondeth vpon the est egge of

Mounte Morrea, and the Mounte Olyuete is right est from
it. Sir S. Onylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 43.

The new general, unacquainted with his army, and on
the edge of winter, would not hastily oppose them.

Milton.

It [Watling Street] ran closely along the edge of this

great forest, by the bounds of our Leicestershire.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 190.

4. The side of a hill; a ridge. Halliwell.

[North. Eng.]
Just at the foot of one of the long straight hills, called

Edges in that country [England, on the borders of Wales],
we came upon my friend's house.

J. H. Shorthouse, John Inglesant, Int. chap.

5. Sharpness; acrimony; cutting or wounding
quality.

Slander,
Whose edge is sharper than the sword.

Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 4.

Fie, fle ! your wit hath too much edge.
Ford, Love's Sacrifice, 1. 2.

The remark had a biting edqe to it.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 20,

edge-bolt

6. Acuteness or sharpness, as of desire or of

appetite ;
keenness ; eagerness ;

fitness for ac-

tion or operation.
Cloy the hungry edge of appetite

By bare imagination of a feast.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3.

I did but chide in jest ; the best loves use it

Sometimes ; it sets an edge upon affection.

Middleton, Women Beware Women, ii. 1.

When I got health, thou took'st away my life,

And more ; for my friends die ;

My mirth and edge was lost ; a blunted knife

Was of more use than I. O. Herbert.

'Tis true, there is an edge in all firm belief, and with an

easy metaphor we may say the sword of faith.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 10.

Back and edget. See baciti. Basset edges. See bus-

aet%. Convanescible edge. See conraneKcible. Cus-

pidal edge, or edge of regression. See cuspidal. to
set on edge, (a) To rest or balance on the border of ;

cause to stand upright on an edge : as, to set a large flat

stone on edge, (b) To make eager or intense ; sharpen ;

stimulate : as, his curiosity or expectation was set on edge.

To set the teeth on edge, to cause an uncomfortable

feeling as of tingling or grating in the teeth, as may be

done by the eating of very sour fruit, by the sound of fil-

ing, etc.

One will melt in your Mouth, and t'other set your Teeth

cm Edge. Congrete, Way of the World, i. 5.

=Syn. 2 and 3. Verge, skirt, brim. . See rim, 6. Intensity.

edge (ej), v.; pret. and pp. edged, ppr. edging.
[< ME. eggen, put an edge on, sharpen (only m
p. a. egged, < AS. ecged, p. a., only in comp. twi-

ecged, two-edged, seearp-eeged, sharp-edged),
also set on edge, intr. be set on edge, as the

teeth, also edge on, egg, incite (in this sense

from Scand.) (= OFries. cggja, fight, = Icel.

cggja = Sw. egga = Dan. egge, incite), < AS. ecg,

edge: see edge, n. See also egg
2
.] I. trans.

1. To sharpen; put an edge upon; impart a

cutting quality to. [Chiefly poetical.]
The wrongs

Of this poor country edge your sword ! oh, may it

Pierce deep into this tyrant's heart !

Fletcher, Double Marriage, i. 1.

Those who labour
The sweaty Forge, who edge the crooked Scythe,
Bend stubborn Steel, and harden gleeuiiig Armour,
Acknowledge Vulcan's Aid.

Prior, First Hymn of Callimachus.

That is best blood that hath most iron in 't

To edge resolve with. Lowell, Comm. Ode.

2. Hence, figuratively, to sharpen; pique.
Let me a little edge your resolution : you see nothing is

unready to this great work, but a great mind in you.
Ford, 'Tis Pity, v. 4.

By such reasonings the simple were blinded and the

malicious edged. Sir J. Haytmrd.

3. To furnish with an edge, fringe, or border:

as, to edge a flower-bed with box.

And thou shalt find him underneath a brim
Of sailing pines that edge yon mountain in.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 3.

Their long descending train,
With rubies edged. Dryden.

A voice of many tones sent up from streams, . . .

And sands that edge the ocean. Bryant, Earth.

4. To move by or as if by dragging or hitching

along edgewise ; impel or push on edge, and
hence slowly or with difficulty: as, to edge a
barrel or a box across the sidewalk

;
to edge

one's self or one's way through a crowd.

Edging by degrees their chairs forwards, they were in

a little time got up close to one another. Locke.

5. To incite; instigate; urge on; egg. See

egg
2

. [Now rare.]

This . . . will encourage and edge industrious and prof-
itable improvements. Bacon, Usury (ed. 1887).

Edg'd-on by some thank-picking parasite.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, iv. 1.

Ardour or passion will edge a man forward when argu-
ments fail. Ogilne.

Edglng-and-dlvldlng bench. See bench. To edge In,
to put or get in by or as if by an edge ; manage to get in.

When you are sent on an errand, be sure to edge in some
business of your own. Swift, Directions to Servants, iii.

Do, Sir Lucius, edge in a word or two every now and
then about my honour. Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 3.

H. intrans. To move sidewise ;
move gradu-

ally, cautiously, or so as not to attract notice :

as, edge along this way.
We sounded, and found 20 fathoms and a bottom of

sand
; but, on edging oft from the shore, we soon got out

of sounding. Cook, Second Voyage, iii. 7.

When one has made a bad bet, it's best to edge off.

Caiman, Jealous Wife, v. 3.

To edge away, to move away slowly or cautiously ;

nant., to decline gradually, as from the shore, or from the

line of the course. To edge down upon an object, to

approach an object in a slanting direction. To edge in

With, to draw near to, as a ship in chasing.

edge-bolt (ej'bolt), . In bookbinding, the closed
folds of a section or signature as shown in an
uncut book.



edgebone

edgebone (ej'bon), . [One of the numerous
perversions of what was orig. michr-hone: gee

<iili'lihinii-.\ The haiuicli-boiie, aitchbone, or

natcb-bouo of a beef: so tailed because it pre-
sents edgewise when the meat is cut in dress-

ing for the table. It is the principal part of

tin' pelvis or on imiominatum.

edge-coals (ej'kolz). y'- I' 1 Scotland, coal-

beils inclined at a high angle. Also called tdgi--
.11-11 IIIK, and more rarely edije-mctals.

edge-cutting (ej'kut'iiijr), . In bookbinding,
the operation of trimming down with a knife

the rough edges or bolts of a sewed and uncut
book.

edged (ejd or ej'ed), a. [< ME. egged, < AS.
eeged, < eca, edge: see edge, v.] 1. Furnished
with ail edge ; sharp ;

keen.

0, turn thy edged sword another way.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., 111. 3.

2. Having a border or fringe of a different sub-

stance, color, etc., from that of the body, as a

piece of cloth or a flower.

\viiitecannopiesandcurtainsmadeofneedlework. . .

edged with . . . bone-lace. Coryat, Crudities, I. 100.

My lady's Indian kinaman rushing in,
A breaker of the bitter news from home.
Found a dead man, a letter edged with death
Beside him. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

3. In litr., same as fimbriated__ TO play with
edged tools. See tool, and compare edge-tool.

edge-key (ej'ke), n. Same as cdger, 2.

edgeless (ej'les), a. [< edge + -less.] Not
sharp; blunt; obtuse; unfit to cut or pene-
trate: as, an edgeless sword; an edgeless argu-
ment.

Till clogg'd with blood, his sword obeys but ill

The dictates of its vengeful master's will ;

Edgelttt it falls. Roice, tr. of Lucan s Pharsalia, vi.

edgelongt (ej'ldng), adv. [< edge + -long, as in

headlong, sidelong, etc.] In the direction of the

edge ; edgewise.
Stuck cdgelmg into the ground. B. Jonson.

edge-mail (ej'mal), n. A name given by some
writers to a kind of armor represented on me-
dieval monuments, which has been assumed to

be made of links or rings sewed edgewise upon
cloth or leather an improbable device. Com-
pare broigne. Also called edgewise mail.

edge-plane (ej'plau), M. 1. A carpenters' plane
for trimming flat, round, or hollow edges on
woodwork. 2. Same as edger, 2.

edger (ej'er), M. 1. A circular saw for squaring
the edges of lumber cut directly from the whole
log; an edging-saw: usually double, hence
called double eager. See saii'i. 2. In leather-

working, a tool for trimming the edges of shoe-

soles, straps, harness, etc. It has a knife or cutter,
the blade of which is varied in shape according to the
form which it is desired to give to the work, and a gage
and guides, usually adjustable, to insure the correct pla-
cing of the work. Also called edge-key, edge-plane, edge-
tool.

edge-rail (ej'ral), n. Ourailroads, a rail so con-
structed that the wheels of cars roll upon its

edge, the wheels being kept in place by fiances

projecting
from their inner periphery : so called

in distinction from the flat rails first used.

edge-roll (ej'rol), n. In bookbinding: (a) A
rolling-tool used in gilding and decorating the

edges of book-covers. (6) Ornament or decora-
tion so produced on the edges of a book-cover.

edge-roll (ej'rol), r. t. 1. In bookbinding, to use
an edge-roll. 2. In minting, to roll the edges
of the blanks so as to produce a rim.

edge-setter (ej'sef'er), . A power-lathe for

burnishing the edges of the soles of shoes.

edge-shot (ej'shot), a. Planed on the edges, as
aboard: a lumbermen's term.

edge-stitch (ej'stich), n. In netting, knitting,
etc., a name given to the first stitch on a row.
Diet. of M

edge-tool (ej'toT), [< ME. eggetol, < <-,in<;

i'd.irc, + tol, tool.] 1. Any tool with a cutting
edge, as the ax, the chisel, the plane, the bit, etc.

3if any v</'' tul wol entre in-to his bodi,
1 wol <!< him to the deth and more despit ouere.

II', 'limn ../ I'ul. rue (E. E. T. S.), I. S755.

2. Same asedger, 2. 3. Figuratively, a matter
dangerous to tamper or sport with.

There's no jesting with e<t<n--tooli.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, ii. 2.

You jest : ill jesting with nliie-toalt!

"n, Princess, ii.

edge-trimmer (ej'trim'er), n. A small machine
for paring the boot-sole. The boot is held on a jack,
moving iuid'iiiatirally. :in<l the knitV trims the t'd^e anil
takr* ,mt the feather.

edgeways (ej'\v:iiO. mlr. [< edge + -ways for

-'-'.] Same as edgewise.
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Odd ! I'll make myself small enough: 111 stand fy'-

Sheridan, The Kivals, v. 3.

" Nor all white who are millers," said honest Hob, glad
to get in a word, as they say, edge-ways.

Scott, Monastery, xlv.

At certain times the rings of Saturn are teen edgeways.
Newcomli and llolden, Astron., p. 108.

edge-wheel (ej'hwel), . A wheel which trav-
els on its edge in a circular bed, as in the Chil-
ian mill and in many forms of crushing-mill.
edgewise (ej'wiz), a. and adi: [< edge + -wise.]
1. a. With the edge turned forward or toward
a particular point.
In this still air even the uneasy rocking poplar-leaves

were almost stationary on their rdftetrixe stems.
E. Kggleston, The Graysons, xil.

Edgewise mall. Same as edge-mail.

II. adv. In the direction of the edge ; by
edging.

At the last pushed in his word
Edgewise, as 'twere.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 189.

edging (ej'ing),
n. [Verbal n. of edge, t'.] 1.

That which is added on the border or which
forms the edge, as lace, fringe, or braid added to
a garment for ornament; specifically, narrow
lace or embroidery especially made for trim-

ming frills and parts of dress.

The garland which I wove for you to wear,
Of parsley, with a wreath of Ivy bound,
And border'd with a rosy edging round.

Dryden, tr. of Theocritus, Amaryllis, 1. B2.

I have known a woman branch out into a long extem-
pore dissertation upon the edging of a petticoat.

Addition, Lady Orators.

2. A border; a skirting; specifically, in hort.,
a row of plants set along the border of a flower-
bed : as, an edging of box.

Yon edging of Pines
On the steep's lofty verge.

H ordsworth, In the Simplon Pass.

3. In bookbinding: (a) The art of preparing
the uncut or folded leaves of a book by shaving
or trimming, adapting them to receive gold,
marbling, or color, and burnishing. (6) The
decorating of the edges of a book by marbling
or coloring. 4. In carp., the evening of the

edges of ribs and rafters to make them range
together.
edging-iron (ej'ing-i'ern), . In gardening, a
sickle-shaped cutting-tool, with the edge on the
convex side, used for cutting out the edges of

paths and roads and the outlines of figures,

etc., in turf.

edgingly (ej'ing-li),a<ie. Carefully; gingerly.
[Rare.]
The new beau awkwardly followed, but more edgingly,

as I may say, setting his feet mincingly, to avoid tread-

ing upon his leader's heels.

Richardson, Clarissa Ilarlowe, II. 220.

edging-machine (ej'ing-ma-shen*), . 1. A
machine-tool for molding, edging, and profiling
woodwork. See molding-machine. 2. In metal-

working, a machine for milling irregular shapes
and making templets and patterns. Sometimes
called a profiling-machine.

edging-saw (ej'ing-sa), M. A saw for squaring
edges ; an edger ; specifically, a circular saw
mounted on a bench and used to saw boards
into strips or straight-edges.

edging-shears (ej'ing-sherz), n.pl. Shears used
to cut the edges of sod along walks, around

garden-beds, etc. The blades are often set at an angle
and fitted to long handles, so that the operator can work
in a standing posture.

edging-tile (ej'in^-tll),
n. A tile used in making

borders for beds in gardens.
edgrew (ed'gro), n. Same as edgrotc.

edgTOW (ed'gro), n. [Also edgrowth; < ME. ed-

i/roir, edgratc (cf. AS. edgrowung, a growing
again), < AS. ed-, back, again, + growan, grow :

see erf- 1 and grow.] Aftermath; aftergrass.
[Prov. Eng.]
Kdyrow [var. edgraic, ete growe], greese, [L,] bigermen,

regermen. Prompt. Pan., p. 135.

edgrowth (ed'groth), n. [Formerly also edd-
1/ronth ; < cd-1 + growth. Cf.edgrow.] Same
as edgroic.

edgy (ej'i), a. [< edge + -yi.] 1. Showing an
edge ; sharply defined

; angular.
The outlines of their body are sharpc and edgy.
R. P. Knight, Anal. Inquiry into Prin. of Taste, p. 68.

2. Keen-tempered ; irritable : as, an edgy tem-

per. [Rare in both senses.]
edit, a. See ///.

edibilatory (ed-i-bil'a-to-ri), a. [Irreg. < LL.
cilihilis. edible, + -atari/.] Of or pertaining to
edibles or eating. [Rare.]
Edibilatory Epicurism holds the key to all morality.

Bultccr, Pelhani, Ivlli.

edification

edibility (ed-i-bil'i-M), H. [<edible: see -bility.]
The character of being edible

;
suitableness

for being eaten.

edible (ed'i-bl), a. and n. [< LL. edibilis, eat-

able, < L. edcrc = E. eat.] I. a. Eatable; fit

to be eaten as food ; esculent : specifically ap-
plied to objects which are habitually eaten by
man, or specially fit to be eaten, among similar

things not fit for eating : as, edible birds'-nests
;

edible crabs ; edible sea-urchins.

Of fishes some are edible ; some except it be in famine,
not. Bacon, Nat. Hist., I 869.

The edible Creation decks the Board.

Prior, Solomon, II.

H. n. Anything that may be eaten for food ;

an article of food ; an eatable
; a constituent

of a meal : generally in the plural : as, bring
forward the edibles.

edibleness (ed'i-bl-nes), n. The quality of be-

ing edible.

edict (e'dikt), n. [In mod. form after the L.; <
ME. edit, < OF. edit, edict, F. edit = Sp. edicto
= Pg. edito = It. editto = D. edikt = G. edtc< =
Dan. Sw. niil.i. < L. edictum, a proclamation,
ordinance, edict, neut. of edictus, pp. of edicere,

proclaim, < e, out, forth, + dicere, speak: see

diction.] 1. A decree or law promulgated by
a sovereign prince or ruler on nis sole author-

ity; hence, any analogous order or command.
The very reading of the public edicts should fright thee

from commerce with them. B. Jonmn, Poetaster, I. 1.

Edicts, properly speaking, cannot exist in Britain, be-
cause the enacting of laws Is lodged in the parliament,
and not in the sovereign. Ogilvie.

Every one must see that the edicts issued by Henry VIII.
to prevent the lower classes from playing dice, cards, bowls,
<fec., were not more prompted by desire for popular wel-
fare than were the Acts passed of late to check gambling.

//. Sitncer, Man vs. .State, p. 8.

No one of Its [the Virginia legislature 's| members was
able to encounter Patrick Henry in debate, and his edict*
were registered without opposition.

Bancroft, Hist. Const., II. 354.

Specifically 2. In Kom. law, a decree or ordi-
nance of a pretor. 3. In Scotch ecclesiastical

use, a church proclamation ; specifically, a no-

tice to show cause, if any, why a pastor or elders

should not be ordained. Edict of Nantes, an edict

signed by Henry IV. of France in April, 1598, to secure to
the Protestants the free exercise of their religion. It was
revoked by Louis XIV. In October, 1685. Edict of Theo-
doric, a code of laws, Issued alnmt A. i >. 506, for the use of
the Roman subjects of Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoths.
General edict, in Rom. antiq., an edict made by the

pretor as a law, in his capacity of su Inordinate legislator.

Special edict, an edict made by the pretor for a particu-
lar case, in his capacity as judge. = Syn. Decree, Ordinance,
etc. (see laipi); mandate, rescript, manifesto, command,
pronunciamiento.

edictal (e'dik-tal), a. [= F. edictal, < LL. edic-

talis, < L. edictum, a proclamation
: see edict.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of an edict or
edicts.

The Praetor In framing an Edictal jurisprudence on the

principles of the Jus Gentium was gradually restoring a

type from which law had only departed to deteriorate.

Maine, Ancient Law, p. 56.

The simpler methods ... of the edictal law were found
to be more convenient than the rigorous formality of the
archaic customs. W. E. llearn, Aryan Household, p. 421.

Edictal citation, in Scots law, a citation made upon a

foreigner who is not resident within Scotland, but who
has a landed estate there, or upon a native of Scotland
who is out of the country.

edicule (ed'i-kul), . [= It. edicola, < L. crdi-

cula, a cottage, a niche or shrine, dim. of cedes,

a building: see edify.] A small edifice; a

shrine, usually in the shape of an architectural

monument, or a niche for a reliquary or statue,

etc., so ornamented as to be complete in itself

and independent of the building with which it

is connected. [Rare.]
It (the superstructure of the Khuzneh at Petral, too, Is

supported by Corinthian pillars, and is surmounted by a

huge urn, and a smaller edicule of the same order stands on
either side. The Century, XXXI. 17.

edificantt (e-dif'i-kant), a. [= F. edifiant = Sp.
Pg. It. edificante, < L. cedifican(t-)s, ppr. of tedi-

ficare, build : see edify.] Building.
And as his pen was often militant
Nor less triumphant ; so ?dijic<int
It also was, like those blessed builders, who
Stood on their guard, and stoutly builded too.

Dtiyard, On Gataker (1655), p. 75.

edification (ed'i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< F. edifica-
tion = Pr. edificatio = Sp. edification = Pg. edi-

jinirfln = It. edificazione, < L. tedificatio(n-), act
of building, a building (structure), LL. instruc-

tion, < (edificare, pp. tedificatttt, build : see etlifij.]

1. The act or process of building; construction.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
The castle or fortresse of Corfu . . . is not onely of situa-

tion the strongest I haue scene, but also of edification.

HaJcluyfs Voyages, II. 111.



edification

Clergymen who are on the way of learning some valua-

ble lessons in the art of popular Church edification.
The Churchman, LIV. 409.

2f. The thing built; a building; an edifice.

Eullokar. 3. The act of edifying or instruct-

ing, or the state of being edified
; improvement

of the mind
; enlightenment : most frequently

used with reference to morals or religion.

He that prophesieth speaketh unto men to edification.
1 Cor. xiv. 3.

Out of these magazines I shall supply the town with

what may tend to their edification. Addition, Guardian.

Tis edification to hear him converse ; he professes the

noblest sentiments. Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 3.

edificator (ed'i-fi-ka-tor), n. [= P. tdificateur
= Sp. Pg. edificador = It. edificatore, < L. cedi-

fieator, a builder, < cedificare, pp. cedificatus,

build: see edify.'] One who or that which edi-

fies; an edifier. [Bare.]

Language is the grand edificator of the race.

0. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 209.

edificatory (ed'i-fi-ka-to-ri), a. [= It. edifica-

torio, < LL. cedificator'iiis, < L. cedificator, a

builder: see edificator.'] Tending to edifica-

tion.

Where these gifts of interpretation and eminent endow-
ments of learning are found, there can be no reason o( re-

straining them from an exercise so beneficially edificatory
to the church of God. Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, x.

edifice (ed'i-fis), n. [< F. Edifice = Pr. edifici =
Sp. Pg. It. edificio, < L. ledificium, a building of

any kind, < tedificare, build : see edify. ] A build-

ing; a structure; an architectural fabric: ap-

plied chiefly to large or fine buildings, public or

private.
Should I go to church,

And see the holy edifice of stone,
And not bethink me straight of dangerous rocks?

Shak., M. of V.,i. 1.

edificial (ed-i-fish'al), a. [< edifice + -ial.']

Pertaining to an edifice or a structure
;
struc-

tural.

Mansions . . . without any striking edificial attraction.
British Critic, III. 053.

edifier (ed'i-fl-er), n. If. One who builds; a
builder. Huloet. 2. One who edifies or im-

parts instruction, especially in morals or re-

ligion.

They scorn their edifiers t' own,
Who taught them all their sprinkling lessons,
Their tones and sanctify'd expressions.

S. ButCer, Hudibras, I. ii. 624.
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II. intrans. 1. To cause or tend to cause

moral or intellectual improvement ;
make peo-

ple wiser or better.

The graver sort dislike all poetry,
Which does not, as they call it, edify. Oldham.

2f. To be instructed or improved, especially

morally ;
become wiser or better.

I have not edified more, truly, by man.
11. Jonson, Alchemist, iii. 1.

All you gallants that hope to be saved by your clothes,

edify, edify. Massimjer.

Edriophthalma

Delphln editions ofthe classics.. See delphiai. Dia-
mond edition. See diamomi. Edition de luxe IF.],

an edition of a book characterized by the choice quality
and workmanship of the paper, typography, embellish-

ment, binding, etc., and the limited number of copies

issued, and hence the enhanced price. Editions de luxe

are generally sold by subscription. Elzevir editions.
SIT Klzevir.

edition! (e-dish'on), v. t. [< edition, n.] To

edit; publish. Myles Davies.

editionert (e-dish'on-er), n. [< edition + -w*.j
An editor.

Mr. Norden . . . makethhis complaint in that necessary
Guide added to a little, but not much augmented, by the

late Editioner. J. Gregory, Posthuma, p. 321.Alith. There's Doctrine for all Husbands, Mr. Harconrt.

Hare. I edify, Madam, so much, that I am impatient
till I am one. Wycherley, Country Wife, v. 1. editio prfncepS (f-dish l-O prin seps). [L. :

= It. edificare, < L. cedificare, build, erect, estab-

lish, LL. instruct, < aides, more commonly cedis,

a building for habitation, esp. a temple, as the

dwelling of a god, in pi. cedes, a dwelling-house
(orig. a fireplace, a hearth ; cf . Ir. aidhe, a house,
aodh, fire, AS. ad, a funeral pyre, and see oast),
+ -ficare,<.facere, build.] I. trans. 1. To build;
construct. [Obsolete or archaic.]

And seide, "This is an lions of orisouns and of holynesse,
And whenne that my wil is ich wol hit ouertlirowe,
And er thre dayes after edefye hit newe."

Piers Plowman (C), xix. 102.

Munday, the xxvij Day of Aprill, to fferare, and ther I

lay all nyght, it ys a good Cite, and well and substan-

cially Edifyed. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 6.

Wherein were written down
The names of all who had died
In the convent, since it was edified.

Longfellow, Golden Legend, ii.

2f. To build in or upon ;
cover with buildings.

Long they thus travelled in friendly wise,
Through countreyes waste, and eke well edifyde,
Seeking adventures hard, to exercise
Their puissaunce. Spenser, F. Q., III. i. 14.

3. To build up or increase the faith, morality,
etc., of; impart instruction to, particularly in

morals or religion.

They that will be true ploughmen must work faithfully
for God's sake, for the edifying of their brethren.

Latiiner, Sermon of the Plough.

Comfort yourselves together and edify one another.
1 Thes. v. 11.

Your help here, to edify and raise us up in a scruple.
B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

My little ones were kept up beyond their usual time to
be edified by so much good conversation.

Goldsmith, Vicar, ix.

4t. To convince or persuade.
You shall hardly edify me that those nations might not,

by the law of nature, have been subdued by any nation
that had only policy and moral virtue. Bacon, Holy War.

5f. To benefit
;
favor.

My love with words and errors still she feeds,
But edifies another with her deeds.

Shak., T. audC., v. 3.

He will discourse unto us edifyingly and feelingly of the

substantial and comfortable doctrines of religion.

Killingbech, Sermons, p. 324.

edifyingness (ed'i-fi-ing-nes), . The quality
of being edifying. [Bare.]

edile, aedile (e'dil), n. [< L. cedilis, < cedes,

cedis, a building, a temple: see edify.] In an-

cient Borne, a magistrate whose duty was ori-

ginally the superintendence of public build-

ings and lands, out of which grew a large num-
ber of functions of administration and police.
Among other duties, that of promoting the public games
was incumbent on the ediles, and cost them large sums of

money. Later, under the empire, their functions were
distributed among special officials, and their importance
dwindled.

edileship, sedileship (e'dil-ship), . [< edile,

cedile, + -ship.] The office of an edile.

The cedileshipvrasa.n introduction to the highest offices.

L. Schmitz, Hist. Rome, p. 236.

edilian, sedilian (e-dil'i-an), a. [< edile, cedile,

+ -/.] Belatiug to an edile.

edingtonite (ed'ing-ton-it), . [Named after

Mr. Edington, a Glasgow mineralogist.] A rare

zeolitic mineral occurring near Dumbarton,
Scotland. It is a hydrous silicate of alumini-
um and barium.
edit (ed'it), v. t. [= F. Miter = Sp. editor, <

L. cditus, pp. of edere, give out, put out, pro-

duce, publish (as literary productions), exhibit,

etc., < e, out, + dare, give: see date1
.] If. To

put forth
;
issue ; publish.

He [Plato] wrote and ordeyned lawes moste eqal and
iust. He edityed unto the Grekes |the plan of] a comou
welthe stable, quyet and commendable.

J. Locher, Prol. to Barclay's tr. of Ship of Fools (ed.

IJamieson), I. 6.

2. To make a recension or revision of, as a

manuscript or printed book
; prepare for pub-

lication or other use in a clarified, altered, cor-

rected, or annotated form
; collate, verify, elu-

cidate, amend, etc., for general or special use.

Abelard wrote many philosophical treatises which have
never been edited. Enfield.

There are at least four Viharas which we know for cer-

tainty were excavated before the Christian Era. There
are probably forty, but they have not yet been edited with
such care as to enable us to feel confident in affixing dates
to them. J. Ferguitson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 144.

3. To supervise the preparation of for publi-
cation

; control, select, or adapt the contents

of, as a newspaper, magazine, encyclopedia, or
other collective work.
edition (e-dish'on), n. [= F. edition = Sp.
cdicion = Pg. edigao = It. edieione, < L. editio(n-),
a putting forth, a publishing, edition of a lit-

erary work, < edere, pp. editus, put forth, pub-
lish: see edit.'] 1. The act of editing. 2. An
edited copy or issue of a book or other work

;
a

recension, revision, or annotated reproduction:
as, Milman's edition of Gibbon's "Rome"; the
Globe edition of Shakspere. 3. A concurrent
issue or publication of copies of a book or some
similar production; the number of books, etc.,
of the same kind published together, or with-

out change of form or of contents; a multi-

plication or reproduction of the same work or

series of works: as, a large edition of a book,

map, or newspaper; the work has reached a
tenth edition; the folio editions of Shakspere's
plays.
The which I also have more at large set oute in the

seconde edition of ray booke. Whitgift, Defence, p. 49.

As to the larger additions and alterations, ... he has

promised me to print them by themselves, so that the for-

mer edition may not be wholly lost to those who have it.

Locke, Human Understanding, To the Reader.

4. Figuratively, one of several forms or states

in which something appears at different times
;

a copy; an exemplar.
The business of our redemption is . . . to set forth na-

ture in a second and fairer edition. South, Sermons.

a book, especially of a Greek or Latin classic.

editor (ed'i-tor), 11. [= F. editeur = Sp. Pg.
editor = It. editore, a publisher, < L. editor, one
who puts forth, an exhibitor (the sense 'editor'

is mod.), < edere, pp. editjm, put forth: see edit.]

One who edits; one who prepares, or superin-
tends the preparation of, a book, journal, etc.,

for publication. Abbreviated ed City editor.

editorial (ed-i-to'ri-al), . and n. [< editor +
-ial.] I. . Pertaining to, proceeding from, or

written by an editor : as, editorial labors ;
an

editorial article, note, or remark.

The editorial articles are always anonymous in form.

Sir G. C. Lewis, Authority in Matters of Opinion, ix.

II. . An article, as in a newspaper, written

by the editor or one of his assistants, and in

form setting forth the position or opinion of the

paper upon some subject; a leading article:

as, an editorial on the war.

The opening article on the first page [of "Figaro"] is

what we should call the chief editorial, and what the Eng-
lish term a "leader." In Paris it is known as a"chru-

nique." The Century, XXXV. 2.

editorially (ed-i-to'ri-al-i), adv. As, by, in the

style of, or with the authority of an editor.

editorship (ed'i-tor-ship), n. [< editor + -ship."]

The office of an editor.

editress (ed'i-tres), n. [< editor + -ess.] A
female editor.

edituatet (e-dit'u-at), v. t. [< ML. (edituatns,

pp. of ceditiiare, keep or govern a temple, < L.

ii'dituus (> It. edituo), a keeper of a temple, <

eedes, cedis, a temple (see edify),+ tueri, protect. ]

To defend or govern, as a house or temple.
The devotion whereof could not but move the city to

edituate such a piece of divine office.

J. Gregory, Notes on Scripture, p. 49.

Edmunds Act. See act.

edoctrinatet (e-dok'tri-nat), v. t. [< L. e, out,
+ doctrina, doctrine: see doctrine, and cf. in-

doctrinate.] To instruct.

In what kind of complement, please you, venerable sir,

to be edoctrinated? Shirley, Love Tricks, iii. 6.

Edolianset (e-do-li-a'ne), n.pl. Same as Edo-

Edoliidae (ed-o-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Edolh/s

(the typical genus) + -idee.] A family of dron-

eos, named from the genus Edolius: same as
Also formerly Edoliance.

-edralis, < -edron, -he-

Gr. c6pa, a seat, base, = E. settle1 : see settle*.]

In geom., the latter element of compound ad-

jectives referring to solids or volumes having
so many (x, y, etc.,

' ~

ing 1,234 faces,' and so on.

Edriaster (ed-ri-as'ter), n. [NL., < Gr. ifipiov,

dim. of cdpa, a seat, + eon^j, star.] A genus
of cystic encrinites or fossil erinoids, of the

order Cystoidea, typical of the family Edrias-

t(ridce. Also Edrioaster. Billings, 1858.

edriasterid (ed-ri-as'te-rid), . One of the
Edriasterida. Also edrioasterid.

Edriasterida (ed"ri-as-ter'i-da), n. pi. [NL., <

Edriaster + -ida.] An order of fossil erinoids,
or a suborder of cystoid erinoids, represented

by Edriaster and related genera. They are exclu-

sively paleozoic, and in general resemble the Cystoidea.
A pyramid is present, there are no aims or stem, and the

ambulacra communicate by perforations with the calycine

cavity. The shape is that of a rounded starfish or Batten-

ed sea-urchin with a concave base. Also Edrioasterida.

Edriasteridae (ed"ri-as-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Edriaster + -idee.'} A family of fossil cystoid
erinoids or encrinites, of the order Cystoidea,

typified by the genus Edriaster. They have m
or stalk, and resemble in form some of the starfishes

no arms
s. Also

spelled Edrioasteridce.

Edriophthalma (ed"ri-of-thal'ma), n. pi. [NL.,
neut - V^ of edrioplithalmus : see ednophthal-
mous.] 1. The sessile-eyed crustaceans; one of



Edriophthalma

the two groat divisions of the higher (malacos-
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Syn. Toteach, rear, discipline, develop, nurture, breed,
loi trlnate. school, drill.

thorax segmented like the abdomen. Thu divl

slon, rated as a subclass, includes the three orders I.H-M><

dipoda \ mi'li i/nala, iinil Isopoita (see these words), and

in this acceptation the term is definite. It has, however,
been used in less exact anil mure i..... i|irehenslve senses,

sometimes Including even trllobltM and rOtuM.

2. In conch., a tribe of gastropods having the

eyes on the outer side of the base of the tenta-

cles. It includes most of the proboscis-bear-

ing forms.

Edriophthalmata (ed*ri-of-thai 'ma-til), n. pi.

[NL.J Same as Edriophthalma.

edriophthalmatous (ed"ri-of-tharma-tus), a.

Same as i'1/riii/ilitliiilniiiHX.

edriophthalmic (ed"ri-of-thal'mik), a. Same
us r<Tri})hthaliHOus.

edriophthalmous (ed'ri-of-thal'mus), a. [<

NL. edriiiphthalmux, prop. hedrionhthalmu*,<Qr.

iAptov, dim. of itpa, a seat, 4- o00a?.p6f, the eye.]

Sessile-eyed, as a crustacean; specifically, per-

taining to or having the characters of the Edri-

ophthalma.
Educabilia (ed*u-ka-bil'i-8), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of "educabilis, educable: see educable.] A su-

perordinal group or series of monodelphlan or

placental mammals, in which the brain has a

relatively large cerebrum, overlapping much or

all of the cerebellum and olfactory lobes, and
a large corpus callosum extending backward to

or beyond the vertical plane of the hippocam-
pal sulcus, and having in front a well-developed
rostrum. It Includes the higher set or series of mara-

m.ili.-m orders, as Primates, Ferce, Ungulata, Probogcidea,

niivnia, and Cete, thus collectively distinguished from the

Inrilncabilia (which see). It corresponds to Oyrencepha-
la and Archencephala of Owen, and to the wefiasthtne* and
archiintu of Dana. The word was invented by Bonaparte.

educabilian (ed-'u-ka-biri-an), a. [< Educa-
bilia + -an.'] Pertaining to'or having the char-

acters of the Educabilia : opposed to ineduca-

In/ian.

educability (ed"u-ka-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. timta-

biliti; as educable 4- -itjf: see -biliti/.] Capa-
bility of being educated ; capacity for receiving
instruction.

But this educabiiity of the higher mammals and birds is

after all quite limited. J. FMe, Evolutionist, p. 313.

educable (ed'u-ka-bl), a. [= F. Educable; < NL.
*educabilis,\ L. educare, educate: see educate.]

Capable of being educated ; susceptible of men-
tal development.
Man is ... more educabU and plastic in his constitu-

tion than other animals. Dawton, Orig. of World, p. 423.

_. imparting or acquisition
of

mental and moral training; cultivation of the

mind, feelings, and manners. Education in abroad

sense, with reference to man, comprehends all that disci-

plines and enlightens the understanding. corrert- thr u-m

per, cultivates the taste, and forms the manners and hab-

its; In a narrower sense, It is the special course of training

pursued, as by parents ur teachers, to secure any one or all

of these ends. Under tihyricai education is included all

that relates to the development and care of the organs of

-I'li.-ation and of the muscular and nervous systems. In-

tellcttual education comprehends the means by which the

powers of the understanding are developed and Improved,
and knowledge is imparted. Etthctic education is the de-

edulcorate

He [Swedenborgl reduces the part which morality pUjr
In tin- Divine administration t a strictly educatite one.

//. .in met, Subs, and Shad., p. SI.

Fitted for or engaged in educating : as, an
In, -ii/ii-' class.

educator (ed'u-ka-tor), . [= F. educateur =
educador = It. educatore, < L. educator,

aVearer, foster-father, later a tutor, pedagogue,
< educare, bring up, rear, educate : see educate. ]

One who or that which educates
; specifically,

one who makes a business or a special study
of education ;

a teacher or instructor.

Give me leave . . . to lay before the educators of youth
these few following considerations. South, Works, V. i.

Trade, that pride and darling of our ocean, that educator

of nations, that benefactor in spite of Itself, ends in shame-
ful defaulting, bubble and bankruptcy, all over the world.

Emenon, Works and Days.

veliipment of the sense of the beautiful, and of technical eduC6 (e-dus'), V. t.
; pret. and pp. educed, ppr.

kllirS^^Jfw^w^Stott.oiWwgCBrf*; educi,,g. r= 8p. educir = Pg. edurir = It.

educere, < L. educere, bring out, etc., < e, out,
moral nature. Technical education is intended to train

persons In the arts and sciences that underlie the practice
of the trades or professions. Education is further diviileil

into primary education, or instruction in the flrst elements

of knowledge, received by children in common or elemen-

tary schools or at home ; secondary, that received in gram-
mar ami high schools or in academies ; higher, that re-

reived in colleges, universities, and postgraduate study;
and special or projeiuional, that which alms to lit one for

the particular vocation or profession in which he Is to

engage. With reference to animal.-, the word is used in

the narrowest sense of training in useful or amusing acts

or habits.

By wardeshlp the moste parte of noble men and gentle-

men within this Realme haue bene brought vp ignorantly
and voide of good education*.

Quoted In Boote of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.),

[Forewords, p. ix.

To love her was a liberal education.

Steele, Tatler, No. 49.

,

+ ducere, lead, draw : see duct, and cf . educate,

adduce, conduce, induce, produce, etc.] It. To
draw out ; extract, in a literal or physical sense.

Cy. Why pluck you not the arrow from hU sldet

Be. We cannot, lady. . . .

St. No mean, then, doctor, rests there to rduce It?

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, Iv. L

2. To lead or bring out; cause to appear or

be manifested; bring into view or operation;
evoke.

The eternal art educing good from ill.

Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 175.

Yet has the wondrous virtue to educe
From emptiness itself a real use.

Cowpcr, Hope, 1. 156.

In divine things the task of man is not to create or to

acquire, but to educe . Lecty, Europ. Morals, I. 347.
Is there no danger of their neglecting or rejecting al

together those opinions of which they have heard so little educible (e-du'si-bl),. f< educe + -ible.] Capa-
during the whole course of their education? wTS ";;, ,! J

flume, Dial, concerning Natural Religion, i.

But education, in the true sense, Is not mere instruction

In Latin, English, French, or history. It is the unfolding
uf the whole human nature. It Is growing up in all things

to our highest possibility.
J. F. Clarice, Self-Culture, p. 3.

2. The rearing of animals, especially bees, silk-

worms, or the like
; culture, as of bacteria in

experimenting; a brood or collection of culti-

vated creatures. [Recent, from French use.]

If they [silkworm-moths] were free from disease, then

a crop was sure; if they were infected, the educatum
would surely fail. . . . Small educations, reared apart
from the ordinary magnanerie, . . . were recommended.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 69.

Bureau of Education, an office of the United States

government, forming a part of the Department of the In-

terior, and charged with the promotion of the cause of

education through the collection and diffusion of statis-

ble of being educed.

educt (e'dukt), n. [= F. educte; < L. eductum,
neut. of eductus, pp. of educere, lead out: see

educe.] 1. That which is educed; extracted

matter; specifically, something extracted un-

changed from a substance. [Rare.]
The volatile oils which pre-exist in cells, in the fruit and

other parts of plants, and oil of sweet almonds obtained

by pressure, are edue.tg ; while oil of bitter almonds, which
does not pre-exist in the almond, but Is formed by the ac-

tion of emulsion and water on amygdalin, is a product.
Chamber's Encyc.

2. Figuratively, anything educed ordrawn from
another ; an inference. [Rare.]
The latter are conditions of, the former are eductt from,

experience. Sir H'. Hamilton.

3. In math., an expression derived from an-

other expression of which it is a part.
tical and other information. It originated in 1867. Its eduction (e-duk'shon), n. [= Sp. eduction =
head is called the Commitsioncr of Education. = Syn. p~ e<fMCC#A < L. cdttctMn-), < educere, pp. fdue-

tus, draw out: see educe.] The act of educing;

. .

DiMipl<n'' etc" (8e* "Uirve" n); bl """

ja,staa^-i
<,a: ^s-jsr^-teSA.^^sss^^&g^ ,

engines, the pipe by which the exhaust-steam
i condenser or

-ulile.]

[Rare.]
cation +
Taylor.

,.
! Sp. Pg. educar = F.

quer), bring up (a child, physically
or mental-

ly), rear, educate, train (a person in learning
or art), nourish, support, or produce (plants or

ere.

An open-
steam-engine

How would birchen bark, a. an educational tonic, have
f^m the valves to the condenser ;

the exhaust-

fallen In repute ! Lowell, Study Windows, p. 304. port.

^/.o4-<T.aHo+ Cprl fi Vi'shnn al in n T< ftl eduction-valve (f-duk shon-valv), *. A valve

?v,/m?+ iv-r "Same a cJtflZionist through whieh a Auid ls ^"charged or exhaust-

ammais;, ireq. ui euwxre, V u. .,-.., .ui8 national + -tst.) ed; tfce exhaust_ or eduction-valve of the

up, rear (a child, usually with reference to In order to give our American afueatumafuU
an idea

Bteam_<,n(Hne.

bodily nurture or support,
while educare refers ' importance of the results The American, IX. 4,0.

eductive ^g-duk'tiv), a. [< L. eduetus, pp. of
more frequently to the mind), a sense derived educationally^ (ed-u-ka shon-al-i), adv. As re-

educeret <iraw out (see educe), + -ire.] Tending
from that of '

as'sist at birth '

(cf . "Educit obste- gards education. to e(juce or draw out. Boyle.
t ri \ . nhiciit nutrix, instituit ptedagogus, docet Botany is naturally and educationally flrst in order. eductor (e-duk'tor), n. [< LL. eductor (only as

inagister," Varro, ap. Non. 447, 33 but these Barle, Eng. Plant Names, p. ill.

equiv _ to L. educator), < L. educere, draw out.]
'" That which brings forth, elicits, or extracts.

[Rare.]
.._...-.. Stimulus must be called an eductor of vital ether.

see educe. There is no authority for the com- Tht lltiiitarian pojicy o{ the age is gradually ellminat-

mon statement that the primary sense of edu- |ng tnvm the edueatiunary system many of the special gdulcorant (e-dul'ko-rant), a. and n. [< L. as
cate is to ' draw out or unfold the powers of processes by which minds used to be developed. .

f
.
erfM/c(M

.aw (,_v, ppr. of "edulcorare, sweeten:
the mind.'] To impart knowledge and men-

r',*
'

see edulcorate.] L a. In med., sweetening, or
tal and moral training to; develop mentally educationist (ed-u-ka snon-ist), it. ]_<.

educa-
ren(jering less acrid,

and morally by instruction ; cultivate
; qual- tion + -ist.] One who is versed in the theory

il'y by instruction and training for the busi- and practice of education, or who advocates

or promotes education ;
an educator.

Indeed, judging . . . from the writings of some of the

most prominent situratinniiit* in the United States, an

enthusiasm is spreading among Americans in favour of

workshop instruction. I'nni.-mporary Ren., L. Too.

magister, Varro, ap. ison. 441, M out inese ^>a, r.uK . n ucs, v.

distinctions were not strictly obser\-ed), the educationary (ed-u-ka'shon-a-ri), a. [< educa-

commqu and lit. sense being 'lead forth, draw /,- + -ary.] Pertaining'to education; educa-

out, bring awav,' < e, out, + ducere, lead, draw : tional. [Rare.]

ness and duties of life.

That philosopher [Epicurus] was educated here and In

Teos, and afterwards went to Athens, where he was co-

temporary with Menander the comedian.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. II. 24.

b'.tlti'-'itc ami inform the whole mass of the people. En-
alile them to SIT that it is their interest to preserve peace
ami order, and they will preserve them.

Je/erton, Correspondence, II. 276.

The zealous educationist is too apt to forget that the

weak and vicious man is flj-'hting single-handed for the

mastery over perhaps a score of evil-minded ancestors.

Pop. Sri. Mo., XXV. 489.

There is now no class, as a class, more highly educated, educative (ed'u-ka-tiv), a. [< educate + -ire.]
madlv educated, ami deeply educated, than those who , j; I .];,,,* ~- nnnoistiTiir in mill.
ere, in old Ume, lust described u purtridw-popping

1. Tending to educate, or consisting in eau-

Dc M,n-
:ian, Budget of Paradoxes, p. 381. eating.

t.n

v

squireens.

II. . A drug intended to render the fluids

of the body less acrid.

edulcorate (e-dul'ko-rat), r. *. ; pret. and pp.
edulcorated, ppr. edulcorating. [< L. as if *edul-

coratus, pp. of "edulcorarc (>F. edulcorer = Pg.
edulcorar, sweeten), < e, out, + LL. dulcorare,

sweeten: see dulcorate.] 1. To remove acidity

from; sweeten.

Succory, a little edulcorated with sugar and vinegar, is

by some eaten in the summer, and more grateful to the

stomach than the palate. Kttlyn, Acetaria.

2. In diem., to free from acids, salts, or impu-
rities by washing.



edulcorate

The copious powder that results from their union is,

by that union of volatile parts, so far fixed that, after

they have edulcorated it with water, they prescribe the

calcining of it in a crucible for five or six hours.

Boyle, Works, IV. 311.

edulcoration (e-dul-ko-ra'shon), n. [= F. edul-

coration = Pg. edulcorafSo; as edulcorate +
-ion.] 1. The act of sweetening by admixture
of some saccharine substance. 2. In chem.

,
the

act of sweetening or rendering more mild or

pure by freeing from acid or saline substances,
or from any soluble impurities, by repeated af-

fusions of water.

edulcorative (e-dul'ko-ra-tiv), a. [< edulcorate
+ -ice. ] Having the quality of sweetening or

purifying ;
edulcorant.

edulcorator (e-dul'ko-ra-tpr), . One who or
that which edulcorates

; specifically, in chem.,
a contrivance formerly used for supplying
small quantities of water to test-tubes, watch-

glasses, etc.

edulioust (e-du'li-us), a. [< L. edulia, eatables,
food (rare sing, edulium, > It. edulio), prop. pi.
of edule (> Pg. edulo), neut. of adj. edulis, eat-

able, < edere = E. eat.] Edible
;
eatable.

The husks of peas, beans, or such edulious pulses.
Sir T. Browne, Misc., p. 13.

Edwardsia (ed-ward'zi-a), n. [NL. (Quatre-
fages, 1842), named after'Henri Milne-iVtoarcfe,
a French naturalist.] A ge-
nus of sea-anemones, made
type of the family Edward-
siid(B. They are not fixed or at-

tached, but live free in the sand,
or, when young, are even free-

swimming organisms. In the lat-

ter state they have been described
as a different genus, Arachnactia.
E. beautempsi is an example.
Edwardsiidae (ed-ward-zi'-
i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ed-
wardsia + -idee.'] A group of
Actiniaria with eight septa.
There are two pairs of directive

septa, the remaining four septa
being impaired. All the septa are
furnished with reproductive or-

gans. The tentacles are simple,
and usually more numerous than
the septa. The body-wall is soft,
and the column longitudinally
sulcate, with eight invections.

edwitet, r. t. [ME. edwiten,
edwyten, < AS. edwitan (=
OHG. itawizian, itawizon, **E3*.*"'**
TLf-rr^, .. _ '

,". ,, . ,'
about natural size.MHG. itewizen = Goth, ^d-

weitjan), reproach, < ed-, back, + witan, blame :

see wife, and of. twit, < AS. wtwitan.'] To re-

proach ;
rebuke.

The fyrste worde that he warpe was, "where is the bolle?"
His wif gun edwite hym tho how wikkedlich he lyued.

Piers Plowman (B), v. 370.

edwitet, [ME. edwite, edwyte, edwit, edwyt,
< AS. edwit (= OHG. itawiz, itwiz, MHG. itemize,
itwiz = Goth, idweit), reproach, < edwitan, re-

proach: see edwite, v."] Reproach; blame.

Man, hytt was full grett dyspyte
So offte to make me edwyte.
Hymns to Virgin, etc.' (E. E. T. S.), p. 124.

edyt, edit, a. [ME., also eadi, a:di, < AS. eddig
(= OS. odag = OHG. otag = Icel. audhigr =
Goth, audags), rich, happy, fortunate, blessed,
< edd, wealth, riches, happiness: see Ed-.] 1.

Rich; wealthy.
Vnderstondeth vn to me, edye men and arme [poor].

Old Eng. Miscellany (ed. Morris), p. 65.

2. Costly; expensive. Layamon, I. 100. 3.

Happy; blessed.

Edy beo thu mayde.
Old Eng. Miscellany (ed. Morris), p. 65.

4. Fortunate
; favorable.
Me wore leuere . . .

Of eddi dremes rechen swep.
Genesis and Exodus, 1. 2085.

5. Famous; distinguished.
Most doughty of dedis, dreghist in armys,And the strongest in stoure, that euer on stede rode,
Ercules, that honorable, edint of my knightes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6324.

ee (e), n. [A dial, form of eye: see eye.'] An
eye. [Now chiefly Scotch.]

Fears for my Willie brought tears in my ee.

Burns, Wandering Willie.

66. A common English digraph, of Middle Eng-
lish origin, having now the sound of "long" e,

namely, e. In Middle English it was actually "double"
e that is, the long sound a corresponding to the short
sound e, representing an Anglo-Saxon long e (), as in
beet, greet, meet, breed, feed, etc., or an Anglo-Saxon ce as in
seed, eel, sleep, weed?, etc., oreii, as in r-lieek, steep, leek, etc.,
or eo, as in bee, deer, deep, creep, iveedl, etc. such vowels
or diphthongs becoming in later Middle English long e,

1846
written either e or ee, and in early modern English spelled
ee or en, with some differentiation (see ea). In words of
other than Anglo-Saxon origin ee has the same sound,
except in a few words not completely Anglicized, as in

matine'e. Words of Oriental or other remote origin having
the vowel i (pronounced e) are often spelled with ee when
turned into English form, as elchee, suttee, etc.

E. E. An abbreviation of errors exeepted, a sav-

ing clause frequently placed at the foot of an
account rendered. Also, in a fuller form, E.
and 0. E. (which see).

-ee1
. [Late ME. -e or -ee, < OF. -e, fern, -ee,

mod. F. (with a diacritical accent) -e, fern, -ee

(pron. alike), < L. -atus, fern, -ata, pp. of verbs
in -are, F. -er. Early ME. -e, -ee, from the same
source, has usually become thoroughly Eng-
lished as -y, or -ey ; ef. arm-y,jur-y,jell-y, chim-

n-ey,journ-ey, etc. See -ate1
,
-ode1

, -y.'} A suffix

of French, ormore remotely of Latin origin, ulti-

mately the same as -ate1 and -erf2
, forming the

termination of the perfect passive participle,
and indicating the object of an action, it occurs
chiefly in words derived from old Law French or formed
according to the analogy of such words, as in pay-ee,
draw-ee, assignee, employ-ee, etc., denoting the person
who is paid, drawn on, assigned to, employed, etc., as op-
posed to the agent in -orl or -eri (in legal use generally
-orl), as pay-er or pay-or, draw-er, assign-or, employ-er,
etc.

-ee2 . [Of. dim. -ie, -y, and see -ee1 .] A diminu-
tive termination, occurring in bootee, goatee,
etc. The diminutive force is less obvious in

settee, which may be regarded as a diminutive
of sett-le.

eef, a. A dialectal form of eath.

Howbeit to this daie, the dregs of the old ancient Chau-
cer English are kept as well there [in Ireland] as in Fin-

gall, as they terme . . . easie, eeth, or tefe.

Stanihurst, Descrip. of Ireland, p. 11, in Holinshed.

eegrass (e'gras), n. Same as eddish, 1.

eekH, v., adv., and conj. An obsolete form of
eke.

eek2 (ek), t'. i. [A dial. var. of itch or ynck : see

itch, yuck.] To itch. [Prov. Eng.]
eeket, v., adv., and conj. An obsolete form of eke.

eel (el), . [Early mod. E. also eele; < ME. el, ele,
< AS. (El = MD. ael, D. aal = Fries, iel = MLG.
al, el, LG. al = OHG. MHG. dl, G. aal = Icel. all

= Sw. &1 = Norw. Dan. aal, an eel
; perhaps

orig. Teut. *agla (cf. L. anguiUa = Gr. ly^vf,
an eel), dim. of a supposed *agi = L. anguis =
Gr. exit = Skt. ahi, a snake, < t/ *agh, *angh,
choke, strangle : see anguish, anger*, etc., Echis,
Echidna.] 1. An elongated apodal fish of the

family Anguillidtx and genus AnguiUa, of which
there are several species. The body is very long and
subcylindrical, covered with discrete minute elliptical
scales, chiefly arranged diagonally to the axis and at right
angles with one another, but immersed in the skin, and
partly concealed by a slippery mucous coat. The head is

somewhat depressed, and the lower jaw protuberant. The
teeth are slender, conic, and crowded in small bands in
both jaws and in a longitudinal band on the vomer. The
dorsal, anal, and caudal fins are nearly uniform, and com-
pletely united into one, the dorsal beginning near the
second third of the entire length of the body. The color is

generally brownish or blackish, except on the belly, which
is whitish or silvery. The females attain a considerably
larger size than the males. The sexual organs are minute
except in the breeding season, and sexual intercourse takes
place in the sea. Young females ascend into fresh water,
but the males remain in salt water, and have rarely been
seen ; and when full-grown the females return to the sea
for sexual intercourse and spawning. Eels are of much
economic importance, and objects of special fisheries.
The common European species is AnguiUa anguilla or
A. vulyaris; the American is A. rostrata. See Anguilla,
Anguillidce,

In that Home men fynden Eles of 30 Fote long and
more. Mcmdeville, Travels, p. 161.

Is the adder better than the eel,
Because his painted skin contents the eye?

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 3.

It is agreed by most men that the eel is a most dainty
fish. /. Walton, Complete Angler, i. 23.

2. Any fish of the order Apodes or Symbranehii,
of which there are many families and several
hundred species. 3. Some fish resembling or
likened to an eel; an anguilliform fish. 4.
Some small nematoid or threadworm, as of
the family AnguillulidtB, found in vinegar, sour
paste, etc. See vinegar-eel, and cut under Nema-
toidea Blind eel, a bunch of eel-grass or marsh-grass.
[Colloq., Chesapeake Bay, U. S.] Electric eel, a remark-

Electric Eel (Elcctrephorvs electrical}.

eelskin

able fish, Electrophorus or Gymnotus electricus, of the fam-
ily Electrophoridce, of a thick, eel-like form with a rounded,
Unless back, the vent at the throat, and the anal iln com-
mencing behind it, of a brownish color alwve and whitish be-

low. It has the power of giving strong electric discharges at
will. The shocks producedare often violent, and serve as a
means both of olfense and of defense. They are weakened
by frequent repetitions. Its electrical apparatus consists
of two pairs of longitudinal bodies between the skin and
the muscles of the caudal region, one pair next to the back
and one along the anal flu. This apparatus is divided
into about 240 cells, and is supplied by over 200 nerves.
The electric eel is the most powerful of electric fishes.

It sometimes attains a length of over 6 feet. It inhabits
the fresh waters of Brazil and Guiana. Pug-nosed eel,
an eel of the genus Simenchelys (which see) : so called by
fishermen. It is a deep-sea species, found off the New-
foundland banks, often burrowing in the halibut, whence
the specific name S. parasitims. Salt eel. (a) An eel or
an eel's skin prepared for use as a whip.

Up betimes, and with my salt eele went down in the

parler, and there got my boy and did beat him til I was
faine to take breath two or three times.

Pepys, Diary, April 24, 1663.

Hence (b) A rope's end ; a flogging. [Nautical slang.]

Trembling for fear,
Lest from Bridport they get such another salt eel

As brave Duncan prepared for Mynheer.
Dibdin, A Salt Eel for Mynheer.

eel-basket (el'bas"ket), n. A basket for catch-

ing eels; an eel-pot.
eel-buck (61 'but), n. An eel-pot. [Great
Britain.]

Eel-bucJcs that are intended to catch the sharp-nosed or
frog-mouthed eels are set against the stream, and are set
at night, as those two descriptions of eels feed and run
only at night. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIX. 258.

eeleator, n. [E. dial.] A young eel. [Local,
Eng. (Northumberland).]
Eele ! Eeleaator .' cast your tail intiv a knot, and awl

throw you into the waater. Quoted in Brockett't Glossary.

eelfare (el'far), n. [<.eel+ fare, agoing. Hence
by corruption elver, q. v.] 1. In the Thames
valley, the migration of young eels up the river.

2. A fry or brood of eels. [Prov. Eng. in
both senses.]

eel-fly (el'fll), n. A shad-fly. C. Hallock. [St.
Lawrence river.]
eel-fork (el'fork), . A pronged instrument
for catching eels.

eel-gig (el'gig), n. Same as eel-spear.

eel-grass (el'gras), n. 1. A grass-like naiada-
ceous marine plant, Zostera marina. [U. S.]

The dull weed upholstered the decaying wharves, and
the only freight that heaped them was the kelp and eel-

grass left by higher floods. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 45.

2. The wild celery, Vallisneria spiralis.
eel-mother (ermuTH^er), n. A viviparous fish,
Zoarces viviparm, of an elongated eel-like form,
often confounded with the eel.

eel-oil (el'oil), n. An oil obtained from eels,
used in lubricating, and as a liniment in rheu-
matism, etc.

eel-pot (el'pot), n. 1. A kind of basket for catch-

ing eels, having fitted into the mouth a funnel-

shaped entrance, like that of a wire mouse-trap,
composed of flexible willow rods converging
inward to a point, so that the eels can easily
force their way in, but cannot escape. These
baskets are usually attached to a framework of wood erect-
ed in a river, especially a tideway river, the large open end
of each being opposed to the current of the stream. The
eels are thus intercepted on their descent toward the
brackish water, which takes place during the autumn.
Eel-pots are used in various parts of the Thames in Eng-
land. In Great Britain called eel-buck.

2. The homelyn ray, Eaia maculata. [Local,
Eng.]
eel-pout (el'pout), n. [< ME. "elepoute (not re-

corded), < AS. celepute (= OD. aelpuyt, also puyt-
ael, D. puitaal) (L. capita), < eel, eel, + ptite

(only in this comp.), pout: see^owt1
.] 1. The

conger-eel or lamper-eel, Zoarces angitillaris, of
North America. See lamper-eel. 2. A local

English name of the eel-mother or viviparous
blenny, Zoarces viviparus. 3. A local English
name of the burbot, Lota vulgaris.

eel-punt (el'punt), n. A flat-bottomed boat
used in fishing for eels.

eel-set (el'set), n. A peculiar kind of net used
in catching eels.

In Norfolk, where immense quantities of eels arc caught
every year, the capture is mostly effected by eel-sets, which
are nets set across the stream, and in which the sharp-
nosed eel is the one almost invariably taken.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIX. 258.

eel-shaped (el'shapt), a. Like an eel in shape,
long and slender; specifically, anguilliform.
eel-shark (el'shark), n. A shark of the family
Cltlamydoselaclridce.

eel-shear (el'sher), n. An eel-spear.
eelskin (el'skin), H. The skin of an eel. Eel-
skins are used (a) to cover a sijuid or artificial bait for



eelskin

catching hlrteflsh, bonitos, etc. ; (b) by negroes as ft remedy
for rlii'iiniidi-tii ; (<) liy sailors a.s a whip, ami in this caHe

called unit eel. (d) Fnnnerly used as a casing for the cue
or pigtail of tlic hair or the wig. especially hy sailors.

eel-spear (el'sper), N. A forked spear used for

catching eels. There arc many sizes and styles of the
instrument. Special forms of eel-spears arc known as

prick and dart.

een (en), n. An obsolete or Scotch plural of

eye. See ee.

e'en 1
(en), adv. A contraction of eren 1

. For-

merly often written ene.

1 have e'en done with you. Sir R. L'Estrange.

e'en2 (en), n. [Sc.] A contraction of even2.

Formerly often written one.

-een. [Of. -rue, -ine, -in, etc.] A termination
of Latin origin, representing ultimately Latin

-cnus, -inns, etc., adjective terminations, as in

tliiiiitmkccH, tureen, canteen, sateen, velveteen, etc.

See these words.
e'er (ar), adv. A contraction of ever.

This Is as strange thing as e'er I look'd on.

Shot., Tempest, v. 1.

-eer. [< F. -ier, < L. -arius, etc. : see -erl and
-/<;-.] A suffix of nouns of agent, being a more
English spelling of -ier, equivalent to the older

-er%, as in prisoner, etc. (see -er2 ), as in engineer
(formerly enginer), pamphleteer, gazetteer, buc-

caneer, cannoneer, etc., and, with reference to

place of residence, mountaineer, garreteer, etc.

eerie, a. See eery.

eerily (e'ri-li), adv. In an eery, strange, or

unearthly manner.
It spoke in pain and woe ; wildly, eerily, urgently.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxxv.

eeriness (e'ri-nes), n. The character or state
of being eery. Also spelled eariness.

eery, eerie (e'ri), a. [Sc., also written eiry,

cry ; origin obscure.] 1. Such as to inspire
awe or fear; mysterious; strange; peculiar;
weird.

Dark, dark, grew his eerie looks,
And raging grew the sea.

The Damon Lover (Child's Ballads, I. SOS).

The eerie heauty of a winter scene. Tennyson.

2. Affected by superstitious fear, especially
when lonely ; nervously timorous.

In mirkiest glen at midnight hour,
I'd rove, and ne'er be eerie.

Burns, My ain kind Dearie, O.

As we sat and talked, It was with an eerie feeling that
I felt the very foundations of the land thrill under my feet
at every dull boom of the surf on the outward barrier.

//. 0. Forbes, Eastern Archipelago, p. 13.

eett. An obsolete preterit of eat. Chaucer.
of-. An assimilated form of ex- before/,
efagst (e-fagz'), inter/. [Another form of ifacks,

ij'ecks, e'tc. : see ffecks.] In faith
;
on my word;

certes. [Vulgar.]

"Wags! the gentleman has got a Tratyor," says Mrs.
Towwouse ; at which they all fell a laughing.

Fielding, Joseph Andrews,

eff (of), n. Same as efft.

effablet (ef'a-bl), a. [= It. effabilc, < L. effabiUs,

utterable, < effart, utter, speak out, < ex, out.
+ fart = Or. ifiavat, speak: gee fable, fame.]
Utterable

; capable of being explained ; expli-
cable. Barrow.
He did, upon his suggestion, accommodate thereunto

his universal language, to make his character effable.

Wallis, Defence of the Royal Society (178), p. 10.

efface (e-fas'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. effaced, ppr.
effacing. [< F. effacer (= Pr. esfassar), efface,
< ef- for es- (< L. ex), out, + face, face.] 1. To
erase or obliterate, as something inscribed or
cut on a surface

; destroy or render illegible ;

hence, to remove or destroy as if by erasing:
as, to efface the letters on a monument; to

efface a writing; to efface a false impression
from a person's mind.

Efface from his mind the theories and notions vulgarly
received. Eacon.

Tho' brass and marble remain, yet the inscriptions arc

effaced by time, and the imagery moulders away.
Locke, Human Understanding, 11. 10.

From which even the icy touch of death had not efaced
all the living beauty. Sumner, Joseph Story.

2. To keep out of view or unobserved
;
make

inconspicuous; cause to be unnoticed or not
noticeable : used reflexively : as, to efface one's

self in the midst of gaiety.
That exquisite something called style, which, like the

grace of perfect breeding, everywhere pervasive and no-
where emphatic, makes itself felt liy the skill with which
It rfhivx ;/..,(/, and masters us at last with a sense of in-

definable completeness.
Loicetl, Among my Rooks, 1st ser., p. 175.

= Syn. 1. Dtfacf, Krate, Cancel, Expunge, Efface, Obliter-
ate. To deface is to injure, impair, or mar to the eye, and
so generally upon tbi; surface: as, to defacr a linildin^.
The other words agree in representing a blotting out or

184?
removal. To erase is to rub out or scratch out, in that
the thing is destroyed, although the signs of It may re-

main: as, to erase a word in a letter. To cancel is to cross

out, to deprive of force or validity. To expunge is to
strike out ; the word Is now rarely used, except of the

striking out of some record : as. to cxpunye from the jour-
nal a resolution of censure. To efface is to make a com-
plete removal: as, his kindness effaced all memory of past
neglect. Obliterate Is more emphatic than efface, meaning
to remove all sign or trace of.

Like gypsies, lest the stolen brat be known,
Defacing first, then claiming for his own.

Churchill, Apology, 1. 236.

Whatever hath been written shall remain,
Nor be erased nor written o'er again.

Longfellow, Morituri Salutamns, 1. 168.

The experiences in dreams continually contradict the

experiences received during the day ; and go far towards
cancelling the conclusions drawn from day experiences.

11. Spencer, Prin. of SocloL, | 72.

A universal blank
Of nature's works, to me expunged and rased.

Milton, P. L., ill. 49.

These are the records, half effaced,

Which, with the hand of youth, he traced.

Lonaffllow, Coplas de Manrique.
The Arabians came like a torrent, sweeping down and

obliterating even the landmarks of former civilization.

Pretcott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 8.

effaceable (e-fa'sa-bl), a. [= F. effacable; as
efface + -able.'] Capable of being effaced.

effacement (e-fas'ment), n. [= F. effacement;
as efface + -men*.] 'The act of effacing, or the
state of being effaced.

effare; (e-fa-ra'), a. [F., pp. of effarer, startle,

frighten, = Pr. esferar, frighten, < L. efferare,
make wild, < efferus, wild: see efferous.] In

her., same as salient: said of a beast, especial-

ly a beast of prey. Also cffeart.

effascinatet (e-fas'i-nat), v. t. [< L. effascinatus,

pp. of effascinare, fascinate, < ex- (intensive) +
fascinare, charm: see fascinate.] To charm;
bewitch; delude; fascinate. Heywood.
effascinationt (o-fas-i-na'shon), n. [< L. effas-

cinatio(n-), < effascinare, pp. effascinatus, charm :

see effascinate.~\ The act of bewitching, delud-

ing, or fascinating, or the state of being be-
witched or deluded.

St. Paul sets down the just judgement of God against
the receivers of Anti-christ, which is effascination, or

strong delusion.

Shelford, Learned Discourses (Camb., 1635), p. 317.

effeare', a. In her., same as effare.

effect (e-fekt'), v. t. [< L. e/ectus, pp. of efficere,

ecfacere, bring to pass, accomplish, complete,
do, effect, < ex, out, +jacere,

do: see fact, and
cf. affect, infect.] 1. To produce as a result;
be the cause or agent of; bring about; make
actual ; achieve : as, to effect a political revolu-

tion, or a change of government.
What he [the Almighty] decreed,

He effected ; man he made, and for him built

Magnificent this world. Milton, t. L., ix. 152.

Insects constantly carry pollen from neighboring plants
to the stigmas of each flower, and with some species this
is effected by the wind. Danrin, Origin of Species, p. 248.

Almost anything that ordinary Are can effect may be ac-

complished at the focus of invisible rays.
Tiindall, Radiation, { 7.

2. To bring to a desired end; bring to pass;
execute

; accomplish ;
fulfil : as, to effect a pur-

pose, or one's desires.

If it be in man, besides the king, to effect VOUT suits,
here is man shall do it Shot., W. T., iv. 4.

E'en his soul seem'd only to direct
So great a body such exploits t' effect.

Daniel, Civil Wars, v.

Being consul, I doubt not t' effect
All that you wish. B. Janata, Catiline.

= Syn. 1. To realize, fulfil, complete, compass, consum-
mate; Affect, Effect. ,See affect-. 2. Execute, Accomplish,
etc. See perform.

effect (e-fekt'),. [< ME. effect= D. effect, effekt,= Q. effect = Dan. Sw. effekt, < OF. effect, effet,
F. effet = Pr. effeit = Sp. efecto = Pg. cffeito =
It. effetto, < L. effectus, an effect, tendency, pur-
pose, < efficere, ecfacere, pp. effectus, bring to

pass, accomplish, complete, effect: see
effect,

v.] 1. That which is effected by an efficient

cause; a consequent; more generally, the re-

sult of any kind of cause except a final cause :

as, the effect of heat.

Every argument is either derived from the effecte of the

niatier, of the fourme, or of the efficient cause.
Sir T. Wilson, Rule of Reason.

Causes are as parents to effects.

Bacon, Physical Fables, vilL, Expl.
Divers attempts had l>een made at former courts, and

the matter referred to some of the magistrates and some
of the elders ; but still it came to no effect.

Winthrop, Hist New England, I. 888.

You have not only been careful of my fortune, which
was the effect of your nobleness, lint you have been soli-

citous of uiy reputation, which is that of your kimlus.
Dri/den. Account of Amius Mirabilis.

effectible

The Turks In the work stood their ground, and fired

with terrible effect into the whirlwind that was rushing
upon them

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continent*, p. 06.

2. Power to produce consequences or results
;

force; validity; account: as, the obligation is

void and of no effect.

Christ is become of no effect unto you. OaL T. 4.

3. Purport; import or general intent: as, he

immediately wrote to that effect; his speech
was to the effect that, etc.

The effect of which seith thus In wordes fewe.

Chaucer, Pity, 1. 6.

They spake to her to that effect. 2 Chron. xxxiv. 22.

When I the scripture ones or twyes hadde redde,
And knewe therof all the hole effecte. Uawes.

We
quietly

and quickly answered him, both what wee
were, and whither bound, relating the effect of our Com-
mission.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith'i True Travels, II. 42.

4. A state or course of accomplishment or

fulfilment; effectuation; achievement; opera-
tion : as, to bring a plan into effect; the medi-
cine soon took effect.

Not so worthily to be brought to heroical effect by for-

tune or necessity. Sir P. Sidney.

5. Actual fact; reality; not mere appearance :

preceded by in.

And thise images, wel then mayst espye.
To the ne to hem-self mowe nought profyte,
For '" effect they been nat worth a myte.

Cliaun-r, Second Nun's Tale (ed. Skeat), O, 611.

No other in effect than what it seems.
Sir J. Denham, Cooper's Hill.

6. Mental impression ; general result upon the
mind of what is apprehended by any of the fac-

ulties : as, the effect of a view, or of a picture.
The effect was heightened by the wild and lonely nature

of the place. Irving.

lie carries his love of effect far beyond the limits of

moderation. Macaulay, On History.

I was noting the good effect of the cinnamon-colored la-

teen-sails against the dazzling white masonry.
T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 218.

In the best age of Greek art the jeweller obtained varied

effects by his perfect mastery over the gold itself, and made
comparatively little use of such precious stones as were
then known, except in rings.

C. T. Kewton, Art and Archreol., p. 395.

7. pi. [After F. effets, effects, chattels, effets

mobiliers, movable property; cf. effet, a bill,

bill of exchange, effets publics, stocks, funds.]
Goods; movables; personal estate, in tew: (a)

Property ; whatever can be turned into money. (6) Per-
sonal property.

A few words sufficed to explain everything, and in ten
minutes our effects were deposited in the guest's room of

the bailsman s house. //. Taylor, .Northern Travel, p. 127.

8f. The conclusion ;
the denouement of a story.

Now to the effect, now to the fmyt of al,

Why I have told this storye, and telleu shal.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1160.

Effect of a machine, in mech., the useful work perform-
ed in some interval of time of definite length. For ef-

fect, with the design of creating an impression ; ostenta-

tiously. Hall effect, the deflection, within Its conduc-
tor, of an electric current passing through a magnetic field.

Peltier effect, the heating or cooling of a junction of
dissimilar metals by the passage of an electric current
Thomson effect, the evolution or absorption of heat by
an electric current in flowing from one point In a con-
ductor to another at a different temperature. To give
effect to, to make valid ; carry out in practice ; push to
Its legitimate or natural result. To take effect, to oper-
ate or begin to operate. =Syn. 1. Effect, Consequence, Re-
mit ; event, issue. Effect is the closest and strictest of these

words, both philosophically and popularly representing
the immediate product of a cause : as, every effect must
have an adequate cause; the effect of a flash of lightning.
A consequence is, in the common use of the word, more
remote, and not so closely linked to a cause as effect ; it Is

that which follows. Remit may be near or remote ; it is

often used in the singular to express the sum of the effects
or consequences, viewed as making an end.

Find out the cause of this effect. Shot., Hamlet, II. 2.

Consequences are unpitying. Our deeds carry their ter-

rible consequences, quite apart from any fluctuations that
went before consequences that are hardly ever confined
to ourselves. George Eliot, Adam Bede, xvi.

Of what mighty endeavour begun
What results insufficient remain.

Ou-en Meredith, Epilogue.

7. Goods, Chattels, etc. See property.

effector (e-fek'ter), w. One who or that which

effects, produces, or causes. Also effector.

The commemoration of that great work of the creation,
and paying homage and worship to that infinite lieing
who was the effector of it

Derham, Physico-Tbeology, xi. 6.

effectible (e-fek'ti-bl), a. K effect + -ible.]

Capable of being done or achieved ; practica-

ble; feasible. [Rare.]
Whatsoever . . . is effectible by the most congruous and

efficacious application of actives to passives, \tcfectible by
them. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 338.



effection 1848 effeminately

effection (e-fek'shon), ,,
.
[= F. ,fao ,

< L. ^^^^^S^^^S^S^ JSSXJS? *****!
effectio(n-}, a doing, effecting, < efficere, pp. ef-

feetus, effect: see effect, .] 1. The act of ef-

fecting; creation; production.

tively and actually. Tyndale, Works,
j>.

335.
effectuouslyt (e-fek'tu-us-li), atlv. EffectuaUy;

,
Master L[atimer], that I could do any-

might effectuously utter my poor heart

,7. Careless, in Bradford's Works (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 406.

But going further into particulars, [Plato] falls into con-

jectures, attributing the effection of the soul unto the
.

Great God, but the fabrication of the body to the Dii ex 2. Actually; in fact. [A GalllClsm.J
_

Dio, or Angels. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 290.
effectiveness (e-fek'tiv-nes), n. The quality

ffeir (e.fgr /) _ (- [ge., also written ejere,
2. In fleoro., the construction of a proposition. of being effective. =Syn. Effectiveness, Efficiency, Ef- ffi

~
< op a fferer aferer (= Pr. afferir ;

[Rare in both uses.] -Geometrical effection, a ^^^ âJff̂ ^^m
e^^ L̂ ML. reflex affirere),te suitable, convenient, <

geometrical problem deducible from some general propo- ^^^^^^^f^^^^i^,, L . affem adferre, bring to, assist, be useful
T* . ft A * - c **- l.~n . ff . T T_ &__.*_ 1 i_ 1_ IJ "U1 rt.

is less often used, on s

(e-fekf

sition.
'

SS&rS^SSyWBTrff -Weffectorresult; useless; vain.

In A'cois tow, to be suitable,

In form as effeirs, means such form as in law belongs to
Bell.

^Eirrrrr::*sste ra- *rafc3*ss3s
to be open on the Sabbath, the prohibition does not ap-

pear to have been effective during the reign of Elizabeth.

Whippie, Ess. and Rev., II. 16.

A Chappell dedicated to the Virgin Mary,
an effectresse of miracles.

rep
Sandys, Travailes, p. 7.

ate(1 or is becoming to one's rank or station.

Quhy sould they not have honest weidis [proper clothes]

To thair estait doand effeir? Maitland, Poems, p. 328.

2. Capable of producing effect; fit for action
J

=ltr7ffeftuale, "< ~ML """effectualis Tin" adv. e/-
2. Property; quality; state; condition,

or duty ; adapted for a desired end : as, the fectualiter), < L. effectus (effectu-). an effect :

effective force of an army or of a steam-engine gee effect, n.~\ 1. Producing an effect, or the
ia cr rmifh f.i?f>r.tivf> p.fl.imcitv. Affpn.t, Hpsirpd nr intended: also, looselv. hav-is so much

; effective capacity. effect desired or intended
; also, loosely, hav-

Than callit scho all flouris that grew on feild,

Discryving all thair fassioun's and effeirs.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 5.

Effeir of war. warlike guise.

3. Serving to impress or affect with admira-
tion

; producing a decided impression of beau- much,

ty or a feeling of admiration at the first pres- gj. True
;
veracious,

entation; impressive; striking; specifically,

artistically strong or successful : as, an effective

performance ;
an effective picture.

Nothing can be more effective than the ancient gold
which . . . covers the walls of ... St. Sophia of Kieff,

the largest of the ancient Russian cathedrals.

The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth
Jas. v. 16.

Reprove my allegation, if you can ;

Or else conclude my words effectual.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.

Effectual adjudication, calling, demand, etc. See the

nouns. =Syn. 1. Efficacious, Effectual, etc. (see effective) ;

efficient, successful, complete, thorough.

He tells me, speaking of the horrid effeminacy of the

King, that the King hath taken ten times more care and

pains in making friends between my Lady Castlemaine

and Mrs. Stewart, when they have fallen out, than ever

he did to save his kingdom. Pepys, Diary, III. 168.

The physical organization of the Bengalee is feeble even
to effeminacy. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

Bacchus nurtured by a girl, and with the soft, delicate

A. J. C. Hare, Russia, ix.

The church of Sebenico is, both'inside and out, not only tual manner; with' complete effect; SO as to

a most remarkable, but a thoroughly effective building. produce or secure the end desired
; thoroughly :

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 93.
ag> tne cjty js effectually guarded.

4. Actual; real. [A Gallicism.]

emcient successm, comp.eie u.orougn
limte o a woman, was the type of a disgraceful effemi-

effectually (e-fek tu-al-i), adv. l.Inaneffec: .Lecky, Rationalism, I. 243.

The Chinese, whose effective religion, practised at much mind more effectually then any other Arte dooth.
j _ *!_ ..* (,.**.. ; . i* !, Kir I . HMZfUtf. ATXH. lor

Lecky, nationalism, I. 243.

But foul effeminacy held me yoked
Her bond slave. Milton, S. A., 1. 410.

effeminatet (e-fem'i-nat), v.
; pret. and pp. ef-

The Poet with that same hand of delight, dothdrawthe feminated, ppr. effeminating. [< L. effeminatus,
iiul morR effectually then anv other Arte dooth. " p _n._ _?_ f\-r*. _jv_ ..* -wr~

cost and with great apparent sincerity, is now, as it has
been from the earliest times, ancestor-worship.

Quarterly Rev., CLXII. 191.

Effective component of a force. See component. Ef-

fective force. See/oreei. Effective money, coin, in 2 Actually ; in fact. [A Gallicism.]
contradistinction to depreciable paper money. Effec-

>p. of effeminare (> It. effemminare, effeminare =
Sp. efeminar (obs.) = Pg. effeminar = Pr. efemi-

... .,.^...,,. ...= . B --,. nar = F. effeminer), make womanish, < ex, out,

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxvi. + femina, a woman : see feminine.} I. trans.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. lor Poetrie.

I could see it [the story] visibly operate upon his coun-

tenance, and effectually interrupt his harangue.

mniwmUBIrlllUUVll LU t.icuici;iauic imi-"-.i u*uuvj< .LIHI-VS .i.ir_ r_ 1.1 i. i i v. A A '+! +1, t

live scale of intercalations, iii math., the series of Although his charter can not be produced with the lor-

^:, _?-!:.-<:,._**.. -177 ! A * malities used at. his creation. . . . vet that he was etlec-

To make womanish
;
unman

;
weaken.

More resolute courages, then the Persians or Indians,

effeminated with wealth & peace, could afford.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 399.

And thou dost nourish him a lock of hair behind like a

girle, effeminating thy son even from the very cradle.

Evelyn, Golden Book of Chrysostome.

Thou art as hard to shake off as that flattering effemi-

nating Mischief, Love. Wycherley, Plain Dealer, iii. 1.

II. intrans. To grow womanish or weak
;
melt

into weakness.

effective men ; the bombardment was not very effective; effectueren = G. Sffectuiren = Dan. effektuere = nJm
^

pt
peaCe '

tath^^^ ffemi te
'
and

effective revenue. Effective is most clearly separated from gvr . effektuera), give effect to, < L. effectus (cf- Bacon, True Greatness of Kingdoms and Estates (ed. 1887).

fectu-), (

"

=Syn. Effective, Efficient, Efficacious, Effectual, are not
f i,_:__ pffppt,,,,! , fff,rtiv

altogethefthesameinmeanirig;allimplyanobjectaimed
'
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^e effectiveness.

at, and generally a specific object. Effective and efficient effectuate (e-tek tu-at), V. t. ; pret. ana pp.
are used chiefly where the object is physical. Effective is effectuated, ppr. effectuating. [< ML. *effectua-
applied to that which has the power to produce an effect

ft/g pp . of *effectuare (> It. effettuare = Sp.
or some effect, or which actually produces or helps to pro- /',.. _ -pit pifertiinr F effrrhifr > T)
duce some effect: as, the army numbered ten thousand cjectuar = fg. effectuar . . X. effecTver ) u.

the others when representing the power to do, even when
that power is not actually in use. Efficient seems themat power is IIOL acLuauv 111 use. j^tfictefti seems LIIC T i, v ir 4.

most active of these words : a person is very efficient when accomplish ;
achieve

;
effect.

C^A t>-ffept 1 TA hriTitr tn nnss M.
'

/ -\ r -ci
. see effect, n.\ lo bring to pass, effemlnate (e-fem'i-nat), a. [= V.e

very helpful in producing desired results ; an efficient cause
is one that actually produces a result. Effective and effi-

cient may freely be applied to persons; the others less of-

ten. Efficacious is essentially only a stronger word for

efficient : as, an efficacious remedy ; efficient would not be

appropriate with remedy, as implying too much of self-

directed activity in the remedy. Effectual, with reference
to a result, implies that it is decisive or complete ; an effec-
tual stop or cure finishes the business, rendering further
work unnecessary.

He found him a most fit instrument t
sire.

Where such an unexpected face appears
Of an amazed court, that gazing sat

With a dumb silence (seeming that it fears

The thing it went about t' effectuate).

Daniel, Civil Wars, vii.

In political history it frequently occurs that the man
who accidentally has effectuated the purpose of a party
is immediately invested by them with all their favourite

virtues. /. D'Israeli, Curios, of Lit., III. 123.

The rarity of the visits of efficient bees to this exotic effectuation (e-fek-t.ij-a'shon), n. [= Pg. ef-

plant[Pi8umSoi)um]is, I believe, the chief cause of the fectuaqao = It. effettuagione ; as
effectuate

Pg. effeminado = It. effemminato, effeminate, <
rament to effectuate his de- L. effeminatus, pp.: see the verb.] 1. Having
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, n.

the qua
i ities of the female sex

;
soft or delicate

to an unmanly degree ;
womanish : applied to

Precision is the most effective test of affected style as
distinct from genuine style. A. Phelps, Eng. Style, p. 115.

,

varieties so seldom intercrossing.
Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 161. or producing a result.

-ion.'] The act of effectuating, bringing to pass,

That spirit, that first rush'd on thee
In the camp of Dan,
Be efficacious in thee now at need !

Milton, S. A., I. 1437.

To be prepared for war is one of the most effectual ways
of preserving peace.

Washington, Address to Congress, Jan. 8, 1790.

II. n. Milit. : (a) The number of men actu-

men.
The king, by his voluptuous life and mean marriage, be-

came effeminate and less sensible of honour. Bacon.

A woman impudent and mannish grown
Is not more loath'd than an effeminate man.

Shak., T. and C., iii. 3.

I have heard sometimes men of reputed ability join in

with that effeminate plaintive tone of invective against crit-

icks. Shaftesbury, Misc., III. i.

Be manly then, though mild, for, sure as fate,

Thou art, my Stephen, too effeminate.
Crabbe, Works, V. 240.

The ghostly or spiritual effectuation of natural occur- o fivioi.o/.tai.io<l Vi^ t\r vaaiilHno fvnm pffpmi-
:nces has ever been and is still the mode of interpreta- <* Characterized Dy or resulting irom em

rences has ever been and is still the mode of interpreta-
tion most readily seized upon by primitive thinking.

Mind, IX. 368.

First of all, we must note the distinction of immanent
action and transitive action ; the former is what we call

action simply, and implies only a single thing, the agent ;

the latter, which we might with advantage call effectua-

.

nacy: as, an effeminate peace ;
a,n effeminate life.

Soldiers

Should not affect, methinks, strains so effeminate.

Ford, Broken Heart, iii. 2.

3t. Womanlike; tender.

As well we know your tenderness of heart,
And gentle, kind, effeminate remorse.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 7.

ally doing duty, or the strength of a company,
"

nt
implies two things '

j '
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Shak., Rich. III., iii. 7.

By the last law which passed the Reichstag with such ettCCtUOSet (e -tel
f

-s)> l< L - &s J eff"C- =STa Womanigh
,
etc. (aee/miin), weak, unmanly,

difficulty the peace-effective was increased by about 42,000
WW : see effectuous] Same as effectuous. effeminately (e-fern'i-iiat-li), adv. In an effem-

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 17. effectuOUSt (e-fek'tu-us), a. [< OF. effectueux, inate manner; womanishly; weakly.
(6) A soldier fit for duty.

Nevertheless he assembled his army, 20,000 effectives.

< L. as if *effectuosus, < effectus (effectu-), effect :

see effect, .] Having effect or force
; forcible;

I ill 111 V, iU,UVAJ KIIKUllVKS, .^j .' / ,. v TiT
The Century, xxix. 618. efficacious; effective. B. Jonson.

effectively (e-fek'tiv-li), adv. 1 . With effect ;

or 'he Contempt of the Gospell, shall the wrath of God

nnwpi-fiiliI v with rpal nTifiratinn ..nmnlptplv 8uffer the Turke and tne Pone with stro"8 delusions and
Ully ,

Wltn real operation , completely , ej/ectuome errors to destroye many soulis and bodys.
thoroughly. jmje , Expos, of Daniel, xii.

With golden pendants in his ears.

Aloft the silken reins he bears,

Proud, and effeminately gay.
Fawkes, tr. of Anacreon's Odes, Ixix.

Effeminately vauquish'd : by which means,
Now blind, dishearten'd, shamed, dishonour'd, quell'd,

To what can I be useful? UUton, S. A., 1. 562.



effeminateness

effeminateness ('-'in'i-nfit-m's), n. The state

of being effeminate
; unmanly softness.

The indulgent softness of the parent's family is apt, at

best, toiiive y "ii nx prisons a must unhappy f/eiiiinatfnesn.

Kteker, Works, I. I.

effeminationt (e-fem-i-mVshon), . [= F. ef-

I'i in iiiation = I'g. i
(friii

i mi
j'<?o

= It. effeminaziouc,
'< LL. effeiniiKitio(ii-), < L. tfftmtoare, ]>]>. rffnui-

natus, make womanish: see effeminate, r.] The
state of being or the act of making effeminate.

But from this mixture of sexes . . . degenerous effemi-
,iii,>:i. Sir T. Krowne, Vulg. Err., vili. 17.

effeminizet (e-fein'i-niz), v. t. [As effemin-ate
+ -ize.] To make effeminate.

Brave knights e/eminized by sloth.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas.

effendi (e-fen'di), n. [Turk, efendi, a gentle-
man, a master (of servants), a patron, protec-
tor, a prince of the blood (efendim,

'my master,'
in address equiv. to E. sir), < NGr. aaftvrrif (pron.
afen'des). a lord, master, a vernacular form of

Gr. (also NGr.) avSevnK (in NGr. pron. afthen'-

des), an absolute master : see authentic.] Atitle
of respect given to gentlemen in Turkey, equiv-
alent to Mr. or sir, following the name when
used with one.

1 assumed the polite and pliant manners of an Indian
physician, and the dress of a small Effendi, still, however,
representing myself to be a Dervish.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 62.

efferationt, [< LL. efferatio(n-), a making
wild or savage, < L. efferare, pp. efferatus, make
wild or savage, < efferus, very wild, fierce, sav-

age : see efferous,] A making wild. Bailey, 1727.

efferent (ef'e-rent), a. and n. [= F. efferent, <

L. efferei^t-fs, ppr. of efferre, ecferre, bring or

carry out, < ex, out, 4- Jerre = E. bear1 .] I. a.

Conveying outward or away; deferent: as, the

efferent nerves, which convey a nervous impulse
from the gauglipnic center outward to the mus-
cles or other active tissue. In thesystem of blood-ves-
sels the arteries are the efferent vessels, conveying blood
from the heart to all parts of the body, while the veins
are the afferent vessels, bringing blood to the heart. In
any gland or glandular system the vessel which takes up
and carries off a secretion is efferent. Efferent duct.
Same as deferent canal (which see, under deferent).

H. n. 1. In mini, and physiol., a vessel or
nerve which conveys outward. 2. A river

flowing from and bearing away the waters of
a lake.

efferoust (ef'e-rus), o. [< L. efferus, very wild,
,

fierce, savage, < ex (intensive) + ferus, wild,
fierce: seefierce.] Very wild or savage ; fierce;
ferocious: as, an efferous beast.

From the teeth of that efferous beast, from the tusk of
the wild boar. ftp. King, Vltis Palatina, p. 34.

effervesce (ef-er-ves'), v. i.
; pret. and pp. ef-

Ji-rresced, ppr. effervescing. [< L. effervescerc,
boil up, foam up, < ex, out, + fervescere, begin
to boil, < fervere, boil : see fervent.] 1. To be
in a state of natural ebullition, like liquor when
gently boiling ;

bubble and hiss, as fermenting
liquors or any fluid when some part escapes in

a gaseous form
; work, as new wine.

The compound spirit of nitre, put to oil of cloves, will

effervesce, even to a flame. Mead, Poisons.

2. Figuratively, to show signs of excitement;
exhibit feelings which cannot be suppressed :

as, to effervesce with joy.
Have I proved . . .

Thai Revelation old and new admits
The natural man may effervesce in ire,
O'erflood earth, o'erfroth heaven with foamy rage,
At the first puncture to his self-respect?

Broiming, Ring and Book, II. 86.

Effervescing draught. See draft*.

effervescence, effervescency (ef-er-ves 'ens,
-en-si), . [= F. effervescence = Sp. efervescen-
cin = Pg. e-fferreseencia = It. efferrescenza, < L.

effervescen(t-)s, ppr. : see effervescent.] 1. Nat-
ural ebullition

;
that commotion of a fluid which

takes place when some part of the mass flies

off in a gaseous form, producing small bubbles :

as, the effervescence or working of new wine,
cider, or beer

;
the effervescence of a carbonate

with nitric acid, in consequence of chemical
action and decomposition producing carbon
dioxid or carbonic-acid gas. 2. Figuratively,
strong excitement

; manifestation o? feeling.
The wild gas, the fixed air, is plainly broke loose : but

we ought to suspend our judgment until the first effer-
vescencc is a little subsided. Burke, Kev. in France.

We postpone our literary work until we have more ripe-
ness and skill to write, and we one day discover that our

literary talent was a youthful c//i'nv*rf /(<< wliirli we have
now lost. Kiin'wii. old Age.
= Syn. See ehiillition.

effervescent (ef-er-ves'ent), a. [=F.efferve<i-
fi-iit = Sp. i/rnv.-ri lite = Pg. It. rfferrwcntr, <

L. efferceCfn(t-)y, ppr. of efftrraicere, boil up:

1840

see effervesce.] Effervescing; having the prop-
erty of effervescence ; of a nature to effervesce.

effervescible t I'f-er-ves'i-bl), . [< effervesce +
-ible.] Capable of effervescing.
A small quantity of effervescible matter. Kirvan.

effervescive (ef-er-ves'iv), a. [< effervesce +
-ive.] Producing or tending to produce effer-

vescence: as, an effervcsciee force. Hickok.

[Hare.]
effet (ef'et), . A dialectal form of efti.

effete (e-fef), a. [Formerly also effvete; < L.

effetus, improp. effoetus, that has brought forth,
exhausted by bearing, worn out, effete, < ex,

out, + fetus, that has brought forth: seefetus.]
1 . Past bearing; functionless, as a result of age
or exhaustion.

It Is ... probable that the females as well of beast* as
hints have in them . . . the seeds of all the young they
will afterwards bring forth, which, ... all spent and ex-

hausted, . . . the animal becomes barren and effete.

Ray, Works of Creation, I.

Hence 2. Having the energies worn out or

exhausted; become incapable of efficient ac-

tion
;
barren of results.

All that can be allowed him now is to refresh his de-

crepit, effete sensuality w ith the history of his former life.

South, Sermons.

If they find the old governments effete, worn out, . . .

they may seek new ones. Burke.

Islamfsm . . . as a proselyting religion . . . has long been
practically effete. Quarterly Ren., CLXIII. 141.

= 8yn.l. Unproductive, unfruitful, unprollflc. 2. Spent,
worn out.

effeteness (e-fet'nes), n. The state of being
effete ; exhaustion ; barrenness.

What would have been the result to mankind ... if

the hope of the world's rejuvenescence had been met
solely by that effeteness of corruption [the old Roman
empire]? Buckle, Civilization, I. 221.

efficacious (ef-i-ka'shus), a. [< OF. efficacieux,

equiv. to efficace, F. efficace = Pr. efficaci = Sp.
eficaz = Pg. efficaz= It. efficace, < L. efficax (effi-

cac-), efficacious, < efficere, effect, accomplish,
do : see effect, v.] Producing the desired effect ;

having power adequate to the purpose intend-

ed; effectual in operation or result.

The mode which he adopted was at once prudent and
efficacious. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 82.

He knew his Rome, what wheels we set to work ;

Piled influential folk, pressed to the ear
Of the efficacious purple.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 144.

= Syn. Efficient, Effectual, etc. (see effective); active, op-
erative, energetic.

efficaciously (ef-i-ka'shus-li), adv. In an effi-

cacious manner; effectually.
It [torture] does so efficaciously convince
That . . . out of eacn hundred cases, by my count,
Never I knew of patients beyond four
Withstand its taste. Broutmny, Ring and Book, II. 74.

efficaciousness (ef-i-ka'shus-nes), M. The qual-

ity of being efficacious ; efficacy.
The efficaciousness of these means Is sufficiently known

and acknowledged. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 6.

efficacy (ef'i-ka-si), n. [= F. efficace = Pr. effi-

cacia = Sp. ejicacia = Pg. It. efficacia, < L. ef-

ficacia, efficacy, < efficax, efficacious : see effica-

cious.] The quality of being efficacious or ef-

fectual
; production of, or tie capacity of pro-

ducing, the effect intended or desired; effec-

tiveness.
'Tliis hath ever made me suspect the efficacy of relics.

Sir T. Browne, Reflgio Medici, L 28.

Planetary motions, and aspects,
In sextile, square, and trine, and opposite,
Of noxious efficacy. Milton, t. L., x. 660.

Even were Gray's claims to being a great poet rejected,
he can hardly be classed with the many, so great and uni-
form are the efficacy of his phrase and the music to which
he sets it. Lowell, New Princeton Rev., I. 177.

= Syn. Efficiency, etc. (sec effectiveness); virtue, force, en-

ergy.

efficiencet (e-fish'ens), . Same as efficiency.

efficiency (e-fish'en-si), . [= Sp. eficiencia =
Pg. effictencia = If. efficient, < L. efficicntia, ef-

ficiency, < efficien(t-)s, efficient: see efficient.]
The quality of being efficient ; effectual agency ;

competent power; the quality or power of pro-
ducing desired or intended effects.

The manner of this divine efficiettci/ being far above us.

Hooter, Eccles. Polity.

Truth is properly no more than Contemplation ; and her
utmost efficiency is but teaching.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxvlii.

Causes which should carry in their mere statement cvi-

denee of their efficiency. J. S. Mill, Logic, III. v. 9.

Specifically (o) The state of being able or competent;
the state of possessing or having acquired adequate know-
leiiire or skill in any art, profession, or duty: as, by pa-
lii-iil perseverance he has attained a high degree of effi-

ciency, (b) In mech., the ratio of the useful work per-
formed by a prime motor to the energy expended. = Syn.
Efficacy, etc. See effectieenett.

effigiate

efficient (e-fish'ent), a. and n. [= F. efficient
= Pr. eficient ="Sp. ejiciente = Pg. It. efficiente,

< L. efficien(t-)s, ppr. of cfficere, effect, accom-

plish, etc. : see effect, v.] I. a. 1. Producing
outward effects ;

of a nature to produce a re-

sult
;
active

;
causative.

If one flower is fertilised with pollen which IK more effi-

cient than that applied to the other flowers on the same
peduncle, the latter often drop off.

Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 306.

2. Acting or able to act with due effect; ade-

quate in performance ; bringing to bear the

requisite knowledge, skill, and industry; ca-

pable; competent: as, an efficient workman,
director, or commander.
Every healthy and efficient mind passes a large part of

life In the company most easy to him. Emerton, clubs.

Efficient cause, a cause which brings about something
external to itself : distinguished from material and format
caute by being external to that which it causes, and from
the end or final cause in being that by which something
is made or done, and not merely that for the sake of which
it is made or done. The conception of efficient caute an-
tedates that of physical force in the scientific sense ; and
the latter finds no place in the Aristotelian division of

causes. But many writers of the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries extend the meaning of efficient caute to
include forces. Other and Inferior writers, since the Arts*

totelian philosophy has ceased to form an essential part
of a liberal education, use the phrase efficient caute In imi-

tation of older writers, but without any distinct appre-
hension of its meaning, probably in the sense of effectual
caute. (See the citation from Lecky, below.) Efficient cavtes
are traditionally divided into various classes : 1st, into ac-

tive and emanative: thus, fire is said to be the emanative
cause of its own heat and the active cause of heat in other

iKxlles; 2d, into immanent and transient: an immanent
cause brings about some modification of itself (it is, never-

theless, regarded as external, because It does not produce
itself); 3d, luto/r and necessary ; 4th, Into caute by itself

and caute by accident: thus, if a man in digging a well

finds a treasure, he Is the cause per se of the well being
dug, and the cause by accident of the discovery of the trea-

sure; 5th, Into absolute and adjutant, the latter being
again divided into principal ami secondary, and secondary
into procatarctical, proeyumenal, and instrumental (the

procatarctical extrinsically excites the principal cause to

action, the proegumenal Internally disposes the principal
cause to action) ; (ith, into j'irxt and second ; 7th, Into uni-

versal and particular; 8th, into proximate and remote.
Medical men follow Galen In dividing the efficient causes
of disease into predisposing, exciting, and determining.

Every politician knew that the interference of the sov-

ereign during the debate In the House of Lords was the

efficient caute of the change of ministry.
Lecky, Kng. in 18th Cent., xr.

= Syn. Efficacious, Effectual, etc. (see effective) ; energetic,
operative, active, ready, helpful.

H. n. 1. An efficient cause (see above).

God, which movcth mere natural agents as an efficient

only, doth otherwise move intellectual creatures, and es-

pecially his holy angels. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 4.

Excepting God, nothing was before it: and therefore it

could have no efficient In nature.

Bacon, Physical Fables, viii., F.xpl.

O, but, say such, had not a woman been the tempter
and rjlH-ifiit to our fall, we had not needed a redemption.

Ford, Honour Triumphant, i.

Some are without efficient, as God.
Sir T. Browne, Religlo Medici, I. 14.

2. One who is efficient or qualified; specifically,
in the volunteer service of Great Britain, one
who has attended the requisite number of drills,
and in respect of whom the corps receives the

capitation grant paid by government. 3. In

math., a quantity multiplied by another quan-
tity to produce the quantity of which it is said
to be an efficien t ; a factor. Extra efficient, a com-
missioned officer or sergeant of volunteers in the British

army who has obtained an official certificate of competency.
Extra efficients earn an extra grant for their company,

efficiently (e-fish'ent-li), adv. In an efficient

manner; effectively.

God, when He is stiled Father, must always be under-
stood to be a true and proper cause, really and efficiently

giving life. Clarke, The Trinity, ii. { IS, note.

effictiont, [< I-- effictio(n-), a representation
(in rhet.) of corporal peculiarities, < effingere,

pp. effictus, form, fashion, represent: see effigy.]
A fashioning; a representation. Bailey, 1727.

effiercet (e-fers'), r. t. [< ef- + fierce, after L.

efferare, make fierce, < efferus. very fierce : see

efferous.] To make fierce or furious.

With fell woodness he effiereed was.
And wilfully him throwing on the gras
Did beat and bounse his head and brest ful sore.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 27.

effigial (e-fij'i-al), a. [< F. effiaial; as effigy
+ -at.] Pertaining to or exhibiting an effigy.

[Rare.]
The three volumes contain chiefly effifrial cuts and monu-

mental figures and inscriptions.
Critical Hitt. of Pamphlets.

effigiate (e-fij'i-at). r. t. : pret. and pp. effigi-

/itnl. ppr. efifliatinfl. [< LL. effiffiatits, pp. of

<'tli</iare (> It. effigiare = Pr. efigiar = F. effigier),

form, fashion, < effigies, an image, likeness: see



effigiate

effi>y-] To make into an effigy of something;
form into a like figure. [Rare.]
He who means to win souls . . . must, as St. Paul did,

riliiiiate and conform himself to those circumstances of

living and discourse by which he may prevail.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 754.

effigiation (e-fij-i-a'shon), n. [< effigiate + -ion.]
1. The act of forming in resemblance. Bailey,
1727. [Rare.] 2. That which is formed in re-
semblance

; an image or effigy. [Rare.]
No such efflffiation was therein discovered, which some

nineteen weeks after became visible.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., X. ii. 53.

effigies (e-fij'i-ez), . [L. : see effigy,.] An ef-

figy-

This same Dagoberts monument I saw there, and under
his E/igiei this Epitaph. Coryat, Crudities, I. 46.

We behold the species of eloquence in our minds, the
effigies or actual image of which we seek in the organs of
our hearing. Drijden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

effigurate (e-fig'u-rat), a. [< L. ex, out, + figit-

ratus, pp. offigurare, figure, <figura, a figure:
see fignrate.] In

bot., having a defi-

nite form or figure :

applied to lichens:

opposed to effuse.

effigy (ef'i-ji), n.;

pi. effigies (-jiz).

[Formerly also effi-

gie, and, as L., effi-

gies; = F. effigie =
Sp. efigie = Pg. It.

effigie, < L. effigies,

effigia, a copy or
imitation of an ob-

ject, an image, like-

ness, < effiitgere, pp.
effictus, form, fash-

ion, represent, < ex,

out, + fingere (fig-),
form: seefeign, fic-

tion.] A represen-

1850
The Italian [Gothic architecture] effloresced . . . into the

meaningless ornamentation of the Certosa of Pavia and
the cathedral of Como. ttutkin.

2. To present an appearance of flowering or

bursting into bloom; specifically, to become
covered with an efflorescence

; become incrust-
ed with crystals of salt or the like.

The walls of limestone caverns sometimes effloresce with
nitrate of lime in consequence of the action of nitric acid
formed in the atmosphere. Dana.

3. In cliem., to change either throughout or

effoete

A number of specimens of waste liquors from factories,
with tlie residual matters pressed into cakes, and also of
the purified effluents, are exhibited.

Sci. Amer. Supp., No. 446.

2. Specifically, in geog., a stream that flows out
of another stream or out of a lake : as, the At-

chafalaya is an effluent of the Mississippi river.
3. In math., a covariant of a quantic of de-

gree mn in i variables, the covariant being of

degree m and in^) variables, wherep is the num-
ber of permutations that can be obtained by

over the surface to a whitish, mealy, or crys- dividing n into i parts. Sylvester, 1853
talline powder, from a gradual decompositi--

<"-> - T>I,,,.I * ~-a>....i.

on simple exposure to the air; become cove
with a whitish crust or light crystallization
the form of short threads or spiculaa, froi

talline powder, from a gradual decomposition, effluvia, n. Plural of effluvium.
on simple exposure to the air; become covered effluviable (e-flo'vi-a-bl), a. [< effluvium +

-able.] Capable of being given off in the form
of effluvium. [Rare.]
The great rapidness with which the wheels that serve

to cut and polish diamonds must be moved does excite a
great degree of heat . . . in the stone, and by that and the
strong concussion it makes of its parts, may force it to
spend its effluviable matter, if I may call it so.

Boyle, Works, IV. 354.

.. ., a. [< effluvium + -al.]

Pertaining to effluvia
; containing effluvia.

mated, ppr. effluviating.
To throw off effluvium.

in

,
from a

slow chemical change between some of the in-

gredients of the matter covered and an acid

proceeding commonly from an external source.

As the surface [of a puddle of water] dries, the capillary
action draws the moisture up pieces of broken earth, dead
sticks, and tufts of grass, where the salt effloresces. j_! , a ..,

Dam-in, Geol. Observations, ii. 307. effluvl
.

al
.

(e
-flo YJ'9

efflorescence (ef-lo-res'ens), n. [= F. efflores-
cence = Sp. eflorecencia = Pg. efflorescencia =
It. efflorescenza, < L. efflorescen(t-)s, ppr. : see

efflorescent.] 1. The act of efflorescing or blos-

soming out; also, an aggregation of blossoms,
or an appearance resembling or suggesting a
mass of flowers.

effluvium (e-flo'vi-um), n. ; pi. effluvia (-a). [=
F. effluve = Sp. eflumo = Pg. It. effluvia, '< L. ef-
fluvium, a flowing out, an outlet, "< effluere, flow
out: see effluent.] A subtle or invisible ex-

halation; an emanation : especially applied to
noxious or disagreeable exhalations : as, the ef-
fluvia from diseased bodies or putrefying ani-

[Rare.]
What an eminent physician, who was skilled in per-

fumes, affirmed to me about the durableness of an efflu-

viating power. Boyle, Works, V. 47.

As the sky is supposed to scatter its golden star-pollen
once every year in meteoric showers, so the dome of St.
Peter's has its annual efflorescence of fire.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 299.

2. In lot., the time or state of flowering; an-
thesis. 3. In med., a redness of the skin; a
rash

; eruption, as in measles, smallpox, scar- -

latina, etc. 4. In chem., the formation of small
al or vegetable s jstances.

white threads or spicute, resembling the sub-
limated matter called flowers, on the surface of
certain bodies, as salts, or on the surface of

any permeable body or substance
; theincrus- efl5uc (ef

,
luks ); 1= Sp. (obs.) eflujo = It.

tation so formed. efflusso, < L. as if 'effluxus, n., < effluere, pp.
effluxus, flow out : see effluent.] 1. The act or
state of flowing out or issuing in a stream

; effu-
sion

;
effluence

;
flow : as, an efflux of matter

from an ulcer. The rate of efflux of a fluid is roughly
calculated by Torricelli's theorem, that the velocity at the

Besides its electrick attraction, which is made by a sul-

phureous effluvium, it will strike fire upon percussion
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

1. The statetatiou or imitation EfflCT.-BraK in west Lynn church, efflorescency (ef-lo-res'en-si),. _.

of any object, in or condition of being efflorescent. 2f. An ef-

whole or in part ;
an image or a representation florescence.

of a person, whether of the whole figure, the Two white, sparry incrustations, with efflorescencies in

bust, or the head alone
;
a likeness in sculpture,

fonn ' shrllbs
.
formed by the trickling of water.

'

painting, or drawing; a portrait: most fre- ,

Woodward, Fossils.
__^

,
u ,.,.,8^llc

quently applied to the figures on sepulchral efflorescent (ef-lo-res'ent), a. [= F. efflorescent converging motion, the area of the orifice is greater than

monuments, and popularly to figures made up
of stuffed clothing, etc., to represent obnoxious
persons.
A choice library, over which are the effigies of most of

our late men of polite literature.

Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 21, 1644.

The abbey church of St. Denis possesses the largest col-
lection of French 13th-century monumental effigies.

Encyc. Brit., XXI. 663.

A chair of state was placed on it, and in this was seated an
WTO of King Henry, clad in sable robes and adorned with
all the insignia of royalty.

To burn or hang in efflt,,- .

a picture of (a person), either as a substitute for actual
burning or hanging (formerly practised by judicial author-
ities as a vicarious punishment of a condemned personwho had escaped their Jurisdiction), or, as at the present
time, as an expression of dislike, hatred, or contempt: a
mode in which public antipathy or indignation is often
manifested.

This night the youths of the Citty burnt the Pope in
'ffigie. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 5, 1673.

= Sp. efloreeiente = Pg. It. efflorescente, < L.
efflorescen(t-)s, ppr. of efflorescere, blossom: see
effloresce.] 1. Blooming; being in flower. 2.

Apt to effloresce
; subject to efflorescence : as,

an efflorescent salt. 3. Covered or incrusted
with efflorescence.

Yellow efflorescent sparry incrustations on stone.

Woodward, Fossils.

. t.

orifice is the same as if each particle had fallen freely
from the level of the fluid in the vessel. But, owing to the

_ _ , x is greater than
the section of the stream, while the pressure is increased,
so that the efflux is less than the amount given by Torri-
celli's theorem.

It is no wonder, if God can torment where we see no
tormentor, and comfort where we behold no comforter

;

he can do it by immediate emanations from himself, by
continual effluxes of those powers and virtues which he
was pleased to implant in a weaker and fainter measure
in created agents. South, Works, VIII. xiv.

2. That which flows out
;
an emanation, effu-

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 3. touch upon, strip the leaves off, < ef- for es- (<

,to burn or hang an image or L - ex
~)> out >

+ fleur (in the phrase A fleur de, on
a level with), < G. flur, plain, = E. floor.] In
leatlicr-mamif., to remove the outer surface of

(a skin). See the extract.

The skins [chamois-leather] are first washed, limed,
fleeced, and branned. . . . They are next efflowered that
is, deprived of their epidermis by a concave knife, blunt
in its middle part upon the convex horsebeam.

Ure, Diet., III. 87.

efflagitatet (e-flaj'i-tat), . t. [< L. efflanita-
effluence (ef'lij-ens), n. [= F. effluence = Sp.

itly, < ex eflnencia = Pg. effluencia, < NL. *effluentia, < L.tits, pp. of efflagitare, demand urgent!
1

.,

(intensive) + flagitare, demand.] To demand
earnestly. Coles, 1717.

efflate (e-flat'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. efflated, ppr.
efflating. [< L. efflatus, pp. of efflare, blow or
breathe out, < ex, out, + flare = E. blowl.] To
fill with breath or air

; inflate. [Rare.]
Our common spirits, efflated by every vulgar breath

upon every act, deify themselves.

Prime cheerer, Light !

Of all material beings, first and best !

Efflux divine ! Thomson, Summer, 1. 92.

Whatever talents may be, if the man create not, the
pure efflux of the Deity is not his ; cinders and smoke
there may be, but not yet flame. Emerson, Misc., p. 78.

Beryllus(who was a precursor of Apoll inarianism) taught
that in the Person of Christ, after His nativity as Man,
there was a certain efflux of the divine essence, so that He
had no reasonable human soul.

Bp. Chr. Wordsworth, Church Hist., I. 291.

effluxt (e-fluks'), v. i. [< L. effluxtts, pp.: see
the noun.] To flow out or away.

Five years being effluxed, he took out the tree and
weighed it Boyle, Works, I. 496.

.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 179.

efflation (e-fla'shon), n. [= OF. efflation, < L.
as if "efflatio(n-), < efflare, pp. efflatus, blow or
breathe out: seeefflate.] The act of breathing
out or puffing ; a puff, as of wind.

A soft efflation of celestial fire

Came, like a rushing breeze, and shook the lyre
Parnell, Gift of Poetry effluency (ef'lo-en-si), n.

effleurage (e-fle-razh

ing, < effleurer, j
Gentle superficial
the palm of the 1

effloresce (ef-lo-res'), . i.; pret. and pp. efflo-
resced, ppr. efflorescing. [= Sp. eflorecer, < L.
efflorescere, inceptive form (later in simple form,LL. efflorere), blossom/ ex (intensive) +florere,
blossom, flower, <flos(flor-), a flower: seeflow-
er.} 1. To burst into bloom, as a plant.

effluen(t-)s, flowing out: see effluent.] 1. The
act of flowing out

; outflow; emanation. 2.
That which issues or flows out; an efflux; an effluxion (e-fluk'shon), n. [=F. effluxion=Sp.

(obs.) eflujion, < L."as if *effluxio(n-) (ML. also
sometimes spelled effluctio), < effluere, pp. effluz-

us, flow out : see efflux.] 1. The act of flowing
out. 2. That which flows out

;
an emanation.

[Bare.]

emanation.

Bright effluence of bright essence increate.

Milton, P. L., iil. 6.

From this bright Effluence of his Deed
They borrow that reflected Light
With which the lasting Lamp they feed.

Prior, Carmen Seculare (1700), st. 35.

And, as if the gloom of the earth and sky had been but
the effluence of these two mortal hearts, it vanished with
their sorrow. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, xviii.

Grant that an unnamed virtue or delicate vital effluence
is always ascending from the earth. _ , .

The Atlantic, LVIII. 428. effodient _(e-fo di-ent), a.

There are some light effluxions from spirit to spirit, when
men are one with another; as from body to body. Bacon.

The effluxions penetrate all bodies, and like the species
of visible objects are ever ready in the medium, and lay
hold on all bodies proportionate or capable of their action.

Sir T. Browne, Concerning the Loadstone.

[< L. effodien(t-)s,

Same as effluence. PPf- ?
f
/f?*^'-

cfodire, dig out, dig up, <ex,
out, +fodtre, dig: see fossil.] In zool., habitu-

[NL.,
.ffo-

in-

cluding insectivorous forms, most of which are
effodient or fossorial, as the armadillos, ant-

eaters, aardvarks, and pangolins : a term now
superseded by Fodientid, and restricted to the
African fossorial ant-eaters, as the aardvarks.

II. n. 1. That which flows out or issues forth, effoetet, a. An obsolete spelling of effete.

Dazzling the brightness ; not the sun so bright,
'Twas here the pure substantial fount of light ;

Shot from his hand and side in golden streams,
Came forward effluent horny-pointed beams.

Parnell, Gift of Poetry.



effoliation

effoliation (e-fo-li-a'shon), n. [Var. of exfolia-

tion.] In bot., the removal or fall of the foliage
of a plant.

efforcet (e-fors'), v. t. [< F. efforcer, endeavor,
strive, = Pr. exforsar = Sp. esforzar = Pg. es-

foryar, force, also endeavor, = It. sforzare,
force, rctl. endeavor, < ML. effortiare, efforciare,

crforciare, force, compel, efforciari, endeavor,
< L. ex, out, off, + fortis, strong: see force

1
.

Ct. afforce, deforce.] To force; violate.

Burnt his beastly heart t' efforce her chastity.

Spenser, F. Q.

efforcedt, [< efforce + -ed2.] Forceful; im-

perative.

Agnine he heard a more e/orced voyce,
That bad him come in haste.

Speitser, F. Q., II. viii. 4.

efformt (e-f6rm'), v- 1. [= It. efformare, < L. ex,

out, + formare, form.] To fashion; shape;
form.

Merciful and gracious, thou gavest us being, raised us
from nothing, . . . (forming us after thy own image.

Jer. Taylor.

efformationf (ef-or-ma'shqn), n. [< efform +
-ation.] The act of giving shape or form;
formation.

Pretending to give an account of the production and
(formation of the universe. Ray, Works of Creation, i.

effort (ef'ort or -ert), n. [< F. effort, OF. ef-

fort, esfort = Pr. esfort = Sp. esfuerzo = Pg.
esforqo = It. sforzo, an effort

;
verbal n. of the

verb (ML. effortiare) represented by effort, v.,

and efforce: see effort, v., and efforce.] 1. Vol-

untary exertion ; a putting forth of the will,

consciously directed^ toward the performance
of any action, external or internal, and usually
prepared by a psychological act of "gathering
the strength" or coordination of the powers.
A voluntary action, not requiring such preparation, is,

both in the terminology of psychology and in ordinary
language, said to be performed without effort.

It is more even by the effort and tension of mind re-

quired, than by the mere loss of time, that most readers
are repelled from the habit of careful reading.

De Quincey, Style, i.

We could never listen for a quarter of an hour to the

speaking of Sir James, without feeling that there was a
constant effort, a tug up hill.

Uacaulay, Sir James Mackintosh.

2. The result of exertion ; something done by
voluntary exertion

; specifically, a literary, ora-

torical, or artistic work.

In your more serious efforts, he says, your bombast
would be less intolerable if the thoughts were ever suited
to the expression. Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

3. In mech., a force upon a body due to a defi-

nite cause. Thus, a heavy body on an inclined plane
is said to have an effort to fall vertically. Also, the ef-

fective component of a force. Center of effort. See
center!. Effort Of nature (a phrase introduced by Syd-
enham), the concurrence of physiological processes tending
toward the expulsion of morbific matter from the system.
Mean effort, a constant force which applied to a par-

ticle tangentially to its trajectory would produce the same
total work as a given variable force. Sense Of effort,
the feeling which accompanies an exertion of the will, by
which we are made aware of having put forth force. It

is held by some psychologists to accompany all sensations,
since, as they say, all sensation produces an immediate
reaction of the will. = Syn. Attempt, trial, essay, struggle.

effortt (ef'ort or -ert), v. t. [< ML. effortiare,

strengthen (of. confortare, strengthen: see com-

fort, v.). also compel, force: see effort, n., to
which the verb conforms. Cf. efforce.] To
strengthen; reinforce.

He efforted his spirits with the remembrance and rela-

tion of what formerly he had been and what he had doye.

Fuller, Worthies, Cheshire.

effortless (ef'ort-les or -ert-les), a.

+ -less.] Making no effort.
[< effort

But idly to remain
Were yielding effortless, and waiting death.

Southey, Thalaba, iv.

effossion (e-fosh'on), n. [< LL. effossio(n-), a

digging out, < L. effodire, pp. effossus, dig out :

see effodient.] The act of digging out of the

earth; exfodiation. [Rare.]
He . . . set apart annual sums for the recovery of

manuscripts, the effossions of coins, and the procuring of

mummies. Martinus Scriblerut, i.

effracture (e-frak'tur), i. [< LL. cffractura, a

breaking (only in ref. to housebreaking), < ef-

fringcre, pp. effractus, break, break open, < ex,

out, + frangere, break: see fraction, frtirtun:]
In surg., a fracture of the cranium with depres-
sion of the broken bone.
enfranchise (e-fran'ehiz), r. t.

; pret. and pp.

effrttncliixi'tl, ppr. rffranclti.tiiiti. [< OF. effrnu-

MMM-, exfranchix*-','stem of certain parts of ef-

franchcr, eyfrancher, affranchise, < es- (< L. ex,

1851

out) + franchir, free: see franchise. Ct. af-

froiicltinc.] To invest with franchises or privi-

leges. [Rare.]
effrayt (e-fra'), . t. [< F. effrayer, frighten:
see affray (of which effray ia a doublet) and
afraid.] Same as affray.

Their ilain upstart, out of her den e/raide,
And rushed forth. Speiaer, F. Q., 1. 1. 16.

effrayablet (e-fra'a-bl), a. [< effray + -able.]

Frightful ; dreadful. Harvey.
effrayant (e-fra'ant), . [F., ppr. of effrayer,

frighten: see effray and -anfl.] Frightful;
alarming.
The frontal sinus, or the projection over the eyebrows,

Is largely developed [in the mlcrocephalous idiot], and
the jaws are prognathous to an effrayant degree.

Darwin, Descent of Man, I. 117.

effraye' (e-fra-ya'), [F., pp. of effrayer,

frighten: see effray.] In her., same as ram-
pant.

effrenationt (ef-re-na'shon), n. [< L. tffreua-

tio(n-), < effrenare', pp. effrenatus, unbridle, < ex,

out, + frenare, brittle, <frenum, a bridle.] Un-
bridled rashness or license ; unruliness. Glos-

sographia Aug., 1707.

effrontt (e-frunt'), v. t. [< LL. effron(t-)s, bare-

faced, shameless, < L. ex, out, +fron(t-)s, front,
forehead: see/row* and affront.] To treat with

effrontery. /Sir T. Browne.
effrontedt (e-frun'ted), a. [Also effrontit (prop.
Sc.); = F. effronte = Pr. esfrontat = It. sfron-

tato, < L. as if "effrontatus), < LL. effron(t-)s,
shameless: see effront.] Characterized by or

indicating effrontery ;
brazen-faced.

Th' effronted whore prophetically showne
By Holy John in his mysterious scronls.

Stirling, Doomesday, The Second Houre.

effrontery (e-frun'ter-i), n. [< OF. effronteric

(F. effronterie), < effronte, shameless, < LL. </-

fron(t-)s, barefaced, shameless: see effront.]
Assurance ; shamelessness

;
sauciness

; impu-
dence or boldness in transgressing the bounds
of modesty, propriety, duty, etc. : as, the effron-

tery of vice
;
their corrupt practices were pur-

sued with bold effrontery.
A touch of audacity, altogether short of effrontery, and

far less approaching to vulgarity, gave as It were a wild-

ness to all that she did. Scott, The Abbot, iv.

I am not a little surprised at the easy effrontery with
which political gentlemen, in and out of Congress, take it

upon them to say that there are not a thousand men in

the North who sympathize with John Brown.
Einerson, John Brown.

=8yn. Impertinence., etc. (see impudence) ; hardihood, au-

dacity. See list under impertinence.

effrontUOUSlyt (e-frun'tu-us-li), adv. [< "effron-

tuous(cf.QF.effronteux) (irreg.< iiii.effroti(t-)s,

shameless, + -u-oun) + -ly%.] With effrontery ;

impudently.
He most effrontuously affirms the slander.

Roger North, Examen, p. 23.

effulcrate (e-ful'krat), a. [< NL. "effulcratus,
< L. ex, out, + fulcrum, a support.] In bot.,
not subtended by a leaf or bract : said of a bud
from below which the leaf has fallen,

effulge (e-fulj'), r.
; pret. and pp. eff'ulged, ppr.

effulging. [< L.
effulgere,

shine forth, < ex,

forth, + fulgere, shine : fee fulgent.] I. trans.

To cause to shine forth
; radiate; beam. [Rare.]

Firm as his cause
His bolder heart
His eyes effulging a peculiar fire.

Thornton, Britannia.

II. intrans. To send forth a flood of light;
shine with splendor.
effulgence (e-ful'jens), n. [= Sp. efulgencia, <

L. effulgen(t-)s, ppr. : see effulgent.] A shining
forth, as of light; great luster or brightness;
splendor : as, the effulgence of divine glory.

So breaks on the traveller, faint and astray,
The bright and the balmy effulgence of morn.

Beattu, The Hermit.

To glow with the effulgence of Christian truth.

Sumner, Hon. John Pickering.

-Syn. Ilrilliance, Luster, etc. See radiance.

effulgent (e-ful'jent), a. [< L. effulgen(t-)s,

ppr.
of effulgere", shine forth: see effulge.]

Shining; bright; splendid; diffusing a flood
of light,

The downward sun
Looks out effulgent from amid the flash

Of broken clouds. Thomion, Spring.

effulgently (e-ful'jent-li), adv. In an effulgent
or splendid manner.

effumabilityt (e-fu-ma-biri-ti), . [< effiima-
ble: see -bility.] The quality of flying off in

fumes of vapor, or of being volatile.

Paracelsus . . . seems to define mercury !>y volatility,
or (if I may coin such a word) effumainlilii.

Boyle, Works, I. 539.

effusive

effumablet (e-fu'ma-bl), a. [< effume + -able.]

Capable of flying off in fumes or vapor ; volatile.

effumet (<--fum'), r. t. [< F. eff'umcr, < L. - -

nuiiT, emit smoke or vapor, < ex, out, + fumarr,
smoke, steam,</Mi, smoke, vapor: seefume.]
To breathe or puff out ; emit, as steam or vapor.

I can make this dog take as many whiffet as I list, and
he shall retain or effume them, at my pleasure.

B. Jonton, Every Man out of hU Humour, III. 1.

effundt (e-fund' ), v.t. [< L. effundere, pour out :

see effuse.] To pour out.

Olyves nowe that oute of helthes dwelle

Oytdreggea salt effunde uppon the roote.

Palladiui, Hiubondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 108.

If he his life rffuiul
To utmost death, the high Uod hath deslgn'd
That we both live. Dr. II. More, Psychozoia, li. 146.

effuse (e-Mz'). r. t.
; pret. and pp. effused, ppr.

effusing. [< L. effusus, pp. of effundere, ecfun-
dere, pour forth, < ex, forth, + fundere, pour:
see fuse.] To pour out, as a fluid; spill; shed.

Smooke of encense effuse in drie oxe dounge
Doo under hem, to hele hem and socoure.

f'alladiun, HuslKnidrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 138.

Whose maiden blood, thus rigorously efftud,
Will cry for vengeance at the gates of heaven.

Shat., 1 Hen. VI., T. 4.

Why to a man enamour'd,
That at her feet effutex all his soul,
Must woman cola appear, false to herself and him?

Steele, Lying Lover, v. 1.

effuse (e-fus'), a. [= OF. effus Sp. efuso =
It. effuso, < L. effusus, pp. : see the verb.] If.

Poured out freely; profuse.
"Tis pride, or emptiness, applies the straw,
That tickles little minds to mirth e/uie.

Young, Mght Thoughts, viil.

2. In bot. : (a) Very loosely spreading, as a pani-
cle, etc. (6) In lichenology, spread out without
definite form or figure: opposed to effigurate.

3. In zool. : (a) In conch., applied to shells

where the aperture is not whole behind, but
the lips are separated by a gap or groove. (6)
In entom., loosely joined; composed of parts
which are almost separated from one another:

opposed to compact or coarctate.

effuset (e-fus'), n. [< effuse, v.] Effusion; out-

pouring; loss; waste.
Anil much effuse of blood doth make me faint.

Skat., 3 Hen. VI., II. 6.

effusion (e-fu'zhon), n. [= F. effusion = Sp.
efusion = Pg. effusSo = It. effusione, < L. efftt-

sio(n-), < effundere, pp. effusus, pour out: see

effuse.] 1. The act of pouring out, literally
or figuratively; a shedding forth ; an outpour:
as, the effusion of water, of blood, of grace, of

words, etc.

When there was but as yet one only family in the world,
no means of instruction, human or divine, could prevent
effution of blood. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 10.

Tin 1

. . . most pitiful! Historic of their Martyrdome, I

have often perused not without effusion of tears.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 64.

The effusion of the Spirit under the times of the Gospel :

by which we mean those extraordinary gifts anil abilities

which the Apostles had after the Holy Ghost is said to de-
scend upon them. StillingJIeet, Sermons, 1. Jx.

2. That which is poured out; a fluid, or figura-

tively an influence of any kind, shed abroad.

Wash me with that precious effusion, and I shall )>e

whiter than snow. Eikon Rasilike.

Specifically 3. An outpourof thought in writ-

ing or speech; a literary effort, especially in

verse : as, a poetical effusion : commonly used
in disparagement.
Two or three of his shorter effusions, indeed. . . . have

a spirit that would make them amusing anywhere.
Ticknor, Span. Lit, I. 345.

4. In pathol., the escape of a fluid from the
vessels containing it into a cavity, into the sur-

rounding tissues, or on a free surface : as, the

effusion of lymph. 5. [ML. eff'usio(n-), tr. of Or.

pvatf.] That part of the constellation Aquari-
us (which see) included within the stream of

water. It contains the star Fomalhaut, now lo-

cated in the Southern Fish. Effusion of gases, in

chetn., the escape of gases through minute apertures into a
vacuum. In his experiments to determine the rate of effu-

sion of gases, Graham used thin sheets of metal or glass, per-
forated with minute apertures .086 millimeter or .003 inch
in diameter. The rates of effusion coincided so nearly
with the rates of diffusion as to lead to the conclusion that
both phenomena follow the same law, and therefore the
rates of effusion are inversely as the square roots of the
densities of the gases.

effusive (e-fu'siv), a. [< L. as if "effusirus, <

effundere, pp. effusus, pour out: see effuse.] 1.

Pouring out; flowing forth profusely : as, effu-
sive speech.

Th' efiitirr. south
Warms the wide air. and o'er the void of heaven
Breathes the big clouds with venial shuwrrs distent.

Thoauoii, Spring, L 144.



effusive

Hence 2. Making an extravagant or undue
exhibition of feeling.
He [Dante] is too sternly touched to be effusive and

tearful. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 121.

3. Poured abroad
; spread or poured freely.

With thirsty sponge they rub the tables o'er

(The swains unite the toll); the walls, the floor,

Wash'd with th' e/itsive wave, are purg'd of gore.

Pope, Odyssey, xxii.

effusively (e-fu'siv-li), adv. In an effusive

manner.
effusiveness (e-fu'siv-nes), n. The state of be-

ing effusive.

effected (e-flek'ted), a. In entom., bent out-

ward suddenly.
efreet (e-fref), . Same as afrit.

"Wadna ye prefer a meeracle or twa?" asked Sandy.
. . . "Orafewe/reete?" added I.

Kingsley, Alton Locke, xxi.

eft1
(eft), n. [< ME. efte, eefte, more common-

ly mete, euete, later ewte, and with the n of the
indef. art. an adhering, nefte, newte, now usu-

ally newt, q. v. Eft, though now only provin-
cial, is strictly the correct form.] A newt

; any
small lizard.

Efts, and foul-wing'd serpents, bore
The altar's base obscene.

Mickk, Wolfwold and Ulla.

eft2t (eft), adv. [ME. eft, ceft, efte, < AS. eft,

teft = OS. eft = OFries. eft, afterward, again:
see after.'] After; again; afterward; soon.

Til that Kynde cam Clergie to helpen,
And in the myrour of Myddel-erde made hym eft to loke.

Piers Plowman (C), xiv. 132.

Let him take the bread and eft the wine in the sight of
the people.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1860), p. 267.

efter (ef'ter), adv. and^rep. Obsolete and dia-
lectal form of after.

eftestt. A form occurring only in the following
passage, where it is apparently either an inten-
tional blunder put into the mouth of Dogberry,
or an original misprint for easiest (in early print
eafiest or efiest) . The alleged eft,

'

convenient, handy,
commodious,' assumed from this superlative, is other-
wise unknown.

Yea, marry, that's the eftest way.
Shak., Much Ado, iv. 2.

eftsoont, eftsoonst (eft-son', -s6nz'), adv. [<
ME. eftsone, eftsones, again, soon after, also, be-
sides, < eft, again, + sone, soon: see eft

2 and
soon.] 1. Soon after; soon again; again; anew;
a second time; after a while.

Shal al the world be lost eftsones now?
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 303.

Pharaoh dreamed to have seen seven fair fat oxen, and
eftsoons seven poor lean oxen.

Tyndale, Ans. t.

"
ns. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc.

, 1860), p. 249.

2. At once; speedily; forthwith.
Ye may eftsones hem telle,

We usen here no wommen for to selle.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 181.

Sir, your ignorance
Shall eftsoon be confuted.

Chapman, All Fools, ii. 1.

Hold off, unhand me, greybeard loon !

Eftioons his hand dropt he.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, i.

6. g. An abbreviation of the Latin exempli gra-
tia: for the sake of an example; for example.
Ega (e'gii), n. [NL. (Castelnau, 1835) ; a geo-
graphical name.] A

j ^

genus of adephagous
ground-beetles, ofthe
family Carabidce, con-

taining about 12 spe-
cies, nearly all from
tropical countries, but
two of them North
American, E. sallei

and E. Icetula. Also
called Chalybe, Selina,
and Steleodera.

egad (e-gad'), interj.

[A minced form of
the oath by God. Of.

ecod, gad?, etc.] An
exclamation express-
ing exultation or sur-

prise.

Egad, that's true. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

egalt (e'gal), a. and n. [< ME. egal, < OF. egal,
esgal, igat, egual, F. e'gal, < L. cequalis, equal:
see equal, the present E. form.] I. a. Equal.

Egal to myn offence. Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 137.

Was ever seen
An emperor in Rome thus overborne,
Troubled, confronted thus ; and, for the extent
Of egal justice, used in such contempt 1

Shak., Tit. And., iv. 4.

II. n. An equal.

Efa sallei.

{ Line shows natural size. )

1852

e'galite' (a-gal-e-ta'), n. [F.] Equality. This
word is familiar in the French revolutionary phrase liber-

te, egalite, fraternite (liberty, equality, fraternity), and as

the surname taken by Philip, Duke of Orleans (Philippe
Egalite), as a token of his adherence to the revolution ;

he was nevertheless guillotined by the revolutionists in

1793.

egality (e-gal'i-ti), n.; pi. egalities (-tiz). [< ME.
egalite, egalitee, < OF. egalite, egaute, F. egalite,

< L. cequalita(t-)s, equality: see equality, the

present E. form.] Equality. [A rare Galli-

cism.]
She is as these martires in egalite.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

That cursed France with her egalities.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

egallyt, adv. Equally.
egalnesst, Equalness; equality. Nares.

Egean, a. See JEgean.
egence (e'jens), . [< L. egen(t-)s, ppr. of

egere, be in want, be needy. Of. indigent, in-

digence.] The state or condition of suffering
from the need of something; a strong desire
for something; exigence. Grote.

6ger 1
t, See eagerl.

eger2 ,
. See eager

2
.

eger3
(e'ger), n. [Origin not obvious.] In

oot., a tulip appearing early in bloom.

egeran (eg'e-ran), n. [< Eger, in Bohemia,
where idocrase occurs.] la mineral., same as
vesuvianite.

Egeria (e-je'ri-a), . [L. Egeria, JEgeria, Gr.

'Hyepia.] 1. In Bom. myth., a prophetic nymph
or divinity, the instructress of NumaPompilius,
and invoked as the giver of life. 2. [NL.]
In zoiil. : (a) A genus of brachyurous decapod
crustaceans, of the family Haiidw, or spider-
crabs. E. indica is an Indian species. Leach,
1815. (6) A genus of bivalve shells, of the fam-
ily Donacidte, generally considered to be the
same as Galatea. Soissy, 1805. 3. [NL.] See
dSgeria. 4. The 13th planetoid, discovered

by De Gasparis, at Naples, in 1850.

egerian, a. See agerian,
Egeriidaa, n. pi. [NL.] See JEgeriidve.

egerminate (e-jer'mi-nat), r. i.
; pret. and pp.

egerminated, ppr. egermitiatiitg . [< L. egermi-
natus, pp. of egerminare, put forth, sprout, < e,

out, + germinare, sprout: see germinate.'] To
put forth buds

; germinate.
egest (e-jesf), v. [< L. egestus, pp. of egerere,

bring out, discharge, void, vomit, < e, out, +
gerere, carry.] I. trans. To discharge or void,
as excrement : opposed to ingest.

Il.t intrans. To defecate; pass dejecta of

any kind.

There be divers creatures that sleep all winter, as the
bear, . . . the bee, etc. These all wax fat when they sleep,
and eyext not. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 899.

egesta (e-jes'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of L.

egestus, pp. of egerere, void, vomit: see egest.]
That which is thrown out

; specifically, excre-
mentitious matters voided as the refuse of di-

.gestion; excrement, feces, or dejecta of any
kind: opposed to ingesta.

During this time she vomited everything, the egesta
being mixed with bile. Med. Sews, XLI. 340.

egestion (e-jes'chon), n. [< L. egestio(n-), <

egerere, pp. egestus', void, vomit : see egest.] The
act of voiding the refuse of digestion, or that
which is voided; defecation; dejection: op-
posed to ingestion.

It is confounded with the intestinal excretions and
egestions. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 13.

egestive (e-jes'tiv), a. [< egest + -ive.~\ Of or
for egestion: opposed to ingestive.

egg
1

(eg), n. [< ME. egge, pi. egges, eggis (of
Seand. origin, < Icel. egg, etc., below), parallel
with ME. ey, eye, ay, ai, pi. eyren, eiren, ayren,
eren, etc. (this form, which disappeared in the
first half of the 16th century, would have given
mod. E. "ay, riming with day, etc.), of native

origin : namely, < AS. (eg, rarely ceig (in comp.
also aiger-), pi. cegru, = D. ei = MLG. ei, eiq,
LG. ei = OHG. ei, pi. eigir, MHG. ei, Or. ei, pi.

eier, = Icel. egg = Sw. dgg = Dan. <eg = Goth.
*addjis (?), Crimean Goth, ada = Olr. 017, Ir.

ugh = Gael, ubh = W. my = L. ovum, later
ovum (> It. uovo = Sp. Imevo = Pg. ovo = Pr.

ov, uov, ueu = OF. oef, F. ceiif), = Gr. 061; in
older forms uiov, aeov, dial, ufteov, orig. *l>Fov

(NGr. avyov, also u6v), = OBulg. jaje (orig.
*avjet) = Bulg. jajce = Serv. Pol. jaje = Bohem.
vejce = Buss, (dim.) ynitse, an egg. The orig.
form of the word is uncertain; not found in

Skt, etc.] 1. The body formed in the fe-
males of all animals (with the exception of a
few of the lowest type, which are reproduced

egg

by gemmation or division), in which, by im-

pregnation, the development of the fetus takes

place ;
an ovum, ovule, or egg-cell ;

the pro-
creative product of the female, corresponding
to the sperm, sperm-cell, or spermatozoon of

the male. In biology the term is used in the widest

possible sense, synonymously with ovunt (which see). In
its simplest expression, an egg is a mass or speck of proto-
plasm capable of producing an organism like the parent,
sometimes by itself, oftener only by impregnation with
the corresponding substance of the opposite sex ; and In
low sexless organisms the generative body is indistin-

guishable as an egg-cell from a sperm-cell. In higher ani-

mals which have opposite sexes the egg is usually dis-

tinguished from the spermatozoon by its greater relative
size and its sphericity. Regarded morphologically, an egg
has throughout the animal kingdom one single and simple
character, or morphlc valence, that of the cell, in which
a cell-wall, cell-substance, a nucleus, and a nucleolus are,
as a rule, distinguishable. Such an egg is usually of mi-

croscopic or minute size ; and, however comparatively enor-
mous an egg may become by the addition of other struc-

tures, its morphological character as a cell is not altered.

Thus, an egg, in its primitive undifferentiated and unim-
pregriated condition, does not differ morphologically from
any other cell of an animal organism, or from the whole of
a single-celled animal, nor can the egg of a sponge.for ex-

ample, be distinguished from that of a woman. Physio-
logically, however, the egg differs enormously from other
cells, in that under proper conditions it may germinate or
build up an entire organism like that of the parent. This
is usually possible only after impregnation ; but the eggs
of parthenogenetic insects, as aphids, germinate for sev-

eral generations without the male element. The parts of
an egg may be named in general terms, the same as those
used for other cells ; but special names are usually applied.
Thus, the nucleolus or smallest and inmost recognizable
constituent is called the germinal spot or spot of Waa-
ner; the nucleus is called the germinal vesicle or vesicle

of Purkinje (in both cases wrongly, because these parts
are not specially concerned in germination, and may even

disappear after impregnation, the germinal vesicle proper
being quite another structure). The common cell-sub-

stance or protoplasm is the vitellus or yolk ; the cell-wall
is the vitelline membrane, sometimes called in human
anatomy the zona pellucida. To these regular constitu-
ents of an egg may be added others, namely : (1) a large,
sometimes enormous, mass of granular colored albumen
or food-yolk, as distinguished from the proper formative

yolk, as that constituting nearly all the ball of yellow of
a hen's egg; (2) a great quantity of colorless albumen,
the "white" of an egg. Both the white and the "yel-
low," however large in mass, are included in what cor-

responds to the original cell-wall. But the latter may
acquire with its great increase in size a special thickness
and toughness, then becoming (3) the egg-pod,_ putamen,
or membrana jrutaminis; which may be still further
thickened and hardened, as (4) the egg-shell, either white
or variously pigmented. Thus it is seen that the great size

of some eggs, as those of all birds, most reptiles, many
batrachians, and some fishes, is due to extraneous sub-
stances deposited upon the true egg or egg-cell. This pro-
cess of inclusion may go still further, the egg, or a mass
of eggs together, being enveloped in a glairy substance,
eiffr-glite or ooglcea, as that of frogs' eggs, or encased in

variously and often curiously constructed egg-cases. A
trace of this is seen in the human egg, where a little gran*
ular matter, derived from a Croatian follicle and known
as the discus proligerus, surrounds the egg-cell. Eggs the
whole of whose yolk is formative, or makes up into the

body of the embryo after segmentation of the whole vitel-

lus, are called holoblastic ; others, with a quantity of food-

yolk which does not undergo segmentation, are meroblas-
tic. All large eggs, as birds', are meroblastic. In these the

egg proper is known as the cicatricvla or tread ; and the

tough, stringy albumen which steadies or buoys the yellow
in the white forms the chalo2<x. The germ-yolk and the

food-yolk may occupy different relative positions. (See cen-

trolecithal, ectolecithoJ, etc.) The organ in which an egg is

produced, whatever its size, shape, or position in the body
of the female, is the ovary ; the passage byw Inch it is con-

veyed to another part of the body, or to the exterior, is an
oviduct. In the former all the essential pails of the egg
appear; in the latter various accessory structures, as the
white and the shell, are deposited. All sexed animals
' '

lay
"
eggs ; those in which the egg passes directly out of

the body, to be hatched outside, are called oviparous;
those in which the egg severs its vascular or vital connec-
tion with the parent, but remains inside the body to hatch,
are ovovimparous ; those whose eggs retain vascular con-
nection with the parent, as by means of a placenta and an
umbilical cord, so that they bring forth alive, are vivipa.
rows. In the last the oviducts are more or less modified, as
into Fallopian tubes, uterus, and vagina, for the purpose
of gestation, as distinguished from the incubation of eggs
laid outside the body. Egg-laying, as of birds, reptiles,

insects, etc., is called opposition ; many insects have the
end of the abdomen modified into a special ovipositor. The
normal and usual shape of an egg is the sphere, preserved
even in some large eggs, as those of turtles ; many eggs
are cylindrical, with rounded ends; the largest eggs, with
a hard chalky shell, as birds', present a characteristic fig-

ure, the ovoid, varying to more or less conical, or ellipti-

cal, or subspherical. In such cases the large end is called

the Inttt, the small end the point. All mammalian eggs,

excepting those of the oviparous monotremes, are spheri-
cal and microscopic ; the egg of the human female mea-
sures about Ti, of an inch in diameter. A hen's egg of good
size weighs about 1.000 grains, of which the white is 600,
the yellow 300, the shell 100. An ostrich's egg holds about
3 pints. The largest known egg is that of the extinct

Madagascan elephant-bird, jEpyomi* maximum, haying a

capacity of about 12 dozen hens' eggs, and a long axis of a

foot or more. Ep^a of many animals besides birds are im-

portant food-products, of great economic and commercial
value, as turtles' eggs, the roe of many fishes, the coral or

berry of lobsters, etc.

He eet many sondry metes, mortrewes, and puddynges,
Wombe-cloutes and wylde braune & egries yfi-yed with

grece. Piers Ploimian (B), xiii. 63.



Thin In-ill In- n Imtik liiMitli his nest,
Anil hclpoth his fir." m.i hi-tiih ln-in nfler.

l;i.'li,,,,l Hi,' i;,;i,'i,-ni. III. 42.

Tin- laru'rst A'i/f/", yet warm within thrir Nest,

Together with the Hani \\hirh luiil Vm, ilr.-M.

" <v, tr. of -Invciiiil s satires, xl.

2. Something like or likened to an egg in shape.
There was t;ikrn ii ^i-i-nt l:iss hiilihli- \\ ilh a long neck,

such as chymists are won t to call a philosophical e<ry. Boyte.

I'lllG egg was used by (In- t-;irly Christians aft a symliol of
Tin- hup*- of tin- ivsiin-i-rtiiin. The IIMC of eggs at Easter

has, doubtless, rrlcrrnre to the same Idea. Kggs of mur-
hle have been foilliil ill the tombs of early Christians.

|

Allenegg. SccddVii. -Ants'eggs. Betantl.- Badegg,
a iia.i nr worthier person. i'oli(x|.] Coronate eggs,
costate eggs. See the adjectives. Drappit egg. See

dntpiiii. -Eared eggs. Seerarrdi. Easter eggs, s, ,

K<t*ifri. Egg and anchor, egg and dart, egg and
tongue, in iireli., an egg-shapeif ornament alternating
with a dart-like ornament, used to enrich the ovolo mold-

Ere-and-dart Molding. Erechtheirm, A thens.

ing. It is also called the echinus ornament. See echinu*,
4. The motive Is of Hellenic origin, hut has heen a usual
one from Hellenic times to the present day, though it has
not preserved its (Ireek refinement. Egg Of the uni-
verse, in ancient Greek cosmogony, the sphere of the sky
with its contents, segmented at the surface of the earth,
and supposed to he an egg in process of ineuhation. Egg
Saturday, m- Feast of Eggs (Kestum Ovorum), the day
l'<-f"iv Quinquagesiiua Sunday.

By the common people too, the preceding Saturday
I that preceding

" the Sunday before the first in Lent "], in
Oxfordshire particularly, is called E;t<i Saturday.

Ilampson, Medii .Kvi Kalendarium, I. 153.

Electric egg, a form of electrical apparatus used to il-

lustrate the influence of the pressure of the air upon the
electrical discharge. It consists of an ellipsoidal glass
vessel with brass rods inserted at the ends. When it is ex-
hausted of air, and a discharge of high-potential electrici-

ty is passed tietween these poles, a continuous violet tuft
nf light connects them, the form of which varies with the
ile-rci: of exhaustion. Ephlpplal egg. See ephippial.
Mohr's egg, the bezoar-stoue of the mohr, an antelope.
-Roc's egg. See roc. To come In with five eggs',
to make a foolish remark or suggestion.

Whiles another gyueth counsel! to make peace wyth the

Kynge of AiTagoue, . . . another cummeth in wyth hys
v. egg, and aduyseth to howke in the Kyuge of Costell.
Sir T. More, Utopia, tr. by Robinson (ed. 1551), sig. E, vl.

To put all one's eggs into one basket, to venture all

one lias in one speculation or investment. To take eggs
for money, to allow one's self to be imposed upon : a
saying which originated at a time when eggs were so plen-
tiful as scarcely to have a money value.

Leon. Mine honest friend,
Will you take etjfjsfor money?
Mam. No, my lord, I'll fight.

Shot., Vf. T., I. 2.

O rogue, rogue, I shall have tap* for my money; I must
hang myself. Rowley, Match at Midnight.

egg1
(eg), i>. t.

f< CM*, i.] 1. To apply eggs
to; cover or mix with eggs, as cutlets, fish,

bread, etc., in cooking. 2. To pelt with eggs.
[U. 8.]
The abolition editor of the "

Newport (Ky.) News" was
/''/ out of Alexandria, Campbell County, in that State,

on Monday. Baltimore Sun, Aug. 1, 1857.

egg2 (eg), v. t. [< ME. eggen, incite, urge on,

instigate (in either good or bad sense), < Icel.

eggja = Sw. egga, upp-egga = Dan. egge, op-
egge, incite, egg, lit.

'

edge,' < Icel. egg = Sw.
egg = Dan. egg = AS. ecg, E. edge: see edge,
n., and edge, -., a doublet of egg2 ."]

To incite
or urge : encourage ; instigate ; provoke : now
nearly always with on,

Adam and Eue he eggede to don ille,
Consailde Cayne to ciillen hiu brother.

Pier* Ploirman (C), II. 61.

Some vpon no lust A lawful grounds (being egged on by
ambition, euuic, and couetise) nre induced to follow the
armie. llalrluyfi l'oyaget I

Thou shonldst be prancing of thy steed,
To egg thy soldiers forward in thy wars.

Greene, Alphonsus. ill.

egg-albumin (eg'al-bu'min), . The albumin
wnich occurs in the white of eggs. It is close-

ly allied to serum-albumin, but differs in cer-
I'ain physical properties.
egg-animal (eg'an*i-mal), n. One of the Oou-
la ri<i.

egg-apple (eg'ap'l), . Same as egg-plant.

eggar, . SIT ri/ger3.

egg-bag (eg'bag), n. 1. The ovary. 2. A bag
used by conjurers, from which eggs seem to be
taken though it is empty.
egg-bald (cg'billd). . Bald as an egg; com-

pletely bald. Tennyson.

1853

egg-basket (eg'lms ket), . An open wire bas-
ket for use in boiling eggs, by means of which
the eggs may all le taken up at once, and the
water drained off of them.

egg-beater (eg'be'ter), . An instrument hav-

ing a piece to be twirled by the hand, for use
in whipping eggs.
egg-bird (eg'berd), . 1. A popular name of
the sooty tern. Sterna (Haliptana) fuliginosii,
whose eggs, like those of some other terns,
have commercial value in the West Indies and
southern United States. 2. A name of sun-

dry other sea-birds, as murres, guillemots, etc.,
which nest in large communities, and whose

eggs are of economic or commercial value.

egg-blower (eg'blo'tr), n. A blowpipe used

by o<ilogis>ts in emptying eggs of their contents

by forcing in a stream of air or water with the
breath through a hole in the shell made with
the egg-drill. They are of various styles and sizes, gen-
erally curved or hooked at the small end like a chemists'

blowpipe, but smaller and finer at the point.

egg-born (eg'bdrn), a. Produced from an egg,
as all animals are; but specifically, hatched
from the egg of an oviparous animal.

egg-carrier (eg'kar
j
i-er), n. A device for trans-

porting eggs without injury, (a) A box or frame
with pocket* or partitions of cloth, wire, card)>oard, etc.,
for holding each a single egg of poultry. (6) In juth-cul-

ture, an apparatus for carrying ova in water to be subse-

quently hatched.

egg-case (eg'kas), n. A natural casing or en-

velop of some kinds of eggs, (a) The ootheca or
case in which the eggs of various insects, as the cockroach,
are contained when laid. (b) The silken case In which
many spiders inclose their eggs ; an egg-pouch, (r) The
case in which the eggs of sharks and other elasmobranchs
are contained ; a sea-borrow, (rf) The ovicapsule of vari-

ous marine carnivorous gastropods, especially of the fam-
ilies Buccinidte, Itfuricitlce, etc. See ovicapsule.

egg-cell (eg'sel), n. An ovum ;
an ovule

;
an

egg itself, when it is in the cell stage, or state
of a cell, as a nucleated mass of protoplasm,
with or without a nucleolus, and with or with-
out a cell-wall, but ordinarily possessing both.
See ovum.

egg-cleavage (eg'kle'vaj), . The segmenta-
tion of the vitellus of an egg; cell-cleavage of
an egg-cell ;

the germination of an ovum, ovule,
or egg from the stage of a cytula to that of a
i n o nil a. It is one of the earliest processes of germination,
in which the single muss of the formative yolk is divided
into a great number of other mosses or cells, by subse-

quent differentiation of which the whole body of the

embryo is formed. Egg-cleavage proceeds in various

"rhythms" or ratios, as 2, 4, 8, 16, etc. Dlscoidal egg-
cleavage. See duwidal.

egg-cockle (eg'kok'l), . An edible cockle,
Cardinal elatum.

egg-cup (eg'kup), n. A cup for use in eating
soft-boiled eggs. In its original form, It is made to
hold a single egg upright while this is eaten out of the shell

with a spoon. Another form is double, with one end like

the former, and the reverse end larger for eggs to be
broken into it.

egg-dance (eg'dans), n. A dance by a single
performer, wno is required to execute a com-
plicated figure, blindfolded, among a number
of eggs, without touching them.

Preparations in the middle of the road for the egg-dance,
so strikingly described by Goethe.

Hone, Year Book, p. 962.

egg-drill (eg'dril), n. An instrument for drill-

ing or boring a small round hole in the shell of
a bird's egg, used by oologists. it consists of a lit-

tle steel or iron bar which may be twirled in the fingers,
having a sharp-pointed conical head roughened to o rasp-
ing surface.

egget, n. and t'. An obsolete form of edge.
eggementt, . See eggment.
egg-ended (eg'en'ded), a. Terminated by
ovoidal eaps or ends.

Spherical shells, such as the ends of egg-ended cylindri-
cal boilers. Rankine, Steam Engine, 9 63.

egger1
(eg'er), n. [< eggi + -cr*. Also called

i il'l/rr, where the I appears to be merely intru-

sive.] One who makes a business of collecting
eggs, as of birds or turtles.

egger2 (eg'er), n.
[< egg*, v., + -rl.] One

who eggs, urges, or incites: usually with on.

egger3 (eg'er), n. [Also written cggar; origin
uncertain.] In entom., a reddish-brown moth
of either of the genera Lasiocampa and Erio-
(/uxtrr: as, the oak-egger, L. querevs; the grass-
"/</' v, L. irifolii; the small egger, E. lacustris.

egger-moth (eg'er-m6th), . Same as eqger*.
eggery (eg'er-i), n. ; pi. njii/'rirs (-iz). [< egg1

r -0nf.1 A nest of eggs; a place where eggs
are laid. [Rare.]

egg-fish (eg'tish). . One of many names ap-
plied to gymnodont plectognath fishes, from
their shape when inflated. They are chiefly of
the family Ti-trtidiintiilir.

egg-shell

egg-flip (eg'flip'), n. A hot drink made of ale
or beer with eggs, sugar, spice, and sometimes
a little spirit, thoroughly beaten together. It

is popularly called a yard of flannel, from its

fleecy appearance.
The revolution Itself wu born In the room of the Cau-

cus Club, amidst clouds of smoke and deep poUtinn i>i
'

nineteenth Century, XXIII. 8.

egg-forceps (eg'f6r'seps), n. sing, and pi. 1.

An instrument used in fish-culture in handling
or removing ova. Also called egg-tongs. 2.
A delicate spring-forceps used by oologists to

pick out pieees of the embryo or membrane
from eggs prepared for the cabinet.

egg-glass (eg'glas), n. 1. A sand-glass running
about three minutes, for timing the boiling of

eggs. 2. An egg-cup of glass.

egg-glue (e^'glS),
n. A tough, viscid, gelatinous

substance in which the eggs of some animals,
as crustaceans, are enveloped, serving to at-

tach them to the body of the parent ; oogloea.

egg-hot (eg'hot), n. A posset made of eggs, ale,

sugar, and brandy. Lamb.

egging (eg'ing), n. The act or art of collect-

ing eggs, as for oblogical or commercial pur-
poses ;

the business of an egger.
egg-laying (eg'la'ing), a. Oviparous ; laying
eggs to be hatched outside the body.
eggler (eg'ler), n. See eggeri.

egg-lighter (eg'li'ter), w. Same as egg-tester.

egg-membrane (eg'mem'bran), n. The cell-

wall of an ovum; the vitelline membrane ; in

omitli., the egg-pod.
eggmentt (eg'ment), n. [ME. eggement; < egg'

2

+ -ment.~\ Incitement; instigation.

Thurgh woman nea eggement
Mankind was lorn, and damned ay to die.

Ounuw, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 744.

egg-nog (eg'nog'), . A sweet, rich, and stimu-

lating cold drink made of eggs, milk, sugar, and
spirits. The yolks of the eggs are thoroughly mixed
with the sugar (a tahlespoonful for each egg), and half a

pint of spirits is added for each dozen of eggs. Lastly,
half a pint of milk for each egg is stirred in. The whites
of the eggs are used to make a froth.

egg-pie (eg'pi'), n. A pie made of eggs. Halli-

icell.

egg-plant (eg'plant), n. The brinjal or auber-

gine, Solatium Melongena, cultivated for its

large oblong or
ovate fruit,
which is of a

dark-purple col-

or, or sometimes
white or yellow.
The fruit is high-
ly esteemed as a

vegetable. Also
called egg-apple,

mad-apple.
egg-pod (eg'-

pod), n. Apod
or case envelop-
ing and contain-

ing an egg or

eggS ; SpeClfiCal-

ly, in ornith., the
membrana putaminis, the tough membrane
which lines the shell of a bird's egg. See pu-
tamen.

egg-pop (eg'pop'), n. A kind of egg-nog. [New
Eng.]

Lewis temporarily contended with the stronger fasci-

nations of egg-pop. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 59.

No more egg-pop, made with eggs that would have been
fighting cocks, to judge by the pugnacity the beverage con-

taining their yolks developed. O.W. Holme*, Essays, p. 146.

egg-pouch (eg'pouch), n. A sac of silk or other
material in which certain spiders and insect*

carry their eggs ;
the odiheca.

eggs-and-bacon (egz'and-ba'kn), n. [So called
from the two shades of yellow in the flowers.]
1. The bird's-foot trefoil, Lotus corniculatvg.

2. The toad-flax, Linaria rulgaris.

eggs-and-collops (egz'and-kol'ops), n. Same
as cggx-iind-bacon, 2.

egg-sauce (eg's&s), n. Sauce prepared with

eggs, used with boiled fish, fowls, etc.

egg-shaped (eg'shapt), a. Ovoid; having the

figure of a solid whose cross-section anvwhere
is circular, and whose long section is oval (deep-
er near one end than near the other). An <."."

thaped egg Is technically distinguished in oology from on
<il. pyriform, or ntbfpherical egg.

egg-shell (eg'shel), n. The shell or outside

covering of an egg: chiefly said of the hard,

brittle, calcareous covering of birds' eggs. This
shell consists mostly of carbonate of lime or chalk, depos-



egg-shell

Ited upon and in among the fibers of the egg-pod or puta-

men It is a secretion of a particular calcine tract ot tne

oviduct near the end of that tube. It may be nearly col-

orless and of such crystalline purity and translucency that

the contents of the fresh egg show a pinkish blush through
white ; whole-colored ol

par-

e conens o
it or very heavy, opaque, tlaky white ; whole-color

various tones, as green, blue, drab, ochrey, etc. ; or

ty-colored in many shades of reds, browns, etc., in endless

variety of patterns. Besides the evident diversity of char-

acter in thickness, roughness, etc., the shell has many
variations in microscopic texture, depending upon details

of the deposition of the particles of lime in the pod. Ihe

shell of an ostrich's egg is so thick and hard that it may se-

riously wound a man if the egg explodes, as it sometimes

does when addled, in consequence of the compression o

the gases generated in decomposi tion. Egg-snell cnma,

egg-shell porcelain, porcelain of extreme thinness and

traiislucency. It was made originally in China and is

now produced also in European factories, where the pro-

cess consists in filling a mold of plaster of Paris with the

material called barbotine, of which a thin film at once ad-

heres to the mold from the absorption of its moisture by

the gypsum The liquid barbotine being then thrown out

and the mold put into the kiln, the film remaining in it is

baked, andean then be removed from the mold.

egg-Slice (eg'slis), n. A kitchen utensil for re-

moving omelets or fried eggs from a pan.

egg-spoon (eg'spon), n. A small spoon for eat-

ing eggs from the shell.

egg-syringe (eg'sir'inj), n. A small, light

metal syringe for forcing a stream of water

into an egg to empty it, or to wash the inside

of the shell, for oological purposes. The best are

made with a ring in the end of the piston large enough to

insert the thumb, so that they can be worked with one

hand while the other holds the egg. The nozle is fine,

and may be variously curved.

egg-tester (eg'tes"ter), . A device for exam-

ining eggs by transmitted light to test their age

and condition or the advancement of an embry-
onic chick. Itmaybe in the form of a dark lantern with

an opening throughwhich the egg is viewed, or ofa box with

perforated lid carrying the eggs, and a reflector below for

throwing the light through them, or in the much simpler

and more practical form of a conical tube, the egg being

held toward the light against the orifice at the larger end

and observed by means of an eye-hole in the smaller end.

Also egg-lighter.

egg-timer (eg'tl"mer), n. A sand-glass used

for determining the time in boiling eggs.

egg-tongs (eg'tongz), n. sing, and pi. Same as

egg-forceps, 1.

egg-tooth (eg'toth), . A hard point or process
on the beak or snout of the embryo of an ovip-

arous animal, as a bird or reptile, by means of

which the rupture or breakage of the egg-shell

may be facilitated.

The embryos [of serpents] are provided with an egg-

tooth a special development like that of the chick.

Stand. Nat. Hist., III. 352.

egg-trot (eg'trot), n. In the manege, a cautious

fog-trot pace, like that of a housewife riding to

market with eggs in her panniers. Also called

eggwife-trot.

egg-tube (eg'tub), n. In goal., a tubular organ
in which ova are developed, or through which

they are conveyed to or toward the exterior of

the body ;
an oviduct.

The ovaries [in Lepidaptera] consist on either side of four

very long many-chambered egg-tubes, which contain a great

quantity of eggs. Clam, Zoology (trans.), p. 581.

egg-urchin (eg'^'chin), n. A globular sea-ur-

chin ; one of the echini proper, or regular sea-

urchins, as distinguished from the flat ones

known as cake-urchins, or the cordate ones

called heart-urchins.

Cggwife (eg'wif), n. A woman who sells eggs.
Eggwife-trot. Same as egg-trot.

eghet, " An obsolete variant of eye. Chaucer.

egidos, n. pi. [Sp.] See ejido.

egilopic, egilopical, etc. See cegilopic, etc.

egis, . See cegis.

eglandular (e-glan'du-lar), a. [< L. e- priv. +
glandula, gland: see glandular.'] In biol., hav-

ing no glands.

eglandulose, eglandulous (e-glan'du-16s, -lus),

a. [< L. e- priv. + glandula, gland: see glan-

dulose.] Same as eglandular.

eglantine (eg'lan-tin or -tin), n. [Early mod.
E. also eglentine; first in the 16th century, < F.

eglantine, *aiglantine, now eglantine (= Pr. aig-

lentina), eglantine (cf. OF. aiglantin, adj., per-
taining to the eglantine); with suffix -ine (E.

4ne, L. -inns, fern, -ma), < OF. aiglant, aiglent,

aglent = Pr. agutlcn, sweetbrier, hip-tree, <

Li. *aculentits, an assumed form, lit. prickly,

thorny, < aculeus, a sting, prickle, thorn, < acus,
a point, needle : see aculeus, and cf. aglet] 1.

The sweetbrier, Rosa rubiginosa. It flowers in

June and July, and grows in dry, bushy places.
When the lilly leafe, and the eglantine.
Dotll bud and spring with a merry cheere.

The KnUe Fisherman (Child's Ballads, V. 329).

Sweet is the eglantine, but pricketh nere.

Spenser, Sonnets, xxvi.

1854

The leaf of eglantine, whom not to slander,

Outsweeten'd not thy breath.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

2. The wild rose or dogrose, Rosa canina.

Eglantine, cynorrodos. Levins, Manip. Vocab. (1570).

To hear the lark begin his flight, . . .

And at my window bid good morrow

Through the sweet-briar or the vine

Or the twisted eglantine.
Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 48.

Eglantine has sometimes been erroneously taken for the

honeysuckle, and it seems more than probable that Milton

so understood it, by his calling it
" twisted." It not, he

must have meant the wildrose. A ores.

eglenteret, n. [ME., also eglentier (the form

eqletere in Tennyson being a spurious mod.

archaism) ;
= MD. eghelentier, < OF. eglentier,

eglenter, aiglantier, aglantier, esglanticr (cf. Pr.

aiguilancier), the eglantine, prop, the bush or

tree as distinguished from the flower; with

suffix -ier (E. -er*, L. -arius), < aiglant, aiglent,

aglant, the eglantine: see eglantine.] The

sweetbrier; eglantine.
He was lad into a gardin of Cayphas, and there he was

cround with eglentier. Handeville, Travels, p. 14.

The woodbine and egletere

Uriujsweeter dews than traitor's tear.

Tennyson, A Dirge.

eglentinet, n. An obsolete spelling of eglan-

tine. Minsheu.

eglomeratet (e-glom'er-at), . t.
; pret. and pp.

eglomerated, ppr. eglonierating. [< L. e, out,- +
glomcratus, pp. of glomerare, wind up into a

ball : see glomerate.'] To unwind, as a thread

from a ball. Coles, 1717.

egma (eg'ma), w. A humorous corruption of

enigma.
Arm. Some enigma, some riddle : come, thy 1'envoy ;

begin.
Cost. No egma, no riddle, no 1 envoy.

Shale., L. L. L., in. 1.

?0
(e'go), n. [< L. ego = Gr. iya = AS. ic, E.

see /2.1 The "I"; that which feels, acts,J
1 / _ _ 1.* J

and thinks; any person's "self," considered as

essentially the same in all persons. This use of

the word was introduced by Descartes, and has

long been current in general literature.

The ego as the subject of thought and knowledge, is now

commonly styled by philosophers simply the subject, and

sul ijective is a familiar expression for what pertains to the

mind or thinking power. In contrast and correlation to

these, the terms object and objective are now in use to

denote the non-ego, its affections and properties, and, in

general, the really existent as opposed to the ideally

known. Sir W. Hamilton.

For the ego without the non-ego is impossible in fact and

meaningless in thought, and the abstraction of the ego

from the bodily organisation and the intuition of itself by
itself as a non-bodily entity is an artificial and deceptive

process. Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 65.

Absolute ego. See absolute. The empirical ego, the

self as the object of itself ; what " I
" am conscious of as

"myself." The pure ego, the self regarded abstractly

as the mere thinking subject, apart from every object of

thought, even itself.

ego-altruistic (e'go-al-tro-is'tik), a. Relating
or pertaining to one's self and to others. See

the extract.

From the egotistic sentiments we pass now to the ego-

altruistic sentiments. By this name I mean sentiments

which, while implying self-gratification, also imply grati-

fication in others ; the representation of this gratification

in others being a source of pleasure not intrinsically, but

because of ulterior benefits to self which experience asso-

ciates with it. a. Spencer, Prin. of I'sychol., 519.

egohood (e'go-hud), n. [< ego + -hood.'] In-

dividuality. ; personality. Brit. Quarterly Rev.

egoical (e-go'i-kal), a. [< ego + -ic-al.] Per-

taining to egoism. Bare. [Rare.]

egoism (e'go-izm), n. [= D. G. egoismus= Dan.

egoisme= Sw. egoism= F. egoixme = Sp. Pg. It.

egoismo; as ego + -ism.] 1. The habit of valu-

ing everything only in reference to one's per-

sonal interest; pure selfishness or exclusive

reference to self as an element of character.

The Ideal, the True and Noble that was in them having
faded out, and nothing now remaining but naked egoism,

vulturous greediness, they cannot live. Carlyle.

2. In ethics, the doing or seeking of that which
affords pleasure or advantage to one's self, in

distinction to that which affords pleasure or

advantage to others : opposed to altruism. In

this sense the term does not necessarily imply

anything reprehensible, and is not synonymous
with egotism.
Egoism is the feeling which demands for self an increase

of enjoyment and diminution of discomfort. Altruism is

that which demands these results for others.

L. F. Word, Dynam. Sociol., I. 14.

Egoism comprises the sum of inclinations that aim at

purely personal gratification, each of these inclinations

having its particular gratification ; and the further we go
back in civilisation, the greater is the predominance which

these egoistic impulses have.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 164.

egotism

3. In metaph., the opinion that no matter ex-

ists and only one mind, that of the individual

holding the opinion. The term is also applied (by

critics) to forms of subjective idealism supposed logically

to result in such an opinion. See solipsism. =Syn. 1.

Pride Egotism, etc. See egotism.

egoist (e'go-ist), n. [= D. G. Dan. Sw. egoist

= F. egoiste = Sp. Pg. It. egoista; as ego + -ist.]

1. One who is characterized by egoism ;
a sel-

fish or self-centered person. 2. In metaph.,

one holding the doctrine of egoism.

egoistic, egoistical (e-go-is'tik, -ti-kal), . [<

egoist + -ic, -ical.] 1. Characterized by the vice

of egoism; absorbed in self . 2. In etliics, per-

taining or relating to one's self, and not to

others ; relating to the promotion of one's own

well-being, or the gratification of one's own
desires ;

characterized by egoism : opposed to

altruistic.

The adequately egoistic individual retains those powers
which make altruistic activities possible.

H. Spencer, Data of.Ethics, i2.

3. In metaph., involving the doctrine that no-

thing exists but the ego.

The egoistical idealism of Fichte is less exposed to criti-

cism than the theological idealism of Berkeley.
Sir W. Hamilton.

Egoistical Object, a mode of consciousness regarded as

an object. Egoistical representatlonism, the doc-

trine that the external world is known to us by means of

representative ideas, and that these are modifications of

consciousness.

egoistically (e-go-is'ti-kal-i), adv. In an egois-

tic manner ;
as regards one's self.

Each profits egoistically from the growth of an altru-

ism which leads each to aid in preventing or diminishing

others' violence. H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 77.

egoity (e-go'i-ti), n. [< ego + -ity.] The es-

sential element of the ego or self
; egohood.

This innocent imposture, which I have all along taken

care to carry on, as it then was of some use, has since

been of regular service to me, and, by being mentioned in

one of my papers, effectually recovered my egoity out of

the hands of some gentlemen who endeavoured to correct

it for me. Swift, On Harrison's Tatler, No. 28.

If you would permit me to use a school term, I would

say the egoity remains : that is, that by which I am the

same I was. W. Wollaston, Religion of Nature, ix. 8.

The non-ego out of which we arise must somehow have

an egoity in it as cause of finite egos.
Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 546.

egoize (e'go-iz), v. i.; pret. and pp. egoized, ppr.

egoizing. '[< ego + -ize.] To give excessive

attention or consideration to one's self, or to

what relates to one's self
;
be absorbed in self.

[Rare.]
egophonic, egophony. See a-gophonic, (egoph-

ony.
egotheism (e'go-the-izm), n. [< Gr. eyo, = E.

I, + feof, God, '+ E. -ism.] The deification of

self; the substitution of self for the Deity;

also, the opinion that the individual self is es-

sentially divine.

egotism (e'go-tizm or eg'o-tizm), n. [< ego +
t (see egotist) + -ism.] 1. The practice of put-

ting forward or dwelling upon one's self
;
the

habit of talking or writing too much about one's

self.

Adieu to egotism; I am sick to death at the very name
of self. Shelley, in Dowden, I. 101.

It is idle to criticise the egotism of autobiographies,

however pervading and intense.

H'. . Oreg, Misc. Essays, Istser., p. 177.

Hence 2. An excessive esteem or considera-

tion for one's self, leading one to judge of

everything by its relation to one's own inter-

ests or importance.
The most violent egotism which I have met with ... is

that of Cardinal Wolsey, "Ego et rex meus, I and my
King," Spectator, >"o. 562.

There can be no doubt that this remarkable man owed
the vast influence which he exercised over his contempo-
raries at least as much to bis gloomy egotism as to the

real power of his poetry. Jlacaulay, Moore's Byron.

Selfishness is only active egotism.
Lowell, Among my Books, Istser., p. 364.

= Syn. Pride, Egotism, Vanita, Conceit, Self-conceit, Self-

contciousnena. Pride and egotism imply a certain indif-

ference to the opinions of others concerning one s self.

Pride is a self-contained satisfaction with the excellence

of what one is or has, despising what others are or think.

Vanity is just the opposite ; it is the love of being even

fulsomely admired. Pride rests often upon higher or in-

trinsic things: as, pride of family, place, or power ; intel-

lectual or spiritual pride. Vanity rests often upon lower

and external things, as beauty, figure, dress,, ornaments ;

but the essential difference is in the question of depen-

dence upon others. Over the same things one person might

have pride and another i-nmV.i/. One may be too proud to

be vain. Conceit, or telf-cnnivit, is an overestimate of

one's own abilities or accomplishments : it is too much an

elevation of the real self to rest upon wealth, dress, or other

external things. tt/utism is a strong and obtrusive con-

fidence in one's self, shown primarily in conversation, not

only by frequent references to self, but by monopolizing
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attention, Ignoring the opinions of others, etc. It differs

from conceit chlelly iti 1U selfishness and unconsciousness
of Its appearance ill the eyes of others. Coiuvil lu'emms

eyotixin when it in Hellish enmiKli to disparage others for

its own comparative elevation. Sf(f-cotuKwusnens in often
confoumlfcl with .;'i'*//i, o./i.r//. nr nuuii/, Imt it may
be only an embarrassing sense of one's own personality,
an inability to refrain from thinking how one appears to

others ; it therefore often makes one shrink nut of notice.

Vanity makes men ridiculous, pride odious. Stale.

J'riite, indeed, pervaded the whole man, was written In

the liar.ih, rigid lines of liis face, was marked by the way
in which lie stood, and, above all. in which he bowed.

Macaulay, William 1'itt.

Ills excessive egotism, which filled all objects with him-
self. Uazlitt.

We never could very clearly understand how it Is that

egotism, MI unpopular in conversation, should be so popu-
lar in writing. Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

These sparks with awkward vanity display
What the tine gentleman wore yesterday.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 329.

Conceit may puff a man up, but never prop him up.
Ruskin, True and Beautiful.

They that have the least reason have the most aelf-con-
ceit. Whichcote.

Something which befalls you may seem a great misfor-

tune; you . . . begin to think that it is a chastisement,
or a warning. . . . But give up this egotistic Indulgence of

your fancy; examine a little what misfortunes, greater
a thousand fold, are happening, every second, to twenty
times worthier persons ; and your self-consciousness will

change into pity and humility.
Ruikin, Ethics of the Dust, v.

egotist (e'go-tist or eg'o-tist), n. [< ego + t

(inserted to avoid hiatus, or after the analogy
of dramatist, epigrammatist, etc.) + -is*. Cf.

egoist, egoism, etc.] One who is characterized

by egotism, in either sense of that word.
We are all ejolista in sickness and debility.

0. W. Holmet, Old VoL of Life, p. 28.

egotistic, egotistical (e-go- or eg-o-tis'tik, e-go-
or eg-o-tis ti-kal), a. Pertaining to or of the
nature of egotism ; characterized by egotism :

as, an egotistic remark ;
an egotistic person.

It would, indeed, be scarcely safe to draw any decided
inferences as to the character of a writer from passages
directly egotistical. Macaulay.

-Syn. Conceited, vain, self-important, opinionated, as-

suming. See egotism.

egotistically (e-go- or eg-o-tis'ti-kal-i), adv. In
an egotistical manner.

egotize (e'go-tiz or eg'o-tlz), v. i.
; pret. and

pp. egotized, ppr. egotizing. [< ego + t (see ego-
tist) + -tee.] To talk or write much of one's

self; exhibit egotism. [Rare.]
I eyotize In my letters to thee, not because I am of much

importance to myself, but because to thee both ego and
all that eyo does are Interesting.

Courper, To Lady Hesketh.

In these humble essaykins I have taken leave to etrotize.

Thackeray, A Hundred Years Hence.

egranulose (e-gran'u-16s), a. [< L. e- priv. +
grtinulose.] In bot., not granulose; without

granulations.
egret (e'gr), n. Same as eager"

2
.

egreet, prep. phr. as adv. A Middle English
form of agree.

Thene the emperour was egree, and enkerly fraynes
The answere of Arthure.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 607.

egre-flnt, See eagle-fin.

egregious (e-gre'jus), a. [< L. egregius, distin-

guished, surpassing, eminent, excellent, < e,

ex, out, -I- grex (greg-), flock : see gregarious.]
Above the common

; beyond what is usual
;
ex-

traordinary, (at) In a good sense, distinguished ; re-
markable.

Erictho
'Bove thunder sits : to thee, egregious soule,
Let all flesh bend. Martton, Sophonisba, Iv. 1.

He might be able to adorn this present age, and furnish
history with the records of egregious exploits, both of art
and valour. Dr. II. More, Antidote against Atheism.

This essay [Pope's
"
Essay on Man "| affords an egregious

instance of the predominance of genius, the dazzling splen-
dour of imagery, and the seductive powers of eloquence.

Johnson, Pope.

(6) Now, more commonly in a bad or condemnatory sense,
extreme ; enormous.

These last times, ... for insolency, pride, and egreyimis
contempt of all good order, are the worst.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., Iv.

Ah me, most credulous fool,
Egregious murderer, thief, anything
That's due to all the villains past, in being,
To come ! Shak., Cymbellne, T. 5.

People that want sense do always In an eareqious man-
ner want modesty. stftle, Tatier, No. 47.

You have made, too, some egregious mistakes about
English law. pointed out to me by one of the first lawyers
in the King's Bench. .>>// y >,/</,. T,, Francis Jeffrey.
= Syn. (b). Huge, monstrous, astonishing, surprising,
Unique, exceptional, uncommon. unpreredeuteil.

egregiously (e-gre'jus-li), adr, Iu an egregious
manner.

1855

Make the Moor thank me, love me, and reward inc.

For making him egreyiouttij an ass.

Shak., Othello, il. 1.

What can be more egregiously absurd, than to dissent in

our opinion, and discord in our choice, from Infinite wis-

dom? Borrow, Works, I. xvili.

egregiousness (e-gre'jus-nes), n. The state or

quality of being egregious,
egremoinet, . An obsolete variant of agri-
iiniiii/. cliniicfr.

egress (e'gres, formerly e-gres'), H. [= Pg. It.

egresso, < L. egressus, a going out, < egressus,

pp. of egredi, go out, < e, out, + gradi, go : see

grade. Cf. ingress, progress, regress.] 1. The
act of going or issuing out; a going or passing
out ; departure, especially from an inclosed or
confined place.
Their [bishops'] lips, as doors, are not to be opened but

for egrets of instruction and sound knowledge.
Uooker, Eccles. Polity, vll. 24.

Gates of burning adamant,
BarrM over us, prohibit all egreti.

Milton, P. L, II. 437.

2. Provision for passing out
;
a means or place

of exit.

The egress, on this side, is under a great stone archway,
thrown out from the palace and surmounted with the

family arms. //. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 162.

3. In astron., the passing of a star, planet, or
satellite (except the moon) out from behind
or before the disk of the sun, the moon, or a

planet.
egress (e-gres'), r. t. [< L. egressus, pp. of egredi.

go out: see egress, n. Cf. aggress, progress.]
To go out

; depart ; leave. [Rare.]
egression (e-gresh'on), n. [= 8p. (obs.) egre-
sion, < L. egressio(n-), < egressus, pp. of egredi,

go out: see egress.] The act of going out,

especially from an inclosed or confined place ;

departure ;
outward passage ; egress. [Rare.]

I ni:i. So thou mayst have a triumphal egression.
Pug. In a cart, to be hanged !

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, v. 4.

The wise and good men of the world, . . . especially In
the days and periods of their joy and festival egressions,
chose to throw some ashes into their chalices.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, II. 1.

egressqr (e-gres'or), n. One who goes out.

egret (e'gret), .

"

[Also, in some senses, aigret,

aigrette, formerly egrett, egrette, (egret; < P. ai-

grette, a sort of heron, a tuft of feathers, a tuft,
a cluster (of diamonds, etc.), the down of seeds,
etc., dim. of OF. "aigre, "aigron, mod. F. dial.

fyron ,
found inOF.onlywithlossofthe guttural,

liiron, mod. F. heron, a heron, whence E. heron :

see heron.] 1. A name common to those spe-
cies of herons which have long, loose-webbed
plumes, forming tufts on the head and neck,
or a flowing train from the back.

In the famous feast of Archbishop Nevill, we find no less
than a thousand asterides, eyrrts or eyrittes, as it Is differ-

ently spelt. Pennant, Brit. Zoology.

2. A heron's plume.
Their head tyres of flowers, mlx'd with silver, and gold,

with some sprigs of cegrets among.
/.'. Jonson, Masques, Chloridia.

3. A topknot, plume, or bunch of long feathers

upon the head of a bird
; a plumicorn : as, the

egrets of an owl. 4. Same as aigret, 2. 5. In
bot., the flying, feathery, or hairy down of seeds,
as the down of the thistle. 6. A monkey, Ma-
cacus cynomolgus, an East Indian species com-
monly seen in confinement. Great white egret,
the white heron of Europe (Herodias alba), or of America

Egyptian
with an egret on the head, and a recurved denial train.

Reddish egrets, dlchrolc egrets, henm* nf tl.

em ffyriiWMHM, Bmnmana '. Demi ' "". etc., with
variegated I-MH tun- - white) plumage, and long dorsal
train.

egrettt, egrettet, ". See cgrrt.

egrimouy't, " An obsolete form of agrimony.

Egrimony bread Is very pleasant. /(. Sharroek, 1668.

egrimony2
* (eg'ri-mo-ni), n. [< L. (egrimonia,

sorrow, anxiety, < a-ger, sick, troubled, sorrow-

ful.] Sickness of the mind ; sadness; sorrow.
t'nckerum.

egriot (e'gri-ot), n. [Formerly also agriot, < OF.
mjriiite, "agfioHe, the ordinary sharp or tart

cherry, which we also call Agriot-cherry
"
(Cot-

grave), mod. F. griotte, prob. ult. < Or. "aypt-
UTIK (f) for aypuTtK, wild, ayptnf, wild, < oypof,
field: see Agrostis, etc.] A kind of sour cherry.

egritudet (e'gri- or eg'ri-tud), n. [= It. egri-

ttuline, < L. tegritudo, < ager, sick, troubled, sor-

rowful.] Mental trouble; sorrow; distress;
more rarely, bodily sickness.

I do not intende to write to the cure of effritudes or

syckenesses confyrmed.
Sir T. Elyot, Castle of Health, Iv.

Now, now we symbolize in egrilude,
And simpathlze In Cupids malady.

Cyprian Academy (1647), p. 34.

egualmente (a-gwal-men'te), adv. [It., equal-
ly, evenly, < eguale, < L. (equalis, equal.] In
music, evenly: a direction in playing.
eguise (e-gwe-za'), a. In her., same as aiguist

1
.

Egyptian (e-jip'shan), a. and . [Early mod.
E. also Egiptian, fcgypcien, Egipcien (also by
apheresis Gipcien, Gipsen, etc., whence mod\
Gipsy, q. v.); < OF. Egyptien, F. Sgyptfen =
8p. Lgipciano, < L. sEgyptius, < Gr. Ai-yvimof,

Egyptian, < AlymTos (L. jEgyptus), m., Egypt,
fern., the Nile. Thejname does not appear to
be of Egyptian or Semitic origin.] I. a. 1.

Pertaining to Egypt, a country in the north-
eastern part of Africa, in the valley and delta
of the Nile. 2f. Gipsy. See II., 2. Egyptian
architecture, the architecture of ancient Egypt which,
among its peculiar monument*, exhibits pyramids, rock-
cut temples and tombs, and gigantic monolithic obelisks.
The characteristic features of the style are solidity and
the majesty attending colossal size. Among its peculiar-
ities are : (a) The gradual converging or sloping inward
of most of its exterior wall-surfaces. This is especially
noticeable in the pylons or monumental gateways stand-

ing singly or in series before Its temples. ('<) Roofs and

American Great White

(Herodias erjretta), 3 feet or more in length, entirely white,
with a magnificent train of long, decomposed, fastigiate
Illumes drooping far beyond the tall. Little White
egret, the small white heron of Europe (Oarzetla nirea),
or of America (Garzetta candidiosima), about 2 feet long,

Egyptian Architecture.

Portico of the Temple of Edfou. Ptolemaic period.

covered ways, flat, and composed of Immense blocks of

stone, reaching from one wall or stone epistyle beam to

another, the arch, although in all its forms of frequent
use in drains and similar works, not being employed in
architecture above ground, which holds consistently to
the system of lintel-construction, (e) Columns, numerous,
close, and massive, without bases, or with broad, flat, low
Dues, and exhibiting great variety In their capitals, from
a simple square block to a wide-spreading bell, elaborately
carved with palm-leaves or other forms suggested by vege-
tation, especially In some adaptation of the lotus plant,
bnd, or flower, (d) The employment of a large concave
molding to crown the entablature, decorated with vertical

flutings or leaves, (e) Walls and columns decorated with
profusion of sculptures In Incised outline, often of ad-

mirable precision (see capo-rilievo), or in low relief, rep-
resenting divinities, men, and animals, with innumerable
hieroglyphics, brilliant and true, though simple, coloring
being superadded. A remarkable feature of Egyptian
architecture is the grandeur of its mechanical operations,
as in cutting, polishing, sculpturing, and transporting
enormous blocks of limestone and of granite, and in its

stupendous excavations in the solid rock. The prototype
of the Greek Doric order is to be sought in such Egyptian
columnar structures as the grotto-facades of Beni- Hassan ;

and from the KL'> ptian lotus carvings and decoration were
developed many characteristic Assyrian decorative mo-
tives, as well as the Ionic capital and the graceful anthe-

mion-moldlng of Greece. See mastalxt. obelifk. pylon,
pyramid, s\irintie. etc. Egyptian art, the architecture,
sculpture, and painting of amicnt F.uvpt, one of the most
important of the great artistic developments of the world.

(See Egyptian architecture, above.) The earliest known



Egyptian

Egyptian sculptures, not less than 0,000 years old, exhibit

great technical skill, approach nature with remarkable

ease and certainty, and far surpass in naturalness the

more conventional works which succeeded them. Yet
the best Egyptian works of all times possess striking in-

dividuality as well as refinement, a very large proportion

1856

The Egyptisinq image of the god of Heliopolis.
C. O. Jffiller, Manual of Archffiol. (trans.), 240.

Egyptologer (e-jip-tol'o-jfer), n. Same as Egyp-
tologist.

The Aryan mind is offended at seeing men of another

continent clothed in such a very European garb ; it is for

Egyptologers to say whether the sculpture is correct.

E. A. Free-man, Venice, p. 171.
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it has no frontal processes, the feathers reaching beyond
the nostrils. Steller's duck, Jleniconetta stelteri, is often

called Steller's eider, and sometimes included in the genus
Somateria. See Somateria.

Egyptian Sculpture.

General Rahotep (Rahotpou) and his Wife, Princess Nefert (Nofrit),

period of the first Theban empire.

of the vast number of portrait statues and reliefs being
evidently likenesses, and the physical differences of class,

The eider-duel!, which swarmed on Fame island when
St. Cuthbert went to lead a lonely life there, became a

great favourite with the holy man, . . . and St. Cuthbert 's

birds are they called to this day.
Rock, Church of onr Fathers, i. 279.

Egyptological (e-jip-to-loj'i-kal), a. Pertain- eider-goose (i'der-g6s), . Same as eider-duck.

ing to Egyptology; devoted to the study of eider-yarn (I'der-yarn), . A soft woolen yarn
Egyptology: as, an Egyptological museum or made from the fleeces of merino sheep, sold in

work. different colors for knitting and similar kinds

Egyptologist (e-jip-tol'o-jist), n. [< Egyptol- of work.
ogy + -ist.~\ One skilled or engaged in the eidograph (1'do-graf), n. [Prop. *idograph, <

study of the antiquities of Egypt, and particu- (Jr. eMo?, form,'shape, figure, lit. that which is

larly of the hieroglyphic inscriptions and docu- seen, < loelv = L. videre, see (see idea), +
ments. Also Egyptologer. ypatytiv, write.] An instrument for copying
Egyptology (e-jip-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. Aiyinrror, designs, reduced or enlarged in any proportion
Egypt, + -toyia., < Myeiv, speak: see -ology,] within certain limits

;
a form of pantograph.

The science of Egyptian antiquities. eidola. n. Plural of eidolon.

Old Testament criticism has had new stores opened to it eidololOgy (i-do-lol'o-ji), n. [Prop, "idolology,
by lineal-things on the cognate grounds of Egyptology and < (Jr _ eiiaMV, image' (see idol), + -fayta, < U-
Assyriology. N.A,Bit.,Cl m. 157.

j,w, speak: see -otoflry.] In philos., the theory
eh (a or e), interj. [A mere syllable ;

sometimes Of cognition ;
the explanation of the possibility

spelled eigh; cf. all, oh, ey, hey, heigh, etc.] of knowledge.
An interrogative exclamation expressive of in- eidolon (i-do'lon), n. ; pi. eidola (-la). [Also
quiry, doubt, or slight surprise. idolon (reg. L. form ulolum, whence E. idol,

ehidos, n. pi. See ejido. q. v.), < Gr. eliuJwv, an image, phantom, image
ehlite (a'lit), . In mineral., a mineral of the of a gOd, an idol.] 1. A likeness; an image;
copper family, of a green color and pearly lus- a representation. 2. A shade or specter; an
ter. It is a hydrated phosphate of copper, and apparition; hence, a confusing reflection or

sometimes contains vanadium. reflected image.
Ehretia (e-ret'i-a), n. [NL., named after G. D. where an eWotol named Night

dered. With the advent of the Ptolemies, Greek influ-

ences were brought to bear upon Egyptian art, which pro-

gressively lost its good qualities without acquiring those

Ehret, a famous botanical artist of the 18th

century.] A genus of trees or shrubs, natural

order Boraginacete, containing about 50 species,
natives of the warmer regions of the old world.

They are of little importance, a few species having medi-

cinal properties, or furnishing useful woods.
,

of the art of Greece and of Rome. The great Sphinx of eicosacolic a. See icosacolic.
Ghizeh is the oldest as well as the largest work of sculp- ;,,,,aa0pTT,i;, sfifi irntnwmi

known; the colossi of Amenhotep(Amenl)otpou) III. eiCOSasemiC, . .Seec. em.
rc,

., -,

hebes (one of them is the famous Memnon, so called) Cldent (l dent), a. bame as tthana. [Scotch. J
ture
at Th ,

are about 52 feet high; those of the Ramesseum are of

the same height; and that of Tanis is nearly 60 feet high.

Egyptian painting is strictly illumination, as the colors

On a black throne reigns upright
Poe, Dream-land.

The eidolon of James Haddock appeared to a man named
Taverner, that he might interest himself in recovering a

piece of land unjustly kept from the dead man's infant

son. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 89.

The skill of the best constructors of microscopic ob-

jectives has been of late years successfully exerted in the

removal of the "residual errors" to which these eidola

were due. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 11.

And mind their labours wi' an eydent hand. piHnTniiBilrnn fi do-mii'yi-konl
Burns, Cotter's Saturday Night.

eidomUSlKOn 11 ao mu Zl in;, n.

*idomusicon, < Gr. tioof, form,
-*

,-,*. s r -r> -j / i\ / ^u_n
are laid on flat, without shading or gradation, within a eider (l der), n. [= D. etder(-vogel)(=: &./OWI)
d" '

tb

be-

n.i\ IML; LWU |K9numwn& ujoivB uj. mmimi* v*m^ii,

revolving on their axes, produce an endless va-
in the carving of wood and ivory, in metal-working.
in the industrial arts generally, Egyptian artists and
sans displayed great taste and skill, and were enablt

arti-

the diffusion of material prosperity to devise and perfect
their products in endless diversity. Egyptian bean. See

i -Egyptian black ware, a name given by Wedg-

I!1

!
3
:
eider-down (I'der-donn), n. [< eider + downS, rfet of

-

geometrical figures . If colOred glass
un = Sw. eiderdun = Dan. - -'fte jcel

..,.;, .f r< -.,!,.*, , T> />,v?/>7,.ederaun ; cf. G. e^derdunen, D. eiaerdons,
disks are used, innumerable combinations of

color are obtained.

Egypt (Ex. x. 21-23).
well. [Isle of Wight.]

frog, a toad.

porcelata, tamgiv tocramcware ofi^Sie^r eider-duck (i'der-duk), n.

greenish color, made in the form of small mummy-shaped
figures, and, more rarely, of figures of divinities, and cups,

goblets, and the like, found in ancient Egyptian tombs.
The material seems to have been sand held together by a

relatively small amount of potters' clay ; this, when fired,

turns to an opaque glass or enamel throughout its whole
mass. The color is an oxid of copper, which is applied to
the surface, and stains the ware very deeply. Egyptian
vulture. See vulture. Egyptian ware, a variety of

Wedgwood ware.

II. w. 1. A native of Egypt] a member of

any of the different races constituting the per-
manent population of Egypt ; more specifically,
a member or a descendant of the ancient Egyp-
tian race or races, supposed to be now repre-
sented chiefly by the Copts and the fellahs or

peasantry, as distinguished from the Arabs and
other later settlers. 2f. A gipsy.

George Faw and Johnnee fnw Egiptianis warconvictit,
&c. for the blud drawing of Sande Barrown, &c. and or-

danit the saidis Egiptianis to pay the harbour for the

leyching of the said Barrowne. Aberd. Reg. A. (1548), V. 16.

That handkerchief
Did an Egyptian to my mother give ;

She was a charmer, and could almost read
The thoughts of people. Shak., Othello, iii. 4.

3. One of a class of wandering impostorSjWelsh
or English, who disguise themselves as gipsies
and live by telling fortunes, stealing, etc.

Egyptict (e-jip'tik), a. [< Egypt + -ic. Cf. D.
G.

egyptisch
= Dan. cegyptislc = Sw. egyptisk.~\

Egyptian.
Thou, whose gentle form and face
Fill'd lately this Egyptw glass.

Middleton, Game at Chess, iii. 2.

Egyptize (e-jip'tiz), v. t. or i. : pret. and pp.
Egyptized, ppr. Egyptizing. [< Egypt + -ize.']

To make or become Egyptian in character;
give or assume an Egyptian appearance or

quality, Also spelled Egyptise. [Bare.]

as coverlets, robes, tippets, muffs, etc. It is one of the AMr \Valkerdeliveredhere[inthet'olosseum]inMarch,
very poorest conductors of heat, as well as an extremely 1838 a 8erie8 of astronomical lectures, chiefly memorable

l~*"e, thus preserving great warmth with very 011 account of their being illustrated by an elaborate ma-
chine called the eidmiranion, a large transparent orrery.

First Year of a Sillren Reign, p. 214.

family FuliguKnoi and; genus Somateria; espe- tfgb/s,) inter, . Another spelling of eh and aye*.
daily, the common Somateria mothssima, which- - - - Some snake (saith shee) hath crept into me quick,

It gnawes my heart : ah, help me, I am sick,

Haue mee to bed : eigh me, a friezing-frying,

inhabits both coasts of the North Atlantic.
It is much larger than the common duck, being about
2 feet long, and has a peculiarly gibbous bill with a

pair of frontal processes. The male is almost entirely
black and white in large masses, with the head tinged
with green ; the female is

'

A burning cold torments me living-dying.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

brown, Variegated with grayer, eighet, n. An obsolete form of eye
1

. Chaucer.

eight1 (at), a. and n. [= Sc. aucht, aught; <

ME. eight, eighte, eihte, elite, eahte (North, avcht,

aught, auht, auhte, ahte, etc.), < AS. eahta, rare-

ly ehta, ONorth. aihto, a'hta = OS. ahto = OFries.

achta, achte = D. acht = MLG. achte, acht. LG.
acht = OHG. ahto, MHG. ahte, G. acht = Icel.

dtta = Sw. otta = Dan. otte = Goth, alitau =
IT. ocht = Gael, ochd = W. wyth = Corn, eath

= Bret, eich, eiz = L. octo (> It. otto = Sp. ocho
= Pg. oito = Pr. oit, ueit = OF. oit, uit, huit,

F. huit) = Gr. OKTO = Lith. asztnni = Skt. ashta,

eight.] I. a. One more than seven : a cardinal
numeral.
Whanne the schip was maad in which a fewe, that is to

sale eighte soulis weren maad saaf bi water.

Wyclif, 1 Pet. iii.

Eight Banners. See tanner, 6. Eight-hour law. See
hour.

II. n. 1. A number, the sum of seven and
one. 2. A symbol representing eight units,
as 8, or VIII, or viii; hence, a curved outline

in the shape of the figure 8.

Tired out
With cutting tights that day upon the pond.

Tennyson, The Epic.

3. A playing-card having eight spots or pips.
Figure eight, figure of eight, the symbol 8, or a figure

resembling it. piece of eight. SsedoBw,!.
eider-duck is S. v-mgrum, having a black V- shaped mark eieht2t An obsolete spelling of a it.
on the chin, but otherwise resembling the common elder. _. ^s+^/\ , IV MT?
The spectacled eider-duck, Somateria(Arctonetta) fischeri, eighteen (|

ten ), a. and M. [< MK ,

inhabits the northern Pacific ; its bill is not gibbous, and eigtetene, ehtetene, ahtene, etc., < Ab. cahtatyne,

Eider-duck (Somattria mollissima, var. dresscri}.

redder, and duskier shades in small patterns. The down
with which these birds line their nests is copious, and is

much valued for its extreme lightness, warmth, and elas-

ticity. The birds are practically domesticated in some
places. The American bird, a slightly different variety
from the European, is known as variety dresseri; it breeds

abundantly in Labrador, Newfoundland, etc. The king
eider-duck is a very distinct species, Somateria (Erionetta)
spectalilis, the gibbosity of the bill being different in shape,
and the head tinged with blue as well as green. The Pacificas L,TC

.lack
1



eighteen

eahtatic'nc, rarrly ehtntyne (= OS. nhtntinn, nlitr-

telxm = OKries. tirlilnlnn , urlilriir = 1). nrlil-

ln a = Lii. iichlcin = OHO. ahtOzelinii, M1K1.

nht;<lirn, iilizi-li<-ii, (i. <i<-l<t~/lni = Icel. <y'a =
Sw. nili-rton = Dan. oc = Goth, *uhtautai-

hun (not reconlcd) = L. octoderim = Gr. OKTU-

KaiicKa (nai, and) = Skt. <txhtiiilnc.fi (accented
on 2d syll.), eighteen), < <,////. etc., eight, +
tedn, pi. -lijiir, ten: son cii/lit, and fan, tee/i".]

1. n. Eight more than ten, or one more than
seventeen : a cardinal numeral.

II. ". 1. TIio sura of ten and eight, or seven-

teen and one. 2. A symbol representing eigh-
tci'ii units, as 18, or XVIII, or xviii.

eighteenm.0 (a'ten'mo), . and a. [An E. read-

ing of the symbol
"
18mo," which orig. and prop,

stands for L. octodecimo, prop, in the phrase
tit 18jo, i. e., in octodecimo ; abl. of L. octodeci-

in ii.t, eighteenth, <oeiorfmi = E. eighteen.] I. n.

A size of book of which each signature is made

up of 18 folded leaves, making 36 pages to the

signature: commonly written 18w. In the I'nlt-

ed .States the visual size of the 18mo untrimmed leaf is 4

X 6i inches. Tile 18mo is troublesome to both printers
and binders, from its complicated imposition and folding,
and is now little used.

II. o. Of the size of a sheet folded into eigh-
teen leaves

; consisting of such sheets : as, an
i-ii ill t/'i'ii mo page or book.

eighteenth, (a'tenth'), a. and n. [< ME. "eighte-

tcnde, *ehtetethe, < AS. eahtateotha = MHG.
ahtzehende, ahzchende, G. achtzehnte = Icel. dt-

jdndi = Dan. attends = Sw. adertonde = Skt.

ashtddacd (accented on last syll.), eighteenth:
as eighteen + -tit, ordinal suffix: see -th3.] I.

a. itfext after the seventeenth : an ordinal nu-
meral.

II. . 1. The quotient of unity divided by
eighteen ;

one of eighteen equal parts of any-
thing; an eighteenth part. 2. In music, an in-

terval comprehending two octaves and a fourth.

eightfoil (at'foil), n. [< eight + foifl, leaf; cf.

trefoil, quatrefoil, etc.] In her., a plant or grass

having eight rounded leaves: usually represent-
ed as a set figure consisting of a circle from
which eight small stems radiate, each support-
ing a leaf. Also called double quatrefoil.

eightfold (at'fold), a. [< eight + -fold.] Eight
times the number or quantity.
eighth (atth), a. and . [<ME. eigtthe, eightethe,
flituthe, etc., often contracted (being then like

the cardinal) eight, eighte, etc., often with Scand.

term., eghtende, egtende, aghtand, ahtand, auch-

tande, etc., < AS. eahtotha, ehteotka = OS. ah-
todo = OFries. achtunda = D. achtste = OHG.
ahtodo, MHG. ahtode, ahtede, G. achte = Icel.

dttandi = Sw. Attitude = Dan. ottende = Goth.

ahtuda, eighth: as eight (AS. cnhta, etc.), eight,
+ -th, ordinal suffix: see -tlfi.] I. a. Next
after the seventh: an ordinal numeral.

The mtffhtene commamlement es that " thou sail noghte
bere false wyttnes agayncs thi neKhteboure."

Uamitole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. 8.), p. 11.

And [God] sparide not the tlrst world, but kepte Noe
the (/;/'// man the bl-foregoer of riKhtvvisiiesse.

H'aclif, 2 Pet. li.

II. . 1. The quotient of unity divided by
eight ; one of eight equal parts of anything.
2. In music: (a) The interval between any tone
and a tone on the eighth diatonic degree above
or below it; an octave. (6) A tone distant by
an eighth or octave from a given tone

;
an oc-

tave or replicate. The eighth tone of a scale
is really the prime or key-note of a replicate
scale, (c) An eighth-note. 3. In cnrlu Kiig.

law, an eighth part of the rents for the year, or
of movables, or both, granted or levied by way
of tax.

eighthly (atth'li), ndr. [< eighth + -If.] In
the eighth place ;

for or at an eighth time.

eighth-note (atth not), . In municnl notation,
a note having half the time-value of a quarter-
note

;
a quaver : marked by the sign J* or C >

or, when grouped, J"j ,
f f.

eighth-rest (atth'rest), n. In musical notation,
a rest, or sign for silence, equal in duration to an

eighth-note: marked by the sign "7.

eightieth (a'ti-eth), a. and n. [< ME. *ei?trthe.
< AS. "hmidi ,ihli<i'itlin (= D. taclitigxte = OHG.
ahto;<)</<i*to, (}. <icht.:igxtr, etc.): as eighty (AS.
hitnilcitlitiitig. etc.) + -eth, -th, ordinal suffix:

see -tit*.] I. a. Next after the seventy-ninth :

an ordinal numeral.
II. w. The quotient of unity divided by eigh-

ty; one. of eighty equal parts.

eightling (St'ling), . (< eight + -liiigl.] A
compound or twin rrystal consisting of eight
individuals, such as are common with rutile.
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eightscore (at'skor), a. or n. [< right + wore.]
hight times twenty; one hundred and sixty.

eighty (a'ti), . and . [< ME. cygty, eigteti,

< AS. liHiiilciihtiitiy (seo hiuid-) = OS. ahUiilnrli,

ahtodeg = OFries. achtaiitich = I), tuchtig =
.oit^ic, ali;ec,

G. acht:ig = Icel. dttatigir, attntiu = Sw. dttatio,

atti<>=: Dun. (feft = Goth. nhiiiiitihiiinl. eighty:
as eight (AS. eahta, etc.) + -tig, orig. a form of

ten : see ten and -ty
1
.] I. a. Eight times ten,

or one more than seventy-nine; fourscore: a
cardinal numeral.

II. . 1. The number greater by one than

seventy-nine; the sum of eight tens. 2. A
symbol representing eighty units, as 80, or

LXXX, orlxxx.

-eign. A false form of -ein, -en, in for-cign and

socer-eign (which see).

eigne (an or a'ne), a. [A bad spelling, in old

law writings, of OF. aisnt, ainsn6 (F. nine = Pr.

annats = 8p. entenado = Pg. enteado = It. an-

tenato), < ains, before, + n6, born, < L. ante

natus, born before: see ante- and natal. Cf.

puisne, ult. < L. post natus.] 1. Eldest: an

epithet used in law to denote the eldest son :

as, bastard eigne. 2f. Belonging to the eld-

est son
;
unalienable ;

entailed.

eik 1
(ak), n. A Scotch form of oak.

eik2 (ek). . A Scotch spelling of eke.

eikon (1'kon), n. : pi. eikones (i'ko-nez). [A di-

rect transliteration (the L. form being icon) of

Gr. c'tKui>, an image: see icon.] A likeness; an

image; an effigy; particularly, one of the "holy
images

" of the Eastern Church. Also written
icon.

eikonic, a. See iconic.

eikosarion (i-ko-sa'ri-on},
n.

j pi. eikosaria (-&).

[LGr. tinoaapiov (NGr. cinooapi), < eliaxfi ^ L.

righiti = E. tiri'iiti/.] A coin of the Eastern

Empire, equal to an obolus. Finlay, Greece
under the Romans.
eikosiheptagram (i*ko-si-hep'ta-gram), n. [<
Gr. eiKooicxTa, seven and twenty, + ypa/i/ut, a
written character.] A system of twenty-seven
straight lines in space.

eild1
(eld), n. A Scotch form of eld.

eild2 (eld), a. Not giving milk : as, an eild cow.

[Scotch.]
eliding (el'ding), n. A Scotch form of elding.

eileton(NGr.pron.e-le-ton'), n.; pi. etfeto(-ta').

[LGr. tihrpttv, the corporal, < Gr. eiZrjrtf, Attic

tiX^r<Sf, rolled, wound, verbal adj. of eifeiv, Attic

e'deiv, roll, wind.] In the Gr. Ch., the cloth or

Covering, anciently of linen, but now of silk, on
which the euchanstic elements are consecrat-

ed, and which answers therefore to the corpo-
ral of the Western Church. In the liturgies of Con-

stantinople, the unfolding and spreading of the eileton is

immediately followed by the warning to the catechumens
to depart, and by the first prayer of the faithful.

eimer (i'mer), n. [G. rimer, bucket.] A Ger-
man liquid measure, having a capacity of from
2 to 80 United States gallons, but most fre-

quently from 15 to 18 gallons.
-ein. [ME. -ein, -eyn, -ain, etc. : see -ain, -en.]
An archaic form of -ain. -en, preserved in villein.

eirach (e'rach), n. [Gael, eireag.] A hen of

the first year ;
a pullet. [Scotch.]

eird-houset, . Same as earth-house.

eiret, See eyre
1

.

eirenarch, . See irenarch.

eirenica, eirenika, n. See irenica.

eirie, eiry, n. See aery2 .

eiselt, n. [Early mod. E. also eysell; < ME.
eisel, eysel, auxile, aisille, < OF. nixil, aissil,

vinegar, ult. < L. acetum, vinegar: see ascetic.]

Vinegar.
She was lyk thing for hunger deed,
That lad her life onely by nreed
Kneden with fisel strong and egre,
And thereto she was lene and megre.

Kum. of the Rote, 1. 217.

Like a willing patient, I will drink
Potions of tytel 'gainst my strong infection.

Shut., Sonnets, cxi.

[Vinegar was deemed efficacious in preventing contagion.]

eisenrahm (i'zn-ram), . [G., lit. iron-cream:
eisen = K. iron ; ralim = AS. ream, cream.] The
German name for a variety of hematite having
a fine scaly structure, greasy feel, and cherry-
red color. It leaves a mark on paper.

eisodia, . See isodia.

eisodicon, eisodikon, n. See isodicon.

eisteddfod (i-steTH'vod), n. ; pi. eiateddfodan (i-

steTH-vod'a). [W., a sitting, a session, assem-

bly, esp. congress of bards or literati, < eistcdd,

sitting (as a verb, sit. be seated), + mod. a
circle, inclosure.] An assembly ; a meeting:
specifically applied to u national assembly or

either

congress of bards and minstrels held periodi-
cally in Wales. The eisteddfod la * very ancient
institution, but Its modern form dates from about the
twelfth century. It Is designed to foster patriotism, to
encourage the study of the Welsh language and literature,
and to promote the cultivation of (be ancient bardic poetry
and music of the principality, .since 1819 an eisteddfod
has been held almost every year. It usually attracU thou-

s of persons from ult ji

three or four days, which are devoted to orations and con-
parts of the country, and latts
re devoted to orations and con-

tests in poetry, singing, harping, etc. ; and prizes are award-
ed, amid much enthusiasm and ceremony, to the succeat-
ful competitors. The proceedings are conducted partly in

Welsh and partly In Knglish. Similar meeting* are some-
times held in the Tinted states by citizens of Welsh origin.

eis-WOOl (is'wul), . A fine kind of worsted
used for making shawls. Diet, of Needlework.
either (e'THer or i'Tner: see below), a. and
prow. [< ME. either, eyther, aither, ayther,

ether, teimer, also cyder! ayder, etc. (also contr.

to'er, stspther to or), adj., pron. indef. and conj.,
< AS. eegther, contr. of Sghwather (= OFries.

eider, aider, orig. "aiehtceder = OHG. "eogaliwe-
dar, eocahicedar, iogahwedar, iogiicedar, MHG.
irgeiceder, MG. iquedir, iquedder), either, each,
contr. of the orig. "d-ge-hwiether, < a-, ever, in

comp. an indef. prefix equiv. to mod. E. ever-,
+ ge-, generalizing prefix, + hiraither, pron.,
whether: see whether, pron. The forms inter-

change in ME., in both the pronominal and
conjunctional use, with ME. awther, anther,

athir, owther, outlier, other, contr. or (whence
mod. E. or, the correlative of either, conj.), <

AS. dhwcether, contr. dwther, duther.dthor (=
OFries. ahvoedder, auder, ouder = D. ieder =
MLG. ieder, ider = OHG. eohwedar, eotcedar,

ioweder, MHG. ieireder, iweder, ieder, Gr.jeder),

either, each, < d~, ever, in comp. an indef. pre-
fix, + htxcethcr, pron., whether: this form being
thus identical, with the exception of the prefix

ge-, with the first form. Hence, with a nega-
tive prefixed, neither, q. v. The regular literary

pronunciation of either, according to history
and analogy, is eraer (and so neither, neTHfer) ;

but the dialectal pronunciation UTJK'T, which

preceded the present literary pronunciation
e^Hfer, and the pronunciation iTHer, which has
now some currency even among educated per-

sons, all have historical justification.] I. a.

1. Being one or the other of two, taken indif-

ferently or as the case requires: referring to

two units or particulars of a class: as, it can
be done in either way ;

take either apple ;
the

boat will land on lithfi- side.

Spirits, when they please,
Can either sex assume, or both.

Milton, P. L., I. 424.

2. Being one and the other of two
; being both

of two, or each of two taken together but viewed

separately : as, they took seats on / itln r side.

In the midst of the street of it, and on either side of the

river, was there the tree of life. Rev. xxu. 2.

The pastor was made to take his seat before the altar,
with his two sacristans, one on either side. Prescott.

iln this use, each or both, according to construction, Is

nearly if not quite always to be preferred. Properly,
either refers Indefinitely to one or the other of two (and
often In actual use, though less accurately, to some one of

any number) ; each, definitely to every one of two or any
larger number considered individually: a distinctness of

signification which ought to l>e maintained, since inter-

change of the words (less practised by careful writers
now than formerly) offers no advantage, but may create

ambiguity. Both, two together, one and the other token
jointly, should be preferred when this Is the specific sense :

but both and ""// may often be interchanged. Thus, the

camp may be pitched on either side of the stream (on one
or the other side indifferently); there were two camps,
one on each side ; the camp was pitched on both sides (one
camp, divided) ; there are fine buildings on both sides of

the street, or on each side, but not on either side. ]

IL jpron. 1. One or the other; one of two,
taken indifferently.

Dote the bark of that on seraede dlmmore
Then outher of the other two.

Jntcph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.\ p. 7.

And bothe hostes made to-geder grete love, as soone as

eyder of hem myght sen other. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), U. 148.

Lepidus flatters both.
Of both Is flatter d ; but he neither loves,
Nor either cares for him. Shak., A. and C., ii. 1.

2. Each of two ; the one and the other. [See
remarks under I., 2.]

The king of Israel and Jehoshaphat sat either of them
on his throne. 2 Chron. xvlii. 9.

Either'* heart did ache
A little while with th..ui;ht of the old dajra.

\\-iltiam Morrit, Earthly Paradise, II. 2!M.

either (e'raer or i'THer: see either, a., etym.),
conj. [< ME. either, eyther. etc., aicther, auther,

other, etc., contr. also or, which now prevails as
the second form in the con-elation cither . . .

or. Hence, with a negative prefixed, neither,

q. v. SeeeifAer, a. and^ro/i.] 1. In one case;



either

according to one choice or supposition (in a
series of two or more): a disjunctive conjunc-
tion, preceding one of a series of two or more al-

ternative clauses, and correlative with or before
the following clause or clauses. Sometimes, as
in poetry, or is used before the first clause also.

It befallethe sumtyme, that Cristene men becomen
Sarazines, outlier for povertee, or for symplenesse, or elles

for here owne wykkednesse. Mandcoille, Travels, p. 141.

Either he is talking, or he is pursuing, or he is in a

journey, or peradventure he sleepeth. 1 Ki. xviii 27.

Celia. Twas he in black and yellow.
Duch. Nay, 'tis no matter, either for himself

Or for the affection of his colours.

Midaleton, More Dissemblers Besides Women, ii. 1.

2. In any case
;
at all : used adverbially, for

emphasis, after a sentence expressing a nega-
tion of one or two alternatives, or of all alter-

natives: corresponding to too similarly used
after affirmative sentences : as, he tried it, and
didn't succeed; then I tried it, but I didn't

succeed, either. That's mine
; no, it isn't, either.

[Colloq.]
ejaculate (e-jak'u-lat), v.

; pret. and pp. ejacu-
lated, ppr. ejaculating. [< L. ejaculates, pp. of

ejaculari (> F. ejaculer = Pg. ejacular), cast

out, throw out, < e, out, + jaculari, throw, dart,
< jaculum, a missile, a dart, < jacere, throw :

see eject, jet
2
.] I. trans. 1. To throw out;

cast forth; Shootout; dart. [Archaic, except
in technical use.]

If he should be disposed to do nothing, do you think
that a party or a faction strong enough ... to ejaculate
Mr. Van Buren out of the window . . . would permit
him to do nothing? . Choate, Addresses, p. 337.

A tall . . . gentleman, coming up, brushed so close to
me in the narrow passage that he received the full benefit
of a cloud of smoke which I was ejaculating.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 215.

2. To utter as an exclamation, or in an ex-

clamatory manner ;
utter suddenly and briefly :

as, to ejaculate a cry or a prayer.
The Dominie groaned deeply, and ejaculated, "Enor-

mous !

"
Scott, Guy Mannering, xxxix.

II. intrans. To utter ejaculations ; speak in
an abrupt, exclamatory manner,
ejaculation (e-jak-u-la'shon), n. [< L. as if

*ejaculatio(n-), < ejaculari, throw out: see ejac-

ulate.] 1. The act of throwing or shooting out
;

a darting or easting forth. [Archaic, except
in technical use.]
The Scripture calleth envy an evil eye ; . . . so that still

there seemeth to be acknowledged, in the act of envy, an
ejaculationor irradiation of the eye. Bacon, Envy(ed. 1887).

2. The uttering of exclamations, or of brief

exclamatory phrases ;
that which is so uttered.

The ejaculations of the heart being the body and soule
of Diuine worship. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 35.

Which prayers of our Saviour [Mat. xxvi. 39], and others
of like brevity, are properly such as we call ejaculations;
an elegant similitude from a dart or arrow, shot or thrown
out. South, Works, II. iv.

When a Moos'lim is unoccupied by business or amuse-
ment or conversation, he is often heard to utter some pi-
ous ejaculation. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 369.

3. Specifically, in physiol., the emission of se-
men

;
a seminal discharge : as, the vessels of

ejaculation.
There is hereto no derivation of the seminal parts, nor

any passage from hence, unto the vessels of ejaculation.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ill. 4.

ejaculator (e-jak'u-la-tor), n. [< NL. ejaculator,
< L. ejaculari, throw out: see ejaculate."] One
who or that which ejaculates Ejaculator urins
ejaculator aemlnis. the muscle of the penis which expels
the semen and urine from the urethra. Also called accele-
rator urines.

eiaculatory (e-jak'u-la-to-ri), a. and . [= Pg.
It. ejacttlatorio, < &L'. ejaculatorius, < ejacula-
tor: see ejaculator.] I. a. 1. Casting forth;
throwing or shooting out

; also, suddenly shot,
cast, or darted out. [Archaic, except in tech-
nical use.]

Giving notice by a small bell, so as in 120 half minutes,
or periods of the bullet's falling in the ejaculatorie sprin"
the clock part struck. Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 24, 1665.

2. Uttered in ejaculations ; spoken with an in-

terrupted, exclamatory utterance.
The Church hath at all times used prayers of all variety

long and short, ejaculator!/, determined, and solemn.

,

Jer. Taylor, Polem. Discourses, Pref.
We are not to value ourselves upon the merit of ejacu-

latory repentances, that take us by fits and starts.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

3f. Sudden; hasty. 4. In physiol., pertain-
ing to ejaculation; providing for the emission
of semen, etc. : as, ejaculatory seminal vessels.
-Eiaculatory duct or canal. See duct.

Il.t . Same as ejaculation, 2.

Divine ejaculatories, and all those aydes against devils

ilarston, Dutch Courtezan, iv. 1.

1858

eject (e-jekf), r. /. [< L. ejectus, pp. of cicere,

ejicere, throw out, < e, out, + jacere, throw :

see jet
1
, and cf. abject, deject, conject, inject,

etc.] 1. To throw out; cast forth; thrust out;

discharge ;
drive away or expel.
We are peremptory, to despatch

This viperous traitor ; to eject him hence
Were but one danger. Shak., Cor,, iii. 1.

Every look or glance mine eye ejects
Shall check occasion.

B. Jontton, Every Man ill his Humour, ii. 1.

Specifically 2. To dismiss, as from office, oc-

cupancy, or ownership ;
turn out : as, to eject

an unfaithful officer
;
to eject a tenant.

The French king was again ejected when our king sub-
mitted to the Church. Vryden.
Old incumbents in office were ejected without ceremony,

to make way for new favorites.

Prescott, J'erd. and Isa., ii. 19.

= 8yn. 1. To emit, extrude. 2. To oust, dislodge.

eject (e-jekf), n. [< L. ejectum, neut. of ejectus,

pp. ot'eicere, ejicere, eject: see eject, v.] That
which is ejected; specifically, in philos., a re-

ality whose existence is inferred, but which is

outside of, and from its nature inaccessible to,
the consciousness of the one making the infer-

ence : thus, the consciousness of one individual
is an eject to the consciousness of any other.
But the inferred existence of your feelings, of objective

groupings among them similar to those amongmy feelings,
and of a subjective order in many respects analogous to

my own these inferred existences are in the very act of
inference thrown out of my consciousness, recognized as
outside of it, as not being a part of me. I propose, ac-

cordingly, to call these inferred existences ejects, tilings
thrown out of my consciousness, to distinguish them from
objects, things presented in my consciousness, phenomena.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 72.

ejecta (e-jek'ta), n.pl. [L., pi. of ejectum, neut.
of

ejectus, pp. of eicere, ejicere, eject : see eject, v.]

Things that are cast out or away ; refuse.

Dust and other ejecta played but a secondary part in the
production of the phenomena.

Ainer. Meteor. Jour., III. 109.

ejectamenta (e-jek-ta-men'ta), n. pi. [L., pi.
of ejectameiitum, that"which i's cast out, < ejec-

tare, cast out : see eject, v.] Things which have
been cast out; ejecta; refuse.

Facts . . . indicate that a considerable portion of the
new mountain may be composed of ejectamenta.

Science, V. 66.

ejection (e-jek'shon), . [< L. ejectio(n-), < ejec-

tus, pp. of eicere, ejicere, eject.] 1. The act of

ejecting, or the state of being ejected; expul-
sion; dismissal; dispossession; rejection.
Then followed those tremendous adventures, those perils

by sea, by wreck, by false brethren, by envious searchers
;

those ejections upon islands, those labours by the way,
which complete in me the portrait of St. Paul.

Bale, in K. W. Dixon's Hist. Church of Eng., xxi.

Our first parent comforted himself, after his ejection out
of Paradise, with the foresight of that blessed seed of the
woman which should be exhibited almost four thousand
years after. Bp. Hall, Select Thoughts, SO.

Some of these alterations are only the ejections of a
word for one that appeared to him more elegant or more
intelligible. Johnson, Pref. to Shakespeare.

2. That which is ejected ; matter thrown out or
expelled.
They [laminated beds alternating with and passing into

obsidian] are only partially exposed, being covered up by
modern ejections. Darwin, Geol. Observations, i. 62.

Action of ejection and intrusion, in Scots law, an ac-
tion brought when lands or houses are violently taken pos-
session of by another, for the purpose of recovering pos-
session with damages and violent profits. Letters Of
election, in Scots law, letters under the royal signet, au-
thorizing the sheriff to eject a tenant or other possessor
of land who had been decreed to remove, and who had
disobeyed a charge to remove, proceeding on letters of

horning on the decree.

ejective (e-jek'tiv), a. [< eject + -ive.~\ 1. Per-
taining to ejection ; casting out

; expelling.
It was the one thing needful, I take it, to prove that the

sun is an orb possessing intense eruptive or ejective energy.
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 422.

2. In philos., of the nature of an eject. [Re-
cent.]
This conception symbolizes an indefinite number of

ejects, together with one object which the conception of
each eject more or less resembles. Its character is there-
fore mainly ejective in respect of what it symbolizes, but
mainly objective in respect of its nature.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 74.

ejectively (e-jek'tiv-li), adv. 1. By ejection.
2. InpMos., as an eject. [Kecent.]
Mental existence is already known to them ejectively,

although, as may be conceded, never thought upon sub-
jectively. JV. A. Rev., CXL. 264.

ejectment (e-jekt'ment), n. [< eject + -ment.]
An ejecting or casting out; specifically, a dis-

possession; the act of dispossessing or ousting.
Driving him (the devil] out, in the face of the whole

congregation, by exorcisms and spiritual ejectments.
Warburton, Doctrine of Grace, ii. 4.

eke

Action Of ejectment, in lau; a possessory action, where-
in the title to real property may be tried and the pos-
session recovered, wherever the party claiming has a
right of entry. See casual ejector, under casual.

ejector (e-jek'tor), n. One who or that which
ejects. Specifically (a) In law, one who ejects another

fromor'dispossesseshimof hisland. (6) A device for utiliz-

ing the momentum of a jet of steam or air under pressure
to lift a liquid or a finely divided solid,
such as sand, dust, or ashes. In the sim-

plest form two pipes are placed one
within the other, the larger one having
a conical shape at the place where the
smaller one enters it. A jet of steam or
air passing from the smaller pipe upward
into the larger pipe tends to cause any
liquid, as oil or water, within reach to
rise in the larger pipe. In oil-wells such
a device is used to raise the oil to the
surface. In another form of ejector, for

lifting water, the smaller pipe enters a
bend of the larger pipe near the top, the
force of the jet tending to lift water
through the pipe from below. The steam-
ejector is also used to lift ashes from the
furnace-room of a steamer and to dis-

charge them through a pipe passing over- Ejector,
board above the water-line. The ejector
is also used to exhaust the air of a vacuum-brake ; in this
case the steam-jet moves a column of air instead of water,
(c) A device for throwing cartridge-shells from a firearm
after firing. The common ejector of single- and double-
barreled breech-loaders is a bolt underneath the gun-bar-
rel, with a head fitted to the rim of the bore, working au-
tomatically back and forth in closing and opening the
arm ; in the latter movement the head catches against the
rim of the shell and pushes it out of the barrel. There
are many other devices, as a spring-lever, etc. Casual
ejector. See casual.

ejector-condenser (e-jek'tor-kon-den'ser), n.

In a steam-engine, a form of condenser operated
by the exhaust-steam from the cylinder.

ejido (a-he'do), n. [Sp., = Pg. exido, a common,
< L. exitus, a going out, exit: see exit.] In

Spanish and Mexican law, a common
;
a public

inclosed space of land. By the laws of Spain pueblos
or towns and their inhabitants were entitled to four square
leagues of land for their general and common use. This
tract was called the ejido. In the American law reports
the word is used in the plural, and spelled variously ejidot,
ehidos, effidos, exidox.

ejoo (e'jo), n. [Of Malay origin.] The fiber of
the gomuti.
ejulationt (ej-o-la'shon), n. [< L. ejulatio(n-),
< ejulare, also deponent hejulari, wail, lament,
< hen, hei, ei, an exclamation of grief or fear.]
An outcry ;

a wailing ;
a loud cry expressive of

grief or pain; mourning; lamentation.
No emulation

Tolled her knell ; no dying agony
Frowu'd in her death.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, xviii. 53.

Instead of hymns and praises, he breaks out into ejula-
tions and effeminate wailings. Government of the Tongue.

ejurationt (ej-o-ra'shon), n. [< LL. ejuratio(n-},
ejeratio(n-), an abjuring, a resigning, < L. eju-
rare, ejerare, abjure, renounce, resign, < e, out,+ jurare, swear.] Solemn disavowal or renun-
ciation. Bailey, 1727.

eka-. [< Skt. eka, one. Cf. dtii-.] In chem., a
prefix attached to the name of an element and
forming with it a provisional name for a hypo-
thetical element which, accordingto the periodic
system of Mendelejeff, should have such proper-
ties as to stand in the same group with the ele-
ment to which the prefix is made and next to it.

For example, eka-aluminium was the provisional name
given by Mendelejeff to a hypothetical element which in
the periodic system should have such properties as to stand
in the same group as aluminium and next to it. The
recently discovered element gallium agrees in properties
with those ascribed to eka-aluminium, and this name is

now abandoned.

eke (ek), v. t.; pret. and pp. eked, ppr. eking.
[Early mod. E. also eeke, eek; < ME. eken, also
assibilated echcn (> E. dial, etch), < AS. ecan

yean, ican (pret. ecte, pp. Seed) (= OS. okian,
ocon = OHG. ouhlion, ouchon, auhhon = Icel.

auka (pret. aukadhi) = Sw. oka = Dan. o'ge),

increase, cause to grow; secondary form, prop,
caus. of *edcan (pret. "eoc, pp. edcen), only in
the pp. edcen (= OS. dean, giocan), as adj., in-

creased, enlarged, made pregnant, = OS. *6can
= Icel. auka (pret. jok) = Goth, aukan (pret.

aiauk), intr., grow, increase; = L. augere, in-

crease; prob. connected with Gr. avfavetv, av-

friv, increase, which is akin to E. wax, increase.
Hence eke, adv. and conj.] If. To increase; en-

large; lengthen; protract; prolong.
God myghte not a poynte my joies eche.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1509.

Spare, gentle sister, with reproch my p-.ine to eeke.

Spentar, I'. Q., III. vi. 22.

2. To add to; supply what is lacking to; in-

crease, exteiid, or make barely sufficient by ad-
dition: usually followed by out: as, to eke out a

piece of cloth
;
to eke out a performance.



eke

More bent to rite my smarten
Then to reward my trusty true intent,
She Kim for mt> devise 11 uni-vims punishment.

,S> 'I1X.T, K. O., III. Vil. ftfi.

In order to rfcc OH/ the (in-sent ]>;i^e, I eould not avoid

pur^iiiiiK the metaphor. Gulitxiititlt, The llee, No. 5.

It wan thflr custom, from father to on, to rice out the

frugal Kiipport derived from thin little domain by the busi-

ness of a smith, to which the oldest won was habitually
brought up. Kivrrtt, Orations, II. 5.

eke (ek), n.
[<

ME. eke, also assibilated echt, <

AS. edca, an increase, < 'nicitu, increase: see

eke, v.] Something added to something else.

Specifically (a) A short wooden cylinder on which a liee-

hive is placed to increase its capacity when the bees hare
tilled it with comb. [Scotch.]

.Neighbour defines rkt as half a hive placed helow the
main hive, while a whole hive used In the same way Is

called a "
nadir." Phin, Diet. Apiculture, p. 31.

(6) Same as eking, 2.

eke (ek), adv. and conj. [< ME. eke, eek, ek, ec,
< AS. eric = OS. ok = OFries. dk = D. ook =
LG. dk, ok, auk = OHG. ouh, ouch, MHG. ouch,
Q. auch = Icel. auk = Sw. och = Dan. og, and,
also, = Goth, auk, for, also

; prob. the adverbial
ace. of a noun (of. Icel. at auk, besides, to boot,
AS. to edcan, besides, moreover), < AS. 'edcan,
etc.

(
increase: see eke, v.] Also; likewise; in

addition. [Obsolete or archaic.]

The emperour & eek slbile spoken prophesle,
And the! aeordiden bothe in feere.

Uymm to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.), p. 45.

Up Una rose, up rose the lyon eke.

Speiuer, f. Q., I. Hi. 21.

A train-band captain eke was he
Of famous London town. Cowper, John Gilpiu.

ekebergite (ek'e-berg-It), n. [After the Swed-
ish mineralogist Ekeberg.'] A variety of scapo-
lite.

ekenamet (ek'nam), n. [ME. ekename, ekname
(= Icel. aukitafn = Sw. <ikmimn = Dan.

oge-
navn), an added name, < eke, an addition, in-

crease, eken, add, + name, name : see eke and
name. Hence, by misdividing an ekename as a
nekename, the form nickname, q. v.] An added
name

;
an epithet ;

a nickname. See nickname.

We have thousands of instances ... of such eke-natnet
or epithet-names being adopted by the person concerned.

Archceotogia, Mill. 110 (1871).

ekia (e'ki-ft), n. The wild African dog.
eking (e'king), n. [Also ekeing; early mod. E.
also feking; < ME. "eking, echinge; verbal n. of

eke, D.] 1. The act of adding.
I dempt there much to have eeked my store,
But such eeking hath made my hart sore.

Spenter, Shep. Cal., September.

2. That which is added. Specifically (a) A pieceof
wood fitted to make good a deficiency In length, as the
end of a knee of a ship and the like.

Weeing Is the name given to the timber which, resting
upon the shelf, ekes out or fills up the spaces between the
apron and the foremost beam, and between the stern post
and aftermost beam the deck hook and deck transom
. . . connecting the two sides.

Thearle, Naval Arch., 210.

(6) The carved work under the lower part of the quarter-
piece of a ship at the aft part of the quarter-gallery. Also
. tf.

eklogite, n. See eclogite.

e^t, " An obsolete spelling of M1.

el'2 ,
n. See ell*.

el-. [L. el-, < Gr. t).-, assimilation of fv- before

A.] An assimilated form of ew-2 before /, as
in el-lipse.

-el1 . [ME. -el, < AS. -el, a noun-suffix, prob.
orig. same as -ere, E. -er. Cf. -al, -or, and see
-fe1 . See-er1

.] A suffix of Anglo-Saxon origin,
forming nouns, originally denoting the agent,
from verbs, as in runnel: in modern English,
except after , usually written -le, as in bead-lc,
bect-tel, beet-let, etc . See -fel.

-ela . [(1) OP. -el, mod. -el, -eau, m., -elle, f., < L.
-ctltt#, -ella, -elluin, parallel to -illus, etc., being
usually dim. -lu-s, with assimilation of a preced-
ing consonant. The suffix -I (-Io-, -lu-s, -el, etc. )

is a common Indo-European formative, with
different uses, diminutive, agential, or adjective.
It appears also in -l-et, q. v. (2) See -al, etc.}
1. A suffix originally and still more or less di-

minutive in force, sometimes of Teutonic ori-

gin, as in hatch-el (= hack-le, hcck-le), but usually
of Latin origin, as in cha/i-il, </>-</, hom-M,
etc. 2. A suffix of various origin, chiefly Latin,
as in chatt-rl, rluinn-i'l, kcnn-i-P, etc. (where it

represents Latin -a to, E. -al), fcnn-cl, funn-el,
etc. See these words.
E lat (e lit). In Hifdirrul music, the second E
above middle C : so named by Guido, in whose
system it was the highest tone: hence often
used by the old dramatists to denote the ex-

L8M
treme of any quality, but especially any extrav-

agant or hyperbolical saying.
N'-eeuitle . . . made him . . . stretch his braines as

high u K la to see how he could reconer pence to defray
his charges, Greene, Never Too Late.

There are some expressions in It [ Dryden's
"
State of In.

nocence"] that seem strain'd and a note beyond K la.

Lang/mine, Dram. Poets (ed. 1091), p. 72.

elaborate, a.:elaboracy (e-lab'o-ra-si), n. [<
see -acy.] Elaboration. [Kare.]
A minute elaborate of detail.

I'. Knbinmn, Harper's Weekly, June 7, 1884, p. 367.

elaborate (e-lab'o-rat), r. ; pret. and pp. elabo-

rated, ppr. elaborating. [< L. elaborate, pp. of
elaborare ( > It. elaborare = Sp. Pg. elaborar = F.

^laborer), labor greatly, work out, elaborate, <

e, out, + laborare, labor: see labor, r.] I. trans.

1. To produce with labor; work out; produce
in general.
The honey, that is elaborated by the bee, . . . affords a

great deal of pleasure to the bee herself.

Boyle, Works, II. 355.

Or, In full joy, elaborate a sigh. Young, Love of Fame.

If the Orchldeee had elaborated as much pollen as Is pro.
duced by other plants, relatively to the number of seeds
which they yield, they would have had to produce a most
extravagant amount, and this would have caused exhaus-
tion. Darn-in, Fertil. of orchids by Insects, p. 288.

Specifically 2. To improve or refine by suc-
cessive operations ; work out with great care ;

work up fully or perfectly.
There has been up to the present day an endeavour to

explain every existing form of life on the hypothesis that
it has been maintained for long ages in a state of balance ;

or else on the hypothesis that it has been elaborated, and
is an advance, an improvement, upon Its ancestors.

E. R. Lanketter, Degeneration, p. 29.

Often ... a speaker's thought Is not weighty enough
to sustain elaborated style of any kind, and, least of all,
elaborated imagery. A. I'helpt, English Style, p. 285.

II. intrans. To be or become elaborate
;
be

elaborated. [Rare.]
This custom [of burying a dead man's movables with

him] elaborates as social development goes through its

earlier stages. //. Spencer, Prln. of Sociol., 103.

elaborate (e-lab'o-rat), a. [= F. ildbori = Sp.
Pg. elaborado = It. elaborate, < L. elaboratus,

pp. : see the verb.] Wrought with labor
;
fin-

ished with great care and nicety of detail ; much
studied

;
executed with exactness

; highly fin-

ished: as, an elaborate discourse; an elaborate

performance.
The Expressions are more florid and elaborate In these

Descriptions than in most other Parts of the Poem.
Addition, Spectator, No. 321.

His style would never have been elegant; but It might
at least have been manly and perspicuous ; and nothing
but the most elaborate care could possibly have made It

so bad as it is. Macaulay, Mitford's Ilist. Greece.

What an elaborate theory have we here,
Ingeniously nursed up, pretentiously
Brought forth ! Broirning, Ring and Book, 1. 177.

= Syn. Labored, perfected, highly wrought,

elaborately (e-lab'o-rat-li), adv. In an elab-
orate manner ; with elaboration ; with nice re-

gard to exactness.

I beleeve that God Is no more niov'd with a prayer elab-

orately pend, then men tritely charitable are mov'd with
the pen'd speech of a Begger. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxlv.

elaborateness (e-lab'o-rat-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being elaborate, or wrought with great
labor.

Yet it [the
" Old Batuhelor "] is apparently composed

with great etaboratrnets of dialogue, and incessant ambi-
tion of wit. Johnnon, Congreve.

elaboration (e-lab-o-ra'shpn), n. [= F. elabo-
ration = Sp. elaboration = Pg. elaboracSo = It.

claborazione, < L. elaboratio(n-), < elaborare:
see elaborate.'] 1. The act of elaborating, or

working out or producing; production or for-

mation by a gradual process : as, the elabora-
tion of sap by a tree.

Elaboration is a gradual change of structure, in which
the organism becomes adapted to more and more varied
and complex conditions of existence.

E. Jt. Lankester, Degeneration, p. 32.

2. The act of working out and finishing with

great care and exactness in detail
;
the act of

improving or refining by successive processes;
painstaking labor.

It is not my design in these papers to treat of my sub-

ject ... to the full elaboration. Boyle, Works, IV. 596.

3. Labored finish or completeness; detailed
execution ; careful work in all parts : as, the
elaboration of the picture is wonderful.
elaborative (e-lab'o-rft-tiv), a.

Serving, tend-

ing, or having power to elaborate ; working out
with minute attention to completeness and to

details
; laboriously bringing to a state of com-

Elachlatus

pletion or perfection. Elaborative faculty, in

ptychol., the intellectual power of di. ruiiiK relation!
and of viewing objects by means of or In relations ; the
understanding, as defined by the German philosophers ;

the discursive faculty ; thought : a phrase Introduced by
Sir William Hamilton.

elaborator (e-lab'o-ra-tor), w. [= F. elabora-

teur, < L. as if 'elaborator, < daliorare, elabo-
rate : see elaborate, r.] One who or that which
elaborates.

elaborately (e-lab'o-ra-to-ri), a. and n. [< elab-

orate + -ory. Asanoun.afterfa&oratory.J I. a.

Elaborating; tending to elaborate. [Bare.]
Il.t A laboratory.
He shew'd us divers rare plants, caves, and an elabora-

''"/ Eoelyn, Diary, Aug. 1, 1666.

In this retreat of mine, shall I have the use of mine
(laboratory! Scott, Kenllworth, xriil.

elabrate (e-la'brat). a. [< NL. "elabratus, < L.
e- priv. T labrum, lip: see labrum.] Having
no labrum : an epithet applied in entomology
to the mouth when it has no distinct labrum or

upper lip, as in the spiders and most Diptera.
Elacate (e-lak'a-te). n. [NL., < Gr. tfjudni, dial.

it'/itm'irn, arMK&ra, a distaff.] The typical genus
of fishes of the family Elacatida;. E. amada Is a
food-fish of the Atlantic coast of North America and the
West Indies, reaching a length of 5 feet and a weight of
from IS to 20 pounds. It Is variously known as the irr-

geant-Juh, coaljigh, bonito, cubby-yew or cobia, and crab-
eater. See cut under cobia.

elacatid (e-lak'a-tid), n. A fish of the family
Klacatidce.

Elacatidae (el-a-kat'i-de), n. pi [NL., < Ela-
cate + -idai.] A family of scombnform fishes,
of fusiform shape, with depressed head, smooth
scales, lateral line concurrent with the back,
eight free spines representing the first dorsal
fin. a long second dorsal and anal fin, and acute-

ly lobed tail. The cranium Is also characteristic. The
type is the cobia or sergeant-fish, Elacate Canada. See
cut under cobia.

elacatoid (e-lak'a-toid), a. and n. I. a. Of or

pertaining to the Elacatultc.

H. n. An elacatid.

elachert (era-chert), n. Same as degote.
Elachlstea (el-a-kis'te-ft), n. [NL., < Gr. eM-
X'oroc, super!, of fAayvc, small.] A small genus
of olive-brown filamentous marine algte, be-

longing to the Phceosporetf, which grow in small
tufts attached to other algae, especially Fvcaceae.
The basal part of the tuft is composed of densely packed
branching filaments, which at the surface branch corym-
bosely, so as to form a layer of short filaments(paraphyses).
At the base of the latter are borne the sporangia and a
series of long, unbranched filaments. Elachittea fucicola
Is the commonest species in Great Britain and America.

Elachistinae (el'a-kis-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ela-
chistus + -MKF.] 'A subfamily of insects, of the

parasitic hymenopterous family Chalcididte.

They have four-jointed tarsi, slender hind thighs, distinct

parapsidcs, and a submarginat vein reaching the costa
without a break. The species are all parasitic, and some
of the larva? spin Irregular cocoons, differing in this re-

ict from most other Chalcididtr.

(el-a-kis'to-don). n. [NL., < Gr.

, superl. of f
?.<z^i'f, small,

+ oioi-f (OOOVT-),

tooth.] A genus of Indian colubriform serpents
of the subfamily Dasypeltince, having esopha-
geal teeth formed bv enameled processes of cer-

vical vertebrae projecting into the gullet (as in
the genus Dasypeltis), but smooth scales, head
little distinct from the body, a grooved maxil-

lary tooth, and a loreal plate. E. nestermanni
is an example. Reinhardt, 1863.

Elachistus (el-a-kis'tus), .

||NL. (Spinola.
1811), < Gr. eM-furrof, snperl. of tfaxift small.]
The typical genus of Elachistina (which see),

/lacttisttts cactrcue. (Cross shows natural size.

characterized by the one-spurred hind tibie
and metallic colors. In Europe 50 species have been
described, and in North America 6 : the latter are para-
sitic upon tortricid larva-. Sometimes wrongly spelled
Elachettw.



Elaeagnacese

Elaeagnacese (el"e-ag-na

I860 Elanoides

, oily (see
as,

Same as elceom-

posite leaves, and small white or yellow flowers,

are only 3 genera, Elceaymu, Hippophae, and Shepherdin,

including about 25 species, of which 4 are American.

Elaeagnus (el-e-ag'nus), n. [NL., < Gr. tMaay-

j'Of or tv.fayrof/a Boaotian marsh-plant, perhaps

'se-e),n, pi. [NL., about 30 species, sparsely scattered through elaiodic (el-a-od'ik;
k^iv^d^mTastorlil'

small natural order tropical regions. E. croceum furnishes the saffron- Elaodes), 4--ic.] Derived trom cast

tpvod over the north w'00'1 of >'a'al - *' jtowmi is a native of Ceylon and elaiodic acid.

del, and is known by the name of Ceylon tea. elaiometer (el-a-om'e-ter), .

3 (el-e-6'dez). n. [NL. (Eschscholtz, as eter .

), < Gr. /<MOI%, contr. of iAaiou6fc, oily, elaldehyde (e-lal'de-hid), .

, olive-oil, oil, + eMof, appearance.] A oji
;
+ aldehyde.'] In chem., a

of beetles, of the family Teiiebrionida; modification of acetaldehyde,

the north- ,";n;i;i,iey;;,i js'known by the name of Ceylon tea. elaiometer (el-a-om'e-ter), .

ern hemisphere. They are trees or shrubs covered
E1jgodeg ( el-e-6'dez), n. [NL. (Eschscholtz, as ftcr

with silvery or brown scales, and having alternate orop- **$ l< ^ ... QJ^^ .^^ ollv
, elaTdehyde (e-lal'de-hid), K. [< Gr. <,),

< etowv, olive-oil, oil, + eMof, appearance.] A oji
;
+ aldehyde.'] In chem., a solid polymeric

genus of beetles, of the family Tenebrionidct, modification of acetaldehyde, containing thren

containing large species with the tarsi spinose molecules in one. Perhaps identical with par-
or setose, and the connate elytra partly em-

aldehyde.
myrica, swee

equiv. to

castus, under
small trees
of about 20
a spurious dri

Flowering Branch of Oleaster (Elaafntts anpusfi/otia}.

a, fruit; b, section of same.

the one-seeded nut. Several species are cultivated for

their ornamental silvery-scurfy foliage, especially the ole-

aster, E. anirustifolia, of Europe, and several variegated
varieties from Ja'pan. The silver-berry, E. argentea, with

silvery berries, is a native of northern America.

Elaeis (e-le'is), n. [NL., so named in reference

to palm-oil, yielded by the African species, <

Gr. Batov, olive-oil, oil in general, < eXaia, the

efaiov, olive-oil, oil, + dt^ccrftzi, feKsa6ai, receive,

contain.] The uropygial gland or rump-gland
of a bird; the oil-gland, a kind of sebaceous
follicle saddled upon the pope's-nose at the

root of the tail.

It is composed of

numerous slender
tubes or follicles,
which secrete the

greasy fluid, and
the ducts of which,
uniting successive-

ly in larger tubes,
finally open by one
or more pores, com-

monly upon a little

nipple-like eleva-

tion. Birds press
out a drop of oil

with the beak, and
dress the feathers

with It, In theopera-
tion called preen-
ing. The gland is

large and always
present in aquatic
birds, which have

Top of Pope's-nose of a Skua Gull (Stereo.
rarius parasiticHs).

E, eheodochon, or oil-gland, with circlet

of feathers; C, C, upper tail-coverts ; R,
quills of two central tail-feathers, or rec-

trices.

need of a water-

proof plumage ; it is smaller in land-birds, as a rule, and

wanting in some. The character of the elteodochon,
whether it be bare or surmounted by a circlet of fea-

thers, distinguishes various natural groups of birds.

olive-tree': see oil and olivet} A genus of palms, elaolite (e-le'o-Ht), m. [< Gr. ilatov, olive-oil,

of 3 or 4 species, found in Africa and tropical oil, + Ai'Oof, a stone.] A coarse massive variety

South America, with low stems and pinnate of nephelite, of a waxy, greasy luster, and pre-

leaves. The fruit is red or yellow, consisting of a fleshy seuting various shades of green, gray, and red.

and oleaginous pericarp surrounding a hard nut. The oil- The predominance of soda in its composition renders its

palm of Africa, E. Guineeiisis, is common along the west- alteration a frequent source of zeolites, as thomsomte.

ern coast, where the oil obtained from the fruit forms an Also elaolite.

article of food and export. It is also cultivated in Brazil
elffiolite-syenite (e-le'o-llt-si'e-nit), n. A rock

and elsewhere. See palm-oil. composed essentially of the minerals elseolite

Elsenia (e-le'ni-a), n. [NL. (Sundevall, 1835, ^ * __t__ __=,._ j -,._..

in the form Elainia).~\ An extensive genus of

small olivaceous flycatchers of Central Ameri-

ca, of the family Tyrannidas, sometimes giving
name to a subfamily Elaniina;. There are about 20

species of Elaenia proper, such as E. pagana, E. placets.
etc. The name of the genus refers to the prevailing oliva-

ceous coloration of the species. Also written Elainia,
Elania, El(enea.

Elaeniinae (e-le-ni-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Elainia

G. Fletcher, Christ's Victory and Triumph, 1.

This, indeed, is deformed by words neither English nor

Latin, but simply barbarous, as clamping, eblazon, depros-

trate, purpured. glitterand, and many others.

Hallam, Introd. Lit. of Europe, ill. 5.

elan (a-lon'), n. [P., < tiancer, shoot, incite,

refl. rush forward, dash: see elancc.] Ardor in-

spired by enthusiasm, passion, or the like
;
dash,

elance (e-lans'), v. t. [< F. tlancer, < 6- (L. e),

out, + lancer, dart, hurl, < lance, a lance.] To
throw or shoot

;
hurl ;

dart. [Rare.]
While thy unerring hand elanc'a

Another, and another dart, the people
Joyfully repeated lo !

Prior, tr. of Second Hymn of Callimachus.

Elance thy thought, and think of more than man.
Young, Night Thoughts, ix.

eland (e'land), n. [< D. eland, an elk (in South

Africa applied to the eland), = G. elend, elen

(> F. elan), elendthier, elk, < Lith. elnis Pol.

jelen' = OBulg. jeleni, elk. See ett'l.] 1. The

Cape elk, Oreas canna, a large bubaline ante-

+ -ince.]

'

A subfamily of Tyrannidte, named
from the genus Elcenia. The bill is in most cases

compressed and but sparingly bristled, contrary to the

rule in Tyra:
erally short.

and orthoclase, and having a granitoid struc-

ture. With these minerals are very commonly associat-

ed others in lesser quantity, such as plagioclase, augite,

hornblende, biotite, magnetite, apatite, zircon, sodalite,

and sphene. The most important and classic occurrence
of elffiolite-syenite is in southern Norway, where it is the

repository of many interesting minerals and of several of

the very rare metals, such as yttrium, cerium, niobium, etc.

Varieties of this rock containing considerable zircon have
been frequently designated as zircon-syenite; a variety
from Miask, Russia, with much mica, is known as miascite ;

one from Mount Foya in Portugal, which was supposed
to contain hornblende, as foyaite; and one from Ditro

in Transylvania, containing sodalite and spinel, as ditroite.

; the" feet are feeble and the wings gen- elaeometer (el-e-om'e-ter), . [< Gr. 'Aaiov,
The prevailing colors

^are
olive greens

_

and
olive^il; oi^ + ^rpOT) a measure.] A hydrom-

-

Eland (Ortat cattfta).

lope of South Africa, standing 5 feet high at

the withers, and weighing from 700 to 900

pounds. Its flesh is much prized, especially the hams,
which are dried and used like tongue. It has in conse-

quence been almost extirpated in the neighborhood of

Cape Colony, where it formerly abounded. Also called elk.

Our party was well supplied with eland flesh during our

passage through the desert ; and it being superior to beef,

and the animal as large as an ox, it seems strange that it

has not yet been introduced into England. Livingstone.

2. A name sometimes used for the moose.
browns, whence the birds are collectively known as olive-

' ""i "">
.'

f~'f""> - "^ ;*-J "-j-- "Vy""' Tn A
tyrants. They are distributed over all the Neotropical eter for testing the purity of olive- and al- elanet (el'a-net), n. [< Elanns + dim. -.] A
region, reaching to the border of the United States. The mond-oilsby determining their densities. Also kite or glede of the genus Elan us. tf. Citrier.

elaiometer. Elanoides (el-a-noi'5ez), n. [NL. (G. E. Gray,

elaeoptene (el-e-op'ten), n. [< Gr. fXaiav, olive- 1848, after Vie'illot, 1818), < Elamts + Gr. eWof.]

;' rV, Q '^LfIf A^t'.in oil, oil, + TTT!?v6c, winged.] The liquid portion A genus of birds, of the family Falconida;; the

of volatile oils, as distinguished from the con- swallow-tailed kites. The tail is extremely long and
t.n.nr T,ntrmrrt. nffturnnc-

deep)y forflcate the willgs are ]ong and poilltea; the feet

limits of the subfamily are not fixed ; Sclater admits 19

genera. Also Elceneince, ElfEnince, Elaineiiwe, Elainince.

elaeoblast (e-le'o-blast), n. [< Gr. l^atov, oil, +
yS/kzorof , germ.]

fnlh^m^vofof^salpr*
^^^^ ^""^ crete or crystaUizable portion, called stearop-

tene (which see). Also elaopten, oleoptene.
The placenta becomes more sharply marked off from the

elffiosaccllarine (e-le-o-sak'a-rin), a. [< Gr.
body of the embryo, at the posterior end of which a struc- o^"!""-^^"*"" \y .

,
i-

ture known as the elceoblasi!- the equivalent of the noto- efjiiav, olive-Oil, Oil, + oaKXapov, sugar. J Con-
chord makes its appearance. . . . The embryo is born taining both oil and sugar.
as a small fully developed salpa, which, however, still elaic (e-la'ik), a. [< Gr. eXalndf, < efaia, the

s the remains of^Pj^^gS*^. olive-tree : see oMw.] Same as oleic.

elaeoblastic (e-le-o-blas'tik), a. [< elaoblast +
-ic.] Pertaining to the elseoblast

; composing
the elseoblast : as, elteoblastic cells.

Elsepcarpus (e-le-o-kar'pus). n. [NL., < Gr.

e'Aaia, the olive-tree, + Kapx6f, fruit.] A genus
of trees and shrubs, of the order Tiliacece, con-

elaidate (e-la'i-dat), TO. [< ete'dc+-ote1
.] In

chem., a salt formed by the union of elaidic

acid with a base.

elaidic (el-a-id'ik), a. [< Gr. tiWf (eXatrf-),

equiv. to ef.aia, the olive-tree, + -ic.] Of or

pertaining to oleic acid or elain Elaidic acid,

0] 8H;t4C>2, a fatty acid forming crystalline leaflets, ob-

tained from oleic acid by adding nitrous or hyponitrous
acid.

taming 50 species, natives of India and Aus-
tralia and the intervening islands. They have . , .,.
simple leaves and racemes of small flowers. The fruit is elaidin, elaiaine (e-la i-dm), .

an oblong or globose drupe, consisting of a rough bony (f/Uric5-), the olive-tree, + -H2
,
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nut surrounded by a fleshy pulp. In India the fruit of
-

several species is used in curries, or pickled like olives.
Some species of Australia and New Zealand yield a light
but very tough wood.

[< Gr.

.] In clicm..

a fatty substance, white, crystalline, produced
by the action of nitric acid upon certain oils,

especially castor-oil.

Siv.illow-tailed Kite {Blanoitirs forficattts).

are small, and the bill is simple. The genus is related to

Elaepdendron (e-le-o-den'dron), n. [NL.,<Gr. elain, elaine (e-la'iu), n. [=F. /lainc; < Gr.

iTiaia, the olive-tree, + fivSpov, a tree.] A ce- F?.O/G, olive-oil, oil, + -ra2
,
-inc2.] The liquid

lastraceous genus of small trees or shrubs, of principle of oils and fats: same as olein.

Hauclerus, of which it is held by some to be a suhgenus.
The type is the swallow-tailed kite of the United States,

which is white with a glossy-black mantle, wings, and tail,

and about two feet long, the tail forming more than half

the length when full-grown.
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Elanus (el'a-n"B )' " 1NL - (Savifrny, 1809), <

Gr. i'tu'vveiv, drive, sot in motion : see elastic.
\

A genus of small milvine birds, of the fam-

ily l''/tlciiiiiilir: the pearl kites. They ime a

weak hill anil elaw* ; very short tarsi, feathered part

way down in front, but LMWhon tlnel> n-tieuiatc; IOIIL-.

pointed wln^g; short, square, or HDMginftte tail, with
l.ni:i.| feathers ;

and white eoloration In part, tinned w illi

pearl unty, an<l relieved liy blaek in ni;i-~r~. Tfiore are
several speeies iii warm mid temperate countries. The
blaek- winded kite, A'. i/irliiiK'jiti'rwi, is an example. The
white-tailed kite, /-.'. ir{ni"-ii* or K. Irucurus, is a common
bird of the southern United States.

elaolite (e-la'6-lit), n. Same as elteiilitc.

elaopten (el-a-op'ten), n. Same as clteoptcne.

Elapnidion (el-a-fid'i-on), n. [NL. (Serville,

1834), < Gr. Mojet, a deer, + dim. suffix -ioiav.}
A genus of lougicorn beetles, of the family Ce-

rantbycidtt, containing species of moderate or

Ulaphiiiion paralltlum, natural size.

a, larva ; t>, twig split open, showing inclosed pupa ; k, severed end
of twit; : t, beetle ; f, basal joints of an antenna, showing the char-
acteristic spines at the tip of the third and fourth joints ; j, tip of ely-
Iron; et, t,f,E, A, head, maxilla, labium, mandible, and antenna of

larva.

large size, with moderately long spinose anten-
nae and rounded thorax. About 20 species are known,
all from North America and the West Indies. E. paral-
lelum is a common species in the northern and eastern
United States, about half an Inch long, and ashy-brown in

color ; its larva bores into oak and hickory. Also Elaphi-
diutn.

elaphine (era-fin), a. [< NL. elaphus, < Gr. Ma-
0or, a deer : see Elaphus.] Pertaining to the red

deer, Cervus elaphus, or to that section of the

genus Cervus which this species represents.
Elaphodus (e-laf'o-dus), n. [NL. (Milne-Ed-
wards, 1872), irreg. < Gr. Wo^oc, a deer, + eliof,

form.] A genus of muntjacs or Cervulince of

China, represented by Michie's tufted deer, Ela-

1861

blcs setigerous, and the antenna; free at the base. Alx>ut
30 speck's are known, 11 of them North American, t',.

rifjariujt, about a quarter of an ineh lung, is a common
European i>ei i'-v

elaphure ('l'a-fur),. [< JRmftHnw.] A large
deer, StoMWM iliiniliiiinni, of northern < 'liiim.

remarkable for the strong development and

branching of the brow-antler and an inverse
reduction of the other antlers, but otherwise
related to the red deer and other species of the

genus ('en-US.

Elaphurus (el-a-fu'rus), n. [NL. (Milne-Ed-
wards), < Gr. t'/ai/xif, the stag, -r- ovpa, tail.] A
genus of Cerndai related to the stag, but having
a longer tail and inversely developed antlers.

See elaphure.

Elaphus (el'a-fus), n. [NL. (Hamilton Smith,
182/), <Gr. fXo^of, a stag.] A genus of Cerriilir.

containing such large deer as the American
elk or wapiti, E. (Cervus) canadensis. See cut
under wapiti.

elapid (el'a-pid), n. A serpent of the family
Klnpidte.

Elapidse (o-lap'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Elaps, the

typical genus, -I- -te.] A family of venomous
serpents, of the suborder Proteroglypha, order

Ophidia, typified by the genus Elaps. They have
poison-glands and grooved poison-fangs, behind which are

usually solid hooked teeth, the palatine and pterygoid
bones and the lower jaw having teeth also. The tail is not
compressed. Species inhabit tropical and warm temper-
ate regions of both hemispheres. Among them are the
most poisonous of snakes, as the Indian cobra, Saja tri-

pudiaiw, and the Egyptian asp, A
r

. haje. Others are much
less to be dreaded, aa the harlequin-snake of the United
States, Elapg fitlviwt. There are upward of 20 genera and
numerous species. The family is restricted by Cope to

Elasmognathus

elasmapodous (el-as-map'o-dus), a. Pertaining
to the Klnmai>mta. A!HO rliixnm/ioil.

Elasmiae (e-las'mi-e), n. jil. [XL. ; cf. EUif-

11111.1.} A group of tineid moths. Hubner, 1816.

Elasminae (el-as-mi'ne), n. pi. [NL. (How-
ard, 1886), < KinSHI ax + -ina;.'] A subfamily of

Chalddida:, represented by the genus Elasmua.

having four-jointed tarsi and swollen Una
thighs. Also Elasmoido!.

elasmobranch (e-tas'mo-brangk), a. and H. I.

a. Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Eliismuhranenii.

II. n. A vertebrate of the group Elatmn-
brancliii.

elasmobranchian, elasmobranchiate (e-las-

mo-brang'ki-au, -ki-at), a. and n. Same as
elasmobraitch.

Elasmobranchii (e-las-mo-brang'ki-I), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. f/Uur//6f or iZaafia, a metal plate (see

Elasmus), + Rpayxia, gills.] A class, subclass,
or order of fishes, otherwise known as Chon-

dropterygii and Selachii, including the sharks
and skates : so named from the lamellar bran-
H i he, or plate-like gills. These lamelliform gills are
fixed both at their distal and proximal ends, so that they
separate the branchial cavity into aa many chambers us

there are branchise. The group is characterized by the

cartilaginous skeleton, with the cranial elements not su-

tured together; the usually heterocercal tall, with the

spinal column running into the upper lobe; the presence
of pectoral and ventral flns; the mouth generally inferior,

forms lacking postfroiital bones, when most of the ser-

pents usually place*

see). Also Elaiaidcf. See cuts under cup, cobra-de captllo,

ced ill it are brought under Sajidce(which

Tufted Deer (Elafftodus mtcftiatms).

phodus michianus, formerly called Lonhotragus,
having unbranched antlers and no frontal cu-
taneous glands.
Elaphomces (el-a-fom'i-sez), n. [NL., < Gr.

'

r, + flhcgf, a mushroom.] A genusgenus
of subterranean fungi, belonging to the Tubc-

AV<i/</i<mi >/,.., urnniilHtiis. the common species,

produees nearly spherical tuber-like conceptaclee, vary-
ing from the size of a hazelnut to that of a walnut. The
surface is covered with tine

warts. The contents consist

chiefly of the btaek spores,
from 1 to 8 in each ascus.

Elaphridae (e-laf 'ri-de),
. pi. [NL., < J-:/,ii>li-

rus + -i(te.] A family
of Coleoptcra, named
from the genus Elapli-
ntn. Also Elttphridea,
Klit/iHrtdes.

Elaphrus (e-laf'rus), n.

[NL. (Fabricius, 1801),
< Gr. ?.a^p6f, light in

moving.] A genus of

adephagous beetles, of
the family t'uralndn'

and subfamily Cara-
Ililltl'. They are of small
size and stout form, witll the tilafttrHS rifari
elytra impressed, the nmndi-

t Liuc shows natural

and coral-tiHnke.

elapidation (e-lap-i-da'shon), n. [< L. elapi-

datus, cleared from stone, < e, out, T lapidatun,

pp. of lapidare, throw stones at, < lajns(lapid-),
a stone; cf. dilapidate.] A clearing away of

stones. Bailey, 1731. [Rare.]
elapoid (el'a-poid), a. [< Elaps + -old.] Re-
sembling a serpent of the genus Elaps; be-

longing or related to the Elajiida;; cobriform,
not crotaliform, as a venomous serpent.

Elaps (e'laps), n. [NL., a var. of elops, < L.

elops: see Elops.'] A genus of venomous ser-

pents, giving name to the family Elapida-, hav-

ing two nasal plates. The species are beautifully
ringed with black and red, and some of them are called

coral-snakes, as /.'. cut-alUna of tropical America, and
harlequin snakes, as E./ulriui of North America. See cut
under coral-xnake.

elapse (e-laps'), . '.; pret. and pp. elapsed, ppr.
elapsing. [< L. elapsus, pp. of elaM, glide away, <

e, out, away, + labi, glide, fall: see lapse.'] 1.

To slide, slip, or glide away ; pass away with
or as if with a continuous gliding motion : used
of time.

Several years elapsed before such a vacancy ofifered it-

self by the death of the archpriest of Uzeda.

Pretcott, Kent, and Isa., II. S.

2f. To pass out of view or consideration ;
suffer

lapse or neglect.
Such great acts do facilitate our pardon, and hasten the

restitution, and in a few days comprise the elapsed duty
of many months. Jer. Taylor, Work* (ed. 1835), I. 189.

elapse (e-laps'), n. [< elapse, r.] The act of

passing; lapse. [Rare.]
To sink themselves [the Pietists] into an entire repose

and tranquillity of mind. In this state of silence to at-
tend the secret elapte and flowings in of the Holy Spirit,
that may till their minds with peace and consolation, joys
or raptures. Addiian, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), 1. 531.

After an tlapse of years.
Annali of Phil, and Penn., I. 533.

Elapsidae (e-lap'si-de), n.pl. [NL., < Elaps +
-iiltr.] Same as Elapidte.

elapsion (e-lap'shon), n. [< elapse + -ion.] The
act of elapsing; lapse. E. Phillips, 1706. [Rare.]
elaqueate (e-lak'we-at), r. t.: pret. and pp.
claqueated, ppr. elaqueating. [< L. elaqueatus;
pp. of elaqueare, disentangle, (. e, out, + laqueus,
a snare.] To disentangle. Coles, 1717. [Rare.]
Elasipoda (el-a-sip'o-da), n.pl. [NL.] Same
as Elnsmauoda.

elasmapod (e-las'ma-pod), a. and . I. a. Same
as el(ismai>odons.

II. n. A member of the Elasmapoda.
Elasmapoda (el-as-map'o-da), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. t'/a<r/jof, Daa/ia, a metal plate, + iroi'f (~o<I-)
= E. foot.) An ordinal or other group of deep-
sea hblothurians. They exhibit distinct bilateral sym-
metry, having both a dorsal and a ventral surface, the
ambulatory ambulacra confined to the latter, and the
aeephalie region Usually sjH-eiulized. Alnmt oO species are
known (all only recently!, of several genera, aa Elpidia.

, Irpa, etc. Also t'Uaiyuda.

Brain of Skate (Kata tratis i, an elasmobranchiate fish.

A, from above : r, olfactory bulbs ; a. cerebral hemispheres, united
In the middle line ; *. thalamencephalon , f. inesencepnalon ; rf, cere-
bellum ; aa, platted bands formed by the restifonn bodies : /. //.
//". /', nnt (olfactory), second toptic). fourth, and fifth pairs of cere-
bral nerves ; /, medulla obk.np.Ma ; , a blood-vessel. B, from tte*

k>tv, in part enlarged : fft, optic chlasm : A, pituitary body : M and
v, vessels connected with h ; t, saccus vasculosus ; |3, pyramids of
medulla oblongata ; a. f. 11, V, same as in A.

or on the under surface of the head ; the gill-pouches and
-slits usually 6, sometimes 6 or 7, generally with an equal
number of external apertures, but In the liolutephali with
only one on each side ; the optic nerves chiasmal ; the
intestine with a spiral valve, and the arterial cone with
pluriserial valves ; and the skin either naked, or with pin
cold scales, forming shagreen or other armor. The division
of the group varies ; it is now usually divided into two sub-

classes, Holocrvhali and Playiortvmi, the latter including
the sharks and the rays.

Elasmodectes (e-las-mp-dek'tez), n. Same a

Elasmognathus, 2.

Elasmodon (e-las'mo-don), n. [NL., < Gr. fZaa-

//of, a thin plate (see Elasmus), + oiJotf (odour-)
= E. tuiitli.] A genus of elephants, the same
as Elephas proper, or Eueleplias, containing the
Asiatic as distinguished from the African ele-

phant of the genus J-oxodon : so named by Fal-
coner from tin' laminar pattern of the molars.
See first cut under elephant.
Elasmognatha (el-as-mog'na-tha), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. p\.otJ-:i(ixmognathus: seeelasmoffnathous.]
In conch., a section of terrestrial pulmouate
gastropods in which the jaw is elasmognathous.
It includes the family Succiniid(t.

elasmognathous (el-as-mog'na-thus), a. [<
NL. Eluttnioonathus, < Gr. i/.aa/j6f, a thin plate,
+ yvadof, jaw.] In conch., having a jaw with a

quadrangular plate or appendagpdivergingfroni
Hie upper margin: applied to the fiucciniidtr.

Elasmognathus (el-as-mog'na-thus), n. [XI.. :

see elasmognathous.] 1. A genus of American
tapirs, characterized by having the nasal sep-
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turn or prolongation of the mesethmoid bone

prominent and perfectly ossified. E. bairdi, the

type, Is a large Nicaragua!! species about 40 inches long
and 22 high. E. domi is another Central American form.

See cut under tapir.

2. A genus of extinct chimseroid fishes, later

(1888) called Elasmodectes. Egcrton.
Elasmoidffi (el-as-moi'de), n. pi. [NL., < Elas-

mus + -oidai.'] Same as Elasmince. Fdrster,l856.

elasmosaur (e-las'mo-sar), . A reptile of the

genus Elasmosaurus or family Elasmosauridw.

Skeleton of an Elasmosaur (Elasmosaurus

Elasmosaurid<B(e-las-mo-sa'ri-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Elasmosaurus + -idee.] A family of extinct

natatorial reptiles, taking name from the genus
Elasmosaurus.
Elasmosaurus (e-las-mo-sa'rus), n. [NL.(Cope,
1868), < Gr. eAaff/iof, i^aafia, a thin plate, + aaii-

pf, lizard.] An American genus of extinct

reptiles, of the order Sauropterygia, related to

the plesiosaurs, but differing in the structure

of the pectoral arch. A species was upward of 40 feet

long, aquatic and piscivorous, with a very long neck, small

head, paddle-like limbs and tail, and long, sharp teeth.

Elasmotheriidae (e-las'mo-the-ri'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Elasmotherium + '-iddi.] A family of

extinct perissodactyl quadrupeds, without ca-

nines or incisors, and with a crenulated longi-
tudinal ridge on the lower molars : a group hav-

ing relationships with both the horse and the

rhinoceros, but much more closely related to

the latter in the order of ungulates. Gill, 1872.

Elasmotherium(e-las-mo-the'ri-um), . [NL.,
< Gr. eAaou6f, a thin plate, + 6>jpiov, a wild beast.]
The typical genus of the family Elasmotlieriidce.

Elasmus (e-las'mus), n. [NL., < Gr. tAaoyiof

(also llaa/ta), a metal plate, < e^aiivetv (efa-),

drive, strike, beat out: see elastic.] A genus
of parasitic hymenopterous insects, of the fam-

ily Chalcididce, representing the subfamily Elas-

mtnce, having four-jointed tarsi, enlarged hind

femora, and the antennas ramose in the male.
The species are all of small size, and some are secondary
parasites that is, parasites of parasites. E. ptdlatui is

a North American example. Westwood, 1833.

Elassoma (el-a-so'ma), n. [NL. (Jordan, 1877),
< Gr. as if *eXaaauua, a diminution^ loss, defect,

defeat, < iTjiaaovv, make less, < eAaatsuv, less,

oompar. of eXo^wf, little, small.] A genus of

very small fresh-water fishes of North America,
representing the family Elassomidce.

elassome (el'a-som), n. A fish of the family
Elassomidce. D. S. Jordan.
Elassomidae (el-a-som'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Elas-
soma + -id/."] A family of acanthopterygian
fishes, represented by the genus Elassoma. They
have an oblong compressed body covered with rather large
cycloid scales, no lateral line, unarmed opercular bones,
conic teeth in the jaws, and toothless palate ; the dorsal
fin is short and has about 4 spines, the anal still smaller
with 3 spines, and the ventral thoracic and normal, with
1 spine and 5 rays. Only two species are known ; they
inhabit sluggish streams and ponds of the southern United
States, and are among the smallest of fishes, rarely exceed-
ing 1} inches in length. Also Elassomatidce.

elasspmoid (e-las'o-moid), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Elan-
somidce.

II. n. An elassome.
elastic (e-las'tik), a. and n. [Formerly also
elastick (first recorded in the form elastical : see
first quot.) ;

= F. elastigue = Sp. eldstico = Pg.
It. elastico (of. D. G. elastisch = Dan. Sw. elas-

tisk), < NL. elasticus (NGr. cAaariK6f), elastic, <
Gr. as if "c^aar^f, for t/lanfr, equiv. to e^art/p,
a driver, hurler (see elater%), < chaivtiv (EAO-),

drive, set in motion, push, strike, beat out.]
I. a. If. Serving, as a catapult, to hurl mis-
siles by the force of a spring.

By what elastick engines did she rear
The starry roof, and roll the orbs in air?

Sir H. Blaclnnore.
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2. Having, as a solid body, the power of re-

turning to the form from which it is bent, ex-

tended, pressed, pulled, or distorted, as soon as

the force applied is removed ; having, as a fluid,

the property of recovering its former volume
after compression. A body is perfectly elastic when
it has the property of resisting a given deformation equal-

ly however that deformation may have been produced,
whether slowly or suddenly, etc. All bodies, however,
have different elasticities at different temperatures, and
if the deformation is so sudden as to change the tempera-
ture of the body and so alter its resistance to deforma-

tion, this is not considered as showing it to be imperfect-

ly elastic.

For the more easy understanding of the experiments
triable by our engine, I thought it not superfluous nor un-

seasonable, in the recital of this first of them, to insinuate

that notion by which it seems likely that most, if not all

of them, will prove explicable. Your Lordship will easi-

ly suppose that the notion I speak of is that there is a

spring, or elastical power, in the air we live in. By which
,A,,r

,/,, or spring of the air, that which I mean is this : that

our air either consists of, or at least abounds with, parts
of such a nature that in case they be bent or compressed
by the weight of the incumbent part of the atmosphere,
or by any other body, they do endeavor, as much as in

them lieth, to free themselves from that pressure, by bear-

ing against the contiguous bodies that keep them bent ;

and as soon as those bodies are removed, or reduced to

give them way, by presently unbending and stretching
out themselves, either quite, or so far forth as the con-

tiguous bodies that resist them permit, and thereby ex-

panding the whole parcel of air these elastical bodies

compose. Boyle, Spring of the Air (1669).

A body is called elastic in which a particle moved from
Its natural position of equilibrium has a tendency to re-

turn to its first position as soon as the external cause which
had displaced it has ceased. Blaserna, Sound (trans.), p. 4.

Figuratively 3. Admitting of extension ;
ca-

pable of expanding and contracting, accord-

ing to circumstances; hence, yielding and ac-

commodating: as, an elastic conscience ;
elastic

principles.
A volunteer navy may in some degree supply the place

of privateers, supposing that plenty of time and an elastic

organization are at command.
J. R. Soley, Blockade and Cruisers, p. 169.

4. Possessing the power or quality of recover-

ing from depression or exhaustion
;
able to

resist a depressing or exhausting influence;

capable of sustaining shocks without perma-
nent injury : as, elastic spirits.

The herds are elastic with health. Landor.

Curve of elastic resistance. See curve. Elastic

belting, a material made in bands from half an inch to

several inches in width, plain or striped, and having thin

slips of india-rubber lying in the direction of its length
and covered by woven material of cotton, silk, or the like,

which completely conceals the india-rubber, unless the

belting is stretched. The threads of rubber are usually

square in section, having been cut from thin sheets.

Elastic bitumen. Same as elaterite. Elastic button.
See button. Elastic cartilage, cartilage represented in

the pinna, the epiglottis, and elsewhere, which is opaque,
yellowish, flexible, and tough, and in which the matrix

except in the immediate vicinity of the cells is permeated
by numerous elastic fibers. Elastic curve. See curve.

Elastic fabric, a cloth or ribbon into which threads of

rubber called shirrs are woven. Elastic fibers, in anal.,
fibers of elastic quality traversing the intercellular sub-

stance of connective tissue. They are of a light-yellow

color, branch and anastomose freely, and strongly resist

chemical treatment. Elastic flannel. See flannel.
Elastic fluid, a fluid which has the property of expand-
ing in all directions on the removal of external pressure,
as gases and vapors. See ga>. Elastic glue. See glue.

Elastic gum, india-rubber. Elastic mineral pitch,
a brown, massive, elastic variety of bitumen. Elastic

mold, a mold of glue used for copying casts. Elastic

tissue, in anat., connective tissue made elastic by the

presence of abundant elastic fibers. Such tissue is found
in the middle coat of arteries, the larynx, Eustachian tube,

yellow ligaments of the vertebrae, etc., and forms in some
animals the ligamentum nuchse. Mixed with cartilage, it

constitutes a variety of the latter known as yellow or elas-

tic flbrocartilage. Elastic type, a type made of roller-

composition (glue, glycerin, and sugar) or prepared gutta-

percha, which yields under impression : used generally
in the form of a stereotype for hand-stamping with ink,
for which elasticity is desirable. Elastic webbing, a
material similar to elastic belting, but of greater widtn.

II. n. A piece or strip of india-rubber, or of

webbing or belting made elastic by the incor-

poration of india-rubber, used as a band, gar-

ter, or the like. [TJ. S.]

elasticalt (e-las'ti-kal), a. [See elastic."] Same
as elastic.

elastically (e-las'ti-kal-i), adv. In an elastic

manner; with elasticity or power of accommo-
dation.

Comedy . . . elastically lending itself to the tone and
taste of the times without sacrificing the laws of its own
being. A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., Int., p. xxxv.

elastician (e-las-tish'an), n. [< elastic + -ian.]
A person devoted to the advancement of the

knowledge of elasticity.

elasticity (e-las-tis'i-ti), n. [= F. elastititt =
Sp. elasticidad = Pg. elasticidade = It. elasticita

= D. elasticiteit = G. elasticitat = Dan. Sw.
elasticitet, < NL. *elasticita(t-)s, elasticity, < eliis-

ticus, elastic : see elastic and -ity.\ The prop-

elatement

erty of being elastic, in any sense ; especially,

that physical force resident in the smallest sen-

sible parts of bodies, by virtue of which the

holding of them in a state of strain (change of

size or shape) involves work, which for small

strains is proportional to the square of the

amount of the strain. There are different kinds

of elasticity, corresponding to the different

kinds of strain.

If the restitution of a springy body, forcibly bent, pro-

ceed only from the endeavor of the compressed parts

themselves to recover their former state, one may not im-

pertinently take notice of the elasticity that iron, silver

and brass acquire by hammering.
Boyle, Great Effects of Motion.

On the fingers of the queen were ten. gold rings, the

hoops of which were not continuous, but open like brace-

lets to admit of elasticity.
C. T. Newton, Art and Archoool., p. 382.

Never did the finances of the country give stronger evi-

dence of vitality, soundness, and elasticity than was pro-

duced when Lowe, on opening the budget of 1871 on April

20, showed the yield of the revenue for 1870-1 to have

exceeded the estimate by two millions and a quarter.
S. Doivell, Taxes in England, II. 363.

He [Berkeley] returned ... to have the primacy of

Ireland within his reach. But we always feel that he has

not the same elasticity and heartiness of life as before.

Scotsman (newspaperX

Axis of elasticity, axis of direct elasticity. See

axial. Coefficient of elasticity. See
efficient.

Elasticity of bulk, resistance to change of bulk. Elas-

ticity of Shape, resistance to change of shape. Fres-
nel's surface of elasticity, a surface whose radii vec-

tores are proportional to the square roots of the elastic

forces which, upon Fresnel's theory of light, are exerted

in the directions of those radii round any point of a crys-

talline body. Light-elasticity. See light. Limit of

elasticity, an amount of deformation which if applied to

a body is such that if made any greater the body will not

completely spring back when released. Modulus Of

elasticity, the ratio of stress to strain : also termed the

elasticity simply. See modulus. Perfect elasticity, the

property of being perfectly elastic. See elastic, a., 2.

elasticness (e-las'tik-nes), n. Elasticity.

Bailey, 1727. '[Rare.]
elastin (e-las'tin), n. [< elast-ic + .**.] In

chem., a body closely resembling albumen, ex-

cept that it is free from sulphur, forming the

principal substance of the elastic fiber which is

the characteristic constituent of certain tissues.

elatcb.ee (e-lach'e), n. [< Hind, elachi, ildchi.]

Cardamom.
elate (e-laf), v. t.; pret. and pp. elated, ppr.

elating'. [< L. elatus, pp. of efferre, bring out,
lift up, < ex, out, +ferre, carry (= E. bearf), pp.
latus : see ablative, and cf . collate, delate^, de-

late^, dilate, illate, prolate, relate, etc., and effer-

ent.'] If. To raise
;
exalt

;
elevate.

From whence the Talismanni with elated voyces, for

they use no bels, doe congregate the people, pronouncing
the Arabicke sentence, there is but one God, and Ma-
homet his Prophet. Sandys, Travailes, p. 24.

Turn we a moment Fancy's rapid flight

To vigorous soils, and climes of far extent ;

Where, by the potent sun elated high,
The vineyard swells refulgent on the day.

Thomson, Autumn.

2. To raise or swell, as the mind or spirits;
elevate with satisfaction or gratification ; puff

up ;
make proud.

Though elated by his victory, he still maintained the

appearance of moderation. Hume, Hist. Eng.

He [Gilbert White] brags of no fine society, hut is plainly
a little elated by

"
having considerable acquaintance with

a tame brown owl." Lowell, Study Windows, p. 2.

elate (e-laf), a. [< ME. elat, < L. elatus, pp. :

see the verb.] 1. Eaised; lifted up. [Poetical
and archaic.]

And sovereign law, that state's collected will,

O'er thrones and globes, elate,

Sits empress. Sir W. Jones.

2. Exalted in feeling ;
elated.

This kyng of kynges proud was and elaat ;

He wende that god, that sit in magestee,
Ne myght hym nat bireue of his estaat.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale (ed. Skeat), B. 3357.

Those promising youths, . . . like sons of the morning,
elate with empty hopes and glittering outsides.

Bacon, Moral Fables, i., Kxpl.

Who feels his freehold's worth, and looks elate,

A little prop and pillar of the state.

Crabbe, Works, I. 176.

= Syn. 2. Exultant, jubilant, exhilarated, overjoyed, putt-

ed up, proud.

elatedly (e-la'ted-li), adv. With elation.

Nero, we find, defiled most in the foulest mires of luxu-

ry, and where do we find any so elatedly proud, or so un-

justly rapacious as he? Feltham, On Luke xiv. 20.

elatedness (e-la'ted-nes), 11. The state of be-

ing elated. Bailey, 1731.

elatement (e-lat'ment), n. [< elate + -meat.]

The act of elating, or the state of being elated;
mental elevation ;

elation.

A sudden elatement swells our minds.

Hervey, Meditations, II. 64.



elater

elater 1
, elator (e-lu'ter, -tor), n. [< elate +

-er l , -or.] One who or that which elates.

elater- (el'a-ter), n. [NL. elater, < Gr. i'tarr/p,

a driver, hiirler, < etoivnv (e/ta-), drive, set in

motion: see t'laalic.] If. Elasticity; especially,

the expansibility of a gas.

It may be said that the swelling of the compressed wa-

ter in tho pewter vessel lately mentioned, ami the spring-

ing up of tile water at the hole made l,y the needle, wi-ie

not the effects of an internal flat-'i of the water, but of

tho spring of tlie many little particles of air dispersed

through that water, lioyle. Spring of the Air, Exp. xxii.

2. [NL.] In hot.: (a) One of the four club-

shaped filaments of Eijuisetacea, attached at

one point to a spore, formed by tho splitting of

tho outer coat of the spore. They are strongly hygro-

1863

2. In hot., a fruit consisting of three or more
dehiscent cocci, as in Euphorbia, liicliard.

[Not used.]
elaterometer (el

* a - te - rom ' e - ter), n. [< Gr.

i,
a driver (see elater^, 1), + pir/iov, a mea-

sure.] An air-pressure or steam-pressure gage,

elateryt (cl'*-t-r')i "
.[<

^r - f^or^of, driv-

ing : see elaterium.] Acting force or elasticity :

as, the i iiii< fit of the air. Say.
elatin (era-tin), n. [< elat(erium) + -in'*.] A
substance extracted from elaterium by alcohol:

probably a mixture of elaterin and chlorophyl.

See cut under i'l/uwetacae. (6) One of the long
and slender fusiform cells of HepatictK having
one or more spiral thickenings within. They
loosen the spores in the capsule at the time of

their dispersion, (c) One of tho similar free

filaments of Muxomycetes forming part of the

capillitium, and frequently having spiral thick-

enings. They are sometimes furnished with

spines. Their characters are useful in distin-

guishing species. 3. [NL.] In entom.: (a)

[cap.] The typical genus of the family Ela-

teridtt, founded by Linnaeus in 1767. it com-

prises over 100 species, of which nearly 50 inhabit North

America. They are mostly found in temperate regions,

e-lat-i-na'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

+ -acco;.] An order of small polypeta-
with opposite leaves and axillary

flowers, including only 2 genera and about 20

species ;
the waterworts. See Elatine.

Elatine (e-lat'i-ne), n. [NL., < L. elatine, a

plant of the genus Antirrhinum, < Gr. cZarim;, a

species of toadflax, so called from some resem-

blance to the fir or pine, fern, of j/anvof, of the

fir or pine, < 'Mrtj, the silver fir. prob.
so call-

ed in reference to its straight, high growth, <

tXaror, verbal adj. of e/Mvveiv, drive, push : see

elastic, elater^.] A genus of very small annual

herbs, typical of the order Etatinacear, grow-
ing in water or mud, and found in temperate
or subtropical regions around the globe, known
as watericort. Four species occur in the United

States.

form fourth tarsal joint, oblong-oval scutellum, small reg-

ularly convex head, and the sinuate single-toothed dilata-

tion of the hind coxie.
(&) One of the Elateridte; a

click-beetle, (c) One of the elastic bristles at

the end of the abdomen of the Poduridte. A.

S. Packard. See spring.
elaterid (e-lat'e-rid), a. and n. I. a. Of or per-

taining to the Elateridte.

II. n. One of the Elateridce; a click-beetle,

spring-beetle, or skipjack.
Elateridae (el-a-ter'i-de), n. pi.

3 (a), + -ida.'] A family "of sternoxine pen-
tamerous beetles, corresponding to the Linnean

genus Elater. The ventral segments are typically free,

the first not being elongated ; the tarsi are 5-jointed ;
the ElatobrancMa (el

' a - to -
brang

prothorax is loosely jointed to the mesothorax ; the pro-
sternum is prolonged behind ; the globose front cone are w,i~, *....,.,
within the prosternum ;

the hind coxie are contiguous, P"?
laminate, and silicate ; the free ventral segments are 5 OiaTOr, n. i

, . . >

or rarely 6 in number; the labrum is free and visible; elatrometer (el-a-trom'e-ter), n.

and the antennw are usually serrate, sometimes filiform,

pectinate, or flaliellate. The species are very numerous,
and are known as click-beetUt, mapping-beetles, spring-

beetlet, and tkipjarkt. Their legs are snort, and when
they are placed on their hacks on a flat surface they right

tio(n-), a'carrying out, a lifting up,
of effcrre, carry out, lift up: see elate.] Elas-

ticity of feeling due to some special cause or

occasion; an exultant condition of the mind,
as from physical enjoyment, success, or grati-

fication of any kind ;
mental inflation ;

exulta-

tion.

Klacioun Is whan he ne may neither suffre to have mais-

ter lie felawe. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

God began to punish this vain elation of mind, by with-

drawing his favours. Bp. Atterbury.

What to youth belong,

Gay raiment, sparkling gauds, elation strong.
M. Arnold, Austerity of Poetry.

[NL., < Gr. f/i/zrof, verbal adj. of efairvciv, drive,

push, + fip&yx"1 , gills.] A group of mollusks.

elbow-piece

They know them to have bin the main corrupters at the

Kings ,'U,:,,, . Millon, Elkonoklute*, xxiv.

Sir Koger, planting himself at our hlaUirlan s elboir, was

very attentive to ever) thing he said. Spectator, No. 32V.

Elbow In the hawse (""'.). turn or half-twUt pro-
dn, e,i iii the cables of a ship when moored, caused by her

swinging twice the wrong way. In at elbowi, in com-
fortable or decent circumstances.

I don't suppose you could get a high style of man . . .

for pay that hardly keeps him in at elbowi.

Oeor'jr KluX, Middleman:!!, xxxvlli

Out at elbows, having holes In the elbows of one's coat ;

hence, in a dilapidated or impoverished condition ; at odds
with fortune ; unfortunate. To crook the elbow. Btt

crook. TO rub or touch elbows, to associate closely ; be

intimate. To Shake the elbow, to gamble: from the

motion of shaking a dice-box.

He's always thaking his heels with the ladies, and hi*

elbowi with the lord*.' Vanbrugh, Confederacy, L

Up to the elbows (in anything), very bmy ; wholly en-

gaged or engrossed.

elbow (el'bo), v. [< elbow, n.] I. trans. 1. To

push or shove with or as if with the elbow;

hence, figuratively, to push or thrust bv over-

bearing means; crowd: as, to elbow people aside

in a crowd; to elbow a rival out of the way.
He'll . . . elbow out his neighbours. Dryden.

I would gladly abandon, of my own free will, the parti
have in her fickle favour, but I will not be elbowed out of

It by the clown Sussex or this new upstart.
Scott, Kenllworth, xvl.

2. To make or gain by pushing as with the el-

bows : as, to elbow one's way through a crowd.

As some unhappy wight, at some new play,

At the pit door stands elbowing a way.
Ooldimith, Good-natured Man, Epll.

n. intrans. 1. To jut into an angle ; project ;

bend or curve abruptly, as a wall or a stream.

2. To jostle with or as if with the elbow ;

push one's way; hence, figuratively, tobe rudely
self-assertive or aggressive.
He that grows hot and turbid, that elbowi In all his phll-

osophlck disputes, must needs be very proud of his own
sufficiencies. Mannyngham, Discourses (1681), p. 50.

Purse-proud, elbowing Insolence,
Bloated Empiric, puff'd Pretence.

Grainger, Solitude.

[< Gr.

a driver (see elater2
, 1), + ptrpov, a measure.]

In physics, an instrument for measuring the

degree of rarefaction of the air in the receiver

of an air-pump.
themselves with an audible snapping of their bodies. This elavle (el'a-il), n. IX Gr. Ifaiw, olive-Oil, Oil,
Is effected by means of the spine of the prosternum, which +:,jnma itfT 1 r
acts as a spring on the mesosternnm, and the force being , .. _Jc TJ viL.1
transmitted to the base of the elytra, and so to the suj

Same as ethylene.

m m ____ ___ _____ ________ _ Elberfeld blue. See blue, n.

in8ecu"are"jerked"into the"aTr"ai!d elbow (el'bo), n. [= Sc. elbuck ; < ME. elbotce,

manage to fall on their feet. The force Is remarkable, as

one may experience by trying to hold one of the larger

species. (See cut under click-beetle.) The fireflies of trop-
ical regions are elatera, as of the genus I'yrophortt*. (See
cut under antenna.) The larva of many species are known
as wirewornis, and are very Injurious to crops. See cut

under wireicorin.

elaterin, elaterine (e-lat'e-rin), n. [< elater-ium

+ -i 2
,
-ie2.] A neutral principle (C2oH28Os)

extracted by alcohol from olatenum. when pure
it forms colorless hexagonal crystals, which are odorless

and have a bitter, acrid taste. It is used in medicine in

minute doses as a very powerful hydragogue cathartic.

elaterist (e-lat'e-rist), n. [< elater* + -ist.] One
who holds that' many of the phenomena con-

nected with the air-pump are to be explained
by the elasticity of the air, and who maintains
the truth of Boyle's law that the density of a gas
is proportional to the pressure.

Although our authour [Linusl confesses that air has a

spring as well as a weight, yet he resolutely denies that

spring to be near treat enough to perform those things
which hia adversaries (whom for brevity sake we will

venture to call elateriatg) ascribe to it.

Boyle, Defence against Linns, II.

elaterlte (e-lat'e-rit), n. [< elater-ium + -ite.]

An elastic mineral resin of a blackish-brown

color, subtranslucent, and occurring in soft flex-

ible masses. Also called elastic bitumen and
mineral caoutchouc.

elaterium (el-a-te'ri-um), n. [NL., < Gr. Ka-

ri/fHoc,, driving, driving away, neut. l^jrrripiov, sc.

QapuaKav, an opening medicine, < et-ariip, a driver.

< efavveiv (f/o-), drive : see elatfr-.] 1. A sub-

stance obtained from the fruit of the Ecbaltium

Elaterium, or squirting cucumber, which, if it is

gathered a little before it ripens, and the juice

gently expressed, deposits ;i green sediment,
which is collected and dried. iiood elaterium oper
ates iw a dnistlc purge, and i* generally administered in

cases of dropsy. It contains elaterin, together with starch,

resin, etc.

< AS. elnboga, and contr. elboga (= D. eUeboog
= LG. ellfbage= OHG. elinpogd, elinpogo, ellin-

bogo, MHG. elenboge, G. ellenboge, elboge = Ice!.

olnbogi, and contr'. iilbogi, now olbogi, formerly

alnbogi, albogi = Dan. albue; cf. 8w. armbagc),

elbow, < eln, ell, in the orig. sense of 'forearm,'

+ 60170, a bow, in the orig. sense of 'a bend':

see ell and 6oid2 . Cf. ulna aad cubit.] 1. The
bend of the arm; the angle made by bending
the arm at the junction of the upper arm with

the forearm.

And preide to god for hem bothe ladyes and maidenes

In the chin lies vpon theire knees and elbowei, that god
sholde hem spede and defeude fro deth.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), U. 246.

The wings that waft our riches out of sight
Grow on the gamester 8 elbows.

Cowper, Task, iii. 761.

There leaning deep in broider'd down we sank
Our rliniu-s. Tennynon, Princess, iv.

2. In ,in, i L. the elbow-joint and associate struc-

tures. See elboio-ioint. 3. Something curved
or bent like the human elbow; specifically, a
flexure or angle of a wall or road, especially if

not acute
;
a sudden turn or bend in a river or

the sea-coast ;
a jointed or curved piece of pipe

for water, smoke, gas, etc., designed to con-

nect two lines running at an angle to each oth-

er. 4. In carp., etc.. one of the upright sides

which flank any paneled work. See crosset.

5. The raised arm of a chair or end of a sofa,

designed to support the arm or elbow.

But elboirt still were wanting : these, some say,
An alderman of Cripplegate contriv'd ;

And some ascribe tli' invention to a priest.

Burly, and big, ami studious of his ease.

Coirper, Task. I. 60.

6. A shoulder-point in cattle. Grose. [Local,

Kng.]_ At one's elbow, near at hand; convenient;
within .all.

tiouw-uuiti u ^cii iw-uvtv*/. n. ihe board at t

bottom of a window which forms the inner sill,

elbow-chair (el'bo-char), n. Same as arm-chair.

[Now rare.]

The furniture . . . [consisted] of hangings made of old

Genoa yellow damask, with a bed and elbuie chain of the

same stuff, adorned with fringes of blue silk.

Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias, X. 8.

Necessity invented stools,
Convenience next suggested elbow-chatri.

Cowper, Task, I. 87.

elbow-Cuff (el'bo-kuf), . An attachment to

the short elbow-sleeve of a woman's dress, worn
about 1775. The cuff is or appears to be turned

back so as to cover the elbow like a cap.
elbowed (el'bod), a. [< elbow + -ed*.] Sup-

plied with or shaped like an elbow ; specifically,

in entom., turning at an angle; kneed; genicu-
late: as, elbowed antennte; elboued marks. West-

wood.

Picks, having straight tip converging to the eye. Instead

of being curved, are said to be elbowed or anchored.

Win. Morgan, Man. of Mining Tools, p. 74.

elbow-gauntlet (el'bo-gant'let), n. A gaunt-
let of which the cuff covers the forearm nearly
to the elbow-joint. It Is sometimes prolonged on the

outer edge of the arm so as to protect the elbow. During
the sixteenth century such gauntlets of steel superseded
the vambrace, and gloves of leather and quilted silk an-

swering the same purpose were worn far Into the seven-

teenth century.

elbow-grease (el'bo-gres), n. A colloquial or

humorous expression for energetic hand-labor,
as in rubbing, scouring, etc.

He has scartit and dintit my gude mahogany past a' the

power o' bees-wax and elbow-greate to smooth.

Oalt, The Entail, III. 84.

To clean a gun properly requires some knowledge, more
good temper, and most elbow-greate.

Couet, Field Ornith. (1874), p. IS.

elbow-guard (el'bp-gftrd),
n. Same as cubitiere.

elbow-joint (el'bo-joint), n. In mint., the ar-

ticulation of the forearm with the upper arm ;

the joint formed by the articulation of the ulna

and radius with the humerus. The head of the ra-

dius and the greater slgmoid cavity of the ulna, respec-

tively, are apposed to the trochlear and capitellar surfaces

of the hnmerns. In so far as the movement of the whole

forearm upon the upper arm U concerned, the elbow -joint

Is the most strict ginglymus or hinge-joint in the body,

hating no lateral motion ; hut the head of the radius In-

dependently revolves In the lesaer sUnnoid cavity of the

ulna, pivoted ujwn the capitellum of the humerus. in the

movements of pronation and supination. The term is ex-

tended to the corresponding joint of the arm or fore limb
of other animals, whatever its construction may be.

elbow-piece (el'bd-pes), w. Same as cubitiire.



elbow-plate

elbow-plate (el'bo-plat), . 1. In paper-mak-
ing, the cutter of the rag-cutting machine when
bent to an angle in the middle. 2. An early
name for the cubitiere, denoting especially the

simple form used during the thirteenth century.
See cut under armor (fig. 2).

elbow-rail (el'bo-ral), n. In a railroad-car, a

part of the body-framing running horizontally

along the sides at about the height of the elbow

of a passenger in a sitting position. Car-Build-

er's Diet.

elbow-room (el'bo-rom), re. Room to extend
the elbows

; hence, freedom from confinement ;

ample room for motion or action.

Now my soul hath elbow-room. Shak., K. John, v. 7.

No sooner is he disappointed of that harbour then God

provides cities of Hebron ; Saul shal die to give him el-

bow-room, Bp. Hall, Abner and Joab.

elbow-scissors (el'bo-siz"orz), n. pi. Scissors

which, for convenience in cutting, have a bend
in the blade or shank.

elbow-shaker (el'bo-sha/'ker), n. A dicer; a

sharper; a gamester. Halliwell. [Old slang.]
elbow-shield (el'bo-sheld), n. The piece of ar-

mor protecting the elbow; a cubitiere. See
cuts under armor (figs. 2 and 3). Hewitt.

elbow-sleeve (el'bo-slev), . A sleeve in a

woman's dress, terminating at the elbow.

elbow-tongs (el'bo-tongz), n. pi. A pair of

heavy tongs with curved jaws.
elbuck (el'buk), n. A Scotch form of elbow.

elcaja (el-ka'ja), n. An Arabian tree, Trichilia

emetica, the fruit of which is emetic, and also

is sometimes used in the composition of an
ointment for the cure of the itch.

Elcesaite, Elkesaite (el-se'-, el-ke'sa-it), n.

One of a party or sect among the Jewish Chris-

tians of the second century, deriving their

name from Elkasai or Elxai, either their found-

er or leader, or the title of the book containing
their doctrines, which they regarded as a spe-
cial revelation. Their belief and practices were a
mixture of Gnosticism and Judaism, with much that was

peculiar. They were finally confounded with the Ebionites.

elchi, elchee (el'chi, -che), n. [Turk. and Pers.,
< Hind, elchi, an ambassador, envoy.] An am-
bassador or envoy. Also spelled eltchi.

Things which they had told to Colonel Rose they did

not yet dare to tell to the great Elchi (Lord Stratford de

Redcliffe). Kinglake.

eld (eld), n. [= Sc. eild, < ME. eld, elde, eelde,

earlier ylde, < AS. yldu, yldo, rarely celdu, (eld,

eld, old age, an age, antiquity (= OS. eldi =
OHG. alti, elti = Icel. old = Dan. ailde = Goth.

aids, age, an age), < eald, old : see old and
world.} 1. Age: said of any period of life.

Fyfe hundredth wyntres I am of elde,
Me thynk ther geris as yestirday.

York Plays, p. 43.

Lest migte the faylled
In thyne olde elde. Piers Plowman (B), xii. 8.

That faire child was of foure ger eld.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3498.

2. Old age; senility; also, an old person.
Weake eld hath left thee nothing wise.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iii. 16.

The weak fantasy of indigent eld. Lamb, Witches.

Time hath reft whate'er my sonl enjoy'd,
And with the ills of Eld mine earlier years alloy'd.

Byron, Childe Harold, ii. 98.

Green boyhood presses there,
And waning eld, pleading a youthful soul,
Intreats admission. . Southey.

8. An age ;
an indefinitely long period of time.

The thridde werldes elde cam quanue [when]
Thare begat Abram. Genesis and Exodus, 1. 705.

4. Time.
This storie olde, . . .

That elde which al can frete and bite . . .

Hath nygh devoured out of our memorie.
Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, 1. 10.

5. Former ages ;
old times

; antiquity.
Traditions of the saint and sage,
Tales that have the rime of age,

And chronicles of eld.

Longfellow, Prelude.

[Obsolete or poetical in all uses.]
eldt, a. An obsolete variant of old.

eldt, v. [< ME. elden, become old, tr. make old,
< AS. yldan, eddian, delay, tr. put off, delay,
prolong, < eald, old: see old, a., and old, v. (of
which eld, v., is a doublet), and eld, n."] I. in-

trans. 1. To become old; grow old.

Vertn stille ne sholde nat elden.

Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 7.

Time . . . had niaad liir elde
So inly. KOM. of the Hose, 1. 395.

2. To delay ; linger. Pa. Cott.

1864

II. trans. To make old.

Tyme that eldilh our auncessours, and eldeth kings and

emperours. Rom. of the Rose, 1. 391.

elden (el'den), n. A dialectal form of elding.

elder1
(el'der), a. compar. [< ME. elder, eldere,

cldre, either, alder, aldre, celdre, ealdre, < AS.

yldra, eldra (= OFries. alder, elder = OS. aldira

= OHG. alter, MHG. elter, G. alter = Icel. ellri,

eldri = Dan. csldre = Sw. aldre), compar. (with

umlaut) of eald, old. The compar. older is mod-

ern, < old + -er
1

*: see old. Cf. elder*, .] 1.

Older; senior; having lived a longer time ; born,

produced, or formed before something else : op-

posed to younger.
Sadoyne hir brother that was either than she.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 472.

The elder shall serve the younger. Gen. xxv. 23.

His elder son was in the field. Luke xv. 25.

After fifteen Months Imprisonment, K. Richard is re-

leased, and returns into England four Years elder than he

went out. Baker, Chronicles, p. 64.

2. Prior in origin or appointment ; preceding
in the date of a commission; senior: as, an
elder officer or magistrate.

You wrong me, Brutus,
I said an elder soldier, not a better.

Shak., J. C., iv. 3.

He [Dryden] may very well have preferred Romanism
because of its elder claim to authority in all matters of

doctrine. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 77.

3. Prior in time; earlier; former.

In elder times, when merriment was.

Robin Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 252).

In the elder days of Art,
Builders wrought with greatest care.

Longfellow, The Builders.

The account of this ... is so strongly characterized by
the simplicity of elder times . . . that I shall venture to

read an extract from the author who relates it.

Everett, Orations, II. 80.

The North Devon coast . . . has the primary merit of

being, as yet, virgin soil as to railways. I went accord-

ingly from Barnstaple to Ilfracombe on the top of a coach,
in the fashion of elder days.

H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 30.

Elder Brethren. See brother. Elder Edda. SeeEdda.
Elder band. See hand.

elder1
(el'der), n. [< (1) ME. pi. eldren, aildren,

lelderen, aldren, ealdren, and (with double pi.)

eldrene, elderne, also (with pi. of adj. in posi-
tive) eldre, eldere, also (prop. pi. of (2), below)
elderes, eldres, elders, rarely aiders, (a) parents,
(6) ancestors; (2) ME. rarely in sing, eldere,

celdere, wider, alder, (c) a chief; the forms and
senses being mixed in ME. ,

but distinct in AS. :

< AS. (1) yldran, eldran, (eldran (ONorth. aldro),

(a) parents, (6) ancestors (rarely in sing, yldra,

parent, father, = OFries. aldera, ieldera, alder,
elder = OS. aldiro, aldro, pi. aldron, eldiron

=i G. eltern, pi., parents, voreltern, ancestors,
= Dan. for&ldre = Sw. foraldrar, pi., parents),

pi. of yldra, etc., adj. compar. of eald, old:

see elder1
,
a.

; (2) AS. ealdor, aldor, pi. ealdras,

aldras, (a) an elder, parent, (6) ancestor, also

and more commonly (c) a chief, prince, < eald,

old, + -or; orig. identical with the compar. adj.]
1. One who is older than another or others;
an elderly person.

To fructifie also this is honest,
That yonger men obeye unto thaire eldran
In gouvernynge, as goode and buxom children.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 6.

At the board, and in private, it very well becometh
children's innocency to pray, and their elders to say Amen.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

He led a blooming bride,
And stood a wither'd elder at her side.

Crabbe, Parish Register.

The tavern-hours of mighty wits,
Thine elders and thy betters.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

2. A forefather; a predecessor; one of a for-

mer generation in the same family, class, or

community.
By it [faith] the elders obtained a good report.

Heb. ii. 2.

Carry your head as your elders have done before you.
Sir R. L'Estranye.

3. In the Old Testament, a title of indefinite

signification applied to various officers, but

generally indicating in the earlier history the

princes or heads of tribes, and afterward men
of special influence, dignity, and authority in

their local community. In the New Testament the
elders are the lay element in the Sanhedrim, the supreme
court of the Jewish nation in the first century.

Gather unto me all the elders of your tribes, and your
officers, that I may speak these words in their ears.

Deut. xxxi. 28.

Her husband is known in the gates, when he sitteth

among the elders of the land. Prov, xxxi. 23.

elder

In the first instance, at any rate originally, the head of

the first house was always the head of the clan, that of

the first clan also that of the tribe. All these three grades
of the heads of the people, who would thus reach the total

of 1 728, might certainly be also designated by one com-

mon name, and in all probability this was furnished by
the name "head" or "father," also more definitely the

"head 9f the fathers," but more frequently by the name
we so often meet with of elder.

Ewald, Antiq. of Israel (trans.), p. 245.

4. In the New Testament, also the title of

certain officers in the Christian church, whose
functions are not clearly defined, but who ap-

parently exercised a considerable control in the

conduct of the local churches. Scholars are not

agreed as to the limits or nature of their authority. The

Presbyterians maintain that there were two classes of el-

ders (1 Tim. v. 17 ; 1 Cor. xii. 28 ; Rom. xii. 6-8 ; Acts xv.

25, 26, xx. 28 ; Heb. xiii. 7, 17). The Congregationalists
on the one hand, and the Episcopalians on the other, main-

tain that there was no distinction between ruling and

teaching elders, the elder or presbyter being in their judg-
ment identical with the pastor or shepherd of the flock

(Acts xx. 28 ; 1 Thes. v. 12 ; Heb. xiii. 7, 17 ; 1 Tim. v. 17).

Elder is the translation of the equivalent word, which
we still preserve in its Greek form of presbyter, and which
is contracted through the old French forms pi-ester and

prestre, into priest. Smith, N. T. Hist., p. 447, note.

5. In certain Protestant churches, an officer ex-

ercising governmental functions, either with or

without teaching or pastoral functions, (a) In

churches of the Baptist persuasion the pastors of churches

are usually called elders, although the class especially so

called are not settled pastors, but evangelists and mis-

sionaries. (6) (1) In churches of the Presbyterian order

the pastor of a church is technically called the teaching

elder, as distinguished from the ruling elders, commonly
called simply elders, who are a body of laymen, varying
in number, selected to assist the pastor in the oversight
and government of the church. The board of ruling el-

ders constitute with the pastor the session of the church,
and are intrusted with its government and discipline, sub-

ject to the supervision of the Presbytery. Such elders are

required to accept the Symbol or Confession of Faith of

the Presbyterian Church ; they do not administer the sac-

raments, but aid in the Lord's supper by distributing the

elements. They are sometimes elected for life, sometimes

only for a term of years. (2) In the early days of Congre-

gationalism many churches had, besides the pastor and

teacher, a ruling elder, charged with matters of church

government and discipline.

The congregation at Watertown (whereof Mr. George
Phillips was pastor) had chosen one Richard Brown for

their elder. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 81.

I judg it not lawful! for you, being a ruling Elder, . . .

opposed to the Eldere that teach & exhorte and labore In

y word and doctrine, to which y sacrements are annexed,
to administer them, nor convenient if it were lawful!.

Robinson, Quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation,
[p. 167.

(c) In some bodies of American Methodists elder is the

general term for any clergyman. In the Methodist Epis-

copal Church the presiding elder is an ordained clergyman
appointed by and serving under the bishop as superinten-
dent, with large though carefully defined supervisory pow-
ers within a specified "district," which usually corresponds
somewhat in extent to an average county in an eastern

State. In this district every minister is amenable to him,
and every church is subject to his supervision and is usu-

ally visited by him three or four times during the year.
He presides at Quarterly and often at District Conferences.

Traveling elders are itinerant preachers appointed by the
Annual Conference, (d) In the Mormon Church the elder

Is an officer whose duty it is "to preach and baptize ; to

ordain other elders, and also priests, teachers, and dea-

cons ; to lay on hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost ; to

bless children ; and to take the lead of all meetings." The
elders constitute the Melchizedek priesthood, and include

the apostles, the Seventy, the evangelists or patriarchs,
and the high priest. Mormon Catechism, xvii. (e) Among
the Shakers, four elders, two males and two females (the
latter also called elderesses), have charge of each of the

aggregated families.

elder2 (el'der), n. [(1) < ME. elder, eldre, eldyr

(with excrescent d), eller, also ellerne, ellarne

(whence mod. dial, eller, eldern, ellerii, ellen-

tree), < AS. ellen, the usual form, but earlier

ellaern (in a Kentish gloss) = MLG. elhorn,

alliorn, alherne, etc., LG. elloorn, elder, the el-

der-tree. (2) Another form appears in E. dial.

Mlder, < ME. hilder, liilhr, Jiilior, hillerne, liel-

derne (generally, like the other ME. forms, in

connection with tree) = D. halder(-boom') (now
vlier, vlier-boom) = Norw. liyll, liylle-tre = Sw.

hyll, hylle-tra = Dap. liyld, hylde-tr&, elder, el-

der-tree. (3) A third form appears in OHG.
holantar, holvntar, MHG. Jiolander, liolder, G.

lioluurler, hoJilunder, Jioldcr, dial, holler. It is

doubtful whether these three forms are ult.

identical. Popular etym. has wrought confu-

sion, e. g., in assimilating the forms with those

of alder*; cf. ME. elder, mod. dial, eller, LG.

cllern, G. eller, alder. The third form, OHG.
linhnitar, etc., appears to consist of liol-, the

root of the word, popularly supposed to bo
identical with liol, mod. G. Itulil, = AS. Jiol, hol-

low, + -an = AS. -en, iuflexive or deri v. suffix, +
-tar, MHG. -aer, prob. (as in OHG. mazzol-tra,
MHG. mazolter, G. mansholder = AS. mapt<J-di<i;

-ilor, -dent, maple-tree) cognate with tree: cf.

the Scand. forms with -tre, -trci, -tra;. Some



elder

compare Kuss. kalinn, elder.] The common
name for species of Kamlim-ns. i 'in- unliiini j ei.ier

of Europe l-s .S'. ninra. and that of North AIIHT|<-:I is .S'.Ca-

nit'li-Hii* both with black-purple h.nirs, well known :u

shrubs of rapid growth, tin- stems i-onluininu an 111111-11:1!

amount of jiith. The red-berried elder of the I'nitcil

stal.-- i- .S'. r'iixa, anil Hit- dwarf or ground elder nl

Europe is .S. Khiiliitt. From tile dried pith of the elder-tree

Imlls for elei-tiii-d pnr|insf.s are m;uk-. The wood is also

used for inferior turnery-work, weavers' shuttles, netting

pins, anil shoemakers' pegs.

Laurel for a garland, or flilfr for a disgrace.

Lylii, Alexander and Campuspe, Epll.

Box-elder, the \egundo aeeroittfn, a North American
tree, oft. n i uliiviited for shade. Dwarf elder, of Ja-

nuiica, thi- I'ilfti yraiidu a sutfrutcsccnt niticuceous

Plant
with large elder-like leaves. Marsh-elder, of the

lilted .States, Jmi frutetceiu. Poison elder, the poi-
son sumac, Khus veiunatn.fMA, rose, or white elder,
of Europe, the guelder-rose, Viburnum Opulus. Also
called water-elder. Wild elder, (a) In England, the
ashweed. .11 ri'i>ilhim J'odayraria. Also called bishop's-
elder. (b) In the United States, the AnUia higpida.

elderberry (el'der-ber*'!), n. ; pi. elderberries

(-iz). [<cWer2 -f hcrn/i.] The purplish-black
drupaceous fruit of the elder, Samoucus nii/m
and 5. Canatlcnsix, having an acidulous and
sweetish taste, and used for making a kind of
wine. The inspissated juice is employed as an
aperient and a diuretic.

That elderberries are poison, as we are taught by tradi-

tion, experience will unteach us.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., li. 7.

elderess (el'der-es), n. A female elder,

elderfathert, See eldfather.

elder-gun (erder-gun), n. A popgun made of
elder-wood by extracting the pith.

That's a perilous shot out of an elder gun, that a poor
and private displeasure can do against a monarch !

Shale., Hen. V., iv. 1.

If he give not back his crown again upon the report of

an elder-gun, I have no augury.
Beau, and Fl., Philaster, 1. 1.

elderly (el'der-li), a. [< elder1 + -ly
1
.] Some-

what old
;
advanced beyond middle age ;

bor-

dering on old age : as, elderly people.
I knew them all as babies, and now they're elderly men.

Tennyson, The Grandmother.
= Syn. Old, etc. See aged.

eldernH (el'dern), a. [Also eldren; < elder* +
-.] Elder; elderly; aged.

Then out it speaks an eldren knight. . . .

" O hand your tongue, ye eldren man,
And bring me not to shame."

Tanm-Line (Child's Ballads, I. 260).

eldern2t (el'dern), a. [< elder? + -n, for -en.

Of. ME. ellern, etc., elder.] Of elder; made of
elder

; belonging to the elder.

Hee would discharge us as boyes do eldcme gunnes
one pellet to strike out another.

Ularston and Webster, Malcontent, iv. 4.

Nettles are put in pottage, and sallats are made of eldern-

buds. fuller, Holy State, L Y. 2.

eldership (el'der-ship), n. [< elder1 + -ship."}

1. Seniority ; the state of being older. [Bare
or obsolete.]
No other dominion than paternity and eldership.

Kaleigh, Hist. World, I. ix. 1.

Though Truth and Falsehood are as twins ally'd,
There's eldership on Truth's delightful side.

Parnell, Donne's Third Satire Versified.

2. The office of an elder : as, he was elected to

the eldership. 3. A body or an order of elders.

No repeated crambes of Christ's discipline, of Elders
and Elderships, ... no engine was capable to buoy up
Presbytery. Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 17.

elder-tree (el'der-tre), n. See elder%.

elder-Wine (el'der-win), n. A wine made from
elderberries, usually with the addition of some
spirit.

eldest (el'dest), a. sunerl. [< ME. eldc.il, <!-

deste, ealdeste, oldest, < AS. yldesta, superl. of

cald, old. The form oldest is mod., < old +
-est; cf. elder1

, a.] Oldest; most advanced in

age; that was born first: as, the eldest son or

daughter.
Then he (the king of Moab) took hlse(d son that should

have reigned in his stead, and offered him for a burnt of-

fering upon the wall. 2 Ki. iii. 27.

O, my offence is rank, it smells to heaven
;

It huth the primal eldest curse upon 't.

A brother's murther ! Shak., Hamlet, iii. 3.

Eldest hand. See Intnl.

eldfathert, . [< ME. eldfader, eldefader, aid-

fader, < AS. ealdfirdrr, alilfirder (= OPries. al-

dufcdrr, nldfitdrr), grandfather, < eald, old, +
fffder, father : see old (and eld) and fa ther. Cf.

tidmother.] \. A grandfather.
The wyt of hire fadir or of hire rldefadir.

Chaucer, Boctuius, il. prose 4.

2. A father-in-law,

eldin, n. See eldiny.

1865

elding (el'ding), n. [E. dial. Also eilding, el-

ilin, clden (and eel-thing), < ME. "elding, ei/l-

itijnij, < led. i liliny (= Dan. ilding), fuel, < c/ilr

= Dan. iltl, fire: see anneal1
.] If. Firewood;

fuel. J'rompt. Pan., p. 136.

Ye'll lie wanting eildiny now, or something to pitt ower
the winter. Scott, Guy Mannerlng, xlv.

2. Kubbish. Hallivell.

eldmothert, . [< ME. eldmoder, < AS. eald-

mudor (= OFries. aldemoder, aldmoder), grand-
mother, < eald, old, + modor, mother : see old

(and eld) and mother. Cf. eldfather.] 1. A
grandmother.

Eldmoder to ane bunder thar saw I Hecuba.
(,'un/i Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 64.

2. A mother-in-law. Halliicell.

Item. I gyve vnto my eldmoder his [the father-in-

law's] wyffe, my wytfes froke anil a read pettlcote.
Will /1571 (cited In Prompt. Parv., ed. Way, p. 138).

El Dorado (el do-ra'do). [Sp., lit. the gold-
en: el, the (< L'. ille, that); dorado, pp. of

dorar, gild: see dorado and deaurate.] A
country rich beyond all precedent in gold and
jewels, which the

early Spanish explorers be-

lieved to exist somewhere in the new world,
and which Orellaua averred that he had found
in his voyage down the Amazon in 1540-41.
This was soon disproved, but the search was continued
down to the eighteenth century, and the name has be-

come a synonym for any region said to abound in the
means of easily acquired wealth. It was used with spe-
cific reference to California for some years after the dis-

covery of gold there in 1848. Sometimes written as one
word: as, the Eldorado of the West.

My sick brother, as In hospital-maladies men do, thou
dreamest of Paradises and El Dorados, which are far from
thee. Carlyle.

In Eldorado, we are told, the children in the streets

play with nuggets of gold instead of marbles.

Fortnightly Ken., N. S., XL. 98.

eldrich, eldritch (el'drich), a. [Sc., also for-

merly spelled elriche, elrische, elraige, elricic, al-

risch, alleriuli, airy, elphrish, etc.; origin un-

certain.] Hideous; ghastly; wild; weird; pre-
ternatural.

She heard strange elritch sounds

Upon that wind which went.
'//..- Young Tamlane (Child's Ballads, I. 123).

His lengthen'd chin, his turn d up snout,
II is eldritch squeal and gestures.

Burns, Holy Fair.

Elean (e'le-an), a. Same as Eliac.

Eleatic (el-e-at'ik), a. and . [< L. Eleaticus,
also Eleates, pertaining to Elea. Gr. 'E/Uo, L.

also Velia and Helta, orig. called (by its Greek
founders) "Cfari, i. e. (prob.), *pr/.tf, < tv.of, orig.

"pttof, amarsh, low ground by rivers.] I. a. Of
or pertaining to Elea (Latin Velio), an ancient
Greek town in southern Italy or Magna Grrecia ;

specifically, an epithet given to a school of

Greek philosophy founded by Xenophanes of

Colophon, who resided in Elea. The most distin-

guished philosophers of this school were Parmenides and
Zeno. The main Eleatic doctrines are developments of
the conception that the One, or Absolute, alone Is real.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of Elea. 2. An ad-
herent of the Eleatic philosophy.
Eleaticism(el-e-at'i-sizm), n. [(.Eleatic+ -ism.]
The doctrines of the Eleatic school of philoso-
phy.

elec. An abbreviation of electric and electricity.

elecampane (eFe-kam-pan'), n. [Formerly eli-

cam/ifiHe, tilecam/iane, alycompaine, heliecampa-
nie (the first part being al-

tered appar. in simulation
of the L. name heleniutn =
Gr. ttiviav (> AS. elene)-. <

OF. enule-campane, < ML.
inula campana, elecam-

pane: L. inula, elecam-

pane, perhaps an accom.
of helenium, < Gr. l).fviov, a

plant supposed to be ele-

campane; ML. campana,
prob. for crtnipania, fern, of

the field, < i,.campus, a field:

see campaign, champagne.]
1. The common name of Inula Helenium, u

coarse stout composite plant, a native of cen-
tral Europe and Asia, sometimes cultivated,
and often found naturalized in meadows and

pastures in the eastern United States. It was
one of the most famous of old medicines, having a special
reputation in all pulmonary affections, and it is still used
as a domestic remedy for various complaints.

Seed-jiertrl were jrimil now, boiled with syrup of apples,
Tincture of cold, ami coral, citron pills,
Your elicainpanr root, myrobalanes.

B. Junwn, Volpone. 111. 2.

Elecampane I Inula Ittte-

electicism

2. A coarae sweetmeat, professedly made from
the root of the plant, but really composed of
little else than colored sugar.
He borrowed from every one of the pupils I don't

know how he spent it except in hardbake and atycom-
j"t'in'. Thackeray, Newcomer, xxv.

elect (e-lekf), r. t. [< L. clcctiui, pp. of eligere

(> It. elegi/crc = Sp. Pg. elegir = F. elire), pick
out, choose, elect (= Gr. txteytiv, pick out,

choose, > ult. E. eclectic), < e, out, + legere, pick
out, pick, gather, collect, etc.: see legend. Cf.

collect, select.] 1. To pick out; select from
among a number

; specifically, in theol., to se-

lect, especially as an object of divine mercy or
favor. See election, 6.

The breath of worldly men cannot depose
The deputy elected by the Lord.

Shot., Rich. II., 111. 2.

He lost nothing of ... devotion to the sublime enter-

prise to which he held himself elected from his Infancy by
the promises of <iod. Bancroft, Hist. L'. 8., I. 6.

If Orcagna's work was elected to survive the ravages of

time, it Is a happy chance that it should be balanced by a

group of performances of such a different temper.
U. Jama, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 322.

Hence 2. To select for an office or employ-
ment by a majority or plurality (according to

agreement) of votes ; choose by ballot or any
similar method : as, to elect a representative or

a senator; to elect a president or mayor.
After the Death of Hubert Archbishop of Canterbury,

the Monks of that Convent secretly In the Night elected

one Reginald, their Sub-Prior, to succeed him.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 73.

3. To choose
; prefer ;

determine in favor of.

Of his Deghter by dene, that were dere holdyn,
One Creusa was cald kyndly by nome,
That Eneas afterward Klit to wed,
That spokyn is of specially In our apede after.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1491.

They have been, by the means that they elected, carried

beyond the end that they designed.
Boyle, Essay on Scripture.

Yourself elected law should take its course,
Avenge wrong, or show vengeance not your right.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 149.

= Syn. Select, Prefer, etc. See choose.

elect (e-lekf), a. and n. [= F. elit = Sp. electo

= Pg.' eleito = It. eletto, < L. electus, pp. : see

elect, v. t.] I. a. 1. Chosen; selected from

among anumber
; taken in preference to others

;

specifically, in theol., chosen as the special ob-

jects of mercy or divine favor
;
chosen to eter-

nal life.

The elder unto the elect lady and her children, whom I

love in the truth. 2 John 1.

Some I have chosen of peculiar grace,
Elect above the rest. Milton, P. L, III. 184.

Thrilling with the electric touch of sacred leaves, he saw
in vision, like Dante, that small procession of the elder

poets to which only .-/-.' centuries can add another lau-

relled head. Lotcell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 310.

2. Chosen to an office, as by vote, but not yet in-

augurated, consecrated, or invested with office :

in this sense usually after the noun : as, gov-
ernor or mayor elect. 3. Of such a nature as
to merit choice or preference ;

noble ; exalted.

Emerson . . . stood hale and serene and sane, elect and
beautiful in every aspect of his mind.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 478.

II. n. sing, or pi. 1. A person or persons
chosen or set apart ;

one or more selected for a

particular service or honor.

Behold my servant, whom I uphold ; mine elect. In whom
my soul delighteth. Isa. xlii. 1.

These reverend fathers, . . . the elect of the land.

Shot., Hen. VIII., ii. 4.

The executive, the elect of the whole State, has In no in-

stance any medium of communication with his constitu-

ents, except through the legislature.
Ji. A. Ret., CXX1IL 4.

2. Those who are chosen by God to eternal life.

He shall send his angels, . . . and they shall gather to-

gether his eleet from the four winds. Mat. xxiv. 31.

Tis true we all hold there is a number of elect, and many
to be saved. Sir T. Brmrne, Religio Medici, L 60.

As God hath appointed the elect unto glory, so hath He,
by the eternal and most free purpose of His will, foreor-
dained all the means thereunto.

Wett. Conf. of Faith, ill. i 6.

elect. An abbreviation of electric and electricity.

electantt (e-lek'tant), n. [< L. electan(t-)s, ppr.
< if clectare, rare freq. of eligere, elect : see elect.]

One having the power of choosing.
You cannot go on further to entitle him a free electant

too. A. Tucker, Light of Nature, II. iii. 26.

electaryt (e-lek'ta-ri), . An obsolete form of

.

electicism (e-lek'ti-sizm), . An improper form
of eclecticism. [Rare.]



election

election (e-lek'shon), n. [< ME. election, elec-

cioun, < OF. election, F. flection = Pr. (lectio =
Sp. election = Pg. eleic&o = It. elczione, < L. efec-

tio(n-), a choosing, < eligere, pp. electus, pick

out, choose, elect : see e/ec.] 1. A deliberate

act of choice
; particularly, a choice of means

for accomplishing a given end.

Nor headlong carried by the stream of will,

Nor by his owu election led to ill.

Daniel, Civil Ware, iv.

For what is Man without a mooving mind,
Which hath a judging wit and chusing will?

Now if God's power should her election bind,

Her motions then would cease and stand all still.

Sir J. Dailies, Nosce Teipsum.

I had thought you
Had had more judgment to have made election

Of your companions.
B. Jonson, Every Man lu his Humour, 1. 1.

The freedom of election a freedom which is indispen-
sable to all moral value, whether in doing or in suffering,

In believing or denying. De Quincey, Essenes, i.

2. The choice of a person or persons for office

of any kind by the voting of a body of quali-
fied or authorized electors. The persons voted for

are called candidates, or, with reference to their selection

as candidates, nominees. Election for public office is now
almost universally effected by the use of printed ballots.

(See ballot*.) The decision may depend upon the cast-

ing of an actual majority of all the votes for a candidate,
as in various European countries and in some of the

United States, or upon a plurality or the largest number
of votes for any candidate where there are more than two

opposing candidates, as in most of the United States. In

the former case a new election has to be held when there

is no actual majority ; in the latter a single balloting is

flnal unless there is a tie, which is very rare.

And alweys thei maken here Queen by Eleccioun, that is

most worthy in Armes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 155.

The election of a President of America, some years hence,
will be much more interesting to certain nations of Europe
than ever the election of a king of Poland was.

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 275.

3. The act or process of choosing a person or

persons for office by vote ;
a polling for office ;

also, the occasion or set time and provision for

making such choice : as, a general or a special
election ; American elections are generally held
in autumn.

Election, in a political sense, was formerly limited to

"the act of choosing a person to fill an office or employ-
ment." The new sense ... is a voting at the polls to

ratify or reject a proposed measure.
Prof. F. P. Brewer, in Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass.,

[XVII., App., p. vii.

Hence 4. By extension, a public vote upon a

proposition submitted
;
a poll for the decision

by vote of any public matter or question : as,

to hold an election on a new constitution, or on
a measure referred by the legislature to the

people. [U.S.] 5f. Discernment; discrimi-

nation; distinction.

To use men with much difference and election is good.
Bacon.

6. In theol. : (a) The choice by God of partic-
ular individuals either (1) to be the recipients
of his grace and of eternal life, or (2) to bo
commissioned for a particular work. Whether
the choice in the former case is absolute or conditional is

a disputed question in theology. Calvinism maintains
that it is absolute ; Arminianism, that it is conditional.

Knowing, brethren beloved, your election of God.
1 Thes. i. 4.

This election was not founded upon foreseen faith, and
the obedience of faith, holiness, or any other good quality
or disposition in man, as the prerequisite, cause, or con-
dition on which it depended ; but men are chosen to faith

and to the obedience of faith, holiness, etc.

Canons of the Synod of Dort, ix.

I believe election means, secondly, a divine appointment
of some men to eternal happiness. But I believe this
election to be conditional, as well as the reprobation op-
posite thereto. John Wesley, Works, VI. 28.

(&t) Those who are elected by God to eternal
life.

Israel hath not obtained that which he seeketh for
; but

the election hath obtained it. Rom. xi. 7.

7. In astral., a reason for choosing one time
rather than another for an undertaking ;

a
preference of times. See root, n.

The assendent sothly, as well in alle nativitez as in ques-
tiouns & elecciouns of tymes, is a thing which that thise
astrologiens gretly observen. Chanter, Astrolabe, ii. 4.

Elections hold good in those cases only where both the
virtue of the heavenly bodies is such as does not quickly
pass, and the action of the inferior bodies is such as is not
suddenly accomplished.

Bacon, De Augmentis (tr. by Spedding), ii. 4.

8. In math., a part or the whole of a number
Of distinguishable objects. The number of elections
of n things isV 1. Thus, the elections of three things,
A, B, C, are : A, B, C, AB, AC, BC, ABC. Age Of elec-
tion. See age, 3. Disseizin by election. See ilisteiiin.

Elections (Hours of Poll) Act, an English statute of
1884 (47 and 48 Viet., c. 34). which established hours for
voting at parliamentary and municipal elections in cer-
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tain boroughs, from 8 A. M. till 8 p. M. In 1885 (48 Viet.,

c. 10) it was extended to include all such elections. Point
or place Of election, in sury., the preferred point, as, in

ligature arteries, the point where in a normal person the

artery can be most conveniently and advantageously tied.

Primary election. See primary. Strong or weak
election, in astral., a great or small preference for one

time rather than another. = Syn. 1 and 2. Choice, Prefer-

ence, etc. See option.

election-auditor (e-lek'shon-a"di-tor), n. In

Great Britain, an officer annually appointed for

each constituency, to whom is committed the

duty of auditing and publishing the account of

all expenses incurred at parliamentary elec-

tions.

electioneer (e-lek-sho-ner'), v. i. [< election +
-eer.] To employ means for influencing an elec-

tion, as public speaking, solicitation of votes,

etc.
;
work for the success of a candidate or of

a party in an election : as, to electioneer for a

candidate, or for a ticket
;
he electioneered with

great effect.

He ... took care to engage in his interest all those un-

derlings who delight in galloping round the country to

electioneer. Hiss Edgeworth, Rosanna, iii.

The experiment is now making, . . . whether candidates
for the presidency shall openly electioneer for that office.

jR. Choate, Addresses, p. 425.

electioneerer (e-lek-sho-ner'er), n. One who
electioneers.

Many loud-tongued electioneerers, who proved to Vivian,

by everything but calculation, that he must be returned
if he would but stand. Miss Edgeworth, Vivian, ii.

electioneering (e-lek-sho-ner'ing), p. a. Of or

pertaining to the influencing of voters before or

at an election : as, electioneering practices.
elective (e-lek'tiv), a. and n. [= F. eleetif=
Pr. electiu = Sp. Pg. electivo = It. elettivo, < L.

as if *electivus, < electus, pp. of eligere, pick put,
choose: see elect.] I. a. 1. Chosen by election;

dependent on choice ;
bestowed or passing by

election: as, an elective monarchy (one in which
the king is raised to the throne by election) ;

the' office is elective: opposed to hereditary, or

to tenure by appointment.
The elective mode of obtaining rulers is the characteris-

tic policy of republican government.
A. Hamilton, The Federalist, No. Ivii.

It came to be disputed whether the monarchy was he-

reditary or elective. J. Adams, Works, IV. 362.

By its [the House of Lords'] side arose the House of Com-

mons, the elective house of the knights, citizens, and bur-

gesses. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 369.

An elective magistracy and clergy, land for all who would
till it, and reading and writing, will ye, nill ye.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 230.

2. Pertaining or relating to or consisting in the

choice or right of choosing by vote : as, the elec-

tive principle in government ;
the elective fran-

chise.

The pope . . . rejected both candidates, declared the
elective power to be forfeited, and put in his own nominee.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 382.

The elective right of the chapters and the archiepiscopal
confirmation were formally admitted.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 381.

3. Exerting the power of choice.

All moral goodness consisteth in the elective act of the

understanding will. A . Grew, Cosmologia Sacra.

4. Selecting for combination: as, an elective

attraction, which is a tendency in bodies to

unite with certain kinds of matter in preference
to other kinds Elective affinity, see chemical af-

finity, under chemical. Elective franchise, monarchy,
etc. See the nouns.

II. n. In the colleges of the United States,
an optional study; any one of a number of

studies from which the scholar is allowed to

select that which he prefers.

Post-graduate electives are allowed to a limited extent.
Jour. Pedagogy, I., No. 6, advertising p. 6.

electively (e-lek'tiv-li), adv. By choice; with

preference of one to another.

Cabbage is no food for her [the butterfly] ; yet in the

cabbage, not by chance, but studiously and electively, she

lays her eggs. Paley, Nat. Theol., xviii.

electivity (e-lek-tiv'i-ti), n. [< elective + -ity.]

The quality of being elective. F. W. B. Myers.
elector (e-lek'tor), n. [= F. electenr= Sp. elector

= Pg. eUitor= It. etettore, < L. elector, a chooser,
< eligere, pp. electus, pick out, choose : see elect.]

One who elects or has the right of choice ; a

person who has the legal right of voting for

any functionary or the adoption of any mea-
sure

;
a voter. In free governments the people, or such

of them as possess the prescribed qualifications, are the
electors of their legislative representatives, and in some,
as the United States, of their principal executive officers,
and in some cases of their judicial officers.

The rule of Jefferson was followed in requiring no prop-
erty qualification for an elector.

Bancroft, Hist. Const., II. 113.

electoress

Specifically (a) In the Roman-German empire, one of the

seven or more princes who had the right to elect the em-

peror. As established by the Golden Bull of 1356, these

were the spiritual electors of Mayence, Treves, and Cologne,
and the temporal electors of the Rhine Palatinate, Saxony,
Brandenburg, and Bohemia. Other German princes, as the

rulers of Bavaria, Hanover, etc., also had voices in the

college of electoral princes for longer or shorter periods.

The original electors held also the great magisterial offices

of the imperial court. The whole system passed away
with the empire in 1806. The temporal princes holding
the right were generally known by the title of elector in

their several dominions.

Munich is a place visited by most of the strangers who go
into Germany ; the elector's palace in the town was finely

furnished. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 214.

(b) In the United States, one of the presidential elec-

tors. See below.

The President of the United States . . . and the Vice-

President are chosen for the term of four years, by elec-

tors, appointed in such manner as the several States may
direct. Calhoun, Works, I. 176.

The electors have no practical power over the election,

and have had none since their institution.

T. U. Benton, Thirty Years, I. 37.

Presidential electors, persons elected by the voters of

the several States for the purpose of electing the next

President and Vice-President of the United States. Ori-

ginally they were expected to exercise some independent
choice among members of each party represented in their

body ; but in practice their function soon became merely
that of casting, votes predetermined by party nomination.
Each State has as many electors as it has representatives
and senators in Congress. No person holding an office

under the United States government is eligible for an
elector. The Great Elector, the name usually given to

Frederick William, Elector of Brandenburg from 1640 to

1688, who greatly strengthened the Brandenburg-Prussian
power, and prepared the way for the elevation of the Prus-

sian monarchy under Frederick the Great.

electoral (e-lek'to-ral), a. [= F. electoral =
Sp. electoral = Pg". electoral = It. elettorale ; <

elector + -al.~\ Of or pertaining to election or

electors
; consisting of electors.

Such are the subdivisions in favour of the electoral and
other princes of the empire. Burke, Economical licfonn.

The restriction of the electoral franchise to the class

which was qualified to serve on juries commended itself

to moderate politicians of the fifteenth century.
Stubbs, Const. Hist., 368.

Electoral college, a name informally given to the elec-

tors of a single State, when met to vote for President and
Vice-President of the United States, and sometimes to the

whole body of electors. See presidential electors, under
elector.

In case the electoral college fails to choose a Vice-Presi-

dent, the power devolves on the Senate to make the se-

lection from the two candidates having the highest num-
ber of votes. Calhoun, Works, I. 175.

Electoral commission, in U. S. hist., an extraordinary

commission, consisting of five senators, five representa-

tives, and five associate justices of the Supreme Court of

the United States, created by an act of Congress in 1877, to

whom were to be referred all electoral votes for President
and Vice-President as to the admission of which the two
houses could not agree, the Republicans having a major-
ity in the Senate and the Democrats in the House of Rep-
resentatives. The occasion for the disagreement was the

opposite views taken by the respective parties as to the
relative validity of different sets of electoral votes re-

turned from the lately seceded States of Louisiana, South

Carolina, and Florida, and also from Oregon, which would
decide the election. The result was the seating of the

Republicans Hayes and Wheeler, as against the Democrats
Tilden and Hendricks. Electoral crown, the crown
worn by the electors of the Roman-German empire, repre-
sented as arched with four half-circles supporting an orb
and a cross, and doubled or faced with ermine, which
turns up round the lower rim and has a scalloped edge,
and with two fillets hanging down on the two sides.

Electoral mantle, a mantle worn as a mark of office by
the electors of the Roman-German empire.

electoralityt (e-lek-to-ral'i-ti), n. [< electoral

+ -ity.] An electorate.

Understanding as well this declaration to be for the

electoralities, principalities, and estates, situate and being
within the empire. Reliquiae Wottoniana, p. 634.

electorate (e-lek'tor-at), n. [= F. tlectorat =
Sp. electorado = Pg. eleitorado = It. elettorato;
as elector + -ate3.] 1. The whole body of elec-

tors ;
the aggregate of citizens entitled to vote.

Our Liberal electorate has the task thrown upon it not

only of choosing a good minister, but also of determining
what the good shall be which this minister is to bring us.

il. Arnold, in Nineteenth Century, XIX. 654.

In the new Parliament, notwithstanding the vast in-

crease of the electorate, there was no direct representation
of the unions. The Century, XXVIII. 129.

2. The dignity of an elector in the Roman-Ger-
man empire. 3. The territory of an elector in

Germany.
He . . . can himself command, when he pleases, the

whole strength of an electorate in the empire.
Arlduton, Freeholder.

electoress, electress (e-lek'tor-es, -tres), n.

[= F. electrice = It. elettrice; as elector + -ess.]

The wife or widow of an elector of the Boman-
Germaii empire.
The eyes of all the protestants in the nation turned to-

wards the electoress of Brunswick; who was daughter to the

queen of Bohemia. Bp. Burnct, Hist. Own Times, an. 1700.
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electorial (e-lek-to'ri-al), a. [< elector + -ial.']

Same as electoral. [liare.]
I make nu doubt they ,tln revolution society |

wonM
soon erect tlieiiiM-lveh into an electorial college, it thinn*
were ripe to give effect to their claim.

Burke, Rev. in Krance.

electorship (e-lek'tor-ship), n. [< elector +
Tne office of uu elector.

And if the Bavarian Imth male-issue of this young lady,
the son in to succeed him in the eltcturxhiv.

/Imtvll, Letters, I. vl. 23.

Electra (o-lek'trft), n. [L., < Or. 'JU^r/wi, a
fern. jinijuT naiiio: see 7/rfri.] 1. One of

the Pleiades, 20 Tauri. 2. FNL.] In cool.: (a)
A genus of polyps. Lamarck, 1816. (b) A ge-
nus of lepiuopterous insects. Stephens, 1829.

(c) A genus of dipterous insects. Loew
t
1845.

(rf) A genus of mollusks.

electret, . A Middle English form of electron.

electrepeter (e-lek-trep'e-ter), n. [Incorrect-

ly formed, appar. meant for *electrotrope, < Or.

f//.fKTfMv 9
amber (repr. electricity), + Tptiretv,

turn.] An instrument for changing the direc-

tion of electric currents.

electress, n. See electoress.

electric (o-lek'trik), a. and n. [= F. tlectrique
= Bp. elcctrico = ljg.electrico = It. elettrico (cf.

D. G. elektrisch = Dan. Sw. elektrisk), < NL.
electrietts, < L. electrum, amber (repr. electri-

city): seee/ecirww. First used by Gilbert,"Vim
illatn etectricam nobis placet appellare" (De
Magnete (1600), ii. 2, p. 47).] I. a. [Also elec-

trical.'] 1 . Containing electricity,
or capable of

exhibiting it when excited by friction : as, an
electric body, such as amber or glass.
There Is no need to admit with Carteslus that because

some electrical bodies are very close and fixed, what they
emit upon rubbing is not part of their own substance.

lioyle, Atmospheres of Consistent Bodies (1667).

2. Pertaining to or consisting in electricity:

as, electric power; an electric discharge.
Home substances possess In a very high degree the ca-

pacity of transmitting the electric power or condition ;

others possess in a high degree the capacity of intercept-

ing It. Tyndall, Light and Elect., p. 147.

3. Derived from or produced by electricity: as,
an electric shock; an electric light. 4. Con-

veying electricity ; producing electricity ;
com-

municating a shock by electricity : as, an elec-

tric machine ;
electric wires ;

the electric eel or
fish.

Certain fishes belonging to the genera Torpedo (among
the Elasmobranchli), Gymnotus, Malapterurus, and Mor-

myrus (among the Teleostel), possess organs which convert

nervous energy Into electricity, just as muscles convert
the same energy into ordinary motion. . . . The nerves of

the electrical organs proceed from the fifth pair, and from
the electric lobe of the medulla oblongata, which appears
to be developed at the origin ." the pneumogaatrics.

Huxley, Aunt. Vert., p. 54.

6. Operated by electricity : as, an electric bell ;

an electric railway. 6. Figuratively, full of

fire, spirit, or passion, and capable of commu-
nicating it to others ; magnetic.

Electric Pindar, quick as fear,
With race-dust on his cheeks, and clear
Slant startled eyes.

Jtfr*. Browning, Vision of Poets.

Such was the electric vitality of this friend of ours.
O. n . Curttt, Int. to Cecil Dreeme.

Dynamo-electric machine. See electric machine, be-
low. Electric absorption. See residual charge, under
residual. Electric action, in organ-building, a mecha-
nism in which the connection between the keyboard
and the pipes Is made by the help of electricity. Elec-
tric alarm, any alarm or signaling device controlled or

operated by a current of electricity. The alarm is sound-
ed by the closing of the electric circuit, which may be
effected by a thermostat, a door, a sash, or other device,
according to the purpose for which the alarm is used. See
alarm, thertnoxtat, and fire-alarm. Electric annuncia-
tor, an apparatus by means of which the location of the
point at which an electric circuit is made or broken is in-

dicated. A number of electromagnets are connected, each
with some particular stat i< i, n >< n, or point from which a
signal may come ; the opening or closing of the circuit at

any of these points operates the electromagnet to which
it is joined, bringing into view a number, letter, or word
indicating the location of the point. An alarm-bell is

generally rung at the same time Electric apparatus,
the various machines and appliances necessary fur con-

ducting electrical experiments, and illustrating the laws of

electric action.- Electric atmosphere, electric aura.
see a ra i

.
- Electric bridge, call-bell, clock, current,

displacement, eeL egg, fuse, governor, hammer,
harpOOn. eta see the nouns. Electric field, miy space
iu Which electric force exists. Electric force, the force

existing among Itodies charged with electricity. due to
the existence of the charge. Electric lamp, the con-
trivance in which the electric light is produced. --Elec-
tric light, light produced by electricity ; especially, a
brilliant light for purposes of illumination obtained by
means of a powerful current of electricity, generated by
a magneto- or dynamo-electric machine. The light is

of two general kinds, tlu- nrc-li'tht mid the in<'<tii<lfwnt

li'fht. In the first the voltaic arc is employed; in the
second a resisting conductor is rendered incandescent

by the current. The arc-light (see voltaic arc, under
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nrcl) in produced when a powerful current pafutes be-

tween two <;irl">n ejrrtr.idts, at first in contact and
afterwant separated a short ilistane.-, the ie-ult IKMII^

the fornmtirni of the voltaic arc. The light nf the are and
the glowing cartK>ii'|HiinU has ^rcat intensity, and electric

lamps nf thin kind are extensive!) tied tor puri>oneHof illu-

mination, where a iowcrful liyht (l.'Aiu nindl' -p.iuer ,,\

upward) can be economically employed. In order to keep
the carbon electrodes at a constant distance, MO that the

liyht may lie uniform, some form of regulator is generally
needed. Commonly an electromagnet, through which the
current passes, is used for this purpose. As the carbon*
are slowly consumed the distance between them increase* ;

the current meets with greater resistance, and is weakened
accordingly; this in turn weakens the electromagnet,
which acU less powerfully on fU armature, and thus

through some mechanical device causes the points to ap-
proach each other. If they come too near together, the

strengthened current strengthens the electromagnet, and
the same contrivance pulls them apart again ; so that
the current automatically regulates lUelf. In electric can-
dles this necessity is done away with

; here, as in the Jab-
lochkoff candle, for example, the carbon pencils are placed
sideby side, separated by someiinmlatingearthysuhfttaMir

the arc is formed at the top, and
the candle burns away in a tnuimer

analogous to that uf an ordinary

Incandescent Lamp,
or Glow-lamp.

a, carbon filament. Brush Electric Arc-lamps.

Frictional Electric Machine.
A t glass plate; B, rubber, holding amalgam; C. collecting points;

D, prime conductor.

cylinder of glass, which is made by means of a handle to
revolve between stationary cushions whose surfaces are
covered with amalgam. One form of electricity (positive)
is generated on the revolving plate, and is taken off by
combs to a large brass cylinder, called the prim* conduc-

tor; the other (negative) is generated on the cushions, and
may also be collected on a conductor, but is generally al-

lowed to pass off to the earth through a metallic chain.
The electricity obtained is the equivalent of themechanf-
cal energy UtMttded in turning the crank, less that which
through friction i.-* expended in producing useless heat.

An induction-machine aeta upon the principle of induc-
tion. Thus, in the Holtz machine no friction is used
except to charge the armatures. It consists uf a station-

ary glass plate with two open spaces, or "windows." on
opposite sides of the center, and of a second glass plate

electric

which IR revolved very rapidly In front nf it. On the other
side of the moVHble plate, HIM! op|nt*ile the * itidows, are
twoconib connecting with )>raKMconi|iiet<.rHt<iiiliiiK in large
knobs. On one edge of each window in attached apieceof
paper, called the armature, and a tongue of pa|K*r protects
from it into the open space toward th- revolting wheel.
In the use of the lloltz machine and others of the name
kind a small initial charge must first ! communicated to
the armature. By lu-metum this is increased until a
maximum, depending on the insulating jxjwernf the ma-
chine and Iu support*, is reached. The electrical energy
il< \. lojH'd has its equivalent in the work done In over-

coming alternate attraction and repulsion of the moving
and fixed parts. The effects of an Induction-machine are
much more powerful than those of the plate machine, and
It is less Influenced by dampness in the air. It is cons<

candle. With these candles alternating currents are em-

ployed to obviate the difficulty that would otherwise arise

from the more rapid consumption of the carbon forming
the positive pole. In an incandescent electric lamp, or

glow-lamp, the current is made to pass through a strip of

some substance which, because of its high resistance, be-

comes highly heated, and hence brilliantly incandescent.

Practically, the only suitable substance known is carbon,
which in the form of a thin strip or wire, carefully pre-

pared for the purpose (for example, from a strip of bam-
fxx>) and bent in a loop, ia inclosed in a bulb of glass from
which the air has been exhausted. The vacuum is essen-

tial to prevent the consumption of the carbon at the high
temperature to which it is raised. The incandescent light
is comparable in brilliancy to a good gas-burner, and is

hencesuitable for general house illumination; it is superior
to gas In steadiness, and has the great advantage that it

does not vitiate the air. The current employed has, for

lamps of ordinary power, much less strength than that
needed for the arc-light. The clutch-lamp is an arc-lamp
in which the rod to which the upper carbon ia attached
is surrounded by an annular clutch, which is raised when
the circuit is completed, thus establishing the arc. Elec-
tric log, a

ship's log in' which the recording mechanism
may be stopped by closing an electrical circuit through the
tow-line when it is necessary to haul the logon board ship.
Another form of electric log uses the recording mecha-
nism to close a circuit through the tow-line, and report the
record of the log on the vessel. See log, Electric ma-
chine, a machine for generating large quantities of elec-

tricity. Those commonly used forproducing statical elec-

tricity depend upon either friction or induction for their

operation. For producing current electricity a magneto-
electric or dynamo-electric machine is employed. The
frictional electric machine usually consists of a plate or

a very useful machine in the physical laUiratory,

being much used for statical experiments. When a pow-
erful current of electricity i* required, a magneto-electric
or dynamo-electric machine driven by a steam- or am-
eiiL'ine, or by water-jx>wer, is employed. These machines

dqNM upon the induction which takes place between
magneU and coils of wire, when their relative positions
aie <hanged. (See induction.) The distinction between
the magneto- and dynamo-machine* is that In the former
a permanent magnet is employed, while ID the Utter IU
place is taken by aa electromagnet. A simple form of
the first consists of a large horseshoe magnet, before the

poles of which two bobbins wound with Insulated copper
wire and inclosing cores of soft

iron are made to revolve ; the
variation in magnetic intensity
and polarity as these soft iron
cores alternately approach and
recede from the poles of the per-
manent magnet produces in-

duced currents in the wire of

the bobbins. These currenU are
reversed for each half-revolu-

tion, and hence a machine of
this type produces an alternat-

ing current. By the use of a com-
mutator, however, the current

may be rectified, so that it passes
through the connecting wire al-

ways in the same direction. In
another form of the machine the
soft iron core is in the form of a

ring, about which a number of

separated coils of insulated wire
are wound, the ends of which are taken to the central axis.

This circular armature revolves between the poles of the
horseshoe magnet, and the result Is the generation of a
current in one direction in one half of the coils, and In the

opposite direction In the other half. The current is taken
off for the ouUlde circuit by means of two metallic brushes
on each side of the central axis. The magneto-electric
machine has been displaced for practical use by the dy-

Armature of Brush Dynamo-
electric Machine.

Brush Dynamo-electric Machine.

nanuvelert rio machine, or dynamo. The dynamo-machines
In use are of many forms, but all consist essentially of one
or more large electromagneU(called the field- mag?icti) be-
tween the poles of which an armature, consisting of a soft

iron core wound with coils of insulated copper wire, hi made
to revolve very rapidly by means of an engine. In most of

them the principle of reduplication is involved that is,

commencing with a very small amount of rewidual mag-
netism in the field-magneU, the inductive action between
them and the revolving armature results in the produc-
tion of a feeble current tn the coils. Tills current may be
made to pass through the wire of the stationary magneU,
strengthening them so that they exert a stronger inductive
influence on the armature, thus producing a strong cur-

rent in the colls, which again charges more strongly the
field-magneta, and so on until the machine is in full action.
The charging of the field-magneU is accomplished in dif-

ferent ways. In some forms of the machine the field-

magneU are excited by independent current*, produced by
separate machines ; in other forms (called wn>* dynamo*)
the current generated in the armature charges the field-

magnets, and is also
used for the otiUide

work, the coils of the

electromagneU, in

other words, form-
ing part of the exter-
nal circuit; in still

other forms (called
hunt di/namot) a

portion only of the
current generated
in the armature Is

used to charge the

field-magnets, the
remainder being
taken off for the

practical outside
work. Many differ-

ent forms of the
in ;ii -hine are now In

use, and they have
proved an economi-
cal and convenient Edison's Electric Ma



electric

means of obtaining powerful currents of electricity, when
it is to be used for producing the electric light, for electro-

plating, for the transmission of power or energy, and so

on. In the transmission of energy by electricity, the
current produced by the machine is made to pass through
a second machine (called an electric motor, generally simi-
lar to and often identical with the dynamo in form and con-

struction, the order of working being reversed), distant a
number of miles, perhaps, from the first, and there it causes
the armature to revolve, and this revolution may be em-

ployed to do any kind of mechanical work. Dynamos have
a high degree of efficiency, many transforming over 90 per
cent, of the mechanical energy used in revolving the arma-
ture into the energy of the electric current. They furnish
the electric current much more economically, as well as

more regularly, than a voltaic battery, since the zinc, the
fuel of the latter, is an expensive and a poor fuel, as com-
pared with the coal used for the engine which drives the

dynamo. Electric meter, an instrument designed to
measure the quantity of electricity supplied to consum-
ers for the production of light or heat, or to be used as a
motive power. Electric motor. See electric machine.

Electric organ. See organ. Electric pendulum, a
form of electroscope consisting of a pith-ball suspended by
a non-conducting thread. Electric piano. See piano.
Electric railway, a railway on which electricity is the mo-
tive power. The wheels of each car may be set in motion
by an electric motor to which they are geared, or a motor-
car may draw one or more cars. There are two distinct

systems of electric railway. In one the electric motor
is actuated by a current of electricity drawn from a sec-

ondary or "
storage" battery carried with the car, gener-

ally underneath the floor ; in the other the current is con-

veyed from a dynamo at some point on the line by means
of conductors, which may be supported upon poles or
placed in an underground conduit. Electric storm,
a violent disturbance of the electrical condition of the

earth, resulting in strong earth-currents through long
lines of telegraph, often interfering with the ordinary
working of the line. These storms are sometimes wide-
spread, and are thought by some physicists to be re-
lated to contemporaneous disturbances of the atmosphere
of the sun. The phrase is also applied to unusually vio-
lent displays of atmospheric electricity. Electric-tele-
graph cable. See cable. Electric tension, difference
of electric potential : often used as equivalent to electro-

motive force. (See also battery, cell, circuit, condenser,
electricity, fluid, potential, telegram, telephone, tension,
spark, unit.)

II. n. A body or substance capable of exhib-

iting electricity by means of friction or other-

wise, and of resisting the passage of it from
one body to another. See electricity. TO excite
an electric. See excite.

electrical (e-lek'tri-kal), a. [< electric + -al.~\

Same as electric.

We believe that the time has arrived when the scientific
world no longer looks upon electrical phenomena as iso-

lated and separate from the phenomena of heat and light,
or chemical reactions. Science, IV. 164.

Electrical burglar-alarm, endosmosis, etc. See the
nouns. Electrical diapason, an instrument consisting
of a tuning-fork or -reed, the vibration of which is main-
tained by means of electricity. Electrical engineering,
the science and art of utilizing electricity, especially in the
production of light, heat, and motive power, in the trans-
mission and distribution of energy, and in its application
to a great variety of metallurgical and other processes.
It also includes the science and art of the erection and
maintenance of telegraph- and cable-lines, of electric rail-

way-signals, and other forms of electric signaling. Elec-
trical mortar, a small mortar within which a discharge
is made to take place between two bodies charged with
contrary electricities. This disruptive discharge causes
so violent a disturbance of the air-particles as to expel a
light ball placed in the mouth of the mortar. See Volta's

pistol, under pistol.

electrically (e-lek'tri-kal-i), adv. In the man-
ner of electricity, or by means of it ; as regards
electricity.
electricalness (e-lek'tri-kal-nes), n. The state
or quality of being electrical. [Rare.]

electrician (e-lek-trish'an), n. [= F. electricien ;
as electric + -.] l."One who studies elec-

tricity, and investigates its properties by ob-
servation and experiments ;

one versed in the
science of electricity. 2. One engaged in the
business of making or supplying electric ap-
paratus or appliances.

electricity (e-lek-tris'i-ti), n. [= D. elektriciteit
= Q. eleKtricitat = D'an. Sw. elektricitet = F.
Electricity = Sp. electricidad = Pg. electricidade
= It. elettricita, < ML. electricita(t-)s, < electri-

cus, electric : see electric.'] In physics, a name
denoting the cause of an important class of

phenomena of attraction and repulsion, chem-
ical decomposition, etc., or, collectively, these
phenomena themselves. The true nature of elec-
tricity is as yet not at all understood ; but it is probable
that it is not, as was formerly assumed, of the nature of
a fluid either a single fluid, as was supposed by Frank-
lin, or two fluids (positive and negative), as was supposed
hy Symmer. The word was first used by Gilbert, the cre-
ator of the science of electricity, and by him was applied
to the phenomena of attraction and repulsion as exhibited
when amber (electrum) and some other substances of a
similar character were briskly rubbed. Its meaning has
been gradually extended to include a large variety of phe-
nomena, among which may be named heating, luminous
and magnetic effects, chemical decomposition etc to"e-
ther with numerous apparent attractions and repulsions
of matter widely differing from those originally noted
but all of which are attributed to a common cause The
subject is usually divided into the two parts of statical
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or frictional electricity, including the electricity pro-
duced by friction and analogous means, the phenomena
of which are chiefly statical, ami cm-rent rLcctricity (also
called voltaic electricity), including that produced by the
chemical or voltaic battery and electromagnetic ma-
chines, the phenomena of which are mostly dynamical.
The form of electricity first discovered was the frictional.

The discovery is generally attributed to Tliales (sixth cen-

tury B. c.), who observed that umber, after being rubbed
by silk, had the property of attracting light bodies, like

bits of paper, bran, etc. It was subsequently discovered
that glass, sulphur, resin, and many other bodies gained
by friction this same property to a greater or less extent.
When electricity is produced by the friction of silk on
glass, that of the glass is called vitreous or positive elec-

tricity, while that of the silk rubber is called resinous or

negative electricity. When produced by the friction of
flannel or silk on sealing-wax, that of the wax is negative,
and that of the flannel or silk rubber is positive. This dis-

tinction, which, however, is properly explained as due to
a difference of electrical potential (see potential), extends

through the whole subject, by whatever means the elec-

tricity is produced. It is found universally true that the
two kinds of electricity are produced in equal amounts.
Besides friction, there are other means of exciting elec-

tricity, as pressure between two bodies or sudden frac-
ture (by which means sugar becomes faintly luminous
when broken in the dark). If a piece of sealing-wax is

broken, the opposite ends will be found to be dissimilar-

ly electrified. This is especially true of the fracture of
cleavable minerals, like mica, calcite, etc. Some crystal-
lized bodies become electrified by change of temperature :

for example, a crystal of tourmalin, on being slightly
warmed, becomes positively electrified at one extremity,
and negatively at the other ; if cooled, the poles are re-

versed. (Seepyro-electricity.) For the chief meansof obtain-

ing a supply of frictional electricity, see electric machine,
under electric, and electrophorus. The principal subjects
considered under the head of statical electricity are the
distribution of electricity over the surface of a conductor,
as determined by its shape or the proximity of other elec-

trified bodies (see density) ; the effect of induction or the

production of an electrified state in a neutral body by ap-
proaching it to one already electrified, but without con-
tact ; the degree of induction, as determined by the nature
of the non-conductorordielectric(seeindwc(iow, conductor,
dielectric) ; the accumulation of electricity in a condenser,
as a Leyden jar (see condenser, and Leyden jar, under
jar); the measurement of capacity, potential, quantity, etc.

(as with an electrometer) ; and the phenomena of dis-

charge, as the spark-discharge, which takes place between
oppositely electrified boilks when they are brought near
together, the brush-discharge, etc. The electricity gen-
erated by friction and analogous means is in a state of

high potential (see potential), but the quantity, and there-
fore the amount of electrical energy, is generally small

;

it has the power of overcoming great resistances and pro-
ducing violent mechanical effects, as seen in the discharge
of a Holtz machine, and still more strikingly in the case
of lightning. Frictional electricity has found but few
useful applications in the arts. The common means of

producing current electricity is the voltaic battery. (See
battery and cell.) Electrical currents may also be ob-
tained by revolving a coil of wire in the space (magnetic
field) between the poles of a steel magnet or electromag-
net, so as to cut the lines of force between these poles.
This principle is made use of in magneto-electric and dy-
namo-electric machines (see electric) to obtain powerful
currents of electricity for practical use. A current may
also be produced by soldering together two ends of two
bars of different metals, connecting the other ends with
a copper wire, and then heating (or cooling) the first

point of union. This is called thermo-electricity, and
the pair of metals is called a thermo-electrical couple ; it

is analogous to the voltaic couple, only here the electri-
cal current is obtained at the expense of the heat sup-
plied. (See thermo-electricity.) The principal subjects
considered under the head of current electricity are the
effects of the current in causing chemical decomposition
(see electrolysis, electrometallurgy), in producing heat
and light through the resistance of the medium, Including
the voltaic arc, and in the production of induced currents
in a coil of wire, under certain conditions, by the action
of another current or a magnet (see induction) ; the mea-
surement of strength of current (as with a galvanometer
or ampere-meter, which see), of electromotive force (as
with a volt-meter), and of resistance (as with the electric

bridge or ohm-meter), etc. The current electricity pro-
duced by the chemical battery or ordinary dynamo-ma-
chine differs from the statical electricity of the frictional
or induction machine, in that the difference of potentials
of the poles, or, in other words, the electromotive force
of the current when the poles are connected, is relatively
small, while the quantity of electricity is relatively enor-
mously large. Correspondingly, ordinary current elec-
tricity has relatively very little power of overcoming a
high resistance ; no spark is obtained, even from a pow-
erful battery, when the poles are separated by so much
as a small fraction of an inch ; but the current can do a
lai'ge amount of work in producing chemical decompo-
sition (as in the electrolysis of water), or mechanically,
when transformed by an electric motor. Induced cur-
rents, however, as those produced by an induction-coil
(which see), may have a very high electromotive force and
consequent power of overcoming resistance. Animal
electricity. See animal. Contact theory of elec-
tricity, a theory which assumes that the electromotive
force of a voltaic cell, and perhaps the electricity produced
by friction, is due to the difference of potential assumed
by two dissimilar substances when placed in contact
Diffusion of electricity. See diffusion. Distribution
of electricity. See distribution. Electrostatic units
of electricity. See electrostatic. Excitation of elec-
tricity. See excitation. Free and bound electricity
By a "free" charge of electricity is generally meant one
which is borne by an insulated body independently of
surrounding objects, while a "bound" charge is one held
in position by the presence and attraction of a charge of
the opposite character or sign upon a neighboring body.
As a matter of fact all charges are "

bound," the produc-
tion of a given quantity of one kind of electricity being
always accompanied by the production of the same quan-
tity of the opposite kind. When this complementary

electroballistic

charge is very distant and widely distributed, as on the
walls of a room, the first may be said to be "free" elec-

tricity.

electriferous (e-lek-trif'e-rus), a. [< LL. elec-

trifer, producing amber (bearing electricity) (<
L. electrum, amber (repr. electricity), + ferre =
E. bear1 ),

+ -ous.] Bearing or transmitting
electricity. Also electropliorous.
A distinct, all-pervading electriferous cether must be as-

sumed. Littell's Living Age, March 1, 1884, p. 522.

electriflable (e-lek'tri-fi-a-bl), a. [<. electrify
+ -able.] 1. Capable of receiving electricity,
or of being charged with it

;
that may be elec-

trified or become electric. 2. Capable of re-

ceiving and transmitting the electric fluid.

electrification (e-lek"tri-fi-ka'shon), n. [< elec-

trify + -atiou.]

'

The act of electrifying, or the
state of being charged with electricity. This

may be positive (+) or negative ( ), according as the body
is charged with positive or negative electricity that is,

according as its potential is higher or lower than the as-

sumed zero. See potential.

If an electrified body be made to touch one not pre-
viously electrified, it is found that the one loses a part of
its electrification and the other gains electrification.

J. E. H. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., I. 4.

electrifier (e-lek'tri-fi-er), n. One who or that
which electrifies.

electrify (e-lek'tri-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. elec-

trified, ppr. electrifying. [< L. electrum, amber
(repr. electricity), + -ficare, make : see -/#.] 1.

To communicate electricity to
; charge with

electricity ;
make electric : as, to electrify a jar.

2. To cause electricity to pass through ;
af-

fect by electricity ; give an electric shock to :

as, to electrify a limb. 3. To excite suddenly;
give a sudden shock to; surprise with some
sudden and startling effect, of a brilliant or

shocking nature
; startle greatly ;

thrill : as,
the whole assembly was electrified.

He [Milton] electrifies the mind. Macaulay, Milton.

If the sovereign were now to immure a subject in defi-

ance of the writ of Habeas Corpus, or to put a conspirator
to the torture, the whole nation would be instantly elec-

trified by the news. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

electrine1
(e-lek'trin) ,

a. [< LL. electrinus. < Gr.

qMnTpivof, made of amber or electrum, < (Jfc/t-

rpov, amber, electrum : see electrum."] 1 . Be-

longing to or made of amber. 2. Composed
of the alloy called electrum (which see).
electrine2 (e-lek'trin), n. [< electrum (electric)
+ -ine2.] The (supposed) principle of electri-

city ;
a (supposed) kind of matter which mani-

fests electrical phenomena.
A hitherto undescribed ponderable chemical element,

which he terms electrine, and which he assumes to be an
essential constituent of oxygen.

Aifhbumer, in Reichenbach's Dynamics, Pref., p. xiv.

electrization (e-lek-tri-za'shon), n. [= F.
electrisation = Sp. electrization = Pg. electriza-

cao ; as electrise + -ation.] The act of electri-

fying. Also spelled electrisation.

It is not electricity which cures, but Electrizations, a
process requiring far more technical skill than the unini-
tiated generally believe. Alien, and Neural., VI. 153.

electrize (e-lek'triz), r. t.
; pret. and pp. elec-

trized, ppr. electrizing. [= D. elektriseren = G.
elektrisiren = Dan. elektrisere = Sw. elektrisera
= F. electriser = Sp. Pg. electrizar = It. elettriz-

zare, < NL. "electrieare, electrify, < L. electrum,
amber (repr. electricity).] To make electric

;

electrify. Also spelled electrise.

electrizer (e-lek'tri-zer), n. One who or that
which electrifies

; specifically, an apparatus for
the application of electricity for medical pur-
poses. Also spelled electriser.

electro (e-lek'tro), n. [Abbreviation of electro-

type.'] An electrotype.
For these reasons the Act Is objectionable in prohibit-

ing the importation of stereos and electros.

Amer, Publishers' Circular.

electro-. [NL., etc., electro-, formally repr. Gr.

ffXeKrpo-, combining form of ifanrpov, amber,
electrum (see electrum), but practically a con-
traction of electrico-, combining form of electri-

cus, E. electric: see electric.] The combining
form, in many modern compounds, of electric,
often representing also electricity. [In the fol-

lowing compounds containing electro-, where the second
element exists independently in English, or is otherwise

perfectly obvious, and where no parallel forms are cited,
no etymology is given.]

electroballistic (e-lek"tro-ba-lis'tik), a. Con-
cerned with electricity as used to determine
the velocity of a projectile at any part of its

flight : an epithet applied to various instruments
invented by Nauvez. The projectile passes in suc-
cession through two or more screens, the distances between
which are known

; and, the exact time of passage through
each screen being electrically recorded, a simple calcula-
tion gives the velocity at that part of the flight.



electrobath

electrobath (e-lek'tro-bath), n. The liquiil

used in electroplating, in which the metal to

be deposited is held in solution.

electrobiological (c-lck''tr6-bi-o-loj'i-knl), a.

Of or pertaining to eleetrobiology.

electrobiologist (e-lek'tro-bi-ol'o-jist), n.

One versed ill clectrobiology.

electrobiology (e-lek tro-bi-ol'o-ji), n. 1. Bi-

ology as concerned with electrical phenomena;
that branch of science which treats of the elec-

tric currents developed in living organisms.
2. That phase of mesmerism or animal mag-
netism in which the actions, feelings, etc., of

a person in the mesmeric condition are con-

trolled, or supposed to be controlled, by the
will of the operator.

electrobioscopy (e-lek'tro-bi-os'ko-pi), H. The
process of testing the muscles with electricity
to determine if life is extinct. Greer, Diet, of

Electricity, p. 49.

electrobronze (e-lek'tro-bronz), n. A metal-
lic coat given to iron articles by an electro-

bath. The coating is subsequently protected
by a varnish.

electrocapillarity (e-lek"trp-kap-i-lar'j-ti),
n.

Certain phenomena collectively occurring at

the common surface of two liquids in contact
when their difference of potential is altered.

The surface-tension of the liquids is changed,
and motion usually results. See electrocapillary.

electrocapillary (e-lek-tro-kap'i-la-ri), a.

Capillary and electrical: designating certain

capillary phenomena produced by electricity.
Kor example, it a horizontal glass tube be filled with a
dilute acid, and a drop of mercury be placed in the mid-
dle of life tube, the passive of a current of electricity

through it will cause the drop to move toward the nega-
tive pole. A capillary electrometer has l>een constructed,
in which the pressure of a column of liquid is made to
balance the electrocapillary force exerted at the surface
of contact of mercury and dilute acid, this force being
nearly proportional to the electromotive force when it

does not exceed one volt.

electrocautery (e-lek-tro-kft'tdr-i), n. In SKrg.,

cauterizing by means of a platinum wire heated

by the passage of a current of electricity ;
the

instrument used.

electrochemical (e-lek-tro-kem'i-kal), a. Per-

taining to electrochemistry.
The electromotive force of an electrolyte is equal to the

mechanical equivalent of the heat of combination of its

electrochemical equivalent.
.I/MM.-",,, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 247.

Electrochemical series, the arrangement of the chemi-
cal elements in such an order that all the elements which
are electropositive with reference to a given element are

placed before it, anil all those which are electronegative
after it. See electrolysis.

electrochemically (e-lek-tro-kem'i-kal-i), adv.

According to the laws of electrochemistry.
The electro-chemically equivalent amount of copper sul-

phate. Sci. Amer. Supp., p. 8814.

electrochemist (e-lek-tro-kem'ist), n. One
who practises electrochemistry.

It [electrometallurgy] is a subject of intense Interest
to the chemist and to the electrician, for it combines
principles underlying its practice which belong to both

professions. In fact, the man skilled in its science and
art may appropriately be Btyled an eleetro-chemfnt.

Jour. Franklin Inst., CXIX. 81.

electrochemistry (e-lek-tro-kem'is-tri), n.

Chemistry as concerned with electricity; the
science which treats of the agency of electricity
in effecting chemical changes, it is generally di-

vided into electrolysis, or the separation of a compound
body Into Its constituent parts by the passage of an elec-
tric current, and litetnaiitsOwfW, or the application of

electrolysis to the arts. See electrolysis.

electrochronograph (e-lek-tro-kron'o-graf), n.

A chronograph on which the record is made by
electrical means: much used in astronomical
observatories and in the laboratory for noting
the precise instant or duration of transits and
similar phenomena. See chrotiograph.
electrochronographic (e-lek'trd-kron-o-graf-
ik), a. Pertaining to an electrochronograph,
or indicated and recorded by means of it.

electrocopper (e-lek-tro-top'er), v. t. To
plate or cover with copper by means of elec-

tricity. See electroplating.

Steel, iron, zinc, lead, and tin which have b<vn previ-
ously elrrlro-CdfiiK'ml. Workshop Receipts, Istser., p. 212.

electrode (e-lek'trod), . [= F. tlectrode; as
electric + (Sr. 6tWf, way.] A pole of the cur-
rent from mi electric battery or machine which
is in use in effecting electrolysis : applied gen-
erally to the two ends of an open electric cir-

cuit. The positive pole is termed the aixxlc,

and the negative pole the rntliiuli-.

electrodeposit (e-lek* tro-de-poz'it), . That
which has been deposited by means of elec-

tricity.

1869

electrodeposit (e-lek'tro-de-poz'it), v. t. To
deposit, as a metal or other substance, from a

chemical compound, by means of electricity.

In the same year also M. fie Ruolz electro-deposited
brass from a solution composed of the cyanides of copper
mid zinc dissolved in aqueous cyanides of potassium.

G. Gore, Electro-Metallurgy, p. 25.

electrodeposition (e-lek'tro-dep-o-zish'on), w.

The deposition of metals or other substances
from a solvent by means of electricity.

Employed electro-deposition for producing the copper
plat. O. Gore, Electro-Metallurgy, p. 25.

electrodepositor (e-lek'tro-de-poz'i-tor), M.

One who practises the art of electrodeposi-
tion.

In 1840, M. de Ruolz. a French electro-depositor, . . . had
taken out a patent in France for electro-gilding.

W. 11. WoM, Qalvanoplastlc .Manipulations, p. 20.

electrodiapason (e-lek'tro-di-a-pa'zon), n.

Same as electrical diapason (which see, under
electrical).

A universal support or electro-diapason, intended to in-

scribe and show in projection the vibratory movements.
Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXI., Supp., p. 48.

electrodynamic, electrodynamical (e-lek'-

tro-di-nam'ik, -i-kal), a. Pertaining to electro-

dynamics Directrix of electrodynamic action.
See dirt'ctrix.

electrodynamics (e-lek'tro-dl-nam'iks), w.

That part of the science of electricity which
treats of the mutual action of electric currents
and of currents and magnets.
electrodynamism (e-lek-tro-di'na-mizm), n.

See the extract.

The trance caused by regarding fixedly a gleaming point
produces in the brain, in his (Dr. Philips s] opinion, an ac-

cumulation of a peculiar nervous power, which he calls

eltctrodynamiew. Science, IX. 542.

electrodynamometer (e-lek'tro-di-na-mom'e-
ter), . [< electrodynamic + L. metrum, a

measure.] An instrument for measuring the

strength of an electric current by means of the
attraction or repulsion mutually exertedby two
coils of wire, through at least one of which the
whole or a part of the current to be measured
passes.
Weber devised an instrument known as an electrodyna-

mameter for measuring the strength of currents by means
of the electrodynamic action of one part of the circuit upon
another part. S. P. Thompson, Elect, and Mag. , p. 297.

electrodynamometrical (e-lek'tro-dl'na-mo-
met'ri-kal), a. Pertaining to the electrodyna-
mometer.

Electro-dwnammnetrical measurements.
Electrical Rev., XXII. 159.

electro-engraving (e-lek'tro-en-gra'ving), n.

An etching process in which the plate, covered
with a ground and properly etched, is placed
in an electrobath to deepen the "bite" or cut-

ting-in of the lines.

electro-ergometer (e-lek'tro-er-gom'e-ter), it.

See ergometer.

electrogenesis (e-lek-tro-jen'e-sis), n. Causa-
tion or production by electricity.

electrogenetic (e-lek*tro-je-net'ik), a. Of or

pertaining to electrogenesis.

electrogild (e-lek'tro-gild), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

electrogilded,'electrogilt, ppr. electrogilding. ^Fo

gild, by means of the voltaic battery, with a thin

deposit of gold precipitated from a bath of a
salt of the metal.

electrogilder (e-lek-tro-gil'der), n. One who
practises electrogilding.

electrograph (e-lek'tro^graf), n. [< Or. focicTpov,
amber (repr. electricity: see electric, electro-),
+ ypaijHiv, write.] 1. A curve automatically
traced and forming a continuous record of the

indications of an electrometer. 2. An appa-
ratus for engraving the copper cylinders used
in printing fabrics and wall-papers. The

cylinder
is first coated with varnish, which is scratched by dia-

mond-points traversing upon it, and controlled by circuit-

breakers, that are in turn controlled by the copyist. The
exposed portions are then etched by exposure to an acid-
bath.

electrography (e-lek-trog'ra-fi), n. [< Or. r/?.f(t-

Tjxtv, amber (repr. electricity), + -ypafia, <

ypfyttv, write.] 1. Galvanography. Specifi-

cally 2. The process of copying a fine en-

graving on copper or steel by means of an elec-

tro-copper deposit.
eleetrokinetic (e-lek'trd-ki-net'ik), a. Of or

pertaining to electrokinetics, or electricity in

motion.
electrokinetics (e-lek'tro-ki-net'iks), n. That
branch of electricity which treats of electric

currents, or the flow of electricity.
electrolier (e-lek-tro-ler'), w. [Modern, formed
in imitation of c/irfc/i<r.] A bracket, pen-

electromagnet

dant, or stand, often with branches, and orna-

mented, used for supporting incandescent elec-
tric lamps.
electrolithotrity (e-lek'tro-li-thot'ri-ti), n.

Lithotrity, or the destruction of vesical calculi,
effected by electrolysis.

electrologic, electrological (e-lek-tro-loj'ik.

-i-kal), a. [< clcctroliiyy + -ic, -ical.~\ Or or per-
taining to electrology.

electrologist (e-lek-trol'o-jist), n. One vented
in the science of electrology.

electrology (e-lek-trol'o-ji), n. [= F. tln-t,,-

logic; < Or. fjfanrpov, amber (repr. electricity),
+ -foyia, < teyetv, speak: see -ology.'] The de-

partment of physical science which treats of
the phenomena and properties of electricity.

electrolysability, electrolysable, etc. See

electroly:abilitti,
etc.

electrolysis (l-lek-trol'i-sis), . [= F. electro-

lyse, < Nli. 'electrolysis, < Or. f/^ncr/mv, amber
(repr. electricity), + Xi'ff/f, solution, resolu-

tion, < Avnv, loose, solve, resolve, t'f. analysis.']
The decomposition of a chemical compound,
called the electrolyte, into its constituent parts
by an electric current. Thus, water is decomposed
by electrolysis into hydrogen and oxygen ; of these it is

found that the hydrogen is attracted by the negative pole
(the cathode), and is hence said to be eiectrojmritire, and is

called the cation; while the oxygen collects at the posi-
tive pole (the anode), and is said to be electronegative, and
is called the onion. Similarly, by experimenting with
different compounds and olwerving the behavior in each

case, an electrochemical series of the elements, arranged
In order, from oxygen, the most negative, to the most posi-
tive metals, sodium, potassium, etc., has been deduced.
A salt may also be decomposed by electrolysis : thus, cop-
per sulphate yields metallic copper at the negative pole
(upon which it is deposited), and sulphuric acid at the

positive pole. By electrolysis Davy was able to decom-
pose lime and the other alkaline earths, and thus to show
that they were compounds of metals, calcium, etc., with

oxygen. An electrolysis in which the Ions (a term in-

cluding both union and cation) are produced at their re-

spective electrodes without interference from these elec-

trodes or the surrounding electrolyte is calh-d a primary
electrolysis. Very often combinations take place between
the ions and the electrodes or the electrolyte, so that the
final products are different from the true ions. This is

called secondary electrolysis. For the application of elec-

trolysis in the arts, see electrometallurgy.

electrolyte (e-lek'tro-llt), n. [< Or. f^tKTpov,
amber (repr. electricity), -f ?.wor, verbal n. of

Arav, solve, dissolve. Cf. electrolysis.'] A com-
pound which is decomposable, or is subjected
to decomposition, by an electric current.

No elementary substance can be an electrolyte : for from
the nature of the operation compounds alone are suscep-
tible of electrolysis. W. A. Uiller, Elem. of Chem., 282.

electrolytic, electrolytical (e-lek-tro-lit'ik,

-i-kal), o. [= F. electrolytique ; as electrolyte
+ -ic, -tea/.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of electrolysis.

It Is not Improbable that the increased electrolytic pow
er of water by the addition of some acids, such as the sul-

phuric and phosphoric, where the acids themselves are
not decomposed, depends upon a catalytic elfect of these
acids. W. R. Grove, Con. of Forces, p. 169.

Electrolytic cell See cell.

electrolytically (e-lek-tro-lit'i-kal-i), adv. In
an electrolytic manner; by means of electroly-
sis ; as in electrolysis.
The fibre is carbonized in moulds of nickel, and is at-

tached to the conducting wires by copper, electrotytically

deposited upon them. O. B. frescott, Dynam. Elect., p. 283.

electrolyzability (e-lek-tro-li-za-bil'i-ti), n.

The capability of being decomposed by an elec-

tric current. Also spelled electrolysability.

electrolyzable (e-lek'tro-ll-za-bl), a. [= F.

Electrolysable; as electrolyse + -able.'] Suscep-
tible of decomposition by an electric current.
Also spelled electrolysable.

electrolyzation(f-lek'tro-li-za'shgn).n. [=F.
electrolysaiion ; as electrolyte + -ation.] The act

of electrolyzing. Also spelled electrolysation.

electrolyze (e-lek'-

tro-liz), p. *. ; pret.
and pp. electrolysed,

ppr. electrolyzing. [=
F. electrolyser; < elec-

trolysis. Cf. analyze,
< analysis.] To de-

compose by the direct

action of electricity.
Also spelled electro-

bw,
electromagnet (e-

lek-tro-mag'net), n.

A magnet which owes
its magnetic proper-
ties to the inductive
action of an electric

current. If an insulated
wire is wound about a bar



electromagnet 1870 electrophysiology
of soft iron and a current of electricity is passed through alx>ve or within this, if the cylindrical form is used, a Hat electlO-OPtiCS (e - lek-tro - op

'

tiks), n. That
.ryniagnetwithanorthand n.cdie of

ium^hun^"^ire^ Th braneh oftl.e science of electricity which treats

nectinn usually with a Leyden jar placed above or below Ot relations to lignt. Among these relations are :

and if the two pairs of quadrants are dissimilarly electri- the production of double refraction, as in glass, by the
fled that Is, are in a state of different potential, as by electrostatic stress produced when two wires from an -

a south pole ;
the end at which the current circulates

through the wire in the direction of the hands of a clock,
as the observer looks at it, is the south pole. In practice,
an electromagnet has ordinarily a horseshoe form. It
consists of two cylinders, or cores, of soft iron, fastened
together at one end and each wound many times with in-

sulated wire ; the wire must be so wound that if the horse-
shoe were straightened the direction of winding would be
the same throughout. An electromagnet may be made
very powerful, so as to support a ton or more. The soft
iron core retains its maximum magnetization only so long
as the current is passing, and loses nearly all of it the in-

stant the current ceases. This principle is made use of
in the telegraph (which see), electric clocks, electric call-

bells, etc. If the core is made of steel, it becomes under
the action of the current a permanent magnet.

electromagnetic (e-lek"tro-mag-net'ik), a.

connecting them respectively with the poles of a voltaic
cell the needle is deflected from its position of rest, and
the amount of this deflection, as measured by the motion
of a spot of light reflected from a small mirror attached
to it, gives a means of calculating the difference of poten-
tial of the bodies under experiment. In another method
of using the quadrant electrometer the pairs of quadrants
are kept at a constant difference of potential, while that
of the needle varies. Arranged in this manner, it is much
used in the investigation of atmospheric electricity. Lipp-
mann and Dewar have devised very delicate capillary

ctric action.

duction coil or Holtz machine are fixed iu holes in it near
together; the rotation of the plane of polarization of a ray
of light on traversing a transparent medium placed iu
a magnetic field, or by reflection at the surface of a mag-
net

; the change of electrical resistance exhibited by cer-
tain bodies during exposure to light, as selenium (see pha-
tophotie) ; and the relation between the index of refraction
and the specific inductive capacity of transparent bodies
which is established by experiment and required by the

electromagnetic theory of light.

i-lek-tro-path'ik), a. [< elec-

Pertaiuing to electropathy.
. 274, adv. p. iii.

Pertaining to electromagnetics, or to the rela- electrometric, electrometrical (e-lek-tro- -ff'll^' fit' ^- ; 7 2 ,' ft, -\ r , r -,
tion between electricity and magnetism; of the met'rik, -ri-kal), . [As electrometer + -ic,

electropathy (e-lek-trop a-thi) . [< Gr. <?/U*-

nature of electromagnetism. See electromag- -icaZ.] Of or pertaining to electrometry, or
T
f*%>

a
.

mber < r
f
ePr' electricity), + -naffeia,< jrafof,

netism. Alsoffafe.owomamjefe.-Electromaenetlc the measurement of electricity : as. an electro- suffering Cf. homeopathy1 Treatment of dis-the measurement of electricity : as, an electro-

metrical experiment.
ease by electricity ; electrotherapeutics.

,, ,,v +wm,/., +_n . rAc .,. electrophone (e-lek'tro-fon). n. [< Gr. //Am-ow,(e-Jek-trom e-tn), n. |Asi elee-
amber?rer>r pip^fricifvl + L >v i, vni nnnd T

science
' eri.repr.ei city;, f puvy, voice, sound.J

S? instrument lor producing sounds, resem-

Also galvanotnagnetic. Electromagnetic
engine, machine. See electric machine, under electric.

Electromagnetic theory of light. See %A(. Elec-
tromagnetic units, units employed in measuring electric - .

currents, and based upon the force exerted between two trometer + -y,\ That department of the science
magnetic poles; the units practically used to measure the of electricity which embraces the methods of ,,. , . .

-

,

strength of currents (ampere), electromotive force (volt), making plpctrical mpnsni-pmpnts morn pnp Wing trumpet-tones,by electric currents of high
resistance (ohm) etc., are electromagnetic units.

"ally of stat clTeletricU?
P tension ' "as be recommended for use as a tele-

electromagnetically (e-lek"tro-mag-net'i- """y - uy-, , , ,
->. ' - ,.....:...- , ,.

kal-i), adv. In an electromagnetic manner; by
electromotion (e-lek-tro-mo'shon), n. 1. The

electromagnetism
current of electricity, or the passing of it from
one metal to another, in a voltaic circuit. 2.
Mechanical motion produced by means of elec-

tricity.

A single wire bent twice at right-angles is made to ro-
tate electro-magnetically between the poles of a horseshoe
magnet. Dredge's Electric Illumination, I. 74.

graphic relay capable of giving two or four signs with
a single wire, having this advantage over other relays,
that perfection. of contact is not necessary to its working.
It has been used also to indicate the electric equilibrium
of muscle and nervous tissue by the variation of its tones,
and by a system of levers attached to the wrist to show
the rhythm and character of the pulse ; and it may be

electromagnetics (e-lek"tro-mag-net'iks) n electromotive (e-lek-tro-mo'tiv), a. Oforper- fitted to the telephone, and thus be made to repeat a sound
tinin - """le gently in one lace in trumet-tones in another laceThe science of electromagnetism.

(e-lek-tro-mag'net-izm), n.

taining to electromotion
; producing or pro-

duced by electromotion Electromotive force

made gently in one place in trumpet-tones in another place
hundreds of yards distant. Chambers'^ Encyc.

magnetism in a magnetic substance, as soft iron, and also
the analogous effects of a magnet in directing a movable
conductor traversed by a current, or in inducing in a con-
ductor an electric current. The directive power of an
electric current upon a magnet was discovered by Oer-
sted ; it is the principle involved in all forms of galvanom-
eter (which see). The power of an electric current to
induce magnetism, and of a magnet to induce an electric
current, is treated under induction; these latter phenom-

, ,
.. [NL.,

similar relation to it that the pressure in a Water-pipe does < Alectrophorus + -idtr.'] A family ofanguilli-
to the difference of water-level upon which its amount form fishes, of the order Plectosponduli. There
depend Ihe strength of an electric current is directly are no scales nor dorsal flu ; the head is rounded in front,.opoitiona to the electromotive force, and inversely the premaxillaries forming most of the upper border of
proportional to the resistance (Ohms law). Ihe elec- the mouth, and the supramaxillaries being reduced ; and" ' ' " *

.

tromotive force is measured in volts. Electromotive
series, the series of the various metals (or other sub-
stances) useful for producing an electric current, ar-

- _____________ , ......._____ r__________ ranged in such an order for a given liquid that each is ....

ena form the basis of the electromagnet and of all forms positive with reference to those which follow in the list, -i--* -u j /- i t- j_ t/- j\
of magneto-electric and dynamo-electric machines and negative for those which precede. For example, in

eleCTirOpnOrOia (e-lek-trol O-roid), a. and n.
liilute sulphuric acid the order is zinc, lead, iron, cop-

" D ^" :---- *--- '---: "-- - 1- ---- " ---- *

per' Si8 "'a"""?', carbon -that is, if zinc and iron are

-

Clectromagnetist (e-lek-tro-mag'net-ist) n
One skilled in electromagnetism.
electromassage (e-lek"!r6-ma- sazh'), B . In
therap., the combination of the use of electri-

city with massage by employing the more or 'he current in the wire is from copper to iron. It is found

less seciall modified electrod

the anus is under the throat, the anal flu beginning just
behind it, and continuous with the caudal. The family
contains the electric eel (which see, under eel). See also
GymnotUlfe.

a. Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Electrophoridce.

II. n. One of the Electrophoridcu.
the wire from iron to zinc; if iron and cop"peraretakeii' ClectrOphorOUS (e-lek-trof'o-rus), a. [< NL.

electrophorus : see electrophorm.] Sameasetec-
less specially modified electrodes of a galvanic caroon anaisenui f
or faradic battery as instruments for more or for all the intervening metals. In another liquid the orde? electrophOTOS (e-lek-trof'o-rus), n. [= F. elec-

tropJiore = Sp. electroforo, < NL. eleetrophorus,
< Gr. i/teKrpov, amber (repr. electricity), +

conductor by having "its surface brushed"over with electromotor (f-lek-tro-mo'tor), n. [= .6lee-
powdered graphite. It is then attached to the negative tromoteur = Sp. electromotor ; < L. electrum, son-
pole of the battery and suspended in the solution of the ber (repr. electricity), + motor, a mover 1 1

WarLigement /4h gives rise to anllecl
The result of the
the passage of the

nsistiug of a plate of the same n t 1
J -11 "'u6u- zui, wiiicn gives rise to an eiec-

electrolysis (see electrolysis) caused by
tr*c current, as a single cell, a voltaic battery,

j current is the decomposition of the so- or a thermo-electric pile. 2. An engine in
lution the metal being deposited upon the exposed sur- which electricity is employed to produce me-

SSSBflSft'lSrSS^SiiSfe C
,

hanical e
F6Cts See -under

of the copperplate, and thus keens the solution of con- electric, and motor.
stant strength. A current of uniform strength is neces- electromuSCUlar (e-lek-tro-mus'ku-lar), a.S aSttffJSAgStfa'aSSaS Pertaining to the relations between electricity
alkaline solutions containing potassium cyanide

and oertam phenomena exhibited by muscles.
electrometer (e-lek-trom'e-ter), n. [= D. G. electron (e-lek'tron), n. Same as electrum.

less imperfect rubbing and kneading. would be changed, but the above law would hold true"; for

electromedical (e-lek-tro-med'i-kal) a Per- exan'Ple > '" potassium sulphid, iron is electro-negative

taining to the medicinal use of electricity.
with reference to copper. Also called contact series. ^npof> < ^peiv = E. ftertfl'.]

*

1. PI. electronhori

electrometallurgy (e-lek-tro-met'al-er-ji) eiectromotograpn (e-lek-tro-mo'to-graf), n. (-ri). An instrument for obtaining statical
The art of depositing certain metals, as gold

A name sometimes applied to a peculiar tele- electricity by means of induction, it consists of

silver, copper, etc., from their solutions bv Phone-receiver invented by Edison. The vibra- a disk of resin, or other non-conducting material easily

means of the slow action of nn plpptrir. nnm-ont
ms ' the mk'a disk '^ whicn tlle 8"und is reproduced excited by friction, and a polished metal disk with an

irrent. are caused bv variations in frirfi,,ni ri at.,^,. hof..^ insulating handle. The resin disk is negatively electri-
fied by striking or rubbing it with
a catskin or flannel, and the metal
plate is then laid upon it Under
these circumstances the upper plate
does not receive a direct charge
from the lower, but is positively
charged on the lower surface and
negatively on the upper ; if now the
disk is touched by the finger, the
negative electricity passes to the Voita's Electrophorus.
ground, leaving the disk charged
positively. On being lifted away by its insulating handle,
it is found to be charged, and will give a spark. It may
then be replaced on the lower plate, and the process re-
peated an indefinite number of times without any fresh
excitation, if the weather is favorable. The electricity
obtained each time is the equivalent of the mechanical
work done in separating the two surfaces against the at-
traction of the unlike electricities.

2. [cap.] [NL.] The typieal genus of Elec-
Dan. Sw. electrometer "= F. 7lectromeire ='&n electronegative (e-lek-tro-neg'a-tivj, a. and w.

<roP7">nW<B. There is but one species, the elee-

electr6metro = Pg.electrometro=It.elettrometro * " 1 - Repelled by bodies negatively electri-
trie eel, . e/ecncs. Gill, 1864. See cut un-

< Gr. rfXuapov, amber (repr. electricity) + ut-
fied

>
an(i attracted by those positively electri-

,

er *el -

,

rpov, a measure.] An instrument for measur- fied
!
having a tendency to pass to the positive electropnotometer (e-lek^tro-fo-tom'e-ter), w.

ing difference of electrostatic potential between Pole in electrolysis. 2. Assuming negative
An instrument tor comparing the intensities of

t J--_i-_ n ! *:! _.! __ i_ -i _Jil. . J- _?__,__ VarlOllS llffhts bv TPfprBTlPB tn t>!0 ITltoTloit^ ^f

MDetween them heing known. Thejtiadronf p/ertruw- QI Q + + - ,- , ,
. - ,..,.

'

eieCtrOpHyslOlOgy (e-lek"tro-nz-l-oro-ji), n.
eter of Sir William Thomson consists of four quadrant- electro-optic (e-lek-tro-op'tik), n. Of or per- That branch of science which treats' of elec-

W^lft'^^^hSS^S^'^^ a
a
ction

g <0 electr -Ptics: as
'
an 'tetrooptic trie phenomena produced through physiological

agonc'ies.



electroplate

electroplate (e-lek'tro-plat), r. t.; prel. and

pp. eltictroplatcd, ppr. e&etfOftatiug. To plate
or give a coating of silver or other metal to by
meaiiH of electrolysis. See rli-ctromrlallurgy.

To elrctroplate is to disguise with an adherent thin coat-

Ing of metal, which then serves as an ornamental cover-

Ing to the object treated. To electrotype, on the other

hand, is to produce a separate ami distinct object, with an

existence of its own. J. V. Urquhart, Electrotyping, p. 4.

electroplate (e-lek'tro-plat), if. Articles coated

with silver or other metal by the process of

i
j

li rtroplating.

electroplater (e-lek'tro-pla-ter), n. One who
practises electroplating.

electroplating (e-lek'tro-pla-ting), n. 1. The

process or art of coating metals and other ma-
terials with an adherent film of metal, in a bath

containing a solution of the metal, by means
of the electrolytic action of an electric current

from a battery or dynamo. In simple forms of elec-

troplating apparatus, the bath containing the metallic

solution may form the battery, as In plating with copper.
The more common plan is to employ a current obtained

from some source outside the bath. Table-cutlery or

-ware, building- or car-nxtures, lamps, etc., to be electro-

plated, are suspended by wires from a metal rod laid

across the top of the bath and connected with the nega-
tive pole of the battery, this terminal of the current form-

ing the cathode. The silver, nickel, copper, etc., to be de-

posited Is suspended In like manner from a rod connected

with the positive pole of the battery, the terminal form-

ing the anode. (See electrot<itii, electrometallurgy.) The

deposition of metals by electrolysis forms a part of several

arts, as In electrotyping ; but as in these the film of metal

deposited iu the bath Is not adherent, they are described

under separate heads. Electroplating Is strictly the cov-

ering of a metal with a metallic film permanently attached

to It, as in nickel-plating, plating telegraph-wires with cop-

per, and table-ware with silver. See electrotype, galvano

plastic, galvanoglyph, galvanograph, and

2. The deposit itself,

by means of the process
electropoion (e-lek

rpov, amber (repr. < ...
voiclv, make.] A mixture of sulphuric acid,

bichromate of potash, and water, used as the

liquid for batteries in which zinc and carbon
are the poles.

electropqlar (e-lek-tro-po'lar), a.

an electrical conductor, one end or surface pos
tive and the other negative.

electropositive (e-lek-tro-poz'i-tiv), a. and n.

I. a. 1. Attracted by bodies negatively elec-

trified, or by the negative pole of a voltaic bat-

tery. 2. Assuming positive potential when
in contact with another substance, as zinc in

a voltaic cell.

II. n. A body which in electrolysis appears
at the negative pole of a voltaic battery. Po-
tassium is the most electropositive of all known
bodies. See electrolysis.
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ritrd and ntand apart, thus giving a test for electricity.

Thf RoM leaf electroscope of Bennet, Introduced i" IVwi,

consists of two pi< cr^of L-iiM-leut, uimut A inch broad, tlxeil

to a brass rod and hung inside a ulass globe which has
In rn thoroughly dried. In order that the insulation of the

apparatus may be aa nearly perfect as possible. The globe

electnun

ing, by drawing the lines on a metal plate with
gome varnish which resists the action of acids,

and placing it in an electrobath, when the ex-

posed portions are bitten in, leaving the pro-
________ . trdnl parts in relief.

la" dosed with" a wooden stopper, through the center of electrotome (e-lek'tro-tom), . [< Or. ^nrr/jor,
hi, I, passes a glass tube containing the bra* rod. The ^^ ^ J>lectricity), + ro/zoc, cutting, ver-

bal adj. otrt/ivetv, Ta^tiv, cut.] An automatic
circuit-breaker. Greet, Diet, of Elect., p. 54.

electrotonic (e-lek-tro-ton'ik), o. 1. Of or

pertaining to electrical tension: applied by
Faraday to what at one time he erroneously
believed to be a peculiar latent state or condi-

tion of a conductor near another conductor

through which an electric current was flow-

ing. 2. Of, pertaining to, or produced by elec-

trotonua.

electrotonlclty (e-lek'tr^-to-nis'i-ti), n. [<

etectrotonic + -ity.] Same as electrotonus.

electrotonize (e-lok-trot'o-niz), v. t. ; pret. and

pp. eleetrotonised, ppr. electrotonising. [< elec-

trotonic + -izc.'} To alter the normal electric

current of, as a nerve. See electrotonvs.

electrotonous (e-lek-trot'o-nus), a. 1. Of or

pertaining to electrical tension. 2. Of, per-

taining to, or produced by electrotonus.

Pith-ball Electroscope. Quadrant Electroscope.

upper end of the rod Is furnished with a knob. If an clec

trifled body Is brought near the top of the Instrument, In

iction takes place ; the top becomes electrified oppositely electrotOnUS (e-lek-trot'o-nus), n. [< Gr. r//fK-

to the body presented, and the pieces of gold-leaf similarly.
To find If the latter are positively or negatively charged,
a glass rod Is rubbed and brought near the knob ; if posi-

tively charged, the leaves will diverge still more under the

Induction of the glass ; If negatively, they will collapse,
the negative electricity being attracted to the positive of

the glass rod. Iu Volts s condensing electroscope, In place
of the gilt knob there U a flat metal plate upon which
rests another similar plate, which may be removed by an

Insulating handle. Quadrant electroscope, a form of

rpov, amber (repr. electricity), + rovof, tension :

see tone.] The altered state of a nerve or a

muscle during the passage of a galvanic cur-

rent through it. The Irritability Is heightened In the

neighborhood of the cathode and diminished In that of the

anode. The currents of rest in the nerve are increased or

diminished according as they run iu the same or an op
site direction to that of the galvanic current. Also e

trotonot, tlfctrut'micity.

taining to the electroscope;
means of the electroscope.

Blectrosemaphore (e-lek-tro-sem'a-for), n. A
semaphore operated by electricity.

electrostatic, electrostatical (e-lek-tro-staf-
lavmg, as

ik _j_kan a . Pertaining to statical electricity,
urtace posi- _ Electrostatic unite of electricity, those units which

are based upon the force exerted between two quantities
of statical electricity, as units of quantity, potential, etc.

_____ ____ _______________ .

ence which treats of the phenomena of stati-

in the form of a thin sheet) of any engraved or

molded surface. Copies of medals, jewelry, and silver-

ware, of woodcuts and pages of composed type, are com-
mon formsof electrotypes. The metal most used Iscopper,
and the largest application of the process Is to the prepa-
ration of plates for printing. The form of composed typo
Is molded In wax, which Is dusted or coated with black-

lead In order to make It a conductor. The wax mold Is

suspended in a galvanic bath of sulphate of copper, through
which a current of electricity is passed. The thin shell of

copper which attaches to the mold is afterward backed

type-metal Also eltctrotureotvl*. and commonly

makes electrotypes. 2.

electrotyping solution is held.
'

which the

[Eng.]
a. Pertaining

static*, because In them the electricity is supposed to lw

at rest. J. K. U. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., I. 28.

electropuncturation, electropuncture (e- electrosteeling (e-lek-tro-ste'ling), n. The electrotypic~(e-lek-tro-tip'ik),
lek'tro-pungk-tu-ra'shon, e-lek-tro-pungk tur), art of electroplating with iron the copperplates to or effected b'y means of electrotyping.
w. Same as electropuncturing. U8ed ln engraving. See electroplating. electrotyping (e-lek'tro-ti-ping), n. The art

electropuncturing (e-lek-tro-pungk'tur-ing), electrostereotype (e-lek-tro-ster'e-o-tlp), n. or process of making electrotypes. Also called
w. In med., the operation of inserting two or same as electrotime.

'

aahanonlastic process.
more needles in a

part affected and
then connecting
them with the
wires from the

poles of a gal-
vanic battery,

electropyrome-
ter (e-lek'tro-
pi-rom'e-ter), n.

See pyrometer.
electroscope (e-

lek'tro-skop), n.

[= D. elek-tro-

scoop = G. Dan.
8w. elektroskop=
F. Electroscope =
Sp. electroscopo
= Pg. electro-

scopio = It. elet-

troscopio, < NL.
'electroscopium, <

Or. ff^farpov, am-
ber (repr. elec-

tricity), + O-KO-

Trfiv, view.] An

electrotechnic, electrotechnical (e-lek-tro- electrotypist (e-lek'tro-ti-pist), n. [< electro-

tek'nik, -ni-kal), a. Of or pertaining to elec- type + -int.] dne who practises electrotypy.
trotechnics.

"

electrotypy (e-lek'tro-ti-pi), n. [= F. electro-

electrotechnics (e-lek-tro-tek'niks), n. The typie; &s electrotype + -y.J The process of elec-

methods, processes, and operations made use trotyping. Also called galvanoplasty.
of iu the application of electricity to the arts, electrovection (e-lek-tro-vek'shon), n. [< L.

electrotherapeutic (e-lek'tro-ther-a-pu'tik), a. electrum, amber (repr. electricity), + cectto(n-),

Of or pertaining to electrotherapeutics. a carrying, < vehere, pp. tectus, carry : see con-

electrotherapeutics (e-lek'tro-ther-a-pu'- vection, etc.. vehicle.'] Same as electrical etitios-

tiks), n. The treatment of disease by means mosis (which see, under endoi-mosis).
of electricity ; the principles and doctrines of electrovital (e-lek-trp-vi'tal), a. Electrical

such treatment as a branch of medicine
;
elec- and dependent upon vital processes.

[Also electron ; = F.

Condensing Electroscope.

tropathy.
electrotnerapeutist (e-lek'tro-ther-a-pu'tist),
n. One who studies or practises electrothera-

peutics.

electrotherapy (f-lek-tro-ther'a-pi), n. Same
as electrotherapeutics.

electrothennancy (e-lek-tro-ther'man-si), .

[< Or. ifaKTpuy, amber'(repr. electricity), + 8ep-

uavatf, a heating, < Scp/iaivetv, heat, < 6epft6f, hot.]
That branch of electrical science which inves-

tigates the effects produced by the electric cur-

rent upon the temperature of a conductor or

part of a circuit composed of two different

metals.
instrument for observing or detecting the ex- electrothennotic (e-lek'tro-ther-mot'ik), a.

istence of free electricity, and, in general, for Qf or reiating to heat generated by electricity,
determining its kind. AH electroscopes depend for electrotin (o-lek'tro-tin), v. t. ; pret. and pp.

ary law of electric forces, that fir,,trntinntA nnr. flfrtrntinnina. To electro-

Same as elec-
dissimilarly charged attract each other.

Uu presenting an electrified body to them they become ex

ting), n. A meth-
od of making*a design, etc., in relief, for print-

electrum (e-lek' trum),n. _
,'i<, -trimi = Sp. Pg. electro = It. elettro, < L.

electrum, amber (called in pure L. guccinum),
Also the metallic compound so called, < Gr.

i,'f.i-K.Tpov, or i
t/rKTpof, amber, also an alloy of gold

and silver, akin to i//i/cTop, the beaming sun,
also fire as an element; to 'l\).inTpa, a fern,

name ; and prob. to Skt. arka, the sun, orchis,

flame, V arch, beam, shine.] A word used by
Greek (i/faicrpov) and Latin (electntm) authors
with various meanings at various times. From
the time of Herodotus on Its most common meaning in

Greek was '.amber,' but it was also used for '

pure gold,' as

by Sophocles. The Romans used eltctnim with the mean-

ing of
'

amber,' also as designating an alloy, which might be
either natural or artificial, of silver and gold (Pliny gives
the amount of silver present in electrum at one fifth of

the whole). later on. electrum was confounded with on'-

chalc (which see), and In the middle ages had acquired
the definite meaning of '

brass.' At all times, and especial-

ly among the Latin writers, there was more or leas uncer-

tainty In regard to the meaning of this word, and there

was a tendency among both Greeks and Romans to use It

just as adamant was frequently used, namely, as desig-

nating some Ideal, Imperfectly known substance pooened
of almost miraculous properties.



electuary

electuary (e-lek'tu-a-ri), .
; pi. electuaries (-riz).

[Also formerly etectary; = OF. electwire, F.

electiuiire = Sp. Pg. electuario = It. elettuario

(also formerly, by apheresis, lectuary, < ME.
letuarie, < OF. lettuaire = Pr. Icctoari, lactoari,

= It. lattuario, lattovaro, > G. latwerge = Dan.

latvcerge = Sw. lateerg), < LL. electuarium, also

electafium, an accom. (in simulation of L. etec-

tws, picked out
;

cf. ML. electuarium, the e'lite

of a troop of soldiers) of 'eclictarium (with L.

suffix -arium), < Gr. inMuabv (with equiv.
-

wcfc.J An phar,, at lii^jujvjiuvi \j\jiiA^vv/\ w*. ^*..
ders or other ingredients, incorporated with

some conserve, honey, or syrup, originally made
in a form to be licked by the patient.

"How do you do, my honest friend?" . . . "Veryweak-
ly, sir, since I took the electuary," answered the patient.

Scott, Abbot, xxvi.

Eledone (el-e-do'ne), n, [NL. (Leach, 1817),
< Gr. tAFdow?, a kind of polypus.] A genus of

,&m:

ffr>.

Eledanc vtrrutosa.

cephalopods, typical of the family Eledonida;.

E. verrucosa and E. cirrhosa are examples.
eledonid (e-led'o-nid), . A cephalopod of the

family Eledonidcs.

Eledohidse (el-e-don'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ele-

done + -iVte.] A family of octopod cephalo-
pods, characterized by the development of but
one row of suckers along each arm, but other-

wise very similar to the Octopodidas, with which

they are generally associated.

eleemosynarily (el-e-mos'i-na-ri-li), adv. In

an eleemosynary manner ; by way of charity ;

charitably.
eleemosynariness (el-e-mos'i-na-ri-nes), n. 1.

The quality of being charitable. 2. The dis-

position to receive alms. Bailey, 1727.

eleemosynary (el-e-mos'i-na-ri), a. and n. [<
ML. eleemosynarius, pertaining to alms, one who
gives or receives alms, < eleemosyna, < Gr. Vten-

[toavvri, alms: see alms, and cf. almoner, ult. a
doublet of eleemosynary.'] I. a. 1. Of or per-

taining to alms : derived from or provided by
charity; charitable: as, an eleemosynary fund

;

an eleemosynary hospital.

Eleemosynary relief never yet tranquillized the working-
classes it never made them grateful ;

it is not in human
nature that it should. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xvi.

The beds of patients [in the hospital at Beaune] are

draped in curtains of dark red cloth, the traditional uni-

form of these eleemosynary couches.
H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 251.

2. Relating to charitable donations; intend-
ed for the distribution of alms, or for the use
and management of donations and bequests,
whether for the subsistence of the poor or for

the conferring of any gratuitous benefit.

The eleemosynary sort [of corporations] are such as are
constituted for the perpetual distribution of the free alms,
or bounty, of the founder of them to such persons as he
has directed. Blackstone, Com., I. xviii.

Eleemosynary corporations are for the management of

private property according to the will of the donors.
D. Webster, Speech, March 10, 1818.

3. Dependent upon charity; receiving charita-
ble aid or support: as, the eleemosynary poor.

In the accounts of Maxtoke priory, near Coventry, in

the year 1430, it appears that the eleemosynary boys, or

choristers, of that monastery acted a play.
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, II. 390.

Eleemosynary corporation. See corporation.

II. .; pi. eleemosynaries (-riz). One who
subsists on charity ;

one who lives by receiving
alms.

Living as an eleemosynary upon a perpetual contribu-
tion from all and every part of the creation.

South, Sermons, III. i.

elegance (el'e-gans), n. [= D. elegantie = G.

eleganz = Dan. "elegance = Sw. elegans, < OF.
elegance, F. elegance = Sp. Pg. elegancia = It.

eleganza, < L. elegantia, elegance, < elegan(t-)s,

elegant: see elegant.] 1. The state or quality
of being elegant ; beauty resulting from perfect
propriety or from exact fitness, symmetry, or
the like

;
refinement of manner, quality, or ap-

pearance : as, elegance of dress.
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Soracte, in January and April, rises from its blue horizon

like an island from the sea, with an elegance of contour
which no mood of the year can deepen or diminish.

H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 152.

Gray's perfect elegance could nowhere have found a

more admirable foil than in the vulgar jauntiness and

clumsy drollery of his correspondent, Mason.
Lowell, New Princeton Rev., I. 167.

2. That which pleases by its nicety, symmetry,
purity, or beauty ;

an elegancy : as, the elegances
of polite society. = Syn. 1. Grace, beauty, polish. See

comparison under elegant.

elegancy (el'e-gan-si), n.
; pi. elegancies (-siz).

1. The quality "of being elegant; elegance.

[Rare.]
Let there be two delicate or rich cabinets, daintily

paved, richly hanged, glazed with crystalline glass, and a
rich cupola in the midst, and all other elegancy that may
be thought upon. Bacon, Building (ed. 1887).

2. That which imparts elegance; an elegant
characteristic or quality.
Such kind of inspired knowledge of strange tongues as

includes all the native peculiarities, which, if you will,

you may call their elegancies.
Warburton, Doctrine of Grace, L 8.

The beautiful wildness of nature, without the nicer ele-

gancies of art. Spectator, No. 477.

elegant (el'e-gant), a. [= D. G. Dan. Sw. ele-

gant, < OF.' elegant, F. Elegant = Sp. Pg. It.

elegante, < L. elegan(t-)s, sometimes spelled

eligan(t-)s, of persons, luxurious, fastidious,

choice, dainty, fine, tasteful, elegant ;
of things,

choice, neat, fine, elegant ;
in form ppr. of an

unused verb "elegare, prob. equiv. to eligere,

ppr. eligen(t-)s, choose, pick out: see elect, eligi-

ble.] 1. Haying good or fine taste; nice in

taste; fastidious; sensible to beauty or pro-

priety; discriminating beauty from deformity
or imperfection: said of persons.
Under this contrariety of identification, an elegant critic

aptly describes him.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, Int., p. vi.

Eve, now I see thou art exact of taste,
And elegant, of sapience no small part.

Milton, P. L., ix. 1018.

2. Polished
; polite ;

refined
; graceful : said

of persons: as,' an elegant lady or gentleman.
3. Characterized by or pertaining to good

taste
; indicating a refined propriety of taste :

as, elegant manners.

Why will you endeavour to make yourself so disagree-
able to me, and thwart me in every little elegant expense?

Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 1.

4. Expressed with taste and neatness
;
correct

and polished in expression or arrangement: as,

anefc<7n(styleof composition; elegant speech.
I have likewise heard this elegant distichon.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 29.

Whoever wishes to attain an English style familiar but
not coarse, and elegant but not ostentatious, must give
his days and nights to the volumes of Addison.

Johnson, Addison.

He entered the Church early, but devoted himself to the

study of canon law and of elegant literature.

Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 414.

5. Pleasing to the eye by grace of form or deli-

cacy of color ; characterized by exquisiteness
of design or fine taste; free from coarseness,
blemish, or other defect; refined: as, an elegant
figure; an elegant vase ;

an elegant structure.
6. Pleasing to the mind

;
as exhibiting fine per-

ception of what is required ; calculated to ef-

fect its purpose with exceeding accuracy, deli-

cacy, and neatness; exquisitely ingenious or

appropriate: as, an elegant modification of a

philosophical instrument; an elegant algebra-
ical formula or mathematical demonstration;
an elegant chess problem.

An elegant sufficiency, content,
Retirement, rural quiet.

Thomson, Spring, L 1158.

=Syn. Elegant, Graceful, tasteful, courtly. Elegant im-

plies that anything of an artificial character to which it

is applied is the result of training and cultivation through
the study of models or ideals of grace ; graceful implies
less of consciousness, and suggests often a natural gift.
A rustic, uneducated girl may be naturally graceful, but
not elegant. We speak of elegant manners, composition,
furniture, taste, but of a graceful tree, fawn, child; the

playful movements of a kitten may be graceful. See beau-

tiful.
His easy art may happy nature seem,
Trifles themselves are elegant in him.

Pope, Epistle to Miss Blount, 1. 4.

Not proudly high nor meanly low,
A graceful myrtle rear'd its head.

Montgomery, The Myrtle.

elegantemente (a-la-gan-te-men'te), adv. [It.,

elegantly, < elegante, elegant, + -mente, an adv.

suffix, orig.
abl. of L. men(t-)s, mind, with pre-

ceding adj. in agreement.] With elegance ;
in

a graceful and pleasing style : a direction in
music.

elegious

elegantly (el'e-gant-li), adv. In an elegant
manner

;
with elegance.

Sir Henry Wotton . . . delivered his ambassage most

elegantly in the Italian language.
/. Walton, Sir H. Wotton.

Dr. Warren preached before the Princesse ... of the

blessednesse of the pure in heart, most elegantly describ-

ing the blisse of the beatifical vision.

Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 24, 1686.

elegiac (e-le'ji-ak or el-e-ji'ak), a. and n. [For-

merly etegiack ; = F. elegiaque = Sp. elegiaco =
Pg. It. elegiaco, < LL. elegiacus, < Gr. iAeyeiaKoc,,

< cTieytia, ifayeiov, an elegy: see elegy.'] I. a.

1. In anc. pros., an epithet noting a distich the

first line of which is a dactylic hexameter and
the second a pentameter, or verse differing from
the hexameter by suppression of the arsis or

metrically unaccented part of the third and the

sixth foot, thus :

Verses or poems consisting of elegiac distichs are called

elegiac verses or poems (elegiacs) ; poetry composed in this

meter, elegiac verse or poetry (the elegy) ; and the writers
who employed this verse, especially those who employed
it exclusively or by preference, are known as the etegiac

poets. Elegiac verse seems to have been used primarily
in threnetic pieces (poems lamenting or commemorating
the dead), or. to have been associated with music of a kind

regarded by the Greeks as mournfuL Almost from its

first appearance iu literature, however, it is found used
for compositions of various kinds. The principal Roman
elegiac poets are Catullus, Tibullus, Propertius, and Ovid.
In modern German literature the elegiac meter has been

frequently used, especially by Goethe and Schiller. Cole-

ridge's translation from the latter poet may serve as an

example in English.

In the hex
|
amSter

|
rises the

|
fountain's

| silvery |
c61-

ninn,
In the pen |

tameter
| aye || falling Tn

| melody |
hack.

Coleridge, The Ovidian Elegiac Meter.

You should crave his rule
For pauses in the elegiac couplet, chasms
Permissible only to Catullus !

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 276.

2. Belonging to an elegy, or to elegy ; having
to do with elegies.
Arnold is a great elegiac poet, but there is a buoyancy

in his elegy which we rarely find in the best elegy, and
which certainly adds greatly to its charm.

Contemporary Rev., XLIX. 528.

Hence 3. Expressing sorrow or lamentation :

as, elegiac strains.

Let elegiack lay the woe relate,
Soft as the breath of distant flutes.

Gay, Trivia.

Mr. Lyttletou is a gentle elegiac person.
Gray, Letters, I. 220.

II. n. In pros. : (a) A pentameter, or verse

consisting of two dactylic penthemims or writ-
ten in elegiac meter. (6) pi. A succession of
distichs consisting each of a dactylic hexame-
ter and a dipeuthemim ;

a poem or poems in

such distichs: as, the Heroides and Tristia of

Ovid are written in elegiacs. See I.

elegiacal (el-e-ji'a-kal), a. [< elegiac + -al.~\

Same as elegiac.
He was the author of a very large number of volumes of

lyrical, elegiacal and romantic verse.
The American, VIII. 251.

elegiambi, n. Plural of elegiambus.
elegiambic (el"e-ji-am'bik), a. and n. [< Gr.

efayeiov, the meter of the elegy,
+ ia/i/J^dc, iam-

bic: see elegy and iambic.'] I. a. Consisting of

h If an elegiac pentameter followed by an iam-
bic dimeter; being or constituting an elegiam-
bus (which see): as, an elegiambic verse.

II. n. A verse consisting of a dactylic pen-
themim followed by an iambic dimeter; an ele-

giambus (which see).

elegiambus (el"e-ji-am'bns), n.; pi. elegiambi
(-bi). [LL. (Marius Victorinus, Ars Gramm.,
iv.), < L. elegia, elegy, + iambus, iambus.] A
compound verse, consisting of a dactylic pen-
themim (group of two dactyls and the thesis or

long syllable of a third) and an iambic dimeter,
thus:

elegiast (e-le'ji-ast or el-e-ji'ast), n. [<

(L. elegia) + -ast.~] An elegist. [Rare.]
The great fault of these elegiasts is, that they are in de-

spair for griefs that give the sensible part of mankind very
little pain. Goldsmith, Vicar, xvi.

,
.

poems in elegiac verse. [Rare.]

Elegioyrapher, one who writes mournful songs.
Cofkeram.

eleglOUS (e-le'ji-us), o. [< Gr. iteyeioc, elegiac,
< f/rj-f/'a, elegy.] Elegiac ; hence, lamenting ;

melancholy. [Rare.]



elegious

If your eli-fiiwiM breath wlmui.i imp to route
A happy tear, close li:u l> rin^ in hfH eye,

Then urge his pli-lited faith.

f,J,,, ,,/.-,.'. llmlilems, V. 1.

elegist (fl'G-jiMt), H. [< elegy + -<.] A writer

CtHi:
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Our flrfii.il, and tin- chroniclers, impute the eri ...... >f

withholding so pious a legacy I" the- advice "f tin- kin.- of

Fiance. T. H'lifitw, Ili.-t. Knu. 1'oetry, I. 108.

elegit (e-le'jit), n. [L., he has chosen: Sdpers.
Hint;. ]'rf. iiul. of t-lii/iTi; cliooso: seeeteci.j 1.

In luir, iii England and in some of the United
stiitcs, a judicial writ of execution, which may
at the election of the creditor issue on a judg-
ment or on a forfeiture of recognizance, com-
manding the sheriff to take the judgment debt-
or's goods, and, if necessary thereafter, his

lands, and deliver them to the judgment credi-

tor, who can retain them until the satisfaction

of the judgment. 2. The title to laud held un-
der execution of a writ of elegit.

elegize (el'e-jiz), v. i. or t. ; pret. and pp. cle-

</r.i'/, ppr. i-li HI iinj. [<. elegy + -i:c.] To write
or compose elegies ; celebrate or lament after
the style of an elegy ;

bewail.

I ... perhaps should have etyr&ni onforapage or two
farttu-r, when Harry, who lias no Idea of the dignity of

grief, blundered in. //. Walpole, Letters, II. 371.

elegy (el'e-ji), . ; pi. elegies (-jiz). [Formerly
elegie; = 1). Or. elegie = Dan. Sw. elegi, < OF. ele-

gie, F. 6leglc = Sp. elegia = Pg. It. elegia, < L.

elegia, also elegea, elegeia, < Gr. ifayeia, fern.

sing., but orig. neut. pi., TO e/UyrZa, an elegiac
poem, in reference to the ineter (later a lament,
an elegy), pi. of e'Af-yeiov, s distich consisting of
a hexameter and a pentameter (> LL. elegium,
< lii/riim, elegion, elegeon, an elegy; cf. L. dim.
elegiition, elcgidurion, a short elegy), neut. (so.

fitrpov, meter, or &rof, poem) of e'/.eyclof, prop.
pertaining to a song of mourning, elegiac, <
thyoc, a song of mourning, a lament, later (in
reference to the usual meter of such songs) any
poem in distichs; origin unknown. The usual
derivation from J f ~y*j

'

cry woe ! woe !
' a re-

frain in such songs ( i or rather e, an inter-

jection of pain or grief, like E. ah, ay2 ,
etc.

;

Xt'je. 2d pers. sing, itupv. of t.eyeiv, say), is no
doubt erroneous.] 1. In classicalpoetry, a poem
written in elegiac verse.

The third sorrowing was of loues, by long lamentation
in Ktetfie : so was their song called, and it was in a piti-
ous maner of meetre, placing a limping Pentameter after
a lusty r.MiinetiT, which made it godolourously more then
any other meeter. Putttnham

,
Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 39.

2. A mournful or plaintive poem ;
a poem or

song expressive of sorrow and lamentation
;
a

dirge ; a funeral song.
And there is such a solemn melody.
Tween doleful songs, tears and sad eletjif.it.

Webster, White Devil, v. 1.

Let Swans from their forsaken Rivers fly,

And slck'ning at her Tomb, make haste to dye,
That they may help to sing her Elffry.

Congreve, Death of Queen Mary.

3. Any serious poem pervaded by a tone of

melancholy, whether grief is actually exprrssi d
or not: as, Gray's

"
Elegy in a Country Church-

yard."
Klrriy is the form of poetry natural to the reflective

mind. It may treat of any subject, but it must treat of
no subject for itself, but always and exclusively with ref-

erence to the poet himself. Coleridge.

4. In music, a sad or funereal composition,
vocal or instrumental, whether actually com-
memorative or not; a dirge. = Syn. Dirye. Kequiem,
ete. See ilirrf.

eleidin (e-le'i-din), n. [< Gr. i/aia, olive-oil, oil,
+ -ill + -in'-'.] In flirm., a substance found in
the stratum granulosum and elsewhere in the

epidermis, and staining very deeply with car-
mine : regarded by Waldeyer as identical with

hyaline, and called on that account by Unna
</ niti>/ii/illill.

element (el'e-ment), . [< ME. element, < OF.
il< mi at. 1". ,''li'i}i'-ni = Sp. Pg. It. elemento = D.
(T. Dan. Sw. i-li'iiinit, < L. i-li nii-iitinii, a first prin-

ciple, element, rudiment, pi. first principles,
the elements (of existing things), the elements
of knowledge, the alphabet : origin uncertain.
The common derivation of the word from uli n;
nourish, which would identity ili-mrntiim with
nlinirntiim, nourishment (sec tilimrnt), is wholly
improbable. Several other derivations have
been proposed, of which one assumes the orig.
sense to be 'the alphabet.' the 'A-B-C,' or lit.

the 'L-M-N,' the word being formed, in this

view, < el + em + en. the names of the letters

L, M, N, + the term, -turn, as in the common
formative -mention, K. -'<.] 1. That of which
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anytmng is in part compounded, which exists
in it, and which is itself not decomposable into

parts of different kinds; a fundamental or ulti-

mate part or principle ; hence, in general, any
component part; any constituent part or prin-
ciple.

Thought
U

, and Its quick elements, will, passion,
Reason, imagination, cannot die. Shelley, Hellas.

Nuliir architecture is one element of culture.

Loicell, Fireside Travels, p. 99.

That element of tragedy which lies in the very fact of

frequency has not yet wrought itself Into the coarse emo-
tion of mankind. Qtorge Elinl, Middlcnmrch, I. 214.

Three tribes, settlers on three hills, were the element!
of which the original [Roman] commonwealth was made.

K. A. freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 286.

N"' ilk-ally (a) An Ingredient, especially of the tempera-
ment.

There's little of the melancholy element in her, my lord,

Shale., Much Ado, ii. 1.

('-) ]il. The rudimentary principles of any science : as, Eu-
clid's

" Elementi
"
(Or. vrotxtia), a work setting forth in an

orderly and logical way the simple and fundamental propo-
sitions of geometry. (e) In yearn., one of the points, lines,
or planes, or other geometrical forms, by which a figure or
geometrical construction is made up. "Space may be con-
sidered as a geometrical figure whose elements are either

polntsor planes. Taking the poinUas elements, the straight
lines of space are so many ranges, and the planes of space
so many planes of points. If, on the other hand, the planes
are considered as elements, the straight lines of space are
the axes of so many axial pencils, and points of space are
centers of so many sheaves of planes

'

(Cremona, Geom.,
tr. by Leuesdorff, 31). (d) In math., one of a number of

objects arranged in a symmetrical or regular figure. The
elements of a determinant are the quantities arranged in a

square block or matrix, the sum of whose products forms
the determinant, (e) In antrvn., one of the quantities
necessary to be known in calculating the place of a planet
(perhaps because the planets were called elements). They
are six, namely, the longitude of the ascending node, the
inclination of the orbit to the ecliptic, the longitude of the

perihelion, the mean distance from the sun, the mean
longitude at any epoch, and the eccentricity. Hence
(/) A datum required for the solution of any problem.
0?) //. The bread and wine used in the eucharist: dis-

tinctively called communion element*.

When all have communicated, the Bishop shall return
to the Lord's Table, and reverently plaee upon it what
remaineth of the consecrated Elements, covering the same
with a fair linen cloth.

Hook of Common Prayer, Holy Communion.

(h) In biol., one of the primary or embryological parts
composing the body of an animal, or of the pieces which
have united to form any part. Thus, the thorax of an
insect is composed of three principal elements or rings,
the epicranium is formed of several elements or nieces
which are soldered together, etc. (0 In elect., a voltaic
cell. See cell.

The bichromate of potassium batteries, composed of
four troughs with six compartments, making twenty-four
element* in circuit. A mercury commutator enabled us
to use at pleasure six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four
elements, and thus to obtain four different speeds of the
screw [of an electric balloon). Science, III. 154.

2. One of the four things, fire, water, earth,
and air (to which ether was added as a fifth

element), falsely regarded by the ancients as
the constituents of which all things are com-
posed. Water, as an element, consists of all that is in the

rain, the rivers, the sea, etc.; tin-, of lightning, the sun,
etc. ; these, together with the air and earth, were supposed
to make up the mutter of nature. The elements often
means in a particular sense wind and water, especially in
action : as, the fury of the elements.

" It is a water that Is rnaad, I seye,
Of elementei fonrc," qnod Plato.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale (ed. skeut ), 0. 1. 1480.

3e haue thanne in the ampulle fj. elc-menti* : that is to

seie, watir and eyr,
Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnlvall), p. 12.

My Ariel, chick,
That is thy charge ; then to the elements !

Be free, and fare thou well ! Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

I've heard
Schoolmen affirm, man's body is compos 'd

Of the four element*. Matsinger, Renegado, iii. 2.

And, lost each human trace, surrendering up
Thine individual being, shaft thou go
To mix forever with the elements.

Bryant, Thanatopsis.

3. A kind of matter undecomposable into other
kinds. The elements as enumerated by Empedocles, and
generally recognized in antiquity, were four fire, water,
earth, and air. (See2.) The older chemists, of the fifteenth

century and later, recognized three elements sulphur,
reury, and salt. In modem chemistry an element, IT

elementary )>ody, is regarded merely asasimplesuhstain <

which lias hitherto resisted analysis by any known chemi-
cal means. The list of such elements is a provisional one,
since it is possible, and not improbable, that many bodies
n.m con-idcred elementary may be proved to be com-
pound. There are about 70 elements at present (1889) rec-
in:ni/i>d liy chemists, commonly divided into two group!,
iiiiinely, metal* and the nun-metallic bodies or metalloid*.
The non-metallic elements are hydrogen, chlorin, bro-

mine, iodine, fliiorln, oxygen, sulphur, selenium, tellurium,
nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, bismuth, boron,
-ilieon, and carbon. (See m. lalloid.) The remaining eh-
ments are regarded as metals. (See inetnl.) Five cf the
elements, nxy^en. nitrogen. hydrogen. ehlorin, and flnorin,
are gases at ordinary temperatures : two. tiromine and
tneniuy, ;m- liquids; the rest are -nli.K. I h. pi.i]u-rties
of all the elements bear a close relation to their atomic

element
*<* periodic lair, underperiodic.) The following

a llat of the elements with symbols and atomic weight*.Is a lilt

,
**
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These [good life and good works] are the two elements,
and he which is elemented from these hath the complexion
of a good man, and a lit friend. Donne, Letters, xxx.

elemental (el-e-men'tal), ft. and n. [= Sp. Pg.
elemental; as element -f- -al.~] I. a. 1. Of, per-
taining to, or of the nature of an element or

elements.

In and near the photosphere, or underneath it, matter
must be in its most elemental state.

C. A. Young, The Sun, p. 295.

There is spectroscopic evidence which seems to show
that, starting with a mass of solid elemental matter, such
mass of matter is continually broken up as the tempera-
ture is raised. J. N. Lockyer, Spect. Anal., p. 126.

2. Pertaining or relating to first principles;

simple; elementary. [Obsolete or archaic.]

Some elemental knowledge, I suppose, they [the druids]
had

;
but I can scarcely be persuaded that their learning

was either deep or extensive.

Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Hist., i. 2.

3. Of or pertaining to the elements of the mate-
rial world: more especially used of the mobile
elements, fire, air, and water, with reference to
their violent or destructive action. See ele-

ment, 2 and 3.

If dusky spots are vary'd on his brow,
And streak'd with red, a troubled colour show;
That sullen mixture shall at once declare

Winds, rain, and storms, and elemental war.

Drydeii, tr. of Virgil's Georgics.

But all subsists by elemental strife ;

And passions are the elements of life.

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 1B9.

Elemental law of thought, a first principle ; a funda-
mental belief.

II. n. A spirit of the elements; a nature-

spirit. See I., 3, and element, 2 and 3.

elementalism (el-e-men'tal-izm), n. [< ele-

mental + -ism.'] Dhe theory which identifies

iihe divinities of the ancients with the elemen-
tal powers. Gladstone.

elementally (el"e-men-tari-ti), n. [(elemen-
tal + -ity.~] The state of feeing elemental or

elementary.
By this I hope the eletnentality (that is, the universality)

if detraction, or disparagement, ... is out of dispute.
Whitlock, Manners of Eng. People, p. 456.

elementally (el-e-men'tal-i), adv. In an ele-

mental manner; with reference to or as re-

gards elements.

Those words taken circumscriptly, without regard to any
precedent law of Moses, are as much against plain equity
... as those words of "

Take, eat, this is my body, ele-

mentally understood, are against nature and sense.
Christian Religion's Appeal, xv. (Ord MS.).

Legislate as much as you please, you cannot abolish the
fact of the sexes. Constituency, elementally the same,
Man and Woman are organized on different bases. Like
the stars, they differ in their glory.

G. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 232.

elementart (el-e-men'tar), a. [< L. elementa-
rius : see elementary.] Elementary.

What thyng occasioned the showres of rayne
Of fyre elementar in his supreme spore.

Skelton, Garland of Laurel.

elementariness (el-e-men'ta-ri-nes), n. The
state of being elementary.
elementarityt (el"e-men-tar'i-ti), n. [< elemen-

tary + -%.] Elementariness.
For though Moses have left no mention of minerals, nor

made any other description then sutes unto the apparent
and visible creation, yet is there unquestionably a very
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It is probable that before the time of Aristotle there were

elementary treatises of geometry which are now lost.

/.v<''/, Inquiry into Human Mind.

Such a pedantick abuse of elementary principles as would
have disgraced boys at school. Burke, Army Estimates.

3. Treating of elements; collecting, digesting,
or explaining principles : as, an elementarywrit-
er. Elementary analysis, in chein., the estimation of

the amounts of the elements which together form a com-
pound body. Elementary angles, in crystal., angles be-

tween particular faces characteristic of particular miner-
als. Elementary body. See element, 3. Elementary
particles of Zimmermann. See blwid-platf. Elemen-
tary proposition, a self-evident and indemonstrable

proposition. Elementary substances. See element, 3.

elementation (el"e-men-ta'shon), n. [< element,

)).,
+ -ation.] Instruction in elements or first

principles. Coleridge. [Bare.]
elementisht (el-e-men'tish), a. [< element +
-ish.] Elemental; elementary.

If you mean of many natures conspiring together, as in
a popular government, to establish this fair estate, as if

the elementish and ethereal parts should in their town-
house set down the bounds of each one's office, then con-
sider what follows: that there must needs have been awis-
dom which made them concur. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

elementoid (el-e-men'toid), a. [< L. elemen-
tnm + Gr. eWof, form.] Like an element

;
hav-

ing the appearance of a simple substance : as,

compounds which have an elementoid nature,
and perform elemental functions.

elemi (el'e-mi), n. [= F. elemi = Sp. elemi =
Pg. It. elemi; of Eastern, said to be of Ar., ori-

gin.] A name of fragrant resins of various

kinds, all of them probably the product of trees

belonging to the natural order Burseracea;. The
Oriental or African elemi of the older writers is an exu-
dation from BoHwellia Freereana, a tree found in the
region south of the gulf of Aden. It is used in the East
for chewing, like mastic. The elemi of pharmacy comes
chiefly from Manila, and is the productof Canarium com-
mtme. It is a stimulant resin, and is used in plasters and
ointments. Other sorts are Mexican or Vera Cruz elemi,
obtained from species of Bursera; Brazilian elemi, from
various species of Protium (Idea) ; and Mauritius elemi,
from Caiiariinn paniculatum.
elemin (el'e-min), n. [< elemi + - 2

.] The
crystallizable portion of elemi.
elench (e-lengk'), . [< L. elencJius, < Gr. Key-
Xof, an argument of disproof or refutation, a

cross-examining, < cteyxuv, disgrace, put to

shame, cross-examine for the purpose of re-

futing, put to the proof, confute, refute.] In

logic, an argumentation concluding the falsity
of something maintained

;
a refutation

;
a con-

futation; also, a false refutation; a sophism.
Also elenchus.

Reprehension or elench is a syllogism which gathereth
a conclusion contrary to the assertion of the respondent.

Blundemlle (1609).

The sophistical elenchus or refutation, being a delusive
semblance of refutation which imposes on ordinary men
and induces them to accept it as real, cannot be properly
understood without the theory of elenchus in general;
nor cau this last be understood without the entire theory
of the syllogism, since the elenchus is only one variety of
syllogism. The elenchus is a syllogism with a conclusion
contradictory to or refutative of some enunciated thesis
or proposition. Accordingly we must understand the
conditions of a good and valid syllogism before we study
those of a valid elenchus ; these last, again, must be un-
derstood, before we enter on the distinctive attributes of
the pseudo-eteiic/is the sophistical, invalid, or sham,
refutation. Grote.

Ignorance Of the elench. See fallacy of irrelevant con-

clusion, under fallacy.
large classis of creatures In the earth far above the con- elenchlc, elenchical (e-leng'kik, -ki-kal), a.
ditiou of elementanty. Sir T. Brmme, Vulg. Err., ii 1. [< elench + -ie, -ical.~] Pertaining to or of the

elementary (el-e-men'ta-ri), a. [= D. elemen-
tair = G. elementar (in comp.), also elementa-
risch = Dan. elemental = Sw. elementar (D.
Dan. Sw. after F.) (Dan. Sw. also elementar in

comp.) = F. elementaire = Pr. Sp. Pg. elemen-
tar, Pg. also elementario = It. elementare, ele-

mentario, < L. clementarius, belonging to the
elements or rudiments, < elementum, element,
rudiment: see element.'] 1. Pertaining to or
of the nature of an element or elements; pri-
mary; simple; uncompoimded ; incomplex: as,
an elementary substance.

They [chemists] have found it impossible to obtain from
oxygen anything but oxygen, or from hydrogen anythingbut hydrogen ; and, in the present state of our knowledge,
these bodies are consequently regarded as elementary or
simple substances. Huxley, Physiography, p. 105.

Without ritual, religion may exist in its elewentani
state, and tins elementary state of religion is what may be
described as habitual and permanent admiration.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 70.

The primitive homestead, . . . where all things were
elementary and of the plainest cast.

Stedman, Poets of America, p. 101.

2. Initial; rudimental; containing, teaching,
or discussing first principles, rules, or rudi-
ments: as, an elementary treatise or disquisi-
tion; elementary education

; elementary schools.

nature of an elench; refuting; confutative;
sophistical. Bailey, 1776.

elenchically (e-leng'ki-kal-i), adv. By means
of an elench. Imp. Diet"
elenchizet (e-leng'klz), v. i. [< Gr. eUyxetv,
confute, + -ize.~] To dispute ;

refute.

Tip. Hear him problematize.
Pru. Bless us, what's that ?

Tip. Or syllogize, elenchize. B. Jonsvn, New Inn, ii. 2.

elenchtict, elenchticalt, a. Erroneous forms
of elenctic, elenclical.

elenchus (e-leng'kus), n. 1. Same as elench.
2. [cap.] [NL.] (a) A genus of gastropods.

Humphreys, 1797. (6) A genus of Strepsiptera.
Curtis, 1831.

elenctict, elencticalt (-lengk'tik, -ti-kal),
a.

fAlso written, erroneously, elenchtic, -al,<. Gr.

e>.eyKTtK6f, refutative, < f/Uy/cro?, verbal adj. of

iMyXEiv, refute, confute: see elench.'] Same
as elenchic.

elenge, ellinge, a. [Now only dial.; < ME.
dengc, also, less often, elynge, eling ; perhaps an
alteration, with suffix -ing, of AS. ellende, elc-

lainde, with equiv. elelendisc,_
ME. elelendis, hele-

lendisse, helendis, -isse, foreign, strange, living
in a foreign land (elelnnd, a foreign land), =
OS. elilcndi = D. ellendig = OHG. clilenti, for-

elephant

eign, living in a foreign land, MHG. ellende,
the same, also unhappy, wretched, G. clend,

unhappy, wretched, = Dan. elcndig, = Sw. elfin-

dig, unhappy, wretched; < AS. ele-, el-, other

(see else and alien}, -f- land, land. The same
development of sense appears in wretched, ult.

< AS. wrecca, an outcast, exile.] Cheerless;
wretched; miserable; unhappy.

Heuy-chered I gede, and elynye in herte.
Piers Plowman (B), xx. 2.

Poverte is this, although it seme elenge,
Possessioun that no wight wil chalenge.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 344.

elengelyt, adr. [ME., also elengelich; < elenge
+ -Ty'

2
.] Cheerlessly; miserably.
Alisaundre that al wan elengelich ended.

Piers Plowman (B), xii. 45.

elengenesset, ellengnesst, n. [Early mod. E. el-

lengness; < ME. ellengenesse."] Sorrow; trouble.
Rom. of the Base.
Eleocharis (el-e-ok'a-ris), n. [NL., prop. *He-

leocharis, < Gr. k'Aog (gen. t/Uo?), low ground by
rivers, marsh-meadows, + ;^a<'/>v, rejoice, > %a-
ptf, favor, delight.] A genus of cyperaceous
plants, or about 80 species, growing in wet
places, and distributed over all tropical and
temperate regions. They are characterized by terete
or angular culms closely sheathed at the base, and bear-

ing a naked, solitary terminal head of closely imbricated
scales. There are about 20 North American species. Com-
monly known as spike-rush.

Eleotragus (el-e-ot'ra-gus), n. [NL. (J. E.

Gray, 1846), prop. 'Heleotragus, < Gr. f/"of (gen.
eAeof), a marsh, + Tpayof, a goat.] A genus of

antelopes, containing such as the riet-bok or
reed-buck of South Africa, E. arundinaceus.

Eleotridinse (el-e-ot-ri-di'ne), . pi. [NL., <

Eleotris (-rid-) + -inie.~\ A subfamily of gobioid
fishes closely resembling the Gobiinw, but with

separated ventral fins. Also Eleotrintt.

Eleotris (e-le'o-tris), . [NL. (Gronovius).] A
genus of fishes, typical of the subfamily Eleo-
tridince.

elephant (el'e-fant), n. [< ME. elefaunt, eli-

fant, elifauntj earlier and more commonly oli-

fant, olifaunt, olefawnt, olyfaunt, olifont, olifunt

(rarely, in later ME., spelled with ph, as in L.),
< OF. olifant, also elifant, F. elephant = Pr.

elephant = Sp. elefante = Pg. elefante, elephante= It. elefante = AS. elpend, elp, yip, an ele-

phant (see aljA), = MD. D. elefant (also MD.
olefant, olifant, D. olifant, < OF.) = MLG. ele-

fant, elepant, also elpender, ohant = OHG. ela-

fant, elfant, helfant, MHG. elefant, elfant, el-

fent, Gr. elefant, elephant = Dan. Sw. elefant
(cf. Goth, ulbandus = OHG. olbanta, olbenta,

olbanda, MHG. olbende, olbent = AS. olfend, a
camel: see camel), < L. elephas, clephans (ele-

phant-), also elephantus, and ML. elefantus, <
Gr. ^^of (fAc^avr-), an elephant (first in He-
rodotus), ivory (first in Homer and Hesiod) ;

perhaps < Heb. eleph, an ox (cf. Lucabos, Lu-
canian ox, the older L. name : see alpha) ; but
some compare Heb. ibdh, Skt. ibhas, an ele-

phant, and L. ebur, ivory : see ivory. The Slav.
and Oriental names are different : OBulg. slo-

u = Bohem. slon = Pol. slon' = Russ. slonu

(> Lith. slanas), elephant ;
Turk. AT. fil. Hind.

fil, pil, < Pers. pil, elephant ;
Hind, hatlii, lidti,

< Skt. hastin, elephant, < hasta, hand, trunk.]
1 . A five-toed proboscidian mammal, of the ge-
nus Eleplias, constituting a subfamily, EleplMlt-

Indian Elephant ( Elephas indicia).

time, and comprehending two living species,
namely, E/cjilms indieus and Elephas (Loxodon)
africanus. The former inhabits India, and is character-
ized by a concave high forehead, small ears, and compara-
tively small tusks ; the latter is found in Africa, and lias

a convex forehead, great flapping ears, and large tusks.

The tusks occur in both sexes, curving upward from the

extremity of the upper jaw. The nose is prolonged into
a cylindrical trunk or proboscis, at the extremity of which
the nostrils open. The trunk is extremely flexible and
highly sensitive, and terminates in a linger-like prehensile
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lulu-. Kli-phanta lire tin- lai ui-st quadruped* nt present ex- elephant-fish (fl'e-fant-fish), w. A name of the
Istlng. Their tu.ks .iH-oi i; ,,..,t vain,- : ivory, furnishing sml ,ilern <.himra, "CoUorhynchus antarcticus:
an important article of commerce, In Africa especially, and so called 011 account of the prolongation of the

Aftir.m Flcptiant (Eltfttatai Loxoettm a/Hfanus}.

occasioning the destruction of (treat nnniliers of these ani-

mals. Ten species of fossil elephants have been described,
of which the best-known is the hairy mammoth, K. vrimi-

genius. The mastodons are nearly related to elephants,
but form a separate subfamily Maittodimtitue (which see).

Than he returned toward hym with his betell in his

himilt', and put his targe hym he-forn that was of the bon
of an Olyfaunte. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 338.

The castelles . . . that craftily ben sett upon the oli-

fantex bakkes. Mandeeille, Travels, p. 191.

He is as valiant as the lion, churlish as the bear, slow
as the elephant. Shale., T. and C., i. 2.

2. Figuratively, a burdensome or perplexing
possession or charge ; something that one does
not know what to do with or how to get rid

of: as, to have an elephant on one's hands
;
he

found his great house very much of an elephant.
3. Ivory; the tusk of the elephant. [Poeti-

cal.]
High o'er the gate, in elephant and gold,

The crowd shall Cicsar's Indian war behold.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Oeorglcs.

4. A drawing- or writing-paper measuring in

America 22 X 27 inches A white elephant, a

possession or a dignity more troublesome and costly than

profitable : in allusion to the rare and highly venerated
white elephants of the East Indies, which must be kept
in royal state, and which are said to be sometimes pre-
sented by the King of Slam to courtiers whom he desires
to ruin.

Bazaine Ittthought him of his master's natural anxiety
to know the situation. That master was the white ele-

phant of Bazalne and the army.
Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 58.

Double elephant, a drawing- or writing-paper measur-
ing In England 20} or 27 x 40 inches, and in America
(where it is also called double royal) 28 X 40 inches.

Elephant hawk-moth, xeehniric-uwtlt. Order of the
White Elephant, a Danish order alleged to lie of great
antiquity. IU foundation, however, is specifically as-

cribed to Christian I.. 1462, and Its reorganization to

Christian V.. lisa It is limited to SO knights besides the
UK mben of the royal family, and no person can l? a knight
who is not previously a member of the order of the Dane-
brog. The collar of the order is composed alternately of

elephants and embattled towers. The badge is an ele-

phant bearing on his back a tower, and on his head a driver
dressed like a Hindu. The ribbon to which the badge is

attached on ordinary occasions is sky-blue. Rogue ele-

phant, an elephant of ungovernably bail temper, which
lives alone or apart from the herd, and is regarded as

particularly dangerous. To see or to show the ele-

phant, to see or exhibit something strange or wonderful ;

especially, to see for the nrst time, or exhibit to a stran-

ger, the sights ami scenes of a great city (often implying
MOM of a low or disreputable kind). (Slang, I". 8.J

elephant-apple (el'e-faiit-ap'l), n. The wood-
apple of India, Ferouiii clrphantum, a large ru-

taceous tree allied to the orange, and bearing
an orange-like fruit. The pulp of the fruit is

acid, and is made into a jelly.

elephant-beetle (ere-fant-be'tl), n. 1. A
name of several lamellicorn scarabwoid beetles
of enormous size. Specifically (a) Any species of
thecetonian genus GWiViMi/ji. See ffollath-bee tie. (d) Any
species of either of the genera Dtmajttes and Megasoma.
M. elephaa is a large American species. Some of the ele-

phant-beetles, as linn'--', In rt-ntfn of tropical America,
attain a total length of 6 inches, but of this the long pro-
thoracic horn makes about half. See cut under Uerctdes-
beetle.

2. One of the rhynchophorous beetles or wee-
vils: so called from the long snout or proboscis.
elephant-bird (el'e-fant-berd), w. Afossil bird
of Madagascar, of tie genus ^Epyornis (which
see).

elephant-creeper (el'o-fant-kre'per), n. The
Argnrriii s/i-ii>nii, a, coiivolvulaceous woody
climber of India, reaching the tops of the tall-

est trees. Its leaves are white-tomentose b<-m-atb. ami
its deep-rose-colored flowers are borne in axillary cynics.
The leaves are need for poultices and in various cutaneous
diseases.

elephanter (el-Wan'ter), . A heavy periodi-
cal rain at Bombay.

Elephant-fish (C

snout, which has a peculiar proboscis-like ap-

pendage, serving as a prehensile organ, it is an
Inhabitant of the southern Pacific and the vicinity of the
i apt of (iood Hope, and is sometimes eaten.

elephant-grass (el'e-fant-gras), n. An East
Indian bur-reed, Typha elephantina, the pollen
of which is made into bread by the natives of

Sind.

elephantiac (el-e-fan'ti-ak), a. [< L. elephan-
tiacus, (. elephantiasis: see elephantiasis.} Of
the nature of or affected with elephantiasis.

elephantiasis (el'e-fan-tj'a-sis), n. F_< L. ele-

phantiasis, < Gr. i'MQavriaotf, a skin-disease, so
called from its giving the skin the appearance of
an elephant's hide, <<W^af (tfafyavr-), elephant :

see elephant.} A name given to several forms
of skin-disease, (a) Elephantiasis Arabura, or pachy-
dermia. See ixtchydeniiia. (6) Elephantiasis Gnecorum,
or leprosy. See lejtra.

elephantid (el-e-fan'tid), n. A proboscidean
mammal of the family Elephantulte, as an ele-

phant, mammoth, or mastodon.

Elephantidae (el-e-fan'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Elephan (-phant-) 4-
-idle.'] Afamilyof the order

Proboxcidea, containingthe livingelephants and
the fossil mammoths and mastodons. See mam-
moth, mastodon. These huge pachyderms have the

upper Incisors enormously developed as cylindro-conic
tusks, projecting from the mouth and growing indefinitely ;

the lower incisors small or null, the molars successively
displacing one another from behind forward, so that no
premolars replace the deciduous teeth, and never more
than one or two molars in functional position at once in

either jaw ; and the grinding surfaces with several trans-

verse ridges alternating with cement-valleys. The skull is

very high in front, to accommodate the roots of the tusks,
there being a great development of diploic structure.
The family is divided Into two subfamilies, Elejitiantiiuf
and MastodoHtince. See cuts under elephant and Elephan-
Hnte.

Elephantinse (el'e-fan-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Elephas (-pliant-) + -in<B.] The typical sub-

family of the Elephantidfe, containing the liv-

ing elephants and the extinct mammoths. They
have the isomerous as distinguished from the hypisome-

Eleusinia

3. Made or consisting of ivory. See ehryxrle-

phanliiic. Elephantine book*, in Kin. ant,,
tain book* conslstmg(originally)of Ivory tablet!, In which
were registered the transactions of the senate, mi<rltru-,
emperors, and generals. - Elephantine epoch, in yeol.
the periiMl durint,' which there wits a preponderance of

large pachyderms.

elephant-leg (ere-fant-leg), n. Pachydermia
ofthelrg; Barbados leg. Soi- imi-liyiltrniiii.

elephant-mouse (el'e-fant-inous), . Same as
i f'

I'lnl n f-sli i'< II'.

elephantoid (el--fan'toid), a. and n. [< Gr.

t//*of (ifefavT-),' elephant, + eJoof, form.] I.

a. Having the form of an elephant.
II. H. An elephantid.

elephantoidal (el'e-fan-toi'dal), a. Same as

Skeleton and Outline of African Elephant (Etffhasor Laxotton

qfricanus).

/r. frontal ; ma, mandible; ma', malar; Ji, "finger" at end of
trunk; C, cervical vertebne; D. dorsal vertebrae; fe, pelvis; jc,

scapula ; it, sternum ; hn, humerus; W.ulna; ra, radius; '*,inet.i-

carpus ;/t, femur; faf, patella; ltt>, tibia; fib, fibula; met, meta-
tarsus.

rous or anisomerous dentition, the transverse ridges of the
molars being three to five the same on all the teeth, con-

timmns, and the valleys filled with cement. The genera
"/tax, Loxodttn, and Strrtodon, the last extinct,

elephantine (el-f-fan'tin), a. [= F. elephan-
tin = Sp. It. elcftintino = Pg. elephantino, < L.

elephanttnus, elephantine, also of ivory, < Gr.

efa<p6vrivoc., of ivory, <f?.tyaf(f/edavr-), elephant,
ivory: see elephant.] 1. Pertaining to the ele-

phant ; resembling an elephant.
With tnrcoises divinely blue

(Though doubts arise where first they grew,
whether chaste elephantine bone
By min'rals ting'd, or native stone).

If*. Jones, The Enchanted Fruit.

Hence 2. Elephant-like; huge; immense;
heavy; clumsy: as, he was of elephantine pro-
portions; elephantine movements.
But what insolent familiar durst have mated Thomas

Coventry ? whose person was a quadrate, his step massy
and elephantine. Lamb, Old Benchers.

Elephantopus (el-e-fan'to-pus), . [NL., < Gr.

efafavrdiruvf, ivory-footed (NL. taken in sense
of

'elephant's-foot'), < iU<pa{ (ifafavr-), ele-

phant, ivory.] 1. A genus of herbaceous ver-

noniaceous composites of America, of a dozen
species, one of which (/.'. ncaber) is a common
weed in most tropical countries. Three species
occur within the United States. Some Brazilian specie*
are reputed to have medicinal properties.

2. A genus of acalephs. Lisson, 1843.

elephantous (el-e-fan'tus), a. [< elephan-
t(iasin) + -mis."] Pertaining to or of the nature
of elephantiasis: as, the elephantous group of

specific inflammations. Quain, Med. Diet., p.
1432.

elephant-seal (el'e-fant-sel), w. Same as -

elephant.

elephant's-ear (el'e-fants-er), . A common
name for plants of tne 'genus Begonia, from the
form of their leaves.

elephant's-foot (el'e-fants-fut), n. 1. A book-
name for species of

'

El'ephantopus, of which the
word is a translation. 2. Testudinaria ele-

phantipes, a plant of the natural order Diosco-
reacea.

elephant-shrew (el'e-fant-shre), n. A small
mouse-like saltatorial insectivorous quadruped
of Africa

5
one

of the animals
of the family
Macroscelida:
or Bhynchocyo-
nillce. In super-
ficial aspect they
resemble some of

the jumping mii-t-

or kangaroo-mice,
especially of the
American genera
Zapitt and Difio-

doinyK, having long
hind limbs, well-

developed ears, and the snout so

semble a proboscis, whence the

/'fin/if- i/i'inv and prohtmcig'rat.

elephant's-tusk (el'e-fants-tusk), n. A mol-

lusk, Jtentalium arcuatuni, one of the tooth-

shells.

Elephas (el'e-fas), . [NL., < L. elephag, < Gr.

f?.f^af, elephant: see elephant.'] The typical
genus of elephants, formerly embracing both
the living species, or genera, now sometimes
restricted to the type represented by the Asi-
atic elephant, Elephas indifus. In this restrict-

ed sense it is the same as Elasmodon and Euele-

phas. See cuts under elephant.
Elettaria (el-e-ta'ri-S), n. [NL.] An East
Indian genus of scitamineous plants, of only
one or two species. E. Cardamomum furnishes
the cardamom-seeds of commerce. See carda-
mom.
Eleusine (el-u-si'ne), w. [NL., appar. in refer-

ence to Eleuxis (f): see Elrusinian.] A genus
of grasses, belonging to the tribe Chtoridece,

having several linear spikes digitate at the sum-
mit of the culm. The species are natives of the warm-
er parts of the glol>e, and several are cultivated for their

grain. In the Kast an Indian species, K. eoraeana (known
tanatchnee, nayla ragee, mand, and murira), is cultivated
as a corn, from which the Tibetans make a weak beer. E.
ttricta is also a productive grain, and the Abyssinian grain
tocnsso is the product of another species, E. Tonuo. K.

Indica, an annual species, is now naturalized in most warm
countries, and is good for grazing and soiling, and as

hay.

Eleusinia (el-u-sin'i-8), n. pi. [L., < Gr. 'EAv
aivia, neut. pi. of 'Efavaiviof, pertaining to Eleu-
sis. vE/futjicCEi'.FMT/v-), Eleusis.] In Gr.antiq.,
the famous Athenian mysteries and festival of

Eleusis, symbolizing the various phases of hu-
man life in the light of

philosophic
views as

to its eternity, and honoring Demeter (Ceres),
Cora (Proserpina), and the local Attic divinity
lacchos ("loisjor) as the especial protectors of

agriculture and of all fruit fulness, and the guar-
dians of Athens. Eleusinia, introduced from Athens,

Elephant^hrew f MacroscelMfs ty^t'cus).

ng and sharp as to re-

mr. Also called - / -



Eleusinia

were also celebrated in other parts of Greece and Greek
lands. See K/fuxiniiiii. Great Eleusinia, the chief an-

nual festival in honor of Demeter and Cora, celebrated at

Athens and Eleusis from the 13th to the 23d of Boedromion

(September-October). Lesser Eleusinia, an annual fes-

tival at Athens, held as a prelude to the Great Eleusinia

in the middle of the month of Anthesterion (February-
March).

Eleusinian (el-u-sin'i-an), a. [< L. Eleusinius,
< Gr. 'E/Euff/wof, pertaining to Eleusis: see Eleu-

sinia] Relating to Eleusis in Attica, Greece :

as, the Eleusinian mysteries and festival, the

mysteries and festival of Demeter (Ceres), cele-

brated at Eleusis.

Eleuthera bark. Same as cascarilla baric (which
see, under bartP).
Eleutherata (e-lu-the-ra'ta), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

cfovOepot, free, + -ata 2] "A term used by Fa-
bricius (1775) to designate beetles, the insects

which now form the order Coleoptera.
eleutherian (el-u-the'ri-an), a. [< Gr. e'AevOepiof,

like a free man, frank, freely giving, bountiful

(ifavBepia, freedom), < iMfepOf, free.] Freely
giving ;

bountiful ;
liberal.

And eleutherian Jove will bless their flight.

Glover, Leonidas, i.

Eleutheroblastea (e-lu"the-ro-blas'te-a), n. pi.

[XL., < Gr. eAeiOfpo;, free, + /faao-rof, germ.]
An order of hydroid hydrozoans, or a suborder
of the order Hydroida and class Hyclrozoa, rep-
resented by the common fresh-water hydra,
Hydra viridis, of the family Hydrida;. The
animals have a hydriform trophosome and no mednsoid
buds, both generative products being developed within
the body-wall of the single polypite of which the hydro-
some consists. It is the lowest and simplest grade of

hydrozoans, and contains the only fresh-water forms.

eleutheroblastic (e-lu'the-ro-blas'tik), a. Of
or pertaining to the Eleutneroblastea.

eleutherobranchiate(e-lu'
?
the-r9-brang'ki-at),

a. [< NL. "cleutlierobranchMtKS, < Gr. 'Aeiflepof,

free, + flp&yx10, gills.] Having free gills; of
or relating to the Eleutlierobranclni.

Eleutherobrancbii (e-lu"the-ro-brang'ki-i), n.

pi. [NL., < Gr. i'AsiiBepof, free, + {Ipayxia, gills.]
A primary group of fishes, having the gills free

at the outer edge, and thus contrasted with the
selachians and the myzonts. It includes all the
true or teleostomous fishes. [Not in use.]

Eleutherodactyli (e-lu"the-ro-dak'ti-li), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. efai>0epo<;, free, +' rf(krv.of, finger,
toe.] In ornith., those 1'asseres which have the
hind toe perfectly free, as is the case with all

1'asseres except the Eurylcemidce or Desmodac-
tijli (which see). The character is made a ba-
sis of the primary division of Passeres. Forbes.

eleutherodactylbus (e-lu"the-ro-dak'ti-lus), a.

Having the characters of the Eleutherodac-

tyli.

cieutheromania (e-lu"the-ro-ma'ni-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. tAeWfepof, free (tfavBcpia, freedom), + fiavia,

madness.] A mania for freedom; excessive
zeal for freedom. [Rare.]

Our Peers have, in too many cases, laid aside their frogs,

laces, bagwigs ; and go about in English costume, or ride

rising in their stirrups, in the most headlong manner;
nothing but insubordination, eleutheromania, confused
unlimited opposition in their heads.

Carlyle, French Rev., I. iii. 4.

eleutheromaniac (e-lu"the-ro-ma'ni-ak), a. and
n. [< eleutheromania + -ac; cf. maniac] I.

a. Having an excessive zeal for freedom.

Crowds, as was said, inundate the outer courts: inun-
dation of young eleutheromaniac Noblemen in English
costume, uttering audacious speeches.

Carlyle, French Rev., I. iii. 4.

II. n. One having an excessive zeal for free-
dom

; a fanatic on the subject of freedom.

eleutheropetalous (e-lu"the-ro-pet'a-lus), a.

[< Gr. EA6Vpof, free, + jrcra/toji, a leaf (in mod.
bot. a petal), + -ous] In bot., having the pet-
als distinct

; polypetalous.
eleutherophyllous (e-lu"the-ro-fiTus), a. [<
Gr. eAeiiffepof, free, + Qvl'Aov = L. folium, a leaf,+ -ous] In bot., composed of separate leaves:

applied to a calyx or corolla, or to the perianth
as a whole.

Eleutheropomi (e-lu"the-ro-p6'mi), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. eAefcfcpof, free',' +

'

ira/m, a lid.] A
suborder of chondropterygian fishes, in which
the gills are free. The sturgeons and chimee-
ras were grouped together by Dum6ril under
this title. [Not in use.]
eleutherosepalous (e-lu'the-ro-sep'a-lus), a.

[< Gr. EAEi'fepof, free, + NL.' sepalum',' sepal, +
-ous.] In bot., composed of distinct sepals;
polysepalous.
Eleutherurus (e-lu-the-ro'rus), . [NL., < Gr.

tAfiifepof, free, + oi/jd,"tail.] A genus of fruit-

eating bats, of the family Pteropodidce, so call-

Etfyptian Free-tailed Bat (Eleutherurus
agyptiacus}.

1S7C

ed from having the tail free from the interfem-

oral membrane. E. cegyptiacus is a species fre-

quently sculp-
turedonEgyp-
tian monu-
ments.
elevate (el'e-

vat), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
elevated, ppr.
elevating. [<
L. elevatus,

pp. of elevare

( > It. elevare

= Sp. Pg. ele-

var = F. Cle-

ver), raise, lift

up, < e, ex,

out, + levarc,
make light,

lift, < levis,

light : see lev-

ity, lever. Of.

alleviate.] 1.

To move or
cause to move
from a lower to a higher level, place, or posi-

tion; raise; lift; lift up: as, to elevate the nost
in the service of the mass

;
to elevate the voice.

Dwarf, bear my shield ; squire, elevate my lance.
Beau, and Ft., Knight of Burning Pestle, iii. 2.

In every endeavour to elevate, ourselves above reason,
we are seeking to elevate ourselves al>ove the atmosphere
with wings which cannot soar but by beating the air.

J. Martineau.

You remember the high stool on which culprits used to
be elevated with the tall paper fool's-cap on their heads,
blushing to the ears.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 241.

2. To raise to a higher state or station
;
exalt

;

raise from a low, common, or primary state, as

by training or education
;
raise from or above

low conceptions: as, to elevate a man to an of-

fice; to elevate the character.

Honours that tended to elevate a body of people into a
distinct species from the rest of the nation. Shenstone.

A grandeur, a simplicity, a breadth of manner, an ima-
gination at once elevated and restrained by the subject,
reign throughout Milton's Ode on the Nativity.

Hallain, Introd. Lit. of Europe, Iii. 5.

The competence of man to elevate and to be elevated is

in that desire and power to stand in joyful and ennobling
intercourse with individuals, which makes the faith and the
practice of all reasonable men. Em*r#on, Domestic Life.

3. To excite
;
cheer

; animate : as, to elevate

the spirits.

Nor. Or art thou mad ?

Clorin. A little elevated
With the assurance of my future fortune :

Why do you stare and grin ?

Massinger, Parliament of Love, ii. 1.

When men take pleasure in feeling their minas elevated

by strong drink, and so indulge their appetite as to destroy
their understandings, . . . their case is much to be pitied.

John Woolman, Journal (1756), p. 93.

Hence 4. To intoxicate slightly; render
somewhat tipsy. [Colloq.]

His depth of feeling is misunderstood ; he is supposed
to be a little elevated, and nobody heeds him.

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, ix.

5t. To make light or unimportant; diminish
the weight or importance of.

The Arabian physicians, . . . not being able to deny
it to be true of the holy Jesus, endeavour to elevate and
lessen the thing by saying it is not wholly beyond the
force of nature that a virgin should conceive.

Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, i. 4.

Disclosed elevated. See disclosed. Elevated rail-
road. Seerailnad. Elevating arc. Seearci.=Syn.
1. To lift up, uplift. 2. To promote, ennoble. 1-3. Lift,
Hxalt, etc. See raise.

elevate (el'e-vat), a. [ME. elevat; < L. eleva-

tus, pp. : see the verb.] Raised
; elevated.

[Poetical and rare.]
And in a region elevate and high,
And by the form wherein it [a comet] did appear,
As the most skilful seriously divine,
Foreshow'd a kingdom shortly to decline.

Drayton, Baron's Wars, i.

On each side an imperial city stood,
With towers and temples proudly elevate
On seven small hills. Miltnn, P. R., iv. 34.

elevatedness (el'e-va-ted-nes), n. The state
of being elevated.

'

I had neither wife nor children, in whom mutually to
reflect and see reflected the elevatedness and generosity of
my station. Godmn, St. Leon.

elevating-screw (el 'e-va-ting-skro), 11. A screw
by means of which the breech of a piece of
ordnance is adjusted for the elevation or ver-
tical direction of the piece.

elevator

elevatio (el-e-va'shi-6), n. [L. : see elevation.]
1. In one. music, a raising of the voice

;
arsis.

2. In medieval music, the extension of a mode
beyond its usual compass or ambitus.

elevation (el-e-va'shon), n. [< ME. elevacioini,

< OF. elevation, F. elevation = Pr. eslecation.

eslevatio = Sp. elevacion = Pg. elevagao = It.

elevazipne, < L. elevatio(n~), a lifting up, < ele-

vare, lift up, elevate : see elevate.] 1. The act

of elevating or raising from a lower level, pi ace,
or position to a higher.

I hope a proper elevation of voice, a due emphasis and

accent, are not to come within this description.
Steele, Spectator, No. 147.

I can add nothing to the accounts already published of

the elevation of the land at Valparaiso which accompa-
nied the earthquake of 1822.

Darwin, Geol. Observations, ii. 245.

2. The state of being raised or elevated; ex-

altation
; specifically, exaltation of feeling or

spirits.
Different elevations of spirit unto God are contained in

the name of prayer. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 48.

His style was an elegant perspicuity, rich of phrase,
but seldom any bold metaphors ; and so far from tumid,
that it rather wanted a little elevation. Sir 11. Wotton.

I fancied I could distinguish an elevation of spirit dif-

ferent from that which is the cause or the effect of simple
jollity. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 115.

Hence 3. A state of slight inebriation; tip-
siness. [Colloq.] 4. That which is raised or

elevated; an elevated place; a rising ground;
a height.
His [Milton's] poetry reminds us of the miracles of Al-

pine scenery. Nooks and dells, beautiful as fairyland, are
embosomed in its most rugged and gigantic elevations.

Macaulay, Milton.

5. Altitude, (a) In astron., the distance of a heaven-

ly body above the horizon, or the arc of a vertical circle

intercepted between it and the horizon, (fc) In gun., the

angle which the axis of the bore makes with the plane of

the horizon, (c) In dialing, the angle which the style
makes with the substylar line, (d) In topog. : (1) Height ;

the vertical distance above the sea-level or other surface
of reference. (2) The angle at which anything is raised
above a horizontal direction.

Tak ther the elevacioun of thl pool, and eke the latitude
of thy regioun. Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 28.

6. In arch., a geometrical representation of a

building or part of a building or other structure
in vertical projection that is, of its upright
parts. 7. Eccles., the act of raising the eucha-
ristic elements after consecration and before

communion, in sign of oblation to God, or in or-

der to show them to the people. With reference to
tiie latter purpose especially, this act is also known as the
otttension. The act of elevation before God and that of os-
tension to the people are, however, in many liturgies not
coincident.

The priests were singing, and the organ sounded,
And then anon the great cathedral bell,
It was the elevation of the Host.

Longfellow, Spanish Student, i. 3.

8. In the Bom. Cath. liturgy, a musical compo-
sition, vocal or instrumental, performed in con-
nection with the elevation of the host.- Altitude
or elevation of the pole. See altitude. Angle of ele-
vation, in ordnance, the angle which the axis of the gun
makes with a line passing through its sights and the tar-

get. Elevation bell. See Mil. Elevation of the
panagia. See panagia. Geometric elevation, a de-

sign for the front or side of a building drawn according to
the rules of geometry, as opposed to perspective or natural
elevation. = Syn. 1. Lifting, lifting up, uplifting, improve-
ment. 2. Eminence, loftiness, superiority, refinement.

elevator (el'e-va-tor), n. [= P. elevateur =
Sp. elevador = It. elevatore, < LL. elevator, one
who raises up, a deliverer, < L. elevare, lift up :

see elevate] 1. One who or that which raises,

lifts, or exalts. Specifically 2. In anat.: (a)
A muscle which raises a part of the body, as the

lip or eyelid: same as levator. (b) Same as ex-

tensor. [Rare.]
There appear, at first, to be but three elevators, or ex-

tensors [of the digits], but practically each segment [pha-
lanx] has its elevator. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 50.

3. A surgical instrument used for raising a de-

pressed or fractured part of the skull. Also
called elevatory. 4. In mech., a hoisting ap-
paratus ; a lift, (a) A car or cage for lifting and low-

ering passengers or freight in a hoistway ; in a broad
sense, the entire hoisting apparatus, including the shaft
or well, the cage, and the motor. See ftairting-enffine.
(6) A structure for storing grain in bulk, including the

grain-lifters and -conveyers. In such elevators the ele-

vator proper, or lifter, is a continuous band of leather
studded with metal cups or elevator-buckets, passing nvrr
a pulley at the top of the building and under a second

pulley on the elevator-boot, or the foot of an inclosed
tube called the elcvator-lefi (see ley). In some instances
the elevator-leg is pivoted at the top, so that it may
swing clear of the building and reach into the hold of
the vessel or car to be emptied. The structure itself

consists of a nest of deep bins, into which the grain is di-

rected by sponts from the top of the lifter. The capacity
of such elevators is often one and a half million bushels or
more. For the horizontal movement of grain in elevators.



elevator

conveyers arc used. Lifting elevators are alo used in

llonr-millx griliding-mill.-, fnrilBceH, ami iithi-r works, to

handle in.iteii.tU MI 1,11 kin. Is in bulk, as Blind, aihw,

Ire, el.\

5. A building containing one or more mechan-
ical elevators, especialh n warehouse for the

Illinois :H I . *., II"). in which it wan derided that, not-

WlthSUUldlng Hie e\clu.sivc power of Congress to regulate

interstate commerce, a State may, for the public good,
n -iil-it,' Hie manner in hieh eiti/ens Khali use their prop-

.rty when drvoleil by them to a nw in uhirh tlir pnblir

have nil interest: so called ]ierail.se Hlistaining the valid-

ity of a statute llmitliiK grain-elevator tolls. ElevatOr-

englne *< <'. Floating elevator, an elevator

en i:tcd on a boat for lifting, transferring, or storing grain.

Sn, !> elevators are used to transfer (train from barters to the

for lisht loads and moderate heights, Is a telescopic tube

supporting the ear at the upper end. On tilling the tube

with water iiiuler pressure it expaii'
1 " ""' '" >"> "

to lower it, tlie supply of watc:
tube is allowed to escape. The most common form of hy-

draulic elevator in the United states is that of a car lifted

b> ropes, operated by a piston In a long cylinder. The rope
Is connected directly with the piston-rod, which Is moved

by the admission of water under pressure. In some in-

stances the cylinder Is horizontal and the travel of the pis-

ton limited, multiplying gear being fitted to the rope. The
usual form is an upright cylinder with a very simple form

of rope-gearing. Pneumatic elevator, a hoisting or

lifting apparatus worked by compressed air ; a pneumatic

elevatory (el'e-va-to-ri), a. and n. [= F. eleva-

toire = It. eleratorio, < NL. "elevatorius, < LL.

elevator, elevator: see elevator, elevate.'] I. a.

Raising or tending to raise; having power to

elevate.

Channels are almost universally present within the

fringing reefs of those islands which have undergone re-

cent eleoatory movements. Danrin, Coral Reefs, p. 78.

Among these elevatory, and therefore reparatlve, agents,
the most important place must be assigned to earthquakes
and volcanoes. Huxley, Physiography, p. 188.

II. n.
; pi. elevatories (-riz). Same as eleva-

tor, 3.

Sieve (a-lov'), n. [F., < clever, raise, bring up,

educate, < L. elerarc, raise: see elerate.'] A
pupil ;

one brought up, educated, or trained by
another.
eleven (e-lev'n), a. and n. [< ME. elleven, en-

leeeii, eiilecene, enlete, elleoven, elleove, endleve,

etc., < AS. endlcofan, cwllufon, endlyfon (= OS.

elef, elevan, eleven, elleran = OFries. andlova, al-

rene, ellera = D. elf = LG. eleve, o'lwe, olwen =
OHG. einlif, MHGt. einlif, einlef, eilcf, eilf, G.

eilf, flf Icel. ellifn, later ellefu, = Sw. elfva =
Dan. ellece = Goth, ainlif), eleven, orig. "anlif

elicit

II. a. Relating or pertaining to elves.

The ini.liti, -t , hiefa of British wngkm ! not n h i,
|

- 1.. iHtai
They gleam through Spenser elfin dream,
And mix in Milton's heavenly theme.

Scott, Marmlon, Int., 1.

Kxeiililnir, . . . rich

With jewels, elfin U rim, on the hilt.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

., . Elfinplpe. Sec/airy pipci, under/airy.

rents of the year, or of movables, or both, elfish, elvish (el fifth, -vish), a. K Silt,, elcuh,
1,^ ._,,.__ OT .-...

elvillcllj afrisc (= MHG. elbiach) ; < elf + -t*M.]
1 . Of or pertaining to elves or to elf-land ; of

the nature of an elf; caused by or characteris-

tic of elves; peevish; spiteful: as, an elfish be-

ing; elfish mischief .

0, spite of spites !

We talk with gohllns, owls, and eloith sprite* ;

If we obey them not, this will ensue,

They'll suck our breath, or pinch us black and blue.

Shall., C. of E., li. i.

I watched the water-snakes; . . .

And when they reared, the elfth light

Fell off in hoary flakes.

Cvleridye, Ancient Mariner, iv.

1877

last moment ; Just before It Is too late : In allusion to the

parable of the laborers in the vineyard. Mat. XX. 1-1B.

II. a. 1. One of eleven equal parts; the quo-
tient of unity divided by eleven : as, five elev-

enths of fifty-five are twenty-five.

The crygoprase the tenthe Is tyst ;

The lacyngh the enlruenihe gent.
Alliterative Poenu (ed. Morris), I. 1013.

2. In early Eng. law, an eleventh part of the

rents of the year, or of movables, or both,

granted or levied by way of tax. 3. In music:

(a) The interval between any tone and a tone

on the eleventh diatonic degree above or be-

low it
;
a compound fourth, or an octave and a

fourth. (6) A tone distant by an eleventh from
a given tone.

'

elves (elvz). [Early mod. E.

alfe, pi. elvene, nln m ,

I'lfen, elfen, in a very

early form (ulbiit "(usually in comp.), m., an elf,

sprite, fairy, incubus. = MD. alf, D. elf= MLG.

. alp, m., MHG. elite, f. (G. elf, m., clfe,l.,

f),= Icel. alfr= Sw. alf, m., elfva, I., elf- 2f. Distracted or bewitched by elves; distraught
or abstracted, as if bewitched.

andG

(in comp.), pi. elfror = Dan. alf, elver- (in

coinp.), an elf: a common Teut. word; ult.

origin unknown. From the Icel. form alfr, for-

merly alfr, is the doublet aulf, awf, also writ-

ten auph, ouph, and usually oaf, q. v., now
discriminated in senses. See erl-king.'] 1. An
imaginary being superstitiously supposed to in-

habit unfrequented places, and in various ways
to affect mankind; a sprite; a fairy; a goblin.
Elves are usually imagined as diminutive tricksy beings in

human form, given to capricious interference, either kind-

ly or mischievous, in human affairs.

Tills was the olde opinion as I rede,
I speke of mauye hundred yeres ago,
But now kan no man se none elven mo.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 6.

F.very elf, and fairy sprite,

Hop as light as bird from brier.

Shalt., M. X. D., v. 2.

The elect also,
Whose little eyes glow

Like the sparks of fire, befriend thee.

Ilerricli, Night-Piece to Julia.

2. A mischievous or wicked person ;
a knave

;

a rogue.
Bid him, without more ado,

Surrender himself, or else the proud elf
Shall suffer with all his crew.

Robin Hood and the Valiant Knight (Child's Ballads,
[V. 389).

Spite of all the criticising fires,

Those who would make us feel, must feel themselves.

Churchill, The Rosciad, 1. 9B1.

3. A diminutive person; a dwarf; hence, aF ' '
\ -t * j O. xv ' 1 1 in 1 11 1 1 1 i v o Lici. nv u M v

(the first syllable (end-. < AO having been modi-
t name fQr a chiljj espeeially one who is very

fled by shortening and mutation with dissim -

g^tt, and graceful. =syn. 1. Sprite, hobgoblin,
lated gemination of n to nd, and the last syl- imp. 3. Urchin, dwarf. land 3. Fay, Gnome, etc. See

lable (-aw, -on) added as a quasi-plural suffix), fairy.

< an (= Goth, ain, etc.), one, + -lif, an element elf (elf), v. t. [< elf, n., in allusion to the mis-

appearing also in Goth, twalif = AS. ttcelf, E. chievousness ascribed to elves. Cf. elf-lock.}

twelve, etc. (see twelve), and appar. = Lith.

-lik-ii, in venolika, eleven, where the element is

by some supposed to stand for 'dika = Gr. dixa

= L. decent = E. ten, making the Teut. and
Lith. forms exactly cognate with L. vndecim, eif_arrow (elf'ar'6), n. v ..

eleven, < unus = E. one, + decent = E. ten.] elf.bolt (elf'bolt), . An arrow-head of flint or

chievousness ascribed to elves. Cf. elf-lock."}

To entangle intricately, as the hair. [Rare.]

My face I'll grime with fllth ;

Blanket my loins; .(/'all my hair in knots.

Shot., Lear, ii. 3.

Same as elf-bolt.

other stone found among paleolithic
remains :

so called from the supposition that they were elf-shot (elf'shot), n.

,

I. a. One more than ten: a cardinal numeral

beginning the second decade : as, eleven men.

The game (shovel-board!, when two play, Is generally

eleven; but the number is, \t< -ndrd when four or more are

jointly concerned. S<n,tt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 3 C.

II. M. 1. The number which is the sum of ten
j,avo been

and one. 2. A symbol representing eleven
they had stolen; a changeling.

units, as 11, or XI., or xi. 3. A team or side elf.riart (elf'dart), . Same as elf-bolt.
in cricket or foot-ball : so called because regu- elf_dock (elf'dok), . See dockl, 2.
lm-1 v cmiwi^tmo' nf olnvpn iilftvprs: fts. tlio Phil- ~if A* /l*'^.\ , A ,., LI,,H,, ,n YIOT

He semeth elci/th by his contenannce,
For unto no wight doth he dallaunce.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, Prol., 1. 13.

y, elvishly (erfish-li, -vish-li), adv. In

the manner of ewes ; mischievously.
She had been heard talking, and singing, and laughing

most elmthlu, with the Invisibles of her own race.

Scott, Peveril of the Peak, xvi.

elfkin (elf'kin), n. [< elf-r dim. -.] A little

elf.

elf-king (elf'king), H. [= D. elfenkoning = Dan.

elver/conge.] The king of the elves or fairies.

elf-land (elf'land), n. The region of the elves
;

fairy-land.
The horns of Elfland faintly blowing.

Tcnnyton, Princess, HI.

elf-lock (elf'lok), n. A knot of hair twisted by
elves

;
a knot twisted as if by elves ; hence, in

the plural, hair in unusual disorder.

This is that very Slab,

That plats the manes of horses in the night,
And bakes the e(f-lockt in foul sluttish hairs,

Which, once untangled, much misfortune bodes.

Shak., R. and J., I. 4.

You will pull all into a knot or eV-lock; which nothing
but the shears or a candle will undo.

/>'. Jotuon, Magnetlck Lady, In, I.

Ragged elf-lockt hanging down to the breast.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 319.

elf-locked (elf'lokt), a. Wearing elf-locks; with

disheveled or tangled hair. [Poetical.]

The elfe-lockt fury all her snakes had shed.

Sir U. Stapletun, tr. of Juvenal, vil. 83.

elf-queen (elf'kwen), .. [< ME. elfqueen; < elf

+ ryueeii.] The queen of the elves or fairies.

The elfipieene with hir joly compaignye
Daunced lul ofte In many a grene mede.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, L 4.

elf-shot (elf'shot), a. Shot by an elf.

There, every herd, by sad experience, knows

How, wlng'd with fate, their e(f-thot arrows fly,

When the sick ewe her summer food foregoes,

Or, stretch'd on earth, the heart-smit heifers lie.

CoUitu, Pop. .Superstitions of the Highlands.

1. Same as elf-bolt.

The Stone Arrow Heads of the old Inhabitants of this

Island (that are sometimes found) are vulgarly supposed
fairy arrow-heads. Also elf-arrow, elf-dart, elf-

(elf'child), n. A child supposed to u7bTwea^n8~8n7t7>yTTriesliTca7tle. They are called

n substituted by elves for one which Klf-.hoU,. Bourne; I'of. Anti,,. (1777), p. 117, note.

2. A disease supposed to be produced by the

agency of elves. [Scotch.]

larly consisting of eleven players: as, the Phil- elf_flr.e (elf'fir), .

adelphiii eleven; there were two strong elevens fatuus.
matched,
eleven-o'clock-lady (e-lev'n-o-ldok-lii'di), .

[Tr. F. ilium- <l\iit:e Iteurcs.] The star-of-Beth-

lehem, Ornithotjulum umbellatum.

eleventh (e-lev'nth), a. and n. [< ME. ellev-

rnllii. rllrrt'inl, i nlt-n nt!n; cmUi-fti'. i ulil'tf, etc.,

< AS. endlyfta (= OS. ellifto = OFries. ellcftn,

<!, I'Ki.ult'ia.iiiull'ifta =D.cJ/rfe= OH(;. ciiitifto.

MHt;. iiiiiiftf, ci'nlrt'i,. rilfte, G. elftc = Icel.

ellifti, mod', ellefti = Dan. ellerte = Sw. elfle,

eleventh: MiMM (AS. iitiUntfnii. etc.) + -th,

the ordinal suffix: see -M3.] I. a. 1. Next in

order after the tenth : an ordinal number.

I'.nt altoute the*'//, '''uthr hour he wente nut and founde
other stondyn^'e, and he ueide to hem, what stonden ye
idel heere ui d:ii'.' ll'ih-d'r. .Mat. xx.

2. Constituting oue of eleven equal parts into

which anything is divided: as, t lie ilimilh part
of fifty-five is five At the eleventh hour, at the

elf-skiht (elf'skin), n. A word found only in

A common name for ignis "the following passage, where it is probably a
~'' ! * * ' ' : n..-:~- i>^t<.o u^,,_

elfin (el'fin), n. and a. [An artificial (poeti-

cal) form, first used by Spenser; in form as if

an adj. (for "elfcn, < elf + -en), but it first ap-

pears as a noun, and in def. 2 is appar. regard-
_ i a;_ ii /"<* AC3 ^7',n. fw,t /Vi snJKi

misprint for eel-Mkin (in allusion to Prince Hen-

ry's long and lank figure).

Fal. Away, you starveling, you etf-fkin, you dried neat's-

tongue. Shall., 1 Hen. IV., it 4.

(elf'ston), n. Same as elf-bolt.

applied to his knights,

He was an Klrin borne of noble state

And miekle worship in his native land.
. F. a,

2. A little urchin or child. [Playful.]

n. i. .

Kur she was just, and friend to virtuous lore,

And pass'd much time in truly virtuous deed;
And in those ellins' ran would oft deplore
The times, when truth b> Popish rage did bleed.

Shetutont, The .Schoolmistress, st. 15.

yn. See/in'r;/, it.

Elgin marbles. See marble.

Eliac (e'li-ak ), a. Pertaining to Elis, an ancient

eity of the Greek Peloponnesus. Also Eltan.

EliaC BChOOl, a school of philosophy founded in Elis by

Plnedo, a scholar and favorite of Soerates. Its doctrines

are conjectured to have been ethical, and somewhat skep-

tical concerning the theory of cognition,

elicit (e-lis'it), r. t. [< L. elicitus. pp. of elicere,

draw out, < e, out, + larere, entice: see lace.

Cf. <illcct.] To ilniw out; bring forth or to

light ; evolve ; {,'">" : "* '" ' ''<''' parks by col-
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lision; to** truth by discussion; to^ap- ^^A^^^n.
A bivalve mollusk of'^^^1^^^^^.

"Tthe words taken together such a sense must bell|^^^&b&SA ^S^^S^issues represented by cells inFro
elicited as will give a meaning to each word.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 254. the kidneys, skin, etc.

//. N. Martin, Human Body (3d ed.), p. 30.

-ida\] A family of fossil bivalve mollusks, typl-

ge(J fty the genus Eligmus. They have a peculiar

That may justly MM the assent of reasonable men. shell gaping behind the umbones and a special niyophore
-'

Sir M Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 129. for the adductor muscle. 'Ihe species are peculiar to
eljminat r (e-lim'l-na-tor), . [< eliminate +

,:,_,.-,.... iv ._____.... the Oolite. They are generally referred to the family
_m_^ Qne who or that which eliminates, re-

moves, or throws aside.
It is not the composition of the piece, but the number

of starts and attitudes that may be introduced, that elicits

applause. Goldsmith, Vicar, xviii.

The inquiry at Stratham was calculated to elicit the

elicitt (e-lis'it), a. [< L. elicitus, pp. : see the

verb.] '1. Immediately directed to an end:

opposed to imperate.

To give alms is a proper and elicite act of charity.

the Oolite.

Oslreidi

Eligmi
<Gr.

generally

-lig'mus), n. [NL., prop. *Heligmus,,
. .,

, ,

a winding, rolling, convolution, < The lungs play a double part, being not merely ehm,-

roll, & see Bto] The typi- -^^l WSSJ^MSSS
e-li'mat), ,. t. [< L. e-

of eUmare; ffle polish, < e, out, +
le, < lima, a file.] To render smooth

;

ing as important as either

: Youmaw, Physiol., 29.

eliminatory (e-lim'i-na-to-ri), a. [< eliminate

either food or drink, but someth
to wit, oxygen. Huxley and

limare,

"Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, ii. 3. gl^n^e (e-lim'i-na-bl), a. [< L. eliminare,

2. Performed by the will itself without the eliminate: se'e -able.]" Capable of being elimi-

aid of any other faculty: as, volition, nolition, nated. pliiumatet (e ling'ewat) v t

choice, consent, and the like are elicit acts: op- Cumulative error, not eliminable by working in a circuit, T !TISLVJ '
j :'

Dosed to imperate. may be caused when there is much northing or southing

The schools dispute whether In morals the external ac-
" * direction of the line. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 707.

+ -ory.] Eliminative.

Chronic irritation set up in the eliminatory organs by
the excretion of incompletely oxidized nitrogenous mat-

ter. Ued. Newt, LII. 294.

[< L. elinguatus,

of elinguare, deprive of the tongue, < e.

elicitatet
To elicit.

And make it streme with light from forms innate.

Thus may a skilful man hid truth elicitate.

Dr. H. More, Sleep of the Soul, II. 41.

elicitationt (e-lis-i-ta'shon), H. [< elicitate +
-ion.'] The act of eliciting, or of drawing out.

That elicitation which the schools intend Is a deducing
of the power of the will into act

;
that drawing which they

mention is merely from the appetibility of the object.

Bp. Bramhall.

elide (e-lld'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. elided, ppr.

eliding. [= Sp. Pg. elidir = It. elidei-e, < L. eli-

dere, knock, strike, or dash out, force out, press

out, in gram. (tr. Gr. 0A(/3v: see ecthlipsis)

suppress (a vowel), < e, out, + Icedere, strike,

hurt by striking : see lesion. Cf. collide.'} If.

To break or dash in pieces ;
crush.

Before we answer unto these things, we are to cut off

that whereunto they from whom these objections proceed
do oftentimes fly for defence and succour, when the force

and strength of their arguments is elided.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iv. 4.

out, "+ lingua =' E. tongue.] To cut" oiit the

tongue of.

The damned Doornes-man hath Him judg'd to death,

The Diu'll that Diu'll elinguate for his doome.
Dames, Holy Roode, p. 14.

of any number of homogeneous equations elinKuation.

t (e-ling-gwa'shon),. [< LL. eKw-
amongthe same number of unknown quanti- "^O(H .

) <

T

L . e,ing,tare, deprive of the tongue:
ties, such that the vanishing of it is the neces-

^ee e]i}" ie i In ota Eng _ iaw the punishment
sary and sufficient condition of the equations of cutt^ out the tongue,
being consistent with one another. [The word

elinguidt (e-ling'gwid), a. [With irreg. term.
was introduced by De Morgan. Many writers *%& J^jES without a tongue, speechless,
continue to use Bezout's word, resultant.} .

t + lin(jua
_ E tongue.] Tongue-tied ;

eli^ate (e-Uml-natX . t
j
pret and

pp.^iw-^ hav
'

ing tne power of speech. Coles.

[ of dormouse, Myoxits

,
. J A genus of dormice, of the

family Myoxidte, with distichous tufted tail and

simple stomach. There are several species,
the best-known of which, E. nitela, is the lerot,

about 6 inches long.

eliquament (e-lik'wa-ment), . [< LL. as if

"eliquamentum, < eliquare, clarify, strain: see

eliquate.] A liquid expressed from fat, or from
fat fish.

If. To go be-

2. In gram., to suppress or slur over the sound pel ; get rid of.

of in speech, or note the suppression of in writ- Thls detains secretions which nature finds it necessary

ing : technically applied especially to the cut- to eliminate. Med. Repos.
*f ~f ! Q1 oc, ; th> onon T.,,t

Now here the obvioua method occurs ( gifting the

Scientific truths, of whatever order, are reached by elim-

inating perturbing or conflicting factors, and recognizing
only fundamental factors.

H . Speiuxr, Data of Ethics, 104.

3. In math., to remove (a quantity) from a sys-
tem of equations by the reduction of the number
of equations. Thus, if we have two equations express-

ting off of a final vowel, as in "th' enemy," but
in a more general sense to that of a syllable
or any part of a word. See elision, 1.

eligibility (el"i-ji-bil'i-ti), . [< eligible: see

-biliti/.] 1. Worthiness or fitness to be cho-

sen
;
the state or quality of a thing which ren-

ders it desirable or preferable to another.

Sickness hath some degrees of eligibility, at least by an
after-choice. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, vi. 8.

2. Capability of being chosen to an office: the

condition of being qualified to be chosen
; legal

qualification for election or appointment.
eligible (el'i-ji-bl), a. and n. [< OF. eligible, F.

eligible = It. eligibile, < ML. "eligibilis, that may
be chosen (in adv. compar. eligibilius), < L. eli-

gere, choose: see elect.] I. a. 1. Fit to be
chosen ; worthy of choice

;
desirable : as, an

eligible tenant.

Peace with men can never be eligible when it implies
enmity with God. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xxiv.

While health endures, the latter part of life, in the eye elimination (e-lim-i-na'shon), n.
of reason, is certainly the more eligible.

Steele, Spectator, No. 153.

Certainty, in a deep distress, is more eligible than sus-

pense. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe.

Through tomes of fable and of dream
I sought an eligible theme.

Cowper, Annus Memorabilis, 1789.

2. Qualified to be chosen
; legally qualified for

election or appointment.
Among the Mundrucus, the possession of ten smoke-

dried heads of enemies renders a man eligible to the rank
of chief. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 350.

II. n. One who is qualified to be chosen or

elected; an eligible person.
The certification of all the eligibles will result in what

you have applauded. The American, XII. 132.

eligibleness (el'i-ji-bl-nes), . The state of

being eligible; fitness to be chosen in prefer-
ence to another; suitableness; desirableness.

It [citizenship] embraced certain private rights, and cer-
tain political rights ; these last being principally the right
of suffrage, and eligibleness to office.

O. P. Fixher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 49.

eligibly (el'i-ji-bli), adv. In an eligible man-
ner

;
so as to be worthy of choice or capable of

election.

(Mf-),aboundary: see limit."}

yond the limit or limits of.

In thy wreathed cloister thou
Walkest thine own gray friar too;

Strict, and lock'd tip, thou'rt hood all o'er,

And ne'er eliminatst thy door.

Lovelace, The Snail.

2. To thrust out; remove, throw aside, or dis-

regard as injurious, superfluous, irrelevant, or eliquate (el'i-kwat), v. 1.
; pret. and pp. eliquat-

for any reason undesirable or unnecessary; ex- cd, ppr. eliquating. [< L. elumatus, pp. of eli-

quare, cause to flow, pour forth, clarify, strain,

< L. e, out, + liquare,mett, liquefy: see liquate.]

To separate, as one metal from another. See

liquate.

masses so"as to eliminate the worst elements and retain eliquation (el-i-kwa'shon), n. [< LL. eliqua-
the best. Prof. Blackie.

tio(n-), a liquefying, < eliquare, cause to flow

freely, pour forth, clarify, strain: see eliquate.]

See liquation.
Elis (e'lis), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1804).] A ge-

nus of fossorial hymenopterous insects, of the

family Scoliida;. The eyes are subreniform in both

sexes, and the front wings have two recurrent nervures.

tree increases in bulk and in weight, we can combine them
so as to eliminate the time, and so obtain an equation ex-

ressing the relation between the bulk and the weight.
o eliminate the personal equation. See equation.

(The use of eliminate as a synonym of elicit, deduce, sepa-

rate, etc., practised by some writers, is without justifica-

tion.

Newton, . . . having eliminated the great law of the
natural creation. J. D. Alorell.

To eliminate the real effect of art from the effects of the

abuse. Ruskin.}

[=F. Elimi-

nation = Sp. eliminacion = Pg. eliminaqfto = It.

eliminazione, < L. as if *eliminatio(n-), < elimi-

nare, thrust out of doors: see eliminate.] 1. A
thrusting out

;
the act of removing, throwing

aside, or disregarding ; expulsion ;
riddance.

The preparatory step of the discussion was, therefore, Tney are large wasps of scoliid habits, of which 9 North
an elimination of those less precise and appropriate sig- American and 6 European species are known. E. gua-
nifications which, as they would at best only afford a re- drinotata and E. plumiprs inhabit the southern United
mote genus and difference, were wholly incompetent for

states, where they have been found on cotton-plants,
the purpose of a definition. '".

eljgion (e-lizh'pn), . [= F. elision = Sp. elision

By means of researches on different coloured light it is _ pg . ellsao ='lt. elisione, elision, < L. elisio(n-),
now ascertained that those rays which cause the liveliest

striking or pressing out, in gram. (LL.) the
elimination of oxygen belong to the less refrangible half , ,'

ff fKm,,l,,r- s
of the spectrum. Lommel, Light (trans.), p. 198. suppression Ot a vowel

i-rtlilipsis), < elidere, pp. elisus, strike out, press
2. In law, the act of banishing or turning out

out . -^ eMe -,

^ A striking or cutting off;
of doors; ejection. 3. In math., the process speeificaliYi in qram., the cutting off or sup-
of reducing a number of equations containing

'

esgion of a vowei or syllable, naturally or for

the sake of euphony or meter, especially at

the end of a word when the next word begins

Elis qtiadrinotata. Datura! size.

with a vowel; more generally, the suppres-

certain quantities to a smaller number, in

which one or more of the quantities shall not

be found.Dlalytlc elimination. See diaiytic.

Euler's method of elimination, a method of eliminat- ~. an _ . . - , .
'

-j. or
'

Cit-
ing an unknown quantity between two equations of the Sion Ot any p
ith and nth degrees respectively, which consists in mul- "= " "' "->>+>rt nlmn MIR i

tiplying the first by an indeterminate expression of the

(n l)th degree and the second by an indeterminate ex-

pression of the (m l)th degree, and equating separately
the m + n terms so obtained. The determinant express-

ing their compatibility is the elimiimnt required.

ing: as, in
'?
th' embattled plain" there is an

elision of e; in "I'll not do it" there is an
elision of in.

The Italian is so full of Vowels, that it must euer be

cumbred with Elisions. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.



elision

He has made use of several Kllninnn that arc not cus-

tomary among other English I'

AMiiou, Spectator, No. 285.

Nor praise I ! -s that circumcision
1;\ iu'lrrn ports ealld ' /

With which, in proper station plac'd,

'I'hv polish 'I lines :in- tirml.v lirac'd.

-iji, The Dean's Answer to Sheridan.

2f. Division; separation.
The cause given of sound, that it would !* an elision of

tin nil, uhcreliv, if they menu nnytlun " a cut-

ting or dividing, or else an attenuating of the air. Is but a

term of in ..... Mt. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 124.

elect.'] In line, a sheriff's substitute in perform-

ing the duty of returning a jury, provided in

some jurisdictions when the sheriff is interest-

ed in a suit.

These Elumrt[ot Preston](called inhabitants only in the

charter) arc by a bye-law of 1742 required to be capital

burgesses, unit in-guild burgesses.
Municip. Corp. Report, 1835, p. 1686.

elitet. v. t. [ME. eliten (pp. elit), < OP. elit, eslit

(P. elit), pp. of elire, eslire (P. elire), choose, <

L.eligere, choose, elect: see elect. Cf. elite.] To

choose; elect.

One Creusa. . . .

That Eneas afterward elit to wed.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), L 1490.

A mare yboncd sadde, ybulked greet,
Yformed nobully most been elite ;

And though she be not swyfte, a strong one gete.

Palladius, Hiisbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 136.

elitet, n. [Sc. also elyte (obs.); < ME. elite, <

OP. elit, eslit, elected, pp. of elire, eglire, elect :

see elite, v., and elect, v. and .] One chosen ;

a person elected.

The pape wild not consent, he quassed thcr elite.

Robert of lintnne, tr. of Langtoft's Chron. (ed. Hearne),
[p. 209.

61ite (a-lef), . [P., < OP. eslite, < elire, eslire,

P. elire, choose, pp. elit, eslit, elit, choice : see

elite, and elect, v. and .] A choice or select

body; the best part: as, the elite of society.

elixt (e-liks'), r. t. [< LL. elixare, boil thor-

oughly, seethe, < L. elixus, thoroughly boiled,

seethed, < e, out, + lixare (rare), boil, < lix,

ashes, lye.] To extract.

With a straine of fresh invention,
She might presse out the raritie of Art ;

The pur'st elixed Juyce of rich conceipt.
lHarnton, Antonio and Melllda, Prol.

elizatet (e-lik'sat), r. t. [< LL. elixatus, pp. of

elixare, boil thoroughly: see elix.~] To boil;

seethe ;
extract by boiling. Richardson.

see elixate.~\ The cooking, especially of meat,

by boiling; extraction by boiling; also, con-

coction in the stomach ; digestion.

Elixation is the seething of meat in the stomach, by the

said natural! heat, as meat Is boiled in a pot; to which

corruption or putrefaction is opposite.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 20.

The flesh which was Included five weeks ago was this

day found very good. I do not doubt but that perfect
elixation was able to contribute something to iU preser-

vation, because the sundry principles of which flesh con-

sistetb had, whilst the heat continued, exerted their

snenntli upon one another far better than If, the ttesh be-

iii'_
r less boiled, by reason of the great avolation of parts,

had been removed from the fire, as happens in ordinary
.-oft ions.

lintile. Second Contin. of Experiments, Art. xta., Exp. 3.

elixir (e-lik'ser), n. [Formerly also elixar; <

ME. elixir = D. elixcr = 8w. Dan. G. elixir, <

OF. cli.rir, P. (Vijir = Pg. elexir = It. elisire, <

Sp. eli.rir, elixir, < Ar. el iksir, the philosopher's
stone: el, al, the; iksir, philosopher's stone,
liv some derived from fcosnrn, break, break the

edge, destroy, but prob. (like some other Ar.

terms of alchemy: see alrhemy, alembic, lim-

beck) of Gr. origin : < Gr. fipk , also frpof, dry,

perhaps akin to ^epo-rff, xcpp&s, dry: see ChcrtM,
chersoitenn.] 1. In alchemy, a soluble solid sub-

stance which was believed to have the property
of transmuting baser metals into silver or gold
and of prolonging life. The great elixir, also called

th" pi '"/!<', or the f.'il tinriiiiv. when shaken
in very small quantity into melted silver, lead, or other
i':i*e ini'l;il. w,!^ s:iM to t r.m-mul r it int.' -;oM. In minute
dOMt it was supiHi-cil to prolong life and restore youth,
and was tlien ivillcil the rli'jrir rilir. The lemer elixir, ttone
ui ii, ,,r;/;' ( tnirtnre, was regarded as hav-

inj; ttiese qualities in lesser degree; thus it transmuted
laser metals into silver. The word is now often used

figuratively.

A ! nay '. lilt be ; the philosophies stoon,
AVi'n'r elept. \vt- soeben fiiste eeboon.

Chawer, 1'rol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 310.
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He that ban once the flower of the stm,
The perfect ruby, which we cll /trir, . . .

Can confer honour, love, reaped, long life;

Olve safety, valour, yea, and \i. ton.

To whom he will. It. Jonion. Alchemist, II. 1.

What enables me to perform this i;reat work is the use

of my obse.piinmCatholirtim, m t!i.- grand elixir, to sn|.

port the spirits of human nature. Uuarilian, No. 11.

The air we breathed was an rlixir of immortality.
B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 81).

2. In med., formerly, a tincture with more than

one base ;
in modern pharmacy, an aromatic,

sweetened, spirituous preparation containing
small quantities of active medicinal substances.
The first object sought In the modern elixir is an agree-
able taste, and usually this is attained only by such sacri-

fices as to render the effect of the medicine almost nil.

V. S. Di*iJeiuatury, p. 537.

3. The inmost principle ; absolute embodiment
or exemplification. [Kare or obsolete.]

She is not such a kind of evil as hath any good or use

in It, which many evils have, but a distill'd quintessence,
a pure elixar of mischief.

Milton, Church-Government, iL, Con.

A serenity and complacency . . . infinitely beyond the

greatest bodily pleasures, the highest quintessence and

elixir of worldly delights. South, Works, I. 11.

EltTrtr of vitriol, aromatic sulphuric acid ; a mixture of

sulphuric acid, cinnamon, ginger, and alcohol. Elixir

proprletatls, a decoction of aloes, saffron, and myrrh in

vinegar. Commonly abbreviated elixir pro.

Paracelsus declared them an elixir made of aloes, saf-

fron, and myrrh would prove a vivifying and preserving

balsam, able to continue health and long life to its utmost

limits ; and hence he calls It by the lofty title of elixir of

propriety to man ; but concealed the preparation, In which
Helraout asserts the alcahest is required.

P. Shaw, Chemistry, Process 81.

Elixir vltSB. See above, l. Elixir vltffl of HathloluB,
a compound of alcohol and upward of twenty aromatic

and stimulating substances, at one time administered in

elixir (e-lik'ser), v. t. [< elixir, n.] To give
the character of an elixir to. [Bare.]

Yourself you have a good physician shown,
To his much grieved friends, and to your own,
In giving this elixir'd medicine,
For greatest grief a sovereign anodyne.

Lovelace, To Capt. Dudley Lovelace.

elixiviatet (e-lik-siv'i-at), v. t. [< L. e, out, +
E. lixiviate.] To lixiviate or refine thoroughly.

Boyle.
elixiviationt (e-Hk-siv-i-a'shon), . [< elixivi-

ate + -ton.] A complete or thorough process
of lixiviation.

And by examining these substances by flt and proper
ways, as also the cap. mort. by calcination, eliximation,

and (if it will bear such a tire) vitrillcation.

Boyle, Works, IV. 800.

Elizabethan (e-Hz-a-beth'an), a. Of or per-

taining to Elizabeth' (daughter of Henry vUL
and Anne Boleyn), Queen of England from 1558

to 1603, or to her times.

A new crop of geniuses like those of the Elizabethan age

may be born In this age, and, with happy heart and a bias

for theism, bring asceticism, duty, and magnanimity into

vogue again. Emrrmn, in N. A. Kev., CXXVI. 417.

Elizabethan architecture, a name given to the mixed
or debased architecture of the times of Elizabeth and
James I., when the worst forms of the Pointed and de-

generate Italian styles were combined, producing a slu-

ell

api-ts, wlndow-heads, etc. The Elizabethan style U the

last stage of the Tudor or IVrpendicular, anil, frulll IU
enrn si-oniienee in pru.M with the Renaissance of the

continent, has Mictimes been called the Kuril* l< I:

nance. The epithet Jacobean has lieen KIM n to tin- latent

\:iii. ly( the Elizabethan, illlfvrlBR from the I u/ .ulhan

propf in showing a greater propoit ion <>i corrupt ItulUn
forms.

The hotise was an admirable specimen of complete
Elizabethan, anuiltltlldinoiu cluster of gables and porcho,
oriels and turrets, screens of ivy and pinnacles of slate.

//. .lamei. Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 47.

Elizabethan literature, the literature produced during
tllr rei>:n of l/IIeen Kli/.abcth, Which Was one "! tl,

prolific and w, u marked periods of English literary ac-

tivity. It was very remarkable for the variety, vigor, HII.I

peiiiianent value of much of its prxise and verse, and

especially for tho great niiinber and productiveness of Its

dramatic writers. Tho two most <mini-ut names in thin

literature are those of Krancis Bacon, one of the itreatei.1

of philosophers, ami William shakspeic, the greatest of

all dramatist*. Elizabethan type. Same as ./././.

text (which sue, under church, a.).

elk1
(elk), n. [< ME. 'elk (not found), irreg.

< AS. elch (occurring once in a glossary of the

8th century, glossing L. tragelaphus) for MA.
with the reg. breaking *ei>lh (cf. eola, glossing
L. damnta,decT, in the same glossary), = MD.
elgh = OHG. elaho, elilio, elho, MHG. elhe, elch,

Or. elch, < Icel. elgr= 8w. elg = Norw. elg= Dan.

els-dyr (for "elgs-dyr) = L. alces = Gr. a/*'/ (tho
L. and Gr. perhaps of Teut. origin), elk. D.

eland, an elk (also, in South Africa, an eland),
G. elend, elen, usually clen-thier(thier = E. deer,

a beast), elk, arc or other origin : see eland. ]

1. Properly, the largest existing European and

11
.' *"

,

are Hall, England.

gnlar heterogeneousncs- in detail, with, however, much
picturesqr; i r;il i ilrrt. Its chief characteristic*

are : \\ inilow s latve, cither in the plane of the wall or deeply
embayed, long pilleries. tall and lii^hlv decorated chim-

neys, and a profuse use of ornamental strapwork in ]r-

Elk Alctt mttlftiiS'.

Asiatic species of the deer family, or Cervida,
Alecs malchi.1 (formerly called Cerrus alces). It

stands when full-grown alwut 1 feet high gt the withers,
and bears enormous palmate antlers w cii:hlng sometimes
50 or 60 pounds. Its nearest living relative is the Ameri-
can moose.

2. In America, the wapiti, Cerrus canadensis, a

very different animal from the elk proper, rep-

resenting the red deer or stag of Europe, ('.

flaphus. See wapiti and Alces. 3. In Asia,

among the Anglo-Indians, some large rusine or

rucervine deer or stag, as the sambur, Cerrus

aristotelis. These, like the wapiti of America, are re-

lated more or less nearly to the red deer or stag, and are

quite unlike the true elk and the moose.

4. Same as eland, 1 Elk bark. See (wrta. Irish

elk, the Cervu# or Mefiacero* hibemicwt, a very large -x-

tinct elk, with enormous palmate antlers, the remains of

which occur In the peat-bogs of Ireland.

elk2 (elk), n. [E. dial., formerly also elite, Me;
ME. not found; perhaps a corruption of AS.

clfetu, ylfete (for "ylfetn), earlier (Kentish) arl-

li'itii = OHG. alpi;, clbi:, MHG. elbez, a swan.]
The wild swan, or hooper, Cyyiius ferus. Mon-

tagu. [Local, Eng.]
In water black as Styx, swims the wild swan, the Him.

Of Holhenders so termed. Draylon, Polyolhlon, xxv.

elk3 (elk), n. [Origin uncertain; It. rice. dial.

(Sardinian) elighe = Pr. eu:e = P. yeiise, < L.

ilrx (Hie-), the holm-oak: see Hex.] A kind
of yew of which bows are made. JJalliinll.

[Prov. Eng.]
Elkesaite, n. See Elcesaite.

elknut (elk'mit), . The Pyrularia oleifera,

a santalaceous shrub of the southern United
States. Also called oilniit.

elk-tree (elk'tre), w. The sourwood or sorrel-

tree of the United States, (hcydentlrum arbo-

rrum.

elkwood (elU'wud). H. Tbeumbrella-tr.'e>, Mm.i-
iiolia I'mbrella. of the southern United States.

a small tree with soft, light, close-grained
wood.

ell 1 (el), n. [< ME. elle. elne. < AS. eln, an ell

(18, 2(4, 24. etc., inches), = D. el, elle = OHG.



ell

elina, elna, MHG. eline, elne, ellen, G. die = Icel.

alin = Sw. aln = Dan. alen = Goth, aleina (for

'alina^), an ell, whence It. auna, F. aunc, an

ell; orig. the forearm (as in AS. eln-boga, E.

elbow), = L. wtoo, the forearm, the elbow, an ell,

= Gr. uUvri, the forearm: see elbow, ulna.] A
long measure, chiefly used for cloth. The English

ell, not yet obsolete, is a yard and a quarter, or 45 inches.

This unit seems to have been imported from France un-

der the Tudors ; and a statute of 1409 recognizes no dif-

ference between the ell (aune) and the yard (verge). The
Scotch ell was 37 Scotch inches, or 37.0958 English inches.

The so-called Flemish ell differed in different places, but

averaged 27.4 English inches. Other well-ascertained ells

were the following : ell of Austria, 30.676 English inches ;

of Bavaria, 32.702 inches ;
of Bremen, 22.773 inches ; of

Cassel, 22.424 inches; of France, 47.245 inches; of Poland,
22.650 inches ;

of Prussia, 28.259 inches ; of Saxony, 22.257

inches; of Sweden, 23.378 inches. The ell of Holland
is now the meter. See cubit, pik, endazeh, kut, braccio,
khaleb.

He was, I must "tell you, but seven foot high,

And, may be, an ell in the waste.
Jiobin Hood and Little John (Child's Ballads, V. 221).

0, here's a wit of cheverel that stretches from an inch
narrow to an ell broad ! Shak., R. and J., ii. 4.

She [the world] boasts a kernel, and bestows a shell ;

Performs an inch of her fair promis'd ell.

Quarks, Emblems, i. 7.

ell2 , el
2
(el), n. [< ME. *el, < AS. el, < L. el, the

name of the letter L, < e, the usual assistant

vowel, + -1; a L. formation, the Gr. name be-

ing ?.anf)6a.~\ 1. The name of the letter L, I,

It is rarely so written, the symbol being used
instead. 2. An addition to or wing of a house
which gives it the shape of the capital letter L.

3. A pipe-connection changing the direction

at right angles.
ellachick (el'a-chik), n. [Nesqually Ind. el-la-

chick.] A tortoise of the family Clemmyidce,

Chelopus marmoratus, it is usually about 7 or 8
inches long, and is the most important economic tortoise

of the Pacific coast of the United States ; it lives in rivers

and ponds, and lays its eggs in June. It is always on sale

in the San Francisco market, and is highly esteemed for

food, although inferior to the sea-turtle.

ellagic (e-laj'ik), a. [< *ellag, an arbitrary
transposition of F. galle, gall, + -ic.] Pertaining
to or derived from gallnuts Ellagic acid, C^Hs
09, an acid which may be prepared from gallic acid, out
is procured in largest quantities from the Oriental be-
zoars. Pure ellagic acid is a light, pale-yellow, tasteless

powder, shown by the microscope to consist of transparent
prisms. With the bases it forms salts. Also called be-

zoartlic acid.

ell-bone (el'bon), n. [< eTfl- (taken in its orig.

sense, AS. eln = L. ulna) + bone1 . Of. elbow.]
The bone of the forearm

;
the ulna.

elleboret, An obsolete variant of hellebore.

Chaucer.

elleborin (el'e-bo-riu), n. [< L. elleborus, helle-

borus, + -in: see hellebore.'] A resin of an ex-

tremely acrid taste, found in the Helleborus hie-

malis, or winter hellebore.

elleck (el'ek), n. [E. dial.
; origin unknown.

Of. Elleck, Ellick, Ellek, etc., colloquial abbre-
viations of Alexander.] A local English name
of the red gurnard, Trigla cuculus.

eller1
(el'er), n. A dialectal form of elder2 .

eller2 (el'er), n. A dialectal form of alder1 .

Ellerian (e-le'ri-an), n. A member of a sect
of German Millenarians of the eighteenth cen-

tury, founded by Elias Eller (died 1750). The
Ellerians expected the Messiah to be born again of the
wife of their leader, whose professed revelations they ac-

cepted as of equal authority with the Bible. From Rons-
Jor/, the place of their settlement, they are also called

Jionsdorjlane.

ellern, a. A dialectal form of aldern.

ellest, adv. A Middle English form of else.

ellipochoanoid (el"i-po-ko'a-noid), a. and n.

[See Ellipochoanoida.] I. a. Having incom-
plete septal funnels ; specifically, of or pertain-
ing to the Ellipochoanoida. Also ellipochoanoi-
dal.

II. . A member of the Ellipochoanoida.
Ellipochoanoida (el*i-po-k6-a-noi'da), n. pi.

eiL
., < Gr. e/Ucrfo, omitting, falling short (< &-

reu>, omit, fall short: see ellipse), + x^v1, a
funnel, + -ida.] A group of nautiloid ceph-
alopods whose septal funnels are short, the

siphon being completed by means of a more or
less porous intervening connective wall : con-
trasted with Holochoanoida. A. Hyatt, Proe.
Host. Soc. Nat. Hist., XXII. 260.

ellipochoanoidal (el"i-po-k6-a-noi'dal), a.
Same as ellipochoanoid.

ellipse (e-lips'), n. [= D. Sw. ellips = G. Dan.
ellipse = F. ellipse = Sp. elifise = Pg. ellipse =
It. ellisse, eltise, ellipse, < L. ellipsis, a want,
defect, an ellipse, < Gr. i/J,eiipif, a leaving out,
ellipsis in grammar, a falling short, the conic
section ellipse (see def.), < e/falrretv, leave in,
leave behind, omit, intr. fall short, < h, in, +

M

Ellipse.

f and F' are the foci. FAf +
MF = FM' + M F , M and M'
being any points in the curve.

1880

teiireiv, leave. Of. ellipsis.] In geom., a plane
curve such that the sums of the distances of

each point in its peripheryfrom two fixed points,
the foci, are equal. It is a conic section (see conic)

formed by the intersection of a cone by a plane which cuts

obliquely the axis and the opposite sides of the cone. The

ellipse is a conic which does not extend to infinity, and
whose intersections with the line at infinity are imaginary.
Every ellipse has a center,
which is a point such that it

bisects every chord passing
through it. Such chords are
called diameters of the el-

lipse. A pair of conjugate
diameters bisect, each of

them, all chords parallel to

the other. The longest di-

ameter is called the trans-

verse axu, also the la-

tus transversum; it passes
through the foci. The
shortest diameter is called
the conjugate axis. The ex-

tremities of the transverse axis are called the vertices. (See

conic, eccentricity, angle.) An ellipse may also be regard-
ed as a flattened circle that is, as a circle all the chords
of which parallel to a given chord have been shortened in

a fixed ratio by cutting off equal lengths from the two ex-

tremities. The two lines from the foci to any point of an

ellipse make equal angles with the tangent at that point.
To constructan ellipse, assume any line whatever, AB, to be
what is called the latus rectum. At its extremity erect the

perpendicular AD of any length, called the latus transver-

sum (transverse axis). Connect BD, and complete the rect-

angle DABK. From
any point L, on the
line AD, erect the per-

gn<
Ik'iila r I ./, cutting

K in Z and BD in H.
Draw a line HG, com-
pleting the rectan-

gle ALHG. There are
now two points, E and
E', on the line LZ, such
that the square on LE
or LE' is equal to the

rectangle ALHG. The
locusofallsuch points,
found by taking L at

different placeson the line AD, forms an ellipse. [The name
ellipse in its Greek form was given to the curve, which had
been previously called the section of the acute-angled cone,
by Apollonius of Perga. called by the Greeks "the great
geometer." The participle e'AAeuruy, "falling short," had
long been technically applied to a rectangle one of whose
sides coincides with a part of a given line (see Euclid, VI.

11). So irapa/3oAAei>- and virep^aAAtii' (Euclid, VI. 28, 29)
were said of a rectangle whose side extends just as far and
overlaps respectively the extremity of a given line. Apol-
lonius first denned the conic sections by plane construc-

tions, using the latus rectum and latus transversum (trans-
verse axis), as above. The ellipse was so called by him
because, since the point L lies between A and D, the rect-

angle ALHG "falls short" of the latus rectum AB. In
the case of the hyperbola L lies cither to the left of A or
to the right of D, and the rectangle ALHG "overlaps" the
latus rectum. In the case of the parabola there is*no la-

tus transversum, but the line BK. extends to infinity, and
the rectangle equal to the square of the ordinate has the
latus rectum for one side.] Cubical ellipse. See eu&i'-

caj. Focal ellipse. See .focal. Infinite ellipse. Same
as elliptois. Logarithmic ellipse, the section of an el-

liptic cylinder by a paraboloid. Booth, 1852.

ellipsis (e-lip'sis), n.; pi. ellipses (-sez). [= D.
Sw. ellips = Gr. Dan. ellipse = F. ellipse = Sp.
clipsis = Pg. ellipse = It. ellisse, elisse, < L. ellip-

sis, < Gr. /l/ii/ttf, omission, ellipsis: see ellipse.]
1. In gram., omission; a figure of syntax by
which a part of a sentence or phrase is used
for the whole, by the omission of one or more
words, leaving the full form to be understood
or completed by the reader or hearer : as, "the
heroic virtues I admire," for " the heroic vir-

tues which I admire"; "prythee, peace," for

"/pray thee, hold thy peace." 2. In print-
ing, a mark or marks, as ,***,. . .

,
de-

noting the omission or suppression of letters

(as in k # for king) or of words. 3f. In geom.,
an ellipse.

When a right cone is cut quite through by an inclinm--'

plane, the figure produced by the section agrees well with
the received notion of an ellipsis, in which the diameters
are of an unequal length. Boyle, Works, IV. 464.

ellipsograph (e-lip'so-graf), n. [Prop, ellipto-

graph; < Gr. e~Atenpif'(*e/.).eiirT-), ellipse (see el-

lipse), + ypaifiuv, write.] An instrument for de-

scribing ellipses; a trammel. Alsoelliptograph.
ellipsoid (e-lip'soid), n. [< Gr. eU^if, ellipse,+ ilSof, form.] In geom., a solid figure all plane
sections of which are ellipses or circles Axes
of an ellipsoid. See axisi. Central ellipsoid, an el-

lipsoid having its center at the center of mass of a body,
its axes coincident with the principal axes and propor-
tional to the radii of gyration about them. Ellipsoid of
expansion. See strain-ellipsoid, below. Ellipsoid of
gyration, an ellipsoid such that the perpendicular from
Its center to any'tangent plane is equal to the radius of

gyration of a given body about that axis. Ellipsoid of
inertia. Same as rllipmid of miration. Ellipsoid of
revolution, the surface generated by the rotation of an
ellipse about one of its axes. When the rotation is about
the major axis, the ellipsoid is prolate ; when about the
minor, the ellipsoid is oblate. Equimomental ellip-
soid, an ellipsoid whose moments of inertia about all axes

Ellopia

are the same as those of a given body. Momenta! el-

lipsoid, or Inverse ellipsoid of inertia, a surface of

which every radius vector is inversely proportional to the

radius of gyration of the body about that radius vector

as an axis. This is sometimes called Poinsot's ellipsoid,

though invented by Cauchy. Reciprocal ellipsoid of

expansion, the surface of which each radius vector is in-

versely proportional to the square root of the linear ex-

pansion in the same direction. Strain-ellipsoid, or el-

lipsoid of expansion, the ellipsoid into which any strain

transforms any infinitesimal sphere in a body.

ellipsoidal (el-ip-soi'dal), a. Of the form of an

ellipsoid.

elliptic, elliptical (e-lip'tik, -ti-kal), a. [= F.

elliptique = Sp. eliptico = Pg. elliptico = It. el-

littico, elittico (cf. D. G. elliptisch Dan. Sw.

elliptisk), < ML. ellipticus, < Gr. cUcmTiK6f, in

ellipse. [Elliptical is the more common form

except in technical uses, and is frequent in

them.]
In horses, oxen, goats, sheep, the pupil of the eye is el-

liptical, the transverse axis being horizontal.

raley, Nat. Theol., xit

2. Pertaining to or marked by ellipsis; defec-
tive

; having a part left out.

In all matters they [early writers] affected curt phrases :

and it has been observed that even the colloquial style was
barbarously elliptical. 1. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 352.

His [Thucydides's] mode of reasoning is singularly ellip-

tical; in reality most consecutive, yet in appearance of-

ten incoherent. Alacaulay, Athenian Orators.

Production and productive are, of course, elliptical ex-

pressions, involving the idea of a something produced ;

but this something, in common apprehension, I conceive
to be, not utility, but wealth. J. S. Hill.

3. In entom., elongate-ovate; more than twice
as long as broad, parallel-sided in the middle,
and rounded at both ends, but in general more
broadly so at the base: applied especially to

the abdomen, as in many Hymenoptera. 4.
In math., having a pair of characteristic ele-

ments imaginary: as, an elliptic involution.
Ellipticargearing". See gearing. Elliptic arc, a part
of an ellipse. Elliptic chuck. Same as oval chuck (which
see, under chuck*). Elliptic compasses, an instrument
for describing an ellipse by continued motion. Elliptic
conoid, an ellipsoid. Elliptic coordinates. See co-

trrdinate. Elliptic epicycloid. See epicycloid. Ellip-
tic function, a doubly periodic function analogous to a

trigonometrical function, and the inverse of an elliptic

integral. Elliptic integral, an integral expressing the

length of the arc of an ellipse. Elliptic involution, one
which has no real double points. Elliptic motion, mo-
tion on an ellipse so that equal areas are described about
one of the foci in equal times. Elliptic point on a sur-

face, asynclastic point; a point having the indicatrix an el-

lipse; a point where the principal tangents are imaginary.

Elliptic polarization, in optic*. See polarization.
Elliptic Singularity, an ordinary or inessential singu-
larity of a function. See singularity. Elliptic space,
(a) The space inclosed by an ellipse. (6) See space. El-
liptic spindle, a surface generated by the revolution of
an elliptic arc about its chord.

elliptically (e-lip'ti-kal-i), adv. 1. According
to the form of an ellipse.

Reflection from the surfaces of metals, and of very high
refractive substances such as diamond, generally gives at
all incidences elliptically polarised light.

Tail, Light, 27.

2. In the manner of or by an ellipsis; with

something left out.

ellipticity (el-ip-tis'i-ti), . [< elliptic + -ity.]
The quality of being elliptic; the degree of

divergence of an ellipse from the circle
; spe-

cificallv, in reference to the figure of the earth,
the difference between the equatorial and polar
semi-diameters divided by the equatorial: as,
the ellipticity of the earth is yirj. It may also
without appreciable error be taken as twice the difference
divided by the sum of the two axes.

In 1740 Maclaurin . . . gave the equation connecting the

ellipticity with the proportion of the centrifugal force at
the equator to gravity. Encyc. Brit., VII. 600.

elliptograph (e-lip'to-graf), n. Same as ellip-

sograpli.
elliptoid (e-lip'toid), a. and n. [< ellipt-ic +
-oid.] I. a. Somewhat like an ellipse.

II. M. Same as ellipiois.

elliptois (e -lip 'to -is), n. [Irreg. < Gr. eifat-

irrtKoe, elliptic: see elliptic.] A curve defined

by the equation ay
m + " = bxm (a x"), where m

and n are both greater than 1. Also called in-

finite ellipse Cubic elliptois. See cubic.

ellmother (el'muTH"er), n. A dialectal form of

eldmother. flrockett. [Prov. Eng.]
elloopa (p-16"pa), n. Same as illttjii. See Bassia.

Ellopia (e-16'pT-ii), n. [NL. (Treitschke, 1825),
< Gr. i'Afanjt, f/ot/)'; a fish : see Elops.] In entom. :

(a) A genus of geometrid moths, having a slen-

der body, short, slender, obliquely ascending
palpi whose third joint is conical and minute,
and entire delicate wings, of one color and not
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bent on the exterior border. There are upward
of 12 species, European, Australian, and Amer-
ican. (4) A genus of leaf-beetles (Chrysome-
lii/ir), having one species, E. pedestris, of Tas-

mania,

ellwand, elwand (el'wond), H. [<//' +</.]
1. An old mete-yard ormeasuring-rod, which in

Knuhi ml was 45 inches lone, and in Scotland
It? Scotch or 37.0958 English inches, the stan-

dard being the Edinburgh ellwand.

A lively, bustling, iin-h fellow, whose pack and oaken
I'll ii'iiinl, studded duly with brass point*, denoted him to

be ut Autolycus's profession. Scott, Kenilworth, xix.

2. [cap.'] In Scotland, the asterism otherwise
known as the Girdle or Belt of Orion. Also
called Our Lady's Ellwand.

ellyardt, . [ME. elngerd, < elite, ell, + gerd,

etc., yard.] A yard an ell long; a measuring-
yard ; an ellwand.

The hcde of an elngerde the large lenkthc hade.
The Krayn al of Krone stele ami of golde hewen.

Sir (Jaicayiie and the Qreeii KiyM(E. E. T. 8.), 1. 210.

elm (elm), n. [< ME. elm, (. AS. elm = Icel.

ulmr = Sw. aim = Dan. <elm (aim, elm, pbs.)
=

D. olm = OHG. dm(-boum), afterward (simulat-

ing L. ulmus) MHO. ulm(-boum), G. itlme = L.

ulmus, elm.] The common name for species of

Vlmus (which see), mostly large trees, some
common in cultivation for shade and ornament,
for which the majestic height and the wide-

spreading and gracefully curving branches of

the principal kinds admirably adapt them. The
hard, heavy timber of most of the species is valuable for

many purposes. Of the European species, the common
English elm is If. atmpettrit, of which the cork-elm (U.

1881

Elmia (el'mis;, n. [NL. (Latreille, 1802).] A
genus of clavicorn beetles, of the family Par-

nid<f, having only five ventral

segments and rounded ante-

Flowering Branch and Foliage of English Elm il'lmus camfestris .

with flower and fruit on larger scale.

ttiilH-nma), with thick plates of cork on the branches, is

probably only a variety. The Scotch elm, or wych-elm,
/'. inuntana. Is a smaller tree than the English elm. The
American species are distinguished as the American elm,
white elm, or water-elm, V. Americana ; the cedar-elm of

Texas, U. cra*ifolia ; the cork-, clilf-, hickory-, swamp-, or
roek-elm, U. racfmosa ; the red elm, slippery-elm, or moose-
elm, V.fulva, the inner bark of which is mucilaginous,
nnd is used in medicine ; and the winged elm, or wahoo,
U. alata, with corky-winged branches. In Australia the
name is given to the Ai>hananthe Philijtpittenjfig, a spe-
cies allied to the true elm. In the West Indies Cordia
Gerancanthus and C. grrajtcanttutide*, of the order Bora-
:iin:n-.',i'. receive the name, as also the rubiaceous Hamc-
tin n'/iirii-osa. The wood is the toughest of European
woods, and is considered to bear the driving of bolts and
nails letter than any other. It is very durable under
water, and is frequently used for keels of ships, for boat-

building, and for many structures exposed to wet, or
\\hni great strength is required. Because of its tough-
ness, it is used for naves of wheels, shells for tackle-
liloeks. and ('"Minion turnery. Wych-elm is much used
by coach-imikers, and by ship-builders for making jolly-
boats. Rock-elm is much used in boat-building, and to
some extent for bows.

The elm delight* in a sound, sweet, and fertile land,
something iii"iv iru lin'd to moisture, and where good
pasture is produced. Evelyn, Sylva, iv. 6.

When the broad elm, sole empress of the plain,
XV ln.se circling shadow speaks a century's reign,
Wreathes in the clouds her regal diadem
A forest waving on a single stem.

O. W. Holme*, Poetry.

elmen (el'men), a. [< elm + -en.] Of or per-
taining to the elm, or consisting of elm. Also,
less properly, clmin. [Rare.]

l.i-iniini; :i
:
j:iin-t the flmin tree,

XX'ith drooping head and slackened knee,
With clenched teeth. and close-clasped hands,
In agony of soul he stands! Scott, Rokeby, ii. 27.

elmest, elmesset, . Middle English forms of
flints.

Elmidse (el'mi-de), H. i>l. [NL., < Klmia + -iil<r.]

A family of clavicorn Coleoptera, taking name
from the genus Elmis : uow called Parnida:
(which see),

elmin, . Sec elmcn.

rior COXtU. E. condimentariu* Is

so named from being said to be used
for flavoring food in Peru. The ge-
nus is wide-spread, species occur-

ring in Europe. Australia, and North
and South America. There are 21 in
North America and about twice as

many in other countries.

Elmo's fire, St. Elmo's fire

(el'moz fir, sant el'moz fir).

[After Saint Elmo, bishop of

Formiae, a town of ancient -

Italy, who died about 304, and ^UJj.^jJjjj^c

whom sailors in the Mediter-
ranean invoke during a storm.] Same as cor-

iiosaiit.

elm-tree (elm'tre), n. See elm.

elm-wood (elm
7

wud), . The wood of the olm-
tree.

elmy (el'mi), o. [< elm + -y
1
.] Abounding with

elms.
If thy facm extends

Near Cotswold downs, or the delicious groves
Of Synimonds. honour'd through the sandy soil

Of elmy Ross, . . .

Regard this sort. Dyer, The Fleece, i.

Thy summer woods
Are lovely, O my Mother Isle ! the birch

Light bending on thy banks, thy elmy vales.

Thy venerable oaks ! Southey.

elnet, . An obsolete form of ell1 .

It must not be measured by the intemperate elne of it

selfe. Lord Brooke, Letter to an Honourable Lady (1833), i.

elocationt (e-16-ka'shon), n. [< ML. elocatio(n-),
a hiring out, ^ L. elocare, let out, hire out, < e,

out, + locare, place, let, hire out: see locate.

In the second sense taken in the lit. meaning
'put out of

place.'] 1. The act of hiring out
or apprenticing.
There may be some particular cases incident, wherein

perhaps this [consent in marriage] may without sin or
blame be forborne : as when the child, either by general
permission, or former elocation, shall be out of the parents'
disposing. /;;. llnil. Cases of Conscience, iv. 1.

2. Departure from the usual state or mood;
displacement; an ecstasy.
In all poesy . . . there must be ... an elocation and

emotion of the mind. Fotherby, Atheomastix, p. 30.

elocular (e-lok'u-lSr), a. [< L. e, out, 4- locu-

lus, a compartment, a little place, dim. of locus,
a place: see loculus, locus.] In lot., not par-
titioned

; having no compartments or loculi.

elocution (el-o-ku'shon), n. [= F. Elocution =
Sp. elocution = Pg. elocuc,So = It. elocuzione, <

L. elocutio(n-), a speaking out, utterance, esp.
rhetorical utterance, elocution, < eloqui, pp. clo-

cutus, speak out, utter, < e, out, + loqui, speak.
Cf. eloquence."] 1. The manner of speaking in

public ;
the art of correct delivery in speaking or

reading; the art which teaches the proper use
of the voice, gesture, etc., in public speaking.

Elocution, which anciently embraced style and the
whole art of rhetoric, now signifies manner of delivery,
whether of our own thoughts or those of others.

E. Porter.

2t. Eloquence in style or delivery; effective

utterance or expression.
As I have endeavoured to adorn it with noble thoughts,

so much more to express those thoughts with elocution.

Dryden.
Graceful to the senate Godfrey rose,

And deep the stream of elocution flows.

Brooke, tr. of Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered, I.

3. Speech; the power or act of speaking.
Whose taste . . . gave elocution to the mute.

Milton, P. L, ix. 748.

Can you deliver a series of questions without a quicken-
ing of your elocution! A. Phelps, English Style, p. 208.

= Syn. 1. Elocution, Delivery. These words are quite
independent of their derivation. Elocution has narrowed
its meaning (see quotation from E. Porter, above), and
has broadened it to take in gesture. They are now essen-

tially the same, covering bodily carriage and gesture as
well as the use of the voice. Elocution sometimes seems
more manifestly a matter of art than delivery. See ora-

(or;/.

elocutionary (el-o-ku'shon-a-ri), a. [< elocu-

tion + -ary.] Of or pertaining to elocution.

elocutioner (el-o-ku'shon-er), n. A public
speaker or declaimer. [Cfolloq.j

They (those] heedless yminu fellows, that think nothing
o' the fundamentals o' their faith, but are aye crying out
about the flocutiontrs and iwetrymongers they've heard in

Glesca. ir. Black, In Far Lochaber.

elocutionist (el-o-ku'shon-ist), n. [< elocution
+ -is*.] A person versed in the art of elocu-

tion; one who teaches or writes upon elocu-

tion, or who gives public elocutionary readings
or exercises.

eloin

elocutivet (el'o-ku-tiv), a. [< elocut-ion + -4me."\

Pertaining to elocution.

Preaching in its tlocutive put U but the conception of

man, and dilfers as the gifts and abilities of men give It

lustre or depression. l'< I'liam, Resolves, 11. 48.

elod (el'od), n. [< el(ectric) + od.] Electric

od; the supposed odie force of electricity.
Reichenbach,
elodian (e-16'di-an), n. One of the marsh-tor-

toises, a group of chelonians corresponding to

the families Chelydida and Emydidte.

eloge (a-16zh'), H. JT. : see elogy.'] A pane-
gyric ;

a funeral oration
; specifically, one of the

class of biographical eulogies pronounced upon
all members of the French academies after

their death, of which many volumes have been

published.
I return you, sir, the two eloga, which I have penued

with pleasure. I borrow that word from your language,
because we have none In our own that exactly expresses
It. Bp. Atterbury, To M. Thlrlot, Ep. Coir., I. 179.

elogia. n. Plural of elogium.

elogist (el'o-jist), n. [= F. elogitte= 8p. (obs. )

It. elogistd; as elogy + -*<.] One who pro-
nounces a panegyric, especially upon the dead;
one who delivers an 61oge. [Rare.]

[One] made the funeral sermon who had been one of her

professed suitors ; and so she did not want a passionate
elogitt, as well as an excellent preacher.

Sir if. Wutton, RellquiK, p. 360.

elogium (e-16'ji-um), .; pi. elogia (-&). [L. :

see elogy.] Same as elogy.
But if Jesus of Xazareth had raised an army in defence

of their liberty, and had destroyed the Romans, . . . then

they would willingly have given him that title, which was
set up only In derision as the Elogium of his Cross, Jesus
of Nazareth, King of the Jews.

Stillingjleet, Sermons, I. viii.

elogy (el'o-ji), n.; pi. elogieg (-jiz). [= F. eloge
= Sp. Pg. It. elogio, < L. elogium, a short max-
im or saying, an inscription

on a tombstone,
a clause in a will, a judicial abstract, appar. a
dim. of logus, logos, a word, a saying (< Gr. Ao-

>-of, a word: see
logos),

with prefix e-, after elo-

qui, speak out; oil. eloquivm, eloquence, also

a declaration.] A funeral oration
;
an 41oge.

[Rare, eulogy, a different word, being used in

its stead.]
In the centre, or midst of the pegme, there was an aback,

or square, wherein this elogy was written.
IS. Jonton, King James's Coronation Entertainment.

Elohiin (el'o-him), n. pi. [Heb. 'Elohim, pi. of

'Eloah: see Allah.] One of the names of God,
of frequent occurrence in the Hebrew text of

the Old Testament. Biblical critics are not agreed as

to the reason for the use of the plural form : some regard
it as a covert suggestion of the Trinity; others as a plural
of excellence ; others as an Indication of an earlier poly-
theistic belief; still others as an embodiment of the He-
brew faith that the powers represented by the gods of the
heathen were all included in one Divine Person.

Elohism (el'd-hizm), n. [< Eloh(im) + -i#m.]

Worship of tiod as Elohim.

U was the task of the great prophets to eliminate the
distinctive religion of Jaliveh, . . . and to bring Israel

back to the primitive Elohitm of the patriarchs.
Edinburgh /ter., CXLV. 502.

Elohist (el'o-hist), n. [< Eloh(im) + -it.] A
title given to the supposed writer (a unity of

authorship being assumed) of the Elohistic pas-
sages of the Pentateuch, in contradistinction to

Jehovist.

The descriptions of the Elohigt are regular, orderly,

clear, simple, inartificial, calm, free from the rhetorical
and poetical. S. Dacidmn.

It no longer seems worth while to write puerile essays
to show that the Elohut was versed in all the conclusions
of modern geology. H. A. Ret., CXXVII. S34.

Elohistic (el-o-his'tik), o. [< Elohist + -ie.]

A term applied to certain passages in the Pen-
tateuch, in which God is always spoken of in

the Hebrew text as Elohim, supposed by some
to have been written at an earlier period than
those passages in which he is spoken of as Je-
hovah. The Elohistic paragraphs are simpler, more pas-
toral, and more primitive in their character than the Je-

hovistic. Gen. i. 27 is Elohistic; Gen. ii. 21-24 U Jeho-
vistic.

The New Testament authors followed the Elohittic ac-

count, and speak of him [Balaam] disparagingly.
Encyc. Brit., III. 259.

eloign, eloignatet, etc. See eloin, etc.

eloin, eloign (e-loin'), r. [Also written eloine,

eloigne; < OF. eloigner, esloigner, F. eloigner =
Pr. esloignar, eslueingnar, < LL. elongare, re-

move, keep aloof, prolong, et<>. : see elong."] L
trans. To separate and remove to a distance.

From worldly cares himselfe he did etlounr.

Spenter, F. Q.. I. Iv. SO.

Eloiyne. sequester, and divorce her, from yonr lied and

your board. Chapman, All Fools, IT. I.
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I'll tell thee now (dear love) what thou shall do

To anger destiny, as she doth us ;

How I shall stay,^*"v*%~ thuj, ^ ^^^^ ;e-16ng'ga-tiv)

If the person be conveyed out of the sheriff's jurisdic-

tion the sheriff may return that he is eloigned.
Blackstone, Com., III. viii.

Il.t intrans. To abscond.

1882

(6) The extension of a part beyondligaments.
its natural dimensions.

^^ a. [< elongate +
-iveT] Tending to", productive of, or exhibiting

elongation; extended. [Bare.]
This elongative effort. Congregationalist, Oct. 22, 1886.

elope (e-16p'), v. i.; pret. and pp. eloped, ppr.

eloinatet, eloignatet (e-loi'nat), v. t. [< eloin, e\ ^ing\ [Formerly also ellope; < D. ontloopen

(= G. entlaitfen = Dan. iindlobe), run away, <

out- (= G. eiit- = AS. and-: see and-), away, 4-

loopen, run (> E. lope, q. v.), = AS. Medpan, E.

leap, q. v.] To run away; escape; break loose

legal or natural f

'

ith a lover or

duty or social restraints.

But now, when Philtra saw my lands decay
And former livelod fayle, she left me quight,
And to my brother did ellope streight way.

Spenser, F. Q., V. Iv. 9.

It is necessary to treat women as members of the body

politick, since great numbers of them have eloped from

their allegiance. Addison, Freeholder.

else

pulpit eloquence; a speaker, speech, or writing
of great eloquence; the eloquence of tears or of

silent grief.
Ther is non that is here,

Of eloquence that shal be thy pere.

Chaucer, Prol. to Franklin's Tale, 1. 6.

True eloquence [in source or origin] I find to be none but

the serious and hearty love of truth.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

Love and elope, as modern ladies do.

Cauithorn, Nobility.

Southey writes to his daughter Edith in. 1824 A 1 the
eiOQUent (el'6-kwent), a. [= F. eloquent = Pr.

maids eloped because I had turned a man out of the kitch- C1"Y v

J,^ , ''.
Lp Tt tlnnupnte (

eu at eleven o'clock on the preceding night." eloquen = bp. elocueiite == Pg. It. eloquente, <>

2"after elongate, q. v.] To remove ;

eloiu.

Nor is some vulgar Greek so far adulterated, and eloign-

ated from the true Greek, as Italian is from the Latin.

Howell, Foreign Travel, p. 149.

eloinmentt, eloignmentt (e-loin'ment), n. [<

eloin, eloign, + -ment, after F. Eloignement."] Ee-

moval to a distance ; hence, distance ;
remote-

ness.

He discovers an eloigntiient from vulgar phrases much
becoming a person of quality. Shenstone.

elomet, n. Orpiment.
elongt (e-16ng'), v. t. [< LL. elongare, remove,

keep aloof, prolong, protract, < e, out, + lon-

gus, long : see long*. Cf. eloin.] 1. To elon-

gate; lengthen out.

Ne pulle it not, but goodly plaine elonge,
Ne pitche it not to sore into the vale,

Nor breke it not all douu aboute a dale.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 4.

2. To put far off ;
retard.

By sea, and hills elonged from thy sight,

Thy wonted grace reducing to my mind,
Instead of sleep thus I occupy the night.

Wyatt, The Lover Prayeth Venus.

Upon the roof the bird of sorrow sat,

Elonging ioyful day with her sad note.

G. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph, ii. 24.

elongate (e-16ng'gat), v.
; pret. and pp. elon-

gated, ppr. elongating. [< LL. elongatus, pp. of

elongare: see elong.] I. trans. 1. To make long
or longer; lengthen; extend, stretch, or draw
out in length : as, to elongate a rope by splicing, eloper (e-16 per), n.

Here the spire turns round a very elongated axis.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 465.

2f. To remove further off.

The first star of Aries in the time of Meton the Athenian ElOpCS ^.- , _. ~
_-,-.-,

was placed in the intersection, which is now elongated and group of malacopterygian fishes : same as the

removed eastward twenty-eight degrees. family ElopidO!.
Sir r. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. is.

Elophilffit (e-lof'i-le), n. pi. [NL. (Htibner,

II. intrans. To recede
;
move to a greater 1816), prop. Helophilai, < Gr. CAOC, palus, a marsh,

distance
; particularly, to recede apparently + $i/j>c,, loving.] A group of pyralid moths.

from the sun, as a planet in its orbit. [Rare.] elopian (e-16'pi-an), n. A fish of the family

elongate (f-16ng'gat), a. [< LL. elongatus, pp.: Etopidic. Sir J."Bichardson.

see the verb.] Lengthened; extended or pro- Elopidffl (e-lop'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Elops
-1

duced; attenuated; specifically, in zool. and

hot., disproportionately or comparatively long
or extended: as, a worm has an elongate body;
a proboscis is an elongate snout; elongate an-

tennre are about as long as the body of an in-

sect
; elongate elytra extend beyond the abdo-

men
;
an elongate flower-stem.

elongation (e-16ng-ga'shon), n. [< ME^etonj/a-

De Quincey, Rhetoric.

What is called eloquence in the forum is commonly
found to be rhetoric in the study.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 111.

( Hugh] Peters would seem to have been one of those men

gifted with what is sometimes called eloquence; that is,

the faculty of stating things powerfully from momentary
feeling, and not from that conviction of the higher rea-

son which alone can give force and permanence to words.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 248.

2. That which is expressed in an eloquent
manner: as, a flow of eloquence.

Then I'll commend her volubility,
And say she uttereth piercing eloquence.

Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1.

Syn. 1. Elocution, Rhetoric, etc. See oratory.

'
pr'

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 265.

elopement (e-16p'ment), . [< elope + -ment.']

A running away; an escape; private or unli-

censed departure from the place or station to

which one is bound by duty or law : specifical-

ly applied to the running away of a woman,
married or unmarried, with a lover.

The negligent husband, trusting to the efficacy of his

principle, was undone by his wife's elopement from him.
Arbuthnot.

Her imprudent elopement from her father. Graves.

But in case of elopement . . . the law allows her no ali-

mony. Blackstone, Com., II. xv.

One who elopes.

Nothing less, believe me, shall ever urge my consent to

wound the chaste propriety of your character, by making
you an eloper with a duellist. Miss Burney, Cecilia, ii.

-idee.] A family of clupeiform isospondylous
fishes, resembling herrings, but much larger.
They have a completed lateral line and a flat membrane-
bone between the branches of the lower jaw. They have

cycloid scales, naked head, and terminal mouth, bounded
on the sides by the supramaxillaries, which are composed
of three elements. The species are very few, though wide-

ly distributed in tropical and subtropical seas, sometimes

entering fresh water. They belong to the genera Elops
r~ yxTi^i ** f?~ -H' A'

~

f~. T, T" and Megalops. See cut under Elops.
cioun, < OF. elongation, F elongation= fg.elon- Eiop^a (el-o-pl'na), n. pi. [NL., < Elops +
gacdto = It. elongazione, < ML. elongaho(n-), < _in

*
-, In Guntheri

s classification of fishes, the
LL. elongare, lengthen, elongate : see elong, gixth of his ciupeidce, with the upper jaw
elongate.] 1. The act of elongating or length- ^0,.^,. than the lower, the abdomen rounded,
ening; the state of being elongated or length-
ened.

L. eloquen(t-)s, speaking, having the faculty of

speech, eloquent, ppr. of eloqui, speak out, <

e, out, + loqui, speak.] 1. Having the power
of expressing strong emotions in vivid and ap-

propriate speech; able to utter moving thoughts
or words: as, an eloquent orator or preacher;
an eloquent tongue.

And for to loken ouermore,
Next of science the seconde
Is Rhetoric, whose faconde
Aboue all other is eloquent.

Oower, Conf. Amant., vii.

Lucullus was very eloquent, well spoken, and excellent-

ly well learned in the Greek and Latin tongues.
North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 421.

She was the most eloquent of her age, and cunning in

all languages. B. Jonson, Masque of Queens.

Till the sad breaking of that Parliament
Broke him, as that dishonest victory
At Chaeronea, fatal to liberty,
Kill'd with report that old man eloquent.

Milton, Sonnets, v.

2. Expressing strong emotions with fluency
and power; movingly uttered or expressed;
stirring; persuasive: as, an eloquent address;

eloquent history; an eloquent appeal to a jury.

IJonbtlesse that indeed according to art is most eloquent
which returnes and approaches neerest to nature from
whence it came. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

Burke, though he had long and deeply disliked Chat-

ham, combined with Fox in paying an eloquent tribute to

his memory. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

3. Manifesting or exciting emotion, feeling, or

interest through any of the senses; movingly
expressive or affecting: as, eloquent looks or

gestures ;
a hush of eloquent silence.

Give it breath with your mouth, and it will discourse

most eloquent music. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2 (Globe ed.).

4. Giving strong expression or manifestation
;

ii.o n ..v Y. .v.v~ i~. of discouragement,
and an osseous gular plate : same as the family Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 131.

wo^^eSffls^^^o^anttSJWfc^JjJ^ "&-&$'&&% JS&
gation, and dilatation of the natural goodness of Almighty to or having the characters of the Elopmf
God. Fotherby, Atheomastix, p. 297. II. . A fish of the group Elopina.
To this motion of elongation of the fibres is owing the elopitinumt, n. An old name for vitriol.

union or conglutination" of the parts of the body, when Elo"p8 (el'op's). n. [NL., < L. clops, < Gr. ITiOiji,

they are separated by a wound. Arbuthnot, Aliments.
propi iUo^ a sea-fish, also a serpent SO called,

2. Extension; continuation.

His skin (excepting only his face and the palms of his

hands) was entirely grown over with an horny excrescence
called by the naturalists the elongation of the papilla;.

Cambridge, The Scribleriad, note.

May not the mountains of Westmoreland and Cumber-
land be considered as elongations of these two chains ?

Pinkerton.

3f. Distance
; space which separates one thing

from another. Glanville. 4f. A removing to

a distance ; removal ;
recession.

Our voluntary elongation of ourselves from God's pres-
to an everlast-

Concerning the nature or proper effects of this spot or

stain [upon the soul], they have not been agreed : some
call it an obligation or a guilt of punishment. . . . Some
fancy it to be an elongation from God, by dissimilitude of
conditions. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 723.

5. In astron.: (a) The angular distance of a

planet from the sun, as it appears to the eye of

a spectator on the earth; apparent departure
of a planet from the sun in its orbit : as, the

elongation of Venus or Mercury, (ft) The an-

gular distance of a satellite from its primary.
6. Insurg.: (a) A partial dislocation, occa-

sioned by the stretching or lengthening of the

Big-eyed Herring (Elops saurus}.

prop, adj., mute.] The typical genus of the

family Elopidai. JS. saurus, known as the ten-ptmndn-
and big-eyed herring, is a widely diffused species in both

eloquence (el'o-kwens), n. [< ME. eloquence,
< OF. eloquence, F. eloquence = Pr. cloquencia,

rloquensa = Sp. elociiencia = Pg. eloquencia =
It. eloquensia (obs.), eloquenza, < L. eloquentia,
< eloquen(t-~)s, eloquent: see eloquent.'] 1. The

quality of being eloquent; moving utterance
or expression ;

the faculty, art, or act of utter-

ing or employing thoughts and words springing
from or expressing strong emotion in a manner
to excite corresponding emotion in others ; by
extension, the power or quality of exciting

emotion, sympathy, or interest in any way : as,

to please, affect, or persuade.
Some who (their hearers swaying where they would)
Could force affections, comfort and deject,
With learned lectures eloquently told.

Stirling, Domes-day, The Tenth Houre.

eloquioust, a. [< L. eloquium, eloquence, < elo-

qui, speak out: see eloquent.,] Eloquent.

Eloquioui hoarie beard, father Nestor, you were one of

them ; And you, M. Ulisses, the prudent dwarfe of Pallas,

another ; ofwhom it is Illiadized that your very nose dropt

sugarcandie. Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc.. VI. 162).

elrich (el'rich), a. Same as eldricli.

else (els), adi: [< ME. elles, ellis, often elle, <

AS. elles, in another manner, otherwise, be-

sides, = OFries. elles, ellis = OHG. alles, elles,

MHG. alles = OSw. aljes, Sw. eljest = Dan. el-

lers, otherwise
;
an adverbial gen. of *ali-, ele-

(in comp. ele-land, another land, eUlende, of

another land, etc.) = Goth, alis (gen. aljis) = L.

alius = Gr. o/l/lof, other. Cf. L. alias, prob. an
old gen., at another time, otherwise : see aliiis,

and cf . alien, allo-, etc.] If. In another or a dif-

ferent manner; in some other way ;
to a differ-

ent purpose ; otherwise.
V. mr perfect self is else devoted. Shak., T. G. of V., Iv. 2.

2. In another or a different case ;
if the fact

were different ;
otherwise.

ye shule nat han mcde at youre fadir.

Wyeiif, Mat. vi. l (Oxf.).



else

Thou deidrent . not sacrifice; else would I give It.

Vs. II. 16.

Thou didst prevent me ; 1 had
|i

This isle witli Calil>ans. A'Aai., Tempest, i. 2.

shift for yourselves; ye are lost else.

PMeher, Valentinian, v. 2.

c'loiKjIi must have been a rare and lovable spirit, else he

could never have*" wrapped himself within the alfeet ions

of true men. Htnliicln, Viet, i'oets, p. 244.

A sovereign and serene capacity to fathom the else un-

lailioimible depths of spiritual nature, to solve Its else in-

soluble riddle*, to reconcile its else irreconcilable dUcrep-
;,lnn^. S/ri/ihnriK-, Shakespeare, p. 76.

3. Besides; other than the person, thing, place,

etc., mentioned: after an interrogative or in-

definite pronoun, pronominal adjective, or ad-

verb (u-lin. u-lint. iiiii-re, etc., anybody, anuthinf/,
XIIIIK Imilij. tsomrlliiiiil, niilinili/, nothing, all, little,

etc.), as a quasi-adjective, equivalent to other:

as, who else is coming? it'ltat else shall I give

you f do you e * -"..' >.

1883

elsin, See elufii.

Eisner's green. See green.

eltchi, . See elclii.

eltht, . An obsolete variant of rid.

elucidate (o-lu'si-dat), r. t. : pret. and pp. elu-

cidated, ppr. elucidating. [< LL. elucidatut, pp.
of elucidare (> Sp. Pg. elucidar = F. elucider),

make light or clear, < L. e, out, + Inciting, light,

clear: see lucid.] To make clear or manifest;
throw light upon ; explain; render intelligible;

illustrate : as, an experiment may elucidate a

theory.
The illustrations at once adorn and elucidate the rea-

soning. Macaulay, Dryden.

Though several of them proffered a vast deal of infor-

mation, little or none of It had much to do with the mat-

ter to be elucidated. J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 238.

= 8yn. Expound, etc. (see exulain); to unfold, clear up.

elucidation (e-lu-si-da'shon), . [= F. elucida-

tion = Sp. elucidacion = Pg. elucidaqffo, < LL.

elutriation

2. To remain unseen, undiscovered, or nnex-

plnincd by ;
baffle the inquiry or scrutiny of: as,

secrets that elude the keenest search.

On this subject Providence has thought fit to elwli our

curiosity. GotdrouCA, Vicar, xxix.

One element must forever elude It* researches ; and that

l the very element by which poetry U poetry.
Macaulay, Dryden.

Hit mind was quick, versatile, and Imaginative : few as-

pect* of a subject eluded It. MMtWft Ret.

The secret and the mystery
Have baffled and eluded roe.

LonufeUoU!, Golden Legend, I., Pro).

=Syn. To shun, flee, shirk, dodge, baffle, foil, frustrate,

eludible (e-lu'di-bl), a. [< elude + -ible.] Ca-

pable of being eluded or escaped.
If this blessed part of our law he eludible at pleasure,

... we shall have little reason to boast of our advantage
in this particular over other states or kingdoms In Europe.

Swtft, Drapier's Letters, vll.

), n. [Heb., < "'"', gather, reap, har-

st. Klin. Con.f. (Early Eng. Poems, ed. Furnivall), 1. 560.

If you like not my writing, go read something else.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 22.

There is a mode in giving Entertainment, and doing any
eourtesv !/, which trebly binds the Receiver to an Ac-

knowledgment. Ilmcell, Letters, 11. 25.

All else of earth may perish : love alone
Not Heaven shall find outgrown !

ft II //../.:,,. I
1

. ,..!,>. I I*"''

[The phrases anybody elue, Homebody else, nobody else, etc.,

have a unitary meaning, as if one word, and properly take

a possessive case (with the suffix at the end of the
phrase)

:

as, this is ttoiHebotly elne'n hat ; nobody else's children act

so.] God forbid elset, God forbid that it should be

otherwise.

Ay, and the best she shall have ; and my favour

To him that does best : God forbid else.

Shak., Hen. VIII., II. 2.

elsen, elsin (el'sen, -sin), n. [E. dial., Sc. also

ilxniij < Ixli iii, i Isi/n, < OD. elsene, aelsene, mod. D.

els, < (perhaps through OHG. alansa, alunsa,
"alasna (> ME. alesna, > It. lesina = Sp. lesna,

alesna = Pr. alena = OF. alesne, F. aUne), an

awl) OHG. ala, MHO. ale, G. ahle, etc., = AS.

al, eal, ail, awul, E. awl : see awl.] An awl.

Nor hinds wi' elson and hemp llngle,

Sit soleiug shoon out o'er the Ingle.

Ramsay, Poems, II. 203.

elsewards (els'wiirdz), adv. [< else + -wards.]
To another place ;

in another direction. [Bare.]

But these earthly sufferers [the punctual] know that

they are making their way heavenwards, and their oppres-

1), p. 293.

ing or of throwing light upon any obscure sub-

ject.

We shall, in order to the elucidation of this matter, sub-

Join the following experiment. Boyle.

The elucidation of the organic Idea ... is the business

and talk of philosophy. Jour. Spec. Phil., XIX. 39.

2. That which explains or throws light; ex-

planation ;
illustration : as, one example may

serve for an elucidation of the subject.

I might refer the reader to see it highly verified In David

Bloudel's familiar elucidations of the eucharistical contro-

versie. Jer. Taylor, Real Presence, i 12.

I shall . . . allot to each of them [sports and pastimes]
a separate elucidation. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 56.

elucidative (e-lu'si-da-tiv), o. [< elucidate +
-ir>e.] Making or tending to make clear; ex-

planatory.
Such a set of documents may hope to be elucidative In

various respects. Carlyle, Cromwell, I. 10.

elucidator (e-lu'si-da-tpr), n. One who eluci-

dates or explains ;
an expositor.

Obscurity is brought over them by the course of igno-
rance and age, and yet more by their pedantical elucida-

tors. Abbot.

elucidatory (e-lu'si-da-to-ri), a. [< elucidate +
-ory.] Tending to elucidate. [Bare.]
One word alone issued from his lips, elucidatory of what

was passing in his mind. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, 1. 95.

eluctatet (e-luk'tat), . . [< L. eluctatns, pp.
of eluctari', struggle out, < e, out, -t- luctari,

struggle. Ct.luctation, reluct.] To burst forth
;

escape with a struggle.

They did elttctate out

civil year, and the sixth of the

ecclesiastical, beginning with the new moon of

August.
elumbatedt (e-lum'ba-ted), a. [< L. elumbix,

hip-shot, having the hip dislocated (< e, out, +
lumbits, loin: see lumbar, loin), + -ate1 + -ed"2 .]

Weakened in the loins. Bailey.
eluscationt (e-lus-ka'shon), n. [< LL. as if

"eluscatio(n-), < eluscare, make one-eyed, < L. e,

out, + luscus, one-eyed.] Blear-eye or pur-
blindness. Bailey, 1727.

elusion (e-lu'zhon), n. [< ML. elugio(n-),< L. elu-

dere, pp. elusus, elude: see elude.] Escape by
artifice or deceit ; evasion ; deception ; fraud.

Any sophister shall think his elusion enough to contest

against the authority of a council.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 348.

An appendix relating to the transmutation of metals
detects the impostures and elusion* of those who have pre-

tended to it.

Woodward, Essay towards a Nat. Hist, of the Earth.

elusive (e-lu'siv), a. [< L. elusus, pp. of elu-

dere, elude, 4- -ire.] Eluding, or having a ten-

dency to elude; hard to grasp or confine; slip-

pery.
Hurl'd on the crags, behold they gasp, they bleed !

And, groaning, cling upon th' elusive weed.
Falconer, Shipwreck, HL

Piety 1s too subtile and elusive to be drawn into and con-

fined in definitions. Alcott, Table-Talk, p. 102.

The moon was full, and snowed down the mellowest light

on the gray domes, which in their soft, elusive outlines,

and strange effect of far-withdrawal, rhymed like falnt-

heard refrains to the bright and vivid arches of the facade.

llowells, Venetian Life, xviii.

When tulking of the dainty Hcsh and eltewhat as they eate.

Warner, Albion's England, 1592.

elsewhent (els'hweu), adv.
[<
ME. elteswhen; <

iV.sr -f when.] At another time.

We shuldo make a docket t of the names of such men of

nobylytie here, as we thought mete and convenyent to

serve his hlghnes, in case his graces will were, this preas-
cut yeare, or ellen-n-l" n. to ii^e ther servyce in any other

foreyn conntrey. State. Papers, III. 562.

elsewhere (els'hwar), adr. [< ME. elleshwer,

illtxhicar, < AS. elies liw&r, elles hicdr: elles, else;

Inrii'i; indef., where.] In another place or in

other places; somewhere or anywhere else : as,

these trees are not to be found elsewhere.

Seek you In Rome for honour : I will labour
To tind content elsewhere.

Fletcher (and another ?), Prophetess, Iv. 6.

That he himself was the Author of that Rebellion, he
denies both heer and elxirhrrf, with many imprecations,
but no solid evidence. M ilti, Kikonoklastes, xii.

We may waive just so much care of ourselves as we
honestly bestow elsewhere. Thoreau, Walden, p. IS.

The Persian sword, formidable elsewhere, was not adapt-
ed to do good service against the bronze armor and the

spear of the Hellenes.
Ton Ranke, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 167.

elsewhither (els'hwiTH'er), adr. [Early mod.
E. also elmi-liitlirr : < ME. "elleswhider, i-lli-r.--

trhodfr, < AS. elles hwider, elles hwyder: elles,

else; hwider, hwyder, whither.] In another di-

rection. [Bare.]
To Yrlond heo Howe ageyn, & cites wyder heo mygte.

Rob. of Glo<iccster, p. 103.

our course lies elueirhither. Carlyle, In Fronde, I. 30.

elsewiset (els'wiz), adr. [Early mod. E. also

I'tmrixf; < < /' + -/., after otherwise.] In a

different manner ; otherwise.

And so is this matter, which would flmrite haue caused

muchspyte and hatred, opened in our names.
J. L'd,iU, l)n 1 Cor. ill.

The act of bursting forth, or of escaping with
a struggle.
Ye do ... sue to God ... for our happy eluctation

out of those miseries. Bp. Hall, Invisible World, ii. 7.

elucubrate (e-lu'ku-brat), t'. t. [Cf. It. elucu-

brato, adj.; ^ L. elucubrare, dep. elucubrari (>
F. 4lucubrer), compose by lamplight, < e, out,
-I- lucubrare, workbylamphght: see lucubrate.]
Same as lucubrate.

Just as, when grooms tie up and dress a steed,

Boys lounge and look on, and elucubrate

What the round brush is used for, what the square.
Broirning, Ring and Book, II. 240.

elucubrationt (e-lu-ku-bra'shon), . [= F. elu-

cubration = Pg. elucuoraqSo = It. elucubrazione;
< elucubrate + -ion.] Same as lucubration.

I remember that Ifons. Huygens, who used to
prescrilre

to me the benefit of his little wax taper for night elucu-

brations preferable to all other candle or lamp light what-

soever. Evelyn, To Dr. Beale, Aug., 1868.

elude (e-lud'), v. t-
j pret. and pp. eluded, ppr.

eluding.'. [= F. tluder = Sp. Pg. eludir = It. elu-

dere, < L. eludere, finish play, win at play, elude

or parry a blow, frustrate, deceive, mock, < f.

out, -f ludere, play: see ludicrous. Cf. alludf,

cottudf, delude, illude.] 1. To avoid by artifice,

stratagem, deceit, or dexterity ; escape; evade:

as, to elude pursuit ; to elude a blow or stroke.

bright eyes, and her malice and her mocking will-o'-the-

wisp eluneenest of mood. W. Black, House-boat, x.

elusoriness (f-lu'so-ri-nes), n. The state or

quality of being elusory.

elusory (e-lu's6-ri), a. [< ML. elusorius, de-

ceptive, <" L. elusus, pp. of eludere, elude : see

elude.] Of an elusive character; slipping from
the grasp ; misleading ;

fallacious
;
deceitful.

Without this the work of God had perished, and reli-

gion itself had been elusory.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, III. vl. I 1.

elute (e-luf), v. t.
; pret. and pp. eluted, ppr.

eluting'. [< L. elutug, pp.
of eluerr, wash off, <

e, out, off, -I- ire, wash: see lute^.lotion. Cf.

dilute.] To wash off; cleanse. [Bare.]

The more oily any spirit is the more pernicious, because

It Is harder to be eluted by the blood.

Arbuthnot, AlimenU, v.

(e-lu'shon), n. [< LL. elutio(n-), a

',
"C L. eluere, wash off.] A washing out;

Borrow, Works, II. xxxlil.

Tho' stuck with Argus' Eyes your Keeper were,
Advis'd by me, you shall elude his Care.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

M e iientle Delia beckons from the plain,
Then, hid in shades, eludes her eager swain.

Pope, Spring, 1. 54.

cnth candid and ample,

Macaulau, Hallam's Const. Hist,

Wilmllllf^, \ LI. c-tlor<
,
vlanli vru.j * '"'& ""

any process by which bodies are separated by
the action of a solvent ; specifically, a process

of

recovering sugar from molasses, which consists

in precipitating the sugar as sucrate of lime,

insoluble in cold water, and washing it free

from soluble impurities. The sucrate Is decomposed
by carbonic acid, which precipitates the lime as carbonate,

and the pure sugar-solution Is then evaporated to crystal-

lization.

elutriate (e-lu'tri-at), r. t.; pret. and pp. elu-

triated, ppr. elutriating. [< L. elutriatug, pp.
of elutriare, wash out, decant, rack off, < 'In-

ert, wash out: see elute.] To purify by wash-

ing and straining or decanting ; purify in gen-
eral.

elutriating the blood as it passes through the lnng.
Arbuthnot. Air.

elutriation (e-lu-tri-a'shon). M. [= F. elutria-

tion = Pg. elitlnn^Sfi, < L'.'as if *elutriatio(n-), <



elutriation 1884 emacerate

elutriOf,, wash out: see elutriate.] The opera- Elysian Fields [cf. F. dismpt-Styttti = Sp. Cany** elytrotomy (el-i-trot'o-mi), . [< Gr. tt-vrpov,
tion of cleansing by washing and decanting.
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= '* Campi a sheath (vagina), + rou, a cutting.] A cut-

eluxate (e-luk'slt),V i.
; pret. and pp. eluxated, K^MMlBjSS* '

ting into the vaginal walls.

ppr. eluxating. [< L. e, out, + luxatuss, pp. of
elysiid (e-lis'i-id), . A gastropod of the fam- elytrum, elytron (el'i-trum, -tron), n.

; pi.

luxare, dislocate : see luxate.] To dislocate, as
ily Elysndce. elytra (-tra). [NL., < Gr. eAvrpov, a cover, cov-

a bone
;
luxate. Boag. [Bare.] ElysiidSB (el-i-si'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Elysia eriug, as 'a case, sheath, shard of a beetle's

eluxation (e-luk-sa'shon), n. [< eluxate + + ./Vte.] A family of marine saccoglossate
-jo.] The dislocation of a bone; luxation, pellibranchiate gastropods, with auriform ten-
DungUson. [Bare.] tacles, without gills, and resembling slugs, but
elvanH (el'van), a. An improper form of elfin, having the sides of the body alate. The whole 1 >

_.-B ~
elvan2 (el'van), n. [Of Corn, origin.] The shape is leaf-like, the neck corresponding to a opposite side a hard, horny, or leathery case

iikes, petiole. Also spelled Elysiadce. See cut under or sheath, more or less completely covering

wing, shell, husk, capsule, etc. (cf. M.V/M>C, a

case, cover), < eMetv, roll round, wrap up, cover.]
1. In entom., the modified fore wing of beetles
or Coleoptera, forming with its fellow of the

name given in Cornwall (England) to dikes,
which are of frequent occurrence in that region, ^Elysia.
and which, throughout the principal mining Elysium (e-liz'ium), n. [= F. Elysee = Sp
districts, have a course approximately parallel Ellseo, Elisio = Pg. Elyseo, Elysio = It. Elisio,
with the majority of the most productive tin < L. Elysium (ML. also *Etyseum), < Gr. 'mi-mov
and copper lodes. The elvans or elyan-courses, as (neut. of ifi.iiciof, Elysian), in 'IV.iwov mfiiov,
they are frequently called have almost identically the

] afer in nl 'll/i'tua mSia the Elvsiati Fipld or
same ultimate chemical and mineralogical composition as i?. ,

r
?'"',
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the granites of Cornwall, but differ considerably from them -Fields, 1. e., the neld of the departed, lit of
in the mode of aggregation of their constituents. They going or coming, < ifhiai^, var. of e'Aevaiq, agoing
vary in width from a few feet to several fathoms; they

: ~ J ^ ' '^-- a - *-- A--'

traverse alike granites and slates, but are more numerous
in the vicinity of the granites than they are elsewhere.
Many elvans have been worked for the tin ore which they
sometimes contain. The rock of which elvans are made
up when occurring in loose fragments is also called elvan
or elvan-rock.

elvanite (el'van-it), n. [< eh-an? + -e2
.] The

name given by some lithologists to the variety
of rock of which the Cornish elvans are made up:
nearly equivalent to quartz-porphyry and gra-
nitic porphyry.
Elvellaceae, Elvellacei (el-ve-la'se-e, -I), n.

pi. [NL.] Same as Helvellacece, itelvellacei.

elven (el'ven), n. [A dial, corruption of elmen.']
An elm. [Prov. Eng.]
elver (el'ver), ,. [A dial, corruption of eelfare,
q. v.] A young eel; especially, a young con-

fer-

or sea-eel. [Local, Eng.]
ver-caket (el'ver-kak), n. Eel-cake.

These elver-cakes they dispose of at Bath and Bristol
;

and when they are fried and eaten with butter, nothing
can be more delicious.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, II. 306.

elves, . Plural of elf.

elvine, n. [E. dial.
;

cf. elver.'] The young of
the eel. [Local, Eng.]

elvish, elvishly. See elfish, elfishly.

elwand, n. See ellwand.

or coming, advent, < i'/ei-acadat, future,
(ind. f/'AvBov, ijWov), 2d aor., go, come (associ-
ated with epxeadai, go, come), whence also prob.
efaitSepo;, free.] In Gr. myth., the abode of the
blessed after death. Also called the Elysian
Fields. It is placed by Homer on the western border of
the earth

; by Hesiod and Pindar In the Islands of the Blest;
by later poets in the nether world. It was conceived of
as a place of perfect delight. In modem literature Ely-
sium is often used for any place of exquisite happiness, and
as synonymous (without religious reference) to Heaven.

Once more, farewell ! go, find Elysium,
There where the happy souls are crown'd with blessings.

Fletcher, Valentinian, iii. 1.

The flowery-kirtled Naiades . . .

Who, as they sung, would take the prison'd soul,
And lap it in Elysium. Milton, Comus, 1. 257.

And, oh ! if there be an Elysium on earth,
It is this, it is this.

Moore, Light of the Harem.

An Elysium more pure and bright than that of the
Greeks. Is. Taylor.

elytra, n. Plural of elytrum.
elytral (el'i-tral), a. [< elytrum + -al.'] Of or

pertaining to the elytra : as, elytral strise
; ely-

and protecting the posteriormembranous wings
when these are folded at rest, and usually
forming an extensive portion of the upper sur-

face of a beetle ; a shard. The elytra are also known
as wing-covers or winy-sheaths. They are elevated during
(light, but do not serve as wings. See cuts under Coleop.
tera and beetle.

2. In some chretopodous annelids, as the Aphro-
ditidie, or polychsetous annelids, as the Poly-
noe, one of the squamous lamellse overlying
one another on the dorsal surface of the worm,
made by a modification of the
dorsal cirri of the parapodia,
of which they are thus special-
ized appendages Auriculate,
bispinose, connate, dimidiate,
etc., elytra. See the adjectives.

Elzevir (el'ze-ver), a. and n.

[F. Elztivir, formerly also El-

sevier, D. El-sevier.'] I. a. 1.

Of or belonging to the Elze-
vir family of Dutch printers.
See below. 2. Noting a cut
of printing-type. See II., 2.

Elzevir editions, editions of the

Latin, French, and German classics,
and other works, published by a

family of Dutch printers named El-
zevir (Elsevier) at Leyden and Am-
sterdam, chiefly between 1583 and
1680. These editions are highly prized for their accuracy
and the elegance of their type, printing, and general make-
up. Those most esteemed are of small size, 24mo, 16mo,
and 12mo.

II. . 1. A book printed by one of the Elze-

Elytnim of Polyno?,
a polychffitous annelid,
bearing fimbriae, view-
ed from above (highly
magnified).

tral sulci
Elytral ligula, a tongue-like process on vir family. 2. A form of old-style printing-

thc inner face of the side margins of the elytrum, serving type, with firm hair-lines and stubby serifs,

largely used by the Elzevirs of the seventeenth
century..,,. ,.,,,. ,,,.._, *,.. nm iiiboi mi oiij itn;c \li l;<tull C1J LI lull, Ilciu' _ . .

* ___ . , , t ,

the outer margin. In repose it embraces the upper surface Elzeviran, Elzevirian (el-ze-ve ran, -ri-an), n.
of the abdomen. [< Klzerir + -an, -law.] A collector or fancier

to hold it more securely to the abdomen in repose, found
in certain aquatic beetles. Elytral plica or fold, a longi-
tudinal ridge on the interior surface of each elytrum, nearElymnias (e-lim'ni-as), . [NL. (Hiibner,

1816), irreg. < Gr. Lty/or, a case; cf. elytrum.]
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lytol'o (e-lit'ri-form), a. [< NL. elytrum, of Elzevir books! See extract under grangerite.family Elymmtrue. E. lais is the type-species, elytrum, + L. forma, shape.] Having the form . ..,,,,, ,

and there are three others, all of the old world, o/chara'cter of an elytrum ; elytroid
5 An *"fr-*8* AnmM^w

m
P^^m^\ mSlymmmse (e-lim-m-i'ne>, n.pl. [NL., <Elym- elvtrizerous (el-i-trii'e rus) n IX NL elv

*.*
nias + -incs.-} A subfamily of old-world nym- trum, elytrum + L.flSrSre,oaW,+ -oii.] Hav- eml (em
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phahd butterflies, of one genus (Elymnias) and ing elytra or bearing an elytrum
name of the letter M
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several species, having no ocelli, the wings ,.

neatlv reduced at o2 . ^ thrir ^SS ri^^i^5^SS^^ST" a"" *
Huxley, Auat. Invert., p. 206.

nrodncml at rh trnev nTirl theiv r,nf.proaucea at tne apex and their under
surface peculiarly marked. Many of them re-
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coarse perennial grasses, of northern temper- Jj^-*;/'' f -+ \
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ate regions, allied to Hordeum. There are about
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for hay and pasturage. Commonly known as rye-grans or elytrOCCle (el l-tro-sel), . [< Gr. eAmpov, a
lyme-grass. sheath (vagina), + nifArj a tumor.] Same as
Elysia (e-lis'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ijMxriot, Ely- colpocele.
sian: see Elysium.'] The typical genus of abran- elytro-episiorrhaphy (el"i-tro-ep"i-si-or'a-fi),
chiate gastropods n. [< Gr. Bmpav, a sheath (vagina), + eitisior-
of the family

- ^Bfc=^ ~i i... -i A . .^^- ^^ s v ,
J

Elysiidce, having
well - developed
tentacles and the
sides of the body
with wing-like

expansions. E.
oiridis, of European,
and E. chlorotica, of American seas, are examples ; they
resemble slugs, and are found in sea-wrack, eel-grass, etc.

vowel, + m ; a Latin formation, the Gr. name
being ,ui>.] 1. The name of the thirteenth let-

ter of the alphabet, usually written simply /

or M. 2. In printing, the square of any size

of type. The large square here shown ^1 is the em of

the size pica ; the small one
,
one fouraHhe size (one

half the height and breadth), is the em of the size non-
pareil, the one here used. The em is the unit of mea-
surement in calculating the amount of type in a piece of

work, as a page, a column, or a book, the standard of

reckoning being 1,000 ; thus, this page or this book con-
tains so many thousand, or so many thousand and hundred,
ems. In the United States it is also the unit in calculat-

ing the amount of work done by a compositor, while the
en is generally used for that purpose in Great Britaint __________ ,---, _______ V ._B____ . ,,, ____ .

rhaphy.~\ A combination of colporrhaphy with em2
, 'em (always unaccented, um), pron. [Usu-

orio^Ti.>ioT^ii-ir all writen n '

Elysfa viriftis.

episiorrhaphy.
Elytrogona (el-i-trog'o-na), n. [NL., < D.vrpov,
a case, sheath, elytrum, +

-yavoc;, producing:
see-r/oos.] A genus of phytophagous beetles,
of the family Cassididas.

elytroid (el'i-troid), a. [< Gr.
< e/.vrpov, a sheath, + cMor, form.]
sheath-like; vaginal.

, -, -grass ec ,_.
Elysian (e-liz'ian), a. [= F. eluseeii, a., elv- elytron, .

_
See eli/tntm.

cf. Sp'.'eliseo, elisio = Pg. elysio = It elytroplastlC (eF'i-tro-plas'tik), a.
'

< Gr.
[As eli/tro-

^i,,, x ^,. vwxut, TElysian: see &ty
i

'"'"^ Same as colPPlastic.

Pertaining to Elysium, or the abode elytroplasty (el i-tro-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. eto-

. jed after death
; hence, blessed de- r()m '

a sheatn (vagina), + irUeattr, form.]
lightfully, exquisitely, or divinely happy full

bame as folpoplasty.
of the highest kind of enjoyment, happiness or Elytroptera (el-i-trop'te-ra), n. pi.
bliss. Gr. eAvrow, a case, sheath, elytnim, +

sien, n.

elisio, < L.

Elysium.']
of the blessed after death

The power I serve
Laughs at your happy Araby, or the
Elysian shades. Massinger, Virgin Martyr, iv. 3.

In that Elysian age (misnamed of gold),
The age of love, and innocence, and joy,Whenall were great and free ! Beattie, Minstrel, ii.

Hope's elysian isles. 0. W. Holmes, Fountain of Youth.

There is no Death ! What seems so is transition
This life of mortal breath

Is but the suburb of the life elysian,
Whose portal we call Death.

Longfellow, Resignation.

[NL., <

Tmp6v, a
wing.] Clairville's name (1806) of the group
of insects now known as the order Coleoptera.
It was never current, as the nearly contemporaneous ar-

ally written and printed 'em, in 17th century
often 'hem, being regarded as a " contraction"
or abbreviation of them ; but in fact the reg.
descendant of ME. hem, him, heom, horn, ham,
< AS. him, heom, dat. pi. of he, he, heo, she, hit,

^.^c^vi, it> the ME. and AS. dat. becoming the E. obj.

Elytriform; (ace. and dat.), as in him and her, and the ini-

tial aspirate falling away as in it, and (in easy
speech) in he, his, him, her: see he. she, it. But
though this is the origin of em or 'em, the form
could have arisen independently as a reduc-
tion of them, like 'at, 'ere, reduced forms in dial,

speech of that, there.'] In colloquial speech,
the objective plural of he, she, it: equivalent
to them.

rangement of Illiger, which combined the Linnean and
Fabrician systems, and adopted Ray's name Coleoptera,

For he could coin and counterfeit
New words with little or no wit ; . . .

And when with hasty noise he spoke 'em,
The ignorant for current took 'em.

S. Hiittr,-. Il'i.libras, I. i. 10i>.

em-1
. Assimilated form of en-1 before labials,

em-". Assimilated form of cw-2 before labials.

[NL., < Gr. emaceratet (e-mas'e-rat), v. t. or i. [< L. cmiice-

,
a sheath (vagina), + TTTUOTC, a fall, < ratus, defined 'emaciated,' equiv. to emaciutiis

Kiirreiv, fall.] In pathol., prolapse of the vagina, (see emunali-), if genuine, a mistaken form for

elytrorrhaphy (el-i-tror'a-fi), n. [< Gr. llv- *emacratus, < e + macer (mticr-), lean, whence
rpov, a sheath (vagina), +"/)a<t>r/, a seam, suture, ult. E. meager, q. v.] To make or become lean

;

< pdiTTeiv, sew.] Same as colporrhaphy. emaciate.

came at once into general use.



emaceration

emacerationt (o-mas-o-ni'slion), . [<
uti +-i.] A making or becoming lean; ema-
ciation.

emaciate (e-ma'shi-at), r.
; pret. and pp. ema-

i-inliil. ppr.' fiiHH-ialiiti/. [< L. i-iiiiiriiiluts, pp.
of emaciare (> It. eiuiteiare), make lean, cause
to waste away, < '. out, 4- "macinri; make lean,
< imicieH, leanness, < inacert; be lean, macer

(macr-), lean, whence ult. E. mcai/cr, q. v.] I.

/run*. To cause to lose flesh gradually; waste
the flesh of; reduce to leanness: as, great suf-

fering i-iitaciatcx the body.
A uolil sweat bedews his ''imn'iatfd cheeks.

r. KIIHX, Christian Philosophy, I 56.

II. intraitx. To lose flesh gradually ;
become

lean, as by disease or pining ;
waste away, as

flesh.

lit-
|
Ai istotlrj >'<ui"'int''il and pilied away.

Sir T. Brornte, Vulg. Err., vll. 14.

emaciate (6-ma'shi-at), a. [< L. emaciatus, pp. :

sec the verb.] Thin; wasted; greatly reduced
in flesh. [Poetical.]

Or groom invade me with defying front
And st.TII demeanour, whose emaciate steeds . . .

Had panted oft beneath my goring steel.

T. n'artim, Panegyric on Oxford Ale.

emaciation (e-ma-shi-a'shpn), n. [= F. emaci-
dliint = Sp. emaciation = Pg. emaeiaySo = It.

emacia:ione ; < L. as if *emaciatio(n-), < emaci-

are, pp. einaciatutt, make lean : see emaciate.]
1. The act of making lean or thin in flesh. 2.

The state of becoming thin by gradual wasting
of flesh

;
the state of being reduced to leanness.

Searchers cannot tell whether this emaciation or lean-

ness were from a phthisis, or from an hectick fever.

Oraunt, Bills of Mortality.

Marked hy the emaciation of abstinence. Scott,

emaculatet (e-mak'u-lat), v. t. [< L. eniacula-

tiix, pp. of emaculare, clear from spots, < e, out,
+ macula, a spot: see macula and mail1.] To
free from spots or blemishes; remove errors

from; correct.

Llpsius, Savile, Pichcna, and others have taken great
pains with him [Tacitus] In emaculating the text, settling
the reading, etc. Hales, Golden Remains, p. 273.

emaculationt (e-mak-u-la'shon), n. [< emacu-
late + -ion.] The act or operation of freeing
from spots.

emailt, emalt, . Same as amel.

Set rich rnbye to reed ettiayle,
The raven's plume to peacocke's tayle.

Puttenham, Partheniades, xv.

eraanant (em'a-nant), a. and n. [< L. ema-

uan(t-)s, ppr. of cmanare, flow out, spring out

of, arise, proceed from: see emanate.] I. a.

Flowing, issuing, or proceeding from some-
thing else

; becoming apparent by an effect.

The most wise counsel and purpose of Almighty God
terminated in those two great transient or emanant acts
or works, the works of creation and providence.

Sir it. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 35.

II. n. In math., the result of operating any
number of times upon a quantic with the oper-
ator (x'AlAx + y'd/dy +, etc.). J. J. Sylvester,
1853. Cayley (1850) defines it as one of the coefficients of
the quantic formed l>y substituting for z, >i. etc., the fa-

cients of the quantic to which the emanant belongs, Ix +
HI r . lit r mi/', etc., and then considering / and m as the
two fat'ients of the new iiuantic so obtained.

'a-nat), r.
; pret. and pp. emanated,

(>
E.

ppr. emaiiiitiiiij. [< L. emanatus, pp. ofemanare
It. emaiiare = Sp. Pg. emanar = F. emaner, >

emaae, q. v.), flow out, spring out of, arise,

proceed from. < c, out, + mditare, flow : see ma-
nation, madid.] I. intrans. To flow out or is-

sue; proceed, as from a source or origin; come
< :;o forth: used chiefly of intangible things:
as. light emanates from the sun; fragrance ema-
nates from flowers; power i-miniatm fjom the

people.
That subsisting form of government from which all laws

emaiuite. De Quincey.
All the stories we heard emanated from Calcutta.

W. H. RnmeU, Diary in India, I. 2.

Tile Hebrew word used here [in Genesis] for liuht in.

eludes the allied forces of heat and electricity, which with
light now enutn"f>' from the solar photosphere.

Dawvon, Nature and the Bible, p. 02.

II. trans. To send or give out; manifest.

[Kare.]
We spoke of bright topics only, his manner all the

while emanating the silent .sympathy which helps so
much Iwcause it respects so much.

Quoted in Merriatn'l Bowles. II. 4 IS.

emanate (em'a-nat), a. [< L. emanatus, pp.: see
the verb.] Issuing out; emanant. Southey.
| Kare.]

emanation (em-a-na'shpn). . [= F. fmtiiin-

linii = Sp. emanacion == Pg. emanaySo It.

I--:,

i-iii<ina:innr; < LIj. eiiitnifitio(ii-), an emana-
tion, < L. i-mniiiin, flow out: see emanate.]
1. The act of flowing or issuing from a foun-
tainhead or origin; emission; radiation. 2.

In i>liilii.: (a) Efficient causation due to the
essence and not to any particular action of
the cause. Thus, when the trunk of a tree, is

moved, the branches go along with it by virtue
of emanation. Hence (6) The production of

anything by such a process of causation, as
from the divine essence. The doctrine of emana-
tion appears in its noblest form in the Knneads of Ploti-

mis, who makes sensible things to emanate from the

Ideas, the Ideas to emanate from the Nous, and the Nous
to emanate from the One. lamhliehus makes the One to
emanate from the Good, thus Koin>,

r tine step further. The
tinostica and Cabalists pushed the doctrine to fantastic

developments.
In the work of the creation we see a double emanation of

virtue from God. ttacon, Advancementof Learning, i. 61.

3. That which issues, flows, or is given out
from any substance or body; efflux; effluvium:

as, the odor of a flower is an emanation of its

particles.
Justice is the brightest emanation from the gospel.

Sydney Smith.

4. In uli/., the process of obtaining the succes-
sive emauauts of a quantio.

Regnault's chemical principle of substitution and the al-

gebraical one of emanation are identical. J. J. Sylvester.

Facients of emanation, the facients x', y', etc., referred
to In Cayley's definition of an emanant.

emanationism (em-a-na'shon-izm), n. [< ema-
nation + -ism.] Devotion to theories of ema-
nation.

It [superstition I settled very thickly again in the first

Christian centuries, as cabalism, emanationism, neo-pla-
Umism, etc., with their hierarchies of spirit-hosts.

G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 315.

emanatist (em'a-na-tist), n. and a. [< emanate
+ -ist.] I. H. In theol., one who believes in

the efflux of other beings from the divine es-

sence; especially, a member of one of the an-
cient Gnostic sects, such as that of the Val-
entinians, which maintained that other beings
were so evolved. See emanation, 2 (b).

II. a. In theol., of or pertaining to the doc-
trine of the emanatists.

When then it was taken into the service of these 'ma-
natiat [Valentinian and Manichean) doctrines, the Hoino-
ousion implied nothing higher than a generic or specific
bond of unity. . . . The Nicene Fathers, on the other
hand, were able, under altered circumstances, to vindicate
for the word [Homoousinn] its Catholic meaning, unaf-
fected by any Emanatiet gloss.

Liddon, llampton Lectures, pp. 439, 440.

emanative (em'a-na-tiv), . [< emanate +
-ive.] Proceeding by emanation

; issuing or

flowing out, as an effect due to the mere exis-

tence of a cause, without any particular activity
of the latter.

By an emanatitv. cause is understood such a cause as

merely by being, no other activity or causality interposed,
produces an effect. Dr. II. More, Immortal, of Soul, 1. 6.

It sometimes happens that a cause causes the effect by
its own existence, without any causality distinct from its

existence; and this by some is called einanatirc: which
word, though feigned with repugnancy to the analogy of
the Latin tongue, yet is it to he used upon this occasion
till a more convenient can be found out.

Bttryertiticius, tr. by a Gentleman.

'Tis against the nature of ruwiuuier effects ... to sub-
sist but by the continual influence of their causes.

Glanville, Essays, i.

emanatively (em'a-na-tiv-li), adv. In or after
the manner of an emanation

; by emanation.
It is acknowledged by us that no natural, imperfect,

created l>eing can create, or emniiatitwly produce, a new
substance which was not l>efore, and give it its whole be-

ing. Cudirorth, Intellectual System.

emanatory (em'a-na-to-ri), a. [< ML. 'emana-
toriim (neut. emanatorinm, a fountain), < L. ema-
iinri; How out: see emanate.] Having the na-
ture of an emanation ; emanative.

Nor is there any incongruity that one substance should
cause something else which we may in some sense call

substance, though but secondary or rmanatory.
Dr. II. More, Immortal, of Soul, I. .

6manche (ii-moush'), H. In her., same as manche.

emancipate (e-man'si-pat), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

emancipated, ppr. emancipating. [< L. eman-
i-ijuitiifi, pp. of rniiieiiiri; miancupare (> It.

<'iiiancii>are = Sp. Pg. emancipar = F. imanci-

/ier = D. emanciperen = G. cmancipiren = Dan.
I'liiiincipere = Sw. cnuincipi'ra, emancipate),
declare (a son) free and independent of the
father's power by the thrice-repeated act of

mnncipatio and niiinumixsio, give from one's
own power or authority into that of another,
j;iv(> up, surrender, < e, put,

+ nuiHciparc, man-
< n/Hire, give over or deliver up. as property, by
means of the formal act called m//riyii/M,give
up, transfer. < uui>n-i-/tx (;<//)-), a purchaser,

emancipationist

a contractor, lit. one who takes (the property
or a symbol of it) in hand, < manus, hand, +

; take. From /</////.< comes also man-
1-i/iniiH, the formal act of purchase, hence a
thing so purchased, and esp. a slave

;
but eman-

I'li'in'c was not used in reference to freeing
slaves, the word for this act being manumittcn :

see manumit.] 1. To set free from servitude or

bondage by voluntary act ; restore from slavery
to freedom; liberate: as, to emancipate a slave.

When the dying slaveholder asked for the last sacra-

menu, his spiritual attendants regularly adjured him, as
he loved his soul, to emancipate, ois brethren for whom
Christ had died. Macaulay.

2. To set free or liberate ; in a general sense,
to free from civil restriction, or restraint of

any kind; liberate from bondage, subjection, or

controlling power or influence : as, to emanci-

pate one from prejudices or error.

They emancipated themselves from dependence.
Arbuthmit.

No man can quite emancipate himself from his age and
country. Kmerton, Essays, 1st ser., p. 319.

= Syn. Emancipate, Manumit, Enfranchise, Liberate, dis-

enthrall, release, unfetter, unshackle. To manumit is

the act of au individual formally freeing a slave ; the
word has no figurative uses. To emancipate is to free
from a literal or a figurative slavery : as, the slaves in

the West Indies were emancipated ; to emancipate the
mind. To cnfranchinc is to bring into freedom or into
civil rights ; hence the word often refers to the lifting of

a slave into full civil equality with freemen. Liberate is

a general word for setting or making free, whether from
slavery, from confinement, or from real or figurative op-
pressions, as fears, doubts, etc.

Thought emancipated itself from expression without

becoming its tyrant
Lowell, Among my Books, 2dser., p. 326.

All slaves that had been taken from the northern shore
of the Gulf of Mexico were to be manumitted and re-

stored to their country. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 52.

In the course of his life he [a Roman master] en/ran-
chined individual slaves. On his death-bed or by his will

he constantly emancipated multitudes.

Lerku, Europ. Morals, I. 249.

To cast the captive's chains aside
And liberate the slave.

Longfellow, The Good Part.

emancipate (e-man'si-pat). a. [< L. emancijia-
tus, pp. : see the verb.] Freed

; emancipated.
We have no slaves at home. Then why abroad ?

And they themselves, once ferried o'er the wave
That parts us, are emancipate and loos'd.

Cowper, Task, II. 39.

emancipation (e-man-si-pa'shon), n. [= F.

emancipation = Sp. emancipacion = Pg. eman-

fipacflo = It. emancipazione = D. emancipate =
G. Dan. Sw. emancipation, < L. emancipatio(n-),
emancipation, < emancipare, emancipate : see

emancipate.] 1. The act of setting free from

bondage, servitude, or slavery, or from depen-
dence, civil restraints or disabilities, etc.; de-
liverance from controlling influence or subjec-
tion

; liberation : as, the emancipation of slaves ;

emancipation from prejudices, or from burden-
some legal disqualifications; the emancipation
of Catholics by the act of Parliament passed
in 1829.

Previous to the triumph of Emancipation in the Fed-
eral District there was no public provision for the educa-
tion of the Blacks, whether bond or free.

//. Greeley, Amer. Conflict, II. 54.

Emancipation by testament acquired such dimensions
that Augustus found it necessary to restrict the power;
and he made several limitations, of which the most im-

portant was that no one should emancipate by his will

more than one hundred of his slaves.

Leclcy, Enrop. Morals, I. 249.

2. The freeing of a minor from parental con-
trol. It may be accomplished by the contract of parent
and child, and in the case of a female by marriage, and
in some states by judicial decree. Catholic Emancipa-
tion Act. See Catholic. Emancipationproclamation,
in I'. S. /"'../.. the proclamation by which, on January 1st,

1863, President Lincoln, as commander-in-chief of the ar-

mies of the United States, declared as a military measure,
in accordance with notice proclaimed September 22d, 1862,
that within certain specified territory in armed rebellion all

persons held as slaves
'

'are and henceforward shall be free."

Was the Emancipation Proclamation legally oprtvtive
and efficient the moment it was uttered ? or, as many have
maintained, only so fast and so far as our armies reached
the slaves or the slaves our armies ? The Sation, I. 163.

Gradual emancipation, the freeing of slaves by de-

grees or according to certain individual contingencies, as
between specified ages or after a prescribed length of
service. Slaver)' was extinguished hy gradual emancipa-
tion in most of the original northern United States, and
it was at an early date advocated by many in the more
southern states. Laws were passed at different periods
for gradual emancipation in the British and Spanish West
Indies and in Brazil ; but they have been in each instance
finally superseded by acts for the absolute abolition of

slavery. =Syn. 1, Release, manumission, enfranchisement.

emancipationist (f-man-si-pa'shon-ist), ii. [<

emancipation + -ist.] One who is in favor of
or advocates the emancipation of slaves.



emancipationist 1886 embalmment

Gradual emancipationist, in the history of slave,,, Emarginula(e-mar-jin'u-la) [NL.asar-
one who favored gradual emancipation (which see, under

, . . , , r/TT ^
emancipator (e-man si-pa-tor), . [\LtLi.eman-

fifnttor, < L. eniancipare, emancipate : see eman-

ci/ii/tc.'] One who emancipates, or liberates

from bondage or restraint.

) + -Mta.] A genus of keyhole-limpets, of

the family FissurellicUe, or made type of a family

Emargitmlidte, having an emargination of the

anterior edge of the deeply cupped shell. E.

etonaatus, of the Mediterranean, is an example. emDaUOnuria ^m-oai-o-u

Emarginulid* (e-mar-ji-nu'li-de), n.pl. [NL., ^^l^^L^^llt

f of the upper jaw, and 3 incisors and 2 premo-
fare in each half of the lower jaw. The genus contain*

a few species, distributed from Madagascar through the

Malay archipelago.

emballonurid (em-bal-o-nu'rid), K. A bat of

Richard seiZedCyprus not as a pirate, but as an avengerT^^f^ A^^he genus Ammgmuia,sep- m/1,^ +,. v of ,
*; T,;n<, B:hn,,t 13 o-nnpra

emanci

and emancipator.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 161.

(e-man'si-pa-to-ri), a. [< eman-

Pertaining or relating to eman-

cipation; favoring or giving emancipation: as,

an emancipatory judgment, law, or decree.

The first of these [sources] was the ettMitcipatory spirit

A woman the mostaverse to any emancipatory ideas con-

cerning her sex can surely identify her name with that

most sexly of occupations, needlework.

Philadelphia Times, July 24, 18SS.

limpets, typified by the L
arated from the family Fissurellidie.

emarginuliform (e-mar-jin'u-li-form), a. [<

NL. Emarginula + L. forma, form.] Resem-

bling a limpet of the genus Emarginula.

crochiropteran bats, containing about 12 genera
and upward of 60 species. They are characterized

by the obliquely truncated snout with prominent nostrils,

the first phalanx of the middle finger folded in repose
above the metacarpal bone, and by the production of the

tail far beyond the interfemoral membrane, or the per-
foration of this membrane by the tail. There is generally

:.-- ,
- a single pair of upper incisors. The family is nearly cos-

8, pp. of emasculare, < e, out, + mascultis, ,nopolitan, and is divided into JSmballommnas and Molos-

male: see masculine, mate1
.] I. trans. 1. To since.

deprive of the male functions; deprive of vi- Emballonurinse (em-baFo-nu-ri'ne), n. pi.

rility or procreative power ;
castrate ; geld. [NL., < Emballontira + -;.] The subfamily.

.,

emancipist (e-inan'si-pist), n. [< F. emanci- Hence 2. To deprive of masculine strength of bats typical of the family Emballonuridai,

pixte, \emanciper, emancipate: see emancipate
and -1st.'] A convict in a European penal colony
who has been pardoned or emancipated.
There is much jealousy between the children of the rich

emancipist [in New South Wales] and the free settlers.

Darwin, Voyage of Beagle, II. 231.

For some time past the free colonists [in the French

penal colonies], by no means a numerous class, have de-

clined to employ emancipists, declaring that while they
claimed the free mall's wages they would not give the free

man's work. Nineteenth Century, XXI. 839.

emandibulate (e-man-dib'u-lat), a. [< L. e-

priv. 4- mandibula, mandible : see mandibulate."]

1. In entom., having no mandibles, or having
those organs so modified that they cannot be
used for grasping or biting, as in the Lepidoptera
and most Diptera. This epithet was restricted by
Kirby to species of the neuropterous family Phryganeida',
in which the mandibles are soft and very minute, but the

maxilla; and labium are well developed.

2. Having no lower jaw, as the lampreys and

cyclostomous, as a vertebrate.

emanet (e-man'), v. i. [= F. emaner = Sp. Pg.
emanar = It. emanare, < L. emanare, flow out,

flowproceed from : see emanate.]
issue ; emanate.
We may seem even to hear the supreme intelligence and

eternal soul of all nature give this commission to the spir-
its which emaned from him.
Sir '. Jones, Mystical Poetry of the Persians and Hindus.

and adv. An obsolete form of

or vigor ;
weaken

;
render effeminate

;
vitiate

by unmanly softness.

Luxury had not emasculated their minds.
V. Knox, Spirit of Despotism, 2.

The tastes and habits of civilization, the innumerable
inventions designed to promote comfort and diminish

pain, set the current of society in a direction altogether
different from heroism, and somewhat emasculate, though
they refine and soften, the character.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 136.

3. In general, to weaken; destroy the force or

strength of ; specifically, to weaken or destroy
the literary force of, as a book or other writing,

by too rigid an expurgation, or by injudicious

editing.
McGlashan pruned freely. James abused McGlashan for

having emasculated his jokes. If: and Q., 7th ser., VI. 111.

II. intrans. To become unmanned or effem-

inate.

Though very few, or rather none which have emascu-

& "',%"n/woS "S$^& der fibul*.
'
The leading genera are Furia, Em-

men. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., iii. 17.

emasculate (e-mas'ku-lat), a. [< L. emascula-

Diclidttrits albus, belonging to the subfamily"Entballottvrina.

the interfemoral membrane above or ends in

it, weak upper incisors, and long legs with slen-

der fibulae. The leading genera are Furia, Em-
ballonura, Diclidurus, Noctilio, and Rhinopoma.

emangt, prep,

among.
emarcid (f-mar'sid), a. [Irreg. < L. e- + mar-

cidus, withered, after emarcescere, wither away :

see marcid.] In bot., flaccid
;
wilted.

emarginate (e-mar'ji-nat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

emarginated, ppr. emarginating. [< L. emargi-
natus, pp. of emarginare, deprive of the edge,
< e, out, + margo (margin-), edge, margin: see

marginate.] To remove the margin of; deprive
of margin.
emarginate (e-miir'ji-nat), a. [< L. emargina-
tus, pp. : see the verb.] Having the margin or

extremity taken away. Specifically ~(o) In bot.,

notched at the blunt apex : applied to a leaf, petal, stigma,
or to the gills of fungi. (6) In mineral., having all the

To flow out; eiuasuuiauc \,B-IIHB nu-jv, i*. L X *j. C.HH.OHHM*- >/.-....- %- --- T -

lus, pp.: see the verb.] Deprived of the male I. a. Of or pertaining to the microchiropteran

functions; castrated; hence, unmanned ;
de- families Emballonuridw and PhylloKtomiaee. The

mwA nf \rlr,nr: emballonurine alliance is one of two series into which toe
"K01-

Microchiroptera are divided, having the upper incisors

Thus the harrast, degenerous, emasculate slave Is of- approximated and the tail perforating the interfemoral
fended with a jubilee, a manumission.

Hammond, Works, IV. 515.

Catholicism restricts
"
religion" to its priests and other

emasculate orders, and allows the laity no nearness to

God but what comes through their intercession.

//. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 211.

emasculation (e-mas-ku-la
'shon ) , n. [=F.^mas-

culation ; < L. as if *emasculatio(n-), < emascu- mer
.>
en vr, m wr, etc., r .

lar. emasculate: see emasculate.! 1. The act ****** = Vr.embamOf, embaymar = Sp. Pg.

membrane, or produced beyond it. See cnpsrttiionint,

II. n. A member of the emballonurine alli-

ance
;
an emballonurid or phyllostomid.

imbalin (em-bam'), v. t. [Formerly also im-

balm; spelling altered as in balm ; < ME. enbaic-

men, enbaumen, < OF. embatimer, earlier embatts-

mer, embasmer, embausemer, embalsemer, etc.. F.

edges of the primi-
tive form truncated,
each by one face, (c)

lare, emasculate: see emasculate.] 1. The act

of depriving a male of the functions which
characterize the sex; castration. 2. The act

of depriving of vigor or strength ; specifically,
the act of eliminating or altering parts of a

literary work in such a manner as to deprive it

of its original force or vividness.

The emasculations [of an edition of "Don Quixote"] were
some Scotchman's. Gayton, Notes on Don Quixote.

Three Emarginate Primaries of a Hawk.

3. The state of being emasculated; effemi-

nacy; unmanly weakness.

in"zo.,"having' the' emasculator (e-mas'ku-la-tor), n. [< L. emas-
margin broken by a

culator, < emasculare, emasculate: see emascw-
shallow notch or

lafej One who or that which emasculates,

incised
;
Sed?- emasculatory (e-mas'ku-la-to-ri), a. [< emas-

Emarginate pro- culate + -on/.] Serving to emasculate.
thorax or pronotum, in entom., one having the anterior embacet, r. t. See embase.

Co
a

(CTJ)"era

nCaVef0rthereCepti0n0fthehead ' Mlnmany embalet, emballt (em-bal', -bal'), v. t.; pret.

Same as

In the

emarginated (e-mar'ji-na-ted), p. a.

emarginate.

emarginately (e-mar'ji-nat-li), adv.

form of notches.

emargination (e-mar-ji-na'shon), n. [< emar-

ginate + -ion.] The act of taking away the

margin, or the state or condition of having the

margin taken away.
Specifically (a) In bot.,

the.condition of having a
notch at the summit or
blunt end, as a leaf or

petal : as, the emargina-
tion of a leaf. (6) In zool.

,

the state of being emargi-
nate ; incision.

Either or both webs [of Leaf of Buxus sfmffr!,inns and
feathers] may be incised PtmttffriitMfttimHt.
toward the end; this is a, n, Emargtnations.
called emargination. . . .

The least appreciable forking [of a bird's tail] is called

emargination, and a tail thus shaped is said to be emar-
Kinate. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, pp. 112, 117.

and pp. embaled, emballed, ppr. embaling, emball-

ing. [< F. emballer (= Sp. Pg. embalar = It. im-

ballare, make into a bale, pack up), < en, in, +
ing. [< F. emballer (= Sp. Pg. embatar = It. im-

ballare, make into a bale, pack up)
bale, balle, a bale, ball: see bale^, ba'lli.'] 1. To
make up into a bale, bundle, or package ; pack.

All the marchandize they lade outwards, they emball
it well with Oxe hides, so that if it take wet, it can haue
no great harme. llakluyt's Voyages, II. 227.

2. To wrap up ;
inclose.

Her streight legs most bravely were embayld
In gilden buskins of costly Cordwayne.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iii. 27.

emballingt (em-ba'ling), n. [Verbal n. of em-

ball, taken independently as < cm-1 + ball1 : see

embale, emball.'} The act of distinguishing by
the ball or globe, the ensign of royalty; promo- embalmer

(fJ
tion to sovereignty.

embalsamar = It. imbalsamare, imbalsiniare, <

ML. imbalsamare, < L. in, in, + balsamum, bal-

sam, balm: see balsam, balm."] 1. To dress

or anoint with balm
; specifically, to preserve

from decay by means of balsams or other aro-

matic spices; keep from putrefaction by im-

pregnating with spices, gums, and chemicals,
as a dead body. The ancient process was to open the

body, remove the viscera, and fill the cavities with anti-

septic spices and drugs. (See mummy.) In modern times

many substances and methods have been employed in em-

balming, as by injection of arsenical preparations into the

blood-vessels, generally with a view only to the preserva-
tion of the body for a certain period, as during transporta-
tion to a distant point, or instead of refrigeration in hot

weather during the ordinary interval before burial.

Joseph commanded his servants the physicians to em-
Itatm his father: and the physicians embalmed Israel.

Gen. 1. 2.

Unto this appertained the ancient use of the Jews to

embalm the corpse with sweet odours, and to adorn the

sepulchres of certain. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 75.

Hence 2. To preserve from neglect or decay ;

preserve in memory.
Those tears eternal, that embalm the dead.

Pope, Ep. to Jervas, 1. 48.

No longer caring to embalm
In dying songs a dead regret.

Tennyson, In Mcnioriam, Conclusion.

3. To impart fragrance to ;
fill with sweet scent.

Meanwhile,
Leucothea waked, and with fresh dews embalm'd
The earth. .ViVfr.ii, P. L., xi. 135.

Here eglantine embalmed the air.

Scott, L. of the L., i. 12.

Anne. I swear again, I would not be a queen
For all the world.
Old L. In faith, for little England

You'd venture an emballing. Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 3.

emarginato-excavate (e-mar-ji-na't6-eks'ka- Emballonura (em-bal-6-nu'ra), n. [NL., < Gr.
vat), a. In entom., hollowed out above, the Ipp&fauv, throw in, + ovpa, tail.] The typical
next joint being inserted in the hollow, as a
tarsal joint.

genus of bats of the family Emballonuridai. The
tail perforates the interfemoral membrane and appears

[= F. embaumeiir .~\

One who embalms bodies for preservation.

By this it seemeth that the Romans in Numa's time were
not so good embalmers as the Egyptians were.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 171.

embalmment (em-bam'ment), n. [= F. em-

baumement; as embalm + -ment.'] 1. The act

or process of embalming.
Lord Jefferies ordered the hearseman to carry the cnrjisf

to Russell's, an undertaker in Cheapside, and leave it



embalmment
there, till he sent order* for the 'nibalunm'nf, which In*

added should In- after the royal manner.
Mill"!,' 1

, Ill'vlen, 'AreMilrit of 111.- Klllieral.
'

2. A substance used in em bid mine;. [Archaic.]
At I. ii'jlii ui found a faiie nen Mat, and vnder that two

bundle-, the one bii.'Ker, (ho other lease ; in the greater we
found u great quantity of line red (Kinder, like a kinde nf

imbalmeineHt. Cii/it. Jnlm fimii/i, True Tiavi Is. (I. m.
If I die.

Like sweet riiil'iilmiiii'iil round my heart Hlulll lie

This Inve, thin love, tliis love I have for thee.
tt'illiiiin Miirri*, r.artlily Paradise, [. :1.

embank ((Mn-bangk'), p. t. [Formerly also im-
liunk : < rnt-l 4- hunk 1

.'} To inclose with :i

lunik; furnish with an embankment; defender
st iviie;! lien by 1 lan ks, mounds, ordikes; bank up.
embankment (em-bangk'mgnt), n. [Formerly
also imbankiurnt ; < embank + -went.] 1. Tile

act of surrounding or defending with a bank.
2. A mound, bank, dike, or earthwork raised
for auy purpose, as to protect land from the
inroads of the sea or from the overflow of a
river, to carry a canal, road, or railway over a

valley, etc.
;
a levee : as, the Thames embank-

mi'iit in London, England.
Once again the tide had rolled fiercely against the em-

tmnkiii'-iil
,
ami Korne part of It away.

K. Doieilen, Shelley, I. SOX

embart (em-bar'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. embarred,

Pjir. rmbarring. [Formerly also imbar; < OF.
rmbarrer, enbarrer, bar, set bars on. bar in, <

en- + barrer, bar: see em-1 and bari.~\ 1. To
bar; close or fasten with a bar; make fast.

2. To inclose so as to hinder egress or escape ;

bar up or in.

Fast embard in mighty hrasen wall.

Spetuer, . Q., I. vii. 44.

She {the ship] was hy their agreement stolen out of the
harhor, where she had licen long embarred.

Wiiithrop, Hist. New England, II. 88.

3. To stop; obstruct; bar out.

The first great judgment of God upon the ambition of
man \vas the confusion of tongues ; wherehy the open
trade and intercourse of learning and knowledge was
chiefly iuibarred. Baton, Advancement of Learning, i. 04.

embarcation, . See embarkation.

embargeH (em-biirj'), ". ' [< <-1 + barge.']
To put or go on board a barge.

Triumphal! music from the flood arose,
As when tiie suiieraigne we rmbary'd doe see,
And hy faire London for his pleasure rowes.

Drayton, Legend of Robert.

embargea
t, '' ' See embargjie.

embargo (em-biir'go), n. [Formerly also im-

linrfio ; = D. G. Dan. Sw. embargo = F. embargo
= It. imbarco, < Sp. embargo, an embargo,
seizure, arrest (= Pg. embargo, embargo, objec-
tion, = Pr. embnrg, embarc), < embttrgar (= Pg.
i-mbargar), arrest, restrain, distrain, impede,
seize, lay an embargo on, < ML. as if "imharri-

carf, block up, embar, < L. in, in, in-3
,
+ ML.

hurra, a bar: see ftnrl, and cf. barricade, em-

bar, embarrass.'} 1. A stoppage or seizure of

ships or merchandise by sovereign authority;
specifically, a restraint or prohibition imposed
by the authorities of a country on merchant
vessels, or other ships, to prevent their leav-

ing its ports, and sometimes amounting to an
interdiction of commercial intercourse either
with a particular country or with all countries.
The sequestration liy a nation of vessels or goods of its

own citizens or subjects, for public uses, is sometimes
called a riril mini-go, in contradistinction to a general
imihiliition from leaving port intended to affect the
Hal, or naval operation- of another nation, called inter-
iHitniniil embargo.

x on merchandize was another engine of r".val
power. by n hich the F.nulish princes were able to c\tm t

in ..... > from the people, llumr. Hist" Bug., V., App. ill.

An fialxiriio ... is. in its special sense, a detention of
vessels in a port, whether they be national or foreign.
whether for the purpose of employing them and their
erews in a naval expedition, as was formerly practised, or
for political purposes, or by way of reprisals.

Woitlsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 5 114.

Hence 2. A restraint or hindrance imposed
on anything: as, to lay an embargo on free

speech.
Her embargo of silence.

,','u --A;)./.'. Sermons on riving Subjects, I. :u.

The chill embargo of the snow
Was melted in the genial glow.

Whitlirr. Snow-Bolind.

Embargo acts. I'nited States statutes forbidding the
clearing of merchant vessels from any I'nited States port
excepting by special permission of the President. The
most celebrated is that of 1807, amended in 1808(2 Stat..
451 an. I 4.VO. passed to countervail the Berlin and Milan
decrees of Napoleon I. and the British order- ii .....nneil.
b> whirl] France ..... i Uivat Britain, then at war. intimated

!il t" interfere with and control neutral men haul
vessels, whether carrying articles contraband of wnr or
ii"i Similar acts were passed in 1MJ ( Stat.. 70") and
1813 (3 Stat., 88).

embargo (em-biir'g"). '' '. [< rmlitiriin. .] To
lay an I'liibargn upon; restrain the movement
or voluntary use of, as ships or property, es-

pecially as an act of sovereignty or of public
policy ; make a seizure or arrestment of. See
I'l/ltill

I'lfO, H.

embarguet, n. [< embargo, H.] An embargo.
To make an f:'n>>niftr>"' of any stranger's Ship that rides

within his I'orts upon all Occasions.

ll"ii'fll. Letters, I. Hi. 11.

embarguet (pm-biirg'), r. t. [Also, less prop.,
fin Ixiri/i- ; < embargo, t'.] To embargo.
The first, to know if there were any warres betweene

-p:iine and England. The second, why our merchants
with their goods were eadnryed or arrested.

Hakluyt'a Vuyaye*, III (K,

Howsoever, lu respect of the kings departure (at which
time they use here to ,-m'iiM>' all the mules, and means
of carriage in this town), I believe his lordship will not
be-in his journey so soon as he intended.

Cabbii/ti, sir Wm. Alston to Sec. Conway.
It was no voluntary but a constrained Act in the Eng-

lish, who, being in the Persian's Port, were suddenly f!tn-

vari/utd for the Service (for the taking of Ornius).
Howell, Letters, I. ill. 11.

embarguementt, n. See embnn/niment.
embark (cm-bark'), v. [Formerly also embarque
and imbark; < OF. (and F.) embarguer = Sp.
Pg. embarcar = It. imbarcare, < L. in, in, + ML.
barca, a bark : see 6nrA'3 .] I. trans. 1 . To put
on board a ship or other vessel : as, the general
embarked his troops and their baggage.
Sidan fled to Sail, and embarfjues his two hundred wo-

men in a Flemming; his riches, In a Marsilian.

Pure/tan, Pilgrimage, p. 632.

We went on to the South Sea Coast, and there embarked
our selves in such Canoos and Periago's as our Indian
friend- furnished us withal. Dampier, Voyages, I. 111., Int.

The French have embarked Fitz-Jaraes's regiment at
Osteud for Scotland. Walpule, Letters, II. 5.

Hence 2. To place or venture; put at use or

risk, as by investment
; put or send forth, as

toward a destination : as, lie embarked his capi-
tal in the scheme.

I am sorry
I e'er embarked myself In such a business.

S. Joivton, Alchemist, i. 1.

I suppose thee to be one who hast emlMirqu'd many
prayers for the successe of the Gospel in these darke cor-
ners of the earth.
T. Shepard, Clear Sunshine of the Gospel, To the Reader.

I know not whether he cun l>e called a good subject who
does not embark some part of his fortune with the state,
to whose vigilance he owes the security of the whole.

Steele, Spectator, No. 346.

II. ill trans. 1. To go on board ship, as when
setting out on a voyage: as, the troops em-
barked for Lisbon.
On the 14 of September I iimiarked in another English

ship. Sandy*, Travalles, p. 7.

In the evening I embarked, and they choose an evening
for coolness, rowing all night.

Damjiitr, Voyages, II. I. 100.

Dili I but purpose to embark with thee
On the smooth Surface of a Summer's Sea?

Prior, Henry and Emma.

2. To set out, as in some course or direction ;

make a start or beginning in regard to some-
thing; venture; engage.
Ever embarking in Adventures, yet never comes to Har-

bour. Congreae, Old Batchelor, I. 4.

He saw that he would be slow to embark in such an un-
dertaking. Maeanlay, Hist. Eng., x.

They were most unwilling that he should embark In an
undertaking which they knew would hamper him for so
many years to come. Ladii Holland, in Sydney Smith, vil.

embarkation, embarcation (em-bar-ka'shon),
n. [= F. embarcation. a boat, craft (= Sp.
I'lnbnrcaeion = Pg. embarca^do) ;

as embark +
-utioii.'] 1. The act of putting or going on board
ship ;

the act of setting out or sending off by
water.

The emlxtrcalitm of the army. Clarendon.

Lost again and won back again, It |Saloua] appears
throughout those wars as the chief point of embarcation
for the Imperial armies on their voyages to Italy.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 173.

2. That which is embarked.
Another embarcai>< n ui .1. -nits was sent front Lisbon to

Clvita Vecchia. Smollett, Hist. Eng., III. xiii.

3. The vessel on which something is embarked.
[Bare.]
We must have seen something like a hundred of these

. . ''<nhj<ioM|canal-harges] In the course of that day's pad-
dle, ranged one after another like the houses in a street.

Ii. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 109.

embarkment (em-biirk'ment), n. [Formerly
also imluirkmrnt, I'lii/inrijiirn/riit. imbarquejment
(and emhtiri/itciiH-nt. q. v.); < OF. (and F.) em-
linri/Hi mi'iit (= Pg. embiirt-iimi'iito = It. imburca-
ni' iitii),< I'nilitiri/iii i-. embark: see embark.] The
act of embarking; embarkation.

embarrassment
He removed from his ('iiman to his PompeUn villa, be-

yond Naples, which, not Itelng so commodious for an *

barlcmenl, would help U> lessen the suspicion of his In-
tended flight. MiddUton, Life of Cicero, II. 289 (Ord M-

embannentt (om-bar'ment), n. [< embar -f

-/<..] An embargo, flalliirell.

A tine rc|Kirt of the general embarremenl of all English
-Inppc-. Title of a Tract (1684).

embarquementt, . [Occurring in the follow-

ing passage in Shakspere, where some editions
have riiil>iiri/Hi nitnl ; < OF. ruirVirv/ur/rirrif, tak-
iiiL' ship, putting into a ship, loading: see <-m-

barkment. Embargo does not appear to have
been in use in any form in Shaksperc's time.]
A word of uncertain meaning (perhaps a load-

ing, burdening, restraint) in the following pas-
sage:

The prayers of priest*, nor times of sacrifice,

Kmbarijitement* [var. embarguements\ all of fury.

Mb, Oar., I. 10.

embarras (on-ba-ra'), w. [F.] See embarrass.
embarrass (em-bar'as), r. t. [< F. embarrasser,
encumber, obstruct, block up, entangle, per-
plex (= Sp. embarazar = Pg. embarayar =
It. imbarazzare, embarrass), < L. in, in, + F.

"barras, Pr. barras, a bar
;
ci. Sp. barras. a pris-

on, prop. pi. of Pr. Sp., etc., barra, F. oarre, a
bar. Ct. embar, embargo, and debarrass, disem-

barrass.] 1. To hamper or impede as with en-

tanglements; encumber; render intricate or

difficult; beset with difficulties; confuse or
per-

plex, as conflicting circumstances, pecuniary
complications, etc.: as, public affairs are em-
barrassed; want of order tends to embarrasx
business

;
the merchant is embarrassed by the

unfavorable state of the market, or by his lia-

bilities.

I believe our being here will hut embarrass the inter-
view. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer. II.

Hugo was an indefatigable and versatile writer. The
stupendous quantity of work which he produced during
his long literary career is hardly less embarrassinti In va-

riety than in amount. Edinburgh Rev., CI.XII1. 181.

2. To perplex mentally ;
confuse the thoughts

or perceptions of
; discompose ; disconcert ;

abash : as, an abrupt address may embarrass a

young lady.
He well knew that this would embarrass me.

Smollett, Humphrey Clinker.

He IWashington ] never appeared embarraesed at homage
rendered him. Bancroft, Hist. Const., II, 364.

Syn. 1. To hinder, impede, obstruct, harass, distress,
clog, ham(M?r. 2. Embarrajts, Puzzle, Perplex. To embar-
rot*, literally, is to bar one's way, to impede one's progress
in a particular direction, to hamper one's actions ; hence,
to make it difficult for one to know what is best to be
done; also, to confuse or disconcert one so that one has
not for a time one's usual judgment or presence of mind.
To puzzle, literally, is to pose or give a hard question to,
to put into a state of uncertainty where decision is difficult
or impossible ; it applies equally to opinion and to conduct.
To perplex, literally, is to Inclose, as in the meshes of a net,
to entangle one's judgment so that one Is at a loss w hat
to think or how to act. Embarrass expresses most of un-
comfortable feeling and mental confusion.

Awkward, embarrassed, stitf. without the skill
Of moving gracefully or standing still.

Churchill, The Rosclad.

Some truth there was, but dash'd and brew'd with lies.

To please the fools, and puzzle all the wise.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit.,L 115.

They . . . begin by laws to perplex their commerce with
infinite regulations, impossible to be remembered and
observed. Franklin, Autoblog., p. 409.

He Is perpetually puzzled and perplexed amidst his own
blunders. Addison.

embarrass (em-bar'as), n. [Also written, as

F., embarras; < F. embarras = Sp. embarazo =
Pg. embaraqo = It. imbarazzo, embarrassment,
obstruction, etc. ; from the verb.] If. Embar-
rassment.

" Now," says my Lord,
" the only and the greatest em-

barras that I have In the world Is, how to behave myself
to Sir H. Bennet and my Lord Chancellor."

Pepys, Mary, II. 148.

These little embarrasses we men of intrigue are eternally
subject to. Foote.

2. In the parts of the United States formerly
French, a place where the navigation of a river
or creek is rendered difficult by the accumula-
tion of driftwood, trees, etc.

embarrassingly (em-bar'as-ing-li), adr. In an
embarrassing manner; so as to embarrass.
embarrassment (em-bar'as-tnent), n. [< rm-
burriixs + -merit.] 1. Perplexity; intricacy:
entanglement; involvement, as by debt or un-
favorable circumstances.

The embarrassments to commerce growing out of the
lat regulations. Bancroft.

Let your method be plain, that your hearers may run

through it without rmliarrastment. Want. Logic.



embarrassment

Defeat, universal agitation, financial embarrassments,

disorganization in every part of the government, com-

pelled Charles again to convene the Houses before the

close of the same year. Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

2. Perplexity or confusion of mind; bewilder-

ment
; discomposure ;

abashment.

You will have the goodness to excuse me, if my real,

unaffected embarrassment prevents me from expressing

my gratitude to you as I ought. Burke, Speech at Bristol.

embarrelt (em-bar'el), v. t. [< em-1 + barrel.]

To put or pack in a ban-el.

Our embarreCd white herrings . . . last in long voy-

ages, fiashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 179).

embarrent (em-bar'en), v. t. [< em-1 + barren.]

To make barren
;

sterilize.

Like the ashes from the Mount Vesuvius, though singly

small and nothing, yet in conjoined quantities they em-

barren all the fields about it. FeUham, Resolves, ii. 9.

embaset (em-bas'), * [< ME - enbaissen, <

OF. embuisser, embesser, lower, abase, < en- +
bos, low, base: see lose1 . Cf. abase.] 1. To

lower; degrade; depress or hollow out.

When God . . .

Had seuered the Floods, leuell'd the Fields,
Embai't the Valleys, and embost the Hils.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

2. To lower in value; debase; vitiate; de-

prave; impair.
Mixture of falsehood is like alloy in coin of gold and

silver, which may make the metal work the better, but it

embaseth it. Bacon, Truth (ed. 1887).

They that embage coin and metals, and obtrude them
for perfect and natural. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, iv. 8.

A pleasure high, rational, and angelic ; a pleasure em-
bated by no appendant sting. Smith.

3. To lower in nature, rank, or estimation;

degrade.
They saw that by this means they should somewhat

i ni/iiixf the calling of John. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 11.

Should I ...
Embase myself to speak to such as they ?

Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.

Uncleanness is hugely contrary to the spirit of govern-

ment, by embusing the spirit of a man.
Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 3.

embasement 1

1 (em-bas'ment), n. [< embase +
-merit.'] The act of embasing, or the state of

being embased; a vitiated, impaired, or de-

based condition
; depravation ;

debasement.

There is dross, alloy, and embasement in all human
tempers. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i 28.

embasement2 (em-bas'ment), n. [< "embase,
verb assumed from emba'sis, + -ment.] Same
as embasis.

embasiatet (em-bas'i-at), n. [An obs. form of

embassade. ] Embassy.
But when the Erie of Warwik understode of this mar-

riage, he tooke it highly that his embasiate was deluded.
Sir T. More, Works, p. 90.

embasis (em'ba-sis), re. [LL., < Gr. eft/Jaaif, a

bathing-tub, a foot, hoof, step, a going into, <

ififiaivEiv, go into, < iv, in, + flaivetv, go.] In

med., a bathing-tub, or vessel filled with warm
water for bathing. Also called embasement.

[Rare or obsolete.]

embassadet, ambassadet (em'-, am'ba-sad), n.

[Early mod. E. also ambassad, ambassed, etc.

(and see embasiate, ambassiate), < late ME. am-

bassade, ambasstade, ambaxade = D. G. Dan.
ambassade = Sw. ambassad, < OF. ambassade,
also ambaxade, ambayade, and embassade, F.

ambassade, < OSp. ambaxada, mod. Sp. emba-

jada = Pg. embaixada = It. ambasciata = Pr.

ambaissat, ambaissada = OF. ambassee, ambaxee,
embaseee (> E. ambassy, embassy, which are re-

lated to ambassade, embassade, as army2 to

armada: see ambassy, embassy), < ML. *am-

baetiata, spelled variously ambaxiata, ambaxata,
ambasciata, ambassiata, etc., an embassade, em-
bassy, prop. pp. fern, of "ambactiare, ambaxiare,
ambasciare, ambassiare, etc., go on a mission,
announce, < "ambactia, ambaxia, ambascia, am-
bassia (> OF. ambasse), a mission, embassy,
charge, office, < L. ambactiis, cited by Festus
from Ennius as a Gallic word meaning 'servant'

(servus), and applied by Csesar to the vassals
or retainers (ambactos clientesque) of the Gallic
chiefs

;
identified by Zeuss with W. amaeth (for

'ambaeth, orig. type *ambact), a husbandman,
orig. perhaps a tenant, retainer, or a footman,
goer about, < W. am, formerly amb- (= L. amb-,
ambi-, q. v.), around, about, + aefh (pret.), he
went. With the L. ambactiis is connected an
important Teut. word, AS. ambeht, embeht, om-
biht, onbekt (rare and poet.), a servant, atten-

dant, = OS. *ambaht, ambahteo = OHG. ambaht,
ampaht, m., = Icel. ambott, ambdtt (> ME. am-
boht), fern., = Goth, andbahts, m., a servant; a
word common in later Teut. only in the deriv.

1888

AS. ambeht, ambieht, ambiht, ambyht, ombeht,on-
beM (in earliest form ambaect), in comp. also an-

byht = ONorth. embeht, service, office, = OS.

ambaht (in comp.) = OFries. ombecht, ombeht,

ambocht, ambucht, ombet, ambet, ambt, ampt, ami,

service, office, jurisdiction, bailiwick, = OD.

ambaclit, service, office, charge, mod. D. am-

bacht, trade, handicraft, = OHG. ambahti, am-

baht, MHG. ambet, ammet, G. amt, service, of-

fice, charge, magistracy, jurisdiction, district,

business, concern, corporation, divine service,

mass, etc. (> Dan. Sw. amt, jurisdiction, dis-

trict: see amt, amtman, amman), = Icel. em-

b(Etti, service, office, divine service, = Sw.

embete, office, place, corporation, = Dan. em-

bede, office, place, = Goth, andbahti, service;
whence the verb, AS. (ONorth.) embehtian =
Icel. embcetta = Goth, andbahtjan, serve. The
Teut. word has been taken as the source of the

L., but the case is prob. the other way, Goth.

and-b- standing for L. amb-, which combination
does not occur in Goth., while and-b- is com-

mon; AS. amb-, omb-, for L. amb-, or accom.

an-b-, on-b-, the reg. reduction of AS. "and-b-,
which is never reduced to amb-, omb-, in native

words (cf. amber1
).] Same as embassy.

But when her words embassade forth she sends,

Lord, how sweete musicke that unto them lends !

Spenser, In Honour of Beautie.

embassador, n. See ambassador.

This Luys hath written 3. large bookes in Spanish col-

lected ... out of Don luan de Baltasar, an Ethiopian of

great accompt, who had beene Ambassador from his Mas-
ter Alexander. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 666.

embassadorial (em-bas-a-do'ri-al), a. See am-
bassadorial.

ambassadress (em-bas'a-dres), n. See ambas-
sadress.

With fear the modest matron lifts her eyes,
And to the bright einbassadress replies.

Garth, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xiv.

embassage (em'ba-saj), n. [Formerly also am-

bassage; another form, with suffix -age, of em-
bassade or embassy, q. v.] 1. The business or

mission of an ambassador; embassy. [Bare.]
Carueades the philosopher came in embassage to Rome.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 14.

Honour persuaded him [Edward IV.] that it stood him
much upon to make good the Embassage in which he had
sent the Earl of Warwick, to a great Prince.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 205.

There he [Elder Brewster] served Mr. Davison, a godly
gentleman, and secretary of state to Queen Elizabeth, and
attended him on his embassage into Holland.

If. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 221.

2f. The commission or charge of a messenger;
a message.

And ever and anone, when none was ware,
With speaking lookes, that close embassage bore,
He rov'd at her. Spenser, F. Q., III. ix. 28.

Doth not thy embassage belong to me ;

And am I last to know it?

Snak., Rich. II., iii. 4.

embassy (em'ba-si), n.
; pi. embassies (-siz).

[Formerly also ambassy; a var. of embassade,
ambassade.] 1. The public function or mission
of an ambassador; the charge or employment
of a public minister, whether ambassador or en-

voy ; hence, an important mission of any kind :

as, he was qualified for the embassy. 2. A mes-

sage, as that of an ambassador; a charge com-
mitted to a messenger. [Archaic.]

How many a pretty Embassy have I

Receiv'd from them !

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 59.

Here, Persian, tell thy embassy. Repeat
That to obtain thy friendship Asia's prince
To me hath profler'd sov'reignty o'er Greece.

Glover, Leonidas, x.

Such touches are but embassies of love.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

3. A mission,--or the person or persons intrust-

ed with a mission; a legation.

Embassy after embassyvi&s sent to Rome by the Cartha-

ginian government. Arnold, Hist. Rome, xiii.

In 1155, the first year of Henry II.
,
there was an embassy

from the kings of Norway.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 124.

4. The official residence of an ambassador ;
the

ambassadorial building or buildings.
embastardizet (em-bas'tar-diz), v. t. [< em-1

+ bastardize.] To bastardize. Also written
imbastardize.

The rest, imbastardized from the ancient nobleness of

their ancestors, are ready to fall flat.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, Pref.

embaterion (em-ba-te'ri-on), n.
; pi. embateria

(-a). [< Gr. kfiflaTTipiov (so. /ie?.of, song), the air

to which soldiers marched, a march (the ana-

pestic songs of Tyrtreus were so called), neut.

embattlement

of Eft/larS/putc.,
of or for marching in, < kfijfatvetv.

step in, enter upon, < iv, in, + fiaiveiv, go, step.]
A war-song sung by Spartan soldiers on the

march, which was accompanied by music of

flutes.

embathet (em-bSTH'), v. t. [< em-1 + bathe.]

To bathe. Also written imbathe.

Gave her to his daughters to tmbathe
In nectar'd lavers, strew'd with asphodel.

Milton, Comus, 1. 837.

embattle1
(em-bat'l), r.

; pret. and pp. embat-

tled, ppr. embattling. [Early mod. E. also em-

battail, embatteil; < ME. embatailen, enbatelen,

array for battle, < OF. embataillier, array for

battle, < en- + bataille, battle : see battle1 . A
different word from embattle2,

but long con-

fused with it.] I. trans. To prepare or array
for battle; arrange in order of battle.

Whan that he was etnbatailed,
He goth and hath the felde assailed.

Gower, Conf. Amant., I. 221.

It was not long
Ere on the plaine fast pricking Guyon spide
One in bright armes einbalteiled full strong.

Spenser, F. Q., II. v. 2.

The English are embattled, you French peers.
Shak.,Hen. V., IT. 2.

Here once the embattled farmers stood,
And fired the shot heard round the world.

Emerson, Concord Hymn.

Il.t intrans. To form in order of battle.

We shall embattle

By the second hour i' the morn.
Sliak., A. and C., iv. 9.

The Regent followed him [the French king], but could
not overtake him till he came near to Senlis : There both
the Annies encamped and embattelled, yet only some light
Skirmishes passed between them. Baker, Chronicles, p. 183.

embattle2
(em-bat'l), v. t.

; pret. and pp. em-

battled, ppr. embattling. [Early mod. E. also

embattail; < ME. enbatailen, enbatelen, later en-

batell; also, without the prefix, 60 fatten,,
north-

ern battalen, mod. battle*, q. v.
; only in pp. ;

altered after bataile (E. battle1)^ OF. *embastil-

ler (cf. ML. imbattajare, fortify), < en- + bas-

tiller, build, fortify, embattle : see battlement.

A different word from embattle1 , but long con-

fused with it.] To furnish with battlements;

give the form of battlements to : used chiefly
in the past participle.

I saugh a gardeyn. . . .

Enclosed was, and walled welle,
With high walles enbatailed.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 136.

I enbatell a wall, I make bastylmentes upon it to lokc

out at. Palsgrave.
Ancient towers,

And roofs embattled high. . . .

Fall prone. Coiejier, Task, ii. 122.

Spurr'd at heart witli fieriest energy
To embattail and to wall about thy cause
With iron-worded proof.

Tennyson, Sonnet to J. M. K.

embattle2 (em-bat'l), n. [< embattle*, v.] In

her., a merlon, or a single one of the series of

solid projections of a battlement. See cut un-
der battlement.

embattled(em-bat'ld),j>.a. [Pp.otembattle2,v.]
Furnished with battlements

;

specifically, in her., broken
in square projections and de-

pressions like the merlons
and intervals of battlements :

said of one of the lines form-

ing the boundaries of an or-

dinary or other bearing ;
also

said of the bearingwhose out-

line is so broken : as, a fesse

embattled. Also battled, crenele, crenelated, cre-

nellated. Also written imbattled.

This Logryn a-mended gretly the Citee, and made towres
and stronge walles enbateiled, and whan he hadde thus

ame[n]ded it he channged the name and cleped it Logres,
in breteigne, for that his name was Logryn.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 147.

With hesitating step, at last,

The embattled portal-arch he passed.
Scott, L. of L. M., Int.

Battled embattled. See battled?. Embattled grady.
See grady. Embattled molding, in arch., a molding
indented like a battlement.

Argent, a Fesse Embat-
tled Gules.

Embattled Molding. Cathedral of Lincoln, England.

embattlement (em-bat'1-ment), n. [Pseudo-
archaic eii/lMil/a ii mi'nt, eih(it<iilcift ; not found
in ME.

;
< embattle? + -ment, or rather the same



embattlement

an battlement, with superfluous prefix ewi- 1 .] An
indented parapet, ;

a battlement.

embay1 (em-bo'), r. t. [Formerly also inibmj ;

< cm- 1 + 6rt//
2
.] To inclose in a bay or inlet;

inclose between capos or promontories ;
land-

lock : as, the ship or iloet is embayed.
We were so imbiti/r<l with ice that we were constrained

to ciniic out a -i in' unit in. UaUuyfi Voyage*, I. 447.

.ships before whose keels, full IOMK embayed
III polar ice. pnipillciiis winds have, made
Unlooked-for nutlet to tin "pen sea.

H'unlmriirtli, Kccles. Sonnets, ii. 23.

To escape the continual shoals in which ho found himself

embayed, ne stood out to sea. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., 1. 90.

embay2
t (om-ba'), v. t. [One of Spenser's man-

ufactured forms
;
intended for embathe, as bay10,

q. v., for bttthe.} To bathe; steep.
Others did themselves embay in liquid joyes.

Spetuei; F. Q., II. xil. 60.

Then, when ho hath both plnid and fed his (111,

In til-- wunne sunne he doth himselfe embay.
Spenser, Miliopotmos, 1. 206.

embayed (em-bad'), p. a. [Pp. of embayl, r.]

Forming, or formed in, a bay or recess. Also

spelled imbiti/ed.

A superh embayed window.
Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 140.

embaylet, v. t. An obsolete spelling of embale.

ombayiiient (em-ba'ment), n. K embay^ +
-went.] A part of the sea closed in and shel-

tered by capes or promontories.
The embayment which Is terminated by the land of

North Berwick. Scott.

embeamt (em-bem'), v. t. [< em-1 + beam."]
To beam upon ; make brilliant, as with beams
of light. A). Fletcher.

embed, imbed (era-, im-bed'), v. t.; pret. and
pp. embedded, inibeddftl. ppr. embedding, imbed-

ding. K CHI-*, ini-1, + oe</X] To lay in or as in

abed; lay in surrounding matter: as, to embed
a thing in clay or sand.

In the absence of n vascular system, or in the absence
of one that is well marked off from the imbettdiny tissues,
the . . . crude blood gets what small aeration it can only
by coming near the creature's outer surface.

//. Spencer, Prill, of Biol., 307.

The imbedding material is to be slowly poured in, until
the imbedded substance is entirely covered.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., ISO.

Embedded crystal. See crystal.

embelift, a. [ME., a word of uncertain origin,
found only in Chaucer's " Treatise on the As-
trolabe"; prob. an extreme corruption (the
form being appar. accom. initially to ME. embe-,
timbe-. urn-, around (see urn-), and terminally
to OF. -if, E. -/<) of a word not otherwise
found in ME., namely, "oblik, mod. E. oblique,
< L. obliquus, oblicus, slanting, oblique: see

oblique.'] Oblique; slanting.
Nota that this forseid rihte orisoute that is clepid orison

rectum, diuldeth the equinoxial Into rlht angles, and the

embelif orisonte, wher as the pol is enhawsed vpon thu

orisonte, ouerkeruyth the ci|iiinoxlal in embelif angles.
Chaucer, Astrolabe (ed. Skeat), p. 37.

embeliset, v. t. A Middle English form of em-
bellish.

embellish (em-bel'ish), v. t. [Formerly also
imbellish ; < ME. embclisshen, embelisen, enbcli-

sen, < OF. (and F.) embelliss-, stem of certain

parts of embellir = Pr. embcllir, embellezir = Sp.
Pg. embellecer = It. imbellire, < L. in- + bellus

(> OP. bel, etc.), fair, beautiful: see beau, belle,

beauty.'] To set off with ornamentation
;
make

beautiful, pleasing, or attractive to the eye or
the mind ; adorn

;
decorate ; deck : as, to cm-

lii-lli.th the person with rich apparel; to embel-
lish a garden with shrubs and flowers; a style
embellished by metaphors; a book embellished

by engravings.
Bay leaves betweene,
And primroses greene,

EmbfllM the sweete violet.

S^-niier, Shep. Cal., April.

The sloping field . . . was embellished with blue-bells
and centaury. Goldsmith, Vicar, v.

And so we must suppose this ignorant Diomedes, though
emlM-Uixhiny the story according to his slender means, still

to have built upon old traditions. l)i- <,'"""v.v. Homer, ii.

All that . . . i 'ic instinct of an artistic people could do
to emhfllith the fairest cities of the fair Italian land was
dime, and dune lavishly.

E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 231.

= Syn. Ornament, Decorate, etc. (see adorn). See list

under itfcnratf.

embellisher (em-bel'ish-er), . One who or
that which embellishes.

These therefore have only certain heads, which they are
us eloquent upon as they e.-in, and may be called embel-

i'tiitttr, No. 121.

embellishingly (em-bel'ish-ing-li), adv. So as
to embellish ; with embellishments. Imn. Diet.
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embellishment (em-bel'ish-ment), n. [= OF.
(and F.) emliellisscment ; as embellish + -went.]
1. The act of embellishing, or the state of be-

ing embellished.

Endeavour u little at the KmMliihinent of your Stile.

Slrtt,, Tender Husband, ii. 1.

The selection of their ground, and the eiuMlixhmfnt
of it. /Y.',,'/,/r.

2. Ornament; decoration; anything that adds

beauty or elegance; that which renders any-
thing tasteful or pleasing to the sense : as, rich

dresses are embellishments of the person ;
virtue

is an embellishment of the mind.
Indeed the critic deserves our pity who cannot Bee that

the formal circumstance of sitting silent seven days was
a dramatic embellishment in the Eastern manner.

Warburtvn, Divine Legation, vi., notes.

Painting and sculpture are such embellishment* as are
not without their use.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. II. 277.

Wisdom, and discipline, and liberal arts,
The embellishment* of life. Additan, Cito.

Specifically 3. In music, an ornamental ad-
dition to the essential tones of a melody, such
as a trill, an appoggiatura, a turn, etc.

; a grace
or decoration. = Syn. land 2. Adornment, enrichment.

embencht (em-bench'), t'. (. [< cm-1 + bench.]
To bank np.
Cerdicus was the first May-Lord or captaine of the

M "iris ilauncc that on those embenched shelves stampt his

footing. Naihe, Lenten Stuffe (Karl. Misc., VI. 150).

ember 1 (em'ber), n. [Early mod. E. also im-

ber,imbre,ymber; < ME. eymbre,cymery, usually
in pi. emmeres, emeres, north, ammcris, ameris

(mod. 8c. emmers, aumers), < AS. aimergean
(Leechd, iii. 30, 18), Smyrian (Benson), pi., =
MLG. dmere, emere, diner, LG. emern, aumern
= OHG. eimurja, MHG. eimere, timer, G. dial.

(Bav.) aimern, emmern = Icel. eimyrja = Norw.
eimyrja, aamyrja (also, by popular etym., eld-

myrja, as if < eld = Icel. eldr, fire (see elding),
+ myrjtt, embers; but Norw. (eastern dial.)

myrja = Sw. miirja, embers, is itself an abbr.
of eimyrja) = Dan. cmmer, pi., embers. The ult.

origin is unknown.] A small live coal, brand
of wood, or the like

;
in the plural, live cinders

or ashes; the smouldering remains of a fire.

O gracious God ! remove my great incumberg.
Kindle again my faiths neer-dylng imbers.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Ark.

He takes a lighted ember out of the covered vessel.

Colebroote.

He rakes hot embers, and renews the fires.

Dryden, .Km-icl.

So long as our hearts preserve the feeblest spark of life,

they preserve also, shivering near that pale ember, a
starved, ghostly longing for appreciation and affection.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, x.

ember2 (em'ber), . [In mod. E. and ME.
only in comp. ; < ME. embyr-, umber-, vmbri-

(see ember-days, ember-week), < AS. ymbren-, in

comp. ymbren-dasg, ember-day, ymbren-tcice,
ember-week, ymbren-fasten, ember-fast; also
abbr. ymbren, dat. pi. ymbrenum, ember-days; <

cmbryne, embrin, ymbren, ymbrene, ymbryne, a cir-

cuit, course (gedres ymbryne, the year's course ;

tenctenes ymbren, the vernal equinox, lit. the
return of spring) ; < ymb, ymbe.embc, around (=
OHG. umbi-, G. -, L. ambi-, Gr. afiQt-, around:
see ambi-, amphi-, urn-), + ryne, a running, a
course, < rinnan, run. The feel, imbru-dagar,
OSw. ymberdagar, Norw. imbredagar, ember-
days, Icel. imbrti-ndtt, ember-night, Icel. imbru-

vika, Norw. imbrevika, ember-week, are in the
first element from the E.

;
while the equiv. Sw.

tamper-dagar, Dan. tamj>er-dage,&lsokratembfr,
D. quatertemper, quatemper, LG. tamper, quater-
tamper, G. quatember, formerly kottember, kot-

temer, etc., are corruptions of the ML. quatuor
tetnpora, the four seasons, applied to the ember-
days.] Literally, a circuit; a course; specifi-
cally, a regular (annual, quarterly, etc.) course :

the regular return of a given season: a word
now used only in certain compounds, namely,
ember-days, -eve, -fast, -tide, -week, and in the
derivative cmbering. See the etymology.
ember-days (em'ber-daz), n. ]>l. [Early mod.
E. also amber-dai/es ; < ME. embyr-dayes, ymbcr-
dayes, earlier umbri-daires, < AS. ymbren-da'g,
pi. -dagas (also simply ymbren), ember-days:
see ember% and dai/

1
.] Days in each of the four

seasons of the year set apart by the Roman
Catholic and other western liturgical churches
for prayer and fasting. They an- the Wednesday,
Friday, mid Saturd;i> afti i the first Sunday in Lent, after
Whit-:Sunday, after September 14th, and after December
l:tth. The weeks in which ember-days fall are called ember-
tree**. The Sundays immediately following theseseasons
are still appointed by the canons of the Anglican Church
for the ordination of priests and deacons.

Erubernagra

embered (em'berd), a. [< ember + -<xP.]
Strewn with embers or ashes.

< in the while rmlrr'd hearth

Heap up fresh fuel. Southey, Joan of Arc, II.

ember-eve (em'bcr-ev), w. The vigil of an
ember-day. See ere1 .

It hath been sung, at festivals.
On ember-even, and holy -ales.

Shak., Pericles, Prol. to L

ember-fast (em'bcr-fast), n. [< ME. (not
found), < AS. ymbren-ftRiten : see emfter2 and
fasts.] The fast observed during the ember-
days.

ember-goose (om'ber-giis), n. [Also (dial.) em-
///-, imlit'r-, intmer-, ammer-goose; ct.D.eniber-

vogel (D. vogel = E. fowl), G. imber, < Dan. im-

ber, Sw. imber, immer, Norw. imbre, var. ytnmer,
hymber, liymbern, Faroic imbrim, Icel. himbrin,
mod. himorimi, the ember-goose.] A name of

the great northern diver or loon, Colymbwi tor-

qiiatus or I'rinator immer.

emberingt (em'ber-ing), n. [< ember3 + -inj/
1
.]

An ember-day.
Fasting days and emberings be

Lent, Whitsun, Holyrood, and Lucle. Old rime.

embering-dayst (em'ber-ing-daz), n. pi. The
ember-days.

Divers of the king's subjects have of late more than In
times past broken and contemned such abstinence, which
hath been used in this realm upon the Fridays and Sat-

urdays, the emberiny-dayt, and other days commonly
called vigils. Quoted by llallam.

Emberiza (em-be -ri '/.a), n. [NL. (Linnse-
us; earlier in Kilian, lS98), < G. dial. (Swiss)
embritec, emmeritz, equiv. to MHG. amerinc,
dmerinc, G. emmering, ammcring (= MD. emme-

rinck), G. also emmerling, dmnierling (= MD. em-

merlinclc), a bunting, dim. ofOHG. amero, MHG.
amer, G. ammer, a bunting, = AS. amore, E.

"ammer, hammer, in yellowhamnier : see yellow-
hammer.'] A genus of buntings, conirostral pas-
serine birds of the family friiigillida;,

such as
the common corn-bunting of Europe (E. milt-

aria), the yellow bunting (E. eitrinella), the

cirl-bunting (E. cirlus), the ortolan (E. hortu-

lana), etc. The limits of the genus are indefinite, and
the term has no more exact meaning than bvntiny (which
see). In a late restricted sense it includes more than 50

species, confined to the Palicarctlc, Indian, and Ethiopian
regions. None of the very many North and South Amer-
ican buntings which have been called Kmberaa properly
belong to this genus. See Emberizinoe, and cute under
bunting and cin-tntnting.

Emberizids (em-be-riz'i-de), . pi. [NL., <

Emberiza + -irf<r.] The buntings rated as a

family of conirostral passerine birds.

Emberizinae (em'be-ri-zi'ne), . pi. [NL., <
Emberiza + -inrc.] The true buntings rated
as a subfamily of Fringillida;. The group is prob-
ably insusceptible of zoological definition. It has of late
been made one of three subfamilies of Frinffillida; (the
others being Coccothraustintr and Fringillince), having
the nasal bones short, not extended backward Iteyond
the fore border of the orbits, the mandibulnr tomla not
conterminous throughout, leaving a gape in the coni-
mlssural line of the bill, and the gonydeol angle well
marked. In such acceptation, the EnwerizintK include
aln nit 50 genera, of most parts of the world, represented
by many of the most common buntings, finches, and
'

sparrows
'

of English-shaking countries, especially of
the United States, as the chip-, snow-, and vesper-bird,
lark-finch, lark-and towhee-buntfng, black-throated bunt-

ing, white-throated and white-crowned sparrows, field-,

fox-, song-, swamp-, and savannah-sparrows, the long-
spurs, etc. See Emberiza.

emberizine (em-be-ri'zin), a. [< NL. emberizi-

nus : see Emberizin<r.~] Of or pertaining to the

genus Emberiza; related to or resembling a
bunting. Cones.

Emberizoides (em'be-ri-zoi'dez), n. [NL. (C.
J. Temminck, 1824), < Emberiza + Gr. clfoc,

form.] A not-
able genus of
South Ameri-
can

frinjjil-
line birds with

long acumi-
nate tail-fea-

thers, typi-
cal species of
which are E.
macrura and
E. sphenura.
Also called
Tardirola.

Embernagra
(em-ber-na'-
grii), . [NL.
(R. P. Les-

son, 1831), <

Ember(iza) +
(Ta)agra.] A Texas Spamnr (Emtfrnatm



Embernagra

genus of fringilline birds, related to Pipilo, hav-

ing green as the principal color, the wings and
tail much rounded, of equal length, the tarsus

moderate, and the toes short; the American
greenfinches. The Texas sparrow or greenfinch is E.

rufuviryata, a common species in the lower Kio Grande
valley. Also called Liinnoxpiza.

embertide (em'ber-Ud), w. [< ember? + tide.']

One of the seasons in which ember-days occur.

ember-week (em'ber-wek), n. [< ME. yiuber-

iceke, umbri-ivike, < AS. ymbren-wice: see ember2

and ii-eei1 .] A week in which ember-days fall.

And are all fallen into fasting-days and Ember-t<rr,]l:i,

that cooks are out of use ? Massinger, The Old Law, Hi. 1.

Constant she keeps her Emter-iveek and Lent.

Prior, The Modern Saint.

embesyt, v. t. Same as embusy. Skelton.

embettert (em-bet'er), v. t. [< cm-1 + better1
.']

To make better.

For cruelty doth not embetter men,
But them more wary make than they have been.

Daniel, Chorus in Philotas.

embezzle (em-bez'l), v. t,
; pret. and pp. embez-

zled, ppr. embezzling. [Early mod. E. (16th
cent.) imbezzle, imbezel, embesyll, embecyll, em-
besel, imbesel, imbezil, imbecill, etc., weaken, di-

mmish, filch, < imbecile (accented on 2d syll.),
< OF. imbecille, weak, feeble: see imbecile, and
cf. bezzle.] If. To weaken; diminish the power
or extent of.

And so iinbecill all theyr strengthe that they are naught
to me. Drant, tr. of Horace's Satires, i. C.

The seconde plage of the seconde angell, as the seconde
judgemente of God against the regiment of Koine, and
this is imheselynffc and dimynishe of their power and do-

minion, many landes and people fallynge from them.
J. Udall, Revelations of St. John, xvi.

2f. To waste or dissipate in extravagance; mis-

appropriate or misspend.
I do not like that this unthrifty youth should embezzle

away the money.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, ii. 2.

"When thou hast embezzled all thy store.

Dryden, tr. of Persins's Satires.

3f. To steal slyly ; purloin ;
filch

;
make off

with.

A feloe . . . that had cmbesled and conveied awaye a cup
of golde. J. Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, 83.

The Jewels, rich apparell, presents, gold, siluer, costly
furres, and such like, were coimeyed away, concealed, and
vtterly embc.zclled. llakluyt's Voyages, I. 2SC.

4. To appropriate fraudulently to one's own
use, as what is intrusted to one's care

; apply to
one's private use by a breach of trust, as a clerk
or servant who misappropriates his employer's
money or valuables.

He accused several citizens who had heen entrusted with
public money with embezzling it. J. Adams, Works, V. 25.

5f. To confuse
;
amaze.

They came where Sancho was, astonisht and embeseled
with what he heard and saw.

Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote (1652), fol. 158, hack.

embezzlement (em-bez'1-ment), n. [< embezzle
+ -ment.~\ The act of embezzling ; specifically,
the act by which a clerk, servant, or other per-
son occupying a position of trust fraudulently
appropriates to his own use the money or goods
intrusted to his care; a criminal conversion;
the appropriation to one's self by a breach of
trust of the property or money of another; "a
sort of statutory larceny, committed by ser-
vants and other like persons where there is a
trust reposed, and therefore no trespass, so that
the act would not be larceny at the common
law" (Bishop).
To remove douhts which had existed respecting embez-

zlements by merchants' and bankers' clerks, it was enact-
ed, by the 39 George III. eh. 85, that if any servant or
clerk should by virtue of his employment receive any
money, bills, or any valuable security, goods or effects,
in the name or on the account of his master or employer,
and should afterwards embezzle any part of the same, he
shall be deemed to have feloniously stolen the same, and
should be subject to transportation for any term not ex-
ceeding fourteen years.

Blackstone, Com., IV. xvii., note 3.

Embezzlement is distinguished from larceny properly
so called , as being committed in respect of property which
is not, at the time, in the actual or legal possession of the
owner- Bun-ill.

embezzler (em-bez'ler), n. One who embez-
zles.

Embia (em'bi-a), )i. [NL.] The typical genus
of the family Embiidce. E. savignii is an Egyp-
tian species.
embiid (em'bi-id), n. One of the Enibiidce.
Embiidae (em-bl'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Embia +
-iV/'i

1

.] A small family of neuropterous (pseu-
doneuropterous) insects, of the group Corro-
deiitia, related to the Psocictie, characterized

1800

by the narrow depressed body, head distinct

from the thorax, many-jointed moniliform an-

tennae, 3-jointed tarsi, and few-veined wings of

equal size. They are small phytophagous insects ; their
larva; are found under stones in silken galleries. By some
they are referred to the Orthoptera. The leading genera
are Embia, Olynthia, and Oligotoma. Also written Em-
bidce.

embillow (em-bil'6), v. i. [< em- 1 + billotr>.~\

To heave, as the waves of the sea; swell.

[Bare.]
And then enbyllowed high doth in his pride disdaine
With fome and roaring din all hugeness of the maine.

LMe, tr. of Du Bartas's First Booke of Noe.

Embiotoca (em-bi-ot'p-ka), n. [NL., < Gr. i/i-

fiiuf, being in life, living (< h, in, + /3<of, life),
+ TIKTCIV, TCKelv, bring forth (> TOKOS, offspring).]
The typical genus of the family Embiotocidce.
L. Agassis, 1853.

embiotocid (em-bi-ot'o-sid), . One of the Em-
bio tocidce.

Embiptocidse (em"bi-o-tos'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Embiotoca + -idee.] A family of viviparous
acanthopterygian fishes, related to the lab-
roids

;
the surf-fishes, in the widest sense. They

are of ordinary compressed oval form, like the white perch,
and have cycloid scales, lateral line continuous and paral-
lel with the back, head and mouth small, with jaw-teeth
only, the single dorsal fln 8- to 18-spined, folding into a

groove in the back, and the anal fln long and 3-spined.
They are mostly small fishes, the largest only 18 inches
long, the smallest 4 or 5. All are viviparous, a remarkable
fact first made known to science in 1853 ; 10 to 20 young are
born at a litter. Nearly all are marine, abounding on the
Pacific coast of the United States, where they are among
the inferior food-fishes, and are called perches, porgies,

shiners, etc. About 20 species, referred to about a dozen
genera, are now known. Of these species 17 are confined
to the Pacific coast waters of North America, and one is

peculiar to the fresh waters of California. The marine
species belong to the subfamily Embiotocince, the fresh-wa-
ter species to the subfamily Hyxterocarpina?. The family
has also been called Ditremidce, Ditremata, llolconoti,
and Holconotidce. See cut under Ditremidce.

Embiotocinas (em-bi-ot-o-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Embiotoca + -ince.~\ The surf-fishes proper, or
marine embiotocoids, the typical subfamily of

EmbiotocidcE, with the spinous portion of the
dorsal shorter than the soft part, and having
onlv from 8 to 11 spines.
embiotocine (em-bi-ot'o-sin), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Embiotocince.

II. . A fish of the subfamily Embiotocince.

embiotopoid (em-bi-ot'o-koid), a. and . I. a.

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Embiotocidce.

II. n. A viviparous fish of the family Embio-
tncidce; one of the surf-fishes.

embitter (em-bit'6r), r. t. [Formerly also im-

bitter; < em-1 + bitter1 ."] 1. To make bitter or
more bitter. [Rare in the literal sense.]

One grain of bad embitters all the best.

Dryden, Iliad, i. 775.

2. To affect with bitterness or unhappiness ;

make distressful or grievous : as, the sins of

youth often embitter old age.
Is there anything that more embitters the enjoyments of

this life than shame ? Smith, Sermons.

Stern Powers who make their care
To embitter human life, malignant Deities.

M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.
To open the door of escape to those who live in conten-

tion would not necessarily embitter the relations of those
who are happy. N. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 240.

3. To render more violent or malignant; exas-

perate.

Men, the most embittered against each other by former
contests. Bancroft.

embitterer (em-bit'er-er), n. One who or that
which embitters.

The fear of death has always been considered as the
greatest enemy of human quiet, the polluter of the feast
of happiness, and the embitterer of the cup of joy.

Johnson.

embitterment (em-bit'er-ment), n. [< embit-
ter + -ment.~\ The act of embittering.
The commotions, terrors, expectations, and embitter-

ment/f of repentance.
Plutarch, Morals (trans.), iv. 155 (Ord MS.).

emblancht (em -blanch'), . * [< ME. em-
blaunclten, < OF. emblanchir, "enblancliir, en-

blancir, whiten, < en- + blanchir, whiten, < blanc,
white: see en- and blanch."] To whiten.

It was impossible that a spot of so deep a dye should be
einblanck'd. Heylin, Life of Laud, p. 260.

emblaze (em-blaz'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. em-
blazed, ppr. emblazing. [<em-l + blazef.] 1.
To kindle

;
set in a blaze.

Works dainn'd, or to be damn'd (your father's fault) !

Go, purified by flames, ascend the sky, . . .

Not sulphur-tipp'd, emblaze an aleho'use fire.

Pope, Dunciad, i. 235.

emblem

2. To adorn with glittering embellishments;
cause to glitter or shine.

The unsought diamonds
Would so imblaze the forehead of the deep,
And so bestud with stars, that they below
Would grow inured to light. Hilton, Comus, 1. 733.

Ho weeping orphan saw his father's stores

Our shrines irradiate, or emblaze the floors.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 138.

*And forky flames emblaze the blackening storm.
J. Barlow, Vision of Columbus, viii.

3. To display or set forth conspicuously or os-

tentatiously ;
blazon.

But thou shalt wear it as a herald's coat,
To emblaze the honour that thy master got.

Shale., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 10.

Stout Hercules
Emblaz'd his trophies on two posts of brass.

Greene, Orlando Furioso.

emblazon (em-bla'zon), v. [< em-1 + blazon."]

1. trans. 1 . To adorn with figures of heraldry
or ensigns armorial: as, a snield emblazoned
with armorial bearings.
Boys paraded the streets, bearing banners emblazmied

with the arms of Aragon. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 3.

2. To depict or represent, as an armorial en-

sign on a shield.

My shield, . . .
-

On which when Cnpid, with his killing bow
And cruell shafts, emblazond she beheld,
At sight thereof she was with terror qneld.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. x. 55.

3. To set off with ornaments
;
decorate

;
illu-

minate.
Ere heaven's emblazon'd by the rosy dawn,
Domestic cares awake him. J. Philips, Cider, ii.

The walls were . . . emblazoned with legends in com-
memoration of the illustrious pair. Prescott.

Those stories of courage and sacrifice which emblazon
the annals of Greece and Rome. Sumner, Orations, 1. 12.

4. To celebrate in laudatory terms
; sing the

praises of.

We find Augustus . . . emblazoned by the poets.
llakewill, Apology.

Heroes emblazoned high to fame.
Longfellow, tr. of Coplas de Manrique.

You whom the fathers made free and defended,
Stain not the scroll that emblazons their fame !

0. If. Holme*, Never or Now.

II.t intrans. To blaze forth
;
shine out.

Til' engladden'd spring, forgetful now to weep,
Began t' cnblazon from her leavy bed.

0. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph after Death.

emblazoner (em-bla'zon-er), H. 1. One who
emblazons; a herald. 2. A decorator; an il-

luminator
; one who practises ornamentation.

I step again to this emblazoner of his title-page, . . .

and here I find him pronouncing, without reprieve, those
animadversions to be a slanderous and scurrilous libel.

Hilton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

emblazonment (em-bla'zpn-ment), n. [< em-
blazon + -ment."] 1. The act of emblazoning.

2. That which is emblazoned. Imp. Diet.

emblazonry (em-bla'zon-ri), n. [< emblazon +
-ry.~] 1. The act or art of emblazoning. 2.
Heraldic decoration, as pictures or figures upon
shields, standards, etc.

Who saw the Banner reared on high
In all its dread emblazonry.

Wordsworth, White Doe of Rylstone, iiL

Thine ancient standard's rich emblazonrit.

Abp. Trench, Gibraltar.

emblem (em'blem), n. [= D. emblcem = G.
Dan. Sw. emblem; < OF. embleme, F. embleme
= Sp. Pg. cmblema = It. cmblema, < L. emblema,
pi. emblemata, raised ornaments on vessels, tes-
sellated work, mosaic, < Gr. i/ifltyfia(T-), an in-
sertion (L. sense not recorded in Gr.), < e/j/JaX-

/".f(v, put in, lay on, < cv, in, + /3<tt/U>, cast,
throw, put. ] If. That which is put in or on in-
laid work; inlay; inlaid or mosaic work ; some-
thing ornamental inserted in another body.

Under foot the violet,

Crocus, and hyacinth, with rich inlay
Broider'd the ground, more colonr'd than with stone
Of costliest emblem. Milton, P. L., iv. 703.

2. A symbolical design or figure with explana-
tory writing ; a design or an image suggesting
some truth or fact

;
the expression of a thought

oridea both in design and in words : as, Quarles's
Emblems (a collection of such representations).
Emblem reduceth conceits intellectual to images sen-

sible. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 232.

3. Any object whose predominant quality sym-
bolizes something else, as another quality, con-

dition, state, and the like
;
the figure of such

an object used as a symbol ;
an allusive figure;

a symbol: as, a white robe is an emblem of pu-
rity; a balance, of justice ;

a crown, of royalty.



emblem
The emblems in use din in 1

- the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries are sometimes haul to discriminate from the

devices; for I In sr. ;i^ adopted liy men of distinction, wi 1 1-

commonly emblematic. See </.</.., 7.

know ve lli- I. uid where the cypress and myrtle
An; tmblemt of deeds that arc done in their clime'.'

/;/)>.., llrideof Abydos.I. 1.

A lit <-nil>l>'iii
.
both of tin- events in memory of which it

is raised, and of the gratitude of those who have rear. d

it. It. Weliiirr. speech, Hunker Hill, June 17, 1825.

4. An example. [Rare.]
(Lords Day) I'miies Mr. Herbert, Mr. Hontwood's man,

nml dined with me a very hoinM, plain, and well-mean
in man. I think him to lie; and, l>y Ilia discourse and
manner of life, the true emUein of an old ordinary serv-

iiiiciiian. J'ejnjt, Diary, II. 169.

= Syn. 2 and 3. Emblem, Syml*>l, '/'.''/"' A'mW<-m and sym-
li-il refer to tanjiiblc objects ; tii/n- may refer also to ail act,
as when tint lifting up of the bra/en serpent(\uni. xxi. 8,

9) is MI id to lie a type. of the crncillxioii. the serpent being
a tyjie or emblem of Christ. A nyml>ol is generally an em-
U'-in which has become recognized or standard among
men; a volume proposing: new signs of this sort would
be called ft "book of nMumt"; lint an emblem may lie a
nifniffit, as the hread and wine at the Lord's supper arc
more often called >'nti>','m* than niimimlnot Christ's death.
Xiimbul is by this rule tin- appropriate word for the con-
ventional si- n ^ in mathematies. Emblem is most often
used of moral and religions matters, and fi/;>e chiefly of

religious doctrines, institutions, historical facts, etc. Type
in its religious application generally points forward to an

Rose of the desert ! thoti art to me
An emblem of stainless purity.

D. if. Moir, The White Rose.

All things are tnimbot* : the external shows
Of nature have their linage in the mind.

Longfellow, The Harvest Moon.

Beauty was lent to Nature as the type
Of heaven's unspeakable and holy joy.

S. J. Hale, Beauty.

emblem (em'blem), v. t. [< emblem, n.] To rep-
resent or suggest by an emblem or symboli-
cally; symbolize; emblematize. [Bare.]

Why may he not be fiiibtem'd by the cozening fig-tree
that our Saviour curs'd? Feltham, Hesolves, i. 80.

emblema (em-blo'mfi), n.
; pi. emblemata (-ma-

tii). [L. : see emblem.'] In archmol.: (a) An
inlaid emblem or ornament; an ornament in

mosaic. (6) An ornament in relief made of
some precious metal, fastened upon the sur-
face of a vessel or an article of furniture.

In another class of jewels animals or the human figure
were not relieved on a ground, but embossed and cut out
in outline, like the emblemata of later Greek art.

C. T. Xtmtim, Art and Arcliojol., p. 265.

emblematic, emblematical (om-ble-mat'ik, -i-

kal ), n. [= P. cmhlematique = Sp. cinblemdtico
== Pg. It. emblematico (of. D. G. emblematise!* =
Dan. Sw. emblematisk), < L. as if *emblematicus,
< emblema, emblem : see emblem.'] 1. Pertain-

ing to or constituting an emblem; using or

dealing in emblems
; symbolic.

And wet his brow with hallowed wine,
And on his finger given to shine
The emblematic gem. Scott, Marmion, Iv. 8.

And so, because the name (like many names) can be
made to yield a fanciful emblematic meaning, Homer must
be a myth. DC tjttincey, Homer, i.

2. Representative by some allusion or custom-

ary association ; suggestive through similarity
of qualities or conventional significance : as, a
crown is emblematic of royalty; whiteness is em-
blematic of purity.

Glanced at the legendary Amazon
As emblematic of a nobler age.

Tennymn, Princess, ii.

emblematically (em-ble-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In
an emblematic way; by way or means of em-
blems; in the manner of emblems; by way of
allusive representation.
Others have spoken emblematically and hieroglyphical-

ly ; and so did the .Egyptians, unto whom the phoenix was
the hieroglyphiek of the sun.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ill. 12.

He took a great stone and put it up under the oak, em-
lilematicallij joining the two great elements of masonry.

Sirift.

emblematicalness (em-ble-mat'i-kal-nes), 71.

The character of being emblematical. Bailey,
17-7.

emblematicize (em-ble-mat'i-slz), v. t.; pret.
and pp. cmhh'iniiticized, ppr. emblematicizing.
[< cmblt-iiKitic 4-

-/.-<.] To represent by or em-
body in an emblem

;
emblematize. [Bare.]

He [(Jiaconio Amieoni] drew the queen and the three eld-
est princesses, and prints were taken from his pictures,
which he generally endeavoured to MnMmiaCMM l>> u'cnii

and cupids. Walpole, Anecdotes of Paintim:'. n ::.

emblematist (em'blem-a-tist), M. [< L. cm-

lilema(t-), emblem, + -is/.] A writer or an in-

vi'ntor of emblems.
Thus lieuan the descriptions of ^fipllills, basilisks. Jill.

e-

nix, and many more :
w hieb ,-int>l<'nmtixt* and heralds have

entertained with ilgnlflcmtioni answerim: their institu-
tions. .sVi- T. Urn (mi

, Vulg. Err., v. 20.
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Alciato, the famous lawyer and emblematut.
Loirell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 138.

emblematize (fm'blem-a-tiz), v. t. ; pret. and
pp. I'mlili miitized, ppr. emblematizing. [< L. em-

olema(t-), emblem, -I- -ize.] To represent or

express bymeans of an emblem: as, to emblem-
atize a thought, a quality, or the like.

Anciently the sun was einlit,-i,i,it,'~.-d by a starry figure.
l:t i. Html, Marks of Imitation.

emblement (i-m'lilc-ment), n. [< OF. emblae-

miiil, finlilitii iiinit, i iiili/ni/iiiiriit, crop, harvest,
< i milliter, embleer, emblaier, emblayer, also em-
blader (also, without prefix, blacr, bleer, Mayer),
F. embliircr (= It. imbiadare), < ML. imbiadare,
sow with grain, < L. in, in, + ML. bladum (> OF.
Me, blee, blef, bled, F. ble, bled = Pr. blat = It.

biado, biada), grain (orig. crop, as that which is

taken away), orig. "ablatum, neut. of L. abla-

tus, pp. of auferre, carry away: see ablaticc.]
1. ]>l. In law, those annual agricultural pro-
ducts which demand culture, as distinguished
from those which grow spontaneously; crops
which require annual planting, or, like hops,
annual training and culture. Emblements thus
Include corn, potatoes, and most garden vegetables, but
not fruits, and generally not grass. They are deemed per-
sonal property, and pass as such to the executor or ad-
ministrator of the occupier, instead of going with the
land to his heir, if he die before he has cut, reaped, or
harvested them ; they also belong to the tenant when his

tenancy has been terminated by an unexpected event with-
out his agency, as by his death or that of his landlord.

If a tenant for his own life sows the lands, and dies be-
fore harvest, his executors shall have the cmblements, or

profits of the crop. Blackstone, Com., II. 8.

2. The right to such crops Emblements Act, an
English statute of 1851 (14 and 15 Viet., c. 2!>), which en-
acted that, instead of having a right to entitlements, a ten-
ant under a tenant for life, on the determination of the

tenancy, shall hold until the expiration of the then current
year ; that growing crops seized under execution shall be
liable for accruing rent; that the tenant may remove his

improvements unless the landlord elect to take them ; and
that in ease a tithe-rent charge is unpaid the landlord may
pay it and recover as on a simple contract.

emblemize (em'ble-miz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
emblemized, ppr. emblemizing. [< emblem +
-ire.] Same as emblematize. Also spelled em-
blcmise.

The demon lovers who seduce women to their ruin at
once embtemun and punish the evil thoughts and feelings
of their victims. Fortnightly Ken., N. S., XLII. 662.

embloom (em-bl6m'), v. t. [< cw-i + bloomi.]
To cover or enrich with bloom. [Rare.]
emblossom (em-blos'um), c. t. [< ci-i

_+
blos-

som.] To cover with blossoms. [Poetical.]

Sweet, sweet, the warbling throng,
On the white emblosmm'd spray !

Nature's universal song
Echoes to the rising day.

Cunningham, Day, A Pastoral.

embodier (em-bod'i-er), n. One who or that
which embodies ; one who gives form to any-
thing. Formerly also imbodicr.

He [Shakspere] must have been perfectly conscious of
his genius, and of the great trust he imposed upon his
native tongue as the embodier tmtl perpetuator of it.

Lourell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 105.

embodiment (em-bod'i-ment), n. [Formerly
also imbodiment; < embody + -ment.] 1. In-
vestment with or manifestation through an ani-
mate body; incarnation; bodily presentation:
as, metempsychosis is the supposed embodiment
of previously existing souls in new forms; she
is an embodiment of all the virtues.

The theory of embodiment serves several highly impor-
tant purposes in savage and barbarian philosophy.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 113.

2. A bringing into or presentation in or

through a form; formal expression or mani-
festation; formulation: as, the embodiment of

principles in a treatise.

A visible memory of the post, and a sparkling embodi-
jnent of the present Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 104.

Multiform embodiments of selfishness In unjust laws.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 451.

He [the Sultan] has no rights, for wrong can have no
rights, and his whole position is the emtrottiment of wrong.

K. A. Freeman, Amcr. Lects., p. 4i:>.

3. Collection or formation into an aggregate
body; organization; an aggregate whole; in-

corporation; concentration: us, the embodiment
of troops into battalions, brigades, divisions,
etc. ; the embodiment of a country's laws.
Our own Common Law is mainly an embodiment of the

"customs of the realm."
//. Spencer, Prill, of Soclol., i 529.

embody (em-bod'i), r. ; pret. and pp. embodied,
ppr. rnilmdyinij. [Formerly also imbodi/ : < em- 1

+ Inxly."] I. trans. 1. To invest with an ani-

matebody; lodge in a physical form; incarnate;
hence, to give form to ; formulate; coordinate

emboldener

the elements or principles of; express, arrange,
or exemplify intelligibly or perceptibly : as, to

i-iiiliiiilij thought in word's; legislation is einliil-

ied in statutes ; architecture is embodied art.

At this turn, sir, you may perceive that I have again
made use of the 1'latonlck hyptlie*is, Unit .spirits are
embodied. tHi. raft, t U-

The soul while It \semlnidied can no more lie divided
from sin, than the body iUelf can lie considered without
llesh. SoucA, Sermons, XI. i.

Morals can never be safely embodied in the constable.

Lmrrtt, Fireside Travels, p. 56.

Doctrines, we are afraid, must generally be embodied be-
fore they can excite a strong public feeling. JMacavlay.

Even among ourselves embodied righteousness some-
times takes the same altstract form.

K. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 388.

2. To form or collect into a body or united

mass; collect into a whole; incorporate; or-

ganize; concentrate: as, to embody troops ;
to

embody scattered traditions or folk-lore.

Recorded among the visits of kings and ambassadors In
a precious chronicle that embodied the annals of all pub-
lic events and copies of public documents.

Stubbt, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. n.v

We shall be able to fall back upon the Militia battal-

ions, which will be at once embodied, and through whose
ranks will lie poured into the fighting ranks of the active

army a continual supply of drilled and disciplined re-

cruits. Nineteenth Century, XIX. 289.

= SyD, 2. To combine, compact, integrate, comprehend,

comprise.
II, intrans. To unite into a body, mass, or

collection; coalesce.

The idea of white, which snow yielded yesterday, and
another idea of white from another snow to-day, put to-

gether in your mind, embody and run into one. Locke,

To embody against this court party and its practices.
Burke, Present Discontents.

embog (em-bog'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. emboggeri,

ppr. cmbogging. [< on-i + bogi.} To plunge
into or cause to stick in a bog ; mire.

General Murray . . . got into a mistake and a morass,
. . . was enclosed embogyed, and defeated.

Walpole, Letters (1760), III. 392.

It would lie calamitous for us, a propos of this matter,
to get embogged in a metaphysical discussion atiout what
real unity and continuity are. W. James, Mind, IX. 0.

embogue (em-bog'), r. i.; pret. and pp. em-

bogued, ppr. emboguing. [< Sp. embocar, enter

by the mouth, or by a pass or narrow passage,
= Pg. embocar, get into the mouth of a pas-
sage, = It. imboccare, feed, instruct, disem-

bogue, = F. cmbouclicr, put into the mouth,
refl. disembogue, embogue (~>cmbouchure, q. v.),
< L. in (> Sp. en, etc.), in, + bucca, the cheek
(> Sp. boca, Pg. bocca, It. bocca, F. bouche, the

mouth): see bucca, and cf. disembogue.] To dis-

charge itself, as a river, at its mouth
;
disem-

bogue ; debouch. [Bare or unused.]
eraboilt (em-boil'), v. [< em-l + boift.] I.

trans. To heat
; cause to burn, as with fever.

Faynt, wearie, sore, emboyletl, grieved, brent,
With heat, toyle, wounds, armes, smart, and Inward Are,
That never man such mlschlefes did torment.

Spenter, F. Q., I. xl. 28.

II. intrans. To boil violently; hence, to rage
with pride or anger.

The knight cmboyliny in his hanghtie hart,
Knitt aU his forces. Spenser, K. Q., II. iv. 9.

emboitement (oii-bwot'mon), n. [F., a joint-

ing, a fitting in, etc. (see def.), < emboiter, joint,
fit in, lock (step), OF. emboister, lit. inclose
as in a box: see emboss3.] In Wo/., the doc-
trine of generation promulgated by Bonnet,
namely, the aggregation of living germs one
within the other, and their detachment to pro-
duce new existences,

embola, . Plural of embolon.

embolaemia, n. See embolemia.
emboldt (em-bold'), t). t. [< em-l + bold.] To
embolden.

But now we dare not shew our selfe in place,
Ne vs embold to dwel in company
There as our hert would loue right faithfully.

Court of Love.

embolden (em-bol'dn), . t. [< n-i + bold +
-en 1

.] To give boldness or courage to ; make
bolder; encourage.
With these Persuasions they [Richard and deoffery] pass

over into N'ormandy, and join witli their Brother Henry,
who, embotdned by their Assistance, grows now more In-

solent than he was before. Baiter, Chronicles, p. 54.

It Is generally seen among Privateers that nothing I'ui-

boldrtu them sooner to mutiny than want.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 148.

Fame ... so gentle, so retiring, that it seemed no
more than an assured and emboldened modesty.

Lumll, Fireside Travels, p. 54.

emboldener (em-bol'dn-er), n. One who or that
which emboldens.



canits, about five

al size.

embolemia

embolemia, embolaemia (em-bo-le'mi-a), .

[NL. embola'mia, < Gr. e/ifio/Mf, thrown in (see

embolism, embolus), + al/ia, blood.] The condi-

tion of the blood accompanying the formation
of metabolic abscesses in pyemia.
Embolemus, . See Embolimus.

emboli, . Plural of embolus.

embolia1 (em-bo'li-a), n.; pi. embolia! (-e). [NL.,
< Gr. Eu/JoAr/, insertion : see embolism.'] Same
as embolism.

embolia2 ,
Plural of embolium.

embolic (em-bol'ik), a. [< embolus, or embolv, +
-tc.] 1. Inserted; intercalated; embolismic.

2. In pathol., relating to embolism, or plugging
of a blood-vessel. 3. Pertaining to emboly;
characterized by or resulting from emboly.

The two-layered gastrula is as a rule developed from
the blastosphere by ... embolic invagination.

Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 114.

embolimean, embolimic (em-bo-lim'e-an, -ik),

a. [<LL. cmbolimcKus, inserted: see embolism.]
Same as embolismic.

Emboliminae (em-bol-i-mi'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Embolimus + -ince.'] A subfamily of Proctotry-

pidw, having the hind wings lobed, the male
antenu 10-jointed, the female 13-jointed.
There are two genera, Embolimus and Pedinoni-

ma. Forster, 1856.

Embolimus (em-bori-mus), . [NL. (West-
wood, 1833), al-

so improp. Em-
bolemus, < Gr. c/t-

/36'Ai/toi;, insert-

ed, interpolat-
ed : see embo-

lism.] A genus
of parasitic hy-
menopterous
insects, of the

family Procto-

trypidiz, typical
of the subfami-

ly Emboliminie,
characterized
by the antennal

scape, which is

shorter than the
first joint of the

funiele. One North American and two Euro-

pean species are known. Usually spelled Em-
bolemus.

embolism (em'bo-lizm), n. [= F. embolisme =
Sp. Pg. It. embolismo, < LL. embolismus, inter-

calation (also as adj. intercalary, an error for

embolimus), as if < Gr. "efifioAtauof, < ///3o?.yrof

(LGr. also iuftofaftaioi;, > LL. embolimceus), in-

serted, intercalated (cf. i/iftotof, something
thrown or thrust in: see embolus, 2), < ipfiaMziv,
throw in, put in, insert: see embolus.] 1. In-

tercalation
;
the insertion of days, months, or

years in an account of time. The Greeks made use
of the lunar year of 854 days, and to adjust it to the solar

year of 365 days they added a lunar month every second
or third year, which they called eju/3dAijuos fiV. or Wv V-
^6AlMo?, intercalated month.

2. Intercalated time. 3. In pathol. ,
the ob-

struction of a vessel by a clot of fibrin or other
substance abnormally present and brought into
the current of the circulating medium from
some more or less distant locality. Embolism
commonly causes paralysis in the brain, with
more or less of an apoplectic shock. 4. In

liturgies, a prayer for deliverance from evil, in-

serted in almost all liturgies after the Lord's

Prayer, as an expansion of or addition to its

closing petition, whence the name. Also embo-
lismus.

Also embolia.

embolismal (em-bo-liz'mal), a. [< embolism +
-al."] Pertaining to intercalation; intercalated;
inserted : as, an embolismal month,

embolismatic, embolismatical (em'
? bo-liz-

mat'ik, -i-kal), a. [Irreg. < embolism + -at-ic,
-al. The LGr. form e/i[16%u;ua(T-) means 'a

patch.'] Embolismic. Scott.

embolismic, embolismical(em-b6-liz'mik, -mi-

kal), a. [< embolism + -ic, -ical] Pertaining
to or formed by intercalation or insertion ; in-

tercalated; inserted; embolic.

Twelve lunations form a common year, and thirteen the
embolismic year. Orosier, China (trans.).

The [Hebrew] year is luni-solar, and, according as it is

ordinary or embolixmic, consists of twelve or thirteen
lunar months, each of which has 29 or 30 days.

Eneye. Brit., IV. 677.

embolismus (em-bo-liz'mus), n. [LL. enibolis-

mus, insertion, intercalation : see embolism.]
Same as embolism, 4.

1892

The Lord's Prayer is followed, in almost all Liturgies,

by a short petition against temptation, . . . which . . .

was anciently known by the name of the Embolismus.
J. M. Seale, Eastern Church, i. 514.

embolite (em'bo-lit), n. [< Gr. e^/JoA?, an in-

sertion (< infiaAuv, throw in, insert), -r- -ite2.]

A mineral consisting chiefly of the chlorid of

silver and the bromide of silver, found in Chili

and Mexico: so called because intermediate be-

tween cerargyrite and bromyrite.
embolium (em-bo'li-um), n.

; pi. embolia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. iiiji&iuov, something thrown in, ( e/i-

/3o/lof, thrown in: seeembolus.] Anouterormar-

ginal part of the corium found in the hemelytra
of certain heteropterous insects. It resembles
the rest of the corium in consistence, and is separated
from it only by a thickened rib or vein.

embolize (em'bo-liz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. embo-

lized, ppr. embotizing. [< embolus + -ize.] To
cut off from the circulation by embolism.
Embolomeri (em-bo-lom'e-ri), n.pl. [NL., pi.

of *embolomens : seeembolomerous.] An order

of extinct amphibians, having a set of vertebral

centra interposed between the regular verte-

bral bodies, so that each vertebral arch has two

centra, whence the name.
embolomerism (em-bo-lom'e-rizm), n. [< em-

bolomer-ous + -ism.]
'

Formation of the verte-

bral column by means of intercentra between
the centra; diplospondylism.
embolomerous (em-bo-lom'e-rus), a. [< NL.

embolomerus, < Gr. c/^o/iof, thrown in, + fttpof,

part.] Thrown in, as intercalated centra or

intercentra, between arch-bearing bodies of the

vertebra of the spinal column; having inter-

centra, as a spinal column
; diplospondylic.

The caudal region is cinbolomermui.
E. D. Cope, Geol. Mag., II. 5i7.

embolon, embolum (em'bo-lon, -lum), n. ; pi.

cmbo/a (-la). [L. embolum, < Gr. epfioAov, neut.,

, masc., the bronze beak or ram of a

Embolon. Ulysses and the Sirens, from Greek red-figured hydria
found at Vulci. ( From " Monument! dell' Institute." }

ship: see embolus.] 1. The beak of aii ancient

war-ship. It was made of metal, in various forms, and
sharpened like the prow of a modern ram, so that it might
pierce an enemy's vessel beneath the water-line.

2. Same as embolus.

embolophasia (em"bo-lo-fa'zi-a), n. [NL.,< Gr.

(a/3o^c, thrown in, 4- 0aa<p, a saying, < ijiavat =
L. fan, speak.] In rhet., the interjection into

discourse of meaningless and usually more or
less sonorous words.

embolum, . See embolon.

embolus (em'bo-lus), .; pi. emboli (-11). [L.,
the piston of a pump, < Gr. lufloXof, masc., lu-

fio'Aov, neut., anything pointed so as to thrust in

easily, a peg, stopper, etc., prop, an adj., thrown
or thrust in, or that may be thrown or thrust

in, < epflaUeiv, thrust in, throw in, < cv, in, +
jiaUeiv, throw.] 1. Something inserted into
or acting within something else; that which
thrusts or drives, as a piston or wedge. 2. The
clot of fibrin obstructing a blood-vessel, caus-

ing embolism: as, capillary emboli. 3. The
nucleus emboliformis of the cerebellum.
Also embolon, embolum.

emboly (em'bo-li), n. [< Gr. tfiftdkii, insertion,
< i/iftaAAetv, throw in : see embolus.] In embryol.,
that mode of invagination by which a vesicu-
lar morula or blastosphere becomes a gastrula.
It may be illustrated by the process of tucking half of a
hollow india-rubber ball into the other half, and is effected

by the more or less complete inclusion of the hypoblastic
blastomeres within the epiblastic blastomeres, with the
result of the diminution or abolition of the original blasto-

coele, the formation of an archenteron or primitive ali-

mentary cavity with an orifice of invagination or blasto-

pore, and thus the formation of a two-layered germ whose
double walls consist of a hypoblastic endoderm and an
epiblastic ectoderm, which is therefore a gastrnla.

embondaget (em-bon'daj), r. t. [< em-1 + bond-

age.] To reduce to bondage ;
enslave.

emboss

If the devill might have his free option, I believe he
would ask nothing else but liberty to enfranchize all false

Religions, and to emlmndaffe the true.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 4.

embonpoint (on-bon-pwan'), . [F., fullness,

plumpness; orig. a phrase en bon point, in good
condition: en, in; lion, good; point, point,

degree, condition: see in1
, bonus, and point.]

Exaggerated plumpness; rotundity of figure;
stoutness : a euphemism forfatness orfleshiness.

A clearness of skin almost bloom, and a plumpness al-

most embonpoint, softened the decided lines of her fea-

tures. Charlotte Bronte, The Professor, xviii.

The Queen [Victoria] was not very tall, but ... until

embonpoint overtook her, her figure was exquisitely beau-

tiful. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLII. 285.

emborder (em-b6r'der), v. t. [Formerly also

imborder; < em-1 + border. Cf. OF. emborder,

border, < en- + bord, border.] 1. To furnish,

inclose, or adorn with a border. 2. To place
as in a border ; arrange as a border.

Thick-woven arborets and flowers

Imborder'd on each bank. Milton, P. L., ix. 438.

enibordered (em-bor'derd), p. a. [Formerly
also imbordered (in heraldry also embordured) ;

pp. of emborder, v.] Adorned with a border;

specifically, in her., having a border: an epithet
used only when the border is of the same tinc-

ture as the field.

embosom (em-buz'um), v. t. [Formerly also

imbosom; < cm-1 + bosom.] 1. To take into or

hold in the bosom: hold in nearness or inti-

macy; admit to the heart or affections
;
cherish.

This gracelesse man, for furtherance of his guile,
Did court the handmayd of my Lady deare,

Who, glad t' embosome his affection vile,

Did all she might more pleasing to appeare.
Spenser, F. Q., II. iv. 26.

2. To inclose ;
embrace

;
encircle.

His house embosomed in the grove.
Pope, Imit. of Horace, IV. i. 21.

The little kingdom of Navarre, embosomed within the

Pyrenees. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

S&te-embosomed by the night.
Bro-uming, Ring and Book, I. 26.

emboss1 (em-bos'), v. t. [Formerly also imboss;

early mod. E. also enbosse; < ME. enbossen, en-

bocen, < OF. embosser, enbocer, swell or arise in

bunches, emboss, < en- + bosse, a boss : see

boss1 .] 1. To form bosses on; fashion relief

or raised work upon ;
ornament with bosses or

raised work
;
cover or stud with protuberances,

as a shield.

To enboce thy lowis [jaws] with mete is nat diewe [due].
Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 28.

I le onely now emboss my Book with Brass,

Dye 't with Vermilion, deck 't with Coperass.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

Dead Corps imboss the Vale with little Hills.

Cowley, Davideis, ii.

All crowd in heaps, as at a night alarm
The bees drive out upon each other's backs,
To emboss their hives in clusters.

Dryden, Don Sebastian.

Hammer needs must widen out the round,
And file emboss it fine with lily-flowers,
Ere the stuff grow a ring-thing right to wear.

Brou-ning, Ring and Book, I. 7.

2. To represent in relief or raised work ; spe-

cifically, in embroidery, to raise in relief by in-

serting padding under the stitches. See emboss-

ing.

Exhibiting flowers in their natural colours, emlmssed

upon a purple ground. Scott.

Whitewashed arcade pillars, on which were embossed
the royal arms of Castile. Lathmp, Spanish Vistas, p. 60.

emboss1
! (em-bos'), n. [< emboss1

,
v. Cf.boss1,

n.] A boss
;
a protuberance.

In this is afountaine out of which gushes a river rather
than a streeme, which ascending a good height breakes

upon a round embosse of marble into millions of pearles.

Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 17, 1644.

emboss2t (em-bos'), v. t. [Appar. only in the

following passage, in pp. embost, which appears
to stand for *emboskt, pp. of *cmbosk, var. ii-

bosJc, in other senses ; the proper form would
be *embosk, < OF. embosquer = Sp. Pg. embos-

car = It. imboscare, ML. imboscare, hide in a

wood, set in ambush. The older form, ME.
enbussen, etc., appears in ambush, q. v.] To
conceal in or as in a wood or thicket.

Like that self-gotten bird
In the Arabian woods embost,
That no second knows nor third.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1700.

emboss3
t (em-bos'), v. t. [Altered from reg.

*emboist, < OF. emboister, inclose, insert, fas-

ten, put or shut up, as within a box, < en, in, +
boiste, mod. F. boite, a box : see boist1

,
bushel1 ,



emboss

btufl. Of. i nihoiteniciit and cmboi.] To inclose

as in u box
;
incase

;
sheathe.

A knight her melt In mighty annes finluiiil.

.S/.C/MCI-, K. Q., I. ill. 24.

The knight his tlirilhmt s]um imaine assayd
111 his lit:ts-iI;ili'il lioily to ''IK''

,S>'.'/-, F. Q., I. Xi. 20.

embossed (em-bost'), !> " [Formerly also im-

iHtxsi'il, 1'iiilMHtt, imlni.it; < MK. embused (dcf. 6);

pp. of milKUM 1
, v.] 1. Formed of or furnished

with bosses or raised figures : as, embosxvd lea-

ther; t'liilinmu-il writing. 2. In but., projecting
in I lit- center like the boss or umbo of a round
shield or target. 3. Swollen; puffed up.

All the fmbotnted sores, and headed evils,

That thuii with Uoanoeof trm foot hast caught,
Wonldst thou disgorge into the general world.

Slink., As you Like It, 11. 7.

4. In entom., having several plane tracts of any
shape elevated above the rest of the surface :

said of the sculpture of insects. 5. In glans-

(tecoration, grained. 6f. [The particular allu-

sion in this use is uncertain ; perhaps to the
bubbles of foam which "emboss," as it were,
the animal's mouth, or else to its puffed cheeks.
See the extract from the "Babees Book" under
emboss 1

.] Foaming at the mouth and panting,
as from exhaustion with running: a minting
term formerly applied to dogs and beasts of the
chase.

Anone vppon as she these wordis saide,
Ther come an hert in att the chaunber doro
All embosed. Qenenjdcs (E. E. T. S,), 1. 80.

Like dastard Cnrres that, having at a bay
The salvage heast enibost in wearie chace,
Han- nut adventure on the stnbborne pray,
Ne byte before. Spenser, V. Q., III. i. 22.

HuuUnmn, I charge thce, tender well my hounds :

Urach Merriman, the poor cur is embosu'd.

Shalt., T. of the 8., Ind., i.

I am embont
With trotting all the streets to find Pandoiro.

J. Tomkins (?), Albumozar.

Embossed velvet. Same as raised velvet (which see, un-
der velvet).

embosser (em-bos'er), n. One who or that
which embosses

; something used for producing
raised figures or impressions.

The first form of Morse recorder was the Embosser.
Preece and Sivetcright, Telegraphy, p. 67.

embossing (em-bos'ing), . [Verbal n. of em-
boss1

, v.~\ 1. The art or process of producing
raised or projecting figures or designs in relief

upon surfaces. A common method of embossing upon
a wooden surface is by driving a blunt tool into the wood
according to the desired pattern, then planing the surface
down to the level of the sunken design, and afterward

wetting it. The moisture causes the compressed portions
forming the design to rise to their original height, and thus
to project from the planed surface. Embossing on leather,
paper, or cloth, as for book-covers, books for the blind,
and various kinds of ornamental work, and also on metal,
is usually effected by stamping with dies by means of an
embossing- or stamping-press, or the bookbinders' arm-

ing-press. Embossing with the needle is done either by
working over a pad made of cloth, sometimes in several

thicknesses, or by stuffing with wool, hair, or the like,
under the threads, as in couched work. See embossing-
machine.

2. A raised figure or design ;
an embossment.

[Rare.]
For so letters, If they be so farre off as they cannot be

discerned, shew but as a duskish paper; and all engrav-
ings and fMftMtftvi appear plain.

liacon, Nat Hist., {873.

embossing-iron (em-bos'ing-i'ern), n. A tool

employed to produce a grained surface on mar-
ble.

embossing-machine (em-bos'ing-ma-shen'), w.

1. A system of heated rolls, the faces of which
are cut with an ornamental design, used to im-

press the design on figured velvets and other
fabrics. 2. A machine for ornamenting wood-
surfaces by pressing hot molds upon the wet
wood and burning iu the pattern, the charcoal

being; afterward removed. In some machines . u

graved mils arc usi-il in place of stamps, and the wood is

steamed and passed between the rolls wldle hot.

8. A machine for embossing an ornamental de-

sign on boot- and shoe-fronts.

embossing-press (om-bos'ing-pres), n. An ap-
paratus for stamping and embossing paper,
cardboard, book-covers, leather, etc., and for

erasing checks by destroying the toxture of the

paper on which they are written.

embossment (em-bos'ment), M. [< emboss 1 +
-meat.] 1. The act of embossing or forming
protuberances or knobs upon a surface; the
si;ih> of being embossed or studded. 2. A
prominence like a boss; a knob or jutting
point.

1893

I wish, also, in the very middle, a fair mount, with
three ascenta and alleys, . . . which I would have f<i l><

perfect circles, without any bulwarks or embossments.
Bacon, Garden.* (ed. 1887).

3. Relief; raised work.

The gold embossment might Indeed have been dune- l.y

another, lint not these heads, HO true to the life, and of an
art so far beyond any ability of mine, that 1 am tcmpttM
Holm I lines to think that he Is in league with Vulcan.

'. Ware, Zenobia, I. K.

The admission ticket for the City festival was a rich em-
bossment from a specially cut die in tin- ohl Prrnch style
of Louis XIV. First Year of a Silken Ileiyn, P- W, noli-.

embottlet (em-bot'l), v. t. [< cm-1 + bottle*.]
To put in a bottle

;
confine in a bottle ;

bottle.

Stlrom, firmest fruit,
Embattled (long a Prlamelan Troy
Withstood the Greeks) endures, ere Justly mild.

J. Philip*, Cider, ii.

embouchure (on-bO-shur'), n. [F., < emboucher,
put into the mouth, refl. flow out, discharge:
see cmbogue.] 1 . The mouth of a river, etc.

;

the point of discharge of a flowing stream.

We approached I'itea at sunset. The view over the
broad embouchure of the river, studded with Islands, was
quite picturesque. B, Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 180.

At the entrance to Wolstenholme Sound, which, like

most of these Inlets, forms the embouchure of a glacier-
river. Schtey and Soley, Rescue of Greely, p. .

2. Amouthpiece. Specifically (at)Themetalmount-
Ing of the opening of a purse, (6) In music: (1) The
mouthpiece of a wl nd-lnstrument, especially when of met-
al. (2) The adjustment of the mouth of the player to
such a mouthpiece. The intonation of certain instru-

ments, such as the French honi, depends largely upon the

player's embouchure.

emboundt (em-bound'), v. t. [< em-1 + bound1
.]

To shut in ; inclose.
That sweet breath,

Which was cmbotinded in this beauteous clay.

Shale., K. John, Iv. 3.

embow (em-bo'), v. t. [Formerly also imboic;
< em- 1 + frotc2.] To form like a bow; arch;
bend; bow. [Archaic.]

I saw a bull as white as driven snowe,
With gilded homes, embowed like the moone.

Spenser, Visions of the World's Vanity.

For embowed windows, I hold them of good use.

Bacon, Building (ed. 1887).

To walk the studious cloysters pale,
And love the high-ew&oim/ roof,
With antlck pillars massy proof.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 157.

Dejected embowed. See dejected. Embowed-con-
trary, in her., same as counter-emboired.

embowel (em-bou'el), r. t.
; pret. and pp. em-

boweled or embowelled, ppr. emboweling or cm-

bowelling. [Formerly also imboircl; < em-1 +
bowel.] 1. To inclose in another substance;
embed; bury.

Deepe embowcld In the earth entyre.
Spenser, K Q., VI. vlli. 15.

2. [Equiv. to disembowel, q. v.] To remove
the bowels or internal parts of

;
eviscerate.

Fossils, and minerals, that th' embowel'd earth

Displays. J. Philips, Cider, I.

P. Hen. Death hath not struck so fat a deer to-day,
Though many dearer, in this bloody fray ;

EniboweU'd will I see thee by ami by ;

Till then, in blood by noble Percy lie.

t'ul'af. [Rising slowly. I
Embmeelled! if thou embowel

me to-day, I'll give you leave to powder me and eat me
to-morrow. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4.

W. W. Known and approved for his Art of Embalming,
having preserved the Corps of a Gentlewoman sweet and
entire Thirteen Years, without embouvlling.

Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, Pref.

emboweler, emboweller (em-bou'el-er), n.

[Formerly also imboweler, imboireller; < embow-

el, v., + -er1 .] One who disembowels.
embowelment (em-bou'el-ment), n. [Former-
ly also imboirelment ; < embowel + -ment.] 1.

Evisceration. 2. pi. The bowels; viscera; in-

ternal parts.
What a dead thing is a clock, with its ponderous em-

bmtvlments of lead and brass. Lamb, Old Benchers.

embower, imbower (em-, im-bou'er), r. [< em-1
,

im-, + botcer1.] I. intrant. 1. To lodge or rest

in or as in a bower.

The small birds, in their wide boughs emboming,
Chaunted their sundrie tunes with sweet consent.

Spenser, tr. of Virgil's Gnat, I. 225.

2f. To form a bower. Milton.

II. trans. To cover with or as with a bower ;

shelter with or as with foliage ;
form a bower

for.
A shady bank.

Thick over-head with verdant roof imootrer'd.

Milton, P. L, Ix. 1088.

A small Indian village, pleasantly embmrertd in a grove
of spreading elms. Irring, Knickerbocker, p. 96.

And the silent isle imbotcers
The Lady of Shalott.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott.

embrace
The embowered lam -. and tin- primroses anil the haw-

thmii. /'. <1. Mitchell, Bound Tuxi'ther, i.

embowl (om-bol'), . t. [< cm- 1 + bowl1 .] To
form into or aa into a bowl

; give a globular
form to. [Rare.]

' r<- the earth, ewbiiul'd by thee,
Heare the forme it now doth beare:

\ at, thou art <iod for ever, free

From all touch of age and year.
.SV, /'. Xidnty, P. xc.

embowmentt (em-bo'ment), n. [< embotc +
-went.] Anarch; a vault.

The roof all open, not so much u any embmnncnt near

any of the walls left. liacmi, Nat Hist., I 249.

embox (em-boks'), v. t. [< em-1 + box*. Cf.

embomfl.] To inclose in a box; box up; specifi-

cally, to seat or ensconce in a box of a theater.

[Rare.]
Kiiil/oxrd, the ladles must have something smart.

Churchill, Rosclad.

emboyssementt, n. A Middle English form of

ambu/ihiiicnt.

Then shuln ye euermo countrewaite ewboj/tseinent*, and
alle espiaile. Chaucer, Tale of Mellbeui.

embrace1 (em-bras'), . ; pret. and pp. embraced,

ppr. embracing. [Formerly also imbrace; <

ME. embracen, enbracen, eiibrttsen, < OF. em-

bracer, F. embraxser = Pr. embrasnar = O8p.
embrasar, embrasar (Sp. ubrazar), embrace, =
Pg. embrapir, take on the arm, as a buckler, =
It. imbracciare, embrace, < ML. imbrachiare,
take in the arms, embrace, < L. in, in, + braclii-

um, arm: see brace 1
.] I. trans. 1. To take,

grasp, clasp, or infold in the arms; used abso-

lutely, to press to the bosom, as in token of af-

fection; hug; clip.

And but as he enbrased his horse nekke he hadde fallen

to the erthe all vp-right. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 331.

Sir, I think myself happy In your acquaintance ; and
before we part, shall entreat leave to embrace you.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, U. 225.

Strong Son of God Immortal Love,
Whom we, that have not seen thy face,

By faith, and faith alone, embrace.

Tennyson, In Memorlam, Int.

He took his place upon the double throne,
She cast herself before him on her knees,
Embracing his.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 412.

2. To inclose; encompass; contain; encircle.

You'll see your Rome embrac'd with fire, before

You'll speak with Coriolanus. Shak., Cor., v. 2.

Low at his feet his spacious plain is placed.
Between the mountain and the stream embraced.

Sir J. Daiham.

A river sweeping round,
With gleaming curves the valley did embrace,
And seemed to make an island of that place.

William ilorru, Earthly Paradise, I. 238.

3. Figuratively, to take, (n) To take or receive
with willingness; accept as true, desirable, or advanta-

geous; make one's own; take to one's self: as, to em-
brace the Christian religion, a cause, or an opportunity.

Witli shryfte of mouthe and pennaunce smerte

They wene ther blis for to embrace.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 97.

I thought he would have embraced this opportunity of

speaking to me. Sheridan, School for Scandal, 11. i

O lift your natures up ;

Embrace our alms; work out your freedom.

TennynoH, Princess, II.

(M To receive or accept, though unwillingly ; accept u
inevitable.

I embrace thU fortune patiently,
Since not to be avoided it falls on me.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., r. 6k

Thurlo, give lck, or else embrace thy death ;

Come not within the measure of my n rath.

Shak., T. G. of V., v. 4.

4. To comprehend; include or take in; com-

prise: as, natural philosophy embraces many sci-

ences. 5t. To hold; keep possession of; sway.
Even such a passion doth embrace my bosom :

lily heart beats thicker than a feverous pulse.
Shak., T. and C., ill. 2.

6f. To throw a protecting arm around ; shield.

See how the heavens, of voluntary grace
And soveralne favor towards chastity,
Doe succor send to her distressed cace ;

So much hitth God doth innocence embrace.

Spenser, K. (J., III. vlli. 29.

7. In bot., to clasp with the base: as, a leaf em-

bracing the stem. 8. In sool., to lie closely
in contact with (another part), imperfectly sur-

rounding it. Thus, elytra are said to embrace the alxlo-

men when their ed^es are turned over the abdominal
margins ; wings in repose embrace the body when they
are rlosely appressed to it, curving down over the sides.

U. intrans. To join in an embrace.
While we stood like fools

Embracing, . . . out they came,
Trustees and Aunts and Uncle*.

Tennytvn. Edwin Morris.



embrace

embrace 1 (em-bras'), . [Formerly also im- embrail(em-bral'), r. t. [< cm-1 + brail."] Naut.,

brace; from the verb.] An inclosuro or clasp to brail up. [Rare.]
And he who strives the tempest to disarm
Will never first embrail the lee yard-arm.

Falconer, Shipwreck, ii.

embranchement (F. pron. on-broush'mon), n.

[F. : see embranchment.'] Same as embranch-
~ -

the main branches

with the arms; specifically, a pressure to the

bosom with the arms ;
an embracement ;

a hug.

Now my embraces are for queens and princesses,
For ladies of high mark, for divine beauties.

Fletcher (and another'!), Prophetess, iii. 1.

Roll'd in one another's arms, and silent in a last embrace, meitt; specifically, one ol tne mam orancnes

or divisions of the animal kingdom ;
a branch,

phylum, or subkingdom.
The embranchement or sub-kingdom Mollusca.

E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 032.

Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

embrace2 (em-bras'), v. t. [< OF. embraser, em-

bracer, F. cmbraser, sot on fire, kindle, inflame,

incite, instigate, < en- + braise, live coals : see

braise1 . Hence embracer2 , embracery.']

embroid

Sage Moses first their wondrous might descry'd,

When, by some drops from hence imbrai:ed, he

His triumph sung o'er th' Erythraean Tide.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 3.

2. To embellish; make fine or showy; decorate.

The faded flowres her corse embrave.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., November.

,-1 + brawn,~\

brawny or muscular.

It will cmbrawne and iron-crust his flesh.

Xashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 16.">).

embreadt, '. t. Same as embraid1 .

Intar, embranchment (em-branch'ment), ,i. l< F;
em-^^T^^^^S^of^.T

evidence or open argument,

Punishment for the person embracing [the embrace:-] is

by fine and imprisonment ; and for the juror so embraced,
if it be by taking money, the punishment is (by divers

stati

imprisonment for a year, and forfeiture ol tne teniom
value. Blackstone, Com., IV. x.

embraced (em-brasf), p. a. In her., braced

together; tied or bound together.
embracement (em-bras'ment), . [Formerly
also imbracement; < F. cmb'rassement, < cmbras-

ser, embrace: see embrace and -ment."] 1. Tho
act of embracing ; a grasp or clasp in tho arms;
a hug ;

an embrace. [Obsolescent.]

These beasts, fighting with any man, stand upon their

hinder feet, and so this did, being ready t

shrewd embracement. S\

brangling, i

ntei.l To

breatlie + -ment; a lit. translation of L. tn-

The act of breathing
]

suggestion, embreathement,
and dictation of the Holy Ghost. B'. Lee.

This Fraternity witli its embranchments. T.../N r/ i _L 7, **,,! i T1^
D. G. Mitchell, Bound Together, v. embrewH (em-bro'), v. t. [< em-l + brew*.} lo

Vt f_.
strain or distil.

r. em-
bran-

o mix confusedly ; entangle.
I am lost and embrangled in inextricable difficulties.

BI>. Berkeley, quoted by 1. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 06.

Physiology imbranqled with an inapplicable logic.

Coleridge.

The half-witted boy . . . undertaking messages and embnng-dayst (em bnng-daz), n. pi
little helpful odds and ends for every one, which, how- cmbenilfl-aaiJS.

ever, poor Jacob managed always hopelessly to embrangle, embrithite (em-brith'lt), n.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 3. neavy, weighty (< h, in, 4

, , ,
.. .

to give me a embranglement (em-brang'gl-ment), Ji. [<cm- fipiOeiv, be heavy, weigh down), + -tte2.] A
Wr P. Sidney.

i>ran(Jie + -ment.] Entanglement. variety of the mineral boulangerite, from Ner-

I should freelier rejoice in that absence wherein he won embrasor, n. See embracer2 . tchinsk in Siberia.
honour than in the embracements of his bed, where he embrasure1 (em-bra'zur; in military use, em'- embroacht (em-broch'), v. t. [<ME. enbrochen,
would show most love. Shak., Cor., i. 3.

T^.^,.^ . [< p. embrasure, an embrasure, put on the spit, < OF. embrocher, spit, broach,

orig.'the skewing, splaying, or chamfreting of run through the body (= 8ip^embrocar^=
It. im-

a door or window, < OF. cmbraser, skew, splay,
or chamfer the jambs of a door or window (mod.
F. ebra&cr, splay), < en- + braser, skew, cham-

fret.] 1. In arch., the enlargement of the ap-
erture of a door or window on the inside of

An obsolete spelling

embrightt (em-brif), v. t. [< cm-1 + briglift."]

To make bright ; brighten.

Mercy, co-partner of great George's throne,

Through the embriyhted air ascendant flies.

Cunningham, On the Death of his Late Majesty.

Same as

Gr.

heavy, weighty (< cv, in, + ppiffoc, wejgjit, <

Soft whisperings, embracements, all the joys
And melting toys
That chaster love allows.

B. Jonson, Masque of Hymen.

They were all together admitted to the embracement,
and to kiss the feet of Jesus.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 340.

2. The act of taking to one's self ;
seizure

;
ac- the wall, designed to give more room or admit . . ,

bra'dn^ v t IX

ceptance. [Rare.]
more light, or to provide a wider range for bal-

embroaden^em-bra

broccare : "see embrocado), < en- + broche, a

broach, spit : see broach."] To put on the spit ;

broach.
Enbroche hit overtwert . .

And rost it browne.
Liber Cure Cocorum, p. 43.

-1 + broad-

such a benefactour is Almighty God, and such a tribute

he requires of us; a ready embracement of, and a joyfull

complacency in, his kindness. Barrow, Works, I. viii.

He shows the greatness
Of his vast stomach in the quick embracement
Of tli' other's dinner. Ford, Lady's Trial, 11. 1.

3f. Extent of grasp ; comprehension ; capacity.

Nor can her [the soul's] wide embracements filled be.

Sir J. Dai'ies, Immortal, of Soul.

listic arms.

Meanwhile apart, in the twilight gloom of a window's

cinbrtt.viire,

Sat the lovers, and whispered together.
Longfellow, Evangeline, i. 3. embrocado (em-bro-ka'do), 11

2. In fort., an opening in a wall or parapet
' js.. * TI- ,-,,

The embroadened brim [of the pelvis] found in certain

savage tribes is a retention of a feature of adolescence.

Cleland, Nature, XXXVI. 598.

V

^ [A Spanish-
looking modification of It. imbroccata, a thrust

through which guns are pointed and fired
;
the with the sword, a hit, pp. fern, of imbroccare,

hit the mark, oppose, aim, = Sp. embrocar (pp.

embrocado), fasten (a shoe in making) with

tacks to the last, = F. embrocher, spit, broach,
run through the body : see embroaeh."] A pass
in fencing. Halliwell.

embrocate (em'bro-kat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

embrocated, ppr. embrocating. [< ML. embroca-

tus, pp. of embrocare (> It. embroccare = Sp. Pg.
embrocar = OF. embroquer), foment, < embroca,
LL. embrocha, < Gr. e/ifipox?/, a fomentation, <

eufipixel v, soak in, foment, < cv, in, + flptxuv,

wet, steep, rain, send rain: see bregma."] To
moisten and rub, as a bruised or injured part
of the body, with a liquid substance, as with
liniment.

I embrocated the tumour with ol. litior and cham.
Wiseman, Surgery, i. 9.

embrocation (em-bro-ka'shon), n. [Formerly
embrochation (after the LL.); < OF. (and F.)
embrocation = Sp. embrocacion = Pg. embroca-

c.ao = It. cmbrocazione, < ML. embrocatio(n-), <

embrocare, foment, < embroca, LL. embrocha, a

fomentation: see embrocate."] 1. The act of

moistening and rubbing a bruised or injured

part with some liquid substance.

Embrochation, a devise that physitions have to foment
the head or any other part, with some liquor falling from
aloft upon it, in manner of rain, whence it took its name.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, Expl. of Obscure Words.

2. The liquid with which an affected part is

rubbed; a fomentation ;
liniment.

To scoure away the foule dandruffe, an embrochation of

it [wild mint] and vinegre upon the head in the sun is

counted singular. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xx. 14.
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embrodert.r.r-. An obsolete form of embroider.

embracer1 (em-bra 'ser), 11. [Formerly also

imbracer; < embrace + -cr^.~] One who em-
braces.

The Neapolitan is accounted the best courtier of ladies,
and the greatest embracer of pleasure of any other people.

Uomll, Letters, I. i. 39.

embracer2
, embraceor (em-bra'ser, -sor), .

[Also embrasor; < OF. embraceor, embraseor,

embrasonr, embraseur, one who sets on fire, an

incendiary, fig. one who inflames or incites, <

embraser, embracer, F. cmbraser, set on fire, kin-

dle, inflame, incite, instigate: see embrace2 ."]

In law, one who practises embracery.
embracery (em-bra'sfer-i), . [Formerly also

imbracerij ; < OF. (AF.) *embracerie, < embraser,

embracer, set on fire, kindle, inflame, incite, in-

stigate: see embrace2 ."] In too, the offense of

attempting to influence a jury or court by any
means besides evidence or argument in open
court, such as bribes, promises, threats, per-
suasions, entertainments, or the like, u involves

the idea of corruption attempted, whether a verdict is

given or not, or whether the verdict is true or false.

embracing (em-bra'sing), p. a. Comprehen-
sive; thorough. [Rare.]

The grasp of Pasteur on this class of subjects [ferments]
was embracing. Tyndall, Life of Pasteur, Int., p. 24.

embracive (em-bra'siv), a. [< embrace + -ive.~]

Given to embracing ; caressing. [Rare.]
Not less kind in her way, though less expansive and

embrasive, was Madame de Montcontour to my wife.

Thackeray, Newcomes, Ivii.

embraid1
! (em-brad'), v.t. [Early mod. E. also embrasure2

! (em-bra'sur), . [Irreg. < embrace, embrogiio'(em-brd'iy6), n. An erroneous form
aid1 .] To braid. F. cmbrasser, + -tire.] An embrace. (imitating embroil) of imbroglio.

Section and Plan of Embrasure.

A, B. E, F, section of parapet ; /?, C, D, E, elevation of one cheek
of embrasure ; A, B, genouillere ; B, E. slope of sole ; X Y, X' V ,

directricesof embrasures; ebb1

c', throat, ormterior opening; cfee'tf,
mouth, or exterior opening ; x y, axis ; c b e d, c' b f' d , cheeks or

sides; * b' e' e, sole or bottom ; c c' b' b e e' d' d, merlon ; b b , sill.

The widening of the embrasure toward the front is called the splay.

indent or crenelle of an embattlement. When
the directrix (the line which bisects the sole) is perpen-
dicular to the interior crest of the parapet, the embrasure
is termed direct ; when the directrix makes an acute angle
with it, the embrasure is said to be oblique. The axis of

an embrasure is that part of the directrix which lies within
the boundaries of the sole. See battlement.

We saw ... on the side of the Hill an old ruined parapet
with four or five embrasures. Cook, Third Voyage, vi. 6.

Say, pilot, what this fort may be,
Whose sentinels look down

From moated walls that show the sea
Their deep embrasures' frown ?

embread; < e-l + braid^.

Her golden lockes, that late in tresses bright
Embreaded were for hindring of her haste,
Now loose about her shoulders hong undight.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vl. is.

Where injury of chance
Puts back leave-taking, . . . forcibly prevents
Our lock'd embrasures. Shak., T. and C., iv. 4.

eml)ravet (em -brav'), r. t. [Also imbrave ;

embraid2t (em-brad'), v. t. [Early mod. E. also < ew-1 + brave."] 1. To inspire with bravery ;

embrayde ; < em-l + braid^, 5.] To upbraid. make bold.

To embraide them with their vnbelief, by this exanmple
of a. man being bothe a heathen and a souldier.

J. Udall, On Luke vii.

Psyche, embrav'd by Charts' generous flame,
Strives in devotion's furnace to refine

Her pious self. J. Beaumont, Psyche, xvii., Arg.

embroidKem-broid'), r. t. [< ME. embroi/den,

cnbrouden, cnbrmcden, cnbraiiden, cnbrawden, <

OF. embroder, embroider, < en- + broder, bor-

dt-r, broider (cf. ME. broydcn, brouden, etc.,

partly var. of brciiloi, brtiiilcn, braid): see broid,

broider, and border.'] Same as embroider.

Embroudt'd was he, as it were a mede,
Al fnl of freslu: floui-fs. white and rede.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 89.



embroid
This woful lady ylcrncd hail in youth*

1

So tllilt she Werken ami rtnl>r<nc<t, u eoiithc.

C/i'i ">'>, lir.od Women, 1. 'J.'l.VJ.

embroider (eiu-brot'der), r. /. [Formerly also

imbroitter, i ntlirmlir, iiiibfinli-r; extended with

-er, as in braider, q. v., after broidi-ry. cnibrui-

il' ni, from earlier rmbroiit.} 1. To decorate

with oruaiiu-iital needlework. See embroidery.

His -an. icnt was dUuuysed wry vayne,
Ami IIH fiiiliriKlfffil lionet sat awry.

.S/K'iiwr, F. Q., III. Xil. 9.

Thou shall embroider the coat of flue linen.

Ex. xxviil. 3D.

Some iiiibriiilrrnl with white beads, acme with Copper,
other painted after lln-ir manner.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 130.

2. To work with the needle tipon a ground;
produce or form in needlework, as a flower, a

cipher, etc.: as, to embroider silver stars on
velvet.

The whole Chappell covered on the outside with cloth

of Tissue : the gift, as appeareth by the arms imbroiidered

thert'on, of the Florentine. Xinitltm, Ti-availes, p. 132.

3. Figuratively, to embellish ;
decorate with

verbal or literary ornament: hence, to falsify
or exaggerate : as, the story has been consider-

ably embroidered.

None of his writings are so agreeable to us as his Let-

ters, particularly those which are written with earnest-

ness, and are not embroidered with verses.

Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

embroiderer (em-broi'der-er), . One who em-
broiders, in any sense of the word.

Their embrodererswe very singular workemen, who work
much in gold and silver. Coryat, Crudities, I. 122.

I am ashamed thus to employ my pen in correcting this

embroiderer, who has stuffed his writings with so many
lies that those who hear him the least ill-will are forced

to blush at his fopperies and toyes.
North, Lite of Qvonlambec.

embroidery (em-broi'der-i), .
; pi. embroider-

ies (-iz). [< embroider, after broidery.'] 1.

The art of working with the needle raised and
ornamental designs in threads of silk, cotton,

gold, silver, or other material, upon any woven
fabric, leather, paper, etc. Embroidery has been
used In all ages for the decoration of hangings and gar-
ments used for statues of divinities or in religious cere-

monials; but its use In ordinary dress was especially de-

veloped during the middle ages in Europe, when garments
entirely ornamented with the needle were worn by those
who could alford them, and heraldry offered an oppor-
tunity for embroidery upon the surcoats and tabards of

men-at-arms. The nations of Persia and the extreme East
are the greatest masters of embroidery in modern times.
'I'm example most familiar to the West is the India shawl,
for which see cashmere and chndder.

2. A design produced or worked according to

this art.

Next these a youthful train their vows express'd,
With feathers crown'd, with gay embroidery dress'd.

Pope, Temple of Fame.

They wore cloaks of the rlcffest material, covered with
lace ami embroitlery ; corked shoes, pantofies, or slippers,
ornamented to the utmost of their means ; and this ex-

travagance was anxiously followed by men of all classes.

Fairholt, I. 250.

3. Variegated or diversified ornamentation,

especially by the contrasts of figures and col-

ors
;
ornamental decoration.

As if she contended to have the embroidenr of the earth

richer than the cope of the sky. B. Jarumi, The Penates.

If the natural embroidery of the meadows were helpt
and improved by art, a man might make a pretty land-

skip of his own possessions. Spectator, No. 414.

4. In her., a hill or mount with several copings
or rises and falls. Canadian, chain-stitch, che-
nille, cloth, cordovan embroidery, see tin- qualify-
ini; words. Cut-cloth embroidery, a kind of embroi-
il TV in which pieces of cloth cut in the shape of leaves,

flowers, etc., are sewed upon a foundation, the whole be-

ing assisted by decorative cd^'in^-lines and the like in

lien lie work. See <i /'[ili'i u<\ ami I'luth nj'ftli'jui', under cloth.
- Danish embroidery, see Danish. Darned embroi-
dery, a kind of embroidery in whirl] a backurminil of a
somewhat open textile fabric is filled in by the needle with
new threads, so as to make a solid and opaque surface in

the form of the design. This is especially used for wash-
able materials, such as muslin for curtains. Etching-
embroidery. See etrhina.

embroidery-frame (om-liroi'der-i-fram), n. A
frame on which material to be embroidered is

fastened and stretched, so that it may not bo
drawn in the working.
embroidery-needle (om-broi'der-i-ne'dl), n.

Any one of various large needles or implements
of like character used in ornamental needle-

work and similar processes. The chenille em-

broidery-needle has a larne open eye and a sharp point ;

the worsted- or wool-work needle, for use with canvas. Is

usually blunt, and has the eye nearly as large as in the

former. For embroiil, n "ii ^"H<1 materials the needle is

thin and sharp, and has a Ion:; narrow eye; for ev.trhet-

nd Uunlxuir-work the so-called needle is in reality a
hook.

1895

embroidery-paste (em-broi'der-i-past), n. An
adhesive mixture used in embroidery to make
materials adhere together, and also to stiffen

the embroidery at the back. Diet, of \eedlc-

llni'l, .

embroil't (em-broil'), v. t. [< em-1 + broil1 .

Appar. confused with embroil?.] To broil;
burn.

h'icry diseases, seated in the spirit, embroils the whole
frame of the body. X. Hard, Simple Colder, p. 7.

That knowledge for which we boldly attempt to riile

God's cabinet should, like the coal from the altar, serve

only to embroil and consume the sacrilegious invaders.

Decay oj Chrutian /'..//.

embroil2 (em-broil'), r. t. [< OF. embroillir,

eiibrmllir, embrouillir, become troubled, con-

fused, or soiled, later and mod. F. embrouillcr

(= Sp. cmbrollar = Pg. embrulhar = It. imbro-

gliure ), entangle, confuse, embroil, < en-+br<ntit-

ler, confuse, jumble: see broil?.] 1. To mix
up or entangle ; intermix confusedly; involve.

[Rare in this literal use.]
Omitted paragraphs embroil'd the sense,
With vain traditions stopp d the gaping fence.

Dryden, Rellgio Laici, 1. 266.

The Christian antiquities at Rome . . . are embroiled.

with fable and legend. Addimn.

2. To involve in contention or trouble by dis-

cord; disturb; distract.

I had no design to embroil my kingdom in civil war.
Kikun Banliltf.

It pleas'd Ood not to embroile and put to confusion his

whole people for the perversness of a few.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxvi.

I verily believe it is the sad inequality of intellect that

prevails that cmbroilit communities more than any thing
else. Irviny, Knickerbocker, p. 181.

embrpil-t (em-broil'), n. [< embroil2 , v.] Per-

plexity; confusion; embarrassment. Shaftes-

bury.
What an embroil it had made in Parliament is not easy

to conjecture. Roger North, Examen, p. 568.

embroilment (eru-broil'ment), n. [< OF. (and
F.) embrouillement (= Pg. embrulhamento = It.

imbrogliamento), < embrouiller, embroil : see em-
broil? and -meat.] The act of embroiling, or
the state of being embroiled; a state of con-

tention, perplexity, or confusion ;
disturbance ;

entanglement.
He [the Prince of Orange] was not apprehensive of a

new embroilment, but rather wished It.

Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1678.

As minister to England during the war lie [Adams] had
largely contributed by his firmness and discretion to save
the country from a foreign embroilment.

0. S. Mem'am, 8. Bowles, II. 180.

embronzet (em-bronz'), r. t. [< em-1 + bronze.]
To form or represent in bronze, as a statue.

Will you In largesses exhaust your store,
That you may proudly stalk the Circus o'er,
Or In the Capitol embronz'd may stand,
Spofl'd of your fortune an. I paternal land ?

Franeii, tr. of Horace s Satires, il.

embrothelt (em -broth 'el), r. t. [< em-1 +
brotheft.] To inclose or harbor in a brothel.

[Rare.]
Men which choose

I aw practice for mere gain, boldly repute
Worse than emhrothel'd strumpets prostitute.

Donne.

embroudet. embrowdet, . t. Middle English
variants or embroid.

embrown (em-broun'), v. [Formerly also im-

brown; < em-1 + brown. Cf. OF. cmbrunir,
darken, make brown or blackish, < en- + brim,

brown.] I. trans. 1. To make brown ; darken.

Whence summer suns embrotrn the labouring swains.

Fenton, To Mr. Southern.

2. To make dark or obscure.

Where the unpierced shade
Imbroipu'd the noontide bowers.

Milton, P. L, iv. 246.

II. in trans. To grow or become brown; ac-

quire a brownish hue.

In the fields and woods, meanwhile, there were . . . signs
and signals of the Summer : the darkening foliage ; the
emtrrawnina. grain. Longfellow, Kavanagh, xviii.

embruet (em-bro'), r. t. An obsolete spelling
of imbrue.

embrnte (em-brof), r.
; pret. and pp. embrutnl,

ppr. embmting. [Formerly also imbrute; < rm- 1

+ brute.] I. trans. To degrade to the condi-
tion of a brute ; make brutal or like a brute ;

brutalize.

All the man embmted in the swine.
<'<iuthrnf. Regulation of the Passions.

\li\ il with Itestial slime,
This essence to incarnate and imbmte,
That to the highth of deity aspired

'

Milton. P. L., ix. 166.

embryo

II. intrans. To fall or sink to tho condition
of a brute.

The soul grows clotted by contagion,
Imbodics, and imbrute*, till she quite loe
The divine projH-rty of her first being.

Milton, I'omus, 1. 468.

embryo (em'bri-o), 71. and a. [Formerly also

t-mbno (also cmbryon, formerly also cmbrion);
< F. embryon = 8p. embrion = Pg. cmbrySo =
It. embrionf, < XL. i-iitbrynn, erroneously taken,

appar. at first by French writers, as imbryo(n-),
as if from a Or. 'c/ippi<&v, but properly > ;-

bryon (reg. L. 'embryum), < Gr. i/ifipvov (stem

lltfipv-), the embryo, fetus, also applied to a

newly born animal, neut. of iuUpwc, growingin,
< iv, in, + lipi'iiv, swell, be full.] I. H. 1. The
fecundated germ of an animal in its earlier

stages of development, and before it hat as-

sumed the distinctive form and structure of the

Early Human Embryo, giving diagratnmatically the principal vessels

antecedent to the establishment of the regular letal circulation.

H. heart ; P. lumjs ; 1., liver ; TM. the aortic trunk orcardiac aorta ;

e. f'.f", common, external, and Internal carotids; J, subclavian arte-

ry ; v. vertebra! artery : I, a. 3, 4. 5. the aortic aiches ( the persistent
left aortic arch hidden); A, subvertchral aorta; o, o. omphalo-
mescraic artery and vein, to and from V, Uic umbilical vesicle with its

vitelline duct, rff; it, u, the two hypoeastric or umbilical arteries,

with the ramifications, u ', u", in the placenti ;
it , umbilical vein:

t'A, hepatic vein ; cv, inferior vena cava ; vit, iliac veins ; a*, an azy-

gous vein ; ff. a posterior cardinal vein ; vt, innominate vtn ; vp.
portal vein ; Dv, the ductus vcnosus ; PC. a ductus Cuvierl. The
anterior cardinal vein is seen beginning in the head and running down
to the tluctus Cuvicri, on the under side of the numbers I, a, 3. 4, 5.

parent; a germ; a rudiment; in a more ex-

tended sense, a rudimentary animal during its

whole antenatal existence, in the later stages of

development, especially in man and the mammals gener-

ally, the name/eft/ commonly takes the place of embryo.
In the cases of oviparous animals, the term embryo prop-
erly covers the whole course of development of the fe-

cundated germ in the egg (which see, and see cut under

dorsal) : as, the hen's egg contained an embryo ready to

hatch. By a late and loose, though now common, extension
of the term, it is applied to various larval stages of some
Invertebrates, which In the course of their transformation
are frequently so different from the parent as to be de-

scribed as distinct species or genera : as, the embryo (first

larval stage) of a cestoid worm.

The emuriiot of a man, dog, seal, bat, reptile, etc. , can at

first hardly be distinguished from each other.

Dartrin, Descent of Man, I. 31.

2. In oot., the rudimentary plant contained in

the seed, the result of the action of pollen upon
the ovule. It may l>e so rudimentary

1 as to have appa-
rently no distinction of parts ; hut even in its simplest form
it consists virtually of a single internode of an axis, which

upon germination develops at one extremity a leaf or leaves

with atenninal bud. and a root at theother. In more de-

veloped embryos this initial intemode or caulicle (often

incorrectly called rndiele) l>ears at one end one, two, or
more rudimentary leaves called cotyledons, and often an
Initial bud or plumule. Also called tjerm. By recent au-

thors the term is also applied to the developed oos|K>re in

vascular cryptogams. See cuts under albumen and cotyle-
don.

3. The beginning or first state of anything,
while yet in a rude and undeveloped condition ;

the condition of anything which has been con-
ceived but is not yet developed or executed :

rudimentary state : chiefly in the phrase IH em-

bryo.

There were Items of snch a Treaty being in Emlnrio.

Congreve, Way of the World, i. n.

The company little suspected what a noble work I had
then I'll embryo. Strift.

A little bench of heedless bishops here,
And there n chancellor in embryo.

Shenttone, Schoolmistress.

Eplspermlc embryo. See epitpmnie. = Syn. Fettu

Germ, Rudiment. The flretof these words is mainly applied
to the embryos of viviparous vertebrates in the later stage*
of their development, when they are more subject to ob-

servation. Germ means especially the seed or fecundated



embryo

ovum, and scarcely extends beyond the early stages of an

embryo. Rudiment is simply the specific application of

a more general term to a germ or to the early, crude, or
' rude

'

stages of an embryo.

II. a. Being in the first or rudimentary stage
of growth or development ; incipient ; embry-
onic : as, an embryo flower.

The embryo manor of the German tribesman, with its

village of serfs upon it, might therefore, if the same prac-

tice prevailed, ditfer in three ways from the later manor.

Seebohm, Eng. Vil. Community, p. 341.

Embryo buds, in bot., the hard nodules which occur in

the bark of the beech, olive, and other trees, and are ca-

pable of developing leaves and shoots.

embryoctony (em-bri-ok'to-ni), . [< Gr. f//-

fipvov, an embryo, + -urovia, < K.TUVUV, destroy.]
In obstet., the destruction of the fetus in the

uterus, as in cases of impossible delivery.

embryogenic (em"bri-o-jen'ik), a. Pertaining
to embryogeny. ,

embryogeny (em-bn-oj'e-m), n. L< "r - !J
-

fipvov, an embryo, + -yevua, < -yevfc, produ-

cing: see -geny.] The formation and develop-
ment of the embryo ;

that department of sci-

ence which treats of such formation and devel-

opment.

Taxonomy ought to be the expression of ancestral de-

velopment, or phytogeny, as well as of embryogeny and
adult structure. Huxley, Encyc. Brit., II. 49.

embryogony (em-bri-og'o-ni), n. [< Gr. l/i-

[Spvov, an embryo, + -yov/a, generation, < -yovo?,

producing, generating: see -gony.] Same as

embryogeny.
embryograph (em'bri-o-graf), n. [< Gr. ift-

flpvov, embryo, + ypafyeiv, write.] An inStru-

ment consisting of an ordinary microscope com-
bined with a camera lucida for the purpose of

accurately drawing the outlines of embryos and
series of sections thereof. It is also used to recon-

struct minute morphological and histological details on
a large scale from series of microscopic sections. It was
invented by Prof. His of Leipsic.

embryographic (em"bri-o-graf'ik), a. [< em-

bryograph + -ic.] Drawn or graphically repre-
sented by means of the embryograph.
embryography (em-bri-og'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. lu-

/ipvov, an embryo, + -ypaipia, < ypa&nv, write.]
That department of anatomy which describes
the embryo or treats of its development.
embryologic, embryological (em"bri-o-loj'ik,
-i-kal), a. Of or pertaining to embryology.
The homologies of any being, or group of beings, can

be most surely made out by tracing their embryological
development, when that is possible.

Darwin, Fertil. of Orchids by Insects, p. 233.

embryologically (em*bri-o-loj'i-kal-i), adv.

According to or as regards the laws or princi-

ples of embryology.
Is the hyppolais a warbler embryologically, or is he a

yellow finch, connected with serins and canaries, who has
taken to singing? Kingsley, Life, II. 203.

embryologist (em-bri-ol'o-jist), n. [< embry-
ology + -ist.] One who studies embryos; one
versed in the principles and facts or engaged
in the study of embryology.
embryology (em-bri-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. i/i(}pv-

ov, an embryo, + -Aoyi'a, < Uyeiv, speak : see

-ology.] That department of science which re-

lates to the development of embryos.
embryon (em'bri-on), n. and a. [Formerly
also embrion ; < F. embryon: see embryo.] I.
n. 1. The earlier form of embryo.

Let him e'en die ; we have enough beside,
In embrion. B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

The reverence I owe to that one womb
lu which we both were embrions, makes me suffer
What's past.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, i. 2.

Give me leave : I have
All embryon in my brain, which, I despair not,
May be brought to form and fashion.

Massinger, Great Duke of Florence, iii. 1.

I perceive in you the embryon of a mighty intellect
which may one day enlighten thousands.

Shelley, in Dowden, I. 230.

2. leap.] [NL.] In entom., a genus of leaf-

fceetles, of the family Chrysomelida;, with one
species, E. griseovillosum, of Brazil. Thomson.
1857.

II. a. Embryonic; rudimental; crude; not
fully developed. [Archaic.]

Embryon truths and verities yet in their chaos.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., ii. 5.

For Hot, Cold, Moist, and Dry, four champions fierce,
Strive here for mastery, and to battel bring
Their embryon atoms. Milton, P. L., ii. 900.

Even the beings of his creation lie before him [Shak-
spere] in their embryon state.

/. D l

Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 189.

1896

embryonal (em'bri-on-al), a. [< embryon +
-al. This and the following forms in embryon-
are etymologically improper, being based on

the erroneous (NL.) stem embryon- instead of

of an organism.
Embryonal masses of protoplasm. liastmn.

The arms of men and apes, the fore legs of quadrupeds,

emendatory

Contemplation generates ; action propagates. Without
the first the latter is defective ; without the last the first

is but abortive and embryous. Feltham, Resolves, i. 14.

\,
v. t. See imburse.

v. An obsolete form of ambush.

embushmentt, An obsolete form of ambush-

men t.

To the cete unsene tliay soghte at the gayneste,
And sett an enbuschement, als theme-selfe lykys.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3116.

the paddles of cetacea, the wings of birds, and the breast- em1)Usyt (em-biz'i), V. t. [Early mod. E. eni-
flns of fishes are structurally identical, being developed ^ Jjjljp,

1 < em-l + busy.] To employ; keep
from the same embryonal rudiments.

J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 460.

Embryonal vesicle, in bat., the germ-cell within the

embryo-sac which after fertilization is developed into the

embryo. Also called oosphere.

embryonary (em'bri-on-a-ri), a. [< embryon
+ -an/2.] Same as embryonal. [Rare.]

embry'onate, embryonated (em'bri-on -at,

-a-ted), a. [< embryon + -ate1 , -ated.] In the

state of or formed like an embryo ; relating to

an embryo ; possessing an embryo.

busy.
In uedyll warke raysyng byrdes in bowres,
With vertue enbeaed all tymes and howres.

Skeltm, Garland of Laurel.

Whilst thus in battell they embugied were.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vii. 9.

emcristenet, A Middle English contracted
form of even-christian.

The kyndenesse that myn emcristene kydde me fern jere,

Syxty sithe ich sleuthe haue for-jute hit sitthe.

Piers Plowman (C), viii. 46.

Chan-A Middle English form of earn.

See emir.
See imell.

a.

St. Paul could not mean this embryonated little plant,

for he could not denote it by these words, "that which emet,
thou sowest," for that, he says, must die ; but this little cer.

embryonated plant contained in the seed that is sown dies emeer n .

not. Locke, Second Reply to Bp. of Worcester. JJSK emelt, prep. See imell.

embryonic (em-bri-on'ik), a. [< embryon + emembratedt (e- mem 'bra -ted), a. [< ML.
-ic.] Having the character or being in the con- emembratus, pp. of emembrare, exmembrare, de-

dition of an embryo ; pertaining or relating to prive of members, < L. e, ex, out, + membrum,
an embryo or embryos; hence, rudimentary ; member.] Gelded. Bailey, 1727.

incipient; inchoate: as, an embryonic animal, emend (e-mend'), v. t. [The same as amend,

germ, or cell; embryonic development or re- which is' ultimately, while emend is directly,
* ' -S-SM *: ;~ from the L. : = F. ^mender = Pr. emendar =

Sp. Pg. emendar = It. emendare, < L. emendare,

correct, amend: see amend.] 1. To remove
faults or blemishes from

;
free from fault

;
alter

O f. , T, .,. .,

searches
;
an embryonic scheme ; civilization is

in an embryonic state.

At what particular phase in the embryonic series is the

soul with its potential consciousness implanted V is it in

the egg? in the foetus of this month or of that? in the

new-born infant? or at five years of age?
E. R. Lankester, Degeneration, p. 68, note B.

embryonically (em-bri-on'i-kal-i), adv. As re-

gards an embryo ;
as or for an embryo ;

in an

embryonic or rudimentary manner.

The dorsal or posterior fissure is formed . . . about the

seventh day, . . . and accompanies the atrophy of the

dorsal section of the embryonically large canal of the spi-

nal cord. M. Foster, Embryology, i. 255.

for the better
; correct; amend. [Rare.]

A strong earthquake would shake them to a chaos,
from which the successive force of the sun, rather than

creation, hath a little emended them.
Feltham, Low Countries, ii.

embryoplastic (em"bri-o-plas'tik), a. [( Gr.

ififipvov, embryo, + tr'Aaarof, < irhdaoeiv, form.]

Pertaining to the formation of the embryo.
embryo-sac (em'bri-6-sak), n. [< Gr. i/j/3pvov,

embryo, + COKKO(, L. saccus, sac.] 1. In bot.,

the reproductive cell of the ovule in phanero-
gams, containing the embryonal vesicle. 2.

In conch., same as protoconch.
embrvoscope (em'bri-6-skop), n. [< Gr. l/i-

' '

at.] Anii

2. To amend by criticism of the text
; improve

the reading of: as, this edition of Virgil is

greatly emended.

He [Diibner, in his edition of Arriau] confines himself
almost exclusively to emending such forms, etc., as are in-

consistent with Arrian's own uniform usage in this same
piece. Amer. Jour. Philol., VII. 204.

= Syn. Improve, Better, etc. See amend.

emendable (e-men'da-bl), a. [< L. emendabilis,
< emendare, emend : see emend. Cf . amendable.']

Capable of being emended or corrected.

emendals (f-men'dalz), n. pi. [<. emend+ -al.]

In the Society of the Inner Temple, London,
England, a balance of money in the bank or
stock of the houses, for the reparation of losses

':'..,'.: -
., ., or other emergent occasions,

ment which is attached to an egg for the pur- emendatelyt (e-men'dat-li), adv. [< "ex-
pose of examining the embryo a part of the

daf adj $ _^2 fter L J^ emenciate
,
fault-

shell being first removed, and the opening so ,
,' c

J

on.ectly, < emendate, pp. of emendare,made being hermetically closed by tho appa- ^t emen({.' gee emendj Without fault
ratus, which has a glass disk in the middle

through which the development of the germ
during the first few days of its growth may be
watched.

embryoscopic (em"bri-o-skop'ik), a. [< em-

bryoscope + -ic.] Pertaining to the examina- emendation (em-en- or e-men-da'shon), n. [=
tion of embryos by means of the embryoscope. OF. emendation, F. emendation = Pr'.' Sp. ernen-

embryotega (em-bri-ot'e.-ga), . [NL., also daeion = It. emendazione ; < L. emei<datio(ii-), <

embryotegium, < Gr. epfipvov, the embryo, + emendare, pp. emendatus, correct, emend: see

reyof, a roof.] In bot., a small callosity near emend.] 1. The removal of errors; the correc-
thehilum of some seeds, as of the date, canna, tion of that which is erroneous or faulty; al-

etc., which in germination gives way like a lid, teration for the better; correction,

emitting the radicle.

embryothlasta (em*bri-o-thlas'ta), n. ^ ,

< Gr.
fi/3pvov,

the embryo, + QhaoTof, verbal adj. The question : By what machinery does experience at

of O'Xaew, break.] A surgical instrument for the beginning divide itself into two related parts, subjec-

dividing the fetus to effect delivery. Dimglison.
embryotic (em-bri-ot'ik), a. Same as embry-
onic. [An ill-formed word, and little used.]

Foreseeing man would need the pressure of necessity to
call forth his latent energies and develop his embryotic
capacities. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 644.

correctly.
The prynters herof were vei7 desirous to have the Bi-

ble come forth as faultlesse and emcndatly as the shortnes
of tyme for the recognysing of the same wold require.

Tauemer, Dedication to the King (Bible, 1539).

"bri-6-t

The longer he lies in his sin withont repentance or emen-

[JNL., dation. Jer. Taylor.

The question : By what machinery does experience at

ide itself into two related parts, su'
"

tive and objective? would also require emendation.
J. Ward, Mind, XII. 569.

2. An alteration or correction, especially in a
text: as, a new edition containing many emen-
dations.

Containing the copy subjoined, with the emendations
annexed to it. O. 1C. Holmes, Autocrat, i.

,
<Gr.

embryotpmy (em-bri-otlo-mi), n. [< NL. *em-

bryotomia (NGr. eufSpvoro/iia), < Gr. i/i/3pwv, an
embryo, + rofir/, a cutting.] 1. The dissection
of embryos; embryological anatomy. 2. In

obstet., the division of the fetus in the uterus
into fragments in order to effect delivery: an
operation employed, for example, when the

pelvis of the mother is too narrow to admit
of natural delivery.
embryoust (em'bri-us), a. [< Gr. tyflpvoc., grow-
ing in, neut. e/ifipvov, an embryo: see embryo.]
Same as embryonal.

= Sp. Pg. cnien-

dador = It. emendatore ; < L. emendator, a cor-

rector, < emendare, correct, emend: see emend.]
One who emends; one who corrects or im-

proves by removing faults or errors, as by cor-

recting corrupt readings in a book or writing.
In the copies which they bring us out of the pretended

original, there is so great an uncertainty and disagreement
betwixt them, that the Roman emendatoreot Gratian them-
selves know not how to trust it.

Up. Cosin, Canon of Holy Scriptures (1672), p. 123.

emendatory (e-men'da-to-ri), a. [= It. emen-

datorio; < LL'. emendato'rius, corrective, < L.



emendatory
emenda tor, a correct m : .< /';.

|
Con-

cerned with the work of emending or correct-

ing; amendatory.
He liail what la the first requisite to < m, /;./"(.,,,/ criti-

cism, that intuition ly \vhlrli the I'uet's intention i- iiu

mediately discovered. Johruon, Pref. to shak.

emender ('e-mcn'drr). . One who emends.
emendicatet (e-mon'di-kat), r. t. [< L. cairiidi-

mtitu, pp. nl i-iiii titticiin; obtain by begging, <

e, out, T iiii'ii(lic<if<; beg: see mendicant.] To
beg. ( 'ocki-m in .

emerald d-niV-rald), .and. [The term, alter-

ed after Sp., It", etc.; formerly also emerant,
i niiniiiil, fiiiriiiiil, (iiii'roil, cinrod; < ME. eme-

i . fiiiri-tuli; emeruuitdc, < OF. esmeraude, es-

i-, !'. ( iiicmutlc = Pr. esmvrauda, maraeda,
t., miinnjili; niiiriifilt', niarinnli', meraude, m., =
Sp. Pg. esiHcmltlu = It. smcraldo (ML. esmaral-

dus, c.tiniiniHilitn, imiieraitda, csmaraudis), < L.

sinaragdus C> directly E. smaragd, q. v.), < Gr.

an&pa-, riof ,
sometimes /tapayioc,, a precious stone

supposed to be the same as what is now known
as the emerald. Ct'. Skt. marakata, marakta, an
emerald.] I. n. 1. A variety of the mineral

beryl, having a deep, clear green color, and
when transparent highly prized as a gem. The
peculiar shade of green which characterizes the emerald
is probably due tu the presence of a small amount of
.In "in MINI The finest emeralds come from the neighbor-
hood of M u-i >. in the United States of Colombia, South
America, where they occur in veins traversing clay-slate,

hornblende-slate, and granite ; they are also obtained in

large crystals, though of less value as gems, in Siberia,
and in Alexander county. North Carolina.

In that Loud Men fynden many fayre Emeraudex and y
nowe. ilandeoille, Travels, p. 49.

The seines echon,
As it were a maner garnishing,
Was set with emeraudu one and one.

Flower and Leaf, I. 142.

2. The name in Great Britain of a size of print-
ing-type, intermediate between minion (which
is larger) and nonpareil (which is smaller),
and measuring 138 lines to the foot. It is not
used in the United States. 3. In entom., one
of several small green geometrid moths, as the

grass emerald, Pseudoterpna pruinata, and the
Essex emerald, Pliorodesma smaragdaria__ Em-
erald-green. See gre.cn. Llthla emerald, or emerald
spodumene, an emerald-green variety of spodumene, also
called liiiliteiiitr, from Alexander county, Iiorth Carolina.
It is used as a gem.
H. a. Of a bright green, like emerald.

My sliding chariot stays,
Thick set with agate, and the azurn sheen
Of tnrkis blue and emerald green.

Milton, Comus, 1. 894.

That vast expanse of emerald meadow. Macaulaij.

Thro' which the lights, rose, amber, emerald, blue,
Flush'd. Tennyson, Palace of Art.

Emerald copper. See dviptae.~Emerald Isle, Ireland :

so called from its verdure. The epithet is said to have
been first applied to it by Dr. William Drennan of Bel-

fast, in the beginning of the nineteenth century, in his

poem called " Erin." Emerald nickel. See nickel.

emerald-fish (em'e-rald-fish), n. A fish, Gobi-
onellus Oceanians, with a short, anteriorly con-
vex head, and with a faint dusky streak along
the sides, a dark bar below the eye, and a bright-
blue and greenish tongue exhibiting reflections
like an emerald. It is found in the Caribbean
sea and the gulf of Mexico.
emeraldine (em'e-ral-din), . [< emerald +
-(('-'.] In dyeing',' a, dark-green color produced
on fabrics printed with aniline black, by treat-

ing the pieces with acids before the black has
been completely developed.
emerald-moth (em'e-rald-m6th), n. A moth of
the genus Hiit/Hin-liiix, or some related genus:
so called from the grass-green color.

emerant (em'e-rant), n. and a. An obsolete or
dialectal (Scotch) variant of emerald.

As still was her look, and as still was her ee,
As the stillness that lay on the I'nierant lea.

Hogg, Queen's Wake, Bonny Kilmcny.

emerase (em'e-ras), . A piece of armor for

the shoulder or arm, probably the gusset of the

armpit.
emeraudH, emeraudeH, and a. Obsolete
forms of rnirriilil.

emeraud-t, emeraude2
t, . See emerodV.

emerge (e-nu'-rj' ), r. ; pret. and pp. emerged, ppr.

emerging- [= F. cmerger = Pr. emcrger = Sp.
Pg. emrrgir = It. cmrri/rn. < L. cmergere, rise

out. rise up, < e, out, + mergere, dip, merge:
see merge.] I. intrunx. 1. To rise from or out
of anything that surrounds, covers, or conceals;
come forth; appear, as from concealment;
come into view, as into a higher position or
state : as, to emerge from the water or from the

187
ocean

;
the sun emerges from behind a cloud, or

from an eclipse; to emerge from poverty, ob-

scurity, or misfortune.

Thetis, not unmindful of her son,
//I;" f-l I IK! I! "Ill I I]'' <!' .

]>
t.i IM-L- ll'-: ' '

,

Punned their track. Dryden, Iliad, I.

Then from :iin-ient gloom emerged
A rising world. Thornton.

Through the trees we glide,

Emerging on the green hill-side.

SI. Arnold, Resignation.

Many of the univalves here at San Lorenzo were filled

and united together by pure salt, probably left by the

evaporation of the sea-spray, as the land slowly emerged.
Darmn, Oeol. Observations, II. 268.

2. To issue
; proceed.

The rays emerge more obliquely out of the second re-

fracting surface of the prism. A'eieton, Optlcks.

3. To come into existence
; pass from being in

cause to being in act.

Contrary opposition emerges when a plurality of propo-
sitions can severally deny the original enouncement.

Sir II'. Hamilton.

H.t trans. To immerge; sink. [Rare; an
error for immerge.]
Their souls are emerged in matter, and drowned in the

moistures of an unwholesome cloud.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S5), I. 700.

emergementt (e-merj'ment), n. [< emerge +
-ment.] Something that rises suddenly into

view
;
an unexpected occurrence.

Go It would, as fast as one man could convey it in speech
to another all the town over; It being usually observed
that such emergements disperse in rumor unaccountably.

Royer Xorth, Examen, p. 401.

emergence (e-mer'jens), n. [= F. Emergence =
Sp. Pg. emer'gencia == It. emergen:a ; < L. emer-

gen(t-)s, ppr.: see emergent, a.] 1. The act of

rising from or out of that which covers or con-
ceals

; a coming forth or into view.

We have read of a tyrant who tried to prevent the emsr-

gence of murdered bodies. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

The white colour of all refracted light, at its very first

emergence, ... is compounded of various colours.

A'cipton, Optlcks.

The sulphate of lime may have been derived . . . from
the evaporation of the sea-spray during the emergence of
the land. Dancin, Geol. Observations, ii. 273.

2. In bot., an outgrowth or appendage upon
the surface of an organ, as the prickles and
glandular hairs of roses. 3f. An emergency;
exigency.
But let the emergence be passed when they need my

head and hand, and they only know me as son of the
ot>scure portioner of Glendearg. Scott, Abbot, iii.

emergency (e-mer'jen-si), n. and a. [As emer-

gence : see -enee, -ency.] I. n.
; pi. emergencies

(-siz). If. Same as emergence, \.

The emergency of colours, upon coalition of the particles
of such bodies as were neither of them of the colour of that
mixture whereof they are ingredients, is very well worth
our attentive observation. Boyle, Colours.

2. A sudden or unexpected happening; an un-
foreseen occurrence or condition ; specifically,
a perplexing contingency or complication of

circumstances.

Most of our rarities have been found out by casual emer-

gency. Glannllf, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xix.

A man must do according to accidents and Emergencies.
Selden, Table-Talk, p. 116.

The uncertainty and ignorance of things to come makes
the world new unto us by unexpected emergencies.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., 1. 25.

The emergency which has convened the meeting is usu-

ally of more importance than anything the debaters have
in their minds, and therefore becomes imperative to
them. r'mfrtton, Eloquence.

3. A sudden or unexpected occasion for action ;

exigency ; pressing necessity.
In any case of emergency he would employ the whole

wealth of his empire. Addison, Freeholder.

4 1 . Something not calculated upon ;
an unex-

pected gain ; a casual profit.

The rents, profits, and emergencies belonging to a Bishop
of Bath and Wells. Ileylin, Life of Laud, p. 159.

= Syu. 3. CnVw, etc. (see exigency) ; pinch, strait.

ft. a. Pertaining to or provided for an emer-

gency ; dealing with or for use in emergencies :

as, an emergency man ; an emergency wagon.
Kverybody rememliers the events of the autumn of

1880; how "boycotting" was inaugurated to coerce Cap-
t;iin I'.oyentt. mill

"
niu'ry.-nt'ii men" were established to

raise the siege of his farm and save his m>j>-.
r'nrlni

: ilitl!i /.''.. N. S.. XL. 117.

emergent (e-mer'jent>, a. and ;i. [= F. emer-

gent = Sp. Pg. It. emergente; < L. emergen(t-)s,

pr. of cmrrgcre, rise out, rise up : see emerge.'}
a. 1. Rising from or out of anything that

p
L

emerod

covers or surrounds ; coming forth or into view ;

protruding.
That love that, when my state was now quite sunk,
Came with thy wealth and weighed it up again,
And made my emergent fortune once more look

Above the main. It. Jonwn, Catiline, I. 1.

The mountains huge appear
Kmcrijnil, and their broad bare l.uck- upheave
Into the clouds. Hilton, >'. 1., vll. 280.

Glimpses of temple-fronts emergent on green hill-slope*

among almond-trees.
J. A. Symondi, Italy and Greece, p. 1ST.

Specifically (a) In bryology, rising slightly above the

perlchictlum : applied to the captmle. (&) In licliewtlogy,

protruding through the cortical layer.

2. Issuing or proceeding.
The stoics held a fixed unalterable course of event* ;

but then they held also, that they fell out by a necessity

emergent from and Inherent In the things themselves.

Sovth, Sermons.

3. Coming suddenly ;
sudden ; casual

;
unex-

pected ; hence, calling for immediate action or

remedy; urgent; pressing.
She (Queen Elizabeth] composed certain prayers herself

upon emergent occasions.

Bacon, Collectanea of Queen Elizabeth.

To break and distribute the bread of life according to

the emergent necessities of that congregation.
Donne, Sermons, x.

It chanced that certain emergent and rare occasions had
devolved on him to stand forth to maintain the Constitu-

tion, to vindicate its Interpretation, to vindicate its au-

thority. R. Choate, Addresses, p. 324.

This Is an elementary text-lwok, ... on the mainte-
nance of health, with the rudiments of anatomy and
physiology, and the treatment of emergent cases.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 70S.

Emergent year, the epoch or date whence any people
U-yin to compute time : as, our emrryfnt year is the year
of the birth of Christ. (Rare. ]

H. n. That which emerges or comes forth;
that which appears or comes into view ; a nat-
ural occurrence. [Rare.]
No particular emergent or purchase to be employed to

any scuerall profile, vntill the common stocke of thecom-
panie shall be furnished. Hakluyt'n Voyages, 1. 228.

There are many ways in which the properties of a mass
differ from those of its molecules; the chief of these is,

that some properties are emergent*, not resultants.

G. II. Lems, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. iv. { 49.

emergently (e-mer'jent-li), adv. As occasion
demands ; on 'emergence ; by emergency.
The particulars, whether of case or person, are to be con-

sidered occasionally and emeroently by the judges.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 387.

emergentness (e-mer'jent-nes), n. The state
or quality of being emergent. [Rare.]
emeril (em'e-ril), . [Earlier form of emery,
q. v.] If. Emery.

Whose (Jersey's) venom-hating ground
The hard'ned emeril hath, which thou abroad dost send.

Drayton, Polyolbion, I. 63.

2. A glaziers' diamond.
emeritedt (e-mer'i-ted), a. [< L. emeritus, hav-

ing served out one's time : see emeritus.'] Re-
tired from the public service after sen-ing a full

term.

I had the honour to lay one of the first foundation stones
of that royal structure, erected for the reception and en-

couragement of emrrited and well-deserving seamen.
Krelyn, III. vll. { 15.

emeritus (e-mer'i-tus), a. and n. [L. emeritus,

having served out one's time (originally ap-

plied
to a soldier or public functionary who

had served out his time and retired from the

public service); as a noun, one who has served
out his time, pp. of emereri, serve out one's

time, also obtain by service, < e, out, + mereri,

serve, earn, merit: see merit.] I. a. Having
served out one's time

; having done sufficient

service ; discharged with honor from the per-
formance of public duty on account of infirmity,
age, or long service, but retained on the rolls :

as, a professor emeritus; a rector emeritus.

Even after he (Josiah Qnincy] had passed ninety, he
would not claim to be cmeritut, but came forward to brace
his townsmen with a courage and warm them with a lire

younger than their own. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 97.

II. n.
; pi. emeriti (-ti). 1. In Rom. hint., a

soldier or public functionary who had served
out his time and retired from service. Such
servants were entitled to some remuneration
answering to modern half pay. Hence 2.

One who nas served out his time or done suf-

ficient service; one who has been honorably
discharged from public service or from a public
office, as an officer in a university or college,

usually with continuance of full or partial
emolument. [Rare.]
emerod't, emeroidt, - [MK. emeraude, eme-

rowde, etc., < OF. emmeroide, < L. hamutrrkois,



emerod

ahemorrhoid: see hemorrhoid.] Obsolete forms
of hemorrhoid.
The men that died not were smitten with the etnerods.

1 Sam. v. 12.

emerod2
!,

An obsolete form of emerald.

An emerod estimated at 50,000 crowns.

North, it. of Plutarch, Life of Augustus.

enieroudet, n. A Middle English form of em-
erald. Chaucer.

emerged (e-mersf), a. [< L. emersus, pp. of

emcrgere, rise out : see emerge.] In lot., stand-

ing out of or raised above water
;
raised par-

tially above surrounding leaves: applied to

the capsules of mosses.
emersion (e-mer'shon), n. [< L. as if "emer-

sio(n-) (for which emersus, a coming out), < emer-

gere, pp. emersus, emerge: see emerge.] 1. The
act of emerging; emergence: chiefly used in

contrast with immersion, etc.

The mersion also in water and the emersion thence, doth

figure our death to the former, and receiving to a new life.

Barrow, Doctrine of the Sacraments.

Emersion upon the stage of authorship. De Quincey.

The theory of slow emersion and immersion of conti-

nents and islands some of them, at least cannot yet
be overthrown. Science, VII. 803.

2. In astron. : (a) The reappearance of a heav-

enly body after an eclipse or occultation
; also,

the time of reappearance : alS, the emersion of

the moon from the shadow of the earth; the
emersion of a star from behind the moon. (6)
The heliacal rising of a star that is, its reap-
pearance just before sunrise after conjunction
with the sun. Pliny, Nat. Hist, (trans.), xviii. 25.

Emersonian (em-er-so'ni-an), a. and n. I. a.

Of, pertaining to, or resembling Ralph Waldo
Emerson, an American philosopher and poet
(1803-1882), or his writings.
To be Emersonian is to be American.

X. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 166.

Displaying in "conversations" the Emersonian jewels
and transcendental wares. Atheneeum, No. 3152, p. 372.

II. n. An admirer of Ralph Waldo Emerson
or of his writings ;

a follower of Emerson.
It is irritating to the Emerxonians to be compelled to

admit that his strain has any essential quality.
The Century, XXVII. 930.

emery (em'e-ri), n. [Formerly emeril (the form
emery being accom. to mod. F. emeri)\ = D.

amaril, < OF. emeril, mod. F. emeril and emcri
= Sp. Pg. esmeril (= G. schmergel, schmirgel,

smirgel = Sw. Dan. smcrgel), < It. smeriglio
(with dim. term.), < Gr. a/tvptc, a/ii/us (also ofiii-

pic, as if < a/iav, wipe, rub), emery.] A granu-
lar mineral substance belonging to the species
corundum, which when pure consists of alumi-
na with slight traces of various metallic oxids.
Emery, however, is in general not pure corundum, but me-

chanically mixed with more or less magnetite or hematite.
It occurs in very hard nodules or amorphous masses in vari-

ous parts of the world, but the chief supply comes from Asia
Minor and the Grecian archipelago. Its principal use is

in grinding and polishing glass, stone, and metal surfaces.
For use the stone is usually crushed to a powder of varying
degrees of fineness, which is attached as a coating to paper,
cloth, wood, etc. The solid stone itself, however, is some-
times used, worked into suitable shape. Corn emery,
the coarsest grade of emery, used in machine-work.

emery-board (em'e-ri-bord), n. Cardboard-
pulp mixed with emery-dust and cast in cakes.

emery-cake (em'e-ri-kak), n. A preparation
of emery used upon the surfaces of buff- and
glaze-wheels. It is composed of emery mixed
with suet and beeswax.

emery-cloth (em'e-ri-kloth), . A fabric coated
with hot glue and dusted with powdered emery,
used for smoothing metallic surfaces.

emery-paper (em'e-ri-pa"p6r), . Paper pre-
pared like emery-cloth.
emery-stick (em'e-ri-stik), n. A stick covered
with emery-grains or emery-dust, used for fa-

cing or polishing metal surfaces.

emery-Stone (em'e-ri-ston), n. A mixture of

gum shellac and emery or emery and clay,
used for emery-wheels.
emery-wheel (em'e-ri-hwel), n. A grinding-
or polishing-wheel the face of which is coated
with emery, is covered with emery-cloth or em-
ery-paper, or is formed of emery-stone. Some-
times called corundum-wheel.
Emesa (em'e-sa), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1803), < L.

Emesa, Gr. "Euecra, a city of Syria, now Hems.]
The typical genus of the family Emesidte. E.
longipes is a common species in the United
States.

emesid (em'e-sid), a. and n. I. a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the family Eme-
sidce : as, an emesid bug : an emesid fauna. P,

. Uhler.

II. n. One of the Emesidie.

1898

Emesida (e-mes'i-da), u.pl. Same as Emesina;.

Emesidae (e-mes'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Emesa +
-idee.] A family of heteropterous insects, of the

reduvioid group, characterized by the extreme-

ly slender body, witli filamentous middle and
hind legs, and spinous fore legs adapted for

seizing.
Emesinas (em-e-si'no), n. pi. [NL., < Emesa +
-ince.] The typical subfamily of Emesida;, hav-

ing a single claw on the fore tarsus. Also
Emesida.
emesis1

(em'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. epenis, a vom-

iting, <
cficsiv,^

vomit: see emetic.'} In pathol.,
the act of vomiting ; discharge from the stomach

by the mouth.
Emesis2

(em'e-sis), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1808).
Cf. Emesa.] In 067., a genus of butterflies, of

the family Erycinidat. E. fatima is the typical

species, and there are several others, all South
American.

emett, An obsolete form of emmet.

emetia (e-me'shi-a), n. [NL., < emet(ic) + -ia.]

Same as' emetine.

Tof, vomiting, < eutiv (-\/ *Fe/i-) = L. vomere, vom-
it: see vomit."] I. a. Inducing vomiting.
The violent cmetick and cathartick properties of anti-

mony. Boyle, Works, II. 123.

Emetic weed, the Lobelia injlata, a plant possessing
powerful emetic qualities, and a noted quack medicine in

some parts of the United States.

II. it. A medicine that induces vomiting.
Indirect emetics, which excite vomiting by their action

on the medidla oblongata, act also on other parts of the

nervous system. Attain, Med. Diet.

emetical (e-met'i-kal), a. [< emetic + -al.]

Same as emetic. [Rare.]

emetically (e-met'i-kal-i), adv. In such a man-
ner as to excite vomiting.
We have not observed a well-prepared medicine of duly

refined silver to work emetically even in women and girls.

Boyle, Works, I. 330.

emeticize (e-met'i-siz), v. t.; pret. and pp. emet-

icized, ppr. emeticising. [< emetic + -ize.] To
cause to vomit. Also spelled emeticise. [Rare.]

Eighty out of the 100 patients became thoroughly ill ;

20 were unaffected. The curious part of it is that, with

very few exceptions, the 80 eineticinf-d subjects were men,
while the strong-nerved few who were not to be caught
witli chaff were women.

Philadelphia Ledger, Dec. 31, 1887.

emetine (em'e-tin), . [< cmet(ic), in allusion

to its emetic action,+ -iiie2.] An alkaloid found
in ipecacuanha, and forming its active princi-

ple. It is white, pulverulent, and bitter, soluble in hot
water and alcohol, and in large doses intensely emetic.
In smaller doses it acts as an expectorant, and in still

smaller quantities as a stimulant to the stomach. Also
einetia.

emetocathartic (em'e-to-ka-thar'tik), a. and n.

[< emetic + cathartic.] I. a". In med., producing
vomiting and purging at the same time.

II. n. In wed., a remedy producing vomiting
and purging at the same time.

emetology (em-e-tol'o-ji), . [< Gr. lucrof, vom-
iting (see emetic), + -Xoy/a, < Uyciv, speak: see

-ology.] The medical study of vomiting and
emetics.

emetomorphia (em^e-to-mor'n-a), n. [L., < Gr.

efterof, vomiting (see emetic), + NL. mori>hia.]
Same as apomorphine.
emeu, n. See emu1

.

emeute (F. pron. a-met' ), n. [F. ,
a disturbance,

riot, < L. emota, fern, of emotus, pp. of emovere,
move, stir, agitate, disturb : see emove, emotion.]
A seditious commotion; a riot; a tumult; an
outbreak.

emew, n. See emu1
.

E. M. F. In elect., a common abbreviation of

electromotiveforce.
In a circuit of uniform temperature, if metallic, the

sum of the E. M. f. is zero by the second law of thermo-

dynamics. Nature, XXX. 595.

emfortht, prep. A Middle English contracted
form of evcnforth. Chaucer.

emgalla, emgallo (em-gal'a, -6), n. [Native
African.] The wart-hog of southern Africa,
Phacochosnis wthiopicus.

emicantt (em'i-kant), a. [< L. emican(t-)s, ppr.
of emicare, break forth, spring out, become con-

spicuous, (. e, out, + micare, quiver, sparkle :

see mica.] Beaming forth; sparkling; flying
off like sparks ; issuing rapidly.

Here ttiou almighty vigour didst exert:
Which onicant did this and that way dart,
Through the black bosom of the empty space.

Sir A'. Blackmore, Creation, vii.

emigre"

emicationt (em-i-ka'shon), n. [< L. emicatio(n-),
< emicare, break forth :" see emicant.] A spar-

kling; a flying off in small particles or sparks,
as from heated iron or fermenting liquors.

Thus iron in aqua fortis will fall into ebullition, with

noise and cmicatiun. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 5.

emiction (e-mik'shon), n. [< L. e, out, + mic-

tio(n-), minctio(n-),< mingere, pp. mictus, miiic-

tits, urinate : see micturition.] 1. Sameaswn'c-
turition.2. Urine. [Rare in both uses.]

emictory (e-mik'to-ri), a. and w. [As emic-

tion + -ory.] I. a. Promoting the ilow of

urine.

II. n.; pi. emictories (-riz). A medicine which

promotes the flow of urine.

emiddest, i>rep. A Middle English form of

amidst.

Emidosaurii, n. pi. See Emydosauria.
emigrant (em'i-grant), a. and n. [= F. emi-

grant = Sp. Pg. It.'emigrante (=D. G. Dan. Sw.

emit/ran t, n.'), < L. emigran(t-)s, ppr. of emigrare,
move away, emigrate : see emigrate. Cf. immi-

grant.] I. a. 1. Moving from one place or coun-

try to another for the purpose of settling there :

as, an emigrant family : used with reference to

the country from which the movement takes

place. See immigrant. 2. Pertaining to emi-

gration or emigrants : as, an emigrant ship.
II. n. One who removes his habitation from

one place to another for settlement; specifi-

cally, pno who quits one country or region to

settle in another.

Along the Sussex roads, in coaches, in waggons, in flsh-

carts. aristocrat emigrants were pouring from revolution-

ary France. E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 7.

We are justified in taking the elder Winthrop as a type
of the leading emigrants, and the more we know him, the

more we learn to reverence his great qualities, whether
of mind or character.

Lomll, Oration, Harvard, Nov. 8, 1886.

Bounty emigrant. See bounty. Emigrant aid so-

cieties, in U. S. hist., societies formed fii the northern
United States by opponents of the extension of slavery,

especially in 1854, to assist free-state emigrants to Kansas
with the means of maintaining themselves against the op-
position of slaveholding immigrants into that Territory.

emigrate (em'i-grat), v. i. ; pret. and pp. emi-

grated, ppr. emigrating. [< L. emigratus, pp.
of emigrare, move away, remove, depart from a

place, < e, out, + migrare, move, remove, de-

part: see migrate. Cf. immigrate.] To quit one

country, state, or region and settle in another;
remove from one country or region to another for
the purpose of residence: as, Europeans emi-

grate to America ; the inhabitants of New Eng-
land emigrate to the Western States.

The cliff-swallow alone of all animated nature emigrates
eastward. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 99.

From Russia none can emir/rate without permission of

the czar. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 175.

The Puritan settlers of New England emigrated at in-

finite pain and cost for the single purpose of founding a
truly Christian government.

A. A. Hodge, in New Princeton Rev., III. 39.

= Syn. Immigrate, ete. See migrate.

emigrate!, a. [<li. emigratus, pp.: seetheverb.]
Having wandered forth

; wandering ; roving.
But let our souls emigrate meet,
And in abstract embraces greet.

Gayton, Notes on Don Quixote, p. 228.

emigration (em-i-gra'shon), n. [= D. emigratie
= G. Dan. Sw. emigration, < F. Emigration = Sp.

emigracion = Pg. cmigraqao = It. emir/razioiie, <

LL. emigratio(n-), a removal from a place, < L.

emigrare, move away, emigrate: see emigrate.]
1. Removal from one country or region to

another for the purpose of residence, as from

Europe to America, or from one section of the
United States to another.

I hear that there are considerable emigrations from
France ; and that many, quitting that voluptuous climate
and that seductive Circean liberty, have taken refuge in

the frozen regions, and under the British despotism of

Canada. Burke, Rev. in France.

2. A body of emigrants: as, the Irish emigra-
tion. 3. A going beyond or out of the accus-
tomed place.
For however Jesus had some extraordinary transvola-

tions and acts of emigration beyond the times of his even
and ordinary conversation, yet it was but seldom.

Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, An Exhortation, 12.

It is doubtful whether there is any addition caused by
einiirrationot white corpuscles from the blood-vessels.

Proc. Roy. Sac., XXXVIII. 91.

emigrational (em-i-gra'shpn-al), a. [<ewi'(/-
tion + -al.] Relating to emigration.
emigrator (em'i-gra-tor), n. [< emigrate + -or.]
An emigrant. [Rare.]

6migr6 (a-me-gra'), . [P., pp. of cmigrer, <

L. emigrare, emigrate : sec emigrate.] An emi-



emigre

grant: applied specifically to those persons,
chiefly royalists, who berime refugees from
Franco during the revolution which began in

1789.

A decree of the convention lunl issnnl against Talley-
rand during his stay in Knglaiul. He w;n an i-minre.

/.'H.'/I.-. llril., XXIII. ::l.

Euiilian (o-mil'ian), . [< It. Kmilin (see def.).
so called from th'o Via Emilia, < L. fin ^Emilia,
a road (an extension of tho Via Flatninia) which
traversed the heart of Cisalpine Gaul, built by
M. JEmiUtis Lepidus, Roman consul, 187 B. C.]

Relating or pertaining to Emilia, a comparti-
monto or general geographical division of the

kingdom of Italy, lying north of tho Apennines
and south of the Po, and named from the an-
cient Via ./Emilia, or ^Emilian Way, which

passes through it. It comprises the northern

part of the former Papal States (the Romagna)
and tho former duchies of Parma and Modena.
eminence (em'i-nens), 7i. [= D. eminentie = G.
fiiiinenz = Dan. eminence = Sw. eminens, < OF.
eminence, F. eminence = Pr. Sp. cminencia = It.

eminenza, < L. eminentia, excellence, promi-
nence, <. cminen(t-)s, excellent, prominent, emi-
nent: see eminent.'] 1. A part rising or pro-
jecting beyond the rest or above the surface ;

something protuberant or prominent ;
a pro-

jection : as, the eminences on or in an animal

Dody. See phrases below, and eminentia.

They must be smooth, almost imperceptible to the

touch, and without cither eminence or cavities.
1 ij i/il- //

, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

Specifically 2. A conspicuous place or situ-

ation; a prominent position; especially, a hill

or height of ground affording a wide view.

Aa lie had lived, so he died in public ; expired upon a

cross, on the top of an eminence near Jerusalem.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. I.

The temple of honour ought to be seated on an emi-
nence. Burlte.

3. Elevation as regards rank, worth, accom-

plishment, etc.; exalted station or repute;
more generally, a high degree of distinction in

any respect, good or bad : as, to attain eminence
in a profession, or in tho annals of crime.

The r miii: in'' of the Apostles consisted in their power-
full preaching, their unwearied labouring In the Word,
their unquenchable charity.

Milton, On Def. of llumb. Remonst.

High on a throne of royal state . . .

Satan exalted sat, l>y merit raised
To that bad eminence. Milton, P. L., ii. 6.

Where men cannot arrive at eminence, religion may
make compensation by teaching content. Tillotxon.

Whatever storms may rage ir the lower regions of soci-

ety, rarely do any clouds but clouds of incense rise to the
awful eminence, of the throne. Irving, Granada, p. 22.

4. Supreme degree. [Rare.]
Whatever pure thou in the body enjoy'st

iAnd
pure thou wert created), we enjoy

n eminence. MUlon, P. L., viii. 624.

6. In the Bom. Cath. Ch., a title of honor at-

tached by a
cpnsistorial decree of 1630 exclu-

sively to cardinals and to the master of the

Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem: usually
with a capital.

His Eminence, was indeed very fond of his poet.
/.'/>. Ilurd, Notes on Epistle to Augustus.

Louis (turns haughtily to the Cardinal). Enough !

Your eminence must excuse a longer audience.

BrUwer, Richelieu, iv.

Articular eminence of the temporal bone. See a rticu-

lur. Canine eminence. See canine. Collateral emi-
nence, see collateral. Eminence of Doyere, in anat.,
the small elevation at the point of the muscle-filter where
the nerve-finer enters tho sarcolemma,- Illopectineal
eminence. B(i<KMMnMi.|JB. 1. Height, elevation.

eminency (em'i-nen-si), n. [Early mod. E.
also cminencie; as eminence: see -ence, -ency.]
Same as eminence. [Now rare.]
The late most grievous cruelties . . . occasioned the

writing of the enclosed letters to his majesty, and these
other to your eminency. Milton, To Cardinal Mazarin.

His eminencie altoue others hath made him a man of

Worship, for liee had neucr beene prefer'd, but that bee
was worth thousand*.

Bp. Earlc, Micro-cosmographie, An Alderman.

The glory anil eminencien of the Divine love, manifested
in tlie incarnation of the Won! eternal.

Jer. Taiilnr. Works (ed. 1835), I. 28.

Yon are to heroin*- a Ixuly politick, nsiniranmn^st your-
selves civil government, ami are not furnished with per-
sons of spivi;tl :',,iini'iii-:i above the rest.

John ll<:ii!n<ii. in V u i'.nulniid's Memorial, p. 28.

eminent (em'i-nent), a. [Early mod. E. also

t'liiyiirnt; = D. G. Dan. Sw. eminent, < OF. emi-

nent, F. eminent = Sp. Pg. It. i niinentr, < L.

eminen(t-)s. prominent, eminent, excellent, ppr.

IS'.I'.I

of eminere, stand out, project, excel, < c, out, +
ntinere, project, jut. Cf. imminent, prominent.']
1. Prominent; standing out above other things;
higli ; lofty. [Now rare.]

Tliys Citic of Jherusalcm ys a ffayer Emynenf Place,
for it fttondith vpon suche a grounde, That from whens so
ever a man comyth ther he must nedys ascende.

Torkington, Dlarie of Eng. Travel), p. 37.

Both sides of the Kings Chariot were adorned with
Images of gold and nilner ; two heing most eminent among
them; the one, of Peace, the other, of Warre.

1'urchas, Pilgrimage, p. S73.

Mischief, 'gainst goodness aim'd, is like a stone,
I iinatllraily fore il up an eminent hill,

Whose weight falls on our heads and buries us.
Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, Iv. 4.

The two children . . . tumbled laughing over the
grassy mounds which were too eminent for the short legs
to bestride. Hatcthorne, Doctor (irimshawe, i.

2. High in rank, office, worth, or public esti-

mation; conspicuous; highly distinguished:
said of a person or of his position : as, an emi-
nent station ; an eminent historian or poet. It

is rarely used in a bad sense.

Censure is the tax a man pays to the public for being
eminent. SuHft, Thoughts on V arious Subject*.

These objections, though sanctioned by eminent names,
originate, we venture to say, in profound ignorance of the
art of poetry. ilacaulay.

3. Conspicuous; such as to attract attention
;

manifest: as, the judge's charge was charac-
terized by eminent fairness; an eminent exam-
ple of the uncertainty of circumstantial evi-

dence.
Those whom last thon saw'st

In triumph and luxurious wealth are they
First seen in acts of prowess eminent
And great exploits. Milton, P. L., xi. 789.

The avenging principle within us will certainly do its

duty upon any eminent breach of ours, and make every
flagrant act of wickedness, even in this life, a punishment
to Itself. Bp. Atterbtiry, Sermons, II. xvl.

4. Supreme; controlling j
unrestrained by high-

er right or authority : chiefly in the phrase emi-
nent domain (which see, under domain). =Syn. 1.

Elevated. 2. Illustrious, Hetiowtied, etc. See famous.
eminentia (em-i-nen'shi-a), . ; pi. eminentia;

(-e). [L., eminence: see eminence.~\ In anat.,
an eminence ; a prominence ;

a protuberance.
Eminentia. capitata, the head of a bone

; specifically,
tlie radial head of the humerus. Also called capiteltum
and capitulum. See cut under capitelluni. Eminentia
Cinerea, the lower prominent portion of the ala cinerea.

Eminentia iliopectinea, the iliopectineal eminence.
Eminentia intercondylea, the spine of the tibia.

Eminentia papiUaris, pyramidalis, or stapedii, the

pyramid of the tympanum. Eminentia sympliysis,
the prominent lower Iwrder of the middle of the chin, one
of the most marked features of man as distinguished from
other mammals.
eminential (em-i-nen'shal), a. [< eminence (L.

eminentia) + -a/.] 1. Containing or pertain-
ing to something eminently. 2. In anat., per-

taining to an eminentia ; prominent or protu-
berant Eminential equation, an equation which by
means of indeterminate coefficient* expresses several in-

dependent equations.

eminently (em'i-nent-li), adr. 1. In an emi-
nent degree ;

in a 'manner to attract observa-

tion; so as to be conspicuous and distinguished
from others: as, to be eminently learned or use-
ful.

They in whomsoever these vertues dwell eminently need
not Kings to make them happy, but are the architects of

thir own happiness. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxi.

The highest flames are the most tremulous ; and so are
the most holy and eminently religious )ersons more full of

awfulness and fear. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 72.

When two races, both low in the scale, are crossed, the

progeny seems to be eminetitly bad.

Daricin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 21.

2. As used by the older philosophical writers,
in the highest possible degree ; perfectly ;

abso-

lutely; in a sovereign manner: said especially
of the production of an effect by a cause in-

finitely superior to it.

emir (e-meV), n. [Also written emeer, and, esp.
in ref. to present rulers having this title, ai> < ;,

amir; = D. G. Dan. Sw. emir = F. emir = Sp.
emir, amir = Pg. emir = It. emiro, < Turk, amir
= Pers. Hind, amir, < Ar. amir, emir, a com-
mander, ruler, chief nobleman, prince: see

ameer, and cf. admiral.'] 1. Among Arabs and
other Mohammedan peoples, a chief of a family
or tribe

;
a ruling prince. See ameer.

The book of Job shows that, long before letters and arts

were known to Ionia, these vexing questions were debated
. . . under the tents of the Idnmean siuir*.

M:i:'finl'iir. Von Kanke's Hist, of the Popes.

2. Specifically, a title sometimes given to the
descendants of Mohammed.
An emir by his garb of green. Birron, The Giaour.

emissitious

3. In Turkey, with a specific ilehignation of
office or duty, a head of a department of gov-
ernment ; a chief officer.

emirate (e-mer'at), n. [< emir + -aJ*3.] The
uilice or rank of an emir.

emissarium (em-i-sa'ri-um), n.; pi. emissaria

(-ii). [NL., neut. of L. emissaritm, taken in lit.

sense: see emissary.'] In anat., an emissary
(def. II., 3); specifically, an emissary vein.
Emissarium Santorini, o> emiBsarium parietale.
>. :-:::ill ,':l l':'illH, Ulnlcr etH\SSary.

emissary (em'i-sa-ri), a. and n. [= F. eminsaire
= Sp. emisario = Pg. It. emissario, n., < L. emis-

sarius, sent out (as adj., first in LL. ), as a noun,
a scout, spy, emissary, in LL. also an attendant.
< L. i mi tii re. pp. emissus, send out: see emit.]

1. a. 1. Emitting; sending out; furnishing an
outlet. 2. Of or pertaining to one sent on a

mission; exploring; spying.
You shall neither eat nor ileepe ;

No, nor forth your window peepe
With your emimtarie eye.

B. Joiuon, Underwood!, No. 8.

Emissary veins (rmiaaria Santorini), the velna travers-

ing the cranial walls, and connecting the veins on the
outside of the skull with the sinuses of the dura mater.

U. n. ; pi.
emissaries (-riz). 1. A person sent

on a mission, particularly a private mission or
business

;
an agent employed for the promotion

of a cause or of his employer's interests: now
commonly used in a bad or contemptuous sense,
and usually implying some degree of secrecy or

chicanery.
/'. jim. What are emissaries 9

Tho. Men employed outward, that are sent abroad
To fetch in the commodity.

/.'.' Jomon, Staple of News, I. 1.

Its [popery's] emissaries are very numerous, and very
busy in corners, to seduce the unwary.

Bp. Attcrbury, Sermons, I. xv.

Christian communitiei send forth their emistai-ies of

religion and letters.

D. WeMer, Speech at Plymouth, Dec. 22, 1820.

2. An outlet for water; a channel by which
water is drawn from a lake : as. the emissary of

the Alban lake. 3. In anat., that which emits
or sends out; a vessel through which excretion
takes place; an excretory or emunctory: chiefly
used in the plural. Also finissanum. =Syn. 1. Spy,
Emijixai-y. A ./.-/ is one who enters an enemy s camp or
territories to learn the condition of the enemy : an cmu-
sary may be a secret agent employed not only to detect
the schemes of an opposing party, but to Influence their
councils. A */'." in war must conceal his true character,
or he may suffer death if detected; an emissary may In

some cases be known as the agent of an adversary without
incurring similar hazard.

emissaryship (em'i-sa-ri-ship), n. [< emissary
+ -Wiy>.] The office of an emissary. D. Jon-
son.

emissilet, a. That may be cast or sent. Bailey,
1727.

emission (e-mish'on), n. [= F. emission = Sp.
emision =' Pg. emisuSo = It. emi&sionc, < L.

emissio(n-), a sending out, < emissus, pp. of

emittere, send out: see emit.'] 1. Tho act of

emitting, or of sending or throwing out
;
a put-

ting forth or issuing : as, the emission of light
from the sun or other luminous body ;

the emis-
sion of steam from a boiler

;
the emission of pa-

per money.
Because Philosophers may disagree
If sight emission or reception be,
Shall it be thence inferr d I do not see?

Drifden, Hind and Panther.

Plants climb by three distinct means, by spirally twin-

ing, by clasping a support with their sensitive tendrils,
and by the emission of aerial rootlets.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 182.

2. That which is emitted, or sent or thrown
out.

An inflamed heap of stubble, glaring with great emu-
nont, and suddenly stooping into the thickness of smoke.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S5X I. 23.

Specifically (a) In finance, an amount or quantity of

any representative of value issued or put into circulation :

an issue : as, the entire emission (of coin, bank-notes, or
the like) has been called in or redeemed ; the first, second,
and third emiuion* of United States notes issued during
the civil war. (ft) In physiol., a discharge, especially an
involuntary discharge, of semen. Theory of emission,
Newton's theory of the nature of light as being an emis-
sion of particles from the luminous body. Also called
the corpuscular theory. See light, and undulatory theory,
under tintiitlatont.

emissitioust (em-i-sish'us), a. [ < L. emissitius,
better emigsicius. send out (oculi emissicii, pry-
ing, spying eyes), < emisttus, pp. of emittere,
send out.] Looking or narrowly examining;
prying.

Malicious mass-priest, cast back those emittitiout eyes
to your own infamous chair of Rome.

Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy, ii. I &



emissive 1900

emissive (e-mis'iv), a. [< L. emissus, pp. of mal tragic dance, or the music with which such

cmittere, send out (see emit), + -ive.] 1. Send- a dance was accompanied,

ing out ; emitting ; radiating, as light.

But soon a beam, emissive from above,
,

,

Shed mental day, and touch'd the heart with love.
'

emmenagogic (e-men-a-goj'ik), a. Of or per-

emmenagogue; promoting men-

struation.ia[ (lay, aiKl U>UU11 (I tile ucain *YIHL.'V.
\ r 'O '

Brooke, tr. of Tassos Jerusalem Delivered, i. emmenagogue (e-men'a-gog), n. [= * . emmena-

2 Pertaining to Newton's explanation of light gogue = Sp. emenagog</= Pg. It.

t, 1 ",.>* m i sinn. See emission NL. "emmenagogus, < Gr e/^W menses
by the theory of emission

The other two theories equally suppose the non-exis-

tence of a vacuum; according to the emissive or corpus-

cular theory, the vacuum is filled by the matter itself of

light, heat, etc. W. R. Grave, Corr. of Forces.

Emissive power, radiating power,

emissivity (em-i-siv'i-ti), re. [< emissive +
-ity.] Emissive or radiating power. [Rare.]

The cmissivity of a body for any radiation is equal to

pi. of ////i^of,"monthly, < ev, in, 4- wv = L. men-

sis, a month), + ayoyof, leading, drawing forth,

< ayeiv, lead.] A medicine that promotes the

menstrual discharge.

emmeniopathy (e-men-i-op'a-thi), n. [< Gr.

efifir/va, menses, + nd6of, suffering, < -afttiv, suf-

fer, feel.] In pathol., a disorder of menstrua-

tion. Dunglison,

emotion

I. a. Softening ; making soft or supple ;
serv-

ing to relax the solids of anything.

The regular supply of a mucilage, more emollient and

slippery than oil itself, which is constantly softening and
"

parts that rub upon each other.

Paley, Nat. Theol., viii.

therapeutic agent or process which

'. relaxes living tissues, as a poultice

or massage. The word was formerly applied to

the so-called demulcents.

The fifth means is to further the very act of assimilation

and nourishment : which is done by some outward emol-

lients, that make the parts more apt to assimilate.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., i 59.

the absorptive power for the same radiation at anyone gnunenological (e-men-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< em-

temperature, fait, Light, 309.
meno iog,j

f .ic.ai] Pertaining to emmenology.

emissory (em'i-so-ri), a. [< NL. as if *emis- emmenology (em-e-nol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. l/i/ir/va,

sorius, < ML. cmi'ssor, one who sends out, < L. menses (see emmenagogue), + -toy'ia, < Myeiv,
_ tf jj , ,_^ ,-,,.i n vj,, ,,,);, - ~"

1'on), n. u

iiuv^ii- /, \ KIIKJUH c, soften : see emollient.] The

act of relaxing or of making soft and pliable.

[Rare.]
All lassitude is a kind of contusion and compression of

the parts and bathing and anointing give a relaxation

or emollition. Bacon, Nat. Hist., I'M.

litus, pp. of emollire, soften (see emollient), +
E. -.] I. a. Tending to soften; emollient.

They enter likewise into those emollitine or lenitive

emissus, pp. otemittere, send out.] Sendingor speak: see-ology.] That special branch of med- emollitivet (e-mol'i-tiv), a. andw. [< L. emof-

conveying out
;
emissive. ical science which deals with menstruation.

emit (e-mit')i
' *> Pret - and PP- emitte<l, emmer-goose (em'er-gos), n. Same as emoer-

ppr. emitting. [= F. emettre = Sp. emitir =
gOOSe .

Pg. cmittir = It. emettere, < L. emittere, send emmet (em'et), re. [Early mod. E. also emet, plaVtres which are devisedlor the sores of the head,

out, emit, < e, out, + mittere, send: see mis- emot; < ME. emet, emete (also emote, emotte, em- Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxxvi. 21.

'

c. Cf . admit, amift, commit, demit1 ,
de- mo ite

, ematte, appar. simulating ME. forms of
jj_ ^n emollient.

imit, permit, remit, transmit.] 1.^
To send moth: see moth, mad?, maggot), earlier amete

Tne misseito is a greatemoiKMce; for It softeneth, dis-

(contr. amte, ampte, ante, > mod. E. ant), < AS. Cu88eth, andresolveth also hard tumors.

Smete, iemette, *emete, an emmet, ant : see fur- Holland, tr. of I liny, xxiv. 4.

ther under anZ1
,
the common form of the word.] emolument (e-mol'u-ment), n. [= F. emolu-

An ant.

sile, etc

mift, dimit, ,.

forth
;
throw or give out ;

vent : as, fire emits

heat and smoke ; boiling water emits steam
;

the sun and stars emit light.

The dying lamp feebly emits a yellow gleam.
Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 4.

While yon sun emits his rays divine.

Alickle, tr. of Camoens's Lusiad, ii.

A baker's oven, emitting the usual fragrance of sour

bread. Hawthorne, Marble Faun, v.

A body absorbs with special energy the rays which it emmet-hunter (em'et-hun"ter), n. A name of

can itself emit. Tyndall, Light and Elect., p. 78. (ne wryneck, lynx torquilla. Montagu. [Lo-

2. To let fly; discharge; dart or shoot. [Rare.] cal, Eng.]
emmetrope (em'e-trop), n. [As emmetrop-ia.]
A person with eyes normal as regards refrac-

tion.

went emolii-

Pay sacred IleVrence to Apollo's Song ;

Lest wrathful-tlie far-shooting God emit

His fatal Arrows.. .

Prior, tr. of Second Hymn of Callimachus. emmetrOpia (em-e-tro'pi-a), n. [NL., <
,!,. ,. n Aanwa- iaaua fnr ev in

Gr.

3. To issue, as an order or a decree ;
issue for

circulation, as notes or bills of credit.

That a citation be valid, it ought to be decreed and

emitted by the judge's authority. AyU/>, Parergon.

No state shall . . . emit bills of credit.

Constitution of United States, Art. i. 10.

To emit a declaration, in Scots criminal law, in the

case

togi

made use of at the trial of the accused.

emittent (e-mif ent), a. and n. [< L. emit-

tcn(t-)s, pp'r. of emittere, send out: see emit.]

I. a. Emitting; emissive. [Rare.]
II. n. One who or that which emits.

They did it [bleeding one animal into another] yester-

day before the society, very successfully also, upon a bull-

mastilf and a spaniel, the former being the emittent, the

other the recipient. Boyle, Works, VI. 237.

emmanche (e-mon-sha'), a. [F., pp. of emman- The eye of which we have been speaking is the normal

-.,.. r-j-, i" measure, proportional (< cv, in, +
fierpov, measure), + lj> (UTT-), eye.] Normal

power of accommodation, in which the light

from a luminous point at any distance from the

eye not less than 10 or 12 centimeters (3.9 or

4l7 inches) can be focused to a point on the ret-

ina. Also emmetropy.
'

m-e-trop ._ ..

ertaining to or characterized by

emmetropia,
The state of refraction may deviate in two ways from

the emmetropic condition. ./. S. Wells, Dis. of Eye, p. 499.

The normal or emmetropic eye adjusts itself perfectly

from office or employment ;
that which is re-

ceived as a compensation for services, or which

is annexed to the possession of office, as salary,

fees, and perquisites.
The deanery of Christ Church became vacant. That

office was, both in dignity and in emolument, one of the

highest in the University of Oxford.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. Profit; advantage; gain in general; that

which promotes the good of any person or

thing.
Profits by salt pits, milles, water-courses (and whatso-

euer emoluments grew by them), and such like.

Holinshed, Descrip. of England.

Nothing gives greater satisfaction than the sense of

oTa'pTrsoTrsuspeefed'of having committed a crime, emmetronic (em-e-trop'ik), a. [As emmetro- having dispatched a great deal of business to the public

ive an "JW'^^g 1^Sfin'writiu" 'and pia + -if.] Pertair.; to or- characterized bv emolument.

Some of Mr. Whitefleld's enemies affected to suppose
that he would apply these collections to his own private
emolument. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 167.

= Syn. 1. Remuneration, pay, wages, stipend, income.

2. Benefit.

makes a perfect image of objects at all these distances.

Le Conte, Sight, p. 47.

emmetropy (e-met'ro-pi), n. Same as emme-

clier, put a handle on, haft
. [F.,pp.
;,

< en- +
ropy.handle, haft, = Sp. Pg. mango = It. manico, <

ML. manicus (cf. equiv. dim. L. manicitla), a emmewt, immewt (e-, i-mu'), v. t. [<

handle, < L. manus, hand.] In her.: (a) Hav- im-1
,
+ mew%.] To confine in a mew or cage;

ing a handle : said of a weapon, as an ax, when
the head and the handle or staff are of different

tinctures. (6) Decorated with a doublet : said

of the field,

emmantlet (e-man'tl), v. t. [< em-t + mantle.]

for all distances, from about five inches to infinity. It emolumental (e-mol-u-men'tal), rt. [< emolu-

ment + -al] Producing profit ;
useful ; profit-

able; advantageous. [Rare.]
The passion of his majesty to encourage his subjects in

all that is laudable and truly emolumental of this nature.

Evelyn, Sylva, To the Reader.

An obsolete form of among.
At last far off they many Islandes spy
On every side doting the floodes emony.

.,-
, .j Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 10.

mew; coop up; cause to shrink out of sight. emonggtt emoneestt, prep. Obsolete forms of
\ K.,, .,i...i, ic Vn.<un v**v"e i, o >_t 4

manche, a or perfect eye. This normal condition is called emmet-
Le Conte, Sight, p. 46. OHlOngt, prep.

Also enmew, inmew.

1. To cover as with a mantle; envelop; pro-

This outward-sainted deputy,
Whose settled visage and deliberate word

Nips youth i' the head, and follies doth emmew,
As falcon doth the fowl, is yet a devil.

Shak., M. for M., iii. 1.

jaaaafflas55s =3^jrag*tt*
ing cope whereof all things are emmantelled and covered), from the vicinity of Tombstone, Arizona.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, i. i. emmovet, t. See emove.

hich by another name men have emmonsite (em'on-zlt), n.

thought good to call heauen (under

2. To place round, by way of fortification; con- emodin (em'o-din), n. In chem., a glucoside (Cls ment.

amongst.
And Cupid still emonnest them kindled lustful! fyres.

Spenser, F. Q., III. i. 39.

emonyt, A corruption of anemone.

emotion (e-mo'shon), n. [= F. Emotion = Sp.
emocion == Pg. emoqao = It. emozione, < L. as if

*emotio(n-), < emotus, pp. of emovere, move out,

move away, remove, stir up, agitate : see emove.']

If. Excited or unusual motion; disturbed move-

H10 6 ), crystallizing in orange-yellow prisms,
found in the bark of buckthorn and in the root

struct as a defense.

Besides the walls that he caused to be built and emman
felled about other towns. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxix. 1. of rhubarb.

Emmanuel (e-man'u-el), n. 1. See Immanuel. emollescence (ein-o-les'ens), n [< L. e, out,

2. An ointment much used in the latter part + mollesccre, inceptive of mollire, soften : see

of the sixteenth century, composed of herbs emollient.] In a body beginning to melt, that

boiled in wine, and having pitch, suet, mastic, degree of softness which alters its shape ;
the

etc., afterward added. first or lowest degree of fusion.

emmarblet (e-mar'bl), *. *. [< ei-l + marble.] emolliate (e-mol lat), v.t. ; pret. and pp. ernol-

To impart to or invest with the qualities of Hated, ppr. emolliating. [IrregXL.emottire (pp.

marble; harden or render cold like marble, emollitus), soften: see emollient.) lo solten;

Also enmarble.

Thou doest emmarble the proud hart of her
Whose love before their life they doe prefer.

Spenser, In Honour of Love, 1. 139.

render effeminate. [Rare.]
Emolliated by four centuries of Roman domination, the

Belgic colonies had forgotten their pristine valour.
rinkerton.

I think nothing need to be said to encourage it [bath-

ing in cold water], provided this one caution be used, that

he never go into the water, when exercise has at all warm'd
him or left any emotion in his blood or pulse.

Locke, Education, 8.

2. An agitated or aroused, and usually distinct-

ly pleasurable or painful, state of mind directed

toward some object; technically, a sensation

excited by an idea and directed toward an ob-

ject, and accompanied by some bodily commo-

tion, such as blushing, trembling, weeping, or

some slighter disturbance not manifest to a

second party. Under violent emotion all the muscles

of the body miy be affected, but the most common effects

are in the expression of the face the mouth, eyes, and

nose, named in the order of their expressiveness. The

voice is also generally affected.

The stirrings of pride, vanity, covetousness, impurity,

discontent, resentment, these succeed each other through
the day in momentary emotions, and are known to Him.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 45.



emotion

It has neon usual with psychologists to confound fian-

MMU with feeling, beoM ntial to

eiiHititm. lint, strictly sprakin^. n state of emoti'in is a

complete state of mind, a psychosis, ami not a psyrhieal

element, if we may so say. J. U'unl, Kncyc. lirlt., XX. 72.

Melluw, melancholy, yet not moiiruful, the tone seemed
to HUSH up out of tho deep well of llepzibah's heart, all

steeped in ita profoundest euuitinn.

llairthorne, Seven Gables, vi.

:=Syn. 2. Trepidation, Tremor, etc. See agitation.

emotional (e-mo'shon-al), a. [(.emotion +
-nl.\ 1. Pertaining to or of the nature of

emotion.

1901

empaestic, empestic (em-pes'tik), <?. [Also,
I*-HH prop., t uijKii^ttr ; < Gr. ifinatartKi/, 8C. Texvq,
the art of embossing, < e/iKaurroc., struck in, em-
boHsed, < tuiraietv, strike in, stamp, emboss, < iv,

in, + iraieiv, strike. Cf. anapest.] Stamped,
embossed, or inlaid, as work in metal.

empairt (cm-par'), e. and w. An obsolete form
of im/Hiir. ^/ii-iiser.

empaistic (em-pas'tik), a. Same as empcestic.

empale 1

, empaled, etc. See impale, etc.

empale'-'t (em-pal'), v. t. [< em-1 + paUfi.] To
cause to grow pale.

than perceptive. 11. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 884.

It is i-iiHiiitiit'ii force, not intellectual, that brings out

exceptional results. L. /'. Ward, Dynam. Soclol., II. 598.

2. Characterized by emotion ; attended by or

producing emotion; subject to emotion: as, an
emotional poem ;

an emotional temperament.
Great intellect ... is not readily united with a large

enttttiuutil nature. A. Itain, Corr. of Forces, p. 236.

3. Employing appeal to the emotions ; aiming
at tho production of emotion as an object: as,

an eiHo/ioiiiil orator or harangue.
emotionalism (e-mo'shon-al-izm), n. [< emo-
tional. + -ism.]' 1. The character of being
emotional, or of being subject to emotion; ten-

dency to emotional excitement.

Churehism and Moralism place the essence of Christian-

ity in action, and Emotionalism puts it in feeling.
J. F. Clarke, Orthodoxy, p. 31.

2. The practice of working upon the emotions;
the disposition to substitute superficial emotion
for deeper feeling or right purpose. 3. The

expression of emotion.

emotionalist (e-mo'shon-al-ist), n. [< emo-
tional + -ist.] 1. One who is easily overcome

by emotions; a person subject to or controlled

by emotion.

The stilt materialist is not educated for a sound investi-

gator any more than the limp emotionalist.

N. A. Rev., CXLI. 262.

2. One who endeavors to excite emotional feel-

ing; one who appeals to the emotions rather

than to the reason or conscience,

emotionality (e-mo-shon-al'i-ti), n. [< emo-
tional + -ity.] 'The quality of being emotional
or of expressing emotion ;

emotionalism.

English which has once been in Italian acquires an
finotfonalit't which it does not perhaps wholly lose in re-

turning to itself. The Century, XXX. 205.

The dog . . . does not possess our faculty of imitation,
our facial emotionality.

empanel, empannel (em-pan'el), v. t. See m-

IHIIII I.

empanelment, empannelment (em-pan'el-
ment), )(. See impanelment.
empanoply (em-pau'o-pli), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
empanoplied, ppr. empanojitying. [< em-1 +
panoply.] To invest in full armor.

The lists were ready. Empanoplied and plumed
We enter'd In. and waited, flfty there,

Opposed to fifty. Tennyton, Princess, v.

emparadise (era-par'a-dis),p. I. See imparadise.

emparchment (em-parch'ment), r. t. [< em-1 +
parchment.] To write on parchment. [A nonce-

word.]
I take your Bull as an emparchmented Lie, and burn it.

Carlyle.

emotioned (e-mo'shond), a. [< emotion + -ed%.]
Affected by emotion. [Rare.]

As the young chief th' affecting scene surveys,
How all his form th' etnotion'd soul betrays !

Scott, Essay on Painting.

emotive (e-mo'tiv), a. [< L. emotus, pp. of

emovere, move (see emotion), + -ive.] Produ-

cing or marked by or manifesting emotion; of

an emotional character.

Ematiw, pants within the alternate heart.

Brooke, Universal Beauty, Iv.

Minds of deep emotive sensibility are apt to feel pained,
even exasperated, by scientific explanations which decline

the imaginary aid of some incomprehensible outlying
agency not expressible in terms of experience.

O. H. Lemi, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. ii. $ 1.

emotively (e-mo'tiv-li), adv. In an emotive
manner. George Eliot.

emotiveness (o-mo'tiv-nes), n. The state or

quality of being emotive. [Kare.]
The more exquisite quality of Deronda's nature that

keenly perceptive, sympathetic tmoticeness which ran

along with his speculative tendency.
George Kliot, Daniel Deronda, xl.

emotivity (e-mo-tiv'i-ti), w. [< emotive + -ity.]

The capacity ot state of being emotive; emo-

tionality. [Rare.]

Sensitivity and cni'>th-itii have also been used as the

scientific terms for the capacity of feeling.
Ilickok, Mental Science, p. 178

emovet (e-moV), r. t. [Less correctly emmove,
< L. emovere, move out, move away, move, agi-

tate, etc.,< e, out, 4- morrrr, move: see more.]
To move ;

arouse to emotion.

one day. when him high coragc did rm
As wont ye Um-,'hte8 to seeke adventures wilde,
He pricked forth his puissant force to prove.

Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 50.

While with kind nature, here amid the grove,
We puss'd the harmless saliltath of our thin-,

Wliat to disturb it could, fell men, emore
Your barbarous hearts

Thornton, Castle of Indolence.

To destroy; ruin.

His fraile senses were emperisht (might.
And love to frenzy turnd, sith love is franticke hlght.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vli. 20.

emperor (em'per-or), . [Early mod. E. em-

perour; < ME. emperour, emperur, emparour,
emperere, < OP. empereor, F. empereur = Pr.

emperador = Sp. Pg. emperador = It. impera-
tore, < L. imperator, inperator, OL. induperator,
a military commander-in-chief, ruler, emperor,
< imperare, inpcrare, command: see empire.]
If. A commander-in-chief; a supreme leader
of an army or of armies.

To Agamynon thai giffen tin- gouemaunce hole,
ffor worthiest of w it that worship to haue ;

And ordant hym Emperour by opyn assent,
With power full playn the pepull to lede.

Destruction ./ Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3670.

2. The sovereign or supreme ruler of an em-

pire : a title of dignity conventionally superior
to that of king: as, the emperor of Germany
or of Russia. See empire. The title emperor, first

assumed (with consent of the senate) by Julius Cwsar, was
held by the succeeding rulers of the Roman, and after-

ward of the Western and Eastern empires. The line of

emperors of the West terminated In A. D. 476, but the title

was revived in 800 by Charlemagne, who thus laid the
foundation of the elective Holy Roman Empire (which see,
under empire). The last of his successors had, before nil
abdication in 1806, adopted the titu- of hereditary emperor
of Austria. The king of i'nissia was crowned emperor
of Germany in 1871. Peter the Great of Russia assumed
the title in 17:!l. and the ruler of lirazll in 1822; and it

was held by Napoleon I. and Napoleon III. of France. In
1876 Queen Victoria of England was proclaimed empress

Empetrum
of India. In western speech the sovereign, of Turkey,
China, Japan, etc., are called emperors.
Under existing international arrangement* the crowned

heads of Europe take precedence according to the date of

their accession, and their rank Is precisely the same,
whether their style is Imperial or royal. But the proper
meaning of emperor is the chief of a confederation of

states of which Kings are members.
Encyc. Dril., XXIII. 417.

3. In ,roo7. : (a) In entom. : (1) One of several

large sphinxes or moths: as. the peacock empe-
ror, Saturnia pavonia. (2) One of several largo
butterflies of the family Xymphalida: : as, the

purple emperor, the popular name in Great
Britain of Apatura iris, also called the purple

-park'),f. t. Seeimpark. Sp.King.
cAnpiviicinn^et, n. See importance.

empasm (em-pazm'), . [< Or. e/jndaattv, sprin-
kle in or on, < ev, in, + iraaaeiv, sprinkle.] 1.

A powder used to remove any disagreeable
odor from the person. 2. A cataplasm.
empassiont (em-pash'on), v. t. See impassion.

empassionatet (em-pash'on-at), o. See impas-
sionate.

empastet (em-past'), v. t. See impaste.

empatnema (em-pa-the'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

i[i~adrjf, in a state of emotion or passion. < ev,

in, + TraSof, suffering, passion.] In pathol.,

ungovernable passion. E. C. Mann, Psychol.
Med., p. 45.

empatronizet, v. t. See impatronize.
empawnt, r. t. See impawn.
empeacht, v. t. See impeach.
empearl (em-perl'), v. t. See intpearl.

empechet, v. t. See impeach.
empeiret, v. t. A Middle English form of im-

pair. Chaucer.

empeirema (em-pi-re'ma), . See cmpirema.
empeoplet (em-pe'pl),r. i. [< eiw-1 + people.] 1.

To furnish with inhabitants; people; populate.
We know 'tis very well empeoplfd.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 6.

2. To settle as inhabitants.

He wondred much, and gan enquere . . .

What unknoweil nation there empeopled were.

Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 56.

emperesst, empericet, Obsolete forms of

empress.

Tawny Emperor (Apatura htrte),

a, ejgl ; *. larva, dorsal view ; t-,pupa.
lateral view ; rf. male butter,

fly, with partial outline of female. ( All natural sixe. )

high-flier; the tawny emperor, A. herse. See

Apatura. (b) In ornith., one of sundry birds

notable of their kind, (c) A large boa of Cen-
tral America, Boa imperator, probably a variety
of the Boa constrictor Emperor-flan. Same a

emperor of Japan. Emperor goose, I'hilaetr ranagiea,
a handsome species of Alaska, with the plumage barred

transversely and the head in part white. Emperor
moth, a handsome species of moth (Saluriiia varonia).

Emperor Of Japan, a chretodontold ftsh, Iliitaeanthut

imperator, of an oblong form, with a spine upon the pre-

Empcrorof Japan (Holacantkus imftrator).

operculum. It inhabits the seas of southern Japan, is re-

splendent In color, and notable for its savory flesh. Also
called emperor-fth. Emperor penguin, Aptenodytet
imperator or foritteri, the largest Known species of pen-
guin. Emperor tern, the American variety of the Cas-

pian tern, Sterna tschetrrara imperator. Purple em-
peror, tawny emperor. Seedef. S(o)(2).=8yn.2. Mon-
arch, etc. Hee prince.

emperorship (em'per-or-ship), . [< emperor
+ -ship.] The rank, office, or power of an em-
peror.
They went and put him [Napoleon) there: they and

France at large. Chief-consulship, Emperorship, victory
over Europe. Carlyle.

The einpe.rorship was to have been hereditary in his

[Charlemagne's] family, but by the year ROD his posterity
. . . was extinct. StUle, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 170.

empery (em'per-i), n. [Early mod. E. also em-

perie ; < ME. emperie, emperye, < OF. emperie,
var. of empire, empire: see empire.] Empire;
power; government.

Oh misery,
When Indian slaves thirst after empery.

LttKt'x Dominion, ill. 4.

I rose, as if he were my king indeed,
And then sate down, in trouble at myself,
And struggling for my woman's empery.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, viii.

empestic. a. See empa~stir.

Empetraceae (em-pe-tra'se-), n. pi. [NL., <

Empetrum + -acctv.] An order of low, shrubby,
heath-like evergreens, with small polygamous
or dioecious apetalous flowers and drupaceous
fruit. There are only 4 species, belonging to the 3 gen-
era Kmpelrvm, Corema, and Ceratiola. The affinities of

the order are obscure, but it is usually placed near the

Euphtirbiaceot.

Empetrum (em'pe-trum), n. [NL., < Gr.

rpov, a rock-plant, as saxifrage, neut . of Ifnre

growing on rocks, < cv, in, on, + -irpof, a rock:



Einpetrum 1902

see pier, petro-. ] A genus of low, hcath-liko emphatical (em-fat'i-kal), a. 1. Same as cm-

shrubs, of 2 species, the type of the natural or- photic. [Obsolete or rare. ] 2f. Apparent;
der Empetraeece ; the crowberry or crakeberry. obvious.
K.niyntm is u native, ,f bogs.and mountains in the cooler It is commonly granted that emphatical colours are lightand arctic portions of thei northern hemisphere. Its black

itself, modified by refractions.
'

Boyle, Colours,
berries are sometimes eaten. _fc. ruortmL with red berries,
is found in the extreme southern part of South America, emphatically (em -fat 1-kal-i), adv. 1. With

einphaset (em-faz'), v. t. [< emphasis.'] To emphasis or stress of voice. 2. Significantly;
emphasize.

Frank. I ... bid you most welcome.
Lady F. And I believe your most, my pretty boy.

Being so emphased by you. E. Jonson, New Inn, ii. 1.

emphasis (em'fa-sis), . [= F. emphase (> D.
G. emphasc = Dan. emfase = Sw. emfas) = Sp.
enfasis = Pg. emphasis = It. enfasi, emphasis,

forcibly ;
in a striking or impressive manner.

3. Conspicuously; preeminently.
The condition of the envious man is the most emphati-

cally miserable. Steele, Spectator, No. 19.

He was emphatically a popular writer. Macaulay.

empire

emphytcuticus : seo emphyteutic.'] la.Bom.lc.ic,
one who held lands by cmphyteusis; an em-
phyteuta.
Emphytus (em'fi-tus), n. [NL.,< Gr. e^ror,
ingrafted, inserted: see emphyteitsis, and imp,
v.] A. genus of hymenoptcrous insects, of

the family Tenth redinida;, founded by King in

1881, having short wings with 2 marginal and 3

submarginal cells, filiform 9-jointed antennas,

< Li. emphasis (in pure L.
signification-): see

signification), < Gr. eiupaaic. ,
an appearing in, out-

ward appearance, a showing or letting a thing
be seen as in a mirror (reflection, image), or as

The doctrine that religion could be destined to pass
through successive phases of development was pronounced
to be emphatically unchristian. Lecky, Rationalism, 1. 199.

4f. According to appearance ; according to im-

pression produced.
What is delivered of their [dolphins'] incurvity must be

<T*T%**1 ''""f OUVTT iv/l uu, N c^, *1^, ' UWOM'i ,^[LIM. , olU^fUCfc U1V/CV.L14GOo ^*^IU ioiv i -JXOil -
llcoy, It/. JL WO

mid. (jiaivcaOai, appear, > <j>aai<;, phase, appear- quality of being emphatic, [Bare.]
ance: see^Aose.] 1. In rhet. : (a) Originally, emphlysis (em'fli-sis), n.

; pi. emphlyses (-sez).
a figure consisting in a significant, pregnant, [NL., < Gr. ev, in, on, + <j>Avaic, an eruption, <
or suggestive mode of expression, implying (es- foi-eiv, break out, boil over.] In mcd., a vesic-

pecially in connection with the context or the ular tumor or eruption.
circumstances under which an oration is de- emphotion (em-fo'ti-on), n. ; pi. cmphotin (-a).

livered) more than would necessarily or ordi- [MGr. i/iquTiov (also e/i<f>aTeiof eaBfc), lit. a gar-
narily be meant by the words used. This figure is ment of light, < h, in, + </>&$ (<J>WT-), light.]
of two kinds, according as it suggests either something In the Gr. Ch., the white robe put on immedi-
more than is said, or something purposely not mentioned n t l v a ft or- HanHom rVia /.Vn-ior.
or professedly not intended. Poets frequently employ it J

'teV 8
f baptism the chrisom.

_

for the former purpose, especially in similes and epithets. emphractlC (em-frak tik), a. and n. [< Gr. fi-

c, likely to obstruct, < i^paaaciv, ob-

pdaaeiv, fence in,

aving the prop-
er*y of closing the pores of the skin.

, ses an epes.
(b) The mode of delivery appropriate to preg-
nant or suggestive expression ; hence, rhetor- struct, block up, < iv, in, + Qpdaaeiv, fen
ieal stress; in general, significant stress; spe- block, stop.] I. a. In mcd., having the
cial stress or force of voice given to the utter-
ance of a word, succession of words, or part
of a word, in order to excite special attention,

II. -A- substance which when applied to
the skin has the property of closing the pores.,

Emphasis on a syllable differs from syllabic accent by Cmphrensyt (em-fren'zi), V. t. [< cm- 1 + phren-
beiug exceptional in use, ami altering the ordinary pro- s

,j o bs. form of frenzy.} To make frenzied ;nuuciatlon of the word, either by increasing the stress
*

on the syllable regularly accented or by transferring the
accent to another syllable : as, a sin may be a sin of o'mis- Is it n ravenous beast, a covetous oppressour? his tooth
sion or a sin of com'mission (instead of omis'sion, com- like a mac'

'

mis'sion).

,d dog's envenomes and emphrensies.
Up. Hall, St. Paul's Combat.

The province of emphasis is so much more important emphvmat (em-fi'ma), n. fNL < Gr h in +
than that of _accent that the customary seat of the latter ,

' '
,,,, A^H-i, f *tJ&~.

'

\
is transferred in any case where the claims of emphasis re-

<iuire it. E. Porter, Rhetorical Delivery, iv.

2. Special and significant vigor or force: as,
empnyse (e

emphasis of gesticulation; in general, signifil J*5"<
r

<pv[ia, a tumor, a growth, < tyveadai, grow.]
tumor.

emphysem (em'fi-sem), . The English form

emphysema (em-fi-se'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. i/t-

(f'uarijm, an inflation (of the stomach, peritoneum,
etc. ), < i^Qvaav, blow in, inflate, < iv, in, + <jwaav,

blow.] In pathol., distention with air or other
gases Interstitial emphysema, the presence of air
or other gases in the interstices of the tissues. Vesicu-
lar emphysema, the permanent dilatation of the alve-
olar passages and infundibula of the lungs, the air-cells

becoming obliterated. Also called alveolar ectasia.

emphysematous, emphysematose (em-fl-
sem'a-tus, -tos), a. [< emphysema(t-) + -ous,
-ose.] 1. Pertaining to, characterized by, or of
the nature of emphysema ; distended; bloated.

2. In bot., bladdery; resembling a bladder.

on a given syllable, we can render emphatic ~the"wonTia emphyteusis (em-fi-tu'sis), n. [LL. (in Roman
which it occurs. 0. L. Raymond, Orator's Manual, 27. c

.

lvll law), < Gr. efupi'TCvaif (only in Roman use),

emphasize (em'fa-siz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. em- l

it;
:
an im

P|
anting <V<t>vrevetv, implant, ingraft,

[< emphasis) + <s^t^'
lmPla?

teA 1^a^ed '
l
nb^innate

cance
; distinctiveness.

External objects stand before us . . . in all the life and
emphasis of extension, figure and colour.

Sir W. Hamilton.
= Syn. 1. Emphasis, Accent, Stress. Emphasis is gener-
ally upon a word, but may be upon a combination of words
or a single syllable. Accent is upon a syllable: as, the place
of the accent in the word " demonstrate

"
is not fixed.

Street is a synonym for either emphasis or accent. See
inflection.

That voice all modes of passion can express
Which marks the proper word with proper stress;
But none emphatic can that speaker call
Who lays an equal emphasis on all. Lloyd.

By increasing, therefore, the degree of habitual accent

jjnusizea, syiiauie, word, or declaration; to em- ,
T .' ^ "* """-" uuua

phasize a passage in reading. 2. To bring out
land-S were given forever or for a long term on

clearly or distinctly; make more obvious or ? loa of their being improved and a stipu-
more positive ; give a stronger perception of. *%$* J^ t J^^lJ*Z*/

In winter it [the sea] is wanner, in summer it is cooler
than the ambient air, and the difference is emphasised the
farther we get away from the shore.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 535

heTudalffe' tne teu(lal lee-

.

*" COrreSP nd-

We are told that with the municipalities began
iractice of letting out agri vectigales, that is, of leipractice of letting out agri vectigales, that is, of leasing
land for a perpetuity to a free tenant, at a fixed rent, and
under certain conditions. The plan was afterwards ex-
tensively imitated by individual proprietors, and the ten-
ant, whose relation to the owner had originally been de-

Unequal powers have made unequal opportunities first,
however much the unequal opportunities afterwards may
react on and emphasise the situation.

Fortnightly Jlev., N. S., XLII 192 <

nmnln-Hn *+'! i r -ci
ternuned by his contract, was subsequently recognised byempnatlC (em-tat Ik), a. [= F. emphatique = the Prator as having himself a qualified proprietorship,

op. enjatico = Pg. emphatico = It. enfatico (cf.
which in time became known as Emphytrusis.

G. emphatisch ='Dan. Sw. emfatisk), < Gr. ep<t>a-
Maine, Ancient Law, p. 299.

radf, (< tjur/iaovf, stem *e^km-), equiv. form of in- emphyteuta (em-fi-tu'ta), n.
, . -

,
. [LL., < Gr. e/t-

<t>avTiK6f, expressive, vivid, forcible, < ifitacveiv QvTcvrfc, a tenant by eniphyteusis: see empliy-
(e[itt>av-), show, declare : see emphasis.] 1. Ut- '"**] In Horn, law, a tenant by emphyteusis.
tered, or to be uttered, with emphasis or stress emphyteutic (em-fi-tu'tik), a. [< LL. empliy-
of voice: as, the emphatic words in a sentence. teuticus,<. emphytevta, q. v.] Pertaining to em-

2. Forcibly significant ; expressive; impres- phyteusis; held on the form of tenure known
n Q = ,!,,,, x. as emphyteusis; taken on hire, for which rent

is to be paid: as, emphyteutic lands.
We have distinct proof that what is called in Roman law

emphyteutic tenure was in use among the Greeks in the
case of sacred land. C. T. Xewton, Art and Archteol.

, p. 145.

Emphyteutic lease. Same as bail <l lanyms an.nf.es
(which see, under bail?).

emphyteuticary (em-fi-tu'ti-ka-ri), .
; pi. cm-

phylcuticaries (-riz). [< LL. cmphytcuticarius, <

sive : as, an emphatic gesture?
When I wish to group our three homes and their names

in an emphatic way, it certainly answers my purpose better
to speak of Angela as Old England than to speak of Eng-land as New Angeln. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 28.

His [Fox's] acceptance of office . . . would . . . have been
the most emphatic demonstration of the union of all parties
against the invaders. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

=Syn. Expressive, earnest, energetic, striking.

Strawberry False-worm (Etnfhytus macuiattts).

I, 2. pupa, ventral and lateral views (line shows natural size) ; 3,
fly. enlarged (wings on one side detached); 4, larva; 5, fly with
wings closed ; 6, larva curled up ; 7, cocoon ; 8, antenna ; 9, egg. (4,
5, 6, and 7 natural size ; 8 and 9 enlarged. )

transverse head, prominent eyes, and a long
abdomen, cylindrical in the male, and broad
and cariuate in the female. The larva; have 22 legs,
and are leaf-feeders. The male of E. maculatiis is black,
the female honey-yellow; its larva feeds on the straw-
berry, and is known in the United States and Canada as
the strawberry false-worm.

Empidoe (em'pi-de), . pi. [NL., contr. of Em-
piaidce, (. Mmpis (Empid-), the typical genus:
see Empis.~\ A family of tetracheetous brachy-
cerous flies, of the order Diptera, containing up-
ward of 1,000 species, mostly of small oize, in-

habiting temperate and cold countries. They are
characterized by a globose head with contiguous eyes, a
simple third antenna-joint, and lengthened tarsal cells of
the wings. They are very active and voracious, and in
general resemble the Asilidce. Species of this family may
be seen dancing in swarms over running water in spring-
time. The slender larvre live in garden-mold. Also Em-
pididfe and Empides.

Empididae (em-pid'i-de), n. pi. [NL.] Same
as Enipidw.
Empidonax (em-pi-do'naks), . [NL. (Caba-
nis, 1855), < Gr. e/zmV (eftmi-), a mosquito, gnat
(see Empis), + ava%, king.] A large genus of

small Ameri-
can olivaceous

flycatchers, of
the family Ty-
ra)iiirfa>,inhab-

iting North,
Central, and
South Ameri-
ca, having the
bill and feet
moderate in

length among
allied genera,
of mean length
among related

flycatchers, the

wings pointed,
the tail emargi-
nate, and the

plumage mostly dull-greenish. Four species are
very common woodland migratory insectivorous birds of
the eastern United States: the Acadian flycatcher, E.
acadicus; Train's, E. trailli ; the least, E. minimus ; and
the yellow-bellied, E. flanventris.

ernpiercet (em-pers'), v. t. [< em-i + pierce.]
See impierce.

He stroke so hugely with his borrowd blade,
That it empierst the Pagans burganet.

Spenser, F. Q., II. viii. 45.

empightt (em-pit'), o. [< ew-1 + pight.'] Fixed.
Three bodies in one wast fmpiqht.

Spenser, F. Q., V. x. 8.

empire (em'plr), . [< ME. empire, cmpyre, em-
pere (also emperie, emperije : see cmpery), < OF.
fmpire (also emperie), F. empire = Pr. emperi,
cnperi = Sp. Pg. It. imperil), < L. hiiiicriitni, in-

perium, command, control,dominion. sovereign-
ty, a dominion, empire, < imjicrare, inperare,
command, order, < in, in, on, + parare, make
ready, order : see pare. Cf. imperial, etc.] 1.

Supreme power in governing; imperial power;
dominion

; sovereignty.

Train's Flycatcher {Empidonax trailli}.



empire
Your Maiestie (my most gnu-Ions Hnueralgne) h:iue

Hhi-wi-d your selfe to all tin- world, for this one and thirty

MMM^Menf your glorious raliine, aboueallother I'

of Ohristendome, not um-lv fortunate, but also most, suf-

ficient vcrtuoua and worthy of Km/iire.
r<ilr>',ilun, Artc of Kllg. I'iK-si'-, !' :

He here stalks

Upon the heads of Romans, and their prlm-i--.

Familiarly to empire. B.Jonson, Hejanus, Iv. 3.

Westward the course of empire takes its way.

Dp. Berkeley, Arts and Learning in America.

If we do our duties as honestly and as much in the fear

nf i;,>d iis our forefathers did, we need not trouble our-

M-UI-S much about other titles to .-^/.ire.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st scr., p. 244.

2. The country, region, or union of states or

territories under the jurisdiction and dominion
of an emperor or other powerful sovereign or

government ; usually, a territory of greater ex-

tent than a kingdom, which may be, and often

is, of small extent: as, the Roman or the Rus-

sian empire. The designation empire has been assumed
in modern times by some small or homogeneous mon-

archies, generally ephemeral ;
but properly an empire

is an aggregate of conquered, colonized, or confederated

states, each with its own government subordinate or tribu-

tary to that of the empire as a whole. Such were and are

all the great historical empires ; and in this sense the name
is applied appropriately to any large aggregation of sepa-
rate territories under one monarch, whatever his title may
be : as, the Assyrian, Babylonian, and Persian empire*;
the empire of Alexander the Great; the British empire,
etc. See emperui; and Holy Itoman Empire, below.

3. Supreme control; governing influence; rule;

sway : as, the empire of reason or of truth.

We disdain

To do those servile offices, ofttimes
His foolish pride and empire will exact.

B. Joiisun, Magnotick Lady, lil. 4.

The sword turns preacher, and dictates propositions by
empire Instead of arguments.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 690.

It is to the very end of our days a struggle between our
reason and our temper, which shall have the empire over

us. Steele, Taller, No. 172.

Circle of the empire. Sec circle. Eastern Empire, or

Empire of the East, originally, that division of the Ro-
man empire which hail its seat in Constantinople. Its final

separation from the Western Empire dates from the death
of Theodosius the llreat (A. 1). 395), whose sons Arcadius
and Honorius received respectively the eastern and west-

ern divisions of the Roman dominion. After the fall of

the Western Empire, the Empire of the East is commonly
known as the Byzantine empire. It continued until the

capture of Constantinople by the Turks In 1453. Empire
City, the city of New York : so called as being the chief

city of the Empire State, and the commercial metropolis
of the United States. Empire State, the State of New
York: so called from its superior population and wealth
as compared with the other States of the Union. Holy
Roman Empire, the German-Roman empire in western
and central Europe (in later times commonly styled the

German empire), which, after a lapse of more than three

hundred years, reunited a large portion of the territories

formerly belonging to the Western Empire. The union of

the German royal and Roman imperial crowns began with
Charles the Great or Charlemagne, king of the Franks, who
was crowned emperor by the 1'ope at Rome A. D. 800 : but
the line of German kings who were at the same time Holy
Koman emperors begins properly with Otho the Great,
crowned emperor in 982. The empire was regarded as the

temporal form of a theoretically universal dominion, whose

spiritual head was the Pope and the earlier emperors were
crowned at Rome by the spiritual rulers of Christendom.
Tlie empire continued under monarchs of the Saxon, Fran-

conlau, and Hohenstaufen dynasties, passing in 1273 to the

Austrian house of Hapsburg, the members of which line

remained in uninterrupted possession of the empire from
1438 until its final extinction in 1806. It had long pre-

viously lost the greater part of the external territories

which had entitled it to lie called Roman; and its final

dissolution was due to the conquests and encroachments
of Napoleon I. (Seem^eror.) The emperors were elected

by certain of the more powerful German princes called

electors, whose number was definitely fixed at seven by the

Golden Bull of 1356. and remained nt thatnumber with but

slight changes. The Celestial Empire. See celestial.

Western Empire, the distinctive designation of the
western portion of the Roman world after its division into

two independent empires in A. I>. 395. (See Eastern Em-
pire, alx>ve.) Its power very rapidly declined under the
inroads of barbarians and other adverse influences, and it

wai finally extinguished in A. n. 47(1. =8yn. 1. Sway, do-

minion, rule, reign, government, supremacy,

empirema (em-pi-re'ma), n.
; pi. empiremata

(-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. as if *e/iircip>ifta, < e/mFt-

peiv, be experienced in, < cimrtpor,, experienced :

see empiric.] In logic, a proposition grounded
upon experience. Also spelled empeirema.
empireship (em'pir-ship), w. The power, sover-

eignty, or dominion of an empire.
England has seized the empirexhip of India.

Library Mag., July, 1886.

empiric (om-pir'ik), a. and n. [Formerly em-

pirick; < OF. empiriqwe, F. empire/lie = Sp. em-

l>ir!m = Pg. It. cmpirico (cf. D. G. cmpirisch =
Dan. Sw. empirisk), < L. cmpiriciis. < Gr. ifiv&pi-

KOC, experienced (oj
'!-' :i~:h*n*<>i, the Empirics :

see II., 1), < fU77f(/. experience, mere experi-
ence or practice without knowledge, esp. in

medicine, empiricism, <
ipireipps, experienced

or practised in, < tr, in, + irelpa, a trial, ex-

periment, attempt ;
akin to Tnioof ,

a way, < *Trp,
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van = E. fare, go.] I. n. 1. Same as empiri-
calf-2. Versed

e
i,,

J

phy8ical experimentation:
as, an empiric alchemist. 3. Of or pertaining
to the medical empirics.

Itis accounted an error to commit a natural body to em-

piri,- physicians. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 17.

.
n. nl. [cap.1 One of an ancient sect of

Greek physicians who maintained that practice
or experience, and not theory, is the foundation
of the science of medicine.

m;fVocalh'of Philos. (ed. Krauth), p. 157.

emplaster
He [Radcliffel knew. It is true, that experience, the

safest guide after the mind U prepared for her instruc-

tions by previous institution, i-. apt. without such prepa-

ration, to degenerate to a vulgar and presumptuous em-

piricim. V. Knox, Ennays, xxxvlii.

At present, lie (Bacon) reflected, some were content to

rest in empiricism and Isolated fact*; others ascended

too hastily to first principles. K. A. Abbott, Bacon, p. 344.

What is called empiricinn is the application of super-
ficial truths, recognized in a loose, unsystematic way, to

immediate and special needs.
L. f. Ward, Iiymim. Soclol., II. 203.

2. In med., the practice of empirics; hence,

quackery; the pretension of an ignorant per-
son to medical skill.

Shudder to destroy life, either by the naked knife or

by the surer and safer medium of empiricism. Dmyht.

It is not safe for the Church of Christ when bishops
learn what belongeth unto government, as empirics learn

physic, by killing of the sick. Hooter, Eccles. Polity, vii. 24.

This is the cause why empirics and old women are more

happy many times in their cures than learned physicians,
because they are more religlousin holding their medicines.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, 11. 108.

There are many empirieki In the world who pretend to

infallible methods of curing all patients.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. viii.

Empirickt and mountebanks.
Snaftesbury, Advice to an Author, II. i 2.

3. In general, one who depends mainly upon
experience or intuition; one whose procedure
in any field of action or inquiry is too exclu-

sively empirical.
The empiric, . . . Instead of ascending from sense to

Intellect (the natural progress of all true learning), . . .

hurries, on the contrary. Into the midst of sense, where he
wanders at random without any end, and is lost in a laby-
rinth of infinite particulars. Harris, Hermes, Iv.

Vague generalisations may form the stock-in-trade of

the political empiric, but he Is an empiric notwithstand-

ing. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 81.

= Syn. 2. Mountebank, etc. See H<I<*, n.

empirical (em-pir'i-kal), a. [< empiric + -a/.]

1. Pertaining to or derived from experience or

experiments ; depending upon or derived from
the observation of phenomena.

In philosophical language the term empirical means sim-

ply what belongs to or is the product of experience or ob-

servation. Sir 1C. Hamilton.

Now here again we may observe the error into which
Locke was led by confounding the cause of our ideas with

their occasion. There can be no idea, lie argues, prior to

experience ; granted. Therefore he concludes the mind

previous to it is, as it were, a tabula rasa, owing every
notion which it gains primarily to an empirical source.

J. D. Morell.

The empirical generalization that guides the farmer in

his rotation of crops serves to bring hi* actions into con-

cord with certain of the actions going on in plants and
soil. //. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 28.

2. Derived, as a general proposition, from a

narrow range of observation, without any war-
rant for its exactitude or for its wider validity.

The empirical diagram only represents the relative num-
ber and position of the parts, just as a careful observation

shows them in the flower; but if the diagram also Indi-

cates the places where members are suppressed, ... I

call it a theoretical diagram.
Sachs, Botany (trans.), p. 525.

It is not at all Impossible that Heory II. may have len

The terms Empiricism, Empiricist, Empirical, although

commonly employed by metaphysicians with contempt
to mark a mode of Investigation which admit-, no higher
source than experience (by them often unwarrantably
restricted to Sensation), may Iw accepted without demur,
since even the flavor of contempt only serves to empha-
size the distinction.

G. U. Leices, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. II. 1 14.

." 5
one who regards sensuous experience as

the sole source of all ideas and knowledge.

. The object must be supplied from without,
and he supplied It provisionally by the name of God.

JV. A. lien., CXX. 409.

The empiricist can take no cognizance of anything that

transcends experience. Xcuj I'rincetun Ret., II. 169.

2. A medical empiric.

empirictict, empiricutict (em-pi-rik'tik, em-

pir-i-ku'tik), a, [An unmeaning extension of

empiric.] Empirical.
The most sovereign prescription In Galen is but enipiri-

cnlick. Shak., COT., li. 1.

ompirism (em'pi-rizm), . [= F. cmpirisnic =
Sp. Pg. It. empirismo = D. Dan. cmpirisnic =
Sw. cmpirism, < NL. 'empirixmtis, < Gr. Ifimi-

poc,, experienced: see empiric.] Empiricism.
[Rare.]

It is to this sense [second muscular], mainly, that we
owe the conception of force, the origin of which empiritm
could never otherwise explain.

G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 219.

empiristic (em-pi-ris'tik), a. Of or pertaining
to empiricism or to the empiricists; empirical.

[Rare.]
The empiristic view which Helmholtz defends Is that

the space-determinations we perceive are in every case

products of a process of unconscious Inference.
r

. James, Mind, XII. 645.

Empis (em'pis), n. [NL. (Linnteus, 1767), <

Gr. f/iir/c (i/urtiS-), a mosquito, gnat, larva of the

gadfly; cf. Apis1
.] The typical genus of the

family Empiace.
emplace (em-plas'), r. t. ; met. and pp. cm-

placed, ppr. cmplacmg. [< OF. cmplacier, place,

employ, < en- + placer, place: see place.] To

place; locate. [Rare.]

They (Iranlc building*] were emplaced on terraces form-

ed of vast blocks of hewn stone, and were approached by

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 303.

3. Pertaining to the medical practice of an

empiric, in either of the medical senses of that

word ; hence, charlatanical ; quackish.
The mjriricaf treatment he submitted to . . . hastened

his end. Goldsmith, Bollngbrokc.

Empirical certainty, cognition, ego, idealism, etc.

which sufficiently satisfies certain observations, but which
is not supported by any established theory or probable
hypothesis, so that it cannot be relied upon far beyond
the conditions of the observations upon which it rests.

Thus, the formula of Dulong and Petit expressing the re-

lation between the temperature of a body and its radia-

tive power cannot be extended to the calculation of the

heat of the sun, since there is no reason for supj>osing
that it would approximate to the truth so far beyond the

temperatures ut uliirh the experiments were made.

empirically (em-pir'i-kal-i), adv. In an em-

pirical manner; by experiment; according to

experience; without science; in the manner
of quacks.
Every science logins by accumulating observations, and

presently generalizes these empiricattii.
II. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 22.

empiricism (em-pir'i-sizm), n. [< empiric +
-inm. See empiric.] 1. The character of being

empirical : reliance on direct experience and
observation rather than on theory; empirical
method; especially, an undue reliance upon
mere individual cx'perience.

(.'. Rairlinton, Origin of Nations, I. 101.

emplacement (em-plas'ment), n. [< F. emplacc-

iiicnt,<OF.emplacier,p\a.cc: see emplace.] 1.

A placing or fixing in place; location. [Rare.]

But till recently it was Impossible to give to V'z any
more definite emplacement.

G. natrlimmn, Origin of Nations, II. 241.

2. Place or site. Specifically, in fort.: (a) The space
within a fortification allotted for the position and service

of a gun or battery.

The emplacements should be connected with each other
and with the barracks by screened roads.

Xattire, XXXVI. 36.

((.) The platform or bed prepared for a gun and its carriage,

emplastert (em-plas'ter), n. [< ME. enplastre,
< OF. cmplastre, F. empMtre = Pr. emplastrc =
Sp. cmplasto = Pg. emjiUutro = It. empiastro,

impiastro, < L. emplaslrtim, a plaster, also, in

horticulture, the band of bark which surrounds
the eye in ingrafting, the scutcheon, < Gr. fp-

-"/.artTpov (also Itixlacrrpof) and Ifm'faarav, with

or without Qa(>iiaKm\ a plaster or salve, neut.

of ffiirZaaroc,, daubed on or over, < ifiir'r.&aativ,

plaster up, stuff in, < iv, in, + irtaooeiv, form,
mold. Abbr. plaster, q. v.] A plaster.

piaitten. /; i, on learning, IT. 2.

A1J emvlaiters applied to the breasts ought to have a
hole for Uie nipples. Wixman, Surgery.



emplaster

emplastert (em-plas'ter), v. t. [< ME. cmplas-

treit, < OF. emplastrer, F. empldtrcr = Pr. em-

plastrar = Sp. emplastar = Pg. emplastar =
It. empiastrare, impiastrare, < L. emplastrare,

graft, bud, ML. plaster. Cf. Gr. e/arfataTpovv,

put ou a plaster, < efiv^aarpov, a plaster: see

emplaster, u. Abbr. plaster, q. v.] 1. To cover
with or as with a plaster ; gloss over

; palliate.

Parde, als fair as ye his name emplastre,
He [SolomonJ was a lecchour and an ydolastre.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 1053.

2. To graft or bud.

The tree that shall emplastred be therby,
Take of the gemme, and bark, and therto byncle
This gemme unhurt.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 161.

emplastic (em-plas'tik), a. and n. [< Gr. ifi-

w'Aaanii6f, stopping the pores, clogging, < /i-

xiaaaeiv, plaster up, stop up, stuff in, etc. : see

emplaster, .] I. a. Viscous; glutinous; adhe-

sive; fit to be applied as a plaster: as, emplas-
tic applications.

II. . A constipating medicine,

emplastrationt, The act of budding or graft-

ing.
Solenipnyte hath etnplastracion,
Wherof beforne is taught the diligence.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 165.

empleadt, v. t. See implead.

emplectite (em-plek'tit), n. [< Gr. invfaKTOf,
inwoven (see emplectum), + -itc2.] A sulphid
of bismuth and copper, occurring in prismatic

crystals of a grayish or tin-white color and
bright metallic luster.

emplectum, emplecton (em-plek'tum, -ton),
n. [L., < Gr. efor'AeKTov, rubble-work, neut. of

^TT/vc/crof, inwoven, < efmteneiv, inweave, en-

twine, entangle, < ev, in, + jrAe/tew, weave.]
In arch., either of two kinds of masonry in use

among the Greeks and Romans, and other peo-

ples, (n) That kind of solid masonry in regular courses

in which the courses are formed alternately entirely of

blocks presenting one of their sides to the exterior and
entirely of blocks presenting their ends to the exterior.

Sometimes the [Etruscan] wall is built in alternate

courses, in the style which has been called emplecton, the
ends of the stones being exposed in one course, and the
sides in the other. G. Rawlinson, Orig. of Nations, i. 1U.

(/>) That kind of masonry, much used in ancient forti-

fication. walls, etc., in which the outside surfaces on both
sides are formed of
ashler laid in regular
courses, and the in-

closed space between
them is filled in with

rubble-work, cross-

stones being usually
placed at intervals,
either in courses or as
ties extending from face

1904 emporium
See, sweet, here are the engines [an iron crow and a hal-

ter] that must do 't.

My stay hath been prolonged
With hunting obscure nooks for these employments.

Chapman, Widow's Tears.

= Syn. 2. Vocation, Trade, etc. (see occupation); function,

post, employ.

emplume (em-plom'), v. t.; pret. and pp. em-

]}litmed,ppT.empluming. [< em-1 + plume.] To
adorn with or as if with plumes or feathers.

Angelhoods, emplumed
In such ringlets of pure glory.

Mrs. Browning, Song for Ragged Schools.
LI ... LJIC sillily nlllL.Il wugllv

paring for vigorous national emplunget, implunget (em-, im-plunj'), v. t.

'acaulay, Sir J. Mackintosh.
[<. em-1, im-, + plunge.] To plunge ;

immerse.

Malbecco. seeing how his losse did lye, . . .

Into huge waves of griefe and gealosye
Full deepe emplonned was, and drowned nye.

Spenser, F. Q., III. x. 17.

That hell

Of horrour, whereinto she was so suddenly empluny'd.
Daniel, Hymen's Triumph.

You must use
The best of your discretion to employ
This gift as I intend it.

Ford, Broken Heart, in. 5.

4. To occupy; use; apply or devote to an ob-

ject; pass in occupation : as, to employ an hour,
a day, or a week; to employ one's life.

Some men employ their health, an ugly trick,

In making known how oft they have been sick,

And give us in recitals of disease

A doctor's trouble, but without the fees.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 311.

The friends of liberty wasted . . . the time which ought
to have been employed in prep:
defense. Mo.

= Syn. 2. Employ, Hire. Hire and employ are words of

different meaning. To hire is to engage in service for

wages. The word does not imply dignity ;
it is not cus-

tomary to speak of hiring a teacher or a pastor ;
we hire

a man for wages ; we employ him for wages or a salary.

To employ is thus a word of wider signification. A man
hired to labor is employed, but a man may be employed
in a work who is not hired ; yet the presumption is that

the one employing pays. Employ expresses continuous empodium (em-po'di-um), .
; pi. empodia (-a),

occupation more often than hire does.
[NL., < Gr. EV, in, + TTOt'f (trod-) = E. foot. Cf.

employ (em-ploi'), n. [< F. emplm = bp. em- Gl
-

efl1f6ilof at one >s feet in the way similarly
pleo = Pg. emprego = It. impiego ; from the formed ] fn
verb.] Occupation; employment.
As to the genius of the people, they are industrious, . . .

but luxurious and extravagant on the days when they
have repose from their employs.

Pococlte, Description of the East, II. ii. 10.

With due respect and joy,
I trace the matron at her loved employ.

Crabbe, Works, I. 58.

It happens that your true dull minds are generally pre-
ferred for public employ, and especially promoted to city
honors ; your keen intellects, like razors, being considered
too sharp for common service.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 161.

employable (em-ploi'a-bl), a. [< employ +
-able.] That may be employed; capable of

being used; fit or proper for use.

employ6 (on-plwo-ya'),. The French form of

employee.
employedness (em-ploi'ed-nes), n. The state

of being employed.
Things yet less consistent with chemistry and employed-

ness than with freedom, or with truth.

Boyle, Works, VI. 38.

employee (em-ploi-e'), . [< employ + -eel, after

F. employe, fern, employee, one employed, pp. of

employer, employ.] One who works for an em-

entom., a claw-like organ which in

many genera of insects is seen between the

ungues or true claws. It agrees with the true claws
in structure, and by some authors is called spurious claw.

It is prominejit in lucanid beetles. The term was first

used by Nitzch.

empoison (em-poi'zn), v. t. [< ME. empoysonen,
enpoisonen, enpoysoncn, < OF. empoisonner, en-

poisonner, F. empoisonner, < en- + poisonner,

poison: see poison.] To poison; affect with
or as if with poison ;

act noxiously upon ; em-
bitter. [Obsolete or archaic in all uses.]

And aftre was this Soudan enpmjsotmd at Damasce ; and
Ills Sone thoghte to regne aftre him be Heritage.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 37.

A man by his own alms empoison'd,
And with his charity slain. Shalt., Cor., v. 5.

The whole earth appears unto him blasted with a curse,
and empoisoned with the venom of the serpent.

Situation of Paradise (1683), p. 62.

Yet Envy, spite of her empoisoned breast,
Shall say, I lived in grace here with the best.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

That these disdaineous females and this ferocious old
woman are placed here by the administration, not only to

empoison the voyagers, but to affront them!
Dickens, Mugby Junction, iii.

,
.

- -mn
plover; a person working for salary or wages : empoisonert (em-poi'zn-er), n [< ME. empoy-

applied to any one so working, but usually saner, < empoysonen, empoison.] One who poi-

only to clerks, workmen, laborers, etc., and
but rarely to the higher officers of a corporation
or government, or to domestic servants: as

Thus ended ben thise homicydes two,
And eek the false empoysoner also.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale (ed. Skeat), C. 1. 894.

Emplectum I*).

to face of the wall, and binding the whole together. The
term is, however, a loose one, and can be applied to any
sort of masonry of greater thickness than the width of a

single block, and so laid that the wall is bound together
by some regular alternation of blocks placed lengthwise
and endwise. Sometimes erroneously written emplection.

emplete, v. t. See implead.

empliet) * t- A Middle English variant of im-

ply.

emploret (em-plor'), v. t. An obsolete form of

implore.

employ (em-ploi'), v. t. [Formerly also imploy;
< OF. employer, emploier (early "emplier : see

emplie, imply), F. employer = Pr. empleiar = Sp.
emplear = Pg. empregar = It. impiegare, < L.

implicare, infold, involve, engage, < in, in, +
plicare, fold : see plicate, and cf. implicate and
imply.] If. To inclose; infold. 2. To give
occupation to

;
make use of the time, attention,

or labor of
; keep busy or at work ; use as an

agent.

Nothing advances a business more than when he that
is employed is believed to know the mind, and to have the
heart, of him that sends him. Donne, Sermons, v.

Tell him I have some business to employ him.
B. Jonmn, Every Man in his Humour, i. 1.

The mellow harp did not their ears employ,
And mute was all the warlike symphony.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xii. 218.

This is a day in which the thoughts of our countrymen
ought to be employed on serious subjects.

Addison, Freeholder.

3. To make use of as an instrument or means
;

apply to any purpose : as, to employ medicines
in curing diseases.

Xii d, halfe to be employed to the vse of the said Cite,
and the Oder halfe to the sustentacion of the said ffrater-
nite. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 336.

Poesie ought not to be abased and imployed vpon any
vnworthy matter & subject.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 18.

Thou shalt not destroy the trees, . . . and thou shalt
not cut them down . . . to employ them in the siege.

Deut. xx. 19.

the employees of a railroad company. [Often empoisonment (em-poi'zn-ment), n. [< F. em-
written employe or employe even as an English ^oisonnement, < empoisonner, empoison : see em-
word.] poison and -ment.] The act of administering
To keel) the capital thus invested lin materials EOT rail- ^n ;<,n** . +u rt o**-n ^f \^ni**rr -m\ic,f\-nt*A . & *\nicr,n-To

standing idle entails loss, partly negative, partly positive.
//. Spencer, Railway .Morals.

employer (em-ploi'er), n. [= F. employeur.]
One who employs ;

a user
;
a person engaging

or keeping others in service.

By a short contract you are sure of making it the inter-

est of the contractor to exert that skill for the satisfac-

tion of his employers. Burke, Economical Reform.

poison and -ment.] The act of administering
poison ; the state of being poisoned ;

a poison-

ing. [Rare.]
It were dangerous for secret empoisonments. Bacon.

The graver blood empoisonments of yellow and other
fevers. Alien, and Neural., VI. 45.

empoldered (em-pol'derd), a. [< em-1 + pol-
der + -ed2.] Reclaimed and brought into the

condition of a polder; brought under cultiva-

tion. See polder.
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cases. Employers' Liability Act, an English statute faOai, trade, traffic : see emporium.] Of or per-
of 1880, securing to employees a right to damages for in- taining to an emporium ; relating to merchan-
juries resulting from negligence on the part of the em-

j|jge

^^('^^^^^A'isi^^^JKsi^&Si
of employing or using, or the state of being
employed.
The hand of little employment hath the daintier sense.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

The increasing use of the pointed arch is to be clearly

riss-, contracted stem of certain parts of cmpo-
vrir, cmpoverer, make poor : see emporer, and

impoverish, of which emporish is ult. a con-
tracted form.] To impoverish.
And where as the coloryng of foreyns byeng and sell-

yng and pryuee markettes be mayntaned by suffrans of

vntrewe fremen such as kepe innes, logynges and herbo-

rowyng of foreyns and straungers to the hurt and enpo-

nrfttihynft of fremen.
Arnold's Chronicle, 1502 (ed. 1811, p. 83).

2. Work or business of any kind, physical or emporium (em-po'ri-um), n. [= Sp. Pg. It.

mental; that which engages the head or hands ; cmporio < L. emporium, < Gr. c/ix6ptov, a trad-

anything that occupies time or attention; office
ing-place, mart, exchange, < ifaropia, trade,

or position involving business : as, agricultural
employments ; mechanical employments ; public
employment.

I left the Imployment [logwood trade], yet with a de-

sign to return hither after I had been in England.
Dampier, Voyages, II. ii. 131.

traced, from its first timid employment in construction,
till it appears where no constructive advantage is gained
by it. C. B. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 27.

The dayly employment of these Recluses is to trim the

Lamps, and to make devotional visits and processions to
the several Sanctuaries in the Church.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 71.

M. Dumont might easily have found employments more
gratifying to personal vanity than that of arranging works
not his own. Macavlay, Mirabeau.

3t. An implement. Nares. [Rare.]

commerce, < f^jropof, a passenger, traveler,

merchant, < iv, in, + Jnipof, a way (cf. Euiropei
1-

eoDiu, travel, trade, Kopevtodai, travel, fare), <

/ *7rep, jrap = E. fare.] 1 . A place of trade
;
a

mart ; a town or city of important commerce,
especially one in which the commerce of an

extensive country centers, or to which sellers

and buyers resort from other cities or coun-
tries ;

a commercial center.

[Lyons] is esteemed the principal! emporium or mart
towneof all France next to Paris. Coryat, Crudities, I. 59.

That wonderful emporium [Manchester], which in popu-
lation and wealth far surpasses capitals so much renowned



emporium
u Berlin, Madrid, and Lisbon, w.n then a mean and ill-

Iniilt iimrket-tmvn, oonteiDtng unilcr >i\ th<ms;unl people.
M,i,;:>i/<"i, MM. Kli^'., iii.

2. A bazaar ;
a shop or store for the sale of a

great variety of articles.

It Is pride, avarice, or voluptuousness which fills our

streets, iiur ' int'1't-iunt.f, our theatres with all the bustle of

liusinesa and alacrity of motion.
V. Knox, The Lord's Supper, xxi.

lie wax clail in u new collection of garments which lie

had bought ut a large ready-made clothing emjmriinn tint

morning. The Century, XXXV. 678.

3f. In anc. nicil., the brain, because there all

mental affairs are transacted,

empoundt (era-pound'), v. t. See impound.
empovert, . t. [Early mod. E. enpover ; < OF.

fiiiporrir, ruporrrir, i II/KI uvrir, empovei'er, make
poor : see emporish and impoverish.] To impov-
erish.

Lest they should themselves enpover
And be brought into decaye.

Roy aiul Barlow, Rede Me and Be nott Wrothe, p. 100.

empoverisht (em-pov'er-ish), v. t. See impov-
mm.
empower (em-pou'er), v. t. [Formerly also im-

power; < em-1 + power.'] 1. To give power or

authority to ; authorize, as by law, commission,
letter of attorney, verbal license, etc.: as, the

commissioner is empowered to make terms.

Him he trusts with every key
Of highest charge, hnttow'ring him to Frame,
As he thought best, his whole (Economy.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, I. 143.

The Regulating Act . . . empowered the Crown to re-

move him [Hastings) on an address from the Company.
Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

2. To impart power or force to
; give efficacy

to; enable.

Does not the same force that enables them to heal em-

power them to destroy? Baker, Refl. on Learning.

= Syn. 1. To commission, license, warrant, qualify.

empresario (em-pro-sa'ri-d), . [Sp. empresa-
rio = Pg. emprezario = It. impresario, an un-

dertaker, manager, theatrical manager: see im-

presario.] 1. In parts of the United States

acquired from Mexico, one who projects and
manages a mercantile or similar enterprise, or

takes a leading part in it, for his own profit and
at his own risk, usually implying the possession
and control of a concession or grant from gov-
ernment in the nature of a privilege or monop-
oly. 2. More specifically, a contractor who en-

gages with the Mexican government to intro-

duce a body of foreign settlers. Also called

hobladore.

empress (em'pres), n. [< ME. empresse, emper-
csse, emperes, emperise, cmperice, emprise, im-

peres, < OF. enyereis, empereris, empereresse, F.

imperatrice = Pr. emperairitz = Sp. emperatriz
= Pg. imperatriz = It. imperatrice, < L. impera-
ti'i.r, inperatrix, ace. -tricem, fern, of imperator,

inperator, emperor: see emperor.'} 1. A woman
who rules over an empire ;

a woman invested
with imperial power or sovereignty.

Mary, moder, blessyd mayde,
Queue of hevyn, Imperes of helle,
Sende me grace both nyst and daye !

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 358.

And sovereign law, that state's collected will,
O'er thrones and globes, elato,

Sits empress, crowning good, repressing ill.

Sir "'. Jones, Ode in Imitation of Alctcus.

2. The wife or the widow of an emperor: in the
latter case called specifically empress dowager.
She sweeps It through the conrt with troops of ladies,
More like an empress than duke Humphrey's wife.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., 1. 3.

Not Ciesar's cmprett would I deign to prove.
Pope, Elolsa to Abelard, 1. 87.

Empress cloth, a woolen stuff for women's wear, having
a finely repped or corded surface. Empress gauze, a
fine transparent stuff, made of silk, or silk and linen, and
having a design, usually of a flower-pattern, woven in in

silk.

empresset, ''. i. See impress*.
empressement (on-pres'mon), n. [F., < em-

l>rixxcr, reti., be eager, bustling, ardent, for-

ward: see tapnml.] Eagerness; cordiality;
demonstrative demeanor.
empridet (em-prid'), r. t. [ME. rmpridrn : < cm- 1

-t- pride.'] To excite pride in; make proud.
And whenne thisjournee was done, Pausamy was gret-

ly etnprulede theroff, and went into the kynges palace for

to take the nwene Olympias outc of it. and hafe bir with
hym. MS. Lincoln, A. L 17, fol. 8.

emprintt (em -print'), n. and . An obsolete
form of imprint.

emprise (em-priz'), n. [< ME. emprise, rn/'i /*/ .

< OF. cm/irixc (= Pr. emprrza, c>ni>rci:a = Sp.
I'mpresa = Pg. empreza, emprcua = It. impri-xn :

ML. imprisa, imprisia, impresia), undertaking,
J-0
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expedition, enterprise, < empris, pp. of empren-
iln; fiiprrnilre = Sp. emprender = Pg. emprehen-
der = It. tmprendere, undertake, < L. in, in, on,
+ }ireltendere,prcii(ler<; take, seize: eeeprehend,
apprehend, etc., and cf. enterprise, equiv. to em-

prise, but with diff. prefix.] An undertaking;
an enterprise; an adventure; also, adventur-
ousness. Also emprize. [Now chiefly poetical.]

Ye beene tall,

And large of limb t' atchleve an hard emprize.
Spenter, F. Q., III. lit 63.

One hundred and sixty-six lances were broken, when
the emprite was declared to be fairly achieved.

Pretcott, Ferd. and ISA., Int.

The deeds of high emprise I sing.

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Interlude.

emprise t, >' t. [< emprise, n.] To undertake.

In secret drifts I linger'd day and night,
All how I might depose this cruel king,
That seem'd to all so much desired a thing,
As thereto trusting I em-prised the same.

Sacknillf, Duke of Buckingham, st. 68.

emprisont (em-priz'n), v. t. An obsolete form
of imprison.
einprosthotonos (em-pros-thot'o-nos), n. [<
Or. c/tfrpoaOoTovof, drawn forward and stiffened

(deriv. i/jirpoctioTovia, tetanic procurvation), <

ifiirpoaOev, in front, forward, before (< cv, in,
+ irp6at)cv, before), + reivttv, stretch, rovof, a

stretching.] In pathol., tonic muscular spasm,
bending the body forward, or in the opposite di-

rection from opisthotonos. Also called epistho-
tonos.

emptet, '' An obsolete form of empty.
emptier (omp'ti-er), . One who or that which

empties or exhausts.

For the Lord bathe turned away the glory of Jaakob,
as the glorie of Israel : for the emptiers haue emptied
them out and marred their vine branches.

Geneva Bible, Nahum II. 2.

emptiness (emp'ti-nes), n. [< empty + -ness.']

1 . The state of being empty ;
the state of con-

taining nothing, or nothing but air: as, the

emptiness of a vessel.

The moderation of slepe must be measured by helthe
and syckenes, by age, by time, by emptyness or fulnesse
of the body, -v by natural! complexions.

Sir T. Slynt, Castle of Health, ii.

His coffers sound
With hollow poverty and emptiness.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 3.

2. Lack of food in the stomach; a state of

fasting.

Monks, anchorites, and the like, after much emptinett,
become melancholy. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 611.

3. Void space ; a vacuum.
Nor could another in your room have been.
Except an emptiness had come between. Dryden.

4. Want of solidity or substance.

"I'is this which causes the graces and the loves ... to

subsist in the emptiness of light and shadow.
Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting, Pref.

5. Unsatisfactoriness
; insufficiency to satisfy

the mind or heart ;
worthlessness.

frail estate of human things,
Now to our cost your emptiness we know. Dryden.

Form the judgment about the worth or emptiness of

things here, according as they are or are not of use in

relation to what is to come after. /;/-. Atterbury.

Q. Want of understanding or knowledge ;
vacu-

ity of mind ; inanity.
Eternal smiles his emptiness betray.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 316.

Knowledge is now no more a fountain seal'd :

Drink deep, until the habits of the slave,
The sins of emptiness, gossip and spite
And slander, die. Tennyson, Princess, ii.

= Syn. 5. Vanity, hollowness, nothingness,

emption (emp'shon), n. [< L. emptio(n-). a

buying, < emptus, "pp. of emere, buy, orig. take :

see adempt, exempt, redeem, redemption, etc.] 1.

Buying; purchase. [Rare.] 2f. That which
is bought ; provision ; supply.
He that stands charged with my Lordes House for the

houtl Yeir, if he maye possible, shall he at all Kaires,
where the groice Emptions shall be boughte for the
House for the honll Ycir, as Wine, Wax, Belffes, Multons,
\\ heite and Malt. (1612.)

Quoted in Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 360.

emptionalt (emp'shon-al), a. [< emptw + -al.]
That may be purchased.
empty (emp'ti), a. and n. [< ME. empty, emty,
emti, amti, < AS. mntiq, emtig, avnetig, emctig,
vacant, empty, free, idle, < 'anneta, a-iiiettn. ;-

ta, leisure (cf. the verb n-intinn, be at leisure).]
I. n. 1. ( 'ontaining nothing, or nothing bvit air;
void of its usual or of appropriate contents;
vacant ; unoccupied : said of any inclosure or
allotted space : as, &n empty house or room ; an

chest or purse ;
an empty chair or saddle.

empty
And thaugh the brigge hadde ben all clene empty It

hadde not be no light tlilnge for to haue passed.
Merlin (E. E. T. .), II. 288.

Tears of the widower, uln n he sees
A late-lost form that sleep reveals.
And moves his doubtful arms, and feels

Her place U empty. Tennyson, In .Memoriam, iiii.

At the Round Table of King Arthur there was left al-

ways one scat empty for him who should accomplish the

adventure of the Holy <;rail.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 124.

2. Void; devoid; destitute of some essential

quality or component.
Art thou thus bolden'd, man, by thy distress,
Or else a rude despiser of good manners,
That in civility thou seem st so ci/rfv

Shale., As you Like It, II. 7.

They are honest, wise,
Not empty of one ornament of man.

Beau, and ft., Knight of Malta, I. 3.

3. Destitute of force, effect, significance, or

value; without valuable content ; meaningless:
as, empty words; empty compliments.
A word may be of . . . great credit with several authors,

and be by them made use of as if it stood for some real

being ; but yet if he that reads cannot frame any distinct

Idea of that being, It is certain to him a mere empty sound,
without a meaning, and he learns no more by all that Is

said of it, or attributed to it, than if it were affirmed ouly
of that bare empty sound.

Locke, Conduct of Understanding, I 28.

In nice balance, truth with gold she weighs,
And solid pudding against empty praise.

Pope, Dunciad, i. 54.

A concept Is to be considered as .;/'/'." and as referring
to no object, if the synthesis which it contains does not

belong to experience.
Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr. by Max Muller.

Death and misery
But empty names were grown to be.

Wiiliiiin Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 366.

4. Destitute of knowledge or sense ; ignorant:
as, an empty coxcomb.

Gaping wonder of the empty crowd.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 100.

5. Forlorn from destitution or deprivation ;

desolate; deserted.

She [Nineveh] is empty, and void, and waste.
Nahum ii. 10.

fiose up against him a great fiery wall.
Built of vain longing and regret and fear,
Dull empty loneliness, and blank despair.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 369.

6. Wanting substance or solidity ; lacking re-

ality; unsubstantial; unsatisfactory: as, empty
air; empty dreams; empty pleasures.

Frivolities which seemed empty as bubbles.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, i.

7f. Not burdened; not bearing a burden or a
rider: as, an empty horse. 8. Not supplied;
without provision.

They . . . beat him, and sent him away emptu.
Mark xll. 3.

They all knowing Smith would not returne emptir, if It

were to be had.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 205.

9. Wanting food
; fasting ; hungry.

My falcon now is sharp, and passing empty.
Shak.,T. of theS.,ir. 1.

10. Bearing no fruit ; without useful product.
Seven empty ears blasted with the east wind.

Gen. xll. 27.

Israel is an empty vine. Hos. x. 1.

11. Producing no effect or result; ineffectual.

The sword of Saul returned not empty. 2 Sam. I. 22.

Only the case,
Her own poor work, her empty labour, left.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Empty engine, a locomotive running without a car or
train attached. IColloq.] =8yn. 1. Void , etc. (see racnnf);
unoccupied, bare, unfurnished. 4. Weak, silly, senseless.

6. Unsatisfying, vain, hollow.

II. n. ; pi. empties (-tiz). An empty vessel
or other receptacle, as a box or sack, packing-
case, etc.; an empty vehicle, as a cab, freight-
car, etc. : as, returned empties. [Colloq.]

"Well," says Leigh Hunt, "I found him [a cabman]
returning from Hammersmith, and he said as an empty
he would take me for half fare."
Franca Gmndy, In Personal Traits of British Anthers,

(p. 241.

empty (emp'ti), r. ; pret. and pp. emptied, ppr.
emptying. [Also E. dial, empt ; < ME. emptfti.
tr. make empty, intr. be or become vacant, <

AS. remtian, intr., be vacant, be at leisure, <

"irmt-ta. temrttti, leisure : see empty, a., on which
the verb in mod. use directly depends.] I.

trans. 1. To deprive of contents; remove, pour,
or draw out the contents from

;
make vacant :

with of before the thing removed: as, to empty
a well or a cistern; to empty a pitcher or a

purse; to empty a house of its occupants.



empty
So help me God, therby shal he nat winne,
But empte his purse, and make his wittes thinne.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 188.

The Plague hath emptied its houses, aud the fire con-

sumed them. Stillingjleet, Sermons, I. vi.

He, on whom from both her open hands
Lavish Honour shower'd all her stars,
And affluent Fortune emptied all her horn.

Tennyson, Death of Wellington.

2. To draw out, pour out, or otherwise remove
or discharge, as the contents of a vessel : com-

monly with out : as, to empty out the water from
a piteher.
What be these two olive branches which through the

two golden pipes empty the golden oil out of themselves?
Zech. iv. 12.

3. To discharge ; pour out continuously or in a

steady course : as, a river empties itself or its

waters into the ocean. [A strained use, which
it is preferable to avoid, since a river is not

emptied by its flow into the ocean.]
The great navigable rivers that empty themselves into

it [the Euxine sea]. Arbuthnot.

4. To lay waste ; make destitute or desolate.

[Archaic.]
I ... will send unto Babylon fanners, that shall fan

her, and shall empty her land. Jer. Ii. 2.

II. intrans. 1. To become empty.
The chapel empties; and thou may'st be gone
Now, sun. B. Jonson, Underwoods.

2. To pour out or discharge its contents, as a
river into the ocean. [See note under I., 3.]

empty-handed (emp'ti-han"ded), a. Having
nothing in the hands; specifically, carrying
or bringing nothing of value, as money or a

present.
She brought nothing here, but she has been a good girl,

a very good girl, and she shall not leave the house empty,
handed. Trollope.

emptying (emp'ti-ing), n. [Verbal n. of empty,
.] 1. The act of making empty.

Boundless intemperance
In nature is a tyranny ; it hath been
The untimely emptying of the happy throne,
And fall of many kings. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

2. Thatwhichisemptiedout; specifically [pl.~] ,

in the United States, a preparation of yeast
from the lees of beer, cider, etc., for leavening.
[Colloq., and commonly pronounced emptins.']
A betch o' bread thet hain't riz once ain't goin' to rise agin,
An' it's jest money throwed away to put the emptins in.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., p. 11.

empty-panneledt (emp'ti-pan'eld), a. Having
nothing in the stomach

; without food : said of
a hawk.
My hawk has been empty-pannell'd these three houres.

Quartet, the Virgin Widow (165), I. 57.

emptysis (emp'ti-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. l/ixTvaif,
a spitting, < Sfitrrvuv, spit upon, < tv, in, + JTTIJ-

civ, spit, for *o-7rt)E<t> = E. spew, q. v.] In pathol.,
hemorrhage from the lungs; spitting of blood;
hemoptysis.
empugnt, v. t. See impugn.
empurple, impurple (em-,im-per'pl), . t.

; pret.
and pp. empurpled, impurjrted, ppr. empurpling,
impurpling. [< em-1, im-, + purple.'] To tinge
or color with purple.

And over it his huge great uose did grow,
Full dreadfully empurpled all with bloud.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vii. 6.

The bright
Pavement, that like a sea of jasper shone,
Impurpled with celestial roses, smiled.

Milton, P. L., iii. 364.

Tho' roseate morn
Pour all her splendours on th' empurpled scene.

T. Warton, Pleasures of Melancholy.
We saw the grass, green from November till April

snowed with daisies, and the floors of the dusky little din-
gles empurpled with violets. The Century, XXX. 219.

Empusa (em-pu'sa), n. [NL. (Illiger, 1798), <
Gr. E/OTOWTO, a hobgoblin.] 1. A genus of gres-
sorial orthopterous insects, of the family Man-
tida, having foliaceous appendages on the head
and legs, short antennse, and a very slim thorax.
E. pauperatais a prettily colored European spe-
cies of rear-horse or praying-mantis. 2. A ge-
nus of lepidopterous insects. Siibner, 1816.
3. In lot., the principal genus of EntomopJt-
thorea;, including,'as now understood, the spe-
cies formerly referred to the genus Entomoph-
thora. The species are parasitic upon insects. That uponthe common house-fly is the one most frequently observed
forming a white halo of spores around dead flies adhering
to window-panes in autumn. Spores of an Empusa, coining
in contact with a suitable insect, enter it by means of hy-
phal germination and grow rapidly till the insect is killed,
forming sometimes mycelium, but commonly, bybuddin"
detached hyphal bodies of spherical or oval form. When
the conditions are unfavorable to furthergrowth the hyphal
bodies may be transformed into chlamydospores, but un-
der favorable conditions of moisture the hyphal bodies
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or chlamydospores produce hyphaj. At the tip of each is

formed a single conidium in a sporangium similar to that
of Mucnr ; or, instead of conidia, thick-walled and spherical

resting spores may be formed, either asexually or by con-

jugation. Twenty-six species are now known in the United

States, growing upon insects of all the hexapod orders.

empuset (em-pus'), n. [< ML. empusa. < Gr.

i/arovaa, a hobgoblin assuming various snapes :

sometimes identified with Hecate.'] A goblin
or specter. Jer. Taylor.
Empusidae (em-pu'si-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Empusa,
1, + -idee.'] A family of Orthoptera, takingname
from the genus Empusa. Burmeister, 1838.

empuzzlet (em-puz'l), v. t. [< emA + puzzle.']
To puzzle.

It hath empuzzled the enquiries of others ... to make
out how without fear or doubt he could discourse with
such a creature. Sir T, Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 1.

empyema (em-pi-e'ma), n. [= F. empyeme =
Sp. empiema = Pg. empyema = It. empiema, <

ML. empyema, < Gr. E/OTW^O, a suppuration, <

ifnrmlv, suppurate, (. ifiirvof, suppurating, fes-

tering, < ev, in, + KVOV, pus.] In patliol., the

presence of pus in a pleural cavity; pyothorax.
The word was formerly used for other purulent
accumulations.

empyemic (em-pi-em'ik), a. [< empyema + -ic.]

1. Pertaining to or of the nature of empyema.
2. Affected with empyema: as, an empyemic

patient.

empyesis (em-pi-e'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Ifnrbr/aif,

suppuration, \ i/tTrvtiv, suppurate: see empye-
ma.] In pathol., pustulous eruption : a term
used by Hippocrates, and in Good's system in-

cluding variola or smallpox.
empyocele (em'pi-o-sel), n. [= F. empyocele,
< Gr. e/ixvof, suppurating (see empyema), + KJflui,

tumor.] in. pathol., a collection of pus within
the scrotum.

empyreal (em-pi-re'al or em-pir'e-al), a. and n.

[Formerly also emperiall (simulating imperial) ;

= F. empyreal, < ML. "empyrceus (as if < Gr.

"ku.wpa.lof, a false form), LL. empyrtus or empy-
reus, fiery, < LGr. ifiirvpiof, for Gr. Z/nrvpof, in,

on, or by the fire, fiery, torrid, < h, in, + 7rty>=
E. fire : see pyre, fire.'] I. a. Formed of pure
fire or light ; pertaining to the highest and pur-
est region of heaven ; pure.

Go, soar with Plato to th' empyreal sphere.
Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 23.

II. n. The empyrean; the region of celestial

purity. [Rare.]
The lord-lieutenant looking down sometimes
From the empyreal, to assure their souls

Against chance-vulgarisms. Mrs. Browning.

empyrean (em-pi-re'an or em-pir'e-an), a. and
n. [= F. empyree = Pr. empirey, n.,' = Sp. em-

pireo = Pg. empyreo = It. empireo, adj., < ML.
*empyr(Kus, neut. as a noun, "empyraium: see

empyreal.] I. a. Empyreal; celestially refined.

In th' empyrean heaven, the bless'd abode,
The Thrones and the Dominions prostrate lie,
Not daring to behold their angry God.

Dryden, Annus Mirabilis, 1. 1114.

Yet upward she [the goddess] incessant flies ;

Resolv'd to reach the high empyrean Sphere.
Prior, Carmen Seculare (1700), St. 23.

Lispings empyrean will I sometimes teach
Thine honeyed tongue. Keats, Endymion, ii.

II. n. The region of pure light and fire
;
the

highest heaven, where the pure element of fire

was supposed by the ancients to exist: the
same as the ether, the ninth heaven according
to ancient astronomy.

The deep-domed empyrean
Rings to the roar of an angel onset.

Tennyson, Experiments in Quantity.

empyreumt(em-pi-re'um),. [ML. "empyraeum:
see empyreal.'] Same as empyrean.

Passed through all

The winding orbs like an Intelligence,
Up to the empyreum. B. Jonson, Fortunate Isles.

empyreuma (em-pi-ro'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. >-
irvpevfia, a live coal covered with ashes to pre-
serve the fire, < ifnrvpfvetv, set on fire, kindle,
< ifnrvpoc, on fire : see empyreal.'] In chem., the
pungent disagreeable taste and odor of most
animal or vegetable substances when burned
in close vessels, or when subjected to destruc-
tive distillation.

empyreumatic, empyreumatical (em"pi-ro-
mat'ik, -i-kal), a. [< emi>yreuma(t-) + -ic, -ical.]

Pertaining to or having the taste or smell of

slightly burned animal or vegetable substances.
Empyreumatic oil, an oil obtained from organic sub-

stances when decomposed by a strong heat.

empyreumatize (em-pi-r8'ma-t!z), v. t.
; pret.

and pp. empyreumatized, ppr. empyreumatizing.
[< empyrcmna(t-) + -ize.] To render empyreu-
matic

; decompose by heat. [Bare.]

emulate

empyrical (em-pir'i-kal), a. [< Gr. ifnrvpof, in

fire, on fire: see empyreal.'] Of or pertaining
to combustion or combustibility. [Rare.]

Of these and some other empyriral marks I shall say no
more, as they do not tell us the defects of the soils.

Kirwan, Manures, p. 81.

empyrosist (em-pi-ro'sis), . [NL., < Gr. ifi-

TrvptMig, a kindling, heating, < /arvp6fiv, equiv.
to eunvpeitetv, kindle: see empyreuma.] A gen-
eral fire

;
a conflagration.

The former opinion, that held these cataclisms and em-
pyroses universal, was such as held that it put a total con-
summation unto things in this lower world, especially
that of conflagration. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

empjryt, [ME. empiry, < OF. empyree, F. em-
pyree: sea empyrean.] The empyrean.
This heven is cald empiry : that is at say, heven that is

fyry. Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 7761.

emraudt, n. An obsolete form of emerald.

emrodH, n. An obsolete form of emerald.
emrod2

tt n - An obsolete form of liemorrhoid.

emu1
(e'mu), n. [Also emew, emeu; = Pg. ema;

prob. from a native name.] 1. A large Aus-
tralian three-toed ratite bird of the genus Dro-
trtceus (which see), of which there are several

species, as D. novai-hollandice, D. ater, and D. ir-

roratus. These birds resemble cassowaries, but belong to
a different genus and subfamily, and are easily distinguish-

Emu (DromttHS ntn-a-hollandia).

eil by having no casque or helmet on the head, which, with
the neck, is more completely feathered. The plumage is

sooty-brown or blackish, and very copious, like long curly
hair, there being two plumes to the quills, so that each
feather seems double. The wings are rudimentary, useless
for flight, and concealed in the plumage. The emus are
intermediate in size between the cassowaries and the os-
triches. The species first named above is the one most
commonly seen in confinement.

2. (a) [cap.] [NL., orig. in the form -Eroeif.] A
genus of cassowaries. Barrere, 1745. (6) The
specific name of the galeated cassowary of

Ceram, in the form emeu. Latham, 1790. (c) The
specific name of the east Australian Drom&us
novai-hollandice, in the form emu. Stephens.
emu2 (e'mu), n. An Australian wood used for
turners' work. Laslett.

emulable (em'u-la-bl), a. [< enntl(ate) + -able.]
That may be emulated

; capable of attainment
by emulous effort; worthy of emulation.

This I say to all, for none are so complete hut they may
espy some imitable and emulable good, even in meaner
Christians. Abp. Leighton, On 1 Pet. iii. 13.

emulate (em'u-lat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. emulat-

ed, ppr. emulating. [< L. crmulatus, pp. of temu-
lari (> E. emule, v.), try to equal or excel, be emu-
lous, < ammlus (> F. emule, n.), trying to equal
or excel: see emulous."] 1. To strive to equal
or excel in qualities or actions

;
vie or compete

with the character, condition, or performance
of; rival imitatively or competitively: as, to
emulate good or bad examples; to emulate one's
friend or an ancient author.

I would have
Him emulate you : 'tis no shame to follow
The better precedent. B. Jonson, Catiline.

The birds sing louder, sweeter,
And every note they emulate one another.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, v. 4.

He [Dryden] is always imitating no, that is not the
word, always emulating somebody in his more strictly
poetical attempts, for in that direction he always needed
some external impulse to set his mind in motion.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 41.

2f. To be a match or counterpart for; imitate;
resemble.

Thine eye would emulate- the diamond.
Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 3.

It is likewise attended with a delirium, fury, and an in-

voluntary laughter, the convulsion emulating this motion.
Arbuthnot.

The blossom opening to the day,
The dews of beav'n refin'd,

Could naught of purity display,
To emulate his mind. Goldsmith, Vicar, viii.

3f. To envy.
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Thecouncell then pri-si'iit,. m ii/'i''//.'Mnysueeee, would emulatory (om'u-la-to-ri), a. [(emulate+ -ory.]
o span- me frtic men t.. IM- im/i-ardc-d

Arising out of emulation; of or belonging tonot thinko It fit

in those vnknowiu) regions.

Cajit. John Smith, True Travels, I. i::.'i.

emulatet (em'u-lat), a. [< L. irmiilntiix, i>]>.
:

see the verb.]
'

Emulative; eager to equal or

excel.
Our last king . . .

Was, an you know, by Fortlnliras <!' Norway,
Thereto prick'd on by a mint emulate pride,
Dar'd to the combat. Skat., Hamlet, I. 1.

emulation (em-u-la'shon). n. [= F.

= Pr. eiiiiilariii = Sp. / mutation = Pg. emulayfbi
= It. emula:imu; < L. mimlntio(n-), < eemulari,

emulate : see emulate.'] 1. Love of superiority ;

desire or ambition to equal or excel others ;
the

emulation ; denoting emulation.

Whether some secret and emulatory brawles passed ta-

tween Klpporah ami M in.au. /;/>. l/all, Aaron and Miriam.

At ale-drinking emulatiiry poems are lung
Between chivalrous people.

OrCurry, Anc. Irish, II. Ml.

emulatress (em'u-la-tres), n. [= F. emulatrice

= It. emulatrice, <C L. u-inulntrix, fern, of (emula-

tor: see emulator."] A woman who emulates.

[Rare.]
Truth, whoso mother Is History, the emulatress of time,

the treasury of actions, the witness of things past, and
advertiser of things to come.

Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, II. I.

instinct that incites to effort for the attainment emuief (em 'ul), v. t. [Early mod. E. also temule ;'

of equal or superior excellence or estimation in

any respect.

Among the lower animals we see many symptoms of

emulation, but in them its effects are perfectly insignifi-

cant when compared with those which it produces in hu-

man conduct. ... In our own race emulation operates
in an infinite variety of directions, and is one of the prin-

cipal sources of human improvement.
D. Steurart, Moral Powers, I. Ii. S 5.

Let the man who thinks he is actuated by generous

= OF. emuler = Sp. Pg. emular = It. emulare, <

L. tnnulari, emulate : see emulate.] To emulate.

Yet, rriiiiilin-i my pipe, he tooke In bond
My pipe, before that amuled of many.

Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 72.

This Is the ground whereon the young Nassau,
Emuliny that day his ancestor's renown,
Received his hurt

Southey, Pilgrimage to Waterloo, ill.

eiuuiaiian 'only, aiid wishes to know whethc'r there be emulget (f-mulj'), v. t. [< L. emulgere (> It.

anything of envy in the case, examine his own heart.
emultiere),'milk out, drain out, < e, out, + mul-

Beattie, Moral Science, I. II. 5. ^^ E . jntffc.] To drain out. Bailey.
2. Effort to equal or excel in qualities or ac- emulgence (e-mul'jens), n. [< emulgent: see

tions; imitative rivalry, as of that which one
-eiice.] The 'act of draining out. [Rare.]

admires in another or others : as, the emulation Weak men would be rendered nervous by the flattery of

of great actions, or of the rich by the poor. a woman's worship ; or they would be for returning it, at

Then younger brothers may eate grasse, yf they cannot ^^^L^^^U '* ba"d 'ei1 * ""* 'T

achieue to excell ; which will bring a blessed emulation to
'

< iiifrf,lith Thn Fcoint xiv
England. Booke of Precedence (E. 1. T. S., extra ser.), i. 11.

The apostle exhorts the Corinthians to an holy and gen- emulgent (e-mul'jeilt), a. and n. [= F. etntil-

eral emulation of the charity of the Macedonians, in con- gent = Sp. Pg. It. emulgente, < L. emulgen(t-)s,
tributing freely to the relief of the poor saints at Jerusa- ppr> of emulgere. milk out, drain out : see
lem- SO.KA, sermons.

emulge^ I. a. in <,(., draining out: applied
But now, since the rewards of honour are taken away, to tne renai arteries and veins, as draining the
iat virtuous emulation is turned into direct malice. _;_ f, , *u_ 1.1, ,in i !,... ,. n..n ,,, p Aov unnt* lioni tlie Dloou.that virtuous emulation is turnea inio airect mance. -

Druden, Essay on Dram. Poesy,
urine Ir n tn blood.

II. n. 1. In anat., an emulgent vessel. 2.

3f. Antagonistic nvalry; malicious or injurious In pharmacology, a remedy which excites the
contention ; strife for superiority. [Unusual.] fl wofbile.

What madness rules In brain-sick men, emulOUS (em'u-lus), a. [< L. cemulus, striving
When for so slight and frivolous a cause, t j ^el n'

Valing; in a bad sense, en-
Such factions emulation, "!* ^ yj (y 1 ^ jealous

.

^kin to^itori) imitate :' see

My heart laments that virtue cannot live
imitate ] 1. Desirous of equaling or excelling,

Out of the teeth of emulation. Shak., J. C., ii. 3. as what one admires ;
inclined to imitative ri-

valry: with of before an object: as, emulous of
another's example or virtues.

By strength

= Syn. 1 and 2. Emulation, Competition, Rivalry. The
natural love of superiority is known as emulation; In com-
mon use the word signifies the desire and the resulting
endeavor to equal or surpass another or others in some

quality, attainment, or achievement. It is intrinsically
neutral both as to time and motive, but It Is most fre-

quently applied to the relations of contemporaries or

associates, and to feelings and efforts of an honorable na-

ture. Competition Is the act of utriving against others ;

the word is used only where the object to be attained is

pretty clearly in mind, and that object Is not mere supe-

riority, but some definite thing : as, competition for a prize ;

competition In business. Kivalry, unless qualified by some
favorable adjective, is generally a contest in which the

competitors push their several Interests In an ungenerous
spirit, malignant feelings being easily a result. Jtiaalry

may be general In its character : as, the rivalry
between

two states or cities ; in such cases It may be friendly and
honorable.

A noble emulation heaU your breast. Dryden.

Envy, to which tlf ignoble mind's a slave,
Is emulation in the Tearn'd or brave.

Pope, Essay on Man, li. 101.

Competition for the crown, there is none nor can be.

Bacon.

When the worship of rank and the worship of wealth

They measure all, o/ other excellence
Not emulous. Milton, P. L, vi. 822.

The leaders, picked men of a courage and vigor tried

and augmented in fifty battles, are emulous to distinguish
themselves above each other by new merits, as clemency,

hospitality, splendor of living. Emerson, War.

2. Rivaling; competitive.
Both striuing in emulous contention whether shall adde

more pleasure or more profit to the Citie.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 237.

3f. Envious ; jealous ; contentiously eager.

He is not emulous, as Achilles is. Skalc., T. and C., U. 3.

What the Gaul or Moor could not effect,

Nor emulous Carthage, with her length of spite,
Shall be the work of one. S. Jonson, Catiline.

emulously (em'u-lus-li), adv. With emulation,
or desire of equaling or excelling.

So tempt they him, and emulouiln vie

To bribe a voice that empires would not buy.

Lansdowne, To the Earl of Peterborough.

chem., pertaining to or procured from emulsin.
Emulate add, an acid procured from the albumen of

almonds.

emulsification (e-mul'si-fi-ka'shon), . The
act of emulsifying, or the state of being emul-
sified.

emulsify (e-mul'si-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. emul-

sified, TprjT.'emulsifi/ing. [< L. emulsus, pp. (see

emulsion), + -ficare, make.] To make or form
into an emulsion ;

emulsionize.

To fruitful strifes and rivalries of peace.
Tennyson, Idylls of the King, Dcd.

emulative (em'u-la-tiv), a. [<. emulate + -/re.]

Inclined to emulation; rivaling; disposed to

compete imitatively.
Yet since her swift departure thence she press'd,
He saw th' election on himself would rest:

While all, with etntdatn''' /.eal. demand
. To fill the number of th' elected band.

lloole, tr. of Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered, v.

Emulative power
Flowed In thy line through undegenerate veins.

Wnrilsirorlli, Eccles. Sonnets, I. 27.

, emulsin (e-mul sm), M.

emulatively (em u-la-tiv-h), adv. In an emu-
lative manner.
emulator (em'u-la-tor), ti. [F. cmuldteur =
Sp. Pg- riul<idfir=: It", emulators, < L. iriinilnioi;

< (tmulnri, emulate: see emulate.] One who
emulates; an imitative rival or competitor.

As Virgil rivalled Homer, so Milton was the emulator of

butli i Warburton, Divine Legation, ii. 4.

Pancreatic juice emulsifies fat.

Darwin, Vegetable Mould, p. 37.

[< L. emulsus, pp. of

emitltierr, milk out, drain out (see emulsion), +
-iN3.] In chem., an albuminous or caseous sub-
stance found in the white part of both sweet
and bitter almonds, and making up about one

quarter of their entire weight, when pure It Is an
'

-chin soluble inodorless and tasteless white powder, will

\vati r and acts as a ferment, converting the aniygdallii
of almonds into oil of bitter almonds, hydrocyanic acid,

Full of ambition, an emi.nis , ,<uil,,i..,- <.f every man's
'.1 i

!H'Vp mul'shonl n T< OF emulsion F
u.u.,1 iiarts, a secret and villainous contrive,- auainst me emulsion (e re ,n;, n. t ur . en on,r.
his natural brother. Snot., As you Like it, i. 1. emulsion = Sp. emulsion = Pg. cmulsOO = It.

Emydidae

emulmone, < L. as if 'emulftio(n-), < cmultu*, pp.
of emulytrr, milk out, drain out: see cmulge.]
It. A draining out.

Were it not for the rimilrion to flesh and blood in being
of a public factious spirit, I might pity your Infirmity.

Howard, Man of Newmarket.

2. A mixture of liquids insoluble in one an-

other, where one is suspended in the other in

the form of minute globules, as the fat (butter)
in milk: as, an emulsion of cod-liver oil. 3.

A mixture in which solid particles are suspended
in a liquid in which they are insoluble : as, a

camphor emulsion. 4. Inphotoy.,a, name given
to various emulsified mixtures used in making
dry plates, etc. See photography.
emulsionize (e-mul'shon-iz), v. t.; pret. and

pp. MMMmfem), ppr. emulsionizing. [< emul-

sion + -izc.] To make an emulsion of; emul-

sify: as, pancreatic juice emulsionizes fat.

This treatment, continued for seven or eight minutes,
stitlicrs to set free the fat of the milk from its emulsion-

ued state. Hed. Newt, L. 5S7.

emulsive (e-mul'siv), a. p= F. emulsif= Sp.

Pg. It. emulsivo. < L. emuu-us, pp. (see emul-

sion), + E. -ife.J 1. Softening. 2. Yielding
oil by expression : as, emulsive seeds. 3. Pro-

ducing or vielding a milk-like substance : as,

emulsive acids. Emulsive Oil, rancid olive-oil : in this

state adapted for producing an emulsion, and used in dye-

ing as a fixing agent for aluminium or iron mordants.

emunctory (e-mungk'to-ri), a. and n. [= F.
emonctoire =' Sp. Pg. emunctorio = It. emun-

torio, < L. "emunctorius, adj., found only as a

noun, neut., < LL. emunctorium, a pair of snuff-

ers, < L. emunctus, pp. of emungere, wipe or

blow the nose, < e, out, + mungere (scarcely

used), blow the nose, = Or. airo-uvaoeiv, mid.

ano-/ii'oaea6ai, blow the nose; akin to mucus,

q. v.] I. a. Excretory; depuratory; serving
to excrete, carry off, and discharge from the

body waste products or effete matters.

II. n. ; pi. emunctorics (-riz). A part or an

organ of the body which has an excretory or

depuratory function ; an organ or a part which
eliminates effete or excrementitious matters or

products of decomposition, as carbonic dioxid,

urea, cholesterin, etc.

emuscationt (e-mus-ka'shon), n. [< L. emus-

care, clear from moss, < e, out, + muscus, moss.]
A freeing from moss. [Rare.]
The most infallible art of emuscation Is taking away the

cause (which is superfluous moisture in clayey and spew-

ing grounds), by dressing with lime. Errlyn, Sylva, xxix.

emu-wren (e'mu-ren), n. A small Australian

bird of the genus Stipiturus. The webs of the tail-

feathers are decomposed, somewhat like the plumage of

the emu. There are several species ; S. malachurvs is an

example. See cut under Stiyiturus.

emyd, emyde (em'id, em'id or -id), n. [= F.

emyde.] A. member of the family Kmydidat; a
fresh-water tortoise or terrapin.

Emyda (em'i-da), n. [NL., < Gr. tuv* or fyff

(E//W)-, f/nxi-), the fresh-water tortoise, Emys
lutaria: see Kmys.] A genns of soft-shelled

tortoises, of the family Triotiyclnda; haying the

shell very flat and subcircular in outline, and
the toes webbed and with only three claws.

They are aquatic, and are often found burled in the mud.
. t . iii mini, of North America, is a comparatively small spe-

cies, with a smooth shell. The genus is closely related to

Afjndmtectes (or Trionyx).

Emydae (em'i-de), n. pi. Same as Emydidce.

emyde, See emyd.
Emydea (e-mid'e-ji), n. pi. [NL.,< Emys (Emyd-)
+ -ea.] The name given by Huxley to a group
of the Chelonia, having usually horny cutting

jaws, uncovered by lips, the tympanum expos-
ed, the limbs slenderer than in Testttdinea, with
5-clawed digits united by a web only, and the

horny plates of the carapace and plastron well

developed. The Emydea as thus defined compose the

river- and marsh-tortoises, and are divisible into two

groups, the terrapins and the chelodines. See terrapin,
Chelodinet.

emydian (e-mid'i-an), a. [< Emys (Emyd-) +
-kin.] Of or pertaining to the group of tor-

toises typified by the genus Emys.
emydid (em'i-did), n. A tortoise of the family
Km i/dida.

Emydidae (e-mid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., also writ-

ten contr. Emyda;; < Emys (Emyd-) + -ida.] A
family of chelonians, the so-called fresh-wa-

ter turtles, fresh-water tortoises, or terrapins.
It includes a large series of diverse forms, some of which

are as terrestrial as the true land-tortoises (Tettudini4a\
and have a highly convex carapace, though most are

aquatic, with flattened shell. There are about 60 species,
cf numerous genera, agreeing in their hard shell, well-

formed feet adapted both for walking and swimming,

usually 5-toed liefore and 4-toed behind, and furnished

with claws. They inhabit northern temperate and tropi-

cal regions, within which they are widely distributed.
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A few occur in salt or brackish water. The leading gen-
era are Emys, Cistudo (the box-tortoises), Chelopus (the

speckled turtles), etc. The salt-water terrapin of the At-

lantic States, Malacoclemwys palwftris, well known to epi-

cures, belongs to this family. By some the name is sup-

planted by ClemmifidcK, the genus Emys being referred to

the family Cistudinidce, and by others the family is con-

sidered to be inseparable from the Testudinidoe. Also

Emydte. See cuts tinder carapace, Cistudo, and terrapin,

emydin (em'i-din), . [< Gr. e/ii'f (k[ivi-), the
fresh-water tortoise, 4- -in2.] In chem., a white

nitrogenous substance contained in the yolk of

turtles' eggs. It is closely related to, if not
identical with, vitellin.

Emydina1 (em-i-dl'na), n. [NL., < Gr.
ejivf

or

c/iiif (e/tvfi-, euvd-), the fresh-water tortoise, +
-ina 1

."]
A genus of fresh-water tortoises, typi-

cal of the Emydinidce.
Emydina2

(em-i-di'na), n. pi. [NL., < Emys
(Emyd-) + -iwa2.] A subfamily of Emydidte or

Clemmyidce, typified by the genus Emys, and in-

cluding most species of the family, it was limited

byGray to those tortoiseswhich have thehead covered with
a thin hard skin, the zygomatic arch distinct, the fore limbs
covered in front by thin scales and cross-bands, and the

spreading toes strong and webbed.

Emydinidse (em-i-din'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Emy-
dina 1 + -idle.] Afamily of soft-shelled tortoises,
typified by the genus Emydina, including a few
Asiatic species referred usually to the Triony-
chidcB, having the edge of the disk strengthened
by a series of internal bones, the skull oblong,
convex, and swollen, and the palate with a cen-
tral groove. Also Emydinadce.
emydoid (em'i-doid), . and . I. a. Resem-
bling or related to a tortoise of the genus Emys;
belonging to the family Emydidx.

II. n. A tortoise of the family Emydidce.
Emydoidse (em-i-doi'de), n. pi. [NL., < Emys
(Emyd-) + -oidai.~] A family of tortoises, typi-
fied by the genus Emys, including the Clemmy-
idas and Cistudmidce, and divided into 5 subfam-
ilies. L. Agassiz. See cut under Cistudo.

Emydosauria (em"i-do-sa'ri-a), n.pl. [NL., <

Gr. fyiif or cuvc. (efivS-, iftvd-), the fresh-water

tortoise, + aaiipoq, a lizard.] One of several
names of the order Crocodilia : so called from
the fact that the dermal armor of the croco-
diles and alligators suggests the shell of a tor-

toise. De Blainvillc.

Emys (em'is), . [NL., < Gr. eftvf or e/ivf, the
fresh-water tortoise.] A genus of tortoises,
giving name to the Emydidee. The name has been
variously employed : (a) For fresh-water tortoises in gen-
eral of the family Clemmyidce, such as E. lutaria of Eu-
rope, now generally called Cleminys caspica, and numerous
American species, (b) Restricted to certain box-tortoises
belonging to the family now called Cistutlinidce, such as
the box-tortoise of Europe, Emys europma, which is the
emys of Aristotle and the ancients, and the Etnys blan-

dingi of North America.

en (en), n. [< ME. *en, < AS. "en, < L. en, < e,
the usual assistant vowel, + M.] 1. The name
of the letter N, n. It is rarely written, the sym-
bol N, n, being used instead. 2. In printing, a
space half as wide as an em, sometimes used
as a standard in reckoning the amount of a

compositor's work. See em 1
,
2.

en-1
. [ME. en-, < OF. en-, rarely F. en- = Sp.

Pg. en- = It. en-, in-, < L. in- (see in-2 ), an ad-
verbial or prepositional prefix, conveying the
idea, according as the verb is one of rest or of

motion, of existence 'in' a place or thing, or of

motion, direction, or inclination 'into' or 'to' a
place or thing, < in, prep., in, into, = E. in:
see in1 . In later L. in- usually became im-,
and so in Bom. era- usually becomes em-, before
labials : see em-1

, i)-2.] A common adverbial
or prepositional prefix, representing Latin in-,

meaning primarily
' in ' or '

into.' Appearing first
in Middle English words derived through Old French from
Latin, en-i (before labials em-) has come to be freely used as
a prefix of words of native as well as of Romance or Latin
origin, being equivalent to tn-i of pure English origin and
to i-2 of direct Latin origin, and hence often restored to

wrap, enfold, infold, with, however, a tendency in one or
other of the forms to disappear, or to become partly differ-
entiated in use. Before labials en- becomes em-, as in em-
bellish, embrace, but may remain unchanged before m, as
In enmew or emmew. As a verbal prefix, en-, when joined
to a noun, or a verb from a noun, may retain its original
meaning of ' in

'

(' put in '), as in encage (put in a cage), en-
fold, enfetter, encapsule, etc.; or when prefixed to an ad-
jective or a noun, it may denote a change from one state
into another ('make ...'), as in enable (make able), en-
rich, enslane, enfranchise, enlarge, and hence has often the
effect simply of a verb-forming prefix. In some cases
prefixed to a verb, it has no additional force, as in tnkindlf
encaptivate.

en-2 . [F., etc., en-, < L. en-, < Gr. h- (before gut-
turals y-), a prefix conveying with verbs the
idea of ' in' or ' at' a place, etc., with adjectives
the possession of a quality, 'having,' 'with,' 'in'
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(= L. in-, > en-1
, above), < h, prep., = L. in

= E. in: see in1.] An adverbial or preposi-
tional prefix of Greek origin, meaning primari-
ly 'in': chiefly in scientific or technical words
of modern formation, as in cncephalon, enan-

tliema, etc.

-en 1
. [(1) ME. -en (sometimes spelled -in, -yn),

later often -e, the two forms long coexisting;
earliest ME. always -en (weak verbs -en or -ien),

< AS. -an (weak verbs -an or -ian, -irjean),

ONorth. -a, -in = OS. -an (-on) = OFries. -a =
D. -en = OHG. -an (-en, -on), MHG. G. -en =
Icel. -a (-ja) = Sw. -a (-ja) = Dan. -e= Goth, -an

(-jan), the reg. Teut. inf. suffix, quite different

from the L. inf. suffix, -re (-a-re, -e-re, -i-re,

-i-re), but cognate with Gr. -cvai, later reg. -av,
and orig. dat. of *-ana, an orig. noun suffix.

(2) ME. -en, often only -e, < AS. -en = OS. -an
= OFries. Fries. MD. D. MLG. LG. -en = OHG.
-an, MHG. G. -en = Icel. -inn = Sw. Dan. -en

= Goth, -an-s, the reg. pp. suffix of strong
verbs, = L. -n-us = Gr. -v-of = Skt. -n-as, an
adj. suffix. (3) < ME. -en-en, -n-en (the final

syllable being a different suffix, -en1 (1) ), < AS.
-n-an, -n-ian (as in j'aistnian, > E. fasten, make
fast) = Goth, -n-an, Drop, intr., as in Goth.

fullnan, become full, in verbs formed on the

pp. of strong verbs, -an-s = AS. and E. -en,
etc. See (2), above. (4) ME. -en, often -e, in

later ME. a general pi. suffix, in earlier ME.
confined to ind. and subj. pret. pi. and subj.
pres., the ind. pres. (and impv. pi.) having -eth,
< AS. -ath, -iatit. The AS. verb-forms with pi.
term, -n were (in all 3 persons) subj. pres. -en

(-ien), ind. pret. -on (-an), subj . -en. Like forms
are found in the other Teut. tongues,beingworn-
down and assimilated forms of elements orig. of
different origin.] A termination of various ori-

gin, used in the formation of verbs, (a) The in-

nuitive suffix, now obsolete, as in Middle English singen,
escapen, pullen, etc., modern English sing, escape, pull,
etc. In late Middle English the -n fell away (singe, es-

cape, pulle, etc.), but the -e continued to be pronounced,
at least optionally, until near the end of the Middle Eng-
lish period ; in modern English the -e, though always si-

lent, is retained in spelling after a single consonant follow-

ing a long vowel (as in escape) and in some other positions.
(b) The suffix of the past participle of strong verbs (Middle
English and Anglo-Saxon -en), as in risen, written, etc., past
particlplesofrtw, write, etc. In Middle English the -noften
fell away (risen or rise, writen or write, etc.) ; hence in mod-
ern English many coexisting forms in -en and -e silent or
absent, as broken and broke, written and writ, beaten and
beat, sunken and sunk, etc. In most of these pairs there is

a slight differentiation of use (as sunken, drunken, adj.,
sunk, drunk, pp.), or one form is obsolete (writ, pp., etc.)
or regarded as "incorrect

"
(broke, spoke, etc.), or is merely

vulgar (riz for risen, etc.). In some cases the past par-
ticiple in -era is modern, the verb being originally weak
(with past participle in -erf2), as in worn, pp. of wear.
In most of such instances the older form in -ed% is still in

prevalent use, as in sewed or seum, sawed or sawn, proved
or proven, etc., the -?2 being in some instances absorbed,
as in hid or hidden, chid or chidden, (c) A suffix form-
ing verbs from adjectives, as weaken, fatten, etc. Origi-
nally such verbs were only intransitive (' become weak,
fat,' etc.), but now they are also transitive (' make weak,
fat,' etc.). (d) In Middle English, a plural suffix of verbs :

as, they aren, weren, sayen, singen, sungen, etc. It is now
reduced to silent -e or entirely lost.

-en2. [< ME. -en, < AS. -en = D. -en = OHG.
MHG. G. -en, etc., = Goth, -in-s, -ein-s = L.
-i-nu-s = Gr. -t-vo-c = Skt. -i-na-s, an adj. suffix,

radically identical with -en 1
(2), pp. suffix.] A

suffix forming adjectives from nouns of mate-
rial, as ashen1

,
ashen2

, earthen, oaken, wooden,
golden, sometimes simply -n, as cedarn, eldern,
silvern, etc. Many such words are obsolete, dialectic,
or archaic, as elmen, treen, clayen, hairen, etc. ; many are
also, some chiefly or exclusively, nouns, as aspen, linden,
linen, woolen.

-en3 . [< ME. -en, < AS. -en (gen. dat. -enne), ear-
lier -in, -inne= OHG. -in (-inna), MHG. -in, -inne,
G. -in = L. -ina (as in regina, queen) = Gr. -two,
-a-iva = Skt. -dni, fern, suffix.] A feminine suf-

fix, of which only a few relics exist in native
English words, as, for example, vixen, from
Anglo-Saxon fyxen (= German fuchsin), a fe-
male fox : in some instances regarded as having
a diminutive force, as in maiden, from Anglo-
Saxon mcegden, etc. See vixen, maiden, and
compare elfin.

-en4 . [< ME. -en, often -e, and, with double pi.,

-en-e, < AS. -an, the norn. ace. pi. (and gen. dat.
etc. sing.) term, of weak nouns (nom. sing,
masc. -a, fern, and neut. -e), = OS. -un = OHG.
-an, MHG. G. -en = Goth, -an-s= L. -in-es (e. g.,

homines, pi. of homo) = Gr. -rv-cp = Skt. -an-as;
being, in AS., etc., the stem suffix -an, used as
a sign of the pi., the real pi. suffix (-as, -es, -s)

having fallen away.] The plural suffix of a few
nouns, as oxen, brethren, children, and (archaic
and poetical) eyne or een (= eyen), kine (= kyen),
shoon, dial, liosen, housen, peasen, etc. in these

enacture

the termination is of Middle English origin, except in
oxen (from Anglo-Saxon oxan), eyne, een (from Anglo-
Saxon edgan), hosen (from Anglo-.Saxon hoxan), peasen
(from Anglo-Saxon pisan).

-en5 . A suffix of various other origins besides
those mentioned above : often ultimately iden-
tical with -an (Latin -amis), as in citizen, den-

izen, dozen, etc., but having also, as in often,

midden, etc., other sources ascertainable upon
reference to the word concerned.
enable (e-na'bl), v.

; pret. and pp. enabled, ppr.
enabling. [Formerly also inable; < ME. enablen ;

< en-1 + able1
."] I. trans. 1. To make able;

furnish with adequate power, ability, means, or

authority ; render competent.

Temperance gives nature her full piny, and enables her
to exert herself in all her force and vigour.

Spectator, No. 195.

No science of heat was possible until the invention of
the thermometer enabled men to measure the degree of

temperature. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 34.

2f. To put in an efficient state or condition
;

endow
; equip ;

fit out.

Joy openeth and enableth the heart.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

You are beholden to them, sir, that have taken this

pains for you, and my friend, Master Truewit, who en-
abled them for the business. B. Jonson, Epicoene, v. 1.

= Syn. 1. To empower, qualify, capacitate.

II. intrans. To give ability or competency.
For matter of policy and government, that learning

should rather hurt than enable thereunto is a thing very
improbable. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 16.

enablementt (e-na'bl-ment), . [< enable +
-ment."] The act of enabling.
Learning. . . hath no less power and efficacy in enable-

ment towards martial and military virtue and prowess.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 82.

enach (en'ach), n. [Gael, eineach, bounty.] In
old Scots law, amends or satisfaction for a crime,
fault, or trespass.
enact (e-nakt'),. t. [< ME. enacten; < en-1 +
act."] 1. To decree; establish by the will of
the supreme power ; pass into a statute or es-

tablished law; specifically, to perform the last
act of a legislature to, as a bill, giving it va-

lidity as a law
; give sanction to, as a bill.

Through all the periods and changes of the Church it

hath beene prov'd that God hath still reserv'd to himselfe
the right of enacting Church-Government.

Milton, Church-Government, i. 2.

It was enacted that, for every ton of Malmsey or Tyne
wine brought into England, ten good bowstaves should also
be imported. Encyc. Brit,, II. S72.

2. To act
; perform ;

effect.

The king enacts more wonders than a man,
Daring an opposite to every danger.

Shak., Rich. III., v. 4.

3. To act the part of
; represent on or as on

the stage.
Ham. And what did you enact ?

Pol. I did enact Julius Cajsar : I was killed i' the Capi-
tol ; Brutus killed me. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

Enacting clause, the introductory clause of a legislative
bill or act, beginning "Be it enacted by, "etc. A common
means of defeating a bill in its initial stages is a motion to
strike out its enacting clause, which if successful carries
all the rest with it.

enactt, n. [ME. ; < enact, v.~] An enactment;
an act.

This enacte ao to endure by force of this present yelde
[gild]. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 404.

enactive (e-nak'tiv), a. [< enact + -ire.] Hav-
ing power to enact, or establish as a law.
enactment (e-nakt'ment), . [< enact + -me>it.~\
1. The act of enacting or decreeing; specifi-

cally, the passing of a bill into a law
;
the act

of giving validity to a law by vote or decree.

In 1176, precise enactment established the jury system,
still rude and imperfect, as the usual mode of trial.

Welsh, Eng. Lit., I. 61.

2. A law enacted
;
a statute

;
an act.

If we look simply at the written enactments, we should
conclude that a considerable portion of the pagan worship
was, at an early period, absolutely and universally sup-
pressed. Lecky, Rationalism, I. 58.

3. The acting of a part or representation of a
character in a play. =Syn. 2. Statute, Ordinance, etc.
See (awl.

enactor (e-nak'tor), n. [< enact + -or.] 1.

One who enacts or decrees
; specifically, one

who decrees or establishes a law.

This is an assertion by which the great Author of our
nature, and Enactor of the law of good and evil, is highly
dishonoured and blasphemed.

Up. Atlerbury, Sermons, II., Pref.

2. One who acts or performs. Shak.

enacturet (e-nak'tur), H. [< enact + -nre."]

Purpose; effect; action.



enacture

The violent I ni either urift nr joy
Tlu-ir own nttf-inrr* with UMOIMITM destroy.

Hliuk., Hamlet', iii. '.

enaget, i'. t. [< OF. <</<//, i-H/mi/itr, declare
of age, p|i.

/
ii/niijii', aged, < en- + aage, age:

see </<'.]
To age; make old.

That never hail .11. 1 II. i -vi'-l prejudice.
Thiil never fr.ist. nor -n..we, nor slippery Ice

Tlic tlrlils fnag'd.
>V'"'". lr. of Dll llartas's Weeks, ii., Kden.

Enaliornis (c-nal-i-or'nis), .

[<
Or. hd'Aiof, in,

on, or of the sea (< ev, in, + a/lr, the sea), +
opvtf, a bird.] A genus of fossil Cretaceous

1 1 i n Is, discovered by Barrett in 1858 in the Upper
(in-cnsiuid of Cambridge, England. It was de-
scribed h> Set-ley in 18tiC under the name Pelagornig(l'.

"/), which, Mtafl preoccupied l>y I'elagomuol Lartet
(ls:>7), wax IVM. lined I'.iKilutniix by Secley in 1869. The re-

ii i.i i n- :i[.|..':ir t.. lie those of a true bird, resembling a pen-
guin ill some l'< speCtS.

enaliosaur (e-nal'i-o-sar), H. One of the Emilio-
Ktlltl'ill.

Enaliosauria (e-nal'i-o-sa'ri-tt), n.pl. [NL., <

Gr. fwi/<or, living in the sea (< h, = E. in, +
d/tf, the sea), + o-atyxjc, lizard.] A superordinal
group of gigantic aquatic Mesozoic reptiles,
with a very long body, naked leathery skin,

paddle-like limbs, numerous teeth in long jaws,
and biconcave vertebras. The group contained the
ichthyosaurians, plcsiosaurfaiis, and other marine mon-
sters now placed in different orders. The term is now
little used ; it sometimes, however, still covers the two
current orders Ichthyosaitria&ivi J'legiogauria, or Ichthit-

opteryijia
and Sauropterifffta.

enaliosaurian (e-nal*i-o-s4'ri-an), a. and n. I.
a. Pertaining to the Enaliosauria,

II. w. One of the Enaliosauria; an enalio-
saur.

enallage (e-nal'a-je), n. [= F. enallage = Sp.
enalage = Pg. It. enallage, < L. enallage, < Gr.

hoUo^, an interchange, < tvcMaocetv, inter-

change, < h, in, + a'A/Moaetv, change, < <U/of,
other: see allo-.] Iii gram., a figure consisting
in the substitution of one form, inflection, or

part of speech for another. Special names are given
to subdivisions of this ftgnre. The substitution of one part
of speecli for another is antimeria ; that of one case for
another is anliptosie. Interchange of the functions of two
cases in one phrase is a form of hyjHtllaye. Enallage of

gender can hardly be illustrated iii English. Antiptosia
is exempliiled in the colloquial "It's me" for "

It is I."

Knullu^e of number is seen in the royal and literary "we"
for "I, and in our modern established "you" for "thou."

Not changing one word for another, by their accidents
or cases, as the h'natlaye.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 143.

Enallostega (en-a-los'te-gfi,), n. pi. [NL. (F.

SnaSotttgvtl, D'Orbigny), < Gr. cv, in, + dX/lof,
other (one besides), -r r/'j-of, roof.] A division
of foraminifers, having the cells disposed in two
alternating rows.

enambusht (en-am'bush), v. t. [< ew-1 + am-
bush.] To place or conceal in ambush.

Explor'd th' embattled van, the deep'ning line,
Tii eiMtnbuth'tl phalanx, and the springing mine.

CaiMorn, Elegy on I'apt. Hughes.

enamel (e-nam'el), n. [< ME. enamaile (with
prolix in-, due to the verb enamelen), prop.
'

n mil ili\ iimi'l, ttmr.ll, nmelle, amall, aumayl, lat-

er ammell (> D. G. email = Dan. emaille = Sw.
emalj), < OF. esmail, F. email, enamel: see

aniH.] 1. In cerain., a vitrified substance,
either transparent or opaque, applied as a coat-

ing to pottery and porcelain of many kinds.
It is simply a fusible kind of glass, and when transparent
is commonly called ijlazf. A vitreous coating of similar
character is applied to a class of iron utensils for cooking,
et< .. .iii'l is made to serve other useful purposes.
2. In the fine arts, a vitreous substance or glass,
opaque or transparent, and variously colored,
applied as a coating on a surface of metal or
of porcelain (see def. 1) for purposes of decora-
tion. It consists of easily fusible salts, such as the sili-

cates and horates of sodium, potassium, lead, etc., to
w hich various earths and metallic oxids are added to s\\ <

th. 1 desired coloi-s. These enamels are now prepared in
the form of sticks, like sealing-wax, and for use are pnl-
veri/ed, and applied to the surface either dry or moistened
so as to form a paste. The object to be enamel, .1 is th.

exposed to :i moderate temperature in a muffle, and the
vitreous substance becomes sufficiently fluid to form a
brilliant and adhesive eoatini:. Knamels in modern time-,
include an iiitliiitc number of tints ; but those of the an-
cient Orientals and of the Ityzantine empire present tmt
few colors, and those distinctly contrasting. See def. 3,
and Lini'-'f-n enflntfl, below.

3. Euamel-work: a piece or sort of work whose
chief decorative quality lies in the enamel it-

self : as, a fine piece of cloisonn6 enamel ; a spe-
cimen of i mi mi I a jonr. (if thi work there are three
distinct classes: (1) Bin in which partitions

mill in.- the compartments of enamel of each different
color are formed of wire of rectangular section secured to
the body or foundation; (-> rllini>l'-r,

1

f,nnifl.\\\ which
the surface <>f ttie background is encraved or hollowed out
to receive the enamel; (.i) si/, in which the
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whole surface of a plate of metal is covered with the
<n. inicl, which when fused affords a smooth uroun.l tor

p.unnie A familiar instance of the last kind of enamel
work is the dial of a e..inin..n wat'-li, which is enamel, d . n

copper in white, the figures being painted ii|x>n it In black
enamel. I'hamplevc enamel Is most useil for jewelry and
similar decorative work.

About her necke a sort of faire rubies
In white lloures of right Hue rim

The Ainembty of Laditl, 1. 534.

4. Any smooth, glossy surface resembling ena-

mel, but produced by means of varnish or lac-

quer, or in some other way not involving vitri-

fication: as, the enamel of enameled leather,

paper, slate, etc. 5. In anal., the hardest part
of a tooth

;
the very dense, smooth, glistening

substance which crowns a tooth or coats a part
of its surface: distinguished from dentin and
from cement. It Is always superficial, and represents a
special modification of epithelial substance. It is usually
white, sometimes red, as in the front teeth of most ro-

dents, or reddish-black, as in the teeth of most -Incus.
Bee cut under tooth.

All the bones of the body are covered with a periosteum,
except the teeth

;
where it ceases, and an enainel of ivory,

which saws and fllei will hardly touch, comes into its

place. Paky, Nat. Thcol., xi.

6. Figuratively, gloss; polish.
There i- none of the ingenuity of Filicaja in the thought,

none of the hard and brilliant enamel of Petrarch In the

style. Macaulay.

7. In cosmetics, a coating applied to the skin,

giving the appearance of a beautiful complex-
ion. Battersea enamel, a kind of surface enamel pro-
duced ill Battersea, London, in the eighteenth century.
The pieces of this enamel are usually decorated by a
transfer process similar to that used for porcelain and
English delft ; they include needle-cases, etuis, and es-

pecially plaques with portraits. Canton enamel, a va-

riety of surface-enamel in which the ground Is usually
plain white, yellow, or light blue, and Is decorated with
enamel paintings in many colors, representing conven-
tional flowers, scrolls, etc. Vases, incense-burners, etc.,
are made of it, and it is one of the most successful of mod-
ern Chinese artistic industries. Chaniplev^ enamel.
See def. 3, and ckamplece. Cloisonn^ enamel. See
def. 3, and cloitomv!. Enamel a jour, a kind of en-
amel in which there is no background, the enamel be-

ing made to till all the space Let ween the narrow bars
or wires which form the design, such enamel when trans-
lucent shows as a pattern seen by transmitted light.

Enamel-columns, the minute six-sided prisms of which
the enamel of the teeth is composed. Also called eiutmel-

prism enamel-rodi, and ena mel-fibert. Enamel-Cuticle,
a thin horny cuticle covering the outer surface of the en-
amel in unworn teeth. Also called Xasmyth's membrane
and mticula dentit. Enamel en basse tallle, a variety
of champleve enamel in which the background of the low-
ered or sunken parts is sculptured with figures in relief,
the enamel itself being transparent to allow them to be
seen. Enamel en tallle d'epargne, a variety of champ-
leve enamel in which the field is almost wholly cut away
or hollowed out for the reception of the enamel, leaving
only narrow dividing lines of the metallic background.
Flocked enamel, enamel used for ornamenting a glass
surface which has been made dull by grinding or by the
use of acid. Glass enamel, an opaque or semi-opaque
glass having a milky appearance, due to the addition of
binoxid of tin. It is used for window transparencies and
"porcelain" lamp-shades. Incrusted enamel, disks or
similar small flat pieces of enameled metal inlaid in a
larger surface, as of chased metal or filigree. Limoges
enamel, a variety of surface-enamel produced especially
at Limoges in France, in which vessels and decorative

pieces of various kinds and sizes are ornamented with pic-
torial subjects painted in many colors and in gold. This
work reached its greatest excellence at the time of^the
Renaissance.

enamel (e-nam'el), r.
; pret. and pp. enameled

or enamelled, ppr. enameling or enamelling. [<
ME. enamelen, enaumaylen, < OF. enamaiUer,
enameler, enamaler (in pp.),<- + esmailler, >

ME. amelen, ainilen (see amel, r.), F. emailler (>
D. emailleren = G. emailliren = Dan. emaillere
= Sw. emaljera) = Sp. Pg. esmaltar = It. smal-

tare, enamel; from the noun.] I. trans. 1.

To lay enamel upon ;
cover or decorate with

enamel.
Ther wer hassynes fill bryst of brende golde clere,

Enaumaylde with ajer & eweres of sute.

Alliterative. Poemt(ed. Morris), ii. 1457.

A knife he bore.
Whose hilt was well enamelled o'er
With green leaves on a golden ground.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 107.

2. To form a glossy surface like enamel upon:
as, to enamel cardboard; specifically, to use
an enamel upon the skin. 3f. To variegate or
adorn with different colors.

The pleasing fume that fragrant Roses yeeld,
\\ hen wanton Zephyr, sighing on the fleld,
Ktuimmftx all.

Stftetter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6.

Enameled cloth. See clotA. Enameled glass. BM
fiMI

II. intranx. To practise the use of enamel
or the art of enameling.
Though it were f.n.li.sh to colour or enamel upon the

glasses of tclcsrop.s, \i t to uild the tubes of them may
render them more acceptable to the users, without les-

sening the clearness of the Rnile.

enantiomorphic

enamelar, enamellar (e-nam'el-ar), a. [<
i in: mi I + -in-.} Consisting of enamel; resem-
bling enamel ; smooth ; glossy. [Rare.]
enamel-blue (e-uam'el-blO), n. Same as nmalt.

enameler, enameller (e-nam'el-er), . [<
i'l + -</!.] One who enamels

;
one whose

occupation is the laying on of enamels.
she put forth unto him a little rod or wand all fiery,

such as paiutera or cnameUert use.

ll..ll<in,t, tr. of Plutarch, p. 481.

It Is certain that in the reigns of the two flrst Edward*
there were Greek iMn,i-Urr in England, who hoth prac-
tised and taught the art. Waljmle, Anecdotes, I. it., note.

Enamelers' copper. See copper.

enamel-germ (e-nam'el-jerm), n. The epi-
thclial gcrin of the enamel of teeth; the rudi-
ment of the enamel-organ.
enamelist, enamellist (e-nam'el-ist), n. [<
enamel -t- -int.] Same as enameler.

enamel-kiln (e-nam'el-kil), H. A kiln in which
pottery, glass, etc., are exposed to a low heat,
such as is suitable for fixing enamel-colors,
gold, etc. Such kilns are generally built of large earth-
enware slabs, having flues through which the smoke and
flame of the fire pass without entering the liody of the
kiln.

enamellar, enameller, etc. See enamelar, etc.

enamel-membrane (e-nam'el-niem*bran), n.

The layer of cylindrical cells of the enamel-
organ of a tooth which stand on the surface
of the deutiual part of a developing tooth.

enamel-organ (e-nam'el-dr'gan), n. The enam-
el-germ of a tooth after it has separated from
the epithelium of the mouth and forms a cap
over the dentinal portion of the tooth, it con-
sists of a lining of cylindrical cells ami a covering of cu-
bical cells, and is wadded with stellate cells in abundant
jelly-like intercellular substance.

enamel-painting (p-nam'el-pan*ting), n. Paint-

ing in verifiable colors, especially upon a sur-
face of porcelain, glass, or metal, the work be-

ing subsequently fired in a muflle or kiln. See
enamel.

enamoradot (e-nam-o-ra'do), n. [Sp. (= It.

iiinamorato, q. v.), < ML. inamoralus, pp. of

enamorar, inamorare (> Sp., etc.), put in love:
see enamour."] One deeply in love.

An enamorado neglects all other things to accomplish
his delight. Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 74.

enamour (e-nam'or), v. t. [Also written, but

rarely, enamor; < ME. enamoured, pp., < OF.
enamourer, enamorer, F. enamourer = Pr. Sp.
Pg. enamorar, namorar = It. innamorare, < ML.
inamorare, put in love, inamorari, be in love,
< L. I'M, in, + amor (> F. amour, etc.), love:
see amor, amorous.] To inflame with love;
charm

; captivate : used chiefly in the past par-
ticiple, with of or tcith before the person or

thing: as, to be enamoured of a lady; to be
enamoured o/or with books or science.

What trust is in these times?

They that when Richard liv'd would have him die,
Are now become enantoitr'd on his grave.

Shale., 2 Hen. IV., L 8.

Oh, death :

I am not yet enatnour'tl o/this breath
So much but I dare leave it.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, IT. 1.

Or should she, confident,
Descend with all her winning charms begirt
To enamour, as the zone of Venus once
Wrought that effect on Jove. Milton, P. R., Ii. 214.

He became passionately enamoured of this shadow of a
dream. Irving.
= Syn. To fascinate, bewitch.

enamouritet (e-nam'o-rit), n. (X enamour +
-ite1

, as in favorite.] A lover. [Rare.]
Is this no small servitude for an enammirite.

Burton, Anat. of Mel
, p. 510.

enamourment (e-nam'or-ment), n. [< enamour
4- -mi-iii. Cf. OF. enamourement, < enamourer,
enamour.] The state of being enamoured;
a falling desperately in love. Mrs. Cotrden
Clarke.

enanthema (en-an-the^mS), n. [NL., < Gr.

iv, in, + avOiyia. as in fi-avSr/pa, an eruption : see

exanthema.] In pathol., an eruption of the
mucous membrane: distinguished from CIHH-

thema, an eruption of the skin.

cnanthesis (en-an-the'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. iv,

in, + uvfo/oif, blossom, < avBtiv, blossom, bloom.
Cf. enanthema.] In )>athol., an eruption on the
skin from internal disease, as in scarlet fever,

measles, etr.

enantioblastous (e-nan'ti-o-blas'tus), a. [<

lavriof, opposite (see enantiosis), + ,ftu-

orof, germ.] In Imt.. having the embryo at the
end of the seed directly opposite to the hilum.

enantiomorphic (i-nan'ti-o-mor'fik), a. Same
as enaiiliomiiri>lious.



enantiomorphous 1910

,

enarm, v.~\ Same as enarme.
enantiomorphous (e-nan"ti-o-m6r'fus), a. [< enarmingt, ^ [ME. enarmynge; verbal n. of enbroudet,

Nlj. enantiuniorpltns, < Gr. ivavriof, opposite, +
liopifii], form.] Contrasted in form

j specifically,

similar in form, but not superposable ; related,

as an object to its image in a mirror, or a right- enarrationt (e-na-ra'shon), n. [= F. enarratton

to a left-hand glove. The corresponding right- = Sp. enarracion = Pg. enarraqao = It. enarrazi-

and left-handed hemimorphic forms of quartz one, < L. enarratio(n-), < enarrare, pp. enarratus.

are enantiomorphous.
enantiopathic (e-nan"ti-o-path'ik), a. [= F.

enantlopathique ; as enantiopathy + ^ic.] Serv-

encapsulation

t. A Middle English form of em-

,^,.~~ broid.

He griped" th7shelde"so faste b'y the enarmynye that the CnbUSChementt, An obsolete form of anl-

atte myght it not hym be-reve. Merlin(E. E. T. S.), iii. 667. bushmeii t.

A gret enbuschement they sett,

Thare the foster thame mett.
MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, fol. 136.

, . , ,, enbusyt,*'. t. Same as embusy.
relate in detail, < e, out, + narrare, relate : see enc ^ abbreviation of encyclopedia,
narrate.} Recital; relation; account; exposition. en cabochon (oh ka-bo-shoh'). [F.] See cabo-

f ,,,, __ r , This book did that high-priest embezell, wherein was C;(OB .

ing to excite an opposite passion or feeling; contained their genealogies to the
dnyi^of I'hmcas^to- gn gaQjjette (Ofl ka-shet').

specifically, in med., palliative. leneratTon of'life"

' ^
*# "Def of

l

Remonstrance^

'9&KS^3KS^ l

iSU} enarthrodia (en-ar-thro'di-k), ..

properties, < havriof, contrary^, opposite

0of, suffering, passion.]
sion or affection.

Whatever may be the case in the cure of bodies, enan-

and not homoeopathy, is the true medicine of

Sir W. Hamilton.

arthrosis.

1 "An" opposite pas- enarthrodial (en-ar-thro'di-al), a. ^enarthro-
dia + -al.] Pertaining to enarthrosis; having
the character of a ball-and-socket joint: as,

enarthrodial movements or articulations.

2. Allopathy: a term used by homeopathists.
enantiosis (e-nan-ti-6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. cvav-

Tiwaiq, contradiction, < ivavTi6eaf)a.i, contradict,

gainsay, < evavrioc, contrary, opposite, < ev-, in,

-r dvrioc, contrary, < dvri, against: see anti-.]

In rhet., a figure of speech consisting in expres-
sion of an idea by negation of its contrary, or by
use of a word of opposi te meaning. The term anti-

phrciKi* was originally used as equivalent to enantiosis in

both forms, but is now usually limited to signify enantio-

sis by use of a word of opposite meaning. Enautiosis by

negation of the contrary, as, "he is no fool" for "he is

[F. : en, in
;

ca-

?, hiding-place, < cacher, hide: see cache1 .']

In hiding ; secretly.
The vice-consul informed me that, in divers discussions

with the Turks about the possibility of an Englishman
finding his way en cachette to Meccah, he had asserted that

his compatriots could do everything, even pilgrim to the

Holy City. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 488.

encsenia, n. pi. See encenia.

encage, incage (en-, in-kaj'), v. t.; pret. and

pp. encaged, incaged, ppr. encaging, incaging.

[< F. encager, < en-1
, in-, in, + cage, cage.]

People" for the fairies, passes into euphemism.
irony.

Enantiotreta (e-nan"ti-6-tre'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of *enantiotretus : see enantiotretous.}
In Ehrenberg's system (1836), a division of in-

fusorians, having an intestine, and two aper-
tures, at opposite ends of the body.
enantiotretous (e-nan"ti-o-tre'tus), a. [< NL.
*enantiotretus, < Gr. ivavrioi;, opposite, + rpyrof,

perforated, verbal adj. of Ttrpahuv (-^ *rpa),

bore, perforate.] Having an opening at each
end of the body, as the Enantiotreta.

enarcht (en-arch'), v. t. An obsolete form of in-

arch.

enarche (en-ar-sha'), a. [F., < en- + arche,
arch: see arch1 ."] In her., same as enarched;
also, rarely, same as arched.

enarched (en-archf), p. a. [Pp. of enarch, v.

Cf. enarche.} In her., com-
bined with or supported by
an arch . Ache vron enarched
has a round or pointed arch
beneath it, seeming to sup-
port it at the angle Bend
enarched. Same as bend archy
(which see, under bend%).

enargite (en-ar'jlt), n. [< Gr.

evapy/K, visible, palpable, < ev,

in, + dpyo?, bright, + -ite2.]

To

To

Argent, a Chevron En-
arched Gules.

,
a kind of jointing, < ev, in,+ ap6pov, a joint.

Cf. arthrosis, diarthrosis.] In anat., a ball-and-

socket joint ;
a kind of movable arthrosis or To put in a cage ; shut up or confine in a cage ;

free articulation which consists in the socket- hence, to coop up ;
confine to any narrow limits,

ing of a convex end of a bone in a concavity He [8amgoll] carries away the gates wherein they
of another bone, forming a joint freely mov- thought to have encaged him. Bp. Hall, Sampson's End.

able in every direction. The hip and shoulder encalendar (en-kal'en-dar), v. t. [< en-1 +
are characteristic examples. Also enarthrodia.

calendar.} To register i'n a calendar, as the
enascentt (e-uas'ent), a. [< L. enascen(t-)s, saints of the Koman Catholic Church,
ppr. of enasci, spring up, issue forth, < e, put, ror salntg pre,erredi+ nasei, be born: see nascent.} Coming into Of which we find these four have been,

being; incipient; nascent. And with their leader still to live encalendar'd.

You just get the first glimpse, as it were, of an twucent Drayton, Polyolbion, xxiv.

equivocation. Warburton, Occasional Reflections, ii. encallOW (en-kal'6), n. [< en- (of which the
See enatationt (e-na-ta'shon), n. [< L. as if "ena- force or origin is not clear) + callow2 , q. v.]

tatio(n-), < enaiatus, pp. of enatare, swim out, Among the brickmakers near London, England,
< e, out, + nature, swim : see natant, natation.} the soil, vegetable mold, etc., resting upon the

A swimming out; escape by swimming. brick-earth or clay.

enate (e'nat), a. [< L. enatus, pp. of enasci, encallOW (en-kal'6), v. t. [< eneattow, .]

be born: see enascent.'} 1. Growing out. remove eucallow from.

The parts appertaining to the bones, which stand out encalm (en-kam'), t\ t. [< en-1 + calm 1
.}

at a distance from their bodies, are either the adnate or place calmly or reposefully.
the enate parts, either the epiphyses or the apophyses of

illumined forehead, and the light
the bones. J. Smith, Portraiture of Old Age, p. 176. \fho6 fountain is the mystery of God
2 Belated through the mother

; maternally Encalmed within his eye.

cognate; as a noun, one so related. * p- wmii
>
Scene ln Gethsemane.

In all tribal society, either the agnates or the enates encamp (en-kamp'), V. [< en-1 + camp?.} I.

are clearly distinguished from the other cognates, and intraniS. To go into camp; form and occupy a
organized into a body politic, usually called the clan or

gens. J. W. Powell, Science, V. 347.

enation (e-na'shon), n. [< L. as if "enatio(n-),
< enatus,' pp. of enasci, be born: see enate,

enascent.} 1. In bot., the production of out-

growths or appendages upon the surface of an

organ. 2. In ethnol., maternal relationship.
The fact is, that cognation, including enation and agna-

tion, is primitive. J. W. Powell, Science, V. 347.

enauntert, adv. [For en aunter, after ME. in

aunter, peradventure : in, F. en, in; aunter,

aventure, chance, adventure.] Lest that.

Anger nould let him speake to the tree,
Enaunter his rage mought cooled bee.

Spenxer, Shep. Cal., February.

camp ;
settle in temporary quarters, formed by

tents or huts, as an army or a company.
The Levites . . . shall encamp round about the taber-

nacle. Num. i. 60.

Encamp against the city and take it. 2 Sam. xii. 28.

The four and twentieth of July, the King in Person, ac-

companied with divers of the Nobility, came to Calais;
and the six and twentieth encamped before Boulogne on
the North-side. Baker, Chronicles, p. 292.

He was encamped under the trees, close to the stream.

H. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 464.

II. trans. To form into or fix in

place in temporary quarters.

a camp ;

Beyond the river we'll encamp ourselves.

Shah., Hen. V., iii. 6.

A sulpharsenite of copper occurring in small en avant (on a-voh' ). [F. : en, < L. inde, hence ;

black orthorhombic crystals, also massive, in avant, before, forward: see avant, advance.}
Peru, Chili, Colorado, etc. Forward

;
onward.

enarmt (en-arm'), v. [< ME. enarmen, < OF. enavigatet (e-nav'i-gat), v. i. and t. [< L. ena-

cnarmer, arm, equip, provide with arms or ar-
i-igatus, pp. 'of enavigare, sail out, sail over, <

mor, provide, as a shield, with straps, < en, in,
-f- armea, arms: see arm2

.] I. trans. 1. To
equip with arms or armor.

How mony knightes there come A kynges enartned.

To saile, out, + navigare, sail: see navigate,}
out or over. Cockeram.

enb-. See enib-.

enbaset, v. t. Same as embase.
Destruction of Troy"(E. E. T. s.), i. 87. enbastet, t. [< en-1 + baste3.} To steep or

imbue. Davies.I will, by God's grace, fully set forth the same, to enarm
you to withstand the assaults of the papists herein, if yon
mark well and read over again that which I now write.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 142.

2. In old cookery, to lard.

The crane is enarmed ful wele I wot
With larde of porke.

Liber Cure Cocorum, p. 29.

II. intrans. To arm; put
on armor or take weapons.
While shepherds they enarmevnus'd

to danger.
T. Hudxon, tr. of Du Bartas's

(Judith, i. 371.

enarmet, . [OF., < enarmer,
provide, as a shield, with

straps: see enarm.} The
gear for holding the shield

by passing the arm through
straps or the like.

enarmed (en-iirmd'), a. [<
en- 1 + armed.} In her., hav-

ing arms (that is, horns,
hoofs, etc.) of a different
color from that of the body.

Sultan Selim encamped his army in this place when he
came to besiege Cairo.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 23.

ment), n. [< encamp
f forming and occupy-

ing a camp; establishment in a camp.
We may calculate that a square of about seven hundred

yards was sufficient for the encampment of twenty thou-

sand Romans. Gibbon, Decline and Fall, i.

2. The place where a body ofmen is encamped ;

a camp.
When a general bids the martial train

It is not agreeable for the Holy Ghost, which may not Spread their encampment o'er the spacious plain,
suffer the Church to err in interpreting the Scriptures, to Thick rising tents a canvas city build. Gay, Trivia,

permit the same notwithstanding to be oppressed with OTW,aT,tPri fpn Vnnff'ltpi-'l l> t f( fn 1 + rnn-
superstition, and to be enbasted with vain opinions.

encanEert (en-Rang K.^), V. I. \\ en-

Philpot, Works (Parker Soc.), p. 379. Ker.} lo corrode ;
canker.

oiiViimnoi onViuiirTnc,* / Ahanleto fr>TTna nf What needeth me for to extoll his fame
enrjaumet, enoawmet, v. i. <

wjth rude encankered all with rust?
embalm. Skelton, Elegy on the Earl of Northumberland.

enbibet, . t. A Middle English form of imbibe. .....anfhi,. /-p., tan'thiil
enblancht, t>. . An obsolete form of emblanch. '"ESSL^SJ^JS'lS 1

en bloc (on blok). [F. : en, in; bloc, block: see
in and block1

.']
In block; in a lump: as, the

shares will be sold en lloe.

We are bound to take Nature en bloc, with all her
and all her cruelties, as well as her beneficences.

Contemporary Hev., LIII. 81.

enbose1
*, v. t. An obsolete form of emboss1

.

enbose2t, . t. Same as emboss^.

enbracet, t'. An obsolete form of embrace.

the corner of the eye, < ev, in, 4-

KavBof, the corner of the eye: see cant1
.'] In

pathol., a small tumor or excrescence growing
from the inner angle of the eye.

aws en cantiel. [Heraldic F.: F. en, in; *cantiel,

appar. var. of OF. cantel, corner: see cantle.]
In her., placed aslant that is, with the pale
not vertical to the beholder, but

sloping,
usual-

ly with the top toward the left : said of an es-

cutcheon, which is often so placed in seals.
enbraudet, v. t. A Middle English form of em- '

, _ .... -

brm,!. encapsulate (en-kap'su-lat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

enbreamet, a. [Irreg. < en-1 + breame, var. of

inside view of shield, &,4, a.] Strong; sharp. Nares.
We ca" ' content (for the health of our bodies) to drink

sharpe potions, receive and indure the operation of cn-

breame purges. Northbrovke, Dicing (1577).

encapsulated, ppr.

fe-C] '.

Gea"'
ng

,F?,m"v1inet
le-Duc's "Diet, du Mo-
bilier fran^ais."}

[< en-1 +
+ -ate^.} To inclose in"a capsule.

encapsulation (eu-kap-su-la'shpn), n. [< en-

(n)K>il(it:- + -ion.] The act of surrounding with
a capsule.



encapsule

encapsule (cn-kap'sul), v. t.; pret. aud pj>. M-
cuii.iiilnl. ppr. i

iirii/i.-ntHiiii. [< <-' + ciijixiili .
]

To encapsulate.

Kiu'ajmiilt-d by a more ur leas homogeneous ineinliranniig

lajrr. (,v.,,//,,,-, Cuiiili. Anal, minis.), p. Ur,.

encaptivate (ou-kap'ti-vat), . f. ; pret. and

pp. ciH'it/itirttli'd, ppr. encaptivating. (X en-1 +
cn/iticate.} To captivate. [Rare.] 7/^i. Met.
encarnalize (en-kiir'nal-i/.), r. t.

; prot. and pp.
i-iictiriiii/i'.i'it, |>|>r. i,n-iiniiili:iiig. [< en-1 + car-

nalize.} To make carnal
; sensualize. [Hare.]

I Hiiiilhi- a sli.inic-li-ss hanil with shameful jest,
/;/H '-/(.(//,- their spirits. Tennynun, I'riuceBS, ill.

encarpi, . Plural of encarpus.
encarpium (en-kar'pi-um), n. ; pi. encarpia (-ii).

[NL., < Gr. i^nApirtof, containing seed, as fruit

(e^na/moc, containing fruit), < n>, in, T Kapnof,

fruit,.] Same as sporophore.
encarpus (eu-kiir pus), n.

; pi. encarpi (-pi).

[NL., prop, "encarjium, L. only pi. encarpa, <

Gr. iyxapTra, pi., festoons of fruit on friezes or

capitals of columns, neut. pi. of tynapiroq, con-

taining fruit, < iv, in, + Kap-n6f, fruit.] In arch.,
a sculptured ornament in imitation of a gar-
land or festoon of fruits, leaves, or flowers,
or of other objects, suspended between two
points. The garland is of greatest size hi the middle,
and diminishes gradually to the poluU of suspension, from

1911

another color. The manufacture and employment of en-
caustic tiles were, brought tu great excellence in comic
lion with the architect m >

<if the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries, particu-
larly in France and Eng-
land ; and the art lias

been successfully revived
in the nineteenth century.
Ihr inline Is an arbitrary
one, without relation to
the process of manufac-
ture. Encaustic vase,
a vase painted with the
so-called encaustic colors
of Wedgwood ware. See
encatuitic painting (It).

II. . [< L. tnca.ua-

tica, < Gr. eynavartKi].
See L] The art,

method, or practice
of encaustic paint-
ing.
encaustum (en-kas'-

tum), n. [< Gr. ly-

IWVOTOV, neut. of >-

Kavaroc, burnt in: see

encaustic.} The en-

amel of a tooth.

encave, incave (en-, in-kav'), v. t.; pret. and

Part at a Medieval Pavement of

Encaustic Tiles. Church of St.

Pierre-sur-Dive, Normandy. ( From
VtolleMe-Duc'1 Diet, de 1'Archi-

tecturc." )

Encarpus. From Palazzo Niccolini. Rome.

which the ends generally hang down. The encarpus Is

sometimes composed of an imitation of drapery similarly
disposnl. and frequently of an assemblage of musical in-

struments, or implements of war or of the chase, accord-

ing to the purpose to which the building it ornaments is

appropriated.

encase, encasement. See incase, incasement.

encashment (en-kash'ment), n. [< 'encash (<
ni-i + caxlfl) + -ment.} "lnng. banking, pay-
ment in cash of a note, draft, etc.

encastage (en-kas'taj), n. [Appar. < en-1 +
I'm*! 1

, r., + -age.'] The arrangement in a pot-
tery- or porcelain-kiln of the pieces to be
fired, inclosed in their seggars if these are em-
ployed.
encaumat (en-ka'ma), . [NL., < Gr. iyKavua,
a mark burnt in, a sore from burning, < cyiatlctv,
burn in : see encaustic.} In surg. : (a) The
mark left by a burn, or the bleb or vesicle pro-
duced by it. (6) Uloeration of the cornea,
causing the loss of the aqueous humors.
encaustic (eu-kas'tik), o. audu. [= F. encaus-

ti</nr, < \j. I'liniuntidin, < Gr. eyicawjrocof, of or
for burning in, ;) iyimvoTudi (sc. rixyrj), L. en-

caustica, the art of encaustic painting, < lyicav-

arof, burnt in, painted in, encaustic, < eyicaiciv,

buru in, < iv, in, + icaieiv, burn: see caustic.

From the neut. fy/tavarov (> LL. encaustum, pur-
ple-red ink) is derived E. ink, q. v.] I. a. Per-

taining to the art of painting with pigments in

which wax enters as a vehicle, or to a painting
so executed.

It is a vaulted apartment, . . . decorated with encaustic
ornaments of the most brilliant colors.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 123.

Encaustic painting, (a) The art of painting with wax as
a vehicle : strictly applicable only to painting executed or
finished by the agency of heat, but applied also to modern
nietliod.i "f painting in wax. in which the wax-colors are
ili-^ ,hv,l in a volatile oil ami used in the ordinary way. In
the hot process colored sticks of wax and resin are melted
on ft heated palette, applied with the brush, and afterward
modftladud unitrd wit It a heated iron and spatula. After
the surface has become cool and hard, it is rubbed with a
candle and uoiir over with a rk-aii linen cloth. According
in an, 'tin T mi-thud, tested by Count Caylus, the ground of
cloth or wood is first rubbed over with a piece of beeswax,
and afterward with chalk or whiting, in order to form
a surface on which the colors will adhere. The colors
arc mixed simply with water, and are applied in the ordi-

nary way. When the picture is dry, it is heated, and the
,i\ suftciis ami absorbs the colors, fmrning a firm and

durabltM'natiiiL,'. Km-austir painting was in very common
use amoih.' the ancient tlivcks and Romans. Paintings
executed in encaustic occupy, in color and general effect,
a place miihvay lK-twecn paintings in oil and in fresco.

(M In ceram., an arbitrary name given by Josiah Wedg-
w,,,',l to his attempted imitntiim ,tf the p;iinteil ilee, 'ra-

tion of Creek vaes. tlie effort being to produce fired colors
without the ^'inss ,>f enamel. Encaustic tile, a tile for

pavement- and wall-decoration, in which the pattern is in-

laid or inurusted in clay of one color in a -round of clay of

pp. encaved, incaved, ppr. encaving, incaving.

[< en-1
, in-, + cafe1 .] To hide in or as in a

cave or recess.
Do but encave yourself,

And mark the fleers, the gibes, and notable scorns,
That dwell in every region of his face.

Shak., Othello, Iv. 1.

An abrupt turn in the course of the ravine placed a

protecting cliff between us and the gale. We were com-

pletely encased. Kane, Sec. Orinu. Exp., II. 284.

-ence, -ency. See -ance, -ancu, and -ent.

enceinte (on-sanf), [F- (enceinte (< L. in-

cincta), fern. pp. of enceindre = Pr. eneenhcr =
It. incingere, < L. incingere, gird about, surround,
< in, in, + cingere, gird : see ceint, cincture, and
cf. encincture.} 1. In fort., an inclosure; the
wall or rampart which surrounds a place, often

composed of bastions or towers and curtains.

The enceinte with the space inclosed within it

is called the body of the place.
The best authorities estimate the number of habita-

tions [in El-Medlnah] at about 1500 within the enceinte,
and those in the suburb at 1000.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 239.

2. The close or precinct of a cathedral, abbey,
castle, etc.

enceinte (on-sanf), a. [F., fern, of enceint (< L.

incinctus), pp. of enceindre, < L. incingere, gird
about: see enceinte, .] Pregnant; with child.

encenia, encaenia (en-se'ni-a)j
n. pi., used also

as sing. [< L. enccenia, < Gr. eyiuuvia, neut. pi.,

a feast of renovation or consecration, a name
for Easter, < ev, in, + vof, new, recent.] 1.

Festive ceremonies observed in early times in

honor of the construction of cities or the con-
secration of churches, and in later times at the
universities of Oxford and Cambridge in hon-
or of founders and benefactors : exceptionally
used as a singular.
The elegies aud encomia* of those days were usually of

a formidaDlo length. Qi/ord, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. Ixvii.

Specifically 2. In the Greek New Testament,
and hence sometimes in English writing, the
Jewish feast of the dedication. See feast.
encenset, and v. A. Middle English form
of incense.

Encephala '

(en-sef'a-lft), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of encephalus, < QT.'eyidQcAor,, in the head; as
a noun, the brain : see encep/io/on.] In zool. :

(a) In Haeckel's classification, a group of mol-
luscous or soft-bodied animals, composed of the
snails (Cochlides) and cuttles (Cephalopoda):
one of his two main divisions of Mollusca, the
other being Acephala, or the brachiopods and
lamellibranchs. (6) As used by E. R. Lankes-
ter, a prime division or branch of the Mollusca,

represented by two series, Lipoglossa and Erhi-

noglossa, as together contrasted with Lipoc</ili u
-

la. The Eneephala in this sense contain the

gastropods, cephalopods, pteropods, and other
forms, (c) A group of mollusks including those
which have a head. Synonymous with Cepha-
lata or Cephalophora (which see) : distinguished
from Acephala.

encephala'-' (en-sef'a-la), n. Plural of encepha-
lon.

encephalalgia (en-sef-a-lal'ji-ft), n. [NL. (= F.

1-in-i'iiliiiliiliiii i. < Or. fj/ityaAof, within the head
(see i-niv/ilinlon), + dAyoj, pain, ache.] Same
MS ,; /Jiilhi/i/in.

Encephalartos < en-sef-a-lar'tos), n. [NL.,< Gr.

,
within the head (as a noun, the edible

encephalon

pith of young palm-shoots), + Upror, bread.]
A genus of Cyctnlm-m, Imving short cylindrical
or spherical trunks, with a terminal crown of

pinnate leaves, which have coriaceous, often

spiny,
leaflets. There are about a dozen species, found

only In southern Africa, but some of them are grown In

conservatories for ornament. The Kafirs use the spongy
farinaceous pith of the trunk and cones as food ; hence

they have received the name of Kajtr-bread.

Encephalata (en-sef-a-la'tft), M. pi. [NL..
neut. pi. of encephalatua : see encephalate.}
Animals which have an encephalon, as all

cranial vertebrates: nearly synonymous with

I'ertebrata, and exactly with t'raniota.

encephalate (en-sef'a-lat), a. [< NL. ence-

jilxilatus, < encephalon, brain : see encephalon.}

Having an encephalon, or a brain and skull;

cranial, as a vertebrate.

encephalatrophic (en-sef'a-la-trof'ik), a. [<
Gr. f)Ketiafof, the brain, + arpoQla, atrophy : see

encephalon and atrophy.} Pertaining to or af-

flicted with atrophy of the brain.

encephalic (en-se-fal'ik or en-sef'a-lik), a, [<

encephalon + -ic ; = F. encephalique = 8p. en-

cefdlico = Pg. encephalico, < NL. encephalicus,
< encei>halon, the brain: see encephalon.} 1.

Pertaining to the encephalon; cerebral. 2.

Situated in the head or within the cranial cav-

ity; intracranial.

encephalitic (en-sef-a-lit'ik), a. [< encepha-
litis + -ic.] Pertaining to or afflicted with en-

cephalitis.

encephalitis (en-sef-a-15'tis), n. [NL., < e-
cephalon + -itis.} In pathol., inflammation of

the brain.

encephalocele (en-sef'a-lo-sel), . [= F. en-

cephalocfle = Sp. encefalocele. < Gr. eynt<t>al.of,

the brain, + ny/i, tumor.] In pathol., hernia
of the brain.

encephalocoele (en-sef'a-lo-sel), n. [< Gr. iy-

Ki<jia/-of, the brain, + xoi/of, hollow.] In anat.,

the entire cavity of the encephalon, consisting
of the several co3li or ventricles and their con-

necting passages. [Rare.]
encephaloid (en-sef'a-loid), a. [= F. encfyha-
loide, < Gr. efnl<pa/.w;, the brain, + tlSof, form.]
Resembling the matter of the brain. Encepha-
loid cancer, a soft, rapidly growing, and very malignant
carcinoma or cancer, with abundant epithelial cells and
scanty stronia : so named from Its brain-like appearance
and consistence. Also called carcinoma molle and medul-

lary cancer.

encephalology (en-sef-a-lol
'

o-ji ) ,
n . PCNL.cn-

cephalologia, < Gr. fj/tf^ii/'.of, the brain, + -/oyia,
< f.iyeiv, speak: eee-ology.} A description of the

encephalon or brain ; the science of the brain.

encephaloma (en-sef-a-lo'mft), n. ; pi. encepha-
lotnata (-ma-ta). [Nt., < eticephalon + -oma.}
la pathol., an encephaloid cancer,

encephalomalacia (en-ef*a-lo-ma-la'si-a), >i.

[NL., < Gr. e)KtQa)of, the brain, + ua/.ania, soft-

ness, < ftafaKOf, soft.] In pathol., softening of

the brain,

encephalomata,
n. Plural of en-

cephalomar
encephalomere
(en-sef

' a-lo-

mer), n. [< Gr.

j-Kt0aXof, the

brain, + utpoi;

part.] In anat.,
an encephalic
segment ; one
of the series of

partsintowhich
the brain is nat-

urallydivisible,
as the prosen-
cephalon, dien-

cephalon, etc.

[Rare.]
Five definite en-

cephalic segments
or eiiftphalomeret.
Wilder, New York

[MedicalJour,
(XLI. 327.

encephalon
(en-sef'a-lon),
.; pi. encephala

V-Xff

cephale = Pg.
fin > /thalo = It.

< NL.
^ also

8,(. Gr.
the

brain, prop. adj.

Piagram of Vertebrate Encephalon: upper
figure in longitudinal vertical section And
lower figure in horizontal section.

Mb, mid-brain : in front of it all U fore-

brain, behind it all is hind-brain ; /./, lamina
terroinalis, represented by the heavy black
line in upper figure ; OI/, olfactory lobes ;

Hmf. cerebral hemispheres; ThE, thaU-
mencephalon; />, pineal body, or cona-
rium ; Py, pituitary body ; FM, or J/, fora-
men of Monro ; CSt corpus stria turn ; Tfi,

optic thatamus; CQ, corpora quadri^einina;
CC, crura cerebri ; C*. cerebellum ; P^,
pom Varolli ; JtfO. medulla oblongata ; /, ol-

factory nerves ; //, optic nerres ; ///, point
of exit from brain of the octilimotom: /*".
of the pathetici ; *'/. of the abducentes ; *^-

XII. origins of other cerebral nenres ; r. ol-

factiiry ventricle ; a. lateral ventricle ; 3.

third ventricle : 4, fourth ventricle ; + ta m
the iter e tcrtto ad quartum ventnculum.



encephalon

(so. /jue/tof, marrow, the brain), within the head,
< eti, in, + ne^aX-i], the head.] In anat., that
which is contained in the cranial cavity as a
whole ; the brain.

encephalopathia, encephalopathy (en-sef-
a-lo-path'i-a, cu-sef-a-lop'a-thi), n. [= F. en-

ceplialopathie, < Nli.'encephalopathvi, < Gr. ty-

K<t>a/J)c, the brain, + irdOot;, suffering.] In pa-
thol., disease of the encephalon.
encephalospinal (en-sef"a-16-spl'nal), a. [<
NL. encephalon, brain, + L" spina, spine, 4- -a?.]

Pertaining to the brain and the spinal cord.

encephalotomy (en-sef-a-lot'o-mi), n. [< Gr.

e}Kifj>aZo(;, the brain, + roui/, a cutting.] Dis-
section of the brain.

encephalous (en-sef'a-lus), a. [< Gr. eyxf^a/lof,
within the head: see encephalon. The right
form for this meaning is cephalous. ] In conch .

,

having a head, as most mollusks ; of or pertain-
ing to the Encephala : an epithet applied to mol-
lusks, excepting the Lamellibranckia, which are

said, in distinction, to be acephalous.
enchace1

!,
. *. See enchase*.

enchace2
!, 0. * An obsolete spelling of enchase2 .

enchafet (en-chaf ), . [< ME. enchaufen, < en- +
chaufen, chafe, as if ult. < L. incalefacere, make
warm or hot: see en-1 and chafe.'] I. trans.
1. To make warm or hot; heat.

Ever the gretter merite shal he have that most re-

streyneth the wikkede enchaufing or ardure of this sinne.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

So in the body of man, when the bloud is moved, it in-

vadeth the vitall and spirituall vessels, and being set on
fire, it enchafeth the whole body.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 694.

2. To chafe or fret; provoke; enrage; irritate.

And yet as rough,
Their royal blood enchaf'd, as the rud'st wind,
That by the top doth take the mountain pine
And make him stoop to the vale.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

Seizes the rough, enchafed northern deep.
J. Baillie.

II. intrant. To become warm.
As thei enchaufe, thei shul be losid fro ther place.

Wyclif, Job vi. 17 (Oxf.).

enchain (en-ehan'), v. t. [Formerly also in-

cliain; < OF. enchainer, F. enchatner'= Pr. Sp.
encadenar = Pg. encadear = It. incatenare, <
ML. incatenare, enchain, < L. in, in, + catenare

(> OF. cliainer, F. chatner, etc.), chain: see en-1

and chain."] 1. To chain
;
fasten with a chain;

bind or Iftld in or as if in chains
;
hold in bond-

age ;
enthrall. [Obsolete in the literal use.]

In times past the Tyrians . . . enchained the images of
their Gods to their shrines, for fear they would abandon
their city and be gone. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 712.

What should I do? while here I was enchain'd,
No glimpse of godlike liberty remain'd.

Dryden, JEueid.

2. To hold fast; restrain; confine: as, to en-
chain the attention.

The subtilty of nature and operations will not be in-
chained in those bonds.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 215.

It was the Time when silent Night began
1" enchain with Sleep the busie Spirits of Man.

Cowley, Davideis, i.

3. To link together; connect. [Rare.]
One contracts and enchains his words. Hoivell.

enchainment (en-chan'ment), n. [< F. en-
chainement = Pr. encademen = Sp. encadena-
miento = Pg. encadeamento = It. incatenamento,
< ML. *incatenamentui, < incatenare, enchain :

see enchain &n& -rnent."] 1. The act of enchain-
ing, or the state of being enchained; a fasten-
ing or binding ; bondage.

It is quite another question what was the time and
what were the circumstances which, by an enchainment
as of fate, brought on the period of crime and horror
which before the war with England had already coloured
the advancing stages of the Revolution [in France].

Gladstone, Nineteenth Century, XXI. 923.

2. A linking together; concatenation. [Rare.]
And we shall see such a connection and enchainment

of one fact to another, throughout the whole, as will force
the most backward to confess that the hand of God was
of a truth in this wonderful defeat
Warburton, Julian's Attempt to Rebuild the Temple, ii. 3.

The idea of a systematic enchainment of phenomena
in which each is conditioned by every other, and none
can be taken in isolation and explained apart from the
rest, was foreign to his [Epicuruss] mind.

Encyc. Brit., VIII. 476.

enchair (en-char'), 0. t. [< ew-l + chair.] To
seat or place in a chair; place in a position of
authority or eminence. [Rare.]

But thou, Sir Lancelot, sitting in my place
Enchair'd to-morrow, arbitrate the field.

Tennyson, Last Tournament.

1912

enchant (en-chanf), 0. t. [Formerly also in-

chant; < ME. enchaunten, < OF. enchanter, en-

canter, F. enchanter = Pr. encantar, enchantar
= Sp. Pg. encantar = It. incantare, < L. incan-

tare, bewitch, enchant, say over, mutter orchant
a magic formula, < in, in, on, + cantare, sing,
chant: see chant a.nd incantation."] 1. Toprac-
tise sorcery or witchcraft on

;
subdue by charms

or spells ;
hold as by a spell ;

bewitch.

By the Witchcraft of fair Words, [Rowena] so enchant- onpV,. *,.,.<. / n ),an
! the British Nobility that her Husband Vortigern was enuianiress (

;ain established in the Kingdom. Baker, Chronicles, p. 4. chaunteresse, < JJ . *e,

ed

agai:

John thinks them all enchanted; he inquires if Nick
had not given them some intoxicating potion. Arbuthnot.

enchecker

Warmth of fancy which holds the heart of a reader
under the strongest enchantment. Pope, Pref. to Iliad.

3. That which enchants or delights ;
the power

or quality of producing an enchanting effect.

As we grow old, many of our senses grow dull, but the
sense of beauty becomes a more perfect enchantment
every year. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 187.

= Syn. 1. Charm, fascination, magic, spell, sorcery, nec-

romancy, witchery, witchcraft. 2. Kapture, transport,
ravishment.

'tres), n. [< ME. en-

"enchanteresse, F. enchan-
teresse = It. incantatrice, < LL. *incantatrix,
fern, of incantator, an enchanter: see enchant-

er.'] A woman who enchants, as by magic
spells, beauty, manner, or the like

;
a sorceress.

From this enchantress all these ills are come.

2. To impart a magical quality or effect to;
change the nature of by incantation or sorcery ;

bewitch, as a thing.
And now about the caldron sing,
Like elves and fairies in a ring,

Enchanting all that you put in.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1.

3. To delight in a high degree; charm; fasci-
nate.

Bid me discourse
;
I will enchant thine ear.

Shot., Venus and Adonis, 1. 145. encharget (en-charj'), 0. t. [< ME. enchargen,
< OF. encharger, enchargier, encarchier, encar-

kier, etc., < ML. incaricare, load, charge, < L.

in, in, + ML. caricare, carricare ( > F. encharger= Pr. Sp. encargar= Pg. encarregar= It. incari-

Dryden.

enchantryt, n. [ME. enchantery, enchaunterye,
< OF. enchanterie, enchantment, < enchanter,
enchant: see enchant.'] Enchantment.

Tho the clerke hadde yseid hys enchaunterye,
Ther fore Silui hym let sle.

Robert of Gloucester, p. 10.

The prospect such as might enchant despair.
Cowper,

e, captivate, enrap-
ture, carry away. To fascinate is to bring under a spell,

.

Retirement, 1. 489.

= Syn. 3. Enchant, Charm, Fascinate, captivate, enrap-

as by the power of the eye ; to enchant and to charm are
to bring under a spell by some more subtle and mysterious
power. This difference in the literal affects also the fig-
urative senses. Enchant is stronger than charm. All gen-
erally imply a pleased state in that which is affected, but
fascinate less often than the others.

So stands the statue that enchants the world.

Thomson, Summer, 1. 1346.

The books that charmed us in youth recall the delight
ever afterwards. Alcott, Table-Talk, i.

Many a man is fascinated by the artifices of composi-
tion, who fancies that it is the subject which had operated
so potently. De Quincey, Style, i.

She sat under Mrs. Mackenzie as a bird before a boa-
constrictor, doomed fluttering fascinated.

Thackeray, Newcomes, Ixxiii.

enchanter (en-chan'ter), H.

care, < charger, etc.), charge, load: see en- 1 and
charge."] To give in charge or trust.

I have dispatched away Mr. Meredith, his Majesty's sec-

retary of the embassy here, by the Catherine yacht, and
encharged with my main pacquet to the secretary.

Sir W. Temple, To my Lord Treasurer, July 20, 1678.

His countenance would express the spirit and the pas-
sion of the part he was encharged with. Jeffrey.

sncharget (en-charj'), n. [< eni'harge, i:] An
injunction ;

a charge.
A nobleman being to passe through a water, commaund-

ed his trumpetter to goe before and sound the depth of it ;

who to shew himselfe very mannerly, refus'd this encharge,
and push'd the nobleman himselfe forward, saying : No,
sir, not I, your lordship shall pardon me.

A. Copley, tr. of Wits, Fits, and Fancies (ed. 1614).[< ME. enchanter,
enchauntcr, enchauntour, < OF. enclianteor, en- pTi/VhoopU

'

r t

chanteur, F. enchanteur = Pr. encantaire, encan- ",^>r
'

,,',,';

tador = Sp. Pg. encantador = It. incantatore, <

L. incantator, an enchanter, < incantare, charm,
enchant: see enchant.] 1. One who enchants
or practises enchantment; a sorcerer or ma-
gician.

Klatereres ben the develes encliauntours, for they maken
a man to wenen himself be lyke that he is not lyke.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Than Pharo called for the wyse men and enchaunters of
Egypte ; and they did in lyke manner with their sorcery. ,

,-
- ,*

Bible (1551), Ex. vii enchase-* (en-chas ), r. t.
; pret. and pp. enchased,

2. One who charms or delights.-Enchanter's WT
:.

e"chasi"g; [Also inc/mse, and early mod.

,<OF.
enchacier, enchacer, enchasser, encachier, enco-
der (= Pr. encassar), chase away, < en- + cha-

cier, chacer, chasser, chase : see en-1 and cAase1 .]

To drive or chase away.
After the comynge of this myghty kynge,
Oure olde woo and troubille to enchace.

Lydgate. (Halliwell.)
And ne we lie shull no helpe haue of hym that sholde

hem alle enchace oute of this londe, that is the kynge Ar-
thur. Merlin(E. E. T. S.), ii. 1S2.

.-
nightshade, a name of the common species of the genus
Circcea, natural order Onagracece, low and slender erect
herbs with small white flowers, inhabiting cool, damp
woods of the northern hemisphere.

enchanting (en-chau'ting), j). a. Charming;
ravishing ; delightful to mind or sense : as, an
enchanting voice; an enchanting face.

Simplicity in ... manners has an enchanting effect.

Kames, Elem. of Criticism, iii.

The mountains rise one behind the other, in an enchant-
ing gradation of distances and of melting blues and grays

H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 242!

enchantingly (en-chan'ting-li), adv. In an en-
chanting manner; so as to delight or charm.

Yet he's gentle ; never schooled, and yet learned
; full

of noble device ; of all sorts enchantingly beloved.
Shak., As you Like it, i. 2.

enchantment (en-chant'ment), n. [< ME. en-

chanteme.it, enchauntement,"<. OF. enchantement,
encantement, F. enchantement = Pr. encantamen
= Cat. encantament = Sf. encantamento, encan-
tamiento = Pg. encantamento = It. incantamen-

E. enchace, inchace; < F. enchdsser, enchase, <
en- + chdsse, a frame, chase, > E. chase%, q. v.
Hence by apheresis chase^, q. v.] 1. To inlay;
incrust with precious stones or the like.

Thou Shalt have gloss enough, and all things flt

T' enchase in all show thy long-smothered spirit.

Chapman, Bussy d'Ambois, i. 1.

Then fear the deadly drug, when gems divine
Enchase the cup and sparkle in the wine.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, x. 40.

And precious stones, in studs of gold enchased,
'

The shaggy velvet of his buskins graced.
MiMe, tr. of the Lusiad, ii.

Hence 2. To incrust or enrich in any manner ;

adorn by ornamental additions or by ornamen
tal work.

She wears a robe enchased with eagles eyes,
To signify her sight in mysteries.

B. Jonson, The Barriers.

Vain as swords
Against the enchased crocodile.

Keats, Endymion, i.-....v..w _ * 5. vmMfen*n/tn* HJ. VHVllnbltllt&tl o rn 1_

to, < L. incantamentum, a charm, incantation, <
' T aase ' as metal-work. See chase^ i._4f.

incantare, charm, enchant: see enchant.] 1.
-1 mclose or contain as something enchased.

The pretended art or act of producing effects M^ ragged rimes are all too rude and bace

by the invocation or aid of demons or the
Her heavellly lineaments for to enchace.

agency of spirits ;
the use of magic arts, spells, .

or charms; incantation; that which produces e^Chaser (eii-cha ser), n. One who enchases;
!__!_. 11 a chaser.

enchasten (eu-cha'sn), 0. t. [< c-l + chasten^.']

^ *.^ ,,.
To chasten

; chastise
; correct. H. K. White.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 609. enchaufet, 0. A Middle English form of enchafe.
The magicians of Egypt, they also did in like manner encheasont, n. See encheson.

with their enchantments. Ex. vii. 11. encheckt (eu-chek'), 0. t. [< c-l +
She is a witch, sure, To checker.
And works upon him with some damn'd enchantment.

Fletcher (and another), False One, iii. 2.

2. The state or condition of being enchanted,
literally or figuratively; especially, a very de- encheckert, enchequert (en-chek'er), 0. t. [<
ligfittul influence or effect; a sense of charm c-i + checker, chequer.] To checker; arrange

in a checkered pattern. Z>nY*.

magical results.

A-noon as thei were a-bedde, Merlin be-gan an en-
chauntement, and made hem to slepe alle.

Where th' art-full shuttle rarely did encheck
The cangeant colour of a Mallards neck.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, The Decay.

or fascination.



enchecker

I 01 to pave
Tin' excellency of tills cave.

Squirrels' an. I i-liHilmi s teeth Ilitc shed
Ami neatly here > m -In;/n.

,<,/

II > <:>., He.spei Men, p. 177.

enchedet, . [MF,., with nccom. E. suffix -ccf, <

OF. < Hi-lit ii. I'iillcn. pp. of nirhmir, fall, < cn-

+ clii-iitr, < I,, i-inlii;. fall: sec cadent, case1
.]

Fallen; vanquished.
And the mrlifilf kynuc in thu gay arnica,

l.isur mil' "ii,. the grownude, ami uirdc thoroweevene!
,!/,/, .!,//,,, (i;. K. "I. S.), 1. 3938.

encheert (eu-cheV), /. I. [< en-1 + cheer*.] To
enliven ; cheer.

And In liis soveralne tliniiu< gait straight dispose
Himself.', more full i if uract' iiiul Majoitic,
That mote enchearr Ills friends, und foes mote terrifle.

>> ,i.-a'i; V. <>., VII. vl. 24.

encheirion (en-ki'ri-on), n.
; pi. encHfiria (-ft).

[Gr. fyxe
'lH"vt

( * p - i"> "*" ^E
'V'>

a hand.] A hand-
kerchief or napkin hanging from the zone or

girdle, formerly worn as one of tho vestments
of tho Greek clergy. It is regarded by some as

the original form of the present epigouation.
Enchelia (I'n-ko'H-ii), H. /;. [NL., < Or. fytf/iur,

an eel.] Ehrenberg's name (1830) of the group
of iufusoriant* now called Enchelyidtf.

Enchelycephali (en''kel-i-sef'a-li). *!>' [NL.,
pi. of eitcltelyceplialus : see enchclycephalous]
A group of apodal teleostean fishes, containing
the true eels and congers, as distinguished from
the munenoids, etc.,which form the group Colo-

ccphali. The technical characters are the alisence of a

precoracold arch and syniplectic bone, In connection with
a developed preoperailum and opercular bones. In Cope's
system the wroup is an order of physostomous Ashes; In

Gill's, a sultorder of Abides.

enchelycephalous (en"kel-i-sef'a-lus), a. [<
NL. rnelieli/cfphalus, < Gr. lyx&vr,, an eel, +
ite(ba?.f/, head.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Enchelycephali.
cnchelyid (en-kel'i-id), n. An animalcule of

the family Enchclyidce.

Enchelyidae (en-ke-li'i-de), n. pi. ^NL., < E-
cltclys T -i'rfrtt.] A family of free-swimming in-

fusorial animalcules. They are
holotriehous ciliate infusorians more
or less ovate In form, and ciliated

throughout, the oral cilia being slight-

ly larger than those of the general cu-
ticular surface. The cuticle is soft and
flexible, the oral aperture terminal or

lateral, and the anterior extremity of
the body never prolonged in a neck-
like manner. They are found In stag-
nant water, and multiply by fis-sion.

Also Encfit'lia, Eiichetina, Encheliiwe,
Kiu-hrltta, etc.

Enchelys (en'ke-lis), n. [NL.
(Mttller, 178G), < Gr. tyjfAuf, an
eel.] The typical genus of the

family Encltelyidce, with simply
ciliate terminal mouth, as in E.

farcimen. Also spelled Enchelis.

enchequert, v. t. See encheclcer.

enchero (ou-shar'), n. [F. en-

r/i/rr. OF. ,;i,-l,in-<- (ML. reflex
i in-lit I'iii), auction, auctioning,
< encherir, P. encherir, < ML. incariare, bid for

a thing at auction, < L. in, in, + earns, dear,

precious.] In French law, an auction
;
sale by

auction.

enchesont, encheasont, n. [ME. enclicson, en-

rhenun, enchesoun, earlier ancheson, ancheison,
ancheinun, iineheisoun, later often abbr. cheson,
ckexMii, flii.ioitn (cf. It. cagione); with altered

prefix, prop, aehesoun (rare), < OF. <t<-lniimi,

ndittimin. iir/ii'fH'n, var. of ochoison, ocoison, etc.,
= Pr. iictti'o. <irliai;<>, <u-hai:<t = It. cayiiine, also

occaxione, < L. <i<-c<t.ii<i(n-), occasion, cause: see
occasion. Archaic in Spenser.] Cause; rea-

son; occasion.
What Is the enchegoun

And final cause of wo that ye endm a

CAoe.T, Trolliu, 1. 681 .

Frendis, be noght nfferdc afore,
I schall gou saye encheson why. York Play*, p. 191.

"Certes,
"

sai.l he.
" well mote I shame to tell

The fond encfifaxnn that me hither led."

Sff-mer, F. Q., II. 1. 30.

enchestt, <. /. Sec inrin-xf.

enchiridion (en-ki-rid'i-on), . ; pi. enchiridions,
i ni'liiridiii \-onx. -ii). [LL., < Gr. hxtiatttov,
a handbook, manual, neut. of tyxtipfmot, in tho

hand, < h>, in, + xe'P> the hand.] A book to be
carried in the hand; a manual; a handbook.

[Rare.]
\Vehave . . . thought good t<> publish uu ediiiou in a

Mnaller volume, that as an i ii'-hiriditin it may be more
ready ami nsefnil I'.n'hin. ralrmlarium Horteuse. Int.

i:u<'hii-iilt"ii* of meditation nil divine.

Thureau, Letters, p. 29.

1913

Specifically
-

(a) A Human Catholic service-book contain

Ing the Little i mice of the Virgin. <() An ecclesiastical

liianii.il "i til' linvk Church.

enchisel (fii-chi/'cl). r. (. ; pret. and pp. en-

f/nsi/iil, riii'liisillnl, ppr. enchitteling, eiichitet-

HHIJ. [< <-' + rUsef*.] To cut with a chisel.

Oraiff,
enchondroma (en-kon-<lr6'mil)j .; pi.
//rinitiitii (-ma-til), f NL., < (ir. fi; in, +
cartilage, + -<na.] Same as chimdnini".

enchondromatous (en-kon-drom'a-tus), a. [<
<
iii-liiiiiilriiiiKi(t-) + -ous.] Same as chondroma-

enchondrOUS (en-kon'drus), a. [< Gr. h, in,
+ x6vtpos, cartilage.] Cartilaginous. Thomas,
Med. Diet.

Enchophyllum (en-ko-fil'um), . [NL. (Amyot
and Serville, 1843), <'Gr. tyxC, spear, lance, +
flMjav = L. folium, a leaf.] A genus of homop-
terons insects of the family Membracida, of

arched compressed form, with a long, curved,
horn-like process on the back pointing 'or-

ward. E. crucntatum, so called from its red

markings, inhabits tropical America.
enchorial (en-ko'ri-al), a. [< LL. cnchorius (<

Gr. fy^upiof, in or of the country, < ev, in, +
X&pa, country) + -al.] Belonging to or used
in a certain country; native; indigenous; de-

motic: specifically applied to written charac-

ters: as, an enchorial alphabet. See demotic.

The demotic or enchorial writing is merely a forni of

hieratic used for the vulgar dialect, and employed for

legal documents from the time of Dyn. XXVI. downwards.
Encyc. Brit., VII. 721.

enchoric (en-kor'ik), a. Same as enchorial.

enchoristic (en-ko-ris'tik), . [As enchor-ial

+ -w(ic.] Belonging to a given region; na-

tive, indigenous, or autochthonous.

enchylema (en-ki-le'mS),
n. [NL., < Gr. ev, in,

+ ^?.<f, juice: see chyle.] 1. The fluid and

unorganized part of vegetable protoplasm.
2. The hyaline or granular substance of the
nucleus of a cell, in which the other nuclear
elements are embedded.
This basal substance, tnchiilema, is probably more or less

nearly fluid during life, anil Is equivalent to the "kern-
saft" of those German writers who apply that term In its

proper and restricted sense. Science, VIII. 125.

enchymatous (en-kira'a-tus), a.
f<

Gr. tyxv-

/la(r-), an infusion (< fyxc'v, pour in, infuse, <

h, in, -I- xe 'v
, pour: see chyme1

), + -OM*.] In-

fused; distended by infusion: an epithet ap-

plied to glandular epithelial cells.

encincture (en-singk'tur), r. t. ; pret. and pp.
encinctured, ppr. encincturing. [< en-* + cinc-

ture. Cf. enceinte] To surround with or as with
a cincture, girdle, or band; bind about.

encincture (en-singk'tur), n. [< encincture, p.]
A cincture or girdle.

Fancy, free, . . .

Hath reached the encincturc of that gloomy sea
Whose waves the Orphean lyre forbade to meet
In conflict. R'orrfjwwM, Source of the Danube.

encinderedt (en-sin'derd), a. [< en-* + cinder;

suggested prob. by encincrnte] Burned to cin-

ders. Cockeram.
encineratet (en-sin'e-rat), v. t. See incinerate.

encino (en-se'no), n. [Mex.] In California,
the coast live-oak, Quercua agrifolia. It is a

large evergreen tree, with hard, heavy wood,
but of little value except for fuel.

encipher (en-si'fer), '. t. [< en-* + cipher.]
To put into cipher. Also spelled cncypher.

To encipher a message In the General Service Code.

/'arrow, Mil. Encyc., III. 113

en cirage (on se-riizh'). [F. : en, in; cirage,

waxing, blacking, < cirer, wax: see cere.] In
the manner of waxing ; appearing to be waxed :

an epithet applied to a monochrome picture in

various shades of yellow. See ctniittii-u.

encircle (en-ser'kl), i'. t. : pret. and pp. encircled,

ppr. encircling. [Also incircle, formerly also

incrrrle. incirculc; < en-1 + circle] 1. To form
a circle round; inclose or surround circularly ;

embrace as in a ring or circle ; gird : as, lumi-
nous rings encircle Saturn.

Then let them all encircle him about.

SA<llt.,M. W. of W., iv. 4.

Young Hermes next, a close contriving God,
Her In ''"/ with his serpent ro<l,

Then plots and fair excuses fill'd her brain.

", Hesiod, Rise of Woman.

2. To encompass ;
surround ; environ : as, the

army cnrirrlrd tho city. 3. To move about in

a circular direction ;
make the circuit of.

Towards the South and South-wot of this Cape is found
a long and dangerous shoule of rocks and sand, but so farre

as I inert-tied it, I found thirty fathome water and a stroim
currant. Capl. Julm Smith, True Travels, II. 194.

enclitics

encirclett ,en-s6r'klet), . [Also ineirclet;

inv;:. < in-* + circlet, after the verb encircle.]
.\ circle; a ring.

In whine incircMt If ye gaze,
Your eyes may tread the lover'n maze.

.Sir /'. Sutiiey, Arcadia, it

enclaretedt (en-klar'e-ted), a. [< en-* + dun /

+ -eift] Mingled with claret; claret-colored.

[Rare.]
lip- she has all ruble red,
Cheeks like creame enclarited.

llerrick, Heiperldes, p. Mil.

enclasp, inclasp (on-, in-klasp'), " ' F< en- 1
,

in-2 ,
+ claxp.] 1. To fasten with a clasp.

2. To clasp; embrace.
The nattering Ivy who did ever ee

Inclasp the huge trunk of an aged tree?
/'. Beaumont, The Hermaphrodite.

enclave (F. pron. oh-klav'), f. t.
; pret. and pp.

enclaved, ppr. enclaving. [In mod. use directly
from mod. F. ; ME. enclaven, < OF. enclarcr, F.

enclavcr, inclose, lock in, < Pr. enclavar = It.

inehiatare, lock, < ML. inclararc, inclose, < L.
in + clavis, a key (or clavus, a nail, boltf).]
To inclose or surround, as a region or state, by
the territories of another power.
enclave (F. pron. on-klav ), n. [D. G. enclave
= Dan. cnklave = 8w. enklav (def. 1), < F. en-

clave, < enclarer, inclose: see enclave, v.] 1.

Something closed
; specifically, a small outly-

ing portion of a country which is entirely sur-

rounded by the territories of another power.
Enclaves are especially common among the

states of the German empire.
Monaco is to lie as It was before 1792, and Avignon, the

Venaissin, Montbelliard, and all other enclave! within
these limits are to l>e French territory.

Wooliey, Introd. to Inter. Law, App. ii., p. 410.

In the centre of the Galla country are small enclar?*.

like Harar. R. N. CW, Mod. Langs, of Africa, p. 12S.

2. lu her., anything let into something else,

especially when the thing let in is square.
enclav6 (F. pron. on-kla-va'), a. [F., pp. of

enclaver, inclose : see enclare] In her. : (a)
Let into another bearing or division of the

field, especially when the projecting piece is

of square form, (b) Divided by a line broken
in square projections: similar to embattled,
but in larger parts: said of the field.

enclavement (F. pron. ou-klav'mon), n. [< F.

enelarement (= It. inchiaramento), < enclaver,
inclose: see enclave and -ment] The state or

condition of being an enclave, or surrounded

by an alien territory, ff'or. Su]n>.

encleart, r. t. [< en-* + clear.] To make clear;

lighten up; brighten.
While light of lightnings flash

Did pitchy clouds encleare.
Sir P. Sidney, Pt. 1\\\\ ii

enclinet, r. An obsolete form of incline.

enclisis (en'kli-sis), n. [< Gr. ijx/r/f, inclina-

tion, < eyiOuveiv, incline : see incline.] In Gr.
and I.nl. gram., pronunciation as an enclitic ;

attachment of a word in pronunciation to the

previous word, to which it transfers its accent :

opposed to orthotoneni#. Also called inclination.

See enclitic, n.

Retaining the convenient terms orthotonesls and en-

dint to designate this alternating accent.
Amer. Jour, fkilol., VI. 218.

enclitic (en-klit'ik), a. and H. [= F. enclitique ;

< LL. encliticug, < Gr. r}K/.iTu6f, enclitic, lit.

leaning on, < i-jit'/.ivfiv (= L. inclinare, > E. in-

cline'), lean toward, incline, < h>, in, + id.iveiv

= E. lean : see lean*, and cf. dine, incline.] I.

a. 1. Leaning on or against something else.

[Bare.]
The barrel . . . stood in a little shed or enclitical pent-

house. Urartu, Spiritual Quixote, II. 7.

Specifically 2. In gram., subjoined and ac-

centually dependent: said of a word or particle
which in regard to accent forms a part of a

preceding word and is treated as if one with

it, or gives up its separate accent, sometimes

affecting that of its predecessor. 3. In ohstet.,

opposed to synclitic (which see).
II. . In gram., a word accentually con-

nected with a preceding word, as que (and) in

Latin : anna rirumque, arms and the man.
enclitical (en-klit'i-kal), a. [< enclitic + -al.]

Same as enclitic.

enclitically (en-klit'i-kal-i), adr. In an en-

clitic manner; bv throwing the accent back.

enclitics (eu-klit''iks), . [PI. of enclitic (see

-is), with reference to Gr. rj-/j/r, inclination,

the mode of a verb: see enclisu.] The art of

inflecting words. [Rare.]



enclog

enclogt (eu-klog'), v. t. [< en-1 4- clog.] To
clog or encumber.

Tempests themselves, high seas, and howling winds,
Tile gutter'd rocks, and congregated sands,
Traitors ensteep'd to enclog the guiltless keel.

Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

encloister (en-klois'ter), v. t. [Formerly also

incloister; < OF. *encloistrer, enclostrer (cf. en-

cloistre, enclostre, n., an inclosure, cloister) (F.
encloitrer = Pr. enclostrar= Sp. Pg. enclaustrar
= It. inclaustrare), < en-, in, + cloistrer, inclose,

1914

I. a. Bestowing praise ; commendatory ; lauda-

tory; eulogistic: as, an encomiastic address or
discourse.

To frame some encomiastic speech upon this our me-
tropolis. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.

Both [epitaphs] are encomiastic, and describe the char-
acter and work of the deceased with considerable fullness
and beauty of expression. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 495.

Il.t n. An encomium.
I thank you, Master Compass, for your short Encomias-

tic. B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, i. 1.

Those that sprung
From Fonda, that great king of Mercia

; holy Tweed,
And Kinisdred, with these their sisters, Kinisweed,
And Eadburg, last, not least, at Oodmanchester all

Jincloister'd. Drayton, Polyolbion, xxix.

enclose, encloser, etc. See inclose, etc.

enclothe (en-kloTH'), v. t.-. pret. and pp. en-

clothed, ppr. enclothing. [< en-1 + clothe.] To
clothe. Westminster Rev.
encloud (en-kloud'), v. t. [< en-1 + cloud1

, v.]
To cover with clouds

; becloud
; shade.

The heavens on everic side enclowded bee.

Spenser, tr. of Virgil's Gnat, 1. 571.

In their thick breaths,
Rank of gross diet, shall \ve be enclouded.

Shak., A. and C., v. 2.

enclowt, encloyt, i>. See accloy.
encoach (en-koch' ), v. t. [< en-1 + coach.] To
carry in a coach. [Rare.]

Like Phaeton . . . encoached in burnished gold.
Davies, Wittes Pilgrimage, sig. i. 3.

en C03UT (on ker). [F. : en, in; coeur, < L. cor

(cord-) = E. heart: see core1.] 1. In heart-

shape; heart-shaped; hence, V-shaped, or with
a sharp point downward: a phrase used in

dressmaking and the like, applied especially
to the bodice of a dress of which the neck is so

shaped. 2. In her. See coeur.

encoffin (en-kof'in), v. t. [< en-1 + coffin.] To
put or inclose in a coffin.

His body rested here in quietness until the dissolution,
when, for the gain of the lead in which it was enco/med,
it was taken up and thrown into the next water.

Weever, Ancient Funeral Monuments.

encomiastically (eu-ko-mi-as'ti-kal-i), adv. In
an encomiastic manner.

If I hare not spoken of your majesty encomiastically,
your majesty will be pleased only to ascribe it to the law
of an history. Bacon, To the King, letter 84.

encomiologic (en-ko-mi-o-loj'ik), a. [< LL. en-

comioloaicus, < Gr. eyKu/uo/toyuaif (as a noun in

neut., tyK<i)[iiakoyi.K6v, sc. ueTpov), < eyK&uiov, a

laudatory ode, +
-l.oyiK.6c,, < -fayta, < teyeiv,

speak: see-ology.] In anc. pros., noting a com-
pound or episynthetic verse, consisting of a dac-

tylic penthemim (-ww|.tww|:) followed
by an iambic penthemim (=* \

*-"*
\ =). some-

times the term is used in a wider sense to include both
this meter and a similar meter with a longer iambic colon,
commonly called the elegiambus.

encomiont (en-ko'mi-on), . Same as encomium.
encomium (en-ko'mi-um), n. [Formerly also

ner: see coin1
, coign.] A piece of furniture

made to occupy the corner of a room, especially
an ornamental piece, as a cabinet, 6tagere, or
the like.

encollar (en-kol'ar), v- t. [< en-1 + collar.] To
surround with a collar. Boothroyd.

encolor, encolour (eu-kul'or), v. t. [< en-1 +
color, colour. Cf. OF. encolorer, encolourer, en-

couleurer, color.] To color or invest with color.
Mrs. Browning.

encolpion, encolpium (en-kol'pi-on, -um), n.
;

pi. encolpia (-a). [LGr. iya6)imov, prop. neut. of
yi/l7nof ,

on tue bosom, < v,in, + K&hroc, bosom,
lap.] 1. In the early and medieval church, a
small reliquary or a casket containing a minia-
ture copy of the Gospels, worn hanging in front
of the breast; an amulet: often in the shape of
a cross. Hence 2. In the medieval church
and in the present Greek Church, a bishop's
pectoral cross.

encolure (F. pron. on-ko-liir'), n. [F., the neck
and shoulders, OF. encolure, encoleure, a neck
of land, an isthmus (cf. encoler, put on the
neck, embrace), < en (< L. in), in, on, +
L. collum, the neck : see collar.] 1. The neck
and shoulders, as of a horse.

Hair in heaps lay heavily
Over a pale brow spirit-pure,

Carved like the heart of the coal-black tree
Crisped like a war-steed's encolure.

Browning, Statue and Bust.

2. The opening at the neck of a dress, and also

sleeve. Diet, of Needlework.

encombert, v. t. An obsolete form of encumber.
encombermentt, . See encumberment.
encomiast (en-ko'mi-ast), n. [=F.encomi-
aste = Sp. encomiasta = It. encomiaste, < Gr.
tnofuatrrlit, < eyKuutd&iv, praise, < eyKatuov, an
ode ot praise, eulogy: see encomium.] One who
praises another; one who utters or writes enco-
miums or commendations

; a panegyrist.

or panegyric on a living person, neut. of r

/uoc, belonging to the praise or reward of a con-
queror, prop, to the Bacchic revel, in which the
victor was led home in procession with music,
dancing, and merriment, < h, in, + KO/IOC,, a
revel: see Comus, comedy.] Formal praise;
laudation; a discriminating expression of ap-
proval, either of a person or of a thing.

His first Encomium is that the Sun looks not upon a
braver, nobler convocation then is that of King, Peers,
and Commons. Hilton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

It is strange the galley-slave should praise
His oar or strokes ; or you, that have made shipwreck
Of all delight upon this rock call'd Marriage,
Should sing encomions on 't.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, iii. 1.

Tush, thou wilt sing encomions of my praise.

Chapman, Bussy d'Ambois, i. 1.

= Syn. Panegyric, etc. See eulogy.

encommont (en-kom'on), v. t. [< en-1 + com-
mon.] To make common.
That their mysteries might not come to be encommoned

by the vulgar. Feltham, Resolves.

encompass (en-kum'pas), v. t. [Formerly also

incompass; < en-1 + compass.] 1. To form a
circle about

; encircle.

Look, how my ring encompasseth thy finger.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 2.

2. To environ; inclose; surround; shut in: as,
the besieging army encompassed Jerusalem.

With the great glorie of that wondrous light
His throne is all encompassed around.

Spenser, Heavenly Beautie.

Canutus before the Death of K. Ethelred had besieged
the City, and now with a large Trench encompassed it.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 15.

We live encompassed by mysteries ; we are flooded by
influences of awe, tenderness, and sympathy which no
words can adequately express, no theories thoroughly ex-
plain. C. //. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. 223.

. To go or sail round : as, Drake encompassed
the globe. 4f. To get into one's toils; get
round

; gain power over.

Ah ! ha ! Mistress Ford and Mistress Page, have I en-
compassed you? Shalt., M. W. of W., ii. 2.

5. To compass or bring about
; accomplish.

[Bare.]

self a splendid beast.

P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 201.

= Syn. 2. To gird, invest, hem in, shut up.

encompassment (en-kum'pas-ment), n. [< en-

compass + -ment.] 1. The"act of encompass-
ing, or the state of being encompassed. 2. Cir-
cumlocution in speaking ; periphrasis. [Bare.]

And finding,
By this encompassment and drift of question,

In his writings he appears a servile encomiast.
Goldsmith Voltaire

e COmyt,., - [< L. encomium: see encomium.]
encomiastic (en-ko-mi-as'tik), a. and 'n. [="Sp.

Same &S encomium -

encomldstico = Pg. It. encomiastico < Gr ev-
M

?ny J
)0 l)ish Parasites and men pleasing flatt

ufHUTKb, < l^a^v, praise : see encomiast.]
writtel1 llu

'

Be colanmadM^^L^>S^^
itterers have

Bp. Bale, Select Works, p. 7.

encounter

Encope (en'ko-pe), n. [NL., < Gr. eyA-om?, an in-

cision, a hindrance, < Ey/coyrav, make incisions,

hinder, < tv, in, +
KoVrttf, CUt.] A
genus of irregular
clypeastroid sea-

urchins, of the fam-

ily Mellitidw. it is

lotable for the massive-
iess of the calcareous

est, and has a large lu-

uile between the poste-
ior ambulacra, in addi-

tion to five incisions op-
posite the ambulacra,
as in K. emarginata.
The mass of the test is

greatest in E. grandis,
a species Of the west Eacafr tmarfiaala.
coast of Mexico.

en coquille (on ko-kely'). [F.: en, in; co-

quille, shell, cockle: see cockle^.] In dress-

making, etc., arranged in the shape of a scallop-
shell

; scalloped ; imbricated : said of knots or
rosettes of ribbons, trimmings, and the like.

encore (on-kor'), a*'. [F., < OF. encore = Pr.

encara, enquera = OSp. encara = It. ancora,
again, once more, < L. (in) hanc horam, lit. (to)
this hour: hanc, ace. fern, of hie, this; horam,
ace. of hora, > ult. E. hour.] Again; once
more : used in calling for a repetition of a par-
ticular part in a theatrical or musical perform-
ance. This use is unknown to the French, who employ
the word bis (twice, a second time) for the same purpose.

encore (oii-kdr'), n. [< encore, adv.] 1. A call

by an audience for a repetition of some part of
a performance. 2. A repeated performance;
a repetition in or as if in response to a recall :

as, the conductor refused to give any encores.

It was evident he felt this device to be worth an encore:
he repeated it more than once.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xv.

encore (on-kor'), v. t.; pret. and pp. encored,
ppr. encoring. [< encore, adv.] To call for a
repetition of (a particular part of an entertain*
ment).

Dolly, in her master's shop,
Encores them, as she twirls her mop.

W. Whitehead, Apology for Laureats.

encorporet, v. t. [ME. encorporen, encorperen,
< OF. encorporar, < L. incorporare, embody, in-

corporate: Bee incorporate.] To incorporate.
Putte the element of watir, that is to seye .iiij. Ib of

watir vpou j Ib af mater and putte by .vij. daies to encor-
pere wel as tofore in the bath of marien.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 13.

And eek of our materes encorporing.
Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale (ed. Skeat), G. 1. 815.

encorret, v. A Middle English form of incur.
encoubert (en-ko'bert), n. [Appar. a F. form
of Sp. encubierto = Pg. encoberto, pp. of Sp. Pg.
encobrir, Sp. also encubrir, cover, conceal, < en-
+ Sp. cobrir, cubrir = Pg. cobrir, cover: see
cover1 .] A typical armadillo of the family Da-
sypodidte and subfamily Dasypodince (which
see), such as the peludo, Dassypus villosus. The
term has had a more extensive application.
See cut under armadillo.
en couchure (on ko-shiir'). [F. : en, in; cou-

chure, < coucher, lie down, couch: see couch 1
.]

In enibroidery, made, according to an early
fashion, with coarse gold thread or spangles
sewed in rows one beside another.
encounter (en-koun'ter), t\ [Formerly also in-

counter; < ME. encountren, < OF. encontrer, en-
cuntrer= Pr. Sp. Pg. encontrar = It. incontrare,
meet, come against, < L. in, in, to, + contra,
against: see counter1

, counter^, and cf. rencoun-

ter, v.] I. trans. 1. To come upon or against;
meet with

; especially, to meet casually, unex-

pectedly, reluctantly, or the like.

If I must die,
I will encounter darkness as a bride.

Shak., M. for M., iii. 1.

When we came near any of these [Tonquin] Villages, we
were commonly encountered with Beggars.

Dampier, Voyages, II. L 14.

If it became him [the saint] to encounter the pain of
sacrifice and to be "

acquainted with grief," it behooved
him also to triumph over both.

J. .R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 97.

2. To meet antagonistically ; engage in conflict
of any kind with

;
contend with

;
make an at-

tack upon.
There are mise as bigge as our countrey dogs, and there-

fore they are hunted with dogs, because cats are not able
to incoiinter them. ILakluyt's Voyages, II. 55.

And as we find our passions do rebel,
Encounter them with reason.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 2.

3+. To oppose ; oppugn.



Nothing l so vnplciixunt I

ill Ills < llii !r ;lllrrtil>ll.

encounter
ii man, n* to l>c ruemintred

Arte uf Km;, rein*, p. 2i'>.

Jurors are tint bound I" u-li. \r two witnesses, if the

probability of the f

4f. To befall ; betide.

( ...... 1 I mi , ,i,:,,,i,il,,- >.< r: StMk., W. T., ii. 1.

= Syn. 2. 'I'" confront, struggle with, contend against

II. iiiinnix. 1. To meet
;
come together; come

into contact or collision.

1915 encroach

An obsolete form of increase.

An obsolete variant of increase.

.'i .!>., i. :I-,.II;L|.I.V ,-it,-n,ntt. r ihi-m.

Sir JC. //ote.

An obsolete form of increase.

.>, that were my thought. ****" "fTwT encouragement (en-kur'aj-ment), ... [Fora
ly iilso iin-iiiii-iii/i-,,,ciit, iiiriiriii/i nil-ill ; < OF.

coragement, encouragement, F. encouragement

The occupation dearest to hit heart encreaset, i

Wai to encourage goodnew. pnrrpnt //

co^r.Ta.k.u.709.
encrest, --.

Whatever la meant by Cbrtefi yoke belug ey, Christ encrestet i
1

.

doea not rnctmr<i;ir Kin.

./ //. Xemnan, 1'aroehial Sermons, i. 101. Not doubting but, If the name may be contynued
eniongea theyiu, they .hall to therbjr be encrrtted In

3f. To make stronger. weltli, tliat they wold not gladly be pulled therefrn.

Eraamua had hi. Lagena or flagon of wine (recruited

weekly from his friend, at London), whleh he drank urnii. encriingon (en-krim'zn), V. t. [< en-1 + Crim-
tiuiea singly by itsolfe, and sometimes encouraged his "

f.rimi<nn rpddcii
faint Ale with the mixture thereof. ] io mak

fuller, Hiat. Cambridge, V. 48.

Former-
en-

Look here what tribute, wounded fancies tent me,
Of paled pearls, and rubles red u blood ;

Figuring that they their passions likewise lent me,

Full met their stern encountering glance.
Scott, Munition, ill. 5.

2. To meet in opposition or conflict
;
come to-

gether in combat ; contend; fight.

I prophesy thy death, my living sorrow,
If tliou encounter with the boar to-morrow.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 672.

encounter (eu-koun'ter), . [Formerly also

incounter; < ME. eneontre (rare). < OF. encontre,

F. encontre = Pr. encontre = op. encuentro =
Pg. encontro = It. incontro, a meeting; from
the verb. Cf. rencounter, n.] 1. A meeting,

particularly a sudden or accidental meeting, of

two or more persons or bodies of any kind; a

coming together or in contact.

To shun th' encounter of the vulgar crowd. Pope.

Specifically 2. In physics, the coming within

the sphere of one another's action of the rapidly

moving molecules of a gaseous body. The word
is .0 used by some writers in order to avoid collision,

which might be understood to imply impact. The mole-

cule, of gases move in nearly rectilinear paths, until they
come >o close to one another that they are suddenly de-

flected. Tlds very brief mutual action is the encounter.

See gat.

of grief and blushes, aptly understood
In bloodless white and the encritnsan'd mood.

(= ft. ineoraggiamento, incoraggimento)~, < en-

coragier, encourager, encourage: see encourage encrinal (en'kri-nal), a. [< encrin(ite) + -al.]

and -ment.] 1. The act of encouraging, or of Pertaining to an encrinite or encrinites; relat-

giving courage or confidence of success; in-
ing to or containing fossil crinoids ; belonging

citement to action or to perseverance ;
a pro- to extinct forms of the order Crinoidea (which

moting or advancing. see).

Somewhlle with merry purpose, fit to please, encrinic (en-krin'ik), a. [< encrin(ite) + -1C.]

And otherwhile with good encouragement. Same as encrinal.
Spenter, F. Q., VI. v. 82. Encrinida (en-krin'i-de), n. pi.

For when he dies, farewell all honour, bounty,
All generous encouragement of arts, utway, Orphan.

As a general rule, Providence seldom vouchsafe, to mor-
tals any more than just that degree of encouragement
which suffices to keep them at a reasonably full exertion

of their powers. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, ill.

upon one another, there will be said to be an encounter

between them.
11. W. Watson, Kinetic Theory of Caw., p. 27.

3. A meeting in opposition or conflict of any
kind; a conflict; a battle; specifically, a con-

test between individuals or a small number of

men, or an accidental meeting and fighting of

detachments.
Full jolly knight he seemd, and faire did sitt,

As one for knightly uiusts and fierce encounters fltt.

Spenser, F. Q., 1. 1. 1.

Leave this keen encounter of our wits.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 2.

Who ever knew Truth put to the worse in a free and

open encounter f Milton, Areopagltica, p. 52.

4. Manner of encountering ;
mode of accost or

address ;
behavior in intercourse.

Thus has he ... only got the tune of the time, and out-

ward habit of encounter. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

=Syn. 3.

MMON, atfair.

2. That which serves to excite courage or con-

fidence ; an encouraging fact or circumstance ;

an incentive or inducement ;
that which serves

to promote or advance.

What encouragement is there to venture an acquaintance
with the rash and unstable?

Up. AUertniry, Sermons, II. xxili.

To think of his paternal care

Is a most sweet encouragement to prayer.
Byrom, On the Lord's Prayer.

encourager (en-kur'aj-er), n. One who encou-

rages, incites, or stimulates to action
;
one who

promotes or advances.

He (Plato] would have women follow the camp, to be

spectators and encouragert of noble actions.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 529.

The pope is a master of polite learning, and a great rn-

courager of arts. Addisou.

The extraordinary collection, made in every way by the

late king [of Saxony], who was the greatest encourager of

arts and sciences, and of every thing that is curious.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. Ii. 235.

encouragingly (en-kur'aj-ing-li), adv. In a

manner to give courage or hope of success.

encradle (en-kra'dl), v. t.; pret. and pp. en-

cradled, ppr. encradling. [< en-1 + cradle.]

To lay in a cradle.

Beginne from first, where he encradled was
In simple cratch, wrapt in a wad of hay.

Spenser, Hymn of Heavenly Love.

Fig. i.

[NL.,< A'nm-
nus + -idee.] The former 'name of a family
of crinoids which contained the permanently
stalked forms, rooted during life. Nearly all the

fossil forms, the stone-lilies or encrinites, are of this char-

acter. But the family was alo represented by several liv-

ing genera, or sea-lilies, as distinguished from the free

feather-atan. It U now divided Into numerous, families.

A. now used by some authors, the family ls restricted to

flxtulatous crinoids with a dicyclic base, basal plates with

well-developed axial canal, brachiaU of two pieces, and
generally without
anal plates. They
lived chiefly in

the Triassic seas.

See Crinoidea.

encrinital
(en'kri-ni-tal),
a. [< encrinite

+ -al.] Same
as encrinal.

encrinite (en'-
kri-nit), n. [=
F. encrinite, <

NL. encrinitei,,

< Or. in, in, +
Kpiwv. a lily

Any fossil cn-

EDcriuite : head and piece of stem on the
lei I.

a, a, parts of the stem ; b, 3, separate joints.

F. 2.

Kncounter, Re,icounter, Skirmish, Brush, col- encratic (en-krat'ik), a. [< Gr. fyitpaTfe, having

power, possession, or control, sell-controlling, \

fv, in, + Kiiaror, power, strength, < tcparvr,, strong,

hard, = E. hard.] Of or pertaining to self-con-

trol and self-denial, especially in the forms of

continence and fasting or abstinence from ani- Encrinites
mal food. ni'tez), n.

As conflicts in war these are shorter, with

,
and of less importance, than those com-

pared under battle. An encounter Is often an accidental

meeting, resulting in some conflict, but not .ulfered to

grow into a general engagement. Rencounter is the same
thing, expressed by a term less common. A skirmish is an

irregular or desultory contest between parts of armies, as

scouting parties or skirmish-lines, not generally resulting
in battle. A brush is short and sharp, perhaps engaging
the wh"l <>( so, no force for a time, but not being pushed
into a long or hard-fought struggle. See strife.

encounterer (en-koun'ter-er), . 1. One who
encounters ;

an opponent ; an antagonist. 2.

One who goes to an encounter, or seeks encoun-

ters; one who is ready for encounter of any
kind.

O, these eneounterers, so glib of tongue,
That give a coasting welcome ere it comes,
And wide unclasp the table of their thoughts
To every tickling reader! Shak., T. and C., Iv. 5.

encourage (eu-kur'aj), r. t.
; pret. and pp. en-

/niiraned, ppr. MeMMfiNA [Formerly also in-

niiirinji' ; < OF. encourayier, encoraigier, encou-

F. rncottraiirr (= Pr. rncorajar = Sp. Pg.
= It. incoraggiare, incoraggire), < en,

fi>itrii</i', courage, heart: see courage, n.

Cf. ML. incordari, encourage, inspire,

(see crinoid), + -ites, E. -ite'A]

noid; a stone-lily: a term especially applied
to the ordinary stalked form with a cylindrical
stem and well-formed arms. Encrinites compose
vast strata of marble in

northern F.urope and
North America. In flg. 2

the variety in the figures
of the encrinite. i. caused

by the different sections

represented. See Crinoi-

dea. [The words associated
with encrinite are now ar-

chaic In zoology. In com-

position encrinite (NL.
enrrinites) is generally
represented by its radical

element (Or. *pi*m), giv-

ing two parallel series of

generic word, ending in

-crinus and ^rinites. ]

Piece of Derbyshire Marble, show-

ing Encrinites.

(en-kri-
The prior form of

n-kri-noi'de-S), n. pi

group of crinoids. See Crinoidea.

iu, +
and v.

the doctrine that the union of the sexes i

sentially evil.

Encratit
Or.

.

ciplined,
continent, p ,

of power, < tv, in, 4- icparof, power, strength.] jnj + Kpivov, lily (see encrinite), + ovpa, tail.]

In the early history of the church, especially The typical genus of the family Encrinurida?.

among the Gnostics, one of those ascetics who Encrinus (en'kri-nus), n. [NL. (Lamarck,
refrained from marriage and from the use of

1816), < Gr. h, in, + Kpivov, lily: see encrinite.']

The name-giving genus of crinoids of the fam.

ily Encrinidte, formerly of wide extent, but

now restricted to a few closely related species.
Also Encrinites.

crisp.]

flesh-meat and wine. They were members of various

heretical sects, although sometimes spoken of as a dis-

'1 "

wicked doctrine Tatianus, a learned Christian, did so de-

tcst. that he fell into a quite contrary, . . . and thence

came the sect Encratites.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 312.

< L. I'M. in, + cor(it-) = E. heart.] 1. To give
courage to; inspire with courage, spirit, or
firmness of mind; incite to action or perse- encraty (en'kra-ti), n. [< Gr. ryupareui, mastery,

control, self-control, < f)Kparfc, having power,
11. ni iii. 28.

possession, or control: see encratic.] Mastery

verance.

but charge Joshua, and encmtra;!' him.

Kin- i:i.ii;ml. to encourage his Soldiers, made a solemn over the senses; abstinence from pleasures of a_ (
_na _i

1 /
jeech to tl,, ,. Baker, Chronicles, p. 233.

senge; gelf-control. as excrcisrd in fasting and el
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^..1"lU8e continence, especially the latter. '.''''
Speech

to his imtlUlll tilllhlit). ;ittflll)i1r,l In , in-'^u ,-,1'!,- him.
(inlilfuiitli, Vicar, xix.

2. To help forward ; promote; give support to :

as, to t'neouraijr manufactures.

Tlie martyrs at Lyons, as we have seen, and it may be

said the School of s. John in ueneral. were distinguished

by a nolile moderation : by rnrrahi. or temperance, in tin-

truest sense of the word. Mahan, Church History, p. 1B1.

pp. of "encrisp, v., <. en-1

formed in curls. [Rare.]

Thai .hall have softe encritped wolle [wool]
And womlerly prolonged atte the fulle.

Palladiut, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 154.

With heris [hairs) encritped, yalowe as the golde.

Skeftmi, Garland of Laurel, 1. 280.

en-kroch'), r. [Formerly also '-

. ME. encrochen, < OF. encrochier, en-

, encrocier, encroquier, encrocquier (ML.
incrocare), seize upon, take, < en, in, + croc, a

hook: see crook, and cf. act-roach.] I.t trans.

To seize
;
take

;
take possession of; get ;

obtain.



encroach

He encrochez kenely by craftez of armez
Countrese and castelles that to thy coroun langez.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1243.

Thay ar happen also that for her harme wepes,
For thay schal comfort encroche in kythes ful mony.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 18.

II. intrans. 1. To enter, intrude, or trespass

upon the possessions, jurisdiction, rights, prov-
ince, domain, or limits of some other person
or thing; infringe upon or restrict another's

right in any way; specifically, in law, to extend
one's possession of land so as to transgress the

boundary between it and the rightful posses-
sion or enjoyment of another or of the public :

with on or upon befoi'e the object.
Exclude the encroaching cattle from thy ground.

Dryden.

Those who are gentle and uncomplaining, too candid
to intrigue, too delicate to encroach, suffer much.

Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 61.

Among primitive men, individual conflicts for food pass
into conflicts between hordes, when, in pursuit of food,
one encroaches on another's territory.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 448.

2. Figuratively, to intrude gradually ; lay hold,
as if by stealth or irresistible power : with on
or upon before the object: as, old age is en-

croaching upon me.

Superstition, ... a creeping and encroaching evil.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

And listened long to the sweet sounds that thrilled
The frosty air, till now the encroaching cold
Recalled her to herself.

Bryant, Little People of the Snow.

=Syn. Trench upon, infringe upon, etc. (see trespass, v. t.) ;

to invade, violate, creep upon.

encroacht (eu-kroch'), n. [< encroach, v.~\ The
act of encroaching ;

encroachment.
I cannot imagine that hereticks who err fundamentally,

and by consequence damnably, took the first rise, and be-

gan to set up with a fundamental error, but grew into it

by insensible encroaches and gradual insinuations.

South, Works, IV. ix.

encroacher (en-kro'cher), n. One who en-

croaches; one who lessens or limits anything,
as a right or privilege, by narrowing its boun-
daries.

Sir John Mason, Treasurer of the Queen's Chamber, a

grave and Learned Man, but a great Usurper and En-
croacher upon Ecclesiastical Livings.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 337.

The bold encroachers on the deep
Gain by degrees huge tracts of land.

Swift, Run upon the Bankers, 1720.

encroachingly (en-kro'ching-li), adv. By en-
croachment.
encroachment (en-kroch'ment), n. [< OF.
(AF.) encrochment, < encrochier, encroach: see
encroach and -ment.'] 1. The act of encroach-

ing or intruding or trespassing; an entering on
the rights or possessions of another, and tak-

ing possession ;
unlawful intrusion in general ;

assumption of the rights and privileges of an-
other.

It is the surest policy in princes
To govern well their own than seek encroachment
Upon anothers right. Ford, Perkin Warbeck, iii. 4.

But ambitious encroachments of the federal government
on the authority of the state governments would not ex-
cite the opposition of a single state, or of a few states

only. Madison, The Federalist, No. xlvi.

It will be seen that the system which effectually secured
our liberties against the encroachments of kingly power
gave birth to a new class of abuses from which absolute
monarchies are exempt. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

2. The thing taken by encroaching.
The general rule is that if the wrongful act is acquiesced

in, the encroachment (i. e., the land added) is considered
as annexed to the original holding.

Rapelje and Laivrence.

3. Figuratively, the act of intruding gradually
and as if by stealth

; approach, seizure, or pro-
gress: as, the encroachments of disease.

encrownt, v. t. [ME. encrownen, < OF. encoro-

ner, < en- + coroner, coronner, couronner, crown :

see en-1 and crown.'] To crown.
This lawe of armys was founded on the IX order of

angellys in heven eiicroumyd vitb precyous stonys of colour
and of vertues dyvers. Also of theym are fyguryed the
colours in armys.
Quoted in Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 103.

encrownmentt. . [ME. encorownment, < OF.
encoronement, <. encoroner, crown: see encrown
and -ment.'] Coronation.

Kepede fore encorownmentes of kynges enoynttede.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4198.

encrust, encrustation, etc. See incrust, etc.

encrystalt (en-kris'tal), v. t. [Formerly also
enchristal; < en-1 +" crystal.'] To inclose in

crystal ;
surround with or bury in ice.

We hear of some enchristal' d, such as have
That, which produc'd their death, become their grave.

Cartwright, On the Great Frost.

1916

encuirassed (en-kwe-rasf or en-kwe'rast), a. [<
en-1 + citirass + -ed2.] Inzool., furnished with
a structure or outer eoat likened to a cuirass,
such as is developed by certain infusorians;
loricate.

encumber, incumber (en-, in-kum'ber), v. t. [<
ME. "encumbren, encombren, < OF. encombrer,
encumbrer (= Pr. encombrar = It. ingombrare),
< en- + combrer, cumber : see e>'-l and cumber.]
1. To clog or impede with a load, burden, or

other hindrance; render difficult or laborious

in motion or operation; embarrass; overload;

perplex; obstruct.

Into the bestes throte he shal hem caste,
To sleke hys hunger, and encombre hys teth.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2006.

Encombre neuere thy conscience for couetyse of Mede
[gain]. Piers Plowman (C), iii. 51.

Though laden, not encumber d with her spoil.

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 17.

Knowledge, . . .

Till smooth'd, and squar'd, and fitted to its place,
Does but encumber whom it seems t' enrich.

Coiaper, Task, vi. 95.

Specifically 2. To place (property) under a

charge or servitude
;
load with debt or liability :

as, to encumber an estate with mortgages, or

with a widow's dower ;
an encumbered title. See

encumbrance, 3. =Syn, 1. To oppress, overload, hinder,
entangle, handicap, weigh down,

encumbert, n. [< ME. encomber, < OF. encom-

bre, < encombrer, v., encumber: see encumber, v.~\

An encumbrance
;
a hindrance.

Thei spedde her iourneyes that thei com to the Castell
of Charroye with-oute eny encomber, and ther thei made
of the kynge Bohors grete ioye.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 358.

encumberingly, incumberingly (en-, in-kum'-

ber-ing-li), adv. In a manner to encumber or

impede.
encumbermentt, n. [= F. encombrement = Pr.
encombrament = It. ingombramento; as encum-
ber + -ment.~] The act of encumbering; ob-
struction

;
interference.

Into the se of Spayn [they] wer dryuen in a torment
Among the Sarazins, hot God, that grace tham lent,
Saued tham alle tho tymes fro ther encumbennent.

Rob. of Brunne, tr. of Langtoft's Chron., p. 148.

The best advizement was, of bad, to let her
Sleepe out her fill without ettcumbermcnt.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. viii. 38.

encumbrance, incumbrance (en-, in-kum'-
brans), n. [< ME. encombrance, encombratmce,
< OF. encombrance, < encombrer, encumber: see
encumber. ] 1. The act of encumbering, or the
state of being encumbered.

Ther-fore, wyte ye well that this is the encombraunf.e of
the deuell. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 6.

2. That which encumbers, burdens, or clogs ;

anything that impedes action, orrenders it dif-

ficult and laborious
;
an obstruction or impedi-

ment; an embarrassment.
Let none thinke they incountred not with all manner of

incumbrances. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 214.

Strip from the branching Alps their piny load,
The huge encumbrance of horrific wood. Thomson.

Specifically 3. In law, a charge or servitude

affecting property, which diminishes the value
of ownership, or may impair its enjoyment, so
as to constitute a qualification or diminution of
the rights of ownership. It does not impair owner-
ship or power to convey, but implies a burden which will
continue on the property in the hands of the purchaser.
If a person owns only an undivided share in land, the
share of his cotenant is not designated an encumbrance
on his share; but if the land is subject to unpaid taxes or
to a right of way, or if the land or one's share is subject
to a mortgage or a mechanic's lien, it is said to be en-
cumbered.

4. A family charge or care
; especially, a child

or a family of children : as, a widow without en-
cumbrance or encumbrances. [Colloq.] Cove-
nant against encumbrances, a covenant, sometimes
inserted in conveyances of land, that there arc no en-
cumbrances except such as may be specified. Mesne
encumbrances. See mesne. =Syn. 2. Burden, check,
hindrance, drag, weight, dead weight.

encumbrancer, incumbrancer (en-, in-kum'-
bran-ser), n. One who holds an encumbrance
or a legal claim on an estate.

encumbroust, a. [ME. encombrous, encomber-

ous, < OF. encombros, encombrous, encombrus, <

encombre, n., encumber: see encumber, .] Cum-
brous; tedious; embarrassing; burdensome.

Ful encomberouse is the usynge.
Chaucer, Complaint of Venus, 1. 42.

What helpp shall he
Whos sieves encombrous so syde trayle

encyclopedic

encurtaint (en-ker'tan), v. t. [ME. encurtynen,
rncorteiiien, < OF. eiicortiner, encourtiner, < en-

+ cortino; curtain : see en-1 and curtain.'] To
curtain; inclose with curtains.

And all within in preuy place
A softe bedde of large space
Thei hadde made, and encorteined [var. encurtyned].

Gower, Conf. Amant., I.

ency., encyc. Abbreviations of encyclopedia.

encyclic, encyclical (en-sik'lik, -li-kal), a. and
n. [= F. cncyclique = Sp. enciclico "= Pg. en-

cyclico = It. enciclico, < NL. encyclicus (after L.

cyclicus : see cyclic), equiv. to L. encyclios, < Gr.

iynvi&ios, rounded, circular, periodic, general, <

cv, in, + /cwcAof, a circle.] I. a. 1. Circular;
sent to all members of some circle or class.
In the early church letters sent by members of a council
to all the churches, or by bishops to churches of a particu-
lar diocese, were called encyclic letters. The term is now
by the Roman Catholic Church exclusively applied to let-

ters on topics of interest to the whole church, addressed

by the Pope to all the bishops in communion with him.

An imperial encyclic letter branded with an anathema
the whole proceedings at Chalcedon, and the letter of Pope
Leo, as tainted with Nestorianism.

Milman, Latin Christianity, iii. 1.

The Encyclic Epistle commences with the duty of pre-

serving the faith pure and undefiled as it was at first.

J. M. Xeale', Eastern Church, i. 1194.

2. In bot., isomerous, with regular alternation
of parts: applied to flowers in which the pet-
als, stamens, etc., are equal in number in each

whorl, alternating with each other.

If all the whorls have an equal number of parts and are

alternate, it [a flower] is encyclic. Encyc. Brit., IV. 127.

II. n. A circular letter.

He [Leo XIII.] teaches by encyclicals ; his predecessor
taught by allocutions. The Century, XXXVI. 90.

encyclopedia, encyclopaedia (en-sl-klo-pe'di-

a), n. [Formerly also encyclopedy, encyclopedic,

encyclopcedy, < F. encyclopedic = Sp. enciclopedia
= Pg. encyclopedia = It. enciclopedia, < NL. en-

cyclopaedia, < Gr. eyKvK^jmcuSeia (a rare and bar-
barous form found in L. authors), prop. cyid'KAiof

Traife'a, the circle of arts and sciences, the gen-
eral education preceding professional studies :

eyniiKAioc, in a circle, circular, periodic, gener-
al (see encyclic) ; iratoeia, education, < jraideverv,

educate, bring up a child, < Trai; (iraiti-), child:
see pedagogue.'] 1. The circle of sciences; a

general system of instruction in several or all

departments of knowledge.
And therefore, in this encydopedie and round of know-

ledge like the great and exemplary wheels of heaven, we
must observe two circles.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., To the Reader.

Some by this art have become universally learned in a
far larger compass than the old reputed encyclopedy.

Boyle, Works, VI. 335.

To Systematic Theology belongs also formal Encyclo-
paedia, or an exhibition of theology .is an organic whole,
showing the relationship of the different parts, and their

proper function and aim.

Scha/, Christ and Christianity, p. 5.

Specifically 2. A work in which the various

topics included under several or all branches
of knowledge are treated separately, and usu-

ally in alphabetical order.

It [a public library] should be rich in books of refer-

ence, in encyclopaedias, where one may learn without cost
of research what things are generally known. For it is

far more useful to know these than to know those that are
not generally known. Lowell, Books and Libraries.

3. In a narrower sense, a cyclopedia. See cy-

clopedia, 1.

Abbreviated enc., ency., encyc.
French Encyclopedia (Encyclopedic on Dictionnaire rai-

sonn des sciences, etc.), a celebrated French work in 28
folio volumes (including 11 volumes of plates), the first

of which appeared in 1751 and the last in 1765. Five vol-

umes of supplements were issued in 1776-7, and two vol-

umes of index in 1780, the complete work thus consisting
of 35 volumes folio. The chief editor was Diderot, who
was assisted by D'Alembert, and many of the great con-

temporary literary men of France (hence called the ency-
clopedists) contributed to it. From the skeptical charac-
ter of many of the articles, the work excited the bitterest

ecclesiastical enmity, and had no small part in bringing
about the state of public opinion which prepared the way
for the French revolution. -

encyclopediacal (en-si
//

klo-pe-di'a-kal), a.

Same as encyclopedic. [Rare.]
encyclopedia!! (en-sl-klo-pe'di-an), a. and n.

I. a. Same as encyclopedic. [Bare.]
Il.t n. The circle of sciences or knowledge ;

the round of learning.
Let them have that encyclop&dian, all the learning in

the world, they must keep it to themselves.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 191.

-, , ,,^,^ ^. E. T. s., extra ser.), i. 107. encyclopedic, encyclopaedic (en-si-klo-pe'dik

To avoid many encumbrous arguments, which wit can
or 'Ped lk>> _ C= F - encyclopedic = Sp. e,,-

devise against the truth, I send to your grace the copy of
mine answer. Stnjjae, Cranmer, ii. 3, note.

.

ciclopedico = Pg. nic>i<-li>pcdico = It. enciclope-

dico, < NL. encyclopedia : see encyclopedia.'] 1.



encyclopedic

Pertaining; In i>r <>f tin- nature of ;m enryolope-
dia; relating to all branches nf knowledge.
The range of Dante's stud) ami acqiiirrincnt would !><

encydnitfttit: In un>
'I, Alllnll^ 111) ilnoliX, '2(1 Ker., |). 7.

We still used, with onr multifarious strivings, an

cltiittdir training, a "hie roiiiiiianil over the resoun <
-

< l

our native tongue. <J. I' .>/"'>, l..-rla. on Knj;. tang., i.

2. I'ussessino; wide and varied information;

specie-ally, possessing an extensive but frag-

mentary knowledge of facts rather than a com-

prehensive iinilrrslamlinj; of
j
ii'inciples.

encyclopedical, encyclopaedical (on-si-klo-
pe di-kal or -ped'i-kal), a. Same as cncy<-li>/i>

-

die.

Klein's gigantic work ["History of the Drama"], in its

inception reminding one of the encyclopedical works of
Hi. middle ages. \. A. Itea., CXXVII. 167.

Aristotle \\:is nut only one of the most inquiring and
encyrl/':i'<li<'<il. I nit also one of the moat thoroughly sensi-

MI-, of all writers. Kncyc. Brit., II. 516.

encyclopedism, encyclopaedism (en-si-klo-
pe dizra), . K eneyeli>i>ciliit + -IN HI.] 1. That
method of collecting and stating information
which is characteristic of an encyclopedia.
2. That phase of religious skepticism in the

eighteenth century of which the French Ency-
clopedia was the exponent. See encyclopedia.

From the divine Founder of Christianity to the withered
Pontiff of Encyclopedism. in all times and places, the
Hero haa been worshipped.

Carlyle, Heroes and Hero-Worship, i.

encyclopedist, encyclopaedist (en-si-klo-pe'-

dist), M. [= F. encyclopediste = Sp. enciclope-
dista = Pg. cncyclopedista = It. enciclopedista; <

encyclopedia + -ist.] 1. One who is engaged in

the compilation of an encyclopedia.
Doubtless It is no great distinction at present to be an

encyclopaedist, which is often but another name for book-

maker, craftsman, mechanic, journeyman, in his meanest
degeneration. De Quincey, Herodotus.

Specifically 2. In French literature, one of

the collaborators in the great Encyclopedia of

Diderot and D'Alembert (1751-65). The encyclo-
pedists as a body were the chief exponents of the French
skepticism of the eighteenth century : hence the name
encyclopedia! lias been extended to other persons advo-

cating similar opinions. See encyclopedia.

Very rapidly, after the accession of Catherine II.. the
friend of Voltaire and the Enct/clopafdints, it [French in-

fluence] sank deeper. D. a. Wallace, Russia, p. 389.

The
application

of these principles to social and political
life, and the attempt to give them popular currency, was
the task undertaken by the so-called Encyclopa-di*ts.

W. (f. T. Shedd, Hist. Christian Doctrine, II. 217.

encyclopedyt (en-sl-klo-pe'di), . Same as en-

cgolopeaia.
Ehcyrtidae (en-ser'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Encyr-
tug + -iVte.] The Kncyrtince as a family of Hy-
iiii'iKijilcrn. [Not in use.]

Encyrtins (en-ser-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., < En-
ri/rtus + -inte.'] A subfamily of the parasitic

hymenopterous insects of the family Chalcididte.

They are distinguished by a compact form, the absence
of parapsidal suture.-, a Ihotl mai-Jnal \i -in on the fore

wings, a sharp occipital ridge, anil a hum nir--Mt ii>ial spur.
The group contains chietly species of small size and ureat
activity, parasitic in the main uponl>ark-lice:ui<l 1. pi'i-t.

teron* lai'vie. ttiHiiu'li occasionally infesting other insects.

Encyrtus (en-ser'tus). n. [NL. (Latreille.

1809), < Or. hnvprof, curved, arched, < ev, in, +
KvpToc,, curved. ] A genus of hymenopterous in-

sects, typical of the subfamily Knciirliiiii:

encyst (en-sisf), t. (. or t.
(X

cn-l + cyst.'] To
inclose or become inclosed in a cyst or vesicle.

A different mode n;

De Bary, Fuugi (trans.), p. 442.

Encysted tumor, a tumor inclosed In a well -defined
membrane.

encystation (eu-sis-ta'shon), . [< encyst +
-<ition.] Same as MMyvtMMt
The Hrli/oa jiri'i'auate tty simple division. v>ilh orwith-

imt previous . Myotanm. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 564.

1917

encystment (en-sist'ment), n. [< tmrytt +
-/in nl.} The process of becoming or the state

of being encysted. Specifically, in biol. : (a) A pro-
cess ; in protozoans, by which, tin- pneudo-
podiaorntln i-prolongations of the body Mug withdrawn,
Hi" animal annuities a spherical shape, ami I.

with a comparatively tough resisting layer, which thus
forms a cyst. The process Is usually preliminary to re-

production, one of the consequences of encyntmeiit Iwing
the formation within of spore-masses or plutldules, which
at Icii.tli escape mi rupture of the cyst, and take up an
iii'lrpemit ut existence. In infiuoriaiH three kinds of en-

cystment are distinguished, technically called protectire,

duplicative, and sporular. (b) A similar process occurring
in certain fresh-water algw, especially desmids. (> I !i<

hydatid or encysted stage of flukes and tapeworms, as an
echlnococcus. See cut under Tcenia. (it) The similar

encysted states of sundry other animaU, or their ova, em-
bryos, or larva?.

end (end), n. [Early mod. E. also ende (E. dial,

also ccnd) ; < ME. ende, ccndt, < AS. ende = OS.
i'/t/li =OFries. enda, einde, find, ein= MD. ende,
fiiKli; I), nail, cinde = MLG. LG. ende = OHO.
initi, andi, enti, ente, ende, MHG. ente, ende, G.
ende = Icel. endir, m., endi, neut., = 8w. dnde,
(imlu = Dan. ende = Goth, andeis (with orig. suf-

fix *-ya) = Skt. onto, end, limit, border, vicinity.
From an orig. case-form of this noun were prob.
developed the prepositions and prefixes in-

cluded under and- (> an-2 ,
a-6 ), ante-, anti- : see

these.] 1. One of the terminal points or parts
of that which has length, or more length than
breadth ; the part which lies at one of the ex-

tremities of a line, or of whatever has longi-
tudinal extension : as, the end of a house or of
a table

;
the end of the street ; each end of a

chain or rope.
The holi man sah the heg engel atte alteres ende.

Old Eng. Homiliei (ed. Morris), II. 145.

Slowly, easily, gently, softly, negligently, as caring not
what emit goes forward. witlialt. Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 86.

I was this morning walking in the gallery, when Sir

Koger entered at the end opposite to me.
Steele, Spectator, No. 109.

specifically (a) In coal-mining, the extremity of a work-

ing-place, stall, or breast, (fr) In spinning, a loose un-
twisted ribbon of cotton or wool ; a sliver, (c) The stem
of a plant. IProv. Eng.]
2. One of the extreme or furthermost parts of
an extended surface; especially, the part or
limit furthest away from the speaker, or from
a customary point of view: as, the ends of

the earth; the southern end of the Atlantic
ocean ; she is at the end of the garden.
An hunting for to pleyen him bl the wode's [wood's] ende.

Life of St. Kenelm, 1. 150 (Early Eng. Poems,
[ed. Furnivall)!

And now from end to end
Night's hemisphere had vell'd the horizon round.

Milton, P. L., ix. 51.

3. The point at which continuity or duration
ceases or terminates

;
the close or termination

of a series, or of whatever has continuity or

duration; conclusion: the opposite of begin-

ning : as, the end of time ; the end of a contro-

versy or of a book
;
the end of the year or of

the season.

And ye schuleu be in hate to alle men formy name, but
he that lasteth into the eende schaal be saaf.

Wyclif, Mark xiil. 13.

At the ni:l of two months . . . she returned.

Judges xL 39.

Of the increase of his government and peace there shall

be no end. Isa. ix. 7.

The " Boston Hymn "... Is a rough piece of verse, but
noble from beginning to end. O. W. Holmes, Emerson, x.

4. Used absolutely, the close of life
; death.

Mark the perfect man, and behold the upright ; for the
'nit of that man is peace. Ps. xxxTii. 37.

Think on thy life and end, and call for mercy.
Ford, Tis Pity, v. 6.

For few usurpers to the shades descend
By a dry death, or with a quiet end.

thryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, x. 179.

He now turned his thoughts to his approaching end.

Pracotl, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 25.

5. A cause of death, destruction, or ruin: as,
this cough will be the end of me.

And award
Kither of you to be the other's end,

Shak., Rich. III., il. 1.

6. A remnant or portion left over
;
a fragment :

as, end\e-ends.
Thus I clothe my naked villainy

With odd old ends, stolen forth of holy writ.

Shot., Rich. III., i. 8.

When Hopkins dies, a thousand lights attend
The wretch, who living saved a candle's end.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 293.

7. That for which anything exists or is done ;

a result designed or intended; ultimate object
or purpose: as, "the end justifies the means."
The i-ml of the commandment is charity. 1 Tim. i. G.

end
To gain nur ends we can do any thing,
Ami turn onr souls Into a thousand figure*.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, Ir. 4.

As for the third unity, which Is that of :,, H..M. the an-
cients meant no other by It than what the logicians do by
their finis, the end or scope of any action ; that which Is

the first in intention, and last in execution.

Dryden, Essay on Dram. Poesy.

Art is the spirit's voluntary use and combination of

things to serve Ita enti. Kwrrson, Art.

A life that moves to gracious end*
Thro' troops of unrccordiug friends.

Trnnyton, To .

8. A necessary termination or consequence;
an inevitable issue or conclusion: especially,
in logic, a result toward which the action of

anything tends, in such a manner that if its at-

tainment in one way is prevented some other
action tending to the same result will be set up,
or so that there is some tendency to such sub-
stitution of one means for another.

The end of those things is death. Rom. vl. 21.

Whose ende is good or evlll, the same thing is good or
evil). A sweard is good, because it is good for a manne
to defende himself. Sir T. Wilton, Rule of Reason.

There's a divinity that shapes onr end*,
Kough-hew them how we will.

Malt., Hamlet, v. 2.

9. In archery, the number of arrows shot from
one end of the range, before proceeding to

shoot from the other.

By the rules of the York Round three arrows to each
archer constitute an end.

il. and W. Thompson, Archery, p. 52.

An end. See un-end. At loose ends, in disorder;
slack; undisciplined.

Things are getting worse and worse every day. We are
all at loose ends. S. Judd, Margaret, II. 7.

At one's wit's end, at the end of one's ability to decide
or act ; in a position where one does not know what further
to do.

Astrymyanes also aren at her irittes ende ;

Of that was calculed of the element the contrarie thei

fynde. fieri J'loteman (B), xv. 364.

They reel to and fro, and stagger like a dnmken man,
and are at their wit's end. Ps. evil. 27.

Candle's end. See candle-end. Dead on end. See
dead. End for end. (a) In reverse position: *o that
each end occupies the place that the other did before :

as, to I urn a plank end for end.

To shift a fall etui far end Is to reeve It the opposite
way, so that the hauling part becomes the standing part.

Hainersley.

(M) Kaut., entirely: said of running ropes, cables, etc.,
when entirely run out of the blocks or the hawsehole.
End man. See end-tnan. End on. (a) Having the end
pointing directly toward an object : specifically applied In

nautical use to a ship when her head is in a direct line

with an object : opposed to broadside on.

In higher latitudes we look at the (auroral] streamers
almost end-on. Kncyc. Brit., III. 7.

(I*) In coal-mining, at right angles to the cleat, or most
distinctly marked set of joint-planes : said of a mode of

working a mass of coal : opposed to face on. External
end, the effect which it is desired to produce upon some-
thing different from the subject. Thus, the external end
of oratory is to persuade, while the internal end is to speak
eloquently. In tne end, at last.

The very world, which is the world
Of all of us, the place where, in the end,
We find our happiness, or not at all !

Wordsworth, Prelude, xl.

Latter end., the latter part ; the ultimate end ; the con-
clusion : chiefly with reference to the end of lite.

that they were wise, . . . that they would consider
their latter end ! Deut. xxxii. 29.

1 will sing it in the latter end of a play, before the duke.

Shall., M. N. D., Iv. 1.

The latter end of May Is the time when spring begins in

the high Alps. J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 311.

No end. (a) [As noun.] A great deal; a great but indefinite
amount or number : as, we had no end of fun ; he spends
no end ot money. [Colloq.]

Another intensive of obvious import. They had no end
of tin, i. e., a great deal of money. He is no end of a fool,
i. e., the greatest fool possible.

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 40.

(b) [As adverb.) Without end or limit; infinitely; ex-

tremely. (Colloq.)

He is rich ; and he is no end obliging.
C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 185.

Objective or absolute end, or end in itself, in Kantian
philot., that which is the condition of the possibility of
all other ends. Odds and ends. See odd*. On end
[
= an end. an-end : see an-md|. (a) Resting or standing
on one end ; upright : as, place the log on end.

And Katerfelto with his hair on end.

Cmrper, Task, iv. 86.

(6) In immediate sequence or succession ; continuously.

Three times on end she dreamt this dream.
Fair Margaret of Craiffnargat (Child's Ballads, Vin. 460).

He looked out of the window for two hours on end.
Dicker*.

Principal or chief end, the end or purpose mainly In-

tended.

Qu. What is the chief end of man?
An*. Man's chief end is to glorify God, and to enjoy him

forever. The Shorter Catechism, qnes. 1.



end 1918

Secondary or succedaneous end, some additional oh- end-all (end al), . [< end, v., + obj. all.]

ject to be attained. Subjective or relative end, that That which ends all; conclusion,
to which some particular impulse tends. Subordinate That but this blow

Might be the be-all and the end-all here.

_. .

end, that which is aimed at as a means to some further

end. The better end ((.), the inner and little-used

end, as of a cable. Sartlett. j j
We rode with two anchors ahead, and the cables veered endalongt, prep, and adl.

endearment

neighboring arteries on its way to supply a cap-

illary district.

Endaspidese (en-das-pid'e-e), . pi. [NL., <

Gr. Ewiov. within, + amrif (aaird-), a shield

out to the better end.
,IU, aim bile cuuiea vecjcu o',i j. /->\ . i J ..

Defoe, Robinson Crusoe, endamage (en-dam'a]), V. t.
; pret. and pp. ei,

Shak., Macbeth, i. 7.
(sc

'

ute ),
4- -eo?.] 'in Sundevall's system of or-

en/Hana.
nithological classification, the second cohortSee endlong.

iret. and pp. en- of scutelliplantar oscines, consisting of the neo-

Tne earth in Scrip the remotest parts of damaged, ppr. endamaging. [Formerly also en-
tropical Furnariina-., Synallaxinw, and Dendro-

' ME. endam- coiaptina!, or the South American oven-birds,the earth, or the inhabitants of those parts.

17; Ps. xcv

Deut. xxxiii.^ ^
v- r dammagc, indamage, endomage; <

; Ps. xcviii. 3. To burn the candle at both ends. agen>(OF.endommager,endommaigier,F.endom- pjcuiules'or tree-creepers, and their allies.
e <"l

Tn~7thBit'tt
1

p
1

rpr!rt nf
n^S

Tu
e
"ctthebetter''of" mager, endamage, < en- + dommager, damage: gndaspidean (en-das-pid'e-an), a. [As Enda-

see en-l and damage.] To bring loss or damage gpide<B + -an.] In ornith., having that modifi-

to; harm; injure; prejudice. [Obsolescent.] cation of the scutelliplantar tarsus in which the
If you bee a good man, rather make mud walls with scutellffi lap around the inner side of the tar-

them, mend high wayes, . . . than thus they shuld en-
gug^ut are deficient on the outer side. Distin-

dam
'uoteTin D-s ^ofGrle%Playg, Int., p. xcvi. guished from exaspidean. See scutelUplantar.

end7to'gi"ve" one a" beating "with the"end of a rope.-To The deceitful! Phisition, which recounteth all thinges endauntt, . t [ME. endaunten, <en- + rfrte,
have (something) at one's fingers' ends, tojiave

it at that may endomage his patient, neuer telling any thing tame, daunt: see en-1 and daunt.] 1. 1 > tame.

that may recure him. Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 172. He en^a,mteae a douue [dove] day and nyght here fedde.

Nothing is sinne, to count of, but that which endam- Piers Plowman (C), xviii. 171.

ageth ciuill societie. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 295. % TQ respect or gtan(l jn fear of.

endamageablet (en-dam'aj-a-bl), a. [< en- endaunturet, [ME. ; < endaunt + -ure.] A
damage + -able.] Capable of being damaged taming.
or injured. end-bulb (end' bulb), n. In anat. and physiol.,

endamagementt (en-dam'aj-ment), n. [= F. one Of the bulbous end-organs or functional

endommagement; as endamage + -ment.] The terminations of sensory nerves,
act of endamaging, or the state of being endam- end-dayt, n. [ME. ende day, endedai, endcdeie,

aged; loss; injury. < AS. endedceg (= MHG. endetac), < ende, end,
These flags of France, that are advanced here + dag, day.] The day of one's end; the day
Before the eye and prospect of your town, t;o n( mip's rlonth
Have hither march'd to your endamagement.

ltn -

Shak., K. John, ii. 1.

endamnifyt, v. t. [< en-1 + damnify.] To dam-

age.
Those who hired the fishing of that lake adjoining were

endamnijied much by the violent breaking in of the seas.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 27ti.

Dacies.

By all which it should seem we have rather cheated the

devil than he us, and have gotten the better end o/him.
Bp. Sanderson, Works, I. 183.

(6) To get the better part of ; have the advantage in : as,

to get the better end of a bargain. To give one a rope's

command ;
be ready to impart it ;

be thoroughly posted
in it.

Ay, sir, I have them [jests] al my fingers' ends.

To make an end. (a) To finish ; come to a stop ; do no

more : used absolutely, or with of before the thing con-

cerned.

Believe 't, my lord and I have made an end ;

I have no more to reckon, he to spend.
Shak., T. of A., iii. 4.

How dull it is to pause, to make an end,
To rust unburnish'd, not to shine in use !

Tennyson, Ulysses.

(6) To bring about the end ; effect the termination or con-

clusion : with of.

There was
them which

I will make an end of my dinner ; there's pippins and
cheese to come. Shak., M. W. of W., i. 2.

To make both ends meet, to make one's income and ex-

penditure balance each other
; keep within one's means.

Worldly wealth he cared not for, desiring onely to make endanger (en-dan'ger), v. t [Formerly also *-

danger; < WM T danger.]
ely t

both ends meet ; and as for that little that lapped over, he

gave it to pious uses. Fuller, Worthies, Cumberland.

The other impecunious person contrived to make both

ends meet by shifting his lodgings from time to time.
W. Slack.

To put an end to, to finish ; terminate : as, to put an end
to one's sufferings.

The revolution put an end . . . to the long contest be-

tween the King and the Parliament.

Maeaiday, Sir William Temple.

Sweet is death, who puts an end to pain.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

To the bitter end. See WMeri. To the end of the
chapter. See chapter. To the end (that), in order

(that).

I schalle schewe how gee schulle knowe and preve to the

ende that gee schulle not been disceyved. Mandeville, p. 51.

Confess them [our sins] ... to the end that we may ob-

tain forgiveness of the same.
Book ofCommon Prayer, Exhortation toConfessionof Sins.

= Syn. See extremity.

end (end), v. [< ME. enden, endien, < AS. endian,

usually geendian = OS. endion, endon = OFries.

endia, enda, einda = D. einden = OHG. enteon,

enton, MHG. G. enden = Icel. enda = Sw. anda
= Dan. ende, end

;
from the noun.] I. trans.

1 . To bring to an end or a close
;
make an end

of; terminate: as, to end a controversy ;
to end

a war.
On the seventh day God ended his work. Gen. ii. 2.

Let death, which we expect, and cannot fly from,
End all contention.

Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, v. 2.

Specifically 2. To bring the life of to an end
;

kill
; destroy ; put to death.

The Lord of Stafford dear to-day hath bought
Thy likeness ; for, instead of thee, King Harry,
This sword hath ended him. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 3.

Why should I, beastlike as I find myself,
Not manlike end myself? our privilege
What beast has heart to do it?

Tennyson, Lucretius.

3. To furnish the end of, as for protection or
embellishment : as, to end a cane with an iron

< en-1 + danger.] 1. To bring into

danger or peril; expose to loss or injury.

What Necessity should move us, most valiant Prince,
for obtaining of a Title to endanger our Lives?

Baker, Chronicles, p. 15.

Every one hath a natural dread of everything that can

endanger his happiness. Tillotsoti.

By an act of unjust legislation, extending our power
over Texas, we have endangered peace with Mexico.

Sumner, Orations, I. 8.

Apprehension seems to exist among the people of the

Southern States that by the accession of a Republican
Administration their property and their peace and per-
sonal security are to be endangered.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 112.

And sithe at his ende-day he was buried there.

Robert of (Gloucester, App.

endear (en-der'), *> t- [Formerly also indear;
< en-i + dear*.] 1. To make dear in feeling;
render valued or beloved ;

attach
;
bind by ties

of affection.

And thou, to be endeared to a king,
Made it no conscience to destroy a prince.

Shak., K. John, iv. 2.

I ... sought by all means, therefore,
How to endear, and hold thee to me firmest.

Milton, S. A., 1. 796.

He lived to repent ; and later services did endear his

name to the Commonwealth. W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 337.

RafHesia possesses many other sterling qualities far

more calculated than simple bigness to endear it to a large
and varied circle of insect acquaintances.

Pop. Sci. Wo., XXVI. 177.

2f. To engage by attractive qualities ;
win by

endearment.
The expenses of his funeral, forty pounds, were directed

to be paid from the public Treasury, "as a testimonial of

the Colony's endeared love and affection to him."

Plymouth Colony Records, in Appendix to New England's
[Memorial, p. 467.

3f. To make dear or costly ;
raise the price of.

Whereas, the excesse of newe buildings and erections

hath daily more encreased, and is still like to do so;

whereby and by the immoderate confluence of people
thither, our said city [London] and the places adjoyning,
are, and daily will be, more and more pestred, all victuals

and other provisions endeared, &c.

King James's Prod. cone. Buildings (1618), Rym. Feed.,

[i. 107.

(en-der' ans), n.

Affection. Ddvies.

ferrule. 4. To set on end; set upright.
II. intrans. 1 . To come to an end or a close

;
endarkt ^(en-dark'),

v. t.

reach the ultimate or finishing point; termi-

nate; conclude; cease: as, a voyage ends with
the return of a ship.

Her endethth mi thiss goddspell thuss.

Ormulum, 1. 6514.

All's well that ends well. Proverb.

The angel ended, and in Adam's ear
So charming left his voice, that he awhile
Thought him still speaking, still stood flx'd to hear.

Milton, P. L., viii. 1.

The philosophy of Plato began in words and ended in
words. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

2. Specifically, to die.

Thus ended an excellent and virtuous lady, universally
lamented. Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 22, 1652.

To end even. See

2f. To put within the danger (of) ; bring with-

in the power (of).
Another giveth the king counsel to endanger unto his

grace the j udges of the realm, that he may ever have them
on his side, and that they may, in every matter, dispute
and reason for the king's right.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

3f. To incur the hazard of; cause or run the

risk of.

He that turneth the humours back, and maketh the
wound bleed inwards, endangereth malign ulcers and per-
nicious imposthumatious.

Bacon, Seditions and Troubles (ed. 1887). endearancet
Mr. Pincheon offered his assistance, but wrote to the

governour . . . that it would endanger a war.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 397.

Albeit I must confesse to be half in doubt whether I

should bring it forth or no, it being so contrary to the

eye of the world, and the world so potent in most men's

hearts, that I shall endanger either not to be regarded, or endearedly (en-der'ed-li), adv
not to be understood. MMm, Church-Government, ii. 1. .

J rl Jm Diet
= Syn. 1. To hazard, risk, peril, imperil, jeopard.

endangerment (en-dan'jer-ment), n. [< en-

danger + -merit.-] The act of "endangering, or
endearing (en-der'ing ), p. a.

the state of being endangered ; danger.
He was forced to withdraw aside,

And bad his servant Talus to invent
Which way he enter might without endangerment.

Spenser, F. Q., V. ii. 20.

Yokes not to be lived under without the endangerment
of our souls. Milton, Tetrachordon.

[< ME. endirken, *en-

derken, <'en-1 + derTc, dark.] To make dark;
darken.

Yet dyuerse there be industrious of reason,
Som what wolde gadder in their coniecture

Of such an endarked chaptre some season ;

Howe be it, it were hard to construe this lecture.

[< endear

-ance.]
But my person and figure you'll best understand
From the picture I've sent by an eminent hand,
Show it young Lady Betty, by way of endearanee,
And to give her a spice of my mien and appearance.

C. Anstey, New Bath Guide, x.

Affectionate-

ly; dearly. Imp. Diet.

endearedhess (en-der'ed-nes), n. The state of

being endeared. More.

[Formerly also

indearing; ppr. of endear, v.] Having a ten-

dency to make dear or beloved; awakening af-

fection : as, endearing qualities.
Nor gentle purpose nor endearing smiles

Wanted, nor youthful dalliance, as beseems
Fair couple. Milton, P. L., iv. 337.

With those endearing ways of yours ... I could be

brought to forgive anything.
Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, ii.

All Irish art is faulty and irregular, but often its faults

are endearing, and in its discords there is sweet sound.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 20.

In an endear-

endable (en'da-bl), o. [< end + -dble.~] Capa- end-artery (end'ar"te-ri), '. An artery which,
ble of being ended or terminated; terminable, with its branches, forms no anastomosis with

endearingly (en-der'ing-li), a*'.

Skelton, Garland of Laurel, ing manner ;
so as to endear.

endarkent (en-dar'kn), v. t. [< en-i + darken.] endearlyt (en-der'li), adv. [Irreg. (for dearly)

Same as endark. < endear + -ly^.] Dearly.
Portia so endearly reverenced Cato as she would for his

preservation swallow coals. Ford, Honour Triumphant, iii.

endearment (en-der'ment), 11. [< endear +
-ment.] 1. The state o'f being endeared; ten-

der affection ; love.

When a man shall have done all to create endearment
between them. South.

Speaking words of endearment, where words of comfort
availed not. Longfelloir, Evangeliue, i. 6.

Vapours of disdain so overgrown,
That my life's light wholly endarken'd is.

Daniel, Sonnets to Delia, xxi.

endarteritis (en-dar-te-ri'tis), n. [Nli., < Gr.

evdov, within, + aprrip'ia, artery, + -itis.] In

pathol., inflammation of the inner coat of an
artery. Also endoarteriitis, endoarteritis.



endearment

2. Endearing action; a manifestation of affec- endeictic (en-dik'tik), a.

tion; loving conduct; a caress, or the like.

\V.' luivu driiwn you, worthy sir,

To make your fair ID our acufhter,

Or. tvf,

vat, point
out

in, 4- ietKi'i fa, pnint out: see deictic, apodic-

tic.] Showing; exhibiting Endeictic dialogue,
In Ihe rintvnie philos.. a dialogue which exhibits a spcci-

in, n of dialectic skill.

and ntilfaruienls, why should the "mother bo willing to endeixls (en-dik'sis), n. [NL., prop, endixin, <

divide it with a stranger
1

; (JT ivAcific. a pointing out, demonstration, <
Jer. Taylor, Work, (ed. 183*), I. 40.

iv6etlcvi
.v^oi^ oat , 8|e e,tdeictie.] An indica-

endeavor, endeavour (en-dev^ or),
v. [The sec- tion . 80metimes used as a synonym of symptom.

And worthy services known t our subjects.
I:, mi. aiul /'(., I'hilnster, I. 1.

If the mime of mothrr lie MI appellative of alt' > ti :i-

endiable

[Prop, 'endiftif, < endenizet (on-dcn'iz), r. t. [Short form of en-

iii ni :i-n.
\ Same as endenizen.

Specially since that learning, after long banishment, was
iv,-;illed in the time of King Henry tlie Klglith, it [our

!
hath len beautified and enriched out of otli. r

t I tongues, partly by enfranchising and endemziva

strange words. Camden, quoted in Hall's Hod. Bug., p. 0.

And having by little and little In many victories van-

Kof, probative, indicative, < ivAeuevi--

ut, show, give proof, indicate, < ev,

:i nitwit v/*. |
\j*i,\*\ji*i \ ../' a T" i HUH OUlllCLlHico itncw o n aj jv**j **

outl form usual in England. Early mod. k. also
endellionite (en-del'yon-it), n. [< Endtllioii endenizen (on-den'j-zn), v. t.

rntli-rnr. /mlt'roii; iiiilrrm; indevour, indever, <
(8CO (l (.f.) + -i(c2.] Tne mineral bournonite, endeiii:iiii ; < en-1 + denizen.']

late MK. fiidi-nn; iiidi-mr, u verb due to the orig. foun ,i jn tne parish of Endellion, in Cornwall, zen of; recognize as a legal r

phrase put in dever: in, prep., taken in comp. ,,,,. ^IOU cnllf .,.

as the prefix en-, I'M-; <'", <l<ror, devour, Avty, endemialt (en-de'mi-al), a. [< Gr. tvomwof, sM-

obligation : see derer, devoir.] I. trans. It. To
iongiUK to the people': see endemic.] Same as

put, apply, or exert (one's self) to do a thing :

used ronexively.
I indeixr my telfe to do a thyng, I payne my selfe, I in-

dever me to do the best I can. J'alsyravr.

told me

Its very nature fncapableof prolongation, and Wordsworth,
in endeavoring it, falls more below himself.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 243.

quished the nations bordering upon them, [they] brought
thriii at length to be endeniud and naturalized In their

owne name, like as the Persians also did.

Holland, tr. of Ammlanus, p. 401.

t. [Formerly also

To make a deni-

, ,- resident; natural-

ize to a partial extent. [Rare.]
Yet a Man may live as renown'd at home, In his own

country, or a private village, as In the whole World.

For It is Vertue that gives Glory ; That will endenizon a

Man every where. B. Janson, Discoveries.

There are endemial and local Infirmities proper unto

certain regions, which in the whole earth make no small

number. Sir T. Browne, Letter to a friend.

2 To attempt to gain ; try to effect ;
strive to The distemper ... is

"I*
5"""* among the great, and

achieve or attain; strive after. [Archaic.]
' s

TuW,uM iCpTr Enjoyment of Life. ..,*...
Lord Loudoun arrived at Philadelphia, expressly, as he _nd(,mlc (er,^em'ik) a and n f= F. ende- ender (en'der), . One who or that which ends,
Id me, to endeavor an accommodation between the gov- endemic en-Uem IK;, a. ana n. \- r. enue

fe ; t or fishes.
nor and Assembly. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 253. mtque = Sp. endemtco = Pg. It. endemtco (ct. U.

This intensity of mood which insures high quality
is by G. endemisch = Dan. Sw. etidemuk), < Ur. as i:

'; for Mf//Jiof, equiv. to Mnfior,, native,

g to a people, < ev, in, + <i;///of ,
the peo-

ple: see rferae2 . Cf. epidemic.] I. a. 1. Pecu-

liar to a people or nation, or to the residents of

Jews and Mahometans may be permitted to live In a

Christian commonwealth with the exercise of their reli-

gion, but not to be endenizon'd.

Locke, Third Letter on Toleration, lil.

v. t. See indent.

Alias, myn hertes queen ! alias, ray wjrf I

Myn hertes lady, endere of my lyf 1

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1918.

But yield them up where I myself must render,
That is, to you, my origin and ender.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 222.
II. intrans. 1. To labor or exert one's self to ur to a people or nation, or to the residents o

do or effect something: strive; try; make an a particular locality : chiefly applied todiseases. endert, prep. An obsolete dialectal form of

effort : followed by an infinitive.

But he endevored with speaches mild
Her to recomfort, and accourage bold.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vlll. 84.

A great slaughter was made after this among the routed,

and many of the first nobility were slain in ctuleamuring
to escape. Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 203.

Amy hastily endeavoured to recall what she were best

to say, which might secure herself from the imminent dan-

gers that surrounded her. Scott, Kenilworth, xxxiv.

2. To direct one's efforts or labor toward some

object or end; fix one's course; aim: with at,

for, or after. [Archaic.]

Thinking It sufficient to obtain immortality by their

descendant!!, without endeavouring at great actions.

Bacon, Physical Fables, ill., Expl.

It was into this Oulph that Capt. Davis was gone with

the two Canoas, to endeavourfor a Prisoner, to gain intel-

ligence, if possible, before our Ships came In.

Dainpier, Voyages, I. 125.

I could heartily wish that more of our country clergy
would . . . endeavour after a handsome elocution.

Addison, Spectator, No. 108.

We have a right to demand a certain amount of reality,

however small, in the emotion of a man who makes it his

business to endeavor at exciting our own.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 389.

= Syn. Undertake, Endeavor, etc. (see attempt); to seek,

aim, struggle.

endeavor, endeavour (en-dev'or), n. [Early
mod. E. also cndevour; < endeavor, v.] An effort ;

an essay; an attempt; an exertion of physical

This deformity, as it was endemic, and the people little

used to strangers, it had been the custom ... to look

upon as the greatest ornament of the human visage.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 1.

We have not been able to escape one national and en-

demic habit, and to be liberated from interest in the elec-

tions and In public affairs. Emerson, Misc., p. 329.

A disease is said to be endemic . . . when it Is owing
to some peculiarity In a situation or locality. Thus, ague
Is endemic in marshy countries ; goitre, at the base of lofty

mountains. Dunglison.

2. In phytogeog. and zoogeog., peculiar to and
characteristic of a locality or region, as a plant
or an animal ; indigenous or autochthonous in

some region, and not elsewhere.

It [the New Zealand flora) consists of 935 species, our

own [British) Islands possessing about 1600; but a very

large proportion of these are peculiar, there being no less

than 077 endemic species, and 32 endrmir genera.
A. R. Wallace.

They [bees] visit many exotic flowers as readily as the

endemic kind. Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 415.

Endemic disease, a disease to which the inhabitants of

under.
That saw Roben hes men,
As thay stode ender a bow [hough].

Robin Hood and the Potter (Child's Ballads, V. 21).

ender-dayt, [ME., also enders-, enderes-, en-

ares-, endris-, andyrs-day, < ender-, appar. < Icel.

endr, adv., in times of yore, formerly, before

(ult. akin to L. ante, before : see and, ante-, and

end) (hardly, as has been suggested, a dial, or

foreign form of other, AS. other = G. nnder, etc.).

+ day.] Former day; other day: a word used

other day (that is, at some indefinite time re-

cently past).
The mater of the (metyng) mljtow here flnde,

As 1 descriued this ender day whan thow thi drem toldest.

William ofPalerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3042.

I me wente this endres-daye,
Full faste In mynd makane mvmone.
Thomas of Ersseldoune (CllilS's Ballads, I. 98).

Quhcn I was young this hendre day,
My fadyr wes kepar off yor houss.

IlarlxmrMS.,*. 551.

a particular country are peculiarly subject,
and which for

en(iermatic (en-der-mat'ik), a. K Gr. ev, in, +
that reason may be supposed to proceed from local causes, eni

j'JYA j. ,vi <=

as bad air or water. A[disease may be endemic In a par- 6epua(r-), the skin (see derm), + -1C.] Same asas

ticular season and not in others, or endemic in one place etldermic.
and epidemic in another. See epidemic. endermic (en-der'mik), a. [< Gr. ev, in, +

13. . A prevalence of endemic disease.

In the light of these Instructive, if not pleasant histori-

cal facts and surroundings, and of our own Investigations,

we are to look for the cause of the recent endemic of fever.

Sanitarian, XV. 31.

iep/ia, the skin (see derm), + -ic.] In med., in-

volving direct application to the skin : said of

that method of administering medicines in

which they are applied to the skin after the

or mental powers toward the attainment of an
endemical (en^em'i-kal), a. Same as endemic, epidermis has been removed by blistering. See

object,
His endeuour is not to offend, and his ayme the general!

opinion.
lip. Karle, Mlcro-cosmographie, A Plausible Man.

If the will and the endeavour shall be theirs, the per-
formance and the perfecting shall be his.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

Is the philanthropist or the saint to give up his endea-

vours to lead a noble life, because the simplest study of ... ...

man's nature reveals, at its foundations, all the selfish endemiClty (en-ae-mis 1-ti;, n.

passions and fierce appetites of the merest quadruped?
Ihtileij, Man's Place In Nature, p. 131.

To do one's endeavor, to do one's best; exert one's

self, [Now eolloq.J

Thinking myself hound in conscience and Christian
rlun ity to do my ein !

R. KIIOX (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 450).

And yet I have done my best endeavors.

Franklin, Autobiog., p. 448.

= Syn. Struggle, trinl.

endeavorer, endeavourer (en-dev'or-er), n.

One who makes an effort or attempt. [Bare.]
Greater matters may be looked for than those which

were tin- inventions of single endcavourers or results of

Voice, stature, motion, and other gifts, must be very
bountifully hi-sti'wed by nature, or labour and industry
will push the unhappy endeavourer in that way the fur- endemism (eu'dem-izm), n.
H"i '' his wishes. Stetle, Tatler, No. 17. ,ism

-j
Same as endemicity.

endeavormentt (en-dev'pr-ment), n. [Early
mod. E. cnderourment ; 'I endeavor + -ment.)
The act of endeavoring; effort.

Tlie Husbandman was meanly well content
Triall to make of his sjmder<<urnicnt.

,-.'//!.
<

r, Mother Hub. Talc, 1. 297.

endeavour, ''. and n. SOP niilmrnr.

endeca-. An improper form of hcndeca-.

hypodermic.

i-kal-i), adv. In an en-

demic manner.
Colds have been known to prevail endemically among

the healthy crews of vessels lately arrived from the Arc-

tic. Arc. Cruise of the Corwin, 1881, p. 13.

ww __^ [< endemic 4"

-ity.] The state or quality of being endemic.

The cndemicitji of cholera In Lower Bengal means that

the same state of soil which used to arise from time to

time at the great religious fairs has been gradually and

permanently induced over a wide tract of soil In the basins

and delta of the Ganges and Brahmapootra.
Quarterly Rev., CXXVII. 209.

endemiology (en-de-mi-ol'Wi), n. [< Gr. ev-

M/fiio<; (see endemic) + -toyia, \ Myetv, speak: see

-<>li>uy.] The scientific study and investigation
of endemic diseases; the knowledge resulting
from such investigation; what is known re- endettedt, a.

garding endemics. dehted.

endemioust (en-de'mi-us), a. [< Gr.

belonging to the people: see endemic.]
as endemic. Kersey, 1715.

[As endem-ic +

cous membrane ;
the cerium, derma, or true

skin, and the corresponding deep part of mu-
cous membrane, as distinguished from epider-
mis or epithelium. See cut under skin.

Teeth formed by the calcification of papillary elevations

of the enderon of the lining of the mouth are confined to

the Vertebrate ; unless ... the teeth of the Echinidea

have a similar origin. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 5.

enderonic (en-de-ron'ik), a. [< enderon + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to the enderon; of the nature

of, formed by, or derived from the enderon.

In Vertebrate true teeth are Invariably enderonic, or de-

veloped, not from the epithelium of the mucous mem-
brane of the alimentary canal, but from a layer between
this and the vascular deep substance of the enderon, which
answers to the dermls in the integument.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 80.

A Middle English form of iw-

The Pyrenees are relatively as rich In endemic species
as the Alps, and among the most remarkable tasUnces

endewt, t>. t. An obsolete form of endue*, en-
Same du<V, endue3 .

endexoteric (en-dek-so-ter'ik), a, [< Gr. lv-

in,, within, + iZoreputAf, outside : see exoteric. ]

In med., resulting from internal and external

causes simultaneously ; including both C8O-

terjc an(J exoteric Ias the Alps, and among tne most remaritaoie instances
terje and exotenc agency.

of that rndemitm is the occurrence of the sole European -_ jj-vi-. ... r< f cn'diaJilcr Pr SD endi-
s,K,i, s of Dioseorea (yam). the_D. pyrenaica,

on a sin- t*g^J*^~$Z3^^
with a devil, < L. in, in, + LL. diabolus (> F.

diable, etc.), devil : see dccil.] To possess with

or as if with a devil. .Danes. [Bare.]

glc high station in the Central Pyrenees, and that of the

mouotypic genus Xatardia only on a high Alpine pass be-

tnci-n tin- Yul d'Kvnes and Catalonia.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 126.

.

endecagon, endecagonal. See hendecagon, hen-

decagonal.

endenization (en-den-i-za'shon). n. [< enden-

i:e + -afion.] Admission to the rights of a

denizen. [Rare.]

Such an one as might best endiabtee the rabble, and set

them a bawling against popery.
Roger Xorth, Examen, p. 57L



endiablement

endiablementt, . [< endiable + -merit.] Dia-
bolical possession. Davies. [Rare.]
There was a terrible rage of faces made at him, as if an

'u'tia j>[>'ineiit had possessed them all.

Roger North, Examen, p. 608.

endiaper (en-di'a-per), T. t. [< en-l + diaper.]
To decorate witli or as with a diaper pattern;
variegate.

Who views the troubled bosome of the niaine

Endiapred with cole-blacke porpesies.
Claudius Tiberius Nero, sig. G, 2.

endictt, endictmentt, etc. Obsolete forms of

indict, etc.

ending (en'ding), . [<ME. ending, -yng, -ung,
< AS. end/tnf/, verbal n. of eiidian, end : see end,
i'.] 1. The act of bringing or coming to an
end

; termination, as of life
;
conclusion.

The king is not bound to answer the particular endings
of his soldiers, the father of his son, nor the master of his
servant

;
for they purpose not their death when they pur-

pose their services. SAaifc., Hell. V., iv. 1.

Much adoe is made about the beginning and ending of
Daniels weekes. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 356.

2. In gram., the terminating syllable or letter
of a word ; the termination, whether of declen-

sion, of conjugation, or of derivation.

ending-dayt, . [ME. endyng-day. Cf. end-

day.'] The day of death.

To inyn endyng-day. Chaucer, Complaint of Venus, 1. 55.

endirkt, v. t. Same as endark.

end-iron (end'i'ern), n. [< end + iron. In
the second sense confused with andiron.] 1.

One of two movable iron cheeks or plates used
in cooking-stoves to enlarge or contract the

grate at pleasure. 2. One of two short, thick
bars of iron used to hold the ends of the sticks
in a wood-fire built on a hearth. The end-irons are
generally movable, and can be brought more or less near
at will. They differ from fire-dogs or andirons in lying flat

upon the hearth. They are much used in the south of

Europe.

endiront, An obsolete form of andiron.

enditet (en-dlf ), v. t. An obsolete form of indite.

enditert (en-di'ter), n. An obsolete form of in-

diter.

endive (en'div), . [< ME. endyve = D. andij-
vie = G. Dan. endivie = Sw. endivia, < OF. en-

dire, F. endive = Sp. endibia, formerly endiiia
= Pr. Pg. It. endii'iu, < ML. intiba, fern, sing.,
L. intHius, intubus, intybus, masc., intibum, in-

ti/bum, neut., < Gr. *evrvfov, endive. Cf. Ar.

hindiba, appar. of European origin.] A plant,
Cichorium Endiria, of the natural order Com-
posite, distinguished from the chicory, C. In-

tybus, by its annual root, much longer unequal
pappus, and less bitter taste. It is probably iden-
tical with C. pumilum, a wild species common throughout
the Mediterranean region ; but it has long been in culti-

vation, and is in common use as a salad.

Endive, or succory, is of several sorts : as the white, the
green, and the curled. Mortimer, Husbandry.

endless (eud'les), a. [< ME. endeles, < AS.
endeleds (= OS. endilos = D. eindeloos = G.
cndlos = Dan. endelos = Sw. dndelos), < ende,
end, + -leas, -less.] 1. Not having a termina-
tion; continuing without end, really or appa-
rently ; having no limit or conclusion : as, end-
less progression ; endless bliss

;
the endless pur-

suit of an object.

My sone, God of his endeles goodnesse
Walled a tonge with teeth, and lippes eke,
For man sholde him avyse what he speke.

Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, 1. 218.

Let endlesse Peace your steadfast hearts accord.

Spenser, Prothalamion, 1. 102.

The endless islands which we have seen along the north-
ern part of the Dalmatian shore, bare and uninhabited
rocks as many of them are, are without history.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 190.

It is impossible to conceive a limit to the extent of mat-
ter in the universe ; and therefore science points rather
to an endless progress, through an endless space, of action
involving the transformation of potential energy into
palpable motion, and thence into heat, than to a single
finite mechanism, running down like a clock, and stop-
ping for ever. Thomson and Tail, Nat. Phil., I. ii., App. E.

2. Not having ends
; returning upon itself so

as to exhibit neither beginning nor end: as, an
endless belt or chain; a circular race-course is
endless. 3. Perpetually recurring ; intermina-
ble; incessant; continual: as, endless praise;
endless clamor.

If singing breath or echoing chord
To every hidden pang were given,What emlless melodies were poured,
As sad as earth, as sweet as heaven !

O. W. Holmes, The Voiceless.

4f. Without object, purpose, or use.

Nothing was more endless than the common method of
comparing eminent writers by an opposition of particu-
lar passages in them. Pope, Pref. to Iliad

Endless Screw and Wheel.

1920

5f. Without profitable conclusion
;
fruitless.

All loves are endless. Beau, and Fl.

Endless belt, cable, chain, etc., one made without
detached ends, or with its ends joined together, so as to

pass continuously over two
wheels at a greater or less

distance from each other.

Endless saw. Sameasiwnd-
saw. Endless screw, a me-
chanical arrangement con-

sisting of a screw the thread
of which gears into a wheel
with skew teeth, the obli-

quity corresponding to the e
angle of pitch of the screw.
It Is generally used as a
means of producing slow
motion in the adjustments
of machines, moving the

valve-gear of marine engines
by hand, etc., rather than
for the transmission of any
great amount of power. Also
called perpetual screw. =Syn. 1. Eternal, everlasting,
perpetual, unceasing, imperishable, uninterrupted, bound-
less, immeasurable, unlimited.

endlessly (end'les-li), adv. In an endless man-
ner; without end or termination.

From glooming shadows of eternal night,
Shut up in darkness endlessly to dwell.

Drayton, Pierce Gaveston.

endlessness (end'les-nes), n. [< ME. endeles-

nes, < AS. endeledsnes, < endeleds, endless, +
-nes, -ness.] The character of being endless

;

extension without end or limit
; perpetuity ;

endless duration. Donne.

endlevet, endlevent, a. and n. Obsolete (Mid-
dle English) forms of eleven.

endlichite (end'lik-it), . [After Dr. F. M.
Endlich.] An arsenic-vanadate of lead, inter-
mediate between mimetite and vanadinite,
found in New Mexico.

endlongt (end'long), prep, and adv. [Early mod.
E. also endelong and endalong (as if < end +
long or along), < ME. endelonge, orig. nndlong,
< AS. andlang, > E. along : see along1

.] I. prep.
Along; lengthwise of; from end to end of.

This lady rometh . . . endelonge the stronde.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1498.

And as thay went endlande [read endlange] this revere,
abowte the viij houre of the day thay come tille a castelle
thatstode ill a littille ile in this forsaid ryvere.

MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, fol. 27. (Uallimll.)
And so he went endelonge the Cloyster there we sat at

ye table and dalt to euery Pylgryme as he passed a pap wt
relyques of ye holy place aboute Jherusale.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 39.

Sir Cuthbert Ratcliff, with divers of the most wise bor-
derers, devised a wateh to be set from sunset to sunrise at
all passages and fords endalong all the middle marches
over against North Tynedale and Redesdale.

Hodgson, quoted in Ribton-Turner's Vagrants and
[Vagrancy, p. 86.

II. adv. 1. Along; lengthwise.
The enemies . . . were within the towne by their

trenches both endlong and ouerthwart.

Ilakluyt's Voyages, II. 89.

2. Continuously ; from end to end.

So takes in hond
To seeke her endlong both by sea and lond.

Spenser, F. Q., III. x. 19.

endlyt, a. [(= MHG. endelich, endlich, Gr. end-

lich, final) < end + -lyl.] Final.

An endly or flnall processe of peace by authoritie.

Hakluyts Voyages, I. 206.

endlyt, adv. [< ME. endely (= MHG. endeliche,
endliche, G. endlich), finally; < end + -ly

2
.]

Finally.
Pees shalle be whereas now trouble is,
After this lyfe endely in blys.

MS. Harl., 3869. (Hallimll.)

end-man (end'man), n. 1. A man at one end
of a row or line

; hence, an extremist
; one who

takes the most advanced view of anything.
A very long series of resolutions, expressing the senti-

ments of a few end men on most of the open questions in
the broad sphere of modern life, were approved.

Science, IV. 113.

Specifically 2. In minstrel-troupes, a man
who sits at an end of the semicircle of perform-
ers during the opening part of the entertain-
ment. In the early days of negro minstrelsy each troupe
had two end-men, of whom one played the tambourine
and the other the clappers, or bones, and both alternately
cracked jokes with the middle-man and told funny stories
after each song sung by one of the company. The larger
troupes have since had two, and sometimes four, of each
class of end-men.

endmost (end'most), a. superl. [< end + -most.]
Situated at the very end

; furthest.
endo- (en'do). [< Gr. mfo-, combining form of

cvdov, in, within, in the house, at home (= OL.
endo-, indu-, in comp. ;

cf. intus, within), < h
= L. in = E. ,!.] A prefix in words of Greek
origin, signifying 'within,' 'inside': equivalent

endocephalous

to ento-: opposed to ecto- or exo-, and in some
cases to apo-, epi-, and peri-.

endqarian (en-do-a'ri-an), a. Having internal

genitalia, as an actinozoan
;
of or pertaining

to the Endoarii; not exoarian.
Endoarii (en-do-a'ri-I), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. evdov,

within, + !fa.piov, dim. of ov = L. ovum, egg.]
The actinozoans: so named by Eapp (1829),
with reference to their internal genitalia: dis-

tinguished from Exoarii.

endoarteriitis, endoarteritis (en"dd-ar"te-ri-

i'tis, -ar-te-ri'tis), n. [NL.] Same &send<lrte-
ritis.

endobasidium (en"do-ba-sid'i-um), n.
; pi. en-

dobasidia (-a). [NL., < Gr. evdov, within, + NL.
basidium.] In mycol., a basidium that is in-
closed in a dehiscent or indehiscent concepta-
cle, as in Gasteromyeetes.
endoblast (en'do-blast), . [< Gr. ev6av, within,
+ /JAaurdf, germ.] In biol., the internal blas-
tema or substance of the endoderm : same as

liypoblast.

endoblastic (en-do-blas'tik), a. [< endoblast +
-ic.] Pertaining to endoblast; constituting or

consisting of endoblast; endodermal; hypo-
blastic.

endocardiac (en-do-kar'di-ak), a. [< Gr. evfov,

within, + Kapd'ui, = E. heart (see endocardium),+ -ac. Cf. cardiac.] 1. Situated within the
heart. 2. Relating to the endocardium, or to
the interior of the heart: as, an endocardiac
sound or murmur. 3. Situated in the cardiac

portion of the stomach.
endocardial (en-do-kar'di-al), a. [< Gr. evdov,
within, + KapSla, = E. Jieari (see endocardium),+ -al.] 1. Situated within the heart. 2.

Pertaining to the endocardium.
Endocardines (en-do-kar'di-nez), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. ev6ov, within, + L. cardo (cardin-), a hinge :

see cardo, cardinal.] A group of fossil (Creta-
ceous) lamellibranch mollusks, containing the
Budista; only, thus corresponding to the family
Hippuritida; : opposed to Exocardines. They
had an inner hinge, with teeth on one valve.
endocarditic (en"do-kar-dit'ik), a. [< endocar-
ditis + -ic.] Pertaining to endocarditis.
endocarditis (en"do-kar-d!'tis), n. [NL. (= F.

eiidocardite), < endocard-ium + -itis.] In pa-
thol., inflammation of the endocardium.
endocardium (en-do-kar'di-um), n. [NL., <
Gr. evdov, within, -f Kapfiia = E. heart.] In
anat., the lining of the heart, as distinguished
from the pericardium, or investing membrane
of that organ ;

the membrane forming the inner
surface of the walls of the car-
diac cavities, or this surface
itself.

endocarp (en'do-karp), n. [=
F. endocarpe, ( NL. endocar-

pium, < Gr. Ivtiov, within, +
/ca/ra-of, fruit.] In bot., the in-

ner wall of a pericarp which
consists of two dissimilar lay-
ers. It may be hard and stony as
in the plum and peach, membranous
as in the apple, or fleshy as in the

orange. The endocarp or stone, the

epicarp or outer skin, and the mesocarp or fleshy part of a
peach are shown in the cut.

Endocarpese 1
(en-do-kar'pe-e), . pi. [NL., <

Endocarpon (the typical genus) 4- -ece.~\ In
bot., a family of angiocarpous lichens having a
foliaceous thallus. Also Endocarpei.
Endocarpese2 (en-do-kar'pe-e), n. pi. [NL. , < Gr.

evdov, within, + KO/OTOC, fruit, + -ea?.] In zool., a
division of nematophorous C'celen tera ta, contain-
ing those whose genitalia develop from the en-
doderm: opposed to Ectocarpea: The division
contains the Scyphomedusa?, and also the Aciino-
zoa proper or An thozoa. Hertwitj Brothers, 1879.

endocarpein (en-do-kar'pe-in), a. [< Eiidn-

carpea; + -in 1 .] Same as endocarpoid.
endocarpoid (en-do-kar'poid), . [< Endocar-
pon + -aid.] In lichenology, having the apo-
thecia sunken in the substance of the thallus,
as in the genus Endocarpon.
Endocarpon (en-do-kar'pon), n. [NL., < Gr.

ivSov, within, + Kapirof, fruit.] In bot., the rep-
resentative genus of EiKliicfir/ii-ir. It has the

apothecia immersed in the thallus.

Endocephala (en-do-sef'a-la), . pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of *

endocephalus : see endoiepnaJous.]
The headless mollusks : same as Acephala.
endocephalous (en-do-sef'a-lus), a. [< NL.
"etidocepnalus, < Gr. ivfov, within, + /cf0a??;. the

'

head.] Having the head, as it were, within :

acephalous or headless, as a lamellibranch mol-
lusk; pertaining to the Endocepltalu.

Mes
Fruit of Peach

(Ainyzdaliis Persi-
ca). J-fi

t endocarp;
Kf, epicarp ; AffSf

mesocarp.



endoceratid

endoceratid (en-do-Her'a-tid), . Afossilcppha
lopod of the family AtaMMVNdK

Endoceratidae (cn'do-He-rat'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. Mov, within. +

(cfpnf (xf/xir-), horn, +
-I'drr.] A family of nautiloid cephalopods hav-

ing large holoouMBOid siphons, ondocones or

sheaths, an endosiphon, and the whorls fusiform
in transverse section. Hyatt, Proc. Host. Soc.

Nat. Hist., XXII. L'tiii.

endocervical (en-do-s6r'vi-kal), a. [< Gr. Mm,
within, + L. Tn>'(oem'e-), 'neck, + -al.] Per-

taining to the inside of the cervix of the uterus.

endocervicitis (en-do-ser-vi-si'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. h'An; within, + L. cerrijc (cervic-), neck, +
-itis.] In pathol., inflammation of the lining of

the cervix of the uterus.

endochona (en-do-ko'ntt), n.; pi. endochona;

(-ne). [NL., < Gr. Mov, within, + x&vij, a
funnel: see chonc.] An endochone: distin-

guished from ectochona. fiollas.

endochondral (en-do-kon'dral), a. [< Gr. lv-

Sov, within, + x^v'^Pf> cartilage, + -al.] Situ-

ated within a cartilage.
endochone (en'do-kon), n. [< NL. endochona.]
The inner division of a chone. Sollas.

endochorion (en-do-ko'ri-on), n.
; pi. endochona

(-&). [NL., < Gr. Mov, within, + xfy'ov, a mem-
brane, the chorion.] In anat., the inner chorion :

a term sometimes applied to the vascular layer
of the allautois, lining the chorion.
endochorionic (en-do-ko-ri-on'ik), a. [< en-

dochorion + -ic.] Pertaining to the endocho-
rion.

endochroa (en-dok'ro-8,), n. [NL., < Gr. Mov,
within, + xpfot XP'^i surface.] In hot., a name
given by Hartig to a supposed interior layer of
the cuticle.

endochrome (en'do-krom), n. [< Gr. Mov,
within, + xptya, color.] 1. In hot., the brown
cell-contents in I>iatomace(e, colored by diato-
min. The term has also been applied generally
to the coloring matter, other than green, of flow-

ers, etc. 2. In zool., the highly colored endo-
plasm of a cell Endochrome plates, the colored

portions of the cell-contents of diatoms.

endochyme (en'do-kim), n. [NL., < Gr. Mov,
within, + ;ft>//oY, juice: see chyme

1
.] In zool.,

the inner chyme-mass ; endoplasm.
endoclinal (en-do-kli'nal), a. [< Gr. Mov, with-
in, + itMveiv, lean (see elinode), + -al.] In hot.,

having the elinode (hymenium) inclosed in a
conceptacle.
endoccelar (en-do-se'lftr). a. [< Gr. Mov, with-

in, + K<wAof, hollow, Kotf.ia, the belly, + -ar.]
Situated on the inner wall, or intestinal surface
or visceral side, of the coaloma or body-cavity;

splanchnopleural : used chiefly of bodies de-
rived from a four-layered germ, and hence with
reference to the splanchnopleural or visceral
division of the mesoderm : opposed to exoccelar.

The intestinal fibrous layer. From this is developed,
flrstly, the endoccelar: that Is, the inner or visceral ccelom
epithelium, the layer of cells covering the outer surface of
the whole intestine. Haeckel, Evol. (trans.), I. 271.

endocoelariom (en'do-se-la'ri-um), . [NL. :

see endoca'lur.] In roo7.,'the layer of cells form-
ing the epithelium of the visceral or inner wall
of the body-cavity ; the visceral epithelium of
the coaloma.

endocondyle (en-do-kon'dil), n. Same as rnto-

endocone (en'do-kon), n. [< Gr. Mov, within,+ iioi-of, cone.] One of the internal concentric
cones formed by the sheaths of the siphons of
some cephalopoda, as those of the family En-
doceratida'. Hyatt.
endoconic (en-do-kon'ik), a. [< endocone + -ic.]

Pertaining to the endocone of a cephalopod.
endocranial (en-do-kra'ni-al), a. [< endocra-
IIIKIII + -al.] Pertaining to the endocranium;
situated or taking place within the cranium.
endocranium (en-do-kra'ni-um), . [NL., < Gr.
fi-Aov, within, + K/mviov, the skull.] In zool.
and anat., a collective name for the processes
which project inward from the cranium of an
animal, and serve to support the organs of the

by Huxley to the hard pieceshead: applied
found in the head of an insect, and invisible
without dissection. In the cockroach these form a
cruciform partition in the middle of the head, and they
assume various forms in other insects. Also called ten-

torium, and by Kirby cepnalophrayma.
There is [iu the cockroach) a sort of internal skeleton

(endocranium or tentorium), which extends as a cruciform
partition from the inner face of the lateral walls of the
eranimn ... to the sides of the occipital foramen.

lltixli'!/, Anat. Invert., p. 348.

endoctrinatet (en-dok'tri-uat), c. t. See indoc-
trinate.
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endoctrinet(eu-dok'trin), r. t. \==.cndoctr<ncr
= Pr. cndoctrinar ; as en-1 + doctrine.'} Same
as indoctrinate.

endocyclic (en-do-si k'lik), a. [< NL. endocycli-
</<*, < Gr. Mov, w'ithin, + KVK>M;, circle.] Hav-
ing a centric anus, as a regular sea-urchin;
specifically, pertaining to the Kndocyclica. Also
endori/rlu-iil.

Endocyclica (en-do-sik'li-ktt), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of endocyclicus : see endocyclic.] An
order of echinoderms, containing the regular
or desmostichous sea-urchins, having the anus

centric, as the cidarids and ordinary sea-eggs :

same as Desmosticha : opposed to hxocyclica.
endocyclical (en-do-sik'h-kal), a. Same as en-

docyclic.

endocyemate (en-do-si'e-mat), a. [NL., < Gr.

Mov, within, + idi/fia, an embryo (' meiv, con-

ceive), + -ate1 .] In embryol., developed in the
manner characteristic of reptiles, birds, and
mammals, in which the embryo is bodily inva-

ginated in an involution of the blastodermic
membrane, and an amnion is developed in con-

sequence; amniotic and allantoic, as verte-
brates above batrachians: opposed to epicye-
mate.

The formation of the amnion in the endocyemate types
of the Chordata. J. A. Ryder, Amer. Nat (1886), p. 1118.

endocyesis (en'do-si-e'sis), n.; pi. endocyeses
(-sez). [NL., < Gr. tvSov, within, + idi/oif, con-

ception, < Kveiv, conceive.] The state or quality
of being endocyemate ; the process by which an
endocyemate embryo becomes such.

endocyst (en'dp-sist), n. [< Gr. Mov, within,
+ iti-anc, bladder: see cyst.] In zool.: (a) The
inner layer or membrane of the body-wall of a

polyzoOn. If there is no ectocyst, the endo-
derm forms the entire integument. (6) In Poly-
zoa, the proper ectodermal layer of the organ-
ism inside the hard ectocyst, together with the

parietal layer of the mesoderm which lines and
secretes the cells of the exoskeleton. See cut
under Plumatella.

endoderm (en'do-derm), . [< Gr. Mov, within,+ otpua, skin.]
'

In zool., the completed inner

layer of cells in all metazoan animals, formed
by the cells of the hypoblast or endoblast, and
representing, under whatever modification, the
lining of the enteron: opposed to ectoderm.
Primitively, it is the wall of the gastrular body. cavity, as
the ectoderm is that of the whole body. Also entoderm.
See cut under Hydrozoa.

The Inner, or endodenn, is formed by the
"
invagination

"

of that layer into the space left void by the dissolution of
the central cells of the " morula,"

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., % 391.

endodermal (en-do-der'mal), a. [< endoderm
+ -{.] Of or pertaining to the endoderm;
constituting an endoderm

; consisting of endo-
derm. Also entodermal, endodermic, entoderm ic.

endodermic (en-do-der'mik), a. [< endoderm
+ -ic.] Same as endodermal.
endodermis (en-do-der'mis), n. [NL., < Gr. Iv-

oov, within, + tip/to, skin.] In oot., the layer
of modified parenchyma-cells which are united
to form the sheath surrounding a fibrovascular
bundle.
endoenteritis (en'do-en-te-ri'tis), . [NL.]
Same as enteritis.

endogamous (en-dog'a-mus), <i. [< endogam-y+ -OM*.] Marrying, or pertaining to the cus-
tom of marrying, within the tribe or group ;

pertaining to, practising, or characterized by
endogamy: opposed to exogamous.
These [the Roman usus and confarreatio] are . . . forms

appropriate to marriages between members of the same
family-group or tribe ; and . . . could only have origi-
nated among endoyamma tribes.

McLennan, Prim. Marriage, lii.

The outer or endogamous limit, within which a man or
woman must marry, has been mostly taken under the shel-
ter of fashion or prejudice. It is but faintly traced in Eng-
land, though not wholly obscured.

M<i/i>' . Early Law and Custom, p. 2*24.

endogamy (en-dog'a-mi), n. [< Gr. Mov, with-
in, -f )a/*of, marriage.] Marriage within the
tribe : a custom among some savage peoples :

opposed to exogamy.
The rule which declares the union of persons of the

same blood to be incest has been hitherto unnamed. . . .

The words endogamy and exogamy (for which botanical
science affords parallels) appear to be well suited to ex-

press
the ideas which stand in ueed of names, and so we

have ventured to use them.
McLrnnan, Prim. Marriage, ill., note.

Evidently endogamy, which at the outset must have
characterized the more peaceful groups, and which has
prevailed as societies have become less hostile, Is a con-
comitant of the higher forms of the family.

U. Spencer, Priu. of sJocioL, j 290.

Parts of an Endogen .

t. Section of the stem of a palm : et f. re-
mains of leaf-stalks; /, bundles of woody
fiber- a. Portion of stem, natural size, show-
ing the ends of the bundles of woody fiber.

3. Endogenous leaf, showing its parallel veins.
4. Monocotyledonous seed, showing la; Its

single cotyledon. 5. Germination of palm: *,
albumen ; .

. cotyledon ; ./, plumule ; e, radicle

Issuing from a short sheath, the colcorbiza.
6. Flower of endogen.

endogonidium

endogastritis (en'do-gas-tri'tis), B. [< Or. Jv-

Aov, within, + yaaT>,p, stomach, + -itis: see ijas-

tritix.} In pathol., inflammation of the mu-
cous membrane of the stomach; gastritis.

endogen (en'dp-jen),
n. [< NL. eiidogemi*, adj.,

< Gr. Mov, within, + -)CVTK, producing: see -gen,

-genous. Of. the like-formed Gr. tvfoyt1%, born
in the house.] A plant belonging to one of
the large primary classes into which the vege-
table kingdom is divided : so named from the be-
lief that the fibrovascular bundles were devel-

oped only about the center of the stem, in dis-

tinction from the eiogens or
' ' outside growers

"
;

a monocotyledon. In their structure the cndogens
differ from the exogens chiefly In the absence of a cambium
layer and iu the course of the vascular bundles, which, in-

stead of being parallel to each other in successive , -i,

centric rings, have a variously oblique or curved direction,
crossing each oth-

er, and forming a
stem which has
ordinarily no dis-

tinction of pith
or bark, and
In cross - section
shows the bundles

Irregularly dis-

posed, either scat-

tered over the
whole surface or

gathered more
compactly toward
the circumfer-
ence. The other

organs of the

plants are also
characteristic.
The leaves are

generally paral-
lel - veined, the
flowera usually
have three organs
in each whorl, the
seed has an em-
bryo with one co-

tyledon, and the
radicle Issues from a sheath and is never developed into
a tap-root in germination. The endogens are divided Into
34 natural orders, including about 1,500 genera and from
18,000 to 20,000 species. By the characters of the In-
florescence they arc also distinguished as either suadi-
ceous, as iu the falmcf and Araeeir, petaloideous, as In
the Orchidacrar, Liliacetr, Iridacecr, and Amaryllidacetr,
or glumaceous, as in the Gram into? and Cyveracea. These
8 orders embrace over four fifths of the whole number of

species, the Orchidacea; alone including nearly 5,000. This
class contains many of the most valuable food-producing
plants of the vegetable kingdom, such as the cereals and
forage-planta among the grasses, the palms, plantains, etc. ;

and the petaloideous division supplies also very many of
the most showy ornaments of the garden and greenhouse.
The structure of the roots of endogeiig and exogens is

essentially the same in plan with that of their respective
stems. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., i 375.

Endogenae (en-doj'e-ne), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi.

(sc. plantie) of endogenvs: see endogenous.] In
hot., as a classifying name, the endogens. See
monocotyledon.
endogenetic (en*do-je-net'ik), a. Having an
origin from internal causes : as, endogenetic dis-
eases. Dunglison.
endogenous (en-doj'e-nus), a. [< NL. endo-

gen us : see endogen.] 1. In hot. : (a) Of or

pertaining to the class of endogens ; growing
or proceeding from within: as, endogenous trees
or plants; endogenous growth.

It is in the mode of arrangement of these bundles that
the fundamental difference existslwtween the stems which
are commonly designated as endoiienun* . . . and those
which are more correctly termed exogenous.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., t 365.

(6) Originating within
; internal ; specifically,

formed within another body, as spores within
a sporangium.
The zygospore Is strictly an cndoyenmis formation.

/;-,-.- n.

2. In anat. : (a) Same as autogenous, (b) In-
closed in a common cavity of the matrix, as
cartilage-cells.-Endogenous cell-formation, the
development of daughter-cells within the mother-cell.

endogenously (en-doj'e-nus-li), adv. In an
endogenous manner; internally.
endognathal (en-dog'na-thal), a. [< Gr. Mov,
within, + jixiflof, jaw, +' -</.'] Of or pertaining
to a modification of the three terminal joints of
the gnathostegite or third thoracic appendage
in brachyurous crustaceans. See gnathostegite.
The three terminal joints of the limb remain small, and

constitute a palpiform appendage the endognathal palp.
Hnxtey, Anat Invert, p. 299.

endogonidium (en'do-go-nid'i-nm), n.
; pi. endo-

gonidia (-S). [NL.,'< Gr. Mov, within, + NL.
aonidium.'q. v.] Agonidium (conidium) formed
inside of a cell by free cell-formation, as in Sa-

prolegnia, Mucor, FatieAeria.theyeast-plant.etc.
These enioyonidia being set free by the dissolution of

the wall of the parent-cell soon enlarge and comport
themselves as ordinary yeast cells.

W. B. Carpenter, Microa., | 111.



endogonium

endogonium (en-do-go'ni-um), . [NL.. < Or.

evAov, withm, + yovof, seed.] In bot., the con-

tents of the nucule of a chara. Treasury of
Botany.
endolaryngeal (en*do-la-rin'je-al), a. [< Gr.

ivdov, within, + Adpuyf, larynx, + -al.~\ Situ-

ated within the larynx.
endolymph (en'dp-limf),. [=T?.endolymphe,
< Gr. Ivdov, within, + L. lympha, water : see

lymph."] In anat.
,
the peculiarlimpid fluid which

is contained within the membranous labyrinth
of the ear, as distinguished from the perilymph,
which surrounds it. Both are inside the bony laby-
rinth. The endolymph may contain hard bodies called

otoconites. It is also known as the liquor Scarpat and the
vitreon* kunwr of the ear.

endolymphangial (enMo-lim-fan'ji-al), a. [<
Gr. ivdov,within, + L. lympha, water (see lymph),
+ Gr. ayye'wv, a vessel, + -al.] Situated or con-
tained in lymphatic vessels : an epithet applied
to certain nodules in serous membrane in re-

lation with the lymphatic system : opposed to

perilymphangial : as, endolymphangial nodules.

endolymphatic (en"do-lim-fat'ik), a. [< endo-

lymph + -aticl.] Pertaining to the endolymph,
or to the cavity of the labyrinth which con-
tains that fluid

; endolymphic : as, the endolym-
phatic fluid (that is, the endolymph) ;

the endo-

lymphatic duct (which persists in gome verte-

brates, as sharks, as a communication between
the labyrinth and the exterior). See ductus.

endolymphic (en-do-lim'fik), a. [< endolymph
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to or of the nature of

endolymph.
She [Laura Bridgman] does not appear to be in the least

ataxic ;
but it will be remarkable if touch and muscle-sense

have ... so well learned to discharge those [functions]
now generally supposed to be due to endolymphic pres-
sure. 0. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 262.

endomaget, t'. t. An obsolete form of endamage.
endonie (en-dom'), >. t.

; pret. and pp. endomed,
ppr. endowing. [< en-l + dome1

/] To cover
with or as if with a dome.

The blue Tuscan sky endoineg
Our English words of prayer.

Mrs. Brouming, Child's Grave at Florence.

endomersion (en-do-mer'shon), n. [< Gr. ivdov,

within, 4- LL. (gloss.) mcrsio(n-), a dipping in,

immersion, < L. mergere, dip: see merge.] Im-
mersion : a word used only in the phrase endo-
mersion objective (which see, under objective, n.).

endometrial (en-do-me'tri-al), a. [< endome-
trium + -al.~\ 1. Situated within the uterus.

2. Pertaining to the endometrium.
endometritis (en"d6-me-tri'tis), n. [NL., <

endometrium + -itis.] In pathol., inflammation
of the endometrium.
endometrium (en-do-me'tri-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. ivdov, within, + [ifrpa, uterus : see matrix.]
The lining membrane of the uterus.

endomorpn (en'do-morf), n. [< Gr. ivdov, with-

in, + ftopQf/, form.] In mineral., a mineral in-

closed in a crystal of another mineral. Thus
there are found in quartz crystals a great variety of min-
erals, as rutile, tremolite, tourmalin, hematite, etc.

endomorphic (en-do-mor'fik), a. [< endomorph+ -ic."] Occurring in the form of an endo-
morph ;

of or relating to minerals occurring as

endomorphs.
endomychid (en-dom'i-kid), a. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the Endomychidoe.

II. n. A member of the family Endomychidce ;

a fungus-beetle.
Endomychidae (en-do-mik'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Endomychus + -idee.] A family of trimerous
or cryptotetramerous clavicorn beetles, related
to the ladybirds or Coccinellidce. They have cylin-
drical maxillary palpi with the terminal joint filiform

;

longantenme; an elongated head; often grooves at the base
of the prothorax ; the dorsal segments of the abdomen part-
ly membranous ; the ventral free ; the wings not fringed ;

the tarsi typically S-jointed, with the second joint di-
lated ; and the claws simple. There are about 400 species,
which live on fungi in both the larval and the mature
state, and are sometimes called fungus-beetles. In some
the tarsi are evidently 4-joint-
ed. The family is most numer-
ous in the tropics.

Endomychus (en-dom'i-
kus), n. [NL. (Paykull,
1798), < Gr. ivdov, within,+ pvx6s, the innermost
part, inmost nook or cor-

ner, < fiiieiv, close, shut.]
The typical genus of the

family Endomychidce. E.
coccineus andi'. bigiittatus
are examples. E. bovistce
is a British species ;

E. bi-

guttatus is the Only North Fungus-beetle (Endomy-
AmpripflTl nno tiguttatus). (LineaillUriLan One. Shows natural size. )
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endomysial (en-do-mis'i-al), n. [< endomysitim
+ -al.] Pertaining to or consisting of endo-

mysium.
endomysium (en-do-mis'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

evdov, within, + fiii'f,
muscle : see muscle."] In

anat., the areolar tissue between the fibers of

the fasciculi of muscles.

There seems to be a connection between the sarcolemma
and the endomysiutn.

Buck's Handbook of ited. Set., V. 63.

endonephritis (en'do-ne-fri'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. ivdov, within, + KL. nephritis, q. v.] Same
as pyelitis.
endoneurial (en-do-nu'ri-al), a. [< endoneuri-

um + -al.~\ Pertaining to or consisting of en-

doneurium.
endoneurium (en-do-nu'ri-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

ivdov, within, + vcv'pov, nerve.] In anat., the
delicate connective tissue which supports and
separates from one another the nerve-fibers

within the funiculus.

endonucleolus (en'do-nu-kle'o-lus), n.
; j>l. en-

donucleoli (-11). [NL., <; Gr. 'ivdov, within, +
NL. micleolus, q. v.] A highly refractive speck
or particle of protoplasm in the interior of an
ovum ;

an endoplastule.
The protoplasm is made very opaque by the presence of

a very large quantity of yolk spherules. A nucleus con-

taining nncleolus and endomicleoli is always visible after

staining or crushing.
R. J. H. Gibson, Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin., XXXII. 634.

endoparasite (en-do-par'a-sit), . [< Gr. iv-

dov, within, + vapdatTof, parasite : see parasite.]
An internal parasite ;

a parasite which lives in

the internal parts or organs of the host, as dis-

tinguished from an ectoparasite, which infests

the skin or surface. The entozoans are of this

character. The term has no classiflcatory

meaning.
endoparasitic (en"d6-par-a-sit'ik), a. [< endo-

parasite + -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of an endoparasite.

Dr. Grassi lias investigated the endoparasitic
"
Protista,"

and recognizes five families of Flagellata.
Smithsonian Report, 1883, p. 704.

endopathic (en-do-path'ik), a. [< Gr. ivdov,

within, + miSof, suffering, + -ic.] In pathol.,
pertaining to the production of disease from
causes within the body.
endopericarditic (en-do-per"i-kar-dit'ik), a.

[< cndopericarditis + -ic.] Pertaining to, of the
nature of, or affected with endopericarditis.

endopericarditis (en-do-per"i-kar-di'tis), n.

[< Gr. ivdov
, within, + jrepuuipiiov, pericardium,

+ -itis.] In pathol., simultaneous inflamma-
tion of the endocardium and pericardium.
endoperidia. n . Plural of endoperidium.
endoperidiai (en*do-pe-rid'i-al), a. [< endope-
ridium + -al.] Pertaining to or of the charac-
ter of an endoperidium.
endoperidium (en"do-pe-rid'i-um), n.

; pi. en-

doperidia (-a). [NL., < Gr. ivdov, within, +
NL. peridium, q. v. ] The inner peridium, where
two are present, as in Geaster. Compare exo-

peridium.
endoperineuritis (en-do-per"i-nu-ri'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. ivdov, within, + NL. perineurium,
q. v., + -itis.] In pathol., inflammation of the
endoneurium and perineurium.

endophagOUS (en-dof'a-gus), a. [< Gr. IvAov,

within, + Qayeiv, eat, + -oils.] Cannibalistic
within the tribe

; given to endophagy.
endophagy (en-dof'a-ji), . [As endophag-ous
+ -y.] Cannibalism practised within the tribe

;

the practice of devouring one's relations.

endophlebitic (en"do-fle-bit'ik), a. [< endophle-
bitis + -ic.] Pertaining to, of the nature of, or
affected with endophlebitis.
endophlebitis (en"do-fle-bl'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. evdov, within, + tyUty (</>%tfi-), a vein, +
-itis.] In paihol., inflammation of the inner
coat of a vein.

endophloeum (en-do-fle'um), n. [NL., < Gr.

Mov, within, + <fAoi6(, bark.] In bot., the
liber or inner bark. See liber.

The internal [layer] or endophloeum, which is more com-
monly known as the liber.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., i 372.

endophragm (en'do-fram), .. [< NL. endo-

phragma, < Gr. ivdov, within, -f- Qpayfui, a parti-
tion, < Qpdamiv, shutin,fencein. Cf. diaphragm."]
In zodl.

,
a kind ofdiaphragm or partition formed

by apodemes of opposite sides of a somite of a
crustacean.

ondophragmal (en-do-frag'mal), a. [< endo-
phragm + -al.] Of or pertaining to an endo-
phragm.

endopleurite

The internal face of the sternal wall of the whole of the
thorax and of the post-oral part of the head presents a

complicated arrangement of hard parts, which is known
as the endftphraymal system. Huxley, Crayfish, p. 157.

endophyllous (en-do-fil'us), a. [< Gr. evdov,

within, + ipv'AAov (= L./bUum. a leaf), + -os.j
In bot., being or formed within a sheaf, as the

young leaves of monocotyledons.
ehdophytal (en'do-fi-tal), a. [< endophytc +
-al.] Same as entophyiic.

endophyte (en'do-fit), n. [< Gr. evfov, within,
+ IJIVTOV, a plant.] Same as entophyte.

endophytic (en-do-fit'ik), a. [< endophyte +
-ic.] ID bot., same as entophytic.

endophytically (en-do-fit'i-kal-i), adv. Same
as entopliytically.

endophytous (en-dof'i-tus), a. [< Gr. ivfov,

within, + <j>vr6v, a plant, + -ous.] In entom.,

penetrating within the substance of plants and

trees; living within wood during a part of life,

while some transformations are effected: said

of the larvae of certain insects.

The larvae of the castnians are . . . endophytous, boring
the stems and roots of orchids and other plants.

C. V. Riley.

endoplasm (en'do-plazm), n, [< Gr. iviov,

within, + vrM<7//a, a thing formed, < n^aaaeiv,

form.] 1. In bot., the inner granular and
somewhat fluid part of the protoplasm of a

cell, as distinct from the ectoplasm. 2. In

zodl., the interior protoplasm or sarcodous sub-
stance of a protozoan, as a rhizopod, as distin-

guished from the ectoplasm : same as endosarc.

Also called chyme-mass, parenchyma.
endoplasmic (en-do-plaz'mik), a. [< endoplasm
+ -ic.] Pertaining to or formed of endoplasm.

endoplast(en'do-plast),. [< "Nii.*endoplastum,
< Gr. evSov, within, + TrAaordf, formed, molded,
< irMaaetv, form.] The so-called nucleus of

protozoan animals. The endoplast is regarded as the

homologue of the nucleus of any true cell of the metazoic
animals. See cuts under Actinogphcerium and Parame-
cium.

The "nucleus" is a structure which is often wonderfully
similar to the nucleus of a histological cell, but, as its

identity with this is not fully made out, it may better be
termed endoplast. ... In a few Protozoa there are many
endoplasts. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 74.

endqplastic (en-do-plas'tik), a. [< endoplast
+ -ic.] 1. Of or pertaining to the endoplast:
as, endoplastic substance. 2. Having an en-

doplast ; being one of the Endoplastica : as, an
endoplastic protozoan.
Also entoplastic.

Endoplastica (en-do-plas'ti-ka), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of "endoplasticug, "endoplast.] A
higher group of the Protozoa, conveniently dis-

tinguished from the Monera or lower Protozoa

by the possession of an endoplast, the so-called
nucleus. See extract under endoplast, and
moner. The leading divisions of the Endoplastica, as
named by Huxley, are the Am&boidea (here called Proto-

plasta), Gregannida, Infusoria, Radiolaria, and probably
the Catallacta.

The Protozoa are divisible into a lower and a higher
group. ... In the latter the Endoplastica & certain

portion of this substance [protoplasm] (the so-called nu-

cleus) is distinguishable from the rest. [Note] I adopt this
distinction as a matter of temporary convenience, although
I entertain great doubt whether it will stand the test of
further investigation. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 73.

endoplastular (en-do-plas'tu-lar), a. [< endo-

plastule + -ar.] Of or pertaining to an endo-

plastule; nucleolar.

endoplastule (en-do-plas'tul), n. [< endoplast
+ -ule.] The so-called nucleolus of Protozoa,
as of an amoeba or other rhizopod, or of an in-

fusorian, which may lie within or by the side
of the endoplast. See cut under Paramecium.
Attached to one part of it [the endoplast] there is very

generally ... a small oval or rounded body, the so-called
" nucleolus

"
or endoplastule.

Huxley, Anat. Invert, p. 98.

endopleura (en-do-pl8'ra), n.
; pi. cndopleuras

(-re). [NL., < Gr.'^ixSov, within, 4- nl.evpa, a rib,

usually in pi., the ribs, the side.] In bot., the
delicate inner coat of a seed. See cut under
episperm.
endopleural (en-do-plo'ral), a. [< endopleur-
(ite) + -al.] Pertaining to an endopleurite.
Also endopleuritic.

endopleurite (en-do-plo'rlt), n. [< Gr. eviav,

within, + E. pleuriif.] That part of the apo-
deme of a crustacean which arises from the in-

terepimeral membrane which connects the so-

mites; a pleural or lateral piece of the endo-

thorax, as distinguished from an endosternite.

The floor of the thoracic cnvity [of the crawfish] is seen
to be divided into a number of incomplete cells, or cham-
bers, by ... apodemal partitions, which . . . arise partly
from the intersternal, partly from the interepimeral mem-



A, Developed Endopodite, or or-

dinary ambulatory leg of the craw-
fish as a thoracic appendage t at,
the whole extent of the endopo-
dite with seven joints; i. coxop-
odite ; a, basipodite ; 3. ischlopmlite :

4, meropodite ; 5, carpopodite ; 6,

propodite ; 7, dactylopodite ; t, fila-

ments borne on coxopwiitc : /. an
epipodite. B and (

. appendages
respectively of first and second ab-
dominal somite of the male : nt>, en-

dopodite ; f, exopodite.

endopleurlte
brano connecting every pair of somites. The former por-
tion of each apodfim- is the endosternite, the latter the

endopleurite. . . . The fiidopteurite . . . divides Into
three apophyses, one descending or arthrodlal, and two
which p:i>s nr;uly horizontally inwards.

lluxlry, Anat. Invert., p. 269.

endopleuritic (en'do-plty-rit'ik), n. [< endo-

pleurite + -ic.] Same BH i-inln/ili'iiral.

endoplutonic (on-do-pl^-ton'ik),
a. [< Gr. lv-

<W, within, + K. plittniiit:'] An epithet applied
by some geologists to rooks "supposed to nave
been ffi'iicriiti'd within the flrst-formed crust
of the earth."

endopodite (en-dop'6-dit), n. [< Gr. Mov, with-

in, -f Trof'f (T!-) = E./oot, + -ite.] The inner
one of the two main
divisions of the typi-
cal limb of a crusta-
cean : the opposite
of cxopodite. Both en.

dopodite and fXojMnlili-
are parts borne upon that

part which is culled the

protopodite, and both are

variously modified in dif-

ferent parts of the body
of the same animal. The
eplpodlte may Iwcome a

Rill, etc. The endopodite
becomes in the thoracic

region an ambulatory
limb, and is then the ordi-

nary "leg" or "claw" of
a crab or lobster. When
thus fully developed, it

consists of 7 joints. These
are the coxopodite, ba-

sipodite. Ischlopodite,
meropodite, carpopodite,
propodite, and dactylopodite, named from base to tip of
the leg, in Milne-Edwards's and Huxley's nomenclature.
The nippers or chela? at the end of such a developed en*

dopodite are the sixth and seventh of its joints, namely,
the propodite and its movahly apposable dactylopodite.

endopoditic (en-dop-o-dit'ik), a. [< endopodite
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to the endopodite.
On the other hand, the inner or emlopoditic division of

the antenna becomes Immensely lengthened, and at the
same time annulated, while the outer or exopoditlc divi-

sion remains relatively short, and acquires its character-
istic scale-like form. Huxley, Craynsh, p. 218.

Endoprocta (en-do-prok'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of "endoproctus : see endoproctous.] A divi-

sion of the Polyzoa, established by Nitsche,
having the anus inside of the circle of tenta-
cles : opposed to Ectoprocta.
In the Endoprocta, . , . the endocyst is composed of

only one layer, and the endoderm of the alimentary canal
has no second or external coat. The perivisceral cavity,
or interspace between the endoderm and ectoderm, is oc-

cupied by ramified mesodermal cells.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 571.

endoproctous (en-do-prpk'tus), a. [< NL. *en-

doproctus, < Gr. Ivoov, within, + jrpodTOf, anus.]
Pertaining to or having the characters of the

Endoprocta : as, an endoproctous polyzoan.
endoptile (en-dop'til), o. [< Gr. Mov, within,
+ -ri'/.ov, feather, down, wing, leaf.] Same
as monoeotuledonotis : an epithet proposed by
Lestiboudois, because the plumule is inclosed
within the cotyledon.
endoral (en-do'ral), a. [< Gr. Mov, within, +
L. os (or-), mouth, + -al.] Situated between
the adoraj and preoral cilia in certain Oxytri-
cnida:: said of certain cilia.

endoreH, r. < [ME. endoren, endouren, < OF.
endorer, gild, glaze, < en- + dorer, F. dorer, gild,
< LL. deaurare, gild: see deal/rate, and cf.

udore*, Dorado, dory1 ."] In cookery, to make
of a bright golden color, as by the use of the

yolks of eggs; glaze.
Enbroche hit fayre, . . .

Endore hit with golkes of egges then
With a fedyr at flre.

Liber Cure Coeorum, p. 37.

Potage . . . with rosted motton, vele, porke,
Chekyns or endoured pygyons.

Babets Boot (E. E. T. 8.), p. 278.

Dark-lies [curries] endordide, and daynteez ynewe.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 199.

endore2
t,

' ' [ME. endoren, var. of adoren,
adore: see adorcl.] To adore.

Rebuke me neuer with wordej felle,

Tliaj I forloyne me dere endorse.
Alliterative Poemt (ed. Morris), i. 368.

endorhizal (en-do-ri'zal), . [< Gr. Mov,
within, + pifa, root, + ^ii.] In bot., having
the radicle of the embryo inclosed within a
sheath : a characteristic of endogenous plants.
See cut under rntloijen.

endorhizous (cn-do-ri'zus), a. Same as endo-
rhizal.

endorsable, endorse, etc. See imlorsable, etc.

endosalpingitis (on-do-sal-pin-ji'tis), n. [XL.,
< Gr. Mov, within, + o&ircyf, a trumpet, > L.
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(saining-), + -ifiX] In patlutl., inflam-
mation of tne lining membrane of a Fallopian
tube.

endosarc (en'do-siirk), n. K Gr. Mov. within,
-I- oapf (o-ap-),'the flesh.] In zoo/., the inner
or interior sarcode or protoplasm of the amoe-
bic or other protozoans, in any way distin-

guished from the exterior sarcodous substance
or ortosarc; endoplasm. It corresponds to the gen-
eral substance of a cell, as distinguished from a cell-wall
and cell-nucleus. See cut under I'arameriuui.

endosarcodoua (en-do-sar'ko-dus), o. [< en-

dosarc (sarcode) + -OK.] Same as endosar-
cous.

endosarcous (en'do-sar-kus), a. [< endosarc +
-nil.".] Pertaining to or of the nature of endo-
sarc.

endoscope (en'do-skop), n. [< Gr. Mav, within,
+ anoitetv, view.] A diagnostic instrument de-

signed for obtaining a view of some internal

part of the body, especially the bladder, uterus,
and stomach.

endoscopic (en-do-skop'ik), a. [< endoscope +
-ic.] 1. Pertaining to or effected by means
of an endoscope. 2. In math.,.viewing coeffi-

cients with reference to their internal consti-
tution as composed of roots or other elements.

Thus, the methods of Lagrange and Abel for

resolving an equation are endoscopic. J. J.

Syh-ester, 1853.

endosiphon (en-do-si'fon),
w. [NL., < Gr. Iviov,

within, + aityuv, a tube.] The inner siphon of

cephalopods; a median tube, inside the tube
formed by the true funnels connecting the

apices of the fleshy sheaths, and surrounded by
a layer of shell.

This, the endotiphon, had the tame thin covering as the
sheaths themselves or the secondary diaphragms.

A. Uyatt, Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci., XXXII. 328.

endosiphonal (en-do-si'fon-al), a. [< endosi-

phon + -?.] Pertaining to or having the char-
acter of an endosiphon.
endosiphonate (en-do-si'fon-at), a. [< endosi-

phon + -ate1
.'] Having an endosiphon.

The endoriphonate and transitional types [of cephalo-
pods] of these periods have a common character.

A. Hyatt, Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Scl., XXXII. 328.

endoskeletal (en-do-skel'e-tal), a. [< endo-
skeleton + -/.] Of or pertaining to the endo-
skeleton.

endoskeleton (en-do-skel'e-ton), n. [NL., <

Gr. Ivdov, within, + sitf/fTov, a dry body: see

skeleton.'] In anat., the internal skeleton or
framework of the body; the whole bony, chi-

tiuous, cartilaginous, or other hard structure

Segment of Endoskeleton from Thoracic Region of Crocodile.

C, centrum of a vertebra, over which rises the neural arch, inclosing
the neural canal and ending in .VS. the neural spine ; Z. prezrga-
pophysis; Z , posuygapophysis : Tt, transverse process which articu-
lates with t, tubercle of a rib ; Cft, that which articulates with C/,
capitulum of a rib; I'r, ossifiea vertebral rib. or pleurapophysis ;

1'r , cartilaginous part of same ; Sfr, sternal rib, or hemapophysis;
St, segment of sternum ; /X uncinate process of a rib or epipleura.
From Cft to St, on either side, is the hemal arch.

which lies within the integument, and is cov-
ered by flesh and skin, as distinguished from
the exoskeleton. In man and nearly all other mammals
it constitutes the whole skeleton. In invertebrates the
term covers any hard interior framework supporting soft

parts, as the apodemal system of arthropods, the cuttle of
a squid, etc. The endoskeleton of vertebrates is divisible
into two independent portions : the axial endoduletm,
belonging to the head and trunk, and the appemticvlar
tndotieltton, to the limbs. The axial endoskeleton con-
sists of the entire series of vertebral and cranial segments,
Including ribs, breast-hones, hyoid bones, and jaws. The
appendicular endoskeleton consists of the bones of the
limbs, regarded as diverging appendages, and Inclusive of
the pectoral and pelvic arches (shoulder- and hip-girdles),
by which these appendages are attached to the axial ele-
ments.

endosmic (en-dos'mik), a. Same as endosmotic.
endosmometer (en-dos-mom'e-ter), n. [= F.
endosmometre ; < Gr. Ivoov, within, + uauoi;, im-

pulsion (see endosmosis), + perpov, a measure.]
An instrument for measuring the force of en-
dosmotic action.

Endosporeae

endosmometric (en-do8-mo-mpt'rik),<i. (<en-
ilasinianeter + -ic.] Pertaining to or designed
for the measurement of endosmotic action.
endosmose (en'dos-mos), n. [= F. endosmose,
< NL. endosmosis, q. v.] Same M endosmosis.

M. PolMon has further attempted to show that this
force of fndtamoitf may be considered as a particular modi-
fication of capillary at tiun. Whficett.

endosmosis (en-dos-mo'sis). n. [NL., < Gr. h-
Aov, within, + uafi6f, impulsion, < utitiv, push,
thrust, impel.] The transmission of a fluid

inward through a porous septum or partition
which separates it from another fluid of differ-

ent density : opposed to exosmosif : see osmosis.
The general phenomenon of the Interdlffnsion of fluids

through se]>ta, including both endosmoils and exosmoiis.
Is termed ouwnuuu or ostrwtii, but etuioewori* Is also used
in this sense. The phenomena differ from diffusion prop-
er in being affected by the nature of the septum. Elec-
trical endosmosls, the cataphoric action of the electric
current ; the passage of an electrolysed liquid through n

diaphragm from the anode to the cathode. Borne of the
laws of the phenomenon have been made out, although it

Is not fully understood. The amount which passes Is pro-
portional to the Intensity of the current ana to the spe-
cific resistance of the liquid, and is Independent of the area
and thickness of the diaphragm. The hydrostatic pres-
sure required to present the phenomenon is proportional
to the thickness and inversely as the area of the dia-

phragm.
endosmosmic (en-dos-mos'mik), a. An incor-
rect form for endosmotic or endosmic.

endosmotic (en-dos-mot'ik), a. [< endosmotis

(-osmot-) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to endosmo-
sis ; of the nature of endosmosis. Also endos-
mic.

Root-pressure Is probably a purely physical phenome-
non, due to a kind of endogmotic action taking place in the
root-cells. Begtty, Botany, p. 174.

Endosmose is Independent of any interchange, since it

results entirely from the attraction of the dissolving sub-
stance for the solvent ; and this attraction is invariable at
the same temperature, and may be termed nidotinotic force.

Sochi, IJotany (trans.), p. 597.

Endosmotic equivalent, the number expressing the ra-
tio of the amount by weight of water which passes through
a porous membrane into a saline solution to that of the
amount of salt passing in the opposite direction.

endosmotically (en-dos-mot'i-kal-i), adv. By
means of endosmosis

;
in an endosmotic man-

ner.

The nutritive fluid passes endotmotically Into the body
parenchyma. ' Y<

, Zoology (trans.), p. 307.

endosomal (en'do-so-mal), a. [< endosome +
-7.] Of or pertaining to the endosome of a

sponge.
endosome (en'do-som), . [< Gr. Mov, with-

in, + aa/ia, body.] The innermost part of the

body of a sponge, composed of endoderm and
its associated deep mesoderm, exclusive of the
choanosome : distinguished from both choano-
some and ectosome.
In some sponges a part of the endoderm and associated

mesodenn may likewise develop Independently of the rest
of the sponge, as in the Hexactinellida, where the choano-
ome forms a middle layer between a reticulation of ecto-
some on the one side and of endodenn and mesoderm,
1. e., tndotvme, on the other. Eticyc. Brit., XXII. 415.

endosperm (en 'do -sperm), n. [< Gr. Ivoov,

within, + axfpua, seed.] In bot., the albumen
of the seed; the substance stored in the ovule
or seed about the embryo for its early nour-
ishment. By recent authors it is limited to the deposit
formed within the embryo-sac. In some seeds, as of the
Cannatf<e, there is an additional deposit within the testa,
but outside of the embryo-sac, which is distinguished as
the ptrisperm. .lee albumen, 2, and cut under epuperm.
The macrospore of these plants gives rise to a small cel-

lular prothallmm bearing one or more archegonla, which
in the Rhlzocarpa extends beyond the limits of the spore,
but does not become free from it; ... in the Phanert>

. gams, where it Is termed the rndotperm. It remains perma-
nently . . . enclosed. Kncye. Brit,, XX. 430.

endospermic (en-do-sper'mik), a. [< endosperm+ -ic.] Containing or associated with endo-
sperm : applied to seeds and embryos.
endospore (en'do-sppr), n. [< NL. endospo-
riura, < Gr. evrJov, within, 4- eiropof, seed: see

spore.] 1. In hot., the inner coat of a spore,
corresponding to the inline of a pollen-grain.
Compare epispore, exospore.
Their further history baa been traced out by Kirchner ;

who found that their fuospores'J germination commenced
in February with the liberation of the spherical rndotpore
from its envelope. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 240.

2. In bacteriology, a spore formed within a cell,
as distinguished from artlirospore.
Also endosporium.

Endosporeae (en-do-spo're-e), n.pl. [NL.,< Or.

iviov, within, + awopof, seed, + -ea.] The sec-
ond of the two groups into which the Myxomy-
cetir are divided. It U characterized by the production
of spores Inclosed within sporangia, and Includes all of the
order except one genus, which is referred to the Exogpona.
It comprises 42 generagrouped under 14 so-called families.



endosporium

endosporium (en-do-spo'ri-um), .; pi. endo-
'

Same as endospore.

surface of the wall, or proper investment of

the visceral chamber, of a coral : distinguished

and the endosporium burst, and a bud-like process is

thrown out. Huxley, Biology, v.

endosporous (en-dos'po-rus), a. [< endospore
4- -ous.~] Forming spores endogenously with- endothecate (en-do-the'kat), a. [< em
in a cell or spore-cavity: in bacteriology, op- + -afcl.] Provided with an endotheca.

posed to arthrosporous. endothecial (en-do-the'si-al), a. [< endothe-

endosst (en-dos'), .*. [= IX endosseren = G. cium + -al.'] 1. Pertaining to the endothecium.

endossiren = Dan. endossere = Sw. endossera = 2. Having the asci inclosed, as in the pyre-

Pr. endossar = Sp. endosar = Pg. endossar, < F. nomycetous fungi and angiocarpous lichens.

endosser, OF. endosser, put on the back, indorse
; endothecium (en-do-the 'si-urn), . [NL., < Gr.

< en, in, + dos, < L. dorsum, the back: see
IvSov, within, 4- Orjiait a case: see theca.] In

dorse, and cf . indorse, endorse.] 1. To put on
j,O f_ : () The inner lining of an anther-cell,

the back; put on (armor). (6) In mosses, the central mass of cells in the

They no sooner espyed the morninges mistresse, with rudimentary capsule, from which the arche-

disheueled tresses, to mount her iuorie chariot, but they SpOre is generally developed.
endowed on their armours. endothelial (en-do-the'li-al), a. [< endothe-
Knight of the Sea, quoted in Todd's Spenser, VI. 294, note.

WHMWWIM^ ^ -p^.^^ or
L

of the na.

ture of endothelium.
endothelioid (en-do-the'li-oid), a. [< endothe-

lium + -aid] Resembling endothelium.

end-speech

But thousands die without or this or that,

Die and endow a college, or a cat.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 96.

3. To furnish, as with some gift, quality, or

faculty, mental or physical ; equip : as, man is

endowed by his Maker with reason; to be en-

dowed with beauty, strength, or power.

-al.] Of or pertaining to the endotheca of a

coral
; consisting of endotheca, as a portion of

endotheca For the gode vertues that the body is endowed with of

nature. Mandeville, Travels, p. 252.

2. To write
; engrave ;

carve.

Her name in every tree I will endosse.

Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 632.

endostea, n. Plural of endosteum.

endosteal (en-dos'te-al), a. [< endosteum + -a?.]

1. Of or pertaining"to the endosteum; situ-

ated in the interior of a bone. 2. Autogenous endothelioma (en-do-the-li-d'ma), n. ; pi. en-

or endogenous, as the formation of bone; ossi- uotheliomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < "endothelium +
fying from the interior of a cartilaginous ma- T -" -' "- * *i, ~- *_
trix.

The locality of the tumor gives abundant opportunity
for the origin of the endothelioid formations.

Medical News, LII. 301.

Being desirous to improve his workmanship, and endow,

as well as create, the human race.

Bacon, Physical Fables, 11.

Nature had largely endowed William with the qualities

of a great ruler. Macavlay, Hist Eng., vii.

Beings endowed with life, but not with soul.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, x.

Endowed Schools Act, a British statute of 1869 (32 and

33 Viet., c. 56), empowering commissioners to remodel

such schools as had been founded and endowed for special

purposes, to alter or add to the trusts, directions, and

provisions of the endowments, or to make new trusts, etc.

Also known as Forster's Act. = &yn. Endue, Endow. See

endue^.

endower1 (en-dou'er), n. [< endow + -er1 .]

One who endows.
endower2

t (en-dou'er), v. t. [< en-1 + dower%.~\

To furnish with a dower or portion; endow.

This once renowned church . ." . was gloriously decked

with the jewels of her espousals, richly clad in the tissues

nd frankly endowered.of learning, L..,. ..__ a

Waterhouse, Apol. for Learning (1653), p. 142.

J In pathol, "a malignant growth or tu- endowment (en-dou'ment), n. [< endow +
mor developed from endothelium.

-ment.'] 1. The act of settling dower on a

The ossification of the human sternum is endosteal, or endothelium (en-do-the li-um), n. [JNLi., <. trr. woman o ip^e act of settling a fund or per-
.mmencing within the sutetance

p
of

i

thep
n
rimKive

i

l 1

y^lme ivdov> within> + 6^, nipple. Cf. epithelium.) manent
'

proVision for the support of any per-
In anat., the tissue, somewhat resembling epi- g(m Qr object) as a gtudent, a professorship, acartilage. W. H. Flower, Osteology, p. 72.

3. Endoskeletal, as the bone or endosteum of

a cuttlefish.

endosternite (en-do-ster'mt), . [< Gr. evdov,

within, + steruite.'i In 2pX, that part of an

thelium, which lines serous cavities, blood-ves-

sels, and lymphatics. It consists of a single layer

of thin flat cells, applied to one another by their edges.

Also called vasalium and caelarium.

apod'eme of a'crustacean which arises from the endothermic (en-do-ther'mik), a. [< Gr..IvSov,

intersternal membrane connecting successive within, + Sepfai, heat,+ -*c.] Kelatingtoaos.
tion of heat. Endothermic compounds are those whose
formation from elementary substances is attended with ab-

sorption of heat, and whose decomposition into other sim-

pler compounds or into elements is attended with liber-

,
. , , _ ationofheat. Nitroglycerin and other explosives are ex-

In anat., the lining membrane of the medullary amples of endothermic compounds.

cavity of a bone; the internal periosteum, it endothermOUS (en-do-ther mus), a. bame as

is a prolongation of the fibrovascular covering of a bone endothermic.
into its interior through the Haversian canals, finally endothoraciC (en^do-tho-ras'ik), a. [< endo-
forming a delicate vascular membrane lining the medul- ^max f-ac-) + -ic.~\ Pertaining to the endo-

thorax of an arthropod; situated in the tho-

racic cavity. "
6'raks), re. [NL., < Gr.

a breastplate, the chest.]

arthropods, as crustaceans and insects, the

apodemal system of the thorax or the cephalo-

thorax, formed by various processes and con-

tinuations of the dermal skeleton, and so con-

stituting an interior framework of this part of

the body, supporting and giving attachment to

soft parts, as nerves and muscles.

somites; a sternal piece of the endothorax.

See endapleurite. Milne-Edwards; Huxley.

endosteum (en-dos'te-um), n.
; pi. endostea (-a).

[NL., < Gr. evdov, within, + bareov, a bone.] 1.

2. Cuttlebone.

and supporting the labrum in some Crustacea

2. In pathol., an osseous tumor within a

bone.
endostome (eu'do-stom), n. [< Gr. evdov, with-

in, 4- ar6/ia, the mouth.] 1. In bo t. : (a) The
orifice at the apex of the inner coat of the ovule.

(6) The inner peristome of mosses. See cut

under exostome. 2. In zool., same as endos-

toma.

endostosis (en-dos-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. evdov,

within, 4- bareov, bone, + -osis.] 1. Inpathol.,
the formation of an endostoma. 2. Ossifica-

tion beginning in the substance of cartilage.

endostracal (en-dos'tra-kal), a. [< endostra-

cum + -al.~\ Pertaining to or consisting of en-

dostracum.
endostracum (en-dos'tra-kum), n. [NL., <

Gr. evdov, within, 4- barpakov, shell.] The inner

These processes are very greatly developed on the

cephalothorax of the higher Crustacea. They are found

chiefly in the head and thorax in many orders of the In-

secta, where they form a complicated structure known as

the endothorax. Gegenbaitr, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 249.

Endothyrinae (en"do-thi-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL.,

.
, , ,

. endoutet v . t. [. enouten, . enouer,
layer of the hard shell or exoskeleton of a crus-

later endoubter, < en- + douter, fear, doubt : see

subfamily of Lituolidce with the test more cal-

careous and less sandy than in the other groups
of Litnolidce, sometimes perforate, and with

septation distinct.

v. t. [ME. endouten, < OF. "endouter,

tacean.

endostyle (en'do-stil), n. [< Gr. evdov, within,
+ o-TiXof, a column: see sfyfe

2
.] A longitudi-

nal fold or diverticulum of the middle of the

heinal wall of the pharynx of an ascidian, which

Wi CftWJ ULUfCI N Gil I UVWIvrj J-fM.j .v/u

-1 and doubt1.']
To doubt

; suspect.

school, a hospital, etc. 3. That which is be-

stowed or settled; property, fund, or revenue

permanently appropriated to any object: as,

the endowments of a church, hospital, or college.

A chapel will I build, with large endowment. Dryden.

Professor Stokes, having been appointed to deliver three

annual courses of lectures, on the endowment of John

Burnett, of Aberdeen, chose Light as his general subject.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 129.

4. That which is given or bestowed on the per-
son or mind; gift of nature ;

in the plural, nat-

ural equipment of body or mind, or both; at-

tributes or aptitudes.
I had seen

Persons of meaner quality much more
Exact in fair endowments. Ford, Lady's Trial, i. 2.

His early endowments had fitted him for the work he

was to do. / Taylor.

One of the endowments which we have received from
the hand of God. Smnner, Fame and Glory.

The very idea that reforms may and ought to be effected

peacefully implies a large endowment of the moral sense.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 473.

Endowment policy, or, in full, endowment insurance

policy, a life-insurance policy of which the amount is pay-
able to the insured at a specified time, or sooner to his rep-

resentatives should he die before the time named. =Syn.
3. Bequest, present, gift, fund. 4. Acquirements, Ac-

quisitions, Attainments, etc. (see acquirement) ; gift, tal-

ent, capacity, genius, parts. See comparison under genius.

end-paper (end 'pa "per), n. In bookbinding,
one of the white or blank leaves usually put be-

fore and after the text of a book in binding, one

or more in each place. End-papers are not to be con-

founded with the lining-papers, of which one leaf is pasted
down inside of each cover, and the other corresponds to

it in the color of its outer surface.

end-piece (end'pes), m. 1. A distinct piece or

part attached to or connected with the end of a

thing ; specifically, in a watch, the support for

the end of a pivot. 2. A transverse timber or

bar of iron by which the ends of the two wheel-

pieces of a truck-frame are connected together.
Car-Builder's Diet.

And if I ne had endouted me
To have ben hated or assailed,

My thankes wol I not haue failed.

Rom. of the Rose, 1.1664.
encl-plate (end'plat), M. In anat., the expanded

projects as a vertical ridge into the hemal sinus endow (en-dou'), v. t. [Formerly also indow termination of a motor nerve in a muscular fiber

contained between the endoderm and ectoderm, (aiso endew, endue : see endue"*)- < ME. endowen, under the sarcolemma.
but remains in free communication with the <AF. endower, OF. endouer(=Pr. endotar), < en- end-play (end'pla), n. The play or lateral mo-

4- douer, doer, F. douer, endow: see dow*, dow- tion of an axle, etc. Also called end-shake.

er2
, dowry. Cf. endue%.~] 1. To bestow or set- endreet, endryt, '. *. [ME. endryen, (only once)

tie a dower on; provide with dower. erroneously for adryen, adrigen, < AS. d-dreo-

With all my worldly goods I thee endow. gan, suffer, < a- + dredgan, ME. drigen, dryen,
Book of Common Prayer, Marriage Service, dree : see dree^.~] To suffer.

I would not marry her, though she were endowed with In courte no ienger shulde I, owte of dowte,
all that Adam had left him before he transgressed. Dwellen, but shame in all my life endry.

Shale., Much Ado, n. 1. Court ofLm ,
\. 726.

A wife is by law entitled to be endowed of all lands and . , , j_,if\ * r/ Pn 1 4. rfrudael 1
tenements of which her husband was seized in fee sim- endrudget (en-d5 ). ' f- L< *?
pie or fee tail during the coverture. Blackstone. To make a drudge or slave ot.

2. To settle money or other property On
;
fur- A slave's slave goes in rank with a beast ;

such is every

pharynx by a cleft upon its neural side. From
one point of view it appears deceptively as a hollow rod,
whence the name. Huxley. See cuts under Doliolidte

and Tunicata.

endostylic (en-do-stil'ik), a. [< endostyle + -ic."]

Of or pertaining to the endostyle of ascidians.

Endostylic cone, a short ca^cal process of the endoderm
forming the extremity of the endostyle in the embryonic
ascidian.

The endostylic cone gives rise to the whole alimentary
canal of the bud. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 526.

[< en- + dote%. Cf. endow.] Toendotet, v. t.

endow.
Their own heirs do men disherit to endote them.

Tyndale, Works, I. 249.

endotheca (en-do-the'ka), n.; pi. endothecte

(-se). [NL., < Gr. evdov, within, 4- 6i/Kq, a case:

.
-

nishwith a permanent fund or source of income :

"e that ^drndgeth himself to any

as, to endow a college or a church.
endryt, v. t. See endree.

'Our Laws give great encouragement to the best, the end-shake (end'shak). n.
noblest, the most lasting Works of Charity; . . . endow- ~~~2 Q>f.-hi rpnrl'sT.ppli)
ing Hospitals and Alms-houses for the impotent, distem- ena-Speei,JlT (ou1,-se). I^L.., \ ur. evaov, wiuim, -r m/m/, a case:
imj Hospitals and Alms-houses for the impotent, distem- euu-o

see theea.J The hard structure upon the inner pe'r'd, and aged Poor. Stittinyjleel, Sermons, II. vii. Diet.

Same as end-plaij.
An epilogue. Imp.



end-stone

end-stone (end'ston), n. One of the plates of

a wutrh-jowfl, against which the pivot abuts.

/:. //. K'H, i/iii.

enducet, <' ' An obsolete form of induct:

endue 1
(en-<lu'), t>. t.

; pret. and pp. ciidtu-d, ppr.
i III/IIIH//. | Kiirly iiicMi. K. also rndrir, intli-ir, MOW'

usually imliK-,-'< L. itnliirre, put on (an
of clothing or ornament), clothe, deck, put on

(a character), assume (a part) : see inilur 1
. Ct.

endue?, with which </< ' i partly confused.]
To clothe; invest: same as indue1

.

Endue them with thy Holy Spirit.
Hook of Common TVoj/er (English).

Thus by the organs of the eye and ear,
The soul with kuowh-ilue ilotli tiiTBrlf endue.

SirJ. Davia, Immortal, of Soul, xv.

endue2
(en-du'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. endued, ppr.

enduing. [Early mod. E. also endew ; a variant

form of end<ne; partly confused with endue1
,

indue1
.] If. To furnish with dower: same as

endow, 1.

Kcturne from whence ye came, and rest a while,
Till morrow neit that I the Elfe subdew,
And with Sansfoyes dead dowry you endew.

Spenier, . Q., J. Iv. 51.

2f. To furnish with a permanent fund : same
as endow, 2.

There are a great numberof Grammer Schooles through-
out the realme, and those verle liberallie endued for the

better relief of pore scholers.

Quoted in Babees Bout (E. . T. S.), p. Iviii.

3. To invest with some gift, quality, or faculty:
used especially of moral or spiritual gifts, and
thus partially differentiated from endow, 3.

God may endue men extraordinarily with understand-

ing as It pleaseth him. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 7.

Learning riulurth men's minds with a true sense of the

frailty of their persons.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 32.

Nature was never more lavish of its gifts than it had
been to her, endued as she was with the most exalted un-

derstanding. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 3.

= 8yn. 3. Kndue, Endow. Endue is used of moral and

spiritual qualities, viewed as given rather than acquired ;

endow, of the body, external things, and mental gifts. (See

acquirement.) An institution or a professorship Is richly
or fully endowed ; a person is endowed with beauty or in-

tellect ; he Is endued with virtue or piety.

Tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem until ye be endued
with power from on high. Luke xxiv. 49.

Pandora, whom the gods
Endow'd with all their gifts.

Milton, P. L., iv. 715.

endue3
! (en-du'), v. t. [Early mod. E. also en-

dew; < OF. enduire, induire, indurc, bring in,

introduce, cover, digest, P. enduire = Pr. en-

duire, endurre, cover, coat, < L. inducere, bring
in or on, lead in: see induce.} To digest: said

especially of birds.

Tis somewhat tough, sir,

But a good stomach will endue it easily.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, v. 2.

Cheese that would break the teeth of a new hand-saw
I could endue now like an estrich.

Fletcher (and another). Love's Pilgrimage, 11. 2.

Endew Is when a Hawk dlgesteth her meat, not only
putting it over from her gorge, but also cleansing her

pannell.
Latham's Faulconry (Explan. of Words of Art), 1658.

enduement (en-du'ment), n. [A\soindncment;
< endue1

,
= indue1

, +"-mettt.] The act of endu-

ing or investing, or that with which one is en-

dued; endowment.
enduglnet, [See dudgeon?.] Resentment;
dudgeon.
Which shee often perceiving, and biking in great endu-

gine, roundly told him that if hee used so continually to
look after her, shee would clappe such a paire of homes
upon his head. Gratia Ludentes (1638X p. 118.

endungeont, t. To confine in a dungeon.
Were we endungeon'd from our birth, yet wee
Wnnld wecne there were a sunne.

Davies, Mirum in Modtim, p. 26.

endurability (en-dur-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< endur-
able : see -bility.] The quality of being endur-
able

; capability of being endured.

They use this irritation [of the eye] as a tst of the en-

durability of the atmosphere within the i-lmmber.
B. If'. Richardson, Prevent. Med., p. 336.

endurable (en-dur'a-bl), a. [< F. endurable, <

endurer, endure: see endure and -aWe.] 1. That
can be endured or suffered

;
not beyond endur-

ance.

Novelties which at first sight inspire dread and disgust,
Income itt a few days familiar, entlurable, attractive.

Macatilaii, Hist. Eng., ix.

2. Durable. [Local. Eng. and U. S.]
endurableness (cn-dur'a-bl-nes), n. The state
of being endurable

;
tolerableuess.

1925

endurably (en-dur'a-bli), adv. In an endurable
or durable manner

;
so as to be endured.

endurance (en-dur'ans), n. [Early mod. E.
also indurance; < Of1

, endurance, F. endurance,
< endurer, endure: see endure and -once. Cf.

durance.] If. Continuance; duration.

Some of them are of very great antiquity, . . . others
of less endurance. Spenter, State of Ireland.

2. Continuance in bearing or suffering; the
fact or state of enduring stress, hardship, pain,
or the like

;
a holding out under adverse force

or influence of any kind : as, the endurance of

iron or timber under great strain; a person's
endurance of severe affliction.

Patience likewise hath two parts, hardness against wants
and extremities, and indurance of pain or torment.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, U. 200.

I'll,' victory of endurance born.

Bryant, The Battle-field.

3. Ability to endure
; power of bearing or suf-

fering without giving way ; capacity for con-
tinuance under stress, hardship, or infliction

;

as, to test the endurance of a brand of steel
;

that is beyond endurance, or surpasses endur-
ance.

O, she misused me past the endurance of a block ; an
oak with but oue green leaf on it would have answered
her. Shak., Much Ado, IL 1.

To push thee forward thro' a life of shocks,
Dangers, and deeds, until endurance grow
Sinew'd with action. Tennyton, (Enone.

4t. Delay; procrastination. [Rare.]
My lord, I look'd

You would have given me your petition, that
I should have ta'eu some pains to bring together
Yourself and your accusers ; and to have heard you
Without eiuturance further. Shot., Hen. VIII., v. 1.

(The meaning of the word in the above extract has been

disputed, some thinking it equivalent to durance, con-

finement; others, to mffering.}= Syn. 2 and 3. Fortitude,
etc. (see patience) ; permanence, persistence, continuance,
suffering, sufferance, tolerance.

endurant (en-dur'ant), a. [< F. endurant, ppr. of

endurer, endure : see endure.] Enduring; able

to bear fatigue, pain, or the like. [Bare.]

The difficulty of the chase is further Increased by the

fact that the Ibex is a remarkably endurant animal, and
is capable of abstaining from food or water for a consider-

able time. J. 0. Wood.

endure (en-dur'), v. ; pret. and pp. endured,

ppr. enduring. [Early mod. E. also indure; <

ME. enduren, endeuren, induren, indotcren, tr.

bear, suffer, intr. last, continue (tr. also as in

L., make hard), < OF. endurer, F. endurer =
Pr. Sp. OPg. endurar = It. indurare, indurire,

tr., bear, < L. indurare, tr. make hard, intr.

become hard, ML. bear, endure, < in, in, +
durare, make hard, become hard, last, etc., <

durus, hard: see dure.] I. trans. If. To make
hard

;
harden ;

inure.

Therfore of whom God wole he hath mercy, and whom
he wole he endurith. Wycltf, Rom. ix. 18.

That age despysed nicenesse value,
Enur'd to hardnesse and to homely fare,
Which them to warlike discipline did trayne,
And manly limbs endur'd with little care

Against all hard mishaps and fortunelesse misfare.

Spenter, F. Q., IV. viii. 27.

2f. To preserve ; keep.
Somer wol it [wine] soure and so confounde,
And winter wol endure and kepe it longe.

Palladiui, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 90.

3. To last or hold out against ; sustain without

impairment or yielding ; support without break-

ing or giving way.
After that the kynge Pignoras smote in to the stour

with his swerde in hotide, and be-gan to yeve soche strokes
that noon armure hym inyght emture.

Merlin (E. E. T. R.), iii. 589.

Tis In grain, sir : 'twill endure wind and weather.

Shot., T. N., 1. 5.

Thou canst fight well ; and bravely
Thou canst endure all dangers, heats, colds, hungers.

Fletcher, Valentlnian, iv. 4.

Both were of shining steel, and wrought so pure,
As might the strokes of two such arms endure.

Dry* /.

4. To bear with patience ;
bear up under with-

out sinking or yielding, or without murmuring
or opposition ; put up with.

We shalbe able to brooke that which other men can in*

dnre. HaUuyt't Voyaget, I. Hi.

Therefore I endure all things for the elect's sakes.
2 Tim. II. 10.

Neither father nor son can ever since etulure the sight
of me. Steele, Taller, No. 25.

Square windows, round Ragnsan windows, might well
be endured. B. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 253.

5. To undergo ; suffer
;
sustain.

If ye endure chastening, God dealeth with you as with
sons. llfii. xll. 7.

endways
And since your Goodlineu admit* no blot,
still let your Virtue too indure no stain.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 211.

How small, of all that human hearts endure,
That part which lawn or kings can cause or cure.

Johiuon, Lines added to Goldsmith's Traveller.

And I, in truth (thou wilt bear witness here),
Have all In all endured as much, and more
Than many just and holy men, whose names
Are register d and calendar d for saints.

Tennytm, 8t. Simeon Stylltea.

Of. To continue or remain in
;
abide in.

Absteyne you stithly, that no stoure fall ;

And endure furthe your dares at your dere ese.

lleltruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2661.

The deer eiulureth the womb but eight months.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

Syn. 4. To brook, submit to, abide, tolerate, take pa-

tiently.

n. intrans. If. To become hard ; harden.

Alsike is made with barly, half mature
A party grene and uppon repes honnde
And In an oven ybake and made to endure.

Palladiui, Husbondrie (E. E. T. B.), p. 163.

2. To hold out
; support adverse force or influ-

ence of any kind
;
suffer without yielding.

So that wee may seen apertely, that jif wee wll be gode
men, non enemye ne may not endurrn ajenst us.

Mandetillr, Travels, p. 261.

He was so chaufed whan It was a-boute the houre of

noone that nothinge rnyght agein hym endure.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), III. 549.

A courage to endure and to obey. Tennyum, Isabel.

3. To continue ; remain ; abide.

Fre am I now, and fre I wil endure.
Political Poem*, etc. (ed. Furnlvall), p. 62.

Nowe schalle thou, lady, belde with me,
In blisse that schall euere in-dowre.

York Playt, p. 495.

Some would keep the boat, doubting they might be

amongst the Indians, others were so wet and cold they
could not endure, but got on shore.

S. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 47.

Fresh be the wound, still-renew'd be its smarting,
So but thy image endure In its prime !

it. Arnold, Faded Leaves, Separation.

4. To continue to exist ; continue or remain in

the same state without perishing; last; per-
sist.

The Lord shall endure for ever. Ps. Ix. 7.

The Indian fig, which covers acres with its profound
shadow, and enduret while nations and empires come and

go around its vast circumference.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 121.

= 8yTL To last, remain, continue, abide, bear, suffer, hold
out.

endurementt (en-dur'ment), n. [< OF. endiire-

ment = lt. induramentojindurimento; as endure
+ -ment.] Endurance.

Certainly these examples [Regulus and Socrates) should
make us courageous in the emlurcment of all worldly mis*

ery, if not out of religion, yet at least out of shame.
SoutA, Works, VIII. Ix.

endurer (en-dur' er), n. 1. One who endures,
bears, suffers, or sustains.

They are very vallaunte and hardye, for the most part
great endurours of cold, labour, hunger, anil all hardiness.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

2. One who or that which continues long, or re-

mains firm or without change,
enduring (en-dur'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of endure,

i'.) Lasting; permanent; unchangeable: as,
an enduring habitation.

Ah, vain

My yearning for enduring bliss of days
Amidst the dull world's hopeless, hurrying race.

William Xorru, Earthly Paradise, III. 340.

It Is now known that the colouring principle of the My.
tilus Is so endurin'j that it is preserved when the shell

itself is completely disintegrated.
Uanrin. Geol. Observations, 11. 209.

Cau I have any absolute certainty that what seem to me
to be the feelings of an enduring

" me "
may not really be

those of something utterly unknown ?

Uirart, Nature and Thought, p. 25.

enduring (en-dur'ing), prep. [ME. enduryng;
ppr. of endure, r., used like during, prep.] Dur-

ing. [Old Eng., and local U. S.]

Ther to warde and kepe hir faders tresoure ;

Knduryny hir life.

Rom. of Parttnay (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 4829.

enduringly (en-dur'ing-li), odr. Lastingly; for

all time.

Already at the end of the first Punic war some eminent
Romans were in their full manhood, whose names are en-

duringly associated with the events of the second.
Dr. Arnold, Hist. Rome, xlli.

endnringness (en-diir'ing-nes), n. The quality
of enduring; durability; permanence. H. Spen-
cer.

endways (end'waz), a<fr. [< end + -ways for

-wise.] Same as endwise.



endwise

endwise (end'wiz), adv. [< end + -wise] 1.

On end; erectly; in an upright position.
Pitiful huts and cabins made of poles set endwise.

Hay, Works of Creation.

2. With the end forward or upward : as, to pro-
sent or hold a staff endwise.

endyma (en'di-ma), . [NL. (Wilder), < Gr.

ivivfia, a garment, < ivSiieiv, put on, get into :

see endue*, indue1.] Same as ependyma.
All parts of the true cavities of the vertebrate brain are

lined by asmooth epithelium called ependyma or endyma,
the shorter name being preferable.

Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 413.

endymal (en'di-mal), a. [< endyma + -al.]
Same as ependymal.
Endyniion (en-dim'i-on), n. [NL., < L. En-
dyniion, < Gr. 'Evdvftiuv, in myth, a son of Jupi-
ter and Calyce, beloved by Selene.] 1. In en-

tom.j
a genus of butterflies, named by Swain-

son in 1832. Its only species, E. regalis, is now
placed in the genus Evenus. 2. A genus of
crustaceans.

endysis (en'di-sis), . [NL., < Gr. evSvoif, a

putting on (of clothing), an entering into, < ev-

oiiem, put on, get into : see endyma.] Inornitlt.,
the acquisition of plumage by a bird

;
the act

of putting on plumage : opposed to ecdysis.

ene^t, adv. An obsolete contraction of even1
.

ene2
t, An obsolete contraction of crew2 .

E. N. E. An abbreviation of east-northeast.

-ene. [< L. -enus (Gr. -ifnoc), an adj. term, as
in serenus, serene, terrenus, terrene, etc. Cf.
-anus (E. -an), -inns (E. -ine, -in), -onus (E. -one),

etc.] 1. An adjective termination of Latin

origin, as in serene, terrene. 2. In chem., a
termination indicating a hydrocarbon which
belongs to the olefine series, having the gen-
eral formula CUH2U : as, cthylene (C2H4 ), pro-
pylene (C3H ).

enecatet (en'e-kat), v. t. [< L. enecatus (also
enectus), pp. of enecare, enicare, kill off, < e, out,+ necare, kill.] To wear out

;
exhaust

;
kill off.

Some plagues partake of such a pernicious degree of

malignity that, in the manner of a most presentations
poison, they enecate in two or three hours, suddenly cor-

rupting or extinguishing the vital spirits.

Haney, The Plague.

en echelle (oh a-shel'). [F. : en, in; eclielle,

ladder.] Arranged in horizontal bars, like
those of a ladder, as trimmings of any kind
upon a garment, or any other ladder-like for-
mation.
enecia (e-ne'shi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. yvetdis, bear-
ing onward, far-stretching, continuous, earlier

only in comp. Saivenijc;, etc.
, continuous, < fnifvcy-

neiv, irreg. 2d aor. associated with Auu/iepeiv, car-

ry through or to the end, < &ia, through, + t/vey-
xelv (-y/ *evex, *et>eyi<), associated with <f>epetv =
E. bear1

.] A continued fever.

enedt, n. [ME., also ende, < AS. ened, a duck:
see drake*.] A duck.
enema ( en'e-ma or e-ne'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

ivefia,a,n injection, clyster, (evtbxu, inject, send
in, < iv, in, + livai, send.] 1. PI. enemata (e-
nem'a-ta). In med., a quantity of fluid injected
into the rectum

;
a clyster; an injection.

Many adhere to the old plan and still use enemata of food
(and stimulants) not specially prepared, such as ordinary
milk, beef-tea, and brandy. Jour. Ment. ScL, XXX. 22.

2. [cap.] In entom., a genus of scarabseoid
beetles, founded by Hope in 1837. There are
about 6 Mexican and North American species,
enemiablet, a. [ME. enemyable, enmyable, < OF.
enemiable, ennemiable, anemiable, < ML. "iuimi-
cabilis (in adv. inimicabiliter), unfriendly, hos-
tile, < L. in- priv. + amicabilis, friendly, ami-
cable: see amicable, and cf. enemy*.] Hostile;
inimical.

A bure he made agen the enmyable (var. enemyable]W* W'j/ch/, Ecclus. xlvi. 7 (Oxf.).

enemityt, n. An obsolete form of enmity.
enemy1

(en'e-mi), n. and a. [Early mod. E.
also enemie; < ME. enemy, enemye, often synco-
pated enmy (cf. enmity), < OF. enemi, anemi, F.
ennemi = Pr. enemie = Sp. enemigo = Pg. ini-

migo = It. nemico, < L. inimicvs, an enemy, lit.
an unfriend, < in- priv., = E. tin-*, + amicus,
a friend: see amiable, amicable, amity. Cf. in-

imical, inimicous.] I. n.
; pi. enemies (-miz).

1. One who opposes, antagonizes, or seeks to
inflict, or is willing to inflict, injury upon ano-
ther, from dislike, hatred, conflict of interests,
or

public policy, as in war; one who is hostile
or inimical.

With my wyf, I wene,We schal yow wel acorde,
That watz your enmi/ kene.

Sir (iawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2400.

1926

I say unto you, Love your enemies. Mat. v. 44.

It [the rhinoceros] is enemie to the Elephant.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 503.

An enemy to truth and knowledge. Locke.

Specifically 2. An opposing military force.

See the enemy, below. 3. A foreign state which
is in a condition of open hostility to the state
in relation to which the former is regarded, or
a subject of such a state. 4. That which is in-

imical; anything that is hurtful or dangerous:
as, strong drink is one of man's worst enemies;
a bad conscience is an enemy to peace.

I am sure care's an enemy to life. Shak., T. N., i. 3.

Allen enemy, a natural-born subject of a sovereign state
which is actually at war with the state in relation to which
such person is regarded. Public enemy, king's ene-
my, queen's enemy, an enemy with whom the state is

at open war, including pirates on the high seas. The
enemy. () Slilit., the opposing force : used as a collec-

tive noun, and construed with a verb or pronoun either in

the singular or plural.

The enemy thinks of raising threescore thousand men
for the next summer. Addison, State of the War.

We have met the enemy, and they are ours.
Com. 0. 11. Perry (in despatch announcing the battle

[of Lake Erie, Sept. 10th, 1813).

(0) The adversary of mankind ; the devil ; Satan, (e)
Time: as, how goes the enemy >

(
= what o'clock is it?); to

kill the enemy. [Slang.]

"How goes the enemy, Snobb?" asked Sir Mulberry
Hawk. " Four minutes gone."

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xix.

Syn. Antagonist, Opponent, etc. See adversary.
II. rt. If. Inimical; hostile; opposed.
They . . . every day grow more enemy to God.

Jer. Taylor.

2. In international law, belonging to a public
enemy ; belonging to a hostile power or to any
of its subjects : as, enemy property.
Enemy ship does not make enemy goods.

Encyc. Brit., XIII. 195.

enemyif, v. i- [ME. enemyen, < OF. enemier,
ennemier, < L. inimicare, make hostile, < inimi-

cus, hostile, an enemy : see enemy!-, n.] To be
hostile. If'yclif.

enemy2
(en'e-mi), n. A dialectal corruption of

anemone.

Doon i' the woild' enemies.

Tennyson, Northern Farmer (0. S.).

enemy3
,

. A dialectal (Scotch) corruption of
emmet.

enemy-chit (en'e -mi-chit), n. The female of
the stickleback. [Local, Eng.]
enemytet, n. An obsolete form of enmity.
enepidermic (eii-ep-i-der'mik), a. [< Gr. fa,

in, + NL. epidermis + -ic.] In med., upon the
surface of the skin : used of the treatment of
diseases by applying remedies, as plasters,
blisters, etc., to the skin.

enerdt, *'. '. [ME. enerden, < en- + erdeit, < AS.
eardian, dwell, < eard, country : see card.] To
dwell; live.

Ofte faght that freike & folke of the Cite,
With Enmys enerdande in ylis aboute.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 12857.

energetic (eu-er-jet'ik), a. [< Gr.

active, < ivtpyelv, be in action, operate, tr. ef-

fect, < faepydf, at work, active: see energy.]
Possessing, exerting, or manifesting energy,
specifically, acting or operating with force and
vigor; powerful in action or effect; forcible;
vigorous : as, an energetic man or government ;

energetic measures, laws, or medicines.
If then we will conceive of God truly, and, as far as we

can, adequately, we must look upon him not only as an
eternal, but also as a being eternally eneryetick.

N. Grew, Cosinologia Sacra, i. 1.

Nitric acid of 40 is too energetic and costly.
W. II. Wahl, Galvanoplastic Manipulations, p. 34.

The most energetic element in contemporary socialism
is political rather than economical.

Roe, Contemp. Socialism, p. 106.

= Syn. Strenuous, assiduous, potent.

energetical (en-er-jet'i-kal), a. [< energetic +
-al.] Same as energetic.

"

[Bare.]
He would do veneration to that person whose name he

saw to be energetical and triumphant over devils.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 270.

energetically (en-6r-jet'i-kal-i), adv. With
force and vigor ;

with energy and effect.

energeticalness (en-er-jet'i-kal-nes), n. The
quality of being energetic; "activity; vigor.
Scott.

energetics (en-er-jet'iks), n. [PI. of energetic:
see -ics.] The science of the general laws of

energy.
A science whose subjects are material bodies and physi-

cal phenomena in general, and which it is proposed to call
the science of energetics.

lliinkine, Proc. of Phil. Soc. of Glasgow, May 2, 1855.

energy

energic (e-ner'jik), a. [Formerly energick ; <

F. energique = Sp. energico = Pg. It. energico
(cf. D. G. cnergisch = Dan. Sw. cnergisk), < Gr.

hepy6(, at work, active : see energy.] 1. Ener-

getic; endowed with or manifesting energy.
[Bare.]

Arise, as in that elder time,
Warm, energick, chaste, sublime 1

Collins, The Passions.

To me hath Heaven with bounteous hand assigned
Energic Reason and a shaping mind.

Coleridge, On a Friend.

2. In physics, exhibiting energy or force
; pro-

ducing direct physical effect; acting; operat-
ing : as, heat is an energic agent,
energical (e-n6r'ji-kal), a. [< energic + -al.]
Same as energic.
The learned and moderate of the reformed churches

abhor the foppery of such conceits, and confess our polity
to be productive of more energical and powerful preach-
ers than any church in Europe.

Waterhouse, Apol. for Learning (1653), p. 85.

energico (e-ner'je-ko), a. [It. : see energic.] In

music, energetic:' indicating a passage to be
rendered with strong articulation and accentu-
ation.

energize (en'er-jiz), v.
; pret. and pp. energized,

ppr. energizing. [< energy + -ize.] I. trans.

To endow with energy ; impart active force or

strength to
;
make vigorous.

First conies, of course, the creation of matter, its cha-
otic or nebulous condition, and the energizing of it by the

brooding spirit. Science, III. 600.

II. intrans. To act with energy or force
; op-

erate with vigor; act in producing an effect.

Those nobler ecstasies of energizing love, of which flesh
and blood, the animal part of us, can no more partake than
it can inherit heaven. Horsley, Works, III. xxv.

Also spelled energise.

energizer (en'er-ji-zer), n. One who or that
which gives energy, or acts in producing an
effect. Also spelled energiser.

Every energy is necessarily situate between two sub-
stantives : an energizer, which is active, and a subject,
which is passive. Harris, Hermes, i. 9.

energumen (en-er-gu'men), . [= F. energu-
mene = Sp. energumeno = Pg. It. energumeno,
< L. energumcnns, < Gr. evepyoi'/ievof, ppr. pass,
of ivtpyeiv, effect, execute, work on : see ener-

getic, energy.] One possessed by an evil spirit;
a demoniac. In the early church the energumens were
officially recognized as a separate class, to be benefited

spiritually and mentally by special prayer for them, fre-

quent benediction, and daily imposition of the exorcist's
hands.

There have been also some unhappy sectaries, viz. :

Quakers and Seekers, and other such Energumens (pardon
me, reader, that I have thought them so), which have
given uggly disturbances to these good spirited men in
their temple-work. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., i. 3.

The Catechumens, Energumens, and Penitents, says S.

Dionysius, are allowed to hear the holy modulation of

Psalms, and the Divine recitation of sacred Scripture, but
the Church invites them not to behold the sacred works
and mysteries that follow.

J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 208.

energy (en'er-ji), n.
; pi. energies (-jiz). [= D.

G. energie = Dan. Sw. energi, < F. energie = Sp.
energia = Pg. It. energia, < LL. energia, < Gr.

evepyeia, action, operation, actuality, < evepyr/f,

active, effective, later form of evepy6f, at work,
active, etc., < iv, in, + ipyov = E. work.] 1.
The actual exertion of power ; power exerted

;

strength in action ; vigorous operation.
The world was compact, and held together by its own

bulk and energy. Bacon, Physical Fables, i., Expl.

There is no part of matter that does ever, by its sensible

qualities, discover any power or energy, or give us ground
to imagine that it could produce anything.

llmne, Human Understanding, i. 7.

The last series of cognate terms are act, operation, ener-

gy. They are all mutually convertible, as all denoting
the present exertion or exercise of a power, a faculty, or
a habit. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaphysics, vii.

We must exercise our own minds with concentrated and
continuous energy. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 19.

My desire, like all strongest hopes,
By its own energy fulflll'd itself.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

2. Activity considered as a characteristic
; ha-

bitual putting forth of power or strength, phys-
ical or mental, or readiness to exert it.

Something of indescribable barbaric magnificence, spir-
itualized into a grace of movement superior to i\ie energy
of the North and the extravagant fervor of the East.

Hoirelb, Venetian Life, ii.

3. The exertion of or capacity for a particular
kind of force

;
action or the power of acting in

any manner; special ability or agency: used of
the active faculties or modes of action regard-
ed severally, and often in the plural : as, crea-
tive energy ; the energies of mind and body.



energy
The work of reform rei|iiireil nil the- fntf[t\fl of his l>ow-

erful miiul, hacked by thu royal authority.

rmttttt Fcrd. and Isa., if.
f
.>.

4. In the Aristnli/imi /iliilnn., actuality;
reali-

zation
;
existence ; tho being no longer in germ

or in posse, but in lil'o or in cssc: opposed to

/xiirt'i; jiiilcnci/, or /mteii Utility, rhnt.jintrneryyli
the state of arijiiuvil Imhit ; .V..-.MK/ <<n:'i-<tii, tho exercise
of a haliit: one when lie has learned to siiit; is a singer in

Jirttt eneryy ; when he is singing, he is a singer in tecond

energy. See act.

5. A fact of acting or actually being.
All verbs that are strictly so culled denote energies.

{ln'-i '
:, Hermes, i. 9.

6. In rhet., the quality of awakening the imagi-
nation of the reader or hearer, and bringing tho

meaning of what is said home to him ; liveliness.

Who did ever, in French authors, see
The comprehensive English eneri/.n

'

RoKominon, On Translated Verse.

Waller was smooth ; but Dryden taught to join
The varying verse, the full resounding Hue,
The long majestic inarch, and energy divine.

Pope, Imlt. of Horace, II. i. 269.

7. In physics: (a) Half the sura of the masses
of the particles of a system each multiplied
by the square of its velocity ;

half the vis viva.
See vis viva. This sense, introduced by Dr. Thomas
Young, is now obsolete. It gave rise to the following,
which was Introduced about 1850 by Sir William Thom-
son, and is now widely current,

(ft) Half the great-
est value to which the sum of the masses of all

the particles of a given system each multiplied
by the square of its velocity, could attain ex-

cept for friction, viscosity, and other forces de-

pendent on the velocities of the particles; oth-

erwise, the amount of work (see work) which a

given system could perform were it not for re-

sistance dependent on the velocities. The law of

eneryy is precisely the principle that these two definitions
are equivalent. This law applies solely to forces depen-
dent alone on the relative positions of particles that

is, to attractions, repulsions, and their resultants. It is

shown mathematically that, taking any two level or equi-
potential surfaces (see equipotential) which a particle
might traverse in its motion, the difference of the squares
of its velocities as it passed through them would bo thu
same no matter from what point of space it started, nor
what might be the direction and velocity of its initial mo-
tion. Thus, the square of the velocity at any instant could
bo deduced from that at any other by simply adding or
subtracting a quantity dependent merely on the positions
at these instants. In like manner, if a number of parti-
cles were moving about, subject to mutual attractions and
repulsions, it is shown in dynamics that if to the sum of
the masses, each multiplied by the square of its velocity,
be added a certain quantity dependent only ou the posi-
tions of the particles at that instant, this last sum would
remain constant throughout the motion. Of these quan-
tities, half the mass of a particle into the square of its

velocity is termed its actual energy, or energy of motion
that Is, its kinetic activity; while the quantity to be

added to the sum of the actual energy in order to obtain a
constant sum is termed the potential energy that is, the
latent or slumbering activity, or energy of position; the
constant sum being termed the total energy. The corre-

sponding general principle of physics Is that the total en-

ergy of the physical universe is constant ; this is the prin-
ciple of the persistence or conservation of energy. (See be-

low.) Examples of actual energy are the energy of sensi-
ble motion as in a moving cannon-ball, of sound-waves, of
heat ; of potential energy, the energy of position of a weight
raised above the earth, of elasticity as in a bent bow, of

electricity, chemical combination, ete. Potential or po-
sitional energy and actual or kinetic energy are in in-

cessant interconversion ; for positional energy implies
force, or a tendency to motion, as much as kinetic energy
implies motion or change of position. Thus, in the case
of a swinging pendulum, the actual energy Is null at the
turning-points at the extremities of the swing, while the
potential energy is at its minimum when the center of

gravity is lowest ; and the oscillation, but for resistances

(as friction), would continue forever. Another equivalent
version of the law of energy is as follows : Suppose a sys-
tem of bodies were moving under the influence of those
positional forces to which the law exclusively applies, and
suppose that at any one instant all the particles were to
strike squarely against elastic surfaces so as to have the
directions of their motions reversed, but their velocities
otherwise unaltered ; then the whole series of motions
would be performed backward, so that the particles would
again pass through the same positions they had already
passed through, and in tho same intervals of time, but in
the reverse order. Thus, a squarely relxmnding cannon-
ball in vacuo would move backward over the same trajec-
tory, and with the same velocities, as in its forward motion,
plunging into the mouth of tho cannon again with exactly
the velocity with which it had issued.

The heat which any ray, luminous or nonluminous, is

competent to generate is the true measure of the energy
of the ray. Tyndall, Radiation, $ 9.

The quantity of energy can always be expressed as that
of a body of a definite muss moving with a definite velocity.

Clerk Maxmll, Matter and Motion, art xcvii.

If we multiply half the momentum of every particle of
a U"dy byits velocity, and add nil the results toK ethe.r, we
shall get what is called the kinetic enfr.ii/ of the boilv.

IT. A'. Cli/ord, Lectures. II. a).

Correlation ofenergies or offerees, the transformabii
ityof one form of energy into another. Thus, for example,
when meehaiih'al <utT^y disappear*, as in friction when
a railroad-train is stopped at a station, or in percussion
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when a cannon ball is arrested by a target, some other
form of energy, chit- fly heat, is produced in its place ;

mi. i, over, there is a definite numerical relation exist*

inu between tlif enerny expended and the heat which is

produced as iu equivalent. (See equivalent.) A water-
wheel is an arrangement for transforming the energy of
water into some oilier form of mechanical energy, as for

sawing wood or grinding corn ; a steam-engine is used to
transform the potential chemical energy of coal or wood
and oxygen of the air into mechanical energy, as in a mill

;

and in a voltaic battery the potential energy of the zinc
and acid Is transformed into the energy of an electric cur-

rent, and this in turn may be transformed into light and
heat, or mechanical motion, or chemical separation (as in

electroplating). It is found, however, that in every trans-

formation, while no energy is absolutely lost, a consider-
able portion is lost as useful or available energy, being
transformed into useless heat ; further, it can be shown
that the process which is continually going on is a change
from a higher type of energy to a lower, as from heat at
a high temperature to heat at a lower that Is, a degra-
dation or dissipation of energy. If the change were to

go on until all bodies were at the same temperature,
then no work of any kind would be possible. The prin-
cipal stores of energy on the earth, available for the pur-
poses necessary to human life and comfort, are : (a) the

energy of coal, wood, oil, and other combustibles: (b) of
water in motion, or in an elevated position ; (e) of air in

motion, as the wind ; (</) the muscular energy of animals.
To these might bo added tho energy of direct solar radia-

tion, the energy of the tides, and some others of less im-

portance. The source of all these forms of energy, except
that of the tides, Is to be found iu the radiant energy of
the sun. Energy of recoil, the capacity for work which a

body has upon a recoil, as a gun when tired.- Energy of
rotation or translation, the capacity of a body for do-

Ing work in virtue of its motion of rotation or translation.
See motion. Extensive energy, the number of different

cooperating powers which enter into a mental state. The
phrase is also applied to a kind of elasticity. Radiant
energy, that form of energy which is emitted by a hot
body and which is propagated by undulations in the lu-

mlniferous ether at a rate of about 186,000 miles per sec-

ond, as the energy sent out by a stove, by the electric arc-

light, or by the sun. Every body sends out radiant energy,
whatever its temperature, but as Its temperature rises the
amount increases, and to the sum of rays before emitted
are added others of shorter and shorter wave-length.
When the temperature of a solid body is raised to about
600' C. it begins to be luminous that is, to radiate rays
of red light and as it grows hotter it emits rays corre-

sponding to the successive colors of the spectrum. At 1500
C. It becomes white-hot that is, radiates all the rays of
the spectrum. That portion of radiant energy which is

Incapable of affecting the eye is generally spoken of as
radiant heat, in distinction from radiant light. See heat,
light, tpectrum.The law of the conservation of en-
ergy or of force, the law that, fundamentally speaking,
there are no forces in nature to which the law of energy
does not apply ; the principle that the total energy of the
universe is constant, no energy beiug created or destroyed
in any of the processes of nature, every gain or loss in one
form of energy corresponding precisely to a loss or gain in
some other form or forms. (See correlation of energies.)
This is the great fundamental principle of modern physics ;

it was perhaps first enunciated by K. F. Mohr in 1837,
though several physicists were Independently led to Its

discovery. Those uniformities of nature which present
phenomena of irreversible actions such as friction and
other resistances, the conduction of heat and the phenom-
ena of the second law of thermodynamics in general,
chemical reactions, the growth and development of or-

ganic forms, etc. cannot, according to this doctrine, re-
sult from the laws of force alone, but are to be account-
ed as statistical uniformities, due to vast numbers of for-

tuitously moving molecules. = Syn. 2. Activity, intensity,
push, stir, zeal.

enervate (e-ner'vat or en'er-vat), v. t.
; pret.

and pp. enervated, ppr. enervating. [< L. ener-

vatus, pp. of enervare, deprive of nerves or

sinews, weaken: see enerve.] 1. To deprive of

nerve, force, or strength ; weaken ; render fee-
ble: as, idleness and voluptuous indulgences
enervate the body.
For great empires, while they stand, doenervate and de-

stroy (lie forces of the natives which they have subdued,
resting upon their owne protecting forces.

Bacon, Vicissitude of Things.

Sheepish softness often enervatei those who are bred like

fondlings at home. Locke.

It is the tendency of a tropical climate to rnrrratr a peo-

ple,
anil thus fit them to become the subjects of a despot-

Ism. Everett, Orations, p. 11.

2. Figuratively, to deprive of force or applica-
bility ;

render ineffective
;
refute.

Quoth he, it stands me much upon
T' enervate this objection.

5. Butler, Hudibras, II. L 706.

8. To cut the nerves of: as, to enervate a horse.
Syn. 1. To enfeeble, unnerve, debilitate, paralyze, un-

string, relax.

enervate (e-ner'vat or en'er-vat), a. [< L. enrr-

ratus, pp.:' see the verb.] Weakened; weak;
enervated.

The soft enervate Lyre is drown'd

In the deep Organ's more majestick Sound.

Congnte, Hymn to Harmony.
Without these intervening storms of opposition to ex-

ercise iiis faculties, lie would become enervate, negligent,
and presumptuous. Goldsmith, National Concord.

enervation (en-er-va'shon), w. [= F. enerra-
tion = Sp. enervation = Pg. enerrayio = It.

enervazione, < LL. enerratid(n-). < ].,. nun-are,
enerve: see enerve, enervate.'] The act of en-

enfeeblement

ervating, or the state of being enervated; re-

duction or weakening of strength ; effeminacy.
This colour of mellority and pre-eminence is a sign of

enervation and weakness.

Bacon, Colours of (iood and Evil.

This day of shameful bodily enervation, when, from one
end of life to the other, such multitudes never taste the
sweet weariness that follows accustomed toll.

Hawthorne, Bllthedale Romance, x.

enervative (e-ner'va-tiv or en'er-va-tiv), a. [<
enervate + -ive.] Having power or a tendency
to enervate ; weakening. [Rare.]
enervet (e-nerv'), r. t. [= D. enerveren = G.
eneniren == Dan. enervere = 8w. enervera, < F.
fnercer = Sp. Pg. enervar = It. enervare, < L.

enerrare, take out the nerves or sinews, <. ener-

vis, enervus, without nerves or sinews, < e, out,
+ nervus, nerve, sinew: see nerve. Ct. ener-

vate.] To weaken
;
enervate.

Such object hath the power to soften and tame
Severest temper, smoothe the rugged'st brow,
Enerve ... at will the manliest, resolutest breast.

Mill, ni, P. K., li. 166.

Age has enerv'd her charms so much,
That fearless all her eyes approach.

Dortet, Antiquated Coquet.

enervose (e-ner'vos), a. [< L. enenis, enervus,
without nerves or sinews (see enerre), + -ose.]
In hot., without nerves or veins: applied to

leaves.

enervous (e-ner'vus), a. [< L. enenis, enervus,
without nerves or sinews (see enerve), + -ous.

Ct. enervose.] Without force
;
weak: powerless.

[Rare.]
They thought their whole party safe ensconced behind

the sheriffs of London and Middlesex, with their partisans
of ignoramus ; and that the law was eneretna as to them.

Staii! Trialt, Stephen College, an. 1081.

enest, adv. A Middle English form of once.

eneuch, enough (e-nuch'), a., n., and adv.
Scotch forms of enough.

He that has just eneuch may soundly sleep,
The o'ercome only fashes folk to keep. Raintav.

enfamet, A Middle English form of infamy.
Testament of Love.

en famille (on fa-mely'). [F. : en, in ; famille,

family.] With one's family ; domestically; at

home.
Deluded mortals whom the great
Choose for companions tete-a-tete,
Who at their dinners en famille
Get leave to sit where'er you will. Swift.

enfaminet, [ME. enfamynen, enfaminien; <
en-1 + famine.] I. trans. To make hungry;
famish.

II. in trans. To become hungry ;
famish.

His folke forpyned
Of werynesse, and also enfaiityned.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2429.

enfamisht (en-fam'ish), v. t. [< en-1 + famish.]
To famish,

enfarcet, . t. [Also infarce ; < OF. enfarcir, <
L. infarcire, infercire, stuff into, stuff, < in, in,
+ farcire, stuff : see en-1 and farce, v.] To fill;

stuff.

Not with bellies, but with souls, replenished and en-

farced with celestial meat, ficcon, Potation for Lent, 1. 91.

enfauncet, n. A Middle English form of infancy.
enfauntt, > A Middle English form of infant.
See fount.

enfavort, enfavourt, v. t. [< e-i + favor, fa-
tour.] To favor.

If any shall enfavour me so far as to convince me of any
error therein, I shall in the second edition . . . return
him both my thanks and amendment.

Fuller, Plsgah Sight, I.

enfeart, < ' [< en-l + feari.] To alarm ; put
in fear.

But now a woman's look his hart enfearet.
T. Hudmn, tr. of Du llartas s Judith, v. 38.

enfectt, v. t. An obsolete variant of infect.
enfeeble (en-fe'bl), v. t.: pret. and pp. enfee-
bled, ppr. enfeebling. [Formerly also infeeble ;

< ME. enfeblen, < OF. enfeblir, enfebleir, enfieblir,

enfoiblir (= Pr. enfeblir) (cf . OF. Pr. afeblir), en-

feeble, < en- + feble, feeble : see en- 1 and fee-
ble.] To make feeble ; deprive of strength ; re-
duce the strength or force of ; weaken ; debili-
tate ; enervate : as, intemperance enfeebles the

body; long wars enfeeble a state.

We by syime enfeblen our feith.

Wi/clif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), I. 94.

So much hath hell debased, and pain
Enfeebled me, to what I was in heaven.

Millon. P. L.. ix. 488.

Some . . . enfeeble their understandings by sordid and
brutish business. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.
= Syn. Sec list nniler tnermte.

enfeeblement (eu-fe'bl-ment), n. [< enfeeble
+ -ment.] The act of enfeebling, or the state
of being enfeebled

; enervation; weakness.



enfeebler

enfeebler (en-fe'bler), n. One who or that

which enfeebles or weakens.
Bane of every manly art,
Sweet enfeebler of the heart !

O, too pleasing is thy strain,

Hence, to southern climes again.
Philips, To Signora Cuzzino.

enfeeblisht (en-fe'blish), . t. [< ME. enfe-

blishen, < OF. enfebliss-, stem of certain parts of

enfeblir, enfeeble : see enfeeble and -isP.] To
enfeeble.
Who of his neigbore eny thing of thes askith to Imrwe,

and it were enfeblished [var. feblid] or deed, the lord not

present, he shal be compelled to geeld.
Wycli/, Ex. xxii. 14 (Oxf.).

enfefft, v. t. See enfeoff.

enfeffementt, n. See enfeoffment.

enfellowshipt, v. t. [ME. enfelaushippe (Halli-

well) ; < en-" + fellowship.] To accompany,
enfelont (en-fel'on), v. t. [< enj + felon.'] To
render fierce, cruel, or frantic.

With that, like one enfelon'd or distraught,
She forth did rome whether her rage her bore.

Spenser, F. Q., V. viii. 48.

enfeoff (en-fef), v. t. [Formerly also infeoff;
the spelling, as also in the simple feoff, q. v., is

artificial, after the ML. (Law L.) form infeof-

fare, infeofare, feoffare ; prop, spelled enfeff, <

ME. enfeffen, < OF. enfeffer, enfeofer (ML. reflex

infeoffare, infeofare), (. en- (L. in-) + feffer, in-

vest with a fief: see feoff, v.~\ 1. Ln laic, to

give a feud to
; hence, to invest with a fee

;

give any corporeal hereditament to in fee sim-

ple or fee tail.

Alsoe. that as often as it shall happen that seaven of
the said ffeoffees dye, those seaven who shall be then
liveing shall en/eo/e of the premisses certain other honest
men. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 256.

The dispossessed Franks of Armenia and Palestine . . .

he enfeofed with estates of land in Cyprus.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 165.

2f. Figuratively, to surrender or give up.
The skipping king . . .

Grew a companion to the common streets,

Enfeo/'d himself to popularity.
Sliak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 2.

enfeoffment (en-fef'ment), . [< ME. enfeffe-

ment, < OF. enfeffemeni, < enfeffer, enfeoff: see

enfeoff and -ment.~\ In law : (a) The act of giv-
ing the fee simple of an estate, (b) The in-

strument or deed by which one is invested with
the fee of an estate, (c) The estate thus ob-
tained.

For tliee y ordeyued paradijs ;

Ful riche was thin enfe/ement.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 163.

enfermt, v. t. A Middle English variant of

affirm.

enfertilet, . t. [< en-l + fertile.'] To fertilize.

The rivers Dee . . . and Done make way for themselves
and enfertUe the fields.

Holland, tr. of Camden's Britain, ii. 4.

enfetter (en-fet'er), v. t. [< en-i + fetter.] To
fetter

;
bind in fetters.

His soul is so enfetter'd to her love,
That she may make, unmake, do what she list.

Shut., Othello, ii. 3.

enfever (en-fe'ver), v. t. [< CM-1 + fever, after
F. enfievrer.] To excite fever in. [Rare.]
In vain the purer stream
Courts him, as gently the green bank it laves,
To blend the enfewring draught with its pellucid waves.

Anna Seward, Sonnets.

enfiercet (en-ferV), v. t. [< en- 1 + fierce.] To
make fierce.

But more enforced through his currish play,
Him sternly grypt, and, hailing to and fro,
To overthrow him strongly did assay.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iv. 8.

enfilade (en-fi-lad'), n. [< F. enfilade, a suite of

rooms, a string (as of phrases, etc.), a raking
fire, lit. a thread, < enfiler, thread, string, rake
(a trench), rake (a vessel) : see enfile.] Stilit.,&
line or straight passage ; specifically, the situ-
ation of a place, or of a body of men, which may
be raked with shot through its whole length.
enfilade (en-fi-lad'), v. t.

; pret. and pp. enfiladed,
ppr. enfilading. [< enfilade, n.] Milit., to pierce,
scour, or rake with shot through the whole
length, as a work or line of troops ;

be in a
position to attack (a military work or a line of

troops) in this manner.
The Spaniards, carrying the tower, whose guns com-

pletely enfiladed it, obtained possession of this important
pass into the beleaguered city. Prenmtt, Ferd. and Isa., i. 7.

While this was going on, Sherman was confronting a
rebel battery which enfiladed the road on which he was
marching. U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 605.

A strong and well-constructed earth-work, which was so
placed as to enjilade the narrow and difficult channel for
a mile below. J. R. Sole;/, Blockade and Cruisers, p. 216.

Enfilading battery. See battery.
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enfilet (en-fil'), r. t. [< OF. enfiler, F. enfiler,

thread, string, rake (a trench), rake (a vessel),
= Sp. enfilar = Pg. enfiar = It. infilare, < ML.
infilare, put on a thread, thread, string, < L. in,

on, + filmn, a thread: see file**, n. and v.] To
put on a thread; thread

; string.
Thei taughten hym a lace to braied
And weue a purs, and to enfile
A perle. Gower, Conf. Amant., vii.

The common people of India make holes through them.
and so wear them enfiled as carkans and collars about
their neckes. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxxvii. 6.

enfiled (en-fild'), ;). a. [Pp. of enfile, v.] In

her., transfixing and carrying any object, as the
head of a man or beast: said of a sword the
blade of which transfixes the object,

enfiret (en-fir'),.. [<en-^+fire.] To inflame;
set on fire

;
kindle.

It glads him now to note how th' Orb of Flame
Which girts this Globe doth not enfire the Frame.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

enflamet, v. An obsolete variant of inflame.
enflesh (en-flesh'), t'.t. [<ra-l + flesh.] If. To
incorporate as with the flesh

; embody ;
incar-

nate.
Vices which are habituated, inbred, and enfteshed in

him. Florio, tr. of Montaigne's Essays, p. 173.

2. To clothe with flesh. [Rare.]
What though the skeletons have been articulated and

enfleshed? G. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 57.

enfleurage (F. pron. ou-fle-razh'), n. [F., <

en-, < L. in-, + fleur, < L. flos (flor-), flower; cf.

inflorescence.] The process of extracting deli-

cate perfumes from flowers by the agency of

inodorous fats.

enflowert (en-flou'er), v. t. [Early mod. E.

enflore; < en-1 + flower.] To cover or bedeck
with flowers.

These odorous and enjiowered fields

Are none of thine ; no, here's Elysium.
B. Jonson, Case is Altered, v. 1.

enfold (en-fold'), v. t. See infold.

enfoliatet (en-fo'li-at), v. t. See infoliate.

enforce (en-fors'), .
; pret. and pp. enforced,

ppr. enforcing. [Formerly also inforee ; < ME.
enforcen, enforsen, < OF. enforcer, enforcier (F.

cnforcir), < ML. infortiare, strengthen, < in-

+ fortiare, strengthen, < fortia (OF. force),

strength, force : see force*-, and cf. afforce, de-

force, efforce. Cf. effort.] I. trans. If. To in-

crease the force or strength of
;
make strong ;

strengthen; fortify.
Hur seemely cities too sorowen hem all,

Enforced were the entres with egre men fele,
That hee ne might in that marche no maner wende.

Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 908.

And what there is of vengeance in a lion
Chaf'd among dogs or robb'd of his dear young,
The same, enforc'd more terrible, more mighty,
Expect from me. Beau, and PL, Philaster, v. 3.

2. To urge or impress with force or energy;
make forcible, clear, or intelligible : as, to en-

force remarks or arguments.
This fable contains and enforces many just and serious

considerations. Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.

3. To gain or extort by force or compulsion ;

compel : as, to enforce obedience.
Sometimes with lunatic bans, sometimes with prayers,
Enforce their charity. Sliak., Lear, ii. 3.

My business, urging on a present haste,
Enforceth short reply. Ford, Lady's Trial, i. 1.

4. To put or keep in force
; compel obedience

to
;
cause to be executed or performed : as, to

enforce laws or rules.

Law confines itself necessarily to such duties as can be
enforced by penalties.

H. N. Oxenham, Short Studie?, p. 31.

5f. To discharge with force
;
hurl

;
throw.

As swift as stones

Enforced from the old Assyrian slings.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 7.

6. To impel; constrain; force. [Archaic.]
For competence of life I will allow you,
That lack of means enforce you not to evil.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 5.

Through fortune's spight, that false did prove,
I am inforc'd from thee to part.
The Merchant's Daughter (Child's Ballads, IV. 329).

Thou shalt live,
If any soul for thee sweet life will give,
Enforced by none.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 318.

71. To press or urge, as with a charge.
If he evade us there,

Enforce him with his envy to the people.
Shak., COT., iii. 3.

Now, when I come to inforee, as I will do,
Your cares, yonr watchings, and your many prayers,
Your more than many gifts. B. Jonson, Volpone, i, 1.

8f. To prove ; evince.

enforest

Which laws in such case we must obey, unless thei'e be
reason shewed, which may necessarily enforce that the law
of reason, or of God, doth enjoin the contrary.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

Of. To force
;
violate

;
ravish. Chaucer. 10f.

Reflexively, to strain one's self; put forth one's

greatest exertion. Chaucer.

Also the Cristene men enforcen hem, in alle maneres
that thei mowen, for to figlite, and for to desceyven that

on that other. lUandemlle, Travels, p. 137.

= Syn. 3. Extort, etc. See exact, v. t.

II.t intrans. 1. To grow strong; become
fierce or active

;
increase.

Whan Hervy saugh hym so delyuered, he hente the horse
and lepte vp lightly, and ran in to the presse that dide

sore encrese and eii/orse. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 330.

2. To strive; exert one's self. Chaucer. 3.

To make headway.
Whanne the schip was rauysehid and myghte not en-

force aghens the wynd, whanne the schip was gheuun to

the blowingis of the wynd, we weren borun with cours into

an yle that is clepid Camla. Wyclif, Acts xxvii. 16, 16.

enforce! (en-fors'), n. [< enforce, v. Prop.
force.] Force; strength; power.

These shifts refuted, answer thy appellant,

Though by his blindness maim d for high attempts,
Who now defies thee thrice to single fight,

As a petty enterprise of small enforce.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1223.

enforceable, enforcible (en-for'sa-bl, -si-bl), a.

Capable of being enforced.

Grounded upon plain testimonies of Scripture, and en-

forcible, by good reason. Barrow, Works, I. 71.

The public at large would have no enforceable right.
F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 14.

enforcedly (en-for'sed-li), adv. By violence or

compulsion; not by choice. [Rare.]
If thou didst put this sour-cold habit on
To castigate thy pride, 'twere well : but thou
Dost it enforcedly ; thou 'dst courtier be again.

Shak.,1. of A.,iv. 3.

enforcement (en-fors'ment), n. [< OF. en-

forcement, < enforcer, enforce: seeenforce.] 1.

The exercise of force
; compulsory or constrain-

ing action ; compulsion ; coercion. [Archaic.]
Such a newe herte and lusty corage vnto the lawe warde

canste thou neuer come by of thyne owne strength and

enforcement, but by the operacion and workinge of the

spirit*. J. Udall, Prol. to Romans.

At my enforcement shall the king unite
Their nuptial hands. Glover, Athenaid, xx.

Goddess ! heal' these tuneless numbers, wrung
By sweet enforcement and remembrance dear.

Keats, Ode to Psyche.

2. That which enforces, urges, or compels ;

constraining or impelling power ; efficient mo-
tive

; impulse ; exigence. [Archaic.]
Let gentleness my strong enforcement be.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7.

The Law enjoyns a Penalty as an enforcement to Obedi-
ence. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 50.

Rewards and punishments of another life, which the

Almighty has established as the enforcements of his law.
Locke.

His assumption of our flesh to his divinity was an en-

forcement beyond all the methods of wisdom that were
ever made use of in the world. Hammond, Fundamentals.

3. The act of enforcing; the act of giving force
or effect to, or of putting in force

;
a forcing

upon the understanding or the will : as, the

enforcement of an argument by illustrations
;

enforcement of the laws by stringent measures.
Enforcement act. an act for enforcing the collection

of the revenues of the United States, passed in 1833
after the nullification of the tariff act of 1832 by South
Carolina.

enforcer (eu-for'ser), n. One who or that which

compels, constrains, or urges ;
one who effects

by violence
;
one who carries into effect.

Julio. With my soveraignes leave
I'll wed thee to this man, will Jie, nill he.

Phil. Pardon me, sir, I'll be no love enforcer:
1 use no power of mine unto those ends.

Fletcher (and Rmdey), Maid in the Mill, v. 2.

That is even now an ineffective speaking to which grimace
and gesture ("action," as Demosthenes called them) are
not added as enforcers. Whitney, Encyc. Brit., XVII. 767.

enforcible, a. See enforceable.
enforcivet (en-for'siv), a. [< enforce + -ive]

Serving or tending to enforce or constrain;
compulsory.

Cos. But might we not win Cato to our friendship
By honouring speeches, nor persuasive gifts?

Me. Not possible.
Ca>8. Nor by enfarrive usage?

Chapman, Cwsar and Pompey, i. 1.

enforcivelyt (en-for'siv-li), adv. By enforce-

ment; compulsorily. Marston.
enforest (en-for'est), v. t. [Formerly also en-

forrest; < OF. enforester, < ML. inforestare, con-
vert into forest, < in, in, + foresta, forest: see

en-1 and forest.] To turn into or lay under

forest; afforest.



enforest

Henry the VIIHh niforrstti'tl the grounds thereabouts,
. . . though they never attained the full reputation of i

torrent In common discourse .

Fuller, Worthies, Middlesex.

enformt (en-form'), r. t. An obsolete variant
nt' 111 /'unit

'
.

enforsootht, r. ' [ME. fnforsotlirn; < en-1 +
forsooth.'] To make true; rectify; reform.

Y enj'orn'ifhf me (ithir wliilis,

Ami thlnn > wolde lyue u trewe lljf.

1'i.iitiml 1'iH'iiix, ell', (ed. Knrnivnll), p. 183.

enfortt (en-fort'), r. t. [< OF. enfortir = Pr.

enfortir = It. infortire, strengthen, < L. in, in,
+ fortis, strong: sec fort, and cf. enforce.] To
strengthen; fortify.

AsSiilein liruvetli with her hilly hullwarks,
ltoniidl> </</", -I- </, MI.- the create Jehova
Closeth his sen-antes, as u hilly hullwark

Ever abiding.
Sir P. Sidney, Pa. cxxv.

enfortunet (en-f6r'tun), v. t. [ME. enfortunen,
< OF. ciifortuner, < "en- + fortune, fortune: see
en-1 a,ud fortune.] To endow with a fortune.

He that wroght it enfortuned It so
That every wight that had it shuldc have wo.

Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 259.

enfoulderedt, r>. . [Pp. of "enfoulder, < OF.
en- + fouldre, F. foudre, < L. fulgur, lightening,
flashing, < fulgere, flash : see fulgent.] Mingled
with lightning.

Hart cannot thinke what outrage and what cries,
With fnwle tnfmildred smuakeaud Hashing tin-,

The hell-bred beast threw forth unto the skies.

Spenser, F. Q., I. xi. 40.

enframe (en-fram'), v. t.; pret. and pp. en-

framed, ppr. enframing. [< en-1 + frame.] To
inclose in or as in a frame. [Rare.]

All the powers of the house of Godwin
Are not enframed in thee. Tennyson, llarold, 1. 1.

Out of keeping with the style of the relief upon the gates
which it [the frieze] enframes.

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 116.

enfranchise (en-fran'chiz), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

< iifranchised, ppr. enfranchising. [Formerly
also infranchise ; < OF. enfranchis-, stem of cer-

tain parts of enfranchir, enfraitnchir, enfran-
chier, set free, enfranchise, < en- + francliir,
set free: see franchise.] 1. To set free; lib-

erate, as from slavery ; hence, to free or release
from custody, bad habits, or any restraint.

If a man have the fortitude and resolution to enfranchise
himself [from drinking] at once, that is the best.

Bacon, Nature in Men (ed. 1887).

This is that which hath enfranchis'd, enlarg'd and lifted

up our apprehensions degrees above themselves.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 50.

Our great preserver 1

You have enfranchix'd us from wretched bondage.
Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 3.

Prisoners became slaves, and continued BO in their gen-
erations, unless enfranchised by their masters.

Sir If. Temple.
The enfranchised spirit soars at last !

Mem. of H. II. llarham, in Ingoldsby Legends, I. 28.

2. To make free of a state, city, or corporation ;

admit to the privileges of a freeman or citizen
;

admit to citizenship.
The English colonies, and some sepU of the Irishry, en-

franc/lined by special charters, were admitted to the bene-
fit of the laws. Sir J. Danes, State of Ireland.

Specifically 3. To confer the electoral fran-
chise upon ; admit to the right of voting or

taking part in public elections : as, to enfran-
chise a class of people ;

to enfranchise (in Great
Britain) a borough or a university.
From the year 1246 a mayor took the place of the alder-

men, . . . hut the postman-mote and the nu'trhant guild
retained their names and functions, the latter as a means
by which the freemen of the borough were enfranchised.

HtuW*, Const. Hist. (2d ed.), i 810.

4. To endonizen ; naturalize.

Tlu-se words have been enfranchised amongst us. Watts.

= Syn. 1. M'lHin/iit, Lihf,-at>-. ete. See 'timncipate.
enfranchisement (en-frau'chiz-ment), n. [<
enfranchise + -incut.] 1. The act of setting
free

; release from slavery or from custody ;

enlargement.
As low as to thy foot does Cassius fall.
To beg enfranchisement for Publius Cimber.

Shale., J. C., iii. 1.

2. The admission of a person or persons to the
freedom of a state or corporation; investiture
with the privileges of free citizens ; the incor-

porating of a person into any society or body
politic ; now, specifically,

bestowment of the
electoral franchise or the right of voting.
How fame the law to ivtivat aft.T apparently advancing

farther than the Middle Roman I,u\v in the proprietary
en.franchixetm'iit of women .'

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions. ;

Enfranchisement of copyhold lands, lenai eon\, \

ance iu fee dimple of copyholil U'nemeuU by the lord of

1920
a manor to the tenant!, to as to convert such tenements
into freeholds.

enfranchiser (en-fran'chi-zer), n. One who en-

franchises.

enfrayt, " [A Middle English variant of af-

fray.] An affray.
Let no man wyt that we war,
For ferdnes of a fowle enfray.

Towneley Mysteries, p. 170.

enfreet (en-fre'), v. t. [< en-1 + free.] To set

free
;
release from captivity.

To render him.
For the enfreei'. Antenor, the fair Cressid.

Shak., T. and C., IT. 1.

enfreedomt (en-fre'dum), v. t. [< en- 1 + free-

dom.] To give freedom to; set free.

By my sweet soul, I mean, setting thee at liberty, en-

freedoming thy person. Shak., L. L. L., ill. 1.

enfreezet (en-frez'), v. t. [< en-1 + freeze.] To
freeze

;
turn into ice ; congeal.

Thou heatenfraten her disdalnefull brest.

Spenser, In Honour of Love, 1. 146.

enfrenzy (en-fren'zi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. en-

frenzied, ppr. enfrenzying. [< en-1 + frenzy.]
To excite to frenzy; madden. [Rare.]
With an enfrenzied grasp he tore the jasey from his

head. Itnrham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 363.

en froid (on frwo). [F. : en, < L. in, in
; froid,

< L. frigidus, cold.] In a cold state : said of

anything which is more commonly put on or

finished by the agency of heat.

Specimens (of majolica) on which gold 1s applied en

froid. South Kensington Handbook, Spanish Arts.

enfrowardt (en-fro'wftrd), r. t. [< en-1 + fro-
ward.] To make froward or perverse.
The multitude of crooked and side respects, which are

the only clouds that eclipse the truth from shining more
lightly on the face of the world, and the only pricks
which so enfrovard men's affections as not to consider
and follow what were for the best, do cause that this chief

unity nndeth small acceptation.
Sir E. Sandyi, State of Religion.

enfumet (en-fiim'), f. t. [< F. enfumer = Pr.

enfumar, smoke, blind with smoke, < en- + fu-
mer, smoke: see fume.] 1. To dry or cure by
smoking; smoke. 2. To blind or obscure with
smoke.

Perturbations . . . gainst their Guides doe fight,
And so enfuine them that they cannot see.

Danes, Microcosmos, p. 38.

eng (eng), n. [Native name.] A large decid-
uous tree, Dipterocarpus tuberculatus, of Chitta-

gong in Bengal, and of Burma. The wood Is red-
dish and hard, and Is largely used for house-posts, canoes,
etc. It yields a clear yellow resin.

Eng. A common abbreviation of England and
of English.

engage (en-gaj'), v. ; pret. and pp. engaged, ppr.

engaging. [Formerly also ingage; = D. engage-
ren = G. engagiren = Dan. etigagere = Sw. enga-
gcra, < OF. engager, F. engager = Pr. engatgar,
enguatgar, engatjar = It. ingaggiare, < ML. in-

radiare, pledge, engage, < in, in, + vadiare (>F.

fager,
etc. ), pledge, gage: see en-1 and gage1

.]

. trans. 1. To pledge; bind as by pledge,
promise, contract, or oath ; put under an obli-

gation to do or forbear doing something ; spe-
cifically, to make liable, as tor a debt to a credi-

tor ; bind as surety or in betrothal : with a re-

flexive pronoun or (rarely) a noun or personal
pronoun as object: as, nations engage them-
selves to each other by treaty.
Who Is this that engaged his heart to approach unto me?

Jer. xxi. 21.

I have engag'd myself to a dear friend.

Shale., M. of V., Hi. 2.

To the Pope hee ingag'd himself to hazzard life and es-

tate for the Roman Religion. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xx.

Besides disposing of all patronage, civil, military, legal,
and ecclesiastical, for this end, he [Lord Townshend] rn-

gaged himself to new pensions said to amount to 25.000/. a

year. Gladstone, Nineteenth Century, XXII. 461.

The league between virtue and nature engages all things
to assume a hostile front to vice. Emerson, Compensation.

2. To pawn ; stake ; pledge.
He is a noble gentleman ; I dare

Engage my credit, loyal to the state.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, I. 2.

For an armour he would haue engaged vs a bagge of

pearle. but we refused.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith'i True Travels, I. 83.

And most perfidiously condemn
Those that engag'd their lives for them.

S. Butler, Hndlbras, II. II. 338.

He that commends another engages so much of his own
reputation as he gives to that person commended.

Steele, Spectator, No. 188.

3. To secure for aid, employment, use, or the
like: put under requisition by agreement or

bargain; obtain a promise of; as, to engage

engage

one's friends in support of a cause; to engage
workmen ; to engage a carriage, or a supply of

provisions.
I called at Melawe to complain of our treatment at

shrkh Abaiie, and see if 1 could engage him, u he had
nothing eUe to employ him, to pay a visit to my friends at

that inhospitable place. Ilrucr, Source of the Nile, I. 9t.

He engaged seven [reindeer], which arrived the ne>t

evening, In the charge of a tall, handsome Finn, who was
to be our conductor. II. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 109.

4. To gain ;
win and attach ; draw ;

attract and
fix : as, to engage the attention.

Your bounty has engag'd my truth.
. lever's Melancholy, III. 2.

The Servant . . . joyfully acquaint* his Master how
gratefully you recelv'd the present : and this still engages
him more; and he will complement you with great respect
whenever he meets you. Dauipier, Voyages, II. I. 66.

Tills humanity and good-nature engages everybody to

him. Addison, Sir Roger at Home.

While the nations of Europe aspire after change, our
constitution engages the fond admiration of the people
by which it has been established.

Bancroft, Hist. U. 8., I., Int.

6. To occupy ; employ the attention or efforts

of: as, to engage one in con-ersation
;
to be

engaged in war; to engage one's self in party
disputes.

I left my people behind with my firelock, and went
alone to see If I could engage them in a conversation.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 157.

Thus shall mankind his guardian care engage.
Pope, Messiah, 1. 56.

Sir Peter. So, child, has Mr. Surface returned with you?
Maria. No, sir, he was engaged.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, III. 1.

It Is considered extremely sinful to Interrupt a man
when engaged in his devotions.

K. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, I. 92.

6. To enter into contest with
; bring into con-

flict ; encounter in battle : as, the army engaged
the enemy at ten o'clock.

He engages the bravest warrior of all the Greeks, A chilles ;

and falls by his hand, In single combat.

Bacon, Moral Fables, 1.

The great commanders of antiquity never engaged the

enemy without previously preparing the minds of their

followers by animating harangues.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 368.

Grey was forced to leave Herbert, and hurry back to

bring up the reserves ; returning, he attacked Arundel
with artillery, and completely ingageil him.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

7. To interlock and become entangled; entan-

gle; involve.

There be monks in Russia, for penance, that will sit a
whole night in a vessel of water, till they be engaged with
hard ice. Bacon, Custom and Education (ed. 1887).

O limed soul, that struggling to be free,
Art more engagd! Shak., Hamlet, iii. 3.

Once, however, engaged among the first ravines and hlU

spurs thrown out by the great mountain chain, 1 turned

my horse s head and rode swiftly in the direction of Merv.
O'Donovan, Merv, xv.

8. In mi i-li., to mesh with and interact upon ;

enter and act or be acted upon ; interlock with,
as the teeth of geared wheels with each other,
or the rack and pinion in a rack-and-pinion
movement. =Syn. 1. To commit, promise. 8. To en-

gross, busy. 6. To attack, join battle with.

II. intrans. 1. To pledge one's word
; prom-

ise; assume an obligation ;
become bound; un-

dertake : as, a friend has engaged to supply the

necessary funds.

Many brave lords and knights likewise
To free them did engage.

The Seven Champions of Christendom (Child's **11*^.
[1.80).

How proper the remedy for the malady, I engage not.

Fuller.

I dare engage, these creatures have their titles and dis-

tinctions of honour. Sirift, Gulliver's Travels, il. ::.

How commonly . . . rulers have engaged, on succeeding
to power, not to change the established order !

a. Spencer, JYin. of Sociol., | 468.

2. To occupy one's self ; be busied; take part:
as, to engage in conversation

;
he is zealously

engaged in the cause.

Tis not indeed my talent to engage
In lofty trifles. Dryden, tr. of Perslus s Satires.

The present argument is the most abstracted that ever
I engaged in. Svifl, Tale of a Tub, ix.

All her slumbering energies engage with real delight In
what lies before them. U'. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 318.

3. To have an encounter ; begin to fight ;
enter

into conflict.

I'pon advertisement of the Scots army, the Earl of Hol-
land was sent with a body to meet and engage with it.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

It Is a part of the military art to reconnoitre and feel

your way before you engage too deeply.
WaihiHgton, In Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 4M.



engage

4. In fencing, to cross weapons with an adver-

sary, pressing against his with sufficient force

to prevent any mauceuver from taking one un-
awares. Farrow, Mil. Encyc. 5. In mack., to

mesh and interact.

Fixed on a horizontal shaft above the vessel [a sort .of

water-clock] was a small toothed wheel, with which the
toothed rack engaged, and which was, therefore, caused
to turn by the rise of the float.

American Anthropologist, I, 47.

Engaging and disengaging machinery, machinery in

which one part is alternately united to and separated from

another, as occasion may require.

engaged (en-gajd'), p. a. [Pp. of engage, v.]

1. Affianced; betrothed: as, an engaged pair.
2. Busy or occupied with matters which can-

not be interrupted ;
not at leisure : as, when I

call I always find him engaged. 3. In arch.,

partly built or sunk into, or having the appear-
ance of being partly built or sunk into, some-

thing else : as, engaged columns.
All these sculptures have been attached as decorations

to a marble background ; the figures are not, therefore,
sculptured in the round, but, if we may borrow a term
used by architects, are engaged figures.

C. T. Newton, Art and Arclweol., p. 78.

Engaged column. See cotonn. Engaged wheels, in

inech., wheels that are in gear with each other. The
driver is the engaging wheel, and the follower is the
wheel engaged.

engagedly (en-ga'jed-li), adv. In an engaged
manner; with entangling attachment, asapar-
tizan.

Far better it were for publick good there were more
. . . progressive pioneers in the mines of knowledge, than
controverters of what is found ; it would lessen the num-
ber of conciliatours ;

which cannot themselves now write,
but as engagedly biassed to one side or other.

Whitlock, Manners of Eng. People, p. 233.

engagedness (en-ga'jed-nes), n. The state of

being engaged, or seriously and earnestly oc-

cupied; zeal; animation.

engagement (en-gaj'ment), n. [Formerly also

ingagement; = D. G. l)an. Sw. engagement, <

F. engagement = It. ingaggiamento, < ML. in-

vadiamentum, engagement, < invadiare (> F. en-

gager, etc.), engage : see engage and -ment.] 1.

The act of engaging, binding, or pledging, or
the state of being engaged, bound, or pledged.

These are they who have bound the land with the sinne
of Sacrilege, from which mortal ingagement wee shall
never be free till wee have totally remov'd with one labour
as one individuall thing Prelaty and Sacrilege.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

2. That to which one is engaged or pledged ;

an agreement; an appointment ;
a contract; an

undertaking: as, he failed to fulfil his engage-
ment.

If the superior officers prevailed, they would be able
to make good their engagement ; if not, they must apply
themselves to him [the king] for their own security.

Ludlow, Memoirs, 1. 186.

We damsels shall soon be obliged to carry a book to en-
rol our engagements ... if this system of reversionary
dancing be any longer encouraged.

Disraeli, Young Duke, ii. 3.

Specifically 3. The state of having entered
into a contract of marriage ;

betrothal : as, their

engagement has been announced. 4. That
which engages or binds

; obligation.
He was kindly used, and dismissed in peace, professing

much engagement for the great courtesy he found there.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 232.

This is the greatest engagement not to forfeit an oppor-
tunity. Hammond, Fundamentals.

Religion, which is the chief engagement of our league.
Milton.

5f. Strong attachment or adherence; partial-
ity; bias; partizanship.
The opportunity of so fit a messenger, and my deep en-

gagement of affection to thee, makes me write at this time.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 437.

This may be obvious to any who impartially, and without
engagement, is at pains to examine. Swift.

6. Occupation; employment of the attention ;

affair of business.

Play, either by our too long or too constant engagement
in it, becomes like an employment or profession. Rogers.

7. In mach., the act or state of meshing toge-
ther and acting upon each other: as, the engage-
ment of geared wheels. 8. A combat between
armies or fleets; a fight ; a conflict

;
a battle.

The showr of Arrows and Darts overpass't, both Battels
attack'd each other with a close and terrible ingagement.

Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

All full of expectation of the fleete's engagement, but it

is not yet. Pepys, Diary, II. 418.

Our army, led by valiant Torrismond,
Is now in hot engagement with the Moors. Dryden.

To recite at this time the circumstances of the Ingage-
ment at Brandywine, which have been bandied about' in
all the Newspapers, would be totally unnecessary.

Washington, to Col. bam'l Washington, X. A. Rev.,
[CXLI1I. 480.

1930

9. In fencing, the joining of weapons with an

adversary: as, an engagement in carte, tierce,
etc. Rolando (ed. Forsyth) The Engagement,
in British hist., the name given to a treaty entered into

in 1647 between Charles I., then in the hands of the Par-

liamentary army, and commissioners on behalf of the mod-
erate Presbyterians in Scotland, whereby the latter, for

certain concessions on the king's part, engaged to deliver
him from captivity by force of arms. = Syn. 2. Pledge, etc.

(see promise, n.), contract. 8. Conflict, Fight, etc. See
talttei.

engager (en-ga'jer), n. 1. One who engages
or secures. 2. One who enters into an engage-
ment or agreement ;

a surety.

And that they [Italian operas] might be performed with
all decency, seeraliness, and without rudeness and pro-
faneness, John Maynard . . . and several sufficient citizens

were engagers. Wood, Athena? Oxon.

3. [cap.'] In Scottish hist., one of a party who
supported the treaty called

" The Engagement,"
and who joined in the invasion of England con-

sequent on it. See phrase under engagement.
engaging (en-ga'jing), p. a. [Ppr. of engage, v.~\

Winning ; attractive ; tending to draw the at-

tention, the interest, or the affections; pleas-

ing: as, engaging manners or address.

His [Horace's] addresses to the persons who favoured
him are so inimitably engaging, that Augustus complained
of him for so seldom writing to him.

Steele, Tatler, No. 173.

That common-sense which is one of the most useful,

though not one of the most engaging, properties of the

[English] race. Lowell, Books and Libraries.

The Greeks combine the energy of manhood with the

engaging unconsciousness of childhood.

Emerson, History.

engagingly (en-ga'jing-li), adv. In an engag-
ing manner; so as to win the affections.

engagingness (en-ga'jing-nes), n. The quality
of being engaging ; attractiveness; attraction:

as, the engagingness of his manners.
engallantt (en-gal'ant), v. t. [< en-1 + gal-

lant.] To make a gallant of.

I would have you direct all your courtship thither ; if

you could but endear yourself to her affection, you were
eternally engallanted. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

engaolt (en-jal')> v. t. An obsolete form of en-

jail.

engarboilt (en-gar'boil), v. t. [< e-i + gar-
boil.] To disorder.

It is strange, that for wishing, advising, and in his owne
particular using and ensuing that moderation, thereby not
to engarboile the church, and disturb the course of piety,
he should so ... bee blamed.

Up. Mountagu, Appeal to Caesar, ix.

engarland (en-gar'land), v. t. [< ew-1 + gar-
land.'] To encircle with a garland. [Poetical.]

Muses ! I oft invoked your holy aid,
With choicest flowers my speech t' enqarland so.

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eug. Garner, I. 630).

Engarlanded and diaper'd
With inwrought flowers.

Tennyson, Arabian Night*.

engarrison (en-gar'i-sn), v. t. [< en-i + gar-
riaon.] To place in garrison or in a state of
defense.

In this case we encounter sin in the body, like a be-

sieged enemy ; and such an one, when he has engarrison'd
himself in a strong hold, will endure a storm.

South, Works, IX. v.

There was John engarrison'd, and provided for the as-

sault with a trusty sword, and other implements of war.

Olanville, Witchcraft, p. 127.

engastrimytht (en-gas'tri-mith), n. [Also en-

gastromith, engastrimutli ; < Gr. eyyaarpifivdof,
a ventriloquist, generally used of women who
delivered oracles by ventriloquy, < ev yaarpi,
in the belly (Iv, in

; yaarpi, dat. of yatrrj/p, akin
to L. venter, belly), + fii>6of, speech. See myth.]
A ventriloquist.

So, all incenst, the pale engatitromitk
(Rul'd by the furious spirit he's haunted with)
Speaks in his womb.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Imposture.

engender (en-jen'der), v. [Formerly also in-

gender ; < ME. engendren, < OF. engendrer, F.

engendrer = Pr. engenrar, engendrar = Sp. Pg.
engendrar = It. ingenerare, < L. ingenerare, be-

get, < in, in, + generare, beget, produce, gener-
ate: see generate and gender.] I. trans. 1. To
breed; beget; generate.

Thus, delves made, on hem shall weete and heete,
Thai two dooth all engendre grapes greete.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 44.

Hence 2. To produce; cause to exist
; bring

forth ; cause
;
excite : as, intemperance engen-

ders disease
; angry words engender strife.

This bastard love is engendered betwixt lust and idle-

ness. Sir P. Sidney.

engine
Sir Philip Sidney very pretily closed vp a dittie in this

sort :

What medcine, then, can such disease remoue
Where loue breedes hate, and hate engenders loue ?

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 181.

Of that airy
And oily water, mercury is engendered.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

Vain hopes, vain aims, inordinate desires,
Blown up with high conceits iniienderim/ pride.

Milton, P. L., iv. 809.

From the prejudices engendered by the Church, I pass
to the prejudices engendered by the army itself.

Sumner, Orations, I. 59.

= Syn. 2. To call forth, create, give rise to, occasion, stir

up.

II. intrans. 1. To be caused or produced;
come into existence.
Take hede they speake no wordes of villany, for it

causeth much corruption to ingender in them.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 64.

Thick clouds are spread, and storms engender there.

Dryden.

2. To come together; meet in sexual embrace.

Luff ingendreth with ioye, as in a iust sawle,
And hate in his hote yre hastis to wer.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7959.

The council of Trent and the Spanish inquisition, ingen-
dering together, brought forth those catalogues and ex-

purgating indexes. Milton, Areopagitica.

engenderer (en-jen'der-er), . [= F. engen-
dreur = Pr. engenraire, engenrador = Sp. en-

gendrador = It. ingeneratore, < L. as if *inge-

nerator, < ingenerare, engender: see engender.]
One who or that which engenders ;

a begetter.
The ingenderers and ingendered.

Sir J. Dames, Wittes Pilgrimage, sig. 0, 1.

engendruret, n. [ME., also engendure, < OF.
engendrure, engendreure, engenrure, engenreure=
Pr. engenradura, < L. as if *ingeneratura, < in-

generare, engender: see engender.] 1. The act
of generation ;

a begetting.
Haddestow as greet a leeve as thou hast myght,
To parfourne al thy lust in Engendrure,
Thou haddest bigeten many a creature.

Chaucer, Prol. to Monk's Tale, 1. 59.

2. Descent
; lineage.

Hys engendrure to declare and tell,

Comyn is he off full noble linage.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), !. 6345.

engild (en-gild'), v. t.; pret. and pp. engilded,

engilt, ppr. engilding. [< en-1 + gild.] To gild;

brighten.
Fair Helena

;
who more engildn the night

Than all yon fiery oes and eyes of light.

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2.

engint, n. An obsolete spelling of engine.

engin. An abbreviation of engineering.

engin-a-verge (F. pron. on-zhan'a-verzh'), n.

A military engine or catapult for throwing large
stones, barrels of combustibles, etc.

, by means
of a mast or staff rotating about one end, and
having at the other a spoon, hook, or other de-
vice for holding the projectile.

engine (en'jin), n. [Also dial, ingine, ingin; <

ME. engin, engyn, engen, rarely ingyne (with ac-
cent on second syllable, whence by apheresis
often gin, gyn, ginne, gynne, > mod. E. gin*, q.

v.), < OF. engin, enging, engeng, engeinh, enginh,
natural ability, artifice, a mechanical contri-

vance, esp. a war-engine, a battering-ram, F.

engin = Pr. engin, engen = OSp. eiigeno, Sp.
ingenio = Pg. engenho = It. ingegno, < L. inge-

nium, innate or natural quality, nature, genius,
a genius, an invention, in LL. a war-engine,
battering-ram, < ingignere (pp. ingenitiis), instil

by birth, implant, produce in: see ingenious,
and of. genius.] If. Innate or natural ability;

ingenuity; craft; skill.

But consydreth well, that I ne usurpe not to have found-
en this werke of my labour or of myne engin.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, Pref.

Virgil won the bays,
And past them all for deep engine, and made them all to

gaze
Upon the books he made. Churchyard.
Such also as made most of their workes by translation

out of the Latine and French toung, & few or none of their
owne engine. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 68.

He does 't by engine and devices, he !

B. Jonixm, Devil is an Ass, ii. 1.

2t. An artful device or contrivance ; a skilful-

ly devised plan or method
;
a subtle artifice.

Therefore this craftie engine he did frame,
Against his praise to stirre up enmitye.

Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 23.

The edict uf tJie emperor Julianus . . . was esteemed
and accounted a ... pernicious engine and machination
against the Christian faith.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 69.

I must visit Contarino ; upon that

Depends an emiine shall weigh up my losses,
Were they sunk low as hell.

Wi-bnttr, Devil's Law-Case, ii. 4.



engine

3. An instrumental agent or agency of any
kind; anything usrd to effect a purpose; an

instrumentality.
In the tymc that we ly lie-fun; this town ther may be

taken a-nother tnwn other In- famyn or IM oih. r

tor an 8uunc shall we take twcync as "on.

'Mrrli(K. K. T. 8.), . 256.

liexterity aiut snlleranee, bravo Dun,
Are nviinrs the imro politic must work with.

/'..,-!/, Lady's Trial, il. 1.

And say, finally, whether peace is best preserved by giv-

ing energy to the government, or information to the peo-
ple. This last in the most certain and the most legiti-
mate engine of government.

Je/erson, Correspondence, II. 276.

An age when the Dutch press was one of the most for-

midable engines by which the public mind of Europe was
moved. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

4. An apparatus for producing some mechani-
cal effect; especially, a skilful mechanical con-
trivance: used in a very general way.

States, as great engine*, move slowly.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

Specifically (at) A snare, gin, or trap.

A flssher of the eontrey com to the Lak de Losane with
hla nettes and his engynes. Merlin (E. E. T. .-.), III. 666.

Item, Whereas it Is contained in the Statute of West-
minster the Second, that young salmons shall not be taken
nor destroyed by nets, nor by engine*, at milldams, from
the midst of April till the Nativity of St. John the Baptist.

Statute nflSlh Richard 11., quoted In Walton's
[Complete Angler, p. 62, note.

(6) A mechanism, instrument, weapon, or tool by which
a violent effect is produced, as a musket, cannon, rack,
catapult, battering-ram, etc. ; specifically, in old use, a
rack for torture ; by extension, any tool or Instrument :

us, engines of war or of torture.

The kyng of kyngges erly vppe he rose,
And sent for men of craft in all the hast,
To make engenys after his purpose,
The wallis to breke, the Cltee for to wast.

Oenerydei (E. E. T. S.), I. 2887.

The sword, the arrow, the gun, with many terrible en-

gines of death, will be well employed. Raleigh, Essays.

O most small fault,
How ugly didst thou In Cordelia show !

Which, like an engine, wrench'd my frame of nature
From the lix'd place. Shak., Lear, i. 4.

But that two-handed engine at the door
Stands ready to smite once, and smite no more.

Hilton, Lycidas, 1. 130.

He takes the gift with reverence, and extends
The little engine [scissors] on his fingers' ends.

Pope, K. of the L., 111. 1S2.

More particularly (c) A skilfully contrived mechanism
or machine, the parts of which concur In producing an in-

tended effect ; a machine for applying any of the mechani-
cal or physical powers to effect a particular purjwse ; es-

pecially, a self-contained, self-moving mechanism for the
conversion of energy into useful work : as, a hydraulic en-

gine for utilizing the pressure of water ; a steam-, gas-, or
' ' '

the
' ' '

hir-entjine, in which the elastic force of steam, gas, or air
is utilized ; a fire-engine ; stationary or locomotive en-
iiii> ,<. In popular absolute use, the word generally has
reference to a locomotive engine. Bee these words.

In mechanicals, the direction how to frame an instru-
ment or engine, is not the same with the manner of setting
it on work. liacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 278.

Home cut the pipes, and some the engines play,
And some, more bold, mount ladders to the fire.

Dryden.
As the barometric oscillations are due to solar radiation,

it follows that the earth and sun together constitute a
thermodynamic engine.

Thornton and Tail, Nat. Phil., } 830.

Agricultural, ammoniacal, annular, assistant, at-
mospheric engine. See the adjective*. - Balance-
wheel engine. See iialance-icherl. Binary engine. See
Hilary. Bisulphid-of-carbon engine, an engine using
the vapor of bisnlphid of carbon as a motive agent. The
liquid lulls at 110 V.. and at the usual temperature of ex-
haust steam will give a pressure of sixty-flve pounds to the
square inch. The vapor in such engines is condensed after

passing through the cylinder, and returned to the boiler
to be converted again into vapor ; it can be thus used con-
tinuously with very little loss. - Caloric engine. See ca-
loric. Carbonic-acid engine. See rarlmnie. Com-
pound engine. See tttummtgtot. Compressed-air
engine. See mm/uvmmi. Concentric engine, a rotat-

ing engine. Cornish engine. See xi.-.tm ..-/i./i'/ic. Cy-
cloldal engine, a machine for engraving the wavy or
curved lines upon the plates from which bank-checks,
Imnds, etc., are printed. The lines are produced by a
compound motion given to the graver, or by a combined
movement of graver and plate. Dental engine, an ap-
paratus for conveying power to dental surgical instrn
incuts. Direct-action engine, nn engine in which the

piston-rod i* directly coupled to the connecting-rod.
Disk engine, an engine in which motive power is obtain-
ed by tb" application of steam to the oscillation of a disk.

Double-acting engine. See tirain-enginr.- Electro-
dynamic engine, an enu-ine ojierated by an electric cm-
rent. - Electromagnetic engine, nonelectric machine,
under elrelric. - Elevator-engine, a special form of st ,-:mi

hoisting engine that can be controlled from the elevator-
ear or from any Moor, or made to operate automatically at

any point of the travel of the car. Empty engine. 'see

emi'ttt.
- Ether-engine, a machine similar totM steam-

engine, in which the vapor of ether is suhsti tutetl for steam.
Geared engine, an engine hi"h a. males the driven

machinery through the intervention of gearing. Half-
beam engine, a steam engine having a beam so arranged
as to be moved about a pivot at one end by the action of
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the engine placed at the other end, the crank being placed
hem -alii tlie m i< idle of the 1,,-am Hanuonlc engine, an

electromagnetic engine of small size, invented by Ix

High-duty engine, an engine designed to work with
minimum consumption of fuel. Horizontal engine, an
engine set withthc axes of its steam-cylinders audits cen-
ter-lines hoii/ontal. Hydraulic engine, see Ai/t/nn//-.

Hydrocarbon engine, anoth.r name for the petroleum
engine, or for any oii-and \ :ipor moior. Inclined en-
gine, an engine of which the line of action is inclined to
the hoi i/on. internal-combustion engine, an engine
in which the working cylinder is also theTurnaee. Man
engine, an apparatus set In mine-shafts, consisting of two
parallel and vertical rods alternately rising and falling,
and carrying at suitable intervals platforms, of which a

pair stop opposite each other at each stroke of the engine.
In another form one set of platforms is stationary and
fixed to the walls of the shaft, there being but a single
oscillating rod. Miners, by stepping back and forth from
one platform to another at each stroke of the engine, are
raised to the surface or transported to the bottom of the
mine. Marine engine. See marine. Mogul engine,
a locomotive of a peculiar and heavy type, built fornaul-
lug heavy trains, and having six coupled driving-wheels
and a single pair of truck-wheels. Non-condensing en-
gine. See nan-condensing. Non-rotative engine, an
engine which does not turn a fly-wheel and crank-shut
Oscillating engine, an engine in which the piston-rod
is coupled directly to the crank-pin, the steam-cylinder
oscillating on trunnions to permit the requisite lateral
movement of the rod. Pendulous or Inverted oscll-.

lating engine, an engine in which the steam-cylinder is

supportedToy and oscillates about trunnions at the upper
end, the piston-rod being directly connected to the crank
below. Rose engine, see ruse-engine. side-lever en-
gine. Same as marine engine. Stationary engine, any
form of motor on a lived l>ed, as distinguished from a port-
able, road, or locomotive engine. Trunk-engine, an en-

gine in which the connecting-rod is coupled to crank and
piston, reaching the latter through a large hollow "trunk"
or rod forming a part of the structure. Twin engine,
a combination of two engines of the same construction,
coupled so as to work together. Vertical engine, an
engine without a beam, set in the vertical ii ne. wildcat
engine, a locomotive engine that runs without a train :

so called because it has no regular time. 1
1 '. s. ]

engine (en'jin), v. t.: pret. and pp. engined,
ppr. engining. [< ME. enginen, engytien, con-

trive, deceive, torture, < OF. engignier, engi-
gner, engenier, engenhier, contrive, invent, de-

ceive, intrigue, etc., = Pr. enginhar = OSp. en-

geftar, Sp. ingeniar = Pg. engenhar = It. inge-

gnare, deceive, dupe, etc., < ML. ingeniare, con-

trive, attack with engines, dep. ingeniari,
in-

trigue, deceive, < L. ingenium, genius, inven-

tion, 1.1.. an engine: see engine, /.
| If. To

contrive.

And now shal Lucifer leue It thowgh hym loth thlnke ;

For Oygas the geaunt with a gynne engyned
To breke and to bete doune that ben ageines lesus.

Pier* Plowman (B), xviii. 260.

2f. To assault with engines of war. Dairies.

Infidels, profane and professed enemies to engine and
batter our walls. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 29.

3f. To torture by means of an engine ; rack.

The m) nistrcs of that toun
Han bent the cartere and so sore him pyned,
And eek the hostiller so sore engyned,
That they biknewe Mr wikkednes anoon.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 240.

4. To furnish with an engine or engines : as,
the vessel was built on the Clyde and engined
at Greenwich.

engine-bearer (en'jin-bar'er), n. In ship-
building, one of the sleepers or pieces of tim-
ber in a steamer placed between the keelson
and the boilers of the steam-engine, to form a

proper seat for the boilers and machinery.
engine-counter (en'jin-koun'ter), n. A regis-
tering device for recording or counting the
movements of engines or machinery ;

a speed-
indicator. See speed-recorder.
engined (en'jind), a. Same as engine-turned.
engine-driver (en'jin-dri'ver), n. One who
drives or manages an engine; especially, one
who manages a locomotive engine: in the
United States commonly called engineer.

engineer (en-ji-ner'), . [Formerly enginer,
rarely ingener; < OF. engignier = 8p. vngeniero
= Pg. engenneiro = It. ingegnere, ingegnero, <

ML. ingentarius, one who makes or uses an en-

gine, < ingenium, an engine : see engine. Cf . D.
Q. ingenieur= Dan. Sw. ingenior, < F. ingtfnieur,
OF. enqigneor, engigneour, one who makes an en-

gine, ClifLi.*ingeniator,<. ingeniare, contrive: see

engine, t'.] 1. A person skilled in the principles
and practice of any department of engineering.
Engineers are classified, according to the particular busi-
ness pursued by them, as military, naval or marine, civil,

ifiinin'i, and mechanical or dtfnatnic engineer*. (See en-

gineerin;i.) In the United States navy engineer* are class-
ed as follows : Engineer in chief, ranking with a commo-
dore and having charge of the Bureau of Steam Engineer
ing at the Navy IH'partment ; >-hi:'i >'n<tin>-crs, ranking,
according to length of service, with 'lieutenant command-
ers, commanders, or captains ; patted assistant engineers,
ottuers who have passed their examination for chief en-
gineer, and who rank with lieutenants; and a.

yineers, who rank with ensigns or lieutenants.

enginery

2. An engine-driver; one who manages an en-

gine; a person who has charge of an engine
and its connected machinery, as on board a
steam-vesni'1. 3. One who carries through any
scheme or enterprise by skill or artful con-
trivance; a manager.- Chief of engineers, In the
I mi'-d States army, a high official of the War Department,
head of the corps of engineers, who has supervisory charge
of fortifications, torpedo service, military bridges, river
and harbor improvements, military surveys, etc. Corps
of engineers. See corpt-'. Fleet engineer, sec ./!<.

engineer (en-ji-ner'), r. t. [< engineer, n.] 1.

To plan and direct the formation or carrying
out of; direct as an engineer: as, to engineer a
canal or a tunnel.

Carefully engineered waterways.
(Jeikie, GeoL Sketches, II. 14.

2. To work upon ; ply ; try some scheme or plan
upon.
Unless we engineered him with question after question,

we could get nothing out of him. Ops^M
3. To guide or manage by ingenuity and tact;
conduct through or over obstacles by contri-
vance and effort : as, to engineer a bill through
Congress.
An exhibition engineered by a native prince is quite a

novelty even in India. The American, VII. 24.

engineering (en-ji-ner'ing), n. [Verbal n. of

engineer, v7] 1. The art of constructing and
using engines or machines

;
the art of execut-

ing civil or military works which require a spe-
cial knowledge or use of machinery, or of the

principles of mechanics. Abbreviated engin.
2. Careful management ; maneuvering.
Who kindling a combustion of desire,
With some cold moral think to quench the Are,
Though all your engineering proves In vain.

Coicper, Progress of Error, 1. 321.

Civil engineering, that branch of engineering which
relates to the construction or care of roads, bridges, rail-

roads, canals, aqueducts, harliors, drainage-works, etc.

Electrical engineering. 8ee electrical.- Hydraulic
engineering. See hydraulic. Mechanical <>r dynam-
ic engineering, that branch which relates strictly to

machinery, such as steam-engines, machine-tools, mill-

work, etc. Military engineering, that branch which
relates to the construction and maintenance of fortifica-

tions, and all buildings necessary in military posts, and
Includes a thorough knowledge of every point relative to
the attack and defense of places. The science also em-
braces the surveying of a country for the various opera-
tions of war. Mining engineering, that branch which
relates to all the operations Involved in selecting, testing,

opening, and working mines. Naval or marine engi-
neering, that branch which relates to the construction
and management of engines for the propulsion of steam*
ships.

engineership (en-ji-ner'ship), n. (X engineer
+ -ghijt.] The post of engineer. [Rare.]
His nephew, David Alan Stevenson, joined with him at

the time of his death in the engineerthip, is the sixth of the

family who has held, successively or conjointly, that office.

R. L. Stevenson, in Contemporary Rev., LI. 790.

engine-house (en'jin-hous), n. A building for
the accommodation of an engine or engines.

Boilers, dynamos, and engine-house must all be arranged
for that size. Elect. Rev., XXII. 243.

engine-lathe (en'jin-laVH), n. A large form of
lathe employed for the principal turning-work
of a machine-shop.
engineman (en'jin-man), n.; pi. enginemen
(-men). A man who manages an engine, as in

steamers, steam-cars, manufactories, etc.

engine-plane (en'jin-plan). n. In coal-mining,
an underground way over which the coal is con-

veyed by means of an endless chain or rope
worked by an engine.
enginert (en'ji-ner), w. [Also ingener; earlier
form of engineer : see engineer.] 1. An engi-
neer; one who manages a military engine.

For 'tis the sport to have the enginer
Hoist with his own petar.

Shak., Hamlet, ill. 4 (quartos).

2. A skilful contriver ; an artful or ingenious
deviser.

He is a good enginer that alone can make an instru-
ment to get preferment Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 1S4.

There's yet one more, Gabinius,
The enginer of all. B. Jonson, Catiline, v. 4.

engine-room (en'jin-r8m), n. The room or
apartment of a vessel in which the engines are

placed.
Where, for example, are the engine-roam logs of any of

the ships he warms! the Engineer, LXV. 108.

enginery (en'jin-ri), . [< engine + -ry.] 1.

The act or art of managing engines or artillery.
2. Engines collectivelv

; mechanism; ma-
chinery; especially, artillery; instruments of
war.

Xot distant far with heavy pace the foe

Approaching, gross and huge, in hollow cube
Trailing his devilish enginery. Milton, V. L., vL 653.
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2. To render furry or clammy ;
make sticky.

His tongue engleymed, and his nose Mack.
Liber Festival, fol. 16 b.

3. To clog ; cloy.
The man that moche hony eteth his mawe it cngleymtth.

Piers Plowman (B), xv. 66.

II. intrans. To stick, or stick fast.

That noon offes white

Englayme uppon the rootes of her tonnge.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 26.

an end, especially a'bad end; machinations; englaimoust, a. [ME. englaymous; < englaim

enginery
I have lived to mark

A new and unforeseen creation rise

From out the labours of a peaceful Land
Wielding her potent enginery to frame
And to produce. Wordsworth, Excursion, viii.

The earth is shaken by our engineries.
Emerson, Success.

With a mighty inward whirring and buzzing of the en-

rrinen which constitutes her [an automaton's! muscular

system. 0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 129.

3. Any carefully prepared scheme to compass

devices
; system of artifice.

The fraudful enginery of Rome. Shenstone, Economy.

All his own devilish enginery of lying witnesses, partial

sheriffs, etc. Macaulay.

Such a comprehensive and centralized scheme of na-

+ -ous. Cf. glaimous.~\ Smeared; sticky.

Som gomys thourghe gyrde with gaddys of yryne,

Comys gayliche clede englaymous wapene !

Archers of Inglande fulle egerly schottes,
Hittis thourghe the harde stele hertly dynnttis !

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3685.

tional education, if once thoroughly realized, would prove .

the most appalling enginery for the propagation of anti- Englander (ing'glan-der), n. [= G. Englander
Christian and atheistic unbelief. = Dan. Engliender; as England + -er1 .] Ana-

Sew Princeton Rev., II. 134.
tiye of Engian(3.j an English man or woman.

[Bare.]
I marvel what blood thou art neither Englander nor

Scot. Scott, Abbot, iv.

There are two young Englanders in the house, who hate

4f. Engineering.
They may descend in mathematicks to fortification, ar-

chitecture, enginery, or navigation. Milton, Education.

all the Americans in a lump.
H. James, Jr., Daisy Miller, p. 35.

engine-shaft (en'jin-shaft), n. In mining, a

shaft used exclusively for the pumping-ma-
chinery.
engine-tool (en'jin-tol), n. Same as machine- englantS (F. pron. on-glon-ta'), [Heraldic
tool. F., better *england6, < en-, = E. en-, + glands

engine-turned (en'jin-ternd), a. Ornamented (equiv. to englante), acorned, < glande, < L.

with designs produced by a rose-engine. Also glan(d-)s, an acorn t see gland.'] Ln her., bear-

engined. ing acorns: said of an oak-tree used as a bear-

engine-turning (en'jin-ter"ning), n. A class ing.
of ornament executed by what is termed a rose- englet, n. and v. Same as ingle.

English (ing'glish. The historical prop, would
be eng'glish ;

the change to ing'glish is due to

the great frequency of i, and the almost entire

absence of e, before ng in mod. native E. words),
a. and n. [< ME. English, Englisch, Englissh,

Englyssh, Englisse (= D. Engelsch = G. Englisch
= Dan. Sw. Engelslc; cf. OF. Englesche, usu-

ally Angleis, Anglois, F. Anglais = Sp. Ingles =
Pg. Inglez = It. Inglese, English, after E. Eng-
lish, as if from a ML. *Anglensis (see -ese), for

Anglicus : see Anglic, Anglican), < AS. Englisc,

rarely JEnglisc, English, i. e., Anglo-Saxon, per-

Specin of Engine-turning.

engine. It is used for such work as the network of

curved lines on a bank-note engraving or a watch-case.

. . r\T\ 1C*1U1T -ti^rty tnjv/,
. . i > _. i i .

* i i *> . . . . i r > ^ i . i .11, JJ^M.

enginoust (en'ji-nus), a. [< ME. enginous, < OF.
talning to tne Angles, a Low German tribe, <

engignos, engignous, F. ingemeux = Pr. mgtnhm EngU ^ngie the Angles, who settled in Brit-
= OSp. engenoso, Sp. ingenioso = Pg. engenhoso

."'.. .

= It. ingeynoso, < L. ingeniosus, ingenious, < in-

genium, natural ability, genius, LL. an engine.
See engine, and ingenious, of which enginous is

the older form.] Ingenious ;
inventive

;
me-

chanical.
It niaketh a man ben enginous
And swifte of fote and eke irous.

Gower, Conf. Amant., VII. 99.

All the Enginous Wheeles of the Sonle are continually

going. Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 30.

Those beams, by enginous art, made often to mount and

spread like a golden and glorious canopy over the deified

persons that are placed under it.

Middleton, Triumphs of Integrity.

That's the mark of all their enginous drifts,
To wound my patience.

B. Jonaon, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 2.

engird (en-gerd'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. engirt or

engirded, ppr. engirding. [< en-1 + gird1 ."]
To

surround; encircle; encompass.
My heart is drown'd with grief,

Whose flood begins to flow within mine eyes ;

My body round engirt with misery.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.

While they the church engird with motion slow.

Wordsworth, Processions in the Vale of Chamouny.

engirdle (en-ger'dl), v. t.; pret. and pp. engir-

dled, ppr. engirdling. [< en-1 + girdle.] To in-

close; surround.
Or when extending wide their flaming trains,
With hideous grasp the skies engirdle round,
And spread the terrours of their burning locks.

Glover, Sir Isaac Newton.

engirtt (en-gert'), v. t. [For engird, altered

through influence of its pp. engirt.] To encir-

cle
; engird.

A lily prison'd in a gaol of snow ; . . .

So white a friend engirts so white a foe.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 364.

engiscope, n. See engyscope.
engladt (en-glad'), v. *. [< enA + glad.] To
make glad; cause to rejoice.

Lyke as the larke vpon the somer's daye,
When Titan radiant burnisheth his bemes bryght,

Mounteth on hye, with her melodious laye
Of the sonshyne enqladid with the lygjit.

Skelton, Garland of Laurel, 1. 636.

englaimt, ". [ME. englaymen, engleymen, be-

smear, make sticky, cloy, < ew-1 + glaymen,
gleymen, smear: see glaim.~] I. trans. 1. To
besmear.

The gorre [gore] guschez owte at ones
That alle englaymez the gresse, one grounde ther he

standez! Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1131.

ain, giving to the southern part of it the name
of Engla land (> ME. Englelond, England, Eng-
land, mod. England), i. e., the land of the An-

gles: see Angle?, Anglo-Saxon."] I. a. 1. Be-

longing to or characteristic of England (the

largest of the three kingdoms which with the

principality of Wales form the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland), or to its inhabi-

tants, institutions, etc.: often used for British.

Englische men beth Saxoynes,
That beth of Engistes Soones.

Arthur (ed. Furnivall), 1. 521.

And thanne ther Remayned in the shippe iiij Englyssh
prestis moo. Torkinyton, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 56.

Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more ;

Or close the wall up with our English dead !

Shak., Hen. V., Hi. 1.

O the roast beef of Old England !

And O the old English roast beef !

Fielding, Roast Beef of Old England.

2. Of or pertaining to or characteristic of the

language spoken by the people of England and
the peoples derived from them. See II., 2.

Early English architecture. See early. English
basement, bond, horn, etc. See the nouns. English
disease, rickets.

II. n. 1 . Collectively, in the plural, the peo-

Ele
of England; specifically, natives of Eng-

ind, or the people constituting the English
race, particularly as distinguished from the

Scotch, Welsh, and Irish.

There goes the Talbot, with his colours spread,
And all the troops of English after him.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 3.

2. [ME. English, Englisch, etc., < AS. Englisc,

Englisc, neut. adj. as noun (also with a noun,
Englisc gereordorgethedd), the Englishlanguage

that is, the language spoken by the Angles
and, by extension, by the Saxons and otherLow
German tribes who composed the people called

Anglo-Saxons. See etymology above, Anglo-
Saxon, and def.] The language of the peo-
ple of England and of the peoples derived from

them, including those of English descent in the
United States of America, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, and the British dependencies in

India, Africa, and other parts of the world.
The signification of the term English, as applied to lan-

guage, has varied with its changes of signification in politi-
cal use. Originally applied to the language of the Angles,
it came in time to be the general designation of the aggre-
gate of slightly differing Low German dialects, Anglian
and Saxon, which was recognized as the national tongue
of the Teutonic invaders of Britain. This tongue, now

English

generally known as Anglo-Saxon (see Anglo-Saxon), under-

went in the course of time, by the Scandinavian invasion

in the ninth century, and by the Norman conquest and the

introduction of Norman French in'the eleventh century,

changes so extensive and profound as to make the "
Eng-

lish" language of the later periods practically another

tongue. Accordingly, the older stages of the language
have at different periods received some special data*-
tion,w Saxon, Anglo-Saxon,English-Saxon,orSaxon-Eng-
lish for the language before the Norman conquest, and Old

English or Early English for the period between the Nor-

man conquest and the modern period. Recently some
British scholars have insisted on using English to cover

the whole range of the language, applying Old English, or,

as some term it, Oldest English, to the Anglo-Saxon period.

But, apart from the question as to the practical differences

of the Anglo-Saxon and the language later called English,

this tends to confusion, the term Old English having long
had a distinct and well-understood application to the

mixed language developed after the Norman conquest.
Various divisions have been made of the periods of Eng-
lish. All are more or less arbitrary, there being no abso-

lute gap even between the Anglo-Saxon and the following

period. A common division, adopted in this dictionary,
is as follows : (1) Anglo-Saxon, meaning usually and chief-

ly West-Saxon, but including all other Anglo-Saxon dia-

lects Kentish, Mercian, Old Northumbrian, etc., from the

middle of the fifth century, or rather from the seventh

century, when the first contemporary records (in Anglo-

Saxon) begin, to the middle or end of the twelfth century

(A. D. 450 (600)-1150 (1200)); (2) Middle English, also called

Old English, from the middle or end of the twelfth cen-

tury to the beginning of the sixteenth century (A. D. 1150

(1200)-1500) ; (8) Modern English, or simply English, from
the beginning of the sixteenth century to the present time.

Each of these periods is divided, when convenient, into

three subperiods by the terms early and late applied to the

first and the last part of the main periods. The periods of

transition cannot be exactly fixed, and in the etymologies
of this dictionary the designation

"
early Middle English,"

for example, with reference to a word or form, may coin-

cide in date with the designation "late Anglo-Saxon," as

applied to another word or form of earlier aspect or spell-

ing. So "
early modern English," referring properly to the

first part of the sixteenth century (A. D. 1500-1550), may in

some cases refer back to the last decades of the fifteenth

century, or, in regard to archaic forms and spellings, may
extend to the end of the sixteenth century. In particular
cases the date of the century or the date of the year is

given. Philologically, English, considered with reference

to its original form, Anglo-Saxon, and to the grammatical
features which it retains of Anglo-Saxon origin, is the most

conspicuous member of the Low German group of the

Teutonic family, the other Low German languages being
Old Saxon, Old Friesic, Old Low German, and other extinct

forms, and the modern Dutch, Flemish, Friesic, and Low
German (Platt Deutsch). These, with High German, con-

stitute the "West Germanic" branch, as Gothic and the

Scandinavian tongues constitute the "East Germanic"
branch, of the Teutonic family. (See the terms used.) By
mixture with the Celtic and Latin of the Anglo-Saxon pe-

riod, and later with the kindred Scandinavian, and then
with the Old French of the Norman and other dialects,

especially with the Norman French as developed in Eng-
land (the Anglo-French), and with later French, and finally,

in consequence of the spread of English exploration, com-

merce, conquest, and colonization, with nearly all the oth-

er great languages of the globe, English has become the

most composite language spoken by man. The vocabu-

lary of common life is still about three fourths of Anglo-
Saxon origin ; but the vocabulary of literature and com-
merce contains a majority of words of foreign origin, chief-

ly Latin or Greek, coming in great part through the Ro-
mance tongues, and of these chiefly through French. The

languages from which the next greatest contributions have
been received are the Scandinavian (Icelandic, Swedish,
Danish, Norwegian), the Low German (Dutch, Flemish,

etc.), Celtic, Hebrew, Persian, Arabic, Hindustani, Turk-

ish, Malay, Chinese, American Indian, etc. The words
derived from the more remote languages are, however, in

great part names of products or customs peculiar to the

countries concerned, and few of them enter into actual

English use.

Dan Chaucer, well of English undefyled.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. ii. 32.

The critical study of English has but just commenced.
We are at the beginning of a new era in its history. Great
as are its powers, men are beginning to feel that its neces-

sities are still greater.
G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xxviii.

3. The English equivalent of a foreign word;
an English rendering.

" Lithcock! it's Latin," the lady said,
" Richard's the English of that name."

Earl Richard (Child's Ballads, III. 269).

And for English gentlemen me thinks it must needs be
nt-

Florio, It. Diet., To the Reader, p. 14.

4. In printing, a size of type between pica and

great primer: in the United States, about 5J
lines to the linear inch.

This line is in English type.
5. Ln billiards, a twisting or spinning motion

imparted by a quick stroke on one side to the

cue-ball. All deviations by the cue-ball from such mo-
tion as would naturally result from a straight central

stroke with the cue, or from the slant given by impact on
the side of an object-ball after such a stroke, are governed
by the same principle ; but as most force-shots have special
names (draw, follmi; masse, etc.), the word English is gen-

erally used only when the ball glances after impact in a

direction more or less sharply anuular from the object-
ballor cushion. [I". S.] Pidgin English. See Pidgin-
English. Sandal-WOOd English. See the extract.



English
White men and natives ..innmnie.'ite with each other

[In the South-Sen inlands] by me.ans of a very singular

jargon . . . known &^nan'lnl tcnmt A'/i^JwA, or the "
!KT|I.'

lie IIHT lingo." Pop. Sri. Mo., XXX. so.

The king's (or queen's) English, idiomatic or correct

English.

Ihiv will lie an nli! aluisingof (io.l's patience anil 'A--

king'ii English. H/mlr., M. W. of W., i. 4.

English (inK'glish), >. [< i'.iKitixli, n.] \.tntit.i.

1. To translate into the English language; ren-

der in English. [Often without a capital.]

Often lie woulde rmiliislie. his matters out of the Latine
or (Jreeke vpon the sodeyne.

AnchaiH; The Seholemastcr, p. 7.

Those gracious Acts whereof so frequently hee makes
mention may be engluh'il more properly Acts of feare ami
dissimulation against his iniiul ami conscience.

Hilton, Eikonoklastes, v.

Lucretius Knglith'ill 'twas a work might shake
The power of English verse to undertake.

Ottcay, To Mr. Creech.

2. To furnish with English speech. [Rare.]
Even a poor tcnnti\y-Englithed Frenchman, who wasted

time In trying to ask how long the cars stopped, . . . made
a good dinner in spite of himself.

Howelli, Their Wedding Journey.

3f. To express in speech ; give an account of.

A vain-glorious knight, over-englishing his travels.

B. Jonsan, Every Man out of Ills Humour, Pref.

4. In billiards, to cause to twist or spin and to

assume a more or less sharply angular direction

after impact: as, he Englished his ball too
much. (TJ. S.]

II. intrans. In billiards, to impart a twisting
or spinning motion to the cue-ball : as, I Eng-
lished just right. [U.S.]
Englishable (ing'glish-a-bl), a. [< English +
-able.] Capable of being rendered in English.
///>. Diet.

Englisher (ing'glish-er), n. An Englishman.
[Rare.]
William the Bastard could scarce have found the hardy

Englishes so easy a conquest as Walter the Well-born

may find these eunuch Romans. Bulwer, Hienzl, p. 138.

Englishman (ing'glish-man), . ; pi. English-
men (-men). [< ME. Englishman, Engliscman,
< AS. Englisc man (man) (rare) (= D. Engelsch-
man = Dan. Engelskmand = Sw. Engelskman),
as two words: eee English a,nd man.] 1. A man
who was born in or is a citizen of England ;

in a broad sense, a man of the English race
who preserves his distinctive racial character,
wherever he resides.

Where'er I wander, boast of this I can,
Though banish'd, yet a true-horn Englishman.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3.

Then presently again prepare themselves to sing
The sundry foreign Fields the Englishmen had fought.

Drayton, Polyolbion, Iv. 443.

2. An English ship.
He Indicated the lumping steamer that lay among the

sailing-ships. She was not an EnglMman, though I really
forget the nationality of the colour she tlew at the peak.

W. C. Russell, A Strange Voyage, tv.

Englishness (ing'gUsh-nes), n. [< English +
-ness.] The quality of being English, or of hav-

ing English characteristics. [Rare.]
Easily recognized by its Englishness.

Art Jour., April, 1888, p. 121.

Englishry (ing'glish-ri), . [< English + -ry.]
1. The state of being an Englishman. [Ar-
chaic.]
The law of Enfilishry, by which a man found killed was

held to be a Frenchman, and the hundred was made re-

sponsible under this special law, unless evidence could be

brought to show that the slain man was an Englishman.
E. A. frfi'it/ii //, Virmnn ('.m.inest, V. 297.

"
Englishri/ was not proved, therefore there are three,

fines." This refers to a rule made by the Conqueror, for
the protection of his followers, that the hundred or town-

ship in which a foreigner was slain should be fined If the

slayer was not produced. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 423.

2. A population of English descent
; especial-

ly, the persons of English descent in Ireland.

Eight years had elapsed since an arm had been lift. .1

u]> in the conquered island [Ireland] against the domina-
tion f the Ki^ifiihry. Macaulati, Hist. Eng., xxv.

Presentment of Englishry, in oU Eng. Ian: during the
dominion of tin- Normans, a plea orelaim before the coro-
ner. :it an inqne-t on the death of an unknown man, that
the decease. 1 was in.t a N.iftnan. lull KiiL-lish, an.l the vill

or hundred was therefore not liable to the tine which the
dominant race imposed for the death of one who could be
suppose.! to IK> of their own number.

Englishwoman (ing'glish-wum'
f
an), .

; pi.

Englishwomen (-wim'en). A woman who is a
native of England, or a member of the distinc-

tive English race.

The Old-English Kings almost always married Kwiliih-
< a. A'. A. fYt'fmu;!, Old Kni;. Hist., p. 45.

englislet (eng'glis-let), n. In her,, an escut-
cheon of pretense.

1933

engloom (on-gl8m'), v. t. [< en- 1 + gloom.] To
make gloomy; surround with gloom. [Rare.]

Is this the result for the attainment of which the gym-
nasium remorselessly enyloonu the life of the German
boy? Pop. Sci. Jf. .

X 1 1 1

engluet (en-glo') ( v. t. K ME. engluer, < OF.
englucr; < en-1 + glue.'] To glue; join or close

fast, as with glue.
\\lian he sawe, and redle fonde

This coffre made, and well mtiiit'd.

Oower, Conf. Amiint,, yfil.

englutt (en-gluf), v. t. [Formerly also inglut;
< F. engloutir = Pr. englotir = OSp. englutir =
It. inghiottire, < ML. inglutire, swallow,' < L. in.

in, + glutire (> F. gloutir, etc.), swallow: see
en-1 and glut.'] 1. To swallow or gulp down.

My particular grief . . .

Engluti and swallows other sorrowi.

Shale., Othello, I. 3.

2. To fill to repletion ; glut.

Being once englutted with vanity, he will straightway
loath all learning. Ascham, The Scholemaster.

engobe (en-gob'), w. [Origin not obvious.] Any
earthy white or cream-colored paste used as a

slip in coating naturally colored pottery, in or-

der to mask or tone down its coarser and less

agreeable tint.

The red or brown ware was coated with a thin coating
of white clay called an engobe or

slip.
Wheatley and Delamotte, Art Work in Earthenware, p. 22.

The true Naukratian [ware], coated with a creamy white

engobe, on which the decoration is laid In black or orange.
J. P. Taylor, Andover Rev., VII. 447.

engoldt (en-gold'), v. t. [ME. engolden (tr. L.

inaurare) ; < en-1 + gold.] To cover or adorn
with gold. Wyclif, Rev. xvii. 4 (Oxf.).

engomphosis (en-gom-fo'sis), n. [NL., < Or.

ev, in, + 'iofopof, a nail, tooth, 4- -0s<s.] Same
as gomphosis.
engoreH (en-gor'), v. t.-. pret. and pp. engored,

ppr. engoring. [< en-'- + gore
1
.] To make

gory. Davies.

A most unmanly noise was made with those he put to

sword,
Of groans and outcries. The flood hlush'd to be so much

engor'd
With such base souls. Chapman, Iliad, \\ i. 22.

engore2t (en-gor'), v. t. [< en-1 + gore*.] 1.

To pierce ; gore ;
wound.

Lo ! where beyond he lyeth languishing,
Deadly engored of a great Wilde Bore.

Spenter, V. Q., III. L 38.

2. To infuriate.

As salvage Bull, whom two fierce mastives hayt,
When rancour doth with rage him once engore,
Forgets with wary warde them to awayt.

Spenter, F. Q., II. vlii. 42.

engorge (en-g6rj'), *.
; pret. and pp. engorged,

ppr. engorging. [Formerly also ingorge; < F.

engorger (= Pr. engorgar, engorjar = It. in-

gorgare, ingorgiare), < en- 4- gorge, the throat :

see gorge.] 1. trang. If. To swallow; devour;
gorge ; properly, to swallow with greediness
or in large quantities.

That Is the Oiilfe of Oreedlnesse, they say,
That deepe engorgeth all this worldes pray.

Spenttr, F. Q., II. xii. 3.

2. To fill to excess; gorge ; specifically, in med.,
to fill to excess with blood ; cause hyperemia in.

Engorged papilla, the edematous and swollen optic

papilla associated with hyperemic and tortuous veins:
same as choked disk.

Il.t intrans. To devour; feed with eagerness
or voracity.

Nor was It wonder that he thus did swell.
Who had engorged and drunken was with Hell.

./. Beaumont, Psyche, xv. 293.

engorgement (en-gdrj'ment), . [< F. engorge-
ment (= Pr. engorjamen = It. ingorgamento, in-

gorgiamento'), s engorger, engorge: see engorge
and -meat,] 1. The act of swallowing greedily ;

a devouring with voracity. 2. In pathol., the
state of being filled to excess, as the vessels of

an organ with blood ; hyperemia; congestion.
3. In metal., the partial chok-

ing up of a blast-furnace by an
accumulation of material not

thoroughly fused. Ordinarily
called scaffolding.

engouled Ten-gold'), o. Same
MS i ngoiilir.

engoulee (on-go-la'), o. [P.,
fern. pp. of F. engouler

A Bend Engouiee.

engolir, engouller = Sp. engullir = Pg. engulir.
swallow up, < L. I'M. in, + gala (> OF. goule, F.

gueule, etc.), the throat: see gullet, gules.] In

her., swallowed ; being swallowed. Specifically
('it An epithet applied to all bends, crosses, saltiers, etc.,
when their extremities enter the mouths of animals. (6)

engrave
evoured : sai.l of a child or other creature in the

jaws of a serpent, . the like, whirl) Is swallowing it.

engrafft, engraffmentt. Obsolete forms of in-

i/riil>. iiK/riiflmt nt.

engraft, engraftation, <(. Sec ingrnft. <-tc.

engrail (fn-gral'), r. [Also ingrail ; < F. tmgrt-
ler, engrail, < en- + grele, hail: see grail

3
.] I.

trans. If. To variegate ; spot, as with hail.

A cauldron new engrail d with twenty hewes.

Chapman, Iliad, p. 3.
2. To make serrate

; give an indented outline

to. [Archaic.]
Over hills with peaky tops em/raifd.

Tennyion, Palace of Art.

II. intrans. To form an edg-
ing or border; run in a waving
or indented line,

engrailed (en-grald'), P- a.

[Also ingrafted; < ME. enqrrli/d,

etc.
;
< engrail + -erf1.] In her.,

cut into concave semicircular
indents : said of a line and also
of the bearing, such as a fesse,

bordure, or the like, whose edge
is broken in this way: as, a bordure engrailed.
Also engresU.

Polwheel beareth a saltier etir/rail'd.

K. Carem, Survey of Cornwall.

engrailing (en-gra'ling), n. [Verbal n. of eu-

grail, r.] An ornament consisting of a broken or
indented line or band. Also written ingrailing.

engrailment (en-gral'ment), . [< engrail +
-ment.] 1. A ring of dots round the edge of a
medal. 2. In her., the state of being engrail-
ed; indentation in curved lines.

Also written ingrailnient.

engrain, engrainer. See ingrain, ingrainer.

engrapplet (en-grap'l), r. i. [< en- 1 + grapple. ]

To grapple ; struggle at close quarters.
There shall young Hotspur, with a fury led,

Engrapplc with thy son, as fierce as he.

Itiinirl, Civil Wars, Iv.

engraspt (en-grasp'), f. t. [< en-1 + grasp.]
To seize with a grasping hold; hold fast by in-

closing or embracing ; grip.
So both together flers engrasfffd lee,
Whyles Ouyon standing by their uncouth strife does see.

Spenter, F. Q., II. v. 20.

Engraulidae (en-grft'li-de), n.pl. Same as En-

graulidida;.

engraulidid (en-gra'li-did), n. A fish of the

family Engrautididce.

Engraulididae (en-gra-lid'i-de),n.p?. [NL., <

Engraulis + -idcr.] A family of malacoptery-
gian fishes, typified by the genus Engraulis ; the
anchovies: a synonym of fftolephorida! (which
see). \\noEngraulida: See cut under nncAory.
Engraulina (en-gra-li'nft), n. pi. [NL., < En-

graulis + -ina.] In Gtin'ther's classification of

fishes, the first group of Clupcida". They are char-
acterized by having the mouth very wide and lateral; the

Intermaxillary very small and firmly united to the maxil-

lary, which is elongate, and scarcely protractile ; and the

upper jaw projecting. The group Is the same as the fam-

ily Engrawiduice or Stotephoridcf.

Engraulis (en-gra'lis), . [NL., < Gr. iwpavXf,
a small fish (also called tyicpaoljnAof, < l-)itpaoif,

a mixing in, + x^of, x'f 1> = E. gall
1

, bile).]
The typical and most extensive genus of clu-

peoid fishes of the family Engraulidida;. The
common anchovy, K. encrajtifholus, is the best-known

species. The genus is also called Stolephorus. See an-

chovy.

engrave 1 (eu-grav'), v. t.; pret. engrared, pp.
engraved or engraven, ppr. engraring. [For-
merly also ingrave; < OF. engraver, F. engraver,
engrave, < en- + graver, engrave : see en-1 and
grave1

. The Gr. tytpaQetv, cut into, engrave, is

related, if at all, only remotely: see grave1.]
1. To cut in; make by incision; produce or
form by incision on a hard surface.

These were the words that were ingraccn upon her
Tonihe. Coryat, Crudities, I. 5.

To all these there be divers Witnesses, both 'Squires
and Ladies, whose Names are engraven upon the Stone.

HotceU, Letters, I. vL 9.

"From Edith" was enrrrarrn on the blade.

Tennyson, Aylraers Field.

2. To imprint ; impress deeply ; infix.

It will scarce seem possible that God should enirrarr

principles in men's minds in words of uncertain significa-
tion. Ladte.

3. To cut or carve in sunken patterns ;
incise

with letters or figures, or with the lines repre-
senting any object : applied especially to work
on metal, but also to work on stone and other
hard materials.

So fond were the ancients of these costly and beautiful
works that the Emperor Heliogahalus is recorded to have
covered his shoes with engrarrd gems, Fairholt.



engrave

engrave2
! (en-grav'), t>. t. [< en-1 + grai:e%. Cf.

grave
1

,
v. t.] To deposit in a grave; bury; in-

ter; inhume.
The sixt had charge of them, now being dead,
In seemly sort their corses to engrave.

Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 42.

engravement (en-grav'ment);
. [< engrave

1 +
-ment.~\ 1. The act of engraving, or the state of

being engraved. 2f. The work of an engraver;
an engraving.
We, . . . beingthe offspringof God, pughtnot to think

that the Godhead is like unto gold, or silver, or stone, the

engravement of art and man's device.

Barrow, Expos, of Decalogue.

engraver (en-gra'yer),
n. One who engraves ;

especially, an artist who produces ornaments,

patterns, or representations of objects by
means of incisions on a hard surface; specifi-

cally, one who produces such designs with a

view to the taking from them of impressions
in printers' ink or other pigment.
To work all manner of work, of the engraver, and of the

cunning workman, and of the embroiderer. Ex. xxxv. 35.

Images are not made in the brain itself, as the pencil of

a painter or engraver makes the image in the table or
metal. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 47.

Engravers' sand-bag, a leather cushion tightly packed
with sand, used to prop up a copper plate at a convenient

working angle, or to permit the free movement of a plate or

wooden block, when fine lines are being engraved upon it.

engraveryt (en-gra' ver-i), n. [< engrave
1 +

-ery.~\ The work of an engraver.
Some handsome engraveries and medals.

Sir T. Browne, Miscellanies, p. 210.

engraving (en-gra'ving), . [Verbal n. of en-

grave
1
,v\] 1. The act or art of cutting designs,

inscriptions, etc., on any hard substance, as

stone, metal, or wood. Many branches of the art,

as gem-engraving, cameo-cutting, and die-sinking, are of

great antiquity.

2. Specifically, the art of forming designs by
cutting, corrosion by acids, a photographic pro-

cess, etc., on the surface of metal plates or of

blocks of wood, etc., for the purpose of taking
off impressions or prints of the design so formed.
Wood-engraving appears to have come first into use, the

earliest dated wood-engraving, representing St. Christo-

pher, bearing the date of 1423, while the earliest engrav-
ing worthy of the name from a metal plate was produced
by Maso Finiguerra, a goldsmith of Florence, in 1452.

Relief-engraving on wood was, however, in use among the

Orientals at a far earlier period. In engraving on metal
the lines or marks which are to appear on the paper are

sunk into the plate, and before being printed from are filled

with ink, the rest of the surface being cleaned before the

impression is taken. On a block of wood the lines for

impression are left prominent, the blank parts being cut

away, so that the wooden block serves as a type. Copper
and steel plates are printed from separately on a press spe-

cially adapted for this use ; wooden blocks, on the ordi-

nary pi'inting-press, commonly along with the accompany-
ing text. The wood generally used for fine engraving is

box, and the metals commonly employed by engravers are

copper and steel. Different methods or styles of engrav-
ing on steel or copper are known as aquatint, etching,

mezzotint, stipple, line-engraving, etc.

In facsimile engraving, . . . the drawing is made upon
the wood with a pen or the point of a brush, generally by
another person, and all that the engraver does is just to

hollow all the little areas of wood that are left inkless.

P. <?. Hamerton, Graphic Arts, p. 413.

3. That which is engraved, or produced by en-

graving; an engraved representation, or an
incised plate or block intended to be printed
from: as, an engraving on a monument or a
watch-case

;
a steel or a wood engraving.

With the work of an engraver in stone, like the en-

gravings of a signet, shalt thou engrave the two stones

with the name of the children of Israel. Ex. xxviii. 11.

4. An impression taken from an engraved
plate or block; a print Anaglyptographic en-
graving, anastatic engraving. See the adjectives.
Bureau of Engraving and Printing. See bureau.
Chalk engraving, a form of stipple engraving used to

imitate drawings made in chalk. The grain of the chalk

drawing is reproduced by irregular dots of different forms
and sizes. Copperplate engraving, the art of engrav-
ing on prepared: plates of copper for pnnting. To the plate
is given a surface which is perfectly plane and highly pol-
ished. It is next heated sufficiently to melt wax, with
which it is then rubbed over, so that when cooled it is

covered with a white skin, to which the design or drawing
is transferred. The engraver, with a steel point, follows
the lines of the drawing, pressing lightly so as to penetrate
through the wax and line faintly the copper surface be-
neath. The wax is then melted off, the surface cleaned,
and the engraving is proceeded with, a burin or graver
being used to cut the lines, a scraper to remove the slight
bur raised by the burin, and a burnisher to soften or tone
down the lines and remove scratches. The engraver uses
also a woolen rubber and a little olive-oil to clean the face
of the plate, in order to render the condition of his work
plainly visible ; and this rubber serves also to polish off

the burs. Facsimile engraving, engraving on wood,
in which every line is either drawn on the block or else

photographed from pen or pencil drawing in reduced size,
the work of the engraver being to remove the wood from
between these lines. This is the earliest method of wood-
engraving, and is called facsimile in contradistinction to
tint engraving, in which, the drawing being in wash,

1934

gauche, or oil paint, the engraver has to invent the lines,

which he cuts in such a manner as to render when print-

ed the exact shades of the original drawing a method
of engraving of comparatively recent origin. Line-en-

graving, the art, methods, etc., of engraving in incised

Hues on metal. Modern line-engravers frequently be-

gin by etching, and complete their work with the dry-

point and the burin. After the design has been trans-

ferred to the etching-ground, and the parts to be bitten

in, such as grass, foliage, sea-waves, and the flowing lines

of draperies, have been drawn with the needle, all white

objects, such as drapery, satin, clouds, ice, the light parts
of water, etc., are stopped out, to preserve them from the

corroding acid. A ruling-machine, consisting of a straight
bar of steel with a sliding socket having a perpendicular
tube containing a diamond-pointed pen attached to its

side, is used to lay flat tints, such as clear-blue skies, in

parallel lines, either straight or curved, as the shape of

the object to be represented may demand. When the

plate has been bitten in, the ground is removed and the

unbitten parts are engraved with the burin. This instru-

ment is handled in various ways, according to the texture

of the object under treatment, as by cross-hatchings, un-

dulating or straight lines, dots in lozenge-shaped or square

spaces formed by the intersection of lines, etc. ; care being
taken to avoid sameness of stroke, and to give as much
variety as possible to the necessarily more or less me-
chanicaljiatterns produced by a stiff unyielding instru-

mei
gra

1

fact ,
the impressions are taken. Photo-intaglio engrav-
ing any process for producing lines on a plate by photog-

raphy, and subsequently etching them in. Process en-

graving, a name often given to photographic engraving.
Also called process. (See also etching, heliotypy, lithogra-

phy, mezzotint, photo-engraving, photogravure, etc.)

engreatent (en-gra'tn), v. t. [< en-1 + great-

en.] To make great or greater ; augment; ag-

gravate.
As sin is grievous in its own nature, so it is much en-

greatened by the circumstances which attend it.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 396.

engredget, v. t. [ME. engredgen, engreggen., <

OF. engregier, < ML. "ingraviare for L. ingra-

vare, make heavy, weigh down, aggravate, <

in, on, + gratis, heavy. Cf. engrieve, and see

aggravate, aggrieve, aggredge.] To aggravate ;

lie heavy on.

All thise thinges . . . engreggen the conscience.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

engrievet (en-grev'),. [< ME. engreven, < OF.

engrever, grieve, aggrieve, < en- + grever, grieve.
Cf. engredge and aggrieve.] To grieve; pain.
For yit no thyng engreveth me. Rom. of the Rose, 1. 3444.

Aches, and hurts, and corns do engrieve either towards
rain or towards frost Bacon, Nat. Hist.

engross (en-gros'), v. t. [Formerly also ingross;
< ME. engrossen, write large, < OF. engrossir,

engroisser, engrossier, engroissier = Sp. engrosar
= Pg. engrossar = It. ingrossare, < ML. ingros-

sare, make large, write large, engross, ingros-

sari, become large, < L. in- + LL. grossus, thick,

gross, ML. also large: see gross.] If. To make
large or larger ;

make additions to
;
increase in

bulk or quantity.
For this they have engrossed and pil'd up
The canker'd heaps of strange-achieved gold.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4.

Not sleeping, to engross his idle body,
But praying, to enrich his watchful soul.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 7.

2f. To make thick or gross ;
thicken.

The waves thereof so slow and sluggish were,
Engrost with mud. Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 46.

3. To take in the gross or in bulk; take the
whole of

; get sole possession of
;
absorb com-

pletely : with or without all.

Cato . . . misliking greatly the engrossing of offices in

Rome that one man should haue many at once.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 174.

If thou engrossest all the griefs as thine,
Thou robb'st me of a moiety.

Shak., All's Well, iii. 2.

Now with my friend I desire not to share or participate,
but to engross his sorrows.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 5.

These negroes, in fact, like the monks of the dark ages,
engross all the knowledge of the place, . . . being in-

finitely more adventurous and more knowing than their
masters. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 99.

Specifically 4. To monopolize the supply of,
or the supplies in

; get entire possession or con-
trol of, for the purpose of raising prices and
enhancing profits : as, to engross the importa-
tions of tea

;
to engross the market for wheat.

Some by engrossing of looms into their hands, and let-

ting them out at such unreasonable rents.
Act of Philip and Mary, quoted in English Gilds

[(E. E. T. S.), Int., p. clxiii.

What your people had you haue ingrossed, forbidding
them our trade.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 207.

5. To occupy wholly ;
take up or employ en-

tirely, to the exclusion of other things : as, busi-
ness engrosses his attention or thoughts ;

to be
engrossed in study.

Engyschistae

Barakat, excited by this tale, became engrossed with the

desire of slaying his own father, whom he was made to be-

lieve to be his father's murderer.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 122.

6. To write out in a fair large hand or in a for-

mal or prescribed manner for preservation, as a

public document or record. The engrossing of docu-

ments was formerly executed in England, and for some

purposes till a late period, in a peculiar hand, called the

engrossing-hand, derived from the ancient court-hand,

nearly illegible to all but experts. The engrossing-hand
of the present day is a fair round hand, purposely made
as legible as possible. The engrossing of testimonials and
other commemorative documents is often a work of much
art involving the employment of ornamental characters

of various forms, and sometimes also of elaborate adorn-

ment, and a studied arrangement for effective display.

That the actes of the yelde and of other yelds precedents
shullen be enacted and engrossed in a quayer of parchemyn.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 379.

Jack had provided a fair copy of his father's will, en-

grossed in form upon a large skin of parchment.
Swift, Tale of a Tub, xi.

= Syn. 3 and 4. Sunllow up, Engulf, etc. (see absorb) ; to

lay hold of, monopolize.

engrosser (en-gro'ser), n. 1. One who takes,
or gets control of, the whole

;
a monopolizer ;

specifically, a monopolizer of commodities or a

commodity of trade or business.

A new sort- of engrossers, or forestallers, having the

feeding and supplying this numerous body of workmen
in the woollen manufactures out of their warehouses, set

the price upon the poor landholder. Locke.

Lord Bolingbroke tells us, that "we have lost the spirit
of our Constitution ;

and therefore we bear, from little

engrossers of delegated power, that which our fathers would
not have suffered from true proprietors of the Royal au-

thority." V. Knox, Essays, cxix.

2. One who copies a writing in large fair char-

acters, or in an ornamental manner.

engrossing-hand (en-gro'sing-hand), n. The

handwriting employed in engrossing. See en-

gross, 6.

engrossment (en-gros'ment), n. [< engross +
-ment.] 1. The act of engrossing; the appro-
priation of things in large or undue quantities;
exorbitant acquisition. SliaJc., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4.

2. The act of copying out in large fair or

ornamental characters : as, the engrossment of a

deed, or of a testimonial. 3. The copy of an
instrument or writing made in large fair char-

acters.

Which clause, being approved by all parties, was in the

king's presence entered in the bill that his majesty had

signed ; and being afterwards added to the engrossment,
it was again thus reformed. Clarendon, Life, II. 49&.

4. The state of being engrossed or entirely

occupied about something, to the exclusion of

other things ; appropriation ; absorption.
In the engrossment of her own ardent and devoted love.

Sulwer.

engrossure (en-gros'nr), n. [< engross + -ure.]
Same as engrossment,"4.

Engrossure in his work. Missionary Rev., IX. 278.

enguardt (en-gard'), v. t, [< OF. engarder,<
en- + garder, guard : see en-1 and guard.] To
guard; defend.

A hundred knights ! Yes, that on every dream,
Each buz, each fancy, each complaint, dislike,
He may enguard his dotage with their powers,
And hold our lives in mercy. Shak., Lear, I. 4.

enguich6 (on-ge-sha'), a. [F., < OF. etiguiche, <

en- +
guiclte^

a handle of a shield, buckler, etc.]
In her., having a rim around the mouth: said
of a hunting-horn used as a bearing, and used

only when the rim is of a different tincture from
the rest of the horn.

engulf, ingulf (en-, in-gulf'), v. t. [< OF. en-

golfer, engulf (= Sp. Pg. engolfar, get into
narrow sea-room, refl. plunge into a business,
= It. ingolfare, engulf), < L. in + ML. golfus,

gulfus (OF. golfe, etc.), gulf: see gulf.] 1. To
swallow up in or as in a gulf or whirlpool;
overwhelm by swallowing or submerging.
You begin to believe that the hat was invented for the

sole purpose of ingulfing coppers, and that its highest
type is the great Triregno itself, into which the pence of
Peter rattle. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 310.

2. To cast into or as into a gulf.
If we adjoin to the lords, whether they prevail or not,

we engulf ourselves into assured danger. Uayward.

engulfment, ingulfment (en-, in-gulf'ment), .

[< engulf, ingulf, + -ment.] The act of engulf-

ing, or the state of being engulfed.
The formation of the crevasses was violent, accompanied

by an explo&ive noise ; and, where they traversed villages,

escape from iiwutftnent was by no means easy.
Science, V. 351.

engynt, engynet, " Obsolete variants of engine.

Engyschistae (en-jis-kis'te), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

eyyrf, near (with ref. to narrowness), + a^tar6(,
verbal adj. of ax'&w, cleave.] In Gunther's



Engyschistae

tohthyological system, the second subfamily of

Miinrnidti; characterized by I lie rocluetion <*(

the branchial apertures in the pharynx In nur-

row slits, whence the name. It includes the

typieal Murii-iiiilii; or morays. 8oe out under

engyscope (en'ji-skop), . [Less prop, <</i-

fii-it/>i' ; < (Jr. fjyiV, near (with rof. to narrow-
in ss), + anoirciv, view.] A kind of reflecting

niienisi'ope.

enhabilet, r. An obsolete form of > mrliii-.

enhabitt (en-hab'it), r. t. See inhabit.

enhablet, r. t. An obsolete form of enable.

enhalo (eii-ha'16), r. t. [< at- 1 + halo.'} To
surround with a halo or glory. [Rare.]
Her captain still lords it over our memories, the greatest

sailor thiit ever Miilnl tin- sea*, ami we should not look at
Sir John Frunklin himself with such admiring interest as
that with which we nihalaed some larger Iwy who had
made a voyage in her [the sloop Harvard).

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 41.

enhalset (en-hals'), v. t. [<en-l + hdlse.] To
clasp round the neck

; embrace.
The other me enhalne,

With welcome cosln, now welcome out of Wales.
Mir. for Magi., p. 406.

enhance (en-nans'), v.
; pret. and pp. enhanced,

ppr. ( iiliinii-iiiii. [Formerly also inhance; early
mod. E. also enhaunce, enhaunse, < ME. enhaun-

cen, generally with s, enhaungen, enhansen, also,
with altered prefix, anhansen, and without pre-
fix, haunsen, etc. (see hance); also rarely en-
hawsen : < OF. enhauncer, enhaunsier, enhaucer,
cnhaucier, enhaleer, < en- + haucer, haucier, F.
hausser = Pr. alsar, awar = Sp. alzar = It.

alzare, raise, < OF. halt, haut, F. haut, otc.,
( 1 .. <il i us. high (see haughty, altitude) ; the
forms with (OF. enhauncer, etc.) being appar.
due to association with Pr. enansar, enanzar,
promote, further, < enant, before, rather, < L.
+ ante, before. Cf. Pr. avant, F. avant, etc.,

before, < L. 06 + ante (> ult. E. advance, equiv.
to enhance): see avant, avaunt, advance.} I.
trans. If. To raise up; lift up; elevate.

He that mekith himself shall he enhaunufd.
Wyclif, Mat. xxiil. 12.

He was enhauniyt full high in his lied tonne.
Dextrnction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13378.

Both of them high attonce their handes enhaumtt,
And hoth attonce their huge hlowes down did sway.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 31.

2. To raise to a higher degree; increase to a
higher point ; carry upward or to a greater ex-

tent; heighten; make greater: as, to enhance
prices, or one's reputation or dignity; to en-
hance misery or sorrow.

I move you, my lords, not to be greedy and outrageous
in > n!i<i<n'ni

:
i and raising of yom rents.

Latimer, 5th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1649.

The remembrance of the difficulties we now undergo
will contribute to enhance our pleasure. Bp. Atterbury.

The pulsation of a stretched string or wire gives the
ear the pleasure of sweet sound before yet the musician
has enhanced this pleasure by concords and combinations.

Emerimn, Art.
= Svn. 2. To swell, augment, aggravate.

II. intrans. To be raised
;
swell

; grow larger:
as, a debt enhances rapidly by compound inter-
est. [Rare.]

Leaving fair Voya cross'd up Danilhy,
As high as Sana, whose enhaHitfiny streams
Cut 'twlxt the Tartars and the Russians.

Greene, Orlando Furioso.

enhanced (en-hansf), p. a. [Pp. of enhance, v.]
In her., removed from its proper position and
set higher in the field: said of any bearing.
Also inhanced.

enhancement (en-l>ans'ment), . [Formerly
also iiiliiiiin incut; < enhance + -ment.] The act
of enhancing, or the state of being enhanced;
increase in derive or extent; augmentation;
aggravation: as, the enhancementof value, price,
enjoyment, pleasure, beauty, evil, grief, punish-
ment, crime, etc.

Thfir yearly rente ... are not to this day improved at

all, thi> landlords milking m> loss gain by flues anil income
thru there is raised in other places by fnhanrrment of
rents. Bacon, Office of Alienations;

Jocular slanders have, from the slightness of the tmp-
t;iti"ii. an rnliancetnent of guilt.

Government of the Tonyne.

enhancer (en-han'ser), n, [< ME. enhannsere.]
One who enhances; one who or that which car-
ries to a greater degree or a higher point.
Then 1

niiiy he just reason, . . . upon a dearth of grain
or other comniiKlitiei. t" lighten the price; but in such
cases we must be so ntfeeted as tli:it ur urudu'c to our-
<el\es our own gain, tlint we lie not in the first flle of

Up. Hall, Cases of Conscience, I. 2.

enharbort (en-liiir'bor). v. t. [< <-! + har-

bor.} To dwell in or inhabit.

1 !>:!.-,

ll true delight ! niharborinq the I. rests
nf those se, i ' M;. lures with the plumy crest*.

H'. Braienr. Britannia's Pastorals, I. 3.

enhardent (en-har'dn), r. t. [< cM-i + harden.]
To harden

; encourage ;
embolden.

France useth ... to enharden one with confldencc ;

for the gentry of Frnnee have a kind of loose becomim:
iMildness. //" irrll. Foreign Travel, p. 192.

enharmonic, enharmonical (en-hiir-mon'ik,
-i-kal), a. [= F. cnli<inin>ni</ne = Sp. enar-
monico = Pg. enharnwnico = It. enarmonico, <

Gr. Ivap/ioviKof, usually [vapuAvtof, in accord or

harmony, < h, in, + Apuovia, harmony: see har-
IIIIIHII, lutniHtiiic.] 1. In Gr. music, pertaining
to that genus or scale that is distinguished from
the diatonic and the chromatic by the use of in-

tervals of less than a semitone. 2. In mod.
music: (a) Pertaining to a scale or an instru-
ment using smaller intervals than a semitone.

(6) Pertaining to a use of notes which, though
differing in name and in position on the staff,
refer on instruments
of fixed intonation,
like the pianoforte,
to identical keys or

'
((

tones; thus (a) are enharmonically distinct,
but practically identical Enharmonic change
or modulation, a change of key or of chord-relationship
effected by indicating a given tone flrst by one staff-degree
and then by another, so as to associate it with two distinct
tonalities. It Is a somewhat arbitrary use of the imper-

fect modillatory capacities of
instruments of fixed intona-
tion. Enharmonic diesis.

enigma
nivorous quadrupeds, of the family Jtuxtclider;
the sea-Otters. The hind feet are greatly enlarged and
fully webbed, somewhat resembling wain flippers; the
fore feet are small ; the tail is comptntlvely snort ; the
muzzle is blunt ; the eranial portion ,,f the skull is very
prominent; and the teeili are all blunt, 32 In all, bin
are no median lower Incisors. There Is but one livinK
genus, Knhifdrut. Also Enhintrina.

EnhydriB (en'hi-dris), n. [NL., < Gr. bmiptr,,
an otter, < twipof, in water, living in water:
see cnht/<t,-tiux.} 1. A genus of reptiles. 2.
The typical genus of sea-otter* of the subfam-

ily Kiiliiiilriiiir. The grlndlng-teeth are of peculiar
shape, without any trenchant edges or acute cusps, all

being bluntly tubercular on the crowns, and ronndeo off

In contour. The palms of the fore feet are naked, with

See diVm. Enharmonic
Interval or relation, an in-

terval or a relation based on the nominal distinction
mentioned in def. 2 (6). Enharmonic organ, an organ
having more than twelve keys to the octave. Enhar-
monic scale, a scale having more than twelve tones to
the octave.

enharmonically (en-hiir-mon'i-kal-i), adv. In
an enharmonic manner, or in accordance with
an enharmonic scale.

enharmonlont (en-har-mo'ni-on), . [< Gr.

kvapu6vu>v, neut. of evapu6viof, in accord : see

enharmonic.} A song of many parts, or a con-
cert of several tunes.

Enharmmian, one of the three general sorts of musick ;

song of many parts, or a curious concert of sundry tunes.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, Expl. of Oliscure Words.

enhauset, r. t. [ME.: see enhance.] To lift

up; elevate; exalt. Chaucer.

Full many thereof raised vp hath she,
Fro pouerte tnhawied to rychesse.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6258.

enhearten (on-har'tn), r. t. [< eii-l + hearten.}
To hearten up ; encourage ;

animate
;
embold-

en. [Bare.]
When their agents came to him to feel his pulse, they

found it heat so calm anil even that he sent them mes-
sages to enhearten them.

Bp. Haeket, Ahp. Williams, ii. 141.

The enemy exults and Is tnhearttned. Jer. Taylor.

enhedget (en-hej'), . t. [< e-i + hedge.] To
surround with or as if with a hedge.
These, all these thither brought ; and their young boyes
And frightfull matrons making wofull noise,
In heaps enhedy'd it. Viean, tr. of Virgil (1632).

enhend6 (on-on-da'), a. [Heraldic F.] In

her., same as potence : applied to a cross only.
[Bare.]

enheritaget, . See inheritage.

enheritancet, . See inheritance. Tyndale.
enhortt (en-h6rt'). *. t. [ME. enhorten, enorten,
< OF. enhorter, < L. inhortari, incite, instigate,
< in, in, to, + hortari, urge: see hortation. Cf.

eihort, dehort.] To encourage; urge; exhort.

He his nevywe Jason wolde enhorte,
To saylen to that londe.

Chaucer, Good. Women, 1. 1440.

enhouset (en-houz'), r. t. [< en-l + house.] To
house; harbor.

Enhmised there where majesty should dwell.

Middleton, Solomon Paraphrased, I.

enhuilet, r. /. See enoil.

enhunger (en-hung'ger),.f. [< f-i + hunger.]
To make hungry. [Rare.]

Its first missionaries bare it [the gospel] to the na-

tions, and threw it into the arena of the world to do
battle with its

superstitions,
and ... to grapple with

those animal passions which vice had torn from their
natural ratine, and fnhttngered to feed on innocence and
life. J. Martineau.

Enhydra (en'hi-dra). n. [XL., < Gr. IwSpoc, in
water, living in water, eontaining water: see
Kn lii/ilr is and riilii/drotts.] Same as Exhydris.
enhydric (en-hi'drik), a. Same as enhi/rtrous.

Enhydrinse (en-hi-Uri'ne\ . /*/. [Nil, < /:-

liydrix + -i(C.] A subfamily of marine oar-

^
Sea-otter Knkydrix tutrit}.

webbed digits, and the hind feet are furry on both sides,
with small hidden claws. E. lulrit, the sea-otter of the
northern Pacific, Is aliout 4 feet long, the tall being a foot
or less in length, and of dark liver-brown color, bleaching
about the head, and everywhere silvered over with thn

hoary ends of the longer hairs. Its pelt is highly valued.
Also written Knhtfitra, Enydrif,

enhydrite (en-hi'dritj, . [< Gr. Iw6pot, con-

taining water (see enhydroug), + -ite2 .] A min-
eral containing water.

enhydros (en-hi'dros), n. [NL., < Gr. Imfifmc,

containing water: see enhydrnu*.] Ageodeof
translucent chalcedony containing water.

enhydrous (en-hi'dnis), a.
[<

Gr. tmipos, in

water, living in water, containing water, < ev,

in, + iAup (i>oy>-), water.] Having water with-

in; containing drops of water or other fluid:

as, rnhydroiis quartz. Also enhydric.
enhypostasia(en-h!-po-sta'8i-a)', H. [MGr.'tw-
liOoraer/a, < fiDiroorarof,' really existent : see en-

hypostatic.] In theol. : (<i) Substantial or per-
sonal existence. (6) Possession of personality
not independently but by union with a person :

sometimes used as a name descriptive of the
relation of the human nature of Christ to the

person of God the Son. Scliaff, in Smith and
Wace's Diet. Christ. Biog., I. 495.

enhypostatic (eu-hi-po-stat'ik), a. [< MGr.
fifTrooTar/itof, < ivmoaTdTof , really existent, hav-

ing substantial existence, < ev, in, + iirinrraTof.

substantially existing: see hypostanin, liypostat-

ic.] In theol. : (a) Possessing substantial or

personal existence. (6) Possessing or endued
with personality by existence in or intimate
union with a person.
enhypostatize (en-ln-pos'ta-tiz), r. t.

; pret.
and pp. enhypostatized, ppr. enhuj>ostati;ing. [<

enliy/mgtat-ic + -tie.] In theol., to endow with

substantiality or personality ; especially, to en-
dow with personality by incorporation into or
intimate union with a person. See enhyposta-
sia.

His humanity was tnhmmetatized through union with
the Logos, or incorporated Into his personality.

Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 67.

Enicuridae (en-i-ku'ri-de), n. pi. See Henicn-
rida:

Enicurus (en-i-lrii'rus), . See Henicurag.

enigma (e-nig'ma), H. [Formerly also crnigma
(and by 'contraction, corruptly, egma); = F.

enigme = Sp. Pg. enigma = It. enigma, enimma,
< L. (enigma(t-), < Gr. alvty/ia(T-), a riddle, < oi-

vtaaeoBai, speak in riddles, <
aivpf,

a tale, story,
fable, saying.] 1. A dark saying or represen-
tation, in which some known thing is concealed
under obscure words or forms ; a question, say-
ing, figure, or design containing a hidden mean-
ing which is proposed for discovery; a riddle.

One while speaking obscurely and in riddle called

.Kniyma. r:t, nham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 128.

A custom was amongst the ancients of proposing an
enirrma at festivals, and adjudging a reward to him that
solved It Pope.

2. Anything inexplicable to an observer, such
as the means by which something is effected,
the motive for a course of conduct, the cause
of a phenomenon, etc. : as, how it was done is

an enigma; his conduct is to me an enigma.



enigma
Faith itself is Imt a'liiitnia, a dark representation of

(iod to us, till we come to that state, To see God face tit

face, and to know as also we are known.
Donne, Sermons, xxi.

The origin of physical and moral evil : an enigma which
the highest human intellects have given up in despair.

Macaulatj, Sadler's Ref. Refuted.

Divested of its colour-charm, attracting less study, the

spectrum might still have remained an enigma for an-

other hundred years.
0. N. Hood, Modern Chromatics, p. 306.

enigmatic, enigmatical (e-nig-mat'ik, -i-kal),

a. [= F. enigmatique = Sp. enigmdtieo = Pg.
enigmatico = It. enigmatico, enimmatieo, < Gr.

aiviyiuiTiKo/;, < alviy/jta(T-), a riddle : see enigma."]

Relating to or containing an enigma ;
obscure ;

darkly expressed or indicated
; ambiguous.

Your answer, sir, is enigmatical. Shak.
,
Much Ado, v. 4.

That the prediction of a future judgment should induce
a present repentance, that was never an enigmatical, a

cloudy doctrine, but manifest to all, in all prophecies of

that kind. Donne, Sermons, vi.

The mysterious darkness in which the enigmatic proph-
ecies in the Apocalypse concerning antichrist lay involved
for many ages. Warburton, Rise of Antichrist.

Enigmatical canon. See canoni. Enigmatical cog-
nition. See cognition. = Syn. Mysterious, puzzling, dark,
recondite.

enigmatically (e-nig-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In an
obscure manner; in a meaning different from
that which the words or circumstances com-

monly indicate.

His death also was enigmatically described by the de-

struction or demolishment of his bodily temple.
Barrow, Works, II. xxvii.

enigmatise, t. See enigmatize.

enigmatist (e-nig'ma-tist), n. [= Sp. Pg. It.

enigmatista, t. Gr. aiviyftaTtarf/i;, < alviyffa(T-), a
riddle: see enigma.] A maker of or dealer in

enigmas or riddles. Addison.

enigmatize (e-nig'ma-tiz), v. i.
; pret. and pp.

enigmatized, ppr. enigmatizing. [= Pg. enigma-
tisar = It. emgmatt&tare; as enigma(t-) + -ize.~\

To utter or talk in enigmas ;
deal in riddles.

Also spelled enigmatise. [Rare.]
enigmatography (e-nig-ma-tog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr.

alviyna(T-), enigma, + -ypaipla, < ypatfteiv, write.]
The art of making enigmas or riddles.

enigmatology (e-nig-ma-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr.

aivi)'fia(T-), enigma, + -\oyia, < Uyeiv, speak : see

-ology.] The science of enigmas and their so-

lution.

enist, adv. A Middle English variant of once.

enisle (en-il'), v. t.; pret. and pp. enisled, ppr.
enisling. [< en-1 + isle."] To make an island

of; insulate; place apart. [Poetical.]
Yes! in the sea of life enisled,
With echoing straits between us thrown,
Dotting the shoreless watery wild,
We mortal millions live alone.

M. Arnold, To Marguerite.

enjail (en-jal'), v. t. [Formerly also engaol, in-

gaol; < OF. enjaoler, enjaioler, engaioler, engeo-
ler, angeoler, F. engeoler, enjoler ('= Sp. Pg. en-

jaular), put into a cage, lay in jail, < en- +
geole, etc., gaol, jail: see en- and jail."] To put
in jail; imprison; confine.

Within my mouth yon have engaol'd my tongue,
Doubly portcullis'd with my teeth and lips.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3.

enjambement (on-zhonb'mon), n. [F., < en-

jamber, stride, stride over, run over, project, <

en- + jambe, leg: see jamb."] In verse, the put-
ting over into a following line of a word or
words necessary to complete the sense. [Rare.]
There are two awkward enjambements here. . . . There

is a trick, which we have noticed above, of putting an ad-

jective at the end of a line with its substantive in the next.

Athenaeum, Jan. 28, 1888, p. 111.

enjoin (en-join'), . *. [Formerly also injoin; <
ME. enjoinen, enjoynen, < OF. enjoindre, F. en-

joindre = Pr. enjonger, enjunher = It. ingiv-
gnere, ingiungere, < L. injungere, enjoin, charge,
lay upon, lit. join with or to, < in, in, + jun-
gere, join: see join, and injunction, etc.] It.
To join ; unite.

To be mjoyned with you in bands of indissoluble love
and amity. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

My little children, I must shortly pay
The debt I owe to nature, nor shall I
Live here to see you both enjoynd in one.

Phillis ofSajros (1655).

2. To lay upon, as an order or command
; put

an injunction upon ; order or direct with ur-

gency ;
admonish or instruct with authority ;

command.
Thorwg lugement thou art en-Ioynet
To bere fooles, ful of sinne.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 132.

To satisfy this good old man,
I would bend under any heavy weight
That he'll enjoin me to. Shak., Much Ado, v. 1.
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Unjoin me any penance ; I'll build clmn ho.
A whole city of hospitals.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, iv. 5.

3. In law, to prohibit or restrain by a judicial
order called an injunction: used absolutely of

a thing, or with from of a person : as, the court

enjoined the prosecution of the work; the de-

fendant was enjoinedfrom proceeding.
He had enioyned them/com their wiues, & railed as fast

against him. J'uttenham, Arte of Bug. Poesie, p. 10.

This is a suit to enjoin the defendants from disturbing
the plaintiffs. Chancellor Kent.

4. To lay as an injunction ;
enforce by way of

order or command: as, I enjoin it on you not
to disappoint me; he enjoined upon them the
strictest obedience.

I needes must by all meanes fulfill

This penaunce, which enjoyned is to me.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. viii. 30.

= Syn. 2. Enjoin, Direct, Command; to bid, require, urge,

impress upon. Johnson says enjoin is more authoritative
than direct and less imperious than command. It has the
force of pressing admonition with authority : as, a parent
enjoins on his children the duty of obedience. But it has
also the sense of command : as, the duties enjoined by God
in the moral law.

enjoiner (en-joi'ner), n. One who enjoins.
Johnson.

enjoinmentt (en-join'ment), ii. [< enjoin +
-ment.~] The act of enjoining, or the state of

being enjoined.
Critical trial should be made by publick enjoinment,

whereby determination might be settled beyond debate.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

enjoy (en-joi'), v. [< ME. enjoyen, < OF. enjoier,

anjoier, enjoer, give joy, receive with joy, pos-
sess, refl. rejoice (= It. ingiojare, fill with ]oy)

(It. also, like Sp. enjoyar, adorn with jewels), <

en- + joie, joy: see joy."] I. trans. 1. To feel

or perceive with joy or pleasure ;
take pleasure

or satisfaction in the possession or experience
of : as, to enjoy the dainties of a feast, the con-
versation of friends, or our own meditations;
to enjoy foreign travel.

I could enjoy the pangs of death,
And smile in agony. Addi&on, Cato.

The works of Milton cannot be comprehended or enjoyed,
unless the mind of the reader co-operate with that of the
writer. Macaulay, Milton.

But in Ghirlandaio the skill and the imagination are

equal, and he gives us a delightful impression of enjoying
his own resources. //. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 298.

2. To have, possess, and use with satisfaction;

have, hold, or occupy, as a good or profitable
thing, or as something desirable : as, he enjoys
a large fortune, or an honorable office.

That the children of Israel may enjoy every man the in-

heritance of his fathers. Num. xxxvi. 8.

It [Syria] came into the hands of the Saracens, from
whom it was taken by the present Ottoman family, that

enjoy the Turkish empire.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 88.

3. To derive pleasure from association with or
observation of; take delight in being with or
in: as, to enjoy one's friends; I enjoyed Paris
more than London

;
to enjoy the country.

So I might enjoy my Saviour at the last, I could with
patience be nothing almost unto eternity.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, 1. 7.

Specifically 4. To have sexual intercourse
with.
That Hill, on whose high top he [Endymion] was the first

that found
Pale Phoebe's wand'ring course ; so skilful in her sphere,
As some stick not to say that he enjoy'd her there.

Drayton, Polyolbion, vii. 124.

For never did thy beauty, since the day
I saw thee first and wedded thee, adorn'd
With all perfections, so inflame my sense
With ardour to enjoy thee. Milton, P. L., ix. 1032.

5. To have or possess, as something good or

desirable, in a general sense : as, he enjoys the
esteem of the community; the paper enjoys a
wide circulation.
He expired, . . . having enjoyed, by the benefit of his

regimen, a long and healthy life and a gentle and easy
death. Johnson.
Of the nineteen tyrants who started up under the reign

of Gallienus, there was not one who enjoyed a life of peace
or a natural death. Gibbon, Decline and Fall, x.

To enjoy one's self, to feel pleasure or satisfaction in
one's own mind ; experience delight from the pleasures in
which one partakes ;

be happy.
When I employ my affection in friendly and social ac-

tions, I find I can sincerely enjoy myself.
Shaftesbury, Advice to an Author, iii. 2.

Saints

Enjoy themselves in heaven.

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

II. intrans. To live in happiness ;
take plea-

sure or satisfaction. [Rare.]
Adam, wedded to another Eve,

Shall live with her enjoying, I extinct.

Milton, P. L, ix. 829.

enkindle

enjoyt, " [< enjoy, i'.] Enjoyment.
As true love is content with his enjoy,
And asketh no witnesse nor no record.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 203.

enjoyable (en-joi'a-bl), a. [< enjoy + -able.]
That may be enjoyed; capable of yielding en-

joyment.
The evening of our days is generally the calmest and the

most enjoyable of them. Pope .

To be enjoyable, a book must be wholesome, like nature,
and flavored with the religion of wisdom.

Alcott, Tablets, p. 13i

enjoyableness (en-joi'a-bl-nes), n. The qual-
ity or state of being enjoyable.
The etijui/nbleness is complete if the man's life has been

happy and free from reproach. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 289.

enjoyer (en-joi'&r), . One who enjoys.
God can order even his word and precepts so, and turn

them to the destruction of the unprofitable, unworthy
enjmjers of them. South, Works, IX. if.

enjoyment (en-joi'ment), n. [< enjoy + -ment."]

1. The state of enjoying; pleasurable emotion
or sensation

;
followed by of, a viewing or ex-

periencing with pleasure or delight : as, her en-

joyment was manifest
; enjoyment of a play, or of

a good dinner.

A lover, when struck with the idea or fancy of his en-

joyment, promises himself the highest felicity if he suc-
ceeds in his new amour.

Shaftesbury, Advice to an Author, iii. 2.

To the ignorant and the sensual, happiness consists in

physical enjoyment and the possession of the good things
of life. W. R. Greg, Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 23.

2. The possession, use, or occupancy of any-
thing with satisfaction or pleasure; in law, the
exercise of a right: as, the enjoyment of an
estate, or of civil and religious privileges.
The contented use and enjoyment of the things we have.

Bp. Wilkins, Natural Religion, ii. 4.

To enjoy rights without having proper security for their

enjoyment, ought not indeed to satisfy any political rea-

soners. Ames, Works, XI. 212.

3. That which gives pleasure or satisfaction;
cause of joy or gratification ; delight : as, the

enjoyments of life.

To despise the little things of present sense, for the hope
of everlasting enjoyments. Glanville, Sermons, i.

= Syn. Pleasure, gratification, happiness, satisfaction.

enkennelt (en-ken'el), v. t. [< en-1 + kennel1
."]

To shut up in a kennel.
The Dog [Diogenes]

That alwaies in a tub enkcnnell'd lies.

Davies, Microcosmos, p. 84.

enkert, [ME., appar.
of Scand. or LG. ori-

gin: MD. eenckel, enckel, D. enkel = MLG. enkel,
enkelt = Sw. Norw. enkel = Dan. enkclt, single,

simple; cf. Norw. einka, unique, remarkable,
= Icel. einka-, sometimes einkar-, in comp.,
only, special, particular, in older form einga-,

only (t'einigr = AS. cenig, E. any), < einn =
AS. an, E. one : see any and one."] Simple ;

un-

mixed; sole; complete.
The knyst in the enker gren.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2477.

enkerchief (en-ker'chif), v. t. [< e-l + ker-

chief."] To bind with or inclose in a kerchief.

I know that soft, enkerchief'd hair,
And those sweet eyes of blue.

ii. Arnold, Switzerland, i. (Meeting).

enkerlyt, adv. [ME., < enker + -ly, -ly
2
.] Com-

pletely; in detail.

Thene the emperour was egree, and enkerly fraynes
The answere of Arthure.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 507.

enkernel (en-ker'nel), v. t.
; pret. and pp. en-

kerneled, enkernelled, ppr. enkerneling, enkernel-

ling. [< enA + kernel."] To inclose in a ker-
nel. Davies.

When I muse
Upon the aches, anxieties, and fears
The Maggot knows not, Nicholas, methinks
It were a happy metamorphosis
To be enJternell'd thus. Southey, Nondescripts, vi.

enkindle (en-kin'dl), v. t.; pret. and pp. en-

kindled, ppr. enkindling. [< en-1 + kindle1
."]

1. To kindle; set on fire; inflame.

Enkindle all the sparks of nature,
To quit this horrid act. Shak., Lear, iii. 7.

That literary heaven which our youth saw dotted thick
with rival glories we find now to have been a stage-sky
merely, artificially enkindled from behind.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 115.

Hence 2. To excite; rouse into action; in-

flame: as, to enkindle the passions; to enkindle

zeal; to enkindle war or discord, or the flames
of war.

Fearing to strengthen that impatience
Which seem'd too much enkindled.

Shak., J. C., ii. 1.

It enkindled in France the fiery eloquence of Mirabeau.
^n inner, Prison Discipline.



enlace

enlace (en-las'), r. t.; pret. and pp. nilticnt,

ppr. enlacing. [Also inlaee; < \l I-'.. mince*. <

OF. enlacer, F. rulttrrr, interim*!', infold, = Pr.

enlasnar, rulaimuir = Sp. i-ula:ar = Pg. enlaySr
= It. iiiliiiTinri; ensnare, entangle, < L. in, in,

4- laqueus, a string, lace: see tare.] 1. To
fasten or im-lo.-c \\iili or as if with a lace; en-

eiri'le; siirrounil; infold.

That man . . . enlaceth hym in tlieeheync with whiche
he may be drawen. rA. ,,/.., Bogthlus, i. meter 4.

Tymlie, .luff it for tn abydi!,
I'l.e pave or tloore it wele in somer tyde.

Piillii.liii.*, lliisl,,,ndric(K. K. T. S.), p. 13.

Ropes of pearl her neck and breast enlace.

l: Fletcher, Piscatory Eclogues, vil. :u.

2f. To entangle ; intertwine.

That the g,nestiinn of the devyne purveaunce hetilaced
with many other qiiestiouus, I understonde wel.

Chaucer, Boethius, v. prose 1.

enlacement (en -las 'ment), n. [< enlace +
-ment.] The act of enlacing, or the state of

being enlaced; an encircling; embracement.
And round and round, with fold on fold,
His tail about the imp he roll'd

In fond and close enlacement.

Southey, The Young Dragon, i.

enlangouredt, " [( OF. enlangoure, pp. of en-

liiii/iourer, languish, < ere- 4- langor, langur, lan-

guor: see languor.] Faded.
Of such a colour enlangonred,
Was Abstinence ywls coloured.

Kmn. of the Rote, 1. 7397.

enlardt (en-liird'), 0. t. [Also inlard; < OF. cn-

larder, spit, < en- + larder, lard: see lard, v.]

To cover with lard or grease ;
baste.

That were to enlard his fat-already pride.
Shot., T. and C., it 3.

enlarge (en-larj'), . ; pret. and pp. enlarged,

ppr. enlarging. [Formerly also inlarge ; < ME.
i nlnrgen, ( OF. enlartjicr, enlargir. enlarger (cf.

Pr. Pg. alargar = Sp. allargar = It. allargare),
< en- + large, large: see en-1 and large.] I.

trans. 1. To make larger; add to; increase in

extent, bulk, or quantity ;
extend ; augment : as,

to enlarge a building or a business.

At night the Lord remembered us, and enlarged the
wind to the N. Winthrop, Hist. New England, 1. 18.

But he [Ahab] now heartily repented for the time ; and
for the time of repentance God Marged his time of for-

bearance. Stillinffjleet, Sermons, II. iv.

Bacon . . . published a small volume of Essays, which
was afterwards enlarged ... to many times its original
hulk. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

2. To increase the capacity or scope of; ex-

pand ;
make more comprehensive.

This Is that science which would truly enlarge men's
minds were it studied. Locke.

The world is enlarged for us, not by new objects, but by
nnding more affinities and potencies In those we have.

Emerson, Success.

3. To increase in appearance ; magnify to the

eye.

Fancy's Iwam eiUarget, multiplies,
Contracts, inverts, and gives ten thousand dyes.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 35.

4. To set at large or at liberty ; fnve freedom
or scope to; release from limitation, confine-

ment, or pressure.
Hear me when I call, O God of my righteousness; thou

hast enlarged me when I was in distress. Ps. iv. 1.

\\ , have commission to possess the palace,
Enlarge Prince Drusns, and make him our chief.

B. Jotaon, Sejanus, v. 3.

I make little doubt hut Noah was exceedingly glad when
he was enlarged from the ark.

'

'/>'-.

5f. To state at large ; expatiate upon : in this
sense now followed by mi or tt/ion. See II., '2.

Then in my tent, Cassius, enlarge your griefs,
And 1 will give you audience. Shale., i. C., iv. 2.

Were there nought else t' enlarii? your virtues to me,
These answers speak your breeding and v<nir MIMM!.

B. Joniton, Alchemist, iv. 1.

6t. To awaken strong religious feeling in; "en-
large the heart" of; hence, to move to utter-

ance ;
cause or permit to expatiate : often re-

flexive.

Mr. Wilson was much inlnrwd, and spake so terribly,
\et so -iaeion-h

,
si miu'ht have affected a heart not quite

shut up. T. SheiHtnl. Clear Sunshine of the Gospel, p. 11.

My mind \vas not to rnlnr>i? mi/ ne(r',
r any further, but in

respeote of diverse poors' souls here.

Lyford, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation. |> 1-1.

I will enlarge mwtf no further to you at this time.

11',,'iYll, Letters, I. I. 29.

7. In old law, to give further time to; extend.

postpone, or continue: :is. to ciilitrtje a rule or
an order Enlarging-hamnier. *ee inmn>t.>r. En-
larging statute, see *ti,t,tf,;-To enlarge the heart*,
to awaken > ifi.in.
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II. intrant. 1. To grow large or larger; in-

crease; dilate; expand: as, a plant enlarges by
growth; an estate enlarge* by good manage-
ment.
There is an Immense field here for the growing powers

and n / activities of women; but we d<> not

seem to be getting at and into it in the best way.
N. llmcles, in Men-lam, II. 164.

2. To speak at large ; be diffuse in speaking or

writing; expatiate; amplify: with on or upon.
This is a theme so unpleasant, I delight not to enlarge

on it. Decay of Christian Piety.

The Turks call It Merchab, and enlarge much upon the

.Sieges it has sustaln'd in fonner times.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 17.

While supper was preparing, he enlarged upon the hap-
piness of the neighboring shire.

Additon, The Tory Foxhuntrr.

3. To exaggerate.
At least, a severe critic would be apt to think I enlarge

a little, as travellers are often suspected to do.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, II. 4.

4. Inphotog., to make enlargements ; practise
solar printing. See enlargement, 8.

enlarge! (en-Jiirj'), n. ((enlarge, v.] Freedom;
liberty; enlargement.
My absence may procure thy more enlarge.

Middleton, Family of Love, I. 2.

enlarged (en-larjd'), p. a. [Pp. of enlarge, v.]
Not narrow or confined

; expanded; broad; com-

prehensive; liberal.

They are extremely suspicions of any enlarged or general
views. Brougham, Lord Chief Justice Gibbs.

Enlarged tarsi, in entinn., same as dilated tarsi (which
see, uniler dilated).

enlargedly (en-liir'jed-li), adv. With enlarge-
ment.

Justification Is taken two ways in Scripture; strict*

magis, and extensive ; precisely . . . and enlargedly.
Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Ctesar, vi.

enlargedness (en-lar'jed-nes), n. The state of

being enlarged. Christian Examiner.

enlargement (en-larj'ment), n. [< enlarge +
-ment.] 1. The act of increasing in size or

bulk, real or apparent ;
the state of being in-

creased; augmentation; dilatation; expansion:
as, the enlargement of a field by the addition of
two or three acres; enlargement of the heart.

.Simple enlargement of the spleen occurs under a variety
of circumstances. (iuain, Med. Diet., p. 1510.

2. Something added on ; an addition.

Every little enlargement is a feast to the poor, but he
that feasts every day feasts no day.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iv. 8.

And all who told it added something new ;

And all who heard it made enlargements too.

Pojte, Temple of Fame, 1. 471.

3. Expansion or extension, as of powers and
influence; an increase of capacity, scope, or

comprehension, as of the sympathies and char-
acter.

Earnestly intreat the immortal God for the enlargement
and extension here of the kingdom of Christ.

Peter Martyr, in Bradford's Works (Parker Soc., 1853),

(II. 4O8.

However, these little, idle, angry controversies proved
occasions of etUargements to the church of God.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., I. 6.

4. Release from captivity, bondage, distress,
or the like

; a setting at large or at liberty.
Then shall there enlargement and deliverance arise to

the Jews. Esther Iv. 14.

Chrys. How does my dear Eugenia?
fug. As well

As this restraint will give me leave, and yet
It does appear a part of my enlargement
To have your company.

Shirley, Love in a Maze, IT. 1.

5. The state or condition of being at large or
unrestrained.

The desire of life and health is implanted in man's na-
ture

-.
the love of liberty and enlargement is a sister pas-

sion to it. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 4.

6. Diffuseness of speech or writing; expatia-
tion on a particular subject ;

extended discourse
or argument.
He concluded with an enlargement upon the vices and

corruptions which were got into the army.
Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

7. In the calculus of finite differences, the oper-
ation of changing a function by adding unity
to the variable. It is denoted by the letter E*.

Thus, E log:r = log (jr+1). 8. In
photog., a

picture of :my kind, especially a positive, made
of a larger size than the negative from which
it is taken. See solar printing, under printing.- Calculus of enlargement. See calculut.

enlarger (en-lar'jer), n. Onewho or that which
enlarges, increases, extends, or expands; an
amplifier.

enlightenment
Bolloiuus the Gaille, that was the inlarger thereof,

swayed It [Milan) many yean. Coryat, Crudities, I. 130.

The newspaper is the great enlarger of our inU-lli-ctual

horizon. The American, VI. 407.

enlaurel (en-la'rel), r. t. ; pret. and pp. riiluu-

relcd or cnlaurelletl, ppr. fntanreling or enlaurel-

ling. [< CTi-1 + laurel.] To crown with laurels.

[Poetical.]
For Swalnes that con no skill of holy race
Bene foe-men to falre skll's enlaurrell'd Queen.

Daniet, Eclogue, p. 20.

enlayt (en-la'), v. t. An obsolete variant of

mini/.

enleagne (en -leg'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. en-

leagued, ppr.
i n In i ii unlit. [< en-* + league1 .]

To bring into league. [Poetical.]
For now It doth appear

That he, enleagued with robbers, was the spoiler.
J. BailUt.

enlegeancet, . A variant of allegeance3 .

enlengthent (en-leng'thn), v. t. [< en-1 +
lengthen.] To lengthen; prolong; elongate.
Never Sunday or holiday passes without some pnblicke

meeting or other : where intermixed with women they [the

Greeks] dance out the day, and with full crown'd cups en-

lengthen their Jollity. Sandys, Travalles, p. 11.

enlev6 (F. pron. on-le-va'), a. [F., pp. of en-

lever = Pr. Sp. (obs.) Pg. enlerar, lift up, < L.

inde, thence, + lerare, lift, < levin, light : see ler-

ity, and cf . elevate.] In her., raised or elevated :

often synonymous with enhanced. [Rare.]
enlevent, a. and n. A Middle English form of

eleven.

enliancet, n. [ME., < OF. cnliance, bond, obli-

gation ;
cf . ni/iii in-i-.\ Same as alliance.

enlightt (en-lit'), v. t. [< en-1 + light*. Cf.

AS. inlyhtan, inlihtan, also onlyhtan, etc., illu-

minate, < in or on, on, + lyhtan, > E. lighfl, v.

Cf. i iiiii/liti n.\ To illuminate
; enlighten.

The wisest king refus'd all Pleasures quite,
Till Wisdom from aliove did him etilight.

Cou'ley, The Mistress, Wisdom.

enlighten (en-li'tn), t\ t. [Formerlv also '-

lighten; < en-1 + lighten^. Cf. enlighi.] 1. To
shed light upon ; supply with light ;

illuminate.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
His lightnings enlightened the world. Ps. xcvii. 4.

Ryene, seated under the Tropick of Cancer, In which
was a well of marvellous depth, enlightnett throughout hy
the Sun. Sandy*. Travailes, p. 86.

2. To give intellectual or spiritual light to;
illuminate by increase of knowledge and wis-
dom

;
instruct ; impart knowledge to : as, to en-

lighten an ignorant community; she was soon

enlightened as to his motives.

For It is impossible for those who were once enlight-

ened, ... if they shall fall away, to renew them again
unto repentance. Heb. vl. 4-6.

Tis he \\hoenligtitemt our understandings. Roger*.

The conscience enlightened by the Word and Spirit of
God. Abp. Trench.

= Syn. 1. To Illume, illumine, Irradiate. 2. To teach,

enlightened (en-li'tnd), p. a. [Pp. of enlighten,

r.] If. Illuminated; supplied with light; light-

giving.
Mr. Bradley, F. R. s

, supposes the Will with the Wisp
to be no more than a Group of small enlightened Insects.

Bourne's Pop. Antia. (1777), p. 372.

2. Possessing or manifesting enlightenment ;

having or showing much knowledge or acquired
wisdom ; specifically, freed from blinding igno-
rance, prejudice, superstition, etc. : used to note
the highest stage of general human advance-

ment, as in the series savage, barbarous, half-

civilized, civilized, and enlightened.
It pleases me sometimes to think of the very great num-

ber of important subjects which have been discussed in

the Edinburgh Review in so enlightetted a manner.
Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, Iv.

enlightener (en-li'tn-er), n. One who illumi-

nates; one who or that which communicates
light to the eye or clear views to the mind.

O sent from Heaven,
Enlightenrr of my darkness, gracious things
Thou hast reveal'd. Milton, P. I... xii. 271.

He Is the prophet shorn of his more awful splendours,
burning with mild equable radiance, as the enlightenrr of

daily life. Carljfle.

enlightenment (en-li'tn-ment), n. [< enlighten
+ -ment. ] I. The act of enlightening, or the
state of being enlightened; attainment or pos-
session of intellectual light; used absolutely, a

lighting up orenlargement of the understanding
by means of acquired knowledge and wisdom ; .

more narrowly, an illumination of the mind or

acquisition of knowledge with regard to a par-
ticular subject or fact.

Their laws, If inferior to modern jurisprudence, do not
fall short of the enlightenment of the age in which Parlia-

ment designed them. Sir E. May, Const. Hist Eng., L vi.



enlightenment
She wanted it [liis approval) passionately, with an in-

aistance which even her own complete enlightenment as

to the difference between them never affected.
Mrs. Oliphant, A Poor Gentleman, xiii.

2. [Tr. G. aufklarung.'] Independence of

thought; rationalism, especially the rational-

ism of the eighteenth century.
This enlightenment Hegel had received at first in its

sober German form in the dry analysis and superficial
criticism of the post-Wolffiau age ; but at the university
he came to know it in its more intensive French form,
which was to the German enlightenment as wine to water.

J. Caird.

enlimnt (en-lim'), . t. [< e-l + limn. Cf. en-

luniine and illumine, ult. of same elements.] To
illuminate or adorn with ornamented letters or
with pictures, as a book. Palsgrave.
enlink (en-link'), . t. [< era-i + link*-.] To
l^nk ;

connect as if into a chain.

What is it then to me, if impious war,
Array'd in flames, like to the prince of fiends,
Do, with his smirch'd complexion, all fell feats
Enlink'd to waste and desolation?

Shak., Hen. V., iii. 3.

enlist (en-list'),t\ [Formerly also inlist; <en-1 +
list5 . Hence, by apheresis, list6

, v., 2.] I. trans.

1. To enter, as a name on a list; enroll; re-

gister. 2. To engage for public service, espe-
cially military or naval service, by enrolling
after mutual agreement: as, to enlist men for
the army.
They [the Romans] even, it is said, allowed the Cartha-

ginians to levy soldiers in their dominions, that is, to en-
list . . . Lucanian, or Samnite, or Bruttian mercenaries.

Dr. Arnold, Hist. Korne, xlii.

[In construing the pension and other laws relating to

soldiers, enlisted applies to drafted men as well as to vol-

unteers, whose names are duly entered on the military
rolls. Sheffield as. Otis, 107 Mass., -282.]

3. To unite firmly to a cause
; employ in ad-

vancing some interest
; engage the services of :

as, to enlist one's sympathies in the cause of

charity.

Methodically to enlist the members of a community,
with due regard to their several capacities, in the per-
formance of its public duties, is the way to make that
community powerful and healthful.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. lO.'i.

Never before had so large an amount of literary ability
been enlisted in politics. Leeky, Eng. in 18th Cent., i.

=
Syu. 1 and 2. Enroll, etc. See record, v.

II. intrrnis. I. To engage in public service,
especially military service, by subscribing ar-
ticles or enrolling one's name ; specifically, to

engage in such service voluntarily. 2. To en-
ter heartily into a cause, with devotion to its

interests.

enlistment (en-list'ment), n. [Formerly also
inlistinent ; < enlist +" -ment.] 1. The act of

enlisting, or the state of being enlisted; the

levying of soldiers or sailors by voluntary en-
rolment.

In England, with enlistment instead of conscription,
this supply was always precarious.

Buckle, Civilization, II. viii.

2. The writing by which a soldier (other than
one who has entered the military service under
a commission as an officer) is bound.

enliyet (en-llv'), v. t. [< e-i + life, appearing
as live in alive, livelong, live, a., etc. Cf . enliven.']
To enliven

; quicken ; animate.
This dissolved body shall be raised out of the dust and

enlived. Bp. Hall, Select Thoughts, SO.

enliven (en-li'vn), v. t. [< en-1 + life (live) +
-el (3). Cf. enlive.] 1. To give life, action,
or motion to ; make vigorous or active

; vivify ;

quicken.
It [the spawn of carp] lies ten or twelve days before it

be enlioened. J. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 142.

There, warm'd alike by Sol's enlivening power,
The weed, aspiring, emulates the flower. Shenstone.

2. To give spirit or vivacity to
; animate ; make

sprightly, gay, or cheerful.
The Reader cannot but be pleased to find the Depths of

Philosophy enlivened with all the Charms of Poetry.
Addison, Spectator, No. 339.

A projecting point of gray rocks veined with color, tn-
luvned by touches of scarlet bushes and brilliant flowers

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 324.

=Syn. 2. To exhilarate, cheer, inspirit, gladden, invigor-
ate, rouse, wake up.
enlivener (en-li'vn-er), n. One who or that
which enlivens, animates, vivifies, or invigor-
ates.

Fire, th' enlivener of the general frame.

Dryden, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 427.

1938

enlivening (en-li'vn-ing), H. [Verbal n. of en-

liven, t'.] That which enlivens or makes gay.
The good man is full of joyful enlivenings.

Feltham, Resolves, i. 84.

enlivenment (en-li'vn-ment), 11. [< enliven +
-ment.~\ 1. The act of enlivening or of making
or becoming live, vigorous, or active.

The rappings, the trance mediums, the visions of hands
without bodies, . . . the enlivenment of furniture we
have invented none of them, they are all heirlooms.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 150.

2. The act of making or becoming gay, ani-

mated, or vivacious.

His talk was full of little unexpected turns in the
midst of sober discussion, a flash of enlivenment.

Quoted in Merriam's Life of Bowles, II. 408.

enlockt (en-lok'), t'. t. [< e-l + Zocfcl.] To
lock up ;

inclose.

That sacred Saint my soveraigne Queene,
In whose chast brest all bountie naturall
And treasures of true love enlocked beene.

Spenser, F. Q., IV., Prol., st. 4.

enluminet (en-lu'min), v. t. [< ME. enluminen,
< OF. enluminer = Pr. enlumenar, enllmmenar,
< L. inluminare, illuminare, light up : see illu-

mine, and cf . enlimn.
~]

To illumine
; enlighten ;

give light to.

That same great glorious lampe of light
That doth enlumine all these lesser fyres.

Spenser, F. Q., V., Prol., st. 7.

Even so doe those rough and harsh termes enlumine, and
make more clearly to appeare, the brightnesse of brave
and glorious words. Spenser, Shep. Cal., Ded.

enluringt (en-lur'ing), n. [Verbal n. of "enlure,
v.,< oj-1 T lure.] Luring; enticement. Dames.

They know not the detractions of slander, . . . provo-
cations, heats, enlurings of lusts.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 311.

enlutet, '. t. [ME. enluten; < en-l + Intel.'] TO
daub with clay so as to make air-tight.

Of the pot and glasses enluting [var. engluling, Tyr-
whlttj.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 213.

enmanche (F. pron. on-moii-sha'), a. [Heral-
dic F., < en, = E. en-1, -I- maiiclie, a sleeve.] In

liei'., as if resembling or covered with a sleeve.

enmarblet (eu-mar'bl), v. t. Same as emmarble.
en masse (on mas). [F. : en, in ; masse, mass:
see hi and mass"2.] In mass; all together: as,
the audience rose en masse.

enmesh (en-mesh'), v. t. [< eii-1 + mesh. Now
more commonly immesh, q. v.] To inclose in
or as if in meshes ; immesh ; entangle ; snare.

So will I turn her virtue into pitch ;

And out of her own goodness make the net
That shall enmesh them all. Shale., Othello, il. 3.

Fly thither? But I cannot fly ;

My doubts enmesh me if I try.

Lowell, Credidimus Jovem Regnare.
The system which is supposed to be analogous to the

circulatory system of higher animals is very complex in
many of the higher holothurids, extends over the alimen-
tary canal, and enmeshes one of the respiratory trees.

Stand. Nat. Hist, I. 177.

enmeshment (en-mesh'ment), n. [< enmesh +
->nent.~\ 1. The act of enmeshing, or the state
of being entangled or entrapped. 2. Woven
work of meshes

;
network.

The moon, low in the west, was drawing a seine of fine-

spun gold across the dark depths of the valley. In that
enchanted enmeshment were tangled all the fancies of the
night.

M. N. Murfree, Prophet of Great Smoky Mts., p. 120.

enmewt (en-mu'), v. t. Same as emmew.
enmiddest, prep. A Middle English variant of
amidst.

Hnmyddes the medew founde where he stode,
Thys cruell geaunt which that he had slain.

Ram. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3097.

enminglet (en-ming'gl), v. t. [< e-l + mingle.
More commonly immingle, q. v.] To mingle.

Love embittered with tears
Suits but ill with my years

When sweets bloom enminrfled around.

Burgoyne, Lord of the Manor, I. i.

enmioust (en'mi-us), a. [< enmy, obs. form of

enemy, -f -CMS. Cf. OF. enemieux.] Full of en-

mity; inimical. Fox.

enmity (en'mi-ti), n.
; pi. enmities (-tiz). [Early

mod. E. also enmitie, enimitie; < ME. enmyte,
enemyte, enemytee, < OF. enemite, ennemite, usu-
ally enemistie, older enamistiet, mod. restored
inimitie = Pr. enemistat = Sp. enemistad = Pg.
inimizade = It. nemistA, nemistade, nemistate, <
ML. as if *inimicita(t-)s for L. inimicitia, en-
mity, < L. inimicits, an enemy, > OF. enemi, > E.

enemy: see enemy*. Cf. amity, the same word
as enmity, without the negative.] The quality

Enneandria

or state of being hostile ; a feeling or condition
of antagonism ;

ill will; variance; discord.

I will put enmity between thee and the woman.
Gen. iii. 15.

The friendship of the world is enmity with God.
Jas. iv. 4.

There is now professed actual Enmity betwixt France
and Spain. Ilowell, Letters, I. vi. 18.

Such an opportunity could not but be welcome to a

nature which was implacable in enmity.
Macaulay, Addison.

= Syn. Animosity, III tvill, Maliee, etc. See animosity
and odium.

enmoss (en-mos'), v. t. i< enA + moss.'] To
cover with moss : as. "enmossed realms," Keats.

[Poetical.]

enmovet, *' t. [< en-1 + move.~] Same as emove.

The knight was much enmoved with his speach.
Spenser, F. Q., I. ix. 48.

enmufflet (en-muf'l), . *. [< en-1 + muffle.']
To wrap up or infold, as in a muffler; muffle.

enmuret (en-mur'), v. t. See immure.

enmyti " An obsolete form of enemy*.
enmytet, n. An obsolete form of enmity.
ennatedt (e-na'ted), a. [Var. of innated, equiv.
to innate.] Innate.

But I have noted in her,- from her birth,
A strange ennated kind of courtesy.

Webster (and Dekker ?), Weakest Goeth to the Wall, ii. 2.

Ennea (en'e-a), n. [NL., < Or. iwia = E. nine.']
A genus of pulmonate gastropods, or snails,
of the family Helicidai. Adams, 1858.

ennea-. [< Gr. iwea (with prothetic e- and
doubled v; cf. evevf/Kovra (iwtv-), ninety), orig.
*vcrev = L. novem = E. nine: see nine.] A pre-
fix in words of Greek origin, signifying

' nine.'

Enneacanthus (en"e-a-kan'thus), n. [NL., <

Ur. hvea, nine, + aaavQa, the spine.] A genus
of small American sunfishes, of the family
Centrarchidai, having the caudal fin convex, and
nine dorsal spines (whence the name). E. obe-

HHS is about 3 inches long and marked with
dark vertical bands.
ennead (en'e-ad), n. [< Gr. iweai; (evveati-),
a body of nine, the number nine, < iwta = E.
nine. Cf. enneatic."] 1. The number nine; a

system of nine objects; especially, in math.,
a system of nine points common to different

plane cubic curves, or a system of nine lines

common to cubic curves. 2. One of the divi-

sions of Porphyry's collection of the doctrines
of Plotinus : so named from the fact that each
of the six divisions contains nine books.

The Enneads of Plotinus are the primary and classical
documentor Neoplatonism. The doctrine of Plotinus is

mysticism, and like all mysticism it consists of two main
divisions [theoretical and practical).

Harnack, Eucyc. Brit., XVII. 335.

enneadic (en-e-ad'ik), a. [< ennead + -'c.]

Pertaining to an ennead, or to the number nine.

Also, improperly, enneatic Enneadic system, in

math., a system of ten points, such that on joining any one
to all the rest the nine lines form an ennead. Enneadic
system of numeration, a system of numeration by
nines.

enneagon (en'e-a-gon), n. [< Gr. iwia, = E.

nine, + yuvia, an angle.] In geom., a polygon
or plane figure with nine angles.
enneagonal (en-e-ag'o-nal), a. [< enneagon +
-al.~] In geom., having nine angles; pertain-
ing to an enueagon. Enneagonal number, a num-
ber of the form J u (7n 5). Such are 1, 9, 24, 46, etc.

eimeagynous (en-e-aj'i-nus), a. [< Gr. iwea, =
E. nine, + ywi], a woman (in mod. bot. a pis-
til), + -o*.] In bot., having nine pistils or

styles : said of a flower or plant.
enneahedra, . Plural of enneahedron.
enneahedral (en"e-a-he'dral), a. [< enneahe-
dron + -al.] In geom., having nine faces.

enneahedria, enneahedron (en"e-a-he'dri-a,
-drqn), .

; p^l. enneahedria; enneahedra (-e, -dra).

[NL., < Gr. twin., = E. nine, + eSpa, aseat, base.]
In geom., a solid having nine faces.

ennealogyt (en-e-al'o-ji), n. [< Gr. iwia, = E.

nine, + -Aoyia, < 7.iyiiv, speak: see -ology.'] A
speaking or treating of nine points; also, an
oration or a treatise divided into nine points or

chapters. Bailey, 1727.

enneander (en-e-an'der), n.

[< NL. *enneandrus: see en-

neandrous.] In hot., a plant
having nine stamens.
Enneandria (en-e-an'dri-a),
n. pi. [NL., < *enneandrus:
see enneandrous.] The ninth
class of the Linnean system
of plants, comprising such
as have perfect flowers with
nine stamens.

of B,llo

atus, belonging
class E""""



enneandrian

enneandrian (i-n-r-.-in'dri-iin), n. Same as en-

enneandrous (rn-e-an'drus), a. [< NL. "i ///< -

iiiiilnix, < (ir. /iwa, = E. niiir, + in-i/p (avip-), a
man (in mod. bot. a stamen).] Having nine

stamens,

enneapetalous ('" v -pft'a-lus), a. [< NL.
"en in a/a ><i/nx, < (ii:!n-iii, = ft. in in', + TtTaAov. a

leaf (in mod. hot. a petal). ]
I laving nine pctnls.

Enneapterygii (i'ii"f'-up-t<'-rij'i-i), . pi. [NL.
(Hloch nnil Schneider, 1H01), < Gr. iwta, = E.

Him; + -ri'iii';. fin.] A group of fishes having,
or supposed to have, nine fins.

enneasemic (en'e-a-se'mik), a. [< Gr. as if
*
i I'l'Kiftrffws (cf. dtffqftoc,, etc., oKTanv/^of ), < iwta, =

K. nine, + o't/ta, sign, mark, at//itiov, sign, mark,
mora.] In IIIK; jiros., consisting of or equal to

nine semeia (morse) or units of metrical mea-
surement; having a magnitude of nine times or
normal shorts : as, an enneasemic colon ;

an iam-
bic or a trochaic tripody is enneasemic.

enneasepalous (en'e-a-sep'a-lus), a. [< NL.
"fiincascpalus, < Gr. kwta, nine, + E. sepal.}
In bot., having nine sepals.

enneaspermous (en'e-a-sper'mus), a. [< NL.
*enneas]>ermus,<. Gr. tw'ta, = E. nine, + airtpua,

seed.] In bot., having nine seeds: as, ennea-

spermous fruits.

enneastyle (eu'e-a-stil), a. [< Gr. ewta, nine,
+ orrAof, column: see style%.} Consisting of

nine columns or pillars ; nine-columned.
The misshapen monument called the Basilica, at Pa?s-

tinn, . . . has a front of nine columns, or an enneastyle
arrangement. Encyc. Brit., II. 410.

enneasyllabic (en'e-a-si-lab'ik), a. [< Gr. h-
waarAAa/tof, nine-syllabled, < iwta, = E. nine,
+ (n^.7M

ti>i, syllable.] Containing or consisting
of nine syllables: as, an enneasyllabic verse.

enneatict, enneaticalt (en-e-at'ik, -i-kal), a.

A mistnki'ii form for enncadic, *enneadical.En-
neatlcal days, every ninth day of a disease. Enneatical
years, every ninth year of a man's life.

enneation (en-e-a'shon), n. [< Gr. iwta = E.

nine.} In entom., the ninth segment of insects.

Maunders.

from the tradition that the shrike kills nine vic-

tims daily. The type is the European E. col-

liirio. See nine-killer.

ennewt (e-nu'), v. t. [< ME. ennewen, < en-1 +
ntwe, new. Cf. L. innovare, > E. innovate, of

similar elements.] To make new
;
renew.

And maister Chaucer, that nobly enterprysed
How that our Englyashe niyght fresshely be enneiced.

Skelton, Garland of Laurel, 1. 389.

enniche (en-nich'), v. t. [< en-1 + niche.'} To
place in a niche. [Rare.]
Slawkcnbcrgius . . . deserves to be en-nieh'd as a pro-

totype for all writers, of voluminous works at least, to
model their books by. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, 111. 38.

ennis, innis (en'is, in'is). [Ir. and Gael, innis,

mix, an island, a sheltered valley, a graziug-
place for cattle.] A frequent element in Irish

place-names: as, Ennis, Enniscorthy, Ennis-
killen. //mwfallen, etc.

ennoble (e-no'bl), v. t. ; pret. and pp. ennobled,
ppr. ennobling. [< OF. (and F.) cnnoblir, < en-
+ noble, noble: see en-1 and noble.} 1. To
make noble

;
confer a title of nobility on.

On what principle was Hampden to be attainted for

advising what Leslie was MMMM for doing?
Macnnlay, Nugent's Hampden.

\Vheu nobility depends on office bestowed by the kin^,
it is plain that the kiiiK ran ninoUe; so at Rome, where
nnltility dmeodod on omce bestowed by the people, it

would not be too much to say that the people could en-
nofcfe. E. A. Freeman, Atner. Lects., p. 304.

Seven commoner* weiv enixibhd for their good offices.

'. N. lirrmt, Irish Hist, for Eng. Readers, p. 11:1.

2. To dignify; exalt; elevate in degree, ex-

cellence, or respect.
What can nniublf sots, or slaves, or cowards?

Pope, Essay on Man, Iv. 215.

Only those who know the supremacy of the Intellectual
life the life which has a seed of ennobling thought and
purpose within it can iindi-rstand the grief of one who
falls from that serene activity into the absorbing . . .

struggle with \v,,rl,lh annoyance*.
Grorye Kliot, Middleman-!], II. 348.

Ennobling this dull }>onip, tlic lift- of kii^s,
By contemplation of diviner things.

M. Arnold, Mycerinns.
His images are noble, or, if borrowed from humble

objects, ennobled by his humllin^.
O. H'. //"/i/i run 1

? -,,n, xvi.

3f. To make notable, famous, or memorable.
The Spaniards could not as invaders land In Ireland.

but only rnnublt'tt some of the coast* thereof with ship-
wrecks. Bacon.

1939
This man (Carolm Martellut] is much ennoblrd by many

classical Historiographers. Coryal, Crudities, I. 47.

Naples ... ! baokt by mountains enobled for their

generous wines. Santiyi, Travailes, p. 108.

ennoblement (e-no'bl-ment), n. [< ennoble +
-mini.'] 1. The act of ennobling, or advancing
to nobility; the state of being ennobled.
He (Henry VII. (added during parliament to hl former

creations the ennoblement or aduauceinent in nobilitie of

a few others. Ilann, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 16.

2. Exaltation; elevation in degree of excel-

lence; dignity.
The eternal wlsdome . . . enricht him with those en-

n':'i/<'i,trnte which were worthy him that gave them.
Glanmlle, Vanity of Dogmatizing, 1.

ennobler (e-no'bler), n. One who or that which
ennobles.

Above all, the Ideal with him [Spenser] was not a thing
apart and unattainable, but the sweetener and ennobler
of the street and the fireside. JV. A. Rev., CXX. 357.

Ennomidas (e-nom'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Enr.o-

mus + -id(e.} A proposed family of moths:
same as Ennomitue. Guenee, 1857.

Ennoniinae (en-o-mi'ne), n. pi. [NL.. < Enno-
mus + -inte."} A subfamily of geometnd moths,
having as type the genus Ennomus. Packard,
1876. Other names of the same group are En-
nomidce and Ennomites.

Ennomus (en'o-mus), n. [NL. (Treitschke,
1825), < Gr. Iwo/ios, feeding in, inhabiting (a

Elace),
< iv, in, + vfftciv, feed, pasture, vl/ieotiat,

jed, graze.] A genus of geometrid moths,
typical of the subfamily Ennomiiut, having the

body robust, the wings dentate, and the anten-
nae stout. The larvw are tul>ereulate, and feed on the
leaves of trees. The few species are confined to Europe.
Originally Knnomot.

ennoyt, . and v. An obsolete form of annoy.
ennui (on-nwe'), n. [F., the mod. form of OF.
enui, older anoi, > E. annoy : see annoy, .] A
painful or wearisome state of mind due to the
want of any object of interest, or to enforced
attention to something destitute of interest;
the condition of being bored; tedium.

The only fault of it is Insipidity ; which is apt now and
then to give a sort of ennui, which makes one form cer-

tain little wishes that signify nothing. 6'rot/, Letters.

Undoubtedly the very tedium and ennui which presume
to have exhausted the variety and the joys of life are as

old as Adam. Thnreau, Walden, p. 12.

The dreadful disease of ennui, of life-weariness, attacks
all who have no aim, no permanent purpose.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 35.

ennuy6 (oii-nwe-ya'), a. and n. [F. (fern, en-

nuyec), pp. of ennuyer, affect with ennui, the
mod. form of OF. anoier, > E. annoy : see an-

noy, v., and cf. ennui.] I. a. Affected with

ennui; bored; sated with pleasure.
II. n. One affected with ennui; one whom

satiety has rendered incapable of receiving
pleasure from the occupations of life; one in-

different to or bored by ordinary pleasures or
interests.

enodal (e-no'dal), a.
[<

e- + nodal.'} 1. In

bot., without nodes ; jomtless. 2. Not having
nodes: said of an aspect of a polyhedron.
Kirkman.
Also enodous.

enodally (e-no'dal-i), adv. In an enodal man-
ner or shape.
enodationt(e-no-da'shqn), n. (<.li.enodatio(n-),
< enodare, clear from knots, < e, out, + nodux
= E. knot.} 1. In husbandry, the cutting away
of the knots of trees. Bailey, 1727. 2. The act
or operation of clearing of knots, or of untying ;

hence, solution, as of a difficulty.

Searcely anything that way proved too hard for him for
his enodation.

W. Sclater, Sermon at Funeral of A. Wheelock, 1654.

enodet (e-nod'), a. [=F. enode, < L. enodis, knot-

less, < e, out, 4- nnitiiK = E. knot.} Destitute
of knots; knotless.

enodet (e-nod'), r. t. [< L. enodare, make free
from knots, < enodis, free from knots : see enode,
a.} To clear of knots

;
make clear. Cockeram.

Enodia (e-no'di-S), n. [NL., < Gr. evMtof, in or

by the way, by the wayside, < iv, in, 4- irfoj-,

way.] In entom.: (a) A genus of butterflies,

including such as
E.portlandia

and a few other

species. Hiibner, 1816. (6) A genus of wasps,
of the family Si>hegida>: synonymous with Pa-

nix/i/fiy. Dulillmm, 1843.

enodous (e-no'dus), a. [< e- + nodous.} Same
us i iiiMlal.

enofft, a. and w. An obsolete spelling of enough.
enoilt, ' ' [Early mod. E. also enhuile (after
F.); < ME. enoylen, < OF. enoilier, enolier, en-

nulier, ennuilier, enhuilier, etc., < ML. inoltun ,

enorle

anoint with oil: see anoil (doublet of ro<7)and
anele.} To anoint.

Their manner was to enhuile or anoint their very altars

all over. /;;/,;,,.; tr. of Camden's Britain, p. 771.

enointt, r. t. A Middle English form of anoint.

enology (e-nol'6-ji), n. [< Gr. oivof, wine, +
-Aoym, < Uyeiv, gpeak: see -ology.} The art of

making wine.
The school of "viticulture and enology," or vine-growing

and wine-maklmr, at Conegliano (Italy), dates from 1876.

Encyc. Brit., XIII. 401.

enomotarch (e-nom'o-tark), n. [< Gr. tvofto-

rapxr/t, < evu/xrria, an enomoty, + &pxtt, rule.]
The commander of an enomoty. Mitford.
enomoty (e-nom'o-ti), n. [< Gr. cvu/urria, a di-

vision of the Spartan army, lit. a sworn band,
< ttxi/jorof, sworn, bound by oath, < cv, in, +
*u[tor6s, verbal adj. of opvivai, swear.] In fir.

antiq., any band of sworn soldiers; specifically,
the smallest subdivision of the Lacedaemonian

army, from twenty-five to thirty-two or thirty-
six in number, bound together by a common
oath.

enophthalmus (en-of-thal'mus), n. [NL., < Gr.

iv, in, + txfda^/iof, the eye.] In pathol., retrac-

tion of the bulb of the eye from spasm of the

extrinsic muscles of the eye.

Enopla (en'o-pltt), n. pi. [NL., < Or. hxnrtof,
armed, in armor, < iv, in, + 6ir/a, arms.] A
subordinal group of uemerteans or rhynchocoe-
lous turbellarians, containing those nemertine
worms which have the proboscis armed with

Stylets : opposed to Anopla. The group Is equiv-
alent to the family ^4?/>/itj>orirf(which see), of the order
Turbellaria. The species are of microscopic sire, and live

in fresh or salt water, whence they sometimes find their

way into the alimentary canals of higher animals.

Enoplidae (e-nop'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Enopla
+ -trfa;.] A family of non-parasitic, free, and
mostly marine threadworms, of the order ffe-

matoidea, resembling and related to the Angv.il-
lulida; or vinegar-eels. The leading genera are

Enoplus, Enchelidium, and Dorylarmus.
Many of the species have a peculiar spinning-gland at

the posterior end of the body and opening on the underside
of the tall. . . . One end of the thread is glued fast, the
other floats the animal in the water. Most of the Unopli-
dce avoid the neighborhood of putrefaction, but delight in

pure soils and waters, in which they often abound.
Stand. \at. Hint., I. 209.

enoplios (e-nop'li-os), . [< Gr. tvdV/Uof, in

arms, armed (the meter being so called from its

use in war-songs and war-dances), < iv, in, +
mtfjov, atool,pl.07r?^j, arms.] In<znc.pro#.,anan-
apestic tripody, with admission of an iambus as
the first foot instead of an anapest or anapestic
spondee (we -|^w-t |

^ ~ ., or <~ -*
|

<- <~

-
|

s^ ^ i). u waa ^gy analyzed by some ancient me-
tricians as consisting of four feet, an Iambus or a spondee, a

pyrrhic, a trochee, and an Iambus (w |

w ^
|

w
j

w
),

or of two feet, an Ionic a majore and a choriambus (
w w

|

_ w w _).

enoploteuthid (e-nop-lo-tu'thid), n. A cepha-
lopodof the family Enoploteuthida: ; an onycho-
teuthid. Houle, 1886.

Enoploteuthidas (e-nop-lo-tu'thi-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Enoploteuthis + -trf<c.] A family of
cuttlefishes: same as Onychoteuthidida:
Enoploteuthis (e-nop-lo-tu'this), n. [NL., <

Gr. fooir/of, in arms, + rn&V, a cuttlefish.] A
genus of cuttlefishes, of the family Onychoteu-
tlmliilir, in which the sessile arms' have hooks
but no suckers.

Enoplus (en'o-plus), n. [NL., < Gr. hwrXof, in

arms,< h>, in, -f lnr'/j>v, a tool, pi. OTT/O, arms.] 1.
The typical genus of nematodea or thread-
worms of the

family Enoplida. E. tridentatus
is an example. 2. In entom., a genus of Scara-

bceida;, containing one species, E. tridens, from
Lifu island. Seiche, 1860.

enoptomancy (e-nop'to-man-si), n. [< Gr. Iv-

<mrof, seen in (< cv, in, -h / *
<>'r

,
see : see optic),

+ fiavreia, divination.] Divination by means
of a mirror. Smart.
enorchls (e-n6r'kis), . [L. (Pliny), < Gr. fvop-

Xf, having testicles,< cv, in, -f &px>(, a testicle.]
The name given by some ancient authors to a

species of eaglestone having a nucleus inclosed
in an outer crust.

enorlet, v. t. [ME. enorlen, enourlen, < OF. 'enor-

ler, < en- + orler, ourler (= Pr. Sp. Pg. orlar =
It. orlare), edge, ornament with an edging, <

orle, edge : see orle.} To edge ;
border ;

clothe.

The vale was evene rownde with vynes of silver,
Alle with grapis of golde, erettcr ware never !

Knhurildf with arlx>rye and alkyns tree*,
Eroeris tulle honeste, and bynlez there undyre.

Hortt Ar&un (E. t. T. s.'l. 1. 3245.

Angelej enourled in alle that is clene,
liothe wlth-iiine & with-outen. in wedej ful hrv.-jt.

Alliterative Poemt (ed. Morris), II. 18.



enorm

enormt (e-norm'), a. [= D. G. Dan. Sw. enorm
= F. enorme = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. enorme, < L. enor-

mis, irregular, immoderate, immense, < e, out

of, + norma, rule: see norm. Cf. enormous.] 1.

Deviating from rule or standard; abnormal.
All uniform,

Pure, pervious, immixed, . . . nothing enorm.
Dr. H. More, Song of the Soul, I. ii. 22.

2. Excessively wicked; enormous.
That they may suffer such punishment as so enorm . . .

actions have justly deserved.
Sir C. Cornwallis, To James I., Supp. to Cabala, p. 99.

enormt (e-n6rm'), v. t. [Also inorm ; < enorm,
a.] To make monstrous.

Then lets hee friends the fantacie enorme
With strong delusions and with passions dire.

Davies, Minim in Modum, p. 9.

enormal (e-n6r'mal), a. [As enorm + -al.] De-

viating from the norm, standard, or type of

form; subtypieal; etypic. [Bare.]
enormioust (e-n6r'mi-us), a. [< L. enorm-is (see

enorm) + E. '-ous. Cf.. enormous.'] Enormous.

Observe, sir, the great and enormious ahuse hereof

amongst Christians, confuted of an Ethnicke philospher.
Benvenuto, Passengers' Dialogues (1612).

The enormious additions of their artificial heights.
Jer. Taylor(f), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 60.

enormitant (e-nor'mi-tan), n. [Irreg. < enor-

mity + -an.] A wretch; a monster. L'Es-

trange.

enormity (e-nor'mi-ti), .; pi. enormities (-tiz).

[< OF. enormite, F. enormite = Sp. enormidad =
Pg. enormidade = It. enormita, enormitade, enor-
mitate = D. enormiteit= Gr. enormitdt, < L. enor-

mita(t-)s, irregularity, hugeness, < enormis, ir-

regular, huge: see enorm, enormous.] 1. The
state or quality of being enormous, immoderate,
or extreme; atrociousness

;
vastness : in a bad

sense : as, the enormity of his offense.

We are told that crimes of great enormity were perpe-
trated by the Athenian Government and the democracies
under its protection. Macaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

2. Enprmousness ; immensity: without derog-
atory implication. [Rare.]
In the Shakspeare period we see the fulness of life and

the enormity of power throwing up a tropical exuberance
of vegetation. De Qtiincey, Style, iii.

3. That which surpasses endurable limits, or
is immoderate, extreme, or outrageous; a very
grave offense against order, right, or decency ;

atrocious crime
; an atrocity.

And if any deeme it a shame to our Nation to haue any
mention made of those inormities, let them pervse the
Histories of the Spanyards Discoveries and Plantations.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 164.

As to salutations, ... I observe, as I stroll about town,
there are great enormities committed with regard to this

particular. Steele, Spectator, No. 259.

=Syn. 1 and 3. Enormity, Enormousness. Enormousness
is strictly limited to vastness in size ; enormity, to vastness
in atrocity, baseness, etc.

enormous (e-n6r'mus), a. [< L. enorm-is (see
enorm) + -ous. Cf. enormious.] If. Deviating
from or transgressing the usual measure or rule

;

abnormal.
The seal

And bended dolphins play : part huge of bulk,
Wallowing unwieldy, enormous in their gait,
Tempest the ocean. Milton, P. L., vii. 411.

2f. Spreading or extending beyond certain lim-

its; redundant.
The enormous part of the light in the circumference of

every lucid point. Newton, Opticks.

3. Greatly surpassing the common measure
;

exceeding the usual size : as, enormous debts
;

a man of enormous size.

An enormous harvest here, and every appearance of
peace and plenty. Sydney Smith, To the Countess Grey.
The mischiefs wrought by uninstructed law-making,

enormmu in their amount as compared with those caused
by uninstructed medical treatment, are conspicuous to all
who do but glance over its history.

H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 48.

4. Extremely wicked ; uncommonly atrocious :

as, enormous crime or guilt.
A certaine fellow . . . had been a notorious robber and

a very enormous liver. Coryat, Crudities, I. 91.

5f. Disordered; perverse.
I ... shall find time

From this enormous state seeking to give
Losses their remedies. Shak., Lear, 11. 2.

The influences of a spirit possess'd of an active and enor-
mous imagination may be malign and fatal, where they
cannot be resisted. Glanville, Essays, vi.

Syn. 3. Enormous, Immense, Excessive, huge, vast,
monstrous, prodigious, gigantic, immoderate, unwieldy.
The first three words agree in expressing greatness, and
the first two vastness ; anything, however small, is exces-
sive if for some special reason too great in amount. Lit-
erally, enormous is out of rule, out of proportion ; im-
mense, unmeasured, immeasurable ; excessive, going be-

1940

yond bounds, surpassing what is fit, right, tolerable, etc.

Enormous is peculiarly applicable to magnitude, primarily
physical, but also moral: as, enormous egotism; immense.
to extent, quantity, and number : as, an immense national
debt ; immense folly ; excessive, to degree : as, an excessive

dose
;
an excessive opinion of one's own merits.

The total quantity of saline matter carried invisibly
away by the Thames from its basin above Kingston will

. . . reach, in the course of a year, to tile enormous amount
of 548,230 tons. Huxley, Physiography, p. 126.

The controversy between Protestantism and Catholicism
comprises an immense mass of complicated and hetero-

geneous arguments. Lecky, Rationalism, I. 177.

An excessive expenditure of nerve-force involves exces-

sive respiration and circulation, and excessive waste of tis-

sue. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 21.

4. Villainous, Abominable, etc. (see nefarious) ; heinous,
atrocious.

enormously (e-n&r'mus-li), adv. In or to an
enormous degree ; extremely ; vastly ; beyond
measure.
The rise in the last year . . . affords the most consoling

and encouraging prospect. It is enormously out of all

proportion. Burke, A Regicide Peace, iii.

But there can be no doubt that all the forms of living
matter are enormously complex in chemical constitution.

IF. A'. Clifford, Lectures, II. S15.

enormousness (e-nor'mus-nes), . The state
of being enormous or extreme

; greatness be-

yond measure.
Loud sounds have a certain enormousness of feeling.

W. James, Mind, XII. 3.

= Syn. Immensity, vastness, hugeness. See enormity.

enornt, enournt, v. t. [ME. enurnen, enournen,
var. of anournen, var. of aornen, aournen, for

adornen, adorn : see adorn.] To adorn.
An auter enournet in nome of a god.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1675.

enorthotrope (en-6r'tho-trop), TO. [< Gr. h, in,+ opBof, straight, right, + rpiiretv, turn.] A
toy similar to the thaumatrope, consisting of a
card on different parts of which are detached
portions of a picture, which on rapid revolution

appear to become joined, by virtue of the prin-
ciple of persistence in visual impressions. See
thaumatrope.

enostosis (en-os-to'sis), n.
; pi. enostoses (-sez).

[NL., < Gr. ev, in, + oariov. bone, + -osis.] A
circumscribed bony growth in the interior of a
bone : opposed to exostosis.

enough (e-nuf), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also

inough, etc.
,
and enow, dial, enow, cnoo (also enuf,

enif, a spelling recognized even in late ME.
enoffe) = So. eneuch, eneugli ; < ME. enogh, enoh,
enow, enou, also with prefix spelled i-, y-, a-,

inough, inogh, inouh, inoh, inow, inou, etc.,

ynough, etc., anough. etc., pi. ending in -e,

enoghe, enoice, etc., earliest ME. genoh, < AS.
genoh, pi. genoge = OS. ginog, ginuog = OFries.
enoch, anog, noch = D. genoeg = LG. genaug,
enaug, natig = OHG. ginuog, ginuoc, MHG. ge-
nuoc, also OHG. ginogi, MHG. ginuege, G. genug,
sometimes gug, genung = Icel. gnogr = Sw.
nog = Dan. nolc = Goth, ganohs, enough, suffi-

cient, abundant, in pi. many (cf. Goth, ganauha,
sufficiency, AS. genyht = OHG. ginuht, G. ge-
uiige, sufficiency) ; < AS. geneah = OHG. ginah= Goth, ganah (Goth, also binah, with pp. &j-

nauhts), it suffices, an impers. pret. pres. verb;
< ga-, ge-, generalizing prefix, -I- Teut. -^ "noli
= Skt. y nay, attain, reach to, = L. nancisci

(\/ *ac), acquire, = Gr. rjveym (/ *VEK), irreg.
2d aor. of fyepttv, bear.] I. a. Answering the
purpose; adequate to want or demand; suffi-

cient; satisfying desire; giving content; meet-
ing reasonable expectation.
The nexte daye, Frydaye, that was Newe Yeres daye,

there was metely wynde ynoughe, but it was so scarse to-
wardes oure waye that we made noo spede.

Sir Ji. Buylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 72.

How many hired servants of my father's have bread
enough and to spare ! Luke xv. 17.

It were enough to put him to ill thinking.
Shak., Othello, iii. 4.

Have you not yet found means enow to waste
That which your friends have left you ?

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 1.

[Enough usually follows the noun which it qualifies, but
it is sometimes put before it.

There is not enough leek to swear by.
Shak., Hen. V., v. 1.]

= Syn. Sufficient, Competent, etc. See adequate.
II. n. A quantity of a thing or act, or a num-

ber of things or persons, sufficient to satisfy
desire or want, or adequate to a purpose ;

suf-

ficiency : as, we have enough of this sort of cloth.
He answerde, that he was gret Lord y now, and well in

pees, and hadde ynowghe of worldly Ricchesse.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 146.

Inough is a feast; more than ynough is counted fool-
ishnesse. Bailees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 83.

And Esau said, I have enough, my brother.
Gen. xxxiii. 9.

en pied

What I attempted to consider was the mischief of set-

ting such a value upon what is past as to think we have
done enough. Steele, Spectator, No. 374.

Enough and enought, more than enough.

Every one of us, from the bare sway of his own inherent

corruption, carrying enough and enough about him to as-

sure his final doom. South, Sermons, VI. cxxvi.

= Syn. Plenty, abundance.

enough (e-nuf), adv. [Early mod. E. also

inough, etc., and enew, etc.
; < ME. enogh, etc.

(like the adj.), < AS. genoh (= OS. ginog, ginuog
= OFries. enoch, etc., = D. genoeg= LG. genaug,
enaug, naug = OHG. MHG. ginuog, G. genug,
etc.), adv., neut. ace. of adj.] 1. In a quantity
or degree that answers the purpose, satisfies, or
is equal to the desires or wants

;
to a sufficient

degree ; sufficiently.
The wey from Rome it ys knowen perfyghthly / now

with many Sondry persons to Englond, And ther for I Doo
not wryght itt. Torkinyton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 67.

The land, behold, it is large enough for them.
Gen. xxxiv. 21.

I have seen many a philosopher whose world is large
enough foronlyoneperson. Emerson, Society and Solitude.

2. To a notable extent; fairly; rather: used
to denote a slight augmentation of the positive
degree, the force depending upon the connec-
tion or the emphasis : as, he is ready enough to
embrace the offer.

It is sometimes pleasant enough to consider the different
notions which different persons have of the same thing.

Addison.

Another admired simile in the same play, . . . though
academical enough, is certainly just.

Goldsmith, Sequel to a Poetical Scale.

3. In a tolerable or passable degree : used to
denote diminution, or a degree or quality
rather less than is desired, or such a quanti-
ty or degree as commands acquiescence rather
than full satisfaction : as, the performance is

well enough.
I was . . . virtuous enough : swore little ; diced, not

above seven times a week. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 3.

Thou singest well enough for a shift.

Shak., Much Ado, 11. 3.

4f. To a great degree ; very much.
Game of hounde's he louede inou & of wilde best.

Robert of Gloucester, 1. 375.

enough (e-nuf), interj. An elliptical exclama-
tion, signifying 'it (or that) is enough,' 'I have
had enough,' 'you have done enough,' etc.

Lay on, Macduff !

And damn'd be him that first cries "
Hold, enough!"

Shak., Macbeth, v. 7.

Henceforth I'll bear
Affliction, till it do cry out itself,

Enough, enough, and die. Shak., Lear, iv. 6.

enounce (e -nouns'). " t.; pret. and pp.
enounced, ppr. enouncing. [< F. enoncer = Sp.
Pg. enunciar = It. enunciarc, enunziare, < L.

enunciare, prop, enuntiare, say out, declare:
see enunciate. Cf. announce, denounce, etc.]
To utter; declare; enunciate; state, as a prop-
osition or an argument.

Aristotle, in whose philosophy this presumption ob-
tained the authority of a principle, thus enounces the ar-

gument. Sir W. Hamilton.

Very few of the enlightened deputies who occasionally
enounce the principle [the necessity of good roads for the
nation] feel the necessity of having good roads in their
own district. D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 226.

enouncement (e-nouns'ment), n. [< enounce
+ -ment.] The act of enouncing; enunciation.

It might seem to him too evidently included in the very
conception of the argument to require enouncement.

Sir W. Hamilton.

enournt, v. t. See enorn.

enow (e-nou'), a., n., and adv. A dialectal or
obsolete form of enough.

enpairet, v. t. A Middle English form of impair.
en passant (on pa-son'). [F.: en, in, < L. in;
passant, verbal n. of passer, pass.] While
passing; by the way: often used as introduc-

tory to an incidental remark or a sudden dis-

connected thought. In chess, when, on moving a pawn
two squares, an adversary's pawn is at the time in such a

position as to take the pawn moved if it were moved but
one square, the moving pawn may be taken en passant,
the phrase being used in its literal sense.

enpatront (en-pa'tron), v. t. [< en-1 + patron.]
To have under one's patronage or guardian-
ship ; be the patron saint of.

For these, of force, must your oblations be,
Since I their altar, you enpatron me.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 224.

enpayret, enpeiret, t. Middle English forms
of impair.
en pied (on pya). [F. : en, in, on

; pied, < L.

pes (ped-) = E./oof.] Inhcr., standing erect:
said of a creature used as a bearing, especially
a bear.



enpierce

enpiercet, v, t. See impieree.

enpightt, c. t. Seo <//m//<f.

enpledet, enpleett, '. '. See implead.
enpoisont, c. '. Scr rni/mixon.

enpovert, c. ' See empon r.

enpowdert, < [< en- + powder.] To sprin-

kle; powder.
Clothe of golde enpoivdered cmong patches of canuesse,

or pri'lrs iiii'l <li;iiiii'inl fiuong peeble stones.

Udall, To Queen Katherine.

enprentt, enpreyntr, v. t. See imprint.

enpresst, '' ' Aii obsolete variant of impress.
en prince (<> prans). [F.] In a princely style
or manner: liberally; magnificently: as, he
does everything m /n im-r.

I supp'd this nluht with Mr. Secretary, at one Mr. HOII-

hlon's, a French merchant, who hud his house furnish'd
en prince, and ^avc us a splendid entertainment.

Ki-fiiin, Diary, Jan. 16, 1679.

enprintt, ' ' See imprint.

eilpriset, >< See emprise.

enprisont, '- '. See imprison.

enpropret, c. ' A variant of appropre. Chaucer.

enqueret, v. t. See inquire.

enquestt, See inquest.

enquickent (en-kwik'n), v. t. [< en-1 + quick-
en.] To quicken ;

make alive.

He hath not yet enquickened men generally with this

deiform life. Dr. If. More, Notes on Psychozota.

enquire, enquiry, etc. See inquire, etc.

enracet (en-ras')^
v. t. [< CM- 1 + race2.] To

give race or origin to ; implant ; enroot.

Eternall God, in his aliuightie powre, . . .

In Paradize whylome did plant this flowre ;

\Yhfiice he it fetcht out of her native place,
And did in stocke of earthly Hesh tnrace.

Spetuer, F. Q., III. v. 52.

enrage (en-raj'), v.
; pret. and pp. enraged, ppr.

eiiruyiny. [< OF. enrager, intr., rage, rave,
storm, r. enrager (= Pr. enrabiar, enratjar, en-

rapjar, enranjar), < en- + rage, rage : see rage.]
I. trans. To excite rage in

; exasperate ; pro-
voke to fury or madness ;

make furious.

I pray you, spuak not ; he grows worse and worse ;

Question enrage* him. Shak., Macbeth, 111. 4.

What doubt we to incense
His utmost Ire? which, to the highth enraged,
Will . . . quite consume us. Milton, P. L., 11. 95.

Syn. To irritate, incense, anger, madden, infuriate.

II. intrans. To become angry or enraged.
[A Gallicism.]

My father . . . will only enrage at the temerity of of-

fering to confute him. Misn Burney, Cecilia, tx. 7.

enraged (en-rajd'), p- a. [Pp. of enrage, v.]

1. Angry; furious; exhibiting anger or fury :

as, an enraged countenance.
The loudest seas and most enrayed winds

Shall lose their clangor.
B. Juwon, Sad Shepherd, Hi. 2.

2f. Aggravated; heightened; passionate.

By my troth, my lord, I cannot tell what to think of it ;

but that she loves him with an enrayeii affection It is

past the Infinite of thought. Shale., Much Ado, It. 3.

3. In her., having a position similar to that
noted by salient : said of a horse used as a bear-

ing.

enragementt (en-raj'ment), n. [< OP. enraye-
ni: at; a,senrage + -ment.] The act of enraging,
or the state of being enraged; excitement; ex-
altation.

With sweete enrageinent of celestiall love.

Sponger, Heavenly Love.

enrailt (en-ral' ),v.t. [< en-1 + rail1 .] To sur-
round with a rail or railing ; fence in.

Where fani'd St. Giles's ancient limits spread,
An enrail'd column rears its lofty head.

Qay, Trivia, II.

enranget (en-rani'), v. t. [Early mod. E. also
i nriiuiuji- ; < c-l + rutiye. Cf. arrange.'] 1.
To put in order or in line.

Fuyre Diana, in fresh sommers day,
Beholdes her nymphes enravnn'd in shady wood.

Spenter, F. Q., I. nil. 7.

2. To rove over
; range.

In all this forrest and wyld wooddie raine :

Where, as this clay I was enraunyiny it,

I chaunst to meete this knight.
Spenaer, F. Q., VI. II. 9.

enrankt (en-rank'), v. t. [< en-1 + rantf.] To
place in ranks or in order.

No leisure had he to enrank his men.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 1.

en rapport (oil ra-p6r'). [F. : en, in; rapport,
connection : see rapport.] In relation or con-

'

i<>" : in or into communication or associa-
tion; especially, in sympathetic relation: as,
to bring A en rapport with B, or two persons
with each other.
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enrapt ( en-rapt'), a. [< en- 1 + rapt.] Rapt;
ravished

;
in a state of rapture or ecstasy.

I myself
Am like a prophet suddenly enrapt,
To tell thee that this day is ominous.

Shale., T. and C., v. 3.

He stands enrapt, the half-known voice to hear,
And stalls, half-conscious, at the falling tear.

Craabe, Works, V. 24.

enrapture (en-rap'tur), v. t. ; pret. and pp. en-

rii/iliircil, ppr. enrapturing. [<en-l + raptitr' .
\

To move to rapture; transport with pleasure ;

delight beyond measure; ravish.

As long as the world has such lips and such eyes,
As before me this moment enraptured I see,

They may say what they will of their orbs in the ikies,
But this earth Is the planet for you, love, and me.

Moore, Irish Melodies.

The natives of Egypt are generally enraptured with the

jterformances of their vocal and instrumental musicians.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 61.

enravisht (en-rav'ish), v. t. [< en-1 + ravish.]
To ravish

; enrapture.
What wonder, . . .

Fraile men, whose eyes seek heavenly things to see,
At sight thereof so much enraviiht bee?

Spenter, In Honour of Love, I. 119.

enravishinglyt (en-rav'ish-ing-li), adv. Rav-
ishingly; ecstatically.
The subtilty of the matter will . . . more exquisitely

and enraviihtnyly move the nerves than any terrestrial

body can possibly.
/'-. //. More, Antidote against Atheism, App., xiil.

enravishmentt (en-rav'ish-ment), n. [< enrav-
ish + -ment.] Ravishment; rapture.
They [the beauties of nature! contract a kind of splen-

dour from the seemingly obscuring veil
;
which adds to

the enravishmenU of her transported admirers.

ulniieillf, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xxiv.

enregiment (en-rej'i-ment), v. t. [< en-1 +
regiment.] To enroll in regiments. [Rare.]
You cannot drill a regiment of knaves into a regiment

of honest men, enregiment and organize as cunningly as

you will. Froude, Carlyle, II.

enregister (eu-rej'is-ter), v. t. [Formerly also

inregister ; < F. enregistrer, < en- + registrer, re-

gister: see register.] To register; enroll or
record. [Obsolete or rare.]

To reade enreyittred in every nooke
His goodnesse, which his beautie doth declare.

Spenser, Hymn of Heavenly Beauty, 1. 132.

en regie (on reg'l). [F. : en, in; regie, < L.

regula, rule: see rule.] According to rule; in

order; in due form; as it should be.

enrheumt (en-r6m'), r. i. [< F. enrhumer, give
a cold to, refl. take a cold, < en- + rhume, rheum :

see rheum.] To have rheum through cold.

The physician is to enquire where the party hath taken
cold or enrheitmed. Harvey.

enrich (en-rich'), r. t. [Formerly also inrich ;

< ME. enrichen, < OF. enrichier, enrichir, F.
enrichir (= Pr. enrequezir, enriquir, enrriquir,
enrequir = Sp. Pg. enriquecer = It. inricchire), <

en- + riche, rich: see rich.] 1. To make rich,

wealthy, or opulent ; supply with abundant
property: as, agriculture, commerce, and man-
ufactures enrich a nation.

Hee inriched with reuenues and indued with priulledges
ul places of religion within his Islands.

Hakluyt'l Voyage*, I. 12.

War disperses wealth in the very Instant it acquires it ;

but commerce, well regulated, ... is the only thing that
ever did enrich extensive kingdoms.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 367.

Lavish as the Government was of titles and of money,
its ablest servant was neither ennobled nor enriched.

Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

2. To fertilize; make fertile; supply with nu-
triment for plants.
The benefit and usefulness of this effusion of the Spirit ;

like the Rivers of Waters that both refresh and enrich,
and thereby make glad the City of God.

StiUinfjJteet , Sermons, I. ix.

See the sweet brooks In silver mazes creep,
Enrich the meadows, and supply the deep.

Sir 11. Blackmore.

3. To supply with an abundance of anything
desirable ;

fill or store : as, to enrich the mind
with knowledge, science, oruseful observations.

Enrich my fancy, clarify my thoughts.
Refine my dross. Quarto, Emblems, I., Inv.

The commentary with which Lyndwood enriched his
text was a mine of learning.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xix.

Across the north of Africa came again the progressive
culture of Greece and Rome, enriched with precious jew-
els of old-world lore. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 266.

4. To supply with anything splendid or orna-
mental ; adorn : as, to enrich a painting with

elegant drapery; to enrich a poem or an oration
with striking metaphors or images ; to enrich a

capital with sculpture.

enroll

The columns are enrich'd with hieroglyphic* lx yni I

any that I have seen in Egypt.
Pocockc, Description of the East, I. 76.

A certain mild intellectual apathy belonged properly to
In i- i> pe uf beauty, and had always seemed to round and
enrich It. //. Jama, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 290.

=
Syn. 3. To endow. 4. To decorate, ornament, embellish.

enncher (en-rich'er), . One who or that which
enriches.

enrichment (en-rich 'ment), n. [< enrich +
-ment.] The act of enrictiing. (a) The actof mak-
ing rich

; augmentation of wealth.

The enrichment of the rich, the poverty of the poor, the

public dishonesty, the debasement of the coinage, the rob-

bery of the Church and of learning, went on uudiminlshed.
K. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xvii.

The hard sufferings of the poor are intensified by the

wrongful conversion of the Government to the enrichment
of it* partisans. Jf. A. Her., CXJCVII. 274.

(b) Fertilization, as of the soil ; a making productive, (c)

Improvement by the abundant supply of what is useful or
desirable.

I grant that no labour tends to the permanent enrich-

ment of society which is employed In producing things for

the use of unproductive consumers. ./. S. Mill.

The great majority of those who favor some enrichment
of the meager ritual of the Puritan churches yet prefer
that the leader of their worship shall have some liberty
of expression. The Century, XXXI. 152.

(d) The garnishing of any object with rich ornaments, or
with elaborate decorative motives : as, the enrichment of
a bookbinding, or of a stole; also, the ornamentation It-

self: as, ornamented with a brass enrichment.

West of the Church stands the atrium, with the win-
dows of the west front and the remains of mosaic enrich-
ment rising above it. K. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 106.

enridget (en-rij'), r. t. [< en-l + ridge.] To
.

ridge ; form into ridges.
As I stood here below, methought his eyes

Were two full moons ; he had a thousand noses,
Horns whelk'd, and wav'd like the enridffed sea.

Ska*., Lear, iv. 6.

enring (en-ring'), v. t. [< en-1 + ring1.] To
form a circle about ; encircle

;
inclose.

Ivy . . . enritiys the barky nngers of the elm.

Shak., M. N. D., Iv. 1.

The Muses and the Graces, group'd in threes,

Enrinyd a billowing fountain in the midst.

Tennyton, Princess, II.

enripent (en-ri'pn), r. <. [< en- 1 + ripen.] To
ripen ; bring to perfection.

The Summer, how it enripen'd the year ;

And Autumn, what our golden harvests were.

Donne, Elegies, xiv.

enrivet (en-riv'), r. t. [< en- 1 + rice.] To rive
;

cleave.
The wicked shaft, guyded through th' ayrle wyde
By some bad spirit that it to mischlefe liore,

Stayd not, till through his curat it did glyde,
And made a grlesly wound In his enriven side.

Spenter, t. Q., V. viii. 34.

Where shall I unfold my Inward pain
That my fnri'-fn heart may find relief ?

Lady Pembroke (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 260).

enrobe (en-rob'), r. t.
; pret. and pp. enrobed,

ppr. enrobing. [< en- 1 + robe.] To clothe; at-

tire; invest; robe.

Quaint in green, she shall be loose enrob'd.

Shak., M. W. of W., Iv. 6.

In flesh and blood enrnb'd. J. BaiUie.

enrobement (en -rob 'ment), n. [< enrobe +
-ment.] Vesture; clothing; investment.
The form of dialogue is here [in Plato] no external as-

sumption of an imaginary enrobement, for the sake of in-

creased attractiveness and heightened charm.
Jour. Spec. Phil., XIX. 41.

enrockment (en-rok'ment), n. [< en-1 + rock1

+ -ment.] A mass of large stones thrown into
the water to protect the outer face of a dike
or breakwater, or a shore subject to encroach-
ment of the sea.

enroll, enrol (en-rol'), v. t. [Formerly also in-

roll, inrol, early mod. E. also enroule, inroule;
< ME. enrollen, < OF. enroller, enrouler (also en-

rotuler), F. enroler, write in a roll, = Sp. enrollar
= Pg. enrolar (cf. equiv. Sp. arrollar = It. ar-

rolare), roll up, < ML. inrotulare, write in a roll,

< L. in, in, + rotulus, a little wheel, ML. a roll:

see en- and roll.] 1 . To write in a roll or regis-
ter; insert or enter the name of in a list or

catalogue : as, to enroll men for military service.

For that [the religion of Mahomet) makes it not only
lawful! to destroy those of a different Religion, but en-
roll* them for Martyrs that die in the Field.

Stillingjleet, Sermons, II. II.

Heroes and heroines of old

By honour only were enrM'd
Among their brethren of the skies. Stri.fl.

2. To record
;
insert in records; put into writ-

ing or on record.

That this saide ordynanncez and constitucionz . . .

schall be ferme and stable, we the sal<le Mainur bailifs

and commune couusayle haue lette enroll hit in a roll.

i'n./lA Vila* (E. E. T. S.), p. 334.



enroll

He swore consent to your succession,
His oatti enrolled in the parliament.

Shale., 8 Hen. VI., 11. I.

An unwritten law of common right, so engraven in the
hearts of our ancestors, and by them so constantly enjoy-
ed and claimed, as that it needed not enrolling. Milton.

3f. To roll
;
involve

; wrap.
Great heapes of them, like sheepe in narrow fold,
For hast did over-runue, in dust enrould.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. ili. 41.

To enroll one's self, to place one's name upon a roll or
list

;
enlist as a soldier.

All the citizens capable of bearing arms enrolled them-
selves. Prescott.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Enlist, Register, etc. See record, v.

enroller (en-ro'ler), n. [Formerly also inroller;
cf. F. enrdleur.] One who enrolls or registers.

enrolment, enrollment (en-rol'ment), . [For-
merly also inrolment; < F. enrdlement, < enrdler,
enroll: see enroll.'] 1. The act of enrolling;
specifically, the registering, recording, or en-

tering of a deed, judgment, recognizance, ac-

knowledgment, etc., in a court of record. In
chancery practice a decree, though awarded by the court,
was not deemed fixed until it had been engrossed on
parchment and delivered to the proper clerk as a roll of
the court.

Hee appointed a generall review to be made, and enrol-
ment of all Macedonians. Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 1221.

2. That in which anything is enrolled
;
a regis-

ter
; a roll.

The king himself caused them to be enrolled, and tes-

tified by a notary public ; and delivered the enrolments,
with his own hands, to the bishop of Salisbury.

Sir J. Dairies, State of Ireland.

Clerk of enrolments. See clerk. Statute of enrol-
ment, an English statute of 1535, enacting that no land
shall pass by bargain and sale unless it be by writing
sealed, indented, and enrolled. Statute ofenrolments.
See statute.

enroot (en-rot'), v. t. [< en-1 + root1 .] To fix

by the root; fix fast; implant deep.
His foes are so enrooted with his friends,
That, plucking to unfix an enemy,
He doth unfasten so and shake a friend.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

enroundt (en-round'), v. t. [< en-1 + round
1

*.]

1. To make round; swell.

And other while an hen wol have the pippe,
A white pellet that wol the tonge enrounde,
And softely of[f| wol with thi nnlles slippe.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 22.

2. To environ
;
surround

;
inclose.

Upon his royal face there is no note
How dread an army hath enrounded him.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. (cho.).

en route (on rot). [F. : en, in; route, way,
route : see route.] On the way ; upon the road.
ens (enz), .

; pi. entia (en'shi-a). [ML., an ob-

ject, < L. en(t-)s, ppr. of esse, be (first used, says
Priscian, by Julius Csesar) ;

formed after Gr. uv
(OVT-); the earlier form *sen(t-)s appears in ab-

sen(t-)s, E. absent, prw-sen(t-js, E. present. See
am (under be), and cf. essence.] 1. That which
in any sense is; an object; something that can
be named and spoken of.

Ens has been viewed as the primum cognitum by a
large proportion, if not the majority of philosophers.

Sir W. Hamilton, Reid's Works, p. 934.

To thee, Creator uncreate,
O I ;m in in Ens ! divinely great.

M. Green, The Spleen.
We cannot speak of a thing at all except in terms of

feeling, cannot imagine an ens except in relation to a sen-
tiens. G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. vi. 13.

2. The same as first ens (which see, below).
Johnson. Apparent or Intentional ens, a real but
unsubstantial appearance, as a rainbow. Complex ens,
a fact, as that Columbus discovered America. Not to be
confounded with a composite ens, which is an object com-
posed of different objects. Dependent ens, that which
is caused by another : opposed to independent ens. Ens
Ofreason (ens rationis), a product of mental action. Ens
per accldens, something existing only as an accident of a
substance, or ens per se. Fictitious ens, a product of
the inventive imagination. First ens (ens primum), with
Paracelsus and other old chemists, that which contains
the virtue of the substance from which it is extracted.

This liquor, being sealed up in a convenient glass, must
be exposed to the sun for about six weeks, at the end of
which time there will swim at the top of it the primum,
ens of the plant in a liquid form, transparent, and either
green or red or perhaps of some other colour, according
to the nature of the plant.

Boyle, Usefulness of Nat. Phil., ii., Essay 5.

Imaginary ens, an object of imagination in its widest
sense. Thus, an object remembered is an imaginary ens.
Most perfect ens (ens realisrimum), that whose es-

sence involves all perfections, including existence.

Being is not a predicate which can be found in the sub-
ject of any judgment, and if we desire to add it syntheti-
cally, we must have some third term beyond the idea of
the subject. Such third term, possible experience, is

wanting in the case of the Ens Bealissimum, which tran-
scends experience. Adamson, Philos. of Kant.

Necessary ens, that the non-existence of which involves
contradiction, owing to its having been defined as existent.
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Objective ens, something which exists in the mind,
but only in so far as it is an object of perception. Posi-
tive ens, something not a mere privation or negation.
Real ens, anything whose characters are independent

of what any person or any number of persons may think
them to be. Relative or respective ens, something
which exists only so far as a correlate exists. Subjec-
tive ens, something which has an existence otherwise than
merely as an object.

ensafet (en-saf), v. t. [< en-1 + safe.] To ren-
der safe.

ensaintt, > *. [< en-1 + saint1 .] To canonize.

For his ensainting, looke the almanacke in the begin-
ning of Aprill, and see if you can find out such a saint as
Saint Gildarde, which, in honour of this gilded fish, the

pope so ensainted.

Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 174).

ensamet, . t. See ensemrfi, 2.

ensamef, n. [< ensame, v.] The grease of a
hawk.

ensample (en-sam'pl), n. [< ME. ensample, <

OF. ensample, an alteration, with en- for es-, of

OF. essample, example : see example.] If. A
sample or specimen; an instance; a typical
example.

Yet better were attonce to let me die,
And shew the last ensample of your pride.

Spenser, Sonnets, xxv.

2. A pattern or model; a guiding example.
[Archaic and poetical.]
Ze scholde zeven ensample to the lewed peple, for to do

wel ; and zee zeven hem ensample to dpu evylle.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 137.

Neither as being lords over God's heritage, but being
ensamples to the flock. 1 Pet. v. 3.

And drawing foul ensample from fair names,
Sinn'd also, till the loathsome opposite
Of all my heart had destined did obtain,
And all thro' thee ! Tennyson, Guinevere.

ensamplet (en-sam'pl), v. t. [< ME. ensam-

plen; < ensample, n.] To exemplify; show by
example.
Homere, who in the Persons of Agamemnon and Ulysses

hath ensampled a good governour and a vertuous man.
Spenser, F. Q. ,

To the Reader.

ensanguine (en-sang'gwin), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

ensanguined, ppr. ensanguining. [< en-1 + san-

guine (< L. sanguis, blood): see sanguine.] 1.

To stain or cover with blood
;
smear with gore.

Where cattle pastured late, now scatter'd lies

With carcases and arms the ensanguined field,
Deserted. Milton, P. L., xi. 654.

He answered not, but with a sudden hand
Made bare his branded and ensanguined brow.

Shelley, Adonais, xxxiv.

2. To color like blood
; impart a crimson color

to.

In general color they were pink, . . . but the outer
petals were dashed with a deep carmine, ensanguined,
brilliant. C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 67.

ensate (en'sat), o. [< NL. ensatm, < L. ensis,
a sword.] In lot. and zoiil., ensiform: as, the
ensate ovipositors of certain Orthoptera.
enscale (en-skal'), t\ t.

; pret. and pp. enscaled,

ppr. enscaling. [< en-1 + scale1 .] To carve or
form with scales. Clarke. [Rare.]
enschedule (en-sked'ul), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
enscheduled, ppr. ensclieduling. [< en-1 + sched-

ule.] To schedule
;
insert in a schedule.

Our just demands ;

Whose tenors and particular effects
You have, enschedul'd briefly, in your hands.

Shale., Hen. V., v. 2.

ensconce (en-skons'), 11. t.; pret. and pp. en-

sconced, ppr. ensconcing. [Formerly also in-

sconce, inskonse; < en-1 + sconce.] 1. To cover
or shelter as with a sconce or fort

; protect ;

hide securely ; give shelter or security to.

I with small Boates and 200. men would haue gone to
the head of the riuer Chawonock, with sufficient guides
by land, inskonsing my selfe euery two dayes.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 88.

I will ensconce me behind the arras.

Shale., M. W. of W., ill. 8.

Convey him to the sanctuary of rebels,
Nestorius' house, where our proud brother has
Ensconc'd himself.

Shirley (and Fletcher ?), Coronation, iv. 1.

Pedro de yargas, a shrewd, hardy, and vigilant soldier,
alcayde of Gibraltar, ... lay ensconced in his old warrior
rock as in a citadel. Irviny, Granada, p. 75.

Hence 2. To fix firmly or snugly; settle;
lodge : as, he ensconced himself in his comfort-
able arm-chair. [Colloq.]
ensculpture (en-skulp'tur), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
ensculptured, ppr. ensculpturing. [< en-1 + sculp-
ture.] To carve; sculpture. [Poetical.]

Those shapes distinct
That yet survive ensculptured on the walls
Of palaces or temples, 'mid the wreck
Of famed Persepolls. Wordsworth, Apology.

enseal (en-sel'), v. t. [< ME. enselen, < OF. en-

seeler, enseler, ensceler, enseller, etc., < ML. insigil-

ensemble

lare, enseal, < in, in, + sigillare, seal : see seal%,

v.] 1. To set one's seal to; ratify formally.

[Archaic.]
Syn my fader, in so heigh a place

As parlement, hath hire eschaunge ensealed.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 559.

And than he lete write a letter, and it dide ensele with
his seell. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 617.

[He]r bul enselyd, concludyng in sentence

[Th]at none of al thys ordyr ys neuer like to the.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), 1. 84.

2. To seal up; keep secret.

Enseled til another day. Chaucer, Troilus, v. 151.

enseam 1

1, inseamt (en-, in-sem'), v. t. [< en-1
,

in-1
,
+ seam 1

.] 1. To seam; sew up.
A name engraved in the revestiary of the temple one

stole away, and enseamed it in his thigh. Camden.

2. To gather up; include; comprehend.
And bounteous Trent, that in him selfe enaeames
Both thirty sorts of fish and thirty sundry streames.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. xi. 35.

enseam2t(en-sem'),.*. [(en^+seam3
.] 1. To

make greasy; befoul with or as if with grease.

Nay, but to live

In the rank sweat of an enseamed bed.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.

2. To purge from glut and grease : said of a
hawk. Also ensame.

enseart (en-ser'), v. t. [< en-1 + sear1 .] To
sear; cauterize.

Ensear thy fertile and conceptious womb.
Shak., T. of A., Iv. 8.

ensearcht (en-serch'), v. [< ME. enserchen,

eneerchen, < OF. encercher, encerchier (= Pr. en-

sercar, essercar), < en- + cercJter, etc., search:
see en-1 and search.] I. trans. To search.

Another man peraunter, that wolde peynen him and
travaylle his Body for to go in to tho Marches, for to en-
cerche tho Contrees, myghten ben blamed be my Wordes,
in rehercyuge manye straunge thinges.

ilandeville, Travels, p. 314.

He that enserchith the derknes of nygt,
And the myst of the morowtide may se,

He schal know bi cristis myjt
If 3outhe kunne synge reuertere.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 93.

H. intrans. To make a search.

At whiche tyme as they beganne fyrst to ensearche by
reason and by reporte of olde menne there about, what
thing had bene the occasion that so good an haven was in
so fewe years so sore decayed. Sir T. More, Works, p. 227.

ensearcht (en-serch'), n. [< ensearch, v.]

Search; inquiry.
I pray you make some good ensearch what my poor

neighbours have lost.

Sir T. More (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 298).

enseelt (en-sel'), v. t. [Also ensile; < en-1 +
seel&.] To close the eyes of; seel, as a hawk.
ensegget, v. and n. [ME.] Same as siege.

enseintt,". An obsolete form of enceinte. Slack-
stone.

ensemblet (F. pron. oh-som'bl), adv. [ME. en-

semble, < OF. ensemble, F. ensemble = Pr. ensems,
ensemps, essemps = OCat. ensems = OSp. ensem-
ble = OPg. ensembra = It. insieme, insembre,
insembra, together, < LL. insimul, at the same
time, mixed with insemel, at once, < in + simul,
together, akin to semel, once, both akin to E.

same, q. v. Cf . assemble, resemble.] Together ;

all at once
; simultaneously.

In time togeders we haue be ensemble,
Where-of of pete my hert doth trimble.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3996.

ensemble (F. pron. on-som'bl), H. [F., < ensem-

ble, together: see ensemble, adv.] 1. The union
of parts in a whole

;
all the parts of anything

taken together, so that each part is considered

only in relation to the whole
; specifically, the

general effect of a work of art, piece of music,
drama, etc. 2. In music, the union of all the

performers in a concerted composition, as in a
chorus with full orchestral accompaniment.
3. In math., a manifold or collection of ele-

ments, discrete or continuous, finite, infinite,
or superinfinite. The elements of the ensemble are
usually termed its points. The integrant parts of an en-
semble are all the other ensembles whose elements are
elements of it. Two ensembles whose elements are ca-

pable of being put into a one-to-one correspondence with
one another are said to have the same value or to be equiv-
alent. The/rs< value is the smallest infinite value, or that
of the ensemble of positive whole numbers. A linear en-

'inb[<' is one whose elements can be brought into corre-

spondence each with a different point of one line. A de-
rived enxeinble is one which consists of all the limits of
elements in a primitive ensemble. An ensemble is said
to be condensed within a certain interval if there are
elements of the ensemble in every part of the interval,
however small. Disconnected I'nsembles are ensembles
uhich hiive no common clement. A definite I'nxfinble is

an ensemble such that every object is either determined
to be an element of it or determined not to be so, and no
object is determined in both ways. An ordered ensemble



ensemble

is one in which the elements have a definite succession.

A peri is one which is its uwu derived ensem-
ble. Sec Hiniiiifi-. First genus ofensembles, that class

of ensembles which have mill a linile number of succes-

sive derived ensembles, since the elements of the nth ile-

rived ensemble hale no limits. Second gOUUS Of 6n-
sembles that class of ensembles which have an infinite

succession of derived ens. nu.ics. Tout ensemble, the

entire Combination or collocation ;
the assemblage of pari

or arrangement of details vieiieil as a whole : as, the tout

c/ivr',,< j'lmirable.

ensete (en-se'te), n. [Abyssinian.] An Abys-
sinian name of Musa Ensete, a noble plant of

the banana genus. It produces leaves about 20 feet

long and 3 or 4 broad, the largest entire leaf as yet known.
Die MI ivi ,! stalk, which is as thick us a man's arm. is used
for food, but the fruit is worthless.

enshadet, inshadetU'ii-, iu-shad'),i>. t. [< en-1
,

i/i- 1
,

-I- shade.] To mark with different grada-
tions of colors. Latham.

Lily-white inshaded with the rose.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, I. 5.

enshadow (en-shad'o), v. t. [<en-! + shadow.]
To cast a shadow upon ;

obscure ; overspread
with shade. [Rare.]
That enthusiasm which foreshortens and enthadows

every fault. The Independent, April 22, 1862.

enshawlt (en-shal'), v. t. [< en-1 + shawl.] To
cover or invest with a shawl. Quinn.
ensheathe, v. t. See inskeathe.

enshieldt (en-sheld'), v. t.-
; pret. and pp. en-

shielded (pp. abbr. cnshield in extract). [< en- 1

+ shield.] To shield; cover; protect.
These black masks

Proclaim an tnshield beauty, ten times louder
Than beauty could. Shak., M. for M., II. 4.

enshoret (en-shor'), v. t. [< en- + shore1.] To
enharbor. Davies.

Then Death (the end of ill unto the good)
Enxliore my soule neer drownd in flesh and bloud.

Daniel, Wittes Pilgrimage, p. 40.

enshrine (eji-shriu'), v. t.; pret. and pp. en-

shrined, ppr. enshrining. [Formerly also in-

shrine; < en-1 + shrine.] To inclose in or as

in a shrine or chest; deposit for safe-keeping
in or as in a cabinet; hence, to preserve with
care and affection; cherish.

In his own verse the poet still we find.
In his own page his memory lives enshrined.

0. W. Holmes, Bryant's 'Seventieth Birthday.

The whole of the dagoba, which is 8 ft. in diameter,
has been hollowed out to make a cell, In which an image
of Buddha is enshrined.

J. Fenjuison, Hist Indian Arch., p. 132.

enshroud (en-shroud'), v. t. [Formerly also

inshroud; < en-1 + shroud.] To cover with or
as with a shroud ; hence, to envelop with any-
thing which conceals from observation : as, the

sun was enshrouded in mist; to enshroud one's

purpose in mystery.
They lurk enshrouded in the vale of night.

Churchill, The Apology.

ensiferoust (en-sif'e-rus), a. [< L. ensifer (<

ensis, a sword, + -/IT, < ferre = E. bear!) +
-ous.] Bearing or carrying a sword. Coles,

1717; Bailey, 1733.

ensiform (en'si-f6rm), a. [= F. ensiforme, <

NL. riisiforinis, < L. nisi*, a sword, + fiirnni,

shape.] In hot. and zool., sword-shaped ;

straight, sharp on both edges, and ta-

pering to a point ; xiphoid ;
ensate : as,

an ensiform leaf or organ. Ensiform
antennae, in entom., those antenme which are

equal and taperiiiL', with compressed joints hav-

ing one sharp .-due. Ensitorui appendage or

Cartilage. See rartilatte.

ensign (en'sin), n. [Formerly eiisigiii
1

(and corruptly anncirnt, ancirnt, in

the sense of standard-bearer : see un-

eienft), < OF. ensigne, enscigne, F. t-n-

seign = Pr. enseigna, enseyna, essrnha = E
j.' f

n"

OSp. enfieita = Sp. Pg. insignia = It. i-
xi'i/na, < ML. insigna, L. insigiie, a standard,

badge, mark (pi. insignia), iieut.of iiisignis, dis-

tinguished by a mark, remarkable: see insig-
nia. Cf. ensign, v.] 1. The flag or banner dis-

tinguishing a company of soldiers, an army, or

a vessel; colors; a standard.

Hang up your fusirriw, let your drums be still.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4.

Those arms, those eitsiyiui, borne away,
Accomplished Rokcby's brave array,
But all were lost on Marston's day.

ScoH, Rokeby, v. 4.

We heard
The drowsy folds of our great ensiyn shake
From blazon 'd lions o'er the imperial tent

Whispers of war. Tennyson, Prince^. \.

I saw no sailors, but a great Spanish ensiyn floated over,
and waved, a funereal plume.

(,'. II'. (.-nrlis. Prue and I, p. 90.

Specifically 2. hi Great Britain, a flag com-

posed of a field of white, blue, or red, with the
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union in the upper corner, next the staff. For-

merly flags with fields of all the three colors were ued in

the naval service, but now the white only Is used for men-
of-war, the red flag being assigned to the merchant service

and the blue to the Royal Naval Reserve. In the I nit. .1

States navy the ensign Is the national flag. See/tej/a and
n n/'iti.

3f. A sign or signal.

At the rebuke of live shall ye flee : till ye IK- left . . .

as an eiuiyn on an hill. I*a. xxx. 17.

4. A badge ;
a mark of distinction, rank, or of-

fice; a symbol; in the plural, insignia.

The Olive was wont to be the enrime of Peace and

qulelnesse. Spenser, Shep. Cal., April, Olonse.

His arms, or enriynt of power, are a pipe in his left hand,

composed of seven reeds. Bacon, Fable of Pan.

Cupids ... all armed with bows, quivers, wings, and
other ensign* of love. It. Jonson, Masque of Beauty.

The tax on the armorial bearings or ensigns blazoned on
the carriage. S. Dowell, Taxes in England, III. 178.

5t. Name and rank used as a battle-cry or
watchword.
Whan the Duke saugh hem come, he cride his ensigne,

and lete renne to theym that he sye comynge, and smote
In amonge hem fiercely. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. Mil.

6. In the British army, until 1871, one of the

lowest grade of commissioned officers in a regi-
ment of infantry, the senior of whom carried

the ensign or colorsof the regiment : now called

second lieutenant. (See lieutenant.) The rank
of ensign also existed in the American revolu-

tionary army.
It was on occasion of one of these suppers that Sir James

Mackintosh happened to bring with him a raw Scotch

cousin, an ensign in a Highland regiment.
/..'/./ Holland, in Sydney Smith, iv.

7. In the United States navy, one of the low-
est grade of commissioned officers, ranking
with second lieutenant in the army. The title

was first introduced in 1862, taking the place
of passedmidshipman. 8f. Acompany of troops
led by an ensign.
Which also was defended a while with certain ensiyns

of footmen and certain pieces of artillery.

Expedition in Scotland (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 117).

ensign (en-sin' or en'sin), v. t. [< ME. ensignen,

ensyfliien,< OF. ensigner, enseigner, mark, point

out, tell, inform, indicate, F. enseigner, tell, in-

form, teach, instruct, = Pr. enxeignar, cnsegnar,

esscignar = Sp. ensenar = Pg. ensinhar = It.

insegnare, < ML. insignare, mark, indicate
;
cf .

L. insignire, put a mark upon, distinguish, t'n-

sigiiis, distinguished by a mark, < t, on, +
signum, sign: see sign, and cf. ensign, ti., on
which the E. verb in part depends.] If. To
mark or distinguish by some sign; form the

badge of.

Henry but joined the roses, that enxigned
Particular families, but this hath joined
The Rose and Thistle.

B. Jvnson, Prince Henry's Barriers.

2. In her., to distinguish (a charge) by a mark
or an ornament, as a crown, coronet, or miter,

borne on or over it : as, the heart in the arms of

Douglas is cnsigned with a royal . ,
crown (see the cut) that is,

with a crown borne on the top
of it. A staff is sometimes said

to be enxigned with a flag. 3f.
To point out to

; signify to.

enslave

the exclusion of oxygen is an essential feature in It, fire-

risks being thus avoi.l !

IT. L. Carpenter, Energy In Nature (lit ed.), p. 78.

One of the earliest of Latin writers refer* to subter-

ranean vault* (silos), wherein the ancient Romans pre-
served green forage, grain, and fruit, and the Mexican*
have practised the system for centuries. This, at any
rate, is vouched fur by Mr. John M. Bailey, one of the

pioneers of the system In the United State*, whose
" Book

of Ensilage" etc. Mart Lane Expren.

2. The fodder, etc., thug preserved.
This I* probably the kind of fermentation by which gran

1* converted Into eiunlaye. Amer. Chem. Jour., VIII. 236.

ensilage (en'si-laj), r. t.
; pret. and pp. ensi-

laged, ppr. ensilaging. [< ensilage, n.] To store

by ensilage ;
store in a pit or silo for preserva-

tion. See silo.

The advantage of an ensilaijed crop i* that it make* the

farmer independent of drought.
West Chester (Pa.) Jtepttblican, VL 4.

ensile (en'sil), v. t. ; pret. and pp. ensiled, ppr.
ensiling. [< Sp. ensilar, preserve grain in a place
under ground, < en, in, + silo, \li. sirus, < Gr.

aip6f, also aetp&f, a pit to keep grain in : see silo.]

To preserve in or as if in a silo ; prepare as en-

silage.

Ensiling has been accomplished without any chamber
at all, the green fodder being simply stacked In the open
and heavily pressed, the outer parU being, however, ex-

posed to the air. //. Jiobinson, Sewage Question, p. 222.

ensiludium (eii-si-lu'di-um), . ; pi. ensiludia

(-a). [ML., < L. ensis, a sword, + ludere, play.]
In the middle ages, a friendly contest with

swords, usually with bated or blunted weapons.
Compare hastilude.

ensilvert, v. t. [ME. ensilreren ; < en-1 + silver.]

To cover or adorn with silver. H'yclif, Bar. vi.

7 (Oxf.).

ensindont, r. t. [< en-1 + sindon.] To wrap
in a sindou or linen cloth. Varies.

Xow doth this loving sacred Synaxle
(With dluine orizons and deuout teares)
EiuimliiH Him with choicest draperie.

Davies, Holy Roode, p. '2*.

Ensis (en'sis), M. [NL., < L. ensis, a sword.]
A genus of razor-clams, of the family Solenidce,

Whan the quene had called them
and demaunded theym the place where
our lord Ihesti cryst had be cmcefyed,
they wold ueuer telle ne ensytrne hyr.

Holy Kami (E. E. T. S.), p. 157.

ensign-bearer (en'sin-bar'er), n. One who car-

ries the flag ;
an ensign.

If It he true that the giants ever made war against
heaven, he had been a fit ensiynbearer for that company.

Sir P. Sidney.

ensigncy(en'sin-si), . [< ensign + -cy.] Same
as entrign&hip.

It is, perhaps, one of the curious anomalies which ]>.T

vade many parts of our system, that an ensigncy should
exist in the engineer department, there being no colours

to be carried in that corps. Rees, Cyc.

ensignship (en'sin-ship), n. [< ensign + -ship.]
The rank, office, or commission of an ensign.

ensilage (en'si-laj), n. [< F. ensilage: see en-

sile!.] 1. A mode of storing fodder, vege-
tables! etc., in a green state, by burying it or

them in pits or silos dug in the ground. See silo.

This method has been practised in some countries from
very early times, and has been recommended by modern
agrlcultini-is. isriek-lined chambers are often used in

modern practice, having a movable wooden covering upon
which is placed a heavy weight, say half a ton to the

square yard. The pits or chambers are constructed in

such a way as to exclude the air as far as possible.

It is not the least of the recommendations of the new
process of preserving green fodder, called ensilage, that

Razor-clam (Emit

includingthose species in which the hinge-teeth
are several and the shell is curved. Knsit ameri-

canus is the common razor-flsh or razor-clam of American
waters. The genus was formerly Included in Solen.

ensiset, . [Erroneous form of ME. assise, E.

assi:f, abbr. sire1 .] Assize; quality; stamp;
character.

ensisternal (en-si-ster'nal), a. [< L. ensis, a

sword, + Gr. oreprov, the breast-bone (see ster-

num), + -al.] In anat., of or pertaining to the

ensiform appendage or xiphoid cartilage ; xiph-
isternal. Berlard.

ensky (en-ski'), r. t.
; pret. and pp. enskied, ppr.

enskytng. K en-1 + *?.;/.] To place in heaven
or among the gods ;

make immortal. [Poeti-

cal.]
I hold you as a thing emky'd and sainted.

Shak., M. forM., 1. 5.

enslandert, r. t. [< ME. ensclaundrcn, < en- +
sclaundren, slander: see eH-1 and slander.] To
slander; bring reproach upon.

3lf ther be in bretherhede eny rlotour. other contekour,
other such by whom the fraternite myght be eneclaundrea,
he shal be put out therof. English (Olds (E. E. T. s.\ p. 4.

enslave (en-slav'). r. t.
; pret. and pp. enslaved,

ppr. enslaving. [< e-l + slare.] 1. To make
a slave of; reduce to slavery or bondage; sub-

ject to the arbitrary will of a master: as, bar-
barous nations enslave their prisoners of war.

What do these worthies,
But rob, and spoil, bum, slaughter, and rn*lare

Peaceable nations? MMun, t. R., ill ::>.

It was also held lawful to rntlnre any Infidel or person
who did not receive the Christian faith.

Sttmnrr, Orations, I. 217.

2. Figuratively, to reduce to a condition anal-

ogous to slavery; deprive of moral liberty or

power; subject to an enthralling influence: as,
to be enslaved by drink or one's passions.

Enslat'd am I. though King, by one wild Word,
And my own Promise is my cruel Lord.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ill. 102.

Having ilr.st brought Into subjection the bodies of men,
had no hard task, afterwards, to enslnr* their souls.

lip. Atterbury, Sermons, I. ill.

Women of genius, even more than men, are likely to be
etislaped by ail impassioned sensibility.

Xary. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent, p. 103.
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The state of

Abolition by sovereign will of a slave State now ceased,

and as for enslavement by a free State's legislation, this

had never been attempted. Schouler, Hist. U. S., III. 136.

Not that (as Stoiks) 1 intend to tye
With Iron Chains of strong Necessity
Th' Eternal's hands, and his free feet enstock

In Destinies hard Diamantine Kock.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

[ME. enstoren, instoren

enslavedness

enslavedness (en-sla'ved-nes), .

being enslaved.

enslavement (en-slav'ment), n. [< enslave H

-ment.] The act of enslaving, or the state of be-

ing enslaved, literally or figuratively; slavery; enstoret (en-stor'),. t. [ME. enstc

bondage; servitude. (accom. to restoren, > E. restore, q. v.), < L.

staurare, renew, restore: see instaurate.] lo

restore; renew; repeat; recapitulate.

And if ther be ony othir maundement, it is instorid in

this word, thou schalt loue thi neighbore as thi silf.

Wyclif, Rom. xm. 9.

enstranglet, v. t. [ME. enstranglen; < en-1 +
strangle.] To strangle.

Thei scholde suffren to gret peyne, zif thei abyden to

entackle

ensure (en-shor'), v. See insure.

enswathe (eu-swa9?H'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. en-

swathed,ppr.enswatliing. [(en-
1 + swathe.] To

swathe. Also written inswathe. [Poetical.]

The effect of his [the negro's) enslavement, then, was

not to civilize him in any sense, but merely to change him

from a wild animal into a domesticated or tame one.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI.

enslaver (en-sla'ver) ,
n. One who or that which

enslaves or reduces to bondage, either literal

or figurative.
What indignation in her mind
Against enslavers of mankind ! Swift.

enslumbert, t. [ME. enslombren; < en-1 +
slumber.] To dull

;
enervate.

Son, lett not ydelnesse sou enslombre,
Nor wydnesse of clothys 3011 encombre.

MS. Ashmole, 62, fol. 65. (Halliwell.)

ensnare, ensnarer. See insnare, insnarer.

ensnarlH (en-snarl'), v. i. [< en-1 + snarl1
.]

To snarl, as a dog; growl. Cockeram.

name; call.
A man,

Built with God's finger, and enstyled his Temple.
Chapman, Revenge of Bussy d'Ambois, i. 1.

But now then, for these parts he must
Be enstiled Lewis the Just,
Great Henry's lawful heir.

Bp. Corbet, Journey into France.

That renowned Isle,

Which all men Beauty's garden-plot enstyle.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 1.

ensnarl2! (en-snarl') v. t. [< en-1 +
To entangle as in a snarl ;

insnare.

With noyse whereof when as the caytive carle

Should issue forth, in hope to find some spoyle,

They in awayt would closely him ensnarle.

Spenser, F. Q., V. ix. 9.

ensobert (en-so'b6r), v. t. [< en-1 + sober]
To make sober.

God sent him sharpnesses and sad accidents to ensober

his spirits. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 834.

ensorcelt, t- [< OF. ensorceler, bewitch, < en- ensual,let (en-su'a-bl), o. [< ensue +
+ sorceler, bewitch: see sorcery.] To bewitch; Ensuing; following. J. Hayward.
use sorcery upon. ensuantt (en-su'ant), a. [< ensue +

Not any one of all these honor'd parts Following in natural sequence ; sequent ;
ac-

Your princely happes and habites that do moue, cordant.

Of cVrisT 'kin's'to quarrel for yonr loue Make his dittie sensible and ensuant to the first verse

Wyatt, quoted in Puttenham's Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 187. in good reason. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 74.

ensoul (en-sol'), v. t. [< en-1 + soul] To en- ensue (en-su'), v. ; pret. and pp. ensued, ppr. en-

dow or imbue with a soul. suing. [Formerly also msue; early mod. E. also

Maugre my endeuour

My Numbers still by habite haue the Feuer ;

One-while with heat of heauenly fire ensoul'd ;

Shivering anon, through faint vn-learned cold.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Furies.

Passion beholds its object as a perfect unit. The soul

is wholly embodied, and the body is wholly ensouled.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 167.

In such language (surcharged and flooded with life),

swathe.
With sleided silk feat and affectedly

Enswathed, and seal'd to curious secrecy.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 49.

enswathement (en-swaTH'ment), n. [< en-

swathe + -ment.] The act of enswathmg, or

the state of being enswathed.

The enswathement of the globe in a magnetic current.
J. Cooke.

ensweep (en-swep'), v. t.; pret. and pp. en-

swept, ppr. ensweeping. [< en-1 + sweep.] To

dyerTbe hem self as Nature wblde : and whan thei ben sweep over
; pass over rapidly. [Bare.]

thus enstrangled, thei eten here Flesche, in stede of Veny- A blaze of meteors shoots : ensweeping first

so'in MandeviUe, Travels, p. 194. The lower skies. Thomson, Autumn, 1. 1109.

snstufft v. t. [< en-1 + stuff.] To stuff; stow
; ensweetent, v. t. [< en-1 + sweeten.] To sweeten.

cr .,m -ent. [ME. -ent, also -ant, -aunt, etc., < OF. -ent,

-ant, -aunt = Sp. Pg. It. -ente, < L. -(<-), ace.

-entem, suffix of ppr. of verbs in 2d, 3d, and 4th

conjugations. See further under -ant1
. Cf.

-ence, -ance.] A suffix of adjectives, and of

nouns originally adjectives (primarily, in the

original Latin, a present participle suffix), cog-

nate with the original form of the English pres-

ent participle suffix -ing
2

,
as in ardent, burning,

cadent, falling, crescent, growing, orient, rising,

etc. : equivalent to -ant1. Adjectives in -ent are

usually accompanied by derived nouns in -ence or -ency,

as cadence, ardency, etc. See -anti,
-ance, -ancy.

entablature (en-tab'la-tur), n. [Formerly also

intablature; < OF. entablature, entablature, more

commonly a base, pedestal, < OF. entabler, <

Hast thou not read how wise Ulysses did

Enstufe his eares with waxe?
Wyatt, To his Friend T.

In the dark bulk they closde bodies of men
Chosen by lot, and did enstuf by stelth

The hollow womb with armed soldiers.

Surrey, ^Lneid, ii.

[Also enstile; < en-1 +
enstylet (en-stll'),i7. t.

snarl*. \ ^in To style; nai

ML. intabulare, construct a basis (intabulatum),
< L. in, in, on, + ML. tabulare, L. only as pp.

-able.] adj. tabulatus, boarded, floored, neut. tabulatum,

a flooring, < tabula, a board, plank: see table.]

-ant1 .] 1. Ln arch., that part of a lintel construction,

or a structure consisting of horizontal mem-
bers supported by columns or vertical members,

not only are thoughts embodied, but words are ensouled.

Whipple, Lit. and Life, p. 226.

enspanglet (en-spang'gl), v. t. [< en-1 + span-

gle.] To cover with spangles; spangle. Dames.

One more by thee, love and desert have sent

T' enspangle this expansive firmament.

Herrick, Hesperides, p. 204.

ensphere, insphere (en-, in-sfer'), v. t.; pret.
and pp. ensphered, insphered, ppr. ensphering, in-

sphering. [< en-1
,
in-2; + sphere.] 1. To place

in or as in a sphere.
His ample shoulders in a cloud ensphear'd
Of flerie chrimsine.

Chapman, tr. of Homeric Hymn to Hermes.

Now it seemed as if we ourselves, sitting there ensphered
in color, flew around the globe with the quivering rays.

E. S. Phelps, Beyond the Gates, p. 164.

2. To make into a sphere.
One shall ensphere thine eyes ; another shall

Impearl thy teeth.

Carew, Obsequies to the Lady Ann Hay.

enstallt, v. t. An obsolete form of install.

Holland; Stirling.

enstampt (en-stamp'), v. t. [Also instamp; <

en-1 + stamp.] To impress with or as with a

stamp; impress deeply; stamp.
Nature hath enstamped upon the soul of man the cer-

tainty of a Deity. Hewyt, Sermons (165S), p. 194.

enstatet, v. t. An obsolete variant of instate.

enstatite (en'sta-tit), n. [< Gr. cvararr/f, an ad-

versary (cf . evaraTiiedf, opposing, checking, start-

ing difficulties) (< faiaraoOai, stand against, < ev,

, + iaravat, mid. laraaSai, stand), + -iie2.]

ensew, ensewe; < ME. ensuen, < OF. ensuire, en-

suir, ensuivre, ensuevre, etc., F. ensuivre = Pr.

enseguir, ensegre, etc., < L. insequi, follow upon,
< in, upon, + sequi, follow : see sequent, sue. Cf.

insecution,\ilt. <L. insequi.] I.t trans. To fol-

low or follow after ; pursue.
Whos stepes glade to Ensue
Ys eueri woman in their degre.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 43.

Seek peace and ensue it. 1 Pet. iii. 11.

Ne was Sir Satyrane her far behinde,
But with like fierceness did ensew the chace.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 5.

You will set before you the end of this your short cross,

and the great glory which will ensue the same.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 185S), II. 126.

II. intrans. If. To come after ;
move behind

in the same direction ;
follow.

Then after ensued three other Bashas, with slaues about

them, being afoote. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 113.

But nowe adue 1 I must ensue
Where fortune doth me lede.

Nut-brown Maid (Percy's Reliques, p. 184).

2. To follow in order, or in a train of events or

course of time
;
succeed ;

come after.

The sayd ambassadours are to summon and ascite the

foresayd English man to appeare at the terme next insuing.
Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 162.

As to appearance, famine was like to ensue, if not some

way prevented.
N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 83.

Then grave Clarissa graceful waved her fan ;

Silence ensu'd. Pope, R. of the L., v. 8.

il 11
Doric Kntablature.

E, entablature : a, epistyle or architrave ; l>, frieze ; f, cornice.

(From ArcruEoi. Inst. Report on Assos Expedition.)

which rests upon the columns and extends up-
ward to the roof, or to the tympana of the pedi-
ments if these features are present, in the clas-

sical styles it consists of three members, the architrave,

the frieze, and the cornice. In large buildings projecting

features, similar in form to entablatures proper, and also

called by this name, are often carried around the whole

edifice, or along the front only; and the term is applied

by engineers to similar parts of the framing of machinery
wherein architectural design is introduced. See also cut

under column.

At the entrance to the court of the temple are remains
of some buildings, of very large hewn stone, particularly
an entablature in a good taste.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 1. 15.

We could see the elaborately-ornamented gables and

entablatures, with minarets and gilt spires.
W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 307.

2. In mach., a strong iron frame supporting a

paddle-shaft. E. 3. Knight Block cornices and
entablatures. See blocki.

entabler: see entabla-

Discourse ensues, not trivial, yet not dull.

Cowper, Task, iv. 174.

3. To follow as a consequence ; result, as from entablementt,"n. [F.,
<

premises. ture] An entablature.
plainly ensue They djffer jn ^thjng either in height, substance-pr en-
le world, all

(a i,ie1nent from the feminine Ionic, and masculine Doric.

.

Let this be granted, and it shall hereupon pla

at, the light of Scripture once shining in thethat,
other light of nature is therewith in such sort drowned
that now we need it not. Hooker, Eccles. Polity. ,,,. , . iV,i-/\
= Syn. 2 and 3. Succeed, etc. (see /ottma); to arise, pro-

6H tablie

ceed, spring, result.

[ME. ensufferen; < en-1 + suffer.]

in, on,
A silicate, chiefly of magnesium, with some ensuffert,""- *

iron, belonging to the pyroxene group. It va- To suffer.
ries in color from white to green, and crystallizes in the
orthorhombic system. It is infusible before the blowpipe,
whence the name. It is acommon mineral in certain rocks,
especially in peridotites and the serpentines derived from rT,

them; also in many meteoric stones. Bronzite is a ferrif- Cn SUlte (on swet). [1 . : en, in; smte, suit,

erous enstatite. Chladnite, from the Bishopville (South suite: see suit, n., suite.] In a set or connected
Carolina) meteorite, is nearly pure magnesium enstatite.

Where failled hert haue men full many,
Ensu/ering full ofte ryght gret misery.

Bom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4627.

Evelyn, Architecture.

[F. : en, in; tablier,

an apron, platform, table, board, < ML. tabu-

hitiiim, a table, board, desk, neut. of tabularius,

< L. tabula, table: see table, tabular.] 1. In

the form of an apron, or of the outline of an

apron: said of trimmings when so applied to

the skirt of a dress. 2. Decorated by trim-

mings, frillings, etc., arranged in this way:
said of the skirt itself.

series; forming a series or set with something entacklet (en-tak'l), v. t. [< en-1 + tackle.]
enstatlte-diabase(en"sta-tit-di'a-bas),. Same elge in

'

the game st le . as apartments to be let TO supply with tackle.
a,s nfilnt ini.tr,. _..* i i_. ri^ *as palatinite.

enstile, v. t. See enstyle.

enstockt (eu-stok'), v. t. [< en-1 + stock.]
fix as in the stocks.

To

en suite or singly.
176: an oblong Louis XVI. cabinet of ebony. . . . 177:

an upright secretaire en suite.

Hamilton Sale Catalogue, 1882.

Your storm-driven shyp I repaired new,
So well entackled, what wind soever blow,
No stormy tempest your barge shall o'erthrow.

Skelton, Poems, p. 26.



entad

entad (en'tad), iirlv. [< Or. evrof, within, +
-m/ :t

.J In Mil. and anat., in a direction from
without inward, or in, to, or toward a situation
or position relatively nrurrr the center or ITU
I nil parts (than something else); in, on, or to

(lie inside or inner side : opposi'il to retail: us,

the corium lies ciitinl of the cntiele.

Entada (eu'ta-da), . [NL., from the Malabar

name.] A small genus of very bill leguminous
climbers of tropical regions. K.tcaiultiais widely
distributed, and bear* very large flattened pods a foot or
two long, or more, and 4 or fi inehes \\ide, constricted
between till' seeds, \\hirll are \'. illrlles broad.

entail (en-tal'), r. t. [Also intuit; < ME. entail-

en, < OF. entailler, F. entailler = Pr. entalhar,
riittiillitr = Sp. entallar = Pg. entalhar = It. in-

tagliare, < ML. intaliare, "intaleare, cut into,

carve, < L. in, in, + ML. taliare, taleare (> F.

tailler, etc.), cut: see tail2
, tally.] If. To cut;

carve for ornament.
Thanne was the chapttre-houa wroujt as a greet chlrche,
Conien and couered and queyntliehe entayled.

Pien Plowman't Orede.(E. E. T. S.), 1. 200.

The mortale steele despiteously entayld
Deep In their flesh. Spenser, F. Q., II. vl. 29.

In gllden buskins of costly Cordwayne,
All bard with golden bendes, which were entayld
With curious antickes. Sptmer, F. Q., II. ill. 27.

2. In lute, to limit and restrict the descent of

(lands and tenements) by gift to a man and to

a specified line of heirs, by settlement in such
wise that neither the donee nor any subsequent
possessor can alienate or bequeath it: as, to

entail a manor to A. B. and to his eldest son, or

to his heirs of his body begotten, or to his heirs

by a particular wife. See entail, n., 3.

He [Moses] doth not (Now) study to make his Will,
1" Entail his Land to his Male-Issue still :

Wisely and iustly to divide his Good,
To Sons and Daughters, and Ills neerest Blood.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas'a Weeks, ii., The Lawe.

I here entail
The crown to thee, and to thine heirs for ever.

Shale., 3 Hen. VI., I. 1.

Hence 3. To fix inalienably on a person or

thing, or oil a person and his descendants;
transmit in an unalterable course

;
devolve as

an unavoidable consequence.
My grief's entailed upon my wasteful breath,
Which no recov'ry can cutoff but death.

Quarter, Emblems, ill. IS.

The intemperate and unjust transmit their bodily in

flrmlties and diseases to their children, and entail a secret

curse upon their estates. THlotson.

It is entailed upon humanity to submit.
OoldmMh, Vicar, \i\.

A vicious form of legal procedure, for example, either
enacted or tolerated, entails on suitors costs, or delays,
or defeats. //. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. M.

4. To bring about ; cause to ensue or accrue
;

induce
;
involve or draw after itself.

Political economy tells us that loss is entailed by a forced
trade with colonies. //. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 501.

No member of the chamber can, without its assent, be
submitted to examination or arrest for any proceeding
entailing penalties, unless seized in the act or within 24

hours of the same. Keltie.

Whose whole career was lie entailing lie

Sought to be sealed truth by the worst lie last !

Hmimi >t\i, Ring and Book, I. 183.

entail (en-tal' ),. [Formerly also in tail; < ME.
t'uliiile, entayle, < OF. entaille, F. entaille (ML.
intalia), f., t= Pr. entalh = OSp. entalle = Pg.
i nttilho = It. intaglio (> E. intaglio, a. v.), m.,
a cutting, cut, notch, groove ;

from the verb.]
If. Engraved or carved work

; intaglio; inlay.
A worke of rich entayle and curious mould,
Woven with antickes and wyld ymagery.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vti. 4.

2f. Shape ;
that which is carved or shaped.

An image of another entaile
A lifte halfe was her fast by,
Her name aboue her heed saw I,

And she was called Felony.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 162.

3. In law : (a) The limitation of land to cer-

tain members of a particular family or line of

descent; a prescribed order of successive in-

heritances, voluntarily created, to keep land in

the family undivided
;
the rule of descent set-

tled for an estate.

He [Walpole) scoffed at . . . the practice of entail, and
tasked the ingenuity of conveyancers to tie up his villa in

the strictest settlement. Macautnit, Horace Walpole.

(6) An estate entailed or limited to particular
heirs ; an estate given to a man and his heirs.
The word is now, however, often loosely used, since strict

entails are obsolete, to indieate the giving of property to
one or to two successively for life with suspension of power
of alienation meanwhile. By early F.nplish law. as fully
established under the Norman mnt|iiest. a feotfment or

grant of land to
i; A imd the heirs of his body ereated an

entail. K> that neither A nor an] snrrrssive heir taking un-
der the grant could alien the land ; ami if the line of heirs

1945

failed, the land reverted to the lord who made the grant,
or his heirs. In course of time the inconveniences of

the restriction <>n alienation led the courts to hold that

such a gift must be understood not as a gift to the heirs

after A, but to A on condition that he should have heirs ;

in other Moid-, that the heirs eoiild not elaim as donees
under the feotfment, but only as heirs under A, and that
hence A took a fee, whieh, if he had heirs of his body, be-

came absolute, and enabled him to alien the land. This

prartieal aliolition of entails by the courU was followed

by Die statute of Westminster of 12S5, known as the itat-

nle dt Doiiii Conditionalibut, which enacted that the will

of the donor in such gifts according to the form manifest-

ly expressed should be observed, so that such a grantee
should have no power t., alien. Under this ait. ln< h n
established entails, a large part of the land in England
was fettered by such grants. The courts, still disfavoring

entails, termed the estate thus granted a fee tail (see tail),

and sustained alienations by the tenant in tail, subject,

however, to the right of the heim in tail, or, if none, of the

lord, to enter on the death of the tenant who had con-

veyed. (See bate fee, under feel.) They subsequently also

sanctioned absolute alienations by allowing the tenant in

tail to have an action brought against him In which he
collusively suffered the plaintiff to recover the land. (Bee

fine?, recovery, and Taltarum'* case., under wel.) In
1833 a direct deed was substituted by statute for this fic-

tion. The object of entails is now, to some extent, secured

by family or marriage settlements, which are often, but in-

accurately, spoken of as if effecting entails. In most If

not all of the United States, and In Canada, entails have
been alx>lished, either as In England or by statutes de-

claring that words which would formerly create an entail

create a fee simple, or, as in some States, a life estate with
remainder in fee simple to heirs. Quasi entail, an en-

tail of an estate less than a fee, such as an estate for the
life of a third person. Statute of entail, a name some-
times given to the statute de Donis Conditionalibus (which
see, above). To bar an entail, to dock an entail, to

defeat the restrictions of an entail by aliening or resettling
the land.

entailer (en-ta'ler), n. One who executes an
entail ;

one who limits the descent of his prop-
erty to a particular heir or series of heirs.

The entailer cannot disappoint those children who have
rights to a portion of his property. Brougham.

entailment (en-tal'ment), n. [< entail + -men!.]
1. The act of entailing, or of limiting the de-

scent of an estate to a particular heir and bis

descendants. 2. The state of being entailed.

ental (en'tal), a.
[<

Gr. tvr6f, within, + -al.]

In zoiil. and anat., inner; internal: opposed to

ectal. See entad.

entalentt, v. t. [ME. entalenten, < OF. entalen-

ter = Pr. entalentar, entalantar=lt. intalentare,

excite, raise a desire, < L. in, in, + ML. talen-

tum, an inclination, desire : see en- 1 and talent.]
To implant a desire in

;
endow with.

Trust partite loue, entire charlte,
Feruent will, and entalented corage.

Utter of Cupid.

Entails (en'ta-lis), n. [NL. ;
a perversion of

Dentalium.] "A. genus of tooth-shells, of the

family Dentaliidat. E. striolata is an American

species.
entame 1

1, r. t. [ME. entamen, < OF. entamer =
Pr. entamenar, <. ML. intaminare, touch, con-

taminate, < L. in, in, on, + "taminare, touch:

see a I in in i
~ and contaminate.] To harm ;

hurt
;

tear open.
Let not my foe no more my wounde entame.

Chaucer, A. B. C., 1. 79.

'I hay hafe up hys hawberke thane, and handllez ther-

undyre, . . .

l'.ot In- his bakke and his breste. and his hryghte armez :

Thay ware fayne that they fande no flesche entamede.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1160.

entame-t (en-tam'), v. t. [< en- 1 + tame.] To
tame; subdue.

"Its not . . . your cheek of cream
That can entame my spirits to your worship.

Shak., As you Like ft, III. 5.

entangle (en-tang'gl), v. C.J pret. and pp. en-

tangled, ppr. entangling. [Formerly also intan-

gle; ten-' + tangle.] 1. To tangle ;. intermix
the parts of confusedly ;

make confused or dis-

ordered: as, to entangle the hair. See tanyle.

[Rare.]
What a happiness would it have been, could Hester

Prynne . . . have distinguished and unravelled her own
darling's tones, amid all the entangled outcry of a group
of sportive children. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, vi.

2. To insnare ; involve, so as to render extri-

cation difficult
; subject to constraining or be-

wildering complications : as, to entangle fish in

the meshes of a net; to entangle a person in a

labyrinth.

They are entangled In the land, the wilderness hath shut
them in. Ex. xiv. 3.

Nature catches.entan^bt.and holds all such outragesand
insurrections In her inextricable net. Bacon, Fable of Pan.

It is under this representation [of sensual pleasure]
chiefly, that sin de ,iys, entanglei, bewitches,
destroys the souls of men. .S*fi7/in</rf<vf, Sennons, II. iii.

Snow is white and opaque In consequence of the air en.

taniiled among its crystals. Huxley, Physiography, p. 154.

3. To involve in difficulties or embarrassments ;

embarrass, puzzle, or distract by adverse or

entassement

perplexing circumstancea, interests, demands,
etc.; hamper; bewilder.

The Pharisees took counsel how they might eittaivite

him In his talk. Mat. xxll. 15.

I suppose a great part of the difficulties that perplex
men's thoughts, and rntantite their understandings, would
lie easily resolved. Locke.

= 8vn. 1. To tangle, knot, snarl, mat. 2. Involve, etc.

3. l.i . onfum inv.l:li

entangled (en-tang'gld), y. a. In her., same as

entanglement (en-tang'gl-ment), n. [< en-

tinii/lc + -ment.] 1. The act of entangling, or

the state of being entangled; a confused or

disordered state ; intricacy; perplexity.
The sad, dangerous, and almost fatal entanytementt of

this corporeal world.
Dr. II. More, Pre-existence of the Soul, Pref.

It is to fence against the enlani/letnenli of equivocal
words, and the art of sophistry, that distinctions have
been multiplied. A...*..

2. That which entangles ; specifically, in fort.,
an obstruction placed in front or on the flank

of a fortification, to impede an enemy's ap-

proach. It Is a kind of abatis made by partially severing
the trunks of trees, pulling down the tops, and securing
them to the ground by means of pickets or crotchets.

Wire entanglements, military entanglements made by
placing at least three rows of stout pickets across the space
to he obstructed, and twisting wire around them. The
pickets are arranged in quincunx order, with the wires

crossing diagonally.

entangler (en-tang'gler), w. One who entan-

gles. Johnson.

entangling (en-taug'gling), n. [Verbal n. of

entangle, r,] An entanglement or complica-
tion. [Rare.]
But miracles, like the hero's sword, divided these en-

tanglingi at a stroke, and at once made their way through
them. Up. Attertniry, Sennons, II. viii.

entangling (en-tang'gling), p. a. [Ppr. of en-

tangle, v.] Serving to entangle, involve, or

embarrass.

Honest friendship with all nations, entanglinii alliances

with none. Jefferson, Inaugural Address.

entasia (en-ta'si-H), n. [NL. : see entasis.]

Same as entasis, 2.

entasis (en'ta-sis), M. [NL., < Gr. evTaeic,, a

stretching, distention, < tvreiveiv (= L. inten-

d-ere), stretch, < rv, in, on, + reivciv = L. ten-

d-ere, stretch :

see tend1
.] 1. In

arch., the swell-

ing or outward
curve of the

profile of the
shaft of a col-

umn. The entasis
exists in perfec-
tion in the finest

examples of Greek
Doric, in which the

swelling is greatest
a little below the
middle point of the

shaft, but never so

great as to inter-

fere with the steady
diminution of the
shaft from the base

upward. The en*

tasis is designed
both to counteract
the optical illusion

which would cause
the profiles of the
shafts to appear

inward If
f f, arcs of entasis i The proportions and

the amount of entasis are much e
for the purpose of illustration.)

cnned
they were bounded
by straight Hues,
and to give the

effect of life and elasticity to the column in its function
of supporting superimposed weight.
2. In put lnil.. constructive or tonic spasm, as

cramp, lockjaw, etc. See tetanus. Alsoentasia.

entaskt (en-task'), r. t. [< i-i 4- task.] To
lay a task upon. Davits.

Yet sith the Heav'ns haue thus entaskt my layes, . . .

It Is enough, if heer-by I Incite

Some happier spirit to do thy Muse more right.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas s Weeks, I. 4.

entasset (en-tas'), v. t. [ME. entassen, < OF.
entasser, F. entasser, < ML. intassare, heap up,
< L. in, in, on ,

4- ML. tassus, tassa ( > F. tas, etc. ),

a heap.] To heap up ; crowd together.
Gawein lelde honde to his swerde and smote in to the

thikkest of the presse, and passed thourgh the stonr as
thikke as thel weren rnta**td, and his felowes spake moche
of the prowesse that the! saugh hym do.

Meriin (E. E. T. S.X iii. 410.

entassementt (en-tas'ment), n. [ME., < OF. en-

tassement, F. entassement, < entasser, heap up: see

<ntn.w.] Aheap; an accumulation ;
a crowd.

Ther was grete eutaueutent of men and of horse vpou
hepes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), Ui. S98.



entastlc

entastic (en-tas'tik), a. [Irreg. < entasis.'] In

pathol., relating to, of the nature of, or charac-

terized by entasis, or tonic spasm: as, an en-

tastic disease.

entaylet, and n. An obsolete form of en-

tail.

The mortall steele deapiteously eittayld

Deepe in their flesh, quite through the yron walles.

Spenser, V. Q., II. vi. 29.

ent6 (on'ta), a. [F. entf, pp. of enter, graft:
see arcfc2.] In her.: (a) Same as ante2 . (6)

Divided from the rest of the field by a wedge-
shaped or chevron-like outline.

Enti en rond, similar to indented, but formed with curved
instead of straight lines. Aveling, Heraldry, p. 142.

entecessourt, [A ME. form of antecessor.']

A predecessor. See anteccnfn>i-.

Loo, these ben iij. thynges, as seyn our eiitecessovrs,

That this trewe loveres togedir muste susteine.

IIS. Cantab. Ft. i. 6, f. 151. (HalliweU.)

entechet, '' t. [ME. entechen, entecchen, affect,

< OF. entechier, enteichier, entecier, entessier,

also entaehier, antaichier, entaeher, enteqitier,

entoicliier, etc., affect, touch, esp. with evil or

disease, infect, taint, mod. F. entaclter, infect,
taint (= Pr. entecar, entacar, entachar, infect,

taint, = It. intaccare, cleave unto, charge with

fault, blame, vilify, debase, etc.), < en, in, on,
+ tache, a spot, stain, blemish, reproach, techc,

taiche, a spot, stain, ill habit, bad disposition,
a natural quality or disposition: see en-1 and
tech, fetch.'] 1. To affect; especially, to taint,

as with evil.

Who so that ever is entecched and defouled with yvel.

Chaucer, Boethius, p. 120.

2. To endow.
On [one] of the best enteched creature,
That is, or shal, while that the world may dure.

Chaucer, Troilus, 1. 832.

entechet, [ME., < entcciie, i>.] A spot; a

stain.

I saide him sadly that i sek were,
& told him al treuly the entecches of myn euele.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 558.

Entedon (en'te-don), n. [NL. (Dalman, 1820),

irreg. < Gr. irof, within, + iSuv, ppr. of iSeiv,

eat, = L. edere = E. eut.~] The typical genus of

1946

arated from each other, and evtpyfia represents merely a

stage on the path toward ecreAexeia. Entelechy in short

is the realization which contains the end of a process :

the complete expression of some function the perfec-

tion of some phenomenon, the last stage in that process
from potentiality to reality which we have already noticed.

Soul then is not only the realization of the body ; it is its

perfect realization or full development.
E. Wallace, Aristotle's Psychology, p. xlii.

Enttdon imbra.tlis. (Cross shows natural size.)

chalcid hymenopterous insects of the subfamily
Entedonina;, as E. imbrasus.

Entedoninse (en"te-do-ni'ne), . pi. [NL., <

Entedon + -inte.'] A subfamily of the para-
sitic hymenopterous family Clialcidida>, distin-

guished by the four-jointed tarsi, the submar-
ginal vein broken before reaching the costa,
and the marginal vein reaching beyond the mid-
dle of the fore wing. The species are all parasitic,
many of them being secondary parasites that is, para-
sitic upon parasites. Also in the form Entedonoidte.

entelechy (en-tel'e-ki), . [< L. entelechia, <

Gr. evre'Mxeut, actuality, < ev refai iytiv, be com-
plete (cf. kvTEkr/s, complete, full): iv, in; rtku,
dat. of TtAor, end, completion ; exeat, have, hold,
intr. be.] Realization : opposed to power or po-
tentiality, and nearly the same as energy or act

(actuality). The only difference is that entelechy im-
plies a more perfect realization. The idea of entelechy is

connected with that of form, the idea of power with that
of matter. Thus, iron is potentially in its ore, which to he
made iron must be worked ; when this is done, the iron ex-
ists in entelechy. The development from heing in posse or
in germ to entelechy takes place, according to Aristotle,
by means of a change, the imperfect action or energy, of
which the perfected result is the entelechy. Entelechy
is, however, either first or second. First entelechy is be-
ing in working order; second entelechy is being in 'action.
The soul is said to be the first entelechy of the body, which
seems to imply that it grows out of the body as its germ ;

but the idea more insisted upon is that man without the
soul would be but a body, while the soul, once developed,
is not lost when the man sleeps. Cudworth terms his plas-
tic nature (which see, under nature) a first entelechy, and
Leibnitz calls a monad an entelechy.
To express this aspect of the mental functions, Aristotle

makes use of the word entrlechj/. The word is one which
explains itself. Frequently, it is true, Aristotle fails to
draw any strict line of demarcation between enteleclty and
energy; but in theory, at least, the two are definitely sep-

entellus (en-tel'us), n. [NL., < Gr.

command, enjoin, < ev, in, + riMetv, make to

arise, make accomplish.] The commonest sem-

nopithecoid monkey of India, Semnopithecus en-

tellus, indigenous to the hot regions of the Gan-

getic basins, but introduced in other parts of

India, where it is held in veneration and treat-

ed with great honor by the natives. It is one of

the slow or sedate

monkeys, having lit-

tle of the restless-

ness characteristic
of most of the tribe,
and is of moderate
size, yellowish color,

reddening on the

limbs, with black
hands and feet and
blackish face. The
most conspicuous
feature is the cap of

fur radiating from
the top of the head,
and peaked over the

eyebrows, with full

whiskers and beard
on the cheeks and
chin. The length of

the head and body is

about 2 feet, that of

the tail about 3 ; the
latter is not prehen-
sile. Also called Entellus (Semnofithecus tntellus).

hanuman.

entempest (en-tem'pest), v. t. [< en-i + tem-

pest.'] To disturb as by a tempest ;
visit with

storm. [Poetical.]
Such punishment I said were due
To natures deepliest stained with sin

For aye entempesting anew
The unfathomable hell within.

Coleridge, Pains of Sleep.

entemplet (en-tem'pl), v. t. [< en-1 + temple^.]
To enshrine.

What virtues were entempled in her breast !

Chettle, Dekker, and Haughton, Patient Grissel.

entenciont, See intention.

entendt, *> An obsolete form of intend.

entendert (en-ten'der), v. t. [< en-1 + tender^.']

1. To treat tenderly ; cherish; succor.

Virtue alone entenderg us for life:

I wrong her much entenders us forever.

Young, Night Thoughts, ii. 525.

2. To make tender
;
soften

; mollify.
For whatsoever creates fear, or makes the spirit to dwell

in a righteous sadness, is apt to entender the spirit, and
to make it devoute and pliant to any part of duty.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iv. 1.

A man of a social heart, entendered by the practice of

virtue, is awakened to the most pathetic emotions by every
uncommon instance of generosity.

Goldsmith, Cultivation of Taste.

entendmentt, n. See intendment.

ententet, and v. See intent.

entente cordiale (on-tonf k6r-di-al')- [F.,
cordial understanding: entente, understanding,
intent; cordiale, fern, of cordial, cordial: see in-

tent, n., and cordial."] Cordial understanding;
specifically, in politics, the friendly relations

existing between one government and another.

There was not only no originality, hut no desire for it

perhaps even a dread of it, as something that would
break the entente cordiale of placid mutual assurance.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 339.

ententift, ententiflyt. See intentive, intentively.
enter 1

(en'ter), r. [< ME. entren, < OF. entrer,
F. entrer = Pr. intrar, entrar = Sp. Pg. entrar
= It. entrare, intrare, < L. in trare, go into, enter,
< intro, to the inside, within, on the inside,
contr. abl. of *

interus (> compar. interior, in-

ner : see interior), < in, in (= E. in 1 ), + -ter, com-
par. suffix. Cf . inter"*, enter-, inter-."] I. trans.

1. To come or go into; pass into the inside or
interior of; get into, or come within, in any
manner: as, to enter a house, a harbor, or a

country ;
a sudden thought entered his mind.

That darkesome cave they enter, where they find
That cursed man, low sitting on the ground,
Musing full sadly in his sullein mind.

Spenser, F. Q., I. ix. 35.

For mischiefs manifold, and sorceries terrible
To enter human hearing. Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

The garrison, in a panic, evacuated the fort, and the

English entered it without a blow. Macaulay, Lord Clive.

2. To penetrate into; pass through the outer

portion or surface of; pierce: as, the post en-

tered the soil to the depth of a foot,

enter

Calf-like, they my lowing follow'd, through
Tooth'd briers, sharp furzes, pricking goss, and thorns,
Which enter'd their frail shins. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

3. To go inside of; pass through or beyond:
as, I forbid you to enter my doors.

Alone he enter'd

The mortal gate o' the city. Shak., Cor., ii. 2.

4. To begin upon; make a beginning of
;
take

the first step in
;
initiate : as, the youth has en-

tered his tenth year; to enter a new stage in a

journey.
You are not now to think what's best to do,
As in beginnings, but what must be done,
Being thus entered. -B. Jomon, Catiline, iii. 3.

5. To engage or become involved in
;
enlist in:

join ;
become a member of : as, to enter the legal

profession, the military service or army, an as-

sociation or society, a university, or a college.

You love, remaining peacefully,
To hear the murmur of the strife,

But enter not the toil of life.

Tennyson, Margaret.

The person who entered a community acquired thereby
a share in certain substantial benefits.

W. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 131.

He entered the public grammar school at the age of eight

years. 0. W. llolmei, Emerson, i.

6t. To initiate into a business, service, society,
or method

;
Introduce.

Come, mine own sweetheart, I will enter thee:

Sir, I have brought a gentleman to Court.

Chapman, Bussy d'Ambois, i. 1.

This sword but shown to Coosar, with this tidings,
Shall enter me with him. Shak., A. and C., iv. 12.

I'll be hold to enter these gentlemen in your acquain-
tance. B. Jonson, Epiccene, iii. 1.

lam glad to enter you into the art of fishing by catching
a Chub. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 68.

7. To insert ; put or set in : as, to enter a wedge ;

to enter a tenon in a mortise ; to enter a fabric

to be dyed into the dye-bath. 8. To set down
in writing; make a record of ; enroll; inscribe:

as, the clerk entered the account or charge in

the journal.

Agues and fevers are entered promiscuously, yet in the
few bills they have been distinguished.

Oraunt, Bills of Mortality.

The motion was ordered to be entered in the books, and
considered at a more convenient time.

Addison, Cases of False Delicacy.

I shall not enter his name till my purse has received
notice in form. Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 2.

9. To cause to be inscribed or enrolled ; offer

for admission, reception, or competition : as,
to enter one's son or one's self at college; to

enter a friend's name at a club ; to enter a horse
for a race. 10. To report at the custom-house,
as a vessel on arrival in port, by delivering a
manifest: as, to enter & ship or her cargo. 11.
In law: (a) To go in or upon and take posses-
sion of, as lands. See entry. (6) To place in

regular form before a court; place upon the
records of a court: as, to enter a writ, an order,
or an appearance.
Master Fang, have you enter'd the action ?

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 1.

12. Toset on game; specifically, of young dogs,
to set on game for the first time.

No sooner had the northern carles begun their hunts-

up but the Presbyterians flock'd to London from all quar-
ters, and were like hounds ready to be entred.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, ii. 148.

Before being entered, the dogs must be taught to lead

quietly. Dogs of Great Britain and America, p. 219.

To enter a bill short, in banking, to note down in a
customer's account the receipt, due-date, and amount of

a bill not yet due, but which has been paid into the bank
by the customer, the amount being carried to his c-n .lit

only when the bill has been honored. To enter lands,
to file an application for public land in the proper land-

office, in order to secure a prior right of purchase.

II. intrans. 1. To make an entrance, entry,
or ingress; pass to the interior; go or come
from without inward : used absolutely or witli

in, into, on, or upon. See phrases below.

Full grete was the bataile and the stour mortall, where
as these wardes of Benoyk were entred, and medled with
their enmyes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 402.

But he that entereth in by the door is the shepherd of

the sheep. John x. 2.

Will you vouchsafe to teach a soldier terms
Such as will enter at a lady's ear,
And plead his love-suit to her gentle heart?

Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

Specifically 2. To appear upon the stage;
come into view: said of personages in a drama,
or of actors : as, enter Lady Macbeth, reading a
letter.

Back fly the scenes, and enter foot and horse.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 315.

3f. To begin ;
make beginning.

The year entering. Evelyn.



enter 1047 enterohydrocele
O pity and shame, that tln-y. who to live well It entereclomy becomes necessary the two ends of the Thow shuldest haue knowen that Clergye can and cull-

Enter tt MI fair, should turn tuide ! bowel should always be united with a I'zerny Lambert su- rciu.-,i n,<.n- thorugh Keioun :

Milton, f, L., xl. 630. ture. .V. >Vii/i, Mi-d. News, XI.VI11. fiOS. For Kesoun wolde haue rcherced the rljtM Clergye alde,

To enter Into, (a) To net into the liiBi.lc ,,r int.ri,,, ..f, enterepiplomphalocele (en-te-rep'i-plom-
Ac for Ullne entermetyny here arum (omke.

or within the external Inclosure or covering of; penetrate, fal'o-scH), . [< tir. Ivrepov, intestine, 4 NL. ._. LYJ,f
Although we kn.,w the rimim,, faith :, ill,,w of it. ,.,,;/ (q.v.), + Gr. 6,*aX<ir ,

the navel, + -/////,
entero-.

I

,, I in tins resect -e ure hut entering : .-i^mt we are
1

v

fn
'

hcrnmof the umbilicus with a vowel ) * Gr - **"!*> see entoron.] An ele-
uot into the visible Church before our admittance by the ' or-J r<7.,ne US.WUIi ^ words of Greek oriirin signifying 'in-
door of Baptism. linker, Ecck-s. Polity, iii. i. protrusion of the omentum and intestines.

(A) To engage In : a., to enter into business. entOTOr (en'ter-Cr), .

enterOCele (en'te-ro-sel). n. [< Gr. tmpo^A,,,
The oriKlnal project of .liscovcry had been entered into If

"y require any other little booke meet to enter
intestine '+ nii'n tumor 1 In sum

with indefinite eviicclatiu s of train children; the Schoole of Vertuo U one of the principal!
> inepov, in ne, T tai!, lor.j 111 #ur#., a

J'rescoti Ferd and Isa. ii 8 <!
easiest for the first enlerert, Iwinic full of

precepts
of hermal tumor, in any Situation, whose contents

(c) To be or become Initiated In ; comprehend. ?*&!&
""* "^^Z^T^fe e^rVcellcTen'te r^'n^T K enterocele +

^^&Z&ZSF&'ttf a' 51= enterflowt, n. [< ,tor- + .**.] A channel. ^S^S^^^lSS2^
violences, cunspiracies, and divisions. These Hands are severed one from another by a narrow enterochlorophyl, enterocnlorophyil (en'to-

AMiwn, Travels in Italy, enterjlow of the Sea betweene.
.,,.. ... ro-klo'ro-fil), . [NL., < Gr. tvrcpov, intestine,

He entered freely into the distresses and personal feel-
"*'<"' tr. of tamden a Britain II 215. + NL gJJ^j^jj^ chlorophyl.] A form of

Ings of lib men. JVweott, Ferd. and !., 11. 14. enteric (en-ter'ik), a. [< Gr. ivrcpuc6f, < brrcjtov, chlorophyl which occurs in animals.
(</) To deal with or treat fully of, as a subject, by way of intestine : see MfeTM.] Belonging to the m- enterocholecystotomy (en'te-ro-kol'e-sis-tof-
discussion, ugnment, and the like; make inquiry or testines; intestinal. Specifically, in tool. : (a) Hav. o_mi\ r< (ir tvreoov intestine +' cltoiecvu-
scrutiny into ; examine. lug an enteron or Intestine ; entente : opposed to anen-

I cannot now enter into the particular, of my travels. Hw* (6) Of or pertaining to the enteron, or to the < totomy, q. V In surg. a plas 1C Opel ion pro-

Oraii Letters I 240 doderm, which primitively forms the enteron : opposed to yidlng a passage from the gall-bladder into the
'

Into the merits of these we have hardly entered at all.
'

: .;"'c walls , nterir a m , Fn^rir fpver T. t. i /
Brouaham.

\

<"
'f"

c '

f]*<
e
_'"^apptndag^s.- Enteric fever. Enterocoela (en'te-ro-se'lft), n. ;>f. [NL.,neut.

() To he an Ingredient in; form a constituent part in: nntm-intr (fn'ifir inirl . ("Verbal n of enter r 1 P 1 ' of enteroccelus : see enteroc&te.] In Hux-
as! ,ead e,,*,, */ the composition of pewte, ff? of corning or go'ng ?n, Inserting & classification (1874), a series of deutero-

Among the Italians there are not only sentences, but a ,B iotflrin(, * 9* Tim ni nnincr nr nlar> at stornatous metazoans whose body-cavity is an
multitude of particular words, that never enter into com-

re
?
9 '

enterocffile, as the echinoderms, cha;tognaths,mon discourse. Addison, Remark* on Italy (Bohn), I. s3. which one enters ; entrance.
enteropneustans, mollusks, brachiopods, and

To enter Into recognizances, in tew, to become bound The en tin hen. chaccd to the .m i in <ie hem so
b b , pOiyZoan8 : opposed to Sclnzocalanud

under a penalty, by a written obligation before a court of fnorte
In the'.entnmje to the niiippt V

,
> * '

record, to do a specified act, as to appear In court, keep
>>em slaln and drowned the haluendell or more. ^/iiCCKln.

the peace, pay a debt, or the like.-To enter on or . .
J/erfm(E. E. T. S.), 111. 002. enterocffile (en'te-ro-sel), n. [< NL. enterocoe-

upon. (o) To begin; make a beginning of; set out on: of. A beginning. jUSt adj., < Gr. evrtpov, intestine, + uttof. hol-
as, to enter upon the duties of an office. The enteringi and endings of wars. low, KoMa, bellv.] That kind of body-cavity

To take the chllde for a chaunse & his choise moder, Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 306). or co?loma which ig prOper to the Actinozoa ;And euyu into Egypt entre on> M,, way entering (en'ter-ing), p. a. [Ppr. of enter, v.] the somatic or perivisceral cavity of an acting
In entom., an epithet applied to the canthus or zoaD( consisting of the intermes'enteric cham-

jing to

'"l*^^^'^^
6
^

1 -

process of the front when it is small, forming a fcers collectively, made one with the gastric or
,

I protest, Clara, I shall begin to think you are seriomly
nttle^b T^S^^"^^ f PrP enteric cavity by means of a common

resolved to'enteron your probation. eye, as in many l/i/menop<era. axial chamber. See Actinozoa, and extract un-
Sheridan, The Duenna, iii. 3. entering-chlsel (en ter-mg-chiz'el), n. See dor ctenoplioran, n.

(6) To begin to treat or deal with, as a subject, by way chisel. enterocoelic (en'te-ro-se'lik), a. [< enterocatle
of discussion, argument, and the like. To enter with entermg-flle (en ter-mg-fil), n. See./ue

1
. + -ic.] Same as tnterocalous.

a superior, in & law to take from a superior a charter entcring-port (en'ter-ing-port), n. A port cut Th .
a ,,,, . . ,,._ mtfnarKe . ,)ri ,7inni 1 writs liv iiri terras '

><'iii1 nf -i vi-i-i-il i in 11 fIIIIIKTC nf own o r
,

v .-,-^ Vi 1 Ilia lUlttr spucu (K liif^ fnicrocveiic ill urigiu.

aS!em!FZSihi!tS.
'

dow
.

n to t"e level of the gun-deck. fo
.

r the con-
Nature, xxxvil. 334.

'

enter2!, . t.

"

See inter*. venience of persons enteringand leaving a ship enteroccelous (ente-ro-se'lus), a. [< NL. en-

enter3t, ". An obsolete form of entire. ententic (en-te-nt ik), a. <. enteritis + -jc.J teroealus : see enterocoele.] 1. Being or con-

enter-. [X ME. enter-, entre-, < OF. entre-, F. Pertaining to enteritis.
stituting an enterocoele: as, an enterocielovs

entre- = Sp. Pg. entre- = It. inter-, < L. inter-, < enteritis (en-te-n US), n. [JSL., < fcrr. evreimv, cavity or formation. 2. Having an entero-

inter, between: see inter-.] A prefix immedi- intestine (see enteron), + -tto.J In pathol., in- Coele; pertaining to the Enteroceela: as, an en-

atelv of French origin, but ultimately of Latin nammation of the intestines. I,, recent usage It de- teroccelow animal.

origin, signifying Between': same as inter-. .^iSotowS^OT^^CO^ ^SSS^SSS' enterocolitis (en'te-ro-ko-li'tis), . [NL., <

Though formerly the regular representative in English of -x.-i-i,..,. f r/ fuff,r -I- 2-;<,'<, i Tnlrisam Gr. evrtpmi, intestine, + K&AOV, the colon, + -itis.]
the Latin inter-, and used as an English formative even In entCTKlSSt, V. I.

[.S
CT

nn /hn) inflTminntion of thn small intpstinp
composition with native English words (as in enterkathe, tually ;

come in contact. DaVMS.
mterbraid, mterflow, etc.), enter-.has given way to the And water 'nointing with cold-moist the hrims "'. , ,. - .,.- -n , ,
Latin form inter-, and now remains in only a few words, of th' enter-ki*riny turning globes extreams enterocystocele (en'te-ro-SIS to-sel), n. [

as enterprise, entertain, etc., where its force as a prefix is Tempers the heat. eirripov, intestine, + /fi'OT/f, bladder, + Kij'/.q, tu-
not felt. See (nttr-,

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2. mor.] In surg., a hernia formed by the blad-
entera, . i'lural ot enteron.

treatise upon the intestinal glands., BP- IIall < Invisible World, Prcf. goria polygastrica, containing those iufusoriaus

enteradenolop (en-te-rad-e-uol o-ji),,
n. [< enterlacet, r. t. An obsolete form of interlace, which have an alimentary canal with oral and

Gr wpoi-, intestine, + V, J + -*?<a ' entermett entermetingt. See entermit, enter- anal orifices: opposed to Anentera.
. ^m, speak: see

-oto^]
That branch of

mjtti enterodelous (erl'te-ro-de'lus), a. [< NL. en-

a^^r? 1

TffI l- "N
mt

r
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T
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!
8 - entermewer (en'ter-ma-to), n. [< enter- + tmtdelH*, < Qr.bnfa, 'intestine, + o,)?.oC ,

mani-
enteralgia en-te-ral^i-a),

n. [NL < Gr ci<- m < mfw change.] In falconry, a hawk fcst.] Having an intestine, as an infusorian;
repov, intestine, +

ayot,
pain.] In pathol., gradually changing the color of its feathers, of or pertaining to the Knterodela.

neuralgia of the intestines.
commonly in the second year. enterodynia (en'te-ro-din'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

mtSatFren^tSS\ a ">< e^terll"'* 1 ?M Nor must you expect from high antiquity the distinctions ivrcpov, intestine, "+ 'Mfa?, pain.] 'in 1>a tl,ol.,enterate (,en te-rat;, a.
[^

enteron f -ate^.] ot E and Ramage Hawks, of Sores and Kntemumn. pain in the intestine.
Having an enteron ; provided with an ahmen- sir T. Browne, Misc. Tracts, No. :,.

entero-epiplocele (en'te-ro-e-pip'lo-sel), n.
tary canal: opposed to anenterous.

entennitt, entermett, t'. [ME. entermitten, en- [More correctly 'enterepiplocele (cf.' enttrepi-
It is, I think, desirable to keep one's mind open to the termetten, entremeten, < OF. entremetre, F. en- nlomnhalocele), < Gr. hnepov, intestine, + fin-

"Ot nece98arlly
, , . , .

, . ,
"Ot nece98arlly *"* = * ****. = Sp. Pg. entremeter b.OKfa, a rupture of the omentum, <

e, < ML. 't
iiin-lfji Anat Invert p 5ft8 = It- tntramettere, interpose, < ML. 'tntramtt- omentum, + tdft^i, tumor.] In surg., a hernia

enterbathet, r. t. [< enter- + bathe.! To bathe ffe (also <frmire), put in among, mingle, which contains a part of the intestine and a

mutually Davies * L - intra
> wltblrt (inter, among), + mttterc, part of the omentum.

Cast away their spears,
send > Put: see mission, and cf. intermit.'} I. enterogastritis (en'te-ro-gas-tri'tis), n. [NL.,

And, rapt with joy, them entertmthe with tears. Iratix. Keflexively, to interpose (one's self in a < Gr. enFpov, intestine, + laarijp, belly, + -His :

Sylvester, tr. of DU Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts, matter) ; concern (one's self with a thing): with sec gastritis.] In pathol., inflammation of the

enterbraidt, r. t. [< enter- + braid.] To inter- ''"> or of. stomach and bowels.
lace. Vtiriiv.

Tln-ir shady boughs flrst bow they tenderly,
Tlu-M ''"'< hi'iiitl, :uid tiiud them curiously

Sylvester, tr. of Du Harris's Weeks, ii.. The Handy-Crafts. NoRhtc for to leuesumtyme gastely ocnnacyone and en- -i-to-nora nlhw" '(pn t rna-'^.^~ii
, , ,. . , , - , rx /-.r. termete the vrilh werldly besynes in wyse kcpynire and dis- enterograpny (en-tg-rog ra-n), n. .

enterclose (en ter-klos), n. [< Ol . entrcclos, a pendynge of thi werldly glides, and gud rewlynge of thi P v - intestine, + -ypafia, < ;po^f(v, write.] The
partition, separation, inclosuro, < ML. inter- seruauntes. lla mpolt, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. s.), p. 28. anatomical description of the intestines.
clusus, pp. of intercludere, inclose, < L. inter, n. intrans. To concern one's self (with a enterohemorrhage (en'te-ro-hem'o-raj), n. [<
between, + dauderc, shut, close: see closed thing); have to do; interpose; intermeddle: Gr. evrepov, intestine. + aipoppayia, hemor-
close*.] In ore*., a passage between two rooms, with o/. rhage.] In patnol., hemorrhage in the intes-
or a passage leading from a door to the hall. Ye shull swere neuer to entermete of that arte, and I tines ; enterorrhagia.
enterdealt (en tor-del), H. See intenlxil. will that ye be confessed and take yourepenaunce so that enterohydrocele (en'te-ro-hi'dro-sel). ii. [<

enterectomy (en-te-rek'to-mi), n. [< Gr. Ivrepov, youre soules be not dampned. Merlin (t. E. T. s.), i. 39. Gr. evrcpov, intestine, 4- Map (ri/i-). water, +
intestine, -f- i^rofii'i, cutting out.] In surg., re- entermittingt, entermetingt, H. [Verbal n. w/?J7, tumor: see liydrocele.] In surg., intestinal
moval of a portion of the intestine. of entermit, v.] Intermeddling ; interference, hernia complicated with hydrocele.



entero-ischiocele

entero-ischiocele (en'te-ro-is'ki-o-sel), .

[More correctly "enterischiocele, < Gr. evrspov,

intestine, + iaxiov, ischium, + tafi.ii, tumor.]
In sura., ischiatic hernia formed of intestine.

enterolite, enterolith (en'te-ro-Ht, -lith), .

[< Gr. tvrepov, intestine, + 7.iOof, a stone.] An
intestinal concretion or calculus : a term which
embraces all those concretions which resemble
stones generated in the stomach and bowels.
Bezoars are enterolites.

enterolithiasis (en"te-ro-li-thi'a-sis), n. [NL.,
< enterolith + -iasis.] In pathof., the formation
of intestinal concretions.

enterolithic (en'te-ro-lith'ik), a. [< enterolith

+ -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature of an en-

terolite : as, an enterolithic concretion.

enterology (en-te-rol'6-ji), n. [< Gr. Ivrtpov,

intestine, + -/loym, < Aeyeiv, speak: see -ology.]
The science of the intestines or the viscera;
what is known concerning the internal organs.
enteromerocele (en'te-ro-me'ro-sel), n. [< Gr.

ivrepov, intestine, + l^r/pof, thigh, + Ktfi.ri, tumor.]
In surg., femoral hernia containing intestine.

enteromesenteric (en"te-r6-mez-en-ter'ik), a.

[< Gr. evrepov, intestine,"+ /aaevTiplov, mesen-

tery, + -ic.] Pertaining to the mesentery and
the intestines. Enteromesenteric fever, enteric or

typhoid fever.

Enteromorphat (en"te-ro-m6r'fa), . [NL., <

Gr. cvrepov, intestine, -)- fo/xpr/, form.] A genus
of green marine algee. Its principal forms are now
referred to Ulna enterotnorpha. This has linear or lanceo-
late fronds composed of two layers of cells, which often

separate, forming a tube. It is common in all parts of the
" world.

enteromphalus, enteromphalos (en-te-rom'-
fa-lus, -los), n.

; pi. enteromphali (-11). [NL., <

G'r. ivTEpov, intestine, + bp(j>aUs, the navel.] In

surg., an umbilical hernia filled with intestine.

enteron (en'te-ron), M.
; pi. entera (-ra). [NL.,

< Gr. IvTtpov, intestine, usually Ivrepa, the en-

trails, guts, intestines, neut. of *lvrepof (= L.

"intents, the assumed base of interior: see in-

terior, enter), < iv, = E. in 1
,
+ -repof, compar.

suffix.] In 067. and anat., the intestine, alimen-

tary canal, or digestive space which is primi-
tively derived from the endoderm, including its

annexes and appendages, but excluding any di-

gestive space which is primitively derived from
an ingrowth of ectoderm (stomodseum or proc-
todseum). In its original undifferentiated state the en-
teron is called archenteron ; in any subsequent changed
state, metenteroti, the intestine of ordinary language.
Cephalic enteron. See cephalic.

enteroparalysis (en'te-ro-pa-rari-sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. evrepov, intestine, + irapatoatf, pa-
ralysis.] Inpathol., paralysis of the intestines.

enteropathy (en-te-rop'a-thi), n. [< Gr. cvre-

pov, intestine, + vaBof, suffering.] In pathol.,
disease of the intestines.

enteroperistole (en'te-ro-pe-ris'to-le)^. [NL.,
< Gr. evrcpov, intestine, + mputroty, taken in
sense of 'constriction' with reference to the
related peristaltic, q. v., < ireptareZieiv, wrap
around, < irept, around, + irr&feiv, send.] In

surg., constriction or obstruction of the intes-

tines, from a cause which acts either within the
abdomen or without it, as strangulated hernia.

enteroplasty (en'te-ro-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. ev-

repov, intestine, + TrAaoTuf, verbal adj. of 7r/ld<r-

aetv, form.] In surg., a plastic operation for
the restoration of an injured intestine.

Enteropneusta (en"te-rop-nus'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. evrspov, intestine, + *mnitrdr (cf. mev-
OTY/CO'C), verbal adj. of irveiv, breathe.] A group
of animals of uncertain position, related to the

tunicates, and constituted by the genus Bala-

noglossus alone. See cut under Balanoglossus.
enteropneustal (en*te-rop-nus'tal), a. [< En-
teropneusta + -al.] Of or pertaining to the En-
teropneusta, or to Balanoglossus.

enteroraphy, n. See enterorrhaphy.
enterorrhagia (en"te-ro-ra'ji-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. evrepov, intestine, + -payta, <! faryvimu, break.
Cf. hemorrhage.] In pathol., intestinal hemor-
rhage.
enterorrhaphia (en*te-ro-ra'fi-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. ivrepw, intestine, 4- potf, a seam, suture, <

pdwreiv, sew.] In surg., the operation of sew-
ing up the intestine where it has been cut or
lacerated, as by a stab or gun-shot wound, it is
now occasionally performed with success in cases where
surgical interference was formerly deemed impracticable.

enterorrhaphic (en"te-ro-raf'ik), a. [< enteror-

rhaphy + -ic.] Pertaining to enterorrhaphy :

as, an enterorrhaphic operation.
enterorrhaphy, enteroraphy (en-te-ror'a-fi),
n. [< Gr. evrepov, intestine, + pa<j>rj, "a sewing,
< pairreiv, sew.] Same as enterorrhaphia.
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enterorrhoea (en"te-ro-re'a), . [NL., < Gr. Iv-

rcpov, intestine, -f poia, a flow, < pelv, flow.]

Inpathol., undue increase of the mucous secre-

tion of the intestines.

enterosarcocele (en"te-r6-sar'ko-sel), n. [<
Gr. Ivrcpov, intestine, + cdpl- (oapn-), flesh, +
Kifijq, tumor.] In surg,, intestinal hernia com-

plicated with sarcocele.

enteroscheocele (en-te-ros'ke-o-sel), n. [< Gr.

evrepov, intestine, + 6a%eov, scrotum, + td{kri,

tumor.] In surg., scrotal hernia consisting of

intestine.

enterostenosis (en'te-ro-ste-no'sis), . [NL.,
< Gr. ivrcpov, intestine, + arevuaif, a straiten-

ing, < aTevof, narrow, strait.] InpathoL, stric-

ture of the intestines.

enterosyphilis (en"te-r6-sif'i-lis), . [< Gr.

evTtpov, intestine, + NL. syphilis.'] In pathol.,
a syphilitic affection of the intestine.

enterotome (en'te-ro-tpm), n. [< Gr. ivrepov,

intestine, + ro/idf,' cutting, < re/ivctv, cut.] An
instrument for slitting intestines in dissection
of the bowels, and for other purposes, it is a

pair of scissors, with one blade longer than the other and
hooked, so that the hook catehes and holds the intestine
while the instrument cuts.

enterotomy (en-te-rot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. evrcpov,

intestine, T ro,u^, a cutting. Cf. anatomy.] 1.

In anat., dissection of the bowels or intestines.

2. In surg., incision of the intestine, as in

the operation for artificial anus, or for the re-

moval of an obstruction.

Enterozoa (en"te-ro-z6'a), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

enterozoon.] 1. Same as Entozoa (ft). 2. A
synonym of Metazoa; the whole of the second

grade of animals, being those which, except-
ing anenterous worms, have an intestine or

euteron, as distinguished from the Plastidozoa

(Protozoa). [Little used.] E. R. Lunkester.

enterozoan (en"te-ro-z6'an), n. [< Enterozoa
+ -an.'] One of the Enterozoa, as an intestinal
worm

;
a metazoan.

enterozoon (en"te-ro-zo'on), n. [NL., < Gr. ev-

repov, intestine, + Z&ov, an animal.] One of

the Enterozoa; an enterozoan.

The individual Enterozoon is not a single cell ; it Is an
aggregate of a higher order, consisting essentially of a

digestive cavity around which two layers of cells are dis-

posed. E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 830.

enterparlancet (en-ter-par'lans), n. [< enter-

+ parlance.] Parley ;
mutual talk or discus-

sion; conference.

During the enterparlaiice the Scots discharged against
the English, not without breach of the laws of the field.

Sir J. Hay-ward.

enterparlet (en'ter-parl), n. A parley; a con-
ference. Richardson.

And therefore doth an enterparle exhort ;

Persuades him leave that unbeseeming place.

Daniel, Civil Wars, ii.

enterpartt, entrepartt, f *. [ME. enterparten,
< enter- + parten, part.] To share

;
divide.

It is frendes right, soth for to sayn,
To entreparten wo, as glad desport.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 592.

enterpasst, v. t. [ME. enterpassen, entirpassen,
< OF. entrepasser, pass, meet, encounter, < en-

tre, between, + passer, pass: see pass, .] To
pass; meet; encounter.

He was a goode knyght and hardy, and Gaweln hym
smote in entirpassinye thourgh the helme to the sculle.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 407.

enterpassantt, [ME. enterpassaunt, < OF.
entrepassant, ppr. of entrepasser, pass: see en-

terpass.] Passing; encountering.
And Boors enterpassaunt hit hym on the helme with

his swerde so fiercely that he hente on his horse croupe.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. :f29.

enterpendantt, a. [ME., also enterpendaunt ; by
error for "enterprendant, < OF. entreprendant,
equiv. to entreprenant, enterprising, bold: see

enterpreignant.] Enterprising; adventurous;
bold.

Ffor the kynge Ventres was a noble knyght, and hardy
and enterpendaunt. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 177.

enterplead, enterpleader. See interplead, in-

terpleader.

enterpreignantt, a. [ME. entrepreignant, < OF.
entreprenant, also entreprendant (see enterpen-
dant), enterprising, ppr. of entreprendre, under-
take: see enterprise.] Enterprising; adventur-

ous; bold.
A full good knight was, gentile and wurthy,
Entrepreignant, coragious and hardy.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2604.

enterprise (en'ter-prlz), n. [Formerly also en-

terprise (cf. the simpleprfee1
) ;

< OF. entreprise,
also entreprinse (F. entreprise), an enterprise, <

entrepris, pp. of entreprendre, undertake, < ML,

entertain

interprendere, undertake, < L. inter, among, +
prendere, prehendere, take in hand. See appre-
hend, comprehend, reprehend, apprentice, prize1 .

Cf. emprise.] 1. An undertaking; something
projected and attempted; particularly, an un-

dertaking of some importance, or one requiring
boldness, energy, or perseverance.

Alone shall I bere the strokes and dedes,
For alone I haue take this enlreprise.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4685.

Their hands cannot perform their enterprise. Job v. 12.

Enterprises of great pith and moment,
With this regard, their currents turn awry,
And lose the name of action. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1.

New enterprises and ceaseless occupation were the ali-

ment of that restless and noble spirit.
/. D' Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 259.

2. An adventurous and enterprising spirit;

disposition or readiness to engage in undertak-

ings of difficulty, risk, or danger, or which re-

quire boldness, promptness, and energy.
He possessed industry, penetration, courage, vigilance,

and enterprise. Hume.
The unbought grace of life, the cheap defence of nations,

the nurse of manly sentiment and heroic enterprise, is gone.
Burke, Rev. in France.

Gift enterprise. See gift. =Syil. 1. Adventure, venture,
attempt, effort, endeavor. 2. Energy, activity, alertness.

enterprise (en'ter-priz), v.
; pret. and pp. en-

terprised, ppr. enterprising. [Formerly also en-

terprize; < enterprise, n.] I. trans. 1. To un-
dertake

; attempt to perform or bring about.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
But rather gan in troubled mind devize
How she that Ladies libertie might enterprize.

Speiuer, F. Q., IV. xii. 28.

The men of Kent, Surrey, and part of Essex, enterprised
the Seige of Colchester, nor gave over till they won it

Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

You enterprised a railroad through the valley, you
blasted its rocks away, and heaped thousands of tons of

shale into its lovely stream. Ruilcin, Sesame and Lilies, ii.

2f. To essay ; venture upon.
Only your heart he dares not enterprise.

Sir J. Davies, Dancing.

3f. To give reception to
;
entertain.

In goodly garments that her well became,
Fayre marching forth in honourable wize,
Him at the threshold mett and well did enterprize.

Spenser, F. Q., II. ii. 14.

4f. To attack, as with a malady ; overcome.
When thei herde Merlin thus speke, thei were so hevy

and so pensef that thei wiste not what to say ne do. Whan
the kynge Arthur saugh hem so enterprised, he be-gan for
to wepe with his yien. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 315.

5f. To surround
;
circumstance.

And semed well that thei were alle come of gode issue,

and it be-com hem well, that thei com so entreprised, and
thei helde it a grete debonerte that thei helde to-geder so
feire. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 371.

U. intrans. To engage in an undertaking;
essay; venture. [Rare.]

Full many knights, adventurous and stout,
Have enterpriz'd that Monster to subdew.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 45.

He enterprised not toward the Orient, where he had be-

gun & found the Spicerie. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 217.

enterpriser (en'ter-pri-zer), n. Anadventurer;
a person who engages in important or hazard-
ous undertakings. [Rare.]

Every good deed sends back its own reward
Into the bosom of the enterpriser.

Middleton, Game at Chess, iii. 1.

enterprising (en'ter-prl-zing), p. a. [Ppr. of

enterprise, v.] Having a disposition for or a

tendency to enterprise ; ready to undertake, or
resolute or prompt to attempt, important or un-
tried schemes.
What might not be the result of their enquiries, should

the same study that has made them wise make them en-

terprising also? Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 4.

A family solicitor, unlike those who administer affairs

of state, has no motive whatever for being enterprising in
his client's affairs. F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 10.

= Syn, Adventurous, Enterprising, Rash, etc. (see adven-

turous) ; alert, stirring, energetic, smart, wide-awake.

enterprisingly (en'ter-pri-zing-li), adv. In an
enterprising or resolute and adventurous man-
ner.

enterprizei, n. and v. See enterprise.
entersole (en'ter-sol), n. Same as entresol.

entertain (en-ter-tan'). v. [Formerly also

intertain; < OF. entretenir, F. entretenir = Pr.
entretenir = Sp. entretener = Pg. entreter = It.

intertenere, intrattenere, < ML. intertenere, en-

tertain, < L. inter, among, -f tenere, hold: see

tenant, and cf. contain, detain, pertain, etc. Cf .

also D. onderhouden (= G. vnterhalten = Dan. un-
derholde = Sw. underh&Ua), entertain, < onder,

etc., = E. under, + houden, etc., = E. hold.] I.

trans. It. To maintain; keep up; hold.



entertain

There are n sort of nu-n xvhnse visages
IK (Tram an.) limntlc likf a standing jK'ii'l ;

Ami ilu it wilful .stillnr?<> ' "' ' '""I.

.N'/i.iA-.. M. of V., I. 1.

He futertain'il a H|IOW so seeming just,
And tlinrin to i-n-i'Miiccd his secret evil,

That jealousy itself M not mistrust.

NA.i*., I. u. Tin-, 1. 1514.

2t. To maintain physically; provide for; sup-
port; hence, to take into service.

A mantle and !>ow, anil quiver also,
I (five them whom I entertain.

Kiibin II""/ null Hi'- linii'.K-i- ii'liild's Ballails, V. 210).

In all his Kingdonic were so few good Artificers, that
nee entertained from England Goldsmiths, Plunimers,
Carvers and Polishers of stone, and Watch-makers.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 45.

Tn baptize all nations, and entertain them into the ser-

vices anil institutions of the holy Jesus. Jer. Taylor.

They hnve many hospitals well entertained.

Bp. Burntt, Travels, p. 49.

3. To provide comfort or gratification for;
care for by hospitality, attentions, or diver-

sions ; gratify or amuse ; hence, to receive and

provide for, as a guest, freely or for pay; fur-

nish with accommodation, refreshment, or di-

version: as, to entertain one's friends at din-

ner, or with music and conversation; to be
entertained at an inn or at the theater.

See, yonr guests approach ;

Address yourself to entertain them sprightly,
And let's be red with mirth. Shalt., W. T., Iv. 3.

The Queen going In progress, passed thro
1

Oxford, where
she was entertained by the Scholars with Orations, Stage-
plays, and Disputations. Baker, Chronicles, p. 380.

4f. To provide for agreeably, as the passage
of time

;
while away ;

divert.

I play the noble housewife with the time,
To entertain it so merrily with a fool.

Shak., All's Well, 11. 2.

Where he may likeliest find

Truce to his restless thoughts, and entertain
The Irksome hours. Milton, P. L., il. 526.

We entertained the time upon several! subjects, espe-

cialy the affaires of England and the lamentable condi-
tion of our Church. Earlyn. Diary, July 2, 1651.

5f. To take in; receive; give admittance to;
admit.

Princes and worthy personages of your own eminence
have entertained poems of this nature with a serious wel-

come. Ford, Fancies, Ded.

Here shall they rest also a little, till we see how this

newes was entertained in England.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 78.

When our chalice is filled with holy oil, ... it will . ,.

tertain none of the waters of bitterness.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 65.

6. To take into the mind
;
take into consider-

ation
;
consider with reference to decision or

action; give heed to; harbor: as, to entertain

a proposal.
Romeo,

Who had but newly ente.rtain'd revenge.
Shale., R. and.I., lit 1.

If thou entcrtainrst my love, let it appear in thy smiling.
SAot., T. N., il. 5.

I would not ml,- fin in a base design.
Sir T. Brotcne, Religio Medici, ii. 13.

The question of questions for the politician should ever
be" what type of social structure am I tending to pro-
duce?" But this is a question he never entertains.

II. .s>'.nv .-, Man vs. State, p. 26.

7. To hold in the mind; maintain; cherish: as,

to entertain decided opinions; he entertains the
belief that he is inspired. 8f. To engage; give
occupation to, as in a contest.

O noble English, that could entertain
With half their forces the full pride of France.

Shak., Hen. V., 1. 2.

Caesar in his first journey, mtrrtnin'd with a sharp tight,
lost no small numl>er of his Foot. Milton, Hist. EIIK-, ii.

9f. To treat; consider; regard.
I'll entertain myself like one that I am not acquainted

withal. Shak., M. W. of W., Ii. 1.

We say that it is unreasonable we should not be enter-

tained as men, because some think we are not as K<*nl < 'hris-

tians as they pretend to with us.
!' an. Liberty of Conscience, v.

= Syn. 3. Dirrrt, Beynile. See amii*,:

U. intrant. To exercise hospitality; give en-

tertainments; receive company: as, he enter-

tain,* generously.
entertain* (en-ter-tan'), n. [< entertain, v.]
Entertainment.

But m-eile, that answers not to all requests.
Bad them not looke for better '-iif>-rtai/n>-.

.s>',w,-, K. ().. IV. vili. 27.

Your entertain shall be
As doth befit our honour, anil your worth.

Shak., Pericles, 1. 1.

entertainer (en-ter-ta'ner), . One who enter-

tains, in any sense.

We draw nigh to God, when, upon our conversion to him.
we become the receptacles and entertainers of his good
Spirit. Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 89.
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fTheyl proved fngrateful and treacherous guests to their
best frirtiiln ami i'iitertainern.

Milton, Articles of Peace with Irish.

entertaining (en-ter-ta'ning), ;>. . Affording
entertainment; pleasing; amusing; diverting:

as, an > nt< i /<j/wi./ story; an entertaining friend.

His [James II. 's) brother had been in the habit of attend

ing the sittings of the Lord* for amusement, and used
often to say that a debate was as entertaining as a comedy.

Macaulay, Hist Eng., vi.

entertainingly (en-ter-ta'ning-li), adv. In an

entertaining manner; interestingly; divert-

ingly.
When company meet, he that can talk entertaininfilii

upon common subjects . . . has an excellent talent.

Bp. Sherlock, Discourses, xxxvi.

My conversation, says Dryden very entertainingly of

himself, Is dull and slow, my humour saturnine ana re-

served. J. Warton, Essay on Pope.

entertainingness (en-ter-ta'niug-nes), n. The
quality of being entertaining or diverting.
entertainment (eu-ter-tan'ment), n. [< OF.
entretenement, F. entretenement = Sp. entreteni-

miento = Pg. entretenimento = It. intertenimento,

intrattenimento, < ML. intertenementum, < inter-

tenere, entertain : see entertain.] 1. The act of

furnishing accommodation, refreshment, good
cheer, or diversion ; that which entertains, or

the act of entertaining, as by hospitality, agree-
able attentions, or amusement. Specifically (a)

Hospitable treatment, accommodation, or provision for

the physical wants, as of guests, with or without pay : as,
a house of entertainment for travelers.

He entertainement gave to them
With venison fat and good.

True Tale of Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 360).

We are all in very good health, and, having tried our

ship's entertainment now more than a week, we find it

agree very well with us.

Winthrop, Hist. Xew England, I. 441.

Enter therefore and partake
The slender entertainment of a house
Once rich, now poor. Tennyson, Geraint.

( M An exhibition or a performance which affords instruc-

tion or amusement ; the act of providing gratification or
diversion : as, the entertainment of friends with a supper
and dance ; a musical or dramatic entertainment.

At recitation of our comedy,
For entertainment of the great Valois,
I acted young Antinous. B. Jonsnn, Volpone, Hi. 6.

Beautiful plcturesarethecii/crtainnwnteof pure minds,
and deformities of the corrupted. SteeU, Spectator, No. 100.

A great number of dramatick entertainment* are not

comedies, but five-act farces. Gay.

2f. Maintenance; support; physical or mental

provision ; means of maintenance, or the state

of being supported, as in service, under suffer-

ing, etc.

He must think us some band of strangers i' the adver-

sary's entertainment. Shak., All's Well, Iv. 1.

The entertainment of the general upon his first arrival

was but six shillings and eight pence.
Sir J. Davies, State of Ireland.

These chuffs, that every day may spend
A soldier's entertainment for a year,
Yet make a third meal of a bunch of raisins.

Masnnger, Duke of Milan, iii. 1.

3. Mental enjoyment ; instruction or amuse-
ment afforded by anything seen or heard, as a

spectacle, a play, conversation or story, music
or recitation.

The stage might he made a perpetual source of the most
noble and useful entertainment were it under proper regu-
lations. Addition.

4f. Reception; treatment.

1 Serv. Here's no place for you : Pray, go to the door.
Cor. I have deserv'd no better entertainment,

In being Coriolanus. Shak., Cor., Iv. 5.

5. A holding or harboring in the mind ; a tak-

ing into consideration : as, the entertainment of

extravagant notions; the entertainment of a

proposal.
This friar hath been with him, and advised him for the

entertainment of death. Shot., M. for M., ill. 2.

Such different entertainment as we call "belief, conjec-
ture, guess, doubt, wavering, distrust, disbelief," Ac.

Locke, Human Understanding. IV. xvi. u.

That simplicity of manners which should always accom-

pany the sincere entertainment and practice of the pre-
cepts of the gospel. Bp. Sprat, Sermons (1676).

= 8yn. 1 and 3. Diversion, Recreation, etc. See;*,

entertaket (en-ter-tak'), r. t. [< enter- + toki :

formed, by Spenser, after entertain and iimlrr-

ttikr.] To entertain ; receive.

With more myld aspect those two, to entertake.

Spenser, F. Q., V. ix. So.

entertissuedt (en-ter-tish'fld), a. [< enter- +
auxin'.] Interwoven; having various colors or
materials intermixed.

The enter-tissued Robe of Gold and Pearle.

XA.it., Hen. V. (1623), iv. 1.

entetcht, r. t. See entech.

enthrone

enthealt, entheant (en'the-al, -an), a. [< L.

pnthciM, < <4r. Mwf, inspired : nee i nthtiftanm.]

Divinely inspired ;
enthusiastic.

Amidst which hull
Divine flames of rnthean joy, t.i )i>-i

That level'd had their way.
Chamberlaiinr, Pharonnida (I860).

entheasm (en'the-azm), n. [< Or. as if *tv6e-

niT/iof, < Mea&tv, fee inspired, < kvdeor,, inspired :

see i-iitliral.] Divine inspiration ; ecstasy of

mind; enthusiasm. [Rare.]
Altho' in one absurdity they chime
To make religious entheasm a crime.

Kyrmu, Enthusiasm.

A steady fervor, a calm persistent enthusiasm or en-

theatm, . . . which we regret, for the honor and the good
of human nature, Is t"" rare In medical literature, ancient
or modern. Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 127.

entheastict (en-the-as'tik), a. [< Gr.

aof, inspired, < Mtafriv, be inspired: see enthf-

asm.] Possessing or characterized by enthe-
asm. Smart.

entheasticallyt (en-the-as'ti-kal-i), adv. In an
entheastic manner; with entheasm. Clarke.

entheatet (en'the-at), a. [< Or. IvOcor,, inspired
(see entheal), + -ate1 .] Divinely inspired; filled

with holy enthusiasm.
Their orby crystals move
More active than before,
And, entheate from above,
Their sovereign prince laud, glorify, adore.

Drnmmond, Divine Poems.

enthelmintha (en-thel-min'tha), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. CVTOC;, within, + e^./itv<: (i$.fuv6-), a worm.]
In null., a general name of intestinal worms,
or Entozoa : of no definite classificatory signifi-
cance.
enthelminthic (en-thel-min'thik), a. [< enthel-

mintha + -ic.] Pertaining to enthelmintha.
enthetic (en-thet'ik), a. [< Gr. Merinos, fit for

implanting or putting in, < tvfteror,, verbal adj.
of evTtdcvai, put in, < cv, in, + TiSevat, put : see

thesis.] Introduced or placed in Enthetic dis-

eases, diseases propagated by inoculation, as syphilis.

entheus (en'the-us), n. [Improp. (as a noun in

abstract sense) < L. entheM.< Gr. Iweof,, inspired:
nee entheal, enthusiasm.] Inspiration. [Rare.]

Without the entheus Nature's self bestows,
The worfd no painter nor no poet knows.

J. Scott, Essay on Painting.

enthral, r. t. See enthrall.

enthraldom (en-thral'dum), . [< enthrall +
-<lom.] Same as entliralment. [Rare.]
The chief instrument in the enthraJdfuti of nations.

Mi,.,,,. Hist. Europe (Harpers ed., 1842), II. 59.

enthrall, enthral (en-thral'), v. t. [Formerly
also inlhrall, inthrnl; < en-1 + thrall.] 1. To
reduce to the condition of or hold as a thrall or

captive ;
enslave or hold in bondage or subjec-

tion; subjugate.
I u-in- the first Christian this proud King and his grim

attendants euer saw : and thus inthralled in their barba-
rous power.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 30.

Whereby are meant the victories and conquests of Ven-
ice inthralliny her enemies. Corj/at, Crudities, I. 254.

Hence 2. To reduce to or hold in mental sub-

jection of any kind; subjugate, captivate, or
charm: as, to enthrall the judgment or the
senses.

She soothes, hut never can inthral my mind :

Why may not peace and love for once be joyn'd ?

Prior.

Men will gain little by escaping outward despotism, if

the Soul continues enthralled.

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 257.

The beauty and sorrow [of the Italian cause] enthralled
her. Stfdman, Viet. Poets, p. 139.

enthralment, enthrallment (en-thral'ment),
. [Formerly also inthralment, inthrallment ;

< enthrall + -ment.] 1. The act of enthralling,
or the state of being enthralled.

Till by two brethren (these two brethren call
Moses and Aaron) sent from God to claim
His people from enthralment, they return.

MilInn. P. L., lit 171.

2. Anything that enthralls or subjugates.
But there are

Richer entanglements, rnthrallments far
More self-destroying. Keats, Endymion, t.

enthrillt (en-thril'), r. t. [< e-i + thrill.] To
pierce; cause to thrill.

A dart we saw, how it did light
Right on her breast, and therewithal pale Death
KntkriUinff It to reave her of her breath.

Mir. for Mays., p. 265.

enthrone len-thron'), * * ; pret. and pp. e-
tlironed, ppr. enthronina. [Formerly also t'w-

throne; ME. entronen, ^ OF. enthroner, < en- +
throne, throne. Cf. enthronize.] 1. To place
on a throne

;
exalt to the seat of royalty ;

in-



enthrone

vest with sovereign authority; hence, to seat

loftily; exalt eminently.
A party was he proudc, presit after seruys,
He \vultl not gladly be glad, ne glide into myrth
But euermorc ymaginand ft entmiid in thoghtes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. S842.

Antony,
Enthron'd in the market-place, did sit alone.

Shak., A. and C., ii. 2.

Beneath a sculptured arch he sits enthroned. Pope.

2. Eccles., same as enthronize, 2.

At five o'clock Evensong, the new bishop was formally
enthroned. The Churchman, LIV. 463.

enthronement (en-thron'ment), n. [< enthrone

+ -ment.~] The act of enthroning, or the state

of being enthroned.
The enthronement of ... as Archbishop of Canterbury

took place. The American, V. 413.

enthronization (en-thro-ni-za'shon), n. [< en-

tltroitise + -atioti; = Sp. entronizacion = Pg. en-

tronizacclo = It. intronizeazione, < ML. intltroni-

zatio(n-), < inthronizare, inthronisare, enthrone:
see enthronise.'] The act of enthrouizing or en-

throning; ecclcs., the act of formally placing a

bishop for the first time on the episcopal seat

or throne (cathedra) in his cathedral. Also

spelled enthronisation.
We have it confirmed by the voice of all antiquity, call-

ing the bishop's chair a throne, and the investiture of a

bishop, in his church, an enthronization.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 240.

enthronize (en-thro'niz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

enthroniscd, ppr. enthronizing. [Formerly also

inthronizc; = Sp. entronizar = Pg. entronizar =
It. intronizzare, < ML. inthronisare, < Gr. cvOpo-

vifciv, set on a throne, < h, in,+ Opovoc., a throne.]
If. To enthrone

;
seat on high ;

exalt.

King of starres, enthronized in the mids of the planets.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 13.

With what grace
Doth mercy sit enthroniz'd on thy face!

John Hall, Poems (1646), p. 78.

2. Eccles., to enthrone as a bishop; place a
newly consecrated bishop on his episcopal
throne. Also spelled enthronise.

enthundert (en-thun'der), v. i. [< en-1 + thun-

der.'] To thunder; hence, to perform any act
that produces a noise resembling thunder, as

discharging cannon.
Against them all she proudly did enthunder,
Until her masts were beaten overboard.

Mir. for Mags., p. 850.

enthuse (en-thuz'), v.
; pret. and pp. enthused,

ppr. enthusing. [Assumed as the appar. basis
of enthusiasm, enthusiastic.] I. trans. To make
enthusiastic

;
move with enthusiasm : as, he

quite enthttsed his hearers. [Colloq.]

Being touched with a spark of poetic fire from heaven,
and enthused by the African's fondness for all that is con-

spicuous in dress, he had conceived for himself the crea-
tion of a unique garment which should symbolize in per-
fection the claims and consolations of his apostolic office.

The Century, XXXV. 947.

II. intrans. To become enthusiastic; show
enthusiasm : as, he is slow to enthuse. [Colloq.]
He did not, if we may be allowed the expression enthme

to any extent on the occasion. Cor. New York Tribune.

enthusiasm (en-thu'zi-azm), re. [= D. G. en-
thusiasmus = Dan. enthusiasms = Sw. entusi-

asm, < F. entliousiasme = Sp. cntusiasmo = Pg.
enthufiasmo = It. eittusiasmo, < Gr. evt}ovaiaap6<;,

inspiration, enthusiasm (produced, e. g., by cer-
tain kinds of music), < hOovaid&tv, intr. be in-

spired or possessed by a god, be rapt, be in ec-

stasy, tr. inspire, < ivdovf, later contr. form of

eufeof (> L. entheus), having a god (Bacchus,
Eros, Ares, Pan, etc.) in one, i. e., possessed
or inspired by a god of prophecy, poesy, etc.,

inspired from heaven; < cv, in, -i- Oeof, a god:
see theism."] 1. An ecstasy of mind, as if from
inspiration or possession by a spiritual influ-
ence ; hence, a belief or conceit of being divine-

ly inspired or commissioned. [Archaic.]
Enthusiasm is nothing but a inisconceit of being in-

spired. Dr. H. More, Discourse of Enthusiasm, 2.

Enthusiasm. . . . takes away both reason and revelation,
and substitutes in the room of it the ungrounded fancies
of a man's own brain, and assumes them for a foundation
both of opinion and conduct.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. xix. 3.

Inspiration is a real feeling of the Divine Presence, and
MtiraMMm a false one.

Shaftesbury, Letter concerning Enthusiasm, 7.

2. In general, a natural tendency toward ex-

travagant admiration and devotion; specifical-
ly, absorbing or controlling possession of the
mind by any interest, study, or pnrsuit ; ardent
zeal in pursuit of some object, inspiring ener-
getic endeavor with strong hope and confidence
of success. Enthusiasm generally proceeds from lion-

1950

orable and exalted motives or ideas, whether correct or

erroneous.

If there be any seeming extravagance in the case, I must
comfort myself the best I can, and consider that all sound
love and admiration is enthusiasm : the transports of poets,
the sublime of orators, the rapture of musicians, the high
strains of the virtuosi, all mere enthusiasm ! Even learn-

ing itself, the love of arts and curiosities, the spirit of

travellers and adventurers, gallantry, war, heroism all,

all enthusiasm ! Shaftesbury, The Moralists, iii. 2.

Enthusiasm is that state of mind in which the imagi-
nation has got the better of the judgment.

Warburton, Divine Legation, v., App.

It was found that enthusiasm was a more potent ally
than science and munitions of war without it.

Emerson, Harvard Com.

A new religious enthusiasm was awakening throughout
Europe : an enthusiasm which showed itself in the reform
of monasticism, in a passion for pilgrimages to the Holy
Land, and in the foundation of religious houses.

J. It. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 495.

3. An experience or a manifestation of exalted

appreciation or devotion; an expression or a

feeling of exalted admiration, imagination, or

the like : in this sense with a plural : as, his

enthusiasms were now all extinguished; the en-

thusiasm of impassioned oratory.
He [Cowley) was the first who imparted to English num-

bers the enthusiasm of the greater ode, and the gaiety of

the less. Johnson, Cowley.

= Syn. 2. Earnestness, Zeal, etc. (see eagerness); warmth,
ardor, passion, devotion.

enthusiast (en-thu'zi-ast), n. [= D. G. Dan.
enthusiast= Sw. entusiast,<. F. enthousiaste.= Sp.
cntusiasta = Pg. enthusiasta = It. entusiasta, en-

tusiaste, < eccles. Gr. evdovaiaarrjf, an enthusiast,
a zealot, < cvflovovdfciv : see enthusiasm.} 1.

One who imagines he has special or supernat-
ural converse with God, or that he is divinely
instructed or commissioned. [Archaic.]
Let an enthusiast be principled that he or his teacher is

inspired, and acted on by an immediate communication
of the Divine Spirit, and you in vain bring the evidence of
clear reasons against his doctrine. Locke.

2. One who is given to or characterized by en-
thusiasm ;

one whose mind is excited and whose
feelings are engrossed in devotion to a belief

or a principle, or the pursuit of an object ; one
who is swayed to a great or an undue extent by
emotion in regard to anything ; a person of ar-

dent zeal.

Chapman seems to have been of an arrogant turn, and
an enthusiast in poetry. Pope, Pref. to Iliad.

'Tis like the wondrous strain
That round a lonely ruin swells,
Which wandering on the echoing shore
The enthusiast hears at evening.

Shelley, Queen Mab, i.

The noblest enthusiast cannot help identifying himself
more or less with the object of his enthusiasm ; he mea-
sures the advance of his principles by his own success.

H. S. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 23.

3. [e<y>.] Eccles., one of the names given to a
Euchite. = Syn. 2. Visionary, fanatic, devotee, zealot,
dreamer. See comparison under enthusiastic.

enthusiastic (en-thu-zi-as'tik), a. and n. [For-
merly also enthusiastic^; = Sp. entusidstico =
Pg. entlmsiastico = It. entusiastico (cf. D. G.
enthusiastisch = Dan. enthusiastisk = Sw. entu-

siastisk), < Gr. kvdovaiacriK.6^, inspired, excited,
act. inspiring, exciting, esp. of certain kinds of

music, < tvtiovaiafyiv, be inspired: see enthusi-

asm.'] I. a. 1. Filled with or characterized by
enthusiasm, orthe conceit of special intercourse
with God, or of direct revelations or instructions
from him. [Archaic.]
An enthusiastick or prophetick style, by reason of the

eagerness of the fancy, doth not always follow the even
thread of discourse. Bp. Burnet.

2. Prone to enthusiasm
;
zealous or devoted

;

passionate in devotion to a belief or a princi-
ple, or the pursuit of an object : as, an enthu-
siastic reformer.

A young man ... of a visionary and enthusiastic char-
acter. Irving.

3. Elevated; ardent; inspired by or glowing
with enthusiasm : as, the speaker addressed the
audience in enthusiastic strains.

Feels in his transported soul
Enthusiastic raptures roll. W. Mason, Odes, v.

= Syn. Enthusiastic, Fanatical ; eager, zealous, devoted,
fervent, passionate, glowing ; heated, inflamed, visionary.
Enthusiastic is most frequently used with regard to a per-
son whose sympathies or feelings are warmly engaged in
favor of any cause or pursuit, and who is full of hope and
ardent zeal; while fanatical is generally said of a person
who has fantastic and extravagant views on religious or
UK mil subjects, or some similarly absorbing topic. See su.

II.t ii. An enthusiast.

The dervis and other santoons, or enthusiasticks, being
in the croud, express their zeal by turning round.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 326.

enticingly

enthusiastical (en-thu-zi-as'ti-kal), a. Same
as enthusiastic, 1. [Now rare.]

Very extravagant, therefore, and unwarrantable are

those flights of devotion which some enthusiastical saints

. have indulged themselves in.

Bp. Atterlrury.'Vforks, I. ix.

enthusiastically (en-thu-zi-as'ti-kal-i), adv.

In an enthusiastic manner; with enthusiasm.

He [John Oxenbridge] preached very enthusiastically in

several places in his travels to and fro.

Wood, Athena: Oxon.

I became enthusiastically fond of a sequestered life.

V. Knox, Essays, xxix.

enthymema (en-thi-me'ma), n. [L.] Same as

en t/n/meme.

enthymematical (en"thi-me-mat'i-kal), a.

[< enthymema(t-) + -ical.] Pertaining to or in-

cluding an enthymeme.
enthymeme (en'thi-mem), n. [=F. enthymeme,
< L. enthymema, < Gr. evtivpmia, a thought, ar-

fument,
an enthymeme, < evvv/ieioBcu, consider,

eep in mind, < cv, in, -t- 6vu6f, mind.] 1. In
Aristotle's logic, an inference from likelihoods

and signs, wnich with Aristotle is the same as

a rhetorical syllogism.
Must we learn from canons and quaint sermonings . . .

to illumine a period, to wreath an enthymeme with mas-
terous dexterity? Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

2. A syllogism one of the premises of which
is unexpressed. This meaning of the word, which is

the current one, arose from the preceding through a

change in the conception of a rhetorical argument with
the Roman writers (Quintilian, etc.).

However, an inference need not be expressed thus tech-

nically ; an enthymeme fulfils the requirements of what I

have called Inference.
J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 252.

Enthymeme of the first or second order, a syllogism
with only the major or minor premise expressed.

entice (en-tls'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. enticed, ppr.
enticing. [Formerly also entise, intice, intise;
< ME. enticcn, entisen, < OF. enticer, enticher,

excite, entice; origin unknown.] To draw on
or induce by exciting hope or desire; incite

by the presentation of pleasurable motives or
ideas

;
allure ; attract ;

invite
; especially, in a

bad sense, to allure or induce to evil.

Will intised to wantonnes, doth easelie allure the mynde
to false opinions. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 81.

By fair persuasions, mix'd with sugar'd words,
We will entice the Duke of Burgundy
To leave the Talbot, and to follow us. .

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 3.

He an unfeigned Ulysses to her, for whose sake neither
the wiles of Circe, or enchantments of Sirens, or brunts
of war, could force or entice to forgetfulness.

Ford, Honour Triumphant, i.

When the worm is well baited, it will crawl up and
down as far as the lead will give leave, which much en-
ticeth the fish to bite without suspicion.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 150.

= Syn. Lure, Decoy, etc. (see alhirei); tempt, inveigle,
wheedle, cajole.

enticeable (en-ti'sa-bl), a. [< entice + -able.}

Capable of being enticed or led astray.
enticement (en-tls'ment), n. [Formerly also
inticement ; < ME. enticement, entysetnent, < OF.
enticement, < enticer, entice : see entice and
-ment.~\ 1. The act or practice of enticing or
of inducing or instigating by exciting hope or

desire
;
allurement

;
attraction ; especially, the

act of alluring or inducing to evil: as, the en-

ticements of evil companions.
By mysterious enticement draw

Bewilder'd shepherds to their path again.
Keats, Endymion, i.

2. Means of enticing; inducement; incitement;
anything that attracts by exciting desire or

pleasing expectation.
Their promises, enticements, oaths, and tokens, all these

engines of lust. Shak., All's Well, iii. 5.

They [Carmelite nuns] never see any man, for fear of
intmments to vanity. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 18.

3. The state or condition of being enticed, se-

duced, or led astray. =Syn. 1. Temptation, blandish-

ment, inveiglement, coaxing. 2. Lure, decoy, bait.

enticer (en-ti'ser), n. One who or that which
entices; any one inducing or inciting to evil,
or seducing.
A sweet voice and music are powerful enticert.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 481.

enticing (en-tl'sing), 7). a. Alluring; attract-

ing; charming. Formerly also inticing.

She gave him of that fair enticing fruit.

Milton, P. L., ix. 99B.

For the impracticable, however theoretically enticing, is

always politically unwise. Lowell, Study Windows, p. W.

enticingly (eu-ti'sing-li), adr. In an enticing
or winning manner; charmingly. Formerly
also inticingJy.



enticingly
sin Mrike.-t n lute well,

Sings most IH//V, ,.

I'l'-lrlii'r. Iliiiiioi-oiis l.ii utenalit, II. I.

entiltmentf (en-tilt 'ment), n. [< CM-I + tUt +
-meiit.] A abed; a teat. i>nri<.i.

The he.-t holism .-UNI wnlU there were of imulilc, orcan-

vaz, or noltlav I. > <-ntil/n" n'

Xnsh.; I.entcn Stulfcdliirl. Misc., VI. 1T1).

Entimus (en'ti-inus), . [NL. (SchoiiheiT,

IH26), < (ir. Ivrifiof, honored, prized, < iv, in, +
Tt/ifi, honor.] A remarkable gen us of curculiosor
wrrvils, of the subfamily Otinrlii/iirliinte, includ-

ing mu'h us the diamond-beetle of South Amer-
ica, J':. iiniiffinlin, an inch or more in length,

deeply punctate. Mack, the punctures lined with
brilliant green scales. There are about 6 other

species, all South A merican. See cut under dia-

entire (en-tlr'), . and n. [Formerly also in/in;

entyn, inliji-i ; < ME. entyrt', ciilrr, < OF. (and
F.)enticr = Pr. cntier, enteir = Sp. entero = Pg.
iniiiro = It. inttro, < L. integer, ace. inteijriim,
whole: see integer.] I. a. 1. Whole; unbro-

ken; undiminished ; perfect; not mutilated;
complete ; having all its normal substance, ele-

ments, or parts : as, not an article was left entire.

One entire anil perfect chrysolite. Shak., Othello, r. 2.

With strength entire, anil free-will nrra'd.

JliltaH, P. L., I. 9.

The walls of this Towne are very intyre, and full of tow-
act at competent distances. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 7, 1641.

The second qualification required In the Action of an

Epic Poem is, that it should he an entire Action.
.{iltli'fiit. Spectator, Xo. 262.

2. In hot., without toothing or division : applied
to leaves, petals, etc. 3. In her., reaching the
sides of the shield and apparently made fast to

them: said of a bearing, such as a cross. 4.
Not castrated or spayed; uncut: as, an entire

horse (that is, a stallion as distinguished from
a gelding). 5. Full ; complete ;

undivided
;

wholly unshared, undisputed, or unmixed: as,
the general had the entire command of the

army; to have one's entire confidence.

Of what bless VI angel shall my lips inquire
The uudiscover'd way to that entire

And everlasting solace of my heart's desire?

Quarles, Emblems, Iv. 11.

In thy presence joy entire. Milton, P. L., iii. 265.

6f. Essential; real; true.

Love's not love
When it is mingled with regards that stand
Aloof from the entire point. Shat., Lear, I. 1.

7f. Interior; internal.

Casting secret flakes of lustful! fire

From his false eyes into their harts and parts entire.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 48.

[This use is perhaps due to a belli f that entire and interior
are from the sume root.l Entire function. See /<
(ion. Entire horse, see 4. - Entire tenancy, in (air,

mvnrrship by one person, in contradistinction to a nereral

totani'ft, which implies a tenancy jointly or in common
with others. =Syn. 1 and 8. Whole, Total, etc. See com-

plete. (See also radical.)

II. n. 1. The total; the whole matter or

thing; entirety. [Rare.]
I am narrating as it were the Warrlngton manuscript,

which is too long to print in entire.

Thackeray, Virginians, Uiii.

2. A kind of malt liquor known also as porter
or stout. (Before the Introduction of porter in the first

quarter of the eighteenth century, the chief malt liquors
in Great Britain were ale, Iteer, and twopenny. A good
deal of trouble wns caused by demands for mixtures of
these. At last a brewer hit upon a beverage which was
considered to combine the flavors of these three. ..... 1

which was called entire, as being drawn from one cask.
As it was much drunk by porters and other \\ MT-MU.; pe..

pie. it also reeeived the mime of porter. In England, at

present, the word entire is seldom heard or seen, except
111 connection with the name of some brewer or linn, as

part of a sign or advertisement. See porter^.]

entiret (en-tir' ),''''. [<*ttr, a.] Entirely;
wholly; unreservedly: as, your entire loving
brother.

hlest is the maid and worthy to 1..' ble.st

Whnse sim!. ,',,<i>;' by him she loves possest,
Feels every vanity in fondness lost.

Lord Lyttelton, Advice to a Lady.

entirelyt, . [ME. i-nti-rlij; < entire + -/i/l. 1
Kutiiv.

nvn-r >nn rver with 1IIV1I I'lltnti/ hert.
l',,li/n;il /'... //i.-, ete. (ed. Furnivall), p. 41.

entirely (on-tir'Ii). udr. [Formerly also intin-

lu; < Ml-;, i-ntitrly. 'iiti/rr/i/. rntyrelichr: < fHtirr

+ -fy
2
.] 1. Wholly; completely; fully; with-

out exception or division: as, the money is en-

lirely lost.

Tin-ikcpetieiif/, 'rln the Ciimaii ndiment of the Holy Book
Alkaron, that Hod sente hem be his Messier Maeh.imrt.

Mnii'l: ittU, Ti.i\cl, p. 139.

r.n]>hrates, running, sinketh partly into the lakes of
( 'haldea, and falls not entirely into the Persian sea. Kaieiah.

1951

The place waa so situated as entirety to command the
mouth of the Tib.-r. 1'regcott, Ferd. and Isa., li. :i.

2. Without admixture or qualification; unre-

servedly; heartily; sincerely; faithfully.
\udllie Uynueand the queue prayed hym right 01'

soolle for to < ' a L;. in. Merlin (K. I'.. T. S. ). ill. 678.

Lone god, for he is good and grounde of alle treuthc :

Loue thyn enemy >-n'iirrlit uoiK-'s heste to fnl-Olle.

rim 1'loicman (C), xvlii. 142.

To highest Cod entirely pray. Spenser, V. y., I. xi. 32.

If is father, that so tenderly and entirely loves him.

AVia*., Ler, 1. 2.

entireness (eu-tir'nes), n. [< entire + -ness.']

1. Completeness; fullness; unbroken form or
state: as, the entireness of an arch or a bridge.
And a little olf stands the Sepulchre of Ka.-ln II. by the

Scripture affirmed to have been buryed hereaUmt, if the
entirenesne thereof doe not confute the imputed antiquity.

Sandyi, Travailes, p. 137.

2. Integrity ; wholeness of heart
; faithfulness :

as, the entireness of one's devotion to a cause.
The late land

I took by false play from you, with as much
Contrition and entirenexx of affection
To this most happy day again I render.

Beau, and Ft., Honest Man's Fortune, v. 3.

Christ, the bridegroom, praises the bride, his Church,
for her beauty, for her entireness.

Bp. Hall, Beauty of the Church.

3f. Intimacy ; familiarity.
True Christian love may be separated from acquain-

tance, and acquaintance from entireness. Bp. Hall.

entirety (en-tlr'ti), .; pi. entireties (-tiz).

[Formerly also intirety, entierty; < entire + -ty,

suggested by its doublet integrity, q. v.] 1.

The state of being entire or whole ; wholeness
;

completeness: as, entirety of interest.

Since in its entirety It is plainly inapplicable to Eng
land, it cannot be copied. Gladstone.

The aqueduct as now building can be utilized in its en-

tirely. Sci. Amer. Supp., p. 8890.

It is not In detached passages that his (Chaucer's) charm
lies, but In the entirety of expression and the cumulative
effect of many particulars working toward a common end.

Loirell, Study Windows, p. 200.

2. That which is entire
;
an undivided whole.

Sometimes the attorney . . . setteth down an entirety,
where but a moiety . . . was to be passed.

Baeon, Office of Alienations.

Tenancy by entireties, in lair, a kind of tenure created

by a conveyance or devise of an estate to a man and hi-

wife during coverture, who at common law are then said
to lie tenants by entireties that is, each is seized of the
whole estate, and neither of a part,

entitative (en'ti-ta-tiv), a. [< entity + -at-

ire.] Pertaining to existence or entity: usually
opposed to objective in the old sense of the lat-

ter word.

Whether it (moral evil] has not some natural good for

its subject, and so the entitatice material act of sin be

physically or morally good ?

Ellin, Knowledge of Divine Things (1811), p. 34u.

Entitative act, actuality, that which distinguishes ex-

istence, or being in actu, from l>eing in power or in germ.
Thus, the entitatiiv material act of *in is the existence of
sin considered as an outward event, not as Bin. Enti-
tative being, real being, opposed to intentional or ob-

jective being, which is existence merely as an object of
consciousness. Entitative power, the power of becom-
ing something ; potential being.

entitatively (en'ti-ta-tiv-li), adr. Intrinsi-

cally ;
taken itself apart from extrinsic circum-

stances.

entitle (en-ti'tl), . t.
; pret. and pp. entitled, ppr.

entitling. [Formerly also intitle (also entitulc,

intitule, after mod. F. and ML.); < ME. enti-

tlen, < OF. entituler, F. intituler = Pr. intitular,

entitular, entitolar = Sp. Pg. intitular = It.

intitolare, < ML. intitulare, give a title or name
to, < L. in, in, + titulux, a title : see title.] 1.

To give a name or title to
;
affix a name or ap-

pellation to; designate; denominate; name;
call; dignify by a title or honorary appella-
tion; style: as, the book is mtitlrd "Commen-
taries on the Laws of England"; an ambas-
sador is entitled "Your Excellency."

That which in mean men we entitle patience.
Shale., Rich. II., I. 2.

Some later writers . . . entitle this ancient fable, Pe-

nelnpe. Bacon, Fable of Pan.

2. To give a title,
rijjht,

or claim to; give a

right todemand or receive ; furnish with grounds
for laying claim: as, his services entitle him to
our respect.
A Queen, who wears the crown of her forefathers, to

\vhii-b >tie is . nt<ll'-<l by blood.

/;;/. Attrrbury, Sermons, I. viii.

If he hail birth and fortune to entitle him to match into
such a family as onrs, she knew no man she would sooner
fix upon. Ooldttniih. \

3f. To appropriate as by title ; attribute or at-

tach as by right.

entocele

If his Maiestle would please to intitle It to hit Crowne,
and yearely that l*>th the Couernourtt here and there may
glue their accounts to you.

(',/,,/. ,i,,lm Smith, True Travels, II. 106.

How ready real for party Is to entitle Christianity to
their designs! Locke.

4t. To attribute
;
ascribe.

The ancient proverb . . . entitles this work . . . pecu-
liarly to Cod himself. \i.

Entitled in the cause, In lair, having as a heading or

caption the name of a cause or suit, to Indicate that the

pa|r so entitled U a proceeding therein. = 8yn. 1. To
n. dub.

entitule (en-tit'ul), e. t.
; pret. and pp. entituled,

ppr. eiitituling' '[Formerly also intitule; < OF.
i-ntitiilcr, F. intituler, entitle: see entitle.'] To
entitle; give a name or title to : as, the act en-

lititled the General Police (Scotland) Act, I860.

[Great Britain.]
Xor were any of the elder Prophet* so entituled.

Purchax, Pilgrimage, p. 178.

entity (en'ti-ti), n. ; pi. entities (-tiz). [= F.
etitite = Sp. entidad = Pg. entidade = It. entitA,
< ML. entita(t-)s, < en(t-)s, a thing: see ens.]
1. Being: in this, its original sense, the ab-
stract noun corresponding to the concrete ens.

Where entity and quiddity,
The ghosts of defunct bodies, fly.

Butler, Iludibras, I. I. 145.

When first thou gav'st the promise of a man,
When tir embrion spark of entity began. Hart.

2. An independent ens ; a thing ;
a substance

;

an ontological chimera. As a concrete noun, it is

chii'tly used to express the current notion of the mode of

being attributed by scholastic metaphysicians to general
natures and to formalities. Modern writers have generally
said the schoolmen made entities of words, a judgment
which seems to espouse the nominalistlc side of the great
dispute, although the writers who use this phrase are not
decided nominalists. Such being the connection which by
its associations gives the word entity its meaning, the lat-

ter is necessarily vague.

The schools have of late much amused the world with
a way they have got of referring all natural effects to cer-
tain entities that they call real qualities, and accordingly
attribute to them a nature distinct from the modification
of the matter they belong to, and In some cases separable
from all matter whatsoever. . . . Aristotle usually calls

substances simply ovra, entities.

Boyle, Origin of Forms (Works, 3d ed., III. 12, 16).

The realists maintained that general names are the
names of general things. Besides individual things, they
recognised another kind of things, not individual, which
they technically called second substances, or universals
a parte rei. Over and above all individual men and wo-
men there was an entity called Man Man in general,
which inhered in the individual men and women, and
communicated to them its essence.

J. S. Mill, Exam, of Hamilton, xvil.

The scientific acceptance of laws and properties is quite
as metaphysical as the scholastic acceptance of entitle* and
quiddities; but the justification of tile one set is their ob-

jective validity, I. e. their agreement with sensible experi-
ence ; the illusoriness of the other is their incapability of

being resolved into sensible concretes.
(f. H. Leiccs, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. I. { 62.

Then- is scarcely a less dignified entity than a patrician
In a panic. Disraeli.

The foremost men of the age accept the ether not as a

vague dream, but as a real entity.

Tymtall, Light and Elect., p. 125.

Will is essentially a self-procreating, self-sustaining,
.spiritual entity, which owns no natural cause, obeys not
law, and has no sort of affinity with matter.

Maiulnley, Body and Will, p. I.

Actual entity, actual existence. Determinative en-
tity, the mode of existence of a singular thing in a defi-

nite time and place. Positive entity, hirceeity. as be-

ing that mode of existence by which a general nature Is

determined to be individual. Quiddltatlve entity, the
mode of being of a general nature not determined to be
individual.

ento-. [Gr. FITO-, combining form of fvrur (=
L. intus), within, inside, < h = E. in : see inl.]
A prefix, chiefly

used in biological terms, de-

noting
'

within, inside, inner, internal '

: opposed
to ecto- and eXO-. It i> the same as endo-. but is less

frequently used ; in some cases it is synonymous with hypo-,
since that which is internal Is also under the surface.

entoblast (en'to-blast), n. [< Gr. tvroc, within,
+

ti/.airr6s, bud,' germ.] In Wo?., the nucleolus
of a cell. dflHuxi-.

entobliquus (en-tob-li'kwus), n.
; pi. entobliqui

(-kwi). [NL., < Gr. nror, within, -f- L. obliqutis,

oblique.] The internal oblique muscle of the
abdomen

;
the obliquus abdominis interims.

entobranchiate (en-to-brang'ki-at), a. [< Gr.

fiTof, within, + branchiate, q. v.] Having the
gills or branchiae internal or concealed, as in

most mollusks.
entocarotid (en'to-ka-rot'id), n. [< Gr. evrAc.,

within, + carotid,'q. v.] The internal carotid

artery ; the inner branch of thecommon carotid .

See cut under embryo.
entocele (en'to-sel), . [< Gr. riTor, within, +
K'i'ii, rupture.

1

] In pathol., morbid displace-
ment of parts; ectopia.



entocoelian 1952 entomophilous

us caudatus) which appears in

the lateral ventricle.

Entoconcha (en-to-kong'ka), n. [NL., < Gr.

tirof, within, + to'YX'h a shell: see conch.] A
remarkable genus of gastropod mollusks par-
asitic in holothurians, degraded by parasitism,
and of uncertain systematic posi-
tion among Gastropoda. These mol-

lusks are still imperfectly known, but are

supposed to be nudibranchs. E. mirabilis

is an internal worm-like parasite of Synapta
digitata, with one end hanging free in the

body-cavity of Synapta, the other attached

to the alimentary canal of the host, and con-

tained in what is called the molluskigerous
sac occasionally found in Synapta. The ,>,KCU .

eggs develop a velum and an operculated
shell, found free in the body-cavity of the host, whence

the name. E. muelleri is another species of the genus,

found in the trepang, Holothuria edulis.

entoeonchid (en-to-kong'kid), n. A gastropod
of the family Entoconchidce.

Entoconchidae (en-to-kong'M-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Entoconcha + -idee.] The family of para-
sitic mollusks which Entoconcha represents.
The position of the family has been questioned. It has

been considered to represent a taenioglossate monochla-

mydate azygobranchiate septant gastropod.

(aeon, New Atlantis.

entoire, entoyer (en-toi'er)j
a. In her., charged

with bearings not representing living creatures,
such as mullets or annulets, eight, ten, or more
in number: said of a bordure only. The more
modern custom is to blazon "on a bordure sa-

ble eight plates," or the like.

Entolithia (en-to-lith'i-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

evr6f, within, + /U0oc, stone.] Those radiola-

rians whose silieious skeleton lies more or less

completely inside the central capsule : opposed
to Ectolithia. Claus.

entolithic (en-to-lith'ik), a. [As Entolitli-ia +
-ic.] Intracapsiilar or endoskeletal, as the skel-

eton of a radiolarian; of or pertaining to the

Entolithia; not ectolithic.

Entomat (en'to-ma), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Ivrafia,

pi. of ivrofiov, insect, lit. (like equiv. L. insec-

tum, insect) cut into, neut. of IITO/IOC,, cut into,

cut to pieces, < hrcfivciv, ivrafielv, cut into, cut

in two, cut to pieces, < ev, in, + rt/iyeiv, rauclv,

cut.] One of the eight prime divisions of ani-

mals made by Aristotle, corresponding to the
- ' -*--

all the

'o-lith), n. Same as entom-

entomolithi, n. Plural of entomolithua, 2.

entomolithic (en"to-mo-lith'ik), a. [< entomo-

lith + -ic.] Resembling, containing, or per-

taining to entomolites.

Entomolithust (en-to-mol'i-thus), n. [NL., <

Gr. ivTofiw, insect, + Wflof, stone.] 1. An old

Linnean genus of trilobites, the few forms of

which then known were named Entomolithus

paradoxus. Hence 2. [I.e.; pi. entomolithi

(-thi).] Trilobites in general ;
entomostracites.

entomolitic (en"to-mo-lit'ik), a. [< entomolite

+ -ic.] Same a,s'entomolithic.

entomologic, entomological (en"to-mo-loj'ik,

-i-kal), a. [= F. entomologique = Sp. entomo-

Idgico = Pg. It. entomologico, < NL. entomologi-

cus, < entomologia, entomology: see entomology.]

Pertaining to the science of entomology.

Our investigations into entomological geography.
Wollaiton, Var. of Species, v.

entomologically (en^to-mo-loj'^^!-!), adv. In

an entomological manner
; according to or in

accordance with the science of entomology.

condyl'eof a bone, on the side next to the body: ceans. .,,,.- / K \ ,

said especially of the condyles at the lower end
entomatog^aphjr <^-

m
|
'* r^fi)' "' An

in a tomb, as a dead body; bury; inter,

Processions were first begun for the interring of holy

martyrs, and the visiting of those places where they were

entombed. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

The sepulchre of Christ is not in Palestine! ... He
lies buried wherever man, made in his Maker's image, is

entombed in ignorance. O. W. Holmes, Essays, p. 117.

ntombment (en-t6m'ment), n. [< entomb +
-ment.~\ The act of entombing, or the state of

being entombed; burial; sepulture.

posed to ectocondyle. See epicondyle.
entocuneiform (en-to-ku'ne-i-f6rm), n. [< Gr.

cvr<if, within, + cuneiform, q. v.] In anat., the

innermost one of the three cuneiform bones of

the distal row of tarsal bones; the inner cunei-

form bone
;
the entosphenoid of the foot, in re-

lation with the inner digit. See cut underfoot.
entoderm (en'to-derm), . [< Gr. evrdc,, within,
+ dipua, skin.] Same as endoderm.

entodermal (en-to-d6r'mal), a. [< entoderm, +
-al.] Same as endodermal.

The entodermal lining of the gastro-vascular canals.

Claus, Zoology (trans.), p. 100.

entodermic (en-to-der'mik), a. [< entoderm +
-ic.] Same as endodermal.

The division of the margin of the ectodermal disk into

two parts, one resting directly on the entodermic yoke.
Buck's Handbook of ited. Sci., III. 172.

ento-ectad (en"t6-ek'tad), adv. [< Gr. hr6f, entomere (en'to-mer), n.

within, + ectad, q. v.] From within outward.

See ecto-entad.

entogastric (en-to-gas'trik), a. [< Gr. evrdf,

within, + gastric,' q. v.] Of or pertaining to

the interior of the stomach or gastric cavity of

certain animals Entogastric proliferation, ento-

,,.,/Wj,.o>, o "entomology '+ -4st.] One versed

in, or engaged in the study of, entomology.

gastric gemmation, phr5S p"ropMed"by Huxley to des- entomic, entomical (en-tom'ik, -i-kal), a.

ignate a method of multiplication observed in certain Dis- Entoma + -ic, -ical.] Kelatmg to insects.

cophora of the group Trachytiemata, and unknown among entOHlO-
other Hydrozoa. It consists in the growth of a bud from m i\

ignate a method 01 multiplication observe,

cophora of the group Trachynemata, ai

other Hydrozoa. It consists in the gn
the gastric cavity, into which it eventually passes on its

way outward ; while in all other cases gemmation takes

place by the formation of a diverticulum of the whole wall Greek origin, signifying insect.'

< OF. entomber, < ML. intumulare, entomb, < L.

in, in, + tumulus, a mound, tomb.] To deposit entomologize (en-to-mol'o-jiz), v. i. ; pret. and

pp. entomologized. p'pr- entomologizing. [< en-

tomology + -ize.] To study or practise en-

tomology; gather entomological specimens.
Also spelled entomologise.

It is too rough for trawling to-day, and too wet for en-

tomologizing. Kingsley, Life, I. 171.

entomology (en-to-mol'o-ji), n. [= F. entomo-

logie = Sp. entomologia = Pg. It. entomologia =
D1U6 , , ,,

D. G. entomologie = Dan. Sw. entomology < NL.

Many thousands have had their entombments in the entomologia, < Gr. cvro/iov, JMect
+ -Aoym, < -

..aters. Dr. H. More, Mystery of Godliness, p. 16. yeiv, speak: see -ology.] That branch Of ZOOl-

The entombment specifically, the placing of the body ogy which treats of insects, or Insecta. Formerly
of Christ in the tomb, as described in the Gospels. It has most articulates were regarded as Entoma, or insects,

been made the subject of many works of art, the most and the science of entomology was equally extensive. The

celebrated of which is the painting by Titian, now in the term is now usually restricted to the science of the true

Louvre at Paris. Jnsecta, Condylopoda, or Uexapoda (which see).

[< Gr. evrof, within, entomometer (en-to-mom'e-t6r), . [< Gr. "ev-

, r -, a Parti] ^n embryol., the more gran- roftov, an insect, + '/ierpov, a measure.] Anin-
ular of the two blastomeres into which the strument used to measure the parts of insects,

mammalian ovum divides, or a descendant of it Entomophaga (en-to-mof'a-ga), n. pi. [NL.,
in the first stages of development. The entomeres neut. pi. of cntomoph'agus : 'seeentomophagous.]

1. A subsection of Hymenoptera terebrantia, or

boring hymenopterous insects. It contains the in-

sectivorous or parasitic species, such as the ichneumon-
flies and cuckoo-flies, which have the abdomen stalked ;

the female with a freely projecting ovipositor forming a

borer or terebra, which is straight and inserted at the apex
of the abdomen ; and the larvse apodal and aproctous,

usually parasitic in the larvse of other insects. The group
is distinguished among the Terebrantia from the Phyto-

come to form the center of the mass of blastomeres, the

other and outer blastomeres being called ectomeres.

. [The combining form (entom- before

a vowel) of Gr. IVTO/IOV, usually in pi. tvrofta,

insect: see Entoma.'] An element in words of

vxiccn. >M ij^ui, oif^iiaj ilf3

ascular cavity, which projects on the free EntomOCrania(en"t6-m6-kra'ni-a), 1l.pl. [NL.,
body, and is detached thence (if it becomes fS^t^n^hMat '+ Knavlm C\,ernmiim\ the
mediately into the circumjacent water. See < <* fW5?!!^^i :fKS5iL*!S

phaga or saw-flies. The subsection includes the families

Chalcididte, Proctotrypidai. Braconida;, Ichnemnonida:,

Evaniidce, Cynipidce, and Chrysididce. Wextwood, 1840.

Also JEntomophagi. [Scarcely in modern use.]

2. A division of marsupial mammals, contain-

ing those which have three kinds of teeth in

of the gastrov
surface of the 1

detached) immediately into the uui;uujjin;ciii> wawi. occ >

allosogenesii. skull.] One of many names of that division of

The details of this process of entogastric gemmation have vertebrates which is represented by the bead-
been traced by Haeckel in Carmarina hastata, one of the less lancelet, amphioxus, or Branchiostoma :
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marinw which have already attained sexual maturity, and dia, KaA Lirrostomi.
opossums. Owen, 1839. 3. A division of eden-

in males as well as in females. entomogenous (en-to-moj e-nus), a. [< Gr.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 135.
ivro/iov, an insect, + -yevr/s, produced: see -ge-

entogastrocnemius (en-to-gas-trok-ne'mi-us), nous.] In mycol, growing upon or in insects:

n.
; pi. entogastrocnemii (-i). [< Gr. hrdf, with- said of certain fungi.

in, + NL. gastrocnemius, q.v.J The inner gas- entomographic (en*to-mo-graf ik), a. [< en-

trocnemial muscle, or inner head of the gastroc- tomography + -if.] Of or pertaining to ento-

nemius; the gastrocnemius internus. Coues, mography; biographic, as applied to insects.

. ,
. .

tate mammals, one of two primary groups of

Bruta (the other being Pliytophaga), containing
insectivorous and carnivorous forms, as the ant-

eaters and pangolins. It was divided into 4

groups, Mntica, Sguamata, Lortcata, and Tubu-

lidentata. Huxley. 4. A division of chirop-
terous mammals, containing the ordinary bats,

1887. C.V.Eiley. as distinguished from the fruit-bats. Also" called

entoglossal (en-to-glos'al), a. and n. [< Gr. entomograpny (en-to-mog ra-n), n. KW-
Insectii-ora, Animalivora, and Microchiroptera.

evrdf, within, + ytexsaa, tongue, + -aZ.] I. a. tvrouov, an insect, + -ypaQia, < ypa^iv, wnte.J entomopliagan (en-to-mof'a-gan), a. and n. I.

Situated in the tongue. Specifically applied (a) in 1. Descriptive entomology; the written de-
o> pertaining to or having the characters of the

ornith., to the bony part of the hyoidean arch, which spe- scription of insects ;
a treatise on insects. 2.

daily supports the tongue, and is usually called the glos- J description of the life-history of any insect
nedian bone of the *-,

-p- jfjfay

tvro-

In the perennibranchiate Proteidea, the hyoidean arches
are united by narrow median entoglossal and urohyal
pieces, as in Fishes. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 154.

Entomophaga, in any sense of that word.

lohyal; (b) in iehth., to ari anterior median~bone"of"the
"
T"

"" "" "" ""'' "* ""' '"" H- "' ^ ?.
f the^Entomophaga, in any sense

hyoidean arch, supporting the tongue, analogous to if not - ' K y. _ of that word, but chiefly used in entomology,
homologous with the glossohyal of higher vertebrates. entomoia (en to-moid), a. ana n. [\ Orr. evro- entomophagOUS (en-to-mof'a-gus), a. [< NL.

ftov, insect, + doof, form.] I. a. Like an in- entomophagus, < Gr. eWo/<w," insect, + faye'iv,
eet.

eat.] Feeding on insects ;
insectivorous.

II. n. An object having the appearance of an
entomophilous (en-to-mof'i-lus), a. [< Gr. Iv-

II. . The entoglossal bone. insect.
rouov, insect, + <4i'Aof, loving.] Literally, insect-

entoglutseuS
|
(en'

/

to-glo-te'us),n.;pl.entoffZtta>i Entomoletes (en-to-mol'e-tez), . [NL., < Gr.
1,,^,'g. applied to flowers in which, on account

(-i). [< Gr. evrof, within, + yAovrdf, the rump, ivrofiav, an insect, + oktrtK, equiv. to oAenJp, a
of their structure, fertilization can ordinarily

buttocks: see gluteeus.] The least gluteal mus- destroyer, < o/ttww, destroy, kill.] Same as

cle
;
the gluteeus minimus. See glutaius. Chaptia. Snndevall, 1872.

entogluteal, entoglutseal (en"to-gls-te'al), a. entomolin, entomoline (en-tom'6-lin), . [<

[< entoglutcens + -al.] Pertaining to the ento- Gr. ivroftov, insect, + -ol- + -in2
, -ine"*.] Same

gluteeus. as chitin.

,

be effected only by the visits of insects.

There must also have been a period when winged insects

did not exist, and plants would not then have been ren-

dered entomophiloui.
Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 400.



Entomophthora

Entomophthora (eu-to-mof'tho-rii), . [NL., <

Or. IVTO/MV, insect, + ipOo/n:, ili-ilrin'tion, < qthi-

pciv, destroy.] Formerly, a genus of Kntomoph-
thorea', now regarded as a subgenus or syno-
nym of

/.'/W/IH.S'rt, 3.

Entomophthoreae (en'to-mof-tho're-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Entomophthora H- -<?;.] A small group
of fuugi, most of which are parasites of in-

sects. Tlit-y iiniilm c hyphie of large diameter and fatty

content*, which at h'lmili rmiTKi! from the insect In white
masses. and product) at their tips coniiliu which are forci-

bly thrown into tiu' ;iir. Hoi*ting spores are also produced.
Five genera are recognized, of which the principal one is

Kutinttct.

ontomophytous (en-to-mof'i-tus), a. [< NL.
ciiloiiio/>/ii/ti<n, < Gr. ivTOftov, insect, + <pvr6(,

grown, verbal adj. ottiveaOai, grow.] In mycol.,

growing upon or in insects or their remains;
entomogenous.
entomosis (on-to-mo'sis), n. [NL. ;

< Gr. Ivro/iov,

t, + -osis.) In pathol., a disease caused
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cf. tonic.} In pathol., exhibiting high tension
or violent action.

Entoniscidae (en-to-nis'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Kiitoiiixi-Hs +
-idto'l

A family of isopod crus-
taceans parasitic in the body-cavity of other

crustaceans, as cirripeds, crabs, etc. Some are

parasites of parasites. It contains such gen-
era as Cryptoniscus and Entoniscus.

EntoniscuB (en-to-nis'kus), n. [NL., < Gr. '-

rof, within, + NL. Oniscus, q. v.J The typical

by a parasitic hexapod insect.

Entomostega (en-to-mos'te-gil), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. IVTO/IOV, insect, + artyos, roof, house.] A
division of Foraminifera, haying the cells sub-
divided by transverse partitions.
Entomostomata (en*t6-mos-t6'ma-t&), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. Ivrofiov, insect, + aro/ja" mouth.]
In De Blainville's system, a family of siphono-
branchiate gastropods, having the lip of the
shell notched. It was made to include the modem
families Buccinidie, Muriciilfr, Harpida!, Dvliidce, Ccw-

lUtim, Cerithiida, Plenaxidtr, Trrebritla, and Cancel-
lariidie.

Entomostraca (en-to-mos'tra-kS), n.pl. [NL.
fO. F. Mttller, 1785), 'neut. pi! ofentomostracus,
< Gr. IVTOUOV, insect, + dar/iaKov, an earthen ves-

sel,
a shell, esp. of Testaeea. See ostracism.'} In

""'. : (a) Latreille's name for all crustaceans,
except the stalk-eyed and sessile-eyed groups.
It U restricted to a portion of the lower crustaceaun, but
the classifications vary so much that the term is gradually
being abandoned. The groups usually noted by It are the

Ogtracoda, as Cypris; Copepfnla
t
&s Cyclops ; Ctadocera, as

Daphnia(aeeDaphnia)', cranc/uo/wrfa, as the brine-shrimp
(Arttmia mlintt) and the glacier-flea (Podura nivalia) ;

TriltiMtfit, all of which are extinct ; Meroitoinata, of which
Eurypteriu and Ple.rygotu* are the best-knuwn examples
among fossils, the king-crab l>eing the only living example.
Tci these some add the Kptioa, or parasitic crustaceans.
No zoological definition can be framed to include all these

groups, each of which is now usually regarded as a distinct
order. The Entoinostraca appear to have been first named
by 0. F. MUller in 1785, and have also been called Gnathu-
poda, as by H. Woodward. (6) In various systems,
one of two main divisions of Crustacea proper
(the other being Malacostraca). it is divided into

Cirripedia (including Rkizocephala"), Copepoda (Including
Siphonostoiiut), Oitracoda, and Branchiopoda (the latter

covering both Clndocera and Phyllopoda). (<) As re-

stricted, defined, and retained by Huxley, those
Crustacea which have not more than three max-
illifonn guathites and completely specialized
jaws, the abdominal segments (counting as
such those which lie behind the genital aper-
ture) devoid of appendages, if there be any ab-

domen, and the embryo almost always leaving
the egg as a nauplius-form. Thus denned, the En-
tomottraca are divided Into : 1, Copepoda ; 2, Epizoa ; 3,

Branchiapoda ; 4, Ostraeoda ; 5, Ptctostraca.

entomostracan (en-to-mos'tra-kan), a. and n.

1. o. Pertaining to or having the characters of
the Entomostraca.

II. n. One of the Entomostraca.

When we come to the coal-meosnres, the Malacostraca

disappear;
lint we then find the gigantic entuiiuatniean

called the king-crab. Owen, Anat.

entomostracite (en-td-mos'tra-sit), n. [As
MnMMfrtKM + -tte2.] Atrilobite; oneof the

fossils known ns cntomolites.

entomostracous (on - to - mos '
tra - kus), a. [<

NL. entomostracits : see Entomostraca.} Per-

taining to or having the characters of Entomox-
traca.

Within the stomach (of Pollicipet Potymenu] from top
to bottom, there were thousands of a bivalve entomostra-
emu crustaivnn. Dnrtrin, Cirripedia, p. 318.

entomotaxy (en'to-mo-tak'si), n. [< Gr. tvro-

pov, insect, + rdl-ic, arrangement.] The art of

preparing, setting, and preserving insects as
cabinet specimens. C. V. Biley.
entomotomist (en-to-mot'o-mist), n. [< ento-

iiintniiii/ + -i.it.] One who studies the interior
structure of insects; an entomological anato-
mist.

entomotomy (en-to-mot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. tvro-

liov, insect, + To/if/, a cutting.] 1. The dis-

section of insects
; entomological anatomy.

2. The science of the anatomical structure of
inserts.

entonic (en-ton'ik), a. [< Gr. ivrovof, strung,
stretched, < incivcw, stretch: see entasis, and
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Entonistus farasitts (female), minified.

genus of parasitic isopods of the family Entonis-
cidce. /.'. i>nfi-i Iliniii' is an internal parasite of
a Brazilian crab of the genus Porcellana.

entoparasite (en-to-par'a-sit), n. [< Gr. brae,

within, + irapaatrof, parasite : see parasite. }
An internal parasite ;

a parasite living in the
interior of the host.

entoparasitic (en'to-par-a-sit'ik).
a. [< ento-

parasite + -ic.} Of the nature of an entopar-
asite

; living in the interior of the host, as an
entoparasite.
entopectoralis (en'to-pek-to-ra'lis), n.

; pi. en-

topectorales (-lez). fNL. (Cones, 1887), < Gr.

vrof, within, + L. pectoralis: see pectoral.}
The inner or lesser pectoral muscle ; the pec-
toralis minor (which see, under pectoralis).

entoperipheral (en*t6-pe-rif'e-ral), a. [< Gr.

tvrof, within, + Trcpupfpeia. periphery, + -/.]
Situated or originated within the periphery or
external surface of the body: specifically ap-
plied to feelings set up by internal disturb-
ances: opposed to epiperipheral : as, hunger is

an entoperipheral feeling. See extract under

epiperipheral.

entophyta (en-tof'i-t&), n. pi. [NL., pi. of en-

tophytum : see entoph'yte.} Entophytes.
entophytal (en'to-fi-tal), a. Same as entophytic.

entophyte (en'to-fit), n. [< NL. entophytum,
< Gr. iroc, within, + <j>vr6v, a plant.] A plant
growing within an animal or another plant,
usually as a parasite. Entophytes are chiefly para-
sitic fungi, and in use the term is not commonly employed
except for those growing within animals. The commonest
and most generally distributed entophytes are the bac-

teria, some of which are harmless and may occur in healthy
animals ; hut many species produce diseases, especially
contagious diseases. (.See bacterium, Schiiomycftfg.) Cer-
tain groups of fungi are almost entirely entophytic in

habit, as Cordycept and the related forms of luaria, the

Entomophtkorea, and others. (See cut under Cordyceps.)
Also endojthyte.

entophytic (en-to-fit'ik), a. [< entophyte + -ic.}
In hot., having the character or habit of an en-

tophyte. Also entophytal, cntophytous, endophy-
tal, endophytic.
The rntophytie fungi which Infest some of the vegetables

most important to man . . . constitute a group of special
interest to the microscoplst.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., i 319.

entophytically (en-to-fit'i-kal-i), adv. As an

entophyte; in an entophytic manner. Also

endophytically.
Wounded places, . . . though of very small extent, are

always in the natural course of things the parts where
the endophytically developed Fungus first makes its attack.

De. Bar;i, Fungi (trans.), p. 360.

entophytous (en'to-fi-tus), a. Same as ento-

entoplastic (en-to-plas'tik), a. [< Gr. cvr6f,

within, + jrAa<TTof, < Tr^aardf,
verbal n. of irXocr-

miv, form.] Same as cndoplastic.
These product! are therefore either ectoplastic or rntn-

plantif. E. R. Lanlcetter, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 832.

entoplastron (en-to-plas'tron), n.
; pi. entoplas-

tra (-tra) . [NL. , < Gr. cvr6f, within, + NL. plas-
tron, q. y.]

The single median and anterior one
of the nine pieces of which the plastron usually
consists in chelonians or turtles and tortoises:
so named by Huxley to avoid the use of the
more frequent name entosternttm, as the plas-
tron is not now supposed to contain any ster-

nal elements. See epijrtimtrnn, and cuts under
carapace, Chelonia (second cut), and plastron.

entosthoblast

entopopliteal (en'to-pop-lit'e-al), a. [< Gr.

fvrof, within, + popliteal, q. v.J In anat., sit-

uated on the inner side of the popliteal space
or region. Coves, 1887.

Entoprocta (en-to-prok'tft), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of cntoproctus: see entoproctova.} One of
two divisions of I'olyzoa established bv Nitsche

(the other being Ectoprocta), including those

Polyzoa in which the anus opens within the cir-

clet of tentacles of the lophophore.
entoproctoua (en-to-prok tus), a. [< NL. ento-

proctus,<.QT. cvr6f, within, + irpuKrAf, the anus.]
Having the anus inside the tentacular circlet

of the lophophore ; pertaining to or having the
characters of the Entoprocta.
entopterygoid (en-top-ter'i-goid), a. and n. [<
NL. entopterygoideus, q. v.] I. a. Pertaining to

the entopterygoid, or to the internal pterygoid
bone or process.

II. . A bone of the skull in Vertebrata, form-
ing an internal part of the palate ; the inter-

nal or true pterygoid bone. It U free and distinct In

most vertebrates in which it occurs, lint In man and mam-
mals generally It forms the so-culled Internal pterygoid

process of the sphenoid, being In adult life (Irmly anky-
losed with the sphenoid. See cut under palatoyuadratt.
The pnlato-<inadrate arch (of teleostean fishes] Is rep-

resented by several bones, of which the most constant are
the palatine in front, and the quadrate behind and below.
Besides these there may be three others : an external, ec-

topterygoid ; an internal, entuytfrytjoid, and a metaptery-
gold. llujclty, Anat Vert., p. 136.

entopterygoideus (en-top-ter-i-goi'de-us), n.;

pi. entopterygoidei (-i). [NL., < Gr. fvnSf, with-

in, + NL. ptei-t/goideus.} The internal ptery-
goid muscle. See pterygoideus.
entoptic (en-top'tik),

a. [< Gr. cvr6f, within,
+ oTrrwof, pertaining to sight : see optic.} Of or

pertaining to the interior of the eye.

Many forms emerge from the macula Intea In entoptic
seeing with closed eye, suggesting that It is a seat of

memory for Images that reach it from without.
Amer. Jour. PtychoL, I. 312.

Entoptic phenomena, visual perceptions dependent on
the eyeball Itself, and not on external objects, as muscee

volitantes, phosphenes, etc.

entoptically (en-top'ti-kal-i), adv. In an en-

toptic way or manner.

entoptics (en-top'tiks), n. [PI. of entoptic:
see -ics.} The sum of knowledge concerning the

phenomena of the interior of the eye.

entoptoscopic (en-top-to-skop'ik), a. [< entop-
toscopy + -ic.} Pertaining to entoptoscopy :

as, "entoptoscopic methods," li. A. Randall,
Med. News, L. 259.

entoptoscopy (en-top-tos'ko-pi), w. [< Gr. h-
r6f, within, + onrfif, verbal' adj. of y orr, tut.

oifteotiai, see, + OKoireiv, view.] The autoscopic
investigation of the appearances presented by
the structures in the healthy or diseased eye.
entortilationt (en-tor-ti-la'shon), . [< F. en-

tortiller, twist (< en- + tortiller, twist, < L. tor-

quere, pp. tortus, twist : see tort, torsion), +
-ation.} A turning into a circle. Donne.

Entosphaerida (en-to-sfer'i-dii), n. pi. [NL..
< Gr. evrof, within, + aifaipa, a ball, + -irfa.j

A division of radiolarians made by Mivart for

those forms which have a spheroidal intracap-
sular shell not traversed by radii, and no nu-
clear vesicle, as in the genus Haliomma, which
is typical of this division.

entosphenoid (en-to-sfe'noid), n. [< Gr. nror,

within, + a&rrOoetdiK, wedge-shaped: see sphe-
noid. } The internal cuneiform bone of the foot,

usually called the entocuneiform. Coues.

entosternal (en-to-ster'naj),
a. [< entoster-

num + -fl/.] Of of pertaining to the entoster-

num or entoplastron.
entosternite (en-to-ster'nit),

n. [< entosternum
+ -tte2 . ] An internal cartilaginous plate de-

veloped to support a series of muscles in vari-

ous arthropods, as in tarantulas, scorpions, the

king-crab, etc. Generally called endosternite.

In the Arachnids (Mygale, Scorpio) and In Limnlns a

large Internal cartilaginous plate the ento-tterntie Is

developed as a support for a large series of muscles.
E. A Lanttttcr, Encyc. Brit, XVI. 676.

entosternum (en-to-ster'num), n. [NL., < Gr.

evros, within, + arlpvov, the breast, chest : see

sternum.} In entom.: (a) A collective name
for the apodemes or interior processes of the

sternum in the thorax of an insect. (6) Any
one of these processes, generally distinguished
as antefurca, mesofurca, and postfurca.
entosthoblast (en-tos'tho-blast), n. [< Gr. h>-

rooOe, before a vowel IvrocOcv, from within (<

Ivrtf, within, + -Be, -0ev, a demonstrative suffix,

from), + j/QOTOf, a bud, germ.] In physiol.,
the so-called nucleus of the nucleolus or ento-

blast. Agassis.



entotic

entotic (en-tot'ik), a. [< Gr. cvr6f, within, + of
(<Jr-), = E. ear1

,
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to

the interior of the ear; being or arising within
the ear : an epithet applied to auditory sensa-
tions which are independent of external vibra-

tions, but arise from changes in the ear itself.

It [vacillation of intensity] is observed in cases of per-
forated tympanum, and so cannot be due to periodic ten-

sion of entotic muscles. Amer. Jour. Pnychol., I. 327.

entotriceps (en-tot'ri-seps), n.
; pi. entptricipi-

tes (en-tot-ri-sip'i-tez). [X Gr. ivr6c, within, +
L. triceps, q. v.] The inner head or internal

division of the triceps muscle of the arm, in-

cluding the anconeus. Wilder, 1882.

entourage (F. pron. on-t6-razh'), n. [F., < en-

tourer, surround, < en tour, around: en, < L. in

= E. in; tour, round : see towr2.] Surround-

ings; environment; specifically, the persons
among whom as followers or companions one
is accustomed to move.

entoyer, a. See entoire.

Entozoa (en-to-zo'a), n. pi. [NL., pi. of ento-

zoon, q. v.] In zool. : (a) In Cuviers system,
the second class of Badiata, containing the in-

testinal worms, divided into two orders, Nema-
toidea and Parencliymata. These divisions corre-

spond to some extent with the general groups of the
round worms and the flat worms, but are not coincident
with any modern orders.

(J) Now, a general name,
of no classificatory significance, of internal

parasites, such as intestinal worms : opposed to

Ectozoa, the ectoparasites. It applies to all ento-

parasites, the effect of the former usage of the word
making it still specially applicable to the entoparasitic
nematoids, trematoids, and cestoids. Also Enterozoa.

(c) [Used as a singular.] A genus of arachnids.

(d) [_l. c.] Plural of entozoon.

entozoal (en-to-zo'al), a. Same as entozoic.

entozoan (en-to-zo'an), a. and n. [< entozoon
+ -an.] I. a. 'Same as entozoic.

II. n. One of the Entozoa; an internal para-
site.

entozoarian (en"to-zo-a'ri-an), a. and n. [< en-
tozoon + -arian.] I. a. Same as entozoic.

II. n. Same as entozoan.

This had been described by Rathke in 1841 as an Ento-
zoarian, but has since been proved by its transformation
to be a Cirripede, and was named Peltogaster.

Ewyc. Brit., VI. 647.

entozoic (en-to-zo'ik), . [As entozoon + -ic.~\

1 . In zool., living inside the body of another an-

imal; entoparasitic; pertainingto-Ewtozom. 2.
In J>ot., growing within animals, usually para-
sitic, as many eutophytes.

entOZOical (en-to-zo'i-kal), a. [< entozoic +
-a/.] Same as entozoic.

entOZOOlogist (en"to-zo-ol'o-jist), H. [< entozo-

ology + -ist.~\ A student of entozoology ; an in-

vestigator of the natural history of the Entozoa.
This great entozoblogist [Rudolph!], who devoted the

leisure of a long life to the successful study of the present
uninviting class, divided the parenchymatous entozoa,
here associated in the class Sterelmintha, into four orders.

Owen.

entOZOOlogy (en'to-zo-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. ivrix;,

within, + (,tforv, animal (see entozoon), + -toyia,
< teyuv, speak: see -ology.~\ That branch of

zoology which treats of the Entozoa.
entozoon (en-to-zo'on), n.

; pi. entozoa (-a).

[NL., < Gr. CVTOS, within, + foi>, an animal]
One of the Entozoa; an internal parasite; an
entozoan.
There exists a creature called the Gregarina, [not] very

similar in structure to the Hydatid, but which is admitted
to be an entozoon. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 492.

EntOZOOn fOUlculorum, the Demodex folliculorum
(which see, under Demodex).
entozootic (en"to-zo-ot'ik), a. [< entozoon +
-ot-ic.'] Pertaining' to or of the nature of an
entozoon.
entr'acte (on'tr-akf), . [F., < entre, between,+ acte, act.] 1. The interval between two
acts of a play or an opera. 2. Instrumental
music performed during such an interval. 3.
A light musical composition suitable for such
use.

entrail1
(en'tral), n. The rarely used singular

of entrails.

Lest Chiehevache yow swelwe in hir entraille.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 1132.

entrai!2t (en-tral'), . *. [< en-i + F. trailer,
lattice. < treille, a lattice, trellis: see traitf,
trellis.} To interweave; diversify; entwine or
twist together.

Before, they fastned were under her knee
In a rich Jewell, and therein entrauld
The ends of all the knots.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iii. 27.

Her high-pric'd necklace of entrailed pearls.
Middleton, Micro-Cynicon, 1. 3.
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entrailed (en-trald'), p- a. [< entrail + -ed2.]
In her., having the same tincture as the field

upon which it is borne, but darker. Also called

mnbrated, shadowed, sfaApurfled. [Rare.]
entrails (en'tralz), n. pi. [Formerly also en-

trals, entrails, intrails, intrals; < ME. entrails

(sing., rare), < OF. entraille, usually in pi. en-

trailles, F. entrailles = Pr. intralias, < ML. in-

tralia (neut. pi. of *intralis), equiv. to OF. en-

traigne = Sp. entranas = Pg. entrannas, pi., =
It. entragno, sing., < ML. intrania, intranea, for
L. interanea, pi. of interaneum, intestine, neut.
of interaneus, interior, internal, inward, < inter,
in the midst: see inter-, enter-.'} 1. The in-

ternal parts of animal bodies; the viscera;
the bowels

;
the guts : seldom used in the sin-

gular.
O Julius Ceesar, thou art mighty yet !

Thy spirit walks abroad, and turns our swords
In our own proper entrails. Shak., 3. C., v. 3.

Hence 2. The internal parts of anything.
Within the massy entrails of the earth.

Marlowe, Faustus, i. 1.

This is all this huge masse containeth within his dark-
some entrails. Sandys, Travailes, p. 102.

entraint (en-tran'), *. t. [< F. entrainer, < en-
+ trainer, train: see train.'] To draw on.

And with its destiny entrained their fate.

Vanbrugh, jEsop, ii.

entrammelt (en-tram'el), . t. [Formerly also

entramel; < en-1 + trammel."] 1. To trammel;
entangle.
They were meant for accusations, but are most pitiful

failings, entrammeled with fictions and ignorance.
Dp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, p. 104.

2. To make into ringlets; curl; frizzle.

Passe-Jillons, small earlocks . . . ; hence, any frizzled
locks or cntramelled tufts of hair. Cotgrave.

entrance1
(en'trans), n. [Early mod. E. also

entraunee,enterance,enteraunce; < OF. entrance,
entrance, < entrant, entering, entrant: see en-

trant."] 1. The act of entering, as a place, an
occupation, a period of time, etc.

;
a going or

coming into
; hence, accession

;
the act of en-

tering into possession: with into or upon: as,
the entrance of a person into a room; the en-
trance of an army; one's entrance upon study,
into business, into or upon the affairs of life, or

upon his twentieth year; the entrance of a man
into office, or upon the duties of his office; the
entrance of an heir into his estate.

Beware
Of entrance to a quarrel ; but, being in,
Bear 't that the opposed may beware of thee.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 3.

When I was at Adrianople I saw the entrance of an am-
bassador extraordinary from the emperor on the coBcln-
sion of the peace.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 141.

2. The power or liberty of entering; admis-
sion.

Has the porter his eyes in his head, that he gives en-
trance to such companions? Shak., Cor., iv. 6.

Oft, at your Door, make him for Entrance wait.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

Or her, who world-wide entrance gave
To the log-cabin of the slave.

Whittier, Lines on a Fly-Leaf.

3. Means or place of access
;
an opening for

admission
;
an inlet : as, the entrance to a house

or a harbor.

Shew us, we pray thee, the entrance into the city.

Judges i. 24.

And wisdom at one entrance quite shut out.

Milton, P. L., iii. 60.

The town ... is entered by a gateway of late date, but
of some dignity ;

but it is not much that the frowning en-
trance leads to. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 323.

4. An entering upon or into a course, a sub-
ject, or the like; beginning; initiation; intro-
duction.

The enteraunce or beginnyng is the former parte of the
oracion, whereby the will of the slanders by or of the
judge is sought for and required to heare the matter.

Sir T. Wilson, Art of Rhetoric, fol. 4.

He that travelleth into a country before he hath some
entrance into the language goeth to school, and not to
travel. Bacon, Travel (ed. 1887).

St. Augustine, in the entrance of one of his discourses,
makes a kind of apology. Hakemll, Apology.

5. A report by the master of a vessel, first in

person and afterward in writing, of its arrival
at port to the chief officer of customs residing
there, in the manner prescribed by law. 6.
The bow of a vessel, or form of the forebody,
under the load water-line : opposed to run.

The Miranda has a fine handsome clipper bow, a good
entrance, and her forebody is better than her afterbody.

Boston Herald, July, 1888.

entreat

Entrance examination. See examination. The Great
Entrance, in the Gr. Ch., the solemn procession in which
the eucharistic elements are taken from the prothesis,
through the body of the church, into the bema. This en-
trance is the most impressive ceremony in the ritual of
the Greek Church, and the procession is often long and
magnificent. The Little Entrance, in the Gr. Ch., the
solemn procession in which the book of the Gospels is car-
ried through the church and taken into the bema. =Syn.
1 and 2. Ingress, entry, admittance. 3. Inlet, avenue,
portal.

entrance2
(en-trans'), v. t.

; pret. and pp. en-

tranced, ppr. entrancing. [Formerly also in-

trance; < en-1 + trance."] 1. To put into a
trance

;
withdraw consciousness or sensibil-

ity from ;
make insensible to present objects.

With which throng the lady Clara meeting,
Fainted, and there fell down, not bruis'd, I hope,
But frighted and entranc'd.

Middleton (and Rowley), Spanish Gypsy, iii. 2.

Him, still entranced and in a litter laid,
They bore from Held and to the bed conveyed.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., iii.

There is no doubt that many persons charged with witch-
craft became insane or entranced, and that while entranced
or insane they did see ... images or imps, confessed ac-

cordingly, and were very logically hanged therefor.
G. M. Beard, Psychol. of Salem Witchcraft, p. 11.

Now, except when attacked at the vulnerable point,
there is no reason why previously hypnotised persons
should be mote liable to be entranced than any one else.

E. Gurney, Mind, XII. 227.

2. To put into an ecstasy; ravish with delight
or wonder

; enrapture.
And I so ravish'd with her heavenly note,
I stood entranc'd, and had no room for thought,
But, all o'erpower'd with ecstasy of bliss,
Was in a pleasing dream of paradise.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 119.

I sank
In cool soft turf upon the bank,
Entranced with that place and time,
So worthy of the golden prime

Of good Haroun Alraschid.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

[Chiefly in the present and past participles in
both senses.]
entrance-hall (en'trans-hal), n. A hall at the
entrance to a dwelling-house or other building.
enhancement (en-trans'ment), n. [Formerly
also intrancement; < entrance2 + -mentJ] The
act of entrancing, or the state of being en-

tranced; trance; ecstasy.
entrant (en'trant), a. and . [< OF. and F. en-

trant (= Sp. Pg. It. entrante), < L. intran(t-)s,

ppr. of intrare (> OF. entrer, etc.), enter: see

enter.'] I. a. Entering; giving entrance or ad-
mission: as, an entrant orifice.

II. n. One who enters
j
a beginner; a new

member, as of an association, a university, etc.

The entrant upon life. Bp. Terrot.

entrap (en-trap'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. entrapped,
ppr. entrapping. [Also intrap; < OF. entraper,
entrapper, catch in a trap, entrap, embarrass,
hinder, trammel, < en, in, + trape, a trap: see
en-1 and trap1 .'] To catch, as in a trap; insnare;

hence, to catch by artifice
; involve in difficul-

ties or distresses
; entangle ;

catch or involve
in contradictions.

Here in her hairs,
The painter plays the spider ; and hath woven
A golden mesh to entrap the hearts of men,
Faster than gnats in cobwebs. Shak., M. of V., iii. 2.

The highest power of the soule is first intrapped, the

lusting and sensible faculties follow after.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 25.

entrapment (en-trap'ment), n. [< entrap +
-mer

nt.~\ The act of entrapping or catching, as
in a snare or trap.

Where given to understand
Of some entrapment by conspiracy, [he]
Gets into Wales. Daniel, Civil Wars, iv.

entrappingly (en-trap'ing-li), adv. In a man-
ner so as to entrap,

entret, . An obsolete form of entry.
entre-t. See enter-.

entreasuret, intreasuret (en-, in-trez'ur), v. t.

[< en-1
,
in-2

,
+ treasure.] To lay up in or as in

a treasury ;
furnish with treasure.

Things
As yet not come to life ; which in their seeds,
And weak beginnings, lie intreasured.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

So he [the jeweler] entreasures princes' cabinets,
As thy wealth will their wished libraries.

Chapman, on B. Jonson's Sejanus.

entreat (en-tret'), v. [Formerly also intreat ;

< ME. entreten, treat, deal with, also entreat,

beseech, < OF. entraitcr, cntraitier, treat of, en-

tertain, < en- + traiter, traitier, treat: see treat."]

I. trans. 1. To treat, use, or manage; deal with;
act toward. [Archaic.]
There was oure Lord first scourged ;

for he was scourged
and vilcynsly rntrcted in many places.

Manderille, Travels, p. 95.



Troste noo longer to my curtessy,
I haue entretyd the full lentell.v.

entreat

"entertainment, conversation "(Xares). Polonius Is speak-

ing to his daughter, Ophelia :

Genervde* (R. I:'. T. s.), 1. S428. From this time . . .

I wm cause theenemy to entreating we,,. Jer. xv. 11. fc^*-^-?KgSt'SF"""
'

Be patient, and entreat me fair. Shak., Rich. III., Iv. 4. i ),;, ;l ,-.,m mand to parley. Shak., Hamlet, L 3.

,\.-,r,7/,. r.ut doe* your K'':i"i ."" '
J

ii entreat you king- entreaty (en-tre'ti), n.
; pi. entreaties (-tiz).

[Formerly also entreatie, intreaty, intreatie; < en-

treat + -y, after treaty, q. v.] If. Treatment ;

entertainment; reception.
The Emperour . . . vsed no ill entreatie towards them.

Hakluyt's Voyage', I. 2.M.

Seeing banishment with loss of goods Is likely to betide

lUnl
<;n-t< nit;/. 'Fore (iod, 1 i hi iik ,-li.- .H'/V.IN me like a ehil.l.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, 1. 3.

2f. To partake of; eujoy.
A thick Arber goodly over-dight.

In which she oftru ud from open he.-it

Her selfo to nlimnd, and pleasures to entreat.

Spenser, Y. Q., II. vll. 53.

3. To ask earnestly; beseech; petition
with

urgency; supplicate; solicit pressingly ; impor-
tune.

And Ruth said, Intreat me not to leave thee, or to re-

turn from following after thee. Ruth 1. 16.

I fn/reat you with me home to dinner.

Skak., M. of V., iv. 1.

Here his Brother John submit* himself to him, and with

great shew of Penitence intreats his Pardon, which he

readily granted. Baker, Chronicles, p. 65.

you all, r..r ,- _

[Churches, p. 192.

Yet If those cunning palates hither come.

They shall flint guest*' entreaty, and good room.
B. Jonson, Epicrenc, Pro).

2. Urgent prayer; earnest petition; pressing
solicitation; supplication.

entropy

country or over the world wherever customers
are found : as. London is the great entrepot of

the world; Shanghai and Hongkong are en-

trej>ots for China. [Now the principal use of

the word.]
The gold coinage of Tarentum Is evidence of its wealth,

which It owed partly to the richness of its products, both
terrestrial and marine, but still more to the excellence of

its landlocked harbour, and to the convenience of Its situ-

ation as an entrepot for the commerce of Greece and Egypt
C. T. Xeurton, Art and Arch:ol., p. 408.

entrepreneur (on-tr-pre-ner'), n. [F., < entre-

):nnnre, undertake : see enterprise.] One who
undertakes a large industrial enterprise ;

a con-
tractor.

The most distinctive part of Mr. Walker's teaching Is

perhaps his view that profit* i. e. ,
the employer's or en-

trepreneur's, aa distinguished from the capitalist's share
of the product of Industry cannot be reduced to the

same category as Interest or wages.
Westminster Ret., CXXV. 553.

entresol (en'ter-sol or, as F., on'tr-sol), n. [P.,

. .

seech.

Neither force nor intreaty could gain any thing upon

4. To prevail on by prayer or solicitation ; per-
these Shepherds,

suade or cause to yield by entreaty.
Yet not with brawling opposition she,

So the Lord was intrrated for the land, and the plague Besought him. 'Tennyson, Enoch Arden.
was stayed from Israel. 2 Sam. xxiv. 26.

=g a Re uttti Appealt etc. (see prayer), solicitation,
It were a fruitless attempt to appease a power whom no

Importunity.
prayers could entreat. Rogers. entrechaunget, V. t. An obsolete form of H-

=Syn. 3._Ask, Request, Beg, etc. See <iii. See list nn-
ferchange. Chaucer.

entrecommnnet,
' An obsolete form of in-

tercommutie.

entreet, . An obsolete form of entry.

entree (on-tra'), n. [F., < OF. entree, > ME.

entree, E. entry, q. v.] 1. Entry; freedom of

access : as, the entree of a house.

An eminent banker . . . asked the Minister to give him
the entree of the Horse Guards. Quarterly Ren., CXLV. 12.

2. A made dish served at the dinner-table be-

tween the chief courses. 3. In music: (a)

Formerly, a slow composition, in march rhythm,
usually in two parts, each repeated : so called

because often used to accompany the entry of

processions in operas and ballets, (b) An in-

troduction or a prelude ; especially, in an opera

I am not made of stone,
But penetrable to your kind entreatie,

'< entre> between, + sol, ground, soil: see soil.]

A low story between two others of greater
height, especially one so treated architectural-

II. intrans. If. To treat of something ;
dis-

course.

All other kinde of poems except Eglogue, whereof shai

be entreated hereafter, were onely recited by mouth or

song with the voyce to some melodious instrument.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 27.

Yet seemeth It in no casi

treated of In the first place.

to be omitted, but to be
'

llakluyts Voyages, I. 563.

2f. To treat with another or others; negotiate. Part of House on Boulevard Malcsherbes, Paris, t'. E, entresol.

as the first that entreated of true peace
1 Mac. x. 47.

Alexander
with them.

Buck. What answer makes your grace to rebels' suppli-

cation?
K. Hen. Ill send some holy bishop to entreat.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., Iv. 4.

8. To make an earnest petition or request.

The Janizaries entreated for them as valiant men.
Knolles, Hist. Turks.

ly that from the exterior it appears to form a

single story with the one below it ; a low apart-
ment or apartments, usually placed above the

ground floor. Also entersole, mezzanine story.

They could take the premier now, Instead of the little

or a ballet, the next movement after the over- entresol of the hotel they occupied. Thackeray.

ture
;
an intrada. 4. The act of entering; en-

entreteH, ' A Middle English form of entreat.

trance: as, his entree was very effective. entrete-t, n. [ME., < OF. entrait, entraict, en-

tret, m., also entraite, f., a bandage used in

From my sovereign's mouth,
Lady, you are Invited, the chief guest :

His edict bears command, but kind entreats

Summon your lovely presence.
Beau, and Fl. (T), Faithful Friends, ill. 2.

Wear not your knees
In such entreats.

Middleton and Dekker, Roaring Girl, i. 1.

entreatable (en-tre'ta-bl), a. [< entreat +
-able. ] Susceptible of being entreated, or read-

ily influenced by entreaty. Hvloet.

entreatancet (en-tre'tans), n. [< entreat +
-fincc.] 1. Treatment!'

Which John Fox having been thirteen or fourteen years
nniler their gentle entreatance, and being too weary there-

of, minding bin escape, weighed with nlmself by what
means it might I* brought to pass.

Munday (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 205).

2. Entreaty; solicitation.

That may by petition and faire entreatance be easily ob-

tained of that heroicall prince. KnoUes, Hist Turks.

These two entreatance made they might be heard,
Nor was their just petition long denied. Fairfax.

entreater (en-tre'ter), n. One who entreats or entre nous
asks earnestly. tween ourse

ter.table between the principal courses.

Commaunde 30 that youre dysshe be welle fyllyd and
hepid, and namely of entermet, and of pltance with-oute

fat Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 330.

2. A short dramatic entertainment, with or

without music, originally on an allegorical or entriket, ''

heroic subject, later of a burlesque character :

first used in the thirteenth century : probably
the germ of the modem opera. 3. A short

entertainment, musical or not, inserted be-

tween parts of a larger work ;
an interlude or

entr'acte.

It had probably l>een customary frc-m early times to In-

sert in the mysteries so-called entrtmeses or interludes.

Eneyc. Brit., VII. 414.

entremets (on-tr-ma'), " [F. : see entremes.]
The French form now used instead of entre-

mes, 1.

The true chard used in pottages and entremets.

Mortimer, Husbandry.

entrench, entrenchment (en-trench', -ment).
See intrench, intrenchment.

'tr no"). [F., < L. inter no*, be-

Between ourselves.
(on'tr i

elves.]

It sal drawe owt the felone or the appostyme, and alle

the I) 1 the, and hele It wlthowttene any entrete, hot new It

evene and morne.
MS. Lincoln .Ved., fol. 302. (llatliuxll.)

.uvto.i, .. [ME. entriken, < OF. entriquer
= Pr. entricar, intricar = Sp. Pg. intricar, OSp.
entricar, < L. intricare, entangle, perplex: see

intricate.] To entangle ;
embarrass

; bring into

difficulty; hinder.

Which of yow that love most entriketh

God sende hym hyr, that sorest for hytn syketh.
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 403.

entrochal (en'tro-kal), a. [< entroch(ite) +
-o/.] Belonging to or consisting of entrochite.

Entrochal marble, a limestone, chiefly of Carbonifer-

ous age. Into which fragment* of encrlnites enter largely.

entrochi, n. Plural of entrochus.

entrochite (en'tro-kit), . [As entrochus +
-ite2.] One of the wheel-like joints of encri-

nites, which occur in great profusion in certain

limestones, and are commonly called screw-

stones, wheeUtones, or St. Cuthbert's beads.

entrochus (en'tro-kus), n.
; pi. etitrochi (-ki).

[NL., < Or. cv, in, + rpo^of, a wheel.] Same
as entrochite.Yet are they no advocates of ours, but petitioners and entrepartt, V. t. See enterpar*. (1B,.,

mfrMferttenk entrepas (on'tr-pa), n. [F., < entre, between, entropion entropium (en-tro'pi-on, -urn), ft.
/ //,-,. i m, ,, Rhenish Testament (1617), p. 825. + pa^ pace.;|

fn the man^e, a broken pace ;

e
?#L < S'r Trp5r**wi a toning toward,

entreatfu.lt (en-tret'ful), a. [In Spenser in- an amble. ^ $ in + TptKtn>, turn.] Inversion or turn-
trntlfull; < entreat + -//.] Full of entreaty. entrep6t (on'tr-po), n. [F., < L. inierpontum, ing ^ ojj the fore ^,5 of the evelid, so that- "

, /\t * *i for n/iti />*-*> rlftnA .. & . .it AV - i-_nTo seeke for succour of her ami her Peares,
With humble prayers and uitreatfnll teares.

Spenser, F. Q., V. x. 6.

entreatingly (en-tre'ting-li), adv. In an en-

treating manner.
entreativet (on-tre'tiv), a. [< entreat + -ire.]

Used in entreaty; pleading; treating.
Oft embellish'd my entreatioe phrase

With smelling flowers of veniant rhetoriek.

A. Brewer (?), Lingua, i. 1.

entreatmentt (cn-tret'ment), . [< entreat +
-MM.] Something entreated, as a favor. This
is the probable sense in the following passage, where dif-

ferent InterpretatloDfl :ne ^hvn !i\ the editors: "favor
entreated "< Iln/HttHas in dellnltion);

" interview
"
(Clark

and Wright, Globe ed.) ; "invitation received (Schmidt);

neut. of interpositus, pp. of interponere, place

between, < inter, between, + ponere, place :

see interpose, etc. Cf. depot.] 1 . The deposit-

ing, storage, or warehousing of foreign mer-
chandise while awaiting payment of duties,
or transit or reexportation without such pay-
ment; also, a warehouse or magazine where
such storage is made, or a port where it is per-
mitted. [Now little used in either of these

meanings.]
The right of entrepot, given by this article, Is almost

the same thing as the making all their ports free ports
for us. Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 282.

2. A mart, as a seaport or inland town, to

which goods are sent to be distributed over a

the lashes come in contact with the eyeball.

i'tro-pi), n. [< Or. evrpoiria, a turn-

__.!: see entropion.]
la physics: (a)

by Clausius, the inventor of the word,
and others, that part of the energy of a system
which cannot be converted into mechanical
work without communication of heat to some
other body, or change of volume. (6) As used

by Tait and others, the available energy ;
that

part of the energy which is not included under

the entropy in sense (a).

The entroiiy of a system is the mechanical work it can

perform without communication of heat, or alteration of

its total volume, all transference of heat being performed
by reversible engines. Clerk MaxmO, Heat, p. 186.



entrust

entrust (en-trust'), v. t. See intrust.

entry (en'tri), n. ; pi. entries (-triz). [< ME.
fit tree, entre, < OF. entree, F. entree (see entree)

= Pr. intrada = Sp. Pg. entrada = It. entrata,

< ML. intrata, entry, entrance, orig. fern. pp.
of L. intrare (> OF. entrer, etc.), enter: see

mfcr*.] 1. The act of entering; entrance; in-

gress; especially, a formal entrance.

The day being come, he made his entry: he was a man
of middle stature and age, and comely. Bacon.

The Lake of Constance is formed by the entry of the

Khine. Addition, Travels in Italy.

The house was shut up, awaiting the entry of some new
tenant. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxxiii.

2. A place of ingress or entrance ; specifically,

a passageway or space allowing ingress or ac-

cess; an entrance-hall or entrance-room in a

1956

entoar = It. intonare, < L. intonare, intone,

chant: see intone.] To chant; intone.

Ful wel sche sang the servise divyne,
Entuned in hire nose ful semely.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 123.

Thei herde the songe of the fowles and briddes that

myi-ily were entuned. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 561.

A company of yong gentlemen . . . and maydes . . .

sung hyms and sonnets . . . entuned in a solemne anii

mournful note. Hatceivttl, Apology, iv. 10.

entunet, [ME. entune, entewne; < entunen, v.]

A tune
;
a song.
Was never herd so swete a steven,
But hyt hadde be a thynge of heven,
So mery a soune, so swete entewnes.

enunciate

out seeds in eating. (6) pi. [cap.'} A name of

the Psittaci, the crackers or parrots.

enudationt (e-nu-da'shon), n. [< LL. ennda-

tio(n-), < enudare, pp. enudatus, make bare, <

L. e, out, + nudare, make bare, < nudus, bare:

see nude.'] The state of being naked or plain ;

the act of laying open. Bailey, 1727.

enumbret, ' [ME. enumbren, enomnbren. <

OF. enombrer, etmmbrer = Pr. enombrar = It.

inombrare. < L. inumbrare, overshadow, cover,

conceal, s en, in, on, + umbra, shade: see um-

bra.'] To overshadow; conceal.

And there he wolde of his blessednesse enoumbre him
in the seyd blessed and gloriouse Virgine Marie, and be-

come Man. Mandeville, Travels, p. 1.

Chafer,
Death of Blanche, l. 309.

enumerable (g-nfi'me-ra-bl), a. [< NL. enume-

[< en-i + twin, v. J To separate. raWKg) < L. eniimerare, number: see enumerate.']

building, or any similar means of access; hence, entwine
'

intwine (en-, in-twin'), v.
; pret. and

in English cities, a short lane leading to a court
entwined, intwined, ppr. entwining, intwining.

or another street: as, St. Mary's entry.

We Passyd also by Oulfe of Sana, that y> the entre into

Hunger!. Torkinyton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 16.

Zedekiah . . . took Jeremiah . . . into the third entry
that is in the house of the Lord. Jer. xxxviii. 14.

A straight long entry to the temple led,
Blind with high walls, and horror overhead.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 1. 1158.

3f. Beginning; commencement.
A-boute the entre of May, . . . these wodes and medowes

beth florished grene. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 191.

4. The act of beginning; an initial movement
or entrance, as in a course or upon a subject or

Capable of being enumerated ; numerable, in

mathematics a collection or ensemble is said to be enu-

merable if it can be put into one-to-one correspondenceDt> entwined, intwmed, r>r>T.cntwming,mtmmng. meraUle if it can be put into one-to-one correspom

r? 1 in 2 4- tmnr 1 T trans To twine' twist witn integer numbers, even though it may be Infinite.

[<e-l, -<!,
+ twme.} 1. trans. 1O

Thus, the rational numbers, the algebraic numbers, etc.,

round.

Which opinion, though false, yet entwined with a true,

are enumerable ; but the points in a line, however short,

are not enumerable.c , ,
, ---- ......... . ....._

that the souls of men do never perish, abated the fear of enumerate (e-nu'me-rat), V. t.
; pret. and pp

death in them. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 1.

Love was with thy Life entwin'd

Close as Heat with Fire is join'd.

Cowley, Elegy upon Anacreon.

Bound my true heart thine arms entwine.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

II. intrans. To become twisted or twined.

Harmonious youths,
Around whose brows entwining laurels play.

Glover, Leonidas, ii.

[< entwine +
-ment.] A twining or twisting round or to-

gether ;
intimate union.

Like a mixture of roses and woodbines in a sweet en-

twinement. Sp. Ilacket, Abp. Williams, p. 81.

[< en- + twist.} To

consideration. [Bare.]

Attempts and entries upon religion. Jer. Taylor, entwinement (en-twin ment), n

5. The act of entering or recording in a book
;

the act of setting down in writing, as a memo-
randum

;
the making of a record.

The enactments relating to the distillery provide for the t .
t , twist"! *

licenses and the registration, or entry as it is termed, of emiWlSt (,en 3t ), v. i.

the distillery premises, the stills and utensils. twist or wreathe round.
S. Dowll, Taxes in England, IV. 213. So dotn the woodbine the sweet honeysuckle

6. That which is entered or set down in writ- Gently entwist. Shak., M. N. D., iv. l.

ing ;
a record, as of a fact, or an item in an ac- entwisted (en-twis'ted), p. a. In her., same as

count. annodated.

entwitet, . t. [< en-i + twite. Cf. atwite.] To

twit; blame; chide. Davies.

Thou doest naught to entirite me thus,
And with soche wordes opprobrious
To vpbraid the giftes amorous
Of the glittreyng Goddesse Venus.
J. Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 165.

A notary made an entry of this act.

Bacon, New Atlantis.

Credit is likely to be more extensively used as a pur-

chasing power when bank notes or bills are instruments

used, than when the credit is given by mere entries in an
account. J. & Mill.

7. A statement as to an importation of mer-
chandise made under oath by an importer, to enubilatet (e-nu'bi-lat), v. t. [< LL. enubila-

the effect that the merchandise described in JMS) pp. of enubilare, free from clouds, clear,
such statement is of the actual value declared < L. e> out, + nubila, clouds, pi. of nubilum.
at the time and place where purchased or pro- cloudy weather : see mibilous, and cf . nubilate.J
cured. 8. The exhibition or depositing of a To clear from clouds, mist, or obscurity. Smart.

ship's papers at the custom-house to procure enubiloust (e-nu'bi-lus), a. [< L. e, out, + nu-
license to land goods, or the act of giving an jjfos^ cloudy, nubilous: see nubilous, and cf.

account of a ship's cargo to the officer of the enubilate.'] Clear from fog, mist, or clouds,

customs, and obtaining his permission to land
Bailey, 1727.

the goods. 9f. Inmusic, an act of an opera, bur- enucleate (e-nu'kle-at), v. t,; pret. and pp.
letta, etc. 10. In law: (a) The act of taking enucleated, p'pr. enucleating. [< L. enudeatus,
possession of lands or tenements by entering or

setting foot on the same. There is a right of entry
when the party claiming may, for his remedy, either enter
into the land or have an action to recover It, and a title

of entry where one has lawful entry given him in the land,
but has no action to recover till he has entered. An ac-

tual entry is made when one enters into and takes physical
possession, either in person or by agent or attorney, (ft)

The act of intrusion into a building, essential

to complete the crime of burglary or house-

breaking, (c) In Scots law, the recognition of

the heir of a vassal by the superior, (d) A
memorandum of an act made in the appropriate
record provided therefor, (e) In relation to pub-
lic lands, the filing of a written application in

the proper land-office, in order to secure a right

pp. of enucleare, take out the kernels, clear

from the husk, explain, < e, out, + nucleus,
kernel : see nucleus?] 1. To remove (a body, as

a kernel, seed, tumor, the eyeball, etc.) from
its cover, case, capsule, or other envelop.

Lie ? enucleate the kernel of thy scabbard.
Middleton and Rowley, Fair Quarrel, iv. 1.

2. Figuratively, to lay open ;
disclose

; explain ;

manifest.

The kynge . . . demaunded of euery man seuerally,

what theysayde of these thynges whych Perkyn had both

enucleated and requyred. Hall, Hen. VII., an. 7.

Mark me, the kernel of the text enucleated, I shall con-

fute, refute, repel, refel.

Chapman, Revenge for Honour, i. 2.

enumerated, ppr. enumerating. [< L. enumera-

tus, pp. of enumerare(~> It. enmnerare = Sp. Pg.
enumerar = F. enumefcr), count over, count

out, number, < e, out, + numerare, count, num-
ber : see number, numerate.] To count ;

ascer-

tain or tell over the number of
;
number ; hence,

to mention in detail ;
recount ; recapitulate :

as, to enumerate the stars in a constellation.

The newspapers are for a fortnight filled with puffs of

all the various kinds which Sheridan enumerated direct,

oblique, and collusive. Macaulay, Montgomery's Poems.

Noses (again) are in some cases chosen as easily enu-

merated trophies. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 351.

Doctrine of enumerated powers, the doctrine that

the Constitution of the United States confers upon the

general government only the powers expressly mentioned
in it.

enumeration (e-nu-me-ra'shon), n. [= F. enu-

mtration = Sp.' enumeration '= Pg. enumeracao
= It. enumerazione, < L. enumeratio(n-), < enu-

merare, enumerate: see enumerate.'] 1. The
act of enumerating, (a) The act of counting ; a num-

bering. (6) The act of stating in detail, as in a list.

I will make a true and exact enumeration of all the in-

habitants within the subdivision assigned to me.
Enumerator's Oath, United States Census of 1880.

2. An account of a number of things in which
detailed mention is made of particular articles.

Because almost every man we meet possesses these, we
leave them out of our enumeration.

Paley, Nat. Theol., xxvi.

3. In rhet., a recapitulation of the principal

points or heads of a discourse orargument. The
enumeration or recapitulation is the most important part
of the epilogue or peroration, and sometimes occupies the

whole of it. Also called anacephalixoais. See epanodos.

4. In logic, abscissio infiniti (which see) ;
the

method of exclusions.

Enumeration is a kind of argumentwherein, many things

being reckoned up and denied, one thing onely of necessi-

tie remayneth to be affirmed.

Blundemlle, Logic (1599), v. 28.

Argument from enumeration. See argument. In-
duction by simple enumeration, the drawing of a

general conclusion simply on the ground that there are

many cases in which it holds, and none known to the con-

trary.

Induction by simple enumeration may in some remarka-
ble cases amount practically to proof.

J. S. Mill, Logic, III. iii. I 2.

enumerative (e-nu'me-ra-tiv), a. [= F. enu-

meratif; as emimerate"+ -ivc.~] Serving to enu-

merate; counting; reckoning up. [Rare.]

Being particular and enumerative of the variety of evils

which have disordered his life.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, v. 3.

Enumerative geometry. See geometry.

of purchase. llf. In medieval universities, enucleate (e-nu'kle-at), a. [< L. e- priv. + nu- enumerator (e-nu'me-ra-tor), n. [= F. 6nu-
i. _ . -_i i. j i . _i T- _ _j 3 _ , . 1% i* i __ j _ a ^ * ... ,' ,-,r i , a , / *f\JT . #* iiv^ifvninv ( T . f>rt'tiiY)f>m)'f>

a house or houses hired bv a club of students
~
cleatus, having a kernel : see nucleate, and cf.

to reside in at the university; a hostel; a hall, enucleate, t'.] Having no nucleus.
See hostel. enucleater (e-nu'kle-a-ter), re. One who enu-
These hostels were sometimes called "

inns,"
"
entries," cleates.

or " nalls-" Laurie, Universities, p. 249. enucleation (e-nu-kle-a'shon), n. [= F. enu-
Bill of

entry_. ^See^OTs..Fprcible entry.
_ Se_e/oraWe. cleation; a,senucleate,'v., + -ion.'] 1. The act of

Single and double entry, in com. See bookkeeping.

entryman (eu'tri-man), n.
; pi. entrymen (-men)T~ A,~ TT^Ii-^J Oi._t' _1 1_ - i__j J!

merateur, < Nli. "enumerator, < L. enumerare,
enumerate: see enumerate.] One who enu-

merates or numbers; specifically, one who ob-

tains the data for a census by going from
house to house.

Few noses are straight, but one enumerator found most
to turn to the right, another to the left Mind, IX. 96.

enucleating, or removing a body (as a kernel,

seed, tumor, the eyeball, etc.) from its cover, enunciability (e-nun-si-a-bil'i-ti), .

. i- rt -i^> ._i_7- . . J..-7.-J-. n n~ ~v:K*-~
rr 12 i ni Ir ; r

i
-----

r , \. seed, tumor, xne eveuaii, etc.; nuiu ii/s uuvtu,In the United States, one who, intending to '

capsuie
,
or other envelop.- 2. Figur-

settle, enters upon a homestead or other allot- lini r makin mini-
ment of public land.

The entryman, under the timber culture act, is not
compelled to plant any trees until the third year from
date of entry, when if he likes he may file a relinquish-
ment of his claim, and the land is again open for entry.V A Dan nYTTT Kl

,- :r
__ _ --,, enuii-

Capability of being ex-liable: see

explaini?g Or making mni- pressed in speech.
fest; explanation; exposition. emmciable (e-nun'si-a-bl), a. [< NL. "enun-

Neither air, nor water, nor food seem directly to con- tiabilis,_ < L. cnuntiare, enunciate
:^
see enunci-

tribute anything to the enucleation of this disease [the

plica polonica]. Tooke.

entryway (en'tri-wa), n.

for ingress; an entry. See entry, 2.

entunet (en-tun'), v. t. [< ME. entunen, < OF.
cntoner, F. cntonner = Pr. Sp. entonar = Pg.

ate.'] Capable of being enunciated or express-
ed : a term of the old logic.

if. A. Rev., CXLII/59. enucleator (e-nu'kle-a-tor), n.
; pi. enucleatores enunciate (e-nun'si-at), v. ; pret. and pp.

A passage or space (e-nu"kle-a-t'o'rez).' [NL., < L. enucleare, pp. enunciated, ppr. t-nuncititing. < L. enunciatus,

enucleattis, enucleate: see enucleate.'] Inornith.: prop, enuntiattts, pp. of enunciare, prop, enun-

(a) The specific name of the pine-grosbeak, tiare (> It. enunciare = Pg. Sp. emtnciar = F.

Pinicola enucleator, from its habit of picking tnoncer, > E. enounce, q. v.), say out, tell, di-



enunciate

vulge, declare, < e, out, + mntion, announce,
tell, < tiuiilin.-i, a Micsscn^cr: s.-r miiicin. ('!'.

enounce.] I. <)*. 1. To utter, aH words or

syllables; pronounce: used especially with ref-

erence to manner: as, he i-niinri<itt:.i his words

distinctly. 2. To declare deliberately or in

set terms; proclaim distinctly; announce;
state: as, in .//.<.//< u proposition.
The term* in which lie nmneiatet the great doctrines

( the tt"-l" 1 Coleridge.
= Byn. 1. A rticulatt, etc. See utter, v.

II. in trans. To utter words or syllables : used

especially with reference to manner: as, he
fii minutes distinctly.

Each has a little Bniniil he calls his own,
And each entni'-inf<'< " ith a human tone.

llart, Vision of Death.

enunciation (e-nuu-gi-a'shon), n. [= F. enon-

ciation = Sp.'enunciation = Pg. enunciafSo =
It. enunciazione, < L. enunciatio(n-), prop, enun-

ti<itii>(n-). < I'Hitiitinre, enunciate: see enunci-

ate.] 1 . The act or mode of enunciating or pro-
nouncing; manner of utterance

; pronunciation
or utterance : used especially with reference to

manner.
Without a graceful and pleasing enunciation, all your

elegancy of style in speaking is not worth one farthing.

Chesterfield.

2. The act of announcing or stating, or that
which is announced ; deliberate or definite de-
claration

; public attestation.

The enunciation of the gospel, that life and immortality
were brought to liuht by Jesus Christ.

Warburton, Divine Legation, lv., notes.

The bare enunciation of the thesis at which the lawyers
and legislators arrived gives a glow to the heart of the
reader. Emei-son, West Indian Emancipation.

3. In logic, a proposition j
that which is subject

to truth and falsity; a judgment set forth in

words.
An enunciation Is an oration, form of speech, or declara-

tion, in which something true or false is pronounced of
another. Burgerstliciun, tr. by a Gentleman.

Binary enunciation. See binary. Composite enun-
ciation, an enunciation which states some relation be-
tween facts described in dependent clauses : opposed to

simple enunciation. A composite enunciation is copulative,
hypothetical, disjunctive, adversative, or relative, accord-

ing to the nature of the conjunctions uniting the clauses.

Exceptive enunciation, an enunciation which con-
tains an exceptive expression : as, all mankind were
drowned except Noah and his family. Exclusive enun-
ciation. ee exeiuni . Exponible enunciation, an
enunciation which has to he replaced by another form
of speech before applying the rules of syllogism, etc.

Modal enunciation, an enunciation which states some
fact to be possible or impossible, necessary or contin-

gent: contradistinguished from pure enunciation. Pure
enunciation, an enunciation which states a fact as posi-
tive or undeniable. - Restrictive enunciation, an enun-
ciation which contains a restrictive expression : as, Christ,
in respect to his divine nature, is c mnipresent. See propo-
x;r/,,;i._ Simple enunciation, an enunciation consisting
of a subject anil predicate ;

a categorical proposition : op-
posed to composite enunciation.

enunciative (e-nun'gi-a-tiv), a. [= F.
fnonci-

ntif = Sp. Pg. It. I'liinici/ilifii, < L. i-iiiiiii'intiriin,

prop. enuntMtit'tis, < enuntiare, enunciate: see

enunriatn.] Declaring something as true; de-
clarative.

The instance of Isaac blessing Jacob, which in the sev-
eral parts was expressed in all forms, indicative, optative,

nitive. Jer. Taylor, Office Ministerial.

enunciatively (e-nun'gi-a-tiv-li), adv. Declar-

atively. Johnson.
enunciator (e-nun'gi-a-tor), n. [= It. enuncia-

tore, < LL. enunciator, prop, enuntiator, a de-

clarer, < L. enuntiare, enunciate, declare : see
< H u ciate.~\ One who enunciates, pronounces,
proclaims, or declares.
The news of which she was the flret, and not very Intel-

ligible enunciatin-. Mint Edijneorth, Ennui, xv.

enunciatory (f'-nuii'si-a-to-ri), a. [< enunciate
+ -ory.~] 1. Pertaining to utterance or sound.
Snuirt. 2. Enouncing; giving utterance ; serv-

ing as a means of enouncing: as, an enunciatory
discourse.

enure, r. See inure.

enuresis (en-u-re'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. evovpelv,
make water in, < lv, in, -I- ovpeiv, make water,
< oi'pov, urine.] In \tuihol., incontinence or in-

voluntary discharge of urine.

enurny, enurney (en-er'ni), a. Inker., charged
with beasts, especially lions, or rather lioncels,
eight, ton. or more in number: said of a bor-
dure only. The more modern custom is to bla-
zon " on a border azure, eight lioncels or," or
the like.

envaport, envapourt (en-va'por), r. t. [< en-i
+ I'li/iur.} To surround with vapor.

On a still rcicki 111; couch lies hlear-cy'd Sleep,
Sum-tin,; iiimvd. and with his panting breath,
I'.l'iw, - n Mack fume, that all envapoiireth.

T, tr. ,if Du Bartas's Weeks, it, The Vocation.
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envassalt (en-vas'al), v. t. [< en- 1 + vassal.']

To reduce to vassalage ;
make a slave of.

There He, thou husk of my rncauailtt state.

Marnton, Jonson, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, ii. 1.

envault (en-valf), v. t. [< en-l + i-milt.] To
inclose in a vault ; entomb. [Rare.]

I wonder, good man ! that you are not eneaulted ;

Prithee ! go and lie dead, and be doubly exalted.

Sw\ft, Conclusion drawn from two preceding Epigrams.

envecked (en-vekt'), a. See invecked.

enveiglet (en-ve'gl), v. t. See inveigle.
enveil (en-val'), t. [<<m-1 + veil.] To veil.

The back of the head cnveiled.

C. 0. Midler, Manual of Archieol. (trans.), | 357.

envelop (en-vel'up), v. t.\ pret. and pp. envel-

oped, ppr. enveloping. [Also envelope, and for-

merly invelop, invelope; < ME. envolvpen, envoli-

pen (rare), <OF. envoluper, enveloper, enveloppcr
(mod. F. envelopper= Pr. envolopar, envolupar,

envelopar = It. inviluppare, formerly also ingo-

luppare), wrap up. envelop, < en- + 'veloptr,

wrap (a verb found also in desveloper, etc., > E.

develop, q. v.) ;
the forms cited point to an

prig,
type "vlopp-, which must be of OLG. origin,

namely, from the verb corresponding to ME.
wlappen (> mod. E. fa;>

3
), another form of wrap-

pen (> mod. E. wrap), wrap, envelop: see lap
s

,

wrap. Thus envelop is a Rom. doublet of inwrap,
enwrap.] 1. To cover, as by wrapping or fold-

ing; inwrap; invest with or as with a covering;
surround entirely ;

cover on all sides.

I rede that our host heer shal biginne,
For he is most envoluped in siune.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale (ed. Skeat), 1. 942.

Is not every great question already enveloped in a suf-

ficiently dark cloud of unmeaning words?
Macaulay, West. Reviewer's Def. of Mill.

2. To form a covering about
;

lie around and
conceal.

The best and wholesomest spirits of the night
Envelop you, good provost ! Shak., M. for M., iv. 2.

A cloud of smoke envelops either host. Dryden.
The dust-cloud of notoriety which follows and enveloja

the men who drive with the wrnd bewilders contemporary
judgment Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 347.

3f. To line
;
cover on the inside.

His iron coat, all overgrown with rust,
Was underneath enveloped with gold.

Spenser, F. Q.

Enveloping cone of a surface, the locus of all tangents
to the surface passing through a fixed point. = Syn. 1. To
encircle, encompass, infold, wrap up.

envelop, envelope (en-vel'up, en've-lop: see

below), n. [= OF. envelope, F. enveloppe, a

cover, envelop j
from the verb.] 1. A wrap-

per; an inclosing cover; an integument: as,

the envelop of a seed. Specifically 2. A pre-

pared wrapper for a letter or other paper, so

made that it can be sealed. [In this sense,
with the spelling envelope, often pronounced
as if French, on've-lop.]

Lend these to paper-sparing Pope,
And when he sits to write,

No letter with an envelope
Could give him more delight.

Sw\ft, Advice to Grub Street Verse-Writers.

3. In fort., a work of earth in form of a para-
pet, or of a small rampart with a parapet, raised

to cover some weak part of the works. 4. In

astron., a shell partly surrounding the nucleus

envier

stamp or other lgn of value by goveniment authority, and
sold at a port-office for use In UM malls at its face value,
usually with a small addition to cover the cost of paper
anil manufacture.

enveloped (en-vel'upt), p. a. In her., entwined :

applied to charges around which
serpents, or laurels or other

]

plants, are loosely wound. Also

-
.

Envelops of Comets.

of a comet on the side next the sun and away
from the tail, and appearing like a semicircu-
lar arch. Large comets generally show several of these
under the telescope. They successively rise from the nu-
cleus and disappear.
8. In geom., a curve or surface touching a con-
tinuous series of curves or surfaces. Thus, sup-
pose a plane curve to undergo a continuous change in its

shape and position ; then the curve u it is at any instant
Is Intersected by the curve as it Is at any subsequent In-

stant, and the closer the second instant follows after the
first the closer do these intersections approach certain

positions on the Bret curve. These positions are points
on the envelop, and In this way all the poinU on the en-

velop are determined. If Ms a variable parameter, and
P = is the equation of the surface, then the equation
obtained by eliminating ( between P = and dP / At =
is the equation to the envelop. Or if there are two vari-
able parameters. * and t, the equation of the envelop is

obtained by eliminating them between P = 0, dP / d* =
0, and dP / iU = 0. Every curve may thus be regarded as
an envelop. Caustics, evolutes, etc.. are so by their den
nitimis. Floral envelop, the perianth of a flower-
Stamped envelop, an envelop imprinted with a postage-

envelop-machine (en - vel
'
up-

ma-shen"), . A power-ma-
chine for making envelops for

letters. It cuts the blanks from a
continuous roll of paper, bends them ciownSland Envef
Into shape, and gums, folds, and press- oped by a Snake,
es the edges together. The machine
then gums the edge of the flap, driei the gum, folds the

flap, counts the finished envelops Into bundles of twenty-
five, delivers them, and records the total count. Some-
times the blanks are first cut to shape in a separate ma-
chine. The capacity of a good machine Is estimated at
120 envelops a minute, or 72,000 in one day.

envelopment (en-vel'up-ment), n. [= OF. en-

velopement, F. enveloppemetii= Pr. envolopament,
evolopament = It. inviluppamento ; as envelop +
-ment."] 1. The act of enveloping, or of inwrap-
ping or covering on all sides. 2. A wrapper or

covering; anything that surrounds, inwraps, or
conceals.

They have found so many contrary senses In the same
text that it is become difficult to see any sense at all

through their envelopments.
Search, Free Will (1763), Pref.

His thoughts are like mummies, . . . wrapped about
with curious envelopmentg. Longfellow, Hyperion, I. 6.

envenimef, v. t. An obsolete form of envenom.
envenom (en-ven'um), f. t. [Formerly also en-

venome, invenom, invenome ; < ME. envenimen,

envenymen, also anvenimen, anvempnen, < OF.
envenimer, envelimer, F. envenimer = Pr. enveri-

nar, everinar = Sp. Pg. envenenar = It. invele-

nare, invelenire (obs. ), poison, envenom (It. now
invelenire, intr. or reft., be exasperated), < ML.
invenenare, poison, envenom, < L. in, in, on, +
venenum (> It. veleno = Sp. Pg. veneno = OF.
renim, venin), poison, venom : see m-^ and ven-

om.'] 1 . To taint or impregnate, as meat, drink,
or weapons, with venom or any substance nox-
ious to life; make poisonous: chiefly in the past
participle : as, an envenomed arrow or shaft ; an
envenomed potion.

The treacherous instrument is In thy hand,
t'nbated and envenom'd. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

\ewswas brought to the Court for certain, that the King
was slain at Oking, twenty Miles from London, stabbed
with an invenomed Knife. Baker, Chronicles, p. 408.

They powre the water out of the dores, because the

Angell of Death washeth his sword (lately vsed) In water,
and enuenometh it. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 219.

2. Figuratively, to imbue as it were with ven-
om

;
taint with bitterness or malice.

To hear
The envenomed tongue of calumny traduce
Defenceless worth. Smollett, The Regicide.

3f. To make odious or hateful.

O, what a world Is this, when what is comely
Envenoms him that bears it !

.SVi.it., As you Like it, IL 3.

4t. To make angry; enrage; exasperate.
Envenoming men one against another.

Glanvi/le, Essays, iv.

enverdure (en-ver'dur), r. *.
; pret. and pp. en-

verdured, ppr. enverduring. [< en- 1 + verdure."]
To invest or coverwith verdure. Mrs. Brotcning.
envermeilt (en-ver'mil), v. t. [< OF. envermeil-

lir, make red, < en- + vermeil, vermilion : see

vermeil, vermilion.'} To dye red; give a red
color to.

That lovely dye
That did thy cheek enrennril.

Milton, Death of Fair Infant, 1. 6.

enveront, enverount, adv. and r. See environ.

enviable (en'vi-a-bl), a. [< F. enviable (= Pg.
inrcjitrtl = Sp. envidiable = It. inridiabile). <

envier, envy: see envy and -able."] That may
excite envy ; worthy to be envied.

They [honest burghers of Communipaw) live in pro-
found and enviable ignorance of all the troubles, anxieties,
and revolutions of this distracted planet

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 99.

If he [Procter) escaped the discipline of learning in

suffering what he taught in song, I, for one, do not regret
this enviable exception to a very bitter rule.

Stedman. Viet. Poets, p. 108.

enviableness (en'vi-a-bl-nes), n. [< enviable +
-ness.] The state or quality of being enviable,

enviably (en'vi-a-bli), adr. In an enviable
manner.

enviet, n. and r. An obsolete form of envy.
envier (en'vi-r), n. One who envies.

They ween'd . . .

To win the mount of God, and on his throne
To set the envier of his state. Milton, P. L., vi. 89.



envier

To pursue what is right amidst all the persecutions of

surrounding earners, dunces, and detractors.
V. Knox, Essays, Ixxxix.

1958

When I call back this oath,
The pains of hell environ me.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, ii. 1.

envy

Its opulence was an object it could not conceal from environment (en-vi'ron-ment), . K F. Cl
I. VIsraeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 361. rOHnement

,
< environner, surround : see envii .. -

envinet. v. t. [ME. envinen, envynen, < OF. en- and -ment.] 1. The act of environing or sur- envoyl; < F. envoyi (= Sp. Pg. enviado = It.

viner, F. enviner, < en- + vin, < L. vimim, wine : rounding, or the state of being environed. 2. inviato), a messenger, envoy, lit. one sent, pp.

Lor. [Sets his foot on Alonzo's breast.]
Alon. Long since
looked for this I'envoy.

cw ,,j_
Massinger, Bashful Lover, v. 1.

environ envoy2 (en'voi), n. [In form assimilated to

see wine.] To furnish or store with wine.
A bettre envyned man was nowher noou.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 342.

envious (en'vi-us), a. [< ME. envious, envyose,
envius, < OF. envios, envieus, F. envieux = Pr.

inveios, envios = Sp. envidioso = Pg. invejoso =
It. invidioso, < L. invidiosus, envious, exciting
envy, invidious, < invidia, envy: see envyl, n.
Cf . invidious, a doublet of envious.] 1 . Feeling
or disposed to feel envy.
Claudas was a noble knyght and a sure and moche and

stronge, but he was euer envionse a-gein alle tho that
were a-bove hym. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 889.

Be not thou envious against evil men. Prov. xxiv. 1.

For him in vain the envious seasons roll
Who bears eternal summer in his soul.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, vii.

2. Tinctured with envy; manifesting or ex-

pressing envy: as, an envious disposition; an
envious attack; an envious tongue.

Cesar and Pompey of martialle wodnesse,
By theyr enuyose compassyd cruelte,
Twene Germany and Affrik was gret enmyte.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 28.

Then down together hands they shook,
Without any envious sign.

Duel of Wharton and Stuart (Child's Ballads, VIII. 261).

3f. Calculated to inspire envy; enviable.
He to him lept, and that same envious gage
Of victors glory from him snatcht away.

Spenser, f. Q., I. lv. 39.

4t. Jealous
; watchful

; exceedingly careful.

That which environs; the aggregate of sur-

rounding things or conditions.

It is, however, in the insect world that this principle of
the adaptation of animals to their environment is most
fully and strikingly developed.

A. B.. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. 66.

The step which distinguishes, so far as it can be distin-

guished, the animal kingdom from the vegetable one,
takes place when, relatively to the needs of the organism,
the environment is heterogeneous both in Time and Space.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 151.

Conditions of environment, in Mol., the sum of the
agencies and influences which affect an organism from
without ; the totality of the extrinsic conditioning to
which an organism is subjected, as opposed to its own in-
trinsic forces, and therefore as modifying its inherent ten-

dencies, and as a factor in determining the final result of
organization. It is an expression much used in connection
with modern theories of evolution in explaining that at a
given moment a given organism is the resultant of both in-
trinsic and extrinsic forces, the latter being its condition*
of environment and the former its inherited conditions.

environmental
vironment +
environment; environing; surrounding: as
environmental influences.

of envoyer, send : see envoy
1

.'] One despatched
upon an errand or a mission

;
a messenger; spe-

cifically, a person deputed by a ruler or gov-
ernment to negotiate a treaty, or transact other

business, with a foreign ruler or government.
Formerly the word was usually applied to a public min-
ister sent on a special occasion or for one particular pur-
puse; hence an envoy was distinguished from an ambas-
sador, or permanent resident at a foreign court, and was
of inferior rank.

The Castilian envoy, Don Lnis Carroz, was not present
at Mechlin, but it [the treaty] was ratified and solemnly
sworn to by him, on behalf of his sovereign, in London,
April 18th. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 23, note.

Henry [II. ] received the envoys, and sent them back with
ambassadors of his own and large presents.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 124.

Envoy extraordinaryand minister plenipotentiary,
in diplomacy, the full title of a minister of the second
grade resident in a foreign country, next in dignity to an
ambassador. =Syn. See ambassador, 1.

;al (en-vi-ron-men'tal), a. [< en- envoyset, . t. [ME. envoysen, < OF. envoisier,

-al.] Having the character of an envoysier, enveisier, envisier, amuse, divert, en-

tertain.] To amuse ; entertain.

After soper whan the clothes weren vp thei enuoysed
the worthi knyghtes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 463.In analyzing the popular generalization that "like be-

gets like," it may eventually be shown how much of that enVOVShip (en'voi-ship), n. f< envoy2 + -ship.']
likeness may be due to the hammering of the same en- "" -

environmentally (en-vi-ron-men'tal-i), adv.

By means of the environment or aggregate of
nifS"l evcM

'
mea^ b

P; f
nmdM = P8- tm$a

surroundine thines or conditions.
= Tt

: ***?{?
envy> odm

.

m
> < L - Avidia, hatred or

ill will felt by a person, jealousy, envy, or hatred
surrounding things or conditions.

Environmentally-miti&teil Sensations are classified ac-

lv mod. E. also envie ; <

envy, envye, envie, < OF. envie, F. envie =
eveia, evea = Sp. envidia = Pg. inveja

cordini
arouse'As keen dogs keep sheep in cotes or folds of hurdles bound

ach of air,

"^falHha^t
.moves,

environs (en-vi'ronz or en'vi-ronz), n.

No men are so envious of their health. Jer. Taylor.
= Svn. See invidious.

enviously (en'vi-us-li), adv. In an envious man-
ner; with envy; with malignity excited by the
excellence or prosperity of another; spitefully.

How enviously the ladies look
When they surprise me at my book ! Swift.

enviqusness (en'vi-us-nes), n. The state or
quality of being envious. Bailey, 1727.

enviret, v. t. [ME. enviren, enveren, < OF. en-

virer, turn back, turn, < en- + virer, turn: see
veer. Cf. environ.] To surround; environ.
Of the Holy Gost rounde aboute envirid.

Lydgate. (Halliwell.)

Myne armez are of ancestrye enveryde with lordez,
And has in banere bene borne sene syr Brut tyme.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1694.

environt, adv. [ME. environ, enviromi, envyroun
(usually joined with aboute, about), < OF. envi-

ron, F. environ (= Pr. environ, enviro, eviron),
around, about, < en, in, + viron, a turn (also
used as an adv., equiv. to environ), < vironner,
turn, veer, < virer, turn, veer : see veer.] About

;

around.
A compas enviroun. Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 300.

The erthe is fulle large and fullo gret, and holt in round-
Hesse and aboute envyroun, be aboven and be benethen
20425 miles. Mandeville, Travels, p. 186.

And he kepte right wele the Citee and the contre envi-

g to the nature of the agent by which they are or ^} ^11 felt toward a person, odium, unpop-

, ..
__ n. pi.

F. environs, pi., < environ, adv., around.] Places

Mind, IX". 338. ularity. < invidus, having hatred or ill will, en-
vious, < invidere, hate, envy, look at with ill will,
orig. look askance at, cast an evil eye upon, < in,

lying circumjacent; surrounding parts or local- upon, + videre, see:
seeyision, etc.] 1. Afeel-

ing of uneasiness, mortification, or discontent
excited by the contemplation of another's su-

periority, prosperity, or success, accompanied
with some degree of enmity or malignity, and

ities : as, the environs of a city or town.
Small streams, brought from the Cydnus, traverse the

environs. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 233.

envisage (en-viz'aj), v. t.; pret. and pp. en-

visaged, ppr. envisaging. [< F. envisager, < en, in,+ visage, visage: see visage.] To look in the
face of

;
face

;
view

; regard ; hence, to appre-
hend directly; perceive by intuition: some-
times, as a term of philosophy, equivalent to
intuit.

To bear all naked truths,
And to envisage circumstance, all calm,
That is the top of sovereignty.

Keats, Hyperion, ii.

Nature, to the Buddhist, ... is envisaged as a nexus
of laws, which reward and punish impartially both obe-
dience and disobedience.

J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, i. 7.

We can only affirm and mentally envisage the one [idea]
by denying and suppressing the representation of the
other ; and yet we have to strive to predicate both, and to
embody them together in the same mental image.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit, XX. 69.

envisagement (en-viz'aj-ment), n. [< F. en-

visagement; as envisage'+ -ment.] The act of

envisaging; view; apprehension: as a term of

philosophy, equivalent to intuition (which see).
In the Schoolmen, likewise, Platonizing Christianity

rises to an envisagement of its significance and function.

ran, that noon that cutred ne myght but iitill rTmysdoT Jour. Spec. Philos., XIX. 49.

Merlin (E. E. T. s.), ii. 179. envoit, '* An obsolete form of envoy1 .

envolume (en-vol'um), v. t.
; pret. and pp. en-

volumed, ppr. envoluming. [< era-1 + volume.']
To form into or incorporate with a volume.
[Bare.]

A Middle English form of en-

Lord Godfrey's eye three times environ goes.
Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, ii. 80.

environ (eu-vi'ron), v. t. [< ME. environen, en-
virounen, environnen, envyronen, enveronnen, < t
OF. em'iruner, environner, F. environner (= Pr. envolupet, v. t.

environar), surround, < environ, around: see en- velop.
viron, adv.] 1. To surround; encompass; en- envoy1

t (en-voi'), v. t.

circle
; hem in.

Thei be-hilde the town that was right feire, and well
sette in feire contrey and holsom air, ffor the town was
envyroned a-boute with the wode and the river.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 546.

Methought, a legion of foul fiends
Environ'd me, and howled in mine ears.

[ME. envoyen, < OF. en-

voyer, envoier, earlier enveier, envier, entveier,
F. envoyer, send, = Pr. Sp. Pg. enviar = It. in-

viare, < L. in, in, upon (or, as to OF. ent-, < L.
inde, thence, away), + via, way (> L. viare,>
OF. veier, voyer, travel) : see via, voyage.] To

in umie ears
send. Lydgate. (Halliwell.)

SAa*"
1

RichT'iii.
) i. 4 envoy1

(en-voi'), . [< ME. envoye, envoy, < OF."
envoi, a message, a sending, the post-

., . ., . .

She was environed on every point of her territory by her
envo

!/j F. e

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., vii. script to a poem, < envoyer, send : see envoy1

2f. To go about
; pass around ; traverse the cir-

cuit of.

To envyrone that holy Lend with his blessede Feet.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 1.

3. Figuratively, to hedge about
; involve

; en-
velop: as, the undertaking was environed with
difficulties.

A good sherris-sack . . . ascends me into the brain
dries me there all the foolish, and dull, and crudy vapours
which environ it. Shak., 2 Hen. IV iv 3

t>. Cf. invoice.] 1. Formerly, and sometimes
still archaically, a postscript to a composition,
particularly a ballade or other sentimental
poem, to enforce or recommend it. it sometimes
served as a dedication. As a title it was often, and is still

occasionally, written with the French article, I'envoy or
I envoi (len-voi').

The Blind Minstrel is a vigorous versifier. ... As a
specimen of his graver style we may give his envoy or con-
cluding lines. Craik, Eng. Lit., I. 390.

2. Figuratively, termination; end.

often or usually with a desire or an effort to dis-
comfit or mortify the person envied: usually
followed by of.

Ffor thei diden so well, that the knyghtes of the rounde
table ther-of hadde envye. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 455.

All the conspirators, save only he,
Did that they did in envy of great < '.vsar.

Shak., J. C., Y. 5.

Envy is an uneasiness of mind caused by the considera-
tion of a good we desire, obtained by one we think should
not have had it before us.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xx. 18.

Base envy withers at another's joy,
And hates that excellence it cannot reach.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 283.

My punctuality, industry, and accuracy fixed his dislike,
and gave it the high flavor and poignant relish of envy.

Charlotte Bronte, The Professor, lv.

2f. Hatred
;

ill will
; malice.

You turn the good we offer into envy.
Shak., Hen. VIII., ill. 1.

I am justly payed,
That might have made by profit of his service,
But by mistaking, have drawn on his envy.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, ii. 2.

3f. Public odium
;

ill repute.
To discharge the king of the envy of that opinion.

Bacon.
Lucius Bestia,

The tribune, is provided of a speech,
To lay the envy of the war on Cicero.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 5.

4. An object of envy.
This constitution in former days used to be the envy of

the world. Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

= Syn. 1. Jealousy, Envy. Jealousy is the malign feelingwhich is often had toward a rival, or possible rival for the
possession of that which we greatly desire, as in love or
ambition. Envy is a similar feeling toward one, whether
rival or not, who already possesses that which we greatly
desire. Jealousy is enmity prompted by fear; envy is

enmity prompted by covetousness.

Jealousy is never satisfied with anything short of an
omniscience that would detect the subtlest fold of the
heart. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 2.

Envy is only a malignant, selfish hunger, casting its evil
eye on the elevation or supposed happiness of others.

Bushnell, Sermons for New Life, p. 81.

envy1
(en'vi), v.

; pret. and pp. envied, ppr. en-

vying. [Early mod. E. also envie; < ME. en-

vyen, envien, < OF. envier, anvier, F. envier, envy,
long for, desire, = Pr. enveiar = Sp. envidiar =
Pg. invejur=It.invidiare, envy; from the noun.]
I. trans. 1. To regard with envy; look upon as
the possessor of what is wanting in or to one's

self, with a longing for it, and either with or



envy
without a desire for the deprivation or discom-
fiture of him who has it : often with both the

possessor and the thing possessed as objects.
The verb often expresses a much milder feeliui; Hum tlm
which i usually denoted l>y the noun - one that may In-

consistent with perfect frini'Uliip uiul loyalty: aa, I envy
you your good health ; I envy you your Imppy temper.
But the feeling of envy is apt to lieKet n pnunance and ill

will, anil some degree of these qualities is generally im-

plied by the verb as well as by the noun.

He that thinkcth he lines most blamelesse, liues not
without enemies, that enuy him for hia good parts, or
hate him for hU euill.

1'uttfnhatn, Artc of Eng. Poesie, p. 46.

A'/uv/ thon not the oppressor. 1'rov. lit. 31.

So much the sweetness of your manners more,
We cannot envy you, because we love.

Dryden, Epistles, x. 34.

Him and remote the joys of salnU I see,
Nor envy them that heaven I lose for thee.

I'upe, Eloisa to Abelard, L 72.

Whoso envies another confesses his superiority.
Johwton, Rambler.

2. To feel envy on account of ; regard grudg-
ingly or wistfully another's possession OP ex-

perience of, either with or without malevolent

feeling.

Come, come, we know your meaning, brother Gloster,
You envy my advancement, and my friends'.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 3.

60, go, poor soul, I envy not thy glory.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 1.

Or climb his knee the envied kiss to share.

Gray, Elegy.

3f. To regard unfavorably; revolt against; op-
pose.

Whlche, regardyng not their bounden dutie and obei-
sance to their prynce <V souerain Lord, enuied the punish-
ment of trailers and torment of offenders.

11 til/, Ben. IV., an. 6.

4f. To do harm to
; injure.

If I make a lie

To gain your love, and envy my best mistress,
Pin me against a wall. Fletcher, Pilgrim, it 1.

II. intrans. To be affected with envy; have
envious feelings ; regard something pertaining
to another with grudge or longing: formerly
often followed by at.

In seeking tales and informations

Against this man (whose honesty the devil
And his disciples only envy at),
Ye blew the tire that burns ye.

Shak., Hen. VIII., T. 2.

envy2
* (en-vi'), v. [< ME. envien.envyen (also,

byapheresis, vien, vyen, E. vie), < OF. envier, an-
vier. invite, proffer, challenge, vie (in gaming),= Sp. Pg. envidar = It. invitare, invite, vie. <

L. invitare, invite, challenge: see invite. See
also vie, an aphetic form of enry

2
,
which is itself

an older form of invite.'] I. trans. I. To chal-

lenge (in a game). 2. To vie with; emulate.

Let later age that noble use envy,
Vyle rancour to avoid and cruel surquedry.

Speiaer, F. Q., III. i. 13.

II. intrans. To strive; contend; vie.

As thogh the erthe envye wolde
To be gayer than the heven.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, L 406.

envy2t (en-vi'), n. [< ME. envie, envye, enveye,
em-aye, < OF. envi (F. envi), m., enrie, f., a chal-

lenge, vying, emulation; from the verb: see

envy?, v. Hence, by apheresis, vie, n.] 1. A
challenge (in a game); a vying; a vie. 2. A
contention ; an attempt ;

an attack.

Ther was grete slaughter of men and horse vpon bothe

partyes, but at that enuaye loste the kynge Tradylyuant
moche of his pcple. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 2S2.

3. Emulation.
Such as cleanliness and decency

Prompt to a virtuous envy. Ford.

envynet, i>. t. See envine.

enwall (en-wal'), v. t. See inwall.

enwallowt (en-wol'6), v. t. [< en-i + wallow.}
To wallow.

All in gore
And crucldy blood enwallomd they fownd
The lueklesse Marinell lying in deadly swowud.

Spenur, F. Q., III. iv. 34.

enwheel, v. t. See inwheel.

enwident (en-wi'dn), r. t. [< en-l + widen.}
To make wider. Cockerurn.
enwind (en-wind'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. snicouwd,
ppr. niiriinliiii/. [< en-1 + wind*.] To wind or
coil about. [Rare.]

Around
The tree-roots, gleaming blue black, could they see
The spires of a great serpent, that, enwmind
About the smooth bole, looked forth threateningly.

M'i//i(ii Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 15.

enwoman (eii-wum'an), v. t. [< en-1 + woman.]
To endow with the qualities of woman ; make
womanish. [Bare.]

Eonycteris

Eocidaris (e-o-sid'a-ris), n. [NL., < Gr. fa,
dawn, + itHa/Hs, a tiara.] A genus of paleo-
zoic tossellate encrinites or fossil crinoids.

eodet. See yead, yede, and go.
Eogaea (e-o-ie'&), n. [NL., < Gr. fa, dawn, +
>aia, earth.] In soogeog., a great zoological
division of the earth's land-surface, by which
the African, South American, Australian, and
New Zealand realms are collectively contrasted
with Catnogtea. T. Gill.

Eogaean (e-o-je'an), a. [< Eogaea. + -an.] Of
or pertaining to Eogaa.
Eohippus (e-o-hip'us), n. [NL.,< Gr. fa, dawn,
+ i;r;rof = li.'equua, horse : see Et/uus.] A genus
ofEocene horses, representing the oldest known
type of the family Equida;, founded by Marsh
(1876) upon remains from the coryphpdon-beds
of the Lower Eocene of New Mexico, indicating
a kind of horse about as large as a fox, with

enwrite (en-rlf), v. t.; pret. enwrote, pp. en- '* toes and a half on each fore foot, all in-

written, ppr. enwriting. [< en-i + write.] To cased in horn and forming hoofs, and three
hoofed toes on each hind foot.

1959
That grace which doth more than enwoman thee
Lives in my lines, and must eternal be.

Daniel, Sonnets, xlii.

enwonib (en-wi5m'), . t. [< en-1 + womb.]
If. To make pregnant.

.Me then he left enwombed of this chllde.

Spenter, f. Q., II. 1. 60.

2. To bury; hide as in a womb, pit, or cavern.

[Poetical.]
The Africk Niger stream enumnbi

Itself Into the earth. Donne, Elegies.

enworthyt (en-wer'*Hi), v. t. [< en-l 4- worthy.]
To make worthy.
The gift of the Muses will enworthy him in his love.

Bacon, In Speddlng, I. 380.

enwound (en-wound'). Preterit and past par-
ticiple of enwind.

enwrap, enwrapped, etc. See inwrap, etc.

enwreathe, c. *. See inwreathe.

write upon something; inscribe; imprint. [Po-
etical.]

What wild heart histories seemed to lie enwritten

Upon those crystalline, celestial spheres !

Poe, To Helen.

enwrought, p. a. See inwrought.
Enyidae (e-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Enyo + -ida.]
A family of retetelarian

spiders, typified by the

genus t-nyo, and peculiar in the structure of the

spinnerets. See Zodariida;. Also Enyoida.
Enyo (en'i-6), n. [NL., < Gr. 'Ew<5, a goddess
of battle (equiy. to L. Bettona).] 1. A genus
of spiders, typical of the family Enyida. Sa-

vigny and Audouin, 1825-7. 2. A genus of

sphinx-moths. Hiibner, 1816.

Enyphantaet (en-i-fan'te), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

Euyphanta, < Gr. ewfavrof, inwoven, < hvfaiveiv,
weave in, < cv, in, + vfaivetv, weave.] A group
of tineid moths. Hiibner.

enziet, . [Sc. for ensenzie, ensign : see ensign.]
An ensign. [Scotch.]

When the Grants came doun the brae,
Their Enzie shook for fear.

Marquis of Huntley's Retreat (Child's Ballads, VII. 273).

enzone (en-zon'), v. t.: pret. and pp. enzoned,

ppr. enzoning. [< en-i + zone.] To inclose
as with a zone or belt ; encircle.

The chapel-like farm-house, half-hidden among the

groves that enzone Oreenbank. J. Wilton.

enzootic (en-zo-ot'ik), a. and n. [= F. enzo-

otique ; < Gr. cv, in, among, + fvv, an animal,
+ -otic (as in epizootic, etc.).] I. a. Perma-
nently apt to affect brutes in a particular dis-

trict : said of diseases. Enzootic and epizootic have
the same meaning in reference to brutes aa endemic and
epidemic in reference to man.

II. n. 1. The continuous prevalence of a dis-

ease among brutes in a particular district. 2.
A disease of brutes locally prevalent.
This substance lergotized grasses), although used in vet-

erinary practice, often produces disastrous tnzovtict, dif-

fering, however, in their apparent symptoms.
Science, IV., No. 91, p. vi.

enzym, enzyme (en'zim), . [< MGr.
leavened, fermented,<Gr. ev, in, + (vfiij, leaven.
Cf. azym.] 1. Any of the unorganized fer-

ments, as diastase, maltin, pepsin, trypsin, etc.,
which exist in seeds, etc. 2. Leavened bread,
or a loaf of leavened bread ; especially, the eu-
charistic bread used by the orthodox Greek and
other Oriental churches, except the Armenians
and Maronites: opposed to azym. Usually in

the plural.

"If,"saysheITheorianus, A. D. 1170), "the Divine virtue

changes the oblations into the Body and Blood of Christ,
it is superfluous to dispute whether they were of Azymes
or Enzymes, or of red or white wine."

J. M. Keale, Eastern Church, i. 1074.

enzymotic (en-zi-mot'ik), a. [< enzym + -otic,
after zymotic.] Pertaining or relating to the

unorganized chemical ferments.
eoan (e-6'an), a. [< L. eous, < Gr. rtQos , fciof ,

of
the morning, eastern, < fa = L. aurora, dawn :

see aurora and east.] Of or pertaining to the

dawn; eastern. [Poetical.]
The Mithra of the Middle World,

That sheds Eoan radiance on the West
Sir //. Taylor, Isaac Comnenus, ili 5.

Eocene (e'o-sen), a. and n. [< Gr. fa, dawn (see
Eos). + Ktuv6f, recent.] I. a. 1. Literally, of
the dawu of the recent: applied in geology to
one of the divisions of the Tertiary, as origi-

nally suggested by Lyell. 2. In paleon., hav-

ing existed in this geological period: said of
animals whose remains occur in the Eocene.

II. . In geol., a division of the Tertiary. See
Tertiary.

From the same Eocene [Tertiary of the Rocky Moun-
tains] come the two earliest equities, Eohiyputt and Orc~

hippus, and a host of other strange forms, all of them
widely different from anything now living.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 614.

Eohyus (e-o-hi'us), n. [NL., < Gr. fa, dawn,
+ if = L. sus, hog, swine: see swine.] A ge-
nus of Eocene swine, representing the oldest

type of the Suidte, founded upon remains from
the Lower Eocene of North America. Marsh,
1877.

Eolian, Eolic. See Molian, Molic.

Eolidae, Eolididae, n.pl. Less proper forma of

JZolididtn.

Eolidinae, H. pi. See JSolidinas.

eolipile, eolipyle, n. See a-olipile.

Eolis, M. See Molia.
eolithic (e-o-lith'ik), a. [< Gr. fa, the dawn,
+ /.ithf, a stone.] In archaol., of or pertain-
ing to the early part of the paleolithic period
of prehistoric time.

eon, aeon (e'on), n. [< LL. aeon (def. 2), < Gr.

aiuv, a period of existence, an age, a lifetime,
a long space of time, eternity, later in philos.
an eon (def. 2), = L. aevum, OL. axiom, a space
of time, an age, = Goth, aiws, an age, a long
period: see ayi, aye*, age, etern.] 1. A long

space of time ; a secular period, either indefi-

nite or limited to the duration of something, as
a dispensation or the universe : used as equiv-
alent to age, era, or cycle, and sometimes to

eternity.
Then a scratch with the trusty old dagger . . . will save

... me from any more philosophic doubts for a few trout
of ages, till we meet again in new lives.

Kingtley, Hypatla, xxl.

Where, irons ago, with half-shut eye,
The sluggish saurian crawled to die.

Lowell, Pictures from Appledore.
Out of the deep,

Where all that was to be, In all that was,
Whlrl'd for a million ceoiu thro' the vast
Waste dawn of multitudinous-eddying light.

Tennyson, I>e Profundis.

The rigidity of old conceptions has been relaxed, the

public mind being rendered gradually tolerant of the idea
that not for six thousand, nor for sixty thousand, nor for
six thousand thousand, but for eon* embracing untold
millions of years, this earth has been the theatre of life

and death. Tyndall.

2. In Platonic philos., a virtue, attribute, or

perfection existing throughout eternity. The
rlatonists represented the Deity as an assemblage of eons.
The Gnostics considered eons as certain substantial powers
or divine natures emanating from the Supreme Deity, and
performing various parts in the operations of the universe.

eonian, aeonian (e-6'ni-an), a. [< Gr. aiuvtof,

lasting for an age, perpetual, eternal, < aiuv, an
age: see eon.] Lasting for eons or ages ; ever-

lasting. [Poetical.]
Streams that swift or slow

Draw down Ionian hills, and sow
The dust of continents to be.

Tcnnyton, In Meiuorlam, xxxv.

Some sweet morning yet, hi God's
Dim (eonian periods,
Joyful I shall wake to see
Those I love who rest In Thee.

Whittier, Andrew Rykman's Prayer.

eonlc, aeonic (e-on'ik), a. [< eon, (eon, + -ic.]

Cyclic; eternal.

Suns are kindled and extinguished. Constellations

spread the floor of heaven for a time, to be swept away by
the ceonic march of events. Winchell, World-Life, p. 547.

eonist, aeonist (e'o-nist), n. [< eon, a:on, + -ist.]

One who believes in the eternal duration of the
world. -V. E. D.

Eonycteris (e-o-nik'te-ris), M. [NL., < Gr. fa,
dawn, the east, + mmplf, a bat.] A genus of

fruit-bats, of the macroglossine section of Ptt-



Eonycteris

ropodidce, represented by E. spclwa, inhabiting
caves in Burma, and differing from Notopteris in

the dental formula. The teeth are, in each hall-jaw,
2 incisors, 1 canine, and 3 premolars above and below, and
2 upper and 3 lower molars. The index-finger has no claw,
as in Notopteris.

eophyte (e'o-fit), n. [< Gr. r/itf, dawn, + <t>vrov,

a plant, < gfteomu, grow.] In paleon., a fossil

plant found in eozoic rooks.

eophytic (e-o-fit'ik), a. [< eopltyte + -ic.] Of
or pertaining to eophytes ; relating to the old-

est fossiliferous rocks
;
eozoic.

Eopsaltria (e-op-sal'tri-a), n. [NL. (Swainson,
1831), < Gr. ?;<jf, dawn, the east, + tyaATpia, a

female harper : see Psaltria.'] A genus of Aus-
tralian and Oceanican shrikes, containing such
as E. australis and E. gularis.

eorlt, n. The Anglo-Saxon form of earl.

Eos (e'os), n. [Gr. qdif. Attic cwf, Doric doc,
JEolic avuf, the dawn, the east, = L. aurora =
E. east: see aurora and east.'] 1. In Gr. myth.,
the goddess of the dawn, who brings up the

rosy light of day from the east : same as the

Roman Aurora. She was represented in art

and poetry as a young and beautiful winged
maiden.

Eos either appears herself In a quadriga, in magnificent
form, or as the guide of the horses of the sun.

C. 0. Mutter, Manual of Archajol. (trans.), 400.

2. [NL.] A genus of lories, by some ranked

only as a section of Domicella, containing sev-

eral species, as E. histrio, E. rubra, E. cardi-

nalis, etc. Wagler, 1832.

eosin (e'o-sin), n. [< Gr. ?/u;, dawn, + -in2.]

Tetrabromfluoresce'in (C2<)H8Br,iO5 ), a valua-

ble dye derived from coal-tar products, forming
red or yellowish-red crystals. It forms a potassium
salt, the eosin of commerce, which is a brown powder,
soluble in water, and dyes silk and woolen goods rose-red.

Also eosinic acid.

If a transpiring branch be placed in a solution of eosin,
the colour, as is well known, gradually spreads over the
whole specimen, so that the leaves become discoloured
and the wood of the smallest twigs shows a bright pink
colour. Pros, of Cambridge Phil. Soc.

,
V. v. 358.

eosinate (e'o-sin-at), n. [< eosin + -ate1 .']
A

compound of eosin with a base, as potash or

soda.

eosinic (e-o-sin'ik), a. [< eosin + -ic.] Re-
lated to eosin Eosinic acid. Same as eosin.

eosinophil (e-o-sin'o-fil), a. Having affinity
for eosin : in bacteriology applied to the bodies
which are readily stained by eosin or other acid
aniline dyes.
eosphorite (e-os'fo-rlt), n. [So called in allu-

sion to its pink color; < Gr. iumjiopos, bringing
the dawn (used as a name of the morning star

;

cf. Lucifer and phospliorus) (< <Jf, ^<if, dawn, +
-ty6poc,, \ ipuv= E. bearl), + -ite2.] A hydrous
phosphate of aluminium and manganese, with
a small amount of iron. It occurs in prismatic crys-
tals and cleavable masses, usually of a delicate rose-pink
color. It is closely related to childrenite, which, however,
contains chiefly iron with but little manganese.
Eotkermm (e-o-the'ri-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

il&e, dawn, +
6'r/piov, a wild beast.] A genus

of fossil sirenians, founded upon the east of

a brain from nummulitic limestone of Eocene
age, in Egypt, near Cairo. E. cegyptiaemn is

notable as the oldest known form of the Sire-

nia.

-eous. [See -ous, -aceous, and the words mention-
ed below.] A termination consisting of -ous

with a preceding original or inserted vowel.

Compare -ious. It occurs in cretaceous, sebaceous, etc.

(See -aceous.) In some words it is a false spelling of -ious,
as in calcareous (Latin calcarius), beauteous, duteous (prop-
erly *beautious, *dutious) ; in hideous it is a substitute for

ous, and in gorgeous an accommodation of a different
termination. In righteous, and the occasional wrongeous,
wrongous, it is a perversion of tiie original -wis. See the
words mentioned.

eozoic (e-o-zo'ik), a. [< Gr. i)&t, dawn, +
(u/l, life.] Of or pertaining to the oldest fos-
siliferous rocks, such as the Laurentian and
Huronian of Canada, from the supposition that

they contain the first or earliest traces of ani-
mal life ; paleozoic.
Eozoon. (e-o-zo'on), n. [NL., < Gr. tj&f, dawn,+ f<5ov, animal.] A name given in 1865 by
the geologists of the Canada survey to a cer-
tain aggregate of minerals, viewed by them
as a fossilized organic body, belonging to the

Foraminifera. The best-characterized specimens of
so-called Eozoon exhibit on the polished surface to the
naked eye alternating bands of grayish and greenish color.
These bands, which are generally from one to four tenths
of an inch in thickness, vary considerably as regards the
regularity of their occurrence, and between them are fre-

quently seen layers of a mineral made up of fine parallel
fillers. The whitish mineral is usually calcite ; the green-
ish, serpentine ; and the fibrous bands are the variety of

1960

serpentine called chrysotile. Microscopic examination
has shown that the whole is an alteration-product of

various minerals. The calcite has frequently running
through it, and grouped in a great variety of ways, branch-

ing forms, which were supposed by the advocates of the

foraminiferal nature of the Eozoon to represent the canal-

system of that form of organisms. This same structure

has, however, been frequently observed in minerals form-

ing part of rocks of undoubted igneous origin, as well as

in those occurring as veinstones, and there can no longer
be any doubt as to the inorganic nature of the Eozoon.

This supposed foraminifer, having been found in rocks

called at that time Azoic, and later Archsean, was believed

to be the oldest recognized organic form, and to represent
the "dawn of life"; hence the generic name. The sup-

posed species was called E. canadense by J. W. Dawson.

eozoonal (e-o-zo'pn-al), a. [< Eozoon + -al.]

Pertaining to or characterized by the supposed
fossil called Eozoon : as, eozoonal structure.

The calcium and magnesium carbonates were very un-

equally distributed in the eozoonal limestones.

Science, IV. 327.

Eozoonina (e-o-zo-o-ni'na), n. pi. [NL., < Eo-
zoon + -ina.~]

'

A group of supposed foramini-

fers, represented by Eozoon, whose tests form

irregular or acervuline adherent masses. Also

Eozodnince, as a subfamily of Nummulinidce.

ep-. The form of epi- before a vowel.

ep. A common abbreviation of epistle.

epacrid (ep'a-krid), n. A member of the order

Epaeridacete.
Certain acacias, epacrids. Encyc. Brit., IX. 156.

Epacridacese (ep"a-kri-da'se-e), n. pi. [< Epa-
cris (-id-) + -acece."] A natural order of mono-

petalous exogens, very closely allied to the Eri-

cacecf, but distinguished by one-celled, unap-
pendaged anthers opening by a longitudinal
slit. There are about 25 genera and over 300 species,
natives of Australia and the Pacific islands, with a single

species on the western coast of Patagonia. The largest

genus is Leucopogon, some species of which bear edible

berries. The order contains many very ornamental spe-

cies, sparingly represented in greenhouses.

Epacris (ep'a-kris), n. [NL., so called in al-

lusion to the terminal spikes of the flowers (cf.

Gr. 7raK/MOf, on the

heights), < Gr. iiri,

upon, T axpov, top.
summit : see aero-.]
The typical genus
of the order Epacri-
dacece, of 25 shrub-

by, heath-like spe-
cies, mostly Aus-
tralian. From the
abundance and beauty
of their flowers, which
are generally in leafy
spikes, several species
have been favorites in
cultivation.

epact (e'pakt), n.

[< OF. epacte, F.

tpacte = Sp. Pg.
It. epacta, < LL.
epacta, always in

pi. epactfB, < Gr.

evaKTi], the epact,
pi. manrai (so. fi/ii-

pai), intercalary days, fern, of emjKrof, brought
in, intercalated, adscititious, < kirayuv, bring in

or to, add, intercalate, < sir/, to, + aytiv = L.

agere, bring, lead: see act, etc.] 1. The ex-
cess of a solar over a lunar year or month.

Hence, usually 2. A number attached to a

year by a rule of the calendar to show the age,
in days completed and commenced, of the cal-

endar moon at the beginning of the year that

is, on January 1st in the Gregorian, Victorian,
and early Latin calendars, or March 22d in the

Dionysian calendar, or old style. A rule for the

epact has been attached to every calendar of the Western
churches, except the German Evangelical calendar of A. D.

1700-1779. The epact usually increases by 11 from one
year to the next, 30 being subtracted from the sum when
the latter exceeds 30 (a circumstance which indicates 13
new moons in the year) ; but in some years the increase
is 12 instead of 11, and this is called a leap of the moon.
In the Gregorian calendar the increase is sometimes only
10. In the earliest calendars the leaps of the moon took

place every 12 years, and later every 14 ; but since the

adoption of the Victorian calendar in the fifth century,
they have taken place every 19 years. To find the epact
in old style, divide the number of the year by 19, take 11

times the remainder after division, divide the product by
30, and the remainder after this division is the epact.
When there is no remainder, some chronologers make the

epact 29, but 30 is preferable. This epact shows the age
of the calendar moon on March 22d, by means of which
the age on every other day can be calculated, by allowing
alternately 29 and 30 days to a lunation. This would also

agree with the age of the mean moon were the calendar

perfect. The intercalary day of leap-year necessarily re-

moves the calendar moon one day from the mean moon
in certain years ; and the error of the 19-year period ac-

cumulates to one day every 310 years, so that to approxi-
mate more closely to the age of the moon the epact should

Flowcri Bran
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be increased by 2 for every 300 years from the middle of

the fifth century. It should also be increased by 1 for

leap-years and years following leap-year. The Grego-
rian epact exceeds the Dionysian by 1 in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, agrees with it in the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries (but instead of 30 an

asterisk, *, is written), and falls short of it by 1 in the

twentieth and twenty-first centuries. This irregularity
is because the Gregorian epact receives a solar correction,

being a deduction of 1, at the advent of every century-

year not a leap-year, and a lunar correction, being an ad-

dition of 1, every 300 years beginning with A. I). 1800 until

seven such corrections have been applied, when 400 years

elapse before a new series of seven corrections commences.
This is called the cycle or period of epacts. The Grego-
rian epact shows the age of the calendar moon on Janu-

ary 1st. This will rarely differ by more than one day from
the real moon. Annual epact, the excess of the Julian

solar over the lunar year of 12 lunations, being 10.9 days.

Astronomical epact, the epact in sense 1. Enibolis-
mic epact, an epact exceeding 18, so that that of the fol-

lowing year will be less or '. Epact of a day, the age
of the calendar moon on that day. Gregorian epact,
the epact of the Gregorian calendar. Julian epact, a

number showing the age of the Gregorian calendar moon
on January 1st in the old style. Menstrual epact, the

excess of a civil calendar month over a synodical month,
or the amount by which the moon is older at the end than
at the beginning of the calendar month.

epactal (e-pak'tal), a. [< Gr. en-a/mfc, brought
in, intercalated "(see epact), + -al.~] In anat.

and anthropol., intercalated or supernumerary,
as a bone of the skull; Wormian. All the ordi-

nary Wormian bones, the epipteric bone, etc.,

are epactal.

epagoge (ep-a-go'je), . [< LL. epagoge, < Gr.

e-rrayuyji, induction, < iir&yeiv, lead to, bring on,
add: see epact."] 1. Induction

;
more loosely, in

rhet., proof by example; argumentation from
a similar case or cases, or by contrast with dis-

similar cases: rhetorical induction. Extended or

strict induction is not feasible in oratory, as it would weary
instead of convincing. See example and paradigm.
2. [cap.'] [NL.] In entom., a genus of lepidop-
terous insects. Hilbner.

epagogic (ep-a-goj'ik), a. [< epagoge + -ic.]

Pertaining to induction.

epagomenal (ep-a-gom'e-nal), a. [< Gr. tirayit-

fievof (tTray6jjvai rjfjiipai, intercalated days), ppr.

pass, of ewayeiv, bring on, add, intercalate : see

epact.~\ Remaining over as a part of one period
after the completion of another Epagomenal
days, in the Alexandrian and other calendars, 5 or 6 days
remaining over after the completion of 12 months of 30

days each, to complete the year, and not included in any
month.

epaleaceous (e-pal-e-a'shius), a. [< NL. epa-

leaceus, < L. e- priv.' + palea, chaff, + -aceous,

q. v.] In lot., without chaff or chaffy scales.

epalpate (e-pal'pat), a. [< L. e- priv. + NL.
palpus, a feeler: see palp.] In entom., having
no palps or feelers.

epanadiplosis (ep"a-na-di-pl6'sis), n. [LL., <

Gr. eiravadtTr^uaic, a doubling, repetition,
< ewa-

vaSmTMvv, double, < ETTI, upon, + avafm'kovv, dou-
ble: see anadiplosis.'] In rhet., a figure by which
a sentence begins and ends with the same word :

as, "Rejoice in the Lord alway : and again I say,

Rejoice," Phil. iv. 4.

epanalepsis (ep"a-na-lep'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

ETravdA^ff, a repetition, regaining, < tTrawzAa//-

[idvetv, take up again, repeat, < eiri, upon, + ava-

Aa/tBdveiv, take up : see analepsis.~\ In rhet., rep-
etition or resumption; especially, a figure by
which the same word or phrase is repeated
after one or more intervening words, or on re-

turning to the same subject after a digression.
An example of epanalepsis is found in 1 Cor. xi. : "(v. 18)
When ye come together in the church, I hear that there
be divisions among you. . . . (v. 20) When ye come toge-
ther therefore into one place, this is not to eat the Lord's

supper."

epanaphora (ep-a-naf 'o-rii), n. [L., < Gr.

eiravtvpopd, a reference, repetition, < faavaQepeiv,

bring back again, refer, < firi + iwatykpuv, bring
back: see anaphora.] Inr/iet, a figure by which
the same word or group of words is repeated
at the beginning of two or more clauses, sen-

tences, or verses in immediate succession or in

the same passage. This figure is very frequent in the
Book of Psalms ; as, for example, in the twenty-ninth
Psalm, the phrase

" Give unto the Lord
"

is used three
times in the first two verses, and the phrase "The voice
of the Lord

"
occurs seven times in verses 3-9. Similarly,

the words "
by faith

"
or ' *

through faith
"
(both renderings

representing the one Greek word, n-i'<rrei) begin eighteen
out of twenty-nine verses in Heb. xi. The name epanaph-
ora is retained when synonyms or words of similar mean-

ing are substituted for the word or words to be repeated :

as, "Praise the Lord, all ye Gentiles; and Inml him. all

ye people," Rom. xv. 11. The converse of epanaphora
is epiphora. Also called anaphora, and sometimes epib-
ole.

epanastrop.be (ep-a-nas'tro-fe), n. [NL., < Gr.

t-navatnpo^fi,
a return, repetition of a word at

the opening of a sentence, < CTravaarpe^etv, re-

turn, < lirl + avaoTpfyetv, turn back: see anas-

trophc.] In rlict., a figure by which a word or



epanastrophe

phrase which ends one clause or sentence is

immediately repeated as the beginning of the
next : samn as anadiplosis,

epanisognathism (ep
//

a-ni-gog'na-thizm). .

[As riiitiiiaiii/iiiilli-dux + -ism.] That inequality
of the teeth of opposite jaws in which the upper
are narrower than the lower ones.

The two types of anisoKimthi.sin urny be termed hypani-
soKimthism (Lcpus, IJiplarthra) anil epanitoanathimi (Ca-
viiJ.io. Cop,-. Vincr. Niit., XXII. II.

epanisognathous (ep'a-ni-sog'na-thus), a. [<
Or. iiri, upon, over, + aviaof, unequal, T j-vaflof,

jaw. Cf. anisognathous.] Having the upper
teeth narrower than the lower ones

j
marked by

that case of anisognathism which is the oppo-
site of

hypanisognathism. Cope.
epanodont (e-pan'o-dont), a. [< NL. "epano-
<? (-odont-), < Gr. 'cirdvu, above, on top (< tiri,

upon, + &vu, above : see epi- and ano-), + oioif

(odovr-) = E. tooth.] Having only upper teeth,
as a serpent; of or pertaining to the Epano-
donta.

Epanodonta (e-pan-o-don'ta), n. pi. [NL..
neut. pi. of "epanodus (-odont-): see epanodont.']
A suborder of angiostomous O}>hidia having
only upper teeth, whence the name : contermi-
nous with the family TypJtlopidte (which see).
The technical characters are otherwise the same as those
of Catodonta, excepting that the maxillary is free and ver-
tical and there is no puhis.

epanodos (e-pan'o-dos), n. [NL., < Or. exavo-

ooc, a rising up, a return, recapitulation, < tiri,

upon, to, -t- Avooof, a way up: see anode.] In
rhet. : (a) Recapitulation of the chief points or
heads in a discourse

; enumeration ; especially,
recapitulation of the principal points in an
order the reverse of that in which they were
previously treated, recurring to the last point
first, and so returning toward the earlier topics
or arguments. (6) Repetition of names or top-
ics singly, with further discussion or charac-
terization of each, after having at first merely
mentioned or enumerated them.
epanody (e-pan'6-di), n. [< Gr. MvoSos, a re-
turn: see epanodos.] In bot., the reversion of
an abnormally irregular form of flower to a
regular form.

epanorthosis (ep'an-6r-tho'sis), n. [LL., < Gr.

eirav6p6<jatf, a correction, < inavop66ctv, set up
again, restore, correct, < hrl, upon, to, 4- avop-
Boeiv, set up again, < avd, up, -t- bp66etv, make
straight, < op66f, straight.] In rhet., a figure
consisting in immediate revocation of a word
or statement in order to correct, justify, miti-

gate, or intensify it, usually the last : as,
" Most

brave act. Brave, did I say T Most heroic act."
Also called epidiorthosis.

epanthem (e-pan'them), n. (X Gr. fir&vOqfta (see
the def.), < eiravOelv, bloom, effloresce, be on the

surface, < eiri, upon, + avSetv, bloom.] Abloom-
ing; efflorescence; the most striking part.
Epanthem of Thymaridas, a rule of algebra to the ef-

fect that, if the sum of a number of quantities be given,
together with all the sums of the first of them added to
each of the others, then the sums of these pairs dimin-
ished by the flrst sum is the flrst quantity multiplied by a
number less by 2 than the number of the quantities.

epanthous (e-pan'thus), a. [< Gr. M, upon, +
avthf, a flower.] In bot., growing upon flow-

ers, as certain fungi.
epapillate (e-pa-pfi'at), a. [< NL. "epapilla-
tun, < L. e-priv. + papilla, nipple: see papilla.]
Not papillate; destitute of papillae or protu-
berances.

epapophyses. . Plural of cpapophysis.
epapophysial (ep'a-po-fiz'i-al), a. [< epa-
pophysis + -al.] Pertaining to an epapophy-
sis : as, an epapophysial process.
epapophysis (op-a-pof'i-sis), n. ; pi. epapophy-
ses (-sez). [NL., < Gr. eni, upon, + axtxfvais,
an outgrowth, apophysis: see apophysis.] In
anat., a median process of a vertebra upon the
dorsal aspect of its centrum : opposed to hypa-
pophysis.
epappose (e-pap'os), a. [< L. e- priv. + NL.
pappus, pappus.] In bot., having no pappus.
eparch (ep'ark), n. [< Gr. tvapxof, a com-
mander, prefect. < M, on, + aprfi, government,
rule, < fipxetv, rule.] 1. In ancient and modern
Greece, the governor or prefect of an eparchy.

1961

territory under the jurisdiction of an eparch or

governor ;
in modern Greece, a subdivision of

a nomarchy or province, itself divided into

denies, corresponding to the arrondissements
and communes of France. 2. In the early
church and in the Or. Ch., an ecclesiastical di-

vision answering to the civil province. An eparchy
was a subdivision of a diocese In the ancient sense, that

is, a patriarchate or exarchate, and in its turn contained
dioceses in the modern tense (paraecia). In the liusslon
church all dioceses are called eparchies.

eparterial (ep-ar-te'ri-al), a. [< Gr. M, upon,+ aprqpia, artery: see artery, arterial.] Situ-
ated above an artery.
epatka (e-pat'ktt), n. An Alaskan name of the
horned puffin, ifratercula corniculata. //. /i .

Elliott.

epaule (e-pal'), n. [< F. epaule, the shoulder:
see epaulet.] In fort., the shoulder of a bas-

tion, or the angle made by the face and flank.

epaulement, . See epaulment.
epaulet, epaulette (ep'a-let), n. r= D. G. Pan.

epaulette = Sw. epalett, < F. epaulette, an epau-
let, dim. of epaule, OF. espaule, espalle = Pr.

espatla = Sp. Pg. espalda = It. spalla, the shoul-

der, < L. spatula, a broad piece, a blade, ML.
the shoulder: see spatula.] 1. A shoulder-

piece ;
an ornamental badge worn on the shoul-

der; specifically, a strap proceeding from the

collar, and terminating on the shoulder in a

disk, from which depends a fringe of cord, usu-

ally in bullion, but sometimes in worsted or
other material, according to the rank of the

wearer, etc. EpauleU were worn In the British arm)
until 1865, and are still worn in the navy by all officers of
and above the rank of lieutenant, and by some civil offi-

cers. They were worn by all officer* In the United States

army until 1872 ; since that time only general officers wear
them ; all other commissioned officers wear shoulder-
knota of gold bullion. All United States naval officers

above the grade of ensign wear epaulets. In the French
army the private soldiers wear epaulets of worsted. See

shtjulder-strap, ehoulder-knot.

Their old vanity was led by art to take another turn : it

was dazzled and seduced by military liveries, cockades,
and epaulets. Burke, Appeal to Old Whigs.

2. (a) The shoulder-piece in the armor of the
fourteenth century, especially when small and
fitting closely to the person, as compared with
the large pauldron of later days.
The epautettet are articulated.

J. Hewitt, Ancient Armour, II. Ix.

(6) The shoulder-covering of splints forming
part of the light and close-fitting armor of the

'

The prefects and the eparcha will resort
To the Bucoleon with what speed they may.

Sir H. Taylor, Isaac I'omnenus, 11. 3.

2. In the Russian Ch., a bishop as governing
an eparchy; especially, a metropolitan. See
<l>iii-<-lty, '2.

eparchy (ep'iir-ki), . : pi. c/iarrliiey (-kiz). [<
Gr.

eirapx'", t.lirapxof, eparch : see eparch.] 1.
In ancient Greece, a province, prefecture, or

Epaulets, tsth and i6th centuries.

I From Vlollet-le-nuc's
"
Diet, du Mobilier fran^ais.")

sixteenth century. 3. In dressmaking, an or-
nament for the shoulder, its form changing
with the different fashions. 4. In entom., the

tegula or plate covering the base of the anterior

wing in hymenopterous insects. [Rare.]
epauleted, epauletted (ep'a-let-ed), a. [<
epaulet + -ea2.] Furnished with epaulets.
The secretary did not entertain the highest opinion of

his epauletted siilwrdinates. If. A. Rev., CX I.II. 546.

epauliere (a-po-lyar'),
n. [< F. epauliere, OF.

epauliere, also called espaulle, < Epaule, espaule,
the shoulder: see epaulet.] In armor, the de-

vices, more or less elaborate

according to the period, etc.,

serving to protect the shoul-

der, or to connect breastplate
and backpiece at the shoul-
der. Also espauliere.

epaulment, epaulement (e-

pal'ment), n. [F. epaulement,
< <

:

i>niiler, shoulder, support,
protect by an epaulment, <

Epaule, the shoulder: see

epaule.] In fort., originally,
a mass of earth raised for the

purpose either of protecting
a body of troops at one ex-

tremity of their line, or of

forming a wing or shoulder of
a battery to prevent the guns
from being dismounted by an enfilading fire.

The term is now, however, used by the artillery arm of
the service to designate the whole mass of earth or other

t, fepaulifcre, about
135. (From Viol let-

ependytes
material which protects the guns In a battery both In
front and on either flank ; ami an epaulment can be dU-
UiiKUished from a parapet only by being without the ban-
quette or step at the foot of the interior side on which the
men stand to Are over a parapet IU application Include!
the covering mass for a mortar-battery, also the maw
thrown up to screen reserve artillery.

epaxal (ep-ak'sal), a. Same as epaxial. Wilder.

epazial (ep-ak'si-al), a. [< Qr.trt, upon, + L.
axis, axis: see on*1

, axial.] In anat., of verte-
brates : (a) Situated upon or over the axis of the

body formed by the series of bodies of verte-
bra): opposed to Injiirtj'iitl : thus equivalent to
neural as distinguished from hemal, or to dor-
sal as distinguished from ventral.

From this axil [the back-bone) we hare seen correspond-
ing arches to arise and enclose the spinal marrow ; . . .

and such arches, as they extend above the axis, have been
termed epaxial. Mivart, Elem. Anat., p. 219.

(b) Situated upon the back or dorsal aspect of
a limb: thus, the elbow is epaxial.
Also epaxal, epiaxial.

epaxially (ep-ak'si-al-i), adv. In an epaxial
situation or direction: as, muscles which lie

epaxially.

Epeira (e-pi'rS), n. [NL., named in reference
to its web, prop. Epira, < Gr. M, on, + tlpof,

wool.] The typical genus of spiders of the

family Epeiridti, having a nearly globular ab-
domen. The common British garden-spider, diadem-
spider, or cross-spider, B. diadema, Is a handsome and
characteristic species ; there are many others. Walckenarr,
1806. See cut under IT-TIT tjtidrr

Epeiridae (e-pi'ri-de), n. pi. [NL.;
< Epeira +

-ida;.] A family of sedentary orbitelarian spi-
ders which spin circular webs consisting of ra-

diating threads crossed by a spiral. They have
two pulmonary sacs, the flrst two pairs of legs longer than
the others, and eight eyes, of which the lateral pairs are

widely separated from the middle four. It is a large fam-
ily of brightly colored and in some cases oddly shuped spe-
cies, among the most showy of spiders. They make no at-

tempt to conceal the web. Epeira is the leading genus ;

Nepnila is another. Also Ejnridcf.

Epeirote, Epeirot, ". See Epirote.

epeisodion (ep-I-so'di-on), n.
; pi. epcisodia (-ft).

[< Gr. iireiaMtov : see episode.] In the anc. Gr.

drama, especially in tragedy, a part of a play
following upon the first entrance (the parodos)
of the chorus, or upon the entrance or reen-
trance of actors after a stasimon or song of the
whole chorus from its place in the orchestra;
hence, one of the main divisions of the action
in a drama; a division of a play answering ap-
proximately to an act in the modern drama.

epencephal (ep-en'sef-al), . Same as epen-

cephalon.
epencephala, n. Plural of eiiencephalon.

epencephalic (e-pen-se-fal'ik or ep-en-sef'a-
fik), a. [< epencephalon + -ic.] 1. Of or per-
taining to the epencephalon : as, the epencephal-
ic region of the brain. 2. Occipital, as a bone;
hindmost, as one of four cranial segments or so-

called cranial vertebrae. Owen.

The epencephalic or occipital vertebra has also a neural
and a luemal arch.

Toad and Bowman, Physlol. Anat., II. 507.

epencephalon (ep-en-sef'a-lon), n. ; pi. epen-
cephala (-IS). [NL.. < Gr. exi, on, + tyxf^a/'of,
the brain: see encepnalon.] In anat.: (a) That

part
of the brain which consists of the cerebel-

lum and pons Varolii. Also called metencepha-
lon (which see). (6) The foregoing together
with the medulla oblongata.
While It is convenient to recognize the epencephalon, its

precise limits are difficult to assign.
Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 478.

Also epencephal.
ependutes, n. See ependytes.
ependyma (e-pen'di-mft), n. [NL., < Gr. ivtv-

3vua, an upper garment, < eirevdiecv. ivevivvttv,

put on over, < hi, upon, over, + hivetv, put on,
> h'fvfia, a garment: see endyma.] The lining
membrane of the cerebral ventricles (except
the fifth) and of the central canal of the spinal
cord. Also endyma.
ependymal (e-pen'di-mal), a. [< ependyma +
-al.] Of or pertaining to the epeudyma of the

brain; entocoelian, with reference to the lining
membrane of the cavities of the brain : as, epen-
dymal tissue. Also endymal.
ependymitis (e-pen-di-rm'tis), H. [< ependyma
+ -itis.] Inpathol., inflammation of the epen-
dyma.
ependysis (e-pen'di-sis), . [MGr. exMvoic, <
Gr. evtvdiieiv, put on over: see ependyma.] Same
as ependytes (b).

ependytes (e-pen'di-tez), n. [LL., < Gr.

oiT^f ,
a tunic worn over another, < c-evdi-eiv, put

on over: see ependyma.] In the Gr. Ch. : (a)

Anciently, an outer mantle or garment, usually



ependytes

of skins, worn especially by monks and her-

mits. Apparently the name was sometimes re-

tained even when it was the only garment. (6)

The outer altar-cloth. Also called ependysis,

haploma, and trapezophoroii. Also ependutes.
While the catasarka is being fastened to the table,

Psalm 132 is sung ; and while the ependutes is laid over

it, Psalm 93 is sung. J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 1045.

epenetict (ep-e-net'ik), a. [Formerly also epe-

bestowing praise.
In whatever kind of poetry, whether the epick, the

dramatick, . . . the epasnetick, the bucolick, or the epi-

gram. E. Phillips, Theatrum Poetarum, Pref.

epenthesis (e-pen'the-sis), n. [LL., < Gr. mh-
Beaif, insertion, as of a letter, <

"ETr^vfferof^
in-

serted, < iKevrideoOat, insert, < CTH, upon, + hri-

OeaScu, put in, < EV, in, + riBcadai, put : see thesis.]

In gram., the insertion of a letter or syllable
in the middle of a word, as alitttum for alitum.

Epenthesis is the addition of elements, chiefly to facili-

tate pronunciation. S. S. Haldeman, Etymology, p. 29.

epenthesy (e-pen'the-si), n. [< LL. epenthesis.]
Same as epenthesis.

epenthetic (ep-en-thet'ik),
a. [< Gr. enev6eriK6f,

inserted, < *eirev6croi, inserted, < cirevriBeaSm,

insert: see epenthesis.] Of the nature of epen-
thesis

;
inserted in the middle of a word.

In a language that permits the coexistence of three ac-

centuations of one word, ... as Modern Greek does, the

shifting of an accent from an original to an epenthetic
vowel cannot be regarded as astonishing or abnormal.

Amer. Jour. Philol., V. 611.

epergne (e-pern'), n. [Appar. < F. epargne,

thrift, economy, though the connection is not
clear. The French word equivalent to epergne,

especially in the sense of a purely ornamental
or artistic piece, is surtout.] An ornamental

piece serving as a centerpiece for the dinner-

table, and, in its complete form, having one or
several baskets or small dishes, which are usu-

ally detachable and serve to contain flowers,

fruit, bonbons, and other articles of the dessert,
etc. : sometimes merely ornamental, as a group
of figures. Epergnes are usually of silver,
sometimes of gilt bronze, glass, or other ma-
terial.

Epernay (a-per-na'), . [< Epernay, a town in

France.] 1. A white French wine produced
near Epernay, in the department of Marne, fa-

mous since the middle ages. 2. A name given
to certain sparkling champagnes, usually be-
cause the manufacturing establishments are

situated about the town of Epernay.
eperotesis (ep-er-o-te'sis), n. [< Gr. eirep&Tqaif,
a questioning, consulting, < kirepwav, consult,

inquire, < eiri, upon, to, + cporrdv, ask, inquire:
see erotesis.] In rhet., the use of a question or

questions without expecting an answer from
another person, in order to express astonish-

ment, or to suggest to the minds of the hearers
answers favorable to the speaker's cause

;
es-

pecially, the use of an unbroken series of rhe-
torical questions. Sometimes called erotesis.

See hypophora.
Eperua (e-per'6-a), n. [NL., < Carib. eperu, the
name of the fruit.] A genus of tropical South
American leguminous trees, of
half a dozen species, of which
the wallaba (E. falcata) is the
most important. The tree is

abundant in the forests of British

Guiana, and bears a large, curiously
curved flat pod. Its wood is hard
and heavy, of a deep-red color, and
impregnated with a resinous oil,
which makes it very durable.

epexegesis (ep-ek-se-je'sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. i-neS-fiyrioif, a de-
tailed account, explanation, <

KeS;iiyeia6<u, recount in detail,
< M, upon, + e^rrfelaBai, re-

count, explain: see exegesis.]

Subjoined explanation or elu-

cidation; specifically, in rhet.,
the act of subjoining a word,
phrase, clause, or passage in order to explain
more fully the meaning of an indefinite or ob-
scure expression ;

the immediate restatement
of an idea in a clearer or fuller form.

epexegetic, epexegetical (ep-ek-se-jet'ik, -i-

kal), a. [< epexegesis (-get-) + -ic', -ical. Cf.

exegetic.] Subjoined by way of explanation;
marking an explanatory addition, or used in
additional explanation: as, an epexegetical
phrase; the epexegetic infinitive; and is some-
times epexegetic.

1962

epexegetically (ep-ek-se-jet'i-kal-i), adv. In or

as an explanatory addition ;
for the purpose of

additional explanation : as, a clause introduced

epexegetically ; the infinitive may be used epexe-

getically.

ephah, epha (e'fa), . [Repr. Heb. ephah (cf.

Coptic dipt, LGr. o'upi, oityei, LL. ephi), a mea-
sure : perhaps of Egyptian origin : cf . Coptic

epi, measure, op, dpi, count.] A Hebrew dry
measure, equal to the liquid measure called a
bath (which see).

Ye shall have just balances, and a just ephah, and a just
bath. The ephah and the bath shall be of one measure,
that the bath may contain the tenth part of an homer, and
the ephah the tenth part of an homer. Ezek. xlv. 10, 11.

And Gideon went in, and made ready a kid, and un-
leavened cakes of an ephah of flour. Judges vi. 19.

ephebe (ef'eb), . [< Gr. e^?/?of, a youth, < im,
upon, + tjli-n, youth: see Hebe.] In Gr. antiq.,

particularly at Athens, a young man, the son
of a citizen, between the ages of 18 and 20. At
Athens, upon attaining the age ol 18 each youth was sub-

jected to an examination as to his physical development
and his legal claims to citizenship, and received his first

arms. During the next two years his education, both men-
tal and physical, was taken in charge by the state, and con-
ducted under the most rigid discipline, in conformity with
a fixed course designed to prepare him to understand and
to perform the duties of citizenship. Upon being admitted
to take the sacred oath he received some of the citizen's

privileges, and he became a full citizen after completing
with honor his two years as an ephebe. Hence, in works
on Greek art, etc., the name is applied to any youth, par-
ticularly if bearing arms, or otherwise shown to be of free

estate. Also ephebos.

ephebeum (ef-e-be
'

um), n,
; pi. ephebea (-a).

[< Gr. 0i?/3eov,'< ei/a/faf, a youth: see ephebe.]
A building, inclosure, etc., devoted to the ex-

ercise or recreation of ephebes.
The ephebeum, the large circular hall in the centre of

the whole [thermae].
C. O. Miiller, Manual of Archa;ol. (trans.), 292.

ephebic (e-fe'bik), a. [< Gr. i<jyijiui6f, < 0)?/3of, a

youth: see ephebe.] Of or pertaining to an

ephebe, or to the ancient Greek system of pub-
lic instruction of young men to fit them for the
duties and privileges of citizenship.

It is possible, however, that the Diogeneium the only
gymnasium mentioned in the Ephebic inscriptions of the

imperial period was built about this time.

Encyc. Brit., III. 9.

ephebolic (ef-e-bol'ik), a. Of or pertaining to

ephebology; relating to the later adolescent
and the mature stages of an animal organism.
This [clinologic stage] immediately succeeded the ephe-

bolic stage, and during its continuance the nealogic and
ephebolic characteristics underwent retrogression.

Science, XI. 42.

ephebologic (e-fe-bo-loj'ik), a. [< ephebology +
-ic.] Characterized by the acquisition at puber-
ty and possession during adult life of specific
or peculiar features

;
of or pertaining to ephe-

bolo

ephemeris

the typical genus of May-flies or day-flies of

the family Ephemerida, having three long cau-

dal filaments. E. vulgata is a common European spe-
cies ; E. (Leptophlebia) cuputa is one of the commonest in

the northeastern United States. See cut under day-fly.

3. A May-fly, day-fly, or shad-fly; an epheme-
rid. See Ephemerida: and May-fly.
The Ephemera, weak as it is individually, maintains it-

self in the world by its prolificacy. Brooks and ponds
are richly populated with their young, and through the

summer, when they come to maturity and take their

flight, these delicate beings appeal- in immense numbers.

They rise from the waters of our great inland lakes, fall a

rapid prey to the waves, and are washed ashore in enor-

mous quantities, their dead bodies forming windrows,
comparable in extent with the sea-wrack of oceanic shores.

They settle down in clouds in the streets of the lake cities,

obscuring the street-lamps, and astonishing the passer-by.
Stand. Sat. Hist., II. 152.

4. Anything very short-lived.

ephemera2
(e-fem'e-ra), n. Plural of ephem-

eron.

Ephemerae (e-fem'e-re), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

ephemera 1
.] The May-flies collectively, with-

out implication of their taxonomic rank as a

group.
ephemeral (e-fem'e-ral), . and n. [< ephemer-
ous + -a/.] I. a. 1. In zool., lasting but one

day; ephemeric; ephemerous. Hence 2. Ex-

isting or continuing for a very short time only ;

short-lived; transitory.
Esteem, lasting esteem, the esteem of good men like

himself, will be his reward, when the gale of ephemeral
popularity shall have gradually subsided.

V. Knox, Grammar Schools.

Ephemeral monsters, to be seen but once !

Things that could only show themselves and die.

Wordsworth, Pi-elude, x.

This suggests mention of the ephemeral group of lyrists
that gathered about the serials of his time.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 255.

They [reviews] share the ephemeral character of the
rest of our popular literature.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 55.

Also, rarely, ephemerie.
= Syn. 2. Transient, fleeting, evanescent.

fl. n. Anything which lasts or lives but for

a day or for a very short time, as certain in-

sects.

ephemerality (e-fem-e-ral'i-ti), n. : pi. epheme-
ralities (-tiz). [< ephemeral + -ity.] The qual-
ity or state of being ephemeral; that which is

ephemeral ; a transient trifle.

This lively companion . . . chattered ephemeralities
while Gerard wrote the immortal lives.

C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, Ixi.

ephemeran (e-fem'e-ran). a. and n. [< ephemer-
ous + -an.] Same'asejjJiewieroZ. [Bare.]
ephemeric (ef-e-mer'ik), a. [< ephemer-ous +
-ic.] Same as 'ephemeral.

ephemerid (e-fem'e-rid), n. In entom., an in-

sect of the family Ephemerida.
Ephemeridae (et-e-mer'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Ephemera1
, 2, + -ides.] The typical and single

family of pseudoneuropterous insects of theoology. family of pseudoneuropterous insects of the
ephebology (ef-e-bol 0-31),

n. [< Gr. %/3of, suborder Ephemerina; the May-flies, day-flies,a youth (see ephebe), + -Wyia,< ^yv, speak: or ephemerids, so called from the shortness of

Flower of F.perua
grandiflora.

, , ,

see-ology.] The science of puberty ; especial-
ly, the doctrine of the morphological correla-
tions of the later adolescent and earlier adult

stages of growth of any animal, during which
it acquires characters more or less specific or

peculiar to itself, in comparison with related

organisms. Hyatt, Proc. Best. Soc. Nat. Hist.,
1887.

Ephedra (ef'e-dra), n. [NL. ("quasi planta re-

bus vicinis insidens" Tournefort, 1700), < Gr.

M, upon, + I6pa, a seat.] A genus of low, di-

oecious, gnetaceous shrubs, of about 20 species,
found in desert or alkaline regions of the warm-
er temperate latitudes. Six or eight species occur in
the southwestern United States and northern Mexico.
They are nearly leafless, with numerous opposite or ter-

nate equisetum-like branches. The fruit consists of from
1 to 3 hard, coriaceous, triangular envelops, surrounded
by several pairs of bracts, and each inclosing a single seed.
The fruit, or the inclosing bracts, are sometimes fleshy.
The stems contain a considerable amount of tannin, and
are used as a popular remedy for venereal diseases.

ephelis (e-fe'lis), n. ; pi. ephelides (-li-dez).
[NL., < Gr. ifyi)kii;, Ityrfku; (-((5-), in pi. rough
spots which stud the face (or, according to

others, freckles, the sense taken in mod. use),
< Itrl, on, + r/hof, a nail, stud, wart (or, irreg., <

?;Aiop, the sun).] A freckle (which see).
ephemera 1

(e-fem'e-ra), n.
; pi. ephemera or

ephemeras (-re, -raz)!' [? NL. ephemera (in def . 1,

ac.febris, fever; "in def. 3, sc. musca, fly), fern.
of ephemerus, < Gr. ^tpo?, for the day, daily,
living but a day, short-lived (TO cQt/fiepov, an
insect, perhaps Ephemera longicauda; irtywrof

Itffispof, a fever lasting for a day) : see ephem-
erous.] 1. A fever which lasts but a day or a

very short period. 2. [cap.] [NL.] In en torn.,

their lives after reaching the perfect winged
state, in which they have no jaws, take no food,
but propagate and speedily die. The head is

small and rounded, with large eyes meeting on top, and
minute subulate 3-jointed antenna) ; the mouth-parts are

wanting or are very rudimentary ; the thorax is globose,
with a small collar-like prothorax ; the abdomen is elon-

gate and slender, terminated by 2 or 3 long, slender fila-

ments ; and the wings are closely net-veined, the hinder

pair much smaller than the fore, or wanting. Though
so fragile and fugacious in the imago, these insects in the
larval and pupal states are long-lived, existing many
months or for two or three years, have well-developed
jaws, and are predaceous ; they live in the water, and are
notable for molts or castings of the skin, sometimes to
the number of 20 ; they are well known to anglers as bait.

There are about 12 leading genera, and individuals of
various species swarm in prodigious numbers. In the
United States many of the species are indiscriminately
called shad-flies, from their appearance when shad are

running. Also Ephemerida, Ephemerides, Ephemerina,
Ephemerina?. See cut under day-fly.

ephemerides, . Plural of ephemeris; formerly
sometimes used as a singular.

ephemeridian (e-fem-e-rid'i-an), . [< ephem-
eris (-rid-) + -ian.] Delating to an ephemeris.
ephemerii, n. Plural of ephcmerius.
Ephemerina (e-fem-e-ri'nii), n. pi. [NL., <

Ejiliemcra
1

, 2, + -ina.] A snbordinal group
of pseudoneuropterous insects, the May-flies:
same as Agnafhi or Subuticornes.

ephemerinoUS (e-fem-e-ri'nus), a. [< Epheme-
ra1

, 2, + -iae1 + -ous.] Pertaining to or struc-

turally allied to the Eplicmerifla-.

ephemeris (e-fem'e-ris), n.
; pi. ephemerides (ef-

e-mer'i-dez). [< L. ephemeris, < Gr. tymteptf, a

diary, journal, calendar, < f/bfyftepof, for the
day,

daily: see ephemerous, ephemera*.] 1. A daily
record; a diary; a chronological statement of



ephemerls

events by days; particularly, an almanac; a
calendar: in this sense formerly sometimes with
the plural as singular. [Obsolete or archaic.]

He used to make unto himself an rplienu-ra or a jour-
nal, in which he used to write all such notable things as
either he did see or hear each day that passed.

Quoted in VrmlJ'urd's Works (I'arker Soc., 1853), II. xlx.

That calendar or ephemeridei, which he maketh ot the
diversities of times and seasons.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 8.

Are you the sage master-steward, with a face like an old

epttemerUles ? Beau, and PI., Scornful Lady, t 2.

2. In iixti-nii., a table or a collection of tables or
data showing the daily positions of the planets
or heavenly bodies, or of any number of them;
specifically, an astronomical almanac, exhibit-

ing the places of the heavenly bodies through-
out the year, and giving other information re-

garding them, for the use of the astronomer and
navigator. The chief publications of this sort are the
French " Connaissance des Temps

"
(from 1879), the ISritish

"
Nautical Almanack anil Astronomical Ephemeris

"
(from

1788), the Berlin " Astronomisches Jahrbuch
"
(from 1776),

and the "American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac"
(from 1855).

By comparing these observations with an ephemera
computed from a former orbit, three normal places were
found, the four observations made in May and June being
neglected. Science, III. 401.

3. Anything lasting only for a day or for a very
brief period; something that is ephemeral or
transient : especially, a publication or periodi-
cal of only temporary interest or very short
duration.

ephemerist (e-fem'e-rist), . [< ephemer-is +
-is*.] 1. One who"studies the daily motions
and positions of the planets ; an astrologer.

The night before he was discoursing of and slighting the
art of foolish astrologers, and genethliacal ephetneristt,
that pry Into the horoscope of nativities. Howll.

2. One who keeps an ephemeris; a diarist.

[Archaic.]
ephemerite (e-fem'e-rlt), n. [< NL. ephemeritex
(Geinitz, 1865), < Ephemeral, 2, + -ttes, E. -72.]
A fossil ephemerid.
ephemerius (ef-e-m'ri-us), n. ; pi. ephemerii
(-i). [< Qr. f^tyu^MOf. on, for, or daring the day,
serving for the day (NGr. as a noun, as in def.),

equiv. to i^epof, for the day: see ephemerous.]
In the Gr. Ch. : (a) The priest whose turn it

is to officiate
;
the officiant or celebrant. (6)

A priest in charge ;
a parish priest, (c) A do-

mestic chaplain, (rf) A monastic officer whose
duty it is to prepare, elevate, and distribute
the loaf used at the ceremony called the eleva-

tion of the
panagia. See panagia.

ephemeromorph (e-fem'e-ro-m6rf), n. [< Or.

tyij/iepos, for a day, ephemeral, + pop^fi, form.]
A general designation given by Bastian to the
lowest forms of life. E. D.
ephemeron (e-fem'e-ron), n.; pi. ephemera (-rS).

[NL., < Gr. tyi/pepov, a short-lived insect, he

May-lly : see ephemera1
. ] An insect which lives

but for a day or for a very short time
; hence,

any being whose existence is very brief.

If God had gone on still in the same method, and short-
ened our days as we multiplied our sins, we should have
been but as an ephemeron: man should have lived the life

of a fly or a gourd. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 25.

The ephemeron perishes in an hour; man endures for
his threescore years and ton. Whemll.

ephemerous (e-fem'e-rus), a. [< NL. ephemeras,
< Gr. eipi/fiepof, the more common form of iifai-

ptpioi;, on, for, or during the day, living or last-

ing but for a day, short-lived, temporary, < T/,

on, + fifitpa, dial, or poet, fatpn, autpa, ii/atp,

day. Cf. ephemeral, ephemeral.} Living or

lasting but for a day; ephemeral. Burke.

Ephemerum (e-fem'e-rum), n. [NL., < Gr. e<fij-

ftepor, a poisonous plant, neut. of eitfpepos, last-

ing but for a day: see ephemeron, ephemerous.']
A genus of mosses, belonging to the tribe Phas-
ce(e : formerly the type of the tribe Ephemerea;,
which is not now retained. There are 3 Brit-
ish and 7 American species.

Ephesian (e-fe'zian), a. and n. K L. Ephesius,
< Gr. 'E^tfo-iof, < 'E^co-of, Ephesus?] I. a. Of or

pertaining to Ephesus, an ancient city of Ionia
on the coast of Asia Minor at the mouth of the
river Cayster, famous as the seat of a peculiar
form of the worship of Artemis, for the legends
of Amazons connected with this eultus, for the
magnificent temple of Artemis (the Artemision
or Artemisium, commonly called the temple of

Diana), and as a large and importantcommercial
City. In t.'luUti;ui tinier Kpliesus became noted as a center
of St. Paul's work in Asia Minor (one of his epistles also
being inscribed "to the Ephesians"), as one of the seven

1963
dmn-hes of the Apocalypse, and as the residence and death-
place of St. John, afterwhom amodem village on the site Is

called AianUuk(i\\aA is, "A-yios ScoAoyoc, the Holy lii\ in.-j

It had the title of apostolic see, and its metropolitan had
a rank nearly equal to that of patriarch, till overshadowed
by the rise of the patriarchate of Constantinople. It was
also the scene of a number of ecclesiastical i.-onn>-iU. nn<>

of them ecumenical. Also A';/Afm<'. Epheslan Arte-
mis. See Diana. Ephesian or Epheslne Council, any
one of the several church councils held at Ephesus, the
earliest of which met in A. D. 196 to settle a dispute as to
the time of keeping Easter ; especially, the third general or
ecumenical council, held at Ephesus A. D. 431, under the
emperors Theodosius II. and Valentinian III., the most
prominent member of which was St. Cyril, patriarch of
Alexandria. It deposed Nestorlus, patriarch of Constan-
tinople, and condemned his teaching as to the person of
Christ. (See NettorianisiH.) It also decreed that no bishop
should subject to himself any ecclesiastical province which
had not from the beginning been under the authority of his

predecessors, and that any province so subjected should be
restored, and the original right* of each province always
remain inviolate. Ephesian or Ephesine Latroclnl-
um, a Eutychian council which met at Ephesus A. 1). 449.
It claimed to be ecumenical, but all Its acU were annulled
at the Chalcedonian council, A. 0. 451. See Latrocinium.
Epheslan or Epheslne liturgies, Epheslne class, fam-
ily, or group (of liturgies), the group or class to which the
ancient liturgies of Gaul and Spain belong, and probably
those of Britain also. The original or typical form repre-
sented by the various extant offices of this family is called
the Epherine liturgy.

The connection of this type of of-

fice with Ephesus Is a matter of inference. It is also
sometimes called the lituryy of St. Paul or o/ St. John.
See Gallican.

H. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Ephe-
sus : as, the epistle of Paul to the Ephesians.
What man Is there that knoweth not how that the city of

the Ephetiant is a worshipper of the great goddess Diana?
Acta xlx. 85.

2f. A boon companion ;
a jolly fellow.

P. Hen. What company?
Page. Ephcsiam, my lord ; of the old church.

Shale., 2 Hen. IV., II. 2.

Ephraitic

Ephesine (ef'e-sin), a. [< Gr. 'Kpeaof, Ephesus,
+ -in*1 .] Same as Ephesian.

ephesite (ef'e-sit), n. [< L. Ephesus, Gr. '<*-
oof, a city in Asia Minor (see Ephesian), * -<e2.]
A mineral consisting chiefly of the hydrous sili-

cate of aluminium, found near Ephesus. It is

related to margarite.
ephialtes (ef-i-al'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. ?ttrw,
35olio em&).TiK, nightmare, lit. one who

leaps
upon, < evi, upon, + id/Ufiv, verbal adj. taMf,
send, throw.] 1. The nightmare.
The Author of the Vulgar Errors tells us, that hollow

Stones are hung up in Stables to prevent the Night Mare,
or Ephialtet. Bourne"i Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 97.

2. [cop.] In ornith., a genus of owls : same as

Scops. Keyserling and Blasius, 1840. 3. [cop.]
In entom., a genus of ichneumon-flies, of the

subfamily Pimplince, containing insects of mod-
erate or small size with a long ovipositor, usu-

ally parasitic on lepidopterous larvae. There
are about 12 North American and nearly 20

European species. Schrank, 1802.

epbidrosis (ef-i-dro'sis), . [NL., < Gr. tyiSpu-

atf, superficial perspiration, < M, upon, + I6pu-

<r(f, perspiration, < iopoetv, perspire, sweat.] In
n i fil.. a sweating of any sort. Ephldrosls cru-
enta, hematidrosis.

ephippia. . Plural of ephippium.
ephippial (e-fip'i-al), a. [< ephippium + -al.~\

Of or pertaining to an ephippium Ephippial
ovum or egg, an egg inclosed in an ephippium, as that of
the genus Daphnia.

Bodiesof a different nature from these "agamic ova" . . .

are developed within the ovary, the substance of which
acquires an accumulation of strongly refracting granules
at one spot, and forms . . . the so-called ephippial ovum.

Huxley, Anat Invert., p. 250.

ephippiid (e-fip'i-id), n. A fish of the family
Evktpptida.

Ephippiidae (ef-i-pi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ephip-
pius + -ida;.'] In idith., a small family of chn-
todont fishes. They are characterized by the limita-
tion of the branchial apertures to the sides, and their

separation by a wide scaly isthmus extending from the
pectoral region to the chin

; the spinous and soft parts
of the dorsal tin are distinct ; the upper jaw is scarcely
protractile ; and the post-temporal or uppermost bone of
the shoulder-girdle is articulated by two processes with the
skull. It includes a few marine fishes, among which tin-

most notable are the species of Ch(rtodiiiterti.i, as C./aber,
of the Atlantic coast of the United States, known In the
markets of Washington anil Baltimore as the voray, but
not to be confounded with the porgy of New \ork. See
eut under Chcetodiptenu.

EphippiinSB (e-fip-i-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ephip-
pius + -inas.~\ The Ephippiidce rated as a sub-

family.
ephippioid (e-fip'i-oid), a. and n. [< Ephippius+ -<>i<?.] I. . Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Enhippiiaw.

II. H. A fish of the family Ephippiida:.
Ephippiorhynchus (e-np'i-o-riug'kus), n. [NL.
(Bonaparte, 1854), < Gr. t^Vmov, a saddle-cloth

(see ephippium), + piiyxos, bill.] A genus of
African storks, of the family Ciconiiate; the
saddle-billed storks, having a membrane sad-
dled on the base of the bill, whence the name.
K. Kneyalentii resembles the jabiru In its somewhat re-
curved bill, which is red, black, and yellow; the legs are
black, with reddish feet ; the plumage is white, with black
head, neck, wings, and tall.

ephippium (e-fip'i-um). n.
; pi. ephippia (-&).

[NL.,< L. rphippiu>H,<Gr. tyix-xtm (with or with-
out arpa/ia, a spread, covering, horse-cloth), a
horse-cloth, saddle-cloth, neut. of efiirntuf, for

putting on a horse, < brl, upon, + jjnroj = L.

equus, a horse: see Equus, hippo-.'] 1. In anat.,
the sella turcica or pituitary fossa of the hu-
man sphenoid bone, or other formation or ap-
pearance likened to a saddle. 2. In branchio-

pods, as Daphnia, an altered part of the cara-

pace,
of a saddle-shaped figure, representing a

large area over which both inner and outer lay-
ers of the integument have acquired a brown-
ish color, more consistency, and a peculiar tex-
ture. It is an alteration due to the develop-
ment of that kind of egg known as ephippial.

When the next moult takes place, these altered portions
of the integument, constituting the ephippiu in, are cast off,

together with the rest of the carapace, which soon disap-
pears, and then the ephippium is left, as a sort of double-
walled spring box (the spring t>efng formed by the original
dorsal junction of the two halves of the carapace) in which
the ephippial ova are enclosed. The ephippium sinks to

the bottom and, sooner or later, its contents give rise to

young Daphniaj. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 250.

3. [cap."] In entom., a genus of brachycerous
dipterous insects, of the family Slratiomyida:
The larv of E. thoracicum are found in ants'

nests. Latreille, 1802. 4. [cap.'] A genus of

mollusks. Bolten, 1798.

Ephippius (e-fip'i-us), n. [NL., < Gr. tyimnoc,
belonging to a horse or to riding: see ephip-
pium^] A genus of fishes, typical of the family
Ephippiidce. The long dorsal spine suggests the

whip of a coachman. Also written Ephippus.
G. Carter.

ephod (ef'od), n. [< LL. ephod (Vulgate), <

Heb. ephod, a vestment, < aphad, put on, clothe.]
1. A Jewish priestly vestment, specifically that
worn by the high priest. It was woven "of gold,
blue, purple, scarlet, and fine twined linen," and was made
in the form of a double apron, covering the upper part of
the body in front and behind, the two parts of the apron
being united at the shoulders by a seam or by shoulder-

straps, and drawn together lower down by a girdle of the
same material as that of the garment itself. On each
shoulder was fixed an onyx stone set in gold and engraved
with the names of six of the tribes of Israel, and just above
the girdle was fixed the breastplate of judgment. (See Ex.
xxvlii. 6-12.) In later times the ephod was not worn ex-

clusively by the high priest, but when worn by others, as

priests of lower rank, it was usually made of linen.

And David danced before the Lord with all his might ;

and David was girded with a linen ephod. 2 Sam. vi. 14.

The shirt of hair turn'd coat of costly pall,
The holy ephod made a cloak for gain.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, iv.

2. An amice : a name formerly sometimes used
in the Western Church, and also in use in the

Coptic and Armenian churches. See vakass.

ephor (ef'or), n. [< L. ephorus, < Gr. l^opof, an
overseer, title of a Dorian magistrate, < cipopav,

oversee, < M, upon, + &pdv, see, look at.] One
of a body of magistrates common to many an-
cient Dorian constitutions, the most celebrated

being that of the Spartans, among whom tho
board of ephors consisted of five members, and
was elected yearly by the people unrestrictedly
from among themselves. Their authority ultimate-

ly became superior to that of the kings, and virtually su-

preme before the office was abolished, in 225 B. c., by Cleo-
menes III., after killing the existing incumbenU. The
ephors were afterward reestablished by the Romans. Also
ephorus. Ephor eponymos. See rponymot.

ephoral (ef'or-al), a. [< ephor + -a/.] Of or

belonging to the office of ephor.
ephoralty (ef'or-al-ti), n. [< ephoral + -ty.]
The office or term of office of an ephor, or of
the ephors; the body of ephors.

Aristotle observes that the Ephoralty In Sparta was cor-

rupt. Quarterly See., CLXIII. IS.

ephorate(ef'or-at),n. [< ephor + -ateS.] Same
as ephoralty.

In Venice the Council served to keep the sovereign mul-
titude in check, itself belonging to the Gcrusia; in Sparta
the Ephorate rose out of the aristocratic demos, and kept
in check the monarchy and the principal families.

Von Ranke, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 134, not*.

ephorns (ef'or-us), n. ; pi. ephori (-1). [L.: see

ephor.'] Same as ephor.

Ephraitic (e-frn-it'ik), o. [< Ephra(im) + -ite*

r -c.] Of or pertaining to the Hebrew tribe
of Ephraim, or to the kingdom of Israel, poeti-
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cally called that of Ephraim from the promi- 6pi (a-pe'), [F - epi, an ear (of corn), top,

neuce of this tribe among the ten tribes which huial, < OF.espi, < L. spieus, rare form of spica,

a point, spike, or ear of

corn, top, tuft, etc. : see

.v/ff'A-e.]
A light slender

flnial of metal or terra-

cotta, ornamenting the
extremities or intersec-

tions of roof-ridges or

forming the termination
of a pointed roof or spire.

under the lead of Jeroboam separated from the

kingdom of Judah.

Ephthiamira (ef"thi-a-nu'ra), n. [NL.] A
genus of Australian warblers. E. albtfrons is the

white-fronted ephthlanure. Also written Epthianura and

HtpMhanura. Gould, Proc. Zool. Soc., 1837.

ephthlanure (ef'thi-a-nur), n. A bird of the ge-
nus Ephthianura.
Ephydra (ef'i-dra), . [NL. (Fallen, 1810), < __f ^__
Gr.

itfivSpof, living on the water, < em, upon, + epi-. [NL., etc., < Gr. em-

Mup (Mp-), water.] A genus of dipterous in- (before a vowel CT-, be-
sects or Hies, of the family Ephydridai, the larvse fore the rough breathin
of which are notable as living in prodigious

! - ' ' :i

numbers in salt or strongly alkaline waters.
The waters of Lake Mono in California swarm with millions

of E. califomica, which drift in immense quantities along
the shore. The larva) are used for food by the Indians, un-

der the name of koochahbee; ahuatle is the similar food

prepared from E. hians, a Mexican species which swarms
in Lake Tezcuco. The described North American species
are 11 in number. Also, improperly, Ephidra.

Ephydridae (e-fid'ri-de), n. pi. [NL. (Loew,
1863), < Ephydra + -irte.] A family of Diptera,

typified by the genus Ephydra, having the face

convex, without membranous antennal furrows,
oral cavity rounded, antennse short, and the

sixth abdominal segment small. The flies live in

wet places and the larva) in water, some of them only in

saline water. Also Ephydrinidce. Stenhammer, 1843.

ephymnium (e-fim'ni-um), n. ; pi. ephymnia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. ity'vfiviov, the burden or refrain of a

hymn, < em, upon, to, + v/tvof, hymn : see hymn.']
l". In anc. pros., originally, a brief standing
acclamation to a god following a number of

lines or a metrical system in a hymn; the

refrain at the end of a stanza in a hymn ;
in

e<t>-), < em, prep., witl

verbs of rest, on, upon,
in, at, near, before, etc.

;

with verbs of motion, on,

upon, on to, up to, to,

toward, etc.
; causally,

over, on, etc.; in comp.
cm-, on, upon, to, to-

besides; of time, upon,
after, etc.

;
= L. ob, to,

before (see ob-), = Skt.

api, on to, near to, more-

over, related to apa =
Gr.M = L. ab = E. off,

of. See apo-, ab-, off, of.']

A prefix (before a vowel

ep-, before the rough
breathing eilh-) Of Greek CatSedraTofChartres

origin, signifying prima- ggSJJSf
"

fepi of Lead, I3th century
rtres. (From
Diet, de 1'Ar-

epic

derm or epiderm: distinguished at first from

hypoblast, then from both hypoblast and meso-

blast. See cut under blastoccele.

epiblastema (ep"i-blas-te'ma), n.
; pi. epiblas-

temata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr'.'em, upon, + (tt.d-

crrnia, a germ". Cf. epiblast.] In bot., a super-
ficial outgrowth upon any part of a plant, as

trichomes, the crown of a corolla, etc.

epiblastic (ep-i-blas'tik), . [< epiblast + -ic.]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of an epi-
blast.

The derivation of the original structureless layer of the

cornea is still uncertain. . . . The objections to Kessler's

view of its epiblastic nature are rather a priori than found-

ed on definite observation. M. Foster, Embryology, p. 153.

epiblema (ep-i-ble'ma), .; pi. epiblemata (-ma-

ta). [NL., < Gr. Mpfcifia, a cover, a patch, lit.

that which is thrown over, < imfiak'teiv, throw

over, < im, upon, over, + fid^eiv, throw.] In

bot., the imperfectly formed epidermis which

supplies the place of the true epidermis in sub-

merged plants and on the extremities of grow-
ing roots.

epibole (e-pib'o-le), n. [LL., < Gr. bn&t&Q, a

throwing on, a setting or laying upon, the ad-

dition or disposition of words or ideas, < em-

pAMeiv, throw or lay upon, < Jri, upon,+ flaUetv,

throw.] 1. In rhet., a figure by which succes-

sive clauses begin with the same word or words
or with a word or phrase of similar meaning ;

epanaphora. 2. In embryol., same as epiboly.

The gastrula is formed by a process known as epibole.

Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 115.

epibolic (ep-i-bol'ik), a. [< epibole + -ic.] Of,

ig to, or of the nature of epiboly.
[< epibol-ic +

rily 'upon, on,' and va-

uu. ui. a ouitii^i. in 1^11111, Jti riously implying position on, motion to or to- -
,. ~, *,, -

colon subjoined to a metrical ward, addition to (a second or subordinate epibolism (e-pib o-lizm), .

or antistrophe. See mesym- form). See the etymology. -'?] Same as ep6ofy.

I. n. A moth of epiboly (e-pib'o-h), n. [< epibt,,^, H . ..., . ...

bryol., that kind of gastrulation in which the in-

clusion of the hypoblastic blastomeres within

general, a short <

system, strophe
nion, methymnion, proymnio.2. In the Greek epialid (e-pi-al'id), n. and a.

and other Oriental churches: (a) A line of sep- the family Epialidee.
arate construction at the end of a hymn or II. a. Pertaining to the Epialidce. .-

stanza of a hymn, often sung by other voices
Epialidse, Hepialidae (e-, he-pi-al'i-de), n. pi.

the epiblastic blastomeres appears to_
restanza 01 a nymn, oiten sung oy oiner voices iipiaiiase, uepiaiiaee 1,0-, ue-pi-ai i-ue;, re. j. -

fir *C * Yu i +i +v, *
than those singing the remainder of the stanza fNL., < Epialus, Hepialus, + -ida;.-] A family of from the growth of the latter over the former,

or hymn. (6) The repetition (of the antiphon). heterocerous lepidopterous insects of the bom- instead of being the consequence of a proper

ephyra (ef'i-ra), n. [NL., < Gr. 'Efvpa, a sea- bycine series, having short moniliform anten- emboly, or true process of
imagination

of the

nymph eponym of 'B0fcpa, Ephyra, another na,, long, narrow, defTexed wings, and ecarmate 52f2SKliT2S
name of Corinth.] 1. PL ephyra! (-re). One
of the so-called Medusa! bifidce; an attached
or free-swimming lobate discoidal medusoid,
resulting from transverse fission, by agamo-
genetic multiplication, in the scyphistoma
stage, of the aetinula of a discophorous hydro-
zoan. By the development of the ephyne, and before epialine (f-pi'a-lin), a. Pertaining to the Epi-
these become detached, the young discophoran passes alidae.
into the strobila stage. The word was used as a generic EpialiteS (o-pi-a-li'tez), n. pi. [NL., < Epia-
name before the character of the objects had been ascer- : A'VKiriai^Ti f\f nrwifiTmnl T/*nirtnn
tained. See sci/phistoma, strobila, and hydra tuba, under lus +

. **W .,, ,

dlvlsl
,

on ot
-
noe u??ai lieptOop-

hydra. tera in Latreille's system of classification, rep-
2. [cop.] pi. S&measEphyromediisai.S. [cap.']

resented by the Fabrieian genera Epialus and
A genus of geometrid moths. Ephyra pnnctaria, Cossus, corresponding to the modern Epialidee.
is popularly known as the maiden's-bhish; M. orbicularia EpiellUS, Hepialus (-, he-pl'a-lus), . [NL.,
is the! dingy mocha ; E. pendularia, the birch-mocha. Du- Orig. ^epiates (Fabribius,' 1776'), < Gr.

"

' _ '. a/iniv tt\ WIT i A")i nr alert wiriA'/i'nr a. n i nrVi t.m

thorax ;" the ghost-moths, goat-moths, or swifts. A's epioote, epibolism.

The larva; are naked fleshy grubs with 16 feet, which bur- epibranchial (ep-i-brang'kl-al), a. and .

row in the roots or beneath the bark of trees, whence the

group is also called Xylotropha. It corresponds in the

main, or exactly, to the old genera Epialus anA Census, and
to groups known as JSpialides, Epialites, and Epialina.
See cut under Cossus.

ponche,

4. [cap.] A genus of crustaceans. Jtoux, 1831.

5. [cap.-] A genus of dipterous insects. Des-

voidy, 1863.

Ephyramedusae (ef"i-ra-me-du'se), n. pi. See

Ephyromedusm.
Ephyridae (e-fir'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Ephyra +
-idee.] A family of ephyromedusans with broad

Gr. cm, upon, + flpdyxta, gills, + -ai.] I.

Literally, upon the gills: applied in zoology
(a) to a part of a bird's hyoid bone (see II.) ; (6)

in brachyurous crustaceans, to an anterior divi-

sion of the carapace forming part of the roof

of the branchial chamber. See cut under Bra-

chyura.
II. n. In ornith., the posterioror terminal ele-

ment of the longhorn of the hyoid bone, an osse-

ous element developed in the third postoral (first

branchial) visceral arch of a bird, forming the

end-piece of the complex hyoid bone, borne

upon the ceratobranchial. It is the cerato-

branchial of some, the ceratohyal of others.

Parker.
equiv. to ?/mdAi;f ,

also r/m6At/f, a nightmare ;
cf.

rimo^of, a moth (a 'ghost-moth'; or perhaps a
diff. word, akin to L. vappO(tt-), a moth). Cf.

f/mahot; ,
a fever attended with violent shivering.

The form i]ma)n>i<; appears to simulate ityiaATrif,

a nightmare: see ephialtes.] The typical ge-
nus of the family EpialidiSj

the ghost-moths.
E. humuli is a common species.

Same as epaxial.

are mostly 16 (8 ocular and 8 tentacular) broad radial ftdoif, base : see base*, basal.] In bot., anterior
pouches, rarely up to 32, alternating with as many short to the basal wall: used by Leitgeb in designat-
solid tentacles ; mostly 16 (rarely 32 or 64) marginal flaps, __*).,- nf thn HoveloniTuroosnore of vns
with or without simple pouches, and never with branched m

f portions OI tne Developing oospoi __

canals ; and 4 interradial or 8 adradial gonads in the sub- cular cryptogams, the basal wall being the pri- Pacific.
umbreiiar wall of the gastral cavity. mary wall dividing the oospore into two halves. Epibulini (e-pib-u-li'ni), n. pi. [NL., < Epibu-

Ephyromedusae(ef"i-ro-me-du'se),M.pZ. [NL., epibatus (e-pib'a-tus), a. and. [< LL. epiba- lus + -ini.] Same as Epibulinai. C. L. Bona-
\ Ephyra + Medusa:.] Hydrozoans which pro- tus (Martianus Capella), < Gr. im^ar6f ,

trodden
duce ephyras or scyphistomes, generating by to, marked by special beating of time, also that

- J ~
can be walked to, accessible, < ba^Ovtiv, walk
on, tread on, go to, < em, upon, to, + fiaiveiv,

go: see base^.] I. a. In anc. pros., marked by

The cerato- and epibratichials together are badly called

the thyro-hyals, and, in still more popular language, the

greater cornua or horns of the hyoid ; . . . the cerato-

branchials are long, and the epibranchials so extraordi-

narily elongated as to curl up over the back of the skull.

Couee, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 167.

Epibulinae (e-pib-u-ll'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Epi-
bulus + -ince.] A subfamily of labroid fishes,

represented by the genus Epibulus, and charac-

terized by the very extensile jaws and a con-

comitant mode of articulation for the lower

jaw. The species are confined to the tropical

strobilation: synonymous with Scyphomcdusa:
(which see). Also Ephyramedusai, Ephyrce.
ephyromedusan (ef"i-ro-me-du'san), a. and n.

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Ephyromedusai ;

scyphomedusan.
II. n. A member of the Ephyromedusae.

parte.

Hpibulus (e-pib'u-lus), n. [NL., < Gr. emflovl.of,

plotting against, treacherous, < cm/3ov%r/, a plot,
< em, upon, against, + /3ov^, a plan, scheme :

see ftowfe2.] A genus of fishes, of the family
special beating of time (as with the foot) : a dis- Labridce, and typical of the subfamily Epibitli-
tinctive epithet of a pseonic foot of doubled or nee. Cuvier, 1817.
decasemic magnitude, in contradistinction to epic (ep'ik), a. and n. [Formerly epick ; = F.

Ephyropsidae (ef-i-rop'si-de), n. pi. [NL., < the peeon diagyios (see diagyios), or ordinary epique = Sp. Pg. It. epico (cf. D. G. episch =
Ephyropsis + -4d<e.~\ A family of Ephyrome- paaonic foot of pentasemic magnitude, com- Dan. Sw. episk), < L.
duste having a small disk, simple gastric sacs
without oral arms, only 8 marginal tentacles,

monly called the cretic.

II. n. The decasemie psson (pceon epibatus).

epicm, < Gr. cmndf, epic,

, a word, a speech, tale, pi. epic poetry :

see epos.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to or constitut-

ing an epos or heroic poem ; narrating at lengthand 4 pairs of genital organs, which do not lie Seel. __o f r
in umbreiiar cavities, dans, Zoology (trans.), epiblast (ep'i-blast), n.

f<
Gr. em, upon, + and in metrical form as a poetic whole with sub-

I. 261. p^acrTOf, a bud, germ; cf. emfi^aoTavtiv, grow or ordination of parts a series of heroic achieve-

Ephyropsis (ef-i-rop'sis), . [NL. (Gegenbaur, sprout on.] 1. In bot., a name applied by mentsorofeventsundersupernaturalguidance.
1850), < ephyra + Gr. J^tf, appearance.] The Richard to a second small cotyledon which is

~~ '

typical genus of the family Ephyropsid(t. E.

pelagica of the Mediterranean and Adriatic is

an example.

found in wheat and some other grasses. 2.
In embryol., the outer or external blastodermic
membrane or layer of cells, forming the ecto-

The epic or heroic poem in its typical form (the national

or popular epic) is exemplified in the great mythological

epics, in Greek the Homeric epics (the Iliad and Odyssey),
in Sanskrit the Mahabharata and Ramayana, in Persian

the Shah-nameh, in Middle German the Xibelungenlied,



family Meloidte. It comprises those species of the group
Cantharidei In which the penultimate lareal Joint is not

bllobed, the mandibles ore not prolonged beyond the la-

brum, and the claws are divided into two nearly equal

The epic cycle. See

II. it. A narrative poem of elevated charac-

ter, describing generally the exploits of heroes;
an epic poem. See I.

lie burnt
Bis epic, his King Arthur, some twelve books.

Teunynon, The Epic.

Epicaerus (op-i-se'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. minaipo^,

seasonable, opportune, important, vital, < cm,
upon, -t- xoipoc, fit time, opportunity.] A genus of

rhynchophorous beetles, of the subfamily Otio-

rhynchiiue. It was established by Schbnherr upon a few
Central and North American species, having the body

epic

[NL.,<Gr.e
the surface, < bruaitn,

.1,^ ,.,....,,.. ...,.. >,,. .. . upon, + aaieiv, burn :

popular origin, but i >r or leal ofoaely from the Beeootutto.] A genus of blister-beetles, of the
'>>" ~ l.v,,n|,l,.* arc: in Latin, Virgil's ftuid, family Mi />.'/.> . , ,,mprlses those species of the group
and the modern epics; in Italian, the romantic epics Ari

osto's Orlando Furioto and Taaso's Jenualem Delivered ;

in Portuguese, Camocnss l.uriad; In English, Milton's

Paradise Last and Paradite Kei/aiaed; in German, Klop-
stock's Menial. An epic in which animals are actors, ex-

empliilcd in the Homeric Batrachomyamachia and In the

medieval Low Herman Heinuird the Fox, has been called

the oni?no( einc.

According to Aristotle, the story of an epic poem must
be on a great and noble theme : It must be one In itself.

/(. C. JebU, Primer of Greek Lit., I. ii. 2.

Hence 2. Of heroic character or quality ;
bold

in action ; imposing.
"Take Lllla, then, for heroine," clamour'd he,
"And make her some great ITlncess, six feet high.
Grand, epic, homicidal.

"
Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

Blister-beetles.

a, EficaMta fardalis ; b, llfifauta macuta/a.

( Lines show natural sizes. )

parts. The anterior femora have a sericeous spot, and
the antenna; are filiform. The numerous species are of

medium size, elongate, cylfndric, and more or less densely
punctulate and pubescent. K. pardalu {J. L. Le Conte)
and E. mamlata (Say) are not rare In the western terri-

tories of the United States ;
both are black, with dense

yellowish-white pubescence, and have on the elytra de-

nuded black spots, large and smooth In K. pardalu, small,

opaque, and pubescent in /.'. maculata. K. marginata
(Fabricius), which Is common in the Atlantic States, is

black, with the head and thorax usually covered with ci-

nereous pubescence, and the elytra either entirely black
or narrowly margined with cinereous. The larv&e of Epi-
eauta prey upon locusts' eggs.

epiceaet, epicedt (ep'i-sed, -sed), . [< LL.
epieedium, q. v.] A funeral song or discourse

;

an epieedium.
And on the banckes each cypress bow'd his head,
To hear the swan sing her owne epiced.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 5.

epicedia. . Plural of epieedium.
epicedial (ep-i-se'di-al), a. [< epieedium + -al.]
Same as epicedian.

epicedian (ep-i-se'di-an), a. and n. [< epiee-
dium + -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to an epi-

eedium; elegiac.

Epicedian song, a song sung ere the corpse be buried.
Cockcrow.

U. n. An epieedium.
Black-ey'd swans

Did sing as woful epiccdiant
As they would straiglitways die.

Marlowe and Chapman, Hero and Leander, Iv.

epieedium (ep-i-se'di-um), . ; pi. ejncedia (-S).

[LL., < Gr. htud/Seim. a dirge, neut. of ewiKqdfw;,
of or for a funeral, < iiri, on, + nijdof, care, sor-

row, esp. for the dead, funeral rites.] A fu-

neral song or dirge.
Fuuerall songs were called Epicedia if they were sung

by many. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 39.

A more moving quill
Than Spenser used when he gave Astrophil
A living epieedium. Mastingcr, .Hero sed Serin.

Nor were men wanting among ourselves wh>
all they had and all they were tip democracy, th

had an air of high-breeding to join in the shallow epice-
diuin that our bubble had burst.

Lumll, Study Windows, p. 153.

epicene (ep'i-sen), a. [< L. epiaenus, < Gr.

eiriKotvof, common, < i
iri, upon, to, + Koiv6f, com-

mon: see cenobite, etc.] Belonging to or in-

cluding both sexes : especially, in grammar, ap-
plied to nouns having only one form of gender
to indicate animals of both sexes: thus, the
Greek oif and Latin ovis, a sheep, are feminine

words, whether applied to males or to females.

Not the male generation of critics, not the literary prigs
epicene, not of decided sex the blues celestial. J. Wilson.

Imbricated Snout-beetle (Ffictfrus imbricatus}. (Line shows
natural sire. }

more or less pyriforin, densely scaly, the elytra brownish
or I ut eons, with the tip and two sinuous hands much paler.
E. imbricatu* (Say), the imbricated snout-beetle, is the
best-known species, abundant in the eastern United States;
it feeds upon many different plants, and is frequently very
Injurious to cabbages. It is extremely variable in size,

shape, and coloration. Its larva is still unknown.

epical (ep'i-kal), a. [< epic + -al.] Epic; of

epic or heroie'character
;
like an epic.

Life made by duty epical
And rhythmic with the truth.

Whittier, My Namesake.

epically (ep'i-kal-i), adv. In an epic manner ;

as an epic.

epicalyx (op-i-ka'liks), n. ; pi. epicalyces (-kal'-

i-sez). [< Gr. M, upon, + wuif, calyx.] In

hot., the outer accessory calvx in plants with
two calyces, formed either 01 sepals or bracts,
as in mallow and potentilla.

epicanthi, . Plural of epicanthus.
epicanthic (ep-i-kan'thik), n. [< epicanthis +
-)V.] Of or pertaining to an epicanthis; grow-
ing in or upon a canthus or corner of the eye.
epicanthis (ep-i-kan'this), .

; pi. epicanthides
(-thi-dez). [NL., < Gr. crnxaMc, equiv. toeyKav-
0ic, a tumor in the corner of the eye, < M, upon,
+ KaM;, the corner of the eye : see canthus.]
In anat., a fold of skin, congenital in origin,

concealing the inner, rarely the outer, canthus
of the eye.
epicanthus (ep-i-kan'thus), n.; pi. epicanthi
(-thi). [NL.] Same as epicuntlii.i.

epicardial (ep-i-kiir'di-al), a. [< epicardium +
-n I. ] Pertaining to the epicardium.
epicardium (ep-i-kar'di-um), n. [NL., < Gr.
exi, upon, + Kapfiia = E. heart.] In anat., the

"10 pericardium,

'i-dan), n. One of the
carult -.

Epicarides (ep-i-kar'i-dez), n. pi [NL., < Gr.

iiri, on, + napiy, a shrimp.] In Latreille's sys-
tem (1826), a section of the Liunean genus
Oiiiacus, containing small parasitic isopods
without eyes or antennae, ana corresponding to
the modern family Bonurida: They are para-
sit k- upon shrimps. [Not in use.]

epicarp (op'i-kiirp),
. [< Gr. eirl, upon, +

Mi/.>.Tof, fruit.] In hot., the outer skin of fruits,
I ho fleshy substance or edible portion being
termed tho HHMXVIC/*, and the inner portion the

rHiioriir/i. SIT cut under mdooarp.
epicatophora ()> i-ka-tof'o-ra), H. In astrol.,
the i iirhth house of the heavens.

the earth s surface from which eai
waves seem to go out as a center. It is situ-
ated directly above the true center of disturb-

ance, or seismic focus.

epicentra, . Plural of epicentrttm.

epicentral (ep-i-sen'tral), a. and n. [< epicen-
triim + -al.] I. a. 1. Situated upon a verte-
bral centrum, as a spine of a fish's back-bone.
2. Pertaining to an epicenter.

II. n. An epicentral scleral spine, adhering
to a vertebral centrum.

These "scleral "spines are termed, according to the ver-
tebral element they may adhere to,

"
eplneurals," "epicen-

frub," and "epipleurals"; . . . all three kinds are present
in the herring. Owen, Anat., I. 43.

epiclesis

epicentrum (ep-i-sen'trum), .; pi. epiccntra
(-tril). [NL.: sec epicenter.] Same VLB epicenter.

The point or area on the surface of the ((round above the

origin [of an earthquake] Is called the fvicenirum.
J. MUnc, Earthquakes, p. 9.

epicerastict (ep'i-e-ra8'tik),o. [< Gr. htnepa-
OTMcof, tempering the humors, < ivintimwivat, mix
in addition, < iirl, upon, to, + lapawivai, mix :

see crasis. ] Lenient ; assuaging. Smart.

epiceratohyal (ep-i-ser'a-to-hi'al), n. and o.

[< Gr. iiri, on, + ceratonyal, q. v.] I. n. A
bone of the hyoid arch of fishes, situated be-

tween the interhyal and the basihyal, and above
the ceratohyal.
U. a. Situated over or above the ceratohyal ;

pertaining to the epiceratohyal.

The lower part of the [hyoid] arch retains its connection
with the upper part, in tl-hc-. by means of an interhyal
piece, between which and the haslhyal are generally found
tpiceratvhyal, ceratohyal, and hypohyal pieces.

hand. Nat. Hut., III. 21.

epicerebral (ep-i-ser'f-bral), n. [< Gr. iirt,

upon, + L. cerebrum, the brain, + -/.] Situ-
ated upon the brain.

epichile (ep'i-kil), n. [< NL. epiehilium.'] Same
as epiehilium.

epiehilium (ep-i-kil'i-um), n.
; pi. riiicliilia (-ft).

[NL., < Or. imxtt/fa, on or at the lips or brim,
*

firi, on, + ^fiXof. lip, brim.] In hot., the ter-

minal lobe of the lip of an orchid, when the lip
is so divided.

epichirema (ep'i-W-re'mii), n,
; pi. epichire-

mata (-ma-tfi). [NL., < Gr. eirtxeiptipa, an un-

dertaking, an attempted proof, < firiritpeiv, un-

dertake, attempt, put one's hand to, < ciri, upon,
+ xe'Pt the hand.] In logic : (a) As used by
Aristotle, a reasoning based on premises gen-
erally admitted but open to doubt. (6) As
commonly used, a syllogism having the truth
of one or both of its premises confirmed by a

proposition annexed (called a prosyllogism), so
that an abridged compound argument is formed :

as, All sin is dangerous ; covctousness is sin

(for it is a transgression of the law) ; therefore,
covetousness is dangerous. "For it is a trans-

gression of the law "
is a prosyllogism, con-

firming the proposition that "covetousness is

sin."

epichordal (ep-i-k&r'dal), a. [< Gr. M, upon,
+ xop'tfi chord, cord (see chord), + -al.] In

anat., situated upon or about the intracranial

part of the uotochord : applied to certain seg-
ments of the brain : opposed to prechordal.
Even if there proves to be no true serial homology be-

tween the prawhordal and epichordal regions of the brain.

Wilder, N. Y. Med. Jour., March 21, 18S5, p. 328.

epichorial (ep-i-ko'ri-al), n. [< Gr. cntxu/uoc,, in

orof thecountry,< i-i, on, in,+ jcipa, country.]
Of or pertaining to the country; rural. Also

epichoric, epichoristic. [Rare.]
Local or epichorial superstitions from every district of

Europe come forward by thousands.
De '/"""''.". Modern Superstition.

epichoriambic (ep-i-ko-ri-am'bik), a. [< Gr.

emxoptapfltKdt, having a choriambus following
upon a different measure, < hri, upon, in addi-

tion, + ^opia/u/Dof, choriambus.] In anc. pros.,

containing a choriambus (
w w

) preceded
by a trochaic dipody: an epithet applied by
some Greek metricians to verses, such as the

Sapphic hendecasyllabic and the Eupolidean,
which are now classed as logacedic meters.
See c\rvmif.

epichoric (ep-i-ko'rik), a. [As epichor-ial +
-i/-.\ Same as epichorial.

The epichoric alphabet was supplanted by the Ionic va-

riety. The Academy, March 3, 1888, p. 154.

epichoristic (ep'i-ko-ris'tik), a. [< epichor-ial
+ -ist + -ic.] Same as epichorial.

The epichorintic Idiom has suffered a disintegration
which is equivalent to absorption into the lingua franca
of Dorism. Amer. Jour. Philol., VII. 436.

Epichthonii (ep-ik-tho'ni-i), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
cm, on, + x0<->v, the earth.] A group of wood-
peckers which frequent the ground, as the spe-
cies of Gecinus, founded by Gloger in 1842.

epiclesis (ep-i-kle'sis), n. [Gr. ciriiihiaif, a call-

ing upon, invocation, < aruaAftv, call upon, <

tvi, upon, + Ka2.tiv, call: see calends, ccclesia,

etc.] In liturgies, that part of the prayer of

consecration, as found in many liturgies, in

which, after the institution and great oblation

(or in some forms after the institution but be-
fore the oblation), God is called upon to send
down the Holy Spirit upon the worshipers and
upon the sacramental gifts. Also epiklesit.



epiclidal

epiclidal (ep-i-kli'dal), o. [< epiclidium + -al.]

Pertaining to the epiclidium: as, an epiclidal
center of ossification. Also epiclidian.

epiclidia, . Plural of epiclidium.

epiclidian (ep-i-kli'di-an), a. [< epiclidium +
-o.] Same as epiclidal.

epiclidium (ep-i-kU'di-um), n.
; pi. epiclidia (-a).

[NL., also epicleidium, < Gr. tjn, on, + tOiublw,

clavicle, dim. of KAeif (icfaifi-), key.] Inornith.,
an expansion or separate ossification of the su-

perior or distal end of the clavicle, at the end
of the bone opposite the hypoclidium. See cut
under epipleura.
Such expansion is called the epicleidium; in passerine

birds it is said to ossify separately, and it is considered l>y

Parker to represent the precoracoid of reptiles.

Corns, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 147.

epiclinal (ep-i-kli'nal), a. [< Gr. fin', upon, +
iMvrj, a bed: see clinic.] In oot., placed upon
the torus or receptacle of a flower.

Epicoela (ep-i-se'la), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

epiccelus: see epicoslous, ej>ic<ele.~\ In Huxley's
classification of 1874, a series of deuterostoma-
tous metazoans which have an epiecele, as dis-

tinguished from a schizoccele or an enterocoele,
as the ascidians and vertebrates.

epicoelar (ep-i-se'lar), a. Same as epicoslian.

epiccele (ep i-sel), i. [tepioceUa.] 1. In ana*.,
same as epiccelia. 2. In zool., a perivisceral
cavity formed by an invagination of the ecto-

derm, as the atrium of an ascidian. It is also
that kind of body-cavity which the vertebrates
are considered to possess.

epicoslia (ep-i-se'li-a), n.; pi. epiccelia! (-e).

[NL., <! Gr. em, upon, in addition, + KoMa,
belly (with ref. to 'ventricle'), < KotAof, hollow.
Cf. epiccelous.] The cavity of the epencephalon
(which see) ; the ventricle of the cerebellum or
so-called fourth ventricle of the brain, roofed
over by the cerebellum and valve of Vieussens.
Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 478.

epicceliac (ep-i-se'li-ak), a. [(epiccelia + -ac.]
Same as epicoslian.

epicceliae, n. Plural of epiccelia.

epiccelian (ep-i-se'li-an), a. [< epiccelia + -an.]
Of or pertaining to th'e epicoalia. Also epicoelar,

epicceliac.

epicoelpus (ep-i-se'lus), a. [< NL. epiccelus,'
Gr.

', upon, in addition, + jcoZtaf, hollow. >

KoMa, belly. Cf. epiccelia.'] 1. Having the
character of an epicoele ; forming an epicosle :

as, an epicoslous cavity. 2. Having an epicoele ;

of or pertaining to the Epiccela : as, an epicoslous
animal.
The Vertebrata are not schizoccelous, but epicoslous.izocojlous, but epicaelous.

Huxley, Encyc. Brit., II. 64.

epicolic (ep-i-kol'ik), a. [< Gr. cm, upon, +
K<iAoi>, the colon: see colic, colon"2.] In anat.,

relating to that part of the abdomen which is

over the colon.

epicolumella (ep-i-kol-u-mel'a), n. [NL., < Gr.

em, upon, in addition, + NL. columella, q. v.]
A proximal element of the columella auris of
some reptiles, as Clepsydrops, considered not as
a suprastapedial element, but as almost cer-

tainly homologous with the incus.

It appears to be unrepresented in the reptilian colu-

mella, and I have therefore called it the epicolumella.
Cope, Memoirs of Mat. Acad. Sot (1885), III. 94.

epicolumellar (ep-i-kol-u-mel'ar), a. [< epi-
columella + -ar%.] Pertaining to the epicolu-
mella : as, an epicolumellar ossification.

epicondylar (ep-i-kon'di-lar), a. [< epicondyle
+ -or2.] Of or per-
taining to the epi-
condyle ; supracon-
dylar.

epicondyle (ep-i-
koii'dil), n. [<NL.
epicondylus, < Gr.

em, upon, + /cov<5t>Aof ,

a knuckle: see con-

dyle.] In anat., a
name given by
Chaussier to the ex-
ternal condyle or

Anterior Vie,, Distal End. of Right
OUt r Protuberance

Humerus of a Man. on the lower extrem-
H, humerus ; efc, epicondyle. or ity of the humeruS Or

j arm-bone, which aids
informingthe elbow-

face for head
i

of radius ; f>, trochfea. JOint. The epicondyle
was originally distin-

guished from the epi-
trochlea on the inner (ul-

nar) side of the bone;
but the term was afterward extended to both the inner
and outer supracondylar protuberances. See phrases fol-

lowing.

1966

The epicondyle has been called "outer" or "external

condyle," and more recently by Markoe (1880) and others
"external epicondyle."

Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 180.

External epicondyle, the external or radial supracon-
dylar eminence of the humerus. Internal epicondyle,
the internal or ulnar supracondylar eminence of the hu-
merus. Also called epitrochlea.

epicondylus (ep-i-kon'di-lus), n.
; pi. epicondyli

(-11). [NL.] Same as epicondyle.

epicoracohumeral (ep-i-kpr'a-ko-hu'me-ral),
a. [< NL. epicoracoJmmeralis, ( epicoraco(idj +
humerus.'] Pertaining to the epicoracoid bone
and to the humerus : applied to muscles having
such attachments, as in sundry reptiles.

epicoracohumeralis (ep-i-kor"a-ko-hu-me-ra'-
us), .; pi. epicoracohumerales (-lez). [NL.]
An epicoracohumeral muscle, as of sundry rep-
tiles.

epicoracoid (ep-i-kor'a-koid), n. and a. [< Gr.

f7T(, upon, + coracoidj'q. v.] I. n. A bone or

cartilage of the scapular arch of some animals,
as batrachians, bounding the fontanel inter-

nally. See coracoid, n., extract under precora-
coid, a., and cuts under pectoral and omoster-
Hum.

II. a. Pertaining to the epicoracoid.

epicoracoidal (ep-i-kor'a-koi-dal), a. [< epi-
coracoid + -al.~\ Same as epicoracoid.

[In CrocodUia] the pectoral arch has no clavicle, and the
coracoid has no distinct epicoracoidal element.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 220.

epicorolline (ep"i-ko-rol'in), a. [< Gr. ivi,

upon, + E. corolla + -me1
.] In oot., inserted

upon the corolla.

epicotyl (ep-i-kot'il), n. [Abbr. of "epicotyle-

don,
'
Gr. eiri, on, + KOTI^SOV, a cup-shaped

hollow (cotyledon).] In l>ot., the part of a

growing embryo above the cotyledons.
epicotyledonary (ep-i-kot-i-le'do-na-ri), a. [<
*
epicotyledon (see epicotyl) + -art/.] In bot.,

situated above the cotyledons; pertaining to

the epicotyl.

epicrania, . Plural of epicranium.
epicranial (ep-i-kra'ni-al), a. [< epicranium +
-al.] 1. In entom., pertaining to or situated on
the epicranium, or upper surface of an insect's

head. 2 . In anat.
,
situated upon the cranium or

skull : specifically applied to the tendinous part
of the occipitofrontalis muscle Epicranial su-
ture, in entom., a longitudinal impressed fine on the top
of the head, dividing before into two branches, which pass
toward the bases of the antennae. It is generally visible

only in immature insects, and indicates that the upper
part of the epicranium is primitively divided into two
lateral parts. See cut under Insecta.

epicranium (ep-i-kra'ni-um), n.; pi. epicrania
(-a). [NL., < Gr. evi, upon, + upaviav, the cra-

nium.] 1. In entom., the upper surface of an
insect's head, between the compound eyes, and
extending from the occiput to the border of the
mouth. It is generally divided into three regions : the
upper, called the vertex; the middle, called the front;
and the lower, called the clypeus or epistoma ; but these
terms vary much with the different orders. Many writers
exclude the clypeus. See cut under Insecta,

The epicranium, or that piece (sclerite) bearing the eyes,
ocelli and antennae, and in front the clypeus and labrum.

A. S. Packard, Amer. Nat., XVII. 1138.

2. In anat., that which is upon the cranium or
skull

;
the scalp ;

the galea capitis : especially
applied to the muscular and tendinous parts
underlying the skin, as the occipitofrontalis.
Epicrates (e-pik'ra-tez), . [NL., < Gr. tin-

Kparqc, having mastery, < mi, upon, + K/XZTOC,

might.] A genus of South American boas, or

, , .

external supracondyloid protuber-
ance; ept, epitrochlea. or inter

or transversely concave articular sur-
face for the ulna ; etc and c/are to-

gether the ectocondyle, and ept and
tr are together the entocondyle.

Ringed Boa {Epicrates cenchris*}.

non-venomous constricting serpents of huge
size, of the family Boidce, having the tail pre-
hensile, the scales smooth, labial fossa? present,

Epicurean

and plates of the head extending over the muz-
zle and front. E. cenchris is the ringed boa, or aboma,
of a dark-yellowish gray, with a dorsal row of large brown
rings, and lateral blotches of dark color with lighter cen-
ters.

epicrisis (e-pik'ri-sis), .; pi. euicrises (-sez).

[< Gr. cKiKptaif, determination, < imnpivtiv, de-

termine, < ETT/, upon, + Kpiveiv, separate, decide,

judge : see crisis, critic.] 1 . Methodical or criti-

cal judgment of a passage or work, with discus-
sion of a question or questions arising from its

consideration. 2. An annotation or a treatise

embodying such discussion or judgment; a crit-

ical note, criticism, or review. In Hebrew Bibles
the epicrisis to a book is a brief series of observations ap-
pended to it by the Massoretes, stating the number of let-

ters, verses, and chapters, and sometimes also of sections
and paragraphs, and quoting the middle sentence of the
whole book.

That the Massoretes themselves recognized no real sep-
aration [between the books of Ezra and Nehemiah] is

shown by their epicri&ix on Nehemiah.
Encyc. Brit., VIII. 832.

Epictetian (ep-ik-te'shan), a. [< Epictetus +
-Jan.] Pertaining to Epictetus, a Stoic philos-

opher of the first and second centuries, who,
after being a slave and a philosopher at Rome,
established a school at Nicopolis in Epirus. His
doctrines were recorded by his pupil Arrian. Epictetus
taught that we should not allow ourselves to be dependent
upon good things not within our own power, and that we
should worship our consciences.

epicure (ep'i-kur), n. [< Epicure, < F. Epicure,'
L. Epicurus, < Gr. 'Eirinovpoc, a philosopher of

this name (see Epicurean, n.), lit. an assistant,

ally, < mi, upon, to, + n6poc, Kovpo$, a (free-born)
youth (acting as assistant in sacrifices, etc.).]
1. [cap. or 1. c.] A follower of Epicurus; an
Epicurean : seldom, if ever, usedwithout odium.

Here [Isa. xiv. 14] he describeth the furye of the Epi-
cures (which is the highest and depest mischeif of all im-

piete) ; even to contempne the very God.
Joye, Expos, of Dan., xii.

Lucretius the poet . . . would have been seven times
more epicure and atheist than he was.

Bacon, Unity in Religion (ed. 1887).

2. Popularly (owing to a misrepresentation of
the ethical part of the doctrines of Epicurus),
one given up to sensual enjoyment, and espe-
cially to the pleasures of eating and drinking ;

a gormand; a person of luxurious tastes and
habits.

Cons. Will this description satisfy him ?

Ant. With the health that Pompey gives him ; else he
is a very epicure. Shak., A. and C., ii. 7.

Live while you live, the epicure would say,
And seize the pleasures of the present day.

Doddridffe, Epigram on his Family Arms.

= Syn. 2. Epicure, Gourmet, and Gormand agree in repre-
senting one who cares a great deal for the pleasures of the
table. The epicure selects with a fastidious taste, but is

luxurious hi the supply of that which he likes. The gour-
met is a connoisseur in food and drink, and a dainty feeder.
The gormand differs from a glutton only in having a more
discriminating taste.

epicuret (ep'i-kur), v.i. [< epicure, n.] To live

like an epicure ; epicurize.

They did Epicure it in daily exceedings, as indeed
where should men fare well, if not in a King's Hall?

Fuller, Hist. Cambridge, II. 48.

epicurealt (ep-i-ku're-al), a. [< epicure + -al.]

Epicurean.
But these are epicureal tenets, tending to looseness of

life, luxury, and atheism. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 387.

Epicurean (ep"i-ku-re'an), a. and n. [= F. Epi-
curien (of. Sp. Epicureo = Pg. It. Epicureo), <

L. Epicureus, < Gr. 'EmKoiipetoc, < "En-kotipof, Epi-
curus: see epicure] I. a. 1. Of. pertaining
to, or founded by Epicurus, the Greek philoso-
pher; relating to the doctrines of Epicurus.

The sect

Epicurean, and the Stoick severe.

Milton, P. R.,iv. 280.

2. [cap. or I. c.] Devoted to the pursuit of

pleasure as the chief good.
Only such cups as left us friendly-warm,
Affirming each his own philosophy
Nothing to mar the sober majesties
Of settled, sweet, Epicurean life.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

3. [1. c.] Given to luxury or indulgence in sen-
sual pleasures ;

of luxurious tastes or habits,
especially in eating and drinking ;

fond of good
living. 4. [1. c.] Contributing to the plea-
sures of the table ; fit for an epicure.

Ej>icui-ffin cooks
Sharpen with cloyless sauce his appetite.

Shak., A. and C., ii. 1.

II. n. 1. A follower of Epicurus, the great
sensualistic philosopher of antiquity (341-270
B. c. ), who founded a school at Athens about
307 B. C. He held, like Bentham, that pleasure is the



Epicurean

only possible end of rational action, and that the ultimate

pleasure is frredimi from disturbance. In logic the Epi-
cureans are distinguished from all the other ancient

schools, not only in maintaining an experiential theory of

cognition ami the validity of inductive reiison ing, but also

in denying the value of definitions, Rylli)Kl>", and the other

apparatus of tbeaprlorlnirih. . I l.ik>>J. H. Mill, they based
Induction upon the uniformity of nature. Epiniru.i was very
-n. Mihnis in the advocacy of natural causes for all phe-
n ..... cn:i, ami in resisting hypotheses of the Interference

of supernatural brings in nature. He adopted the atomis-

tic theory of Democritus, while bringing into it the doc-

trine (if chance, which is the very life of that theory. His
views were thus more like those of a modern scientist

than were those of any other philosopher of antiquity.

Owing, however, to the natural repugnance to doctrines

seeming to lower the nature of man, Epicurus and his

school have been much hated and abused ; so that an Epi-
curean has come to mean also a mere votary of pleasure.
See 2.

I know It, and smile a hard-set smile, like a stole, or like

A wiser epicurean, and let the world nave Its way.
Tennyson, Maud, iv. 4.

2. [cap. or I. c.} A votary of pleasure, or one
who pursues the pleasures of sense as the chief

good ;
one who is fond of good living ; a person

of luxurious tastes, especially in eating and
drinking; a gourmet; an epicure.

The brotherhood
Of soft Epicureans taught if they
The ends of being would secure, and win
The crown of wisdom to yield up their souls
To a voluptuous unconcern.

Wordsworth, Excursion, ill.

Epicureanism (ep'i-ku-re'an-izm), n. [< Epi-
curean + -is.] 1. The philosophical system
of Epicurus, or attachment to his doctrines, es-

pecially the doctrine that pleasure is the chief

good in life.

Epicureanistn had indeed spread widely in the empire,
but it proved little more than a principle of disintegra-
tion or an apology for vice, or at best the religion of tran-

quil and indifferent natures animated by no strong moral
enthusiasm. Leaky, Europ. Morals, I. 184.

2. [1. c.} Attachment to or indulgence in lux-

urious habits; fondness for good living. See

epicure, n., 2.

epicurelyt (ep'i-kur-li), adv. [< epicure + -fy
2
.]

Luxuriously. Davies.

His horses . . . are provendered as epicurely.
Nathe, Lenten Stufle (Harl. Misc., VL 179).

epicureoust, <* [< L- Epicureia, < Or.
'

f, < 'Em'icwpoc, Epicurus.] Epicurean.

Epicycloid.

I > Samson, late B. of Chichester, and now the double-
faced epicureoujt bite-sheepe of Co. Lich.

Bp. Gardiner, True Obedience, Translator to the Header.

epicurism (ep'i-kur-izm), n. [= D. epikuris-
mus = G. epikurdismus = Dan. epikurcei&me =
Sw. epikurism, < F. epicurisme = Sp. Pfj. epicu-
rismo = It. epicureismo, < L. Epicurus,.Epicurus.]
1. [cap. or I.e.] The doctrine of Epicurus^ that

enjoyment, or the pursuit of pleasure in life, is

the chief good ; Epicureanism.
Infidelity, or modem Deism, is little else but revived

Epicureism, Sadducism, and Zendichism.

Waterland, Works, VIII. 80.

He . . . called in the assistance of sentiment to refine his

enjoyments : in other words, all his philosophy consisted
in epicurism. Goldsmith, Voltaire.

2. By extension, luxury or indulgence in gross
pleasure ; sensual enjoyment ; voluptuousness.
See epicure, n., 2.

Epicurism and lust
Make it more like a tavern or a brothel.

ShaJc., Lear, 1. 4.

epicurize (ep'i-kur-iz), v. i.
; pret. and pp. epi-

cvrized, ppr. epicurising. [< epicure + -i:e.}

1. To be or become Epicurean in doctrine
; pro-

fess the doctrines of Epicurus.
The tree of knowledge mistaken for the tree of life, . . .

Epicurizing philosophy, Antinomian liberty, under the

pretence of free grace and a gospel spirit
Cudworth, Sermons, p. 87.

2. To play the epicure ; indulge in sensual plea-
sures; feast; not.

A fellow hero about town, that epicurizes upon burning
coals, & drinks healths in scalding brimstone.

Manxll, Works, II. 60.

epicycle (ep'i-sl-kl), n. [< ME. episicle;
< LL. epi-

cyctus, < Gr. ^jrucuKAof, epicycle, < itri, upon, +
Ki'K?.of, circle: see cycle.} I. A circle moving
upon or around another circle, as one of a num-
ber of wheels revolving round a common axis.

See epicyclic train, under epicyclic. 2. In the
Ptolemaic system of astronomy, a little circle,
conceived for the explanation of planetary mo-
tion, whose center was supposed to move round
in the circumference of a greater circle ; a small
circle whose center, being fixed in the deferent
of a planet, was supposed to be carried along
with the deferent, and yet by its own peculiar
motion to carry the body of the planet fastened
to it round its proper center. Copernicus also

1967

made use of epicycles, which, however, were
banished by Kepler.
The moone moevyth the contrarle from othere planetes

as in hire episicie, but in non other manere.
Chaucer, Astrolabe, it I 88.

The same phenomena In astronomy are satisfied by the
received astronomy of the diurnal motion, and the proper
motions of the planets, with their eccentrics and epicycle*.

Baron, Advancement of Learning, li. 179.

Tycho hath feigned I know not how many subdivisions
ot epicycles in epicycles, Ac., to calculate and express the
moon's motion. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 297.

Deferent of the epicycle. See deferent.

epicyclic (ep-i-siklik), a. f< epicycle + -ic.~\

Of or pertaining to an epicycle Eplcycllc train,
in ni''i-ti., any train of gearing the axes of the wheels of

which revolve around a common center. The wheel at
one end of such a train, if not those at both ends, Is al-

ways concentric with the revolving frame.

epicycloid (ep-i-si'kloid), n. [< Or. M, upon,
+ /ctie^of, a circle, + fioof,

form. Cf. epicycle and cy-

cloid.'} In geom., a curve

generated by the motion of

a point on the circumference
of a circle which rolls upon
the convex side of a fixed

circle. These curves were invented by the
Danish astronomer Koemer in 1674 Elliptic
epicycloid, a curve of the fourth order traced by a point
in the plane of an ellipse which rolls upon an equal fixed

ellipse. Exterior epicycloid, an epicycloid proper, op-

posed to an interior epicycloid, which is a hypocycloid.
interior epicycloid, a hypocycloid. Parabolic epi-

cycloid, the locus of a point upon the plane of a para-
bola which rolls upon an equal fixed parabola. Spheri-
cal epicycloid, the locus of a point on the plane of a
circle which rolls upon another circle so that the two

planes have a constant inclination to each other.

epicycloidal (ep'i-si-kloi'dal);
a. [X epicycloid

+ -al.} In the form of an epicycloid; depend-
ing upon the

properties of
the epicycloid.

Epicycloidal
teeth, teeth for

gearing cut In the
form of an epi-

cycloid. Eplcy-
cloldal wheel, a
wheel or ring fixed

to a framework, toothed on its inner side, and having
in gear with It another toothed wheel, of half the di-

ameter of the first, fitted so as to revolve about the center
of the latter. It

is used for con-

verting circular
into alternate

motion, or alter-

nate into circu-

lar. While the
revolution of the
smaller wheel is

taking place, any
point whatever
on its circumfer-
ence will de-
scribe a straight

line, or will

pass and repasa
through a diame*
t IT of the circle,
once during each
revolution. In

practice a pis- Epicycloidal Wheel.
ton-rod or other

reciprocating part may be attached to any poult on the
circumference of the smaller wheel.

epicyemata (ep'i-sl-e'mat), a. [< Or. cm, upon.
+ Kirr/pa, anembrvo(< KVC'IV, be pregnant), 4- -ate.]

In embryol., having that mode of development
characteristic of Ickthyopsida, or fishes and
batrachians, in which the embryo is not in-

vaginated in the blastodermic vesicle, but re-

mains superimposed upon a large yolk inclosed

by the vesicle: the opposite of endocyemate.
J. A. Ryder.

epicyesis (ep'i-si-e'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. M, on,

, pregnancy, < icvtiv, be pregnant.] The
or condition of an epicyemate embryo ;

the mode of development of the embryo in low
vertebrates, which nave no amnion nor allan-

tois.

epicystotomy (ep'i-sis-tot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. kri,

upon, + cystotomy.} In surg., the high or su-

prapubic operation of opening the urinary blad-
der.

epideictic, epideictical, a. See epidictic, epi-
aictical.

epideistic (ep/i-de-is'tik), a. [< Gr. tiri, upon,
+ dcistic.} Ultradeistic ;

with religious spirit
or purpose.
The German expositions were essentially scientific and

critical, not epideMic, nor intended to make converts.
Westminster Rev., CXXVIL 110.

epidemic (ep-i-dem'ik), a. and n. [< L. epidemus
(< Gr. exiSr/fiof, also iirtif//uof, among the people,
general, epidemic, < 'nri, upon, + o^/wf, people),

quality
the mod

epidermic

+ -<.] I. n. Common to or affecting a whole
people or a great number in a community; gen-
erally diffused and prevalent. A disease is said to
be epidemic In a community when It appears In a great
number of cases at the same time In that locality, but l

not permanently prevalent there. In the Utter case It Is

said to be endemic.

Whatever be the cause of this epidemic folly, It would
be unjust to ascribe It to the freedom of the press.

Warburton, Divine Legation, Ded. to Freethinkers (17S8X

A dread of mad dogs is the epidemic terror which now
prevails. Goldtmith, Citizen of the World, Ixli.

The hint becomes the more significant from the marked
similarity of the cholera-track uf the present year to that
which has on former occasions been followed, after a
twelvemonth's Interval, by a regular invasion of epidemic
cholera. Saturday Rev., Oct 21, 1865.

II. . 1. A temporary prevalence of a dis-

ease throughout a community: as, an epidemic
of smallpox.
The earlier epidemici of malignant cholera which visited

Europe were l>elleved to have l>een heralded by an unusual
prevalence of "fevers" and diarrhrcal affections.

Quain, Med. Diet., p. 441.

2. The disease thus prevalent.
Those dreadful exterminating epidemiclcs. which, In

consequence of scanty and unwholesome food, In former,
times not unfrequently wasted whole nations.

Burlce, On Scarcity.

epidemical (ep-i-dem'i-kal), a. [< epidemic +
-al.} Of the character of an epidemic; epi-

demically diffused
; epidemic.

These vices [luxury and intemperance] are grown too

Epidemical, not only in the City but the Countries too.

Stillingjlcct, Sermons, I. I.

epidemically (ep-i-dem'i-kal-i), adv. In an
epidemic manner.

epidemicalness (ep-i-dem'i-kal-nes), n. The
state of being epidemic. Bailey, 1727. [Rare.]

epidemiography (ep-i-de-mi-og'ra-fi). n. [<
Gr. iTriSfaiof, epidemic, +

-ypo^io,
< ypfyeiv,

write.] A treatise on or descnption of epi-
demic diseases.

epidemiological (ep-i-de'mi-o-loj'i-kal), o.

(X epidemiology 4- -ical.} Pertaining to epi-

demiology.
epidemiologically (ep-i-de'mi-o-loj'i-kal-i),
adv. In an epidemiological manner.

epidemiologist (ep-i-de-mi-ol'o-jist),
n. [< epi-

demiology + -isf.J One conversant with epi-

demiology.

epidemiology (ep-i-de-mi-oro-ii), n. [< Gr.

cxtifi/jw;, epidemic, + -toyia, < Mytiv, speak: see

-ology.} The science of epidemics; the sum
of human knowledge concerning epidemic dis-

eases.

epidemyt (ep'i-dem-i), n. [Late ME. epydymye;
? Gr. iiri6r//ua, prevalence of an epidemic. < tir/-

rfi7//of, epidemic: see ejndemic.} An epidemic.
In the xix. yere of this Charlys, y lande of Fraunce was

greuously vexyd with the plage ipydymye, of which syke-
nesse a great multitude of people dyed.

Fabyan, Chron., an. 1599.

Epidendrum (ep-i-den'drum), n. [NL., so
called from their growing on trees (cf. Gr. em-

Aivipiof, on a tree), < Gr. eirl, upon, + tivipov, a

tree.] A large genus of orchids, most of the spe-
cies of which are epiphytic, growing on trees.
There are about 400 species, confined for the most part to

the tropics, though several species are found In Florida.

They vary much in habit, but the stems are often pseudo-
bulbs, bearing strap-shaped, leathery leaves. There are

many species in cultivation for their handsome flowers.

epiderm (ep'i-derm), n. [< LL. epidermis: see

epidermis.} Same as epidermis.
epidermal (ep-i-der'nial), a. [< epiderm + -al.]

Relating to the epidermis or scarf-skin; cn-

ticular; exoskeletal. Also, rarely, epiderma-
toid, epidermose, epidermous, epidermidal.Spl-
dermal tissue, structure, or system, in bot.. the

simple or more or less complex structure which forms
the covering of plants, Including cuticle, epidermis, bark,
cork, etc.

epidermale (ep'i-der-ma'le), n.
; pi. epiderma-

lia (-11-&). fNL., < epidermis. Cf. epidermal."]

depfiaric, equiv. to tviotpuff, epidermis, +
form.] 1 . Same as epidermal or epidermic. 2.

Resembling epidermis ; having some character
of epiderm, without being exactly that tissue.

Also epidermoid.
epidermeous (ep-i-der'me-ns), a. [< epiderm
+ -eous.} Same as epidermic. [Rare.]

epidermic, epidemical (ep-i-der
x
mik, -mi-kal),

a. [< epiderm(is) + -ic, -ical.'] Belonging or

relating to or resembling the epidermis ;
cover-

ing the skin; epidermal Epidermic method, a
method of administering medicinal substances by applying
them to the skin. Also called iatraliptic method.



epidermidal

epidermidal (ep-i-dtr'mi-dal), a. [< epider-
mis (-id-) + -al.~\ Same as epidermal or epider-
mic. [Bare.]
epidermis (ep-i-der'mis), n. [< LL. epidermis, <

Ur. emfcpfuf (-/<!-), the outer skin,< eiri, upon, +
6ep/j.a, skin.] 1. In anat., the cuticle or scarf-

skin; the non-vascular outer layer of the skin.
Its outer portions usually consist of flattened or hardened
cells in one or more layers, cohering into a pellicle, which

readily peels off and is constantly being shed and renewed.

It is derived from the epiblast, and is entered by fine

nerve-fibrils, but by no blood-vessels. The following stra-

ta are recognized, from without inward : stratum corneum,
stratum granulosum, and stratum spinosum. See cuts

under skin and sweat-aland.

2. In zool., broadly, some or any outermost in-

tegument or tegumentary covering or envelop
of the body, or some part of the body: a term

nearly synonymous with exoskelcton. Thus, nails,

claws, hoofs, horns, scales, feathers, etc., consist of much
thickened or otherwise specialized epidermis ;

the whole
skin which a snake sheds is epidermis.

3. In embryol., the outermost blastoderm!c

membrane
;
the ectoderm or epiblast, which

will in due course become an epidermis proper.
4. In conch., specifically, the rind or peel

covering the shell of a mollusk; the external

animal integument of the shell, as distinguished
from the shell-substance proper: commonly
found as a tough, fibrous, or stringy dark-col-

ored bark, which readily peels off in shreds.

5. In bot., the outer layer or layers of cells cov-

ering the surfaces of plants.
On all the softer parts of the higher plants ... we find

a surface-layer, differing in its texture from the paren-
chyma beneath, and constituting a distinct membrane,
known as Epidermis. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 377.

Also epiderm.
epidermization (ep-i-der-mi-za'shon), . [<

epidermis + -ation.] In surg., the operation of

skin-grafting.

epidermoid (ep-i-der'moid), a. [< Gr. tiuieppi;,

epidermis, -t- el6o;, form.] Same as epiderma-
toid, 2.

epidermomuscular (ep-i-der-mo-mus'ku-lar),
a. [< LL. epidermis, cuticle, + L. muscu'lus,

muscle, + -or.] Cuticular and contractile ;

epidermal and muscular, as the ectodermal
cells of a fresh-water polyp, Hydra. See neu-

romuscii/ai'.

epidermose (ep-i-der'mos), it. and a. [< epi-
derm + -use.] I. n. Same as ceralin.

II. a. Same as epidermal.

epidermous (ep-i-der'mus), a. Same as epider-
mal.

epidictic, epideictic (ep-i-dik'tik, -dik'tik), a.

[< L. epidicticus, declamatory (cf. LL. epidicti-

calis, normal), < Gr. eiridcmTiKof, fit for display-

ing or showing off, < iTn&eutvvvtu, display, show,
exhibit, < hi, upon, + faucvvvat, show, point
out. Cf. deictic, ajiodictic.] Demonstrative

;

serving for exhibition or display : applied to

that department of oratory which comprises
orations not aiming directly at a practical re-

sult, but of a purely rhetorical character, in
deliberative oratory the immediate object is to persuade
the assembly to adopt or to deter it from adopting the
measure under discussion

;
in judicial oratory it is accusa-

tion or defense of the person under trial ; but in epidictic
oratory it is simply the treatment of a subject before an
audience for the purpose of affording pleasure or satisfac-

tion.

I admire his [Junius's] letters as flue specimens of elo-

quence of that kind which the ancient rhetoricians de-

nominated the epidictic. V. Knox, Winter Evenings, xxix.

He [Christ] would not work any epideictic miracle at
their bidding, any more than at the bidding of the tempt-
er. Farrar.

For Isokrates Wagner distinguishes between the early
period of work for the courts and the late period of epi-
deictiff discourses. Amer. Jour. PhiloL, VIII. 332.

epidictical, epideictical (ep-i-dik'ti-kal, -dik'-

ti-kal), a. [< epidictic + -a?.] Same as epi-
dictic.

epididymal (ep-i-did'i-mal), a. [< epididymis +
-a?.] Pertaining to the epididymis : as, epididy-
mal ducts; epididymal tissues.

epididymis (ep-Mid'i-mis), n. [NL., < Gr. Im-
dtdvfiif, epididymis, < eirl, upon, + didv/u>;, testi-

cle, lit. twin : see didymous.~\ An elongated ob-

long body resting upon and alongside the tes-

ticle, mostly enveloped in the tunica vaginalis.
It is composed of a convoluted tube 20 feet long, ending at
the lower end, or globus minor, in the vas deferens. The up-
per portion, or globns major, is formed in part by the coil-
ed terminations of the vasa efferentia of the testis, which,
12 to 20 in number, open into the convoluted canal.

epididymitis (ep-i-did-i-mi'tis), n. [NL., < epi-

didymis + -itts.] In pathol., inflammation of
the epididymis.

epidiprite fep-i-di'o-rit), . [< Gr. em, upon, +
diorite.'] A variety of diorite which contains
fibrous instead of compact hornblende.

1968

epidiorthosis (ep-i-di-or-tho'sis), . [LL.,
< Gr. eTnSi6ptiuaic,, the correction of a previous

expression, < exiSiopflovv, correct afterward,
< E7T(, upon, after, + diopdovv, correct, make
straight: see diorthosis.] In rhet., same as

epanorthosis.

epidosite (e-pid'o-sit), n. [< Gr. brttomf, a giv-

ing besides, increase (< sirioMvcu, give besides:

see epidote), + -itei.~] A rock composed essen-

tially of the mineral epidote, in a granular con-

dition, with which some quartz is mixed. The

epidote is usually of a bright grass-green color.

Also called pistacite-rock.

epidote (ep'i-dot), n. [= F. epidote (so named
by Haiiy, from the enlargement of the base of

tho primary in some of the secondary forms), <

Gr. as if *rJor<if , < e7ri6id6vai, give besides, give

unto, intr. increase, grow, < ixi, upon, in addi-

tion, + 6i66vai, give.] A common mineral, oc-

curring in prismatic crystals belonging to the

monoclinic system, also massive, generally of a

pistachio-green color and of a vitreous luster.

It is a silicate of aluminium, iron, and calcium. The epi-

dote group of minerals includes, besides epidote proper,
the manganese epidote piedmontite, the cerium epidote
allanite, and the calcium epidote zoisite. Epidote is also

called arendalite and pistacite.

epidotic (ep-i-dot'ik), a. [< epidote + -ic.] Per-

taining to, containing, or resembling epidote.

epidromia (ep-i-dro'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. em-

opofiTi, a flux, < Tn6pa/j.eiv, run to or upon, < M,
upon, + ipafielv, 2d aor., run, associated with

Tpe%tiv, run: see dromedary.,~\ \npathol., afflux

of humors, particularly of blood, to any part of

the body.
Epigaea (ep-i-jS'a), n. [NL.. < Gr. emyowf, a

once -occurring
"

dial, form (TO

eiriyata, the parts
on or near the

ground), < bri,

upon, + yaia,

poet. (dial.)
form of yea, yij,

the earth, the

ground : see epi-

geous.] 1. A
genus of erica-

ceous plants, of

two species, one
a native of Asia,
the other, E. re-

pens, the well-
known May-
flower or trail-

ing arbutus of
the United
States. They are

prostrate or creep-
ing evergreens, with fragrant rose-colored or white flow-
ers appearing in early spring. Also Epigea.
2. In entom., a genus of lepidopterous insects.

Hiibner, 1816.

epigaeal, epigaeous, . See epigeal, epigeous.

epigaster (ep-i-gas'ter), n. [NL., < Gr. eiri, upon,
+ yaaryp, belly.] A posterior part of the pep-
togaster, including the large intestine or its

equivalent, as the colon, caecum, and rectum;
the "hind-gut" of some writers, translating
Hinterdarm of the German morphologists.

epigastraeal (ep"i-gas-tre'al), a. [< epigas-
trasutn + -a?.] Same as epigastric.

epigastraeum (ep"i-gas-tre'um), n. [NL. : see

epigastrium.] Same as epigastrium.
epigastral (ep-i-gas'tral), a. [< epigaster +
-a/.] 1. In anat., same as epigastric. 2. In

biol., pertaining to the epigaster or hind-gut.

epigastrale (ep"i-gas-tra'le), .; pi. epigastra-
lia (-li-a). [NL.: see epigastral,"] A sponge-
spicule on the gastral surface with free differ-

entiated ray only. F. E. Schulze.

epigastralgia (ep"i-gas-tral'ji-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. eTnyaarpiov, epigastrium, + aAyof, pain.] In

pathol., pain at the epigastrium.
epigastralia, . Plural of epigastrale.

epigastrial (ep-i-gas'tri-al), a. [< epigastrium
+ -al.~] Same as epigastric.

epigastric (ep-i-gas'trik), a. and n. [< Gr. mi,
upon, + yaarf/p, stomach, + -ic.~\ I. a. Lying
upon, distributed over, or pertaining to the abdo-
men or the stomach. Also, rarely, epigustra:al,

epigastral, epigastrial. Epigastric artery, (a) Deep
or inferior, a branch of the external iliac distributed to
the abdominal walls. (6) Superficial, a recurrent branch
of the femoral supplying the abdominal walls below the
umbilicus, (c) Superior, the abdominal branch of the in-

ternal mammary. Epigastric lobes of the carapace of

a brachyurous crustacean, an anterior subdivision of the

complex gastric lobe. See cut under Brachyttrtt. Epi-
gastric plexus. See plexus. Epigastric region, the

epigeous

epigastrium, a region of the abdomen. See abdominal

regions, under abdominal. Epigastric veins, the veins

which accompany any of the epigastric arteries.

II. . An epigastric artery,

epigastriocele (ep-i-gas'tri-o-sel), . [< Gr.

litiyaoTptov, epigastrium, + i/A;/, tumor.] An

Trailing Arbutus {Epigaa repens).

abdominal hernia in the region of the epigas-
trium. Also epigastrocele.

epigastrium (ep-i-gas'tri-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

eiriyaciTpiov, the region of the stomach from the

breast to the navel (all below being the iiiroya-

arpurv, > E. hypogastrium), neut. of ivtyaarpiof,
over the belly, < bri, upon, over, + yaarr/p,

belly.] 1. The upper and median part of the

abdomen, especially of its surface, or that part

lying over the stomach ;
the epigastric region,

commonly called the pit of tlte stomach. 2. In

entom., a term used by some of the older ento-

mologists for the lower side of the mesothorax
and metathorax in the Coleoptera, Hemiptera,
and Oi-tJioptera.

Also, sometimes, epigastrceum.

epigastrocele (ep-i-gas'tro-sel), . Same as

epigastriocele.

Epigea, n. See Epigxa, 1.

epigeal (ep-i-je'al), a. [< epige-ous + -al.] 1.

Same as epigeous. 2. In entom., living near
the surface of the ground, as on low herbs, or

on mosses, roots, and other surface vegetation.
Also epigaial.

epigean (ep-i-je'an), a. [< epige-ous + -an.~]

Same as epigeous.

epigee (ep'i-je). n. [< NL. epigeum, neut. of

epigeus, < Gr. eiriyetof, on or of the earth : see

Epigcea.] Same as perigee.

epigene (ep'i-jen), . [(Cf. Gr. fKiyevqs, grow-
ing after or late, < emyiyvectiai, be born after), <

Gr. bri, upon, + -ycvr/f, produced, < / *yev, pro-
duce: see -gen, -gene.] 1. In geoL, formed or

originating on the surface of the earth: op-

posed to hypogene : as, epigene rocks.

The whole epigene army of destructive agencies.
Geikie, Oeol. Sketches, ii. 24.

2. In crystal., foreign; unnatural; unusual:
said of forms of crystals not natural to the sub-

stances in which they are found,

epigenesis (ep-i-jen'e-sis), n. [< Gr. bri, upon,
in addition, + yiveaif, generation: see genesis.]
1. The coming into being in the act or process
of generation or reproduction; the theory or

doctrine of generation in which the germ" is

held to be actually procreated by the parents,
not simply expanded or unfolded or made to

grow out of an ovum or spermatozoon in which
it preexisted or had been preformed. Thus, in its

application to plants, this theory maintains that the em-
bryo does not preexist in either the ovary or the pollen,
but is generated by the union of the fecundating princi-

ples of the male and female organs. In zoology the doc-

trine supplanted the theory of incasement (see incase-

nient), as held by both the animalculists and the ovulists,
and may be considered to have itself "incased" the germ
of all modern doctrines of ontogenetic biogeny, or evolu-
tion of the individual from preexisting individuals. The
theory was promulgated in substance in 17S9 by C. F. Wolff,
and in a modified form, as above, is the doctrine now ac-

cepted.

More correctly, perhaps, epiyenesis is an event of evo-

lution, and evolution impossible without epigenesis; for

evolution, strictly speaking, is the unfolding of that which
lies as a preformation in germ, which a new product with
new properties manifestly does not, any more than the
differential calculus lies in a primeval atom ; while epi-

genesig signifies a state that is the basis of, and the causa-
tive impulse to, a new and more complex state.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 170.

2. In geoL, same as metamorphism. 3. Inpa-
thol. , an accessory symptom ;

a new symptom
that does not indicate a change in the nature
of a disease.

epigenesist (ep-i-jen'e-sist), n. [< epiijenes(is)
+ -ist.] One who supports the theory of epi-

genesis.

epigenetic (ep"i-je-net'ik), a. [< epigenesis,
after genetic.} Of, pertaining to, or produced
by epigenesis.
He criticises the ideas of progress and of the unity of

history, and contends for an epiyenftw as distinguished
from an evolutionary view of the origins of civilisation.

Minil, XII. 628.

epigenetically (ep"i-je-net'i-kal-i), adv. In an

epigenetic manner; by means of epigenesis.

epigenic (ep-i-jen'ik), a. [As epigene + -ic.]

Originating on the surface of the earth.

epigenOUS (e-pij'e-nus). . [As epigene + -ous.]
In hot., growing upon the surface of a part, as

many fungi on the surface of leaves : often lim-

ited to the upper surface, in distinction from liy-

pogetums.
epigeous (ep-i-je'us), a. [Also written, less ex-

actly, eirigmous, < Gr. exiyeioe (dial, (xiyaioc,), on
or of the earth, on the ground, < f-i, upon, +



epigeous

yta, >;/, dial. }"<, tin 1

ctirtli, tln> ground: see

l\/>ig<ra.] 1. Growing on or mil of the i-nrtli :

as, epigeoitu plants. 2. Borno above ground in

germination, as the cotyledons of beans, etc.

Also

epigeum (ep-i-Ji nm), . [NL., neut. of *epi-

!lfii.i, < Gr. i.T/'jc.'of, on the earth: see cpigeous.]
Same iis /i/'i-ii/ce.

epiglot (op'i-glot), n. Same as cjriglottis.

epiglottic (ep-i-glot'ik), a. [< fipiglntt-its + -ic.]

Situated upon the glottis; specifically, pertain-
ing to the epiglottis. -Epiglottic gland, n quantity
of are. tlar ;m>l adipose tissue situuted in u span I,, i \\ , < n

the pointed base ot tin 1

epiglottis anil the hyo-epinlottid-
ean anil tliyro-hyoi.ieaii ligament .. It ia not a gland.

epiglottidean (ep"i-glo-tid'e-an), a. Same as

ejngtotHo.

epiglottidei, . Plural of epiglottideus.

epiglottides, . Plural of epiglottis.

epiglottideus (op'i-glo-tid'e-us), n.; pLepigtot-
inli'i (-1). [NL., < epiglottu (-id-) + -eiis.] A
muscle of the epiglottis. Three epiglottidei are
described in man, naiiif.l tlnii'tt-rpiglottideu*, and aryteno-
rpiuliittulrii.i HyTi'ur and inferior. The latter, also called
Hilton'* muscle and compressor nacculi larynrfif, is In im-

portant relation with the saccnlus of the larynx,

epiglottis (ep-i-glot'is), n. ; pi. epiglottides (-i-

dezj. [< NL. epiglottis, < Attic Gr. imyfamif,
common Gr. eniyAuoaif, epiglottis, < cm, upon,+ yfairriq, yfoaoif, glottis: see glottis.'] 1. A
valve-like organ which helps to prevent the
entrance of food and drink into the larynx dur-

ing deglutition. In man the epiglottis is of oblong
figure, broad and round above, attached by its narrow
base to the anterior angle of the upper border of the thy-
roid cartilage or Adam's-apple, and also to the hyoid or

tongue-bone, and I lie tongue Itself; Its ligaments for these
attachments are the thyro-epiglottlc, hyo-epiglottic, and
glosso-epiglottic, the latter three in number, forming folds
of mucous membrane. The muscles of the epiglottis
are three, the thyro-epiglottideus and the superior and
Inferior aryteno-eplglottidens. Its substance is elastic

yellow flbrocartilage, covered with mucous membrane
continuous with that of the fauces and air-passages. In
its ordinary state, as during respiration, the epiglottis
stands upon end, uncovering the opening of the larynx;
during the act of deglutition it is brought backward so
as to protect this orifice. Any similar structure in the
lower animals receives the same name. See cuts under
<i/!nt -iif irji and mouth.
2. In Polyzoa. same as epistoma. 3. Inentom.,
same as epiphariinx. Cushion or tubercle of the
epiglottis, a rounded elevation, covered with mucous
membrane of A bright-pink color, In the middle line be-
low the base of the epiglottis and aliove the rinia glottidis.

Quai'n; Ilolilen. Depressor eplglottidls, the depressor
of the epiglottis, a part of the thyro-epiglottidean muscle
continued on to the margin of the epiglottis. Frenum
eplglottidls (bridle of the epiglottis), one of the three
foils of mucous membrane, or glosso-cpiglottic ligaments,
which pass between the epiglottis and the tongue.

epiglqttohyoidean (ep-i-glot*6-hi-oi'de-an), a.

[< epiglottis + lii/oid + -e-an.] Pertaining to the

epiglottis and to the hyoid bone ; hyo-epiglottic.
epignathi, . Plural of epignathus.
epignathism (e-pig'iia-thizm), n. [< epigna-
llnnn + -ism.] The state or condition of being
epignathous; the epignathous structure of the
bill of a bird.

Kxhiliited in the Intermaxillary bone, divested of the
sheath which otten forms a little overhanging point, but
does not constitute epiynathixiii.

Couea, Key to Jf. A. Birds, p. 101.

epignathous (o-pig'na-thus), a. [< Gr. CT/, up-
on, + >'mOo$, law.] In or-
ii i tli., hook-billed; having
the end of the upper man-
dililo decurved over and
beyond that of the lower
one, as a bird of prey,
parrot, petrel, or gull.

With reference to the rela- Epignathous Bill of Gull.

foil of the tips of the mandi-
bles to each other : (1) the upper mandible overreaches
the under, and is delleeted ovi-r it ; (2) the under man-
dible extends heyoml the upper; (:i) the two meet at a
point ; (4) the points of the mandibles cross each other.
I propose to call these conditions epirrnathous, hypogna-
thous, paroguathous, and metagnathous respectively.

Cuues, Proc. I'hila. Acad. Nat. Scl., I860, p. 213.

epignathus (o-
(-thl). [NL.,< . ...
In teratol., an amorphous acardiac monster con-
nected with the jaw of the twin fetus.

epigpnal (e-pig'o-nal), a. [< Gr. fir/, upon, +
joi'i/, the seed, + -al.] Borne upon or beside the
germ-gland : applied to a special thickened part
of the tissue of the genital ridge in the embryos
of some fishes, as that part which is not modi-

1 into a germ-gland or an ovary.

ig 'na- thus), n.; pi. epignathi
r. evi, upon, + yi'dSof, jaw.]
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one of the episcopal vestments, consisting of
a piece of brocade or some other stiff mate-
rial shaped like a rhomb or lozenge, and worn
on the right side at or below the knee, hang-
ing by one of its angles from the zone or gir-
dle. The oth.-r three angles have tassels attached to

them, and it Is embroidered with a cross or other orna-
mentation. As late as the eighth century, and in some
plac.-s as late aa thu eleventh, u handkerchief or napkin
(the rHcheirittH, which see) was worn in a similar manner,
as it still is in the Armenian Church, and tin- <

[>i

is probably a more modern form of this. Accordingly,
some writers connect this vestment with the towel (A<>-
TU,I<) with which Christ girded himself before washing the

disciples' feet John xili. 5.

Attached to the . . . (zone), on the right side, the lilshop
wears an ornament . . . termed the epigonation ; It is ...
made of brocade, or some other stiff material, a tassel

being attached to the lower corners. This was at first,
like the Latin maniple, a mere handkerchief.

J. M. Scale, Eastern Church, t 311.

epigone 1
(ep'i-gon), n. [< Gr. ciriyowf, born

after, one born after, in pi. offspring, succes-

sors, posterity, < eiri, upon, + -yovoc., < %/ *y<.v,

bear, produce: see -gen, -gene."] One born af-

ter; a successor or heir.

These writers (Malthns, Rlcardo, Senior, James Mill.
and John Stuart Mill] contributed various parts of that
economic system which the epigones in political economy
contemplate with awe and admiration as something not
to be questioned.

R. T. Ely, Past and Present of Pol. Econ., p. 9.

epigone2 (ep'i-gon), n. [< NL. epigonium.']
S;i tin 1 as epigonium.

epigonia, n. Plural (a) of epigonion, and (&) of

c/ngonium.
epigonion (ep'i-go-m'on), n.; pi. epigonia (-a).

[< Gr. eTTiyovftov (see def.), < 'Eiriyovos, a person
so named, lit. after-born: see epigone

1
.] An

ancient lyre with forty strings, named from its

Greek inventor, Epigones. The date of the in-

vention is uncertain.

epigonium (ep-i-go'ni-um),n.; pi. epigonia (-'&).

[NL.,< Gr. kiri, upon, + yovf/, the seed.] In tie-

paticfB, the old archegonium, which after fer-

tilization forms a membranous bag inclosing
the young capsule : same as calyptra. It is rup-
tured as the capsule elongates. Also epigone.
[Not in use.]

epigram (ep'i-gram), . [Formerly epigramme;
<. F. dpigramme = Sp. ej>igrama = Pg. It. epi-

</ramma= Gr. epigramm = Dan. Sw. epigram, <

L. epigramma, < Gr. Mypa/ma(T~), an inscrip-
tion, an epigram, an epitaph, < emy/>6<t>etv, in-

scribe: see epigraph."] 1. In Gr. lit., a poeti-
cal inscription placed upon a tomb or public
monument, as upon the face of a temple or

public arch. The tvrm was afterward extended to any
little piece of verae expressing with precision a delicate
or ingenious thought, as the pieces in the Greek Anthology.
In Itoman classical poetry the term was somewhat indis-

criminately used to designate a short piece in verse ; but
the works of Catullus, and especially the epigrams of Mar-
tial, contain a great number with the modern epigram-
matic character.

This Kpi<rramme Is but an inscription or writting made
as it were vpon a table, or in a windowe, or vpon the wall
or mantell of a chimney in some place of common resort.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 43.

Probably the first application of the newly adapted art

(engraving words on stone or metal) was in dedicatory in-

scriptions or epigram*, to use this word in iU original
sense. C. T. Neivton, Art and Archocol., p. 100.

Hence 2. In a restricted sense, a short poem
or piece in verse, which has only one subject,
and finishes by a witty or ingenious turn of

thought; hence, in a general sense, an inter-

esting thought represented happily in a few
words, whether verse or prose ; a pointed or
antithetical saying.

The qualities rare In a bee that we meet
In an epitjram never should fail ;

The body should always lie little and sweet,
And a sting should be left in its tail.

Trans, from Latin (author unknown).
From the time of Martial. Indeed, the epigram came to

he characterized generally by that peculiar point or sting
which is now looked for in a French or English epigram ;

ami the want of this in the old Greek compositions doubt-
less led some minds to think them tame and tasteless.
The true or the best form of the early Greek epigram does
not aim at wit or seek to produce surprise. Lord Xe

epigraphic

< LGr. iirtypaft/taTiKof, < Gr. eiriypa/ifta(T-), epi-
gram: see epigram.] 1. Dealing in epigrams ;

speaking or writing in epigram : as, an tpigmiH-
nintir, poet. 2. Suitable to epigrams; belong-
ing to epigrams; having the quality of an epi-
gram; antithetical; pointed: as, epigramiiuiiif
style or wit.

Those remarkable poems have I teen undervalued by rrit-

ics who have not understood their nature. 'I bey have no
1'ltiiintintnatic point. .'/. .<

epigrammatical (ep'i-gra-mat'i-kal), a. [<>i'i-

yratumatic + -at.] Same as epigrammatic.
Our good fpiyraniHtaticiil jMtet, old Godfrey of Winches-

ter, thinketh no ominous forespeaking to lie in names.
ctnm/en.

Had this old song ("Chevy Chase "I been filled wlthrpt-
iii-'tiinii,ttn-iit turns and points of wit, It might perhaps
have pleased the wrong taste of some readers.

Spectator, No. 74.

epigrammatically (ep'i-gra-mat'i-kal-i), adv.
In an epigrammatic manner or style ; tersely
and pointedly.

It has been put fpifframmatically, that formerly nobody
in Oxford was married except the heads, but that now the
heads are the only people who remain unmarried.

Contemporary Ileo., LI. 611.

epigrammatism (ep-i-gram'a-tizm), n. [< epi-

gramnuit-ic + -ism."] The use of epigrams;
epigrammatical character.

The latter [derivation] would l>e greedily seized hy nine
philologists out of ten, for no better cause than iu epi-

grammatism. !'<>. Marginalia, Ixvii.

epigrammatist (ep-i-gram'a-tist), n. [= F.

epigrammatiste = bp. ejiigramatista = Pg. It.

epigrammatista, < LL. epigrammatista, < LGr.
eiriypafi/ianorrK, < Gr. iiriypa/iuaTtfcw, write an
epigram: see cpigrammatize.] One who com-
poses epigrams or writes epigrammatically.
The conceit of the epiyrammalut. Fuller.

Among the buffoon poets of th Is age Is also to be reckoned
John Heywoixl, styled the epiyratnmati*t, from the fix cen-
turies of epigrams, or versified jokes, which form a remark-
able portion of his works. Craik, Hit. Eng. Lit., I. 431.

epigrammatize (ep-i-gram'a-tiz), v. t.; pret.
and pp. epigrammati:ed, ppr. epigrammalizing.
[=F.epigrammati8er,< Gr. exiypafi/iaTifciv, write
an epigram, (.cjriypa/j/ja(r-), an epigram: seee/>i-

gram.J To represent or express by epigrams;
write epigrammatically.
epigrammatizer (ep-i-gram'a-ti-zer), n. One
who composes epigrams, or who writes epi-

grammatically; an epigrammatist.
He 1 Pope] was only the condenser and eptriraiiiwntizrrut

Bolingbroke a very fitting St. John for siirh n gospel.
Lotrell, Study Windows, p. 416.

epigrammist, . See epigramist.

epigramist, epigrammist (ep'i-gram-ist), .

[= Sp. epigramixtd = It. epigramista ; as p-
-ist.] S&me&s epigrammatist. [Bare.]

The pifframmitt [Martial] speaks the sense of their
drunken principles. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, i. -'.

epigrammatarian (ep-i-gram-a-ta'ri-an), n.

[< L. <'i>it/r<imi>ia(t-), epigram, -f -arian'.'] An
epigrammatist. B/>. Hall, Satires, I. ix. 29.

epigonation (ep'i-go-na'ti-pn), .; pi. epigona- epigrammatic (ep'i-gra-mat'ik), a. [= F.

M(-ahf). [< MGr. cTcr/ovanov (cf. Gr. e/xiyavo- I'liii/rttmmatii/uc = Sp. cpigrantdtico = Pg. It.

O'/.'/''" """"''" (cf. D. G. epiijrtimnuitixi-h =
Dan. Sw. epigrainmatisk), < LL. cpiyrammaticus,

Tit, a garment michiiu: to the knee), < Gr. i

upon, to, + ;,ira = E. knee.] In the Gr. Ch
'
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epigrapJie

ypaQtiv, write upon, inscribe, < i-i, upon, + ypa-

<t>civ, write. Cf. epigram.] 1. An inscription cut
or impressed on stone, metal, or other perma-
nent material, as distinguished from a writing
in manuscript, etc. ; specifically, in arcliaol.,
a terse inscription on a building, tomb, monu-
ment, or statue, denoting its use or appropria-
tion, and sometimes incorporated in its scheme
of ornamentation.

Dr. Mertt, a learned man and Library Keeper, shew'd
me ... the statue and epifrraph iindrr it of that renown-
ed physitian Dr. Harvey, discoverer of the circulation of
the blood. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. :<, ItKtt.

2. A superscription or title at the beginning
of a book, a treatise, or a part of a book. 3.
In lit., a citation from some author, or a sen-
tence framed for the purpose, placed at the
commencement of a work or of one of its sepa-
rate divisions ; a motto.

Leave here the pages with long musing curled,
And write me new my future's epiyraih.

Mrs. Browtiiny.

epigraph (ep'i-graf), v. t. [< epigraph, n.] To
inscribe an epigraph on.

Also a paper epigraphtd: "Lo que dljo J. B. Plata a
Don Juan de Indiaquez, 24 June, 1586."

Motley, United Netherlands, I. 528.

epigrapher (e-pig'ra-fer), n. Same as epigra-
phist.

It Is a new doctrine that the most meritorious field-

work will make a man a linguist, an epigrapher, and an
historian. Contemporary Rev., LI. 562.

epigraphic (ep-i-graf Mk), a. [ F. epigm-
phique = Pg. epigraphico = It. epigrafico, < NL.
cpigraphicvs, < epigraphe, epigraph: see e/i-

graph.] Of, pertaining to, or bearing an
epi-

graph or inscription ; of or pertaining to epig-
raphy.
The epiyrajthic adjuration

"
Siste, viator."

Saturday See.



epigraphic

It [the Arabic of .Mohammed] was the peculiar dialect

of the tribes near Mecca, and up to the present no epi-

qrapliic monument anterior to the sixth century of our era

iras attested its existence. Cvnlenipnrary Itci:, XLIX. 144.

The authority of the epigraphic monuments, as briefly

given above, is thus place'd in direct opposition to the

authority of the Homeric text as understood by Meyer.
Amer. Jour. Philul., VI. 420.

epigraphical (ep-i-graf'i-kal), a. [< epigraphic
+ -at.] Of the character of an epigraph ; epi-

graphic.
Verses never intended for such a purpose [inscription

on a monument, etc.], but assuming for artistic reasons

the epigraphical form. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 477.

epigraphically (ep-i-graf'i-kal-i), adv. Con-
sidered as an epigraph ;

in the manner of an

epigraph.
Epiiimphically of the same age.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 133.

epigraphies (ep-i-graf'iks), . [PI. of epigraph-
ic : see -ics.] The science of inscriptions ; epig-

raphy.
epigraphist (e-pig'ra-fist), re. [< epigraph(y) +
-ist.] One versed in epigraphy.
We shall acquire a long series of inscriptions for the

epigraphuit. Quarterly lien., CXXVII. 80.

The post of epiyraphist to the Government of India,
held till lately by Mr. Fleet, may be speedily revived.

Atkenceum, No. 3076.
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the protomala or so-called mandible attached

to its outer edge.
What we have for brevity called the epilabra are the

lamina; fulcieutes labri of Meinert.
A. S. Packard, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., XXI. 198.

Epilachna (ep-i-lak'na), n. [NL., < Gr. eiri,

above, + '/.d^vr,, woolly hair.] A genus of

cryptotetramerous coleopter-

ans, of the family Coccinellida',

or ladybirds, forming with a few
others the group of phytopha-
gous or vegetable-feeding Coc-

cinellida;, the rest of the family
being insectivorous. The distill- Ladybird (Efi-
guishing character of the group is the lachna borealu),

form of the mandibles, which are armed slightly enlarged.

especially in the

Epimachinae

epileptogenous (ep'i-lep-toj'e-nus), o. [< Gr.

cxi'M/irToc, suffering from epilepsy (see epilepsy),
+ -yevhs, producing : see -genous.~\ Giving rise

to epilepsy.
Basilar motor centers [of the brain] may acquire the

tpfttptogenout property. Alien, and A'eurol., VI. 449.

' '

epigraphy (e-pig'ra-fi), n. [= F. epigraphie =
It. eptgrafla. < NL. epigraphia, < Gr. etriypa^ii,

an epigraph: see epigraph.] The study or

knowledge of epigraphs ;
that branch of know-

ledge which deals with the deciphering and ex-

planation of inscriptions ; epigraphies. Epigra-

Shy
is a science ancillary to philology, archaeology, and

istory. It is principally and properly devoted to the
consideration of inscriptions in the strict sense that is,

texts cut, engraved, or impressed upon stone, bronze, or
other material more or less rigid and durable, or one

capable of becoming so, such as clay. Graffiti, or texts

consisting of characters incidentally scratched on a wall,

etc., and dipiiiti, ill which the characters are painted, not

carved, are for convenience' sake also classed as inscrip-
tions. On the other hand, the study of the lettering

(legends, etc.) on coins belongs to numismatics.

In England the new science of Greek epigraphy, which
may be said to deal with the chronological and geograph-
ical classification of Greek inscriptions, has found few fol-

lowers. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 2.

epigynous (e-pij'i-nus), a. [< Gr. r<, upon, +
j-iw;, a woman (in mod. bot.

a pistil), + -ous.] In bot.,

growing upon the top of the

ovary, or seeming to do so,
as the corolla and stamens
of the cranberry.
EpihippUS (ep-i-hip'us), n.

Epigynous Stamens and [NL., < Gr. CTri, Upon, + (IT-

irof,
horse . ] A genus of fos-

sil horses from the Upper
Eocene of North America, having four toes in

front and three behind. Marsh, 1877.

epihyal (ep-i-hi'al), a. and n. [< Gr. ini, upon,
+ hy(oid), q. v.','

+ -al.] I. a. Pertaining to

one of the pieces of the hyoideau arch : as, an

epihyal bone or ligament. In the human subject
the ligament which connects the so-called styloid process
of the temporal bone with the so-called lesser cornu of
the hyoid bone is an epihyal structure.

II. n. In anat. and eool., one of the pieces of

the hyoidean arch ; one of the elements of the
second postoral visceral arch ; a bone inter-

vening between the stylohyal and the cera-

tohyal, represented in the human subject by
the stylohyoid ligament, but of usual occur-
rence as a bone in other mammals.
epiklesis, i>. See epiclesis.

epikyt, [< ML. epikeia, prop, epiccia, < Gr.

exieiKcia, reasonableness, equity, as opposed to

strict law, < iineuir/f, fitting, reasonable, < mi,
upon, + elic6f, likely, reasonable.] Equity, as

opposed to strict law.

I am provoked of some
to condemn this law, but
I am not able, so it be
but for a time, and upon
weighty considerations,
. . . for avoiding disturb-
ance in the common-
wealth such an epiktj and
moderation may be used
in it.

Latimer, Sermons and
[Remains, I. 182.

epilabrum (ep-i-la'-

brum), .; pi. epila-
bra (-bra). [NL.
(Pac:kard,"l8S3).<Gr.

, V Head of Sccfeffncfra, from below
ffl, Upon, -t- Li. la- (magnified '.showing the epilabrum,

britin, UD: See la- *e pn>tomala with its cardo (Carit),
* '-.

" and stipes (St] ; Ant, antenna.

orient.] In Hyria-
poda, a transverse sclerite, broader than long,
flanking the labrum, and having the cardo of

with several teeth at the tip. The spe-
cies of Epilachna are very numerous, , ,

tropical zone
; they are comparatively large, very convex,

and hairy above, whence the name. E. borealis (Kirby) is

very abundant in southern parts of the United States, and
is often injurious to cultivated plants, especially squashes.
It is of a honey-yellow color, with black spots. E. ylo-

bma and E. undeciimnatulata are European species.

epilate (ep'i-lat), v. t.
; pret.

and pp. epilatcd,

ppr. epilating. [< L. as if *epilatus, pp. of *epi-
lare (> F. fpiler, deprive of hair), < it. e, out,
+ pilus, a hair (> pilare, deprive of hair). Cf.

depilate.] To deprive of hair
;
eradicate (hair).

I have by epilatinij such hairs [white] and stimulating
the part succeeded in replacing them by a vigorous growth
of natural coloured hairs. A*, and Q., 7th ser., II. 29S.

epilation (ep-i-la'shou), n. [= F. Epilation; as

epilate + -ion.] Eradication of hair,

epilepsia (ep-i-lep'si-a), . [LL.] Sameasejw-

epilepsy (ep'i-lep-si), n. [= D. G. epilepsie =
f>an. Sw. epilepsi = F. Epilepsie= Pr. epilepsia,

epilemcia, epilencia = Sp. Pg. epilepsia = It. epi-

tessia, < LL. epilepsia, < Gr. cirtA-riiiia, also ETrP '"

epileptoid (ep-i-lep'toid), a. [< Gr.

(i-i'/.i/Ttr-), epilepsy, + tWoc, form.] Kesem-
bling epilepsy : as, an epileptoid attack.

epilobe (ep'i-lob), n. [<TGr. eir/, upon, + 7wfi6c,

lobe.] In entom., a narrow piece often border-

ing the inner side of one of the lobes of the

mentum of beetles, when the latter is bilobed.
The epilobes are joined in the middle, and frequently

produced in a central prominence called the tooth of the

nientuin,

Epilobium (ep-i-16'bi-um), n. [NL., < Gr. km,
upon, + "/.oftof, a pod, lobe : see lobe.'] A her-

baceous genus of the natural order Onagracete,

widely distributed throughtemperate and arctic

regions, and including, according' to the latest

authority, over 150 species. The flowers are pink
or purple, or rarely yellow, and the seeds

a_re
crowned

with a tuft of long silky hairs. The name willow-herb is

given to the more common species, of which the most

conspicuous, E. anfiuntifolium, is a tall perennial with a

simple stem bearing a spike of large purple flowers and
willow-like leaves.

epilogic, epiloglcal (ep-i-loj'ik, -i-kal), a. [<
Gr. e-ito-j'/Kof , CibrCUiyof. epilogue.] Relating to
or like an epilogue ; epilogistic. Quarterly Kev.

epilepsy, lit. a seizure, < eirt^ji^/idvecv, seize

upon, < crri, upon, + Aappaveiv, /.afieiv, take,
seine. Cf. catalepsy.'] A disease of the brain
characterized by recurrent attacks of (a) loss

of consciousness with severe muscular spasm
(major attack), or (b) loss of consciousness at-

tended with little or no muscular disturbance,

or, rarely, slight muscular spasm without loss

of consciousness (minor attack).

My lord is fallen into an epilepsy ;

This is his second fit
;
he had one yesterday.

Shak., Othello, iv. 1.

Cortical epilepsy, epilepsy dependent on disease of the
cerebral cortex. Epilepsy of the retina, a temporary
anemic condition of the retina which has been observed

during an epileptifonu attack. Peripheral epilepsy,
epilepsy which seems to be produced by a peripheral le-

sion. Toxic epilepsy, epilepsy induced by toxic sub-

stances in the blood.

epileptic (ep-i-lep'tik), a. and n. [=F. e"pilep-

tiqite = Sp. epileptico = Pg. epileptico = It. epi-
lettico (cf. D. G. epileptisch = Dan. Sw. epilep-

tisk), < LL. epilepticus, < Gr. hutiVTiKof, < Ivi-

fyiptf (embr/iTT-), epilepsy: see epilepny.] I. a.

1 . Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of epilepsy.
Besides madness, and (what are so nearly allied to it)

epileptic flts, I know of no distemper that the ancients as-

cribed to possession: unless, perhaps, flts of apoplexy.
Farmer, Demoniacs of Aew Testament, i. 5.

As a piece of magnificent invective, [Victor Hugo's] Les
Chatiments is undoubtedly a powerful work. ... It is

written in a transport of rage which is almost ejrileptic in

its strength. Edinburgh Rev., CLXIII. 165.

2. Affected with epilepsy.
A plague upon your epileptic visage !

Smile you my speeches, as I were a fool?

Shale., Lear, ii. 2.

Epileptic aura. Seeaural.

II. . One affected with epilepsy.

Epileptics are very often found to have had a father or

mother attacked with some nervous disorder.

Quain, Med. Diet., p. 445.

epileptical (ep-i-lep'ti-kal), a. Same as epi-

leptic.

Prescribing it to one who was almost daily assaulted
with epileptical fits. Boyle, Works, II. 228.

epileptically (ep-i-lep'ti-kal-i), adv. In connec-
tion with or in consequence of epilepsy ;

caused

by epilepsy.
We must also bear in miud that there are on record

many homicides committed by epileptically insane per-
sons. E. C. Mann, Psychol. Med., p. 483.

epileptiform (ep-i-lep'ti-form), a. [= F. epilep-

tij'iirme. < Gr. iiriht/ipif (etrdJiKT-), epilepsy, + L.

forma, form.] Eesembling epilepsy.
A man long subject to very limited epileptiform seizures

may at length have seizures beginning in the *;um i ua\.
and becoming universal; but these are not epileptic seiz-

ures, they are only more severe tpiUptiform seizures.

Pop. Sci. M<:., XXV. 179.

epileptogenic (ep-i-lep-to-jen'ik), a. [As cpi-

leptogen-ous + -ic.J Giving rise to epilepsy or
to an epileptic attack.

reckon, < Aoyoc, an account: see logic, logistic.]

Excess in reckoning; addition in computation.
The Greek and Hebrew making a difference of two

thousand years, . . . this epilogism must be detracted
from the Hebrew or superadded to the Greek.

Gregory, Posthuma (1650), p. 171.

epilogistic (ep"i-lo-jis'tik), a. [< epilogue) +
-iat-ic; cf. Gr. em/j>ytaTtn6<;, able to calculate:

see epilogism.] Pertaining to epilogues ;
of the

nature of an epilogue.
These lines are an epilogistic palinode to the last elegy.

T. Warton, Notes to Milton's Smaller Poems.

epilogize (ep'i-lo-jiz), .
; pret. and pp. epilo-

qized, ppr. epilogizing. [Also epiloguise; < Gr.

emfoyi&aOai, address the peroration or epilogue,
< enitoyof, peroration, epilogue : see epilogue.]
1. trans. To add to in the manner of an epilogue.
The laugh of applause with which the charming com-

panion of my new acquaintance was epilogizing his happy
raillery. Student (1750), I. 143.

II. intrans. To write or pronounce an epi-

logue ;
use the style of epilogues.

epilogue (ep'i-log), n. [= D. epiloog = G. epi-

log = Dan. Sw. epilog, < F. epilogue = Sp. epi-

logo = Pg. It. epilogo, < L. epilogns, < Gr. rni-

?Myof, a conclusion, peroration of a speech, epi-

logue of a play, < e^Myetv, say in addition, <

en-i, in addition, + 'kh/uv, say.] 1. In rhet., the
conclusion or closing part of a discourse or ora-

tion ; the peroration. The office of the epilogue is

not merely to avoid an abrupt close and provide a formal

termination, but to confirm and increase the effect of

what has been said, and leave the hearer as favorably dis-

posed as possible to the speaker's cause" and unfavorably
to that of his opponents. Accordingly, an epilogue in its

more complete form consists of two divisions (a) a repe-
tition of the principal points previously treated, and (ft)

an appeal to the feelings.

2. In dramatic or narrative writing, a conclud-

ing address ; a winding up of the subject ; spe-

cifically, in spoken dramas, a closing piece or

speech, usually in verse, addressed by one or

more of the performers to the audience.

A good play needs no epilogue.
Shalt., As you Like it, Epil.

Why there should be an epilogue to a play,
I know no cause, the old and usual way
For which they were made, was to entreat the grace
Of such as were spectators in this place.

Beaumont, Custom of the Country, Epil.

epiloguet (ep'i-log), v. i. [< epilogue, n.] To
epilogize.

Pleasure . . .

Begins the play in youth, and epilogues in age.
Quarles, Emblems, iv. 13.

epiloguize (ep'i-log-Iz), v. [Also epiloguise; <

</:ilogue + -ize. Cf. epilogize.'] Same as epilo-

The dances ended, the spirit epiloguises.

Stage Direction in Milton's Comus.

epiloguizer (ep'i-log-i"zer), TO. One who epi-

loguizes ; a writer or speaker of epilogues.

[Rare.]
Go to, old lad. 'tis true that thou art wiser :

Thon art not framed for an e]iilo<nti?i>/: ll<i<r<l/<'ii.

Epimachinas (ep'i-ma-ki'ne), . ;il. [NL., <

Epimachus + -inn .] A group of slender-billed



Epimachinae

or tenuirostral birds, typified by tho genus Kpi-
iiini'iiiis ; the plume-bird*, riir\ >< miiie UL- trm-

bird* of i'aradise, <>' !'' ih.- . \rn .(itu IIIMI

l-iani-r ail'l linlli.un V nl
1

th'lr plmnau'i'. (") I" nm>t ar-

ralmi'lin ills til'
1

f:'i>iuiil<-liilt:t' lii'Vr lui II lefiTlfil In tin-

liiinily "I li'Ki]""--, I'liinnil,!', "! ilosely MtodlUd with
id, Pnmtnptoa. <:. tt. Orajr (1869) oonititutei the group
by tin- genera I'tiUtrhi*. CntpidopAora, I'-f'"""''

<!', tirmioptt'l'", anil i'l,'ii^". M.hir !' \vllirh y.-IH'IU

al'r IhlU refiTlvd III the /'T.-|ll/,. ill,''. Till' LTOIIp tllll.S

(..li.-titiil.-,l j.h.Mll.1 I..- abi.lUhr.l. (M In I

III' Ml* I In- Kiiiuinrhhiirw IMaili- "lie, nf t wo slllifalnili. ^ nf

l\">nli.-i:i,r, containing the slender-liillcil forms n-piv
M'lilnl liy four KCII<T:I. ! Drepanorni*, t'l- "

'

Epimachus (e-pim'a-kus), . [NL. (Cuvier,

1817), appar. < Gr. imfut^of, that may easily bo

attacked, assailable (also equipped for battle),
< tiri, upon, to, + fidxeoflai, fight, < fd^t, battle.]
A genus of magnificent Papuan birds, belonging
to tin- I'tiniilixfiilti: and made type of a subfain-

I

Plume-bird ififimiicSms sptiiosvs).

ily Epimacltina:, having a slender bill, densely
feathered nostrils, and highly developed plu-

mage of the wings and tail, which latter is sev-
en 1 times longerthan the body ;

the plume-birds
proper. The superb plume-bird or grand promerops of
V u Guinea, K. speciomtn, E. maximus, or E. twperbux,
is tin- type species; E. ellioti is another species. Also
ealleil ( 'iniinin:<h'<ms.

epimacus (e-pim'a-kus), n.
; pi. epimaci (-si).

[Appar. for rpimachus, < Gr. efti/iaxos, equipped
for battle: see Epimachus.'] In her., an imagi-
nary beast, somewhat resembling a griffin, the
chief difference being that all four paws are
those of lions: the tail also is usually without
the tuft.

epimandibular (ep'i-man-dib'u-lar), a. and n.

[< Gr. tiri, upon, + L. mainlibiila, jaw: see man-
ilihli; Hiniiilibiilar.'] I. a. Borne upon the man-
dible or lower jaw, as a bone of some of the
lower vertebrates.

II. n. A bone of the mandible of some of the
lower vertebrates, identified with the hyoman-
dibular of fishes. See hyomaiidibular.
The proof that the hyoinandibular is equivalent to the

rfimaudibutar. 0. Baur, Micros. Set., xxviii. 179.

epimanika, n. Plural of epimanikon.
epimanikioii (ep*i-ma-nik i-on), n.

; pi. epitna-
itikiii (-a). [X MGr. em/javtKtov, also (as NGr.)
tTriuavutov, < Gr. iiti. upon, + /tavimov, fidvina,
NGr. /laviiu, sleeve, \ L. maaica, sleeve, \ muuiix,
the hand: see IHHIIHK. iminual.'] In the dr. Ch.,
one of the eucharistic vestments, consisting in

n kind of cuff or movable sleeve, usually made
of silk, worn on each arm, and reaching about
half way up from the wrist to the elbow, y.pima-
nikia \\vrc originally worn by bishops only, but have nun
for many ri-nluiii-s been worn by all priests, and since
A. 1 1. 1600 by deacons.

The epimanifrifi come nearest to the Latin maniple, but
tbi'y do not resemble it in shape, and arc worn on Imtli

hands, instead of on the left only.
J. M. tfcale, Eastern Church, I. 307.

epimanikon (ep-i-man'i-kon), H.
; pi. <-piinnikii

(-kip. Saint 1 a i iiimiiiiikion.

Epimedium(ep-i-me'di-um), n. [NL.. < L. cpi-

medion, an unknown plant (Pliny), < Gr. eiri-

[ii/itov (Dioscorides), liarn'mvort, l''/>inif<liiiH/

nlpiiiitm.] A small berberidaeeous genus of

low herbs, of Europe nii'l temperate Asia, with

iernotely divided leaves, and racemes of white.

pink. or yellowish Mowers. Several species alv rnl-

tivateil for ornament. espeeially K. (iljjinmu of !jti"i>i
nnil /-,'. nuKmtUhwH uf .lapan.

epimera, . Plural of rpiuifron.

epimeral (ep-i-me'ral). n. [< cjiimcron + -<i/.]

Pertaining to an epiineron or to the epimera.

1971

epimerite (ep-i-me'rit), H. [As epimcron 4-

-itf-.] An anterior proboscis-like appendage
borne upon the protomerite of tho septate gre-
gamies. it ,,-ives tnattarli the parasite to iU host, and
ma> IK- aiine.1 with hooklck for that purpose. Itlsalways
ilrriiliiuiis. u In n it is present, the in'Ogarine is known
a^ a <>'

i ,//<//"! it
. a II t I 1 1 i^ >ln i|. a> a qWTMll,

epimeritic (ep i-me-rit'ik), a. [< rpitHi-riti- +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to the epimerite.
epimeron, epimerum (ep-i-mS ron, -rum), n. :

pi. rpiiin-rii (-iii ). [NL., < Gr. em, upon, + fil(K>^,

thigh.] One of the side-pieces in the segment
of an arthropod or articulate animal, in the Cnu-
lacea the cpimcra form part of the dorsal arc, ami tin li-<
are artii nlaU'il tn tlimi. In inserts tbr ti i m i- generally
restricted to these pieces in the thoracic secnn nt-, In n-

an epimeron ia the middle one of three sclerites into hicb

an> pleuron is divisible ; they are situate*! hcliiml the epi-
^tcrna, ln-t\M-i n the terffum and the insertions of the legs.

epinaos (ep-i-na'os), n. ; pi. epinaoi (-oi). [<
Gr. cut, upon, + vaof, temple.] An open vesti-

bule behind the cella of some ancient temples,
corresponding to tho pronaos in front. Soe

(i/iiatliotlomos and posticum.
epinastic (ep-i-nas'tik), o. [< epinasty + -ic.]

In hot., of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

epinasty.
With respect to this downward movement of the leaves,

Kruus believes that it is due to their fpinajftic growth.
Darwin, Movement In Plants, p. 260.

epinastically (ep-i-nas'ti-kal-i), adv. In an

epinastic manner.
The marginal portion of the pfleus is somewhat curved

over and bent downwards (epinastically) in towards the
surface of the stipe. /' Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 294.

epinasty (ep'i-nas-ti), M. [< Gr. M, upon, +
vaarof, pressed close, solid, \ vaaaeiv, press close,

stamp down.] In hot., a movement or state of

curvature due to the more active growth of the
ventral side of an organ.
Epinephelini (ep-i-nef-e-li'ni), n. pi. [NL.
(Bleeker, 1875), < Epinephelus + -ini.] A group
or subfamily of Serranida; including the gen-
era Epinephelus, Mycteropcrca, Dermatolcpis,
I'romicropterux, Enneacentrus, and other closely
related non-American genera.
Epinephelus (ep-i-nef 'e-lus);

n. [NL. (Bloch,
1(93), < Gr. i-i, upon, + vffytf.ri, cloud.] A ge-
nus of fishes, of the family Serranida;. it con-
tains numerous species, chiefly of the tropical and sub-

tropical seas, having the interorbital space narrow, the

eyes subcentral, the scales of the lateral line simple, and
the anal tin short, with only 8 or 9 rays, the inner teeth
of both jaws depressible, and some of the anterior ones
can i iii form, and the prcopcrciilum entire below. E. mn-
rin is the red grouper of the Mexican coast and the South
Atlantic coast of the I'nited States. See grouper.

dpinette (a-pe-net'). n. [F. epinette, a spinet:
see spinet.] A kind of cage in which fowls are
confined for tho purpose of fattening. It com-
monly consists of a scries of coops in tiers, arranged in a
circular frame, the whole frame turning on its axis for
convenience in feeding the fowls, which Is performed me-
chanically by means of a force-pump. Also called chicken-

feeder.

Epineuil (a-pe-nely'), n. [P. : see def.] A red
wine produced around the village of Epineuil in

the neighborhood of Tonnerre, in tho depart-
ment of Yonne, France, resembling Burgundy
of the second grade, and much esteemed,though
not often exported.
epineural (ep-i-nu'ral), a. and n. [< Gr. M,
upon, + neural, q. v.] I, a. Situated upon a
neural arch, as a spine of a fish's backbone.
In Eso.x and Thymallus the epineural and epicentrat

spines are present; in Cyprinus the ei/ineurai and epi-
plciiral. Ouvn, Anat., I. 43.

II. n. A scleral spine attached to a neural
arch. See extract under epicentral.

epineuria, . Plural of epineurium.
f epineurial (ep-i-nu'ri-al), a. [< epineurium +

-<(/.] Pertaining to or consisting of epineurium :

as, epineurial sheaths.

epineurium (ep-i-nu'ri-um), n. ; pi. epineuria
(-jp. [NL., < Gr. eiri, upon, + vcvpov, nerve.]
The sheath of connective tissue around a fasci-

culus of nerve-tissue, as distinguished from the
finer sheath of perineurium which similarly sur-
rounds the smaller bundles or funiculi of which
a nerve is ultimately composed. Seefuniculus
and perim iirinm,

epinglette (ep-ing-glef), n. [F. epinglette, a
primer, a priming-wire, dim. of fpingle, a pin,
< OF. espinale, < L. spinula, dim. of spina, a
thorn, spine: see apinnli-. n/iiiir.] An iron
needle for piercing the cartridge of a piece of
ordnance liet'ore priming: a priming-wire.

epinicia. . Plural <>f >
i>i>ii<-iim.

epinicial (ep-i-nis-ial), a. Same as epinician.
The spoils won in vietnr> were carried in triumph,

while an c/iinieial song was chanted.
T. H'lirtuii, llisu Eng. Poetry.

epiphany

epinician (ep-i-nis-ian;, (i.
\
Written less prop.

i inn/Linn, '.
I .r. .'-n >,,"

, ul' \ietory : see ,

.
| Pertaining to or t elel>ratin^ vietory.

epinicion (ep-i-nis'i-on), M.
; pi. < \iiim-iii (-'&).

TNL., < Gr. eirivintav, a song of victory, netit. of

i-ii'iMi:r, tif victory, < eiri, upon, + viia/, victory.]
1. A song of triumph; a poem in celebration
of a victory; especially, in ancient Greece, a

poem in honor of a victory in an athletic con-

test, as at tho Olympic, Pythian, Nemean, or
Isthmian games. The poems of Pindar which
have come down to us are almost all epinicia.
A triumphal epinicion on Ilcngist's massacre.

T. Warton, Rowley Enquiry, p. 60.

Of his [Pindar's) extant e} ,i,,;.-;,,, si.-ily claims 15.

tjuartcrlij Jtcv., CLXII. 172.

2. In the Gr. Ch., the triumphal hymn; the
Sanctus (which see).

epinyctis (ep-i-nik'tis), n.
; pi. cpinyctides (-ti-

dez). [NL., < Gr. lira/merit, epinyctis, < M, on,
+ rtf (VVKT-) = E. night.] In pathol., a pustule
appearing in the night, or especially trouble-

some at night.

epionic (ep-i-on'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. tviutwtif.

having an louie following upon a measure of

a different kind, < M, upon, + 'Iwin6f, Ionic :

see Ionic.] I. a. In anc. pros., containing an
Ionic preceded by an iambic dipody : an epithet

applied by some Greek writers on metrics to

some of the meters classed as logaojdic by re-

cent writers.

II. ?i. In anc. pros., a verse containing an
Ionic following upon an iambic dipody. Versts
of this kind are analyzed by modern authorities as !<>ga-

cedlc (that is, as mixtures of cyclic dactyls with trochees,
or of cyclic anaptsts with iambi), the line generally be-

ginning with a prefixed syllable (anacrusis).

Epiornls, An improper form of dZpyornis.

epiotic (ep-i-ot'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. eiri, upon,
T oi f (ur-) = E. ear: sec earl, -otic.] I. a. Lit-

erally, upon the ear: applied to a center of os-

sification in the mastoul region of the periotic
bone.

II. n. In zool. and anal., one of tho three

principal bones or separate ossifications which

compose tho periotic bone or auditory capsule :

distinguished from the jiroiitic and the opisthot-

ic, and also from the pttrotic when this fourth
element is present. It Is the superior and external
one of the three, developed in special relation with the

posterior semicircular canal of the car. It usually forms

part of the petrosal lione, or petrous jMirtion of the tem-

poral bone, and may be itidibtinguishably ankylosed there-

with. See cuts under Crocodiliu and OwcfcK/*.

Epipactis (ep-i-pak'tis), . [NL., < Gr. iirma-

Krif, a plant also called il./eflopivj/.] A genus of

terrestrial orchids, of northern temperate re-

gions. They have stout, leafy stems, and a raceme of

purplish-brown or whitish (lowers. Two species are found
in the I'nlted States.

epiparodos (ep-i-par'o-dos), M. [< Gr. emira-

lioonf, a parodos following upon another, < iiri,

upon, + rrdpooof, a parodos: see parodos.] In
anc. Gr. tragedy, a second or additional paro-
dos or entrance of the chorus. See metastasis
and parodos.

epipedometry (ep' i-pe-dom'e-tri), . [< Gr.
tariff f<!of, on the ground, plane (< cm, on, + ire6ov,

ground), + -iiirpia, < fitrpov, a measure.] The
mensuration of surfaces.

epiperipheral (ep"i-pe-rif'e-ral), a. [< Gr. tiri,

upon, + irfpuptpc/a, periphery (see periphery},
+ -nl.] Situated or originating upon the pe-
riphery or external surface of the body: specifi-

cally applied to feelings or sensations originat-

ing at the ends of nerves distributed on the
outer surface: opposed to entoperiplieral: as,
the sensation produced by touching an object
with the finger is an epiperipheral sensation.

On comparing these three j;rcat orders of feelings, we
found that whereas the iv//;wri'/./ir/ at rer. lationalton very
great extent, the entoperiplieral, and still more the cen-

tral, have but small aptitudes for entering into relations.
//. Sprawr.

epipetalous (ep-i-pet'a-lus), a. [< NL. epipe-
tiilnn. < Gr. Ti, upon, + Kira/m; leaf (mod.
petal): seepe/a?.] Borne upon the petals of a
flower: applied to stamens, and to plants whose
stamens are attached to the corolla.

epiphany (e-pif'a-ni), n. [< ME. epyphany, <

OF. ejii/ihiinir, F. ejiiplianir = Pr. epifania,
cpijihnnia = Sp. cjiifania = Pg. epiphania = It.

I'jiiftinia, pifanin, liffania (see brfaiia), < LL.
I'/'ililiaiiin, fern, sing., epiphania, neut. pi., < Gr.

i-ioaveia, fern, sing., appearance, limn ifestat ion,
sudden appearance, apparition, LGr. the epiph-
any, < exidavfc, appearing (suddenly), becom-
ing manifest (esp. of deities). < iirupaivtiv, show
forth, manifest, < eiri + (jaivttv, show: see fancy,
pliaii'iifin, etc.] 1. An appearance; mauifes-



epiphany

tation of one's presence : used especially with

reference to appearances of a deity.

Him, whom but just before they beheld transfigured,

and in a glorious epiphany upon the mount.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 93.

Every 19th year, we are told, . . . the god [Apollo] him-

self appeared to his worshippers about the vernal equinox,

and during a long epiphany "would harp and dance in

the sky until the rising of the Pleiades."

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 90.

2. Among the ancient Greeks, a festival held

in commemoration of the appearance of a god
in any particular place. 3. {cap.} A Christian

festival closing the series of Christmas observ-

ances, celebrated on the 6th of January, the

twelfth day after Christmas (hence called

Twelfth-day), in commemoration of the mani-

festations of Christ to the world as the Son of

God, in the "West especially that to the Gen-

tiles through the visit of the Magi in his infancy.
It was early instituted in the East in celebration both of

his nativity and of his baptism, the former being after-

ward transferred to the 25th of December. In the West it

has been observed since the fourth century with special

reference to the visit of the Magi or the three kings, with

which are combined in the Koinan Catholic Church his

baptism and his first miracle at Cana of Galilee.

Therefore though the church do now call Twelfth-day

Epiphany, because upon that day Christ was manifested

to the Gentiles in those wise men who came then to wor-

ship him yet the ancient church called this day [the day
of Christ's birth] the Epiphany, because this day Christ

was manifested to the world, by being born this day.

Donne, Sermons, iv.

epipharyngeal (ep"i-fa-rin'je-al), a. and TO. [<

epipharynx (-pharyng-) + -e-al.} I. a. bituatea

over or upon the pharynx ; pertaining to or hav-

ing the character of the epipharynx. Specifl-

cally (a) Inichth., applied to the uppermost bones of the

branchial arches of osseous fishes. See the extract, and

hypopharyngeal.

The anterior four pair [of branchial arches] are com-

posed of several joints, and the uppermost articulations

1972

speet to, apply to, call to, addressee, < cm +
(jiuvelv, speak loud, speak, < 0&w), voice, sound.]

In rhet., a sentence (that is, a general obser-

vation or striking reflection) subjoined to a

descriptive, narrative, argumentative, or other

passage, or at the end of a whole discourse, to

confirm, sum up, or conclude it.

I belli

if they look

gregation ou. ,
-

Smft, To Young Clergymen.

epiphora (e-pif'o-ra), . [L., < Gr. emQopa, a

bringing to or upon', an addition, a sudden at-

tack
;
in med., a defluxion (of humors); in rhet.,

the second clause in a sentence
;
in logic, a con-

clusion; < emifiepeiv, put or lay upon, bring ^to
or upon, < em, upon, to, + tyspstv^

= E.
'

epipleura

has for a while a gristly cap of cartilage, which ossifies

separately from one or several ossific centers, and finally

coossifles with the shaft. An epiphysis is properly distin-

guished from an apophygis, or mere bony process or out-

growth without independent ossiflc center, being always

autogenous or endogenous, and not merely exogenous ;
but

the distinction is not always observed, especially as a com-

pleted and coossified epiphysis cannot be recognized as

such with certainty. See cut under ewloskeleton.

The epiphysis of the fcotus becomes the apophysis of the

adult. Dmvjlison.

(V) Some part or organ that grows upon or to

another. 2. A small superior piece of each

half of an alveolus of a sea-urchin, united be-

low to its own half of the alveolus, joined to its

fellow of the other half of the same alveolus,

and connected by the rotula with the epiphysis
of another alveolus. See lantern of Aristotle,

under lantern Epiphysis cerebri, the conarium or

pineal body of the brain : contrasted with the hypophysis

cerebri, or pituitary body.from increased secretion vi w^~ -~ , -

lacrymal passages, accumulate in front of the
epiph^'ar(~ep^fi-tal), a. [< epipliyte + -al.}

eye and trickle over the cheek. ^. In rhet., 5i pertaining to
>

'* of tne nature of an ePi~

same as epistrophe;-. iiu 010 ujjvavi vj-/m/

epiphragm (ep'i-fram), . [< NL. epiphragma, <

&r. im^pay-fia, a covering, lid, < muppaaaetv, block

up, stop, protect, < erri, upon, + ippdaaeiv, block,

stop, fence in : see diaphragm.] 1. In bot. : (a)

The disk-like apex of the columella of Polij-

trichece, which extends over the mouth of the

capsule below the operculum. (6) A delicate

membrane closing the cup-like receptacle of

the Nid^llariacei. 2. In conch., the plate of

hardened mucus secreted by a gastropod, as

a snail, to plug up or seal the opening of the

shell during hibernation ;
a sort of temporary

or false operculum, sometimes hardened by cal-

careous deposit. See clausilium.

This is known as the epiphragrn, and is formed when
the animal retires in winter or in a season of drought. In

Clausilia this epiphragm is a permanent structure, and is

fastened to the mouth of the shell by an elastic stalk, so

that it works as a trap-door. Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 304.

g'ma), ,,; pi. epiphrag-
Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 136. mata (-ma-ta). [NL. : see eptphragm.l Same

epipfiS'aHep-i-frag'mal),, ,< epiphragm

phyte; epiphytic.

epiphyte (ep'i-flt), n. [NL., < Gr. tvi, upon, +
QVTOV, a plant.] 1. In bot., a plant which grows

upon another plant, but which does not, like a

parasite, derive its nourishment from it. Very
many orchids and species of' the Uromeliaceat are epi-

phytes- also some ferns and many mosses, liverworts,

lichens, and algre. The term is used by De Bary to de-

note any plant, whether parasitic or not, growing on the

surface of another plant, as distinguished from entophyte.

2. In zool., a fungus parasitic on the skin and
its appendages or on mucous surfaces of man
and other animals, causing disease

;
a dermato-

phyte. Thomas, Med. Diet,

epiphytic, epiphytical (ep-i-fit'ik, -i-kal), a.

[< epiphyte + -ic-al.} Pertaining to or having
the nature of an epiphyte.

The epiphytic orchids have often a very curious look,

with all their domestic economy in view their long,

straggling white roots reaching down into the air below

them to gather nutriment and

-fit'i-kal-i), adv. After the

upon, + ^apiyf, throat : see pharynx.'} Inentom.,
a fleshy lobe beneath the labrum, forming a

valve which covers the opening of the pharynx
or gullet. It is best seen in the Hymenoptera.
Also called epiglottis. See cut under Hyme-
noptera.
Median projections on the internal surface of the upper

and lower lips [of an insect] are distinguished as epipha-

ri/nx and hypopharynx respectively.
Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 524.

EpiphegUS (ep-i-fe'gus), n. [NL., < Gr. tirl,

upon, + tyiyoc,
= L. fdgus = AS. boe, the beech :

see Fagiis, beech1.} A genus of plants of the

natural order Orobamhacece, of a single species,
E. Virginiana, which is parasitic upon the roots

of the beech. It is a native of the United States east

of the Mississippi, and is a slender branching herb of a

dull purple or yellowish-brown color, with small scattered

scales in place of leaves. It is known as beech-drops or

cancer-root.

epiphenomenon (ep'i-fe-nom'e-non), n. ; pi.

epiphenomena (-na). [NL., < Gr. crci, on, upon,
+ <jiaiv6uevav, phenomenon: see phenomenon.}
In pathol., a symptom or complication arising

during the course of a malady.
From these investigations [of Billroth] it was generally

concluded that septic infection was due to an unorgan-
ized though perhaps organic substance ; that the presence
of bacteria was an epiphenomenon a sequence, not a

cause. 1C. T. Eelfield, Rel. of Micro-Org. to Disease, p. 37.

epiphloeodal (ep-i-fle'o-dal), a. [< epiphlceum
+ -ode + -al.} Same 'as epipfeteodfJc.

epiphloeodic (ep"i-fle-od'ik), a. [< epiphloeum
+ -ode + -ic.} In lichenology, living upon the
surface of the bark of a plant. Compare hypo-
phlteodic.

epiphloeum (ep-i-fle'um), n. [NL., < Gr. eiri,

upon, + ^Aoidf, bark.] In bot., the corky en-

velop or outer portion of the hark, lying next
beneath the epidermis. The term is not used

by late authorities.

The epiphloeum is generally composed of one or more
layers of colourless or brownish cells.

W. .B. Carpenter, Micros., 372.

epiphonem (e-pif'o-nem), n. [Also epiphoneme;
<. L. epiphonema, q. v.] Same as epiphonema.
The wise man ... in th' ende cryed out with this

Hpuphoneme, Vanitas vanitatum et omnia vanitas.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 85.

epiphonema (ep"i-fo-ne'ma), n. [L., < Gr. em-

ifiavn/ja, a finishing 'sentence, a moral, also an
exclamation, < iTntyuvuv, say upon or with re-

yllo-
rond.

epiphragmata, n. Plural of epiphragma.
epiphylfine (ep-i-fil'in), a. [< Gr. eiri, upon,
+ iffMw (= L. folium), leaf, + -ine1 .} Same
as epiphyllous.

epiphyllospermous (ep-i-fil-o-sper'mus), a. [<

Gr. en
I, upon, + <t>ii'A'Aov (= L. fo-

lium), leaf, + tnripifa, seed, +
-ous.} In bot., bearing the fruit

or spores on the back of the

leaves or fronds, as ferns.

epiphyllous (ep-i-fil'us), a. [<

Gr. em, upon, 4- fyvMav (= L./o-
lium), a leaf, + -ous.} Growing
upon a leaf, as applied to fungi ;

epigenous : often limited to the

upper surfaee,indistmctionfrom part o!E p̂b
hypogenous. Also epiphylline. spermous Fro

Epiphyllum (ep-i-fil'um), n.

[NL. (so called from the apparent position of

the flower), (. Gr. cm, upon, + <pi>A%ov (= L. foli-

um), a leaf.] A Brazilian genus of low cacta-

ceous plants, with numerous branches formed
of short, flattened, bright-

green joints, bearing showy
rose-red flowers at the sum-
mit. There are three species.
E. truncatum and E. Russel-

lianum are frequently culti-

vated in greenhouses,
epiphyses, n. Plural of epi-

physis.

epiphysial, epiphyseal (ep-i-
fiz i-al, -e-al), a. [< epiphysis
+ -al.} Pertaining to or hav-

ing the nature of an epiphy-
sis. Owen.

epiphysis (e-pif'i-sis), . ; j>l.

epiphyses (-sez). [L.,<Gr. eiri-

<j>vtji(, an outgrowth, epiphysis,
< Em<j>ve<j6cu, grow upon, ^ tiri,

upon, + tpvecmai, grow.] 1. In
anat. : (a) A part or process
of bone which has its own
center of ossification separate
from the main center of the

shaft or body of the bone, and
which therefore only gradual-
ly joins the rest of the bone

by the progress of ossification: so called be-

cause it grows upon the body of the bone.
Thus, the end of a long bone, as the humerus or femur,

A name given by De Bary to the protoplasmic
residuum in the spore-sacs of the Ascomycetce
after the spores are formed: same as glycogen-
mass.

epiplastron (ep-i-plas'tron), n.
; pi. epiplastra

(-tra). [NL., < Gr. cm, upon, + NL. plastron,

q. v'.'] The anterior lateral one of the nine pieces
of which the plastron of a turtle may consist.

It has been usually called epiiternum, from a mistaken
view of its sternal character. There are a pair of epiplas-

tra, one on each side of the single median entoplastron,
and in front of the hyoplastra. See plastron, second figure

under carapace, and second cut under Chelonia.

The entoplastron and the two epiplastra correspond
with the median and lateral thoracic plates of the Laby-
rinthodont Amphibia, and very probably answer to the

interclavicle and clavicles of other Vertebrata.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 175.

epiplerosis (ep'i-ple-ro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

ETTCT/ljypuoYf, an overfilling, < itrnrt.ripavv, fill up
again, < em, upon, in addition, + irA-qpovv, fill, <

irAf/priS, full.] In pathol., excessive repletion ;

distention.

epipleura (ep-i-plo'ra), .; pi. epipleura: (-re).

[NL., < Gr. eiri, uponj'+ vMvpa, a rib, the side:

see pleura.} 1. A scleral spine or process super-

posed upon a rib, as in various fishes. "Thelatter

[epipleural spines] have been called
'

upper ribs
'

and in

Polypterus are stronger than the ribs themselves
"
(Owen,

Anat., I. 43).

2. In ornith., one of the uncinate processes
borne upon most of the ribs of a bird, forming

fc

Right Femur of a
Youth.

E, E, epiphyses ; gtr,
Itr, greater and lesser
trochanter : ft, head ;

et, it, external and in-

ternal tuberosity ; ec,

ic, external and inter-

nal condyle ; ft, neck.

Epipleurae. Thorax, scapular arch, and part of pelvic arch

of a bobolink (Dolichonyx eryzivoriis}.

keel): nt, manubrium stemi; cp, costal process of sternum, bearing
six ribs; cr, coracoid bone; s, base of scapula, the rest cut away:
A furcula ; ec, epiclidium of furcula ; It, hypoclidium of lurcula ; ft,

glenoid fossa, formed by coracoid and scapula ; it, ilium ; IS, ischium ;

/>, pubis ; a, acetabulum.



epipleura

a series of splint-bones passing obliquely back-
ward from one rib to overlie the succeeding
rib or ribs, ami Ihns increasing the stability of

the walls of the thorax. The,, splints are either
articulated or ankylosed with their rcspe. live rihs, and
have independent centers of ossification. They do not
occur on the posteii..i -..r ,-:i. i:il ill.-, and arc found only
upon the pleiirupophysial part of any rih. Also epipleural.

3. In cntom., the outer side of a beetle's wing-
cover when it is indexed or turned down so as
to cover partially the side of the thorax and
abdomen. Also called the side-cover. Though
common ly appli.'.l to Hie w liol.- inlle\. il portion, tiir I.M.I

is prop.Tly limited to a distinct part bordering the inner
margin, and often much narrower than the intlexed por-
tion, or entirely w:in(in^. The name is also applied to an
hill. A. .1 pail of each side of the pronotum, distinguish-
e.l as the ffrtthitracic epiplvura. Dlscoidal epipleurse.
See tliH'iiiilnl.

epipleural (ep-i-plo'ral), . and n. [< ejii/ili urn
+ -/.] I. n. 1. Situated upon a pleurapophy-
sis or pleural element of a vertebra, as a spine
of a fish's back-bone ; specifically, in rertebrate

zoiil., pertaining to or of the nature of an epi-
pleura. 2. In cntom., pertaining to, on, or bor-

dering the epipleura or infloxed outer side of
a beetle's elytrura Epipleural appendage, an cpi-
plenra. Epipleural carina, in en/out., a ridge dividing
such an inrtexe.d portion from the rest of the elytrnni.
Epipleural fold, in ./.'...... the outer part of the ely-
trnin when it is sharply turned down over the thorax and
abdomen.

II. . Same as epipleura, 2.

epiplexis (ep-i-plek'sis), n. [LL., < Gr. M-
wAjftff, chastisement, blame, reproof, < eiwrMto-
aetv, chastise, blame, reprove, lit. strike at, <

em, upon, + TrM/oaeiv, strike.] In rhet., the em-
ployment of rebuke or reproaches, in order to

produce an oratorical effect, as when a speaker
seeks to rouse a legislative or popular assem-
bly and impel it to decided action : accounted
by some a figure. Also called epitimesis.

epiploa, 11. Plural of epiplwin.
epiploce (e-pip'lo-se), n. [LL., < Gr. emirloKfi,
a plaiting together, interweaving of clauses by
way ofepanastrophe orclimax, < rmxMKetv, plait
together, < iiri, upon,+ vMitetv, plait, twist.] 1 .

In rhet., a figure by which in a number of suc-
cessive clauses the last (or the last important)
word of one clause recurs as the first of the

next; accumulated epanastrophe ;
in general,

climax, especially climax combined with epa-
nastrophe: as, "he not only spared his enemies,
but continued them in employment; not only
continued them, but advanced them." See rfi-

nui.f. 2. In pros., according to the nomencla-
ture of ancient metricians, a group or class of
measures comprising as subclasses measures
or feet of the same magnitude, but of opposed
or contracted form that is, feet containing the
same number of longs and snorts, but with these

following in a reversed or different sequence.
epiplocele (e-pip'lo-sel), . [< Gr. imx/.oov, the
caul, + Ktifa), a tumor.] In sura., hernia of the
epiploon or omentum; omental hernia.

epiploic (op-i-plo'ik), n. [< epiploon + -ic.]
Of or pertaining to the epiploon ; omental.

epiploischiocele (ep"i-plo-is'ki-o-sel), . [NL.,
< Or. emxtoov, the caul, 4- la^io'r, the hip-joint,+ Kr/fji, a tumor.] In surg., hernia in which the
omentum protrudes through the sciatic fora-
men.

epiploitis (ep'i-plo-i'tis), . [NL., < epiploon
f -id's.] In pathol., inflammation of the epip-

1973

.ri,
a tumor.] In simj., a hernia in which the

omentum descends into the scrotum.

epipodia. . Plural of epipodium.
epipodial (ep-i-po'di-al), a. and n. [< rpipodium
+ -/] I. u. 1. In anat., of or pertaining to

the epipodialia. 2. In conch., of or pertain-
ing to the epipodium.
In this genus \Aplyria], and in Oasteropteron, there are

very large epipodial lobes, by the aid of which some spe-
cies propel themselves like 1'teropods.

u, Anat. Invert., p. 438.

episcopacy

supposed to correspond, in the pelvic arch, to
the episternum of the scapular nrdi.

Epira, Epiridae. See r/.m-n, i:t i> /<(, . .

Epirote, Epirot (e-pi'rot, -rot), n. [< Gr.
'

puTi/r, ail Epirote, < 'Hmi/juc, Kpirus, lit. the
mainland (sc. of western Greece, as opposed

H. a. One of the epipodialia : as, the epipo-
ilinln of the leg are the tibia and the fibula. See
cut under crus.

epipodialia (ep-i-po-di-a'li-ft), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. iiriirMiof, upon the feet: see epipodium.'}
In vertebrate anat., the corresponding bones of
both fore and hind limbs, which extend from
the elbow to the wrist, and from the knee to
the ankle, thus constituting the morphological
segments which intervene between the propo-
dialia and the mesopodialia.

epipodite (e-pip'o-dit), . [< Gr. M, upon, +
irovf (TTOI!-), = E. foot, + 4&*. Cf. epipodium.']
A third branch of the limb of a crustacean, as

distinguished from both the endopodite and the

exopodite ;
a segment of the typical limb, actu-

ally developed in some of the limbs in relation
with the branch iee, and articulated with the pro-
topodite or coxopodite. Also called flabellum.
See cut under endopodite.

to the adjacent islands), < f/im/jof, the main-
land. a continent.] A native or an inhabitant
of Epirus, the northwestern part of ancient

Greece, now chiefly included in Albania, Tur-

key ; anciently, a member of one of the indi-

genous tribes of Epirus. Epirus was at one time a

powerful kingdom, aim was always imlep<-ndeiit till con-

quered by the Romans In 168 B. C. The Eplrotes proper,
though closely connected with Grecian history, were not
regarded as Greeks. Also written Kpeirote, Kpeirot.

Of the Evirott there are bronze coins of the regal period,
and both silver and bronze of the repnbllc(238~ltl8 R c.X

Ktuye. Brit., XVII. 841.

Epirotic (op-i-rot'ik), a. [< Epirote + -e.] Of
or pertaining to Epirus or the Epirotes.

Achilles calls upon the Zeus of the Kpirotic Dodona as
the ancestral divinity of his house.

Amer. Jour. Fhilol., VII. 481, note.

epirrhema (ep-i-rS'mft), n. [< Gr. imppwa,
what is said afterward (in comedy, a speech
spoken by the coryphaeus after the parabasis),
also an adverb, a nickname, < iiri, upon, +
pfifM, what is said, a word, a verb : see rheniat-

ic.] In anc. Gr. comedy, a part of the parabasis
(or second parabasis also, if there is one), con-

sisting in a direct address of the chorus to
the spectators, and containing humorous com-
plaints and direct attacks upon the follies and
vices of the public, the mismanagement of
state affairs, etc., with special reference to

passing events and hits at well-known indi-
viduals.

The four anterior pairs of ambulatory limb, [of the cray-
epirrhematlc (ep'i-re-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. imp-

flshl differ from the last pair in irossessing a long curved W8 Ci only "I sense of adverbial,' < cmp-
appendage, which ascends from the coxopoilite, with which
It is articulated, and passes into the branchial chamber,
In which It lies. This Is the epipodite.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 270.

loon.

epiplomerocele (ep*i-plo-me'ro-s61), n. [NL.,
< Gr. imx'SMi', the caul, + /ir/poc, the thigh, +
k/,/.i/, a tumor.] In surg., femoral hernia with
protrusion of the omentura.
epiplomphalocele (ep-i-plom'fa-lo-sel), .

[NL., < Ur. Mrtoof, the caul, +" bii^a'^6f, the
navel, + w/>;/, a tumor.] In surg., hernia with
protrusion of the omentum at tlio n:ivel.

epiplo6n(e-pip'lo-on),.; pi. epijiloa (-&). [NL.,
< Gr. fTriTr^obv, the caul, < nr, upon. + "-irZoof, as
in AT^OOT, double, twofold: see diploe.'] 1. The
caul or apron of the intestines ; the great omen-
tum; a (|uiulniplicaturo of the peritoneum,
hanffinu down in front of the intestines from
the stomach and transverse colon. It cnn^u
actually of four layers of peritom nm, wliii-h liccomc tn
l.y union ,.f tlirir iipposed (outer) surfaces, and thus form
u ilnpliiMture of the peritoneum looping down from the

i ii-li ,'111.1 rolmi. the inlerior of \\iiii h U the lesser
i-iivit> of the peritoneum ooBmunicating with th, ui.viii i-

cavity by the forum. -n of Win-l.nv. ami Hi.- f.il.N or w:ilN
of which usually contain much fut. Sec tmirntiini.

2. In eiitom., the peculiar fatty substance in
inseds.

epiploscheocele (ep-i-plos'ke-o-sel), . [NL.,
? Gr. fTiVAoov, the caul, + iaxeov, scrotum, +

epipoditic (ep*i-po-dit'ik), a. [< epipodite +
-ic.~\ Pertaining to an epipodite.
epipodium (ep-i-po'di-um), . ; pi. epipodia (-S).

[NL., < Gr. fjruroAor, upon the feet, < M, upon,+ iroi>( (irod-) = E. foot.] One of the appen-
dages of the side of the foot of certain mol-
lusks, as the odontophorous or cephalophorous
univalves

;
some lateral part or process of the

foot, in any way distinguished from the mesial
propodium, mesopodium, and metapodium. in

pteropods
a pair of large wing-like epipodia serve as mis

to swim with, and In fact give name to the order flero-
jmda. The funnels of cephalopods are supposed by some
to be modified epipodia.

epipolic (ep-i-pol'ik), a. [< Gr. citmot.fi, a sur-

face, < kTnirtfeaOai, come to or upon, < M, upon,
to, + xttea0ai, come, be.] Pertaining to or pro-
duced by epipolism or fluorescence Epipolic
dispersion, n phrase applied by Sir John Herschel to the
phenomena of fluorescence.

epipolism (e-pip'o-lizm), . [As epipol-ic +
-i.s'fH.] Fluorescence.

epipolized (e-pip'o-Uzd), a. [As epipol-ic+ -ir + -ed^.J Affected or modified by
the phenomena of fluorescence : as, epipolized
light.

epipsyche (ep-i-si'ke), n. [< Gr. M, upon, +
V"W/> spirit, life: see Pgyctie.] In ana t., the
afterbrain or medulla oblongata ; the myelen-
cephalon or metencephalon. Haeckel.

epiptere (ep'ip-ter), n. [< F. epiptere (Dum4ril,
1806), < Gr. em, upon, + vrepdv, a wing, fln.] In
ichth., the dorsal fin. [Bare.]

epipteric (ep-ip-ter'ik), a. [< Gr. em, upon, +
Trrep6v, a wing, + -tc.j Situated over the ali-

sphenoid or greater wing of the sphenoid bone :

specifically applied, in human anatomy, to a
supernumerary or epactal bone of the skull
sometimes found in the fontanel at the anterior
inferior angle of the parietal bone, just above
the end of the alisphenoid.
epipterous (e-pip'te-rus), a. [< Gr. tir/, upon,+ 7TTtp6v, a wing, 4- -ous.] In bot., having a
wing on the summit : applied to seeds, etc.

epipubes, . Plural of epipubis.
epipubic (ep-i-pii'bik), a. [< Gr. cm, upon, +
NL. pubis, q. v.] 1. Situated upon or before
the pubes : applied to the so-called marsupial
bones of marsupial mammals. Specifically
2. Of or peTtainiug to the epipubis: as, an epi-
/niliii' lione or cartilage.

epipubis (ep-i-pu'bis), n. ; pi. epipubes (-bez).
[NL.. < Gr. i-i, upon, + NL. pubis, q. v.] A
median syinpliyseal bone or cartilage situated
in front of and upon the pubis proper. It is

pillia(T-), epirrhema (also an adverb): see ejnr-
rhema.] Of or pertaining to the epirrhema of
the Attic old comedy ; containing or of the
character of the epirrhema.
His [Zleiinski's] theory of the original epirrhematic com-

position of a comedy as compared with the "epeisodic"
of a tragedy. Anier. Jour. Pliiiol., VIII. 183.

epirrheolpgy (ep'i-re-ol'5-ji), M. [< Gr. imp-
(Mia, equiv. to imppny, afflux, influx, inflow (<

imppeiv, flow upon, flow in, < iiri, upon, + i>iiv.

mate, upon plants.
epirrhizous (ep-i-ri'zus), a. [< Gr. M, upon, +
pi(,a, root, + -ous."] In bot., growing on a root.

episcenium (ep-i-se'ni-um), .
; pi. episcenia (-&).

[L., < Gr. ewioia/vtov, also eirioiajvot;, a place above
or on the stage, < em, upon, over, 4- oxifvt;, the

stage: see scene.] According to Vitruvius, a
chamber or the like, or a merely ornamental
structure, over the stage in some Greek thea-
ters.

episcleral (ep-is-kle'ral), a. [< Gr. em, upon,
+ atf.iipof, hard (see sclerotic), + -al.] Situated

upon the sclerotic coat of the eye.
episcleritis (ep'is-kle-ri'tis), M. [< Gr. M,
upon, + aKJi/pof, hard (see sclerotic), + -itis.]
In pathol., inflammation of the connective tis-

sue covering the sclerotic coat of the eye.

episcopacy (e- pis' ko-pa -si), n. [As episco-
pate* + -acy.] 1. Government of the church

by bishops ; that form of church government in
which there are three distinct orders of minis-
ters bishops, priests or presbyters, and dea-
cons. In episcopacy the order of bishops is superior to
the other clergy, and has exclusive power to confer orders.

Episcopacy is the organic system since early times of all
the Oriental churches (Cireek, Armenian, Coptic, etc.) and
of the Koman Catholic Church, and also of the Anglican
Church and its various branches. These churches teach
that it is of apostolic origin and essential to the mainte-
nance of valid orders. Government by bishops was con-
tinued in the Scandinavian churches (called Lutheran) In
Denmark and Sweden, in the latter country apparently
without interruption at the Reformation. The Moravian
Church also claims an uninterrupted succession. The bish-

ops of the .Moravian and American Methodist Episcopal
churches are itinerant, and hare no special diocesan Juris-
diction. The Mormons also have an officer called bishop.
Maintalners of episcopacy hold that (whether the word
tnfhnp, firt<ro*oc, epitciiput, was for a time equivalent to

presbyter or not) there was in apostolic times an order of

presbyters superior in authority to ordinary presbyters,
consisting of the twelve apostles, other apostles, and their

colleagues, who transmitted so much of their authority as
was to be used in continuing and governing the ministry
to successors, called biihnpt after the first century, consti-

tuting an order which has continued till the present day.
2. The state of being a bishop; episcopal rank
or office.

Under Canute and his successors the practice of inves-
titure with the ring and staff, or crosier, seems to have



episcopacy
been begun. Those emblems of episcopacy were sent by
the chapter to the King, when a vacancy occurred, and
were returned by him with a notification of the person
whom lie appointed.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., iii., note.

episcopal (e-pis'ko-pal), a. and 11. [= D. epis-

kojtaal = Gl. Dan.'Sw. episcopal F. episcopal
= Sp. Pg. episcopal = It. episcopate, < LL. epis-

copalis, pertaining to a bishop, < episcopus, a

iDishop, > ult. E. bishop, q. v.] I. a. 1. Be-

longing to or vested in, bishops or prelates;
characteristic of or pertaining to a bishop or

bishops ; characterized by episcopacy : as, epis-

copal jurisdiction; episcopal Authority; the epis-

copal costume; the Episcopal Church.

There is just before the entrance of the choir a little

subterraneous chapel, dedicated to St. Charles Borromee,
where I saw his body, in episcopal robes, lying upon the

altar in a shrine of rock-crystal.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bonn), I. 368.

2. [cap.] Of or pertaining to the Episcopal
Church, especially some branch of the Angli-
can Church specifically so cabled; relating to

or connected with Episcopalianism : as, Epis-

copal principles or practices; an Episcopal
clergyman or diocese

;
the Protestant Episco-

pal liturgy. Episcopal bench. See iencA. Episco-
pal chaplain. See chaplain. Episcopal ring. Same
as bishop's ring (which see, under bishop). Episcopal
staff. See staff. The Episcopal Church, the name
popularly given to the Anglican Church in England, the
United States, and elsewhere. (Hee Anglican Church (6), un-
der Anglican, and Church of Enyland, under church.) In
the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United states each
diocese has its own bishop, and a diocesan convention
consisting of clerical members and lay members repre-
senting the parishes. This convention elects the bishop
and legislates for the diocese. A General Convention, con-

sisting of a House of Bishops and a House of Clerical and
Lay Deputies from the dioceses, meets triennially, and is

the supreme ecclesiastical legislature. The senior bishop,
witli the title of Presiding Bishop, has the presidency
among the bishops, and represents the church to foreign
churches. Each parish and congregation is governed in

spiritual matters by the rector or priest in charge, while
temporal affairs are intrusted to the churchwardens and
the vestry elected by the people. The rector is elected by
the vestry and appointed by the bishop. The Apostles'
and the Niccne Creed and the Thirty-nine Articles are the
standards of doctrine in both the English and American
branches of the churcli

; but the American church omits
the Athanasian Creed, which the English church retains,
and has made some alterations in the Thirty-nine Articles,
omitting Article xxi. The church acknowledges two sacra-

ments, baptism and the Lord's Supper, as generally neces-
sary to salvation (see sacrament), practises infant baptism,
admits none to communion till confirmed or ready and
desirous to be confirmed, suffers those only to officiate as
ministers who have received episcopal orders, and does
not agree doctrinally with either Arminians or Calvinists.
There are three vaguely defined parties in the Episcopal
Church. Those who especially emphasize the apostolic ori-
~in and authority of the church in contradistinction to non-
Ipiscopal denominations are popularly called High-church-

men, and those who attach less importance to this distinc-
tion are known as Low-churchmen. (See High-churchman,
Low-churchman.) Those who urge the largest liberty of
faith and practice within the church communion are called
Broad-churchmen. Those of rationalizing tendencies gen-
erallyalfiliate themselves with this party; hence the name
Broad Church is often used to signify a rationalistic ele-
ment in the Episcopal Church and even in non-Episcopal
denominations.

II. . [cap.] An Episcopalian. [Bare.]
The dissenting episcopate, perhaps discontented to such

1974

pares, or first among equals, who can exercise

no legislative power in ecclesiastical matters

except with the consent of the bishops as rep-
resentatives of the entire church. This doctrine

was defended by the Galileans, but was dogmatically re-

jected by the Vatican Council (1869-70). Compare col-

lefjialism, papalifnn, and territorialism.

episcopally (e-pis'ko-jpal-i),
adv. By episcopal

agency or authority ;
in an episcopal manner.

The act of uniformity required all men who held any
benefices in England to be episcopally ordained.

]Sj>. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1CG1.

episcopantt (e-pis'ko-pant), n. [< ML. episco-

pan(t-)s, ppr. of episcopare, deponent episro-

pari, be a bishop : see episcopate^.] A bishop.
The intercession of all these Apostolick Fathers could

not prevaile with them to alter their resolved decree of

isurping and over provender'd
Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

reducing into Order their usurping and over

Spixopantt.
i-i~. u-_i-.!...i

episcopariant (e-pis-ko-pa'ri-an), a. [< ML. as
if *episcoparius, equiv. to episcopalis, episcopal:
see episcopal.] Episcopalian. [Bare.]
The epi&coparian government then lately thrown out of

doors. Wood, Athenffi Oxon., II. 305.

episcopate1
! (e-pis'ko-pat), [< ML. epis-

gi
E

,

a degree as ... would be able to shake the firmest loyalty.
Swift, Letter on the Sacramental Test, iv. 42.

Whether the Kpiscopals shun us as the Catholic Review
says the devil shuns holy water. The Interim:

episcopalian (e-pis-ko-pa'lian), a. and n. [<
episcopal + -ian.] I. a. If. "Pertaining to gov-
ernment by bishops ; relating to episcopacy.
The departure of King Richard from England was suc-

ceeded by the episcopalian regency of the Jiishops of Elyand Durham. Peacock, Maid Marian, ix.

2. [cop.] Same as Episcopal, 2: as. the Epis-
copalian Church.

II. n. Properly, one who belongs to an episco-
pal church, or adheres to the episcopal form of
church government and discipline ; popularly
[cap.'], a member of the Anglican Church in

general, but more especially of some branch
of that church specifically called Episcopal.
See episcopal.
We are considered as parishioners of the missionaries,

no less than professed episcopalians.

Seeker, Ans. to Dr. Hayhew.

episcopalianism (e-pis-ko-pa'lian-izm), n. [<
episcopalian + -ism.] 1. 'The system of episco-
pal church government ; episcopacy. 2. [(;>.]
Adherence to or connection with the Episcopal
Church; belief in Episcopal principles or doc-
trines.

episcopalism (e-pis'ko-pal-izm), n. [< enisco-

pal + -ism.] That theory of the constitution
of the Catholic Church according to which the

pope is the chief bishop, but only primus inter

copatus, pp. of episcopare, deponent episcopari,
be a bishop, < LL. episcopus, a bishop : see epis-

copal, bisliop.] To act as a bishop; fill the of-

fice of a prelate.
There he commits to the presbyters only full authority,

both of feeding the flock and epincopatinff.

Milton, Church-Government, i. 2.

episcopate2 (e-pis'ko-pat), . [= D. episko-

paat = G. episkopat = F. episcopal = Sp. Pg.
episcopado = It. cpiscopato, < LL. episcopates,
the office and dignity of a bishop, < episcopus,
a bishop, + -atus, E. -ate3.] 1. The office and
dignity of a bishop; a bishopric. 2. The in-

cumbency of a bishop.
Germanns, ... in his twenty-five years' episcopate,

contrived so to fill up his suffragan Sees as to have a

majority of Greeks. J. M. Xeale, Eastern Church, i. 159.

3. The order of bishops; the episcopal insti-

tution
;
a body of bishops.

It is, indeed, from Dunstan that we may date the be-

ginnings of that political episcopate which remained so
marked a feature of English history from this time to the
Reformation. J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 333.

There was a territorial episcopate, and the bishops exer-
cised their judicial powers with the help of archdeacons
and deans. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 299.

episcopicide1
(e-pis'ko-pi-sid), n. [< LL. epis-

copus, a bishop,' + -cida, a killer, < ca-dere, kill.]
One who kills a bishop.

episcopicide'
2
(e-pis'ko-pi-sid), . [< LL. epis-

copits, a bishop, + L. -cidium, a killing, < ca-

dere, kill.] The killing of a bishop.
episcopize (e-pis'ko-piz), r.

; pret. and pp. epis-

copized, ppr. episcopiziiig. [< LL. episcopus,
bishop, + -ize.] I. intrans. To act as a bishop.
W. Broomc.

Who will episcopize must watch, fast, pray,
And see to worke, not oversee to play.

T. Scot, Philomythie (ed. 1616).

II. trans. To consecrate to the episcopal of-

fice
;
make a bishop of.

There seems reason to believe that Wesley was willing
to have been episcopized upon this occasion.

Southey, Wesley, xxvi.

episcopus (e-pis'ko-pus), n. [NL., < LL. epis-
copus, a bishop: see bishop.] The name of a
typical tanager, Tanagra episcopus.

episcppyt (e-pis'ko-pi), . [< Gr. eirunamla, a

looking at (the second sense is taken from em-

onoirii, the office of a bishop), < cmaKonelv, look

at, oversee: see bishop.] 1. Survey; super-
intendence; search.

The censor, in his moral episcopy.
Milton, Church-Government.

2. Episcopacy.
It was the universal doctrine of the Church for many

ages . . . that episcopu is the divine or apostolical insti-

tution. Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, I. iv. 9.

episeiorrhagia, . See episiorrltagia.

episeiorrhaphy, . See episiorrhaphy.
episemon (ep-i-se'mon), n.

; pi. episema (-ma).
(X Gr. tfUnifaf (cf. equiv. cmarifia), any dis-

tinguishing mark, a device, as on a coin or

Episema.
Two Greek shields bearing devices, frt

episodical

shield, a badge, crest, ensign, neut. of e-iatjfioc,

having a mark or device on, marked, < etri, on,
+ a-fi/ia, a sign, mark.] 1. In (Ir. antiq., a de-

vice or badge, corresponding to the crest of

later times, as that borne on the shield of a sol-

dier, or that chosen as its distinguishing mark
by a city, etc.

The episemon of the town is a Ram's head.
B. V. Head, Historia Nunioruni, p. 470.

2. In the Greek alphabet, one of three obsolete
letters used only as numerals. They are 5", a form
of the digamma, F, fiav, vau (a similar character being
used, later, as a ligature for ST, CTT, and called stigma);
V, Komia, koppa; and 3), ao.v, san, later called ad^ni or

aa.ii.Til, sampi. As numerate they were written with a
mark over them : thus, s

' = 6, V = 90, ^V= 900. See vau,
koppa, nan, sampi.

episepalous (ep-i-sep'a-lus), a. [< Gr. m',upon,
+ NL. scpalum, sepal, + -ous.] In lot., borne

upon or opposite to a sepal: applied to stamens.

episiohcematoma (ep-i-sl-o-he-ma-to'ma), n.
;

pi. episiohceinatomata (-ma-ta). [$L., < Gr. eiri-

miov, the pubes, + licemaionia, q. v.] A puden-
da! hematocele. Also spelled episiohematotna.
episioperineorrhaphy ( ep-i-si-o-per"i-ne-or'a-
fi), . [NL., < Gr. eirieeiov, the region of the

pubes, + pcrineorrhapliy, q. v.] Episiorrhaphy
combined with perineorrhaphy.

episiorrhagia (ep-i-si-o-ra'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

iwiaeiov, the region oi' the pubes, + -pay/a, <

priyvi'vcu, break forth. ] Hemorrhage from some
part of the vulva. Also spelled episeiorrhagia.

episiorrhaphy (ep"i-si-or'a-fi), n. [< Gr. exiaftov,
also written nriatov and iireiotov, the region of
the pubes, + paijii], a sewing, suture, < /id-n-reiv,

sew.] A plastic operation for prolapsus uteri.

Also spelled episeiorrhti/'ln/.

episkeletal (ep-i-skel'e-tal), a. [< Gr. em,
upon, + OKtMTfo. a dry body (see skeleton), +
-/.] In anat., situated above the axial endo-
skeleton

; epaxial, as those muscles collectively
which are developed in the most superficial
portion of the three parts into which the pro-
tovertebrse of a vertebrate are differentiated:

opposed to hyposkeletal.
As the episkeletal muscles are developed out of the pro-

tovertebne, they necessarily, at first, present as many seg-
ments as there are vertebra;. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 44.

episodal (ep'i-so-dal), a. [< episode + -al.]
Same as episodic.

episode (ep'i-sod), n. [= D. G. Dan. episode =
Sw. episod = F. Episode = Sp. Pg. It. episodio,
< NL. *episodium, < Gr. t-eiaootov, a paren-
thetic addition, episode, neut. of ineiaoiiof, fol-

lowing upon the entrance, coming in besides,
adventitious (cf. bretoofof, a coming in be-

sides, entrance), < mi, besides, + claoSof, en-
trance (cla66iof, coming in), < etc, into, + 6<Wf, a

way.] 1. A separate incident, story, or action
introduced in a poem, narrative, or other writ-

ing for the purpose of giving greater variety ;

an incidental narrative or digression separable
from the main subject, but naturally arising
from it.

But since we have no present Need
Of Venus for an Episode,
With Cupid let us e'en proceed.

Prior, The Dove.

Faithfully adhering to the truth, which he does not suf-

fer so much as an ornamental episode to interrupt.
Ilallam, Introd. Lit. of Europe.

The tale [the history of Zara] is a strange episode in a

greater episode. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. l:i:j.

2. An incident or action standing out by itself,
but more or less connected with a complete
series of events: as, an episode of the war; an
episode in one's life.

Then you think that Episode between Susan, the Dairy-
Maid, and our Coach-Man is not amiss.

Congreve, Double-Dealer, iii. 10.

3. In music, an intermediate or digressive sec-
tion of a composition, especially in a contra-

puntal work, like a fugue.
episodial (ep-i-so'di-al), a. [< episode + -int.]
Same as episodic.

episodic (ep-i-sod'ik), a. [= F. e])isodiqve =
Sp. cpisodico = Pg. It. episodico (cf. D. G. episo-
ili.tcli = Dan. Sw. episodisl'); as episode + -ic.]

Pertaining to or of the character of an episode ;

contained in an episode or digression. Also,

sometimes, episodal, episodial.

Now this fiii^i"/!'- niiri-itiun j;ives the Poet an opportu-
nity to relate all that is contained in four books.

ri" . ody^sey, xii., note.

episodical (ep-i-sod'i-kal), a. [<.episodic+ -al.]

barne as episodic.

In an episodical way he had studied and practised den-

tistry. Uau'thurne, Seven Gables, xii.



episodical

Up to 1865 poetry "a-, u 1"
I Whittierl himself wrote,

"snl in ! liili- tp\
''" "/. -OIllrlhiliL- a|ial ! II on I till- tv;ll I>1)

ji-ct anil :iill> ..1 Ml> lit.-.
'

{Jiin,l,'ii : i HIT., CXXV1. 37(1.

episodically (op-i-sod'i-kal-i), <ulr. Ill an epi-
sodical mauuer; by way of episode.
A disi.uii

] I>IK-. liv.-.if inn-Hint! Try might be thrown
into u corner of the piece . . . fiiixiiiiiniHii.

ll/i. Hunt, Not.* mi Horace's Art of Pin-try.

PassingepfaxKeaKytoahroadcrgrou ml, mypapt i

that there are some jioMtive reasons for the entrain In--

ment of persons who contrilmt'- to the revenue and to the

national wealth. <;i,,,l*i,,n, , 1,1, anin^s, I. 17L'.

epispastic (ep-i-spas'tik), it. and n. [< Gr. em-

amumisur,, drawing to oneself, adapted, as drugs,
to draw out humors, < tirHTTraoruf, drawn upon
oneself, < cmairav, draw upon, < M, upon, +
ffjrdv, draw.] I. a. In nied., producing a blister

when applied to the skin.

II. M. Aii application to the skin which pro-
duces a serous or puriform discharge by exciting
inflammation; a vesicatory; a blister.

Epispastica (op-i-spas'ti-ka), n. pi. ptl,., <

Gr. tmaxaomAt, drawing (blistering): sec </-
xixixtif.] A group of coleopterous insects; the
blister-beetles.

episperm (ep'i-sp6rra), . [< Gr. em, upon, +
n->piia, seed.] In hot., the testa or outer in-

tegument of a seed. The figure
shows (a) the episperm, (6) the en-

dopleura, and (c) me endosperm.
epispermlc (ep-i-sper'mik), a. [<

i-piniicrm + -tc.] In hot., pertaining
to the episperm. Epispermic embryo,
an emlu-yo immediately covered by the epi-

sperm or proper integument, as in the kid-

ney-liean.

episporangium (ep"i-spo-ran'ji-um),
M. ; pl.ept,tporaH(/i(i(-&). [NL.,<Gr. em, upon,
+ sporangium.] In hot., an indusium overlying
the spore-cases of a fern.

epispore (ep'i-spor), n. [< NL. episporium, q.

v.] In hot., the second or outer coat of a spore,
corresponding to the extine of pollen-grains.

episporium (ep-i-spo'ri-um), . [NL., < Gr.

cm, upon, 4- airopof, seed: see spore.] Same
as epispore.

Immovable oospores, which are finally red, ami an- sur-
rounded by a double rwttporium or coat.

U. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algse, p. 100.

epistalt, . An erroneous form of epistyle.

epistasis (e-pis'ta-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. emaraatf,
scum. < eQiaraoffat, stand upon, < hi, upon, 4-

laraaOat, stand.] A substance swimming on-

the surface of urine : opposed to liypostasis, or
sediment.

epistaxis (ep-is-tak'sis), n. [NL.
;
< Gr. as if

*Stbmtf (a false reading for (jrurray/uof, a

bleeding at the nose), < imardfeiv, bleed at the
nose again, let fall in drops upon, < ini, upon,
+ ara(,eiv, fall in drops: see stacte.] Bleeding
from the nose ; nose-bleed.

epistelt, n. An obsolete form of epistle.

epistemological (ep-i-ste-mo-loj'i-kal), a. [<

f/'ix/' niiitiHi!/ + -ic-al.] Relating or pertaining
to epistemology.

Prof. Volkelt expressly declines, as not forming part of
the mlttOHtloffieal problem, the Inquiries Into the meta-

physical nature of this relation.

K. Adainmn, Mind, XII. 128.

epistemology (ep'i-ste-mol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. em-

arr/ur/, knowledge (< emaraotfat, know), + -Aoyi'a,

< Jieyetv, speak: see -ologij.] The theory of cog-
nition; that branch of logic which undertakes
to explain how knowledge is possible. Proba-
bly first used by Ferrier.

Ki'i*!i'iuo!<"t>i may he said to have passed with Hegel into
a complete^ art n-nlateil "logic," that claimed to be at the
same time a metaph>sie, or an ultimate expression of the
nature of the real. v. liiit., X.VHI. "94.

episterna, . 1'lnral of rpistcrimm.
episternal (ep-i-ster'nal), a. [< episterniun +
-al.] In :ni>l., of or pertaining to the epister-
num; anterior, as a pleural sclerite Epister-
nal granules, minute irregular ossicles found In man
an<l some animal*, supposed to be in some cases, as that
of the howlinu' monkey (.!/'/<-. {:<<). n-j.r.'sented by a dis-
tinct hour on earh side of the presternum

episternite (ep-i-ster'nit), n. [< Gr. cm, upon,
+ E. xternite.]
mari"
rite. Lacaze-Dnthiers applied this term to the upper

1975
A [mrdinnl posterior plate which has the name of a

sternum, and an anterior plute known us I ;

[in liatra.-l.ian-. flung, /..Kil"K) (trans.), II. 1711.

3. In entom., the anterior one of the three
sclerites into which the propleuron, the meso-
pleuron, and the motapleuron of an insect are

severally typically divisible, lying above the

sternum, below the tergum, ana in front of an
epimeron.
The lateral regions are divided into an anterior piece,

rjrittlenntut, and a posterior. <-pini>-niin.

Claiu, Zoology (trans.), I. 526.

4. In Chclonia, same as epi)dastron : so called

by most anatomists, who have considered it an
element of a sternum. See second cut under
Clii-iniiin. 5. pi. In comparative anat., the lat-

eral pieces of the inferior or ventral are of the
somite of a crustacean.

epistbotonos (ep-is-thot'o-nos), n. [Given as
< Gr. "*lmo#ev, forward"'(but there is no such

word, it being appar. made up from em, upon,
+ -coev, in imitation of oniaOcv, behind, back),
+ riJiwf, a stretching, tension: see tone.] Same
as eii>r:>fstlu>li>iio8.

epistiibite (ep-i-stil'bit), n. [< Gr. emard./)eiv,

glisten on the surface, < em, upon, + trr&jlctv,

glisten, glitter, gleam, shine: see sti/bite.] A
white translucent mineral crystallizing in the
monoclinie system and belonging to the zeo-
lites. It is a hydrous silicate of aluminium,
calcium, and sodium.

epistlar (e-pis'lar), a. [< epistle + -or2 . Cf.

epistolar, epistler.] Pertaining to an epistle or

epistles: specifically applied (eccles.) to the side
of the altar on which the epistle is read.

epistle (e-pis'l), n. [< ME. epistle, epistcl, epys-
tolle, etc. (of mixed AS. and OF. origin), < AS.

epistol = D. epistel = OHG. cpistula, G. epistel =
Dan. Sw. epistel = OP. epistle, einstre. mod. P.

epttre = Pr. pistola =s Sp. epintola = Pg. It. epi-

stola, < L. epistnla, usually accom. epistula, < Gr.

imarofJi, a letter, message, < eKiart&Atv. send to,
< em, to, + OTfA/U/v, send. This word, like apos-
tle, which is of similar formation, appears also
in ME. and AS. without the initial vowel : see

pistie, postle.] 1. A written communication
directed or sent to a person at a distance ; a
letter; a letter missive: used particularly in

dignified discourse or in speaking of ancient

writings: as, the epistles of Paul, of Pliny, or of
Cicero.

Called nowe Corona, in Morea, to whome seynt Poule
wrote aoiidry epystotlet.

Sir R. Gvytforde, Pylgrymage, p. 11.

I Tertius, who wrote this epitlf, salute you In the Lord.
Rom. xvi. 22.

He has here writ a letter to yon : I should have given it

you to-day morning, but as a madman's epistle* are no gos-
pels, so it skills not much when they are delivered.

SAo*., T. N., T. 1.

2. [cap.] In liturgies, one of the eucharistic les-

sons, taken, with some exceptions, from an epis-
tolary book of the New Testament and read be-
fore the gospel. In the early church a lection from
the Old Testament, called the prftphecy, preceded it, and
such a lection is still sometimes used instead of it In the
Greek Church the epistle (called the apostle, as also In the
early church) is preceded by the prokeimenon and followed

by "Peace to thee
"
and "Alleluia

"
-. h"i the Western Church

it is preceded by the collects ami followed by the Deo
gratias, the gradual, tract, or alleluia, with the verse or

sequence. Jt Is read in the Greek Church by the anagnost or
lector at the holy doors, and in the Western Church by the
subdeacon or epistler (in the Roman Catholic Church the
celebrant also reciting it in a low voice) at the south side
of the altar, that is, at a part of the front of the altar on
the celebrant's right as he faces it. Formerly it was read
from the ambo (sometimes from a separate or epistle ambo)
or pulpit, or from the step of the choir. .Sometimes called
the lection simply.

3t. Any kind of harangue or discourse ;
a com-

munication.

So prelatyk he sat infill his cheyre !

Scho roundis than ane epittil intill eyre.
Dunbar, Poems (in Maitland's MS., p. 72).

Canonical epistles, see canonical, Ecclesiastical
epistles. > ./. Epistle side of the altar

-.). tlie south side; the side to the left of the priest
when farms: the people. Pastoral Epistles, a general
u:nne -i\ m to the epistles of Paul to Timothy ami Titus,r., , . . because these letters largely consist of directions n

In entnm., one of the pieces pri- ing the work of a pastor.

ly composing the sides of a segment; aplcn- epistlet (c-pis'l), v. t. [< epistle, n.] To write
as a letter; communicate by writing or by an
epistle.
Tims much may beepittled. Milton.

pair of plates form ins; tin- valves of the female ovi[>

ially of orthopterous inserts. Tlicsc are modilied
si.l, |>iot>> ol ,iiu of tin- ahilominal rings..

episternum (op-i-ster'uum), . ; pi.
(-nil). [< Gr. err !, upon, + arepvov, breast,
ehcst, liivast-lmni' : si-i- xt i -fit n m.] 1. In mam-
mals, the manubrium stcrni: the prcsternum of
must authors. Ci

;/ ulimir. 2. In lower vri-tr-

brates, some presti-rual part. See interclaviele.

epistler (e-pis'ler), . [Formerly also epistoler;
= F. cpi.ttolairc = Sp. epistolero

"

Pg. e/iitttult i-

r/i, < LL. rpiatiiliiriii.*. <-/ii.itnlnriux. also epixtnla-
i-i'v. I'lii.ttiilnrix. :i siM-ivtnrv. jirop. adj., of orper-
tainington letter or an cpistli: si' (

>

tpittoiar.] 1. A writer of epistles.

epistolographlc
What need* the man to be so furiously angry with the

good old ejiutUr for sayiiut that the apostle's charge . . .

is general to all? Bj,. Ilall, H mr of .Married '

2. In the .luii/ima I'll., the bishop, priest, or
deacon who acts as subdeacon at the celebra-
tion of the eucharist or holy communion: so
called from his office of reading the liturgical

epistle, in distinction from the gospeler or

deacon.
In all cathedral and collegiate churches the Holy Com-

munion shall be administered upon principal feast-days,
. . . the principal minister using a decent cope, and be-

ing assisted with the gospel er and evinlrr agreeably.
Uth Canon oj the Church / England.

epistlingt ($-pis'ling), n. [Verbal n. of epistle,

t\] Epistolary matter ; correspondence.
Here's a packet of KjaMiny, as blgge as a Packe of

Woollen cloth.

'.'. llurfii, quoted In Dyce's ed. of Greene's Plays, p. xcvl.

epistolart (e-pis'to-lSr), a. [= P. rpixtolaire =
Sp. Pg. epistolar = It. etnstolure, < LL. episto-

laris, epistularis, of or belonging to a letter: see

epistolary.'} Epistolary.
This epixtolar way will have a considerable efficacy upon

them. Dr. II. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches, p. 7.

epistolary (e-pis'to-la-ri), a. and n. [= P. epis-
tolaire = Sp. Pg. Tt. epistolario, < LL. epistola-

rius, epistularitis, of or belonging to a letter, <

L. epixtola, epistula, a letter: see epistle.] I.

a. 1. Pertaining to epistles or letters ; suitable
to letters and correspondence; familiar: as, an

epistolary style.

I ... write in loose epistolary way.
Vryden, Ded. of ueld.

If you will have my opinion, then, of the Serjeant's let-

ter, I pronounce the style to be mixed, but truly epitto-

lartt ; the sentiment relating to his own wound Is in the
sublime ; the postscript of Pegs llartwell, in the gay.

Steelt, Tatler, No. 87.

The few things he wrote are confined to the epistolary
. . . manner.
GoldmMh, Encouragers and Discouragers of Eng. Lit., ii.

2. Contained in letters ; carried on by letters.

A free epiftolary correspondence. W. Maton.

II. .; pi. epistolaries (-riz). A book for-

merly in use in the Western Church, containing
the liturgical epistles. In the Greek Church the
epistles are contained in a book called the aiwxtle (apon-
tuloa or a}toiitulu#, a name also used in the West), or, as

comprising the lections from both the Aeta and the epis-
tles, the jrraxafto*tolo#. The epistolary was sometimes
known as the lertionary. Also in the forms epittvlare,
ejtistttlariittii. See cmnes.

epistolean (e-pis-to-le'an), n. [Irreg. < L. epis-

tola, an epistle, +' -can.} A writer of epis-
tles or letters ; a correspondent. Mrs. Cotcdcii

Clarke.

epistoler (e-pis'to-ler), n. A form of epistler.

epistolet (e-pis' to-let), n. [= It. epistoletta,

dim., < L. epistola, epistula, a letter: see epis-

tle.] A short epistle or letter. [Humorous.]
You see thro' my wicked intention of curtailing this epit-

totet by the above device of large margin.
Lamb, To Barton.

epistolic, epistolical (ep-is-tol'ik, -i-kal), a.

[= Sp. (obs.) episMico = Pg. It. epistolico, < L.

epistolicus, (. Gr. * irrro/".6f ,
< emaro).t/, a letter :

see epistle.] Pertaining to letters or epistles;
epistolary.

epistolise, epistoliser. See epistolise, episto-
li:er.

epistolist (e-pis'to-list), n. [< L. epistola, a let-

ter, + -ist.] A writer of letters; a correspon-
dent. [Rare.]
James Howell fulfils all the requirements of a pleasant

letter-writer, and was, less than most eirintolutiuthu age,
dependent on his matter for the charm of his correspon-
dence. Quarterly Jier.

epistolize (e-pis'to-liz), v. ; pret. and pp. epis-
toli^ed, ppr. epistolizing. [<

L. epixtolti, a letter,
+ -ire.] I. inlrans. To write epistles or letters.

[Rare.]
Very, very tired ! I began this epistle, having been epit-

tolifing all the morning. Lamb, To Miss Fryer.

II. trans. To write letters to. [Rare.]
A "Lady, or the Tiger?" literature was the result, of

which a part found its way into print. . . . Of course such
an excuse for epittolianij the author was not neglected.

The Century, XXXIL 405.

Also spelled epistolise.

epistolizer (e-pis'to-li-zer), n. A writer of epis-
tles. Also spelled' epistoliser.

Some modem authors there are, who have exposed their
letters to the World, but most of them. I mean your Latin

Kpittolizert, go freighted with mere Bartholomew Ware.
// ">.(/, Letters, I. i. 1.

epistolographic(e-]'i
s to-lo-graf'ik), a. [=F.

I'liixtiilHt/raphii/He. < Gr. fTrroXo}po^(*of, used in

writing letters, <i^iaru>ojpdaof, a letter-writer:



epistolographic

see epistolography.] Pertaining to the writing
of letters Epistolographic characters or alpha-
bet, the ancient Egyptian demotic characters, so called

because they were used in correspondence. See demotic.

In Egypt, written language underwent a further differ-

entiation: whence resulted the hieratic and the epistolo-

graphic or enchorial : both of which are derived from the

original hieroglyphic.
H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 19.

epistolography (e-pis-to-log'ra-fi), n. [=,F.
epistolographie, < Gr. as if *t;noTO/loypa0'a, \ em-

oro/loypa^of, a letter-writer, < CTTICTO'/L^, a letter,

+ ypdijieiv, write.] The art or practice of writ-

ing letters.

epistom (ep'i-stom), n. [See epistoma.] Same
as epistoma (b).

The posterior antennas [of decapods] are usually inserted

externally, and somewhat ventrally to the first pair, on a

flat plate pluced in front of the mouth (epixtom).

Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 476.

epistoma (e-pis'to-mii), n.
; pi. cpistomata (ep-

is-to'ma-ta). [NL.,"< Gr. em, upon, + crofia,

mouth.] In 2067., some part, region, or organ
borne upon or lying before the mouth. Specifi-

cally (a) In Polyzoti, a process overhanging the mouth
of many species; the prostomium. Also epiglottis, (b)

In Crustacea, a preoral part or parts above and before

the mouth, on the antennary somite, and formed more
or le by the sternite of that somite. It lies between
the laiirum and the bases of the antennto. Sometimes
c&l\ed anteniutry sternites. Also epistom. See cute under

Erachyura, cephalothorax, and Cyctops.

In front of the labrum and mandibles [of the crayfish]
is a wide, somewhat pentagonal area, prolonged into a

point in the middle line forwards, and presenting a small

spine on each side ; this is the epititoma.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 272.

(e) In entom. : (1) That part of an insect's head which is

between the front and labrum. It is sometimes membra-
nous or softer than the rest of the surface. When large,
this part is commonly called the clypeun. See cut under

lli/menoptera. (2) An outer envelop of the rostrum, or

anterior prolongation of the head, found in the Tipulidce.
Osten-Sacken.

Also epistome.

epistomal (e-pis'to-m#l), a. [< epistoma +
-al] Pertaining to,' consisting of, or constitut-

ing an epistoma ; preoral ; prostomial.

epistomata, n. Plural of epistoma.

epistome ( ep'i-stom), . [< NL. epistoma, q. v.]
Same as epistoma.
epistomium (ep-i-sto'mi-um), n. ; pi. epistomia
(-a). [L., < Gr. emaT6/uov, a faucet, < em, upon,
+ ar6/ia, mouth, spout.] In Horn, antiq., a fau-

epistrophe (e-pis'tro-fe), n. [= F. Epistrophe
= Pg. epistrophe= It. epistrofe, < LL. epistrophe,
< Gr. cmaTpoifif/, a turning about, < tvutrpvpciv.
turn about, turn to, < em, upon, -1- orptyetv, turn.]
1. In rhet., a figure in which several successive
clauses or sentences end with the same word
or affirmation: as, "Are they Hebrews? so am
I. Are they Israelites! so am I. Are they the
seed of Abraham ? so am L" 2 Cor. xi. 22. 2.

In music, in a cyclic composition, the original

concluding melody, phrase, or section, when

repealed at the end of the several divisions ;
a

refrain. 3. In bot., the arrangement of chlo-

1976

order, also known by its Roman name, the ar-

chitrave: a massive horizontal beam of stone or

wood resting immediately upon the abaci of

the capitals of a range of columns or pillars.

See cut under entablature.

The walls and pavement of polished marble, circled with

Jorinthian wreath, with pillars, and Kpistols ofa great Ci

like workmanship. Sandys, Travailes, p. 224.

[NL. (cf. Gr. iviEpistylis (ep-i-sti'lis),
^tov

i epistyle), < cm, on, + ori/of, column : see

'Tietter, epistyle.] A
genus of pen-
trichous in-

fusorians, of

the family
Vorticellidai,

having the
branched pe-
dicle rigid

throughout,
only the base
of the body
contractile,
the ciliary
disk axial,
and no col-

lar-like mem-
brane. These
animalcules
grow in dendri-
form colonies,

forming a zoo-

dendrium. They
are campanu-
late, ovate, or

pyriform, and
structurally re-

semble the or-

dinary bell-ani-

malcules of the

epithalamize

If I neuer deserue anye better remembrance, let mee
... be Epitapked the Inuentor of the English Hexame-
ter. <* llaroey, Foure Letters, etc. (1M)2).

He is dead and buried,
And epitapked, and well forgot.

Lomll, On Planting a Tree at Inverara.

II. intrans. To make epitaphs; use the epi-

taphic style.
The Commons, in their speeches, epitaph upon him. as

on that pope,
" He lived as a wolfe, and died as a dogge."

Bp. Ball, Heaven upon Earth, 18.

epitapher (ep'i-taf-er), n. A writer of epitaphs ;

an epitaphist.

Epitapheri . . . swarme like Crowes to a dead carcas.

Nash, Pref. to Greene's Menaphon, p. 14.

epitaphial (ep-i-taf 'i-al), a. [< epitaph + -i-al.]

Of or pertaining to an epitaph; used in epi-

taphs. [Rare.]
Epitaphial Latin verses are not to be taken too literally.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 16.

epitaphian (ep-i-taf 'i-an), a. [< Gr. imraQios,

adj.: see epitaph.'] Pertaining to an epitaph;
of the nature of or serving as an epitaph.

[Rare.]
To imitate the noble Pericles in his epitaphian speech,

stepping up after the battle to bewail the slain Severiamis.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remoust.

epitaphic (ep-i-taf'ik), a. and n. [< epitaph +
-ic.] I. a. Relating to epitaphs; having the

form or character of an epitaph.
Il.t n. An epitaph.
An epitaphic is the writing that is sette on deade mennes

tombes or granes in memory or commendacion of the par-
ties there buried.

J. Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 221.

epitaphist (ep'i-taf-ist), n. [X LL. epitaphista,
< LGr. "cTrtTaijiiaTfif, < Gr. emra^iof, epitaph : see

epitaph.] A writer of epitaphs.
genus Vorticel- i/^S'S^^dria'o"'SriS !o=S epitasls (e-pit'a-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Mraaif,

of zooids, on an entomostracous crustacean.

(
Two detached individuals at the left are much
more highly magnified. )

la. E. anantali-
ca is the species
longest known,
having been de-

scribed by Linnicus in 1767 as a species of Vortieetta. It

is found in fresh water, on water-fleas and other entomos-
tracous crustaceans, and on aquatic plants. About 20

species are described, from various sites, as aquatic shells,

insect-larva?, plants, etc.

episyllogism (ep-i-sil'o-jizm), n. [< Gr. cm,

upon, + cv'/.Aayia/i6f, syllogism: see syllogism.]
A syllogism having for one of its premises the

conclusion of another syllogism.

a stretching, increase in intensity, epitasis, <

cmrdvctv, stretch upon, stretch more, increase
in intensity, < em, upon, in addition, + reiveiv,

stretch : see tend1 .'] 1 . That part of an ancient
drama which embraces the main action of the

play and leads on to the catastrophe ; also, that

part of an oration which appeals to the passions :

opposed to protasis.
Do you look . . . for conclusions in a protasis? I thought

the law of comedy had reserved [them] ... to the catas-

trophe ; and that the epitaxij, as we are taught, and the

p>;, elision or synaloephe at the end
of a verse, < em, upon, in addition, + awaZoi-

0i?, eynalcephe: see synalcejilie.] In anc. pros.:

(a) Elision of a vowel ending one line before
a vowel beginning the next; synalcephe of the
final vowel of a verse with the initial vowel of

the verse succeeding it. (6) Union of two vow-
els in one syllable ; synseresis.

episynthetic (ep"i-sin-thet'ik), a. [< Gr. emaw-
ferdf, compounding, < imavvderof, compound :

see episyntlieton.] In anc. pros., composed of

cola of different measures or classes of feet;

compound: as, an episynthetic meter.

ilagnetick Lady, i. 1.

How my Uncle Toby and Trim managed this matter
. . . may make no uninteresting underplot in the epitatis
and working up of this drama.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 5.

2. In logic, the consequent term of a proposi-
tion. 3f. In wed., the beginning and increase
of a fever. 4. In music, the raising of the

voice or the strings of an instrument from a
lower to a higher pitch : opposed to anesis.

', compound : epitela (ep-i-te'lii), n. [NL., < Gr. em, upon, +
" "" -*

L_ te]nt a web, tissue: see tela.] In anat., the
thin and delicate tissue of the valvula or valve
of Vieussens.1CLLCU1U. U. Ali VW) UUO lUaGUHKWlUVUU \Ji \jiiv/- .
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rophvl-grains, under the influence of light, on episyntheton (ep-i-sin tlie-ton), .; pi. episyn- It ,3 so thin that it mightwell he included with the
. i

c * +Vtt>in /_to\ Pf |-!-T> e-rritTirttHf-rni) (en itf-rnnij moroTl ,.<!...,. t..L,, nn t-^n a*-.*tnlrt

the surface-walls of cells and on those parts
of the walls which bound intercellular spaces

theta (-ta). [< Gr. fmaivBerov (sc. /icrpov, meter),
neut. of" emavvScTOf, compound, < emawriBivai,

other telaj as the epitck
Wilder and Gage, Anat Tech., p. 491.

cyiuiiO'^aiiiia', "

i\ ci/cot/i/- epithalamial (ep'i- tha- la' mi- al). a.
,

the epistro- epitaph (ep'i-taf), n. [< ME. epitaphe, < OF. epi- thalamium + -al.] Same as cpiihalamic.
[< epistro-

sures.

taphe, F. ipitapJie = Sp. epitafio =Pg. epitaphio
= It. epitaffio, epitafio = D. epitaaf = G. epi-

I T-v C1 -J. A " f f *-r

taph = Dan. Sw. epitaf,

bury. Cf. cenotaph.] 1. An inscription on a

tomb or monument in honor or memory of the
dead.

; (Moore)
eplstropheal (ep-i-stro'fe-al), a.

pitsus + -al.] Of or pertaining t(

pheus.
epistropheus (ep-i-stro'fe-us), n.; pi. epistro-

phei (-i). [NL., (. Gr. emarpotyei'i;, the first cer-

vical vertebra, < emaTptyeiv, turn about, < cm,
upon, + cTpeifieiv, turn.] In anat., the second
cervical or odontoid vertebra; the axis: so
called because the atlas turns upon it.

epistrophic (ep-i-strof'ik), a. [< epistrophe +
-i}.] Relating or pertaining to epistrophe.
epistrophize (e-pis'tro-flz), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
epistrophized, ppr. epistrophieing. [< epistrophe+ -ize.] To induce epistrophe in the chlorophyl-
grains of. as a plant.

epistrophy (e-pis'tro-fi), n. [< Gr. emarpo^n, a

turning about: see epistrophe.] In bot., there-
version of an abnormal form to the normal one,
as when the cut-leafed beech reverts to the
normal type,

epistylar (ep'i-sti-lar), a. [< epistyle + -ar%.]
Of or belonging to the epistyle Epistylar arcu-
atlon, a system in which columns support arches instead
of horizontal architraves.

epistyle (ep'i-stil), n. [< L. epistylium, < Gr.
emarvXiov, epistyle,<em, upon,+ <rrt?.0f, column, In wit a "ia". simplicity a child." '. Chambers.

style: see style
2
.] In anc. arch., the lower epitaph (ep'i-taf), v. [< epitaph, n.] I. trans.

member of the entablature, properly of a Greek To commemorate in an epitaph. [Rare.]

[< epi-

He [Filelfo] wrote epithalamial and funeral orations.

Enct/c. Brit., IX. 162.

/, epitafium, < ML. epi- epithalamic (ep"i-tha-lam'ik), a. [< cpithala-
,
L. ejntaphmm or mitapMw, < Gr. em- hm + _ic^ g^^g to or^fter t

u

he manner,' \>^\ i !_ 3* intU'/tt i^ ~tu. i itcitbt'ijiti tv \Ji oiiiicj. LAIC; ujtiiiiici.

(sc. Myoe),
a funeral oration, adj. over

of an epithalamium. North British Rev.
a tomb < , over at +

ra^of
a tomb

epithalamium! epithalamion (ep'i-tha-la'mi-
or at a tomo, <. em, over at, -r TOW, a tomo, epithalamium, epithalamion (ep
< Arre<v (V *), dispose of the dead, burn or^ _^ ^ _ ^ V

eiM(tlam ia (-&). fL." epitha-
lamium (neut., sc. carmen), < Gr. eiri6a?.d[tto<:,

(m., sc. i'/tvofj fern., sc. $$>/), a nuptial song,
prop, adj., of or for a bridal, nuptial, < c-i,

After your death you were better have a bad epitaph
than their [the players'] ill report while you lived.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

2. A brief enunciation or sentiment relating to

a deceased person, in prose or verse, composed
as if to be inscribed on a monument.
An E/iitaph ... is an inscription such as a man may

commodiously write or engraue vpon a tombe in few verses,
pithie, quicke, and sententious, for the passer by to peruse
and iudge vpon without any long tariaunce.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 45.

One of the most pleasing epitaphs in general literature
is that by Pope on Gay :

"Of manner gentle, of affection mild,

upon, + BaTiaftof, a bedroom, bride-chamber:
see thalamus:] A nuptial song or poem ;

a poem
in honor of a newly married person or

pair,
in

praise of and invoking blessings upon its sub-

ject or subjects.
I made it both in form and matter to emulate the kind

of poem which was called epithalatnium, and (by the an-

cients) used to be sung when the bride was led into her
chamber. B. Jousun, Masque of Hymen.
The booh of the Canticles is n representation of God in

Christ, as a bridegroom in a marriage-song, hi sin I'l'illxt-

lainivn. Dinux 1

, Sermons, vii.

epithalamize (ep-i-thal'a-miz), v. i.
; pret. and

pp. epitli/iliniti^efl, ppr. epithalaii~ing. [< epi-
thulitmiiim + -i.e.] To compose an. epithala-
mium.



epithalamy

epithalamyt (ep-i-thal'a-mi), . Same as epi-

tliii/iniiiiiiii.

Those [rcj . l.'brale marriages were called

son^-t nnptiall, oi' I-'.iiitlxii'inn, *, hut in :i eertaine misti-

call souse. J'liili-ii/niiii, Artcnt KM.. roc.ic., p. 37.

Sanetvm-Sanctoiun is thy Son- if SOURS, . . .

WhlTl' Hum (ll'-vnt'-d ) ll<,-,[ lllvillcly gillg

Chri-t s and In, I In i' In s k'/iitli'il'iinii.

Sylvttrr.tr. of l)u liartoa's Weeks, ii., 'I In- Ma-uitlcence.

epithalline (ep-i-thul'in), a. [<
-iiii

1

-.] Iii fri/i>/<><i<tntic ho/., .situated or grow-
ing upon the thallus: applied to various out-

growths or protuberances, as tubercles, squa-
mnles, etc., "ii :i lichen thallus.

epithallns (op-i-thal'us), n. [NL.. < Gr. i-i,

on, + tfa/Uof, a branch.] In some lichens, the

amorphous upper crust of the cortical layer.

epitheca (ep-i-t lie/kit), .; pi. epithtcce (-se).

[NL. (cf. Gr. cinftjKtfJ an addition, increase), <

Or. eiri, upon, + 0>/Kri, a case: see theca.] 1. In

2067., a continuous external layer investing
and surrounding the thecte of certain corals.
It Is lln' external iniliilltinn of talnihe, and Is well seen

iu the T\ibii>orir, or organ-pipe. corals. It is a secondary
runs invi ^1 merit. probably a tegumentary secretion,

very conn in inly developed both in simple nnil In compound
corals. In the former it is placed outside tint proper wall.

I., which it ni:iy lie closely applied, or separated hy the

eostie. It may be very thin or quite ilense, and in the lat-

in- case it Is developed at the expense of the proper wall,
which is then often indistinguishable. In compound corals

it is nut unusual to tlnd a well-formed epitheca inclosing
the whole corallum tielow, while each Individual eoralllte

has Its own wall. See tabula.

2. [rYip.] In entoin., a genus of neuropterous
insects, of the family Libellulido!, or dragon-
flies.

epithecal (ep-i-the'kal), a. [< epitheca + -al.]

Pertaining to an epitheca.

epithecate (ep-i-the'kat), n. [< epitheca +
-a it- 1

.] I'rovided with an epitheca, as a coral.

epithecium (ep-i-tho'si-um),
n.

; pi. epithccin

(-a). [NL., < Gr. em, upon, + (%?, a case: see

tli'iea, and cf. epitheca.] The surface of the

fruiting disk in discocarpous lichens and dis-

comycetous fungi.

Epithelaria (ep'i-the-la'ri-S), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. irri, upon,+ ft/X;}, nipple, teat, + -aria, neut.

pi. of -aritts : see -ary
1
.] A prime division of

the grade Ca-Ientera, including all the coelen-

terates excepting the sponges, which are dis-

tinguished as Mesodcrmulia. Also called Nema-
toimora, Cnidaria, and Telifcra. B. ron Lenden-

felrt.

epithelarian (ep*i-the-la'ri-an), a. and n. [<

r'l>itliclariu + -an.] I. Pertaining to or bav-

in;* the characters of the Epithcluria.
II. n. A member of the Epithelaria.

epithelial (ep-i-the'li-al), a. [< epithelium +
-ill.] Pertaiiiing to epithelium, in any sense;

constituting or consisting of epithelium: as,

epithelial cells; epithelial tissue.

Cells placed side by side, and forming one or more layers
which invest the surface of the body or the walls of the
Internal spaces, are called epithelial. Epithelial tissue,

then, consists simply of cells.

Oegenlmur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 21.

epithelicell (ep-i-the'li-sel), n.
[<

NL. epi-
thelium + fdlit, cell.] An epithelial cell; the
form-element of epithelium or of epithelial tis-

sue. Com x.

epithelioid (ep-i-the'li-oid), a. [< epithelium +
oiil.} Resembling epithelium.
The t'pithrUonl tuhes formed in the two halves of the

heart remain for some time separate.
M. Putter, Emhryology, p. 88.

epithelioma (ep-i-the-li-6'mii), ii. ; pi f 1'itli, -

Itoiinttii (-ina-tii). [NL., < 1'iiithflinm + -omit.]
In pntliol., carcinoma of the skin or mucous
membrane.
epitheliomatous (ep-i-the-H-ora'a-tus), a. [<

tfiUMiom(t-) + -mix.] Pertaining to or of the
iKiture of epithelioma.

epithelium (op-i-the'li-um), M. [NL., orig.
used to designate the outer layer of the iu-

trt;uinent of the lips, which covers the papil-
1; < Gr. tTi, upon, + (h/ty, the nipple, teat, < 66-

etv, suckle.] 1. In mint., the superficial layer
of cells of mucous membranes, covering the
connect ivc-t issue layer, corresponding to the
epidermis of the outer skin and continuous with
it at the mouth and other natural openings.
The usti:il nicanini; of the word, however, is somewhat
wider than this, and includes all tissues similar in struc-
ture to the above. It embraces the proper tissue of se-
cictiiiK elands. whether derived from the hypoblast, as in
tli" case of the gastric and intestinal plamls. the liver and
the p inrreas, or from the epiblast, ns In the case of the
sudoriparous. sebaceous, and mammary glands, or from
the mesolil.ist, as in the case of I lie killings, ovaries, and

it is applied, mi in-over, totheepcndvmaof thecere-
oroeplna] ventri "iilai . miiii s ami t,, the epidermis itself.
V\ ith what seems a distinct widening of its meaning, the
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term la not Infrequently employed to designate the endo-
thchum of blood- and hinph rtiannels and of serous mem-
branes. The epithelium in thus the covering of all free

surfaces, mucous, external, and even serous, and forms the

glands and other organs derived from these coverings.

Epithelial tissue consists of cells, usually compactly set;
the nuclei are usually distinct, with an intranuclear net-

work and nucleoli. The intercellular substance is scanty,
often inappreciable, and is culled cement. It contains no
blood-vessels or lymphatics, but nerve nnrils extend into
it. The epithelial tissue, forming the outermost cover-

ing of free surfaces, is favorably situated for performing
protective and secreting functions. The protective fiinc-

tlon Is not only exhibited by the general layer of easily

replaced cells coating the mucous membrane and outer

akin, but in the latter case by a peculiar tendency to

form keratin, and this results in a quite impervious outer

horny layer, which guards against minor violence, the

absorption of deleterious substances, and the invasion of

pathogenic bacteria, as well as In the development of

such especial means of protection as scales and feathers,
hair and nails. This chemical feature of that epithelium
which is especially devoted to protection, the production
of keratin, can be matched by no single peculiarity on the

part of the secretory epithelium : (or that must respond
equally whether it Is called upon to eliminate waste pro-

ducts, or to elaborate digestive ferments, or to manufac-
ture milk. It Is probable that some of the cells lining
the digestive tract have an active absorptive function with
reference to the products of digestion, and that they select

and take up certain substances from the intestine, and
after more or less elaboration pass them on to the blood-
or lymph-channels. This forms a kind of inverted secre-

tion. The epithelial cells of secreting glands are, In part
at least, under the direct control of the nervous system.
Whether epithelial cells having a purely protective func-
tion are, as regards their nutrition, under similar control is

still a question. See cuts under jfalpighian and villus.

The epithelium is the epidermis of the mucous mem-
brane. Wilson, Anat. (1847), p. 540.

2. In ornith., specifically, the dense, tough cu-

ticular lining of the gizzard. It is sometimes
even bony, and sometimes deciduous. 3. In

bot., a delicate layer of cells lining the inter-

nal cavities of certain organs, as the young
ovary, etc. : also applied to the thin epidermis
of petals Ciliated epithelium, any variety of true

epithelium the cells of which are individually furnished
on their free surface with cilia. The cells are usually
of columnar form, packed closely side by side, with the
cilia on their exposed ends. These cilia are microscopic

processes of the cell, like eyelashes from an eyelid, and
keep up a continual lashing or vfbratile motion, by which
mucus Is swept along the passages Ciliated epithelium
is found in man in the whole respiratory tract, the mid-
dle ear and Eustachian tube, the Fallopian tubes and part
of the uterus, in portions of the seminal passages, and in

the cavities of the brain and spinal cord. Columnar
or cylindrical epithelium, epithelium whose cells are
more or less rod-like in shape, set on end, and joined to-

gether by their sides into a membrane. These cells are

usually flattened or somewhat prismatic by mutual pres-
sure. Goblet-cells are a modification of ordinary colum-
nar epithelium cells, scattered here and there among the
latter. Germinal epithelium. See the extract.

The epithelial investment of the abdominal cavity re-

tains its primitive character along a tract which corre-

sponds to the rudiment of the primitive kidney longer
than it does in other regions; and this epithelial layer
may be distinguished as the germinal epithelium.

Gfffenbauer, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 60S.

Pavement epithelium, epithelium In which the cells

are flattened and coherent by their irregular polygonal
edges, like the tiles of a mosaic pavement. Also called

tessellated, smtainowt, lamellone, lamellar, and flattened epi-
thelium. It may be either timplt, when it consists of a

single layer of cells, as in the epithelium of the pulmonary
alveoli, or gtratijiea, when it consists of several layers,
as in the epidermis. Simple epithelium, any epithe-
lium whose cells form a single layer : distinguished from
Gratified epithelium. Spheroidal epithelium, glandu-
lar epithelium, characteristic of the terminal recesses and
crypts of the secreting surfaces of glands, with more or
less spherical or polyhedral cells. Stratified epithe-
lium, any epithelium whose cells are in two or more lay-
ers or strata, one upon another. -- Tegumentary epithe-
lium, the epidermis Tessellated epithelium. Same
as pavement epithelium. Transitional epithelium,
stratified epithelium of three distinguishable layers of

cells, such as occurs in the ureters and urinary bladder.
Vascular epithelium, the epithelial or endothelial

lining of blood-vessels and lymphatics,

epithem (ep'i-them), n. [< LL. epithcma, a,

poultice, < Gr. iirithma, something put on, a lid,

cover, slab, etc., < hrmMmu, put on: see epi-
thfl.] In mi-d., any external topical applica-
tion not a salve or plaster, as a fomentation, a
poultice, or a lotion.

I'lKin this reason, rpithfmt or cordial applications are
justly applied unto the left breast.

Wr T. Bromu, Vnlg. Err., iii. 2.

epithema (ep-i-the'ma), n.; pi. enithemata (-ma-
ta). [NL.,s Gr. t

rrifty/ia, something put on: see
< /litlx in.] In ornitli., a horny or fleshy excres-
i-em-e upon the beak of a bird. [Little used.]

epitbesis (e-pith'e-sis), M. [NL., < Gr. fTiflcmf,
a laying on, an addition, < exiTiBtmt, lay on,
add: see eitithct.] 1. In gram., same as para-
<I<IIH .2. The rectification of crooked limbs by
means of instruments. Dungli.ton.

epithet (ep'i-thet), n. [Formerlyalso fpitheton;= F. i
:

i>ithflc = Sp. i/iiti to =. Pg. epithcto = It.

epiteto, < L. cjiithcton, < Gr. eiriOerov, an epithet,

epitome

neat, of firi'Orrof, added, < itriri6fvai, put on, put
to, add, < M, on, to, + riUlvai (T/ *t), put, =
K. ili* 1 : see thcxis and rfo 1

.] 1. An adjective,
or a word or phrase used as an adjective, ex-

pressing some real quality of the person or

thing to which it is applied, or attributing
some quality or character to the person or

thing: as, a benevolent or a Imril-lniirted man;
a scandalous exhibition ; sphinx-like mystery ;

u l-'ubian policy.
When ye see all these Improper or harde Epithet* vseil,

ye may put them in the number of vncouths, as one that

aid, the flouds of graces.
I'uttrnham, Arte of Eng. Poeslc, p. 214.

By the judicious employment of rpitheti we may bring

distinctly to view, with the greatest brevity, au object
with its characteristic features.

A. D. Hepburn, Rhetoric, I 60.

In no matter of detail are the genius and art of the poet
more perceptible and nicely balanced than in the use of

epitheti. Amer. Jour. Philol., IV. 4S5.

Hence 2. In rhet., a term added to impart
strength or ornament to diction, and differing
from an adjective in that it designates as well

as qiiul files, and may take the form of a sur-

name: as, Dionysius the Tyrant'; Alexander the

Great.

The character of Bajazet ... Is strongly expressed
In

his surname of llderlm, or the lightning ; anil he might
glory in an epithet which was drawn from the fiery energy
of his soul and the rapidity of his destructive march.

Gibbon, Decline and Fall, Ulv.

3t. A phrase ; an expression.
"Suffer love;" agood epithet! I do suffer love, Indeed,

for I love thee against my will. Shale., Much Ado, v. 2.

epithet (ep'i-thet), v. t. [< epithet, n.] To en-

title
;
describe by epithets. [Rare.]

>'ever was a town ltter epitheted.
Sir II. Walton, EellqulK, p. :<m.

epithetic, epithetical (ep-i-thet'ik, -i-kal), a.

[< Gr. bnBerticif, added (neut. enideruiAv, an epi-

thet, adjective), < tT/fltrof, added: see epithet.]

Pertaining to an epithet; containing or con-

sisting of epithets; characterized by epithets;

abounding with epithets : as, the style is too

epithetic,
Some, Milton mad (an affectation

Gleau'd up from college education),
Approve no verse but that which flows
In epithetic measur'd prose. Llvii<i, Rhyme.

The principal made his way to the bar; whither Sam,
after bandying a few epithetical remarks with Mr. Smunch ,

followed at once. Dickens, Pickwick, xl.

epithetically (ep-i-thet'i-kal-i), adr. In an epi-
thetic manner; by means of epithets.

epitheton (e-pith'e-ton), n. [< L. epitheton, <

Gr. eirideTov, an epithet : see epithet. ] An epi-
thet.

Alter the epithetoni, and I will subscribe.

Foxe-, Martyrs (Second Exam, of J. PalmerX
I spoke ft, tender Juvenal, as a congruent epitheton. ap-

pertaining to thy young days, which we may nominate
tender. Shot., [.. I.. I... i. .'.

epithymeticalt (ep'i-thi-met'i-kal), a. [Writ-
ten irreg. epitltumetical ; < Gr. iviftv/irrrtudr,, de-

siring, coveting, lusting after (TO eiriSvurrrmfo,
that part of the soul which is the seat of the
desires and affections), < eiri&vfieiv, set one's
heart on, desire, < nri, upon, T 6vft6f, mind,
heart.] Belonging to the desires and appetites.
The heart and parts which God requires are divided

from the inferior and epithumeticat organs.
Sir T. JJrmrne, Vulg. Err.

epitimesis (ep'i-ti-me'sis), . [LL., < Gr. evtri-

/itia/f, reproof, censure, criticism, < en-in/iav, lay
a value upon, lay a penalty upon, censure, < em,
upon, -r- Ttftav, value, honor, < rifti/, value, hon-

or.] In rhet., same as epiplexis.

epitomator (e-pit'o-ma-tor), n. [< ML. epito-
iiiutor, < LL. cpitomare, epitomize, < epitome,

epitome: see epitome.] An epitomizer. [Ware.]
This elementary blunder of the dean, corrected by none,

is repeated by nearly all his epitomator*. expositors, and
imitators. Sir M. Hamilton.

epitome (e-pit'o-me), n. [< L. epitome, epitoma,
< Gr. e^trofifi, an abridgment, also a surface-

incision, < emTf/ivctv, cut upon the surface, cut

short, abridge, < em, upon, + refivitv, rapc'tv,

cut.] 1. An abridgment ; a brief summary or
abstract of a subject, or of a more extended
exposition of it ; a compendium containing the
sulistance or principal matters of a book or
other writing.
Me that shall out of his own reading gather for the use

of another must (I think) do it by rjiitoitieor abridgment,
or under heads and commonplaces. Ki>itomet also mar
be of two sorts ; of any one art or part of knowledge out
of many IxM.ks. or of one tmnk !> it" If.

Eaex, Advice to sir fulkc <:rc\ilte. 1.-.96 (in Bacon's

[Letters, II. 22>



epitome
As for the corruptions und moths of history, which are

Epitomes, the use of them deserveth to be banished.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 127.

Epitomes are helpful to the memory. Sir H. Walton.

Hence 2. Anything which represents ano-
ther or others in a condensed or comprehen-
sive form.
Thus God beholds all things, who contemplates as fully

his works in their epitome as in their full volume.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, L 50.

A man so various that he seem'd to be
Not one, but all mankind's epitome.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., i. 546.

The Church of St. Mark's itself, harmonious as its struc-

ture may at first sight appear, is an epitome of the changes
of Venetian architecture from the tenth to the nineteenth

century. Ruikin.

A work of art is an abstract or epitome of the world. It

is the result or expression of nature in miniature.

Emenon, Misc., p. 27.

= Syn. Compendium, Compend, etc. See abridgment.

epitomise, epitomiser. See epitomize, epito-
mizer.

epitomist (e-pit'o-mist), . [< epitome + -ist.']

An epitomizer.
Another famous captain Britomarus, whom the epito-

mist Floras and others mention. Milton, Hist. Eng., i.

The notes of a scholiast or epitomist.
C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 7.

epitomize (e-pit'o-mlz), v. ; pret. and pp. epito-

mized, ppr. epitomising. [< epitome + -ize. Cf.

equiv. LL. epitomare: see epitomator."] I. trans.

1. To make an epitome of; shorten or abridge,
as a writing or a discourse; reduce to an ab-

stract or a summary the principal matters of;
contract into a narrow compass.

All the Good she (Nature] did impart
To Womankind Epitomiz'd in you.

Cowle.y, To a Lady who made Posies for Rings.

Want of judgment . . . too often observable in com-

pilers, whereby they frequently leave far better things
than they take, . . . want of skill to understand the

author they cite and epitomize. Boyle, Works, IV. 58.

What the former age has epitomized into a formula or

rule for nianipular convenience, it [the mind] will lose all

the good of verifying for itself. Emerson, History.

2f. To diminish, as by cutting off something;
curtail; abbreviate.

We have epitomized many . . . words to the detriment
of our tongue. Add-on, Spectator.

3. To describe briefly or in abstract.

Epitomize the life ; pronounce, you can,
Authentic epitaphs on some of these.

Wordsworth, Excursion, v.

= Syn. 1. To reduce, condense, summarize.

il. intrans. To make an epitome or abstract.

Often he [Alfred] epitomizes as if he were giving the
truth of the paragraph that had just been read to him.

C. //. Pearson, Early and Mid. Ages of Eng., ii.

Also spelled epitomise.

epitomizer (e-pit'o-ml-zer), n. One who
abridges or summarizes; a writer of an epit-
ome. Also spelled epitomiser.

1 shall conclude with that of Baronius and Spondanus
his epitomizer. Prynne, Histrio-Mastix, I., vii. 1.

epitonion (ep-i-to'ni-on), n.
; pi. epitonia (-a).

[Gr. irn-owoi>, < imreiveiv, stretch out, < eni, upon,
+ TUVCIV, stretch.] In awe. Or. music, a tuning-
wrench or -handle ; also, a pitch-pipe.

Epitragus (e-pit'ra-gus), n. [NL. (Latreille,

1804), < Gr. eTri, upon, + Tpayof, a goat.] A
genus of beetles, of the family Tenebrionidce,
confined to the new world. They are mostly South
American, but 9 species are found in North America. E.

toiiientoms, of Florida, feeds upon scale-insects.

Epitrichat (e-pit'ri-ka), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. M,
upon, + flpi'f (rpix-), li'air.] In Ehrenberg's sys-
tem of classification (1836), a division of anen-
terous infusorians, containing such ciliated

forms as Cyclidina and Peridituea. Also Epi-
trichia.

epitrichium (ep-i-trik'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

tiri, upon, + rpixiov, dim. of ffpll- (jpix-)j hair.]
A superficial layer of epidermis detached from
the surface in an early stage of development
in some animals, so as to form a case inclos-

ing the embryo.
The same speaker presented a paper on a new mem-

brane of the human skin, which he homologizes with the

epitrichium of the Sauropsida. It is situated outside the

horny layer, and is entirely distinct from it : an extension
covers both hairs and glands. It probably causes the ver-
nix caseosa by retaining the sebaceous secretion.

Science, VI. 22fl.

epitrite (ep'i-trit), n. [< LL. epitritos, < Gr. T/-

Tpirof, containing one and one third, i. e., in the
ratio of 4 to 3; the name of a metrical foot,

compounded of a spondee (4 short) with an
iambus or a trochee (3 short); < exi, upon, -f

rpiVof = E. third.'] In pros., a foot consisting
of three long syllables and one short one, and
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denominated first, second, third, or fourth epi-

trite, according as the short syllable is the first,

second, third, or fourth : as, salutantes, conci-

tati, intercalans, ineantare.

epitritic (ep-i-trit'ik), o. [< epitrite + -ie.']

Pertaining to or of the nature of an epitrite :

as, an epitritic foot in prosody.

epitrochlea (ep-i-trok'le-a), (.; pi. epitrochlew

(-e). [NL., < Gr. fjri, upon, + NL. troclilea, q.

v.] In anat., the inner condyle of the hume-

rus, opposite the epicondyle and over or above
the trochlea, or trochlear surface with which
the ulna articulates. Latterly also called the

internal epicondyle. See epicondyle.

epitrochlear (ep-i-trok'le-ar), a. [< NL. epitro-

chlearis, < epitrochlea, q.' v.] Of or pertaining
to the epitrochlea Epitrochlear foramen. See

foramen.

epitrochlearis (ep-i-trok-le-a'ris), .
; pi. epi-

troclileares (-rez). [NL. : see epitrochlea.'] A
muscle, constant in some animals, occasional

in man, extending from the border of the latis-

simus dorsi to the ulna at or near the elbow.

epitrochleo-anconeus (ep-i-trok"le-6-ang-ko-

ne'us), n. [NL., < epitroclilea + ancon.] A
small anconal muscle of the inner side of the

elbow, arising from the epitrochlea or inner

condyle of the humerus, and inserted into the

olecraiion of the ulna.

epitrochoid (ep-i-tro'koid), n. [< Gr. inl, upon,
+ r/jo^dV, a wheel, + rfrfof, form.] In geom.,
the curve traced by a point in the plane of a

circle which rolls on the convex side of a fixed

circle. The curve thus generated belongs to the family
of roulettes, and becomes an epicycloid when the gener-

ating point is in the circumference of the rolling circle.

Hirst.

It appears, then, that a planetary system with a direct

epicycle belongs to both the epitrochoid and the external

hypotrochoid. Penny Cyc., XXV. 284.

epitrochoidal (ep'i-tro-koi'dal), a. [< epitro-
choid + -ai.] Of or pertaining to an epitro-
choid.

epitrope (e-pit'ro-pe), . [LL., < Gr. iviTpomi,
a reference, < eniTpeireiv, turn over, yield, per-

mit, < fT(, upon, + Tpfnetv, turn.] In rhet., a

figure by which one commits or concedes some-

thing to others. Especially (a) Professed readi-

ness to leave one's cause entirely to judge, jury, or audi-

ence, in order to express entire confidence in its justice,
or to excite compassion. (&) Permission to an opponent
to call an act or a faet by any name he pleases, implying
that his choice of words cannot alter its true character.

(c) Concession of a point to an opponent, in order to fore-

stall his use of it, or to show that he will gain nothing by
urging it : as, I admit that all this may be true, but what
is this to the purpose ? I concede the fact, but it over-

throws your own argument.

epitropOUS (e-pit'ro-pus), a. [< NL. "epitropus
(cf. Gr. ejriTpoTroc, n., one to whom anything is

trusted), < Gr. eiriTpeireiv, turn to, turn over to,

intrust, < evi, upon, + Tpi-xeiv, turn.] In bot.,

turned toward: the reverse of apotropous: ap-
plied by Agardh to an ovule with its raphe
turned away from the placenta when erect or

ascending, or toward it when pendulous.

epitympanic (ep"i-tim-pan'ik), a. and . [<
Gr. tTTi, upon, + ri'/itravov, a drum (see tympa-
num), + -ic.~\ I. a. In ichth., situated above or

upon, or forming the uppermost piece of, tin-

tympanic pedicle which supports the mandible
in fishes

; hyomandibular.
II. n. In ichth., the uppermost or proximal

bone of the tympanomandibular or third cranial

hemal arch in fishes, by means of which the
lower jaw is suspended from the skull : so named
by Owen, but now usually called the liyomandib-
vlar (which see). The term is correlated with

hi/potympanic, mesotympanic, and pretytnpanic.

e pluribus unum
An example of accumulated (fourfold) epi-
zeuxis is :

Alone, alone, all, all alone,
Alone on a wide, wide sea.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, iv.

See palillogy. Also called diplasiasmus.

Epizoa (ep-i-zo'a), n.pl. [NL., pi. of epizoon.']

1. External parasites or ectoparasites which
live upon the sur-

face or in the skin
of the host: the

opposite of linto-

ZOa, The term is a

collective name, hav-

ing no systematic or

classitteatory signifi-
cance in zoology.
Among Epizoa are

lice, fleas, ticks, etc.,
as well as some para-
sites which burrow in

the skin.as itch-insects
and follicle-mites.

2. Specifically, an
order of very sin-

gular low aber-
rant Crustacea de-

graded by parasit-
ism, including the

many grotesque
forms commonly
known as fish-lice.
The Epizoa are some-
times rated as a sub-
class of Crustacea, di-

vided into the orders

Siphonoxtomata and
Iiernozoidea. They are
also called Ichthitoph-
thira. Chondracan-
thus gibboKus, a louse
of the an"ler (Lophius
piscatori,!*), is an ex-

ample. See Chondra-
cant,,

]a
and;,.,/,*,

3. ft. C. I Plural ot d

fnt"nnn
epl~UOH. ,

(ep-i-ZO'- male lodged
medi<)d'"si>

sal processes ; f, f, medioventral pro-
cesses ; /. i, h, lateral processes ; e, vl-

sacs; i, terminal segment; /, minute
lva of female ; m.n

n r onixnim an tubes; /, lateral
O. |_S CpteOOn ovarian tubes; a, a, oviduct; 2, 3. an-

T -al.~] Same as tennul s : 4. 5, 6
- autennai. gnauiites.

epizoie.

epizoan (ep-i-zo'an), a. and n. [< epizoon +
-an.'] I. a. Same as epizoic.

II. n. One of the Epizoa, in any sense ; an

ectoparasite.

epizoic (ep-i-zo'ik), a. [As epizoon + -ic.] 1. In
nat. hist., living on the surface or in the skin of

animals, as lice, ticks, and many other insects,
various parasitic fungi, etc. Also epizootic.
2. Specifically, of or pertaining to the crusta-

ceous parasites known as Epizoa. Huxley.
Also epizoal, epizoan.

epizonal (ep-i-zo'nal), a. [< Gr. M, upon, +
E. zone + -n?.] Cut by a zone.

epizoon (ep-i-zo'on), n.
; pi. epizoa (-ii). [NL.,

< Gr. em, upon, + f<p'' an animal.] One of the

Epizoa ; an epizoan.
epizootic (ep"i-zo-ot'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. em,
upon, + COOK, an animal, + term, -ur-i/coi;.] I.

a. 1. In nat. hist., same as epizoic, 1. 2f. In

geol., containing fossil remains : said of moun-
tains, rocks, formations, and the like.

Epizootic mountains are of secondary formation.
Kiru'an.

3. Prevailing among the lower animals: ap-
plied to diseases, and corresponding to cpitlcui-

ic as applied to diseases prevalent among men.

In 1871, rabies showed itself in a truly epizootic and
alarming manner, on account of which the "Dogs Act,

1871," was passed and almost immediately enforced.

Contemporary Hev., LI. 108.

The piers, or points of suspension of the arch, are formed
by the epitympanics. Oicen, Anat., I. 121.

II. . 1. The temporary prevalence of a dis-

ease among brutes at a certain place : used in

exactly the same way as epidemic in reference

epiural (ep-i-u'ral), a. and n. Same as epural. to human beings. 2. Adisease thus prevalent.
Huxley. epizodty (ep-i-z6'o-ti), n. [As cpizoot-ic + -.'/]

Same as epizootic.epixylous (e-pik'si-lus), a. [< Gr. fir/, upon, +
jvtov, wood, + -oils.] In lot., growing upon
wood, as many fungi and other plants.

epizeuxis (ep-i-zuk'sis), . [LL., < Gr. siri&v-

f<f, a fastening together, repetition of a word,
< ejrt&vyvivat, fasten together, join to, < eiri, to,

+ &vyv'wai = \j.j>innere, join : seejoi'n, zeugma.]
1. In anc. pros., union of two successive Ionics
a minore so that the last syllable of the first

and the first syllable of the second interchange
quantities : thus, ^ w ^

|

-* for -^ -^

|

w ^ . The syllables representing an Ionic
a majore (

s^ w) thus surfer anaclasis, taking the form

2. In rhet., immediate or almost immediate
repetition of a word, involving added emphasis.

Mr. Fleming ascribes the wide and serious extension
of the epizooti/ in a great measure to the insufficiency of

the police measures adopted in the different towns and
districts. Contemporary Her., LI. 109.

eplicate (e-pll'kat), a. [< L. e- priv. 4- plim-
tiis, folded: see plicate.] In bot., not plaited.

e pluribus unuin (e plo'ri-bus u'num). [L. :

e, out of, of; pluribus, abl. pi. of plus, more, pi.

jilures, more, several, many; mmm, neut. of

units = E. one : see e-, (j--. r.c, plural, unity.

This phrase does not seem to occur in classical

Latin ; it appears as a motto on the title-page
of the " Gentleman's Magazine" in 1731.] One
from many; one (composed) of many: the
motto of the United States of America, as be-



e pluribus unum

ing one nation formed of many independent
State*.

epoch (6'pok or op'ok), w. [= F. i /nii/nr = Sp.
I
J
g. It. cjioca = I).

i-/ii>i/iii' (< F.) = G. epiM'he =
Dan. epoke = S\v. '/'"' ',

( M ' ' </><><'/<", < Gr. eirox>/,

, checK, cessation, stop, pause, epocli of a star,
i. e., the point at which it seems to halt after

ivarhing the highest, and generally the place of

a stiii ; liciico, a historical epoch; < i~i ,\nv, hold

in, check, < i~i, upon, + cxtl>\ have, hold, = Skt.

\fxnli, bear, undergo, endure.] 1. A point of

time from which succeeding years are num-
bered; es| ially, :i.point of I iino distinguished
by some remarkable event, or the event itself

as distinguishing the time of its occurrence.

I li.u l.-l i:<n Ivain I the pabn -e hi ell marks it still yn ;tt< !

'/"if/< in Itoniun art than his political cluin-rs mark in

Uoniiui polity. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 140.

It is an epoch in one's life to read a great Imok for tin-

first time-. J. F. Clarice, Self-Culture, p. 818.

Hence 2. A specific period of time; any space
of time considered as a unit with reference to
some particular characteristic or course of

events.

Tim fifteenth century was the unhappy epoch at military
establishments in time of peace. .!/<"//. /<.

By the side of the half-naked, running Bedouins, they

Sthe
Turkish infantry] looked as if epoch* disconnected by

onK centuries had met. tt. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 408.

3. In geol., specifically, one of the shorter di-

visions of geological time. This word is used dif-

ferently by different geological writers. Thus, Jukes di-

vides the entire series of fossiliferons strata into only
three epoelis, \vhilc Damp, makes eight out of the Lower
Silurian alone. Some later writers avoid the use of such
words as ejjoch and -(</>. saying, for instance, instead of
s;l><< iirii i'i>,-/t nr n,r'', -simply Silurian.

The " second bottoms," probably, are later than the yel-
low loam, and belong to the " terrace epoch."

Jincyc. Brit., XVI. 628.

4. In outran., an arbitrary fixed date, for which
the elements of a planetary or cometary orbit, or
of any motion, are given. - Antiochlan, elephan-
tine, glacial, Gregorian, etc., epoch, see the adjec-
tives. -Mohammedan, Olympiadic, Persian, Span-
ish, etc., epoch. See equivalent phrases under era.
= 8yn. 1. Epoch, Era, Periixl, Aije. Epoch and era should
be distinguished, though in common usage they are in-

terchanged. "An era is a succession of time: an epoch
is a point of time. An era commonly begins at ail epoch.
We live in the Christian era, in the I"rotestant era, in the
era of liberty and letters. The date of the birth of Christ
was an epoch : the periott of the dawn of the Reformation
was an epoch" (A. 1'helpn, Eng. Style, p. 365). Period
may be the opposite of epoch, in heing the date at which
anything ends, or it may be mere duration, or duration
frmn point t<> point; the word is very free and often in-

definite in its range of meaning. The meaning of age is

modified by its connection with human life, so as often to
be associated with a pel-son : as, the age of Pericles ; but
it is also freely applied to time, viewed as a pprunl of some
length : as, the bronze age the golden aye ; this is an age
of investigation.

epocha (ep'6-ka), n. [< ML. epocha : see epoch.']
An epoch. [Archaic.]
The second day of July, 1778, will be the most meraora-

Me , jHtcha in the history of America.
J. Adamt, To Mrs. Adams, July 3, 1770.

but why of that epocha make such a fuss?

Burin, To Wra. Tytler.

epochal (ep'o-kal), a. [< epoch + -al.] Be-

longing to an epoch ; of the nature of an epoch ;

relating to epochs; marking an epoch.
Who shall say whether . . . this epic . . . will stand

out ... as one of the epochal compositions by which an
age is symbolized? N(, i///m/i, Viet. Poets, p. 180.

An epin-titil treatment of a portion of general European
History. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 96.

epoch-making(e'pok-ma*kmg),n. [=Q.Fi>n<-ln--

iiinr/tciiil.] Constituting an epoch; opening a
new era ; introducing new conceptions or a new
method in the treatment of a subject. [Recent.]

The Methods of F.thics" was published in 1874, but
win tlier or not most of the joint-work of Profs. Fowler
and Wilson was written before that time, it is at least fair
to say that the position of I'rof. sidgwick is not dealt with
in the way which is demanded by the i-ixH-h-tnakintt char-
acter of his book. Mind, XII. 596, note.

epode (ep'od), n. [< OF. eporte, F. epode = Sp.
rg. It. cpodo, < L. epodos, < Gr. fjr^iiof, an epode,
an aftersong, adj., singing to or over, < he'i,

upon, to, besides, + aeifeiv, piftv, sing, > Iffiii,

asouf;, odo: see ode.'] 1. In anc. proa. : (n) A
third and metrically different system subjoined
to two systems (the xtroplir ami aiitixtropltc)
which are metrically identical or corresponsive,
anil forming with them one pericope or group
of systems.
The Third Stanza was called the />/.- (it may be as be-

ins: the After-snim) \\hieh tlicv sunn in the middle, neither
turning to one Han. I nor the other.

M, The Pindaric Ode.

(6) A shorter colon, subjoined to a longer colon,
and constituting one period with it; especially,
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such a colon, as a separate line or verse, form-

ing either the second lino of a distich or the
final lino of a system or stan/'i. As the closing
viTse of a system, sometimes called eplii/i,/,

(c) A poem consisting of such distichs. Archl-
lorlius (about 700 D.I'.) til-stint! mince. I tlicsc. The I

of Horace are a collection of poems so called because
mostly composed in epo.lir ,ii-tielis.

Horace seems to have purged himself from those xple-
netic retle< tions iii those odes and epoden, before he un-
dertook the noble work of satires.

Dryilen, Ded. of Juvenal.

I shall still be very ready to write a satire upon the

clergy, and an epode against historiographers, whenever
.Miii are hard pressed. Letters, I. 262.

Specifically 2. In muair, a refrain or burden.

epodic(e-pod'ik), a. [(.epode + -ic.] Pertain-

ing to or containing an epode.
epollicate (e-pol'i-kat), a. [< NL. epolliniinx,'

L. e- priv. -f- pollex (pollic-), the thumb.] In

zoiil., having no pollex or thumb.
Epollicatit (o-pol-i-ka'ti), n.iil. [NL. : see epol-

l ii-ii tc.] A group of birds Having no hallux.

Epomophorus (ep-o-mof'o-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

t'jri, upon, + uuof, shoulder, + -^opof, bearing,
< Qcpeiv = E. oear1 .] A remarkable genus of

fruit-bats, of the family Pteropodidce and subor-
der Megachiroptera, confined to ultra-Saharic
Africa. They have, in the males, large distensible pha-
ryngeal air-sacs, and i>eculiar glandular pouches on the
neck near each shoulder, lined with long yellowish hairs

projecting or forming a tuft like an epaulet, whence the
name ; also, a white tuft of hairs on the ears, the tail ru-

dimentary or wanting, and the premaxillaries united in
front. The teeth are : incisors, 2 or 1 in each half of each
jaw ; canines, 1 ; premolars, 2 in upper jaw and 3 in lower ;

and molars, 1 In upper jaw and 2 in lower. There are
about half a dozen species, of which E. franqueti is a lead-

ing example. They feed chiefly on figs.

eponychium (ep-o-nik'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

eiri, upon, + oinf (bvvx-), nail: see onyx.] In

embryol., a mass of hardened epidermis on the
dorsal surface of the distal extremity of a pha-
lanx of the embryo, preceding the formation of
a true nail.

eponym (ep'o-nim), n. [Formerly also written

eponyme; < Gr. eTtam/ioc., given as a name, sur-

named, named after a person or thing, giving
one's name to (as a noun, in pi., ciruw/ioi, sc.

ypufc;, eponymous heroes, legendary or real
founders of tribes or cities, as those afterwhom
the Attic phylae had their names), < ciri, upon,
to, + ovv/ia, -<Eolic for ovofia = L. nomen = E.
name: see oiiym.] 1. A name of a place, peo-
ple, or period derived from that of a person.
The famous Assyrian Eponym Canon, which gives an

unbroken series of the officers after whom each year was
named for alpout two hundred and sixty-five years, and
also notes the accession of each successive Assyrian king
during that time. BiUiollieca Sacra, XLV. 53.

2. A name of a mythical or historical person-
age from whom the name of a country or people
has come or is supposed to have come : thus,
Italus, Romulus, Brutus, Heber, the names of

imaginary persons invented to account for

Italy, Borne, Britain, Hebrew, are mythical
eponyms ; Bolivar is the historical eponym of
Bolivia.

In short, wherever there was a clan there was an Epo-
nym, or founder, whether real or legendary, of that clan.

II'. E. Heitrn, Aryan Household, p. 145.

3. A name of something, as a part or organ of
the body, derived from a person : thus, circle of

Willis, fissure of Sylvius, aqueduct of Fallopius,
are eponyms. [Rare.]
The very awkward dionymic eponym, Circulus Willisi.

Wilder, Trans. Amer. Neurol. Assoc. (1885), p. 349.

eponymal (e-pon'i-mal), a. [< eponym + -al.]
1 . Of or pertaining to an eponymos. 2. Same
as eponymic.
eponymic (ep-o-nim'ik), a. [< Gr. iiruwuiKof,
called after or' by the name of a person, < J'TU-

ri'//of, given as a name : see epoiiym.] 1. Relat-

ing or pertaining to an eponym : as, an epo-
i! ii i, i a- name or legend.

l-:i',innii,' myths, which account for the parentage of a
tribe by turning its name into the name of an imaginary
ancestor. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 7.

2. Name-giving, mythically or historically;
from whom the name of a country, people, or

period is derived : as. Hgllen was the eponymic
ancestor of the Hellenes or Greeks.

The invention of ;m <>snirs fn.m pMtyMifl heroes or
name ancestors lias . . . often had a serions effect in cor-

rupting historic truth, by helping IIP fill ancient annals
with swarms of lietiti.ms m-m-al,.

/:. /;. T :ilr. Prim. Culture, I. 361.

eponymist (e-pon'i-mist), ii. [<<yji/m + -int.]
One from whom a country or people is named;

eprouvette

an eponymic nncrslor, hero, or founder. (Hail-

stone.

eponymos (o-|pon'i-mos), . and a. [Gr. iirinnt-

/jof : sec t-i>nnijiu.~\ A titular epithet of the first

archon (archon eponymox) in ancient Athens,
and of the first ephor (<-plnn- <y;/i///(<) in Spar-
ta, liccause the year of the service of each wan
designated by his name in the public records,
etc.

eponymous (e-pon'i-mus), a. [< Gr. evaw/iof,
given as a name: see eponyui.J Giving one's
name to a tribe, people, city, year, or period;
regarded as the founder or originator.

Will Summer the name of Henry VIII. 's court-fool,
whose celebrity probably made him eponymouM of the
members of his profession ill general.

A. W. Ward, Eng. l>ram. Lit., I. 144.

Lydus and Asies are . . . evonywoiu heroes ; Meles Is

an ideal founder of the capital.
G. Jtairlimmn, Origin of Nations, I. 74.

eponymy (e-pon'i-mi), n.; pi. eponymies (-miz).
[< Gr.

iituwfi'ta,
a surname, < iiruw/u>f, given as

a name, giving a name : see eponym, eponymos.]
1. The office, dignity, or prerogatives of an

eponymos. 2. The peri<Jd or year of office of
an eponymos : used, as at Athens, as a unit of

reckoning and reference for dates.

The earliest examples of the barred form of the letter
shin are found on three tablets dated from the eponymiet
of gilim-assur and Sin-sar-uzur (6.

r
>o - 640 n. c.).

Ixiini- Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 237.

epopphoron (ep-6-of'o-ron), .;
p
pl. epoophora

(-r&). [NL., < G"r. tin, upon, 4- o0opof, laying
eggs: see oiiphorous.] Same ta parotarium.
epopee (ep-o-pe'), n. [< NL. epopteia, < Gr.

i-rro-rroiia, epic poetry or an epic poem, < IJTOT,

an epic, + iroieiv, make.] 1. An epic poem.
The Kalevala, or heroic epopee of the Finns.

Encyc. Brit., V. 308.

2. The history, action, or fable which makes
or is suitable for the subject of an epic.
The stories were an endless epopee of suffering.

6. Keunan, The Century, XXXV. 760.

epopoeia (ep-o-pe'ia), n. Same as epopee.
epopoeist (ep-o-pe'ist), . [< epopoeia + -ist.]
A writer of epopees.

It is not long since two of our best-known epoi*ei*tt, or,
to use the more common term, of our novel-writers, have
concluded each a work published by instalments.

S. Phillija, Essays from the Times, II. 321.

epopt (ep'opt), . [< NL. epopta, < Gr. ei.
a watcher, spectator, one admitted to the third

grade of the Eleusinian mysteries, < eir6\j>fad(u,

fut. associated efyopav, look on, < i-i, on, + 6pav,
fut. injifatiai, look, see.] A seer ; one initiated

into the secrets of any mystical system. Car-

lyle.

epopta (e-pop'ta), n. ; pi. epopUe (-te). [NL. :

see epopt.] Same as epopt.

epoptic (e-pop'tik), a. [< epopt + -ic.] 1.

Having the character or faculty of an epopt or
seer. 2. Perceived by an epopt: as, an epop-
tic vision Epoptic figures, in optics. See idiopha-
BMML

Eporosa (ep-o-ro'sfi), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

eporosus : see eporosc.] A group of stone-cor-
als with eporose or imperforate com Hum. See
Aporosn.
eporose (e-po'ros), a. [< NL. eporosus, < L. *-

priv. + porus, pore : see pore, porous.] With-
out pores; aporose.
epos (ep'os), n. [< L. epos, < Gr. liroc,, a word,
a speech, tale, saying, pi. poetry in heroic verse,

orig. ffirof = Skt. radios, a word; akin to ty
("Forr-f ) = Skt. rdclt = L. vox (roc-), voice : see

voice, vocal, vowel.] 1. An epic poem, or its

subject ;
an epopee ; epic poetry.

The early epos of Greece is represented by the Iliad and
the Odyssey, Heslod and the Homeric hymns; also by
some fragments of the "

Cyclic
"
poets. Pro/. Jebb.

2. In anc. pros., a dactylic hexameter. 3, In

paleography, a series of words or letters, ap-
proximately of the length of a dactylic hexam-
eter, anciently used as a line of normal size in

writing manuscripts or estimating their length.
It seems to have averaged from 34 to 38 letters. Seecotoni,
n., 3, and stichomctry.

eposculationt (ep-os-ku-la'shon ), H. [< Gr. M,
upon, + L. osculatio(n-), a kissing : see oscula-

tion.] A kissing. Becon.

epotationt (ep-o-ta'shon), n. [< L. epotare,
drink out, drink' np, < e~ out, + potare. drink:
see potation.] A drinking or drinking out.

When drunkenness reigns, the devil is at war with man,
and the epotationt of dumb liquor damn him.

t'flthaia, Resolv.-

eprOUVette (e-pro-vef), . [F. fprmintte. <-; try. assay, < <- + pruun-r, try: see



eprouvette

prove, ] 1. An apparatus for testing the ex-

plosive force of powders or other explosives.
The most simple form is a pistol having the muzzle closed

by a plate, which is maintained in position by a spring.
When the pistol is fired, the tension of the spring is over-

come and the plate is blown back, turning a ratchet-wheel
which registers the force of the explosion.

2. A spoon used in assaying metals. 3. A
short mortar.

epruinose (e-pro'i-nos), a. [< NL. *epruino-

sun, < L. c-priv. + pruina, frost: see pruinose.]
In hot., not pruinose.

epsilon (ep-si'lon). . [< LGr. ? iptMv, 'simple e'

(iptMv, neut. of ipiMf, simple) : so called by late

grammarians to distinguish it from the diph-

thong at, which had come to be pronounced
like f. So LGr. v ^>Mv, 'simple v,' as distin-

guished from the diphthong 01, which had come
to be pronounced like v: see upsilon, ypsilou.]
The fifth letter of the Greek alphabet, equiva-
lent to short e.

epsomite (ep'sum-it), n. [< Epsom + -ite'*.~]

Native Epsom salt, occasionally found as a deli-

cate fibrous or capillary efflorescence on rocks,
in the galleries of mines, upon the damp walls
of cellars, etc. Also called hair-salt.

Epsom salt. See salt.

epulationt (ep-u-la'shon), B. [< L. epulatio(n-),
< epulari, banquet, < epulw, a banquet.] A feast-

ing ;
a feast.

He [Epicurus] was contented with bread and water, and
when he would dine with Jove, and pretend unto epula-
tion, he desired no other addition than a piece of Cythe-
ridian cheese. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 17.

epulis (e-pu'lis), n,
; pi. epulides;(-li-dez). [NL.,

< Gr. tjrovX/f. a gum-boil, < M, upon, + OVAOV,

usually pi. ovfM, the gums.] Inpatliol. : (a) A
small elastic tumor ofthe gums, most frequent-
ly a sarcoma, (b) Loosely, any other variety
of neoplasm appearing in this situation.

epulosis (ep-u-16'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. firoi.,
a cicatrization, < *cTrov).uTof, verbal adj. of kirov-

MiiaBai. cicatrize, be scarred over, < em, upon, +
ovhoiiaoai, be scarred over, < oiAtj, a wound scarred

over, a cicatrix, < ovl.of, Epic and Ionic form of

6/iof, whole, = L. salvus, whole, safe : see liolo-.]
In med., cicatrization.

epulotic (ep-u-lot'ik), . and n. [< Gr. exovlM-

r/Kof , promoting cicatrization, < "tmw/.uTof, ver-
bal adj. of brotMO&oAu. cicatrize: see epulosis.']
I. a. Healing ; cicatrizing.

II. 11. A medicament or an application which
tends to dry, cicatrize, and heal wounds or ul-

cers.

The nicer, incarned with common sarcoticks, and the
ulcerations about it were cured by ointment of tuty, and
such like epuloticks. Wiseman, On Inflammation.

epupillate (e-pu'pi-lat), a. [< L. e- priv. +
pupilla, pupil: see papillate.] Having no pu-
pil: applied in entomology to a color-spot when
it is surrounded by a ring of another color, but
is without a central dot or pupil.
epural (e-pu'ral), a. and n. [< Gr. em, upon,

-I- ovpd, tail, -P -al.~\ I. a. Situated upon the

tail, or over the caudal region of the axial col-
umn. Compare hypural.

II. . One of the osseous or cartilaginous
neural spines, or pieces upon the upper side of
the hinder end of the axial column of fishes,
which may or may not support fin-rays. J. A.
Ryder.
Also epiural.

epuration (ep-u-ra'shon), n. [< L. c, out, + pu-
rare, pp. puralns, purify, < purns, pure.] The
act of purifying.
The epuration of sewage, by irrigation and agriculture.

Science, III., No. 66, p. v.

epure (e-pur' ), . [F. epurc, a clean draft, work-
ing-drawing, < eptirer, purify, clarify, cleanse,
refine, < L. c, out, + purare, purify : see epura-
tinn.] In arch., the plan of a building, or part
of a building, traced on a wall or on a horizontal
surface, on the same scale as that of the work
to be constructed.

Epyornis, n. See Mpyornis.
equability (e-kwa- or ek-wa-bil'i-ti), n. [For-
merly equability ; < L. <eqii'abilita(t-)s, < cequa-
bilis, equable: see equable.] The condition or
quality of being equable ; continued equality,
regularity, or uniformity : as, the equability of
the velocity of the blood

;
the equability of the

temperature of the air
; equability of temper.

For the celestial . . . bodies, the equability and con-
stancy of their motions . . . argne them to be ordained
and governed by wisdom and understanding.

Ray, Works of Creation.

I should join to these other qualifications a certain (Equa-
bility or evenness of behaviour. Spectator, .No. 68.

1980

This [Patagonianl line of coast lias been upheaved with
remarkable equability, and that over a vast space both
north and south of S. Julian.

Danvin, Geol. Observations, ii. 347.

equable (e'kwa- or ek'wa-bl), a. [= It. crjua-

bile, < L. mquabilis, that can be made equal,

equal, consistent, uniform, < (cquare, make
equal: see equate.] 1. Characterized by uni-

formity, invariableness, or evenness
; equal and

uniform at all times
; regular in action or in-

tensity; not varying; steady: as, an equable

temperature.
He spake of love, such love as spirits feel,
In worlds whose course is equable and pure.

Wordsworth, Laodamia.

He was naturally of an equable temper, and inclined to

moderation in all things. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 24.

His spirits do not seem to have been high, but they were

singularly equable. Alacaulaij.

2t. Even; smooth; having a uniform surface

or form : as, an equable globe or plain.

He would have the vast body of a planet to be as elegant
and round as a factitious globe represents it ; to be every-
where smooth and equable, and as plain as Elysian fields.

Bcntley.

Equable motion, motion by which equal spaces are de-

scribed in equal times.

equableness (e'kwa- or ek'wa-bl-nes), n. Equa-
bility.

equably (e'kwa- or ek'wa-bli), adv. In an

equable manner.
If bodies move equably in concentrick circles, and the

squares of their periodical times be as the cubes of their

distances from the common centre, their centripetal forces

will be reciprocally as the squares of the distances.

Cheyne..

Equably accelerated, accelerated by equal increments
in equal times.

equal (e'kwal), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also

equail; < ME. equal (also egal: see egal), < OF.

equal, equail, equattl, egual, egal, aigal, ngal,

etc., ewal, euwel, yewel, yevel, level, ivel, ycel,

etc., F. egal = Pr. egual = Sp. Pg. igual =
It. egualc, uguale, < L. aiqualis, equal, like, <

(equus, plain, even, level, flat (cf. vcquum, a

plain, atquor, a level, esp. the level sea), equal,
like; perhaps akin to Skt. eka, one.] I. a. 1.

Having one measure
;
the same in magnitude,

quantity, degree, amount, worth, value, or ex-

cellence. Thus, two collections of objects are equal in

number when the operation of counting, applied to the two,
ends with the same number; two lengths are equal when
either will cover the other

;
two stars appear of equal

brightness when the eye can detect no difference between
them in this respect. Quantities of two or more dimen-
sions are equal only when they are equal in each dimen-
sion separately. Thus, two vectors are not necessarily
equal because they are equal in length ; it is necessary
that they should also be parallel. It is therefore prefera-
ble not to speak of two forces (or anything else capable of

representation by vectors) as equal, unless they are paral-
lel. Nevertheless, the prevalent mathematical usage is,
or has been until recently, to call two such things equal
when their tensors or moduli are equal. On the other hand,
common usage presents an opposite inconsistency in refus-

ing to call geometrical figures (particularly triangles) equal
unless they can be superposed. Euclid and some modern
geometers make it an axiom that figures which can be su-

perposed are equal; but others define equal figures as such
as can be superposed.

They . .. made the maimed, orphans, widows, yea, and
the aged also, equal in spoils with themselves.

2 Mac. viii. 30.

Thou therefore also taste, that equal lot

May join us, equal joy, as equal love.

Milton, P. L., ix. 881.

Here, however, I could use the word equal only in its

practical sense, in which two things are equal when I can-
not perceive their difference ; not in its theoretical sense,
in which two things are equal when they have no differ-

ence at all. W. K. Clifford., Lectures, I. 268.

The difference between Rome and any other Latin city
appears at once in the fact that Rome by herself always
deals on at least equal terms with the Latin league as a
whole. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 316.

2. Even; uniform; not variable; equable: as,
an equal mind.
An equal temper in his mind he found,
When fortune flatter'd him, and when she frown VI.

Dryden.
Let us swear an oath, and keep it with an equal mind.

Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters (Cnoric Song).

3. Having a just relation or proportion; corre-

spondent ;
commensurate.

Were my fortunes equal to my desires, I could wish to
make one there. Shak., Pericles, ii. 1.

I hope your nobte usage has been equal
With your own person'.

lieau. and Fl., King and No King, iv. 2.

It is not permitted me to make my commendations
equal to your merit. Driiden, Fables, Ded.

4. Impartial; not biased; just; equitable; not
unduly favorable to any party : as, the terms
and conditions of the contract are equal; equal
laws.

equal
Ye say, the way of the Lord is not equal. Ezek. xviii. 25.

The condemn'd man
Has yet that privilege to speak, my lord ;

Law were not equal else.

Fletcher, Valentinian, ii. 3.

Oh, equal Heaven, how wisely thou disposest
Thy several gifts !

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, ill. 2.

0, you equal gods,
Whose justice not a world of wolf-turned men
Shall make me to accuse. E. Jonxon, Sejanus, iii. 1.

It could not but much redound to the lustre of your
milde and equail Government. Hilton, Areopagitica.

5. Of the same interest or concern; of like mo-
ment or importance.
They who are not disposed to receive them may let them

alone or reject them ; it is equal to me. Cheyne.

6. Adequate; having competent power, ability,
or means: with to : as, the army was not equal
to the contest

;
we are not equal to the under-

taking.
The Scots trusted not their own numbers as equal to

fight with the English. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

His health was not equal to the voyage, and he did not
live to reach Virginia. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 117.

7. Of the same rank or dignity ; having a com-
mon level or standing ; having the same rights,

interests, etfi. : as, we are all equal in the sight
of God.
These last have wrought but one hour, and thou hast

made them equal unto xis, which have borne the burden
and heat of the day. Mat. xx. 12.

We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men
are created equal; that they are endowed, by their Creator,
with certain unalienable rights ; that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
Declaration of Independence.

8. In hot., symmetrical, as applied to leaves and
to various organs of cryptogams ;

of uniform

thickness, as the stipe of an agaric. 9. In en-

torn., same as equate Curve of equal approach.
See approach. Equal counterpoint, in music, counter-

point made up of tones of equal duration ; a contrapuntal
composition thus constituted. Equal decrement of
life. See decrement. Equal propositions, propositions
which state the same fact. Equal Rights party. See

Locofoco. Equal surface, in entont., one without mark-
ed irregularities or sculpture, but not necessarily plane ;

an equate surface. Equal temperament. See tempera-
ment. Equal voices, in WUKIC, strictly, voices having
the same quality and compass, but often applied to male
voices as opposed to female, or vice versa. Surface of

equal head. See head. = Syn. 2. Equable, regular, un-

varying. 3. Proportionate, conformable, equivalent. 4.

Fair, even-handed. 6. Fit, competent.
II. n. 1. One who or that which is not differ-

ent in all or some respects from another
; spe-

cifically, one who is not inferior or superior to

another ; a person having the same or a similar

age, rank, station, office, talents, strength, etc.

It was thou, a man mine equal, my guide, and mine ac-

quaintance. Ps. Iv. 13.

Miranda is indeed a gentleman
Of fair desert and better hopes ;

hut yet
He hath his equals.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, iii. 2.

Those who were once his equals envy and defame him.
Additon.

In taste and imagination, in the graces of style, in the
arts of persuasion, in the magnificence of public works,
the ancients were at least our equals, ilacaulay, History.

2f. The state of being equal ; equality.
Thou that presum'st to weigh the world anew,
And all things to an equail to restore.

Spenser, F. Q.,V. ii. 34.

equal (e'kwal), adv. [< equal, a.] Equally; in
a manner equal (to). [Obsolete or colloq.]

Thou art
A thing that, equal with the Devil himself,
I do detest and scorn.

Massiuffer, Duke of Milan, ii. 1.

The head is painted equal to Titian
;
and though done,

I suppose, after the clock had struck five-and-thirty, yet
she retains a great share of beauty.

Walpole, Letters, II. 365.

equal (e'kwal), v.
; pret. and pp. equaled or

equalled, ppr. equaling or equalling. [< ME.
equalen, equelex; < equal, a.] I. trans. 1. To be
or become equal to ; be commensurate with ;

be as great as; correspond to or be on a level

with in any respect ; be adequate to : as, your
share equals mine

;
no other dramatist equals

Shakspere.
And will she yet abase her eyes on me, . . .

On me, whose all not equals Edward's moiety?
Shale., Rich. III., i. 2.

And (according to all the opinions of the lesuites there

abiding) equalling or exceeding in people foure of the

greatest Cities in Europe. Punka*, Pilgrimage, p. 438.

No falsehood

Equals a broken faith.

Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 2.

2. To make equivalent to; recompense fully;
answer in full proportion.



equal
She sought Sicheus tlinnmh the shady
Who answer (1 nil lit-r can-, ami '

>i"<ill
<l :ill her love.

,
.Kneid.

3. To count or consider as equal ;
make com-

parable.
I think no man, for valour of minil uiul ability of body,

to In- iii-eli -rrt-il, if i-qiiiillnl, to ArgaliiK.

8fr /'. ^1,,,-y, Arcadia, 1.

And hauo thereupon obtruded on many oilier dayes as

rcliuioiis respects or more then on this (which yet the

\p...tlcs entitled in mime and practise The Ix.rds lia\),

\\illi I In- same spirit whereby they liuuc
guotted

trad I-

tlons to the holy Scriptures. I'urehai, Pilgrim*!*, p. 121.

And smiled on pon-h and trellis

The fair deinoei-acy of Mowers,
That >''/iiiif* rut ami palaei-.

H'liitt/,;; Among the Hills.

To equal aquals, to make, things equal ; hriiiK about an

equality, in- a proper balance or adjustment. See equal-

fi'[iif[. [Scotch.]

If I pay debt to other folk, I think they snld pay it to me
that rquahaijuttli. Scott, Heart of Mill Lothian, viii.

Il.t in li'n a,-.'. To be equal; match.

I think we ;uv a body stroll". i-nollKll,

Kvcn as we ure, to final with the king.
Slink., '2 Hen. IV., I. 8.

equal-aqual (tVkwal-a'kwal), a. [A varied re-

duplicauon of equal.] Alike. [Scotch.]

equal-ended (e'kwal-en'ded), . In oiilogy, el-

liptical, as an egg, in long section, and there-

lure having both ends alike; not distinguish-
able as to point and butt.

equal-falling (e'kwal-fa'ling), a. Havingequal
velocities of fall.

equaliflorous (e*kwal-i-fl6'rus), a. [<. L. rtqita-

lix, equal, + Jlos (flor-), flower, + -ous.} Hav-

ing equal (lowers : applied to a plant when all

the flowers of the same head or cluster are

alike in form as well as character. A. Gray.
Also spelled (squalijlorons.

equalisation, equalise, etc. See equalization,
etc.

equalitarian (e-kwol-i-ta'ri-an), a. and n. [<

equality + -arian.} I. a. Believing in the prin-

ciple of equality among men. [Rare.]

The njualitarian American proud of his city, proud
of hi - State, devoted to loeal interests, as a good citizen

should be protests, as one can readily understand,
against the supremacy of New York.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 226.

II. H. One who believes in or maintains the

principle of equality among men. [Rare.]

equality (e-kwol'i-ti), . [ME. egalite, < OF.
i'1/ii/ite: se'eegalit;/; OF. eqiialite, egalite, egalte,

eugalte, igalete, ivelle, etc., F. egalite= Pr. engal-
tat = Sp. igitaldad= Pg. igualdade = It. egualita,

iigitalita, i L. a!qttnlita(t-),i, equalness, < aequalis,

equal: see equal.'} 1. The state of being equal ;

identity in magnitude or dimensions, value,

qualities, degree, etc. ; the state of being neither

superior nor inferior, greater nor less, better
nor worse, stronger nor weaker, etc., with re-

gard to the thing or things compared.

Kqunlili/ of two domestic powers
Breeds scrupulous faction.

Shall. , A. and C., i. S.

If they [the democrats) restrict the word equality as

carefully us they ought, it will not import that all men
have an equal r'inht to all things, but that, to whatever
they have a right, it is as much to be protected and pro-
vided for as the right of any persons in society.

Ame, Works, II. 210.

In the federal constitution, the equality of the States,
without regard to population, size, wealth, institutions, or

any other consideration, is a fundamental principle; as
much so as is the c>/imli'/t/of their citizens, in the govern-
ments of the several States, without regard to property,
inlluence, or superiority of any description.

Calhuun, Works, I. 186.

2. Evenness; uniformity; sameness in state

or continued course ; equableness: &s, equality
of surface; an I'l/miHii/ of temper or constitu-

tion.

Alle fortune is blysful to a man by the egreablete or by
the eyalyte of hym that sulfreth by t.

Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 4.

Measure out the lives of men, ami periodically dcl'me tin-

alterations of their tempers ; conceive a regularity in mu-
tations, with an c</tm;/'// in constitutions.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err:

Circle of equality, an equant. Double or triple
equality, a system of two or of three equations. Ratio
Of equality, the ratio of two equal quantities. Sign of

equality, the si^-n =. used (n) In ninth., between tin-

symbols nf two quantities, to indicate their equality : as,
6 + 5 11 ; -2x -(- ty/ 1:1. the whole forming an equa-
tion (which secV (M Iii other coses, to indicate (quality
or equivalence of sense : as, Latin <tratia* = thank''. (<)

In a limited us.-, as in tin- etynmlnu-ies of tins dictionary, to

indicate speeiticulh equality (ultimate identity) nf form :

as, English dm = Latin duo = Greek Siio = Sanskrit rfra.

equalization (5'kwal-i-zS'shon), . [< equal! :>

T -ation.] The act of equalizing, or the state
of being equalized. Also spelled equalisation.

1981

Making the major part of the inhabitants . . . believe

that their ease, and their satisfaction, and their 001

(Mm with tin- nst of the fellow subjects of Ireland, an

thing! adverse to the principles of that connection.

Burke, Affairs of Ireland.

Board Of equalization, in the State and county govern-
ments uf some ol the I nil'-d Mates, a board of conimls
-iuiiers whnsc duty it is, in order that the incidi u< e <>!

state or county taxation maybe the same in all th
i . i-iiuis, in n-dni-e to a uniform basis the valuation-

made by local assessors.

equalize (e'kwal-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. <</"/-
i:i'il.

rjrpt.eqyaitttng, [=t\egaliser; &sequal +
-i;e.} If. To be equal to; equal.

Outsung the Muses, and did equalize
Their king Apollo. Chapman, Ep. Ded. to Iliad.

In some parts were found some Chesuuts whose wild
fruit equalize the best in France, Spalne, Oermanv. or

Italy. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 122.

It could not equalize the hundredth part
Of what her eyes have kindled in my heart.

tt'atler. At Penshnrst.

2t. To represent as equal ; place on a level (with
another).
The Virgin they do at least equalize to Christ.

Dr. II. More, Antidote against Idolatry, v.

3. To make equal ; cause to be equal in amount
or degree as compared : as, to equalize accounts ;

to equalize burdens or taxes.

Death will equalise us all at last

Burton, Anat of Mel., p. 351*.

The philosophers among the democrats will no doubt
insist that they do not mean to equalize property, they
contend only for an equality of rights.

Amei, Works, II. 210.

One poor moment can suffice

To eirualize the lofty and the low. n'ordruvrth.

Also spelled equalise.

equalizer (e'kwal-^zer), n. 1. One who or

that which equalizes or makes equal; an ad-

juster; a leveler.

We find this digester of codes, amender of laws, de-

stroyer of feudality, equalizer of public burdens, Ac., per-

mitting, if he did not perpetrate, one of the most atrocious

acU of oppression. Brtfghm.
Islam, like any great Faith, and Insight into the essence

of man, is a perfect equalizer of men.
Carlyle, Heroes and Hero-Worship, ii.

2. Specifically, a pivoted bar attached to the

pole of a wagon and carrying at its ends the

swingletrees to which the horses are attached
;

an evener. Also called equalizing-bar.
Also spelled equaliser.

equalizer-spring (e'kwal-i-zer-spring), n. A
spring which rests on au equalizing-bar and
carries the weight of a car. Car-Builder's Diet.

equalizing-bar (e'kwal-i -zing- bar), n. See
Sari.

equalizing-file (e'kwal-i-zing-fil), . See/?*1
.

equally (6'kwal-i), adv. 1. In an equal man-
ner or to the same degree ; alike.

(Sod loves equally all human beings, of all ranks, nations,

conditions, and characters; . . . the Father has no favor-

ites and makes no selections.

Channiny, Perfect Life, p. 67.

2. In equal shares or portions: as, the estate

is to be equally divided among the heirs.

No particular faculty was preeminently developed ; but

manly health and vigour were equally diffused through
the whole. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

3. Impartially ; with equal justice.
I do require them of you, so to use them,
As we shall find their merits and our safety

May equally determine. Shak., Lear, v. 3.

Equally pinnate, in lot.
,
same as abruptly pinnate (which

see, under (ibritnllit).

equalness (e'kwal-nes), n. The state of being
equal, in any sense ; equality.

Let me lament . . . that our stars,
I'm-i-eoni iliable. should divide
Our equalnt'SJt to this. Shale., A. and C., v. 1.

equangular (e-kwang'gu-lar), a. Same as equi-
aiiaitlar. [Rare.]
equanimity (e-kwa-nim'i-ti), n. [< L. tequa-
nimita(t-)s, calmness, patience, even-minded-

ness, < tequanintiit, even-minded: see equani-
mous.} Evenness of mind or temper; calm-
ness or firmness, especially under conditions

adapted to excite great emotion ; a state of re-

sist ance to elation, depression, anger, etc.

This watch over a man's self, and the command of his

temper, I take to be the greatest of human perfections.
... I do not know how to express this habit of mind, ex-

cept you will let me call it equanimity. Tatler.

When selfishness has given way to generosity, and per-
fect love has cast out fear then all this shows itself in

that equipoise of sovil which we call -unit temper or A/r/a-

iii'miin. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 287.

equanimoust (e-kwan'i-mus>, a. ((. L. (equa-
itimis (only in glosses), mild, kind, lit. even-

minded, < a-quus, even, equal, + animus, mind.]

equation

Of an even, composed frame of mind; of a

steady temper; not easily elated or depressed.
Out of oil equatinit""* civility to his many worthy

friends. Kitim IJatilikr.

equant (e'kwant), . and n. [< L. a'qiiaii(t-)g,

ppr. of trquare, make equal: see i qiin/i . J I. n.

Having equal arcs described in equal times;
figuratively, regulating. See II. [Obsolete or

archaic.]
Love Is the circle equant of all other affections.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 43s.

II. n. In the Ptolemaic system of astronomy,
a circle about whose center the center of the

epicycle of a planet was supposed to describe

equal angles in equal times. Also called eccen-

tric equator.

equate (e-kwaf), r. (. ; pret. and pp. iqnutnl.

ppr. equating. [< ].. a-qitutii.*, pp. of aquare,
make equate, like, even, level, etc., < a:qitun,

equal, even: see equal.} 1. To make equal or

equivalent; regard or treat as equal. [Rare.]
We equate four hundred and forty-five early Greek

years with the last three hundred and twenty English
years. De Quincey, Homer, iii.

Am I at liberty to equate Widelleet with Broadwall, the

present boundary line between Lambeth and Southwark?
X. and Q., 7th ser., III. 444.

2. To reduce to an average; make such cor-

rection or allowance in as will reduce to a com-
mon standard of comparison, or will bring to a

true result : as, to equate observations in astron-

omy. 3. To be equal or equivalent to; equal.

[Rare.]
No doubt For! equates

"
Cheap

"
as a place of barter,

but the real Human Forum would liecome a closet] build-

Ing, like a town-hall. X. and (/., 7th ser., IV. 156.

Equated anomaly. Same as true aiwmaly (which see,

under anmiiaty).- Equated bodies, a Hue on Gunters
scale showing the ratio of volumes of two regular bodies.

equate (e'kwat), . [< L. tequatus, pp. : seethe

verb.] In entom., smooth, as a surface ; having
no special elevations or depressions. Also equal.

equatic (e-kwat'ik), a. [< equate + -ic.} In

entom., equal: said of a surface without large
elevations or depressions, though it may be
convex or gibbous as a whole, and have punc-
tures or other small sculptural marks on it.

equation (e-kwa'shou or -zhon), n. [< ME. equa-
tion, equaciottn, < L. a'quatio(n-), an equalizing,

equal distribution, < <equarc, make equal: see

equate.} If. A making equal, or au equal di-

vision; equality.
Again the golden day resum'd Its right,
And rul'd in just equation with the night.

Hove, tr, of Lilcan, II.

2. In math., a proposition asserting the equal-
ity of two quantities, and expressed by the

sign = between them
;
or an expression of the

same quantity in two terms dissimilar but of

equal value : as, 3 Ib. = 48 oz. ;
x = 6 + m r.

In the latter ease x is equal to b added to m with r sub-
tracted from the sum, and the quantities on the right hand
of the sign of equation are said to be the value of zon the
left hand. Au equation Is termed simple, quadratic, cubic,
or biquadratic, or of the 1st, 2d, 3d, or 4th degree, ac-

cording as the index of the highest power of the unknown
quantity is one, two, three, or four ; and generally an
equation is said to be of the 5th, 6th, nth, etc., degree,
according as the highest power of the unknown quantity
is of any of these dimensions.

3. In astron., the correction or quantity to be
added to or subtracted from the mean position
of a heavenly body to obtain the true position ;

also, in a more general sense, the correction

arising from any erroneous supposition what-
ever. 4. In ehem., a collection of symbols
used to indicate that two or more definite bod-

ies, simple or compound, having been brought
within the sphere of chemical action, a reac-
tion will take place, and new bodies be pro-
duced. The symbols of the bodies which react on each
other form the left-hand member of the equation, and are
connected by the sign of equality with the symbols of the

products of the reaction. It is called an equation because
the weight of the substances reacting must exactly equal
the weight of the products of reaction. AbeUan equa-
tion. See Abelian?. Absolute equation. See auto-
'<"'. Absolute personal equation. See ixrtonal equa-
tion. Adfected or affected equation, see affected.

Algebraic equation. Sec algebraic. Bernoulli's equa-
tion, (a) The equation d.v/dz = fy + <tym , where P and
Q are functions of x only. It is solved by substituting z =
yl m. ({,) An equation for the steady motion of a liquid,

namely,

wherep is the pressure, p the density,V the potential of the

impressed forces, 7 the velocity, and C a constant for each
stream-line and vortex-line, and in the case of irrotation-
al motion a constant for all space. Bessel'B equation,
the equation d-'.w,'dx2-f ldy'ax + (l r" i-'m=0, the
solution of which involves the Besselfan function. Bi-
nomial equation. See binomial. Biquadratic equa-
tion. Such equations were flrst solved by the Italian

mathematician Ludovico Ferrari (1522-65). His method



equation

is as follows : Let the biquadratic be rcl + ax* + bx- + ex

+ c( = Find a root of the cubic y :< by- + (*' ld)<i

d(a2 tb) c'- = Q. Then the roots of the biquadratic

are the same as those of the two quadratics

ax + y)

4- i/BZ~4& + 4t/ [z(a2_4& + 4y) + aj/ 2c] = 0.

Canonical equation, an equation brought into a stan-

dard form; especially, the Lagranglan and Hamiltonian

equations of dynamics. Characteristic equation, an

al"ehraic equation which leads to the solution of a linear

differential or difference equation with constant coeffi-

cients. Chemical equation. See chemical.- Circulat-

ing equation, a difference equation in which the coeffi-

cients take successive forms of a cycle ot forms for succes-

sive values of the variable. Thus, if we have the equation

Ul+1 + Pix = 0, where P = 1 when x is divisible by S, P = x

when x - I is divisible by 8, and P= 2* when x + 1 is divis-

ible by 3 the equation given is a circulating equation.

Clairaut's equation, the equation y-scOi/taa+T{ayl
dz). Complete equation. See incomplete equation.

Compound equation. Same as adjected equation. Con-
nected equations, a system of equations such that one

of them can be deduced from the rest. Constitutive

equation the equation which expresses the conditions of

a problem.
- Construction of equations. See construc-

tion. Conversion of equations. See conversion. Cu-
bic equation, an equation of the third degree. The alge-

braic solution of the general cubic equation was discov-

ered by Scipione dal Ferro (died 1525 ?). His method, com-

monly known as that of Cardan, and perfected by Hudde,
is as follows : Let the cubic equation be x* + Bora'- + 600;

+ 2c = 0. Calculate three subsidiary quantities, p, q, R,

by means of the equations p = '2b a2, q = a3 3rtb + c,

R2 = p3 + q2. Then, denoting by p any cube root of

unity, and by the radical a real quantity,

= py q R a,

which gives three values for the three values of p. If all

the roots are real, this method is inconvenient; and we
have the "irreducible case of Cardan's solution," when
we may calculate two subsidiary quantities, r and 9, by
the equations r - 92112, tan239 = R2/j2, and the

three roots will be x\ = 2r cos a, x% = 2r cos

( + 120) a, z3 = '2r cos (9 120) a. Darboux's

equation, the equation Ada; + Bdj/ + C (yAx xdy) = 0,

where A, B, C are rational functions of x and y. De-

pression of an equation. See depression. Derived

equation the equation which expresses the vanishing
of the differential coefficient of a given equation. Thus,
if x + z3 = a;2 + 1 is the given equation, the derived

equation is 5xi -|-
ax? = Zx. Determinate equation,

an equation containing only one unknown quantity, or

only as many as there are equations in the system. Dif-

ference equation, an equation expressing a relation be-

tween the value of a function (or the values of several

functions) for all values of the variable or variables and
the values when the several variables are increased by

1,2,3, etc. Thus, /(x, y) = /(x+ 1, y) +/(x, y 3) is a

difference equation. The order of a difference equation
is equal to the difference between the highest and low-

est values of the variable it involves. Thus, the equa-
tion just given is of the first order with respect to x and
of the third order with respect to y. The degree of a dif-

ference equation is the degree of the equation in the un-

known functions as variables. Thus,/(z + 2) (fix + 1)]2

+ /x = is a difference equation of the second degree.
But some mathematicians would make the degree of a

difference equation strictly analogous to that of a differ-

ential equation. A linear difference equation with con-

stant coefficients is solved by means of its characteristic

equation (which see, above). Differential equation,
an equation expressing a relation between functions and
their differential coefficients. An ordinary di/erential

equation is one which contains only one independent va-

riable ; a partial differential equation is one which con-

tains two or more independent variables. The order of

a differential equation is that of the highest differential

coefficient it contains. The degree of a differentia! equa-
tion is that of the power to which the highest differential

coefficient is raised when the equation is in rational form
and freed from fractions. A solution of a differential

equation is an equation containing no differentials nor

integrals unless of explicit functions and such that the

given differential equation can be deduced from it. A
general solution is one which is as indeterminate as pos-
sible that is, which contains the number of arbitrary
constants or functions indicated by the order of the equa-
tion. A particular solution is (a) with modern writers, a

solution which is a particular case of the general solution ;

(b) with older writers, any solution not general. A
sinrju-

lar solution is one which is neither general nor implied
in the general solution. The complete integral of a par-
tial di/erential equation is a solution containing the full

number of arbitrary constants or functions. Disjunc-
tive equation. See disjunctive. Eminential equa-
tion. See eminential. Equation of achromaticity,
an equation between the radii of curvature of a com-
pound lens, determining it to be achromatic ; also, a simi-

lar equation determining the distance between the lenses
of an eyepiece. Equation of condition. See condi-
tion. Equation of continuity. See continuity. Equa-
tion Of differences, the equation lor the squared dif-

ferences of the roots of a given algebraic equation.
Equation of hydrodynamics, an equation often used in

solving problems in hydrodynamics, expressing a differen-

tial relation between the pressure, the components of the

velocity, and the forces. Equation of Laplace's func-
tions, the partial differential equation

1982

Equation of moments, an equation of rigid dynamics

expressing the forces of rotation. Equation Of motion,
the differential equation of dynamics connecting the forces

and accelerations. Equation of payments, an arith-

metical rule for the purpose of ascertaining at what time

it is equitable that a person should make payment of a

whole debt which is due in different parts payable at dif-

ferent times. Equation Of rest, a special case of the

equation of motion, showing the conditions of equilibri-

um.-Equation Of the argument, in old outran., the

angle atlhe earth between a planet and the center of its

epicycle but in the cases of the sun and moon, the dif-

ference between the true and mean places. (Clamus, In

Sacro Bosco.) Equation of the center, (a) In old as-

tron. usually, the difference between the true and mean

place of the center of the epicycle (Short, Kepler, );

but in the case of the moon, generally the angle at the

center of the epicycle between the true and mean apogee

(Claviux; Ozanam), but sometimes the first inequality

(Holm, Almagest, V. vii.). (b) In modern astron., the ex-

cess of the true over the mean anomaly. ((Jams, 1 heoria

Motus, I. 7.) Equation of the orbit, in old astron.: (a)

The total correction of the mean place of a planet to give

its true place, (b) The equation of the argument. (Kepler,

DeMotibus Martis, I. iv.) Equation Of time, the reduc-

tion from mean solar time to apparent solar time. Equa-
tion of translation, the differential equation for the

translation of a system. Equation to a curve, surface,
etc an equation defining the shape and position of the

curve, surface, etc. Equation to corresponding alti-

tudes in aitron., a correction which must be applied to

the apparent time of noon (found by means of the time

elapsed between the instants when the sun had equal al-

titudes, both before and after noon) in order to ascertain

the true time. Eulerian equation, (a) The equation

expressing the addition theorem of elliptic functions, (b)

Any one of the usual equations of hydrodynamics, where

the components of the velocity at fixed points of space are

taken as variables: so called in contradistinction to the

Lagrangian equations where the coordinates of a definite

particle are taken as variables ; these equations, though
also discovered by Euler, having been used by Lagrange.

Exponential equation. See exponential. Fluential

equation the equation of the fluents: corresponding to

the solution of a differential equation. Fluxional equa-
tion, the equation of the fluxions. Functional equa-
tion, an equation in which the unknown is not a quan-

tity, but a functional operator. Such, for example, is the

equation !"-' = I, which means that the operation 1' is such

that the result of performing it twice is to restore the ori-

ginal operand. General equation, an equation in which

no account is taken of initial conditions, or of special or

exceptional features of a problem. Group of an equa-
tion, a group of permutations of the roots such that they
all give the same values for rational functions of the known
and adjunct quantities, and for no others. Hamiltonian
equation, one of a certain system of equations for ex-

pressing problems of dynamics. The equations are ApjAt
= 6H/5it and du/d( = 511 //>, where u is an element of

position, p is the differential coefficient of the vis viva rel-

atively to ', and II is the total energy. Hesse's equa-
tion, an equation of the ninth degree, expressing the ]K)si-

tions of the inflections of a plane cubic. Homogeneous
equation, one of which all the terms are of the same de-

gree. Identical equation, one which is satisfied by all

values of the literal quantities. Incomplete equation,
an equation in which some power of the unknown quan-
tity lower than the highest does not appear. Thus, x +
Spx + 2q = is an incomplete equation. Independent
equations, a system of equations no one of which is ne-

cessarily satisfied when the others are satisfied. Indeter-
minate equation or system of equations, an equation
with two unknown quantities, or a system of equations
less in number than the unknown quantities. Intrinsic

equation Of a plane curve, an equation between the

arc measured from a fixed point upon it and tlie radius

of curvature. Irreducible differential equation, one
which admits only of proper solutions. Irreducible

equation, an equation whose first member, after all the

terms have been transposed to one side, has no rational

divisor. Jacobi's equation, the equation

equational

tial coefficients. Modular equation, in elliptic func-

tions, an equation between A and k, where

Md;/ Ax

Monge's equation, the equation

K + 8 + T =-^ = V,

where R S, T, V are functions of x, y, z, 3z/8z, and 3z/

ay Normal equation, in least squares, one of the sys-

tein of equations equal in number to the unknown quan-

tities which are formed from the more numerous equa-
tions'of condition, according to the rule of least squares.

Numeral or numerical equation, an equation hav-

ing all itscoefficients individual numbers. Opticalequa-
tion in (inc. nitron., the apparent displacement of a plan-

et owing to the eccentricity of the orbit ; more precisely,

the angle at the center of the epicycle between the center

of the world and that of the orbit. Ordinary equation,
partial equation. See differential equation. Particu-

lar equation, an equation which takes account of initial

positions and velocities or other peculiarities of a special

problem. Personal equation. () The constant which

must be added to every time observed by one observer, in

order to make the mean of such observations agree with

those of another observer. If, for example, two observers

note the times of passage of a series of stars over the same

meridian, it will generally be found that one observer has

a tendency to note the time later than the other, so that the

mean difference, say for sets of twenty-live observations,

presents some approach to constancy. In consequence of

this, if we have to combine observations of the two ob-

servers, it will be proper to apply to all the observations of

one of them a constant, in order to give the times such as

they would have been observed by tbeother. This constant

is the personal equation. The absolute personal equation is

the amount which has to be added to the time as observed

by any given observer in order to reduce the error of the

mean of a large number of his observations to zero, or as

nearly so as possible by any such constant correction. The

personal equation is said to be eliminated when the ob-

servations are so treated that it does not affect the re-

sult. Thus, in determining the difference of longitude of

two stations by the telegraphic transmission of the times

of transit of stars over the two meridians, the result will

be affected by the personal equation between the observ-

ers at the two stations. But if the observers afterward

change places and redetermine the difference of longitude,

the personal equation will enter into this second result

with the opposite sign to that which it had before. Con-

sequently, the mean of the two results will give a third

result which is free from the effect of any constant per-

sonal equation. Hence, loosely ((/) Any kind of tendency
to error of a determinate kind and amount peculiar to a

given observer or reasoner for which it is possible to make

any approximate allowance. Physical equation, in

astron., the displacement of a planet from the position
which an equable circular motion would give it owing
to the eccentricity of the orbit being only one half that

of the equant. Primitive equation, any equation from

which another is derived in any way. Pure equation,
one in which each unknown occurs to only one degree.

Quadratic equation, an equation of the second degree.
Such equations were solved by the ancients. Given A*2

-f 2Bz + C = 0, the solution is

B B AC

When B2 is much larger than AC, the two roots are

2B C ACa
2B

+
8B3-

(ax + by + cz) (yAz zAy)
+ (a'x + b';i + c'z) (zAx xAz)
+ (a"x + b"y + c"z) (xAy i/Ax = ft

uaBi<uisc ciiuaxiu, one of the equations Ax I P =fy /Q
= &z / R used in the solution of Lagrange's linear equation.

Lagrange's linear equation, the equation ftz/tx
+ Q Sz/S.v = R, where P, Q, R are explicit functions of x,

y, z. Lagrangian equation, (a) An equation of the

form

'! (
sin '

where T is the living force, Y the positional energy, an
element of position, and t the time, (b) A general equation
of hydrodynamics, in which, instead of considering the ve-

locity at each fixed point of space, the motion of each par-
ticle is followed out. This is called a Lagrangian equa-
tion because used by Lagrange in his ''Mechanique Ana-

litique," though invented by Euler. Lame's equation,
the equation A-y I dz2 [m (m + 1)*2 sn2 x + A] ;/

= 0, where
m is an integer and k is the modulus of the elliptic func-

tion sii x. Laplace's equation, the equation

32u 82U 32U

3x2
+

3y2
+

9z-'

Also called Laplace's principal equation. See equation of
Laplace's functions, above. Legendre's equation, the

equation

Also called Laplace's secondary equation. Equation of
light, (a) In older writings, the sum of those equations
of the moon's motion which depend on its distance from
the sun. (b) In modern writings, the correction to be
applied to the position of a planet or to the time of an
eclipse, et., owing to the finite velocity of light. Equa-
tion Of living force (vis viva), an equation derived from
the immediate application of the principle that the liv-

ing force added to the potential energy is a constant.

Linear equation, an equation of the first degree. Lit-
eral equation, one in which all the quantities are ex-

pressed by letters. Local equation, the equation of a
locus. Lunar equation, the correction of the Grego-
rian calendar for the error of the lunar cycle, which adds
1 to the epact in 1800, 2100, etc. See epact. Mixed equa-
tion of differences, or equation ofmixed differences,
an equation which contains both differences and differen-

Quadrato-quadratic equationt, a biquadratic equa-
tion. Quartic equation, one of the fourth degree.

Quintic equation, one of the fifth degree. The general

equations of the fifth and higher degrees cannot be solved

by means of radicals. Reciprocal equation,an equation
which is satisfied by the reciprocal of the unknown quan-

tity. Resolvent equation, an algebraic equation which
has to be solved in order to solve another equation. Thus,
the cubic which has to be solved in order to solve a bi-

quadratic is a resolvent equation. Riccati'S equation,
the equation Ay /Ax + by2=cx<". Root of an equation,
a number or known quantity which substituted for thr un-

known quantity in the equation satisfies the latter identi-

cally. Secular equation, the equation of the secular

inequalities. Simple equation.au equation of the form
Aim -(_ B = o. Simultaneous equations, two or more

equations which are true at the same time. Solar equa-
tion the correction of the epact in the Gregorian calen-

dar for the fact that three out of every four century-years
are not leap-years. See epact. Solution of an equa-
tion. See di/erential equation. Symbolic equation.
(a) A functional equation, or an equation whose members
are not quantities, (b) An equation of analytical geom-
etry in which certain curves are represented by single let-

ters. Thus, if U = 0, V = 0, W = 0, represent the equa-
tions of three circles, UV = W2 is the symbolic equation
of a bicircular quartic. The equation of a quantic,
the equation formed by putting the qnantic equal to zero.

Cat/lei/, 1854. Theory of equations, that branch of al-

gebra which seeks those functions of the roots of any given

equation that are expressible rationally as functions of its

coefficients and of certain given irrationals called the ad-

juncts of the equation. Gauloi.t. To eliminate the per-
sonal equation, to remove from the results of an obser-

vation or calculation the amount of error to which the

person making it is found to be liable; hence, in a general

sense, to make allowance for personal prejudice or bias in

considering a statement or an expression of opinion. See

personal equation, zlx>\e. Total differential equation,
one which has only one independent variable, but two or

more dependent variables. Transcendental equation,
one in which the unknowns enter in a mure complicated

way than in algebraic equations. Transforming equa-
tion. See equation <:f ?/m<7\ aliovr. --Vector equation,
an equation between vectors. (See also /ormuto, theorem,

leriei, Inn:)

equational (f-kwa'shon-al), (i. [< equation +
-Z.] In much., equalizing; adjusting: equiva-



equational

lent \nililli ri-iiliiil as ;i|i|ilicd ID gearing and the
like. Equational box, a system of ditien-ntial .< u

ill'-', II < ,1 III iKlllhill ;tll<i 11) Iliachll!. s to obtain l-halC-d ill

the relati\e.speed ,,f tin- bobbin and tlirr. -

I ><tl >r,-nr (under 'li/> 'lit in 1 1, l>"l'lii,i, :uii I jhi I >"<" .

equator (o-kwa'tor), . [< ME. <///// = F.

I'l/iiii/i'iir = 1'g. i-i/iuiiliir = Sp. i-i-iiiiilnr = It.

ei/iialori- = I), ii-qnntor = (!. liqitator = Dan.
ii-l, i-ii Inr = S\v. I'l/nilnr, < Ml., ii-i/iiiilnr, the

equator, < L. teijitare, make equal : Nee </""" I

1. In null-nil., that imaginary great ein-le in

Die he;i vens I ho piano of which is perpendicu-
lar to the axis of tho earth. It li , > . i > w here 90
distant from tin- e. lc -ii.il polo, which coincide with the
extremities of the earth s axis, supposed I'l In- produced
to inccl lii. heavens. .Mid its axis is this plodllced axis.

It divides ill- ,'<'k.tiii sphere into tlit- northern and
southern hemispheres. During his apparent yearly course
the sun is twice in the equator, in the months of March
anil September. Then the day and night are everywhere
equal, whence tin; name equutur.

This same cen le is deped also the weyere, equator, of
tin- day, tor whan tin Mimic is in the hevedes of Aries V
l.ilu-ii, than ben the dates & the nyhtes illike of lengthe In

al thu world, t'f'inti-er. Astrolabe, 1. 17.

As when his beams at noon
fulminate from the equator. Milton, P. L., HI. 617.

2. In gcog., that great circle of the earth every
point of which is 90 from the earth's poles,
which are also its poles, its axis being also the
axis of the earth. It is In the plane of the celestial

equator. Our earth is divitlctl by it into the northern and
southern hemispheres. From this circle is reckoned the
latitude of places both north and south.

Hence 3. A similarly situated circle about
any spherical body, or the region adjacent to it.

Eccentric equator. Same a.t
eyiiant. Magnetic

equator, a line which nearly coincides with the geo-
graphical equator, and at every point of which the verti-

cal component of the earth's magnetic attraction is zero-
that is to say, a dipping-needle carried along it remains
Imri/ontal. It is hence called tho aclinic liu>'.

equatorial (e-kwa-to'ri-al), a. and . [= F.

equatorial, etc., ^ ML.
"(equator, equator: see

equator.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the equator:
as, equatorial climates

;
the equatorial diameter

of the earth is longer than the polar diameter.
Equatorial circle, see II. Equatorial dial. See

dial. Equatorial migration. See miV"'"' --Equa-
torial telescope or instrument. Sec II.

II. ii. An astronomical instrument contrived
for the purpose of directing a telescope upon
any celestial object of which the right ascen-
sion and declination are known, and of keeping
tho object in view for any length of time not-

withstanding the diurnal motion. For these pur-
poses a principal axis rusting on tlrm supports is placed
parallel to the axis of the earth's rotation, and conse-

quently pointing to the poles of tho heavens. On this polar
axis there is placed, usually near one of its extremities,
a graduated circle, the plane of which is perpendictitar
to the polar axis, ami therefore parallel to the equator.
This circle is called the equntortal circle, and measures
by its ares the hour-angles, or differences of right ascen-
sion. The polar axis carries a second circle, called the
</, ./;,/.''/"/< cnv/c, the plane of which is at right angles to
that of the equatorial circle. This last circle has a tele-

10 >pc attached to it for making observations, which moves
along with it in the sumo plane. The name equatorial, or

''jutti'ii-i'it i mini, in-lit, is sometimes given toany astronom-
ical instrument which has its principal axis of rotation

parallel to the axis of the earth.

equatorially (e-kwa-to'ri-al-i), adv. In an
equatorial manner ; so as to Have the motion or

position of au equatorial.
With the rquitiiiriallii mounted refracting telescopes,

only the usual observations were conducted.

Science, IV. 62.

equery, equerry (ek'we-ri or e-quer'i), H.
; pi.

equi'i-iis, n/iii ri-ies (-riz). [Altered, in simula-
tion of L.

eqnuSj
a horse, from OF. excuurif, is-

ruii-ie.mtitl. !'. rcurie, a stable, < ML. scitrin. n

stable, < OIIG. xt-inni, MHO. scltiurc, G. scheitcr,
a shed. Heneo, by apheresis, qun-ry, qiiirry:
see qtterry. In the second sense appar. mixed
with OF. exi-nyi-r, a squire, in the phrase ixi'iii/t r

f(Yxrif///-rV, an equery, lit. squire of the stable
;

esquyer,*>Y.. esquire, si/uirc: sre<.-,/)>< l, squire. ]

It. A stable for horses.

I made the proof ofttinn 9 upon sir R. 1'.. that in. ...
Sir Robert 1'yt- of the rqiin-rii. I!<iiilf, Works, VI. :;. ,t.

2. In the household of a prince or nobleman,
an officerwho lias the superintendence and man-
agement of horses. In Knt-'land the equciics are offi-

cers of the IIOIIM 'hnlil of the >o\ , ] -, 'Un. in the department
of tin-Master of the llo,s,.,,t whom tin- lir.-t is styled chief

ciptcn and clerk -marshal. Their duties fall in rotation,
and when tin- sovereign rides abroad in state an ecplcry
goes in the leading coach. iMlieels w ith the same dellonii-
llation form part of tin- c>t ililishnienls of the mcmbt l - oi

the royal family.

The Kinir iu royal robes and equipage. Afterwartls fol-

low M 'tenicll -jriit. pell- ioM'T-..

Kr*lint. lii.-iry. \pril -J:i. 1861.

eques (e'kwez). .: pi. eqniies (ek'wi-tez). [L.,
u horseman, a knight, < ii/im.--, a horse: see

Equus.] 1. In Rom, ttntiq., oue of the knights,

1983

an order of Roman citi/ens. See
2. [<"y'-] A genus of lislit-s of the pcrcoid
series and family Kriii-iiiilit; reju-esented by
species found in the Caribbean Hea and along
the Atlantic coasts of tropical America, typi-
cal of the subfamily Ki/iiitiiiii: ihci.clt..] IMM-.
III.'ill. /,'/"''. /";ic, "lilt li v, i , a e< HI -pic lion si v -t l [pel I specie^
h:i\in<_- ail ohlonu: !>o.ly. with tin- back iinnipeil and the
doisal line \i i y comex, a short, hiyh, and acute tirst <lor-

sal tin, a luni;, low s, ,i .l.irsal tin, and belted broadly
\\ ith hlackisji iio\vn on a gray inn-yellow grou ml. each IM it

beinx edyed with a whitish color. Two otln i -p-
knonn from tin- Atlantic coast ami one from the Paclflc.

equestrian (e-kwes'tri-an), a. and n. [= F.
i

:

</ iii-Ntre = Sp. ecuestre = Pg. It. equcntre, < L.

ri/in-xiri- (i-qaestr-), belongingto a horse (or to a

horseman), < cqutt-H, a horse (> eques (r</uit-),
a

horseman): see A'gMK.*.] I. a. 1. Pertamingor
relating to horses or horsemanship; concerned
with horses or riding; consisting in or accom-
panied with performances on horseback: as, a

person of equestrian tastes; an cqiirxtrinn pic-
ture

; equestrian feats, exercise, or sports.
I should bo glad if a certain e>iite*tri<iti order of ladies,

some of whom one meets in the evening at every outlet
of the town, would take this subject into their serious
consideration. Spectator, No. 104.

2. Riding or represented as riding on a horse
;

exercising or mounted ou horseback : as, eques-
trian performers; an equestrian statue of Wash-
ington. Equestrian statues are usually cast In bronze
and mounted on a stone pedestal. Few early monuments
of this kind are extant, the valuable metal they contained
tempting ravagers to destroy them.

An equestrian lady appeared upon the plain. Sjtectator.

3. Of or pertaining to the Roman equites or

knights: as, the equestrian order. See cquitcs.
II. n. A rider on horseback

; specifically, one
who earns his living by performing feats of

agility and skill on horseback in a circus.

equestrianism (e-kwes'tri-an-izm), n. [< eques-
trian + -</.] The performance of an eques-
trian ; horsemanship.
equestrienne (e-kwes-tri-en'), . [A spurious
F. form (in circus-bill French), < equestrian +
F. fern, suffix -ennc.~\ A female rider or per-
former on horseback.

equi-. [L. ceqtii-, before a vowel a;qu-, combin-
ing form of teqiius, equal : see equal.] An ele-

ment of words of Latin origin, meaning
'

equal
'

('having equal . . . '), as in equidistant, equiva-
lent, etc.

equiangled (e
' kw i-ang

'
gld), a. [< L. aquus,

equal, + E. angle3 + -fd2 . Cf. equiangular.]
Having equal angles ; equiangular.

For, whereas that consists of twelve {equilateral and
<Kquianyled pentagons, almost all the planes that made up
our granite were quadrilateral. Bvyle, Works, III. 534.

equiangular (e-kwi-ang'gu-liir), a. [Formerly,
in accordance with strict L. analogy, equnngu-
lar; < L. a'</), equal, + aiigulus, au angle, +
-ar'*.] In yeoni., having all the angles equal.
Equiangular spiral, the logarithmic spiral, a curve

making everywhere the same angle with its radius vector.

equianharmonic(e-kwi-an-har-mon'ik), a. [<
L. tuquu.t, equal, + E. (inharmonic.] Equally
auharmonic : applied in mathematics to the
situation of four points or other elements (one
of which at least must be imaginary) whose an-
harmonic ratio is a cube root of unity.
equianharmonically (e-kwi-an-har-mon'i-kal-
i), iitlr. In an equianharmonic situation.

equibalance (e-kwi-bal'ans), r. /. ; pret. and pp.
equibalaneed, ppr. equilialanciiig. [< L. a'attua,

equal, + E. balance. Cf. equilibrate.] To be of

equal weight with something ; counterbalance.
[Rare.]
In Mahomet . . . the passions of amorousness ami am-

bition were almost ei/n Unlum; ./.

( 7/r/-//Vr;i i;,-ti': ii'iin'ii Aiqieal, p. 48 (Ord MS.).

equibiradiate (6*kwi-bi-ra'di-at), a. [< L.
n

I/in/.-,-, equal, + bi-, two-, + radius, ray.] Hav-
ingtvvoequal rays, as a sponge-spicule. Soila a.

equiconvex (e-kwi-kon'veks ), a. [< L. (equiis,

equal, + enntefus, convex.] Having two con-
vex surfaces of equal curvature.

equicrescent (e-kwi-kres'ent), a. [< L. trqiiux,

equal, + cr<'nn-ii(t-)>t, increasing.] Increasing
at the same rate ; having equal increments.

equicrural (e-kwi-kro'ral), a. [< L. aqtius,
equal. + CI-H.V ((//-), leg, + -al.] Having legs
of equal length; isosceles.
We .-iicee.ssjvely draw lines from angle to angle, until

seven eiiiiicntrtit triangles be de
r Broirne, Vulg. KIT.

equicruret (e'kwi-kriir), a. Same as eqiiirnirnl.
An

i-'/iu'i
-i > trianglt- . . . go U|HHI a ei-rtain propor-

tion of h-nath and breadth. Sir A', lli'ihii. Bodies, ix.

Equiculus (e-kwik'u-lus), . Same as Eqttu-
li

('.--,
1.

equiformity

equid (ok'wid), n. A hoofed mammal of the

family Kqniiln:

Equidse (ok'wi-df-), . />!. [NL., < Equu* +
-ill" .] A family of solidungulate perissodap-
tyl hoofed quadrupeds: tho horse family. The
middle di^it and liuof of each foot are enlarged, and alone
-uppoi t the l<od> ; and the lateral digits are more or less
reduced in sue. and are fum-tiotileu or wanting. In living

genera the first and fifth digits and corresp.,n,iiii-

piMlials are wanting : the se.-on.l and fourth
wanting, but their metapodlnls are prestnt, tl

duced to mere splint IK nn-s
; the femur has a fosxa a!">\ .

Skeleton of Hone (f-qttut .

fr, frontal hone : t'. cervical vertebra : D. dorsal vertebrap ; /-, lum-
bar vertebra; ; cd, caudal vertebra ; if, scapula : ft. pelvis ; ma,
mandible; AM, hurncnis ; ra, radius; tf, cnrpus: ittf, metacarpus i

_/!, femur ; tit*, tibia ; i'-i
, calcaneum : far, tarsus ; tnt. rnetauinu-i :

/, phalanges.

the ectocondvle
; the shaft of the ulna is atrophied, and

its extremity is consolidated with the radius ; the nbula
is rudimentary and ankylosed with the tibia : the skull is

much elongated ; the lower jaw is very deep behind ; aud
the bony orbit of the eye Is complete. The dentition is :

milk-teeth, di. ', dc. ! . dm.
,' ; permanent teeth, i. ). c.

| ,

pm. and in. jj X 2 = 40. The two genera Enuun and An-
nwt (seatx^ely distinct from each otiier) are the only living

representatives of the family ; but there are many fossil

genera, ranging through the Tertiary, as llipixirioti, Mery-
chippuf, I'rotoriippitJi, J/iWii'j;/x, Kpitiipirwt, and Eohip.
inttt. See these words ; see also httrite, apgl, zebra, quaqfta,
and cuts under fiock, ttoo/, periutodaftiil, and tttjiiiliintfuiate.

equidifferent (e-kwi-dif'er-ent), a. [< L. a-quus,

equal, + differen(t-)x, different.] 1. Having
equal differences ; arithmetically proportional.

2. In cryntal., having a common difference:

having a different number of faces presented by
the prism and by each summit, the three num-
bers forming a series in arithmetical progres-
sion, as 6, 4, 2 Equidifferent series, an arithmet-
ical series having the difference between the first and sec-

ond, the second and third, the third and fourth terms, etc.,
the same

;
an arithmetical progression.

equidistally (e-kwi-dis'tal-i), nrfr. Peripheral-
ly; equally as regards distal arrangement.
The genus Actinophrys has been cited, where the ani-

mal Is composed of cells arranged equidigtally around a
common center. K. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 19i

equidlstance (e-kwi-dis'tans), n. [= It. equi-
ainlama, < NL. 'equidixtantia, "tequidistantia, <

LL. (equidistan(t-)x, equidistant: see equidis-
tant.] Equal distance.

The collateral equulintanee of cousln-srcrman from the
stock whence both descend.

Up. Hall, Cases of Conscience, iv. 5.

equidistant (e-kwi-dis'tant), a. [= F. Equidis-
tant = Pr. equidistant = It. equidittlante, < LL.
tFqttidistan(t-)s, < L. tequun, equal, + distan(t-)s,

distant.] Equally distant.

The compleat Circle ; from whose every-place
The Cent re stands an eirui-distant space.

Si/leester, tr. of Du Bartass Weeks, H., The Columnes.

Any constant periodical appearance or alternation of
ideas in seemingly e<ruidi*tant spaces of duration, if con-

stantly and universally observable, would have as well

distinguished the intervals of time as those that have been
made use of. Locke, Human I'mlerstanding, II. xiv . 19.

equidistantly (e-kwi-dis'tant-li), adv. At the
same or an equal distanced

The porch Is simple, consisting only of sixteen pillar*,
disposed equidistantl'l.

J. t'erffiitton. Hist. Indian Arch., p. 380.

equidiurnal (e'kwi-di-er'nal), n. [< L. a-quux,
equal, + diurnits, daily: see diurn, diurnal.]
Having or pertaining to days of equal length:
equivalent to equinoctial.
The circle which the sun describes in his diurnal mo-

t i< in w hen the days and nights are equal the Greeks called
the i-.jiiid , urnal, the Latin astronomers the equinoctial.
aud the corresponding circle on the earth was the equator.

Whewll.

equiform (e'twi-fdrm), a. [< L. cequiformig,
uniform, < (equus, equal, + forma, shape.] Hav-
ing the same shape or form.

equiformal (e'kwi-f6r-mal), a. [< equifnrm +
-al.] Same as equiform."
The tetth bcini: fjui/iirntal. Bnctjc. Ilrit.. XVI. 660.

equiformityt (e-k\vi-fdr'mi-ti), n. [< equiform
+ -ity.] The character of being equiform;
uniformity.



equiformity

The heavens admit not these sinister and dexter re-

spt-t-ts ; there being in them no diversity or difference, but
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evenly balanced, + -ist.~]

equinoctial

One who balances equilibrium:valve (e-kwi-lib'ri-um-valv), .

equally; one who practises balancing in unnat- A valve having nearly equal pressure on botli

a simplicity of parts and eauiioi-mit!, in motion continual-
J

, ,
)ofe

:itious alld hazardous movements, as a sides, to enable it to be easily worked.
tch Other. Su-T. limime, Vulg. Err., iv. 5. ura* w _il.iv-.| //l-_j isv,J\ r/ T ,,,,10 nr,,,ol

rone-dancer or funambulist. equilODed (e Kwi-lor>a), a. l\ Li. a'quus, equal,
[< LL.

ly succeeding eaa

equilateral (e-kwi-lat'e-ral), a. and n.

a'qiiilateralis, < L. aquas, equal, +
latus (later-), side.] I. a. 1. In

geom., having all the sides equal:
as, an equilateral triangle. 2.

In zodl. : (a) Having the two
sides equal : said of surfaces

which can be divided into two

parts of the same form by a

longitudinal median line. (6) Having all the

eq
+ NL. lobus, lobe,

equal lobes.

+ -ed2 .] In lot., having

Equilateral Tri-

angle.

rope-dancer or funambulist.

A monkey has lately performed, . . . both as a rope-

dancer and an equilibrist, such tricks as no man was

thought equal to before the Turk appeared in England.

Granger, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. b07.

The case of the equilibrist and rope-dancer ... is par-

ticularly favourable to this explanation. Duyald Stewart.

equilibrity (e-kwi-lib'ri-ti), n. [< L. cequilibri-

ta(t-)s, < (Bquilibris, evenly balanced: see eqiti- Mi,_^_.
tibrium.] The state of being equally balanced; equimultiple (e-kwi-mul'ti-pl), a. and n. [=

balance on both sides; equilibrium; j,\ equimultiple = It. eqmniultijtlicr, < L. aq

equimomental (e"kwi-mo-men'tal), a. [< L.

uquus, equal, + momentum, moment, + -al.] In

physics, having equal moments of inertia about

parallel axes, or axes which may be brought
into parallelism, all at once Equimomental el-

lipsoid. See ellipsoid.

equal balance on both sides; equilibrium; },\ equimultiple = It. equimultiplicc, < L. a-quut,

sides equal, (c) Having all the convolutions equipoise: as, the theory of equilibrity. equal, + multiplex (-plic-), multiple : see multi-

of the shell in one plane : said chiefly of fora- equilibrium (e-kwi-lib'ri-um), n. [Formerly pie.'] I. a. Produced by multiplication by the

minifers. Equilateral bivalve, a shell in which a

transverse line, drawn through the apex of the umbo of

either of the valves, bisects the valve into t\vo equal and

symmetrical parts. Equilateral hemianopsia, hy-
perbola, prism, etc. See the nouns. =Syn. 2. Hgtalat-
Krai, Eiiuivalw. In conch., an equilateral bivalve has one
half of each valve of the same size and shape as the other
half of the same valve ; an equimloe bivalve has each valve

shaped like the other one.

II. n. A figure having all its sides equal.

also (.equilibrium; = P. fquilibre = Sp. ecuili-

brio = Pg. It. equilibria, < L. (equilibrium, an
even balance, a horizontal position, < ccquili-

bris, level, horizontal, evenly balanced, < cequvs,

equal, + libra, a balance: see libra.'} 1. Equi-

poise; the state of being equally balanced; a

situation of a body in which the forces acting
on it balance one another; also, a determina-

equilaterally (e-kwi-lat'e-ral-i), adv. I. With tion of forces such that they balance one an-
?n i . _ i *_ i n *_" '} . /~\ -c- 11.. other, so that thf'ir resultant vanishes. Thus.
all the sides equal. 2. In zodl. : (a) Equally
on two sides : as, equilaterally rounded

; equi-

laterally bisinuate. (b) So as to have two sides

equal: as, equilaterally produced; equilaterally

angulose.
equilibrant (e-kwi-ll' brant), n. [< L. as if

*wquilibran(t-)s, ppr. of *a>quilibrare, balance
'

equally : see equilibrate,'} In physics, a system rope may act in the same vertical line,

of forces which would bring another given sys-
i"" 1 ""1v

tern of forces to equilibrium.

same number or quantity ;
divisible by the same

number or quantity.
II. .. In arith. and geom., one of two or more

numbers or quantities produced by multiplying
other numbers or quantities by the same num-
ber or quantity; one of two or more numbers
or quantities divisible by the same number or

quantity: as, wA, wB are equimultiples of A
and 13. Equimultiples are always in the same ratio to

each other as the numbers or quantities multiplied. If 6

and 9 are each multiplied by 4, the equimultiples 24 and
36 will be to each other as to 6.

equinalt (e-kwi'nal), a. [ME. equina.ll; as equine
+ -al.] Same as equine. [Bare.]

Chalchas devisde the high enuinall pile,

That his huge vastnesse might all entrance bar.

Heyu'oud, Troia Britannica (1609).
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fiQUi110 (e'kwin or -kwin), a. and n. [< L. egui-

buoyancy of the liquid a
g
re exactly Iqual nus, pertaining to a horse, < S^_J^?J,W

other, so that their resultant vanishes. Thus,
when a heavy body rests on a table, the weight and the

elastic forces which the weight evokes are in equilibrium
(a phrase often used in the Latin form in cequilibrio, or

more commonly in equilibria) that is, are precisely equal
and opposite; thus, a man walking a tight-rope usually
carries a pole or balancing-rod to aid him in preserving
his equilibrium that is, in keeping his center of gravity
over the rope, so that his weight and the spring of the"

lline. Similarly, a float-

its weight and the up-

Any system of forces which if applied to a rigid body
would balance a given system of forces acting on it is

called an equilibrant of the given system.
Thai/nan ami Tait, Tfat. Phil., 558.

equilibrate (e-kwi-li'brat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

equilibrated, ppr. equilibrating. [< LL. cequili-
bratus (adj., equiv. to (equilibria: see equilib-

rium), pp. of *oiquilibrare (> It. equilibrare =
Sp. Pg. cquilibrar = F. cquilibrer), balance

equally, < L. (equus, equal, + librare, balance,

poise: see librate.~\ To balance equally ; keep
even with equal weight on each side ; keep in

equipoise.
The bodies of fishes are equilibrated with the water in

which they swim. Arbuthnot, Effects of Air.

Here, as wherever there are antagonistic actions, we
see rhythmical divergences on opposite sides of the medi-
um state changes which equilibrate each other by their

alternate excesses. //. Spencer.

equilibration (e"kwi-H-bra'shon), n. [= Sp.

equilibration = Pg. equilibraqao = It. equili-

brations; as equilibrate + -ion.] Equipoise;
the act of keeping the balance even

;
the state

of being equally balanced ;
the maintenance of

equilibrium.
In so great a variety of motions, as running, leaping,

and dancing, nature's laws of equilibration are observed.
Sir J. Denhain.

Considered in the widest sense, the processes which we
have seen to cooperate in the evolution of organisms are
all processes of equilibration or adjustment.

J. Fixke, Cosmic Philos., II. 64.

equilibratory (e-kwi-li'bra-to-ri), a. [< equi-
librate + -on/.] Tending' or serving to equi-
librate or balance : as, equilibratory action.
Jevons.

equilibret, >* [X F. fquilibre, < L. ^equilibrium,
an even balance: see equilibrium.'] Equilib-
rium. [Rare.]

It is by the equilibre of the muscles . . . that the head
maintains its erect posture. Paley, Nat. Theol., ix.

equilibrial (e-kwi-lib'ri-al), a. [< L. (equili-

bria, evenly balanced, -f -al.~] Pertaining to

equilibration.

equilibrioust (e-kwi-lib'ri-us), a. [< L. cequi-

libris, evenly balanced, + -OKS.] Being in a
state of equilibrium or equipoise ;

balanced.
Our rational and sensitive propensions are made in snch

a regular and cquilibriout order that, proportiouably as
the one does increase in activity, the other always decays.

J. Scott, Christian Life, i. >.

equilibriouslyt (e-kwi-lib'ri-us-li), adv. In an
equilibrious or balanced manner; in equipoise.
Some truths seem almost falsehoods, and some false-

hoods almost truths ; wherein falsehood and truth seem
almost equilibriously stated.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 8.

equilibrism (e-kwi-H'brizm), n. [< L. (equili-

bris, evenly balanced, + -ism.'] A special form
of the doctrine of free will which supposes a

power of counteracting every volition by an
opposite inhibitory volition.

equilibrist (e-kwi-li'brist), n. [= F. equili-
brists = Sp. Pg. equilibrista ; as L. (equiljbris,

and opposite. When a body, being slightly moved out of

its position, always tends to return to its position, the lat-

ter is said to be one of stable equilibrium; when a body,

Earnis.] I. a^Of, pertaining'to, or resembling
a horse, or its structure, etc.

; belonging to the
ter is said to be one of table equilibrium; when a body, h ki d 5 narrow sense, like a horse, as
on the contrary, once removed, fio_wever slight y, from the > .

,

position of equilibrium, tends to depart from it more and
more, like a needle balanced on its point, its position is

said to be one of unstable equilibrium; and when a body,
being moved more or less from its position of equilibrium,
will rest in any of the positions in which it is placed, and
is indifferent to any particular position, its equilibrium is

distinguished from an ass: as, equine and asi-

nine genera, traits, etc.

The shoulders, body, thighs, and mane are equine; the

head completely bovine. .Barrow.

II. n. Ahorse; an animal of the horse family..

said to be neutral or indifferent. A perfect sphere, of uni- equinecessaryt (e-kwi-nes'e-sa-ri), a. [< L.
form material, resting upon a horizontal plane, is in a ,.,,.,., i _i_ J/><K>//WJ/ -npppsRnrv 1 "Rminl-'

librlum an oblate sheroid with its <Z*, equal, + ncccssanus, ne
state of neutral equilibrium ; an oblate spheroid with its

axis of rotation vertical is in stable equilibrium ;
while a

prolate spheroid with- its axis vertical is in unstable equi-
librium on the same plane. A body suspended by its center
of gravity is in a state of neutral or indifferent equilibrium.

perpendicularly below the point of suspension ; but if the

center of gravity is above the point of suspension, the

equilibrium will be unstable.

If any forces, acting on a solid or fluid body, produce
equilibrium, we may suppose any portions of the body to

become fixed . . . without destroying the equilibrium.
Thomson and Tail, Nat. Phil., 664.

When at rest under the action of two equal and oppo-
site forces, a point is said to be in equilibrium.

Jt. S. Hall, Exper. Mechanics, p. C.

2. The state of balance of any causes, powers,
or motives, so that no effect is produced.
The balance is turned, and wherever this happens there

is an end of the doubt or (Eqitilibrium.

Sharp, A Doubting Conscience.

Enabled them eventually to restore the equilibrium
which had been disturbed by the undue preponderance of

the aristocracy. frescott, Ferd. and Isa,, i. 6.

3. A state of just poise ;
a position of due bal-

ance. Especially (a) Mental balance.

Only Shakespeare was endowed with that healthy eqtii-
libriunioi nature whose point of rest was midway between Same as (juinnat
the imagination and the understanding.

OQUinOCtia (e-kwi-nok'shia), n. pi.

ly necessary. [Bare.]
For both to give blows and to carry [bear],
In fights are equi ne.cessary.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. iii. 1034.

equinia (e-kwin'i-ii), n. [NL., < L. equinus, of

a horse: see equine.] A dangerous infectious

disease, communicated usually by contagion,
occurring principally in horses, asses, and
mules, but also occasionally in other domestic
animals except cattle, and in man. The salient

features of the disease are the formation of smiill tuber-

cles, breaking down into ulcers, and the diffuse infiltra-

tion of large and irregular patches with a serous fluid con-

taining numerous round cells. In addition, abscesses of

considerable size are formed, and the lymphatics become
inflamed and swollen. These processes go on for the

most part in the cutaneous and subcutaneous tissues, and
in the mucous and submucous tissues of the lungs and air-

passages, especially the nose. If the cutaneous symptoms
are in abeyance while the mucous membrane of the nose
is severely affected and the discharge profuse, the disease

is called (/landers ; if the cutaneous symptoms are well

developed while the discharge from the nose is insensible,
it is called farcy. Each of these forms may be either acute
or chronic. Equinia in man is in a majority of cases fatal.

It seems to be caused by a bacillus of about the size of the

tubercle-bacillus.

(e-kwin'ji), n. [Amer. Ind. (Oregon).]

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 316.

(6) In the fine arts: (1) The just poise or balance of a fig-

ure or other object, making it appear to stand firmly. (2)

The properly balanced disposition or arrangement of or>

jects, lights, shadows, etc.

4. Equality of influence or effect; due or just

relationship.
Health consists in the equilibrium between these two

powers. Arbuthnot.

Center of equilibrium. See eenterl. Relative equi-
librium, the instantaneous equilibrium of a particle ;

a
situation from which a particle does not tend to move
BO long as other particles are held in their actual posi-
tions. Thus, a drop of water on the crest of a wave is in

relative equilibrium. Thermal equilibrium, such a
distribution of heat within a gas subject to external
forces (say the atmosphere) that no slow currents of its

parts will alter the distribution of the heat in space.
Thus, if the increase of pressure due to bringing a portion
of air from any height to the earth would increase its

temperature just enough to bring that air to the tempera-
ture of the surrounding air, the atmosphere would be in
thermal equilibrium.

equilibrium-scale (e-kwi-lib'ri-um-skal), n. A
scale or balance for weighing so arranged that
if disturbed by any increase or diminution of the

weight on the platform it will immediately re-

turn to a state of equilibrium or constant bal-
ance. It is used in recording the increase or loss of

weight in living plants or animals, under varying circum-
stances of work or feeding, evaporation, etc.

^ [< L. cequi-

noctia, pi. of aquinoctium": 'see^equinox.] Tho

equinoxes. [Rare.]
Tempests in State . . . are commonly greatest when

things grow to equality, as natural tempests about the

equinoctia. Bacon, Seditions and Troubles (ed, 1887).

equinoctial (e-kwi-nok'shal), a. and n. [For-
merly also (Equinoctial; < ME. equinoctial, equi-
noxial = OF. equinocial, F. equinoxial = Pr. Sp.

Pg. equinoctial = It. equinoziale, < L. (equiitoc-

tialis, { (cquinoctiu))!, equinox: see equinox.'] I.

a. 1. Pertaining to the equinoxes; marking an

equal length of day and night: as, the equinoc-
tial line, or equator.
The middel cercle in wydnesse of thise 3 is cleped the

cercle equinoxial upon whiche turneth evermo the hedes
of Aries and Libra. Chaucer, Astrolabe, i. 17.

Thrice the equinoctial line

He circled; four times cross'd the car of night
From pole to pole, traversing each colure.

Milton, P. L., ix. 64.

2. Pertaining to the regions or climate of the

equinoctial line, or equator; in ornear that line:

as, equinoctial heat; an equinoctial sun; equi-

noctial wind. 3. Occurring at the time of an

equinox: as, an equinoctial storm Equinoctial
colure the (treat circle passing through the pules and equi-
n.M-tial points. See euliire. Equinoctial dial. Seedial.

Equinoctial flowers, flowers that open at a regular



equinoctial

stated hour. -Equinoctial points, the two points in

which the celestial equator and the ecliptic Internet each

other. The one Is tile first point of Aries, ami is called

; the other is the first point of

(See
the vernal point or equinox
Libra, ami is called the MflMMaJ ; or .</

rqiiinni.) These points are found to he moving, backward
or westward at the rate of to

"
of a degree in a year, a

movement constituting the pn-i -CSMMII of the equinoxes.
See preceuioH. Equinoctial time, time reckoned from

the Instant at which the sun passes the vernal equinox : a

method of reckoning time Independent of the longitude,
invented by Sir John Hcrschel.

II. . [For equinoctial line.] 1. In astron.,

the celestial equator: so called because when
the sun is on it the days and nights are of equal

length in all parts of the world.

Whereby a Ship . . .

Knowes where she is
;
and in the Card descries

What degrees thence the KouinuctiaU lies.

Sylcelter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, I. 3.

2. A gale or storm occurring at or near the time

of an equinox.
The wind increased to half a gale, while heavy showers

kept rattling along the decks. . . .

" We are in for it at

last." "The equinoctials t
"

"Yes."
W. Black, White Wings, xxl.

equinoctially (e-kwi-nok'shal-i), adv. In the

direction of the equinoctial. Formerly also

eequinoctiaUy.
The floure [convolvulus] twists eequinoctiaUy from the

left hand to the right. Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, Iv.

equinox (e'kwi-noks), n. [(ME. equinoxium, pi.

equinoxiis, < L.) < F. Equinoxe, formerly equi-
nocce = Pr. equinoeci = Sp. Pg. equinoceio =
It. equinozio, < L. a-quinoctium, the equinox, <

aiquus, equal, + nox (noct-) = E. night: see

night.] 1. The moment when the sun crosses

the plane of the earth's equator, making the day
and night everywhere of equal length (whence
the name). There are two annual equinoxes, the ver-

nal, hich falls in the spring, namely, on the 21st of .March

according to the Gregorian calendar, and the autumnal,
which falls in the autumn, namely, on the 22d of Septem-
ber. The term equinox is also loosely applied to the equi-
noctial pointt (which see, under equinoctial).

Live long, nor feel In head or chest
Our changeful equinoxes.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

2. An equinoctial gale or storm
;
an equinoc-

tial. [Bare.]
The passage yet was good ; the wind, 'tis true,
Was somewhat high, but that was nothing new,
No more than usual equinoxei blew.

Dryden, Hind and Panther.

3. Anything equal; an equal measure. [Bare.]
Do but see his vice ;

Tis to his virtue a just equinox,
The one as long as the other.

Shak., Othello, II. 3.

Precession of the equinoxes. See preceaion.

equinumerant (eiwi-nu'me-rant), a. [< L.

cequus, equal, + numeran(t-)f<, ppr. of numerare,
number: see numerate.] Having or consisting
of the same number. [Bare.]

This talent of gold, though not equinumerant, nor yet

equiponderant, as to any other, yet was equivalent to some

correspondent talent in brass. Arbuthnot, Ancient Coins.

equip (e-kwip'), r. t.
; pret. and pp. equ

. fquipping. [Formerly esquip, eskip;

1985
To me his secret thoughts he first declar'il,

Then, well equipji'd, a rapid bark prepar'd.
Hi**/,; tr. of Orlando Furioso, xlll.

I had never heard a parliamentary speech that was so

vigorous, or which seemed to come from a man so thor-

oughly equipped.
Jonah Quincy, Figures of the Fast, p. ML

Specifically 2. To fit up; dress out; array;
accoutre.

The church, as It is now equipped, looks more like a

green-house than a place of worship. The middle aisle Is

a very pretty shady walk, and the pews look like so many
arbours on each side of it. Sleele, Spectator, No. 282.

'I hen over all, that he might be

K'liiiiip'd from top to toe,
His long red cloak, well-brush'd and neat,
He manfully did throw. Courpcr, John Gllpin.

equipage 1
(ek'wi-paj), . [= Sp. equipaje= Pg.

equipagem = It. equipaggio, < OF. equipage, F.

Equipage = D. G. Dan. equipage = Sw. ekipage;
< OF. equiper, F. equiper, equip: see equip.]
1. An outfit; provision of means or materials

for carrying out a purpose; furniture for effi-

cient service or action; an equipment: specifi-

cally applied to the outfit of a ship or an army,
including supplies of all kinds for the former,
and munitions of war for the latter. For an army,
camp equipage consists of tents, utensils, and everything

necessary for encampment, and field equipage consists of

military apparatus, means of transport, and all requisites
for march or action.

The Emir Badge, or Prince of the pilgrims that go to

Mecca, is named yearly from Constantinople, and gener-

ally continues in the office two years, to make amends for

the great expence he is at the first year for his equipage.
Pococke, Description of the East, I. 165.

2. Furniture; garniture; accoutrements; ha-

biliments; dress.

And thus wel armd, and in good equipage,
This Galant came vnto my fathers courte.

Qatcoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 51.

He never saw so many complete gentlemen in his life,

for the number, and in a neater equipage.
Howell, Letters, I. vi. 21.

Nowhere, out of tropical regions, is the vernal equipage
of nature so rich . . . as precisely In this unhappy Egypt.

Hi- Quincey, Homer, i.

3. Retinue, as persons, horses, carriages, etc. ;

a train of attendants or dependents ; especially,
a coach with the horses, servants, liveries, har-

ness, etc.: as, the equipage of a prince; Lady
A.'s equipage was the handsomest in the park.
A Country Squire, with the Equipage of a Wife and two

Daughters, came to Mrs. SnipweU's Shop while I was there.

Congreve, Old Batchelor, iv. 8.

4f. A collection of little implements often car-

ried about the person, either in an dtui made
for the purpose, or suspended from a chatelaine,

especially in the eighteenth century. They con-

sisted of tweezers, a toothpick, an earplck, nail-cleaner,

bodkin, and often knife anil scissors, and sometimes even
the private seal.

Behold this equipage by Mathers wrought,
With fifty guineas (a great penn'orth) bought,
See on the toothpick Mars and Cupid strive ;

And both the struggling figures seem alive.

I. n-iii It. W. Montagu, Town Eclogues.

equiper, esquiper, equip, fit out, etc., F. Equiper,

equip (a soldier, horseman, ship, fleet, etc.), >

oV. equipagel (ek'wi-paj), r. t. [< equipagel, n.]
To furnish with an equipage or outfit.

Well dressed, well bred,

Sp. esquinar, fit out a shin, = Pg. esquipar, ^ffS^^f^SS.
equip (a ship, etc. ) ; < Icel. skipa, place in order, Covper, Task, ill. 98.

arrange, appoint, establish, equip, roan (usually equipage2| (ek'wi-paj), w. [An erroneous use
of a ship or boat, provide with a crew, but also *

f JEELrf due to a supposed derivation from
used of manning a hall with warriors; even a L. <^uTw, equal.] Equality. [This sense, as Bishop

Jacobson observes, clears up the passage in the "
Merry

Wives of Windsor," which has perplexed commentators.
The expression occurs only In the quarto, and is not found
in the best modern editions. Davie*.

Fait. I will not lend thee a penny.
Pist. I will retort the sum in equipage.

Shak., M. W. of W., II. 2.)

Nor doth it sound well that the examples of men, though
never so godly, should, as to the effect of warranting our

actions, stand in so near equipage with the commands of

tree is said to be "atekipadhr af eplum," fully

"equipped" with apples), = Norw. skipa, place
in order, arrange, appoint, etc., man (a ship
or boat), = Sw. skipa, administer, distribute,

dispense; prob. connected with Icel. Norw.
Sw. .il.-/i/iii = E. shape, form, etc., but the word
came to be associated, in both Scand. and Rom.,
with the notion of furnishing a ship (Icel. Norw.

skip = Sw. skepp = Dan. skib = D. schip = AS.

scip, E. ship) : cf. Icel. skipa pp, unload a car-

go, = Norw. skipa (also skjepa, ska-pa = Sw. Bp Sandernm, Works, Pref. (1655), II. 10.

cequi-

Coles,

1 TO i fur' equiparance, equiparancy (e-kwip' a -rans,
1

-ran-si), n. [< equiparant.] Identity of recip-
rocal relations. Thus, cousins are said to be in a rela-

tion of rquiiiarance, because if A is cousin to B, then B is

equally cousin to A. (Bare.)

Relateds synonymous are usually called relateds of

iFtjuiiHirancy ; as, friend, rival, etc.

irndiriu*, tr. by a Gentleman, I. vil. 17.

tai-klo, etc., for a" cruise or voyageTt" "/'<</' a equiparant (e-kwip'a-rant), n. and a. [< L.

soldier or an army with arms and accoutre- a'quiparan(t-)s, ppr. of cequiparare, compare:
ments, or a traveler with clothing and con- eeeeqiiipumtr.] I. n. Anything whose relation

veniences for a journey; to be i-qHipped with to another thing is that of equiparance. [Bare.]

knowledge aud skill for a vocation.
'

II, a. Identically reciprocal.
12$

ship: sco nhip, n. and V.] _.

iiish with means for the prosecution of a pur-

Eoso;
provide with whatever is needed for ef-

cient action or service : extended from the fit-

ting out of ships and armies to that of other

things, and also of persons either materially or

mentally: as, to equip a ship with rigging, snils.

equipoise

equiparate (e-kwip'a-rat), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

cquiparttlctl, ppr. tq*lparatt*g. [< L. cequijin-

ratus, pp. of a-qiiiimrtiri; better aquiperare (>

It. equiparare = Sp. Pg. cquiparar), put on an

equality, compare, liken, intrans. become equal

to, < aquas, equal, + parare, make equal, <

par, equal (cf. LL. a:quipar, perfectly equal),
or (f) parare, make ready, prepare. Cf. com-

pare.] 1. To compare. [Rare.] 2. To re-

duce to a level
; raze; assimilate. [Bare.]

Th' cmperiall cltie, cause of all this woe,
King Latines throne, this day lie ruinate,
And houses tops to Hi' ground orquiparate.

Vicart, tr. of Virgil (1682).

equiparation (e-kwip-a-ra'shon), n. [< L. cequi-

paratio(n-), <xquiperatw(n-), < cequiparare, make
equal: see equiparate.] Eaual ranking; the

putting on a relation of equality : as, the equip-
aration of legacies effected by changes in the

law made by Justinian, who abolished previous
artificial distinctions, and enacted that all leg-
acies should be of one kind, and might be sued
for by real as well as personal actions. [Rare.]
The equiparatiim of legacies and singular trust-glfU,

and the application of some of their rules to mortis causa
donations. Encyc. Brit., XX. 714.

equipedal (e-kwi-ped'al), a. [= F. equipede, <

LL. requipedus, also tequipes (-ped-), equal-foot-

ed, isosceles, < L. asquus, equal, + pes (ped-) =
E. foot.] Equal-footed; in zooL, having the

pairs of feet equal.

equipendency (e-kwi-pen'den-si), n. 1= Pg.

equipendencia : see equipenaent and -cy.\ The
act of hanging in equipoise ;

the state of being
not inclined or determined either way.
The will of man, in the state of innocence, had an en-

tire freedom, a perfect etiuipt-ndency and indifference to

either part of the contradiction, to stand or not to stand.

South, Works, I. II.

equipendent (e-kwi-pen'dent), a. [< L. cequus,

equal, + pendcrc, hang: see pendent.'] Hang-
ing in equipoise ; evenly balanced. Maunder.

equipendyt, [< L- cequus, equal, + penderc,

hang. Cf. equipendent.] A plumb-line ;
a per-

pendicular or straight line. Halliwett.

equipensatet (e-kwi-pen'sat), tJ. t. [< L. cequus,

equal, 4- pensatus, pp. of penaare, weigh, > ult.

E. poise. Cf. equipoise.] To weigh equally;
esteem alike. Coles, 1717.

equiperiodic (e-kwi-pe-ri-od'ik), a. [< L. a'quux,

equal, + NL. periodus, period, + -ic.] Per-

taining to or occurring in equal periods : as,

equiperiodic vibrations.

equipment (e-kwip'ment), n. [< F. equipement,

(equiper, equip: see equip and -meat.] 1. The
act of equipping or fitting out, or the state of

being equipped, as for a voyage or an expedi-
tion.

The equipment of the fleet was hastened bv De Witt.
ll,i,n,'. Works, rl. 454.

2. Anything that is used in or provided for

equipping, as furniture, habiliments, warlike

apparatus, necessaries for an expedition or for

a voyage, or the knowledge and skill necessary
for a vocation: as, the equipments of a hotel, a

ship, or a railroad; the equipment of a man for

the ministry, or for the law.

The several talents which the orator employs, the siilen-

aid equipment at Demosthenes, of vEschlnes, . . . deserve
a special enumeration. Emermn, Eloquence.

The Greeks generally showed themselves excellent sol-

diers ; their equipment made them at once superior to

their neighbors. Tun Ranke, Univ. Hist (trans.), p. 132.

Specifically 3. pi. Milit., certain of the neces-

saries for officers and soldiers, as horses, horse-

appointments, and accoutrements; the clothes,

arms, etc., of a soldier, or certain furnishings
for artillery. Thus, the cannoneers' equipments are the

priming-wire, vent-punch, thumb-stall, primer-pouch, car-

tridge-pouch or haversack, and hausse-pouch. The equip-
ments for a field-piece Include the vent-cover, paulin,

tompfon, and strap ; the other articles used in the ser-

vice of cannon are called implements. Equipment com-
pany, a form of organization common in railroad busi-

ness, for the purpose of furnishing the rolling-stock or

equipment of a railroad or railroads by creating a car-

trust (which see, under (nutX and transferring the con-
tract to do so to the trustee as security for bonds to be
issued by the equipment company to raise funds for the

purpose of providing the equipment. = Syn. 2 and 3. Ac-

coutrement, rigging, gear, outfit.

equipoise (e'kwi-poiz), n. [< L. crquus, equal, +
E. poise. Cf. equipensate.] 1. An equal distri-

bution of weight ; equality of weight or force ;

just balance ; a state in which the two ends or
sides of a thing are balanced or kept in equi-
librium: as, hold the scales in equipoise.

So does the mind, when influenced by a just equipoite
of the passions, eujoy tranquillity.

(Mdtmith, Citizen of the World, xlvtt.



equipoise

The life which is, ami that which is to come,
Suspended hunt: in such nice equipoise,
A breath disturbs the balance.

LongftUow, Golden Legend, ii.

2. A balancing weight or force; a counter-

poise. [Bare.]
From that moment the Scotch aristocracy began to de-

cline ; and, the equipoise to the clergy being removed, the

Church became so powerful that during the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries it was the most effectual obsta-

cle to the progress of Scotland. Buckle, Civilization, II. ii.

equipollence, equipollency (e-kwi-pol'ens,
-en-si), n. [Formerly also equivalence, a-quipol-

lence; < ME. eqmpolence = F. tquipottence =
Sp. equipolencia = Pg. cqitipollencia = It. equi-

pollenza, < ML. as if "aiquipollentia, < LL. <equl-

pollen(t-)s, having equal power: see equipol-

lent.] 1. Equality of power or force.

These phenomena do much depend upon a mechanical

cequipollence of pressure. Boyle, Works, III. 61'2.

2. In logic, identity of meaning of two or more

propositions.
And if he have noon sich pitaunces,
Late him study in equipolenceft,
And late lies and fallaces. Rom. of the Rose.

The Immediate inference of equipollence is merely the

grammatical translation of an affirmation into a double

negation, or of a double negation into an affirmation.

Sir W. Hamilton.

3. In ntath., equality of length with parallel-
ism of direction.

equipollent (e-kwi-pol'ent), a. [ME. equipo-
lent, < OF. equipolent, F"equipollent = Sp. equi-

polente = Pg. It. equipo/lente, < LL. cequipol-

Un(t-)s (ML. erroneously (equipolen(t-)s), hav-

ing equal power, equivalent, < L. cequus, equal,
+ pollen(t-)s, ppr. of pollerc, be strong.] 1.

Having equal power or force
; equivalent.

Superstition is now so well advanced that men of the
first blood are as firm as butchers by occupation ;

and vo-

tary resolution is made equipollent to custom, even in mat-
ter of blood. Bacon, Custom and Education (ed. 1887).

2. In logic, having the same meaning: applied
to two propositions. 3. In math., equal and

parallel.

equipollently (e-kwi-pol'ent-li), adv. With
equal power.

Both the spirit of God and the power of God St. Paul
doth equipoUentltj express by the power of the Holy Ghost.

Barrow, Sermons, I. xxxiv.

equiponderance, equiponderancy (e-kwi-
pon'der-ans, -an-si), n. [= F. equiponderance
= Pg. eqitiponderancia = It. equiponderanza ;

as equiponderant + -ce.] Equality of weight;
equipoise.
equiponderant (e-kwi-pon'der-ant), a. [= F.

equiponderant = Sp. Pg. It. equiponderants, <

ML. wquiponderan(t-)s, ppr. of (equipondernre,
regard as equal, compare: see equiponderate.]
1 .Being of the same weight ; evenly balanced ;

in a state of equipoise.

Suppose in the two scales of a balance there was placed
two equally capacious and tquipondirant phials.

Boyle, Works, III. 633.

2. Of equal weight, force, or influence.

1986

Equlpotentlal line, n line drawn on an eqnipotential
surface : one along which the potential is everywhere the

same. Thus, if two points in an electrically equipoten-

Equipotential Lines about two similarly electrified spheres. A and
R. the quantities of electricity being as 2 : i. The lines of force are
also shown radiating from the spheres. (Maxwell.}

tial line he joined by a conductor, no flow through the

conductor will take place. Equipotential surface, a

surface throughout which the potential (see potential) is

everywhere the same ;
one which is everywhere perpen-

dicular to the lines of force which it meets. If a particle
were subject to the attractions and repulsions of a num-
ber of bodies that were held motionless, there would be
a resultant force upon it in some certain direction. If,

while held so that it could not acquire momentum, it

were either allowed to move as urged by the resultant
force or compelled to move directly counter thereto, it

would describe a course, called a line offorce, having an

attracting body at one extremity and a repelling one at

the other, or else passing off to infinity in one direction or
the other. Through every point of space there woxild be
such a line ; and a surface so bending as to be everywhere
perpendicular to these lines of force would be an equipo-
tentinl or leeel surface. If such a surface were to be ren-

dered impenetrable, the particle could lie upon it without

tendency to move along it in any direction. Similarly, if

any two points of an electrically equipotential surface are

joined by a conductor, no flow will take place. The term

equipotential is most generally used as applying to elec-

trical or magnetic forces, but is also extended to gravita-

tion, or forces having any origin whatever.

equiprobabilist (e-kwi-prob'a-bil-ist), n. [<
L. a'qitus, equal, + probabilis, probable, + -1st.]

In Bom. C'ath. theol., one of a school of casu-
ists. See the extract.

Equiprobabilintif, who teach that in a balance of opin-
ions the less safe opinion may be lawfully followed, pro-
vided it be as probable, or nearly as probable, as its oppo-
site. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 686.

equirotal (e-kwi-ro'tal), a. [< L. (equus, equal,
+ rota, a wheel, + -al.] Having wheels of the
same size or diameter

; having equal rotation.

6quis6 (a-kwe-za'), a. In her., same as aiguise.

equisegmental (e"kwi-seg-meu'tal), a. [< L.

a'qitus, equal, + E. segmental.] In math., hav-

ing equal segments : applied to two lines such
that to any segment of the one corresponds an

equal segment of the other.

Having accurately weighed the reasons, ... I find
them . . . nearly equiponderant.

Johnson, Rambler, No. 1.

equiponderate (e-kwi-pon'der-at), v.
; pret. and

pp. equiponderated, ppr. equiponderating. [<
ML. cequiponderare, tr., regard as equal, com-
pare (= It. equipondernre = Sp. Pg. equipon-
derar), < L. (equus, equal, + ponderare, weigh :

see ponder.'] I. intrans. To be equal in weight ;

weigh as much as another thing. [Bare.]
The evidence on each side doth emiiponderate.

Bp. Wilkins, Natural Religion, i. t.

II. trans. To weigh as much as in an oppo-
site scale; counterbalance.
More than equiponderated the declension In that direc-

tion. De Quineey.

equiponderoust (e-kwi-pon'der-us), a. [< L.
ceqiius, equal, + pondus (ponder-), weight : see

ponderous.] Having equal weight. Bailey.
equipondioust (e-kwi-pon'di-us), a. [< L.

(nquipondium, an equal weight, counterpoise, <

irqiins, equal, + pondus, a weight.] Having
equal weight on both sides.

The Scepticks affected an indifferent equipondious neu-
trality. GlanviUe, Seep. Sci., xxiii.

equipotential (e
" kwi - po - ten '

shal), a. [< L.
i/'i/i/ us, equal, + potentia, power: see poten-
tial.] Inphysics, connected with a single value
of the potential. See potential.
These planes and their bounding line around the moun-

tain are called with respect to gravitation equipatfntinl
planes and equipotential Hues.

J. Trowbridge, New Physics, p. 164.

, sheath crowned with teeth; *,

Clypeola, bearing sporangia. 3.

(Fr ra Le

equitable

Equisetaceae (ek"wi-se-ta'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Equisetum + -arcit:~] A very distinct natural

order of vascular cryptogamous plants. Peren-

nial, solid, running rootstocks are present in most rasi-s,

producing usually upright hollow stems with a grooved
surface. In addition to the central canal of the latter,

there is near the surface a circle of smaller canals (val-

licular canals), opposite to the grooves (valliculic) which
mark the surface. Opposite the ridges is another set of

still smaller cavities (carinal canals). The stomata are in

the grooves, in some species forming a row on each side

of the groove. The cuticle of the stem in many species
contains a large amount of silica. The stem is jointed,
and the central canal is intercepted by a partition (dia-

phragm) at each joint. Each joint bears at its upper end
a circle of leaves which are united to form a sheath, while

their tips project as teeth, which are deciduous in some

species, in others persistent. Branches, when present,
are formed in whorls at the joints of the stem, which they
resemble, except in the absence of the central canal ; and
these may be again branched. The stems are either peren-
nial and evergreen or annual. The fructification, borne
either by the vegetative stems or by special fruiting stems,
is a terminal conical structure whose central axis bears nu-
merous angular, shield-shaped bodies (clypeolas) attached

by horizontal pedicels. Each clypeola bears from 6 to 9 spo-

rangia, which open on their inner side and discharge their

spores. The spores are spherical. The outer coat breaks
into four slender, club-shaped filaments (elaters), which
are attached to one side of the spore, and are coiled about
it when moist, uncurling when dry. Their elasticity aids

the discharge of the spores from the sporangia, and favors

distribution.. The germination- of the spores results in ir-

regularly lobed dicecious prothallia above ground. Equi-
Sfttim is the only genus. See cut in preceding column.

equisetaceous (ek"wi-se-ta'shius), a. In bot.,

pertaining to the Eq-uisetaccce.

equisetic (ek-wi-se'tik), a. [< Eqiiisetmn + -ic.]

In diem., pertaining to, existing in, or derived
from Equisetum Equlsetic acid. Same as acimitie

acid (which see, under aconitic).

equisetifbrm (ek-wi-se
'
ti-f6rm), a. [< NL. Eqni-

sctum + L. forma, shape.] Having the form of

Equisetum; resembling Equisetum.
Equisetites (ek"wi-se-ti'tez), n. [NL., < Equi-
setum + -ites.] A genus of fossil plants, be-

longing to the Calamario!, an order represented
at the present time by the Eqttisetaceai (which
see). This genus, although now of little importance,
was once most widely distributed, and formed a very con-

spicuous portion of the flora of the earth, especially dur-

ing the Carboniferous and Triassic periods. There is much
difficulty in classifying the fossil Equisetaceae, in conse-

quence of the imperfect preservation of important por-
tions of the specimens studied. By some authors the

genus Equisetites is not admitted as having been clearly
established. Some also retain the name Equisetaccce (in-

stead of Calamaria?) for the fossil order, as well as for the

recent.

Equisetum (ek-wi-se'tum), . [NL., < L. equi-

scetum, -steta, -sa>tis, < equus, a horse, + seta,

sa:ta, a bristle.] A genus of plants, constitut-

ing alone the order Equisetaceae There are about
25 species known, of which 8 are found ill Great Britain

and 13 in North America, some being common to both
countries. The cuticle abounds in silica, on which ac-

count the stems of some species are used for polishing
wood and metal. Equisetum hiemale, the gcouring-rush,
is best suited for this purpose, and is largely imported
into England from the Netherlands. The species of Equi-
setum are popularly called horsetails. See cut in preced-
ing column.

equisided (e'kwi-si-ded), a. [< L. (equus, equal,
+ E. sidel + -e(ft.] Equilateral. [Bare.]

equison (ek'wi-son), n. [< L. eqniso(n-), a

groom, stable-boy, < eqmts, a horse : see

Equus.] A horse-jockey; one who manages
race-horses. [Bare.]
Who announces to the world the works and days of

Newmarket, the competitors at its games, their horses,
their equisons, and colours. Landor, Southeyand Porson.

equisonance(e'kwi-s6-nans),. [Formerly also

teqitixonance ; = F. equisonnance ; < eqmsonant.]
In fine, and medieval music, such consonance as
that of the unison, the octave, or the double oc-

tave.

equisonant (e'kwi-so-nant), a. [Formerly also

(equisonant; < L. ceqnus, equal, + sonan(t-)s,

ppr. of sonare, sound: see sonant."] In music,
unisonal or consonant in the octave or double
octave.

equitable (ek'wi-ta-bl), a. [< F. equitable =
Sp. equitable; as equity + -able.] 1. Accord-

ing to the principles of equity ; just and right
under all the circumstances of the particular
case; fair and equal : as, an equitable decision ;

an equitable distribution.

The law of Moses did allow of retaliation in case of real

injuries, an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth ; and so, by
an equitable construction of the law, it may extend to per-
sonal affronts. Stillintijlrrt, Works, IV. vii.

I can demand it as my right by the most emtitable law in

nature. Goldsmith, To Edward Mills.

2. Pertaining to or dependent upon strict equi-

ty or justice ; regarding or relating to abstract

ght 'in individual cases : applied in law to the
administration of justice by COUrtS of equity,
and to the principles established and methods



equitable

of procedure practised by them: as, equi/ntil<'

rights or remedies; ei/iiiinlili- rules or powers.
Sec equity.

There is hardly a subject of litigation. Wtwcen Imlivlil-

n:ils. which may tint involve those inm-edicnta of fraud,
accident, trust, or hardship, which uoiild render tin- mat
tcr an object of ,-<i<iir<tril,\

rather than 01 leyal, jniisdie
tion, astlie dislinelion is known ami established in several
of Hi.- .states. A. tlmiiiiti'ii. Federalist, No. 1.XXX.

Equitable assets. () I'rop, -rty noth-viaiil. -mnii > > ven-
linn, anil only tii ) reached I

i.v intcriHultion of n court of

equity, (ft) Property lielon^ini: to tlUMtato of ft decadent
bylaw not subject tii payment of his debts in course of ad-

ministration, but voluntarily charged by the t> slator with

pa\ lllellt of .Irhls m-|lerall\ . or ll|toll uhiih equity la

tun a trust tor that pmpoM, Equitable conversion,
a transformation of a fund from real to personal or from
personal to teal, assnr i in enuity to have been made in

order to seenre the application to the succession to or
administration of that fund of the principles uhirh the
intention of a testator or the rights of parties inter, -steil

require. Thus, where a will imperatively directs real prop-
erty to be sold and disti United as money, the court ma>
tie.it the tnii'l as eqiiilalth converted from the testator s

death, although tlie executors neglect to make an actual
conversion into money. Equitable defense or plea,
dclcnscor plea which, though it would not be available
at common law

. is available under the rules of equity.
Equitable disseizin, estate, estoppel, mortgage,
owner, seizin, waste, etc see the nouns. Equitable
title. -

sce ,'fnittt'il'- <-*iitt<', under fxtiite. =Syn. 1. Fair,

npnijit. honest, even-handed.

equitableness (ek'wi-ta-bl-nes), M. The qual-
ity of being equitable or impartial ; justice ;

equity; fairness:
n,!>,iheequital>leiieKsot

a judge;
the equitablcnfxx of a decision, or of a distribu-

tion of property.

Demonstrating both the ei^titttltlenenit and practicable-
ness of the thing. Lnekf.

equitably (ek'wi-ta-bli), tulr. In an equitable
iiiiinner; justly; impartially; fairly.

Now, say the objectors, had the law concealed a future
state from the .lews, it is plain they were not equitably
dealt with, since they were to he judged in a future state.

MVirfti/rfmi. Divine Legation, i. 4.

More justly and perhaps more equitably.
ftMniiitli. The Bee, Xo. .1.

equitancy (ek'wi-tau-si), . [X equitan(t) +
-<(/] Horsemanship. [Rare.]
equitangential (e'kwi-tan-jen'shal), a. [< L.

fi'i/Hiix, equal, + E. taiiaetitial.'} Having equal
tangents. Equitangential curve. See mm.
equitant (ek'wi-tant), a. [= F. jquitaiit (in
sense i!), < \j. i'qiiiiau(t-)x, ppr. of equitare, ride,

iix (ei/iiit-), a horseman, < equiia, a horse :

1. Riding on horseback ; mounted
upon a horse. Kmart. [Rare.] 2. Straddling.
Hence (ii)l n luit.. conduplicatf and overlapping: applied
to distichous leaves whose crowded, condiiplicate liases

successively overlap from below upward, the upper part
of the leaf being a Hat, vertical blade ; also to a form of
vernation in which two-ranked (dlatlchonslor three-ranked
leaves similarly overlap.

The leaves of the Iris are said to lie equilanl.
II'. B. Carpenter. Micros., i 383.

(l>) In 1'ntinn.. applied to the antenna) or other jointed
org:ins when they are compressed, and each joint appears
to be longitudinally folded, iiiclosini; the base of the sue
cecilini; one.

equitation (ek-wi-ta'shon), M. [= F. fqiiitn-
linii = Sp. eqiiitiK-ion = Pg. fijii it<ti;iii> = It. equi-
ta:ione, \ L. eqititatio(n-), < equitare, pp. equitii-
IHK. ride: see eqiiitiint.] 1. Tho act or art of

riding on horseback
; horsemanship.

The pretender to e>i"if>iln>n mounted. Irving.

There is a species of ff/iiilnliini peculiar to our native
land, in which a rail from the nearest fence ... is con-
verted into a steed. l.mre/l. Kin-side Travels, p. itw.

2f. A ride on horseback.
I liauc lately made a few rural cquitatiniut to rbll wine

-eats, gardens, etc,

Quoted In \!eluil* Illus. of Lit. History, IV. 47.

equitempqraneous (c-kwi-tem-po-ra'ne-us), a.

[= It. AJMitMtpOrOMOi < I.,
iii/ini.-.-. I'qual', + tem-

IIHS (ti-nifior-), time: see temporal 1
,
and of. <<>-

MMfWrMMIM.] Isochronous; occupying the
same length of time. [Rare.]

Till Galileo . . . took notice of the vibrations with a
mathematical e\e. men knew not this property of swing-
ing' bodies, that the greater and smaller arches \\, ]-,-. as
tn -ens,-. ,,,,,;/. mjwrwteottt, /;<"//, Works, III. 4711.

equites (ek'wi-fez), . y</. [L., pi. <it' /<>-, a

horseman, knight, < eqinix, ahorse: see i,qtiHK.~\
1. In ancient Koine, the knights, a body origi-
nally constituting tlie cavalry of the army, of

patrician rank, and equipped'by the state, but
afterward comprising also rich plebeians, and
in pa rt finding their own equipments. The equites.
or the c-/j', ,.-'/-;-i,i ,,,-'/ r (in distinction from the - ,m!i.i'in',

i-.;.- rl. tinally l.>-t in nival part their distinctive military
eliaractei. and w- -re c. instituted as a class intermediate
iK-tween the senatorial order and the ordinary eiti/ens,

i on certain limits nt property, with a prescriptive
riuht to judicial and tlnaneial otiiees.' to high military rank,
and 1. 1 some social distinctions.

1987

2f. ['7.] In :<M">I., a Linnean group of butter-

flies, corresponding to the old genus /'/<//V.

equitcon (ck-wi-ton'), n. A kind of African

antelope, .luti-ln/ii- mli until, found on the Gam-
bia. Also called knbana.

equity (ek'\vi-ti). . [< MK. fiiiiiin; < OF.
i-i/iiili , F. ,'i/nili- I

J
r. cquitat = Sp. rquutatl =

Vg.e<ii<i<l<nl<'= It. fqnili'i, < \j. tn/itit<t(l-).i, equal-
ity, justice, fairness. < IK/UUM, equal, just, fair:
sei- ii/iml. I

1. That which is equally right or

just to all concerned ; equal or impartial jus-

tice; fairness; impartiality.
This Kyui; is -o rlithtiulle and of . 7 ,/f. - in hi- Doomes

that men may ^osykerlyche thorghe out alle his Contrec.

MnmlrriUe, Travel*, p. \V.

He dede eytiitf to alle euene-forth his powere.
/*i>r Plowman (B), xlx. SOTi.

With righteousness shall he judge the world, anil the

people with n/<ti,. p. xcvill, tf.

Justice Is not postponed. A perfect r<?tnfi/ adjusts Its

balance In all pnrts at life. Kmermu, Coui|iensation.

2. In lair: (a) Fairness in the adjustment of

conflicting interests; the application of the
dictates of good conscience to the settlement
of controversies : often called natural equity.

K'/iilti/ in Law is the same that the Spirit is In Religion,
what every one pleases to make It.

SrUtu, Table-Talk, p. 4(i.

(fc) The system of jurisprudence or body of doc-
trines and rules as to what is equitable and fair

and what is not, by which the defects of, and
the incidental hard'ships resulting from, the in-

flexibility of the forms and the universality of
the rules of the common-law tribunals are cor-
rected or remedied, and substantial justice is

done. In the early history of the English people it was
found, as society advanced, that many grievances arose
which were not Included In the classes of cases which the
common law authorized the judges to take cognizance of.

Hence It became customary for those who could not ob-
tain redress in the courts, because no common-law action

appropriate to their grievance had l>een sanctioned, or
because the common law, while equitable and fair in its

general application, was unfair in its application to their

particular case, to apply to the king In Parliament or in

council for justice. Petitioners in such cases (If It could be
shown that there was no adequate remedy at law, or that the
oj ici at ii ii i of the common law was unfair In its application
to the particular case in hand) were referred to the chancel-
lor (originally an ecclesiastic), the keeper of the king's con-
science, who, after hearing the parties, required what was
equitable and just to be done, under penalty of imprison-
ment, excommunication, etc. Thus, the common-law rem-

edy of collecting a debt by getting judgment and execution
iieeame established at a time when property consisted al-

most entirely of lands and goods; hutas wealth increased,
and appeared in the forms of intangible property, such
as valuable rights in action, contracts, securities, patents,
copyrights, etc. . the chancellor would entertain a complaint
(called a bill iiif<]nitti)trom a creditor, setting forth that he
was unable to collect his judgment out of property that
could )>e reached by legal process, and that the debtor li.nl

other property which ought to l>e applied in payment,
and asking that the defendant lie compelled to do what
equity and good conscience required to lie done. The
chancellor(the('ourt of Chancery) could compel the debtor
to assign his intangible property to a receiver, a mode of
relief which the law had never conferred ou a sheriff the

power to afford. Or if a creditor, to secure his demand,
obtained from his debtor a deed which in terms was an
absolute conveyance, and was proceeding to enforce it as
if It were so intended, the Court of Chancery would en-
tertain a complaint from the debtor offering to pay the
debt, and asking to lie allowed to redeem the land. The
steady growth of the complexities of property and of
business and social relations increased the cases requiring
equitable remedies to supply the deficiency of common-
law remedies, or equitable Interference with the uncon-
scionable enforcement of common-law rules, until the
procedure in equity developed a substantive system of
doctrines and remedies covering a great variety of sub-

jects scarcely contemplated by the common law. In Eng-
land and the I nitcd States the doctrines of the common
law have now generally been subjected to the established
modillcations introduced by equity, and in many jurisdic-
tions the two systems of rules thus merged ami modified
are administered hy the same courts. This new system
Is generally known in the I'nited States as the code prac-
tice, or the vw or reformat procedure.

There is not ... a single department of the law which
is more completely fenced in hy principle, or that Is bet-
ter limit.-. I by considerations of public convenience, both
in doctrine and discipline, than equity.

-'.>/. Misc. Writings, p. 540.

(c) The court or jurisdiction in which these doc-
trines are applied : as, a suit in equity, (d) An
equitable right; that to which one is justly en-
titled; specifically, a right recognized by courts
of equity which the common law did not provide
for: as, the wife's equity, or her right, when her
husband sought to enforce his common-law
claim to reduce her property to his own posses-
sion, to have a portion of it settled on herself.

(e) The remaining interest belonging to one
who has pledged or mortgaged his property,
or the surplus of value which mav remain after
the propertv has been disposed of for the satis-

faction of hens. [U. S.] (/) A right or obli-

gation incident to a property or contract as

equivalent

between two persons, but not incident to the

property or contract from its own nature. In

this sense used in the plural, /tajialjf and l.mr-

ri iii-i-. Equity of a statute, t uiv.n to a statute In
,e i -n|. lam -. lib hat i>,le, -ntt d it- ica-on ;i nil spirit, which
might not be i.'iven to it l>v a stiiith ht'ial r, ailing

Equity of redemption, (a) MM i^lit of a mortgager or
a pledger hy absolute deed to redeem the pro|M-rt> by pay
Ing the debt, even after forfeiture, but before sale under
toiei losiire. or unconditional transfer of title, or ln-toi.-

this right is barred i.\ .tatnt,< ..t limitation, (fr) In

iinM-yancing, in the I'nited States, the ownership of or
title to real property which is subject to a mortgage : some.
times simply called r<inU;i. Equity side of the court,
or equity term, in a court in which U>th equity and tie

common law are separately retained and administered, a
session or a term In which causes in equity are heard, an
distinguished from those in which common-law causes are
heard. =8yn. 1. Kectitudc. fairness, honesty, uprightness.

2. Ki'lht. /.'"'. etc. fttuJHttire.

equity-draftsman (ek'wi-ti -drafts 'man), .

In England, a barrister who draws pleadings in

equity.

equivale (e'kwi-val), . t. ; pret. and pp. eqvi-
rnled, ppr. rqitiraliug. [< LL. (rquivalere, have

equal power, be equivalent, < L. eequus, equal,
+ valere, be strong, have power: see raliant,

ralid, and of. fofewMfc] To be equivalent to.

[Rare.]
A unit of thought would n]ui'rale many units of life ;

and a unit of life, many units of purely mechanical force.

Alien, aiul Xeurul., VI. 61S.

equivalence (e-kwiv'a-lens), n. [= F. Equiva-
lence = Sp. Pg. cquivale'iicia = It. equivalenza ,

< ML. (equicalfntia, < LL. a?quivale(t-)it, equiv-
alent: see eqiiiralrnt.] The condition of being
equivalent ; equality in value ; correspondence
in signification, force, nature, or the like : as, a
universal eqiiinilener of weights and measures
is extremely desirable; exact equiralfiice be-
tween different words is rare. Also equiralenry.

To restore him to some proportion or equicalertcc with
that state of grace from whence he is fallen.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), I. 18-2.

That there is any equivalence or parity of worth betwixt
the good we do to our brother and the good we hope for
from loid, all good Protestants do deny. /;/. Smatridge.

Since we regard as the highest life that which, like our
own. shows great complexity in the eorresjiondences, . . .

the effttiratence lietween degree of life and degree of cor-

res|Hindence is unquestionable.
//. Splicer, Prin. of BioL, 32.

Equivalence Of force, the doctrine that force of one
kind becomes transformed into force of another kind of

tile same value. Xeeenerit}/.- Equivalence Of functions.
See/wMrfiVm.

equivalencet (e-kwiv'a-Iens), c. t. [< equiva-
lence, n.] To tie equivalent to

; counterpoise.
Whether the resistfhility of his reason did not equira-

/-*' the facility of her seduction.
Kir T. Brnmie, Vulg. Err., 1. 1.

equivalency (e-kwiv'a-len-si). M. 1. Same as

equiraleuce. &. In clieiii.. the property pos-
sessed by an element or radical of combining
with another element or radical or of replacing
it in a compound body in definite and unalter-
able proportions. Tlie word Is sometimes used as

synonymous with valence or qiianticalcHct, as in the ex-

tract. See law of equivalents, under equivalent .

A radicle may as a rule lie made to change its cquim-
leitctt, or basic power, hy the removal of hydrogen.

If. A. Miller, Elem. of Chem., I IO58.

equivalent (e-kwiv'a-lent), a. and n. [= F.

equivalents: Sp. Pg. It. eqxiralente, <, LL. tfquiva-

len(t-)tt, having equal power, ppr. of a'quivalere,
have equal power : seecqruicn/e.] I. a. 1. Equal
in value, force, measure, power, effect, import,
or meaning; correspondent; agreeing; tanta-
mount: as, circumstantial evidence may be
almost equiraleiit to full proof.
There is no Request of yours hut is ei/niraletit to a Com-

mand with me. Hotcell, Letters, iv. 34.

Samson, far renown'd.
The dread of Israel's foes, who with a strength
KifttiraUnt to angels, walk'd their streets,
None offering light. Miltm, S. A., I. 343.

K, ,r now to serve and to minister, servile and ministerial,
are terms equivalent. South, Sermons.

Kxpressions which are identical are also equivalent, but
the converse does not hold.

','. //. Lemt, Prolw. of Life ami Mind, II. II. f 80.

If the constraining force lie not literally law, hut some-
thing of eqtn'rfilent etfect, such as a social opinion or ex-

pectation, the morality that results will be of the same
kind. J R. Steles, Nat. Religion, p. 159.

2. In geol., contemporaneous in origin; corre-

sponding in position in the scale of rocks: as,

the equiralen t strata of different countries. See
II., 2. 3. In f/eom., having equal areas or

equal dimensions: said of surfaces or magni-
tudes. 4. In Wo/., having the same morphic
valence; homologous in structure. Calculus of
equivalent statements. See Calcutta.



equivalent

II. . 1. That which is equal in value,

measure, power, force, import, or meaning, to

something else; something that corresponds,
balances, compensates, etc.

For every dinner he gave them, they returned an equiv-
alent in praise. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxvii.

[Some men] fancy a regular obedience to one law will

be a full equivalent for their breach of another. Rogers.

2. In geol., a stratum or series of strata in one
district formed contemporaneously with a stra-

tum or series of a different lithological character

in a different region, or occupying the same rel-

ative position in the scale of rocks, and agreeing
in the character of its fossils if deposited under
similar circumstances: thus, the Caen building-
stone of France is the equivalent of the Eng-
lish Bath oolite Endosmotic equivalent. See en-

dosmotic. Lawofequivalents, in chem., the law that the
several combining weights of any number of bodies which
form coinpoundswithagiven other body are either the same
or simple multiples of the combining weights of these sev-

eral bodies when they form compounds with one another.

Thus, if a body A unite with other bodies B. C, D, then the

quantities B, C, D(the letters being used to denote the com-

bining quantities as well as the bodies) which unite witli

it, or some simple multiples of these quantities, represent
for the most part the proportions in which they unite

among themselves. The various quantities A, B, C, D (or

multiples of them) are termed the equivalents of one an-

other. Thus, 1 part by weight of hydrogen unites with 8

parts by weight of oxyg_en to form water, with 35.5 of chlo-

rin to form hydrochloric acid, with 16 of sulphur to form

sulphureted hydrogen ;
these quantities or their multiples

are therefore regarded as equivalents of one another, 8

parts ofoxygen uniting with 35.5 of chlorin to form chlorin

monoxid(Cl20), and 16 of sulphur with 8 x 2 of oxygen to

form sulphurous oxid (SC>2). When the atomic weights are

taken into account (H = 1, O = 16, S = 32, Cl = 35.5), it is

seen that one atom of hydrogen is the combining equiv-
alent of one of chloriu, and two atoms of hydrogen of

one of oxygen and one of sulphur ; and taking the quan-
tivalence of hydrogen as unity, chlorin is univalent, oxy-
gen and sulphur are bivalent. Upon this equivalency or

quantivalence of the different elements is based their clas-

sification into monads, dyads, triads, tetrads, etc., and ac-

cents (sloping strokes) are frequently appended to the sym-
bols in a formula toshow to which class the bodies belong, as

H2O", N"'H3 ,
C""H4 or C'vHi. Mechanical or dynamic

equivalent of heat, in physics, the amount of mechan-
ical energy which is equivalent to (that is, which when
transformed into heat will produce) one heat unit. This
constant quantity has been determined in several ways.
The first accurate experiments were by Joule, who mea-
sured the amount of heat produced by the friction of a

paddle-wheel in a vessel of water, the energy required to
turn the paddle being supplied by a known weight de-

scending through a known distance. Joule found that to

raise one pound of water 1 F. (heat unit), 772 foot-pounds
of mechanical work were required, and to raise it through
1C., 1,390 foot-pounds. This constant is often called Joule's

equivalent. See heat. Morphological equivalents, the
similar forms which occur in different genetic series hav-

ing a common origin, and probably due to similar causes.

A. Hyatt.

equivalent (e-kwiv'a-lent), v. t. [< equivalent,

a."] To produce or constitute an equivalent to
;

answer in full proportion; equal or equalize.
J. N. Lockyer.
equivalently (e-kwiv'a-lent-li), adv. 1. In an

equivalent mariner.

We seldom in kind, or equivalently, are ourselves clear
of that which we charge upon others.

Barrow, Works, I. xx.

2t. In a manner equal to the occasion; suffi-

ciently; adequately.
Insufficient am I

His grace to magnify,
And laude equivalently.

Sketton, Poems, p. 88.

equivalue (e-kwi-val'u), v. t. ; pret. and pp. equi-

valued, ppr. equivaluing. [< L. cequus, equal, +
E. value. Of. equivale.] To put the same value

upon ;
rate as equal. [Bare.]

He has the fault of all our antiquaries, to equivalue the
noble and the rabble of authorities.

W. Taylor, in Robberds, I. 470.

equivalve (e'kwi-valv), . and n. [< L. (eqnus,

equal, + valva, the leaf of a door, a folding
door : see valve."} I. a. In conch., having valves

equal in size and form, as a bivalve mollusk.
Also equivalvtllar. =Syn. See equilateral.

II. n. A bivalve shell in which the valves
are of equal size and form.

equivalved (e'kwi-valvd), a. [< equivalve +
-ef?2.] Same as equivalve. [Rare.]
equivalvular (e-kwi-val'vu-lar), a. [< equi-
valve, after valvular.'] Same as equivalve.

equivocacyt (e-kwiv'o-ka-si), n. [< equivo-
ca(te), a., + -cy."] Equivocalness.

It is unreasonable to ascribe the equivocacy of this form
unto the hatching of a toad. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

equivocal (e-kwiv'o-kal), a. and . [= It.

equivocale, < LL. aiquivocus, of like sound, am-
biguous: see equivoke.] I. a. 1. Being of
doubtful signification; capable of being under-
stood in different senses; ambiguous; doubt-

1988

ful : as, an equivocal word, term, or sense ;
an

equivocal answer.

The beauties of Shakspere are not of so dim or equivocal
a nature as to be visible only to learned eyes. Jeffrey.

One man's gift is to tell the truth. ... He does not

know how to say anything which is insincere, or even

equivocal or dubious. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 418.

2. Of doubtful quality, origin, or significance ;

capable of being ascribed to different motives
or causes; suspicious; dubious: as, an equivo-
cal character; equivocal relations; an equivo-
cal reputation.
For this reason he has cut but an equivocal figure in

benevolent societies. Lamb, My Relations.

3f. Equivocating.
What an equivocal companion is this !

Shak., All's Well, v. 8.

Equivocal action. See action. Equivocal cause*, a

principal cause which is of a different nature from and
better than its effect. Equivocal Chord. See chord, 4.

Equivocal generation, in biol., a supposed spontane-
ous evolution from something of a different kind. See

spontaneous generation, under generation, and abiogenesix.

Equivocal symptom, in pathol., a symptom which

may arise from several different diseases. Equivocal
test, an inconclusive test.

I know well enough how equivocal a test this kind of

popular opinion forms of the merit that obtained it [pub-
lic confidence]. Burke, To a Noble Lord.

=Syn. Doubtful, Ambiguous, etc. (see obscure, a.); inde-

terminate.

H. n. A word or term of doubtful meaning,
or capable of different interpretations.

Shall two or three wretched equivocals have the force

to corrupt us? Dennis.

In languages of great ductility, equivocals like those

just referred to are rarely found.
F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 168.

equivocally (e-kwiv'o-kal-i), adv. In an equivo-
cal manner; so as to leave the matter uncertain

;

ambiguously; uncertainly; doubtfully.
Which [courage and constancy] he that wanteth is no

other than equivocally a gentleman, as an image or car-

case is a man.
Harrow, Sermon on Industry in our Several Callings.

No language is so copious as to supply words and

phrases for every complex idea, or so correct as not to in-

clude many equivocally denoting different ideas.

Madison, Federalist, No. xxxvii.

equivocalness (e-kwiv'o-kal-nes), n. [< equivo-
cal + -ness."] The character of being equivo-
cal

; ambiguity ;
double meaning.

The equivocalness of the title gane a handle to those
that came after. Waterland, Hist. Athanasian Creed, viii.

equivocant (e-kwiv'o-kant), . [< ML. cequivo-

can(t-)s, ppr! of ceqnivocari, be called by the
same name, have the same sound: see equivo-

cate, ).] 1. Having like sounds but different

significations. 2. Equivocal.
An answere by oracle . . . which verely was true, but

no less ambiguous and equivocant, Aio te, .-Eacide, Roma-
nos vincere posse, I say, thyself jEacides the Romans van-

quish may. Holland, tr. of Animianus, p. 224.

equivocate (e-kwiv'o-kat), v.
; pret. and pp.

equivocated, ppr. equivocating. [< ML. aiquivo-

catus, pp. of wquivocari, be called by the same
name, have the same sound ( > It. equivocare =
Sp. Pg. eqttivocar= F. equivoquer, equivocate),
< LL. cequivocus, having the same sound, am-
biguous: see equivocal, equivoke."] I. intrans.

To use words of a doubtful signification ;
ex-

press one's opinions in terms which admit of

different interpretations; specifically, to use

ambiguous expressions with a view to mislead
;

prevaricate.
They were taught by the Jesuits to equivocate on oath.

Proceedings against Garnet (1606), sig. V, 3.

You have a sly equivocating vein
That suits me not. Shelley, The Cenci, i. 2.

Prebendaries and rectors were not ashamed to avow
that they had equivocated. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xvi.

Il.t trans. To render equivocal ;
render false

or lying.
He equivocated his vow by a mental reservation.

Sir G. Buck, Hist. Richard III., p. 142.

equivocatet (e-kwiv'o-kat), a. [< ML. aiquivo-

catus, pp. : see the verb.] Having a double

signification.

equivocation (e-kwiv-o-ka'shon), n. [= F.

equivocation = 'Sp. equivocation = Pg. equivo-

cfao = It. equivocazione, < ML. aquivocatio(n-),
< (eqitivocari, have the same sound: see equivo-

cate, v."] 1. In logic, a fallacy depending upon
the double signification of some one word: dis-

tinguished from amphibology, which depends
upon the doubtful interpretation of a whole
sentence.

The great sophism of all sophisms being equivocation
or ambiguity of words and phrase, specially of such words
as are most general and intervene in every inquiry.

Bacon, Advancement ol Learning, II, iii. 394,

Equulidae

Although there be no less than six [verbal fallacies], yet
are there but two thereof worthy our notation, and unto
which the rest may be referred : that is, the fallacy of

equivocation, and amphibology, which conclude from the

ambiguity of some one word, or the ambiguous syntaxis of

many put together. Sir T. Brou-ne, Vulg. Err., i. 4.

2. Ambiguity of speech ; specifically, the use,
with a view to mislead, of words or expressions

susceptible of a double signification ; prevarica-
tion.

To lurk under shifting ambiguities and equivocations of

words in matters of principal weight is childish.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. 1.

I pull in resolution, and begin
To doubt the equivocation of the fiend,
That lies like truth. Shak., Macbeth, v. 5.

= Syn. Prevarication, etc. (see evasion); shuffling, quib-

bling, quibble, equivoke.

equiyocator (e-kwiv'o-ka-tor), n. [< ML.
equivocator, < aiquivocari, have the same sound :

see equivocate.] One who equivocates; a pre-
varicator.

Knock, knock : who's there i' the other devil's name?
'Faith, here's an equivocator, that could swear in both the

scales against either scale ; . . . yet could not equivocate
to heaven ; O, come in, equivocator. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3.

A secret liar or equivocator is such a one as by mental

reservations, and otner tricks, deceives him to whom he

speaks, being lawfully called to deliver all the truth.

Fuller, Holy State, p. 390.

equivocatory (e-kwiv'o-ka-to-ri), a. [< equivo-
cate + -ory.] Indicating or characterized by
equivocation. Craig.

equivockt, See equivoke.

equivoke, equivoque (ek'wi-vok), n. [For-

merly also equivock; = G. equivoque = Dan.
ekvivok = Sw. ekivok, < F. equivoque = Pr. equi-
voc= Sp. equivoco = Pg. It. equivoco, < L. cequi-

rocus, of like sound, of the same sound but of

different senses, ambiguous, < cequus, equal, +
vox (voc-), voice, sound, word, vocare, call: see

vocal."] If. One of two or more things of dif-

ferent nature but having the same name or

designated by the same vocable.
I know your equivocks,

You are growne the better fathers of 'em o' late.

B. Jomton, Devil is an Ass, iii. 1.

Equivokes be such things as have one self name, and yet
be divers in substance or definition : as a natural dog and
a certain star in the firmament are both called by one
name in Latin, Canis, yet they be nothing like in sub-

stance, kind, or nature. Blundeville (1599).

2. An ambiguous term
;
a word susceptible of

different significations.
I loved you almost twenty years ago ; I thought of you

as well as I do now ; better was beyond the power of con-

ception ; or, to avoid an equivoque, beyond the extent of

my ideas. Bolingbroke, To Swift.

3. Equivocation.
When a man can extricate himself with an equivoque in

such an unequal match, he is not ill off.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 33.

equivorous (e-kwiv'o-rus), a. [< L. equus, a

horse, + vorare, devour, + -CMS.] Feeding or

subsistingonhorse-flesh; hippophagous. Smart.

Equiwrous Tartars. Quarterly Rev.

Equula (ek'wij-la), n. [NL., < L. equula, a little

mare.] A genus of fishes, type of the family

Equula tdentula.

Equulida!, embracing a few species of the West
Indies and the Pacific ocean, as E. edentula.

Equuleus (e-kwo'le-us), n. [L., usually contr.

eculeus, a colt, a rack (instrument of torture)
in the shape of a horse, dim. of equus, a horse.]
1. An ancient northern constellation, supposed
to represent a horse's head. It lies west of the

head of Pegasus, and its brightest star is of the

fourth magnitude. Also Equiculiis. 2. [?.('.]

In Rom. antiq. ,
a kind of rack used for extorting

confessions from suspected or accused persons.
Equuleus plctoris [painter's easel], generally called

Pictor, a southern constellation invented by Lacaille. It

lies south of the Dove and west of Canopus, and its bright-
est star is of the fourth magnitude.

Equulidae (e-kwo'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Equula
+ -nte.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes,

typified by the genus Equula. They have an oblong,
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compressed body covered uitli ilei-Mnous i-yelohl scalei,

an elevated sii|ira-occi|iital crest, very protractile jaws,
mimiti in-ill mi the jaws and none on tin- palate, a long
dorsul II" with about s spines in (milt, and a linn- anal tin

with 3 spines. These fishes have heen generally appnix-
iinuted to the scomhroids, lint have rather the aspect uf

(Irrritlae. Aliout at) species of small size occur in the Indo-

I'acific region.

Equus (o'kwus), n. [L., a horse. = AS. Mft, M
(poet.), a horse, = OS. chu = OHG. ehu, a horse,
= lool.jor, ace. jo (poet.), ahorse, stallion, =
Or. irrn-of, dial, toitof = Skt. ctejva,

a horse.] The

typical genus of the family EquMie, formerly
conterminous with the family, now often re-

stricted to the horses proper, as distinguished
from the asses and zebras. The horse is E.
mlnilliii. See horse, and cut under Equities.

ert, <i'li'- A Middle English form of ere1 .

-er s [< ME. -ere (in early ME., as in AS., the

final e was sounded), < AS. -ere = OS. -eri =
OFries. -ere, -er = D. -er = MLG. -ere, -er, LG.
-er = OHG. -art, -art, -eri, MHG. -ere, -er, G.
-cr = Icel. -ari = 8w. -are = Dan. -er = Goth.

-uri-i-s; a common Teut. formative, suffixed to

verbs to form nouns of the agent, as in AS. bee-

cere, a baker, creopere, a creeper (cripple), del-

fere, a delver, etc.
;
= L. -ariu-8 (whence di-

rectly E. -ary1 , -ari-an, and ult. -er2 ) = Gr. -t/pio-f

(in L. and Gr. forming adjectives (used also as

nouns) from nouns or verbs) ; orig. a compound
suffix, < *-ar + -in.] An English suffix, origi-

nally and properly attached to verbs to form
nouns of the agent, as in baker, creeper, delver,

driver, reader, sower, writer, etc. Though denoting
usually a person, it may denote also, or only, a thing, as

ruler, heater, grater, poker, etc. In use it is equivalent
to the Latin -or in such (onus as instructor, one who in-

structs, actor, one who acts, confessor, one who confesses,
etc. Accordingly, English verbs from Latin supine or per-
fect participle stems may form their noun of the agent
with English -erl or Latin -or: instructer or instructor, con-

/eager or confessor, etc. Usually they prefer the Latin form,
taking it directly (or mediately through Middle English
-our, < Old French -our, < Latin -or, etc.) from the Latin,
or forming it hy analogy (as depositor, radiator, etc., for

which there is no Latin original). The snllix -or is thus
a rough means of distinguishing words of Latin origin :

compare auditor, instructor, factor, etc., with their literal

English equivalents hearer, teacher, doer, etc. In many
words, as biographer, geographer, philologer, philosopher,
etc., there is no accompanying verb, the suffix, which is

equally referable to '/-, being attached, cumulatively
(tirst in philosopher), to the original (Latin or Greek) term
signifying an agent. (See -r2.) In another use, also with-
out reference to a verb, -er, attached to names of towns or

countries, signifies an inhabitant of or one who belongs
to the town or country, as Londoner, yew-Yorker, Hoi-

lander, Knglander, New-Bnglander, etc., like German Ber-

liner, Lcipziger, JSnglander, Hollander, etc.

-er2. [< ME. -er, -ere, < OF. -er, -ier, F. -ier =
Sp. Pg. -iero, -ero = It. -iere, -era, < L. -arius

(whence directly E. -ary1
, -ari-an, as in anti-

quary, antiquarian, n., justiciary, etc.) = -er1 :

see -eri.] \ suffix of Latin origin, denoting
usually a person, and often an agent, but not,
like -eri, usually associated with a verb, it ap-
pears in justicer, commissioner, officer, prisoner, pension-
er, etc. In many words of more recent formation the suf-

nx may bo taken as either -eri or -er-. In some words, as

rhaiuellur, It has assumed the form of Latin -or. In words
recently formed or taken from the French it appears as

ier or -eer. In many words it has become merged or
is mergeable with the English -IT' .

-er3. [< ME. -er, with suffix of declension -ere,

often with syncope -re, < AS. -er, -or in adverbs,
but in adjectives always with suffix of declen-

sion, masc. -a, fern, and neut. -e, and reg. with

syncope -r-a, -r-e; = OS. -ir-o = D. -er = OHG.
-ir-o, -ro, MHG. -ere, -er, G. -er = Icel. -r-i =
Sw. -r-e = Dan. -r-e = Goth. -j-a, -oz-a, fern.

->:-<>, -oz-ti, neut. -i:-o, -o:-o = L. m. f. -tor, neut.
-IMS (-ior) = Gr. m. f. -lav (-tov-), neut. -mv =
Skt. -it/as (nom. ra. -iydn, f. -iyasi, n. -iyas); a

comparative suffix, of the orig. Indo-Eur. form
*-m,v. It appears as -es- in the superlative suf-

nx -esfl, q. v.] A suffix of adjectives, forming
the comparative degree, as in colder, deeper,
iin/itir, hii/i/cr, etc., and being cognate with the
Latin comparative suffix -or, -ior, neuter -us,

-ius, represented in English in major, minor,
minus, prior, superior, inferior, etc. in lesser,

former, the sufnx is cumulative. In better, worse, less

(for irregular suffix, see etymology), the suffix is attached,
to a now non-existing positive. In upper, inner, outer,
utter, etc., the positive is adverbial. See the words men-
tioned.

-er4 . [< ME. -er-en, < AS. -er-ian (not common)
= D. -er-en = G. -er-en, -er-n, etc.] A suffix of

verbs, giving them a frequentative and some-
times a diminutive sense, as patter from pat,

swagger from swag, flutter from float, sputter
from spout, etc. It is equivalent to and cognate with
the fri'qui'utative -le (that is, -'0- as ill dialectal pottle =
intti-r, xfiitil,' fnmi xiul, etc. An a formative of new
words it is srjinvly used.

-er. [X OF. -T, -re. term, of nouns from inf.,<
inf. -er, -IT, < lj. -<<;<, -<rr, -<r<

,
inf. suffix of 1st,

1989

2d, and 3d declensions respectively.] A suffix

of certain nouns, mostly technical terms of the
law (from Old Law French), as attainder, mis-

nomer, trover, user, non-user, waiver, etc. In

endeavor, endeavour, the orig. -er is disguised in

the spelling.
Er. In client., the symbol for erbium.

er. In her., an abbreviation of ermine.

era (e'ra), . [First in the LL. form cera; = G.
dra = Sw. ero = Dan. cera = F. ere = 8p. Pg. It.

era, < LL. cera, an era or epoch from which time
is reckoned (first in Isid. Orig. 5, 36, in the 7th

century), appar. a particular use of LL. cera, a

given number according to which a reckoning
or calculation is to be made (occurring but once
in this sense, and somewhat doubtful), this be-

ing a particular use of cera, an item of an ac-

count, a sing, formed from cera, pi., the items
of an account, counters, pi. of ces, ore, brass,

money: see ces and ore1
. Some refer the LL.

word to Qoih.jer = E. year, q. v.] 1. A tale

or count of years from a fixed epoch ; a period
during which, in some part or parts of the

world, years are numbered and dates are reck-
oned from a particular point of time in the

past, generally determined by some historical

event. See phrases below.

The series of years counted from any civil epoch is

termed an era or count of years. Thus, we speak of the

era of the olympiads, of the foundation of Rome, etc. The
practice of some historians of treating the terms epoch
and era as synonymous is not advisable.

Ideler, Handbook of Chronology (trans.).

It is our purpose , . . to fix the epochs at which the eras

respectively commenced.
W. L. R. Gates, Encyc. Brit., V. 711.

2. A series of years having some distinctive his-

torical character : as, the era of good feeling (see
below). 3. Loosely, an epoch from which time
is reckoned, or a point of time noted for some
event or occurrence; an epoch in general: as,
the era of Christ's appearance Armenian era,
an era commencing A. D. 562, July 9th. Byzantine era.
Same as era of Constantinople. Caesarean era, one of

several eras used in Syria, commencing from 40 to 47 B. c.

that Is, between the battle of Pharsalia and the arrival

of Cwsar in Syria. Caka or Saka era, an era much used
in India, beginning A. I). 78. Catonlc era. See era of the

foundation of Rome. Chaldean era, an era beginning in

the autumn of 311 B. c., but Identified by some chronolo-

gers with the era of the Seleueidaj. Christian era. See

vulgar era. Common era. Sameaspn/oarera. Era of
Actium, an era dating from the battle of Actium, 31 B. c.,

September 3d. Era Of Alexander, an era dating from
the death of Alexander the Great, in May or June, 323 B. c.

Era Of Alexandria, one of two eras used by early Chris-

tians in Alexandria. According to that which was used

previous to the accession of Diocletian, that event (A. D.

284) took place in the year 6787 of the world ; but soon af-

terward ten years were struck off from the count. Era of
Antioch. (a) A Cresarean era beginning 49 B. c., Sept. 1st.

(o) A Csesarean era beginning 48 B. c., Oct. 1st. (c) An
era coinciding with the reformed era of Alexandria. Era
of Augustus, an era dating from the accession of C. Oc-
tavius to the title of Augustus, 27 B. c. Era of Christ.
Same as vulgar era. Era Of Constantinople, the era
used in the Greek Church, according to which the begin-

ning of the vulgar era fell In the year 6509 of the world.
The civil year commences September 1st, but the ecclesi-

astical year in the spring. Also called Byzantine era.

Era of contracts. Same as Seteucidan era. "Era. of Dio-

cletian, an era beginning A. D. 284, August 29th, being the

beginning of the first Egyptian year after the accession of

the emperor Diocletian. Era of good feeling, in U. S.

hist., a period corresponding to the greater part of the
administrations of James Monroe, or about 1817 to 1824,

during which there was little party strife, Monroe being
reflected President In 1820 without opposition. Era of

kings. Same as Seleucidan era. En. of martyrs, the
era of Diocletian : so called because of the great persecu-
tions during his reign. Era of Nabonassar, an Impor-
tant era in ancient astronomy, dating from 747 B. c., Feb-

ruary 26th, at noon. Era of the Caesars. Same as Span-
ish era. Era Of the foundation of Rome (abbrevia-

tion, A. U. C., representing the Latin anno urbis condittc,
in the year of the building of the city), the era of ancient

Rome, usually reckoned after Varro from 75S B. c. Other
dates are those fixed by M. Porcius Cato (the Catonic era),
751 B. c. ; Polybius, 760 ; and Fabius Pictor. 747. All these
eras begin April 21st. Era of the Incarnation. Same
as vulgar era. Era Of Tyre, an era reckoning from 126
B. c., October 19th. Era of Varro. See era of the foun-
dation of Rome. 'Era. of Vikramadltya, an era much
used in India, beginning 57 B. c. Era of Yezdegird, nn
era beginning with the accession of Yealepird III., A. i>.

632, June 16th. Gelalsean era. Same as Persian era.

Jewish era, the era used in modern times by the Jews,
dating from about 3760 B. c., and connected with their in-

tricate calendar. Julian era, an era dating from the re-

form of the calendar by Julius Cresar, 46 B. c., January 1st.

Mohammedan era, the era in use among the Arabs,
Turks, etc., dating from the hejlra, A. D. 622, July 16th.

The calendar Is lunar. Mundane era, an era lieginniug
with the supposed epoch of the creation. Such are the
Jewish and other eras. Bishop Vssher placed this event
in the year 40O4 B. c. Olympladlc era, the epoch of the
first Olympiad, 776 B. 0., July 1st. Persian era, an era

having the same epoch aa that of Yezdegird, but reckon-

fhg tlie years according to a complicate*! solar lunar cal-

endar. Also called Gflalira n era. Pharaonic era, a sup-
posed era attributed to the Egyptians under the Pharaohs.

Philippic era. Sunn- ;tx the era of Alexander: so
called after I'hilippus Arrhidteus, the half-brother and

Eragrostis
successor of Alexander. Seleucidan era, an era dating
friini the occupation "f I'mMlm! by Selfiicus Nicatur, In

the autumn of 3I2 B. ('., extensively
followed In the Le-

vant, and not v t <ntuely disused. Also called rra of
kings and era of contracts. Spanish era, an era dating
from 38 B. c., January 1st, In use in Spain until the tml of

the fourteenth century. Also called era of the Casars.

Vulgar era, or Christian era, the era beginning with
the birth of Christ; the ordinary count of years In Chris-

tian countries; the "years of our Lord," the "yean of

grace," etc. The abbreviation A. D. (Latin anno Domini, In

the year of the Lord), or P. C. (Latin pott Christum, after

Christ), is prefixed to the numlier of yean after the epoch,
and B. C. (before Christ), or A. C. (Latin ante Christum, be-

fore Christ), is suffixed to the yean before the epoch. The
year preceding A. D. 1 Is 1 B. c. ; but astronomers call the
latter year 0, and the year preceding it 1. The vulgar erm

was invented in the sixth century by Dlonyslus Exlguiu,
and came Into general use under the Carlovingians. The
years were originally and are now considered as beginning

January 1st Dionysius supposed that Jesus Christ was
born December 25th, A. D. 1, a date which Is now univer-

sally considered to be from three to six yean too late. It

was, however, until this century generally understixxi

that the era was fixed upon the supposition that Christ

was born December 25th, 1 B. c. It was for several centu-

ries a common practice to begin the year on March 25th,

the day of the Annunciation. The result was that in some
places the year, which according to the original and now
universal practice would begin on January 1st, was taken
to begin on the previous March 25th, whlleinotherplaces
it was taken to begin on the subsequent March 25th. In

England the latter method was used. The year was often

taken to begin on December 25th. During a part of the sev-

enteenth and eighteenth centuries lx>th yean were com-

monly given to dates between December 25th and the fol-

lowing March 25th: thus, January 9th, 109|. Also called

common era, era ofChrist, era of the Incantation. =Syn. 2.

Period, Age, etc. Se epoch.

eradiate* (e-ra'di-at), v. i. [< L. e, out, + rarfi-

atus, pp. of radiare, radiate: see radiate.] To
shoot forth, as rays of light; radiate; beam.

A kind of life eradiating and resulting both from Intel-

lect and Psyche. Dr. //. Jfor, Notes on Psychoioia.

eradiation (e-ra-di-a'shon), n. [< eradiate +
-ion."] Emission of rays or beams, as of light ;

emission by or as if by rays ;
radiation.

He flret supposeth some eradiation and emanation of

spirit, or secret quality, or whatsoever, to be directed from
our bodies to the blood dropped from it.

Hales, Golden Remains, p. 288.

God gives me a heart humbly to converse with him from
whom alone are all the eradiations of true majesty.

Sit-on Basilikf.

eradicable (e-rad'i-ka-bl), a. [< eradica(te) +
-ble.~\ Capable of being eradicated.

eradicate (f-rad'i-kat), r. t.
; pret. and pp. erad-

icated, ppr.' eradicating. [< L. eradicatus, pp.
of eradicare (> It. eradicare = OF. eradiquer,

erradiquer, vernacularly aracier, aracliier, F.

arracher : see ararei), root out, < e, out, + radix

(radic-), a root: see radical, etc.] 1. To pull

up by the roots ; destroy at the roots
;
root out

;

extirpate : as, to eradicate weeds.

Making It not only mortall for Adam to taste the one

(forbidden fruit), but capitall unto his posterity to eradi-

cate the other
| mandrake].

Sir T. Brown*, Vulg. Err., II 6.

An oak tree eradicated, that is, torn up by the roots.

Seott.

Hence 2. To destroy thoroughly ;
remove ut-

terly: as, to eradicate errors or disease.

Some men, under the notion of weeding out prejudices,
eradicate virtue, honesty, and religion.

Sw\ft, Thoughts on Various Subjects.

The work of eradicating crime is not by making pun-
ishments familiar, but formidable.

Goldsmith, Vicar, xxvil.

eradication (e-rad-i-ka'shpn), n. [= OF. eradi-

cation, < L. er'adicatio(n-), t. eradicare, root out:

see eradicate."] 1. The act of plucking up by
the roots, or the state of being plucked up by
the roots; extirpation.
The third {assertion] affirmeth the roots of Mandrakes

doe make a noyse or give a shreeke upon eradication.
Sir T. Brmme, Vulg. Err., II. 6.

Hence 2. Complete destruction or removal in

general.
Be true and sincere to thy best hopes and Interest, by

a perfect eradication of all thy exorbitant lusts and cor-

ruptions. Hallytccll, Melampronoea, p. 105.

eradicatiye (p-rad'i-ka-tiv), a. and n. [= OF.

eradicatif= It. eradicatiro ; as eradicate + -ire.]

I. a. Tending to eradicate or extirpate; remov-

ingor serving to remove entirely.
II. . In med., a remedy that effects a radi-

cal cure.

Thus sometimes eradications are omitted, In the begin-

ning requisite.

Whitloclf, Manners of English People, p. 88.

eradiculose (e-ra-dik'u-16s), a. [< L. c- priv.
-t- radicula, a rootlet (see radicle), + -oge.~\ In

hot., without rootlets.

Eragrostis (er-a-gros'tis), M. p^L"-- prob. < Or.

epa, earth,+ aypaorir,, a kind of grass : see Agroa-



Eragrostis

Us.'] A large genus of grasses, distinguished
from Poa by the more flattened spikelets and

the deciduous, carinate, three-nerved flower-

ing glume. There are about 100 species, of warm and

temperate regions, of which 20 are found in the United

States. They are of little agricultural value.

erandt, An obsolete form of errand1
.

1990

The Emstian doctrine, according to which the Church,

as such, has none of the prerogatives of government,
which inhere wholly in the State, had its adherents in

England and left its influence upon the English polity.

V. P. fisher, The Reformation, p. 500.

II. n. One who maintains the doctrines held

by or attributed to Erastus.

Winter Aconite (Eran-
this hitiiuili* .

cal genus of acanthaeeous plants, including 30

species, a few of which are occasionally culti-

vated in greenhouses.
Eranthis (e-ran'this), w. [NL., < Gr. ijp, contr.

of lap (= L. ver), spring, +
avOor,, a flower.] A genus of

dwarf spring-floweringherbs,
of the natural order Ranun-

eulaeea?, allied to Helleborus.
The stem bears a solitary flower

with several colored sepals. There
are only two species, the winter

aconite, E. hiemalis, of Europe,
and E. Sibiriciu, of the mountains
of Asia.

erasable, erasible (e-ra'sa-

bl, -si-bl), a. [(.erase + -riblt;

-ible.~\ Capable of being
erased. Clarke.

erase (e-ras'), v. t.; pret. and

pp. erased, ppr. erasing. [<

L. erasus, pp. of eradere,

scratch out, < v, out, + r<i-

dere, scrape, scratch: see

rase, raze.'] 1. To rub or

scrape out, as letters or char-

acters written, engraved, or

painted; efface; blot or

strike out
;

obliterate ;
ex-

punge : as, to erase a word or a name.
The image that, wellnigh erased,
Over the castle gate he did behold.
Above a door well wrought in colored gold

Again he saw.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 328. JJraX (e'raks), w.

Hence 2. To remove or destroy, as if by rub- [NL.;
irreg. < Gr.

bing or blotting out.

New England, we love thee ; no time can erase

From the hearts of thy children the smile on thy face.

O. W. Holmes, Semi-Centennial of the N. E. Society, p. 136.

St. To destroy to the foundation
;
raze.

The city [Aquileial was entirely erased by Attila in the

year four hundred and fifty-three.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 266.

= Syn. 1. Cancel, Obliterate, etc. (see efface) ; wipe out, rub

off, remove.

erase (e-ras'), a. [< L. erasus, pp.: see the

verb.]
'

In en torn., sinuate, with the sinuses

cut into smaller irregular notches: applied

especially to the wings of certain Lepidoptera.
erased (e-rasf), p. a. In her.,

^

represented as having been for-

cibly torn off, the separated
parts being left jagged, as op-

posed to couped. Also erased.

erasementt (e-ras'ment), n. [<

erase + -ment.~] Same as era-

sure, 1. Bailey (1727), Suppl.
eraser (e-ra'ser), n. One who
or that which erases. Specifically

government.

irasure (e-ra'zur), n. [< erase + -tire.'] 1.

The act of erasing, or rubbing or scraping out

or off; obliteration. Also erasitnt.

Fear would prevent any corruptions of them [records]

by wilful mutilation, changes, or eramres.

Homey, Prophecies of the Messiah.

2. An instance of erasing, or that which has

been erased, scratched out, or obliterated; the

place where something has been erased or ob-

literated: as, there were several eras-ares in the

document.
Tischendorf and Tregelles, in their separate examina-

tions of several thousands of corrections and eraturei.

differed in hardly a single case respecting the original

reading.
T. H. Home, Introd. to Study of Holy Script., IV. xv.

If some words are erased [in the deed] and others su-

perinduced, you mention that the superinduced words

were written on an erasure. Prof. Menzifx.

St. The act of razing or destroying to the

foundation ; total destruction : as, the erasure

of cities. Gibbon.

Erato (er'a-to), n. FL., < Gr. 'Epara, lit. the ere^t, -

Lovely <>arof , lovely, beloved, < tpiiv, love.] eret, r. t. An obsolete form of MB*.

1 In dr. myth., one of the Muses, she presided ereart, r. t. [An erroneous spelling of arear1
,

over lyric and especially amatory poetry, and is generally

Erechtheum

= Goth, airis, sooner), compar. form of AS. mr

= Icel. ar = Goth, air, adv., soon, early. See

the superl. erst and the deriv. early.'] l.t adv.

1. Early; soon.

Er ant late y be thy fo. Lyrical Poems (ed. Wright), p. 99.

or thay be dantit [daunted] with dreid, erar will thai de.

Gawan and Goloyras, ii. 16.

2. Before; formerly.
When it turnyt to the tyme as I told ere.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 980.

Whan Galashyn hadde herde that Gawein hadde seide,

he was neuer er so gladde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 190.

Sich noyse hard [heard] I never ere.

Towneley Mystenes, p. lob.

II. prep. Before, in respect of time.

We sculen . . . forletol lire misdede er lire lives ende.

Old Eng. Uomilies (ed. Morris), I. 19.

He would ere long make it dearer, and make a Penny
Loaf be sold for a Shilling. Baker, Chronicles, p. 75.

Our fruitful Nile

Flow'd ere the wonted season.

Dryden, All lor Love.

III. cottj. Before ;
sooner than.

But his term was tint, or it time were.

Alimvtider of Maceduine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 30.

It was not long ere. she intlam'd him so,

That he would algates with Pyrochles fight
Spenser, F. Q., II. v. 20.

Yer Eurus blew, yer Moon did Wex or Wane,
Yer Sea had fish, yer Earth had grass or grain,
God was not void of sacred exercise.

Kyltetter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

The nobleman saith unto him, Sir, come down ere my
child die. John iv. 49.

An obsolete form of ear1
.

represented crowned with roses and myrtle, and with the

lyre in the left hand and the plectrum in the right in the

act of playing.

2. [NL.] In soiil., a genus of cowries, of the

family CypraiUhe.
Risso, 1826.

cpav, love.] A ge-
nus of dipterous
insects, or flies,

of the family
Jsilidte, found-
ed by Macquart
in 1838 (after

Scopoli, 1763). It

is characterized by
a prominent face, by
the third joint of the
antennae being long-
er than the first, and
by the second sub-

marginal cell of the

wing being appen-
dicular. The larva of Erax bastardi feeds on the eggs of

the Rocky Mountain locust, Caloptenut xpretus.

erazed (e-razd'), a. In her., same as erased.

erbt, erbet, Obsolete spellings of lierb.

erberM, erberet, n.

arbor2 .

the

6
Erax bastardi.

IT, fly ; b, pupa : , full-grown larva. (All
al size. )

appar. by association with crce<.] To raise up.

That other love infects the soul of man ; thiscleanseth ;

that depresseth, this erears. Bm-ton, Anat. of Mel.

Brebus (er'e-bus), . [L., < Gr.'E/it/tof, in Ho-

mer, etc., a place of nether darkness between
the Earth and Hades (see def. 1); in Hesipd a

mythical being; cf. adj. iptfievvbc,, contr.

vof, dark, gloomy; perhaps akin to b^vi,

darkness of night, night, or else to Goth, r

darkness, Skt. rajas, the atmosphere, thick air,

mist, darkness.] 1. In classical myth.: (a) A
place of nether darkness through which the

shades pass on their way to Hades.

The motions of his spirit are dull as night,
And his affections dark as Erelms.

Shalt., M. of V., v. 1.

Harsh thunder, that the lowest bottom shook
Of Krebus. Milton, P. L, ii. 883.

(6) The son of Chaos, who married his sister

Night and was the father of ./Ether (the pure

air) and Day; darkness. 2. [NL.] In ro67.,

a genus of noctuid moths. E. odora is the largest

North American species of Xoctuidce, expanding six inches

Orchegardes and erberes euesed well clene.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 166.

In a lytyl erbi'.r that I have,

(a) A sharp- Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 97 (1st version).

pointed knife or blade set in a handle'for scraping out ,.,o, . r-vr-p. -i rnu,, __,nQt . fcuntirKr TAI-TY,
ink-marks, (b) A piece of prepared caoutchouc used for erber^t, [MK.] Ihe gullet . a hunting term.

rubbing out pencil-marks or ink-marks ;
a rubber.

Sythen thay slyt the slot, sesed the erber,

raslble, ". See erasable. Schaued wyth a scharp knyf, & the schyre knitten.

Tasion (e-ra'zhon),. [< L. as if *era&io(n-), Sir Gawayne and the Green Kniyht (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1330.

< eradere, pp. erasus, erase: see erase.] Same
er|,ia (er'bi-a), n. [NL., < erbium.'] In chem.,
the oxid of the metal erbium (Er2O3), a white

powder soluble in acids only.
srbium (er'bi-um), n. [NL., < (Ytf)erby in

Sweden, where gadolinite, the mineral which
contains this substance, is found.] Chemical

symbol, Er; A rare metal found along with

yttrium, terbium, and a number of other rare

elements in some rare minerals, as euxenite,

fergusonite, and gadolinite, in which it exists

as a tantalate or silicate.

II. . One who supports the system of an- erdet, v. i. [ME., < AS. eardidn, dwell, < card,
cient Greek pronunciation advocated by Eras- dwelling, country: see eard.'] To dwell.

ere1
(ar), adv., prep., and conj. [Also dial, ear

(see ear*), yer; < ME. ere, er, rer, ar, or (see
or1 ), < AS. air, adv., before, sooner, earlier,

formerly; prep., before; in the conjunctional

phrases'ar tham the. Her than the (air, prep., be-

fore ; tham, dat. of thwt, that; the, rel. conj.,

or more, and is of a dark-brown color sprinkled with gray
scales ; the reniform spot is black, with blue scales, and
encircled with brownish-yellow. The species isfound from

ete spellings of lierl. Maine to Brazil. See cut.under Koctuidm.

Middle English forms of Erechtheion (er-ek-thi'on), . Same as Erecli-

tlieum.

Erechtheum (er-ek-the'um), w. [NL., < Gr.

A Lion's Head
Erased.

. PP'
as erasure, 1.

Erasmian (e-ras'mi-an), a. and n. [< Erasmus
(see def.) 4- -ian,~\ '1. a. Pertaining or relat-

ing to Erasmus, a famous Dutch theologian,
scholar, and satirist (died 1536).

He is sighing for . . . the monastery of the White
Fathers, where he sipped the golden cordial, and listened

to Erasmian stories while the mistral rushed howling
through the belfry. Essays from The Critic, p. 121.

Erasmian pronunciation (of Greek). See pronuncia-
tion.

, < 'Epfxfevf , Erechtheus. ] The ' ' house

of Erechtheus"; a temple of Ionic order on the

Acropolis of Athens, noted as one of the most

original achievements of Hellenic architecture.
In the Erechtheum were grouped togetherthe distinct cults

of Athena I'olias (this foundation taking the place of the

ancient temple destroyed by the Persians), of Poseidon, of

the mythical hero-king of Athens, Erechtheus, and of other

subordinated divinities and heroes. The material of the

mus: opposed to Reuchlinian.

Erastian (e-ras'tian), a. and n. [< Erastus (see

def.) + -ian.~] I. a. Pertaining to Thomas Eras-

tus, a Swiss polemic (1524-83), author of a
work on excommunication, in which he pur-
posed to restrict the jurisdiction of the church.
Erastianism, or the doctrine of state supremacy in eccle-

siastical matters, is often, but erroneously, attributed to

him.

An Eravtian policy has often smoothed the way for

Uildebrandine domination.

Bp. Chr, Wordsworth, Church of Ireland, ]). 102.

that), abbr. csr tham, or thrm, or simply cer, conj.,

before (always with reference to time) ; a contr.

of the full compar. form atror, adv., which also

is frequent (= OS. er = OFries. er = D. n-r,

sooner, = OHG. er, G. eher, ehe = Icel. ar, early,

The Erechtheum, eastern elevation.

Erechtheum was Pentelic marble almostthronghont; there

was but little plastic decoration, apart from the caryatids ;

but the architectural carving, all the proportions, the

masonry, and the execution in general were of the utmost

perfection and refinement. (Sec cuts under anthcmwn-
nioldinij ean-aiul-ilart molainn, and caryatid.) The tem-

ple was completed toward the close of the fifth century
B. C. In the court of the temple crew the original olive-

tree, created by Athena, which sprouted again in one night
after its destruction by tin- Persians: and in buildings con-

nected with this court dwelt the priestess of Athena and
her attendant maidens called arrhephores.



Er-echthites

Erechthites (or-ck-tln'tfiz), H. [NL., orig. er-

roneciiisly l-'.ri-fhlitca (Uafiuesque), appar. < Or.

epextin>K (Dioscorides), a name for Senecio or

groundsel, < ipextietv, IT ml. break.] A small

genus of senecioid composite plants, found in

America, Australia, and New Zealand. 'Hie only
siwcles In the I'niied .stales is the llrcwced, /-,'. /

folia, :i ooai - Hiiiiial with numerous heads of whiti.sh

flowers and abillulant snft while pappus. It is especially

hvquenl whi re recent clearings have been bunieil over.

erect (e-rckt/), c. [< L. erectus, pp. of erigere

(> It. erigere, ergere = Pg. Sp. Pr. eriair = F.

eriger), set up, < e, out, up, + regere, make
straight, rule: see regent. Cf. arrect, cornrt,

direct, etc.] I. tranx. 1. To raise and set in an

upright or perpendicular position; setup; raise

up : as, to erect a telegraph-pole or a flagstaff.

There is a little Chappell made condultwise, wherein is

erected the picture of Christ and the Virgin Mary.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 11.

Once more
/.V.i-' the standard there of ancient Night.

Milton, P. L., II. 8a

There came out from the niche a low laugh that erected
the hairs upon ray head. /'-" . Tales, I. 352.

2. To raise, as a building; build; construct:

as, to erect a house or a temple ;
to erect a fort.

Inscriptions round the bases of the
pillars

Inform us
that the hall was erected by Darius and Xerxes, but re-

paired or restored by Artaxerxea Muemon, who added the

inscriptions. J. Fergimon, Hist. Arch., I. 200.

3. To set up or establish
;
found

;
form

;
frame :

as, to erect a kingdom orcommonwealth ;
to erect

a new system or theory.
There has been more religious wholesome laws
In the half-circle of a year erected
For common good than memory e'er knew of.

Middletun, Chaste Maid, ii. 1.

He had drawn above twenty persons to his opinion, and
they were intended to erect a plantation about the Narra-

gansett Bay. H'inthrop, Hist. New England, I. 200.

They procured a royal patent for ereetimj an academy
of projectors in Lagado. Sx irt, Gulliver's Travels, iii. 4.

4. To raise from a lower level or condition to a

higher ; elevate
;
exalt ; lift up.

This King IHeury II.] founded the Church of Bristol,
which K. Henry the Eighth afterward erected into a Cathe-
dral. Baker, Chronicles, p. 58.

I am far from pretending to infallibility ; that would be
to erect myself into an apostle.

/."./,,. On the Epistles of St. Paul.

When It [Palestine) was in possession of the Israelites,
it was erected into a kingdom under Saul.

J'ococte, Description of the East, II. I. 1.

They tried to erect themselves into a community where
all should be equally free. Goldtmith, Vicar, xlx.

6t. To animate ; encourage.
Erect your princely countenances and spirits.

Fletcher (and others), Bloody Brother, iii. 1.

Variety (as lioth Mustek and Khetorick teaches us) erect*

and rouses an Auditory, like the maiaterfull running over
many Cords and divisions.

Hilton, On Def. of Ilumb. Keuionst.

6t. To advance or sot forth
; propound.

Malehranche erects this proposition. Ijocke.

7. To draw, as a figure, upon a base
; construct,

as a figure : as, to erect a horoscope ; to erect a
circle on a given line as a semidiameter; to
erect a perpendicular to a line from a given
point in the line.

To erect a figure of the heavens at birth. This is merely
to draw a map of the heavens as they may appear at the
moment a child was born.

Zailkirl, Gram, of Astrology, p. 37u.

Erecting glass. Same as erector, !(*). Erecting prism.
SIT /.-/*MI. -Syn. 1. Upraise, nprear. 2 and 3. Con^trm t,

build, institute, establish, plant 1 and 4. iYwi/r. Bee
raixr.

II. intrant. To take an upright position;
rise.

The trifoilc, against raine, swelleth in the stalk, and so
standeth more upright; for by wet, stalkes doe .'nr^, anil

li-a\cs bow downe. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 827.

erect (e-rekf), a. [< ME. erect (= Pg. erecto =
It. eretto, erto: see alert), < L. erectu*, pp., up-
right, set up: see the verb.] 1. Having an
upright posture; standing; directed upward;
raised; uplifted.

His piercing eves, erect, appear to view
Superior \mrlds, and look all nature through.

rape.
A mon the Greek colonies and churches of Asia. Phila-

delphia is still erect a column in a scene of ruins.

Gibbon.
Tall and t-rfft the maiden stands.

Like some young priestess nf the WIHH!

n'hittii'r. MHUI; Mi-mine.

The head is drooped as nn accompaniment of shame ; it

is held erect and firm when defiance is expressed.
F. Warner, Physical Expression, p. 40.

S]n riticaUy -(a) In hi'r., set vertically In some umusii
I way : thus, a tioar's head charged with the muzzle or
snout uppermost, pointing to the top of the field, is said
to be erect, (b) In but., vertical throughout ; not spread-

1991

ing or declined; upright: as, an erect stem ; an <rr<?( leaf or
H\ule. (c) In entmn., upright: applied to hairs, spines,

etc., when they are nearly but not quite at right angles
to the surface or margin on which they are situated. In
this sense distinguished from perpendicular or vertical.

Hence 2. Upright and firm; bold. 3. In-

tent; alert.

That vigilant and fm-t attention of mind, which in

prayer is very necessary, is wasted anil dulled.

Hunker, Eccles. 1'olity.

All this they read with saucer yes, and ern-i and primi-
tlve curiosity. Thoreau, Walden, p. 11..

Erect decliner, a dial which stands erect, but does not
face any cardinal point. Erect dial. See dial. Erect
direct, in the (tosition, as a dial, of vertically facing a
cardinal point. Erect stem, in '"'

. an upright stem ; a
stem licit does not twine or require a support. Erect
vision, the seeing thiuga right side up that is, the prop-
er association between local signs of the different parts
of the retina and the different parts of the liody. Erect
wings, those wings which in repose are held upright over
the buily. as In most butterflies.

erectable (e-rek'ta-bl), a. [< erect + -able.}

Capable of being erected ; erectile.

These erectable- feathers, that form the auricles [of the
short-eared owl| when alive, are scarcely longer than the

rest, and are always depressed in a dead bird.

MontaifU, omit h. Diet.

erectedt (e-rek'ted), p. a. Mentally or morally
elevated ; magnanimous ; generous ; noble ; as-

piring.

Having found in him a mind of most excellent composi-
tion, a piercing wit, quite void of ostentation, high erected

thoughts seated in a heart of courtesy.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

Glory, the reward
That sole excites to high attempts, the flame
Of most erected spirits. Milton, P. R., III. 27.

erecter (e-rek'ter), n. One who or that which
erects

; specifically, one who raises or builds.

Erecti (e-rek'ti), n. i>l. [NL., pi. of L. erectus,

pp. of erigere, erect.] A group ofmammals con-

taining man alone: same as Bimana, Arclien-

cephala, Archontia, Anthropidtse, Hominida:. See
these words. Illiger, 1811.

erectile (e-rek'til), a. [= F. erectile ; as erect

+ -He.} 'Capable of erection; susceptible of

being erected, as tissue Erectile tissue, very vas-
cular connective tissue, which when distended with blood
causes the part to become turgid and more or less rigid.
The substance of the cavernous and spongy bodies of the

penis, the parts composing and surrounding the clitoris,
the mammary nipples, and to some extent the lips, are

examples of this tissue.

erectility (e-rek-til'i-ti), . [< erectile + -ity.}
The quality of being erectile or capable of erec-
tion.

erection (f-rek'shon), n. [= P. Erection = Sp.
erection = Pg. erec^So = It. erezione, < L. erec-

fto(M-), < erectus, pp. of erigere, set up, erect:

see erect.} 1. The act of erecting, or setting
upright ;

a raising or lifting up ; a stiffening or

bristling up: as, the erection of a flagstaff or of
a building ;

the erection of drooping leaves or
of a crest of feathers.

He was chosen by all the congregation testifying their
consent by erection of hands.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 136.

2. The state of being erect.

And so indeed of any we yet know man onely Is erect.

... As for the end of this erection, to look up toward
heaven, though confirmed by several testimonies, and the
Greek etymologic of man, it is not so readily to lie ad-
mitted. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., Iv. 1.

3. The act of building or constructing: as, the
erection of a church.

I employed a whole day In walking about this great city,
to find out proper places for the erection of hospitals.

Additon, A Friend of Mankind.

4. That which is erected, especially a building
or structure of any kind : as. there are many an-
cient erections of unknown use. 5. The act of

establishing or founding ; establishment ; set-

tlement
; formation

;
institution : as, the erec-

tion of a commonwealth
; the erection of a bish-

opric or of an earldom.
It must needs have a peculiar influence upon the erec-

tion, continuance, and dissolution of every society.
South, Sermons.

6. The act of raising from a lower position or
condition to a higher; elevation: as, the erec-
tion of a church into a cathedral.
The history of the various and strange vicissitudes they

[the Jews] underwent, from their first erection into a peo-
ple down to their final excision.

BI>. Atterbury, Sennons, I. vil.

7f. Elevation or exaltation of sentiments.
Ah! but what misery is it to know this?

Or. knowing it, to want the mind a erection
In such extremes?

B. Jin/- ,' I'-., ry Man in his Humour, ii. 1.

8f. The act of rousing; excitation.

When a man would listen suddenly he starteth ; for the

starting is an erection of the spirits to attend. Bacvn.

eremite

9. In tihyiriol., turgidity and rigidity of a part
info which erectile tissue enters: specifically
said chiefly of the penis and clitoris.

erective (e-rek'tiv), a. [< erect + -ire.} Set-

ting upright : raising.
erectly (e-rekt'li), adr. In an erect posture ;

upright.
For birds, they generally carry their heads erectly like

man. Sir T. Broune, Vulg. Err./iv. i.

erectness (c-rekt'nes), . The state of being
erect

; uprightness of posture or form.
If we take rreetne** strictly, and so as Galen hath de-

fined it. ... they onely, salth he, have an erect figure,
whose spine and thigh bone are carried in right lines.

Sir T. Brvicne, Vulg. Err., !. 1.

erectopatent (e-rek-to-pa'tent), a. [< L. erec-

tus, erect, + paten(t-)s, spreading: see patent.}
1. In lint., having a position intermediate be-
tween erect and spreading. 2. In entoin., hav-

ing, as the wings of an insect when in repose,
the anterior pair erect or nearly so, ana the

posterior pair horizontal, as in the skipper-but-
terflies.

erector (e-rek'tor). n. ; pi. erectors or erectoreg

(-torz, e-rek-to'rez). [< NL. ercctor,< L. erigere,

pp" erectus, erect: see erect.} 1. One who or
that which raises or erects. .Specifically (a) in
ana/., a muscle which erects or assists In the erection of
a part or an organ, as the penis or clitoris. (6) In opticn,
an attachment to a compound microscope, inserted in the

draw-tulie, which causes a second inversion of the image,
so that the object viewed is seen In an erect or normal
position. Also called erecting ;ilngs.

2. One who builds, establishes, or founds.

The three first Monarchies of the world ; whereof the
founders and the erector* thought that they could never
have ended. Kaleiyh (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 064).

A teacher of learning, and erector of schools.

Waterhouse, Apology, p. 21.

Erector Bplnae, the longest muscle of the hack. It assists
in maintaining the erect posture. It has several subdi-

visions, the principal of which are the longissimus dorsi
and the sacrolumbalis, or iliocostalis. Also called *pini-
rector.

erelong (ar'ldng'), prep. i>hr. as adv. [< ere 1 +
long; not prop, a compound, but a prep. phrase.]
Before the lapse of a long time ; before long ;

soon.

Mounted upon his [a horsesl backe, and soe following
the stagge, ereloni/e slewe him. Spemter, State of Ireland.

The world erelontf a world of tears must weep.
Milton, P. L., xl. 827.

[Commonly, and preferably, written as two words, ere

lung. 1

eremacausis (er'e-ma-ka'sis), u. O'L.., < Gr.

ijpefia, slowly, gently, quietly, + Karate., a burn-
ing, < Kaiew, burn: see caustic.} Tn ekeiu. , a slow
combustion or oxidation; the act of gradual
combination of the combustible elements of
a body with the oxygen of the air, as in the
slow decay of wood, in the formation of acetic
acid from alcohol, or of niter by the decompo-
sition of animal matter, and in numerous other

processes : a term introduced by Liebig.
Slow combustion, such as that of ercinacawti* or decay,

may cause light, as in the luminosity of decaying wood.
A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 458.

eremic (e-re'mik), a. [< Gr. fpwc, desertj epr/-

fiia, a desert (see eremite), + -ic.} Inhabiting
deserts; living in dry, sandy places: chiefly
used in zoology.
eremitaget (er e-mi-tiij), n. [< eremite + -aye.
Cf. hermitage.}

'

Hermitage.
A leaden box . . . found in the ruins of an old ercmitaye,

as it was a repairing. Shelton, tr. of Don (juixote, p. 136.

eremita.lt (er'e-mi-tal), a. [< eremite + -al.}

Eremitic.

Not that a conventual, and still less an eremital, way of

life would have been more rational.

Southcy, The Doctor, Ixviii.

eremite (er'f-mit), n. and a. [Formerly also

eremit; = D. eremiet, heremict = G. Dan. 8w.
eremit = F. erniite, liermite (whence the older
E. forms ermit, hermit, now only hermit) = Pr.
ermita = It. eremita (cf. Pr. hermitan = Sp.
ermitaKo = Pg. ermitSo, < ML. eremitanui), <

LL. eremita, < Gr. epit/tlrtK, a hermit, prop, adj.,
of the desert, < cpr/jlta, a solitude, desert, wil-

derness, < fpn/Mf, de_solate, lonely, solitary, des-

ert; prob. akin to r/pipa, stilly, quietly, gently.
slowly, Lith. ramu, quiet, tranquil, Goth, ritnis,

n., quiet, Skt. >/ raw, rest, find pleasure in:

see hermit, a doublet of eremite.} I. n. 1. One
who lives in a wilderness or in retirement; a
hermit.

Thou seem'st U-neath thy huge, high leaf of green,
An Eremite beneath his mountain's brow.

O. Croly, Lily of the Valley.

Specifically 2. In chtireli hist., in the earlier

period, a tihristian who, to escape persecution,



eremite

fled to a solitary place, and there led a life of

contemplation and asceticism. Later the name was

applied to a religious order whose members lived isolated

from one another: as, the Eremites of St. Augustine.

The king of Portugall caused a Church to be made there,
. . . where there are onely resident Eremite, and all other
are forbidden to inhabite there.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 280.

No wild Saint Dominies and Thebaid Eremites, there

had been no melodious Dante. Carlyle.

= Syn. See anchoret.

II. a. Eremitic.

eremitic, eremitical (er-e-mit'ik, -i-kai), a. [=
F. eremitique = Pg. It. eremitico, < ML. eremiti-

cus, < eremita, an eremite: see eremite.'] Relat-

ing or pertaining to, having the character of,

or like an eremite or hermit
; living in solitude

or in seclusion from the world.

The austere and eremitical harbinger of Christ.

Bp. Hall, Contemplations, iv.

Persons of heroical and eminent graces and operations,
. . . of prodigious abstinencies, of eremitical retirements.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 46.

The eremitic instinct is not peculiar to the Thebais, as

many a New England village can testify.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 73.

eremitish (er'e-mi-tish), a. [< eremite + -is/i1 .]

Of or pertaining to or resembling a hermit;
eremitic.

I account Christian good fellowship better than an ere-

mitish and melancholike solitariness.

Bp. Hall, Meditations and Vows.

A priest, old, bearded, wrinkled, cowled never being
more perfectly eremitish. L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 213.

eremitism (er'e-mi-tizm), . [< eremite + -ism."\

The state or condition of a hermit
; voluntary

seclusion from social life.

eremobryoid (e-re-mo-bri'oid), . [< Gr. epij-

,uof, desolate, solitary' (see eremite), + fipvov, a
kind of seaweed, + -aid.] In ferns, having the

fronds produced at intervals (nodes) along the

sides of the rootstock, not at the end, and hav-

ing the stipes articulated with the rootstalk,

becoming detached when old, leaving protuber-
ances with a concave surface. This is the case
in the tribe represented by Polypodium. See

Desmobrya.
Eremomela (er-e-mom'e-la), n. [NL., < Gr.

epi/uoc, solitary, -t- julfof, a song.] The typical

genus of African warblers of the subfamily
Eremomelince. C. J. Nunderall, 1850.

Eremomelinse (er-e-mom-e-li'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Eremomela + -in<e.] A group of warbler-like
African birds, of some f>0 species, of doubtful

relationships, commoniy referred to the Timeli-

idte.

Eremophila (er-o-mof 'i-la), n. [NL., < Gr. epfj-

fua;, solitary. + Qi'Aof, loving.] 1. In iohth., a ge-
nus of fishes. In this sense commonly written

Eremophilus. Humboldt, 1805. 2. In ornith., a
notable genus of larks, of the family Alaudida>,

Homed Lark, or Shore-lark (Eremophila alpestris].

containing the horned larks or shore-larks, char-
acterized by the plumicorn on each side of the
head. There are several species or varieties, inhabiting
the northern hemisphere, of which the best-known is E.
alpestris, common to Europe and North America. Also
called Phileremos and Otocort/x. Boie, 1828.

3. In entom., a genus of orthopterous insects.

Burmeister, 1838.

Eremopteris (er-e-mop'te-ris),
n. [NL., < Gr.

cp^ftof, solitary, + Trrepic,
a fern.] A genus of fos-
sil ferns, separated from
Sphenopteris by Schimper
in 1869, by whom it is

said to have no analogy
with any living fern. The
upper part of the fronds is di-

chotomous. It is found in the
coal-measures of Great Britain,
and all through the Appala-au* chian coal-fleld in the United
States.

erenacht, n. [Also written herenach, repr. Ir.

airchinneach,
" a vicar, an erenach, or lay super-

intendent of church lands" (Donovan), the same

1992

as airchindeach (airchindech, archennach, etc.),
' ' a superior, prior of a convent, provincial of a

religious order "
(O'Reilly), these being other

forms of airchidechoin, airchideoehain, an arch-

deacon, < LL. archidiaconus : see archdeacon.]
In the Irish Ch., previous to the twelfth century,
the name of an ecclesiastic having duties akin
to those of an archdeacon.

erenow (ar'nou')j prep. phr. as adv. [< erel +
now.] Before this time. [Now written as two
words.]
My father has repented him erenow. Dryden.

ereptt (e-repf), Snatched away. Bailey,
1727.

ereptationt (e-rep-ta'shon), n. [< L. as if "erep-

tatio(n-), < 'ereptare, assumed freq. of erepere,

creep out, (.e, out, + repere, creep: see reptile.]

A creeping forth. Bailey, 1727.

ereptiont (e-rep'shon), n. [< L. ereptio(n-), <

ereptus, pp. of eripere, snatch away, < e, away,
+ rapere, snatch, seize. Cf. correption.] A
taking or snatching away by force. E. Phil-

lips, 1706.

erert, ereret, n. Middle English forms of earer.

Eresidae (e-res'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Eresus +
-id<e.] A' family of saltigrade or leaping spi-

ders, typified by the genus Eresus, having the

cephalothorax much elevated and convex in

front, the two posterior eyes much further apart
than the next pair, and the tarsi furnished with
2 or 3 claws. Also Eresoidce and Eresides.

Eresinae (er-e-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Eresus +
-ince.] One of two subfamilies of Eresidce, hav-

ing an inframammillary organ and calamis-
trum (wanting in Palpimanincs). It is composed
of the genera Eresus and Dorceus.

Eresus (er'e-sus), n. [NL.] The typical ge-
nus of spiders of the family Eresidce, contain-

ing a few species, such as E. lineatus and E.
cinnabarinus. WalcTcenaer, 1805.

erethic (e-reth'ik), a. [Irreg. < Gr. epeBeiv, ex-

cite: see erethism.'] Excitable; restless. [Rare.]

My mental make-up is inherited mostly from the pater-
nal side, and is erethic in quality.

Anwr. Jour. Fsychol., I. 375.

erethism (er'e-thizm), n. [< Gr. epc6ia/i6g, irri-

tation, < tpef)it,tiv, equiv. to eptdeiv, rouse to

anger, excite, irritate.] Inphysiol., excitement
or stimulation of any organ or tissue, specifi-

cally of the organs of generation : as, the sexual
erethism. Mercurial erethism, an irritated state of

the system produced by the poisonous action of mercury,
accompanied by depression of strength, irregular action of

the heart, etc.

erethismic (er-e-thiz'mik), a. [< erethism +
-ic. ] Pertainingto erethism Erethismic shock,
a shock in which symptoms of excitement are combined
with those of prostration.

erethistic (er-e-this'tik), a. [< Gr. iptftoradf,
< epeffifciv, excite : see erethism."] Relating to

erethism.

erethitic (er-e-thit'ik), a. [Irreg. < ereth-ism
+ -it-ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature of

erethism; characterized by erethism
; excited;

restless.

Erethizon (er-e-thi'zon), n. [NL. (P. Cuvier,
1822), < Gr. epeSifav, ppr. of ipeQi^uv, excite, ir-

ritate: see erethism.'] A genus of porcupines,
of the family Hystricidce, having a stout form,
short spines overlaid by hair, a short, thick,
blunt, and flattened tail, non-prehensile, the
toes four in front and five behind, all armed
with strong curved claws, and the habits ar-

boreal and terrestrial. There are two living species,
E. dorsalus, the urson or Canada porcupine, of eastern
North America, and E. epixanthus, the yellow-haired por-
cupine, of western North America. A fossil form is de-
scribed as E. cloacinus. Echinoprocta is a synonym. See
cut under porcupine.

Eretmochelys (er-et-mok'e-lis), n. [< Gr. cpcr-

fiov, an oar (< epeaaetv, row), + ^eAuf, tortoise.]

Ergates

Eretmosauria (e-ret-mo-sa'ri-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Eretmosaurus + -ia.] A group of reptiles,

taking name from the genus Eretmosavrus.
Also Erctmosaurce.

Eretmosaurus (e-ret-mo-sa'rus), . [NL., <

Gr. eper/t6f, an oar, + aaitpog, a lizard.] A ge-
nus of reptiles. Seeley, 1874.

Eretrian (e-re'tri-an), a. [< L. Eretriu, Gr.

'Eperpia, Eretria (see del), + -an.] Pertaining
to Eretria, an ancient city in the island of Eu-

boea, Greece Eretrian school of philosophy, the

Eliac or Elean school : so called from the fact that it re-

moved to Eretria.

Ereunetes (er-<j-ne'tez), . fNL. (Illiger,

1811), < Gr. ipcwrrrljs, a searcher, < tpcwav, search

after.] A genus of small sandpipers, of the

family Scolopacidce, having the general charac-

Eremopteris arte
folia.

Hawkbill Turtle (Eretmochelys imbricataY

A genus of sea-turtles, including the caret or

hawkbill, E. imbricata.

Eretmopodest (er-et-mop'o-dez), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. eper[i6v, an oar, + Troi'f (Trod-) = E. foot.]A division of schizognathous swimming birds,

containing the grebes and finfeet, or the fami-
lies Podicipedidce and Heliomithidw.

ft

Semipaiiiiated Sandpiper (Ercnttetes fitsillus).

ters of that section of the genus Tringa grouped
under the genus Actodromas, but the feet semi-

palmate. The type species, K. pusilhts, is one of the

commonest sandpipers of North America, well known as

the
seinijialiiiated sandpiper or peep.

erewhile(ar'hwir),<Kfo- [< ere1 + while.] Some
time ago ;

a little while before.
I am as fair now as I was erewhile.

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2.

O, did you find it now? You said you bought it ere-

ivhile. B. Joiison, Every Man in his Humour, v. 1.

The knife that was levell'd erewhile at his throat,
Is employ'd now in ripping the lace from his coat.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 16.

erewhile (ar'hwil'), a. [< erewhile, adv.] For-

mer; recent.
Disraeli . . . has . . . been in a great degree all things

to all men, complimenting now the Home Rulers on their

good taste and moderation, now some eretchile antagonist
on the conscientious energy of his career.

Escott, quoted in Higginson's Eng. Statesmen, p. 49.

erf (erf), n. [ME. erf, erfe, < AS. yrfe = OS. erbi

= D. erf, inheritance, patrimony, ground, =
OHG. erbi, arbi, G. erbe = Dan. arv = Sw. drfv-
(ande) = Goth, arbi, inheritance.] If. Inheri-

tance; patrimony; specifically, stock; cattle.

Ilk kinnes erf . . .

Was mad of erthe.
Genesie and Exodm, 1. 183.

2. [D. erf.] In Cape Colony, some parts of the
State of New York, and other regions originally
settled by the Dutch, a small inherited house-

and-garden lot in a village or settlement.

erf-kmt, [ME., <erf+ A-i.] Cattle.
Al erf-kin hauen he ut-led.

Genesis and Exodus, 1. 3177.

erg (6rg), . [< Gr. spyav = E. work, q. v. Cf.

energy,] In physics, the unit of work in the

centimeter-gram-second system that is, the
amount of work done by the unit of force, one

dyne, acting through the unit of distance, one
centimeter. One foot-pound is approximately equal to
1.356 X 107

ergs, and one horse-power (English) is equal
to 7.46 x 10B

ergs per second. Also ergon.

We request that the word ergon, or erg, be strictly lim-
ited to the C. G. S. unit of work, or what is, for purposes
of measurement, equivalent to this, the C. G. S. unit of

energy. J. D. Everett, Units and Phys. Const., p. 167.

ergasilan (er-gas'i-lan), n. One of the Ergasi-
lid(e.

Ergasilidse (er-ga-sil'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Erga-
silus + -ida;.] A family of epizoic siphonosto-
matous crustaceans. Species of Ergasiliis are

parasitic upon fishes
; others, of the genus JVt-

cothoe, upon lobsters.

Ergasilus (er-gas'i-lus), n. [NL.] The typical
genus of the family Ergasilidce. AlaoErgasiliii*.

ergatt,
' See ergot"

2
.

ergatat (er'ga-ta), n. [L., < Gr. epydrr/f, a sort
of capstan or windlass, also a workman, < ipyov
= E. work.] A capstan; a windlass; a crane.
E. Phillips, 1706.

Ergates (er'ga-tez), n. [NL., < Gr. ep-ydriK, a

workman, < ipyov = E. work:] A genus of longi-
corn beetles, of the group Prioninae. It is a very

widf-sjiri'ad nviiiis, though it has but few species, being
found in Europe, Asia, Africa, and North and South Amer-
ica. E. faber is a large pitch-brown European species,
from 1] to 2 inches long, the larva of which feeds on pine-
wood. K. .s7,'iVii/(;'n.v is tliu only form known to be found
in the United staffs.



Ergatis

Ergatis (i'r'ga-tis), . [NL., < (Jr. <'/>;<''":, tern.

of tff&rntt worker.] 1. A genus of spiders, of

the family .li/n/i iiiiln; having several European
species. Jilnrkiriill, 1K41. 2. A genus of tineid

moths, of the subfamily Ci-liThiHir. There are
C species, all European, as E. Irizellu. //< /<-

itidnit, 1870.

ergo (er'go), coiij. [L., therefore. Of. anjul-. \

Therefore: used technically in logic to intro-

duce the conclusion of a complete and neces-

sary syllogism.
Here n \n.ii'.i|iti i will say, "Ah, Christ refused the

iillicc c.f a jinlui-: rr
: /n, tin-re might to he no judges nor

magistrates among cliristlnn n -n.
"

l.ittimiT. '.M Sermon bet. Kdw. VI., 1550.

He Unit loves my flesh and Wood is my friend ; ergo, he
that kisses my wife is my friend. .SAi., All's Well, i. S.

ergometer (er-gom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. tpyav, work,
+ nerpov, measure.] An instrument for mea-
suring work; a dynamometer. Watt's indi-

cator-diagram is an example of an ergometer.
Also called electro-ergometer.

Work-measuring dynamometers, or ergometert, as the
imtlior l< i ni tin-in. ^'ltl^l>', XXX. --'I'".

ergon (6r'gon), n. [< Gr. cp-jov = E. work. See

(/.] Same as erg.

ergot 1 (er'got), n. [< F. ergot, also argot, a

spur, the extremity of a dead branch, in bot.

ergot; origin unknown.] 1. Infarriery, a stub,
like a piece of soft horn, of about the size of
a chestnut, situated behind and below the pas-
tern-joint, and commonly hidden under the tuft

of the fetlock. 2. A morbid growth arising
from a diseased condition of the ovary of vari-

ous grasses, caused by a fungus of the genus
Claviceps. The growth of the fungus begins by the
formation of a filamentous mycelium upon the surface
of the ovary, which it destroys and displaces, retaining
approximately iU shape. The surface of this tissue is

marked by furrows. At this stage conldia are produced
upon the tips of short hyphte ; and in this form it was
formerly considered a distinct species, under the generic
name >>/.-. -I in (which has become a common name co-
ordinate with ftclerotitim). When the formation of conl-
dia is at its height, a thick belt of more compact hyptue is

formed at the base of the mass. This assumes a dark-violet

color, and continues to grow, pushing upward the spha-
celia, which is torn from its attachments, and soon falls on*.

i. Cross-section of the ovary (sphacelia), in the early stage of the
fungus, showing the mycelium (a a a), conidiophores (i*J, and com
dla(ff). a. hrgot on its supporting grass. 3. Fully developed ergot
(i

h

. . . . ergot
(it,1

, bearing the furrowed remains of the ovary (*). 4. Ergot which
as produced 7 stromata. 1. Longitudinal medial section ofa strotna,

showing the numerous perithecia Just beneath the surface. 6. Longi-
tuilin.il medial section of a perithecium, showing the slender asci aris-

ing from the base. 7. An isolated ascus from which the filiform spores
are escaping. (Figs, a, i. and 4 somewhat reduced ; 5, magnified ;

i, 6, and 7. highly magnified.)

The resulting structure is the tclerotium or erqot. It is a
horn-like mass, often one inch in length. It lies dormant
till fall or usually till the following spring, when branches
arise in :i tuft. F.uch becomes a stroma, consisting of a
stalk ami a small head. In the head are formed a num-
ber of Mask-shaped perithecia, each containing many asci,
of which each in turn incloses several filiform spores. The
ergot of rye Is caused by Claviceps purjntna. Ergot Is said
to cause a sort of gangrene in cattle, especially in the feet.

It Is used in me<lieiue t*> cause contraction of the uterus
and of the arterioles and as an abortifacient, and also in
certain morbid states of the cerebrospinal axis, where its

effect may or may not be due entirely to iU action on the
vessels. Also called purred rye.

S. In anat., the calcar, spur, or hippocampus
minor of the brain. [Rare.]
ergot'

2
t (er'got), i'. [Also rrgat ; < F. ergoter (=
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tack of the fungus Claviceps purpurea. See

ergot
1

.

ergotic (er-got'ik), a. [< ergot* + -ic.] Per-

taining to or derived from ergot. Ergotic add,
a volatile acid said to exist In ergot.

ergotina (er-go-ti'nft), n. [NL.] Same as ergo-
tiin .

ergotine (er'got-in), n. [= F. ergotinc; < ergot*
+ -iwc-'A] 1. An amorphous alkaloid of ergot.

2. An aqueous extract of ergot, purified of

albumen and gum, and evaporated to a soft ex-

tract: specifically called Konjean's ergotine.
3. An extract of ergot soluble in alcohol but
insoluble in water or ether.

ergotinine (er-cot'i-nin), n. [< ergotine+ -inA]
A crystallizable alkaloid from ergot : suspect-
ed, however, of being a mixture.

ergotism1
(er'got-izm), n. [< F. ergotisms, < er-

got, ergot: see ergot
1 and -ism.'] 1. The spur

of rye; ergot. 2. The morbid state induced

by the excessive ingestion of ergot, as from the
use of spurred or ergoted rye as food. Spas-
modic and gangrenous forms are distinguished.

ergotism'-'t (er'got-izm),
n. [< F. ergotisme, <

ergoter, cavil, quibble : see ergo.~\ A logical
inference

;
a conclusion.

States are not governed by ergotisms.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., 11. 4.

ergotized (er'got-Izd), a. [< ergot + -ize +
-rfa.] Changed to ergot ;

infested with the fun-

gus (Claviceps) which produces ergot: as, ergo-
tized grasses.

erg-ten (erg'ten), n. A unit of work, based on
the c. g. s. system of units, equal to 10' (10,-

000,000,000) ergs, or about 737 foot-pounds.
One horse-power is about three-quarters of an erg-ten per

second. More nearly, ft is 7.46 erg-nines per second ; and
one force-de-cheval is 7.36 erg-nines per second.

J. D. Everett, Units and Phys. Const., p. 168.

eri, eria, . [Native name, Assam.] The name
given in Assam to one of the wild silkworms,
which feeds on the castor-oil bean, and is more
frequently domesticated than the other native
varieties. It was described by Boisduval as Attacui ri-

cini, and is now referred to the genus J'hUonawia. It is a

very near relative of the ailantus-silkwomi, Bombyx cyn-
thiii. The worms are reared in houses, and the silk ob-

tained is worth from 12 annas to 1 rupee per seer of sicca

weight.

eriacht, " Same as eric.

Brian (e'ri-an), a. [< Erie + -.] Relating to

Lake Erie or its shores.

The term Erian is used as synonymous with Devonian,
and probably should be preferred to it, as pointing to the
i i.-st development of this formation known, which is on the
shores of Lake Erie. 1'rinceton Rev., March, 1879, p. 280.

On the islands and coasts of this sea was Introduced the
Krian flora. Sir William Damon, Pop. Sci. Mo.

Erianthus (er-i-an'thus), . [NL., < Gr. Ipiov,

wool, + &v6of, flower: so called from the dense-

ly villous pedicels of the flowers.] A genus of

coarse grasses, chiefly American. E. Ravenna,
of the Mediterranean region, grows to a height of 8 or 10

feet, with large handsome plumes, and is cultivated for
ornament and winter decoration.

eric, erick (er'iK)> n. [Formerly also eriach, <

Ir. eiric.J A pecuniary fine formerly paid in

Ireland by one guilty of murder to the family
of the murdered person.
The malefactor shall give unto them [the friends], or to

the child or wife of him that is slain, a recompence, which
they call an eriach. Spenser, State of Ireland.

According to this [the Brehou) Code, murder was not

punishable by death, but only by fine levied on the rela-

tives of the murderer, and called an Erick. Hence blood-
shed was frequent; and no Irishman's life was safe.

Bp. Chr. Wordiieorth, Church of Ireland, p. 140.

In cases of aggravated manslaughter, when a man could
not pay the Eric, he was put into a boat and set adrift on
the sea. O'Curry, Anc. Irish, I. ii.

Erica (e-ri'kii), n. [NL., < L. "erica, erice, < Gr.
cpeiiai or ep'tKif,'heath. ] A large genus of branched
rigid shrubs, of the natural order Ericacece, con-

sisting of more than 400 species, most of which
are natives of southern Africa, a few being
found in Europe and Asia; the heaths. The
leaves are very small, narrow, and rigid, and the globose
or tubular four-lobed flowers are axillary, or in terminal
racemes. The common British heaths are E. Tetralix and
A', rinfrea. Many of the Cape species are cultivated in

greenhouses for the beauty of their flowers. See heath.

erigant

Ericaceae (er-i-ka'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Erica

-acea>.~\ An order of gamopetalous exogenous
. -v plants, including 73 genera and over 1,300 spe-

bp. ergotear) , cavil, quibble, < m/o, < L. ergo, ci mostl na{;ves
e
of temperate and coldre-

therefore.] I. trans. 1o infer; arrive at.
giong( ghni

-

bbVi or sometimes herbaceous, and
often evergreen. They are divided into 4 suborders,
which are by some authors regarded as distinct orders:

viz., r<Kvm<'(vr. shrnhs, mostly American, distinguished
hy the inferior baccnte fruit ; Ericeaf, shrubs or trees with
superior ovary, gnmopetalous corolla, and iiitrorse an-

thers; 7'i/*W">-. mostly herbs with superior ovary, poly-

Little doth it concern us what the schoolmen frijat in
their s. -linol.-,. Uewiit, .Sermons, p. I7v

II. ititriiiis. To draw conclusions.

ergoted (er'Kot-eiU, . (X < //<. (i + -rf2.]
Diseased, as rye and other grasses, by the at-

Branch of F.Hca tiHtrta, with section of flower magnified.

petalous corolla, and extrorse anthers ; and Monotropecr.
herbaceous root-parasites without green herbage. Tin-

genera Gayltwsacia and Vacciniuin, of the Vacciniett.,

yield the huckleberry, bluelierry, and cranlwrrr. Besides
the large genera Erica, Rhodiidendron, and Gattltheria,
the Encetx include Kallnia, Arbutwt, Andromeda, Km-
fftea, and other well-known genera. In the /Vmt>< the
more common genera are Clethia, J'urula, and Chima-
phila ; ami the more notable of the Monotrojtete are the

Indian-pipe, Monotropa, and the snowplant, Barcodes.

ericaceous (er-i-ka'shius), a. [< NL. ericaceus,
< L. "erica, heath . Cf. Ericacea'. ] Of or pertain-

ing to heath or to the Ericacea? ; resembling or

consisting of heaths.

erical (e-ri'kal), a. [< Erica + -al.] Pertain-

ing to or including the Ericacea;.

Ericeae (e-ris'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Erica + -fa:]
A group of the natural order Ericacea;, contain-

ing the true heaths.

ericetal (er-i-se'tal), a. [< L. as if "ericetum,
a heath (< erice, neath), + -a/.] Composed of

heaths; pertainingtospeciesof the genus Erica.

The botany of the high-lands east of March-sit,-M Is

nearly ericetal in iU nature. Encyc. Brit., V. 689.

ericinone (e-rig'i-non), n. [< NL. ericinus (< L.

erice, heath) + -one.] In client., a crystalline
substance obtained by the dry distillation of

ericaceous plants: identical with hydroquinone.
ericius (e-ris'i-us), n. [L., also erinaceus (see

Erinaceus), a hedgehog, both prop, adj., < er

(once in LL.), ong. "Tier = Gr. x'll' (only in

Hesychius), a hedgehog, prob. akin to ^-tpuof,

Attic xtpppft hard, dry, stiff, L. hirxtitus, bristly,

hairy (> E. hirsute), horrere, be bristly, bristle,
Skt. / harsh, bristle : see horrid, horror. Hence
(from L. ericius) ult. E. urchin, a hedgehog: see
urchin. The AS. name for hedgehog was igl,

contr. il.] A hedgehog. See Hemicentetes.

And I will make it a possession for the erimu and pool
of waters, and I will sweep it, and wear it out with a lie-

som, saith the Lord of HosU. Isa. xiv. 23 (Uouay version).

erick, M. See eric.

Eridanus (e-rid'a-nus), n. [L., < Gr. '1

v6f, the mythi-
cal and poetical
name of a river

later identified

with the Po.Pa-
dus. by others
with the Rhone,
Khodanus,oit}ie
Rhine, //// //--.]

The ancient
southern con-
stellation of the
River. It Is situ-

ated south of Tau-
rus, and contains
the star Achernar,
or Acanar, of the
first magnitude,
which is, however,
invisible in Europe,
and barely visible

in Alexandria. In
the United States
it can be seen in

winter anywhere
south of Savan-
nah.

erigantt, n. [ME., an erroneous form for arro-

gance.] Arrogance.
Thou praysed me A my place ful pouer & fill (g)nede,
That watz so prest to aproche my pit-sens here-mne ;

Hopez thou I be a harlot thi erigant to prayse ?

Alliterative 1'oenu (ed. Morris), ii. 148.

The Constellation Eridanus.



Erigeron

Erigeron (e-rij'e-ron), w. [NL., < L. erigeron,

equiv. to 'senecio, groundsel, < Gr. i/piyipwv,

groundsel, lit. early-old, so called from its

hoary down, < ypt, adv., early, connected with

j/t>of, adj., early, + ytpuv, old, an old man.] A
genus of composite herbs, nearly related to As-

ter, from which it is distinguished chiefly by the

narrowerand usually more numerous ray-florets

and by the equal and less herbaceous bracts of

the involucre. There are over 100 species, 70 of which

are found in North America. They are of little impor-
tance The horsewced, E. Canadenxix, a native of the

United States, and widely naturalized in other countries,

yields a volatile oil, which is used in medicine as a stimu-

lant. E. Philadelphia^ (the common fleabane of North

America), E. strigomis (the daisy-fleabane), and K. anmait

(the sweet scabious) are employed as diuretics.

erigiblet (er'i-ji-bl), . [< L. erig-ere, erect (see

erect), + -ible.] Capable of being erected.

1994 Eriogaster

ericius a hedgehog: see ericius.'] The typical ble for the long tuft of hairs on the palpi. There

genus of the subfamily Erinaceince, containing is only one known species, E. mitmla. Guenee,

the true hedgehogs. There are several species, of 1852.

which the European hedgehog (E. mrapanu) is the best- EliOCnemlS (er"l-ok-ne'niis), n. [.NL., < Gr.
-

.

known and the most peculiar. All have the power of roll-
leggin.] ! A genus of^OVj wool, + wiP'ft eggn. genus o

humming-birds, containing about 18 species,

Common European Hedgehog (Crinacfiis tOn each side the base of the tail there is a very strong

line, . . . eriyible at the pleasure of the animal.

logy, IV. 378.

jiig themselves jnto ft ball| pre9entinK the bristline spines
in every direction, a process effected by enormously de-

veloped and complicated cutaneous muscles, by the ac-

tion of which the animals tie themselves up iu their own

proper; all existing laeertilians excepting the
erin'eunT(e-rin^-um), . ; pi. erinea (-&). [NL.,

chameleons or Bhtptoglossa, They are character-
< Gr .^^ wo

-

oUV) woolen, < ipim; wool, from
the same root as E. wool, q. v.] An abnormal

growth of hair-like structures caused on leaves

by attacks of mites (Acarida), the latter gener-

ally, perhaps always, belonging to the genus
Phytoptus. The erinea were formerly consider-

ed to constitute a genus of fungi.

eringo (e-ring'go), w. [Sometimes spelled

tTyngo to suit Eryngium; a corrupt form (cf.

Sp. It. eringin) of L. eryngion or erynge. See
if. - -i ^ common name for species of the

Eriglossa (er-i-glos'a), . pi. [NL., < Gr. ept-,

a strengthening prefix, + y/Maaa, the tongue.]
A suborder of Lacertilia, including the lizards

ized by the flattened tongue, the presence of clavicles

whenever limbs are developed, contact of the pterygoid
with the quadrate, and entrance of nasal bones into the

formation of the nasal apertures. See Rhiptuijlossa.

Twenty families are combined in the suborder Lacer-

tilia vera which may be better called Eriglosita.

Gill, Smithsonian Report, 1885, I. 801.

eriglossate (er-i-glos'at), a. [< Eriglossa +
-ate2 .] Pertaining to or having the characters

of the Eriglossa or true lizards.

Erignathus (e-rig'na-thus), n. [NL., < Gr. /-,

a strengthening preiix, + yvdffor,, the jaw.] A
genus of earless hair-seals, of the family Plw-

cidie and subfamily Phocina>. The type is the

bearded seal, K. uarbatus, a circumpolar species of dark

.'-

Bearded Seal (lirignat.

color and large size, the male sometimes attaining a length
of 10 and the female 7 feet. The genus is closely related to

Phoca proper, but differs from it in various osteological
and especially cranial characters. (Jill, 1867.

Erigone (e-rig'o-ne), n. [NL.] A genus of

spiders, of the' family TheridMas, including
some of the smallest known spiders, the males

genus Eryngium, especially for E. maritimum,
which is found in Great Britain on sandy sea-

shores. Its roots were formerly candied as a

sweetmeat, and were believed to possess strong

aphrodisiac properties.

Let the sky rain potatoes, . . .hail kissing-comflts, snow

erinyoes. let there come a tempest of provocation.
Sliak., M. W. of W., v. 5.

Who lewdly dancing at a midnight ball,
For hot eriiifjoes and fat oysters call.

Driiden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, vi. 411).

erinose (er'i-nos), n. [< Gr. l/u(ov), wool, +
wioof, disease.] A disease of the leaves of the

grape-vine caused by a minute acarid, the Pliy-

toptus vitin.

Erinys (e-ri'nis), n. ; pi. Erinyes (e-rin'i-ez).

[L.,less correctly Erinnys (e-rin'is), < Gr. 'E/-
vif, pi. 'Eptviiff, an avenging deity, in Homer al-

ways in the plural ;
in later poets the number

is given as three, to whom afterward the names
Tisiphone, Hegtera, and Alecto became attached.

They were identified with the Boman Furitc.]
1. In Gr. myth., one of the Furies: usually in

the plural, Erinyes. See fury and Eumenides^.

Mysterious, dreadful, and yet beautiful, there is the _purpqses.

Copper-bellied Puffleg {Eriocnftnis cHfreeventru}.

which have downy puffs or muffs about the

legs, whence the name. Iteichenbaeh, 1849.

Also Eriopus. 2. In entom., a genus of large

beetles, of the family Litcanidce, of which more
than 12 spe-
cies, from Aus-
tralia, the East

Indies, the Mo-
luccas, and Ja-
va, have been
described.

Eriodendron
(er*i-o-den'-
dron),)i. [NL.,
< "Gr. cptov,

wool, + itv-

6pm>, a tree.]
A genus of

tropical mal-
vaceous trees,

including 8

species, all

but one Amer-
ican. They grow
from 60 to 100 feet

high, and have

palmate leaves
and showy red or

white flowers.

From the abun-
dant cottony cov-

Pod of Eriodcndron anfractuosu

ering of the seeds, they are known as silk-atttun trees, and
the material is used for stuffing cushions and for similar

.. ~r ,
--

JUJTBM9HUUB, ureaulul, cum JGI* uciluljllui, HI 1C ,.~. l.~~~~. ^

of which often have curious protuberances or Greek conception of spiritual darkness; of the anger of Eriodes (er-i-6'dez), n. [IsL., < Gr. eptav, wool
horns on the head, upon the ends of which the '"'"

eyes may be borne, and maxillee dilated at the

Erimyzon (er-i-mi'zon), n. [NL., < Gr. ip/-, a

strengthening prefix, + /ivfrtv, suck.] A genus
of suckers, of the family Catostomida;. E. sucetta.

the chub-sucker, is found in most streams of the United
States east of the Rocky Mountains. D. S. Jordan, 1876.

See cut under chub-tucker.

erinaceid (er-i-na'se-id), n. An animal of the Eriocaulonacese (er"i-o-ka-lo-na'se-e), . ;/.

family Erinaceidw ; a hedgehog or gymnure.
Erinaceidse (er'i-na-se'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Erinaceus + -idte.] A family of terrestrial in-

sectivorous mammals, the hedgehogs and gym-
nures. They have no cmmm, a slight pubic symphysis,
slender or imperfect zygomatic arches, a skull with a
small brain-case, no postorbital processes, a triangular
foramen magnum, flaring occipital condyles, distinct par-
occipital and mastoid processes, and annular tympanic
bones. The tibia and fibula are ankylosed above. The
family contains two very distinct subfamilies, Eritiaceince
and Giimnuriiue. See these words.

Erinaceinse (ei--i-na-se-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Eri-
naceus + -i<E.] The typical subfamily of the

family Erinaceidiv, containing the hedgehogs.
They are characterized by a defective palate, a spiniger-
ous skin, a highly developed subcutaneous muscle or pan-
niculus carnosus, and the absence of a tail, the caudal ver-
tebrte being rudimentary. The group contains the genera
Krinacciix. with several subdivisions, and Atelerix; it is

widely distributed in the old world, throughout Europe
and Africa and in the greater part of Asia.

erinaceous (er-i-na'shius), a. [< L. erinriei'its.

a hedgehog, prop, adj., pertaining to a hedge-
hog : see Erinaceus.'] Belonging to the hedge-
hog family; resembling a hedgehog.
Erinaceus (er-i-na'se-us), n. [NL., < L. eri-

naceus, a hedgehog, prop, adj., like the equiv,

fate, . . . tile anger of the Erinnyex, and Demeter Erin-

nifn, compared to which the anger either of Apollo or
Athena is temporary and partial.

Jiiiskin, Lectures on Art, 151.

2. [NL.] In zool. : (a) A genus of butterflies,
of the family Hesperidce, or skippers. As at

present restricted, it has but one species, E.
comma. It is usually spelled Erynnis. (b) A
_genus of trilobites, of the family Proetidai.

. ..._..... - -

t,L

[NL., < Eriocaulon (the typical genus) (< Gr.

ipiov, wool, + sat'Aof = L. caulis, a

stalk: see caul$, caulis, cole12
)
+

-acece. ] An order of aquatic herbs
or marsh-herbs,stemless or nearly
so, with a cluster of linear leaves,
and naked scapes bearing dense
heads of minute monoecious or di-

oecious flowers. There are 6 genera
and about 325 species, mostly found in the
warmer regions of the globe. They are
known as pipewortft. The principal gen-
era are Eriocaulon and Ptepalanthux.
There are a few species found in the Unit-
ed States, of which Enocauloii septangu-
lare. occurs also in the west of Ireland and
in the isle of Skye. and is the only spe-
cies found in Europe or northern Asia.

Eriocera (er-i-os'e-ra), n. [NL.
(Macquart, 1838)',' <' Gr. ipiov,

wool, + Kepaf, horn.] 1. A genus
insects, of the fami-

Pioewort (Erw.
c '

, form.] A genus of South American

sapajous or spi-

der-monkeys, of

the subfamily
Cebirue and fam-

ily Cebidff, hav-

ing the thumb
more or less ru-

dimentary. E.
arachnoiden is

the leading spe-
cies. Also called

Sracliyteles. I.

Geoffroy, 1829.

Briodictyon
(er"i-o-dik'ti-
on), .

'

[NL. (so
called from the

woolly, net-

veined leaves),
< Gr. epiov, wool,
+ fiKTvov, a net.]
A small genus of

low, evergreen,
resinous shrubs,
of the order Hy-
dropliyUaeeai, found from California to New
Mexico. The species are said to possess medicinal

virtues, but their real value is doubtful. Ji. gMtnonu*
is used as a stimulating expectorant.

Spider-monkey {Eriodcs arachnoides}.

ly Tifulidae, or crane-flies, widely Eriogaster (erl-o-gas'ter). n. [NL. (Germar,
distributed, and containing 6 North American 1811), < Gr. epiov, wool, + yaaryp, belly.] 1. A
species. E. longicornis is common in eastern genus of bombycid moths, remarkable for the

parts of North America. 2. Agenusofnoctuid densely woolly apex of the abdomen of the fe-

moths, of the subfamily Gonepterina;, remarka- male. E. lacuatris is the type. Species are



Eriogaster

t'ciuii'l in Europe, Africa, Australia, and Smith
America. 2. A genus of (lies, of the family

Eriogonum (er-i-og'o-num), . [NL., < Or.

ipiuv, wool, + y6w, th'e knee. The original

species is tomentose anil geniculate.l A large

genus of plants, characteristic of the flora of

the western United States, or tin- ni.nv Hum 1-31

sprrir.s, ti .inly arc fuiim! ejiist of tin- MKsissippi, find 'J

ill M'Airii. It li.'l.'ll-^ t'l th.- i'1-.l.-r rn!<i<i,,inl<'>'<r. uliil is

thr type of a tribe. cninotoriMd hy ImviTm invi.lucnit.-

tliiiTs and ii" iipnles. 'I'lu'.v arc mostly 1" herbs or

woody i;iM-il prn-iMii:iK ver.v variable in their manner of

growth, with -.111:111 tli.\n-rs, iin.l of mi rer<>Kiii/.ed value.

eriometer (er-i-om'r-ter), . [< (!r. /-mm', wool,
+ iitr/mi', a measure.] An optical instrument
for meiisuri n the diameters of minute particles
and fibers from the size of the colored rings

produced by tin' dift'riict ion of the light in which
the objects arc viewed.

Eriophorum (er-i-oPo-rum), it. [NL., < (Jr.

'<ilii;, wool-bearing (ef. fitvipov ipux^ipov, the

cotton-tree), < Ipton, wool, + Qfpi-iv = E. bear 1
."]

A small gt'iiits of cyperaceous plants, found in

the cooler parts of the northern hemisphere,
distinguished by the delicate capillary bristles

of the perianth, which lengthen greatly after

flowering, and form a conspicuous cotton-like
tuft ; the cotton-grass.

Eriopinse (er*i-6-pi'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Eriojnts
+ -intr.] A subfamily of noctuid moths, typi-
fied by the genus Eriiqius. More correctly hri-

njitxliiiie.

Eriopus (e-ri'o-pus), 11. [XL., < Gr. tptov, wool,
+ iro/'f (TTO<!-) = E. foot.] 1. In cntoni., the typi-
cal genus of Erio}>iu(t, having the fore and hind

legs furnished with long hairs, whence the name.
The species are found all over the world.

Treitschke, 1825. 2. In ornitli., same as Erin-

CHFIIlis. (rOtllll, 1847.

Eriosoma (er'i-o-so'ma), it. [NL., < Gr. epiov,

wool, + aii/ta, body.] 1. Same as Scluzoneiira.

Leach, 1829. 2. Agenusof eerambycid beetles:

synouymous with Xylochuris. Jila'ncltard, 1842.

3. A genus of flies, of the family Aliwcida:

Limi, 1864.

Eriphia (e-rif'i-ft), . [NL.] 1. A genus of

brachyurous decapod crustaceans, or ordinary

1995

K. rubida is the common ruddy duck of the United states.
and there HIT si-vi-nt! othersitecies. See rfi/cfr*. Also called

'/'*. <;<nti"iti<i. <t.i<iur<i. anil I'ndina.

Erismaturinsele-ris'ma-tu-ri'ne), n.jil. [NL.,
< Krinmiiluru + -ina:] The rudder-ducks, a sub-

familyof Anatitbe. They arc dMini:m*hcd from t'nii

i
liy the BtinViif.i limn- lim-;ir t.ul ir.tth. i* Inun li>

t 'jo in number, exjxjsed to the base by reason of the
shi.itn.--s of tin- . Averts; a comparatively small head and
thick neck ; a moderate bill ; short tarsi ; anil very long
toes. There are several species, as of the (genera Ertima-

, etc.

erminites

w 2
), as if HI ux AriiKiiiiiK, 'Armenian mouse,'

equiv. to urns I'tmticus (Pliny), an ermine, is

\vithoiitanyfouiidation.] 1. The stoat, Ptito-

riti8 rrmnifii. si small, slender, short-legged car-

Eriphia ttrvimane.

crabs, of the family Caiu-riihe. E. Itrvintana is

an example. Ltitrrille, 1817. 2. In oitom. : (a)
A genus of flies, of the family Anthomyida;,
founded by Meigen in 1838. It contains large black-

itdi-gray sprrirv \\II-.M- nelMMrihoMi are unknown.
There are a few European species, and 10 have been
ilt-si-rilx-il hy \\nlkfr from the Hudson's liny Territory.

(l>) A genus of zygajuid moths. f'elder, 1874.

(r) A genvis of tiueid moths. Chambers, 1875.

Erirhinidae (er-i-riu'i-de), n. />l. [NL., < Eri-
rli in tin + -/(ftp.] A family of rhynehophorous
C(ilii>l/ti'i-u. typilied by the genus Erirhinus.
Also Krirliiiiiiles.

Erirhinus (cr-i-ri'nus), . [NL. (Schouherr),
< Gr. ipi-, a strengthening prefix, + pif (ptv-),

nose.] A genus of curculios or weevils, giving
name to the family Erirlriniiltr. E. iitfirmus is

an example.
Erismatura (e-ris-ma-tu'ra), . [NL., < Gr.

ipnaua(T-), support, 4- orpii, tail.] The typical
genus of ducks of the subfamily Eri

Ruddy Duck ihrfstn.itura

,

Eristalinae (e-ris-ta-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

lnli.1 + -ina:] A subfamily of tiyrphiclie, typi-
fied by the genus Eriftalis.

Eristalis (e-ris'ta-lis), n. [NL. (Latreille,

1804).] A remarkable genus of flies, typical of
the subfamily Eristalina; ha^ng the marginal
cell closed and petiolate, the thorax without anv
yellow markings, and the front evenly arched.
The larvie are known as rat-tail iiiaayota, and feed in ma-
nure and soft decaying vegetable substances. The genus is

widely distributed over the globe, and more than 20 North
American species are described. E. tenax is an almost

cosmopolitan species, occurring in Europe, Asia, Africa,
and America, ami closely resembles a large bmnbletiee.

eristic (e-ris'tik), . and n. [= F. ^nutique =
It. eristieo, < Gr. epiartKOf, given to strife, < cpi-

(ttv, strive, dispute, < Ipif, strife.] I. a. Per-

taining to disputation or controversy ; contro-

versial; disputatious; captious.
The ground for connecting any such associations [ma-

terialistic] with this Ideal of perfect identity without dif

ference lies in what Plato would have called its fristir

character : that is, its tendency to exclude from judgment.
and therefore from truth and Knowledge, all ideal synthe-
sis. /;. Uommitift, Mind, X 111. :).-,:.

Eristic science, logic.

II. . 1. One given to disputation ;
a contro-

versialist.

Kanatick F.rrour and Levity would seem an Kuchite as

well as an KnuHelc, Prayant as well as Predicant, a l>evo-

tiouist as well as a Disputant.
/;/. Gavden, Tears of the rhtirch, p. iw.

2. An art of logical criticism practised by the

Megarics and other ancieiit philosophers. It

has the appearance of mere captiousuess and
quibbling, but had a serious motive.

eristical (e-ris'ti-kal), it. [< eristic + -/.]
Same as eristic.

erithacet, . [< Gr. i/iiddm/, bee-bread.] The
honeysuckle.

Eriz, . See Eryjc.

erket, a. A Middle English form of irk.

erlichet, ttdc. See early.

erlisht, . An obsolete variant of eMricli.

And up there raise an erltxh cry" He's won amung us a'!
"

The Youmj Tamlane (Child's Ballads, I. 124).

erl-king (W king), . [E. accom. of G. erl-

kiimij, erlen-kiinig, accom. of Ban. elh-kmige,
eher-knnge, lit. king of the elves, elle-, elver-,

being the pi. (only in coinp. ;
= Sw. elfror, pi.)

of alf, pi. otherwise alfer, = E. elf; cf. Dan.

alfe-konije, elf-king.] In German and Scandina-
vian poetical mythology, a personified natural

power which devises and works mischief, espe-
cially to children.

The hero of the present piece IN the Krl or Oak King, a
I i

i 1 1 1 i who is supposed to dwell in the recesses of the forest.
and thence to issue forth upon the benighted traveller to
lure him to his destruction. Scott, Erl King, Pref.

erlyt, adr. See
early.

ermet,
r. i. A Middle English form of earn*.

ermefulf ,
n. A Middle English form of yearnful.

ermelint (er'me-lin), . [Also ermilin, Jierme-

liiie (and ermly); < G. Iternielin (whence also It.

ermellinii, etc.), the ermine: see ermine1
.'] Same

as ermine.

Sables, Marternes, Beuers, otters. llcrinrline*.

llakluyt't Voyage*, I. 493.

They bane in their eies adamant* that Mill drawe youth
as the let the strawe, or the sight of the Panther the
Krmlii. ijreent, Sever Too Late.

Fair as the furry coat of whitest ermilin.

Shnwtvne, Schoolmistress.

ermine 1 (er'min), . [Early mod. E. also er-

in in, ermyn; < ME. ermin, ermi/n, ermine, < OF.
ermin, ermine, liermine, mod. F. hcrmine = Pr.

rrmini, ermi. licrmin = Sp. iirmiilo = Pg. nr-

minlitt, ermine: the same, with reduced term.,
as E. rriiiflin. cruily (obs.) = Sw. Dan. lirrnn-

lin = It. ermrlliiKi. iirnnUino (ML. nrmfltnus),
< MHG. In i-mi I in. (i. hrriiicliii (cf. LG. harmlce,
lirniirllci), ermine, dim. of MHG. harme, OHO.
linrmii. the ermine, = AS. liritrma (in glosses,
e. g., ''uetila. hi-unim" lietwecn ntnr, otter, and
mi'itrlli. iniirtcn. an ermine or rather weasel
(netilii is a scribe's error for L. mitxtela), =
Lith. .<.-<(. x-nniiii. .i:iiriin>iiyi<, a weasel. The
common "derivation" from Armenia (t-f. Er-

Ermine, or Stoat /'iifvrtut frminea). ill winter |>cl.ti;c.

nivorous quadruped of the weasel family, MUK-

iflidte, and order Ferae, found throughout the

northerly and cold temperate parts of the north-

ern hemisphere. The term Is specially applied Ui

the condition of the animal when it is white with a black

tip to the tall, a change from the ordinary reddish-brown

color, occurring In winter in most latitudes inhabited by
the animal. The ermine is a near relative of the weasel,
the ferret, and the European iKileeat. all of which belong
to the same genus. There arc several allied species or

varieties of the stoat hieh turn white in winter and yield
a fur known as ermine. The ermine fur of commerce is

chiefly obtained from northern Europe, Siberia, and Brit-

ish America, anil is in great request. See stoat.

I'l rob no n/ij/n of his dainty skin

To make mine own grow proud.
J. Braumunt, Psyche, ill. 117.

2. In cutout., one of several arctiid moths: so

called by English collectors. The buff ermine
is Arctta lubricipeda ; the water-ermine is A.
urticw. 3. The fur of the ermine, especially
as prepared for ornamental purposes, by hav-

ing the black of the tail inserted at regular in-

tervals so that it contrasts with the pure white
of the fur. The fur, with or without the black sjiots, is

used for lining and facing certain official and ceremonial

garments, especially, in England, the rolies of judges.

Their chiefe furres are . . . Blacke fox Sables, . . . Gur-
nestallei or Armint. Hakluyt t Voyaget, I. 477.

Ijiw and gospel faith determine
All virtues lodge in royal ermine.

tiietft, On Poetry.

Hence 4. The office or dignity of a judge,
and especially the perfect rectitude and fair-

ness of mind essential to the judge's office : as,
he kept his ermine unspotted.

I call upon . . . the judges to interpose the purity of

their 'mini* to save us from this jiollution.
Lord Chatham.

5. In her., one of the furs, represented with its

peculiar spots black on a white ground (argent,

spots sable). The black spots are in-

determinate in number. In some cases
a single spot suffices for one surface:

thus, In a mantling rrmint the dags have
each one spot in the middle. Abbrevi-
ated er.

The arms of Brittany were "
Ermine,"

1. e. white, with black ermine spots.
Booke of Prectilente (E. E. T. s., extra

(ser. ),!., notes.

Ermine spot, in her., one of the black spots representing
the tail of the ermine and contributing to form the tinc-

ture so called.

ermine 1 (er'min), r. f.; pret. and pp. ermineil,

ppr. ermining. [< ermine1
, .] To cover with

or as with ermine.

The snows that have "miti'if It la tree] in winter.

l.inrfll. Among my Books, 3d ser., p. 237.

Ermine2
t, . [ME.; cf. OF. Ermenie, ML. Ser-

mcnia, Armenia.] An Armenian. Chaticer.

ermine (er-mi-na'), . [Heraldic F., < OF. er-

min, ermine, ermine.] In her., composed of four
ermine spots: said of a cross so formed. This
cross is always sable on a field argent, and this need not be
mentioned in the blazon ; it is also blazoned four ermine

spots in cross.

ermined (er'mind). . 1. Clothed with ermine ;

adorned with the fur of the ermine.

Krmined Age, and Youth in arms renown'd,
Honouring his scourge and hair-cloth, meekly kissed the

ground. Sentt, Don Roderick, st. -".

2. Invested with the judicial power, or with the

office or dignity of a judge.
ermine-moth (er'min-m6th), n. A moth, y/'<>-

nomeiita imtlella. so called from its white and
black coloration.

ermines (er'minz), n. In her., a fur of a black

ground with white spots (sable,

spots argent): the reverse of
i-rmine. Also called counter-er-
niiin , i-initi'i-i rmine.

erminites (er'mi-nits), n. In
lirr.. a fur sometimes men-
tioned, the same us ermine, but
with a single red hair on each



erminites 1996 err

Erminois.

side of the black spots. This

can be shown only on a very

large scale, and is rare.

erminois (er'mi-nois), n.

[Heraldic F., < OF. ermin,

ermine.] In her., a fur of

a tincture resembling er-

mine, except that the ground
is or.

ermitt, . An obsolete form of hermit.

Taylor.
em'1! erne 1

!,
* Obsolete forms of earn1 .

ern2
t, eme2

t,
Obsolete forms of earrft.

ern3
, erne3 . . See ears.

ern4t, erne
4
t,

v. * Same as earn*.

ern5
t, [AS. (Ern, a retired place or habitation,

scarcely used except in comp. (-(ern, -ern), as

in berern, contr. lern (> E. barnl), eorth-ern, a

grave, etc.] A retired place or habitation:

chiefly in composition. See etymology.
-ern. [L. -ernus, -erna, -ternus, -terna, prop, a

compound suffix, < -er, -ter + -no-; used to form

nouns and adjectives.] A termination of Latin

origin, occurring in nouns, as in cavern, cistern,

lantern, tavern, etc., also in adjectives, as mod-

ern, but in adjective use generally extended

with -al, as in eternal, fraternal, maternal, pater-

nal, external, internal, infernal, supernal, etc.

In some words -ern is an accommodation of various other

terminations, aa in pastern, pattern, postern, bittern, etc.

Some think such manner of erogatim not to be worthy question or questions for oratorical purposes,
the name of liberality. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour.

agj for instance, to imply a negative, as in the

Touching the Wealth of England, it never also appeared following quotation. Also called cperotesis and
so much by public Erogations and Taxes, which the long emtfocluismus. See question.
p-irliitiipiit raised HowKit. letters, iv. 9t, f

Must we but weep oer days more bleat?

erogenic (er-o-jen ik), a. same as erogenous. Must we but blush? Our fathers bled.

In somnambulism the various hyper-excitable spots or Byron, Don Juan, iii., The Isles of Greece (song),

zones erogenic, reflexogenic, dynamogenic, hypnogcnic, erotetic (er-6-tet'ik), a. [< Gr. (purrrrtKOf, skill-

hysterogenic-are best
studied^ ^^ PtychoLt i. 497. ed in questioning, < ipurav, question, ask.] In-

Jer. erogenous (e-roj'e-nus), o. [< Gr. Ipof, love (see
terrogatory.

Eros), + -ytwk, producing: see -genous.] In-

ducing erotic sensation; producing sexual de-

sire.

log-bleater, heather-bleater.

ernest1
!, and a. An obsolete form of earnest*.

ernest2t,
n. An obsolete form of earnest2 .

Ernestine (er'nes-tin), a. Of or pertaining to

the elder and ducal branch of the Saxon house

with his younger brother Albert the territories

ruled by them in common. The Ernestine and Al-

bertine lines thus founded still continue. The latter

wrested the electoral title from the former in 1547, and

became the royal house of Saxony in 1806. The Ernestine

line now holds the grand duchy of Saxe-Weimar and the

duchies of Saxe-Meiningen, Saxe-Altenburg, and Saxe-

Coburg-Gotha. Ernestine pamphlet, a pamphlet pub-
lished about 1530, under the auspices of the Ernestine

Saxon line, advocating the debasement of the currency.
See Albertine tracts, under Albertine.

erode (e-rod'), v.
; pret. and pp. eroded, ppr.

eroding. [< L. erodere, gnaw off, < e, out, off.

+ rodere, gnaw: see rodent.] I. trans. 1. To

gnaw or eat into or away; corrode.

It hath been anciently received, that the sea-air hath
an antipathy with the lungs if it cometh near the body,
and erodeth them. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 983.

The blood, being too sharp or thin, erodes the vessels.

Wiseman, Surgery.

Hence 2. To wear away, as if by gnawing:
specifically used in geology of the action of

water, etc., in wearing down the earth's sur-

face.

When this change began, it caused a decreasing river-

slope in the northern portions, and a diminishing power
to erode. Science, III. 57.

II. intrans. To become worn away Eroded
margin, in entom., a margin with irregular teeth and

emarginations. Eroded surface, in entom., a surface
with many irregular and sharply defined depressions, ap-

pearing as if gnawed or carious.

e-rot'ik), a. and n. [Formerly crotick ; =
_ Ique = Sp. erdtico = Pg. It. erotica (cf . D.

G. erotisch = Dan. Sw. erotisk), < Gr. epunrif,

pertainingto love,< cpuf (cpur-), love : see Eros.]

I. a. Pertaining to or prompted by love
;
treat-

ing of love
;
amorous.

An erotic ode is the very last place in which one would

expect any talk about heavenly things. Saturday Rev.

On the'front of the base (of the statue of Zeus at Olym- H. n ^^^""^^V'JT^
pia] were attached works in gold representing in the cen- erotlCal (e-rot l-k&l), a. [.<

* ~al -l c

tre Aphrodite rising from the sea and being received by as erotic.

Eros and crowned by_Peitho. _ ,,__ ,, So doth Jason Pratensis ... (who writes copiously of

this troticall love) place and reckon it amongst the affec-

tions of the braine. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 442.

erotomania (e-ro-to-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

epuTopavia, raving love, < />of (cpwr-), love, +
fiavia, madness.] In pathol., mental alienation

or melancholy caused by love; love-sickness.

erotomaniac (e-ro-to-ma'ni-ak), n. [< eroto-

mania + -ac.] A person suffering from or af-

flicted with erotomania.

erotomany (er-o-tom'a-ni), n. [< NL. eroto-

mania.] Same as erotomania.

erotylid (e-rot'i-lid), a. and n. I. a. Of or per-

taining to the Erotylidce.
II. n. One of the Erotylidce.

Erotylidse (er-o-til'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ero-

tylus + -idee.]

'

A family of clavicorn Coleop-
tera. The dorsal abdominal segments are partly mem-
branous ; the ventral segments are free ; the tarsi are four-

jointed, more or less dilated and spongy beneath ;
the

wings are not fringed with hairs ; and the anterior coxa;

of love, a personification of ...
< ipav, love.] 1. PI. Erotes or Erases (e-ro'tez,

e'ros-ez). In Gr. myth., the god of love, iden-

tified by the Romans with Cupid. See Cupid.

A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, II. 12V.

A bevy of Erases apple-cheek'd,
In a shallop of crystal ivory-beak'd.

Tennyson, The Islet.

2. [NL.] In zodl., a genus of mal-

acodermatous beetles, of the fam-

ily Teleplioridce. There are many
species, of Europe and America, as

E. mundus of North America.

of erodere, gnaw off: see erode.]

Gnawed; having small irregular si-

nuses in the margin, as if gnawed:
applied to a leaf, to an insect's

wing, etc.
''
(e'ros), a. See cerose.

< erodere, pp. erosus, gnaw off: see erode.]

1. The act or operation of eating or gnawing
away. Hence 2. The act of wearing away
by any means. Specifically (a) In gun., the wearing

away of the metal around the interior of the vent, around

the breech-mechanism, and on the surfaces of the bore and

chamber of cannon, due to the action of powder-gas at the

high pressures and temperatures reached in firing.

The heated gases, passing over these fused surfaces at a

are globose. The species are mostly South American, and

Erotylides, and Erotylusidce.

Jrotylus (e-rot'i-lus), n.

a darling, sweetheart, dim.
The typical ge-

high"velocity "and pressure, absolutely remove that sur- nus of the family
face and give rise to that erosion which is so serious an ErotillidtB dis-
evil in guns where large charges are employed.

Science, V. 392.

< Gr. eporviof,

cpur-), love.]

(!>) In zoiil.. the abrasion or wearing away of a surface
or margin, as if by
gnawing ;

the state

of being erose ; the
act of eroding, (c)
In geol., the wear-

ing away of rocks

Section showing the erosion of the summit by water and other
of a mass of stratified rock bent into a low agencies of geo-
anticlinal. logical change.

Erosion through solvent action is promoted by the pres-
ence in the waters both of carbonic acid and organic acids.

Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXX. 186.

3. The state of being eaten or worn away;
corrosion ;

canker
;
ulceration. Erosion theory,

in geol., the theory that valleys are due to the wearing in-

fluences of water and ice, chiefly in the form of glaciers,

as opposed to the theory which regards them as the result

of fissures in the earth's crust produced by strains during
its upheaval.

erodent (e-ro'dent), n. [< L. eroden(t-)s, ppr. erosionist (e-ro'zhon-ist), n. [< erosion + -ist]

of erodere, gnaw off: see erode.] A drug which In geol., one who holds the erosion theory.

There were the erosionists, or upholders of the efficacy

of superficial waste. Geikie, Geol. Sketches, ii. 5.

eats away, as it were, extraneous growths; a
caustic.

Erodii (e-ro'di-I), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. fpu6i6f, the erosive (e-ro'siv), a. [= It. erosiro, < L. ero-

dere, pp. erosns, erode (see erode, erose*), + -ive.] erpetology (er-pe-tol'o-ji), n

1. Having the property of eating away or cor- form of nerpetology.
- r. TIT : -,,4.:

(er), . [< ME. (

heron or hernshaw.] Same as Herodii.

Erodium (e-ro'di-um), n. [< Gr. epudi6f, also

pudidc (= L. ardea), the heron (Ardea cinerea,
A. egretta, A. stellaris, A. iiycticorax).] A ge-
nus of plants, closely related to Geranium, from
which it differs in having only five fertile sta-

tinguished by
the two spines
with which the
maxilla? are

armed at the tip.
and the ovate,
not cylindric,
form ofthe body.
The species are pecu-
liar to Central and
South America, only
one, E. boisduvali,
extending from Mex-
ico into Arizona and
Colorado. It is 10
millimeters long.ob-
ovate, black, opaque, ^~
with the elytra

/VW
ocherous and cov- <^S

f

ered with numerous z

deeply impressed
black punctures,and
having a triangular
black spot near the
middle of the side

margin. It lives in

fungi growing on old

pine logs.

Fungus-beetle (Erotylus boisdui>alC<,

a, b, larva, lateral and dorsal views ;

d, pupa, ventral and dorsal surfaces ;

bee'tle ; /, paipus : g, tarsus, from below ;

h. terminal joint of tarsus, from above ; I,

antenna. /, g, h, and i enlarged.

An erroneous

roding; corrosive. 2. Wearing away; acting err

by erosion.
erren, < OF. errer = Pr. Sp.

Pg. error = It. errare, < L. errare, wander,

west.

of the old world, though several are very widely natural-
ized. Some of the common species are known as heron's-
bill or stork's-bill.

erogatet (er'o-gat), v. t. [< L. erogatus, pp. of

erogare (> It. erogare = Sp. Pg. crogar), pay,

y erosion. rg. errur = 11. er//e, \ .u. cr/ru/c, waunc*,
The great erosive effect of water on the clay soil of the stray, err, mistake, orig.*ersare = Goth, airzjan,
est. Science, III. 214.

tr., cause to err, mislead, = OHG. irreon, irron,

mens, and the tails of the carpels bearded upon erostrate (g-ros'trat), a. [< L. e- priv. + ros-
de. There are about 50 species, natives mostly

tratug> beaked, < rostrum, a beak : see rostrum. ]

In lot., having no beak.

erotematic (er"o-te-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. epo-n?-

fiariKof, interrogative, < epor^fia(T-), interroga-
tion: see eroteme.] Proceeding by means of

payout, expend (prop, out of the public frea- questions. Erotematic method, a method of in-

sury, after asking the consent of the people), < struction in which the teacher asks questions, whether

e, out, + rogare, ask: see rogation. Cf. arro- catechetical or dialogical.

aate, derogate.] To expend, as public money; eroteme (er o-tem), . [< LL. erotema, < (jr.

ep&nifLa, a question, < cpurav, ask.] The mark
or note of interrogation: a name adopted by
the grammarian Goold Brown, but not in com-
mon use.

lay out; bestow.

For to the acquiryngeof science belongeth understand-

yng and memorye, which, as a treasory, hath power to re-

tayne, and also to eroqate, and dystribnte, when opportu- mvu uoc.
nitie happeneth. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iii. 22.

Erotes, n. Latin plural of Eros.

erogationt (er-o-ga'shon), n. [= Sp. erogacion erotesis (er-o-te'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. epurr/ai(, a
= It. erogazione, < L. erogatio(n-), < erogare, pay questioning, < eporav, question, ask.] In rhet.,

out: see erogate.] The act of erogating. a figure of speech consisting in the use of a

MHG. G. wren, intr., wander, stray, err; cf.

Goth, airnyis, adj., = OHG. irri, G. irre, astray;

prob. the same word as OHG. irri = AS. yrre,

eorre, angry, enraged (for sense cf. L. delirus,

crazy, raving, lit. out of the furrow: see deliri-

ous), but (?) cf. L. ira, anger.] I. intrans. 1.

To wander; go in a devious and uncertain

course. [Obsolete or archaic.]
O verrey goost, that errest to and fro.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 302.

O, in no labyrinth can I safelier err,

Thar when I lose myself in praising her.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, i. 1.

2. To deviate from the true course or purpose ;

hence, to wander from truth or from the path of

duty; depart from rectitude ; go astraymorally.

We have erred and strayed from thy ways like lost sheep.
Book o/ CUM uum Prayer, General Confession.



err

Hut errs not Nature from this gnu i.,us cud,

From liuruiug suns when llviil death-, descend

l-ope, Essay on Man, I. 141.

Alin'd at the helm, hi lance err it. JV,IH./.M, Ccraint.

3. To go astray in thought or belief; be mis-

taken; blunder; misapprehend.
Thereby shall we uliiidnw

The numbers of our host, and make discover}

Krr in report of us. **, Macbeth, v. 4.

They do not HT
Who say that, when the poet dies,

Mute Nature mourns her worshipper.
Scott, L. of L. M., v. 1.

Il.t trans. 1. To mislead; cause to deviate

from truth or rectitude.

Sometimes he [the devil) tempts by covetousness drui

kcnncss, pleasure, pride, to, err,, dejects, saves, kills, pro-

tects, and rides some men as
they

do their horses.

Burton, Auat. of Mel., p. 60.

2. To miss; mistake.
I shall not las behind, nor err

The way, thou leading. Milton, f. L., x. 268.

errable (er'a-bl), a. [< err + able.'] Liable

to mistake ffallible. Bailey, 1727. [Hare.],

errableness (er'a-W-nes), . Liability to mis-

take or err. [Rare.]
We may infer, from the errablenets of our nature, the

reasonableness of compassion to the seduced.

Decay o/ Chmtian Piety.

errabund (er'a-bund), o. [< L. errabundux,

wandering to and fro, < errare, wander: see

err.} Erratic; wandering; rambling. [Bare.]

Your errabund guesses, veering to all points of the lit-

erary compass. Southey, The Doctor, Interchapter xm.

errand 1 (er'and), . [Early mod. E. also errant,

arrand, arrant; < ME. erendc, erande, arende,

etc., < AS. cerende = OS. arwidi = OHG. aranti,

aruiiti, drandi, etc., = Icel. eyrendi, orendt =
Sw. arende = Dan. cerende, errand, message ;

of. AS. ar = OS. pi. cri = Icel. arr = Goth, ai-

rus, a messenger; origin uncertain; perhaps
ult. connected with Skt. / ar, go.] A special

business intrusted to a messenger; a verbal

charge or message ;
a mandate or order; some-

thing to be told or done: as, the servant was

sent on an errand; he told his errand; he has

done the errand.

Ye do symply youre mayster ereiide, as he yow co-

maunded for to seche Merlin. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 43.

1907

bicolous: as, the errant annelids. 4f. Notori-

ous; manifest: in this sense now spelled only

in-i-iint. See arrant, 2.

II. . A knight errant. [Bare.]
"

I am no admirer of knights," he said to Hogg, "and

If we were errant*, you should have the tilting all to

yourself."
* I><"cden, Shelley, I. 1BO.

errant2t (er'ant), a. [< OF. errant, ppr. of errer,

esrcr, oirer, "oirrer, earlier edrer, edrar, make a

journey, travel, go, move, etc., < ML. iterare

(for LL. itinerari), make a journey, travel, < L.

Her (itincr-), a journey, road, way, > OF. erre,

eire, ME. erre, eire, eyre, mod. E. (m archaic

spelling) eyre, a journey, circuit : see eyre, itine-

rant. Of. errant1 .] Itinerant.

Our judges of assize are called justices errant, because

they go no direct course, but this way and that way from

one town to another, where their sittings be appointed.
C. Butler, Eng. Grammar (1033).

Errantia (e-ran'shiS), n. pi. [NL., pL of L.

erran(t-)s, ppr. of errare, wander: see errant1
.]

A group of active locomotory polychsetous an-

nelids, as distinguished from the sedentary
or tubicolous group of the same order. They
seldom construct tubular habitations, have numerous para-

podia not confined to the anterior parts of the body, an

possess a pnestomiuiu, and usually eyes, tentacles, and

a proboscis armed with chltlnoiu teeth. Like the rest

of the Polychata, they are normally dioecious and marine

worms, vermiform In shape, with large setigerous feet,

and gills on the back ; they correspond somewhat to the

Linnean genus yereit (which see), and are known as An-

tennata, Kapacia, tfotobranchia Chaitopoda, etc., ranking
as an order or a suborder. The families Aereufa and

ffephthyula are central groups. See I'olynoe, a typical

member of the group.

errantry (er'ant-ri), R. [< errant + -ry.} It.

A wandering ;
a roving or rambling about.

After a short space of errantry upon the seas, he got

safe back to Dunkirk. Addison, Freeholder.

2. The condition or way of life of a knight er-

rant. See knight-errantry.
In our day the errantry is reversed, and^any^a

strong-

I have a secret errand unto thee, O king. Judges lii. 19.

Our soul is not sent hither, only to go back again : we

have some errand to do here. Donne, Letters, xxxvii.

One of the four and twenty qualities of a knave is to

stay long at his arrand. Uowell, Eng. Proverbs, p. 2.

Fool's or gawk'B errand, the pursuit of something un-

attainable; an absurd or fruitless search or enterprise.

To send one on a/oof* errand is to direct or induce one

to set aliout doing something that the sender knows, or

should know, will be useless or without result.

errand-t An obsolete variant of arrant.

errant1
(or'ant), a. and . [Early

mod. E. also

arrant (see arrant, now differentiated from er-

rant); < ME. erraunt. arraunt, < OF. errant (un

chevalier errant, a knight errant, le Juif errant,

the wandering Jew, etc.), usually taken as the

ppr. (< L. erran(t-)s) of errer, < L. errare, wan-

der (see err); by some takenas the ppr. of errer,

make a journey, travel: se^errant
2
.] I. a. 1.

Wandering; roving; rambling: applied partic-

ularly to knights (knights errant) of the middle

ages, who are represented as wandering about

to seek adventures and display their heroism

and generosity.
An outlawe, or a theef erraunt.

Chaucer, Manciple s Tale, 1. 120.

Where as noon arraunt knyght sholde not cesse to karolc,

till that a certeiu knyght com thider ,,..,Merlin (E. E. 1. S.), 11. .HKJ.

A shady glade
Of the Rlphooan hlls, to her reveald

Itv ,-f-rnnt siirights, but from all men conceald.

Spenser, F. Q., III. viii. 6.

I am an errant knight that lollow'd arms,
With spear and shield.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, ill. 4.

2. Deviating ; straying from the straight, true,

or right course ; erring.

Knots, by the conflux of meeting sap,

Infect the sound pine, ami divert his grain

Tortive am! errant from his course of growth.
Shak., T. andC., I. 3.

But she that has been bred up tinder you, . . .

Having ii" errant motion from obedience.

Flies from these vanities as mere illusions.

n-tch, :. \\ iff for ft Month, i. 1.

Supped at the Lord Chamberlaine's, where also supped

the famous beauty and errant lady the Dutchesse of Maza-

r jm . Evelyn, Diary, Sept 6, 176.

But when the Prince had brought his errant eyes

Home fmm the ruck, sideways he let them glance

At Enid, where she droopt. Tennyson, Gerainl.

3. In zool., free; not fixed; locomotory; spe-

cifically, pertaining to the Errantia; not tu-

hearted woman goes journeying up and down the

bent on delivering some beloved hero from a captivity

more terrible than any the old legends tell.

L. M. Aleott, Hospital Sketches, p. 238.

errata, Plural of erratum.

erratet n. [< L. erratum, mistake : see erra-

tum.} A mistake; a fault. Hall. (Halliwell.)

erratic (e-rat'ik), a. and n. [< ME. erratik,

erratyk, < OF. (and F.) erratioue = Pr. erra-

tic, eratic = Sp. errdtico = Pg. It. erratico, < L.

erraticus,wandering, < errare, wander: see err.]

I. a. 1. Wandering; having no certain course ;

roving about without a fixed destination.

error

We hve erratic*, unscholarly foolish persons.
J. Cook, Marriage, p. 9B.

erratical (e-rat'i-kal), a. [< erratic + -al.}

Same us i rriitir.
[
IJure. ]

erratically (e-rat'i-kal-i), adr. In an erratic

manner; without rule, order, or established

method; irregularly.

They . . . come not forth In generations erratically, or

different from each other, but In spectncal and regular

,ha|>e8.
Sir T. Brotme, Vulg. Err., 11. 0-

erraticalness (e-rat'i-kal-ues), n. The state

of being erratic.

errationt (e-ra'shon), w. [< L. <rrao(n-), < er-

rare, wander: see err.] A wandering. Cock-

erratum (e-ra'tum), .; pi. errata (-tft). [L.,

neut. of erratus, pp. of errare, err, make a mis-

take: see err. Cf.errate.} An error or mistake

in writing or printing. The list of the errata of a book

Is usually printed at the beginning or end, with references

to the pages and lines in which they occur.

A single erratum may knock out the brains of a whole

passage.
Cotcper.

erret, . A Middle English form of arrl.

errhine (er'in), a. and . [< Gr. ippivov, an er-

rhine, < fv, in, + #f ('-) the nose.] L
In med., affecting the nose, or designed to be

snuffed into the nose
; occasioning discharges

from the nose.

II. n. A medicine to be snuffed up the nose,

to promote discharges of mucus; a sternuta-

tory.

eningly (er'ing-li), adv. In an erring manner.

He serves the muses erringly and ill

Whose aim is pleasure, light and fugitive.

Wordtworth, While Doe of Kylstone, Ded.

erroneous (e-rd'ne-us), a. [Formerly also er-

ronious ; < L. erroneug, wandering about, stray-

ing (cf . erro(-), a wanderer, error, wandering),

< errare, wander: see err.] It. Wandering;

roving; devious; unsettled; irregular.

They roam
Erroneout and disconsolate. Philip*.

2. Controlled by error; misled; deviating from

the truth.

Short remnants of the wind now and then came down

the narrow street in erratic puffs.
G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 150.

2. Deviating from the proper or usual course in

opinion or conduct ;
eccentric.

A fine erratic genius, ... he has not properly used his

birthright. Stedman, Viet Poets, p. 248.

3. Moving; not fixed or stationary : applied to

the planets as distinguished
from the fixed stars.

Ther he saugh, with ful avysemente,
The erratyk sterres, herkenynge armonye,
With sownes ful of hevenyssh melodie.

CAaueer, Troilus, v. 1812.

4. In med., irregular; changeable; movingfrom

point to point, as rheumatic or other pains, or

appearing at indeterminate intervals, as some

intermittent fevers.

They are incommoded with a slimy mattery cough, stink

of breath, and an erratic* fever. Haney, Consumptions.

5. In geol., relating to or explanatory
of the con-

dition and distribution of erratics. See II., 2.

Erratic blocks, the name given by geologists t those

boulders or fragments of rocks which appear to have been

transported from their original sites by ice in the Pleisto-

cene period, and carried often to great distances. Such

blocks are on the surface or in the most superficial depos-

its. See boulder. Erratic map, one on whieh the dis-

tribution of the erratics in a certain district is illustrated

Erratic phenomena, the phenomena connected with

erratic MOCKS. =8yn. 4. Abnormal, unreliable. See ir-

,' >!>:!, ir.

II. n. 1. One who or that which has wan-

dered ;
a wanderer.

W illiani second Earl of Lonsdale, who added two splen-

did art galleries to Lowther Castle, which he ... made a

haven of rest for various erralwa from other collections.

Edinburgh Her., CLXIV. 609.

Specifically 2. In geol., a boulder or block

which has been conveyed from its original site,

probably by ice, and deposited at a distance ;

an erratic block. See erratic blocks, under I.

We have good reason to believe that the climate of

America during the glacial epoch was even then some-

what more severe than that of Western Europe, for the

erratic* of America extend as far south as latitude 40 ,

while on the old continent they are not found much be-

yiind latitude 50'. J. Crull, Climate and Time, p. 72.

3. An eccentric person.

A man's conscience and his Judgment is the same thing,

and as the judgment, so also the conscience may be er-

roneuui. Uobbet, Works, III. 29.

And because they foresaw that this wilderness might

be looked upon as a plaee of liberty, and therefore might

hi time be troubled with erroneout spirits, therefore they

did put In one article into the confession of faith, on pur-

pose, about the duty and power of the magistrate in mat-

X~ Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 146.

3. Containing error; false; mistaken; not

conformable to truth or justice ; liable to mis-

lead : as, an erroneous opinion ;
erroneous doc-

trine or instruction.

I must . . . protest against making these old most er-

roneoui maps a foundation for new ones, as they can be

of no use, but must be of detriment.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 267.

There are, probably, few subjects on which popular

judgments are commonly more erroneous than upon the

relations between positive religions and moral enthusi.

asn,. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 150.

erroneously (e-ro'ne-us-li), adv. In an errone-

ous manner; by mistake; not rightly; falsely.

The profession and vse of Poesie is most ancient from

the beginning, and not, as manie erroniuuily suppose, af-

ter but before any ciuil society was among men.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 3.

How Innumerable have been the instances In which

lejiislative control was erroneuuily thought necessary
//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 439.

erroneousness (e-ro'ne-us-nes), n. [< erroneous

+ -ness.} The state of" being erroneous, wrong,
or false; deviation from truth or right : as, the

trroneousness of a judgment or proposition.

error (er'or), n. [Early mod. E. also errour;

< ME. errour, arrore,< OF. error, errur, mod. F.

erreur = Pr. Sp. Pg. error = It. errore, < L.

error, a wandering, straying, uncertainty, mis-

take, error, < errare, wander, err: see err.] 1.

A wandering ;
a devious and uncertain course.

[Obsolete or archaic.]

He [.neas] through fatall errour long was led

Full many yeares. Spenter, F. a, 1U- !*

Driv'n by the winds and errour* of the sea.

Dryden. .f.ncid.

The damsel's headlong error thro' the wood.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynett*.

2. A deviation from the truth ; a discrepancy
between what is thought to be true and What is

true ;
an unintentional positive falsity; a false

proposition or mode of thought.

Lord, such arrore auiange them the! haue,

It Is grete sorowe to see.

Error is ... a mistake of our Judgment, giving assent

to that which is not true.

Locke, Human t nderstanding, I . xx. 1.



error

In my mind lie was guilty of no error, he was charge-

able wi'th no exaggeration, he was betrayed by his fancy
into no metaphor, who once said, that all we see about us,

King, Lords, and Commons, the whole machinery of the

state all the apparatus of the system, and its varied work-

ings, end in simply bringing twelve good men into a box.

Brougham.
There is but one effective mode of displacing an error,

and that is to replace it by a conception which, while

readily adjusting itself to conceptions firmly held on other

points, is seen to explain the facts more completely.
G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, Int. I. i. 6.

When men do not know the truth, they do well to agree
in common error based upon common feeling ; for thereby
their energies are fixed in the unity of definite aim, and

not dissipated to waste in restless and incoherent vaga-
ries. Mamlslta, Body and Will, p. 219.

3. An inaccuracy duo to oversight or accident ;

something different from what was intended,

especially in speaking, writing, or printing: as,

a clerical error (which see, below).

Error*, like straws, upon the surface How :

He who would search for pearls must dive below.

Di-yden, All for Love, Prol.

4. A wrong-doing; a moral fault ;
a sin, espe-

cially one that is not very heinous.

Who can understand bis errors! cleanse thon me from
secret faults. 1's. xix. 12.

If to her share some female error* fall.

Look on her face, and you'll forget them all.

Pope, R. of the L., ii. 17.

If it were thine errnr or thy crime,
I care no longer. Tennyson, Vision of Sin. Epil.

5. The difference between the observed or oth-

erwise determined value of a physical quantity
and the true value : also called the true error.

By the error is often meant the error according to some

possible theory. Tims, in physics, the rule is to make the

sum of the squares of the errors a minimum that is, that

theory is adopted according to which the sum of the

squares of the errors of the observations is represented
to be less than according to any other theory. The error

of an. observation is separated into two parts, the acci-

dental error and the constant error. The accidental error

is that part of the total error which would entirely disap-

pear from the mean of an indefinitely large series of ob-

servations taken under precisely the same circumstances :

the constant error is that error which would still affect

such a mean. The In if of error is a law connecting the

relative magnitudes of errors with their frequency. The
law is that the logarithm of the frequency is proportional
to the square of the error. This law holds only for the

accidental part of the error, and only for certain kinds of

observations, and to those only when certain observations

affected by abnormal errors have been struck out. The

probable error is a magnitude which one half the acci-

dental errors would in the long run exceed ; this is a well-

established but unfortunate expression. The mean error

is the quadratic mean of the errors of observations simi-

lar to given observations.

6. In law, a mistake in a judicial determination
of a court, whether in deciding wrongly on the

merits or ruling wrongly 011 an incidental point,
to the prejudice of the rights of a party. It im-

plies, without imputing corruptness, a deviation from or

misapprehension of the law, of a nature sufficiently serious

to entitle the aggrieved party to carry the case to a court of

review.

7f. Perplexity; anxiety; concern.

He . . . thought well in his corage that the! were right

high men and gretter of astate than he cowde thinke, and
a-boute his herte com so grete errour that it wete all his

visage with teeres of his yien. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 318.

Assignment of errors, in law, specification of the errors

suggested or objected to. Clerical error, a mistake in

writing ; the erroneous writing of one thing for another
;

a slip of the pen : from all writers having been formerly
called clerics or clerks. Court of error, court of er-

rors, a court exercising appellate jurisdiction by means
of writs of eiTor. The highest judicial court of Connecti-
cut is called the Supreme Court of Errors, those of Dela-
ware and New Jersey the Courts of Errors and Appeals.
Error in fact, a mistake of fact, or ignorance of a fact,

embraced in a judicial proceeding and affecting its valid-

ity, as, for example, the granting of judgment against an
infant as if he were adult. Error Of a clock, the differ-

ence between the time indicated by a clock and the time
which the clock is intended to indicate, whether sidereal
or mean time. Error of collimation. See collimation.

Joinder In error, in la ii; the taking of issue on the sug-
gestion of error. writ of error, a process issued by a
court of review to the inferior court, suggesting that error
has been committed, and requiring the record to be sent

up for examination : now generally superseded by appeal.
= Syn. 2 and 3. Mistake, Bull, etc. See blunder.

errorist (er'or-ist), . [< error + -ist.] One
who errs, or who encourages and propagates
error. [Rare.]

Especially in the former of these Epistles [Colossians and
Ephesians] we find that the Apostle Paul censures a class
of errnrixls who are not separated from the Church, but
who cherish and inculcate notions evidently Gnostical in
their character, ft. /'. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 387.

ers (ers), n. [< F. crs = Pr. ers = Cat. er = Sp.
yervo = It. ervo, < L. ervum, the bitter vetch:
see Ervum.'] A species of vetch, Ticia En-ilia.

Erse (ers), a. and . [Also Earse ; a corruption
of Irish.] I. a. Of or belonging to the Celts of
Ireland and Scotland or their language : as, the
Erse tongue.
The native peasantry everywhere sang Erge songs in

praise of Tyrconnel. Macaitlaii, Hist. Eng., vi.

erupt

II n The language of the Gaels or Celts in eructt (e-rukt'), r. t. [= It. crttttarc = Sp. cnic-

the Highlands of Scotland, as being of Irish tar, < L. eruetare. belch or vomit forth, oast

origin The Highlanders themselves call it forth, < e, out, + ruclare, belch: see rwsta-

Gaelte tion.] Same as eructate. Bailey, 1727.
T

Ther has many dialects, and the words used in some eructate (e-rnk'tat), v. *
; pret. and pp. erne-

islands are not always known in others. tated, ppr. eructating. [< L. eructatiim, pp. of

Johnson, Jour, to Western Isles,
eructare, belch forth : see er*6t.] To belch

ersh, M. Soeearsli. forth or eject, as wind from the stomach,
erst (erst), adv. [Early mod. E. (dial.) also ^tna in times past hath ,-ri^,.,J such huge gobbets of

yerst; < ME. erst, arst, cer.it, erest, airest, first, ore lion-ell, Letters, I. 1. 27.

once, formerly, for Jhe first time, < AS. wrest, eructation (e-ruk-ta'shon), n. [= F. eructation

adv., first (cf. adj. ceresta, ME. erste, the first), _ pr cnic ta tio = Sp. eriictiicion = Pg. eructa-

superl. of (er, before, formerly, sooner, in posi-
tive use soon, early: see ere1

, early, etc.] 1.

First
;
at first

;
at the beginning.

On of Ector owne brether, that I erst neuenyt,
And Modernus, the mayn kyng, on the mon set.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 0792.

cao = It. eruttazinne, < LL. eructatio(n-);
< L.

eructare, belch: see cruet.] 1. A belching of

wind from the stomach ;
a belch.

Cabbage ('tis confess'd) is greatly accused for lying un-

digested in the stomach, and provoking eructations.

/></.'//!, Acetaria.

2. Once; formerly; long ago.
Once All was made : not by the hand of Fortune

(As fond B"

3. A violent bursting forth or ejection of mat-
ter from the earth.

, L Thenmc are hot springs or tor, ,,,,,^,V,i,, BW.*.
Gentle spirit of sweetest humour, who erst did sit upon erudiatet (e-ro'di-at), r. t. [Irreg. <. L. crudire,

the easy pen of my beloved Cervantes. pp.eruditus, instruct: see erudite.) lo instruct;

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ix. 24.

3. Before
;

till then or now
;
hitherto.

Hony and wex as erst is uowe to make,
What shal be saide of wyne is tente to take.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. IWi.

Whence look the Soldier's Cheeks dismay'd and pale?
Erst ever dreadful, know they now to dread ?

Prior, Ode to the Queen.

[Archaic in all senses.]
At erstt. (n) At flrst : for the first time, (h) At length, at

present: especially with noir(noivat erst).

In dremes, quod Valerian, nan we be
L'nto this tyme, brother myn, ywis ;

But notv at erst in trouthe our dwelling i.s.

Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, 1. 204.

My bonghes with bloosmes that crowned were at flrste . . .

Are left both bare and barrein now at erst.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., December.
Of erst, formerly.

The enigmas which of erst puzzled the brains of Socrates
and Plato and Seneca.' Tlie Catholic World, April. 1884.

educate
;
teach.

The skilful goddess there rrudiates these

In all she did. Fanshatc.

erudite (er'8-dit), n. and n. [= F. erudit = Sp.

Pg. It. eruaito, < L. eriulitus, learned, accom-

plished, well informed, pp. of erudire, instruct,

educate, cultivate, lit. free from rudeness, <

e, out, + nulls, rude: see rwlr.] I. . 1. In-

structed
; taught ;

learned ; deeply read.

The kinges highnes as a most erudite prince and a most
faithful! kinge. Sir T. More, Works (trans.), p. 645.

2. Characterized by erudition.

Erudite and metaphysical theology. .Jet: Tatflor.

II. ii. A learned person.
We have, therefore, had logicians and speculators on the

one hand, and erudites and specialists on the other.

L. /'. Ward, Dynam. Soeiol., I. 140.

eruditely (er'o-dit-li), adr. With erudition;

learnedly. Bailey, 1727.

erstt, - [ME. erste, < AS. mresta = OS. erista eruditeness(er'o-dit-nes),w. [<cnidite+ -ncsi<.]
= OFries. ernsta, arista = OHG. eristo, MHG. T}ie quality of being erudite. Coleridge,
ei-extf, G. crxt, first: see ernt, adv.] First. erudition (er-o-dish'on), n. [= F. erudition =
erstwhile (ersttwfl), a<lr. [< a-st + u-liile.~\

At one time
; formerly. [( )bsolete or archaic.]

Those thick and clammy vapors which erxtu'liile ascended
in such vast measures . . . must at length ohey the laws
of their nature and gravity.

Glanvillc, Pre-existeuce of Souls, xiv.

The beautiful dark tresses, erstirhilr so smoothly braided
about the small head, . . . were tangled and matted until

no trace of their former lustre remained.
Harpers Man., I.XXVI. 227.

ertH, (' An obsolete form of arfl.

ert'-t, v. t. An obsolete form of art3 .

erthet, An obsolete form of eartli.

erubescence. erubescency (er-o-bes'ens, -en-

si), n. [= F. erubescence = Sp. eriibescencid =
It. erubexcenza, erubescen:ia, < LL. embescentia

,

blushing (for shame), < erubexcen(t-)s, ppr.,

blushing: see erubescent.] A becoming or grow-
ing red; specifically, redness of the skin or

other surface
;
a blush.

erubescent (er-o-bes'ent), a. [= F. erubeneent
= It. erubescente, < L. ernl>esceii(t-)s, ppr. oteru-

bescere, grow red, redden, esp. for shame, blush,
< e, out, + rubescere, grow red: see rubeseeiit.]

Growing red or reddish; specifically, blushing.
erubescite (er-g-bes'it), . [< L. erttbexcere,

redden, + -te2 .] An ore of copper, so called

Sp. erudicion = Pg. ffntaiqtto
= It. erudi;ione, <

L. eruditio(n-), an instructing, learning, erudi-

tion^ erudire, instruct: see erudite.] Learn-

ing; scholarship; knowledge gained by study
or from books and instruction

; particularly,

learning in literature, history, antiquities, and

languages, as distinct from knowledge of the
mathematical and physical sciences.

There hath not been . . . any king ... so learned in

all literature and erudition.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 4.

Fam'd be thy tutor, and thy parts of nature
Thrice-fam'd beyond, beyond all ervditinn.

Shalt., T. and C., ii. 3.

The great writings of St. Thomas Aquinas and his fol-

lowers, and, in more modern times, the massive and con-

scientious ertirlitiou of the Benedictines, will always make
certain periods of the monastic history venerable to the

scholar. Isfcki/, Europ. Morals, II. 222.

Those who confound commentatorship with philosophy,
and mistake erudition for science, may be said to study,
but not to study the universe.

./. ;(. Secley, Nat. Religion, p. 53.

There is a superfluity of erudition in his novels that

verges upon pedantry, l>eeause it is sometimes paraded
with an appearance of ostentation, and is introduced in

season and out of season. Edinburgh Rer.

= Syn. Leartliiiff, Scliotantitift, Lore, etc. See literature.

and by miners peacock ore and horse-jlfsii ore, amf by the smoothed ;
smooth.

French cuivre. panache,. It is a snlphid of copper and erugationt (or-ij-ga'shon), n. [dj.crinjatio(n-),
iron, with a varying proportion of the latter. Also called

wnca (e-ro'kS), *. [L., a caterpillar, a canker-
worm also a" sort of colewort : see erute.] 1 .

< ertlga ,.^ pp . 'enigati'is, clear from wrinkles:

fe er "i> (

."[
-3 ^^ of smoothing, or freeing

fro lkles ' *"'
.. .

L

.

An insect in the larval state
;
a caterpillar.- eruginOUS, O. See <,-ruj,in,,.

2. [ijp.] [NL.] A small genus of cruciferous eruket, . [ME. < L

plants of the mountains of Europe and central

, canker-worm.] A

a. [< L. ,

continent of Europe.
"

hot., prominent, as if bursting through the cor-

3. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of univalve mollusks. tical layer or epidermis, as is seen in some tet-

eruciform (e-ro'si-form), a. [< L. eruca, a cat- raspores of alga?, certain structures in lichens,

erpillar, + forma, form.] 1. In entom., resem- and many leaf-fungi.

bling a caterpillar: said of certain larvas, as erunda, erundie (e-run'dil. -di), u. [E. Ind.,
those of the saw-fly. 2. In hot., worm-like: < Skt. erauda.] The castor-oil plant. Iticiium

shaped like a caterpillar: applied to the spores comm u nix.

erupt (e-rupf). '. [< L. erni>lus, pp. of eruni-

pei-e, break out, burst fortli, tr. cause to break

out, < e, out, + rmnpere, pp. riiptns, break: see

rupture. Cf. abrupt, c/irni/it, ii-m/iffd.] I. 111-

tnoix. To burst forth suddenly and violently:

of certain lichens. Also erut-afoi-m.

erucivorous (er-o-siv'p-rus), a. [< NL. emcivo-
rux, < L. eruca, a caterpillar, + vorare, eat,

devour.] In entom. and oriiith,, feeding on cat-

erpillars, as the larva? of ichneumon-flies and
many other Hi/menoptera, and various birds. break or belch out ; send forth matter.



erupt
"Old Knitllfnl" lhyni> iiii-:iii- tile ni<M inip,,,-ini;.>f tin-

! .,. ,'llllrr ill III.' Milllllir iif its ilisi'llaru.....
' i" III!'

Might to ivhii'h it cruptt, <;.//, /.-. >;<]. sio-h-hes. II. -<>.

II. (run*. To throw out suddenly and with

groat violrnrr; c mil violently; cast out, as

lava from a volcano ;
belch.

It must he Imnir in niiii'l. li<>\\. \.T. th.it it [a volcano)
<ln. s n.it I.IITM iii tin- >ni-r in uhi.h ;i Iliv burns, lmt
it merely olTen * channel through wMeb lu-nti-d m:itt< T

\t trUfBt fi'.iiM In-low. Iliurlril.

The summit nf H'lit-liill Hill "ii. . I'Tlm il tin' I. .WIT i-x-

tlvliliH nf :i shi'i-t of hl\:i;il|.l Mill's. which Wi-tv i -rii/il:
!

ti.'iii tiic I'i'iitriil, cratiTifonii riiii-.

Ihiririn, <ii-ol. Obturation*, I. 88.

eruption (O-rnp'shon), . [= F. eruption =
Sp. erupriiiit = IV- '< rn/irf/o = It. >-ru:'n>nr, < L.

I-I-HI>HIKII-), a breiikiiig (int. < erumpere, pp.
i'ni/iti(.i, break out : sec mi/it.] 1. A bursting
forth; asml'li'ii lin akingout, as from inelosure

or confinement ; a violent emission or outbreak:

us, an eruption of flame and lava from a vol-

i-iino; an rnijition of military force; nneruption
.. I' ill temper.

This hndc sonic strange erupliiin to our state.

>/</,.. Hamlet, i. 1.

The Turks having then eniliraccd the M:ili"!iirt.ui su-

l>i
Tsiition ; which was two hundred and fourteen years

M'tiT III. ir I'l-niilnin out of Scythia.
Saiuiii*, Travailes, p. 34.

Dr. Jnnghiihn ascribes the oriuiii of each volcano [in

Java] to a succession of xuhacrial eruiitiim* from one or

more central vents. LyM.
The period of eruption, or "

cutting" of the teeth.

W. II. Flower, Kncyc. Brit., XV. 3SO.

2. The act of forcibly expelling matter from
inclosure or confinement.

Pompeii . . . was overwhelmed hy the miptiuH of Ve-

suvius, Aug. 24, 79. Ainer. Cye., XIII. (4.

3. In pathol. : () A breaking out, as of a cu-

taneous disease.

Seven Initial symptom*, follow"! "" the third day liy an

emptiiin of gmpules. V" 1 "'". Meil. Diet, p. 1442.

(6) The exanthema accompanying a disease, as

the rash of scarlet fever.

The declining rash of measles leaves a mottling of the

skin, not unlike the mullierry eniittiim of typhus.
Quain, Med. Diet., p. 0-27.

-Syn. 1. Outburst, outhreak.

eruptional (e-rup'shon-al), a. [< eruption +
-!.'] Of or pertaining to eruptions; of the na-

ture of an eruption; eruptive: as, eruptiomil

phenomena. K. A. I'roctor.

eruptive (e-rup'tiv), a. and n. [= F. rruptif=
8p. I'g. trvpHvo = It. eruttirn, < L. cruptu,t, pp.
of rrnmperr, break out: see erupt.'] I. a. 1.

Bursting forth
;
of the nature of or like an erup-

tion.
The sudden glance

Apl>ertV8 far south eruptive through the cloud.

Thnmmin, summer. 1. ISO.

2. Iii /><itln>/., attended with a breaking out or

eruption ; accompanied with an eruption or

rash: as, an ent/iUrf Cover.

All our pntrid diseases of the worst kind: I mean the
., a, ,*;,: fevers, the petechial fever, . . . and the malig-
nant sore thr-i:it. N'V H". /''-.r./i/.v. Muriatic Acid, p. 1.

It is the nature of these .*"/<'<>< diseases in the state to

sink In hy fits, and to re-appear.
liurkf, A Regicide Peace, i.

3. In gi-ol., produced by eruption: as, eruptive
rocks, such as the igneous or volcanic.

II. . In geol., a rock or mineral produced
by eruption.
The more southerly rocks are all eruptive*.

Amer. Jour. Set., 3d scr., XXIX. 241.

(Juartz veins that are sometimes auriferous, and . 1.1 l.y

.. M/'fuvx .if the ^rjuiili.
1

yruup. Science, III. 762.

eruptivity (e-rup-tiv'i-ti), n. [< eruptive +
-/.i/.] Kruptive action. [Rare.]

In one i>f these (lie volcano continues in a state of com-
paratively penile . / "/tlinty. Conteini""< " A'< f., L. 483.

Ervilia, Ervillia (er-vil'i-a), . [NL,.] 1. A
genus of siplniniii ......ephnloiiB mollusks. of the

family. lin/>ltiili-siiiiil<r. Tniimi. W2; Gray, 1847.

2. A urtiHs of int'iiMirians, giving name to
the Krriliiuir. Itujitriliii, 1841; Stein. 1S7S.

ervilian (rr-vil'i-an), n. Of or pertaining to
tho Krriliiuir.

Erviliinae (or-vil-i-I'ue), . pi. [XL.. < Errilin

+ -/((.] 1. In Stein's system of classification

(ls7S). a family of liypotrirhous eiliate infu-

soriatis. ivpivsontod hy Krrilin, Trm-hi/ia, and
Iliu-li i/n. 2. In Dujardin's system of classi-

licatioii (1841). a family of eiliate infusorians,
consist ing of the gt'iicni I'.rrilin aiul /'mc/iHiii.

Ervillia, . sco r.rriiin.

ErVUm ler'vnin). . [Nh.. < L. irntm (> It.

eno Sp. //</'() = Pr. F. I'fx: sin1 i rs), a kin<l

of pulse, tlie bitter vetch, = Qr. !>po,iof, the bit-

ter vetch (ef. ipt,hv0os, the chick-pea, = Skt.

in-ill i niln. the name of a certain plant), = OHO.
araweiz, artciz, MHO. erweiz, arwiz, G. erbge =
D. eriri-t, i-ni-t, i-ri, the pea; hence the Scand.

forms, Icel. ertr, pi., = Sw. iirter = Dan. cert,

i i-i. i>l. in-ter, erter, peas.] A leguminous genus
of plants not now maintained, its species being
referred to I'icia and /.*.

ery (er'i), a. A cl'mli-rlal contraction of every 1
.

-ery. [BiBlymod. E. !**<; < MK. -<;, <<>!'.

i i-ii'. !'. -i-rir = 8p. It. -eriii, -urin, < L. -eria,

-uriii. fem. nf -i-riiii. -urimt: see -n/, -f 1
- -''''-

Ktymologically, -er-y is -r2 (ult. -erl) with an
abstract fem. ending.] A suffix originally of

nouns from the French, but now used freely as

an English formative. It U added to nouns, adjec-

tives, and sometimes verhs, to form nouns in which the

force of the suffix varies. Originally abstract, denoting
the collective qualities of the subject (as In foxery, foolery,
<iiHt*i',-ir, ho'i'ti r>i. "'if'-li'Tit, etc.), it has also or only a con-

crete sense, as In finery, greenery, etc. In a particular

phase of this use it denotes a business, as In Jitnery, gro-

cery, pottery, etc.; hence It came to refer Ut wares, etc.,

collectively, as In grocery, now usually In plural yroceriei,

ixttten/, r/VM-Avrv, etc., and to the place where such wares
are made or sold, or to any place of business, as In grocery,

pottery, etc., cannery, ftuhery, tannery, tripery, etc., or to

any pUMM where the things represented by the subject are

collected, as In/enient, pinery, rockery, etc., especially to

places where animals are collected, or to the animals col-

lectively, as in hennery, gootery, rnokerji, piinjery, Inujyery,

etc. This termination easily associates with - / of what-
ever origin, es|>ecially with -erl or --2, denoting a person
engaged in business. Compare Jiither and Jiihery, grocer
and grocery, putter and pottery, croeker and crockery, tan-

ner and tannery, etc. In many cases it appears synco-

pated as -ni. especially in the collective use, as In citizen-

ry, Entjlighrti, yfontanry, etc.

Erycidae (e-ris'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Enjz(Eryc-)
+ -iVto.] A family of colubriforro serpents
found in deserts of many parts of the world,

having a pair of conical anal protuberances,
and a short, thick, non-prehensile tail, which
assists the creature in working its way into sand
and gravel ;

the sand-snakes. Charina has been

regarded as an American representative, but is quite dis-

tinct. The family Is seldom maintained, most of its mem-
bers being placed in Boiiiif, Chariiin being made the type
of another family. See Eryx.

Erycina (er-i-si'na), . [NL., < L. Erycina, <

Gr. tfsmf, an epithet of Venus (Aphrodite),
fem. of Eryciinis, Gr. 'Eprmvoc,, adj., < 'Epi'i, L.

Eryx, the name of a high mountain in Sicily

(now called San Giuliani)), and of a city near it

famous for its temple of Venus.] 1. A genus
of butterflies, giving name to the family Ery-
cinida;. The species are of brilliant colors and
known as dryads. FitbriciiiK, 1808. 2. A ge-
nus of bivalve mollusks. Also Eryriuia. La-

marck, 1805.

Erycinae (er-i-si'ne), H. pi. [NL., < Eryx (Eryc-)
+ -ince.] In herpet., a subfamily of Boidce, rep-
resented by the genus Eryx and its relatives,

having a non-prehensile tail. It corresponds to

the Eryciila: without the genus Charina, or the

old-world sand-snakes. See cut under Eryx.

erycinid (e-ris'i-nid), a. and n. I, . Pertain-

ingto the Erycinidif.
JU. n. 1. In conch., a bivalve mollusk of the

family Erycinida'. 2. A butterfly of the fam-

ily Erycinidte.

Erycinidae (er-i-sin'i-de), w. pi. [NL. (West-
wood, 1851), < Erycina + -idtz.] 1. A family
of butterflies, named from the genus Erycina.
Also called Lemonitdfe (which see). They are in-

termediate Itetween the nyniphalida and lycrenids. There
are alxnit 100 species, mainly tropical and especially South

American, divided into 36 genera and 4 subfamilies.

2.

Erythacinae

Eryon (er'i-on), . [NL. (so called from the

large expanded carapace), < dr. 1/ii-uv, ppr. of

ipi-fiv, draw, draw out, keep off.] A genus of

fossil Miin-riirous crustaceans, representing a

prriiliar type occurring in the Meso/.<ii<- rocks.

and giving name to the subfamily /.>//<>//.
The species lived in the seas of the Secondary
period.

Eryonidae (er-i-on'i-de), n. i>l. [NL., < Eryon
+ -iila:] Same as Eri/iniliilii:

Eryoninae (er'i-o-ni'ne), ./</. [NL., < Eryon
+ -iiia:] A subfamily of marine and chiefly
fossil crawfish, of the family Axlacida; havitig

four or five pairs of chelate feet. AV>/M is a fowli

cnns from the Solenhofeii ( Itavai ia) slate*
;

t'"l>i'-li' Ir* (or

M'///< mot ."" Is a deep-sea form.

eryontid (er-i-on'tid), a. and n. I. a. Of or

relating to the Eryontida:
II. H. A crustacean of the family Eryon tidn:

Eryontidae (er-i-on'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < A'n/
+ -iV/'.] A family of macrurous crustaceans,
related to Astacidte, typified by tlie genus Eryon.
The broad carapace has lateral margins horizontally com-

pressed and serrate, the cephalon is dorsally depressed
and without a rostrum, the eyes are wanting or abnormal.
the first pair of antenna? support two niultlarticulate flagel-

la, and the foot-jaws or gnathopodites are pedtform. The

typical genus is extinct, but a numlier of deep-sea rela-

tives have been descrilwd in recent years. Also Krymudas.

Erysimum (e-ris'i-mum), . [NL., < L. erysi-

niiiin, a sort of grain also called irio (Pliny), <

Gr. i/it-aiftov (var. eipl-oifiov, piiaiuav), hedge-mus-
tard.] A genus of cruciferous plants having nar-
row entire leaves and yellow or orange flowers.
The number of species is variously estimated at from 20 to

over 100, natives of the mountains of Europe and central

Asia, and of North America. Two or three species are

cultivated for their showy flowers, among them the west-

ern wallflower, K. a*]tentm, common over a large part of

the United States, with Inrne flowers resembling those of

the wallflower.

erysipelas (er-i-sip'e-las), M. [Formerly ery-

xipely ; < OF. eryftipele,V. tryxipele = Pr. erisi-

pila = Sp. Pg. erisiptla
= It. rinipola, < L. ery-

xipelax, < Gr. epretme/af (-CT/OT-), erysipelas, lit.

'red-skin,' < cpvai-, eeiuiv. to cpvSpiif, red (see

Erythrm), + T/<J, skin, = E. ref/3.] A disease

characterized by a diffuse inflammation of the

skin and subcutaneous aroolar tissue, spread-
ing gradually from its initial site and accom-
panied by fever and other general disturbance.
It'seems to be caused by a micrococcus. Also
called .S. Anthony's fire, and popularly in Great
Britain rose.

erysipelatoid (er"i-si-pel'a-toid), a. [< Gr.
f
tpvaaft3mTOu6i/f, contr. Ipvanri/aTuAi/f, like erj'-

sipelas, < i/n'aiire/.af, erysipelas, + fWor, form.]

Resembling erysipelas.

erysipelatous (er'i-si-pel'a-tus), a. [< trym'pc-
l<it< (-pelat-) + -..] Of the nature of or re-

sembling erysipelas; accompanying or accom-

panied by erysipelas.
When a |>erson, who for some years had been subject

to eryripelattnui fevers, perceived the usual forerunning

symptoms to come on, I advised her to drink tar-water.

Bp. Berkeley, Slrls, I 0.

erysipelous (er-i-sip'e-lus), a. [< erysipel(as) +
-,<.] S&me&srrysipelatoux. Clarke. [Rare.]

Erysiphe (e-ris'i-fe), . [NL.,< Gr. l/wat-, equiv.
to ipvO/iof, red, + oifuv, a tube.] A genus of

fungi, belonging to the group Eryxiphetf, in

which the peritliecia have appendages similar

to the mycelium, and each perithecium con-
tains several nsci. E. cummunit Is Injurious to the
common j>ea and other plants. E. Cichornceartini grows

_on numerous phtnts, es|K-cially of the order CoiMpofitee.

(er-i-sif'e-e, -i), n. pi.

hinge i

i anlinal ones; the muscular impressions small and Indis-

tinct, and the pallia! line simple. The species are of small

size, and are found in most seas.

Eryngium (e-rin'ji-um), n. [NL., < L. eryni/ion
and erynge, < Gr. ijpi'Yjtov, dim. of f/pvyyos, also

>pi')','l, a sort of thistle, the eringo: see eringo.']
A genus of coarse, umbelliferous, perennial
herbs, with coriaceous toothed or prickly leaves,
and blue or white bracted flowers, closely ses-

sile in dense heads. There are more than 100 s|>

fimml in temperate ami subtropical climates. A few are
."I iisiiHiulh rillti\;tte>! t'i u in-iKunent. /,'. ,ini>-ili, t 'i'i ami
K.fuMi-*'f. Kiirni>e:iii species known aaeringn. were for-

uin 1> celebrated as diuretics. (See erii^i".) The bntton-

snakeroot. K. tiutT&fiiliiim. a native of the United States,
i> rejuiteil to l>e <li:iptioi etir anl exjH-i'tt'rant. E. /--

i^ rultivateil in tropical America for flavoring soups.

eryngO, See i-rinijo.

eryngust, ". [< Or. 4p]7Ci eringo: see Eryn-
i/iinii. 1 1 int/i>.~\ Same as erini/o.

Wliin tin. leailing goats . . . have taken an erjmgiu. or
sea holly, into their months, all the herd will stand still.

Jer. Taiiln,-. Works (e<l. 1835). I. 77.'..

Erynnis, . Sre />/i/x, i (a).

carpous pyrenomycetous fungi. Their vegetative
jtortioii consists of a loose network of threads spread over
the surface of the supporting leaf (or stem), appearing as

a white mildew. Reproduction is of two kinds. Conidia
are forme. I in chains by alistriction at the tips of erect

hyplnc. Some of these were formerly referred to the ge-
nns iiitl'i'ni. The sexual fruit consists of closed spheroi-
dal peritliecia, which appear as blackish sjtecks among
the mycelial threads. Each peritlieciiim has several or

many appendages radiating from it, like the spokes of a
wheel. In the genera Pndntpliirra and Microtplicero the

appendages are dichotomously forked at the tip, often in

a very beautiful manner. Kach p.-i itlieriiim contains from
one to many asci, according to the genus and species to
which it l>elongs, and the asci contain from two to eight
>pi>ie--. Tlie principal genera are Sphaerotheca, Kn/ififilie.
r in-i /tutu, I'liiillii'-tiiiiii. I'inlimjiliiri'n. ami Mifft'Hjihffm.
Man) spcrii> ale injurious to , tiltiv.iteil plants.

Erythaca (e-rith'a-kS), M. [NL. ; cf. Eryrnii-

..] 1. In omith., same as Erythacus. 2. A
^iiiis of mollusks. Sicaiiigoa, 1831.

Erythacinae (er'i-tha-si'ne), n. jil. [NL., <

I'.nithacus + -ince.] A group of oscine passer-
ine birds, of no detcnninate limits or exact

definition, containing the genus ErytJiacus and
several others, chiefly of the old world.



Erythacus

ErythaCUS (e-rith'a-kus), n. [NL. (Cuvier,

1800, irnprop. for Erithacus (Gesner, 1555) ;
Lin-

nseus), < L. erithacus (Pliny), < Gr. iplBanof, an
unidentified solitary bird which could be taught
to speak; also called the ipi(h?Mfand ipiBevc,; sup-

posed, erroneously, to be connected with epv6p6f,

red, and hence assumed to mean 'red breast,'

whence the NL. use and spelling.] A genus of

old-world oscine passerine birds, of the family

SylviidcB, the type of which is the European
robin redbreast, Erythacus rubecula. Also Ery-
thaca. See cut under robin.

erythanthema (er-i-than'the-ma), n. [NL., <

Gr. ipvBpte, red (see Erythrus)', + avtir^ia (in

comp.), a flowing; cf. exanthema.] In pathol.,

an angioneurotie and neurotic affection of the

skin in which inflammation is prominent.

erythema (er-i-the'ma),w. ; -pl.erythemata (-ma-

ta). [NL., < Gr. ipi'ffr/fia, a redness or flush on
the skin, < epvffalvetv, poet, for epvBpaivstv, red-

den, < epvdp6f, red.] A superficial redness of

some portion of the skin ; specifically, in pa-
thol.

,
such a redness, varying in extent and

form, which may be attended with more gen-
eral disorder.

The blush of shame and anger is an erythema produced
by the immediate action of the vaso-motor nervous system.

Quaiit, Sled. Diet., p. 44.

erythematic, erythematous (er"i-the-mat'ik,

er-i-them'a-tus), a. [< erythema(t-) + -ic, -OH*.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of erythema ; at-

tended with erythema.
erythematoid (er-i-them'a-toid), a. [< erythe-

ma(t-) + -oid.~\ Resembling erythema.
erythematous, See erythematic. Erythema-
tous eczema. See eczema.

Erythraea (er-i-thre'a), n. [NL., < Gr. cpvdpaia,

fem. of epvffpalof, equiv. to epwpoq, red: see

Erythrus.] A genus of plants, of the natural

order Gentianaceie, of about 30 widely distrib-

uted species. They are low herbs, mostly annuals,
with red or pink flowers, and are bitter tonics, like the

gentians. The centaury, E. Centaurium, is a common
species of Europe. About a dozen species are found in

western North America and Mexico, where several are in

medicinal repute under the name of catwhalagua. E.

Centaurium and E. Chilensis are used in medicine like

gentian.

erythrean (er-i-thre'an), a. [< L. erythrgus,
reddish, < Gr. epvBpaloi;, red, reddish ; 'Epvdpalof

7r6vTOf, 'EpvSpaia BaAaoca, the Bed Sea (Indian
ocean). SeeErythraa.] Of a red color Ery-
threan Sea, in anc. geog., the Indian ocean, including its

two arms, the Red Sea and the Persian gulf.

2000

Erythrininse (e-rith-ri-ni'ne), 11. pi. [NL., <

Erythrinus + -ina.] A South American sub-

family of fishes, of the family Characinida:,

differing from others of the family in having
no adipose fin. They have an elongated form, short

dorsal and anal flns, ventrals under the dorsal, and acute

conic teeth in the jaws and palate. They are fresh-water

flshes, some of them of economic importance. They are

known as haimra, trahira, waubeen, and yarrow, and be-

long to the genera Erythrinus, Hcterythrinus, and Macro-
don. Also Erythrichthini.

erythrinine (e-rith'ri-nin), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Ery-
thrinince.

II. n. A characinoid fish of the subfamily

Erythrinina.
erythrinoid (e-rith'ri-noid), a. and . Same as

erythrinine.

Erythrinus (er-i-thri'nus), n. [NL., < Gr. epv-

Oplmf, a kind of red mullet, < epvOp6f, red.] A

lines show natural sizes.)

Waubeen (Erythrinus mttmiattH),

erythric (e-rith'rik), a. [< Gr. epvBpfy, red, +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to erythrin Erythric
acid. Same as erythriii, 1.

Erythrichthini (er"i-thrik-thi'ni),.^. [NL.,
< Erythrichthys + -ini.] A group of fishes, typi-
fied by the genus Erythrichthys: same as Ery-
thrininw. C. L. Bonaparte, 1837.

Erythrichthys (er-i-thrik'this), n. [NL., < Gr.

epv8p6$, red, + J^fc?, a fish.] The typical ge-
nus of Erythrichthini : same as Erythrinus.

erythrin (e-rith'rin), n. [< erythr-ic + -i 2
.]

1 . An organic principle (CgoH^Oio) obtained
from Boccella tinctoria, Lecanora tartarea, and
other lichens, which furnish the blue dyestuff
called litmus. It is a crystalline compound formed
by the union of ether, orsellinic acid, and erythrite. Also
called erythric acid, erythrinic acid.

2. Same as erythrite, 1.

Erythrina (er-i-thri'na), n. [NL., < Gr. epv-

6p6f, red. Cf. Erythrinus.] A genus of legumi-
nous shrubs ortrees, of 25 species, mostly tropi-

cal, with trifoliate leaves, and terminal racemes
of large flowers, usually blood-red. They are or-

dinarily known as coral-trees. One species, E. herbacea, is

common through the southeastern part of the United
States, and two others, tropical American species, are also
found in Florida. Several are cultivated in greenhouses
for the beauty of their flowers. E. Indica is often men-
tioned by Indian poets, and is fabled to have been stolen
from the celestial gardens by Krishna for his wives. It is

a spiny species, and is planted for hedges. E. Ca/ra, the
kaflrboom of South Africa, furnishes, like the last men-
tioned, a very soft and light wood, which has industrial
value.

erythrinic (er-i-thrin'ik), a. [< erythrin + -ic."]

Pertaining to or consisting of erythrin. Ery-
thrinic acid. Same as erythrin, 1.

Erythrinidae (er-i-thrin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Erythrinus + -idee.] A family of characinoid
fishes, typified by the genus Erythrinus, con-
taining such Cliaracinidai as have no adipose
dorsal fin.

Erythrinina (e-rith-ri-m'na), n. pi. [NL.,<
Erythrinus + -iwa2.] In Giinther's system of

classification, the first group of Characinidce,
having no adipose dorsal fin. its constituents are

dispersed by others among the subfamilies Erythrinime,
Lebiasinince, Pyrrhuliiiinoe, and Stevardiince,

genus of South American characinoid fishes, as

E. unitceniatus, giving name to the subfamily
Erythrininte.

erythrism (e-rith'rizm), n. [< Gr. ipvSpof, red,

ruddy, + -ism.'] In ornith., a condition of di-

chromatism characterized by excess of red pig-
ment in the plumage of birds which are nor-

mally brown, gray, etc. It is constantly exhibited

by sundry owls, as species of Scops and Glaucidium, the

common screech-owl of the United States (Scops asio), for

example, occurring indifferently in the red or the gray
plumage. Compare albinism and melanism.

erythrismal (er-i-thriz'mal), a. [< erythrism
+ -a/.] Characterized by erythrism; exhibit-

ing erythrism: as,
" the erythrismal condition,"

Coues. Also erythritic.

erythrite (e-rith'rit), n. [< Gr. epv6p6c,, red, +
-ite2.] 1. A hydrous arseniate of cobalt, of a
rose-red color, occurring in radiated or acic-

ular crystalline forms and as a pulverulent
incrustation. Also called cobalt-bloom and

erythrin. 2. A rose-red variety of orthoclase

feldspar from amygdaloid near Kilpatrick,
Scotland. 3. A crystalline organic principle

(CiHg(OH)4) obtained from several species of

lichens by extraction with milk of lime.

erythritic (er-ith-rit'ik), a. [< Gr. epv6p6f, red,
+ -it-ic.] 1. Pertaining to or containing eryth-
rite, in either sense. 2. Same as erythrismal.

erythrobenzene (e-rith-ro-ben'zen), n. [< Gr.

t-pi>0pof, red, + E. benzene, q. v.] A red color-

ing matter made directly from nitrobenzol by
the action of iron-filings and concentrated hy-
drochloric acid.

erythrocarpOUS (e-rith-ro-kar'pus), a. [< NL.
erythrocarpus, < Gr. spvBpAf, red, + /capn-oV, fruit.]
In lichenology, red-fruited; having red or red-

dish apothecia.
erythrodextrine (e-rith-ro-deks'trin), n. [<

Gr. epvffpof, red,+ E. dextrine, q. v.] A modifica-
tion of dextrine, which is colored red by iodine.
It is an amorphous substance, soluble in water, dextro-

rotatory, not directly fermentable, but fermenting in the

presence of diastase.

Erythrogonys (er-ith-rog'o-nis), n. [NL. (J.

Gould, 1837), < Gr. ipvdpof, red, + y&w = E.

knee.] A genus of Australian plovers, the type
and only species of which is the red-kneed dot-

terel, E. cinctus.

erythroid (er'ith-roid), a. [< Gr. epvBpoetdf/f, of

a ruddy look, < epvOpof, ruddy, + a<!of, form.]
Of a red color.

Erythroides (er-ith-roi'dez), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.

rK, of a ruddy look: see erythroid.'] A

Erythroxylon

red, 4- /itfac., black), + d/.yof, pain.] In pathol.,
an affection of the feet and occasionally of the

hands, characterized by burning pain and ten-

derness in the soles (or palms) attended with a

purplish coloration.

Erythroneura (e-rith-ro-nu'ra), n. [NL., <

Gr. ipvOpos, red, + vevpav, nerve, sinew, = L. ner-

vus, > E. nerve.] A genus of homopterous in-

sects, contain-

ing small slen-

derly fusiform

species, with
four cells on
the wing-cov-
ers, Confined to
i-Wii' tlTl a*il
j?
eir

. .
PS)

E. tricincta. E.
vitis is a United States species which infests grape-leaves,
is ivory-yellow in color, and is marked with black and
crimson. This species is everywhere erroneously called

by American grape-growers the grape-vine thrips. See

leafhopper.

Erythronium (er-i-thro'ni-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

fpvffpovwv, a certain plant of the satyrium kind,
< epv6p6^, red.] 1. A genus of liliaceous plants,
natives of northern temperate regions, com-

monly known as the dog-tooth violet. They are

low and nearly stemless herbs; with a solid scaly bulb, two
smooth leaves which are often mottled, and a scape bear-

ing one or several large yellow, purplish, or white nod-

ding lily-like flowers. The only species found in the old

world is E. Dent-canis, which has solitary purple flowers.

The remaining 10 or 12 species are North American.

2. [I. c.] A name sometimes given to vanadate
of lead.

Erythrophloeum (e-rith-ro-fle'um), n. [NL., <

Gr. cpvfip6f, red, + faotof,' bark.] A genus of

tropical trees, natural order Leguminosie, con-

taining three species, two found in Africa, and
the third in Australia. E. Guineense, the sassy-bark
of Sierra Leone, is a large tree, native of western tropical

Africa, the bark of which is a powerful poison, and is used

by the natives in their ordeals. The red juice of the tree

is equally poisonous. Both kinds are sometimes used mere-

ly as strong emetics.

erythrophobe (e-rith'ro-fob), n. [NL., < Gr.

Ipv6p6f, red, + 0o/3riv, fear.] An animal so con-

stituted as to be made uncomfortable by red

light, and which hence seeks to avoid it, as if

fearing it.

erythrophyl, erythrophyll (e-rith'ro-fil), n.

rophylle ; < Gr. epvdptf, red, + fteUov

family of malacopterygian fishes : same as Ery-
thrinidx. Cuvier and Valenciennes. 1846.

erythroleic (er-ith-ro'le-ik), a. [^ Gr. epv6p6f,

red, + L. oleum, oil, + -ic.] In chcm., having
a red color and an oily appearance : applied to

an acid obtained from archil.

erythrolein (er-ith-ro'le-in), n. [As erythrole-
ic + -in2

.'] A compound contained in litmus.

It is soluble in alcohol, ether, and alkalis, and
gives a purple color.

erythrolitmin (e-rith-ro-lit'min), n. [< Gr.

epv6p6f, red, + NL. litmus + -in2 .] A compound
contained in litmus. Its color is red, and it dis-

solves with a blue color in alkalis.

erythromelalgia (e-rith'
/
ro-me-larji-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. ipvOpo^i'faf, blackish red (< i-pvOpoc.,

l=F.erythrophyli ,

= L. folium, leaf. Cf. chlorophyl.'] A name
given by Berzelius to the substance to which
the red color of leaves in autumn is due.

erythrophyllin (e-rith-ro-fil'in), n. [As eryth-

rophyl 4- -in2.] Same as erythrophyl.

erythrophytoscope (e-rith-ro-fi'to-skop), n. [<

Gr. fpvdp6c., red, 4- <j>vr6v, a 'plant, + aiameiv,

view.] Same as erythroscope.

erythroprotid (e-rith-ro-pro'tid), n. [< Gr.

epvOp6f, red, + E. prot-ein + -id.] A reddish-

brown amorphousmatter obtainedfrom protein.

erythroscope (e-rith'ro-skop), n. [< Gr. tpv-

6p6c., red, -r anovelv, view.] A form of optical

apparatus devised by Simler, used in examin-

ing the light reflected from different bodies.
It consists of two plates of glass, one of them cobalt-blue in

color, thick enough to allow the extreme red of the spectrum
to pass through, but no orange or yellow, the other of deep
yellow, capable of transmitting the light-rays as far as

the violet. A landscape viewed through these glasses is

strikingly transformed, the green of the foliage appearing
of a deep red (since green leaves reflect the red rays), the

sky greenish-blue, the clouds purplish-violet, and so on.

The effect of light and shade are left unchanged. Also

called erythrophytoscope.

erythrosis (er-i-thro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. kpv-

6p6$, red, 4- -osis.] ID. pathol., plethora or poly-
emia.

erythrostomum (er-i-thros' to-mum), .
; pi.

erythrostomata (e-rith-ro-sto'ma-ta). [< Gr. epv-

6p6<;, red, 4- cr6[ia, mouth.] A term proposed
by Desvaux for an aggregate fruit composed
of drupelets, as in the blackberry; a form of

hetserio.

erythroxyl (er-ith-rok'sil), n. In bot., one of

the Erythroxyleee.

Erythrbxyleae (e-rith-rok-sil'e-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Erythroxylon + -ece.] A trite of the natural

order Linaeea;, distinguished from the rest of

the order by a shrubby or arboreous habit and

by the drupaceous fruit.

Erythroxylon (er-ith-rok'si-lon), n. [NL., <

Gr. epv6p6f, red, 4 gv'/.ov, wood.] The principal

genus of the tribe Erythroxylete. It contains so

species, natives mainly of tropical America. The best-

known species, E. Coca, of Bolivia and Peru, yields the

drugcoca. (Seecocal.) Several other South American spe-
cies are reputed to possess medicinal properties. E. mo-

nogynum is a small tree of southern India, with a very
hard dark-brown heart-wood, which is used as a substi-

tute for sandal-wood. Some others have a bright-red

wood, occasionally used in dyeing. See cut on next page.



erythrozym 2001

ace. )']. of masc. and neut. nouns having orig.
vowel-stems : see -'A] The earlier form of the
now more common plural suffix -s, retained
after a sibilant (like the phonetically similar

possessive suffix: see -fa1 ), as in lasses, paces,
horsm, ri>.ii:t, Ims/us, i-lnirrlus. In

iliji.i, foxes, etc.
:iim- ,-m-ul u n.u in a final silent e, the

escape

escallop^ (ps-kal-o-pa
7

), a.

iiH tl .

In Inf., same an

U'tlrn til'' liiiTiiil

Ilural

snlllx is

ut It Is hlstor cull)
nflectional

orthographical!?, as simply *,

(the nominative final < being
n, anil ttie medial ** (in

ssed by syncope after vowels and non-

ts), as in dot*, due*, ties, etc., companiet,

Sand-snake \l--ryxjaculus'.

Flowering Branch of Krythtvxyton Coca, with leaf on larger scale.

erythrozym (e-ritU'ro-zirn), H. [< Or. epvSp6f,
red, + fyfiri, leaven.] A name given to the pe-
culiar fermentative substance of madder, which
has the power of effecting the decomposition
of rubian.

Erythrus (er'ith-rus), . [NL., < Or. ipvOpfy,

rod, -\/ *ipvO, *pv8, = E. red, rud.] In entom.:

(a) A genus of chalcid hymenopterous insects.

Walker, 1829. (6) A genus of longicorn beetles,
of the family Cerambyciila:, erected upon certain
eastern Asiatic forms by White in 1853.

EryX (e'riks), n. [NL., appar. named from L.

Eryi, amoun-
tain in Sicily
(noviSanGiu-
liann) : see

Erycina.] 1.

The typical
genus of

sand - snakes
of the family
Eriicida;. E.

jaculus is a

European and
Asiatic repre-
sentative

;
E.

johni is an
Indian spe-
cies. Daudin,
about 1800.

2. In entom., a genus of beetles, of the family
Tenebrionida; : synonymous with Cistella. Ste-

phens, 1832. 3. A genus of bivalve mollusks.

Xirtiinson, 1840. 4. A genus of crustaceans.
Also Erix.

es1
,

. See ess.

68- (es), . [GK] In music, Eb Es dur, the key
of Eb major. Eg moll, the key of Etr minor.

es- 1
. [ME. es-, as-, < OF. es-, as-, < L. ex-: see

ex-.] A prefix of Latin origin, being a French
or other Romance modification of Latin ex-.

r'.viimples are seen in excheat, eachaufe, etc. Words having
in Middle English es- have reverted to the original Latin
ex-. See exchange, exploit, etc.

es-2 . [ME. es-, < F. cs-, Sp. Pg. es-, < LL. i'-s- : see

def.] An apparent prefix, of Romance origin, be-

ing radical initial s before another consonant,
preceded by a slight euphonic vowel, as in esca-

ladc, esquire, especial, estate, estray, of ultimate
Latin origin, and escarp, eschew, etc.

,
of Teutonic

origin, some of which have also forms (original
or aphetic) without the e-, as scutcheon, squire,

special, state,stray, etc., while some with original
(Old French or Middle English) es- have only s-

in modern English, as scrivener, spiritual,strain,
etc. This Old French es- In most cases Iwcame later e-,
modern French <* : see cqueni, ecu. In exchemter this ori-

ginal es- has become ex-, suggesting falsely a Latin origin.

-es 1
. [Mod. E. reg. written 's, < ME. -es, -ts, <

AS. -es: see -.il.] The early form of the pos-
sessive or genitive case singular, now regular-
ly written 's, but still pronounced as -es (-ez)
after a sibilant, namelv, , :, sh, ch (= tsh),j,
written -dge, -ge (= d:h), x (= A~s), as in lass's,

/"ice's, horse's, rX hush's, church's, hedge's,
fox's, etc. (formerly written lasses, paces, horses,
roses, bushes, churches, linliir.t, foxes, etc.), words
forced to conform in spelling to other words,
like boy's, man's, etc. (formerly written boys,
in/nts, etc.), where the e is actual!v suppressed
in pronunciation; in Middle English and ear-
lier the suffix was regularly -es, which still re-

mains in possessives like horses (Anglo-Saxon
and Middle English horses), guides (Middle Eng-
lish yidi-s), now written with the apostrophe,
like other words, horse's, guide's. See -s1 .

-es-. [Mod. E. -es or -s according to preceding
consonant, < ME. -ex, -is, < AS. -as, nom. and

126

II!

dropped before
<'*) licing suppr
sibilant consona
j\nnllifs, etc., plural of doe, due, tie-, etc., company,
if !/. and other words In -y, originally -t>.

-ess. [ME. -es, -s: see -sX] The earlier form
of -s3

,
the suffix of the third person singular of

the present indicative of verbs, retained after
a vowel, as in huzzaes, goes, does, etc. When the
infinitive ends In silent e, the personal suffix is regarded,
orthographically, as ainiply -*, but it is historically -es, the
infinitive -e being dropped before inflectional suffixes, as in

rueit, endues, etc., dejies, supplies, accompanies, etc., in-

finitive rite, endue, defy, accompany, etc., the tem)iimtii>n

!/ being formerly -ie.

-es4 . [L. -es, nom. sing. term, of some nouns and
adjectives of the 3d declension, being usually
stem-vowel -e- or -- + nom. sing. -s.] The nom-
inative singular termination of some Latin
nouns and adjectives of the third declension.

Examples of such nouns, used in New Latin or

English, are tabes, pttbes.
-es5 . [L. -es, also -is, nom. and ace. pi. of masc.
and fern, nouns and adjectives of the 3d declen-

sion, = AS. -os, E. -es, -s : see -es2
,
-s2.] The

nominative plural termination of Latin mascu-
line and feminine nouns and adjectives of the
third declension. Examples of such nouns,
used in New Latin or English, are Arcs, Pisces,

fasces.
escalade (es-ka-lad'), n. [Formerly also esea-

lado; < OF. escalade (also F.), < Sp. Pg. escala-

da i = It. scalata), an escalade, prop. fern. pp.
of escalar (= It. scalare), scale, climb, < escala
= It. scala, < L. scala, a ladder: see scale^.] A
mounting by means of a ladder or ladders ; es-

pecially, an assault on a fortified place by troops
who mount or pass its defenses by the aid of

ladders.

In this Time of the Regent's Absence from Paris, the

King of France drew all his Forces thither, using all

Means possible, by Encalado, Battery, and burning the

Gates, to enter the City. Baker, Chronicles, p. 184.

Sin enters, not by escalade, but by cunning or treachery.
Bnclrminster.

escalade (es-ka-lad'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. csen-

laded, ppr. escalading. [= F. escalader; from
the noun.] To scale; mount and pass or enter

by means of a ladder: as, to escalade a wall.

The Spaniards, by battering a breach In the wall with
their cannon on the first day, and then escalading the
inner works with remarkable gallantry upon the second,
found themselves masters of the place.

Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 318.

escalader (es-ka-la'der), n. [= Sp. Pg. esi-
lador = It. scalatore; from the verb.] One who
enters a fortified or other place by escalade.

The successful escaladers opened the gates to the entire
Persian host. Qrote, Hist. Greece, V. 117.

escaladot, See escalade.

escalier-lace (es-kal'ia-las), . [< F. escalier, a
staircase (< LL. ML. scalare, L. (in pi.) scala-

ria, a staircase, neut. of L. scalaris, pertaining
to a stair or ladder: see scalary), + E. lace.] A
solid or filled-up lace, with small set patterns,
of squares, made by leaving out two or three
stitches at a time.
Escallonia (es-ka-16'ui-a), n. [NL., named
after Escallon,
a Spanish trav-
eler in South
America, who
first found the

species in the
United States of

Colombia.] A
South American
genus of trees or

shrubs, of the
natural order

Xiij-ifragacea; al-

lied to the Itea

of the United
States. There arc
about 25 species,
evergreens, bearing
panicles of red or
white flowers. A
few have been in-

troduced into culti-

vation.

escallop, escalop (es-kol'op), . and r. Same
as scallop.

escalloped, escaloped (es-kol'opt), a. In her..

represented as covered with escallop- or scal-

lop-shells: said of the firM;
also, covered with an imbri-
cated pattern of curving liiu's.

Also f^ciitl'fjff, cinnttt i'-f *rul-

l'ij" tl, cvttntcr-xcalltipt <l .

escallop-shell (es - kol '

op-
shel), n. Sec MOBcMMfel ".

escambio (es-kam'bi-6), . [<
It. escambio, now scambio (= The FI. ;

E.exchangi ),< M L.MMMMMM,
exchange: see exchange.] In Kng. lav, a writ

formerly granted to merchants to empowerthem
to draw bills of exchange on persons beyond
the sea.

escapable (es-ka'pa-bl), a. [< escape + -able.]

Capable of being escaped ;
avoidable. North

British Rev.

escapade (es-ka-pad'), n. [< OF. and F. esca-

pade, a prank, trick, frolic, fling of a horse,

orig. an escape, < It. scappata (= Sp. Pg. een-

pada), escape, flight, prank, < scapparc, escape :

see escape. ] 1 . The fling of a horse, or a fit of

flinging and capering about.

He with a graceful pride,
While his rider every hand survey 'd,

Sprang loose, and Hew Into an escapade ;

Not moving forward, yet with every Imund
Pressing, and seeming still to quit his ground.

Drydcii, Conquest of Granada, t. 1.

2. A capricious or freakish action ;
a wild

prank; a foolish or reckless adventure.
There was an almost insane streak In her, showing it-

self in strange freaks and escapades.
J. llawthurnc, Dust, p. 135.

Afore than once I have had to pay for the escapades of

my horse in snatching up a bunch of spring onions ami
incontinently devouring it under the nose of the merchant.

O'Dvnocan, Merv, vl.

escape (es-kap'). c.
; pret. and pp. escaped, ppr.

escaping. [< ME. excapen, assibilated eschapen,
more commonly with initial a, ascapen, aska-

pen, aschapen, achapen, and by apheresis sc-
pen (>-mod. scape1 , q. v.), < OF. escaper, escha-

pcr, exaper, F. (chopper= Pr. Sp. Pg. escapar =
It. scappare, escape, prob. orig.

'

slip out of one's

cape or cloak' (with ref. to thus expediting
flight, or getting away after being seized); <

ML. cjc capa, ex cappa, out of cape or cloak: L.

ex, out of; ML. capa, cappa, a cape or cloak:
see cape 1

, cojie
1

. Cf. It. incappare, invest with
a cape or cope, fall into a snare, be caught;
Or. inAieaQai. escape, get away, lit. put off one's

clothes.] I. intrans. 1. To slip or flee away;
succeed in evading or avoiding danger or in-

jury ; get away from threatened harm : as, he

escaped scot-free.

Kscape tor thy life ; . . . escape to the mountain, lest

thou be consumed. Gen. xix. 17.

All perishen of man, of pelf,
Se aught escapen'd but himself.~

*., Periclet, II., Prol.

Thieves at home must hang, hut he that puts
Into his overgorg'd and bloated purse
The wealth of Indian provinces escape*.

Camper, Task, i. 738.

2. To free or succeed in freeing one's self from
custody or restraint; gain or regain liberty.
Our soul is escaped as a bird out of the snare of the

fowlers ; the snare is broken, ami we are escaped.
Ps. cxxiv. 7.

Like the caged bird escaping suddenly,
The little innocent soul flitted away.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

= Syn. To abscond, decamp, steal away, break loose, break
awav.

II. trans. To succeed in evading, avoiding,
or eluding ;

be unnoticed, uninjured, or unaf-
fected by ; evade ; elude : as, the fact escaped
his attention ; to escape danger or a contagious
disease

;
to escape death.

A small number that escape the sword shall return.
Jer. xliv. 28.

Be thou as chaste as ice, as pure as snow, thou shall nut

etcajx. calumny. Shot., Hamlet, lii. 1.

How few men escape the yoke,
From this or that man's hand.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 220.

escape (es-kap'), . [< escape, r. Also, by
apheresis, scajtc: see sra^e1 , n.] 1. Flight to

shun danger, injury, or restraint; the act of

fleeing from danger or custody.
I would hasten my escaj* from the windy storm and

tempest. P*. Iv. 8.

2. The condition of being passed by without

receiving injury when danger threatens; avoid-
ance of or preservation from some harm or in-



escape 2002 escheat

jury: as, escape from contagion, or from bank- escarp (es-karp'), r. t. [< F. escarper= Sp. Pg.
ruptcy. escarpar = It. scarpare, cut steep, as rocks or

You have cause
slopes, to render them inaccessible. Hence, by
apheresis, scarp, the usual E. form : see scarp, v.)

3. In tow, the regaining of liberty or transcend-
escarples^rpe^es^ka^p

8

'')

8

,

1

^
6

[< F. escarpe (= Eschafina (es-ka-ri'ua), n. pi. [NL., < Escha-

Sp. Pg. escarpa = It. scarpa) ;
from the verb. ra + -') A superfamily of chilostomatous

(So have we all) of joy ; for our escape
Is much beyond our loss. Shale,, Tempest, ii. 1.

opening reduced, the colony consisting either of rounded
or flattened branches, with the cells on opposite sides.
The polyzoarium is calcareous, radicate, and erect, foli-

aceous or ramose, or incrusting ; the znu-cia are urceolate,
entirely calcified in front, and the cells are disposed quin-
cuncially on one or both sides of the zoarimn.

ing the limits of confinement^ without due
course of law, by a person in custody of the law.
A constructive escape is where the prisoner, though still

under restraint, gets more liberty than the law allows him.
The word escape is commonly used in reference to the lia-

bility of the sheriff for suffering an escape ; and, thus con-

'g.

Hence, by apheresis, scarp, the usual E. form :

see scarp, n.) In fort., that side of a ditch sur-

rounding a rampart which is nearest to the ram-
part: the opposite of counterscarp.

gymnolffimatous polyzoans, containing those
with the zocecium mostly calcareous, and a lat-

eral opening of the quadrate or semi-oval cell,
as in the families Eschariporida;, Escharidce,

sidered, escapes are voluntary or involuntary or negligent: poparnnipTitTpR "kHrr/TnViitT
"

*{< F fifnrne and others.
voluntary, when an officer permits an offender or a debtor escarpment ^S-Karp mem;, )i. [f, * escarpe-

''""
.

toquithiscustodywithoutconscntofthecreditororwith- ment, < escarper, escarp : see escarp and -ment.) XiScnanpora (es-ka-rip o-ra), n.

out legal discharge ; and involuntary or negligent, when
an arrested person quits the custody of the officer against
his will.

4. A means of flight; that by which danger
or injury may be avoided, or liberty regained :

as, a fire-escape.
The refuge and consolation of serious and truly religious

minds is more and more in literature and in the free es-

capes and outlooks which it supplies.
John Burroughs, The Century, XXVII. 920.

6f. Excuse; subterfuge; evasion.
St. Paul himself did not despise to remember whatsoever

he found agreeable to the word of God among the heathen,
that he might take from them all escape by way of ignorance.

Raleigh.

6f. That which escapes attention; an over-

sight ; a mistake.

Readyer to correct escapes in those languages, then to
be controlled, fitter to teacli others, then learne of anye. u.ix / T-- 4. i-/\ rf\-rr>

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 9.
escartelg

(es-kar-te-la'J),
a. [OF., pp. ofescarte-

1. In fort., ground cut away, nearly vertically,
about a position in order to render it inaccessi-
ble to an enemy.
The old Porto Batavo walls still surround the town,

with moat and escarpments.
W. H. Kttssell, Diary in India, I. 82.

Arch, tower, and gate, grotesquely windowed hall,
And long escarpment of half-crumbled wall.

Whittier, The Panorama.

Hence 2. The precipitous side of any hill or
rock

; the abrupt face of a high ridge of land
;

a cliff.

[NL., < Gr.
a scar, + Tropof, a passage, pore.] The

typical genus of polyzoans
of the family Escharipori-
dte. Hall, 1847.

Eschariporidae (es"ka-ri-
por'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Escharipora T -idx.) A
family of chilostomatous

gymnolsematous polyzo-
ans, having rhomboid or

cylindrical cells, with semi-
circular opening, and the
anteriormargin split or per-
forated.

We here [in the mountains of New South Wales] see an
original escarpment, not formed by the sea having eaten
back into the strata, but by the strata having originally escharotic (es-ka-rot'ik), a.
extended only thus far. o,,-! r/ f-- InvnmmK/u-

Z,anXGeol. Observations,. HO.

In transcribing there would be less care taken, as the
language was less understood and so the escapes less sub-
ject to observation. Brerewood, Languages.

7f. An escapade; a wild or irregular action.

Rome will despise her for this foul escape.

_---, form a scar, < iaxdpa, a
ler, quarter, < qiiarticr, fourth, quarter: see quar- scar: see eschar1 .) I. a.

ter.) In her., broken by a square projection or Caustic ; having the power
depression: said of a straight line serving as of searing or destroying the
the division between two parts of the field, and flesh,
also of either of the divisions. Atter the nature of septick all(t

., iv. 2. escarteled (es-karteld), a. In7(er.,sameases- escharotick medicines, it corrodes

8. In bot., a plant which has escaped from cul- carfete'. Escarteled counter, in her., broken by projec-
a

.

nd consumes the flesh in a very

tivation, and become self-established, more or tions, one tincture into the other and reciprocally. Prop-
less nprmHTipTitlv in fiplrU nr hv rvmrUirloe erly thls should be limited to square projections, butless permanently, in nelds or by roadsides.

polnted and even curve(l breaks of the boundary.line are
9. Leakage or loss, as of gas, or of a current of sometimes blazoned in this way.
electricity in a telegraph or electric-light cir- escartelee (es-kar'te-le), a. [< OF. escarteU,
cuit by reason of imperfect insulation

; also, in pp. of escarteler, quarter: see escarteU.) Same
elect., a shunt or derived current. 10. In arch., as escarteU.
the curved part of the shaft of a column where -esce. [L. -escere, parallel to -iscere, -ascere= Gr.
it springs out of the base

;
the apophyge. See -emetv, -ianciv, -dcKew, being a formative suffix -sc eschatologic, eschatological (es''ka-t6-loj'ik,

>aUi eJ+['?'"'?- , .v/vni.
added to the simple verb-stem to form the pres- -i-kal), a. [< eschatoloay + -ic-al.) Oforper-JSCapement (es-kap ment), n. [< OF. "escape- ent, rarely other tenses, with inceptive force, tairiing to eschatolojrvment escliapemcnt, cschappement, F. ecbappe- The L. suffix -escere, -iscere is also the ult. I do not mean to sav that Christ never exnressed Him= Sp. escapannento= It. scampamento ; as source of the termination -ish in E. verbs like B^taC^SK^StaS^wS^SSSrS^S:

Esckariporaph ilomela .

-- highly magnified, showing
Short time. three cells and halves of

Greenhill, Art of Embalming,
two thers-

[p. 272.

II. n. A caustic application ;
an application

which sears or destroys flesh.

An eschar was made by the catharetick, which we thrust
off, and continued the use of escharoticks.

Wiseman, Surgery.

vibratory motion of the pendulum or balance- inchoative force, as in convalesce, begin to be

trta
Recoiling and Dead-beat Es-

capements.

branch of theologywhich treats of the end of the
world and man's condition or state after death.
The topics which belong theologically to eschatology are

tharUirimpnTse^coniinu'nica '"'", phosphorescent, etc. The noun is in escence,
ed to the pendulum be invari- fenescence, opalexence, etc.

able, notwithstanding any ir- -BSCenCe, -CSCent. See -esce. , ,
regularity or foulness in the OSCht, . The fish commonly called the cravlinff death, immortality, the resurrection, the second coming
train of wheels. Various kinds

J ' "'"" of Christ, the millennium, the judgment, and the future
of escapements have been con- lne escn (thymallus), the trout (trutta). state of existence.

^n,
e
/',i,^ "",

thC
H'?'""'

r a 'e
' rbiS PiCtU8> XXJCiV' Hamack also lays great stress on the eschatology of the

icom- eschalot (esh-a-lof), n. [< OF. eschalote: see ely believers, which he makes, in fact, their distinguish-

S^SSSMSSiJ^tolSS: shallot.) Same as shallot. ing peculiarity. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 175.

mon clocks both also termed eschar1
(es'kar), 71. [Formerly also escarre < eschaufet, v. t. [ME. eschaufen, eschawfen, <

recoiUngescapements; the dead- OF. escare, < L. eschara, < Gr. eaxapa, a scab, 9F -

eschaulfer,^
F. ^chauffer (= Pr. escalfar), <

beat escapement and the
ity- or remvMr-escapemtnt, ,SeAin the 'finer kindTf

BCar: S6e SCarl
'
the Satne WOrd through ME.] L -

?'
ock

.

s
; the horizontal escapement or cylinder-escapement,

In pathol., a Crust Or scab on the skin, such as cnate :

he detached uoapemmt. the lever-escapement, the duplex is occasioned by a burn or caustic application not; h
escapement, the pinwhcrl escapement, all used in the finer nnH wVii/>li talrn(rlia r\ff The Hr.\r.aac,o ,\t ...!. . 1 Al- _ I _I* . i

W1V.HIIC1 JtlH.1 WHICH ftlOUtTllS <)IT. IIC U

L. excalfacere, heat, < ex, out, + calfacere, heat,"

ent, the pinwheel escapement,~& use?inth
classes of watches

; and the half-dead escapement, in which
there is a slight recoil. In the horizontal escapement the
teeth of a horizontal wheel act upon a hollow cylinder onhe axis of the balance, to give the impulse.

One
-

Who r that which

see chafe.
heat.

Cf. excalfaction.] To make

Tne ashes ' certain locusts . . . cause the thick routes
aml e^ams that grow about the brims of ulcers to fall off

Holland, tr. of Pliny xxx 13

At le" th n t ee'd to make a separation'betweenpannvmo o v IP; icugui imuire seem a 10 maKe a separation between
les. ^ lu. ix. IS, margin. the cancerated and sound breast, such as you often see aaf+>o,vnaAi

escape-valve (es-kap'valv), n. A loaded valve where a caustic hath been applied, the eschar divides be- escnaunget
fitted to the end of a steam-cylinder for the es-

tween the Iiving alul the dead ' Boyle < Works '
VI - M7 -

ch<Hl9el ,

cape of the condensed steam, or of water car- eschar2t, n. See esJcar.
ried mechanically from the boilers with the Eschara (es'ka-ra), n. [NL., < Gr. eavdpa, a
steam; a priming-valve. E. H. Knight. scar, scab: see eschar^.) The typical eenus of
escarbuncle (es-kar'bung-kl), K. [<F. escar- polyzoans of the
boucle (with excrescent es-), a carbuncle : see family Escliarida.
carbuncle.) In her., same as carbuncle. Escharidae (es-kar'i-

escargatoiret, . [Prop, "escargotoire, repr. a de), . pi. [NL., <
possible * .

escargotoire, equiv. to escaraotiere Eschara + -idai.) A
< escflro, asnail, OF. escargol (with excrescent family of chilosto-
es-) = bp. Pg. caracal, a snail: see caracoled matous gymnolas-A Tllivaoinr nt ..,,..;!. JA nursery of snails.
At the Capuchins I saw the escarriatoire It is

square place boarded in, and filled with a vastquant ty of
eSteemed excellent food 'when theyare wel" dressed

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bolm), I. 617.

matous polyzoans,
typified by the genus
Eschara. They have
the principal opening of
the cell semicircular or

circular, the secondary
Eschara rlegans, natural size and

magnified.

The develes fornays that is eschaufid with the fuyr of
helle. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Which that apperid as thing infinite ;

With wine of Angoy, and als of Rochel tho
Which wold eschau-fe the braines appetite.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 969.

A Middle English form of ear-

escheat (es-chef), n. [< ME. eschete, also abbr.
chete, an escheat, < OF. eschet, escheit, escheoit,
AF. escheat, m., also eschete, escheite, escheoite,
etc., f., that which falls to one, rent, spoil, orig.
pp. of escheoir, F. echoir = Pr. cschazer = It.

seadere, fall to one's share, < ML. excadere, fall

upon, meet, a restored form of reg. L. cxcidere,
fall upon, fall from, < ex, out, -I- cadere, fall:
see case1

, chance, accident, decay, etc., from the
same ult. source. Hence, by apheresis, cheat.)
1. The reverting or falling back of lands or
tenements to the lord of the fee or to the state,
whether through failure of heirs or (formerly)
through the corruption of the blood of the ten-
ant by his having been attainted, or by forfeit-
ure for treason. By modern legislation there can be



escheat

11,1 e-rllr:il i, II lalllll,- ,,| III.- uh.'lr blood \\liclvvcr tiler,

are collateral kmdivd capable <tt Inheriting; ami in iln

United .States then . :ni !.. n,. e-. heat t.i any private

person.

There is no more certain arK'innent that lands are held
under any as I.M.I than if we see that such lands In defect

of heirs do (all by tmhrat unto him.
ll,,,,k, r. Keeles. Polity, vlll. 2.

All Lands in his Monarchic an- his, glucii and taken at

his pleasure. Kifhealu are many hy reason of his scueri-

tie. I'nrrliiix, rili-nnmse, p. 545.

To the hih honor of Kentucky, as I am informed, she
H the o\\ II.T of some slaves hy I'M-hnit. and has sold n..n>

lint liheratuil nil. Li'iinitii. in Kaymond, p. 202.

2. In England, the place or circuit within which
the king or lord is entitled to escheats. 3. A
writ to recover escheats from the person in pos-
session. 4. The possessions which fall to the

lord or state by escheat.

God Is the supremo Lord, to whom these escheat! de-

volve, and the poor are his receivers.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, Iv. 8.

The profits which came in to the king in his character
of feudal lord, the reliefs, the eicheat*, the aids.

K. .1. /''!' inntt, Norman Conquest, V. 295.

6f. That which falls to one
;
a reversion or re-

turn.

To make one great hy others losse Is had em-heat.

Spenser, V. Q., I. v. 25.

escheat (es-chef), '' [< ME. "excheten, abbr.

cheti-n, tr., confiscate, with verbal n. chetynge,

chetinge, cheating, i. e., escheating, < OP. es-

cheoiter, receive an escheat, succeed
; from the

noun : see escheat, n. From ME. form and sense
were developed the mod. form and sense of

cheat, defraud, swindle : see cheat1
.'] I. intrans.

To suffer escheat; revert or fall back by es-

cheat.

The images of four brothers who poysoned one another,
hy which ineanes there encheated to v Republic that vast

treasury of relleqnes now belonging to the church.

Evelyn, Diary, June, 1646.

He had proclaimed that all landed estates should, In

lack of heirs male, escheat to his own exchequer.
Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 55.

H. trans. 1. To divest of an estate by con-
fiscation: as, he was escheated of his lands in

Scotland. 2. To confiscate
;
forfeit. [Rare.]

The ninepence with which she was to have been re-

warded being encheatfd to the Kenwlgs family.
Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xv.

escheatable (es-che'ta-bl), . [< escheat +
-able.] Liable to escheat. Bacon.

escheatage (es-che'taj),
. [< escheat + -age.]

The right of succeeding to an escheat. Sher-

wood.
escheator (es-che'tor), u. [Formerly also ex-

rhcator ; < ME. escheter, excheter, 'escltetour, <

OF. (AF.) eschetor, eschetour, escheoitor, eschoie-

tour, escheator, < eschcoiter, eschoiter, succeed,
escheat: see escheat, v. Hence, by apheresis,
cheater, now with the sense of 'swindler': see

cheat^-, cheater.] An officer anciently appoint-
ed in English counties to look after the es-

cheats of the sovereign aud certify them into
the treasury.

In 1396 Richard II. conferred the same dignity on York
(made it a county with an elective sheriff], constituting
the mayor the king's escheator. Stubbt, Const. Hist, $488.

escheatorship (es-che'tor-ship), . [< escheat-
or + -ship.'] The post or office of an escheator.

\V hen he applied for the encheatorship. he informed Lord
Castlereagh that he intended to have his seat transferred
t.. Mr. llalfoiir. .\in,-trenth Century, XXII. 789.

eschekert, [ME. formofc/iecfcer1
, exchequer.']

1. A chess-board.

And alle be hit ttiat in that place square
Of the listes, I niene the extcheker.

Oeclrve, M.S. Soc. Antiq., 134, fol. 263.

2. Exchequer (which see).

eschelt, [ME., < OF. <.sv/( , 7,
, ,.-h<'tlr, rsfiele,

txkii'lf, ixquirre, scare, < OHO. skara, MHG. G.
.iflinr, company, troop. Cf. rrlunii/iii'ttr.] A
troop or company.

A stiff man & a stern, that was the kinges stiward,
.V ctieueteyn was chose that eschel to le.le.

William of I'nlerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3379.

Eschel blue. Same as smalt.

eschevet, >' ' A Middle English variant of
f/t'/uVrc.

escheyint (es'che-vin), n. [OF. eschenn, F.
irln'i'iii = Sp. wlariii = It. schiarino, scabino, <

ML. scabinuf:, a sheriff, < OHG. scaffin, scfffin.

m-ifliihi. Mil'!, tn-lii-ffrii. xi-lirffr. fit. schoffe, also

(after LG.) srhtippe (= OLG. srepin'o = D.

Ht-lK'/ii'ii). sheriff, justice ; < OHG. ncaffan, MHG.
( i .

xi'liiiff'-ii. shape, form, order, etc., = E. shape.
q. v.] The elder or warden who was principal
of an ancient guild.

2003

eschewt (es-cho'), . [ME. rxrhrtr, tschictee, <

OK. isrlii;/, i:i/cii<. shy, unwilling, = Pr. esquiu
= Sp. Pg. esquiro = It. nchifato, reserved, dis-

creet, circumspect, etc., < OHG. "stink, MHG.
schiech (G. scheu) = E. shy: see shyl, a. Hence
eschew, .] Unwilling; disinclined.

He ... is the moore echcw for to schryven hyni.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

eschew (es-cho'), r. I. [< ME. enckeicen, eschu-

en, eachuwen, < OF. eschuer, eschiwer, eschiver,
mi-Ill n r. i.-rliiin-r,-. ,sl,,,-,r. etc., = I'r. c.icMnOf,

cxquirar = Sp. l'i;. < xi/ninir = It. srhifare, uvoid,

shun, eschew, < OHG. sciuhen, MHG. schiuln-n.

G. scheuchen, frighten, schcueit, avoid, shun,
fear, < OHG. 'sctah, MHG. schieclt (G. scheu),

shy: see eschew, a., and shy 1
, a.] 1. To refuse

to use or participate in; stand aloof from;
shun

; avoid.

If tli. .u wilt liane health of body eulll dyet encheic.

Balxe* Boolt (E. E. T. S.), p. 88.

Let him etcheic evil, and do good. 1 Pet. HI. 11.

For, encheiping hooks and Uuks,
Nature answers all he asks.

WhMier, Barefoot Boy.

2f. To escape from
;
evade.

Than is It wisdom, as it thlnketh me,
To maken vertu of necessity,
And take it we), that we may nat etehue.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale (ed. Morris), 1. 2185.

A certalne wall that they made to eichew the shot of the
bulwarks. llatluytt Voyayet, II. 8fi.

He who ol>eys, destruction shall enchew. Sandy*.

eschewal (es-cho'al), n. [< eschew + -al.] The
act of eschewing: eschewment. 8. Wentworth.

eschewance (es-chS'ans), n. [< eschew + -ance.~]

The act of eschewing; avoidance. Imp. Diet.

eschewer (es-chS'er), n. One who eschews.

eschewment (es-cho'ment), n. [< eschew +
-mewf.l The act of eschewing. [Rare.]
Eschscholtzia (e-sholt'si-a), . [NL., named
after J. F. von Eschscholtz, a German natural-

ist (1793-1831).] 1. A small genus of delicate

glabrous and glaucous herbs, of the natural or-

der Papareracece, natives of California and the

adjacent region. They have finely divided leaves and
bright-yellow or orange-colored flowers. E. Califomica,
the California poppy, is very common in cultivation.

2. In zool.: (a) A genus of beetles, of the family
Elateridte. Also called Athous. Laporte, 1840.

(6) A genus of saccate ctenophorans, of the

family Cydippidce. E. cordata is a Mediterra-
nean species. Also Eschscholthia. Lesson, 1843.

eschuet, r. t. An obsolete form of eschetc.

Chaucer.

eschynite, n. See teschynite.

esclandre (es-klan'der), n. [F., scandal: see
slander and scandal.] Disturbance; a cause
of scandal; a scene.

Scouthnsh, to avoid esclandre and misery, thought it

well to waive the proviso. Kingitley, Two Years Ago, xi.

esclatt (es-kla-ta'), [OF. esclate, pp. of

esclater, mod. F. eclater, shiver, shatter: see

eclat.'] In her., violently broken; shattered:

thus, a shield esclatte is a bearing representing
a shield shattered as by the blow of a battle-ax.

esclavage (F. pron. es-kla-vazh'), n. [F.] A
heavy necklace worn by women in the middle
of the eighteenth century. It was commonly com-
posed of several chains, or strings of heads, arranged in

festoons so as to cover the neck and fall very low in front,
to correspond with the low-cut waist of the period. The
famous diamond necklace of Marie Antoinette was of this

sort.

esclopette (es-klo-pef), . [F.] A light gun.
See eseopet and sctonos.

escocheont, escochiont, Obsolete forms of

escutcheon.

eseopet (es-ko-pef), [< Sp. Pg. escopeta, a

firelock, a gun, = OF. escopette, a carbine, < It.

schioppetto (also scoppietto), dim. of schioppo
(also scoppio), a guu;

musket : cf. scoppio, a
burst, crack, explosion, < scoppiare, burst,
crack. Cf. ML. sclupare, shoot, < L. sclomus,
var. sclopus, the sound produced by striking
suddenly upon the inflated cheek.] A carbine
or short rifle, especially a form used by the

Spanish Americans. Compare escopette.

escopette (es-ko-pef), n. [OF.: see eseopet.]
A hand-gun, (a) Same as tclopette. (It) A carbine or
short rifle. See etcopet.

escorial (es-ko'ri-al), . [Sp.] In the western
mining districts of the United States, a place
whore a mine has been exhausted.
escort (es'kdrt), n. [< F. escorte = Sp. Pg. es-

<-<>lta, < It. scoria, an escort, guide, convoy,
fern. pp. of m'oriji re, see, perceive, guide, < L.
as if "ereorriqerc, < ei, out, + corrigere (> It.

corgere), set right, correct : see correct.] 1. A
protecting, guiding, or honorary guard in a pro-

escrow

gress of any kind
; a person or a lKly of per-

sons accompanying another or others for pro-
tection, guidance, or compliment ; especially,
an armed guard, as a company of soldiers or
a vessel or vessels of war, for tin- |imti I'tion of

travelers, merchant ships, munitions of war,
treasure, or the like.

The extentof an eicort Is usually pro|xirtioned either to

the dignity of the person attended, if It be meant as a

compliment, or, if of treasure, according to the sum and
the dangers lying In the way. /;. <

y. .

2. Protection, safeguard, or guidance on a

journey or an excursion : as, to travel under the
escort of a friend.

escort (es-k6rt'), r. t. [< F. escorter = Sp. escol-

tar, < It. scortare, escort; from the noun.] To
attend and guard on a journey or voyage ; ac-

company; convoy, as a guard, protector, or

guide, or by way of compliment : as, the guards
escorted the Duke of Wellington; to escort a

ship, a traveler, or a lady.
In private haunt, In public meet,
Salute, etcort hint through the street.

P. Francii, tr. of Horace's Satires, I.

Burlelgh was sent to eicort the Papal Legate, Cardinal

Pole, from Brussels to London. Macaulay, Burlelgh.

= Syn. To conduct, convoy.

escott (es-kof), . [OF.] Same as scot.

escott (es-kof), v. t. [OF. escotter; from the
noun: see escot, n., and scot.] To pay a reck-

oning for ; support or maintain.

Who maintains them? how are they encotedf

Shalr., Hamlet, ii. 2.

escouadet (es-ko-ad'), . [F., < Sp. escuatira,
a squad, = It. squadra, > OF. esqtiadra, escadre,
> E. squad, q. v.] Same as squad.

CSCOUtt (es-kouf), . An obsolete form of
scouft.

escribe (es-krib'), r. /.
; pret. and pp. escribed,

ppr. escribing. [< L. e
, out, + scribere, write : so

formed in distinction from exscribe, < L. ejcscri-

bere, write out: see

exscribe.} To draw
so as to touch the
one side of a tri-

angle outside of the

triangle, and the
other two sides pro-
duced: as, an es-

cribed circle.

escrime (es-krem'),
n. [F. escrime (=
Pr. escrima = Sp.
Pg. esgrima = It. Escribed Circles.

scherma), fencing, <

escrimer, OF. eskermir = Pr. escrimir = Sp. Pg.
esgrimir = It. schermare, schmnire, fence, skir-

mish: see skirm, skirmixh.] The art of using
weapons other than missive weapons, includ-

ing attack and defense with sword and shield,
sword and buckler, saber, rapier, and poniard,
small-sword, and even the ax and mace: gen-
erally restricted to the use of the sword or
saber according to some one of the recognized
methods in use at the present day.

escriptt(es-kript'). [(OF.escript: seescript.]
A writing; manuscript. Cockeram.

Ye have silenced almost all her able guides, and daily
burn their cucriptt.

Brituh Bellman, 1648 (Harl. Misc., VII. 625).

escritoire, escritoir (es-kri-twor'), . [< F.

ecritoire, < OF. escriptoire = Pr. escriptori =
Sp. Pg. escritorio, Pg. also escriptorio = It. scrit-

torio, scrittoria, a writing-desk, pen-tray, earlier

a writing-room, scriptorium, < ML. scriptorium,
a writing-room : see scriptorium.] A piece of

furniture with conveniences for writing, as an

opening top or falling front panel, places for

inkstand, pens, and stationery, etc.; also, a tray
to hold inkstand, pens, and other implements
for writing.
A hundred guineas will buy yon a rich exritair for your

billets-doux. Farquhar, Constant Couple, v. 1.

escritorial (es-kri-to'ri-al), n. [< escritoire +
-ah] Pertaining to an escritoire. Cowper.

escrivenert, Same as scrivener.

escrod, n. See scrod.

escroll (es-krol'), n. [See scroll.] la her., same
as scroll that is, the ribbon upon which the
motto is displayed. Also escrol.

escrow (es-kro'). H. [< ME. 'escrowe, by apher-
esis scrowe, a scroll, < AF. escrowe, OF. escrow,
escroe (>ML. escroa, scroa, scrua), a roll of writ-

ings, a bond, F. ecrou, an entry in the jail-book.
See further under scrow, scroll.] 1. In law, a

writing fully executed by the parties, but put
into the custody of a third person to hold until



escrow

the fulfilment of some condition, when it is to

be delivered to the grantee. Not until such deliv-

ery does it take effect as a deed or binding contract, and

then it ceases to be called an escroif. But the word deed

is often applied in a loose way to the writing from the time

of its execution, in anticipation of its becoming the deed

of the party by ultimate delivery.

The defendant asserted that he had executed an escrow,

making his resignation null and void thereby.
N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 429.

2. The conditional execution and deposit of an

instrument in such way. 3. The custody of a

writing so deposited.

escryt, [< ME. escrien, var. of ascrien, as-

cryen: see ascry."] I. trans. 1. To call out.

2. To descry.
He could not escnj aboue 80. ships in all.

Hakluyt't Voyages, I. 5%.

II. intrans. To cry out.

They beyng aferd escried and sayd veryly this is an

empty vessell. Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 168.

escuage (es'ku-aj), n. [< OF. escuage, F. ecuage,

< OF. escu, F.' ecu, a shield : see ecu and scu-

tage.~\ In later feudal law, a commutation paid

2004

North American antelope and wapiti. The escutcheon is

also a distinctive mark of some breeds of domestic cattle.

Id) In cunch., the depression behind the beak of a bivalve

mollusk which corresponds to the lunnle or that in front

of the beak. (<) In entom., the scutellum, or small piece

between the bases of the elytra, in a coleopterous or he-

mipterous insect. Escutcheon of pretense, in her., a

small escutcheon charged upon the main escutcheon, in-

dicating the wearer's pretensions to some distinction, or

to an estate, armorial bearings, etc., which are not his by
strict right of descent. It is especially used to denote

the marriage of the bearer to an heiress whose arms it

bears. Also called inescutcheon. Compare impalement.
False escutcheon, in entom., the postscutellum.

escutcheoned (es-kuch'ond), a. Having a coat

of arms or an ensign; marked with or as if

with an escutcheon.

For what, gay friend ! is this escutcheoned world,
Which hangs out Death in one eternal night?

Young, Night Thoughts, ii. 356.

escutellate (e-skii'tel-at), a. [< L. e- priv.

+ NL. scutellum : see scutellum, scutellate.]
In

entom., having no visible scutellum : applied to

Coleoptera in which the scutellum of the meso-

thorax is hidden under the elytra. Also exscu-

tellate.

by feudal tenants in lieu of military service; egef }J

'

an(J ^ A Middie English form of ease.

scutage. _ege | [OF. -ese, later -ois, -ais= Sp. Pg. -es = It.

-ese, < L. -ensis, forming adjectives from names
of places, as Hupani-ensis, of Hispania, Spain,

etc.] A suffix of Latin origin, added to names

The most and best part that spake was for the remain-

ing of escuage: but the generalest applause was upon
them that would have taken it away.

Sir T. Wilson, Note of Dec. 4, 1606.

,
which was the commutation for the personal of places (towns or countries), (o) properly,

*- 1 ^ "~ : "- l '" *'"" *K~ "
to form adjectives meaning

' of or belonging to

such a place, and hence (the same being used

as nouns by omission of the appropriate noun)
to signify (6) 'an inhabitant of such a place,
or (c) the 'language' or 'dialect of such a

place, as in Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese, Mi-

esodic

they occur is considered highly probable by most geolo-

gists- but no very satisfactory explanation of the mode
of their formation has yet been given." A. Oeikie (1885).

Called in Scotland tome.

The great elongated ridges of gravel called eskers, and

the wide-spread deposits of similar material which are

met with so abundantly, especially in the central parts of

Ireland, have long been famous. J. Geikic, Ice Age, p. 374.

Eskimo (es'ki-mo), . and o. [PI. prop. Eski-

mos, but also like sing., in imitation of the F.

pi. Esquimaux, pron. es-ke-mo'
;
< Dan. Eski-

mo, pi. Eskimoer; G. Esquimo, sing, and pi.,

based, like the obsolescent E. Esquimaux, pi.

(> sing. Esquimau), on F. Esquimaux, pi., > Sp.

Pg. Esquimales, etc. The name was orig. ap-

plied by the Indians of Labrador to the Eski-

mos of that region; Abenaki Eskimatsic, Ojiba

Askimeg, are said to mean ' those who eat raw
flesh.' The natives call themselves Innuit, the

people.] I. n. One of a race inhabiting Green-

land and parts of arctic America and Asia (on
the Bering sea), on or near the coasts. They are

generally short and stout, with broad faces, are naturally
of a light-brown color, live by hunting and fishing, and
dress in skins. Their dwellings are tents of skin in sum-

mer and close huts in winter, usually partly underground,
and often, for temporary use, made of snow and ice. Their

affinities are uncertain, and some regard them as remains

of a prehistoric coast race of Europe. The Eskimo lan-

guage is polysynthetic, and has
i
been cultivated to some

extent by missionaries. Also Esquimau.
-Es-

service of military tenants in war, having rather the ap-

pearance of an indulgence than an imposition, might rea-

sonably beJevied by the

lanese, Veronese, Viennese, Berlinese, etc. Nouns
with this suffix (being originally adjectives) remain un-

escndero (es-ko-da'ro), n. [Sp., = E. esquire,

q. v.] A shield-bearer; an esquire.

His escuderos rode in front,
His cavaliers behind.

T. B. Aldrich, Knight of Aragon.

escudo (es-ko'do), . [Sp. (= It. scudo = F.

<fc, a coin), < L. scutum, a shield: see scutum,

scudo, ecu.] A Spanish silver coin, in value

equal to about 50 cents in United States money.
Esculapian, a. and . See Esculapian.
esculent (es'ku-lent), a. and n. [< L. esculentus,

good to eat, eatable (cf. LL. escare, eat), < esca,

food, for*edsca, < edere = ~E. eat.'] I. a. 1. Eat-

able
;
edible ;

fit to be used for food : as, esculent

plants; esculent fish.

We must not ... be satisfied with dividing plants, as

Dioscorides does, into aromatic, esculent, medicinal, and eSBHlplastiC (es-em-plas'tik), a. [s Gr. ef, C(f,
vinous. Wheicell, Hist. Scientific Ideas, II. 115.

;ntO) + ^ neut. of eif (EV-), one (= E. same),
2. Furnishing an edible product: as, the escu-

lent swift (a bird, Collocalia csculenta, whose
nests are eaten in soup).

II. n. 1. Something that is eatable; that

which is or may be used as food. Specifically
2. In common use, an edible vegetable, espe-

cially one that may be used as a condiment
eseptate (e-sep'tat), a. [< L. e- priv. + sep-

without cooking. turn, -partition: see septum.'] In lot. and zool,
This cutting off the leaves in plants, where the rootjs without septa or partitions.

and Nmnenius. Eskimo dog. See dog.

(es'kin), n. [E. dial.] A pail or kit.
'

. Eng.]
t esloynet, Obsolete forms of eloin.

a
esmalt, esmaylet, n. Same as amel.

Esmia (es'mi-a), n. [NL.] 1 . A genus of gas-

tropods: same as Aplysia. J. E. Gray, 1847,
'

MS. 2. In entom., a

enteenth century. Nouns in -ese (which are much oftener
r

used in the plural than in the singular) are sometimes eBne n _ [AS. : see earn1 ."]
In Anglo-Saxon

popularly regarded as plurals in -s, and give rise to singu- -

one species, E. turbata of Brazil. Pascoe, 1860.

ssne, n. [AS.: see earn1 .']
In At

hist., a hireling of servile condition.pop __ , ...

lars like Chinee, Portuguee. With reference to language,
this suffix is sometimes used humorously with the name
of a person, as in Johiisone.se, Carlylese, etc., the language
or style of Dr. Johnson, Carlyle, etc. In burgess the suf-

. .

fix, of earlier introduction, is shortened; in bourgeois, of esnecy (es ne-Sl), . [< ML. (esnecia (ainescta

The esne or slave who works for hire.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 37.

recent introduction, it retains the French form.

E. S. E. An abbreviation of east-southeast.

esementt, A Middle English form of ease-

men t.

a-nescia, enecea, eyneia), < OF. ainsneece, ais-

neesse, aainneesche, etc., mod. F. ainesse (ML.
type 'antena(itia), OF. also ainsneage, aisneage,

esneage, etc. (ML. antenagiuni), the right of the

first-born, < OF. ainsne, F. atne, < ML. antena-

. , .. lus, first-born, one born before: see ante-nati.']

;, skilful in molding or shaping: see in Eng. law, the right of the eldest coparcener,
plastic, emplastic.'] Molding, shaping, or fash- when an estate descends to daughters jointly

ioning into one. for want of a male heir, to make the first choice

It was instantly felt that the Imagination, the esemplas- in the division of the inheritance. Also spelled
lie power, as Coleridge calls it, had produced a truer his-

ajsnecy.
tory . . . than the professed historian. A. Falconer. esQ_f [< (Jr. foo, older form of clou, adv., to

within, within, < if, fie, prep., into, orig. prob.
"hf. Cf. ev = L. in = E. in.'] An element in

some words of Greek origin, meaning
'

within.'

eserine (es'e-rin), n. [< esere, a native name E_soces (es'o-sez), n.jil.

from tne Calabar bean, Physostigma venenosum,
assumed by some authorities to be identical

[NL., pi. of Esox.'}JOV^^.J \wu y *j-*~ f j
... J'" l. 7 f

In Cuvier's system of classification, the second

adipose
family of Malacopterygii abdominales, without

dorsal fin, with short intestine having

the esculent, as in radish ;

root the greater. Bacon, ft at. mst.

esculetin (es-ku-le'tin), . Same as esculin.

esculin, Eesculin (es'ku-lin), n. [< ^Esculus +
-i2.] A crystalline bitter principle, difficultly wlth^hysostygmfnerTt"fo'rm7cciiorles"s bitter crys- no CBBca, and the edge of the upper jaw formed
soluble in water and alcohol, which is found

tals, which are an active poison ; applied to the conjunc- by the intermaxillary, or, whennot thus formed,
in the bark of the horse-chestnut tree, JEsculus tiva, it produces contraction of the pupil. ^ne maxillary edentulous, and concealed in the

Hippocastanum. esguardt (es-gard'), n. [Improp. < es- + guard, thickness of the lips. It included the pikes, Esocidce,

escutcheon (es-kuch'on), n. [Formerly esco- formally after OF. esgard, respect, heed, re- and a number of fishes of other families now known to lie

cheon, escochion (rare), but in E. first in the gard (where the prefix is superfluous); perhaps little related to the type. . , . .,

abbr. form, scutcheon, scutchion, scuchin, etc.,< suggested by escort.'] Guard; escort: as, "one esocid (es o-sid), n. A nsh ot the tamily aso-

OF. escnsson, escucon, F. ecusson, an escutch- of our esguard," Beau, and Fl. cidaj; & lucioid.

eon, < OF. escu, escut, F. ecu, < L. scutum, a esh (esh), n. [Teut. escft.] A dialectal form of Esocidse (e-sos i-de), n.pl. [NL.,CEsox (Esoc-)

shield: see scute, scutum, scutcheon.'] 1. Inher., ash1 . Brockett. [Prov. Eng.] + -*.] A family of haplomous physostomous
the surface upon which are charged a per- Break me a bit o' the MA for his 'ead, lad, out o' the fence ! ?slies.' typified by the genus Esox. They have a

son's armorial bearings, other than the crest, Tennyson, Northern Farmer, New Style,

motto, supporters, etc., which are borne sepa- egiet a A Middle English form of easy.
rately. This surface is usually shield-shaped, and shield esiilcht nrf() . A Middle English form of easily.

ii'fo-nal), a. [< e- priv. + siphon

+~-aZ.] Having no siphons : applied to num-
mulitic or foraminiferous shells when they were

supposed to be minute fossil cephalopods.
esiphonate (e-si'fo-nat), a. [< L. e- priv. + E.

siphon + -ate1 .'] Same as asiphonate.

S """"A'-"!'
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i"1Pr Perl>' called an escutcheon,
eskar, esker (es'kar, -ker), . [Also, less prop.,

is often used as synonymous with escutcheon. But the ^"vJJIVo'/*'-' -'fn 11
escutcheon of a woman is lozenge-shaped and should not oSlpnonai (Q-^l IO-nai^,

.

be styled a shield, and the sculptured escutcheons of the

eighteenth century were commonly panels of fantastic

form, surrounded by rococo scrollwork, and usually hav-

ing a convex rounded surface. (See cartouche, 7.) The ,*t ._ -,_- _,,

space within the outline of the escutcheon is called, for the esipnonate (6;S1 lo-nat), a.

purposes of blazon, the field. (See fieM.) A shield used as

nsues, typmeu uy me genus j^sv*. ney nave a

long slender body, with long head, flattened snout, and
mouth armed with numerous strong sharp teeth, some of

which are movable; upper jaw not protrusile, its border

formed by the maxillary bone; dorsal fin far back, op-

posite the anal ; scales small ; and no pyloric cseca. The

family is now restricted to the single genus Esox, the pikes.

(See cuts under Esox, pike, and scavuheoraeoidT) In

Bonaparte's and some other early systems it was equiv-
alent to Cuvier's Esoces. Groups approximately or ex-

actly corresponding to Esocidce have been named Esoces

(Cuvler, 1817), Esocince (Swainson, 1839), Esocini (Bona-

parte, 1841), and Esoxidea (Rafiuesque, 1815). Also called

Lufiidte.

The duke's private band, . . . displaying on their breasts
broad silver escutcheons, on which were emblazoned the
arms of the Gllzmans. Prescott.

ing more or less resemblance to an escutcheon.
Specifically (a) Naut., the panel on a ship's stern where
her name is painted. (6) In carji. ,

a plate for protecting
the keyhole of a door, or to whicb the handle is attached ;

a scutcheon, (c) In mammal, a shield-like surface or
area upon the rump, defined by the color or texture of the
hair. It is conspicuous in many aninmls. especially of
the deer and antelope kind, forming a large white or light
area of somewhat circular form over the tail, as in the

escar, eschar; < IT. eiscir* ridge.] In geol., a. esociform (e-sos'i-f6rm), . [< L. esox (esoc-),

ridge of water-worn materials running across P'ke (see Esox), + forma, form.] Having the

valleys and plains, along hillsides, and even over form of a pike ; pike-like.
tm~*^

watersheds, and forming a very marked feature CSOCOld (es'o-koid), a. and n. [< Esox (Esoc-)

in the topography of certain regions, especially
+ -"'] I. Of or relating to the Exocida;.

Sweden, Scotland, Ireland, and parts of New II. " An esocid or pike.

England. These ridges are often very narrow on the top,
esoderm (es'o-derm), . [< Gr. CM, within, +

having steep slopes, and may sometimes be followed for

many miles. The word eskar was until recently iised only
by Irish geologists, but it is now sometimes employed by
writers in English on glacial geology, as the equivalent of

the Swedish as.
" That these ridges are in some way con-

nected with the former glaciation of the regions where

, jkin.]
'

In entom., the delicate cutaneous

layer forming the inner surface of the integu-

ments, elytra, etc. Kirlitj.

tsodic (e-sod'ik), a. [< Gr. ff, fif, into, -f <Moc,

a way.] In physiol., conducting impressions



esodlc 2005 especially

,r,A ., i,., I ,.,,i-rl- afferent- Hilid of <<- numberless modifications of relative size, of shape, fishes, typical of the /><.,/./.', formerly used in
tothebrainaiicUiuM.il UD

Krectuw,md podtton. Unr often pwiwitoipeoUadl- a v ,.rv roinprelieiiMve sense, inoludiiiK repre-
,-erlMin nerves.

. lUUonuUi crop or craw ol I, .,. Is, ami it* lower end, gentu(ivesof divert- families, but now restrict-

,,* membrane of tlie intestines; enteritis. W^'JEtt ***

eSOgastritiS (i;s>o-gas-tri'lis),
n

Mo, within, + ijnalrilix,
<

IP|' tlie iniu'Ous membrane
trills.

esonarthex (es-o-niir'tlieks), .

|
M tis), .

I
NL,., v ur.

j;SOpjan . see .Kxnpian.
, q. v.] Inflammation Esop ic (r-sop'ik), ,/. Same as JEsopiaii.
ue of the stomach; gas- esol

!ediaj;e (6-so-re'di-at), a. [< L. c- priv. +

are two, the outer being called the exonarthex.

The i:inmtfllii.r O|K-IIS on to the church by nine doors,

t,, (hi- i-MinarthU i>y live.

J. M. XraU, Eastern Church, i. 245.

esophageal, oesophageal (o-so-faj'o-al), ._ [<

Mimliinii + -atel.] In licheiiology, without sore-
Ur. eero, ^ja . no^ gr^mim..

[< Gr. cap-

ita opposite tfo-
thin (see eso-), +

>o\rm**. MMW x ^~ y .- -- j i *-
t Ulifc ,

11UL illttliuiili

'""". + '""'".-
,"'>

....." rt r exterior portico esoteric (es-o-ter'ik), a. and... [<
of a Greek church: see

imi-,/;j-.r.J
In the tr.

foner .

prob. nret suggested by it

r/,., t In. inner narthex or vestibu e, when there ^ ejoterio) ; < Mo, withi

rtpof, compar. suffix. + -MCOJ.] I. a. 1. Liter-

illy, inner: originally applied
to certain writ-

ings of Aristotle of a scientific, as opposed to

cies. Also called Lucius. See cut und _

espadon (es'pa-don), . [Sp. (> F.
etpodon),

=
li. x/iiKlinir, atig. of HfMiiln = OF. rxjin . V . /"' ,

a sword: see .v/,m/
' und sptiili-.] A kind of

two-handed sword used by infantry in the fif-

teenth century and later. See xpailum .

(es-pal'yer), n. [< F. espalier, Iormer-
irr <n\t. identical with epauliere, q. v.),

,
a support for the shoulders, back

tc.), espalier (= 8p. espaldera, es-

= Sp. Pg. expalda = Ol

i,
the shoulder, < L. spatula, a

'
In

,

<f n

,,,. l( /e
'

J _'

gs of Aristotle of a scientific, as opposed to
broa,i pjeee) a blade: see epaule, spatula.}

a popular, character, and afterward to the se-
horticulture : (a) A trelliswork of various forms

cret or acroamatie teachings of Pythagoras; on which the branches of fruit-trees or -bushes

i'M'l>lia"in.t,
N 1 1, ii-xii/ilmi/iix

see Moptayw.] Per- hence, in general, secret ; intended to be com-
ftre extended horizontally, in fan shape, etc., in

taining or relating to the esophagus: as, eso- municated only to the initiated; profound. & smgie pianei with the object of securing for

I glands Eaophageal fold. () One of the There grew up, In the minds of some commentators, a
tne piant a freer circulation of air as well BH

ordinary lengthwise folds or i-idges of the esophagus when supposition of exoteric doctrine as denoting what Aristotle t-
.

fh*.,. ,_, u. ."I , i_ji_*i i.n ....... ...i , . ;, i ..,..., i,.. i .,..<.. i uetier exposure* 10 me euu.
promulgated to the public, contrasted with another secret

or mystic doctrine reserved for a special few, ami denoted

by the term esoteric; though this trm Is not found in use

before the days of l.neian. I believe the supposition of a

double doctrine to be mistaken In regard to Aristotle ;

nndisteudcil. (l>) The lip of the special esophageal groove
of ruminants. Esophageal glands, numerous small

compound racemose crypts or follicles of the esophagus,
as oi man, lodged in the sul.mucous tissue and opening by

excretory ducts upon the mucous surface of the tube. In uuu .,.u uv*....~ . .

some cases, as of birds, they are highly specialized and but it is true as to the Pythagoreans, and is not without
nlant trained on such a trellis or

yield a copious milky fluid used to feed the young, as those some colour of truth even as to Plato. Urote. >} A tree or pla on su

of the,-nip of pigeons. This secretion i, called pi^m, He ijoseplms) fancied himself to have learned all, whilst system. Trees trained as espaliers are n
- -' ''-'- -'

fact there were secret ,,teric classes which he had not jected to such abrupt variations of temperatun

O blackbird ! sing me something well : . . .

The enpalier$ and the standards all

Are thine ; the range of lawn ami park.

Tennymn, The" Blackbird.

milk The remarkable proventricnlar glands of birds, of

similar character, yield a digestive fluid like gastric juice.

Esophageal groove. See the extract, and rumination.

A groove (ifsophaiienl groove) which leads from the (esoph-

agus into the reticulum, and is shut olf by a valvular pro

in _.

so much as suspected to exist.

De Qttincey, Secret Societies, li.

When there exist two distinct explanations, or state-

ments, about the signification of an emblem, the true one

as wall-trees.

Behold Villario's ten yeam' toil complete,
His arbors darken, his jxi<ir* meet.

Pope, Moral Essays, Iv. SO..
,

,

from the ttrst two divisions of thestoinach, represents eo(i-fc, and known only to the few, the other exoteric, -I/,,A,\ / rtrvnalirritl To
llu

.orreitt and known to the many, it is clear that a time espalier (es-pal yer), V. t. ier, .

't

that portion of the oesophagus which has entered inti

the formation of the stomach and formed the first two

portions of that organ by bulging out on one side.

tiegmbaitr, I'onip. Anat. (trans.), p. 559.

Esophageal opening or orifice, the hole In the dia-

phragm through which the gullet passes with the pueu-
mogastric nerves. - Eaophageal ring, in Inoertebrata.

a circlet of commissnral nerves around the anterior part
of the alimentary canal, con-

necting the cerebral or pre-
oral ganglia with the ventral

ganglionic chain. It is a usual

structure in annelidous, arthro-

podous, and many other inverte-

brate animals, but varies greatly
in its details. See cerebral. Also
known as eiioyhayeal

</>< mi'-

furex, iifrve-rtn<l, nertv-ivnta-

gon (iu echinoderius), etc. Eao-

phageal teeth, certain enam-
eled processes of the backbone
which project Into the gullet of

serpents of the subfamily Dayy-

esophagean, oesophagean
(e-so-faj'e-an), a. Same
as esophageul.
esophagotomy, oesopha-
gotomy (e-sof-a-got'o-

con7e"wiien tiie Bret"may be'l'ost, and the last alone train on or protect by an espalier, as a tree or

remain. T. Ininaa, Symbolism, Int., p. vili. trees.

The religion of Egypt perished from being kept away esparcet (es-par'set), M. [< F. esparcettf, es-

from the people, as an etntrric system in the hands of
ltarce t < SD esnarcfta, sainfoin ;

cf. Sp. esjMir-
prlests. J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, i | 7. I

2fam, both dim!, appar. < esparcir, OSp.
2. In embryol., endoblastic. See the extract.

eapargir, scatter, < L. spargcre, scatter : see

[Rare.] sparse.] Akindofsain-
An upper layer of cells differentiated from the lower, an .

esoteric as contrasted with an exoteric layer, the represen- I. - niir'tS)
tatives of these being respectively the apicals and basals in espano tes par w>, n.

the earliest stages of the Calcispongia;, and in later stages [< Sp. esparto, < it. gpar-
the endoblast and eetoblast. turn, <. Gr. anapTOV. also,

Hyatt, 1-roc. Host. Soc, -Vat. Hist., 1884, p. 91. mor
'

e commonly> a^a,,TOf,
II. M. 1. An esoteric doctrine. [Rare.] a broom-like plant, com-

As to what esoterics I have vented, such as the fonnda- prising, it is said, both
tlon of moral duties upon self-interest ; the corporeity of

Spartiunt junccum and
mental organs ;. . . these seemed

necessaryjo compleat
sti]M te,,aeissima ; also

a regular system. A. Tucker, Light of Nature, V. II. 6.

2. A believer in esoteric doctrines.

esoterical (es-o-ter'i-kal), a. [< esoteric + -al.]

Same as esoteric.
~
:

esoterically (es-o-ter'i-kal-i), adv. In an eso-

teric manner.
esotericism (es-o-ter'i-sizm), n. [< esoteric -t and /,utfeMTO Spartum of

-it.] Esoteric doctrine or principles; devo-
botanists, and especial-

tion to or inclination for mysticism or occult-

ism. Also esoterism.

esoterics (es-o-ter'iks), H. [PI. of esoteric: see

-/<.] Mysterious or hidden doctrines; occult

sion intotheeso"phagus,as
g

science.
for the purpose of removing any foreign sub- esoterism (es'o-ter-izm), . [< rsotcr(ic) +
stance that obstructs the passage. -ism.] Same as esotericism.

mi), H. . , s !t.m
eSOphagU8, + ro/iq, a CUt- cnwous

ting.] In sura., the oper-
ation of making an inci-

Esophageiil Kin,,'.

Anterior end of nervous
''olyHof, a poly-
neltd, showing,

ue

'{f

thc "' "> <*

g

applied to the common
broom: see Spartium.'}
A name given to two or

three species of grass,
the Macrochloa (Stipa)

tenacissima, M. arenaria,

ly to the first, which
is abundant in northern
Africa. The others are

found in Spain and Portugal,
and elsewhere in southern

Europe. From esparto are manufactured printing-paper,

cordage, shoes, watting, baskets, nets, mattresses, sacks,

Esparto-Grasseh.

I, 4. stalk and fruit of Macro-
ckloa Itnacissima. a, 3, 5.

stalk, flowering stem, and fruit

of Ijfffum SfartMtn.

esophagus, O3sophagus (e-sof 'a-gus), n. [< esoterist (es'o-ter-ist), n. [< csoter(ic) + -int.] esparto-grass (es-par'to-gras), n. Same as

NL. oesophagus, < Gr. oiao^ijof, the gullet, lit. An esoteric philosopher, aa an occultist or a
fllpartn.

pv. + xpa-
having a

drink pass to the stomach. In man the esophagus ould adapt their subjects to their

is a musiMiloineinbi anous tube about nine inches long, ex-

,

at the cardiac orifice of the stomach. ojijM^iU
1 the ninth

dorsal vertebra. It is nearly straight, but has a slizlit

curvature both anteroposteriorly :unl laterally. Its sur-

u-iral relations are very important, esix-cially in tin neck.

^ophagns has two principal eoat~s. The muscular
i-i.;it is eompini'il of l\vo plane's of rontraetili- tilieis. tin-

outer longitudinal and the inner circular. They are con-

tinuous above with libers of the inferior constrictor f the

pharynx. The muscles in the upper partof the esophagus
are red and in part a> least striped, but below are pate,

unstriped, and "involuntary." The mucous coat is in-

ternal, continuous with that of the pharynx above ami the

stomach below. It is thick, of a reddish color above and

paler !>.-!.. . .lis|h.se,l in longitudinal folds or plira-. wliii-h

disappear on disteution. Its surface is studded with nii-

nilte papilla
1 ami invested throughout with stratilied pave

ment epithelium. The mucous and iniisrul arena! s are loose-

ly connected with eaeh other by a layer of connective tis-

sue, sometimes described as the nreolar cnat, between
which and the mucous membrane is a layer of longitudinal

unstriped muscular fibers called tlie imuwtaril mttcnta.

Mi. t-soph.i'.'iis is well supplied with glands called at-

Cartilaginous Cranium of the Pike (Esox luciitt], with its intrinsic

ossifications.

CJtJft JHI1*-* B"" BUWH 0| '/" t Ut'.J vr* <

kind; distinguished from others of the same
class or kind; particular; eminent; principal;
chief: as, in an especial manner or degree.

Abraham, the father of the faithful, and etpecial friend

of God, was called out of his country, and from his kin-

dred, to wander in a strange land.

Bamir, Works, III. viii.

Take etverial knowledge, pray.
Of this dear gentleman, my absolute friend.

Fletcher (and another
1

!), Mce Valour, L L

In especial, especially. [Archaic.)

With grete wronge and a-geiu right do the harouns of

this londe a-gein hym werre, and in pMM the! that

ought hym to love and holde moste dere.

M, rlin (E. E. T. S.), il. 190.

In etpecial all officers to dyne with the olde malre.

Engluh QUdt (E. E. T. S.), p. 418.

= SyTL See tjiecial.

ittra'Tin. and mouM). in lower aummis uu eBopnagu as ic; />,. pterotic : no, <

, eaiial from the mouth or fauces to the stomach, under- notd ; AS, aiu^hcnoid

-/, top view; ff, side view: I', ftff, exits of trigeminal and of aju. *" m/......

pncumogaslnc nerves; 3, small ossifications in the rostn.ro; .V. .V. oonpriallTT I ps-nesh'al-iV adf. [(. JfK. eXIK'Cial-
; /^inte^italscptun . eth,,,,,, ; f (. /,pre- eSpeCially^S^W U.^ ^ L

.^^^
particuUirly ; principally: chiefly; peculiarly:

. . ( whi,l, ,-,-, a,,,, m ,n,s ,.,,- ,n,,,;,,r, dia- S^^'piSiSSr^ScS ^."epS',' &. Z&SZ- ly'Tc^cial 4- -ly^
phrapm. and BHW<k> III lower animals the esophagus

;
as ic

. p, pKro,ic ; HO. eoccipitat ; SO, basioccipital ; SS, baslsphe-



especially

specially; in reference to one person or thing
in particular.

Pirrus full priuely persayuit onon,
By a spie, that especially sped for to wete,
That hys Ernes full egurly etlit to wode,
Forto hunt iu the holtes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13518.

A savage holds to his cows and his women, but especially
to his cows. Sir S. W. Baker, Heart of Africa, p. 205.

The Duke was especially angered with Michelangelo be-

cause he refused to select a site for a fortress which he
wished to build at Florence.

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 295, note.

especialness (es-pesh'al-nes), n. The state of

being especial. Loe.
'

[Bare.]
espeirt, [ME., also espeyre, < OF. espeir, es-

poir (= Pr. csper), hope, < esperer, hope, < L.

sperare, hope.] Expectation.
Thus stante envie in good espeire
To ben him self the divels heire.

Goiver, Conf. Amant., I. 265.

esperancet (es'pe-rans), n. [< ME. esperaunce,
< OF. esperance, F. 'esperance = Pr. esperansa =
Sp. esperanza = Pg. esperanqa = It. speranza,
hope, < L. speran(t-)s, ppr. of sperare, hope.]
Hope.

There is a credence in my heart,
An esperance so obstinately strong,
That doth invert the attest of eyes and ears.

Shak., T. and C., v. 2.

Esperella (es-pe-rel'S), n. [NL.] The typi-
cal genus of EspereUince. Vosmaer.

Esperellinae (es'pe-re-ll'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Es-

perella + -iiue.] A subfamily of sponges, of

the family Desmacidonida;, typified by the ge-
nus Esperella, whose fiber is not characterized

by projecting spicules. Ridley and Dendy.
Esperia (es-pe'ri-a), . See Hesperia.
espiaillet, n. A Middle English form of espial.

espial (es-pi'al), n. [< ME. espiaile, espiaille,
< espien, espy: see espy. Hence, by abbrev.,
spial.] 1. The act of espying; observation;
watch; scrutiny.

He had a somonour redy to his hond,
A slyer boy was noon in Engelond ;

For subtillye he had his expiaille.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 25.

Screened from espial by the jutting cape.
Byron, Corsair, i.

The Council remained doubtful of the conformity of

Mary's chaplains : and her house, for the next thing, was
placed under espial.

R. W. Dimn, Hist. Church of Eng., xviii.

2f. A spy.
By your espials were discovered
Two mightier troops. Shak.

,
1 Hen. VI., iv. 3.

Her father and myself (lawful espials)
Will so bestow ourselves, that, seeing, unseen,We may of their encounter frankly judge.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1.

Our judge stands as an espial and a watch over our ac-
tions. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 111.

espibawn (es'pi-ban), n. [Ir. easpuig-ban.] An
Irish name for the whiteweed or oxeye daisy,
Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum.

espieglerie (es-pia-gle-re'), n. [F.] Jesting;
raillery ; good-humored teasing or bantering.
They chaff one another with sickening espieglerie.

Athenaeum, Jan. 14, 1888, p. 48.

espier (es-pi'er), n. [< ME. aspiere, < aspien,
espien, espy, see aspy, espy.] One who espies,
or watches like a spy.
Ye covetous misers, ... ye crafty espiers ot the neces-

sity of your poor brethren !

Harmar, tr. of Beza's Sermons (1587), p. 175.

espijjnole(es-pi-ny6r), . [OF.] An early war-
engine somewhat resembling the modern mi-
trailleuse, having a number of barrels mounted
on a cart and fired by machinery. Compare
argues.

espinel (es-pi-nel'), n. [< OF. espinelle, F. spi-
nelle: see spinel.'] Same as spinel.
espinette (es-pi-nef), . Same as spinet.
espionage (es'pi-o-naj or, as F., es-pe-6-nazh'),

. [< F. espionnagej<. espion, a spy, < ft. spione,
a spy : see spy, espy.'] The practice of spying ;

secret observation of the acts or utterances of
another by a spy or emissary; offensive sur-
veillance.

espiotte (es'pi-ot), n. [Cf . Sp. espiote, a sharp-
pointed weapon.] A species of rye.
espirituelt, a. [< OF. espirituel, < L. spiritualis,
spiritual : see spiritual. ] A Middle English form
of spiritual.

esplanade (es-pla-nad'), n. [< OF. esplanade =
Sp. Pg. esplanada = It. spianata, < OF. espla-
ner, level, explain, = Sp. esplanar, explanar =
It. spianare, < L. explanare, level, explain, etc. :

see explain. Hence, by apheresis, splanade.] 1 .

la. fort.; (a) The glacis of the counterscarp, or

2006

the sloping of the parapet of the covered way
toward the country. (6) The open space be-

tween the glacis of a citadel and the first houses
of the town. 2. Any open level space or course
near a town, especially a kind of terrace along
the seaside, for public walks or drives.

There was a temple here [at Tenedos] to Sminthean
Apollo, which probably was in the fine esplanade before
the castle, where there now remain some fluted pillars of

white marble. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 21.

All the world was gathered on the terrace of the Kur-
saal and the esplanade below it, to listen to the excellent
orchestra. H. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 181.

esplees (es-plez'). n. pi. [OF. espies, espleits

(pi. of espleit, pp.;, < ML. expleta, the products
of land, pi. of expletum, rent, service, etc. : see

exploit.] In law, the products of land, as the

hay of meadows, herbage of pastures, corn of

arable lands, rents, services, etc.

espleitt, espleytt, . Obsolete forms of exploit.

esponton (es-pon'ton), . Same as spontoon.
espousaget (es-pou'zaj), n. [< espouse + -age.

Hence, by apheresis, spousage.] Espousal; wed-
lock.

Such a one as the king can find iu his heart to love, and
lead his life in pure and chaste espousage,

Latimer, 1st Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

espousal (es-pou'zal), n. and a. [Early mod.
E. also espousall, < ME. espousaile, < OF. espou-
sailles, pi., F. epousailles = Pr. esposalhas= Sp.
esponsales = Pg. esponsaes, esponsalias, < L.

sponsalia, a betrothal, neut. pi. of sponsalis,
adj. (see sponsal), < sponsus, fern, sponsa, one
betrothed, a spouse : see spouse. Hence, by
apheresis, spousal.'] I. n. 1. The act of es-

pousing or betrothing ; formal contract or cele-

bration of marriage: frequently used in the

plural.
I remember thee, the kindness of thy youth, the love

of thine espousals. Jer. ii. 2.

This was the burnt offering which Shalum offered in
the day of his espousals. Addison, Hilpah and Shalum.

2. Assumption of the protection or defense of

anything ; advocacy ; a taking upon one's self
;

adoption as by wedding.
If political reasons forbid the open espousal of his cause,

pity command! the assistance which private fortunes can
lend him. Walpole.

Espousals ofthe Blessed Virgin, in the Rom. Cath. Ch.
,

a festival celebrated on January 23d.

II. a. Relating to the act of espousing or be-

trothing; marriage (used adjectively).
The ambassador . . . put his leg . . . between the es-

pousal sheets. Bacon, Henry VII., p. go.

espouset (es-pouz'), n. [< ME. espouse, < OF.
espous, espoux, m., espouse, f. (= It. sposo, m.,
sposa, f.), < L. sponsus, m., sponsa, f., one be-

trothed, pp. of spondere, promise, promise in

marriage: see sponsor, respond, etc. Hence,
by apheresis (though actually older in E.),
spouse, n., q. v.] A spouse.

The Erie the espouse courtoisly forth lad.

Rom. o/Par(cnai/(E. E. T. S.), L 954.

espouse (es-pouz'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. espoused,

ppr. espousing. [< ME. espouseii, < OF. espou-
ser, F. epouser = Pr. espozar = It. sposare, <

LL. sponsare, betroth, espouse, < L. spondere,
pp. sponsus, promise, promise in marriage, be-
troth: see espouse, n. Hence, by apheresis
(though actually older in E.), spo^lse, i\, q. v.]
1. To promise, engage, or bestow in marriage;
betroth.

When as his mother Mary was espoused to Joseph.
Mat. i. 18.

I have espoused you to one husband, that I may present
you as a chaste virgin to Christ. 2 Cor. xi. 2.

If her sire approves,
Let him espouse her to the peer she loves. Pope.

2. To take in marriage ; marry; wed.
He which shall espouse a woman bringeth witnesses, and

before them doth betroth her with money, or somewhat
money-worth, which he giueth her, saying, Be thou es-

poused to me according to the Law of Moses and Israel.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 213.

The rest [of the Bucentaur is] accommodated with
seats ; where he [the Doge] solemnly espouseth the Sea ;

confirmed by a ring thrown therein.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 2.

3. To take to one's self, or make one's own;
embrace

; adopt ;
become a participator or par-

tizan in: as, to espouse the quarrel of another;
to espouse a cause.

They have severally owned to me that all men who
espouse a party must expect to be blackened by the con-

trary side. Dryden, Vind. of Duke of Guise.

He that doth not openly and heartily espouse the cause
of truth will be reckoned to have been on the other side.

Sp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xxiv.

esquamate
The Puritans espoused the cause of civil liberty mainly

because it was the cause of religion. Macaulay, Milton.

4f. To pledge; commit; engage.
In the election of our friends we do principally avoid

those which are impatient, as those that will espouse us
to many factions and quarrels.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 315.

espousement (es-pouz'ment), n. [< espouse +
-ment.] The act of espousing ; espousal. Craig.
espouser (es-pou'zer), n. 1. One who espouses,
or betroths or weds.
As wooers and espousers, having commission or letters

of credence to treat of a marriage.
Bp. Gauiien, Uieraspistes (1653), p. 156.

2. One who defends or maintains something,
as a cause.

The espousers of that unauthorized and detestable
scheme haue been weak enough to assert that there is a
knowledge in the elect, peculiar to those chosen vessels.

Allen, Sermon before Univ. of Oxford (1761), p. 11.

espressivo (es-pres-se'vo), a. [It., = E. ex-

pressive.] In music, expressive: noting a pas-
sage to be rendered with ardent expression.

espringalt, espringaldt, espringalet, esprin-
golet, n. See springal.
esprit (es-pre'), n. [F., < L. spiritus, spirit : see

sprite, spirit.] Spirit; wit; aptitude, especially
of comprehension and expression Esprit de
corps, the common spirit or disposition developed among
men in association, as in a military company, a body of of-

ficials, etc.

espy (es-pi')i *>! pret. and pp. espied, ppr.
espying, [Formerly also espie; < ME. espyen,

usually with initial a, aspyen, aspien, also abbr.

spyen, spien, mod. E. spy : see aspy and spy; v.]

1. trans. 1. To see at a distance; catch sight
of or discover at a distance.

I did espie
Where towards me a sory wight did cost.

Spenser, Daphnaida.
I was forced to send Captaine Stafford to Croatan, with

twentie to feed himselfe, and see if he could espie any
sayle passe the coast.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 82.

Now as Christian was walking solitary by himself, he
espied one afar off, come crossing over the field to meet
him. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 92.

2. To see or discover suddenly, after some
effort, or unexpectedly, as by accident: with
reference to some person or thing in a degree
concealed or intended to be hidden : as, to espy
a man in a crowd.
"
If it be soth," quod Pieres,

" that je seyne I shal it sone
asspye I

ge ben wastoures, I wote wel and Treuthe wote the sothe !

"

Pien Plowman (B), vi. 131.

M. More thinketh that his errors be so subtilly couched
that no man can >.-/"/ them.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 15.

As one of them opened his sack, ... he espied his

money. Qen. xlii. 27.

Apollyon, espying his opportunity, began to gather up
close to Christian, and, wrestling with him, gave him a
dreadful fall. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 128.

3f. To inspect narrowly ; explore and examine ;

observe and keep watch upon ; spy.
Full secretly he goth hym to aspye,
il> m for to do sum shame and velanye.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1357.

In Ebron, Josue, Calephe, and here Companye comen
first to aspyen, how the! myghte wynnen the Lond of Be-
heste. Mandeville, Travels, p. 66.

Moses . . . sent me ... to espy out the land ; and I

brought him word again. Josh. xiv. 7.

He sends angels to espy us in all our ways. Jer. Taylor.

=Syn. To discern, descry, perceive, catch sight of.

Il.t intrans. To look narrowly ; keep watch
;

spy-
Stand by the way and espy. Jer. xlviii. 19.

And to espie in this meane while, if any default were in
the Lambe. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 123.

espyt (es-pl'), n. [Formerly also espie; < ME.
espie, usually with initial a, aspye, aspie; abbr.

spye, spie, mod. E. spy : see spy, n.] 1. A spy ;

scout; watch.

Than thei sente their espyes thonrgh-oute the londe, for
to knowe the rule of kynge Arthur.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 146.

Of these he made subtile inuestigation
Of his owne espie, and other mens relation.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 203.

2. Espial; espionage.
The muster-master general . . . thought a check upon

his office would be a troublesome espy upon him.

Swift, Character of the Earl of Wharton.

Esq., Esqr. Abbreviations of esquire^, as an

appended title.

esquamate (e-skwa'mat), a. [< NL. *esquama-
tus, < L. e- priv. + /<, scale, + -ate1 : see

squamate.] In zool.
,
not squamate ; having no

scales.



esquamulose

esquamulose (c-skwMin
'

ii-16s), a. [< NL.

'estjiiiiHiiiliixiix, < \,. r- priv. + XL. /;//,
dim. of L. squama, a scale: see squnnnil<>x<-.\

In hot., without squamulo) or minute scales.

-esque. [< F. -exque, < It. -escn, < OHO. -isc,

MIKi. (i. -ixi'li = AS. -ixc, K. -)\7/l, ii l.j.
siil'-

flx, =L. -iseiui, a dim. suffix of nouns: see-iaA 1

and -ixciix, -IN/,-.] A termination in adjectives
of French or other Romance origin, meaning
'

having the style or manner of,' as in grotesque,

iiictitri'xyiir.tii-ii/ifst/iic. .!//<,</<. lhinttsquc,ett.:

Esquimau, .;
j>l. /-'.//((.'. See Kxl;ini<>.

esquire
1 (es-kwir'), . [< OF. <..<////, </>/-,

I'xi'iii/fi; mi esquire, shield-bearer, alsoa sliield-

maker, moil. I
1

'. <'citi/i'r = I'r. exrudier, escu-

der, escitirr = Sp. esciutrro = Pg. cscudeiro = It.

scuilit >-i, xfinlicro, < ML. scutariits, a squire,
a shield-bearer, shield-maker, < L. scutum, a

shield: see scutum, scute, scutage, escutcheon,

scutcheon, etc. Hence, by apheresis (though ac-

tually older in E.), squire, q. v.] If. A shield-

bearer or armor-bearer ;
an armiger ;

an atten-

dant on a knight. Sec //;<', 1. 2. A title

of dignity next in degree below that of knight.
In England this title is properly given to the eldest sons
of knights and the eldest sons of the younger sons of no-

blemen and their eldest sons in succession, officers of the

king's courts and of the household, barristers, Justices of

the peace while in commission, sheriffs, gentlemen who
have held commissions in the army and navy, etc. There
are also esquires of knights of the Batli, each knight ap-

pointing three at his installation. The title is now usu-

ally conceded to all professional and literary men. In the

United States the title is regarded as belonging especially
to lawyers. In legal and other formal documents Enquire
is usually written in full after the names of those consid-

ered entitled to the designation : in common usage it is

abbreviated Esq. or Ktqr., and appended to any man's
name as a mere mark of respect, as in the addresses of

letters (though this practice is becoming less prevalent
than formerly). In the general sense, and as a title either

alone or prefixed to a name, the form Squire has always
been the more common in familiar use. See squire.

I am Robert Shallow, sir ; a poor esquire of this county,
and one of the king's justices of the peace.

SAat.,2Hen. IV., ill. 2.

Esquires and gentlemen are confounded together by Sir

Edward Coke, who observes that every esquire is a gentle-

man, and a gentleman Is denned to he one qui anna gerit,

who bears coat-armour, the grant of which was thought
to add gentility to a man's family. It is indeed a matter
somewhat unsettled what constitutes the distinction, or
who is a real attain ; for no estate, however large, per se

confers this rank upon its owner.
1 Broom ami Had. Com. (Wait's ed.X p. 317.

The office of the esquire consisted of several depart-
ments ; the esquire for the body, the esquire of the cham-
ber, the esquire of the stable, and the carving esquire;
the latter stood in the hall at dinner, carved the different

dishes, and distributed them to the guests.

Stntlt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 10.

It makes an important practical difference to an Eng-
lishman, by the way, whether he is legally rated as Esquire
or "Gentleman," the former class being exempt from
some burthensome jury duties to which the latter is sub-

ject. C. A. Bruited, English University, p. 408, note.

3. A gentleman who attends or escorts a lady
in public. Esquire bedel. See bedel.

esquire't (es-kwir'), v. t. [< esquire*, H.] To at-

tend
;
wait on

; escort, as a gentleman attend-

ing a lady in public. Totld. See squire
1
,
v.

esquire- (es-kwir' ), . [< OF. esquiere, esquierre,

esquarre, a square : see square and squire^.] In

her., a bearing somewhat resembling the gyron,
but extending across the field so that the point
touches the opposite edge of the escutcheon.

esquirearchy (es-kwir'ar-ki), . [< esquire
1 +

MS in liirritrehu, oliijarchy, etc., < Gr.
rule. Cf. squirearchy.] The dignity or

rank of an esquire ; squirearchy. [Rare.]

As to tlie tender question of esquirearctty, I am con-
vinced that the only prudent principle now is to bestow
the envied title on every i>ne alike.

Mrs. Chat. Meredith, My Home in Tasmania, p. 317.

CSS, OS 1
(es), H. [< ME. e.s, ess, < AS. ess, < L.

' <. the name of the letter S, s, < e, the usual
assistant vowel in forming the names of let-

ters, + *.] 1. The name of the letter <S, s.

It is rarely so written, the symbol 8, s, being
used iii its stead. 2. A large worm: so called
from its often assuming the shape of an S.

[Prov. Eng.]
-688. [(1) Early mod. E. also -esse, -issc, -is, <

ME. -/,r. -ixxc, < (<i) OF. -esse, F. -esse, (b) AS.
-isse (as in abbodisse, abbess), < L. -issa, (. Gr.
-taaa (i. e., -t-caa, the vowel i and sometimes the
first a-, in that case orig. T-, prop, belonging to

the stem of the noun), a fern, suffix of adjec-
tives, and nouns from adjectives, orig. com-
pound, (. -K (as iu -i-i\6-f, L. -i-cu-s, E. -ie) + -ya

(as in -to-f, L. -iu-s, fern, -(a, L. -ia), bothcommon
Indo-Eur. formative*. (2) In some words, as in

<//>>< w. -cvs-i-iii reduced form of Latin -trix,-tri-

<rw, in E. usually -trexx, us in itctrrxx, directress,

2007

etc., fern, forms usually associated with masc.
ones in - lor, -tressbeing in popular apprehension
equiv. to -lor + -e(l).] A sufliv theoretically
attachable to any noun denoting an (originally

masculine) agent, to form a noun denoting a
female agent, as hostess, abbess, prioress, rliiij-

luiiitsx, /iiitlinri'.is,ete. It la most frequent with mums
in -<vi

,
its /"/Af/vxg, ttreweress, Quakeress, etc. In such

uonls as ntxt, >'' ,-e*s, directress, editress. Mistress, visi.

trees, etc., the suffix is really -tress(Ke -tress), but in popu-
lar apprehension it is -CM added to the termination of the

corresponding masculines, instructor, director, edit"

ter (W(/*'<T), ri*iiin-, eU*., such masculines lieing usually in

pronunciation, and sometimes in spelling, assimilated to

native English nouns in -er, as ilir<-<-li-i; i/ixlntcter, tnsiter,

etc., editor as if 'editor, etc. In some cases the feminine
fonn exists, while the masculine form is obsolete, as in

governess (governor in a corresponding sense being obso-

lete) ; mistress, used in some senses without a correspond-
ing use of mister or Master.

essay (es'a, formerly e-sa'), 11. [The older E.

fonn is assay, q. v. ; < ME. assay, asay, assai,

asaie, trial, attempt, < OF. asai, essai, essay (later

only essai, > later E. essay), mod. F. essai = Pr.

essay = Sp. ensayo = Pg. ensaio = It. saggio,

assay, trial, experiment, < LL. exflj/ixm, a weigh-
ing, a weight, a balance, < L. "exagere, ejcigrre,

pp. exactus, drive out, require, exact, examine,
try, < ex, out, + agere, drive, lead, bring, etc.

See examen, examine, from the same source.

The Gr. f^dytov, sometimes quoted as the origin
of the L. exayium, is rare LGr., and is taken
from the L. term ; it denotes a certain weight,
1J drachmae. Popular etym. altered the form to

tj&ytaf, as if < cf = E. sir.] 1. A trial, attempt,
or endeavor ;

an effort made
;
exertion of body

or mind to perform or accomplish anything:
an essay toward reform

;
an essay of strength.

All th' admirable Creatures made beforn,
Which Heav'n and Earth and Ocean doo adorn,
Are but Essays, compar'd in every part
To this divinest Master- Piece of Art.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, I. 6.

Your essay in crossing the channel gave us great hopes
you would experience little Inconvenience on the rest of

the voyage. Je/erson, Correspondence, I. 331.

Well hast thou done, great artist Memory,
In setting round thy first experiment
With royal frame-work of wrought gold ;

Needs must thou dearly love thy first essay.

Tennyson, Ode to Memory.

My i'*,--ii>r in the profession after which my soul had
longed was an ignoble failure.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 42.

2. An experimental trial ; a test.

I hope, for my brother's justification, he wrote this but
as an essay or taste of my virtue. Shak., Lear, i. 2.

The Poet here represents the Supreme Being as making
an Kimy of his own Work, and putting to the tryal that

reasoning Faculty with which he had endued his Creature.

Addison, Spectator, No. 345.

3f. An assay or test of the qualities of a metal.
See assay, H. 4. In lit., a discursive composi-
tion concerned with a particular subject, usual-

ly shorter and less methodical and finished than
a treatise ;

a short disquisition : as, an rx.-tni on
the life and writings of Homer; an essay on fos-

sils
;
an essay on commerce.

To write just treatises reqnireth leisure in the writer
and leisure iu the reader, . . . which is the cause that
hath made me choose to write certain brief notes, set down
rather significantly than curiously, which I have called

Essays. The word is late, but the tiling is ancient.

Bacon, To Prince Henry.

Seneca's Epistles to Lucillus, if one mark them well, are
but Essays, that is dispersed meditations, though conveyed
in the form of epistles. K. A. Abbott, Bacon, p. 438.

The essay is properly a collection of notes, indicating
certain aspects of a subject, or suggesting thought con-

cerning it, rather than the orderly or exhaustive treatment
of it. It is not a formal siege, but a series of assaults, es-

says, or attempts upon it. It does not pursue its theme
like a pointer, but goes hither and thither like a bird to
find material for its nest, or a bee to get honey for its

comb. ,VCMT Princeton Kev.,l\. 228.

To take the essay ' (of a dish), to tr)
1
it by tasting : for-

merly done iu great houses by the steward or the master
carver. Nares.

To come and uncover the meat, which was served in

covered dishes, then talcing the essay with a square slice

of bread which was prepared for that use and purpose.
Q. Rote, Instruct, for Officers of the Mouth (1682), p. 20.

= Syn. 1. Struggle. 4. Treatise, dissertation, disquisi-

tion, paper, tract, tractate. See definition of treatise.

essay (e-sa'), v. t. [The older E. form is assay,

q. v.
; < ME. assayen, asayen, assaien, asaien,

try, make trial of, < OF. axaier, essayer, F. es-

sayer = Pr. assaiar, essaier = Sp. ensayar =
Pg. ciisnittr = It. xniiiiiiiri; axxtii/iiiurr, try; from
the noun.] 1. To make trial of; attempt;
exert one's power or faculties upon; put to the
test: as, to essay a difficult feat ; to essay the

courage of a braggart.
While I this unexampled task rs*air.

>'/< A'. Illtittmore, Creation, i.

essence

Then iu my madness I essay'd the door :

It gave. Tennyion, Holy Grill.

A ml twice or thrice he feebly nsai/i
A trembling hand with the knife to raise.

H'lfittier, Mogg Megone.

2f. To try and test the value and purity of, as
metals. Now written assay (which see).

The standard of our mint bring now settled, the rules

and methods of essaying suited to it should remain unva-
liable. Locke.

-Syn. 1. Undertake, Endeavor, etc. See attempt.

essayer (e-sa'er), w. 1. One who essays or at-

tempts to do something ; one who makes trial.

2 (es'a-er). One who writes essays; an es-

sayist, j l;.-n-e.]

\ thought in which he hath been followed by all the <<

Miyrrs upon friendship that have written since his time.

Addison, Spectator, No. 68.

essayette(es-a-yet'), n. [F.,<egayer,test: see

essay, v.} Inceram., a piece used as a test of

all the contents of a kiln, by means of which
the degree of baking of the other pieces in the

kiln can be judged. The essayette is put where
it can easily be seen by a person looking through
the montre.

essayish (es'a-ish), a. [< essay + -isA 1
.] Re-

semoling or having the character of an essay.

Carefully clalwrated, confessedly estayish; but spoken
with perfect art and consummate management.

Trcctlyan, Life and Letters of Lord Macaulay, II. 281.

essayist (es'a-ist), n. [= F. essayiste; as essay
+ -is?.] A writer of an essay ; one who prac-
tises the writing of essays.
Such are all the essayists, even their master Montaigne.

B. Jonsim, Discoveries.

I make, says a gentleman essayist of our author's age,
as great difference between Tacitus and Seneca's style and
bis [Cicero's] as musicians between Trenchmore and La-

chrynue. B. Jonmtn, Masques.

"If then," said the gentleman, ... "if I am not to

have admittance as an essayist, I hope I shall not l>e re-

pulsed as an historian." Holdtmith, A Reverie.

essayistic (es-a-is'tik), a. [< essayist + -'<;.]

Pertaining to or characteristic of an essay or of

an essayist.
Good specimens of De Quincey's writings autobio-

graphical, imaginative, narrative, critical, and essayistic.
H. H'. Beecher, quoted in Independent, May 29, 182.

CBS-cock (es'kok), H. The European water-ou-
zel or dipper, Cinclits aquaticus. [Aberdeen,
Scotland.] C. Swainson.

essed, esseda (es'ed, es'e-da), w. [L. essedum,
later also fern, esseda, of'old Celtic origin.] A
heavy two-wheeled war-chariot, used by the
ancient Britons and Gauls, and adopted at

Rome as a pleasure vehicle.

British chariots have been described by Roman histori-

ans as consisting of two kinds, called respectively the co-

vina and the esseda ; tills last from esse, a Celtic word.
The former was very heavy and armed with scythes, the
latter much lighter, and consequently Iwtter calculated
for use in situations where it would lie difficult to employ
the covina. E. M. Stratton, World on Wheels, p. 250.

essence (es'ens), . [= D. essence = G. essenz

= Dan. Sw. "esttens, < F. essence= Pr. essentia =
Sp. esencia = Pg. essencia = It. essenzia (obs.),

essenza, < L. essentia, the being or essence of a

thing, an artificial formation from esse (as if

< *essen(t-)s, ppr.), to translate Gr. trivia, being, <

<jv (OIT-), ppr. of cl-vat = L. es-se, be: see am (un-
der be 1

), and ens, entity.'] 1. The inward nature,
true substance, or constitution of anything.
The Greek ovaia. (see the etymology) denotes a subject m
esse, something whose mode of being corresponds to that
of a subject, as distinguished from a predicate, in speech.
But while this is the original conception, the word essence,
even in Latin, usually carries a different sense. The es-

sence is rather the idea of a thing, the law of its being,
that which makes it the kind of thing that It is. that

which is expressed in its definition. In regard to artificial

things, the conception of an essence is usually tolerably
clear ; thus, the essence of a bottle is that it should be
a vessel with a tubular orifice. Those philosophers who
speak of the essences of natural things hold that natural

kinds are regulated by similar ideas. Nominalists hold
that definitions do not belong to things, but to words : and
accordingly they speak of the essences of words, meaning
what is directly implied in their definitions.

Justice In her very essence is all strength and activity.

Milton, EikonoklasU's, xxviii.

First, essence may be taken for the being of anything,
whereby it is what it is. And thus the real internal, but

generally in substances unknown, constitution of things,
whereon their discoverable qualities depend, may be
called their essence. . . . Secondly, . . . hut, it being evi-

dent that things are ranked under names into sorts or spe-
cies only as they agree to certain abstract ideas, to which
we have annexed those names, the essence of each genus
or sort comes to lie nntbint! but that abstract idea which
the general or sortal (if I may have leave so to call it from

sort, as I do general from genus) name stands for. And
this we shall And to be that which the word essence Im-

ports in its most familiar use. These two sorts of essences,

I suppose, may not unfitly IK- termed, the one the real,

the other the nominal, essence.

/.c.-Jv. Muiium t nderstandiug. III. iii. 15.



essence

Whatever makes a thing to be what it is, is properly
called its essence. Self-consciousness, therefore, is the es-

sence of the mind, because it is in virtue of self-conscious-

ness that the mind is the mind that a man is himself.
Fei-ricr.

But when in heaven she shall his essence see,
This is her soveraigne good and perfect blisse.

Sir J. Dairies.

I shall not fear to know things for what they are. Their
essence is not less beautiful than their appearance.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 180.

To hold everything worthy of knowledge but the faith

by which he has lived, is to hold the accidents of life bet-

ter than its essence. Contemporary liev., LI. 218.

Hence 2. The distinctive characteristic
;
that

which is expressed by the definition of any term :

as, the essence of a miser's character is avarice.

When Louis XIV. said, "I am the state," he expressed
the essence of the doctrine of unlimited power.

D. Webster, Bunker Hill Monument, June 17, 1826.

The essence of savagery seems to consist in the retention
of a primordial condition.

Darwin, Express, of Emotions, p. 235.

He who believes in goodness lias the essence of all faith.

He is a man " of cheerful yesterdays and confident to-

morrows." J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 259.

3. That part of anything which gives it its in-

dividual character or quality : as, this summary
contains the essence of the book.

Mix'd with bestial slime,
This essence to incarnate and imbrute.

Milton, P. L., ix. 166.

4. Existence
; being.

I might have been persuaded to have resigu'd my very
essence. Sidney.

I would resign my essence, that lie were
As happy as my love could fashion him.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 4.

Our love scarce measur'd a short hour in essence,
But in expectancy it was eternal.

Beau, and Fl. (?), Faithful Friends, iii. 3.

5. An elementary ingredient or constituent;
anything uncompounded: as, the fifth essence

(that is, the fifth element in the philosophy of

Aristotle, or the upper air, the other four be-

ing, in their order, earth, water, air, and fire).
See quintessence.

Here be four of you, as differing as the four elements;
and yet you are friends : as for Eupolis, because he is tem-
perate and without passion, he may be the fifth essence.

Bacon.

6. Anything of ethereal, pure, or heavenly sub-
stance

; anything immaterial. [This meaning
is derived from the use of fifth essence for the
ether or upper air (see def. 5).]

Her honour is an essence that's not seen.

Shak., Othello, Iv. 1.

As far as gods and heavenly essences
Can perish. Milton, P. L., i. 138.

7. Any kind of matter which, being an ingredi-
ent or a constituent of some better-known sub-

stance, gives it its peculiar character
;
an ex-

tract
; especially, an oil distilled at a compara-

tively low temperature from a plant in which
it already exists: as, essence of peppermint.
In pharmacy the term is applied also to solutions of such
oils in alcohol, to strong alcoholic tinctures, etc.

These poems differ from others as atar of roses differs
from ordinary rose water, the close packed essence from
the thin diluted mixture. Macaulay, Milton.

8. Perfume; odor; scent; also, the volatile
matter constituting perfume.

What though the Flower it self do waste,
The Essence from it drawn does long and sweeter last.

Cowley, The Mistress, Dialogue,

Nor let th' imprisoned essences exhale.

Pope, R. of the L., ii. 94.

His essences turn'd the live air sick.

Tennyson, Maud, xiii. 1.

Of. Importance; moment; essentiality.
I hold the entry of common-places to be a matter of

great use and essence in studying.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 231.

There's something
Of essence to my life, exacts my care.

Shirley, The Brothers, iv. 1.

Banana essence. See banana. Being of essence
See quidditatine bring, under being. Bergamot-pear
essence, an artificial essence imparting the flavor of the
bergamot-pear. It is a solution of 30 parts of acetate of
amyl ether and 1 of acetic ether in 200 part* of alcohol
Essence of anchovies, a kind of anchovy-sauce.

Essence of bergamot. See berrjamoti. Essence of
cumin. See fuiniii. Essence of mirbane. Same as
nitrobeiuol.- Essence of pineapple. Same as ethi/l ku-
tyrate (which see, under Imti/rate). Nominal, real es-
sence. See the citation from Locke under def 1 Ori-
ental-pearl essence, essence of the East a liquor lire-
pared from the scales of various cyprinoid and clupeoid
fishes, some of which are popularly known as whitings, as
the bleak. AJburnus luridnx. and used to give their bril-
liant iridescent coating to artificial pearls. The scales are
taken from the fish, left In water until the slimy matter
adhering to them settles, then rubhed down in a mortar

2008
with fresh water, and strained through a linen cloth. Am-
monia is added, both to prevent decomposition and, by its

volatilization, to aid in coating the pearls, whether the na-
creous film is to be on the interior surface of a blown pearl
or on the exterior of a bead of glass or paste, as for Chi-

nese or Roman pearls.

essence (es'ens), v. t.
; pret. and pp. essenced,

ppr. essencing. [< essence, n., 8.] To perfume;
scent.

Let not powder'd Heads, nor esscnc'd Hair,
Your well-believing, easie Hearts ensnare.

Conyreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

And tender as a girl, all essenced o'er

With odours. Coivper, Task, ii. 227.

essence-peddler (es'ens-ped'ler). . The skunk.

[Low, IT. S.]
Essenes (e-senz'), n. pi. [Formerly also Es-

sens; < LL. Esseiti, < Gr. 'Y,aafjvoi, also 'Eaaalot,
the Essenes. The origin of the name is un-
known. See Assidean.'] A community of Jews
in Palestine formed in the second century B. c.,

originally representing a tendency rather than

constituting an organized sect, and aiming at

a higher degree of holiness than that attained

by other Jews. Later they were organized into a sort
of monastic society, bound together by oaths to piety,

justice, obedience, honesty, and secrecy. According to

Philo, their conduct was regulated by three rules" the
love of God, the love of virtue, and the love of man."
They rejected animal sacrifices, but were strict in their
observance of the non-Levitical Mosaic law. They were
ascetics and generally celibates. They never extended, as
a body, beyond the bounds of Palestine, and disappeared
after the destruction of Jerusalem.

Except happely we like the profession of the Essens, of
whom Josephus speaketh, that the! will neither have wife
nor servauntes. Sir T. Wilson, Art of Rhetoric (1553).

Essenian (e-se'ni-an), a. [< Essene + -ian.]
Of or pertaining to the Essenes.

The survivors of those [Jews] who had suffered in Egypt
under Trajan, who were half Christian and Essenian, . . .

had at first no dislike to Hadrian.
X. A. Rev., CXXXVII. 496.

Essenism (e-se'nizm), . [< Essene + -ism.'}
The doctrines, principles, or practices of the
Essenes.
essential (e-sen'shal), a. and . [=F. essentiel

= Pr. essential = Sp. esencial = Pg. essential =
It. essenziale, < ML. essentialis, < L. essentia, es-
sence: see essence.] I. a. 1. Involved in the

essence, definition, or nature of a thing or of a
word: as, an essential character; an essential

quality.
Life's but a word, a shadow, a melting dream,
Compar'd to essential and eternal honour.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, v. 3.

The soul's essential pow'rs are three :

The quick'iiing pow'r, the pow'r of sense, and reason.
Sir J. Davies, Immortal, of Soul, xxxiii.

In proportion to the diversity and multiplicity of the
cases to which any statement applies is the probability
that it sets forth the essential relations.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 262.

As physicists we are forced to say that, while somewhat
has been learned as to the properties of matter, its essen-
tial nature is quite unknown to us.

A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, Int., p. 2.

2. Constituting or making that which is char-
acteristic or most important in a thing; funda-
mental; indispensable: as, an 'essential feature
of Shakspere's style.

To the Nutrition of the Body there are two essential
Conditions required, Assumption and Retention.

Unwell, Letters, I. v. 9.

I doubted if the near neighborhood of man was not es-

sential to a serene and healthy life.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 143.

For verification is absolutely essential to discovery.
J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 128.

3. Specifically, in med., idiopathic, not symp-
tomatic merely. 4. Pertaining to or proceed-
ing from an essence

;
of the nature of an es-

sence or extract.

From humble violet, modest thyme,
Exhaled, the essential odors climb.

Wordsworth, Devotional Incitement.

Essential act. See act. Essential breadth. See
breadth. Essential character, a character involved
in the definition of that to which it belongs. Essential
cognitiont. See cognition. Essential convenience*,
unity of essence

; identity.

Simple convenience is either essential or accidental.
Essential is that which we call identity.

Burg-ersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman, i. 20.

Essential definition. See definition. Essential dif-
ference, distinction, diversity, a difference, distinc-

tion, etc., given in the definitions of the things distin-

guished. Essential dignity. See dignity.- Essential
form. Same as substantial form (which see, under form).

Essential harmony. See harmony. Essential
notes. See note. Essential Oil,

a volatile oil occurring
in a plant, and giving it its characteristic odor. Essential
oils are either distilled or expressed ; they are mostly hy-
drocarbons. Many of them have precisely the same chem-
ical composition, ami though they are distinguished by
various physical characters, their excellence can only be

essomer

determined by the sense of smell. Essential perfec-
tion. See perfection. Essential seventh, in mutie, the
seventh tone or the seventh chord of the dominant of any
key. Essential singularity, a singularity of a function

consisting in the latter becoming altogether indeterminate
for a certain value of the variable. Thus, e ll* is altogether
indeterminate for x =

; for it is represented by an infinite

series of circles tangent to one another at one point ; and
one of these circles is infinitesimal. Essential whole,
that whose parts are matter and form. =Syn. 2. Requisite,
etc. (see necessary), vital.

II. . If. Existence; being. [Rare.]
His utmost ire, which, to the heighth enraged,
Will either quite consume us, and reduce
To nothing this essential. Milton, P. L.

,
ii. 97.

2. A fundamental or constituent principle ;
a

distinguishing characteristic.

I maintain this to be a dedication, notwithstanding its

singularity in the three great essentials, of matter, form,
and place. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 8.

The dispute . . . about surplices and attitudes had too

long divided those who were agreed as to the essentials of

religion. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

In what regards poetry I should just as soon expect a
sound judgmentof its essentials from a boatman or a wag-
goner as from the usual set of persons we meet in society.

Landor.

essentiality (e-sen-shi-al'i-ti), M. [< essential

+ -ity.'] The quality of being essential.

Another property, the desirableness and essentiality of
which is no less obvious on the part of an aggregated mass
of testimony, is that of being complete.

Bentham, Judicial Evidence, 1. 2.

The essentiality of what we call poetry.
Poe, Poetic Principle.

essentially (e-sen'shal-i), adv. 1. By reason of

natural constitution
;
in essence : as, minerals

and plants are essentially different.

That I essentially am not in madness,
But mad in craft. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.

Malvolio is not essentially ludicrous. Lamb, Old Actors.

We cannot describe the time of an event except by ref-

erence to some other event, or the place of a body except
by reference to some other body. All our knowledge,
both of time and place, is essentially relative.

Clerk Maxwell, Matter and Motion, art. xviii.

2. In an essential manner or degree ;
in effect

;

fundamentally : as, the two statements do not
differ essentially.

In estimating Shakespeare, it should never be forgotten
that, like Goethe, he was essentialli/ observer and artist,
and incapable of partisanship.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 152.

essentialness (e-sen'shal-nes), n. Same as es-

'sentiality.

essentiatet (e-sen'shi-at), v. [< L. essentia, es-

sence, + -ate2.] I. intraiis. To become of the
essence of something.
What comes nearest the nature of that it feeds, con-

verts quicker to nourishment, and doth sooner essentiate.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of His Humour, v. 4.

II. trans. To form or constitute the essence
or being of. Boyle.
essling (es'ling), n. A young salmon. Quar-

terly Rev., CXXVI. 352. [Eng.]
essoint, essoignt (e-soin'), n. and a. [== Sc. es-

sonyie, essonzie ; < ME. essoyne, essoine, essonie,

asoine, assoine, excuse, < OF. essoine, essoigne,
exoine, mod. F. exoine, reflected in ML. essonia,

exoina, exonia (> E. exon, q. v.), < es-, L. ex, out,
+ soin, care, trouble. Cf. Insognio.'] I. n. 1.

In old Eng. law, an excuse for not appearing in

court to defend an action on the day appointed
for that purpose ;

the alleging of such an ex-
cuse.

In which suite no essoine, protection, wager of lawe, or
injunction shall be allowed. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 371.

The freeman who ought to have attended [the Popular
Courts] preferred to stay at home, sending his excuse or
twain for the neglect, and submitting to a fine if it were
insufficient. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 178.

2. Excuse; exemption.
From everie worke he chalenged essoyne
For contemplation sake. Spenser, F. Q., I. iv. 20.

3. One who is excused for non-appearance in

court on the day appointed. Clerk of the es-
SOlns. See clerk.

II. a. In law, allowed for the appearance of
suitors: an epithet applied to the first three

days of a term, now disused..

essoint (e-soin'), v. t. [< essoin, .] In old Eng.
law, to allow an excuse for non-appearance in

court
; excuse for absence.

Away, with wings of time ; I'll not essoin thee ;

Denounce these fiery judgements, I enjoin thee.

(Juarles, Hist. Jonah (1020), sig. G, 3. ('. i>.)

essoinert (e-soi'ner), n. One who essoins, or
offers an excuse for non-appearance in court

;

specifically, an attorney who sufficiently ex-
cuses the absence of his clients or of one who
has been summoned.



essonier

essonier (o-so-nia'), n. In her., a diminutive of

the orle, having usually hulf it* width,

essonite (cs'o-nit.), M. Same as lif.iainiili .

essorant (cs'u-raut), . [< F. <..<;<//, ppr. of

essarer, soar: ne'ii ximr.] In her., about to soar :

said of a bird, especially an eagle, standing with

the winga luted up us if about to rise on the

wing.
est't, a. and . A Middli) English form of cant.

est'-t, estet, [ME., < AS. est (= OFrios. eat,

< nut = OS. rtii.v< = OIK i. ini.it = Icel. <is( = Goth.

awt), grace, favor.] Grace
;
favor.

As y yow Hay, he Goddys tut !

Rom. of Syr Tryamoun (ed. llalliwell), 1. 1416.

-est 1
. [ME. -eat, < AS. -<, -os, -ost, -st = OS.

-i*t, -ost = OFries. -int, -ost, -cut = D. -est =
MLG. LG. -< = OHG. -ist, -ost, MHG. -wt, -et,
G. -est = Icel. -sfr, -astr = Sw. -<wi = Dan. -est

= Goth, -ist, -ost = L. -iss-imus (regarded, with-

out much
probability,

as an assimilation of

*-ist-imus: for the additional suffix -mu-s, see

former 1 and -most) = Gr. -rrof = Skt. -inlitliti ;

a superl. suffix, of the orig. form *-yas-ta, being
the compar. *-yas, E. -cr3

,
+ -ta, E. -th in ordi-

nals, etc.: see -cra
,
and -th 3 -fttfl. The suffix

appears as -st in some contracted forms, as best,

erst, first, last, least, most, worst, next (for ME.
nehst), obs. lieit (for ME. hehst).] A suffix of ad-

jectives, forming the superlative degree, as in

coldest, deepest, yreatext, biggest, etc. See -ers .

-est2 . [ME. -est, < AS. -est, -ast, -st = OS. -in,

-os = OFries. -est, -st = D. -est, -st = MLG. LG.
-est, -st = OHG. -is, MHG. -es, -est, G. -est, -st =
Icel. -r, -ar = Goth, -is, -os, -eis = L. -is. -as, -cs

= Gr. -at, -eif = Skt. -si, prob. orig. identical

with the second personal pronoun, Gr. <ri> = L.

tu = AS. thu, E. thou : see thou. Cf. -cifts, -e*3.]

The suffix of the second person singular of the

present and preterit indicative of English verbs,
often syncopated to -st : as, present singest or

singst, doest or dost, hast, etc., preterit sangest,

su>u/est, thoughtcst or thoughtst, diddcst or didst,

hadst, etc. Its use in the preterit of strong verbs is

comparatively recent ami is rare (the auxiliary construe-
lion thott didst sing, etc., being used instead); and, owing
to the disappearance of thou in ordinary speech, its use in

either tense is now confined almost entirely to the lan-

guage of prayer and poetry.

establet, . A Middle English form of stable*.

Chauivr.

establish (es-tab'lish), r. (. [< ME. establissen,
< OF. establiss-, stem of certain parts of establir,

F. etablir (cf. D. etablisseren = G. etablircn =
Dan. etablere = Sw. etablera) = Pr. establir,
stablir = Sp. establecer = Pg. estabelecer = It.

stabilire, establish, < L. stabilire, make stable, <

stabilis, stable : see stable'1 : Hence, by aphere-
sis, stablish, q. v.] 1. To make stable, firm, or

sure; appoint; ordain; settle or fix unalterably .

I will estaUish my covenant with him for an everlasting
covenant. Gen. xvii. 19.

king, establish the decree. Dan. vi. 8.

Tin country being thus taken into the king's hands, his

majesty was pleased to rxtabliith the constitution to be by
.governor, council, and assembly.

Betvrlry, Virginia, i. f 53.

2. To put or fix on a firm basis; settle stably
or fixedly; put in a settled or an efficient state

or condition; inceptively, set up or found: as,

his health is well established; an established

reputation; to establish a person in business;
to establish a colony or a university.

He (Stephen] got the Kingdom by Promises, and he Es-
tablish'd it by Performances. Baiter, Chronicles, p. 40.

As my favour with the Bey was now established by my
midnight interviews, I thought of leaving my solitary
mansion at the convent, llrnce, Source of the Nile, I. 39.

A government was to be established, without a throne,
without an aristocracy, without castes, orders, or privi-

leges. /(. Hcbiter, Speech, Feb. 22, 1832.

3. To confirm or strengthen; make more sta-

ble or determinate.

So were the churches established in the faith.

Acts xvi. 5.

llii we then make void the law through faith? God for-

bid : ^ li*h the law. Kom. iii. 31.

1 pray continually, that (toil will please to establish your
heart, untl Mess these pood beginnings.

n'inthron. Hist, New England, I. 407.

4. To confirm by affirmation or approval ;
sanc-

tion; uphold.
Kvery vow, and every liindinj; oath to afflict the soul,

her husband may MtaNM it. or her husband may make
it void. Num. xxx. 13.

5. To make good: prove: substantiate; show
to be valid or well grounded : cause to be rec-

ognized as valid or Ir^'al : cause to be accepted
as true or as worthy of credence : as, to estub-

2009

link one's claim or one's case ; to establish a mar-

riage or a theory.
For they, . . . going al>out to establish their own right-

eousness, have not submitted themselves unto the right-

eousness of God. Horn. \. ;;.

The certainty of them [ miracles) was so well ataUishrd
and transmitted to after-ages as that no fair, impartial
considerer should be able to doubt of It.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. 1.

6. To fix or settle permanently, or as if perma-
nently : with a reflexive pronoun.
From that period Sir Giles bad established himte(f in

what were called the " state apartments."
Barhant, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 17.

The ability of the English to rtlublish themeelvet In

New England In spite of the objections of the original in-

habitants, was tested in a serious manner twice, ami only
twice. M. C. Tyler, llit. A HUT. Lit., I. 147.

7. To settle, as property.
We will establish our estate upon
Our eldest, Malcolm. Shale., Macbeth, I. 4.

Established church. See church. =Syn. 2. To plant,

constitute, organize, form, frame.

establisher (es-tab'lish-er), n. One who es-

tablishes, in any sense.

God being the author and establisher of nature, and the

continual sustainer of It by his free providence.
Barrow, Works, II. xx.

I reverenced the holy fathers as divine establishers of

faith. Lord Digby.

establishment (es-tab'lish-ment), n. [< OF.

establixsement, F. etablissement (= Sp. estable-

eimieiito = Pg. estabelecimento ; cf. It. stabili-

mento), < establir, establish: see establish and

-ment.] 1. The act of establishing, ordaining,

confirming, setting up, or placing on a firm ba-

sis or sure footing ;
the act of settling or fixing

permanently, or of proving, substantiating, or

making good: as, the establishment of a factory;
the establishment of a claim.

Linnecus, by the ettablishment of the binomial nomen-

clature, made an epoch in the study of systematic botany.
0. I',: ui Intnl. Euphorbiaceic, p. 193.

This establishment or discovery of relations we natur-

ally call it establishment when we think of it aa a func-

tion of our own minds, discovery when we think of It as

a function determined for us by the mind that U in the

world is the essential thing in all understanding.
T. U. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, i 132.

2. A fixed or settled condition ;
secured or cer-

tain permanence ; fixity or certainty.

There he with Belgffi did awhile remalne . . .

Untlll he had her settled in her raine
With safe ossuraunce and establishment.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 35.

Whilst we set up our hopes and establishment here, we
do not seriously consider that God has provided another
and better place for us. Abp. Wake.

3. Fixed or settled order of things ;
constituted

order or system, as of government; organiza-
tion.

Bring in that etablifhment by which all men should Ira

contained in duty. Spenser, State of Ireland.

4. Fixed or stated allowance for subsistence;
income; salary.
His excellency, who had the whole disposal of the em-

perour's revenue, might gradually lessen your establish-

ment. Swtft.

5. That which has been established or set up
for any purpose. Specifically (n) A permanent civil

or military force or organization, such as a fixed garrison
or a local government: as, the king has establishments to

support in the four quarters of the globe. (6) An organ-
ized household or business concern and everything con-

nected with it, as servants, employees, etc. ; an institu-

tion, whether public or private : as. a large establishment
in the country ; a large iron or clothing establishment ; a

hydropathic or water-cure establishment.

However, Augusta has her carriage and establishment.
Charlotte Bronk, Villette, vL

6. The authoritative recognition by a state of
a church, or branch of a church, as the national
church ;

the legal position of such a church in

relation to the state
; hence, also, the religious

body thus recognized by the state, and main-
taiued and more or less supported as the state
church : especially used of the Church of Eng-
land and the Church of Scotland. See estab-

lished church, under church.

The essence of an Establishment seems to be that it is

maintained by law, which secures the payment of its

endowments, accruing from the soil, or produce of the

country. Bp. Chr. Wordsworth, Church of Ireland, p. 296.

The church is accepted by the state as the religious body
in England which is the legitimate possessor of all proper-
ty set apart and devoted to religious uses, except the rights
of some other religious body be specially expressed. . . .

Its righta are carefully guarded by law. . . . This position
of the church towards the state is called its Establishment.
It has arisen not from any definite act of parliament or
the state, but from the gradual interpenetration of the
state by the church, and from their having mutually grown
up together. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 380.

estate

7. The quota or number of men in an army,
regiment, etc.: as, a poaoc ixinlili.iliiin-nt Es-
tablishment of the port, the mean inteiTal between
the time <if hitfh water at any given port anil the time of

the moon's passing !ti< m- ri>lian immediately preceding.
This interval is Influenced by local circumstances, an< I

eqnently Is different at different places. For New York
the establishment is 8 hours 13 minutes.

establishmentarian (es - tab ' lish -men - ta
'
ri -

an), a. and n. [< ettiililinlniii-iil + -arian.J I.

a. Pertaining to or connected with an estab-

lished church, or the doctrine of establishment
in religion. [Rare.]

II. M. An upholder of the doctrine of the

recognition of a church by the state and its

maintenance by law. [Bare.]

establishmentarianism (es-tab'lish-men-ta'-

ri-an-izm), n. The doctrine or principle of

establishment in religion; support of an es-

tablished church. [Rare.]
Kstabluhmentarianitm, all the more grateful for its

"linked sweetness long drawn out," was, however, wont,
no doubt, to roll over the prelatial tongue as the most

savoury of polysyllables. /'. Hull, Mod. Eng., p. 44.

estacade (es-ta-kad'), . [< F. estacade, < Sp.

Pg. eslacada (= It. steccata, stcccato), a paling,
a palisade, < estacar, stake, inclose with stakes

set in the ground, < estaca = It. stecca = OF.

estaque, estache, a stake, of LG. origin: see

stake.'] A dike formed of piles set in the sea,
a river, or a morass, and connected by chains,
to check the approach of an enemy.
estadal (Sp. pron. es-ta-dal'), n. [Sp.] A
Spanish long measure, equal to 12 feet of Bur-

gos, or 10 feet 11.6 inches English. The older
statement which makes it exceed 11 feet is incorrect. In

Peru the estadal is equal to only 6 Peruvian feet, or 5 feet

7 Inches English.

estafet, estafette (es-ta-fef), n. [< F. estafette
= Sp. Pg. cstafeta, < It. staffetta, a courier, < It.

staffa, a stirrup, < OHG. stapho, stauh, MHG.
stapf, a step, = E. step, q. v.J A military cou-

rier; an express of any kind.

An eitafet was despatched on the part of our ministers
at the Hague, requiring Marshal Bender to suspend his

march. Sir P. Boothby, To Edmund Burke, p. 84.

estallt, v. t. [ME. ;
var. of stall, or enstall, in-

stall.] To install.

She was translated eternally to dwelle

Amonge sterres, where that she is entailed.

MS. Digby, 230. (Hallimll.)

estamin (es-tam'in), n. [< OF. estamin, esta-

mine, F. etamine, bolting-cloth: see etamine,
In mill, taminy, tammy, stamin.~\ A woolen stuff

made in Prussia, used for cartridges, sackcloth,

plush caps, etc. ; tammy. Simmonds.
estaminet (es-ta-me-na'), " [f ., of unknown
origin.] A cheap coffee-house where smoking
is allowed; a tap-room.

Frequenters of billiard-rooms and estaminets, patrons
of foreign races and gaming-tables. Thackeray.

We scrambled ashore anil entered an estatninet where
some sorry fellows were drinking with the landlord.

A'. L. Steofnsvn, Inland Voyage, p. 31.

estancia (es-tan'si-a), n. [Sp. Pg., = E. stance,

q. v.] A mansion; a dwelling; an establish-

ment; in Spanish America, a lauded estate; a
domain.

We stopped for a time at Mr. Bolt's large ettancia,
where . . . the traces of the ravages of the locusts were
only too visible. Lady Bratsey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. vi.

estate (es-taf), " [< ME. estat, < OF. egtat, F.

etat = Pr. estat, stat = Sp. Pg. estado = It.

stato, < L. status, state, condition: see xinti;

which is partly an aphetic form of estate.'] 1.

A fixed or established condition ; a special form
of existence ; state.

I gin to be a-weary of the sun,
And wish the estate o' the world were now undone.

Shale., Macbeth, v. 5.

2. Condition or circumstances of a person or

thing; situation; especially, the state of a per-
son as regards external circumstances.

I will settle you after your old estat ff. F.zek. \xxvi. 11.

The congregated college have concluded
That labouring art can never ransom nature
From her inaidable estate. Shak., All s Well, ii. 1.

Dost thou look back on what hath been,
As some divinely gifted man,
Whose life in low estate began

And on a simple village green?
Tennyson, In Memoriam, liiv.

Thou, O Most Compassionate :

Who didst stoop to our estate.

Whittier, My Dream.
3. Rank; quality; status.

Who hath not heard of the greatness of your estate !

Sir P. Sidny.



estate

He [the chancellor] had said . . . that "
if he had done

anything that touched the king in his sovereign estate, he
would not answer for it to any person alive save only to

the king when he came to his age."
Stubbs, Const. Hist., 333.

4. Style of living: usually with a distinctive

epithet, Jiiglt, great, etc., implying pomp or

dignity.
His doughter quene of Inde as ye shall here,

Kepyng right grete estate withynne the lande.

Generi/des (E. E. T. S.), 1. 18.

5. In law : (a) The legal position or status of

an owner, considered with respect to his prop-

erty ; ownership, tenancy, or tenure
; property

in land or other things. When the thing in question
is an immovable, such as land, etc., the estate, if a fee, or
for a life or lives, is termed real. (See real.) If it is only
for a term of years, or relates only to movables, it is

termed personal.

Land was once not regarded as property at all. People
owned not the land, but an estate in the land ; and these
estates still continue to haunt, like ghosts, the language of
real property law.
Sir J. F. Stephen, National Rev., Laws relating to Land.

(6) More technically, and with relation only to

land, the degree or quantity of interest, con-
sidered in respect to the nature of the right, its

period of duration, or its relation to the rights
of others, which a person has in land, if that

interest, in a given case, does not amount to an absolute
entire ownership, it is because there is at the same time
another interest in the same thing pertaining to other per-
sons. Thus, one man may have the ultimate right of prop-
erty, another the right of possession, and a third actual

possession : each of these interests being qualified or in-

complete estates, which, if transferred to and merged in one
person, would constitute an absolute estate or fee simple.
(See merger.) Such special estates are said to be carved
out of the fee. ^.future estate that is, one which is not
to be enjoyed until a future time is nevertheless deemed
to have a present existence in anticipation, even if it may
never take effect, or if it is wholly uncertain who will be
its owner ; it is, in such case, called a contingent estate.

N. Y. Ren. St., III. 2175, 5.

The grant of land to a man, without specifying what es-

tate he is to take, will to this day give him no interest be-

yond his own life. F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 55.

6. Property in general ; possessions ; particu-
larly, the property left at a man's death : as, at
his death his estate was of the value of half a
million

;
the trustees proceeded to realize the

estate.

Which charge of feeding so many beastly [beasts']
mouths is able to eat up a countryman's estate.

The Great Frost (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 80).

7. A piece of landed property ;
a definite por-

tion of land in the ownership of some one : as,
there is more wood on his estate than on mine.

No need to sweat for gold, wherewith to buy
Estates of high-priz'd land. Quarles, Emblems, v. 9.

But that old man, now lord of the broad estate and the
Hall,

Dropt off gorged from a scheme that had left us flaccid and
drain'd, Tennyson, Maud, i. 5.

8f. The body politic; state; commonwealth;
public ; public interest.

The Moscouite, with no lesse pompe and magnificence,
. . . sends his Ambassadors to forren Princes, in the af-

faires of estate. Hakluyt's Voyagei, I. 251.

The true Greatness of Kingdoms and Estates.

Bacon, Title of Essay.

I call matters of estate not only the parts of sovereignty,
but whatever introduceth any great alteration, or danger-
ous precedent, or concerneth manifestly any great portion
of people. Bacon, Essays.

9. One of the orders or classes into which the

population of some countries is or has been di-

vided, with respect to political rights and pow-
ers. In modern times this division has been into nobility,
clergy, and people (now, In Great Britain, lords temporal
and spiritual and commons), called the three estates. For-

merly in France a legislative assembly representing the
three estates, called the states-general, was summoned only
in emergencies; the last began the revolution of 1789.

When the crowned Northman consulted on the welfare
of his kingdom, he assembled the estates of his realm. Now
an estate is a class of the nation invested with political
rights. There appeared the estate of the clergy, of the
barons, of other classes. In the Scandinavian kingdom to
this day the estate of the peasants sends its representatives
to the diet. Disraeli.

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland is gov-
erned by its king or queen and two Houses of Parliament.
These are commonly known as the "Three Estates of the
Realm

; but this phrase properly applies to the three
classes of which Parliament is composed, viz., the Lords
Spiritual, the Lords Temporal, and the Commons.

A. Fonblanqm, How we are Governed, p. 11.

10f. A person of high station or rank
;
a noble.

Richard, Duke of Gloucestre, [was] . . . harde fanoured
of vysage, such as in estates is called a warlike vysage, and
amonge coramen persons a crabbed face.

Quoted in AT
. and Q., 7th ser., II. 314.

She is a dutchess, a great estate. Latimer.
Herod on his birthday made a supper to his lords high

captains, and chief estates [revised version, men] of O alilee.

Mark vi. 21.

2010

Cap Of estate. Same as cap of maintenance (which see,
under maintenance). Cloth Of estate. See eluth. Con-
ditional estate, or estate upon condition, an estate

the existence of which depends upon the happening or
not happening of some uncertain event, whereby the
estate may be either originally created or enlarged, or

finally defeated. Blackstom. See condition., 8. Con-
ventional estates. See conventional. Convention of
estates. See convention. Equitable estate or title,
a right to claim the profits or enjoyment of ownership
from the person who holds the legal title as trustee ;

a
beneficial interest, recognized by courts of equity as be-

longing to one person, while the legal title that is, the
title recognized by courts of common law is in another

person. Thus, sometimes a trustee is said to hold the legal
title to the trust property, and the beneficiary an equitable
estate or title. Estate atWill, that estate held by one who
is in possession of the land of another by his consent, and
holds it at the will of the latter, or at the will of both par-
ties. Estate by statute. See statute. Estate by suf-
ferance, ftee sufferance. Estate by the courtesy. See

courtesy ofEngland (under courtesy). Estate for life, an
estate limited to a man to hold the same for the term of his
own life, or for that of any other person, or for more lives

than one. (Stephen.) When used without qualification, the

phrase usually implies tenancy for one's own life. Estate
for years, an estate which, by the terms of its creation, is

measured by the lapse of a specified period of time (it may
be a fraction of a year or more), so that it must expire by
a certain date. An estate for years is often called a term.

Estate in common. See tenancy. Estate in expec-
tancy. See expectance. Estate in fee. See /-'. Es-
tate in joint tenancy, an estate held, whether in fee, for

life, for years, or at will, by several persons jointly (as dis-

tinguished from an estate in severally, or held separately).
Its characteristics are that it was created as a single es-

tate, in which the owners were conjoined (unity of estate),
and must therefore owe its origin to one act or deed (unity
of title), the interest of each commencing at the same time

(unity of time), and the possession of either being legally

equivalent to the possession of all (unity of possession).
It follows from these qualities that on the death of one
the entire estate remains in the others, who are said to
take by right of survivorship. A conveyance by one of his

interest terminates the joint character of the interest con-

veyed, because the unities are not preserved, and the

transferee, if a stranger, is a tenant in common. To il-

lustrate the distinction, trustees hold as joint tenants,
heirs as tenants in common. See tenancy. Estate in
possession. See possession. Estate in severally.
See severally. Estate in tail, an estate in fee cut down
(faille) by restricting it to certain descendants or classes

of descendants, leaving usually a right of reentry in the
creator of the estate, in the event of the failure of such
descendants. See tail and entail. Estate of inheri-
tance, an estate that on the death of the owner survives,
and if he dies intestate passes to his heirs. One subject
to a condition that might prevent its passing (as where
the lord's consent was necessary) has been termed an
estate of inheritance qualified. Estate tail female, an
estate limited to females and female descendants of fe-

males. Estate tail general, an estate limited to the
heirs of the donee's body generally, without restriction,
in which case it would descend to every one of his lawful

posterity who could take in due course. Estate tail

male, an estate limited to males and male descendants of

males, thus securing that the land should always be owned
by one of the same surname as the ancestor. Estate
tail special, an estate limited to certain heirs of the
holder s body, usually the issue of a particular marriage.
Executed estate, an estate in possession, as distin-

guished from an executory estate, which depends on some
contingency for coming into existence in enjoyment in
the future. Executory estate, a future estate which is

contingent, but yet is not necessarily dependent, for its

commencement in possession upon the time when some
precedent estate shall have terminated, as distinguished
from one which is limited to take effect on the termina-
tion of a precedent estate, and is termed a remainder.
See executory devise, under devise, and remainder. Ex-
pectant estate. See expectance. Fourth estate, (a) A
name for the lowest classes of society, as the artisans, ser-

vants, day-laborers, etc., as distinguished from the third
estate or commons; the proletariat, (b) A name humor-
ously given in recent times to the newspaper press, or the
body of journalists, as constituting a power in the state
distinct from that of the three recognized political orders.
Freehold estate. See freehold. Future estate. See

def. 5 (b). Landed Estates Court. See court. Legal
estate. See equitable estate, and legal. Merger Of es-
tates. See merger. Particular estate, the estate,
usually a lesser one, that precedes a remainder. See par-
ticular. Settled. Estates Act. See settle. Third es-
tate, the common people in their relations to the state or
to political power: a phrase made famous by the struggles
of the representatives of this order (the tiers etat) in the
last French states-general for power equal to that of both
the other orders, and their final assumption of supreme
authority, consummating the great revolution. Vested
estate, an estate in which there is an immediate right
of present enjoyment or a present fixed right of future

enjoyment, or in regard to which, if all precedent estate
should instantly terminate, the right to enjoyment would
immediately be in an existing person. If, however, not-

withstanding such supposed termination, the right of en-

joyment would still depend on an unascertained contin-

gency, the estate is said to be contingent.

estate (es-taf), v. t.; pret. and pp. estated, ppr.
estating. [< estate, .] If. To establish in pos-
session; settle.

Sir, I demand no.more than your own offer ; and I will
estate your daughter in what I have promised.

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, ii. 1 .

Our nature will return to the innocence and excellency
in which God first estated it.

Jer. Taylor, Works (cd. 1835), I. 672.

2f. To settle as a possession; bestow; deed.

A contract of true love to celebrate ;

And some donation freely to estate

On the bless'd lovers. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

esteem

He intended that son to my profession, and had provided
him already 300. a-year, of his own gift in church livings,
and hath estated 300. more of inheritance for their chil-

dren. Donne, Letters, Ixx.

To the onely use and behoof of my s'd child, I do hereby
estate and intrust all the particulers hereafter mentioned.

Wint/irop, Hist. New England, II. 458.

3. To settle an estate upon; endow with an
estate or other property.

Then would I,

More especially were he, she wedded, poor,
Estate them with large land and territory
In mine own realm beyond the narrow seas.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

estatelyt, a. [< ME. estately, estatly, estatlich ;

< estate + -lyi. Hence, by apheresis, stately.]

Stately ; dignified.
It peined hire to conntrefeten chere
Of court, and ben estatlich of manere,
And to ben holden digne of reverence.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 140.

estatutet, . An obsolete form of statute. Chau-
cer.

estet, See esfi.

esteem (es-tem'), r. [First at end of 16th cen-

tury; < F. estimer = Pr. Sp. Pg. estimar = It.

estimare, stimare,( L. aistimare, testmnare, value,
rate, weigh, estimate : see estimate, and aim,
an older word, partly a doublet of esteem."] I.

trans. 1. To estimate; value; set a value on,
whether high or low

;
rate.

Then he forsook God which made him, and lightly es-

teemed the Rock of his salvation. Deut. xxxii. 15.

One man esteemeth one day above another ; another es-

teemeth every day alike. Rom. xiv. 5.

You would begin then to think, and value every article

of your time, esteem it at the true rate.

B. Jonson, Epicuene, i. 1.

Specifically 2. To set a high value on
; prize ;

regard favorably, especially (of persons) with

reverence, respect, or friendship.
Will he esteem thy riches? Job xxxvi. 19.

Not he yat hath scene most countries is most to be es-

teemed, but he that learned best conditions.

/..'////. Euphues and his England, p. 245.

On the backs of these Hawksbill Turtle grows that shell

which is so much esteem'd for making Cabinets, Combs,
and other things. Dampier, Voyages, I. 103.

3. To consider; regard; reckon; think.

Those things we do esteem vain, which are either false

or frivolous. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 38.

When I consider his disregard to his fortune, I cannot
esteemhlm covetous. Steele, Tatler, No. 211.

Conversation in its better part
May be esteeni'd a gift, and not an art.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 4.

= Syn. 2. Value, Prize, Esteem, etc. (see appreciate); to re-

spect, revere. 3. To think, deem, consider, hold, account.

II. intrans. To regard or consider value ;
en-

tertain a feeling of esteem, liking, respect, etc. :

with of.
For his sake,

Though in their fortunes fain, they are esteem'd of
And cherish'd by the best.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, i. 1.

They [the Tamoyes] esteem of gold and gems, as we of
stones in the streets. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 841.

We our selves esteem not of that obedience or love or

gift, which is of force. Stilton, Areopagitica, p. 25.

esteem (es-tem'), . [< esteem, r.] 1. Estima-
tion

; opinion or judgment of merit or demerit.

And live a coward in thine own esteem.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 7.

Specifically 2. Favorable opinion, formed
upon a belief in the merit of its object ; respect ;

regard ; liking.
Who can see,

Without esteem for virtuous poverty,
Severe Fabricius? Dryden, .JJneid.

I am not uneasy that many, whom I never had any es-

teem for, are likely to enjoy this world after me. Pope.

3. The character which commands considera-
tion or regard ; value

;
worth.

This arm that hath reclaim'd
To your obedience fifty fortresses, . . .

Besides five hundred prisoners of esteem
Lets fall his sword before your highness' feet.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 4.

And let me tell you that angling is of high esteem, and
of much use in other nations.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 50.

4f. Valuation; price.
I will deliver you in ready coin
The full and dearest esteem of what you crave.

Webster and Rowley, Cure for a Cuckold, ii. 2.

=Syn 1 and 2. Estimate, Esteem, Etiiatian. Respeel,

Regard; honor, admiration, reverence, veneration. Es-
timate, both as noun and as verb, supposes an exercise of
the judgment in determining external things, as amount,
weight, size, value; or internal things, as intellect, ex-

cellence, it may be applied to that which is unfavor-
able : as, my estimate of the man was not high. Esteem
as a noun has commonly the favorable meanings of the

verb; it is a moral sentiment nuide up uf respect and



esteem

attachment, the result of the mental process of reckoning

up the merits or useful qualities of a person : as, he Is held

taverynnenlMtMM. t\<lii,irin has covered the MI- -:M i

ings of both. Kl/muh' ami otfiviii. ;,Vx,,.r( is commonly the

result of admiration and approbation; as, he Is entitle*!

lo our mi/ret for his abilities ami Ilia probity; It omits,
sometimes |iinteilly, the attachment expressed in

Kei/artt may include less admiration than rettju'ct and be

not quite so strung us ettfrui, lint its meaning la not
rli>M t\ tlxeil ill quality or decree.

The nearest practical approach to the theological ((/
unit'- of a sin may be found in the ranks of the ascetics.

l,:-i-kii. Europ. Morals, I. 117.

Tin' trial hath imlaniaged thue no way,
Kather more h >nr left, and more erteein.

Milton, P. K., Iv. 207.

Dear as freedom Is, and in my heart's

Just 1'Mtiiitiitiun priz'd above all price.

Cowper, Task, li. 34.

Eiliinuliim of one's society is a rellex of self-estimation ;

and assertion of one's society's claims is an indirect asser-

tion of one's own claims as a part of it.

//. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 265.

Peel, too, had, oven at the beginning of his career, too

great a rrKj*ft for his own character to allow himself to

be dragged through the dirt by hia superior colleagues.
W. K. Greg, Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 220.

A generation whom his choice regard
.Should favour equal to the sons of heaven.

Milton, P. L., i. 653.

esteemable (es-te'ma-bl), a. [< esteem + -able.

Cf. estimable.] Worthy of esteem; estimable.

[Rare.]
Homer . . . allows their characters etteemaUe qualities.

Pope, Iliad, vi. 390, note.

esteemer (es-te'rner), n. One who esteems;
one who sets a high value on anything.
This might instruct the proudest eateemer of his own

parts, how useful it ia to talk and consult with others.
Locke.

ester (es't6r), n. Same as compound ether (which
see, under ether).

esthacyte (es'tha-sit), n. [Irreg. < Gr. a'taOa-

veaQat, perceive, feel, + (error, a hollow (cell).]

One of the supposed sense-cells of sponges.
See the extract. Also amthacyte.

jKithacytn were first observed by Stewart and have
since Iwen described by Von Lendenfeld. . . . They are

spindle-shaped cells, . . . the distal end projects beyond
the ectodermal epithelium in a fine hair or palpocil ; the

body is granular and contains a large oval nucleus, and the
inner end is produced into fine threads which extend into

the collenchyme and are supposed ... to become con-
tinuous with large multiradiate collencytes.

SoUat, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 420.

esthematology, aesthematology (es-the-ma-
tol'o-ji), . [< Gr. aio<tt/[ia(T-), a perception
(< ataOavcaOai, alo6ea6at, perceive: see esthetic),
+ -toyia, < Myeiv, speak : see -ology.] That de-

partment of science which relates to the senses,
or the apparatus of the senses.

Estheria (es-the'ri-a), n. [NL., said to be an
anagram of the name of St. Theresa.] 1. A
genus of dipterous insects. Desvoidy, 1830. 2.

The typical genus of crustaceans of the family
Estheriid(e. The origin of the species dates
back to the Devonian epoch, and they are still

existent.

estherian (es-the'ri-an), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to the Esther'Udo".

II. n. One of the Estheriida.

EstheriidaB (es-the-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Es-
theria + -i(la?.] A family of Crustacea, of the
order Phyllopoda or Brunchiopoda, represented
by such genera as Estheria, Limnadia, and Lim-
n'l'tix. The shell
is bivalve; the an-
tenna; are highly
developed; the an-
tenimhe small ; the

swimming-feet from
10 to 27 in numlier ;

the telson is large,
witli a pair of ap-
IH-nitages ; and one
or more pairs of legs
are chelate in the
male. The soft bi-

valve carapace re-

sembles that of

Ditfihnia ; but the
numerous segment*
of the body and the
foliaceous limbs are those of typical Phyllopoda. The
males are equal in number to the females, or may exceed
them. The structure of the family is clearly illustrated
under I.iinn'ti*. \\^\ r:ill<<t l.iimmdiida.

esthesia, . Sec nvthi-ain.

esthesiogen, aesthesiogen (es-the'si-o-jen), n.

[< Gr. aiatfr/oif, feeling (see wsthesia), + -jfi'w.

producing: sec -?/<.] A substance whose con-
tact with or proximity to the body is supposed
to give rise to certain unexplained nervous ac-
tions or affections, as exalted sensation. Proe.
NI'. /Vi/r/i. AY*., Oct., 1880, p. 150.

Esthesiometer.

Estlttria cali/orHica, highly magnified.

2011

esthesiogenic, aesthesiogenic (es-the'si-o-jen'-

ikj.d. [< cut/ifHUH/' ii. ii'xtlii'siiigen, + -ic.] Per-

taining to an esthesiogeu or to esthesiogeny.
.Esthesioijemc points are developed.

Amer. Jour. Ptychol., I. 499.

esthesiogeny, aesthesiogeny (es-the-si-oi'e-ui),
n. [As i-stlirxini/iii. irxilicxiiM/CH, + -y.] The
action of an esthesiogen ;

the induction of ex-

alted sensations.

The transference of hemlansesthesia by magnets (the
form of lentltegioyeny which has been most debated).

/'. I)'. //. Myert, Proc. Stic. Psych. Res., Oct., 18S8, p. 151.

esthesiography, aesthesiography (es-the-si-

og'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. aiaOqotf, feeling, + -ypafia,
< ypaifftv, write.] A description of or a trea-

tise on the organs of sense.

esthesiology, aesthesiology (es-the-si-ol'o-ji),
n. [< Gr. aiottyo-if, perception,

+ -/oj-i'a, < foyetv,

speak: see -ology.] That branch of science
which is concerned with sensations. Dunglison.

esthesiometer, aesthesiome-
ter (es-the-si-om'e-ter), n.

[< Gr. aiafh/eir., feeling, + /ii-

rpov, measure.] An instru-

ment for determining the de-

gree of tactile sensibility.
It resembles a pair of dividers, hav-

ing the points or extremities of the

legs somewhat blunted. The two
points are pressed upon the skin,
and the distance between them
necessary to their being distin-

guished as two, as shown on the

scale, gives the degree of tactile

sensibility of the skin at that spot.

esthesioneurosis, aesthesio-
neurosis (es-the'si-o-nu-ro'-

sis), n. [NL. asthesioneuro-

sis, < Gr. aiaffitaif, perception,
+ vcvpov, nerve, + -oxi's.J An
affection of sensation, espe-
ciallywhen marked by no dis-

coverable anatomical lesion.
It is applicable to cases in which there is loss of sensation
in a part (anaesthesia) ; loss of the sense of pain (analgesia);

pain on slight stimulation (hyperalgesia) ; and formication
and other disorders of sensation.

esthesionosus, aesthesionosus (es-the-si-on'o-

sus), H. [NL. a;sthesionosus, < Gr. aiaO^aif, per-
ception (see (fsthesia), + vdtrof, disease.] Same
as esthesioneurosis.

esthesis, aesthesis (es-the'sis), . [NL. asthesis,
< Gr. aiattr/atf. see axthesia.] Same as assthesia.

esthesodic, aesthesodic (es-the-sod'ik), a. [<
Gr. aiafo/oif, sensation, + <wioc, a road, a way.]
Inphysiol., sensitive; sensory; conveying sen-

sory impulses or impressions.
He [Schiff] named it the <xthetodic substance.

Quoted In A", and Q., 7th ser., I. 304.

esthete, aesthete (es'thet), n. [< esthetic, es-

thetic, formed after the analogy of athlete, ath-
letic. ] 1 . Properly, one who c ultivates the sense
of the beautiful

;
one in whom the artistic sense

or faculty is highly developed ;
one very sensi-

ble of the beauties of nature or art. 2. Com-
monly, a person who affects great love of art,

music, poetry, and the like, and corresponding
indifference to practical matters ; one who car-
ries the cultivation of subordinate forms of the
beautiful to an exaggerated extent: used in

slight contempt.
You perhaps mean the mania of the asthetet boudoir

pictures with Meissonier as the chief deity an art of
mere fashions and whims.

.1. It. White, Century's Message, p. 16.

esthetic, aesthetic (es-thet'ik), a. and n. [=
F. 1'xt/ivtii/ni = Sp. estetico = Pg. esthetico = It.

estetico, < Gr. euoA/roeof, perceptive, sensitive, <

aiaforrof, perceptible by the senses (cf . alaOr/ai^,

perception), < aiadaveaOai, alaOeadat, perceive by
the senses, extended from aiciv, hear, perceive,
akin to L. audire, hear: see audient.] I. a. 1.

Pertaining to the science of taste or beauty ;

pertaining to or originating in the sense of the
beautiful : as, the esthetic faculty.

Comparative criticism teaches us that moral and tru-

thrtii- defects are more nearly related than is commonly
supposed. Lmcell, Study Windows, p. 127.

Beauty, if it does not take precedence of Utility, is cer-

tainly coeval with it ; and when the first animal wants
are satisfied, the (fsthetic desires seek their gratification.

6. H. Lcmt, Probs, of Life and Mind, II. Iv. 5 is.

2. Having a sense of the beautiful
; character-

ized by a love for the beautiful.

On the whole, birds appear to be the most asthetic of
all animals, excepting of course man, and they have nearly
the same taste for the beautiful as we have.

Darwin, Descent of Man, II. 37.

3. Pertaining to the practice of the fine arts;
pertaining to or accordant with the rules, prin-
ciples, or tendencies of the fine arts : as. an

Esthonian

esthetic pose; esthetic dress. 4. In the Kantian

jihilos., pertaining to sensation or the sensi-

bility; sensuous.- Esthetic accent. See accent, 8

(a). Esthetic certainty, flint
kiml of certainty which

can be proilneeil 1>\ inductive reasoning; seieutn.

tainly, asoppc.Bi-d tii phlliiMiphieal or dinciinivv eertainty.

Esthetic clearness, -ee ri,-ururu. Esthetic per-
fection, beauty Esthetic sense, the mental power to

perceive and appreciate the beautiful.

II. H. 1. The science of beauty. See esthetics.

It Is now nearly a century since Baumgarten, a cele-

brated philosopher of the Lelbnitzio-VVolflan school, first

applied the term authetic to the doctrine which we vaguely
and perlphrastlcally denominate the philosophy of taste,

the theory of the fine arts, the science of the beautiful ami

sublime, etc. ; and this term is now In general acceptance,
not only in Germany, but throughout the other countries

of Europe. Sir If. llatailtnn.

2. In the Kantian philos., the forms of sensa-
tion (space and time), or of sensibility Tran-
scendental esthetic, in the Kantian jihilut.. the science

of the a priori principles of sensibility, space, and time.

Its main proposition, according to Kant, is that space and
time are pure Intuitions and forms of sensibility, not

things, or fonus of things, independent of the perceiving

esthetical (es-thet'i-kal), a. [< esthetic + -at.]

Same as esthetic.

esthetically, aesthetically (es-thet'i-kal-i),
adv. According to the principles of esthetics ;

with reference to the sense of the beautiful.

Bowles, in losing his temper, lost also what little logic
he had, and though. In a vague way, cetthetically right,
contrived always to be argumentatlvely wrong.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 430.

In the evening ... I again repaired to the " Navel of

the World "
; this time trtthrtically to enjoy the delights

of the hour after the "gaudy, babbling, and remorseful

day." Jt. F. Burton, Kl-Medinah, p. 396.

esthetician, aesthetician (es-the-tish'an), .

[< esthetic, testhetic, + -ian.] One skilled or en-

gaged in the study of esthetics ;
a professor of

esthetics.

estheticism, aestheticism (es-thet'i-sizm), .

[< esthetic, (esthetic, + -ism.] 1. The principles
or doctrines of esthetics. 2. Attachment to

esthetics ;
a tendency to indulge and cultivate

the sense of the beautiful : often used in a dis-

paraging sense, to imply an exaggerated devo-
tion to the subordinate forms of the beautiful,
which often results in mere whimsicality or gro-
tesqueness.
estheticize, aestheticize (es-thet'i-siz), v. t.;

pret. and pp. estheticized, aestlietieiied, ppr. es-

theticizing, a-stheticizing. |X esthetic, aesthetic,

+ -ize.] To render esthetic ; bring into con-

formity with the principles of esthetics.

SehiLsler speaks of these essays lot English writers] as
"
Empiristic eesthetics," tending In one direction to raw

materialism, in the other, by want of method, never lift-

ing itself above the plane of "an irxtt/eticixiivi dilettante-

ism." J. Sully, Encyc. Brit., I. 221.

esthetics, aesthetics (es-thet'iks), n. [PI. of

esthetic, esthetic : see -ics.] The science which
deduces from nature and taste the rules and

principles of art; the theory of the fine arts;
the science of the beautiful, or that branch of

philosophy which deals with its principles ;
the

doctrines of taste.

The name Jiithetics Is Intended to designate a scientific

doctrine or account of beauty in nature and art, and of
the faculties for enjoying and for originating beauty which
exist In man. Encyc. Brit., IX. 194.

Categorical aathetia are useless, because the final judg-
ment of the world on questions of taste Is intuitive.

Edinburgh Ret., CLXIII. 466.

esthetophore, aesthetophore (es-thet'o-for),
M. [< Gr. aiafoiTos, sensible, perceptible by
the senses (see esthetic), + -$6poc, < fyipetv = E.

beari.] A hypothetical substance which may
sustain consciousness

;
a supposed physical

basis of consciousness and primary means of
its manifestation other than ordinary matter.

Like combustion, which is only communicable under
suitable conditions, consciousness, having been once trans-
mitted to a new atthetophore, lives on it, and requires eon-
stunt supplies of material for its sustenance.

E. D. Cope, Amer. Naturalist, XVI. 467.

esthiology, aesthiology (es-thi-ol'o-ji), .

[Short for esthesiology, a'sthesiology, q. v. ] Same
as esthophysiology.
esthiomene (es-thi-om'e-ne), n. [NL., < Gr.

iadiontvri, fem. of ea6i6fimof, ppr. mid. of iodieiv,

eat, corrode: see esthiomenous.] lupathol., lu-

pus of the genitals. [Rare.]
esthiomenous (es-thi-om'e-nns), a. [< Gr.

eaffid^fvof, ppr. mid. of iaOiciv, eat, corrode.]
In pathol., eating; corroding: applied to dis-

eases which quickly eat away the part affected,
as in syphilis or cancer.

Esthonian (es-tho'ni-au), a. and n. [< Estho-
nia + -OH.] I. . Of or pertaining to Esthonia,
a government of Russia lying between the gulf



Esthonian

of Finland on the north and Livonia on the
south.

A ( icrman aristocracy, with German traders in the towns,
rilled over a peasantry of the Jixtlmiiiun, Lettish, and Lith-
uanian races. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLI. 325.

II. . 1. One of a Finnish people inhabiting
Esthonia, Livonia, and other districts of Bus-
sia. 2. The language of the Esthonians. it be-

2012
Commissioners of estimate and assessment.

estoppel
lent, see estivation, aestivation (es-ti-va'shon), /. [=
i"r: *!

= Sp. /,*,, < L. as' if ,,-

cyan,
matio = Sp. estimacion = Pg. estimactto = It. es-

tiniazionc, stimazione, < L. aistimatio(n-), a valu-

ation, < a'stimare, value: see estimate, esteem.]
1. The act of estimating; the act of judging

tcstirare, pass the summer: see esti-

1. The act of passing the summer.
On the under storey, towards the garden, let it be turned

to a grotto, or place of shade, or estivation.

Bacon, Building (ed. 1887).

Specifically 2. In zool., the summer sleep of
longs to the Finnish family, and exists under two principal something with respect to value, degree, quan- ; .ta\,\ ,,?{:'.

<, w >"" -is""

dialects, the [>..rpat Esthonian and the. Kcval I'.sthonian. titv pto certain animals, as mollusks
;
the act of fallindialects, the Dorpat Esthonian and the Eeval Esthonian.

esthophysiology, aesthophysiology (es"tho-
fiz-i-ol'o-ji), . [Short for *esthesiopliysiology,

*aistheisiop1iysiology, < Gr. aladijai^, perception'

tity, etc.
Dear as freedom is, and in my heart's

Just estimation priz'd above all price.

into a more or less permanent condition of

sleep or dormant state in summer. 3. In hot.,

(_ ^ ^ vi^u Cvwper, Task, ii. 34. prefloration ;
the disposition of the parts of a

(see esthetic). + E.'physiology.]' ThiTphysioio- 2. Calculation; computation; especially, an flower in the bud.

gy of sensation
;
that branch of science which approximate calculation of the worth, extent, estiveH, aestivet, [< L. cesttonu, of summer,

treats of the correlation of phenomena of con- quantity, etc., of something; an estimate: < (estas (cestat-), summer, akin to a:stus, fire,

sciousness and nervous phenomena; nervous as, an estimation of distance, magnitude, or heat, glow, surge, tide (> ult. E. estuary, estu-

ate), to Gr. <zi%>, the upper air (> E. ether*),
attioc, fire, heat, and AS. ad, funeral pile, dst, a
kiln (> E. oast), etc.

;
from the verb repr. by Gr.

aWeiv, glow, Skt. y7

idh, kindle.] Of summer;
of glowing heat.

phenomena treated as phenomena of conscious-
ness.

jEstho-physioloyy\ia& a position that is entirely unique.
It belongs neither to the objective world nor to the sub-
jective world, but, taking a term from each, occupies it-

self with the correlation of the two.
//. Spencer, Priii. of Psychol., 52.

estiferous, sestiferous (es-tif'e-rus), a. [< L.

amount, of moral qualities, etc.

The Tolle and the Custom of his Marchantes is with-
outen C8t}/macioun to ben nombred.

Mitiuleuille, Travels, p. 149.

If the scale do turn
But in the estimation of a hair,
Thou diest, and all thy goods are confiscate.

Shak., M. of V., iv. 1.
m^ra^VH0| C^OUIAOJ. \j iir iw nu c-i uai, i. - ftji o T I ii p

tfstus, heat (see estivel), + fc'rre, = E. bear! 3 -

,
In .'', the process of ascertaining by

analysis the quantity of a given substance con-
-ous.] Producing heat. Coles, 1717.

Auriga mounted in a chariot bright
(Else styl'd Heniuchus) receives his light
In th' aistive circle.

lleywood, Hierarchy of Angels, iii.

estimable (es'ti-ma-bl), a. and n. [< F. esti-
tamed ma compound or mixture. 4. Opinion

mable = Pr. Sp. estimable = Pg. estimavel = It.
or Judgment m general; especially, favorable

estimabile, stimabile. < L. cestimaUlis, worthy of Pmi n held concerning one by others ;
esteem

;

.^L' j.; f j. .. _ '_ .. rpfrnrn rmtiAr
estimation, < a'stimare, value, esteem : see esti-

mate, esteem.] I. a. 1. Capable of being esti-
mated or valued: as, estimable damage. 2*.
Valuable

;
worth a price.

A pound of man's flesh, taken from a man,
Is not so estimable, profitable, neither,
As flesh of muttons, beefs, or goats.

Shale., M. of V., i. 3.

f

A lady said of her two companions that one was more
amiable, the other more estimable. Temple.
He now . . . found that such friends as benefits had

gathered round him were little estimable.

Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

Jesus was always more tender with the Sadducees than
with the Pharisees. He evidently regarded an honest
sceptic as more estimable than a ritualist.

Damon, Nature and the Bible, p. 185.

Il.t n. That which is valuable or highly es-
teemed

;
one who or that which is worthy of re-

gard. [Bare.]
The Queen of Sheba, among presents unto Solomon,

brought some plants of the balsam tree, as one of the pecu-
liar estimables of her country. Sir T. Broiime, M isc.

, p. 50.

estimableness (es'ti-ma-bl-nes), n. The char-
acter of being estimable

;
the quality of deserv-

ing esteem or regard.
estimably (es'ti-ma-bli), adv. In an estimable
manner; so as to be capable of being esti-
mated.

regard; honor.

of desert. Sir /'. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

I shall have estimation among the multitude, and hon-
our with the elders. Wisdom viii. 10.

Tacitus, in the obscure passage in which he describes
the apportionment of the land, mentions the dignatio, or
estimation of the individual, as one of the principles of

partition.

5f. Conjecture; supposition; surmise.
I speak not this in estimation

As what I think might be, but what I know
Is ruminated, plotted, and set down.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3.

= Syn. 2. Appraisement, valuation. 4. Estimate, Regard,
etc. (see esteem); admiration, reverence, veneration.

estimative (es'ti-ma-tiv), a. [Formerly also

'.,
= Sp. estiva = It. i

i

;
from the verb, F. esti-

',
It. stivare, pack : see sieve.]

estivoust, a. [ME. estyvous, < L. a'sticus, of
r: see estire1

, estival.] Of summer; sum-
mer-like.

It wol moost avannce
In landes that beth estyvotis for heete
The flgtree latly riping forto gete.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 124.
9 ''in VI me |
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Stubbs, Const. Hist
,

14. estoct (es-tok'), n. [OF., < G. stock = E. stock:
see stock, n., and cf. tuck"*.] A sword used for

thrusting, especially a second sword carried by
knights in the middle ages. In some cases it was
worn in place of the dagger at the right side, in others
attached to the saddle, while the sword of arms was at-
tached to the belt or armored skirt of tile knight
iStocadet (es-to-kad'), n. [F. (after Sp. Pg. es-
tocada = It. stoccata), < estoc, a sword: see es-

aistimative ; = F. cstimatif'= Pr. estimatiu = Pg.
toc

;
<<*2-] In the latter part of the sixteenth

cstimativo = It. estimative, stimativo; as esti- "ent^17'
/,

a heavy rapier: so called to distin-

mate + -ive.] 1. Having the power of estimat-
ing, comparing, or judging.
The errour is not in the eye, but in the estimative facul-

it from the swords used more for cutting
and for breaking through steel armor than for

thrusting. The term continued in use through-
ty, which mistakingly concludes that colour to belong to out the seventeenth century for a thrustiug-
thewallwhich indeed belongstotheobject. Boyle, Colours, sword of any sort.
We find in animals an estimative or judicial faculty. estoile (es-toil' ), n.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

2. Meditative; contemplative. [Bare.]
Phantasie, or imagination, which some call (estimative,

[Also etoile, OF. estoile, F.

etoile, a star, < L. xtella, a star : see stellate.] In
her., a star, usually having six

points, and then distinguished
or cogitative, ... is an inner sense which doth more from the mullet in having the
fully examine the species perceived by common sense, . . . ravs wavv instead of strain-litand keeps them longer, recalling them to mind againe or wf,!,; *.!_ -.."^ '

"
\\ lien it hiis niori; than KI\ nmnt tli*-v

making new of his owne. li-urton, Anat. of Mel., p. '23.

estimate (es'ti-mat), v.

mated, ppr. estimating. [< L. -sfe'wa<*,*pp. of = Sp. Pg. estimador = It. estinuitore, stimatore,
(BStimare, older form aistumare, value, rate, es- < L. (estimator, < cestimare, value, estimate : see
teem : see esteem.] 1. To form a judgment or estimate.] One who estimates or judges,
opinion regarding the value, size, weight, de-
gree, extent, quantity, etc., of; compute, ap-

When it has more than six points they
are either all waved or more usually

t.-, pret. and pp. esti- estimator (es'ti-ma-tor), n. [= F. estimateur alternately waved and straight. The
number of points must always be
mentioned in the blazon when it ex-
ceeds six. Also etoile. Estoile of
four points, in her., same as cross

Yet if other learned men, that are competent estimators,
. profess themselves satisfied with them, the proba-

Gules, an estoile ar-

gent.

praise, or value by judgment, opinion, or ap-
tionsmay yet be cogent. Boyle, Works, IV. 175.

proximate calculation; fix the worth of
; judge; estinto (es-ten'to), a. [It. (< L. extinctus, ex-

reckon. tinct), pp. of estinguere, < L. extinguere, extin- See cro*sl -

g[uish
: see extinct, extinguish.] In music, ex- estop (es-top'), f. t.

; pret. and pp. estopped,

estoile (which see, under cross>).

estoile (F. pron. es-two-la'), a.

pp. of estoiler, set with stars, < estoile, a star:
see estoile.] In her., like a star. cross estoile'.

[OF. estoile',

There is so much infelicity in the world, that scarce any
an has leisure from his own distresses to estimate the com-

parative happiness of others. Jolauon, Rambler, No. 103.

man has leisure from his own distresses to estimate the com- tinguished : noting the extreme of softness in PPr< ^^tjtinff. [< OF. estoper, estouper, stop
I > -UTl^l* tr.-r*r S,r*s,.'t *" '- "

piano-music.
John of Salisbury's acquaintance with Roman literature estivage (es'ti-vaj), n.

estivar, pack: see Steve.]

cargoes by pressing or screwing by means of

estirer = Sp.

My belief is that, as years gather more and more upon
us, we estimate more and more highly our debt to preced-

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 13.

2f. To esteem; honor.
A man . . . estimated by his brethren.

with tow, impede, cram, F. etouper = OSp. es-

topar = It. stoppare, < ML. stupare, stop with
tow, cram. From the same ult. source, through*

"'., comes E. stop: see stop.] To bar; stop;
capstan machinery, in order to trim the vessel: debar

; specifically, in law, to bar, prevent, or

practised in American and Mediterranean ports, preclude, usuallyby one's own act. See estoppel.
Also called estive.

-_ ,
estival, aestival (es'ti-val) a. [= F. Pr. Sp.

Hoffman, Course of Legal Study (2d ed., 1836), p. 196. "g- estival = It. estlvale, < LL. a'stivalis, equiv.
Syn. Value, Prize, Esteem, etc. (see appreciate); to to L. cestivus, of summer: see estive^-.] Per-

count, judge, appraise.
estimate (es'ti-mat), n. [< estimate, v.] 1. A

taming or appropriate to summer.
Beside vernal, estival, and autumnal, . the ancients

actness is not sought or is not attainable.
Let us apply the rules which have been given and take

an estimate of the true state and condition of our souls.
Sp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xii.

Shrewd, keen, practical estimates of men and things.
W. IHack

'Tis as different from dreams,From the mind's cold, calm estimate of bliss,
As these stone statues from the flesh and blood.

llmming, In a Balcony.
2f. Estimation; reputation.

There stands the castle ;

In it are the lords of York, Berkley, and Seymour
None else of name and noble estimate

Shak., Rich. II., ii. S.

A man shall always be estopped by his own deed, or not
permitted to aver or prove anything in contradiction to
what he has once . . . solemnly avowed.

Blaekitone. Com., II. xx.

The President of the United States ... is a politician,
chosen for but four years to the highest office open by-
election to man, and conventionally estopped, at least in
modern times, from essaying any other line of public pre-
ferment after leaving the presidential office.

The Century, XXXV. 964.

judgment or opinion as to the value, degree, had also hyemai garlands. Sir T. Browne, Misc.,"p.^

extent, quantity, etc., of something; especially, Occident estival, Orient estival. See the noun's.
a valuing determined by judgment, where ex- estivate, sestivate (es'ti-vat), v. i.

; pret. and
is not sniierht r.r is t ottoi^oui^ pp . egtirctted, cegtirated, ppr. estimating, cestivat- estoppel, estopple (es-top'el), n. [Formerly

ing. [< L. asstivatus, pp. of wstivare (> Pr. es- ?lso es
.

toPel< estople; < estop, v.] 1. Stoppage;
tivar = F. estiver), pass the summer, < aestivus,

lmpediment.
of the summer: see estire1 .] 1. To pass the sum- J5"* estoplesol water courses doe in son-x places grow

,
as in a given place or in a given manner l'

y such
,
mean

?.
as "e private man or two cannot by

rt.-2. fn zol, to pass intf or remain in
' rce m"*m""^A,

the summer sleep, as some mollusks; be dor-
mant in summer.
They [certain mollusks] also cestioate, or fall into a sum-

mer sleep, when the heat is great. Miiller.

, Surveiors Dialogue (1610).

? In 'aw
>

;.
he Bopping of a person by the law

6^ a fact r elalm
; irrespective of

, by reason of a previous representa-lts

The curious Binneia, with a body much larger than its
tl
?
n act

>
Or adjudication inconsistent there-

shell, envelopes itself, in attivatimg, in a case ^f materials
similar to the hibernacula of other land shells.

Science, IV. 366.

If a tenant for years levies a fine to another person, it
shall work as an estoppel to the eognizor. Blarkxti'iir.



estoppel

Estoppel by deed, cstopp. ! re-suiting from the execution

,,f an fiistnimeiit uiidrr mil. Estoppel by record, es-

I,,,,,,. 1 i, mltinK from an adjudication^* court of record.

Estoppel en pals, or equitable estoppel, estoppel

resulting from conduct or words und.-r
circumjtan,

>> m,

,1,-riiw ii Inequitable to allon tl.< party t withdraw from

tl,, position taken; thus. h-iv the claimant of property

nasal 1 l>v and allow, . I It to lM sold M Hi,' propein "

another without ol,j,-,'lion. the law holds him MtOpptd
from i'r','laiiniiu:it from tin- l,iij'i-r.

estoufade -s-tr>-fad'), . [< OF. ettouffade,

F <ti>in)'(ttl<'.
< OF. fttouffer, F. ciouffcr, stifle,

choke, suffocate: see *//.] In cookery,

of stewing meat slowly in a closed vessel,

estovers (es-to'ver/.), ii. i>l. [< OF. cstovcr, es-

torrir. i-stiirnir, rKli-niir, i-xtarnir, MMMMT, etc.,

need, necessity, necessaries, being a substan-

tive use of the inf. caterer, estoroir, etc., be

necessary, be fit. Hence, by apheresis,
stover,

a. v.] In law : (a) So much of the wood and

timber of the premises held by a tenant as may
be necessary for fuel, for the use of the tenant

and his family, while in possession of the prem-

ises, and so much as may be necessary for keep-

ing the buildings and fences thereon in suit-

able repair. Bingliam. See hotel, 2 (6). (b)

The right which the common law gave a ten-

ant to take such wood, (c) In a more gener-

al sense, supplies, as alimony for a wife, or

supplies for the use of a felon and his family

during his imprisonment.- Common of estovers.

estrad'e '(es-trad'), . [F., < Sp. Pg. estrado, a

drawing-room or guest-chamber, its carpets,

etc., = Pr. estrat = It. strata, floor, pavement,

carpet, etc., < L. stratum, a pavement, floor,

bed-covering, couch, etc.: see stratum and

street. ] An elevated part of the floor of a room ;

a raised platform or dais.

He [the teacher) himself should have his desk on a

mounted ettrade or platform.
J. 6. Fitch, Lectures on Teaching, p. 69.

estradiot (es-trad'i-ot), n. [< OF. estradiot =
Sp. cHtradiote = It. stradiotto, < Gr. erparturrK

a soldier : see stratiotes, stradiot.] A soldier of

a light cavalry corps in the Venetian service

and in the service of other European countries

in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The

estradiots were recruited in Dalmatia, Albania, etc. ; they

wore a semi-oriental dress, and carried javelin, bows and

arrows, etc. Also stradiot.

Accompanied with crosse-bowe men on honebacke,,

-

tradioti, and footmen. Gamines, tr. by Danet, sig. M 3.

estraitt,
' ' [Var. of strait, v.] To narrow or

confine ;
straiten.

So that at this day the Turk hath estraytfd us very nere,

and brought it within a right narrow compass.
Sir T. More, Dialoge, p. 145.

estramagon (es-tram'a-son), n. [F., < It. stra-

maz'one, a cut with a sword, gash: see strama-

20KH, stramash.] 1. A long and heavy sword

for cutting as well as thrusting. 2. That part

of the edge of a cutting-sword which is near the

point. 3. A cut with the edge of a sword: a

tenn in sword-play. [Rare in English in any

2013

In troth, there conlcl hardly l>e found a more efficient

device for ettraiirrin-i men from i-ai-li other, and decreas-

ing their fellow.'feeiing, than this system of state-alms.

jjffiag,
//. S/H-itcer, Social Statics, p. 351.

3 To keep at a distance; withdraw; with-

hold : generally used reflexively.

Had we ... eitranyed ourtetvet from them in things

indifferent, who s-th not how greatly prejudicial tills

nielli havcl>ceii to so good a cause ?

Hooter, Eccles. Polity.

I thus eitranjt my person from her bed. Dryden.

We must estrange our belief from everything which is

not clearly and distinctly evidenced. GlanmlU, Seep. Sci.

4f. To cause to appear strange or foreign.

.Sure they are these garment* that ettranye me to you.
B. Jonton, Challenge at Tilt.

i

estranget, and [< ME - estraunge, < OF.

estrange, F. Grange = Sp. extraflo = Pg. estranlio

= It. estraneo, estranio, straneo, stramo, < L. ex-

trawus, foreign, outside, < extra, without: see

extraneous, extra. Hence, by apheresis, strange,

q.v.] I. o. 1. Foreign; strange. 2. Reserved;

haughty.
His highe porte and his rnanere estraunge.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 1084.

II. . A stranger; a foreigner.

Y Is to sey y' noil ttrannge bey or selle w< any oder

mtrainvies any maner marchandises wythyn y fraunches

of the same cite vpon pcyne of forfeturof y' same mar-

chandise. Charter of London, in Arnold's Chron., p. 39.

estrange (es-tranj'), *
5 Pret - and PP- *J-

tnnigeil, ppr. Fxtranninij. [< OF. estranger. F.

i'ti-it'niii-1- (= I'r. fstrimhar = Sp. eitraHar = Pg.

estranhar = It. straniare, stranare), alienate,

< OF. estrange, adj., strange: see estrange, a.]

1. To alienate; divert from its original use or

possessor ; apply to a purpose foreign to its ori-

ginal, proposed, or customary one.

They . . . have e*traiyied this place, and have burned

incense in it unto other gods. .'er. xix. 4.

2. To alienate the affections of; turn from

kindness to indifference or enmity; turn from

intimate association to strangeness, indiffer-

ence, or hostility.

I believe that our estranged and divided ashes shall

unit,, a^aiii. >' /'. /''<"''"'. IMi'jio Medici, i. 48.

Will you not dance? How come you thus eistranii'd '

Shak.. I.. L. 1.., v. '_.

All sorts of men. by my successful arts,

Abhorring khms. rstrnn :
ir their alter'd hearts

From David's rule. Hrwtcii. Ahs. and Achit., i. 290.

estrangedness (es-tran'jed-nes), n. The state

of being estranged.

Disdaining to eat with one being the greatest token of

eitrangednexs or want of familiarity one with another.

Prynne, Vind. of Four Questions (1645), p. 2.

estrangefult (es-tranj'ful), a. [< estrange, a.,

+ -ful.] Strange; foreign.

Over these they drew greaves or buskins, embroidered

with gold and interlaced with rows of feathers ; altogether

enttrangeful and Indian-like.

Beaumont (and othen\ Mask of the Middle Temple
[and Lincoln s Inn.

estrangement (es-tranj'ment), n. [< estrange

+ -mcnt.] The act of estranging, or the state

of being estranged, in any sense of that word.

Deiires . . . by a long enstrangement from better things,

come at length perfectly to loath, and By off from them.

South, V orks, II. vi.

estranger (es-tran'jer), n. One who estranges.

Browning.
estranglet (es-trang'gl), v. t. [< OF. estrangler,

straiigle : see strangle.] To strangle. Golden

Legend.
estrapade (es-tra-pad'), H. [F., estrapade (see

def.), also strappado, < It. strappata, a pull-

ing out, wringing, strappado, < strappare, pull,

wring, tear off, break : see strappado.] In the

manege, the action of a horse that tries to get

rid of his rider by rearing and kicking.

estrayt (es-tra'), [< OF. estrayer, estrater,

stray: see astray and stray.] To stray.

How much from verity this age estrays.

Itiddleton, Micro-Cynicon, i. 1.

estray (es-tra'), n. [< estray, v.] 1. A tame

beast, or valuable animal, as a horse, ox, or

sheep, which is found wandering or without an

owner; a beast supposed to have strayed from

the power or the inclosure of its owner, in law-

it implies that the owner is unknown, wherefore the com-

mon law gave the ownership to the sovereign. In other

than legal usage the more common form is stray.

The king had a right to ... estrayt valuable ani-

mals found wandering in a manor the owner being
_

un-

known alter due proclamation made in the parish church

and two market towns next
adjoining

to the place where

they were found. S. Douxll, Taxes in England, I. 25.

Then the sombre village crier,

Ringing loud his brazen bell,

Wandered down the street proclaiming
There wa an ettray to sell.

Longfellow, Pegasus in Pound.

2. Figuratively, anything which has strayed

away from its owner.

Our minds are full of waifs and clra./ which we think

are our own. 0. W. /lolmet, Old Vol. of Life, p. 287.

estuarine

eftrat = It. cstratto), < cxtraire (F. extraire), <

L. eitrahere, draw out. extract : see ejctray, ex-

irin-t.
I

In I-'.HII. laic, an extract or a copy of a

writing; u ciTtilied extract from a judicial rec-

ord, especially of a fine or an amercement im-

posed by court.

'I'ln- said commissioners are to make their ettrral* as ac-

customed of peace, and shall take the ensuiiiR oath.

Hilton, Article! of Peace with the Irlrii.

The commissioners were to amerce severely all rebel-

lious orilisoliedient jurors and bailiffs of the king or lords

of lllwrties who should neglect to attend and to assist and

obey them, causing the ettreat* of the amercements to be

sent into the exchc<iut r.

S. Domtt, Taxes In England, I. 55.

Clerk of the estreats, a clerk charged with recording

estreats in the Engllih Exchequer. The office was abol-

ished by 3 and 4 Win. IV., c. 98.

estreat (es-tref), r. t. [< estreat, n.] In hng.

law : (a) To extract or copy from records of a

court of law, as a forfeited recognizance, and

return to the Court of Exchequer for prosecu-

tion.

How he grides upon some promising ettray, and makes

the most of it 1 SUdman, PoeU of America, p. 31

estreH, [ME- .
state > condition, < OF. estre, be-

ing, state, condition, etc.. prop. inf. estre, mod.

F. etre, be, < L. esse (LL. 'essere, > 'estere, >

OF. estre), be: see am (under be1 ) and essence.]

State; condition.

What schal I telle unto Sflvesbre,

Or of your name or of your ettre t Qowcr.

Porus the kyng had will with the mestre

To wito of Alisaundres estre ;

To wlte his estre and his beyng
Crete wille had Porus the kyng.

King Alitaunder, I 5466 (Weber's Metr. Rom., I.).

estreat, estreet, . [ME., < OF. eslree, stree,

strae, a way, road, passage, F. dial. (Norm.) e

In'-,- a paved road, a street, < L. strata (sc. via),

a paved road, a street : see street, of which estre*

is a doublet,] Away; a passage: usually in the

plural: applied to the various passages, turn-

ings, etc., of a house, garden, etc.

The estrei of the grisly place,

That highte the grete temple of Mars in Trace.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1113.

Than aede a grom of Orecc in the gardyn to plele,

To lii-hold the estrei and the herberes (arbors] so faire.

Will in 1,1 "f ralerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1768.

estreat (es-tref), . [< OF. estret, estrait, es-

trrile (F. extrait), an abstract, extract (= Pr.

If the condition of such recognizance be broken, .. .

the recognizance becomes forfeited or absolute ; and being

entreated or extracted (taken out from the other records,

and sent up to the Exchequer), the party and his sureties

are sued for the several sums in which they are re-

spectively bound. Blaelrstone, Com., IV. xviii.

(6) To levy (fines) under an estreat.

The poor . . . seem to have a title, as well by Justice as

by charity, to the amerciamenU that are entreated upon

trespasses against their lord.

Bm.ile, Against Swearing, p. 112.

Estrelda (es-trel'dS), M. [NL., also Estrilda

(Swainson, 1827), Astrelda, AstriMa.} A genus
of small conirostral oscine passerine

birds,

based on the Loxia astrilda of Linnwus, com-

monly referred to a subfamily SpamutUna, of

the family Ploceida; and held to cover a large

number of African species.

Estremenian (es-tre-me'ni-an), a. and n.

Sp. EstremeKo, an inhabitant of Estremadnra,
-I- -tan.] I. a. Belonging or relating to Estre-

madura.
U. n. A native or an inhabitant of the an-

cient province of Estremadura in Spain,

estrepe (es-trep'), r- '; Pret - and PP- estreped,

ppr. estrcping. f< OF. estreper = Pr. estrepar,

waste, ravage, destroy, < L. extirpare, exstir-

pare, root out, uproot : see extirpate.] In lair,

to commit waste or destruction, to the dam-

age of another, as by depriving trees of their

branches, lands of their trees, buildings, etc.

estrepement (es-trep'ment), n. [< OF. cstrepe-

ment (ML. estrepamenttim), a wasting, waste,

< estreper, waste : see estrepe.] In lair, spoil :

waste ; a stripping of land by a tenant, to the

prejudice of the owner writ of estrepement,
an ancient common-law process to prevent waste.

estrich, estridge (es'trich, -trij), n. [Early
mod. E. var. forms of ostrich : see ostrich.] It.

An ostrich.

Let them both remember that the estridge dlsgesteth hard

yron to preserve his health. Lyly, Eiiphues, sig. N 4, b.

All plum'd like eitrulyei that with the wind

Bated like eagles having newly bath d.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., Iv. 1.

The brains of peacocks, and of eitrichei,

Shall be our food. B. Jonmn, Volpone, III. 6.

2. The commercial name of the fine down of

the ostrich. Brande, Diet, of Sci., Lit., and Art.

E-string (e'string), ii. In a stringed instrument,

a string which is tuned to give the note E when

open; specifically, the smallest and highest

string of the violin ;
the chanterelle.

estrot,
'

f,
n. [< L. oestrus, < Gr. oiorpoc, a gadfly :

see oestrus.] 1. An oestrus; a gadfly. Hence

2, Any violent or irresistible impulse. Xares.

But come, with this free heat,

Or this same ertrv, or enthuslasme

(For these are phrases both poetical).

Will we go rate the prince.
Marston, The Fawne, II.

estuancet, . See cestuanee.

estuantt, a. [ME. estuant, < L. a>*tuan(t-)s, ppr.
of (estuare, burn, glow: seeestnatt.] Burning;

glowing.
Yitleve a litel hool out* atte to brethe

Thaire heetes estuant forto alethe.

Palladia*, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 202.

estuarian (es-tu-a'ri-an), a. [< estuary + -an.]

Same as estuarin?.

estuarine (es'tu-a-rin), a. [< cstuar-y + -ine\.]

1. Of or pertaining to an estuary; formed in

an estuary.
Beds of red clay with marly concretions, which from

their mineralogical resemblance to the overlying Pampean
formation seemed to indicate that at an ancient period

the Rio Plata had deposited an ettuarine formation.

Darwin, Oeol. Observations, Ii. 367.



estuarine

Fossil remains of land animals arc, of course, rarely

found except in lacustrine or estuarine deposits.

2014

The seventh letter of the Greek alphabet, writ-

ten II or ?/.

estuary (es'tu-a-ri), n. and a. [Formerly also nunciation of ancient Greek, characterized by
testuary; < L. '(e'sttuiriitm

,
a part of the sea-coast

giving the letter r/ its ancient sound of a in mate
which during the flood-tide is overflowed but

at the ebb-tide is left covered with mud, a chan-

nel extending inland from the sea, an air-hole,

in ML. also a hot bathing-room, < wstus (cestu-).

or ey in they : opposed to iotaeixm, the Reuch-
linian and modern Greek method, which gives
to r/ and to some other vowels and some diph-

thongs the sound of e in be or i in machine.
One

etching

cifically, to engrave by the use of a mordant :

as, to etch a design on a copperplate : applied
in the fine arts either to a design or to the plate

upon which it is made. See etching.

I have very seldom seen lovelier cuts made by the help
of the best tempered and best handled gravers than I

have seen made on plates etched, some by a French and
others by an English artificer. Boyle, Works, III. 459.

It was found to liberate iodine from potassium iodide,

attack mercury, and etch glass.
Jour. Franklin Intt., CXXV. 317.

particularly one that is covered by water only
at high tide. [The original sense, now rare.]

2. To sketch; delineate To etch with the dry-
point, to draw in free-hand upon bare copper with a sharp
tool ground to a cutting edge.

II. intrans. To practise etching,
place in etch2 (ech), n. A contracted form of eddish.

rows one above another, < etage, a stage: see
Lay dun!, upon the etCKi and 80W it with barley.

stage."] An ornamental piece of furniture con- Mortimer, Husbandry.
2. That part of the mouth or lower course of a sistmg essentially of a set of open shelves in-

t h3 ( h) _ t _ -< MK echen var . of eken eke :

river flowing into the sea which is subject to A ^ i * i.~i.i:~~ ..... n Awnn ^An +ni tihA**6m s - /7
. ,. ,

L
. , * J . .... .. A _*_..tended for holding small ornamental objects,

et al. A common abbreviation of Latin et alii

(masculine) or et alia; (feminine)' and others ': w,th tl]e fox
,

g ca8e
used in legal captions : as, Smith, Brown, Jones,
et al.i^*Z^a^S^^a&i Etamin (et'a-min), n. [Ar. ras-el-tannt,,, the

in France.. dragon's head.] A star of the second magni-
The other side of the peninsula is washed by the mouth tude above the head of the Dragon ; y Draconis.
here we must not say estuary of a stream yellow as It is the zenith-star of the Greenwich observatory, where etcher (ech'er) n

Tiber. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 99. it has always been used for determinations of aberration.

etamine (et'a-min), n. [< F. etamine, OF. esta-

tides ; specifically, an enlargement of a river-

channel toward its mouth in which the move-
ment of the tides is very prominent. The prin-

cipal estuaries, as thus restricted, are those of the St. Law-
rence in North America, the Plata in South America, the

see eke.] A dialectal or obsolete variant of eke.

Where the lion's skin is too short, we must etch it out

Cotton, tr. of Montaigne, v.

It is, not without all reason, supposed that there are

any such empty terms to be found ii

ers, to which they had recourse to etch out their systems,

some learned writ-

3f. A place where water boils up.
Whether it be observed that over the estuary .

, SJf
i

A^LVf^^?Ttlnd
a^u3: -aftefplowing tlie stubble. [Prov. Eng.]' See

arise any visible mineral fumes or smoak, . . . and, if such

Then there are cotton etamines.

Philadelphia Times, March 21, 1886.

, . . . ,

fumes ascend, how plentiful they are, of what colour, and
of what smell? Boyle, Works, IV. 799.

II. a. Belonging to or formed in an estuary:

as, estuary strata.

We may conclude that the mud of the Pampas continued etape (e-tap'), n. [F\etape: see Staple.-]

to be deposited to within the period of this existing estii- public store-house for goods; a Staple-'

ary shell. Danrin, Geol. Observations, ii. 31" * "' '"'--

estuatet, estuationt. See a'Stuate, asstuation.

estuft, n. An obsolete form of stuff.

estufa (es-td'fii), n. [Sp. : see store.] A stove;

where their understandings could not furnish them with

conceptions from things. Locke.

One who etches
;
one whose

is etching.
-strain (ech'gran), n. A crop sown in spring

mine, Doitmg-cioui: see VSMWIH, luititn, lummy, ---. "
.
x

.
w

. 'I -. * .-T^ ** -,* .

stamin.] A textile fabric ;
a kind of bunting.

e^is^ 2
See tamin.

etching (ech'ing),n. [Verbal n. of etch'i, t>.] 1.
Cream-colored etamines with close canvas ground. ... A^fes8 of engraving in which the lines are

produced by the action of an acid or mordant
instead of by a burin. A plate (usually of copper,
but sometimes of glass, stone, etc., according to the use
to which it is to be put, or the effect sought to be pro-

duced) is covered with a ground made of asphaltum, wax,
and pitch, which is evenly blackened with the smoke of

wax tapers. (See etching-ground.) On this ground the

1. A
town.

__!. Phillips, 1706. 2. An allowance of provi-
sions and forage for soldiers during the time of

their march through a country to or from winter

quarters. Bailey, 1727. 3. In Russia, a prison-

.

design is drawn with a steel point or needle, as with a

quaners. jiuuvy, <&t. o. AII jn.uooi., a pi ioun- pencil on paper (care being taken not to cut the metal),

an oven; a close rooVwhere heat "or a fire is like building with a stockaded yard, used to the point leaving the metal exposed where it passes.

steadily maintained for any purpose. See the

extract, and stove (in horticulture). F. Park-

[Used in parts of the United States ori- ther.

confine and shelter at night parties of exiles

proceeding under guard from one place to ano-

ginally settled by Spaniards.]
At different points about the premises were three cir-

cular apartments sunk in the ground, the walls being of

masonry. These apartments [in which a fire is kept con-

stantly burning] the Pueblo Indians called estufas, or

places where the people held their political and religious

meetings. L. 11. Morgan, Amer. Ethnol., p. 157.

esturet, n. See asstwe. ofanior*
esurient (e-su'ri-ent), o. and . [<L.esMriex(<-XS e&a.piert,

ppr. of es'urire, e'ssurire, be hungry, hunger, lit.

desire to eat, desiderative of edere, pp. esus, eat,

= E. eat: see eat.] I. a. Inclined to eat
;
hun-

gry. [Rare.]
The severest exaction surely ever invented upon the

self-denial of poor human nature ... is to expect a gen-
tleman to give a treat without partaking of it ; to sit em-
rient at his own table, and commend the flavour of his

venison upon the absurd strength of his never touching it

himself. Lamb, Elia, p. 427.

Il.t n. One who is hungry or greedy.
Sure it is that he was a most dangerous and seditious

person, a politic pulpit driver of independency, an insati-

able esurient after riches and what not, to raise a family,
and to heap up wealth. Wood, Athense Oxon.

esurinet (es'u-rin), a. and n. [Improp. < L.

esurire, be hungry (see esurient) ;
in the adj. use

with ref. to edere, eat.] I. a. Eating; corrod-

ing; corrosive.

Over-much piercing is the air of Hampstead, in which
sort of air there is always something esurine and acid.

Wiseman.

IL n. In med., a drug which stimulates the

appetite or causes hunger.
et.prep. A dialectal variant of at.

-el*. [ME. -et, < OF. -et, m., -ete, f., mod. F.

-et, -ette = Sp. -eto, -eta = It. -etto, -etta, a dim.

suffix; cf. -ette, and -ot, -otte. E. -et represents
both F. -et, m., and -ette, f.

;
laterwords from F.

-ette retain that ending in E. Cf . -let. In some
words -et is of AS. origin: see def.] A suffix

of French or other Romance origin, properly
diminutive in force, as in billet1

, billet*, bullet,

fillet, hatchet, islet, jacket, locket, mallet, pallet,

pullet, ticket, etc. In most words of this sort the di-

minutive force is but slightly or not at all felt in English,
and it is no longer used as an English formative, except
as in -let. In summit this diminutive suffix appears as -it.

In some words, as gamut, hornet, perhaps linnet, etc., -et

is of Anglo-Saxon origin.

-et2.

Our convict party spent Tuesday night in the first regu-
lar etape at Khaldeyeva. . . . Half the prisoners slept on
the floor under the uares (sleeping-platforms) and in the

corridors. . . . The sleeping-platforms and the walls of

every Siberian Mape bear countless inscriptions, left there

by the exiles of one party for the information ... of their

comrades in the next.

Kennan, The Century, XXXVII. 43.

[F. etapier, < etape : see etape. Cf.

stapler.] One who contracts to furnish troops
with provisions and forage in their march
through a country. E. Phillips, 1706.

6tat-major(a-ta'ma-zh6r'), n. [F.] Milit., the
staff of an army or a regiment. See staff.^ A commo^ abbreviation of etcetera.

et cetera, etcetera (et-set'e-ra). [L. : et, and;
cetera, neut. pi. of cetcnts, fern, cetera, neut.

ceterum, other, another, rare in sing., usually

pi. ceteri, cetera;, cetera, the others, the other

things, the rest, the remainder (the L. spelling

cetera, etc., is preferred, but cwtera is in good
use) ; prob. < *ci-, qui-, pronominal stem in quis,

any one, etc., + -terns, compar. suffix, as in

alter, other. See alter, other, etc. In E. also

The "plate is then submerged in a bath of dilute acid,
which bites in those parts of the surface exposed by the

drawn lines, while the remainder of the surface is pro-
tected from its action by the wax coating. Furrows are

thus formed which, when the plate has been cleaned and

charged with ink, will, if impressed upon a piece of moist

paper, print an impression of the design. When blackened,
the plate may be plunged into cold water to give its sur-

face a polish. For copperplates to be used in printing,
the mordant commonly used is nitric acid, but in its place
some modern etchers employ a so-called " Dutch mor-

dant," made of muriatic acid and chlorate of potash.
When the fainter lines of the design appear to be suffi-

ciently bitten in, the plate is taken from the bath and,
after being carefully washed in cold water these lines are

stopped out with a paint-brush charged with a varnish
made of asphaltum and turpentine, so that they will be

protected from the acid when the plate is replaced in

it. This process is repeated from time to time until the

strongest lines in the design have been sufficiently bitten

in, after which the remaining ground is washed oft with

spirits of turpentine, and the plate is ready to be inked.

Artists who etch from nature while the plate is in the acid

bath proceed inversely that is, they begin by biting in

the stronger lines, and end with the fainter ; but in either

case, whether the latter are stopped out or last put in, they
are subjected to a smaller degree of acid action. If the first

impressions are imperfect, the plate can be retouched with
the dry-point, or rebitten after a fresh ground has been
laid on with a roller. The tools used in etching comprise
needles, gravers or burins of different shapes, scrapers,

burnishers, oil-rubbers, dabbers, camel's-hair brushes, etc.

A surface of porcelain may be etched and bitten, and the

formerly &c., the character &, &, being a liga-
ture of et.] And others; and so forth; and so

on : generally used when a number of individ-

uals of a class have been specified, to indicate

that more of the same sort might have been

mentioned, but for shortness are omitted: as,
stimulants comprise brandy, rum, whisky, wine,
beer, etcetera. [It is sometimes used as an

English noun, with plural etceteras.]

Come we to full points here, and are etceteras nothing?
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

And is indeed the selfsame case
With theirs that swore et cceteras.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. ii. 660.

I have by me an elaborate treatise on the aposiopesis
called an et ccetera. Addison, Tatler, No. 133.

I called the pangs of disappointed love
And all the sad etcetera of the wrong,
To help him to his grave.

Wordsworth, Prelude, viii.

An oath imposed on the clergy by the Anglican bishops
in 1640, "binding them to attempt no alteration in the

government of the Church by bishops, deans, archdeacons,

A suffix of Latin origin,
*e

"
Hallam, Const. Hist., ix.

another form of -ate, -ad, as in ballet, sallet, son- etch1
(ech), r. [< D. etsen, etch, = Dan. astsc =

net, etc. Compare the doublets ballad, salad, Sw. etsa, < G. atzcn, feed, bait, corrode, etch, <

sonata. MHG. etsen, OHG. eszen, give to eat, lit. cause
eta ('- or a'ta), n. [Gr. i/ra, orig. the name to eat, caus. of ezan. = E. eat: see eat.] I. trims.

of the aspirate, < Phen. (Heb.) heth. See H,~] 1. To cut or bite with an acid or mordant
; spe-

writt'en etccetera, et aefera; aiso abbr. etc'.,$c.,
8 nk

.
en line8

V
>e
V

"ed with a metallic pigment which on
rpflritiw ran lip hiirnpil into fcnn w:im Jim] I'nveivn withretiring can be burned into the ware and covered with

glaze.

Some plates were sent abroad alwut the year 1530, eaten

with aqua fortis after Parmesano; and etchimj with cor-

rosive waters began by some to be attempted with lauda-

ble success. Evelyn, Sculpture.

2. An impression taken from an etched plate.
3. A line etched, or appearing as if etched.

[Rare.]
Never is my imagination so busy as in framing his re-

sponses from the etchings of his countenance.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vii. 32.

Calligraphic etching, a process consisting in drawing
with a pen dipped in common ink on a well-cleaned cop-

perplate. When the ink is dry the plate is covered with
a thin etching-ground, and afterward smoked. It is then
left for a quarter of an hour in a bath of cold water,
which softens the ink, so that when on removal from the
bath the surface is gently rubbed with a piece of flannel,
the ink and the varnish over it will come away together,

leaving the design clearly traced in bright lines on the cop-

per, to be bitten in as usual. Etching-embroidery, a
kind of fancy-work done with black silk and with water-

color, such as sepia and India ink, upon a light silk

ground, in imitation of prints from engravings and etch-

ings. It was very much in fashion during the early part
of the nineteenth century. Etching figure. Seefigure .

Painter's etching, a phrase used to designate an etch-

ing which in lirst conception, composition, delineation,
and mechanical execution is entirely the work of one art-

ist, as opposed to an etching executed after a design or

picture by another artist. Soft-ground etching, also

called jtraintre rn inaniff' il<~ crtn/mi. an etching executed

by covering a plate with a ground made of equal parts of



etching

the ordinary etching-ground and tallow, or, In summer, of

t WM tiiini . nf the Ikr.st and one third of tne second, im Itr.l

together, which, whin cooled, is rolled Intu balls wrappi it

iii silk. After lajlng tin- Kroiindandsmoklngit lightly, a

I'ii
-i -r of thin paper \\ith a j.'r:iiii is l;ti<l upon it, on whiell

11 design is draw n with n lead-pencil. As the varnish at-

tarhes itself tn the paper in proportion In 111'- pressure nf

the hand, when the paper is lifted the lines liaeed by the

peneil me excised upon the plate, and when, bitten in

will yield a faesimile impression of the design.

etching-ground (ech'ing-ground), n. The var-

nish or coating used in otchiug to protect the

surface of the metal plato from the action of the

mordant. A n ordinary ground it made of 2 ounces of nat-

ural or Egyptian aiplialtum, li ounces of virgin wax, and
1 ounce of Burgundy pitch. These ingredients are melte.l

over a slow tire, thoroughly compounded, and, while still

plhint, rolled intu balls for use. A transparent gRNBd
for retouching is made of b parts of white wax, to which,
when melted, 3 parts of gum mastic in powder hnve been

added ;
or of 1 ounce of resin and a ounces of wax, set to

simmer over a lire in a glazed pipkin ;
or of turpentine

varnish with a small quantity of oxid of bismuth.

etching-needle (ech'ing-ne"dl), n. A sharp
instrument of steel for tracing outlines, etc.,
on plates to bo etched. Needles for use in etching

proper are sharpened perfectly round and are of several

degrees of fineness ; those used in etching with the dry-

point are sharpened on a flat hone but not strapped, so aa

to produce a cutting angle on one side of the point.

etching-point (ech'ing-point), n. A steel or
diamond point employed hi etching ;

an etch-

ing-needle.

eteopolymorphism (et*e-o-pol-i-m&r'fizm), n.

[< Gr. tTcof, true, + E. polymorphism.'} True

polymorphism. [Rare.]
eteostic (et-e-os'tik), n. [With last syllable
accom. as in acrostic, a. v.

; prop. *eteostich, <

Gr. eroc (Ireo-), a year, + o-ri^of, a line, a verse.]
A chronogrammatical composition ; a phrase or

piece the numeral letters in which form a date;
a chronogram.

eterio, . See hetcerio.

etermmablet (e-ter'mi-na-bl), a. [< L. e-

priv. + E. terminable. Of. interminable.] With-
out end; interminable. Skelton.

etern, eterne (o-tern'), a. and n. [< ME. eterne,
< OF. eterne = Sp. Pg. It. eterno, < L. tetenuu,

everlasting, eternal, contr. of "ceviternus, (with
suffix -turnus) (. axum, older mom, an age, eter-

nity, = Gr. aluv ("a'tF&v), an age () (eon, eon):
see age, ay1

, eon.] I. a. Eternal; perpetual;
everlasting. [Obsolete or archaic.]

Now be welle ware that thou have not misdrawe
Hire tendir gougthe fro God that is eterne.

Lydgatc, MS. Soc. Ant., 134, fol. 6. (HaUimll.)

But in them nature's copy 's not eterne.

Shot., Macbeth, ill. 2.

O thou Eterne by whom all beings move !

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, I. 4.

A library . . . full of what Lamb calls
" Great Nature's

Stereotypes," the eterne copies that never can grow stale
or unproductive. J. T. Fields, Underbrush, p. 8.

II. ii. Eternity. Cltaucer. [Obsolete or ar-

chaic.]

eternt, eternet, v. t. [< etern. a. Ct. eternish.1
To make eternal or immortal.

O Idiot's shame, and Envy of the Learned !

O Verse [Psalms of David] right-worthy to be byetemed !

O richest Arras, artificial! wrought
With liueliest Colours of Conceipt-fnll Thought !

Siili;'*tfr, tr. of Dn Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Trophies.

eternal (e-tcr'nal), o. and . [<ME. eternal, eter-

nall (witn the simple form eterne : see etern), <

OF. etcrncl, F. kernel = Pr. Sp. Pg. eternal =
It. cternale, < LL. (eternalis, < L. tfternus, ever-

lasting, eternal: see etern.] I. a. 1. Existing
without beginning or end of existence; exist-

ing throughout all time.

To know whether there is any real being whose dura-
tion has been / > mil. Locke.

2. Having a beginning but no end of existence
or duration; everlasting; endless; imperish-
able : as, eternal fame.

He there does now enjoy eternal! rest.

Spenser, F. Q., I. Ix. 40.

Thus did this holy ordinance which God had instituted
for the refreshing of their bodies, the instruction of their

soules, and as a type of (eternal happiness, vanish into a

smoky superstition amongst them.

Pure/lag, Pilgrimage, p. 123.

3. In a special metaphysical use, existing out-

side of all relations of time ; independent of all

time-conditions
;
not temporal.

For there were no days and night* and months and years
before the heaven was created, but when he created the
heaven he created them also. All these are the parts of

time, and the past and future are created species of time,
which we unconsciously but wrongly transfer to the . t> /

nal essence ; for we lay indeed that he was, he is, he will

be, but tlie truth is that "he is" alone truly expresses
him, and that "was" and 'will be

'

are only to le spoken
of generation in time.

Plata, TimtDus (trans, by Jowctt), I 38.

2016

4. By hyperbole, having no recognized or per-
ceived end of existence ; indefinite in duration ;

perpetual; ceaseless; continued without inter-

mission.
Thenceforth eternall union shall be made
r.etweene the nations different afore.

Spenser, F. g.. III. III. 49.

The summer is here eternal, caus'd by the natural and
adventitious heate of the earth, wariu'd through the sub-

terranean fires. Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 7, 1845.

The sound the water made,
A sweet ettnutl murmur, still the same.

Bryant, Sella.

Eternal generation, in theol., the communication of the
divine essence from God the Father to God the Son. The
Catholic, orthodox, or Trinitarian doctrine Is that God the

Son, being truly God equally with God the Father, Is ex.

istent from all eternity to all eternity, and that accord-

ingly God has always existed as Father and as Son, so that
the divine act of generation Is Itself eternal, that is, never
had a beginning and can never have an end. This doctrine
is opposed to the Allan teaching that "there was (a tlme|
when he (the Son] waa not," and that "before being begot-
ten he was not." As involving paternity and filiation, the
act by which the Son proceeds from the Father Is distinc-

tively called begetting or generation, while that by which
the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Father (according to

John xv. 26 and the terminology of the Eastern Church),
or from the Father and the Son (in the language of West-
ern theology), is called procession simply, or distinctive-

ly spiration. Byn. Eternal, Everlasting, Immortal, Per-

petual; interminable, perennial, imperishable. Eternal

primarily means without beginning or end, but secondar-

ily without end ; everlasting properly means lasting from
the present to an endless future. Both eternal and ever-

lasting are peculiarly associated with the divine being or
function. Immortal applies to that which cannot or will
not die : as, "immortal nate." Milton, P. L., 1. 104; "mar-
ried to immortal verse," Milton, L'Allegro, L 137. It Is

sometimes applied to God (1 Tim. i. 17). Perpetual points
to the future, and applies especially to that which is es-

tablished: as, a perpetual covenant, desolation, feud. It
is freely applied to anything that lasts indefinitely. All
the four words are often used by hyperbole for that which
has long duration. See incessant.

What can It then avail, though yet we feel

Strength undiminish'd, or eternal being,
To undergo eternal punishment?

Milton, P. L., i. 155.

Those summer seas, quiet as lakes, and basking in ecer-

lasting sunshine. DC Quincey, Homer, i.

Some, for renown, on scraps of learning dote,
And think they grow immortal as they quote.

Young, Love of Fame, 1. 80.

Their time seems to have been consumed in & perpetual
struggle with the sea, which they had not yet learned to

confine with dykes and embankments.
C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 51.

II. n. 1. That which is everlasting. [Rare.]
AH godlike passion for eternals quench'd. Young.

2. Eternity. [Bare.]
Since eternal Is at hand,

To swallow time's ambitions,
. . . what avail

High titles, high descent, attainments high,
If unattain'd our highest?

Young, Night Thoughts, viii. 34.

The Eternal, God.

The law whereby the Eternal himself doth work.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

His trust was with the Eternal to be deem'd

Equal In strength, and rather than be less

Cared not to be at all. Milton, P. L., U. 46.

eternalist (e-ter'nal-ist), n. [< eternal + -ist.']

One who holds that matter or the world has
existed from eternity.

I would ask eternalists what mark is there that they
could expect or desire of the novelty of a world, that is

not found in this? Dp. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

eternality (e-tfer-nal'i-ti), n. [Early mod. E.

eternalitie, eternalitee"; = It. eternalM; as eter-

nal + -ity.~\ The condition or quality of being
eternal; eternalness.

The great goodness of God . . . dyd.ln thefaythof the

sayd Mediatour, remytte and forgeue theim the eternali-
tie of the payne dew unto theyr offence.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 1292.

For thus he speaketh unto Moses, I am that I am ; signi-

fying an fternalitee, and a nature that cannot chaunge.
J. Udall, On John ix.

eternalize (f-tfer'nal-iz), r. t. ; pret. and pp.
eternalized, ppr. eternalizing. [< eternal + -i,-c.]

To make eternal; give endless existence to;
eternize. [Rare.]
We do not eternalize memory by making it Inherent in

them [atoms]. Q. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 96.

eternally (e-ter'nal-i), adr. 1. Without begin-
ning or end of duration, or without end only;
with reference to or throughout eternity.

That which is morally good . . . must be also eternally
and unchangeably so. South, Sermon.

Both body and soul live eternally in unspeakable bliss.

Sharp, Works, 1. xii.

2. Perpetually; incessantly; at all times.

Where western gales eternally reside.

Adtiison, Letter from Italy, 1. 65.

Ktrrnally in pursuit of happiness, which keeps eternally
before us. Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 95.

etemness
'I lie sea

Sighed further oil ,!,-,, inllii.

As human sorrow sighs in sle.-ji.

1). ti. Uossetti, Ave.

eternalness (o-ter'nal-ues), n. The state or

quality of being eternal,

eterne! SM- < torn.

eternifyt le-tt-r'ni-fi), r. t. [< L. xternus, eter-

nal, + -jicdrc, make : see -fy.] To make eter-

nal or everlasting; eternize.

True Fame, the trumpeter of heau'n, that doth desire In-

flame
To glorious deeds, and by her power rternijie* the name.

Mir. for Magi., p. 569.

This said, her winged shoes to her feet she tied,
Formed all of gold, and all eternised. Chapman.

eternisation, eternise. See etcrnization, eter-

nize.

eternlsht (e-ter'nish), r. . i< etern + -ishV.~\ To
make eternal or immortal.

If this order had not l>ene in our predecessors, . . . they
had neuer bene eternuhed for wise men.

t.iilii. Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 126.

eternity (o-ter'ni-ti), .
; pi. eternities (-tiz). [<

ME. eternite, eternytce, v OF. etcrnite, F. eter-

nM = Pr. eternitat = Sp. etemidad = Pg. eter-

nidade = It. eternitd, < L. asternita(t-)s, eternity,
< a-ternus, eternal : see etern . ] 1 . The condition
or quality of being eternal. () infinite duration
or continuance, or existence without beginning or end.

Democritus . . . expressly asserts the eternity of mat-

ter, but denies the eternity of the world.

Bacon, Physical Fables, 1., Expl.

By being able to repeat the idea of any length of dura-
tion we have In our minds, with all the endless addition
of number, we come by the idea of eternity.

Locke, Human Understanding, II, xvli. 5.

(6) The state of things in which the flow of time has ceased.

There time, like fire, having destroyed whatever it could

prey on, shall, at last, die itself, and shall go out Into eter-

nity. Boyle, Seraphic Love,

(e) Existence outside of the relations of time.

Some years ago I ventured to make an apology for the

popular conception of eternity, as being endless time, In

opposition to the ordinary metaphysical doctrine that eter-

nity is timelessness. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLIII. 001.

2. The state or condition of existence preced-
ing life, or subsequent to death.

Sho myght be assumpt, I pray thvn excellence,
Vnto thi troone, and so to be commende,
In bodye and saule euer withoutyn ende
With the to reyne In thyne ctcrnyte.

York Plays, p. 515.

At death we enter on eternity. thright.

The narrow isthmus 'twixt two boundless seas,
The past, the future, two eternities !

Moore, Veiled Prophet.

3. Indefinite duration of time or vast extent of

space; anything that seems endless; endless
round: as, an eternity of suspense; the great
desert with its eternity of sand.

Thus maketh thai of thaire fertilltee

In helping nature a feire eternytec.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 121.

Call this eternity which is to-day,
Nor dream that this our love can pass away.

U' it/in m Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 238.

Small matters acting constantly In the eternities, or in

the vast tracts of space and periods of time, produce great
effects. The Century, Feb., 1884.

eternization (e-ter-ni-za'shon), n. [< eternize

+ -ation.'j The act of eternizing; the act of

rendering immortal or enduringlyfamous. Also

spelled eternisation. Imp. Diet.

eternize (e-t6r'niz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. eter-

nized, ppr.' eternizing. [< OF. eterniser, F. eter-

niser (= Sp. Pg. eternizar), < eterne, L. a-temus,
eternal: see etern and -ize.'] 1. To make eter-

nal, everlasting, or endless.
Where is the fame

Which the vainglorious mighty of the earth
Seek to eternize I Shelley, Queen Mah, Iii.

2. To prolong the existence or duration of in-

definitely; perpetuate.
With two fair gifts

Created him endow'd ; with happiness.
And immortality ; that fondly lost,

This other served but to eternize woe.

Milton, P. L,, xi. 60.

3. To make forever famous
;
immortalize: as,

to eternize the exploits of heroes.

Julias Csesar was noe less diligent to eternize his name
be the pen then be the suord.

A. Hume, Orthographic (E. E. T. S.), Ded., p. 2.

The Queen Philippa . . . added one thing more to the

eternising ol her husband's and son's famous and renowned
valours. Eny. Stratagem (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 608).

My verse your vertues rare shall eternar.

Spenser, Sonnets, Ixxv.

Also spelled etcriii.*<:

eternnesst (e-tern'nes), n. [Early mod. E. eter-

'( . < etern + -iie&s.] The quality of being
eternal. Jfares.



eternness 2016

Corruption and rtmiww at one time, operculum. Tliere are about 70 species. Also Etheosto-

And in one subject, let together, loosse? matintg. See cut under darter.

Chapman, Byron's Tragedy, etheostomold (e-the-O8 to-moid), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to or liaving the characters of the

Etheostomoidai or Etlieostomida;.

II. n. A fish of the family Etheostomoidai or

Ethcostomida'. L. Agassiz.

etesian (e-te'jian), a. [= F. etesiens, pi., = Sp.
^ '

L.
Pg. It. etes-f'o (It. more common etesic, pi.), <

etesims, < Gr. erijaiof, lasting a year, recurring

The term was especially applied by Greek and Roman
writers to the winds which blow from the north during ether1

(e ther), .

-

the summer months, with great regularity and accom-

panied by a clear sky, over the Mediterranean, especially

in its eastern portion. The etesian wind is the trade-wind

abnormally prolonged toward the north by the peculiar

climatic influences of the Sahara.

And he who rules the raging wind,
To thee, O sacred ship, be kind ;

And gentle breezes fill thy sails,

Supplying soft Etesian gales.

Dryden, tr. of Horace's Odes, i. 3.

etete' (F. pron. a-ta-ta'), a. [F., < e- priv. + tfte,

head: see tete.'] In he,:, headless: applied to

a beast or bird used as a bearing. Such a bearing

is usually represented with the neck erased, as if the head

had been torn off violently.

eth (eth or eTH), n. [< e, the usual assistant

vowel in letter-names, as in es, em, etc., + th,

representing AS. ot: see th.] A name of the

Anglo-Saxon character <1 or 6, used to distin-

[Also (etlter ; = 1? . etltei =
,

.

pr _ c t],er Sp. eter = Pg. ether = It. ctere = D.

ether = Gr. cither = Dan. tether = Sw. eter, < L.

(vther, < Gr. <zi%>, the upper, purer air (opposed
to af/p, the lower air), hence heaven, the abode
of the gods ;

also the blue sky (of. aWpa, alfipt/,

the clear sky, fair weather), < aWeiv, kindle,

burn, glow: see estive1
, estiva!.'] 1. The upper

air ; the blue heavens. It was supposed by Aris-

totle to extend from the fixed stars down to

the moon.
There fields of light and liquid ether flow,

Purg'd from the pond'rous dregs of earth below.

Dryden.
It lies in Heaven, across the flood

Of ether. D. O. Rossetti, Blessed Damozel.

etherification

or heaven; heavenly; celestial; spiritual: as,

ethereal space ;
ethereal regions.

Nor would I, as thou dost ambitiously aspire
To thrust thy forked top into th' etherial fire.

Drayton, Polyolbion, vii.

Go, heavenly gnest, ethereal messenger,
Sent from whose Sovran Goodness I adore !

Milton, P. L., viii. 646.

Those cethe.real fires shall then be scattered and dis-

persed throughout the Universe, so that the Earth and all

the works that are therein shall be turned into one funer-

al Pile. Stillingflert, Sermons, I. xi.

2. Figuratively, having the characteristics of

ether or air
; light, intangible, etc.

A lady . . . with ... an ethereal lightness that made

you look at her beautifully slippered feet, to see whether

she trod on the dust or floated in the air.

Hawthorn*, Seven Gables, ni.

3. Existing in the air; resembling air; looking
blue like the sky; aerial : as,

" ethereal moun-

tains," Thomson. 4. In physics, of, pertain-

ing to, or having the constitution of ether

(sense 2).

It has been supposed for a long time that light consists

of waves transmitted through an extremely thin ethereal

jelly that pervades all space.
W. K. Cli/ord, Lectures, I. 85.

guish it from the other character for th, namely amOng the molecules of which solid bodies are

2. In astro,,, and physics, a. hypothetical me-
5 j ; f or pertaining to an ether or to

djum of extreme tenuity and elastjcity supposed ft ^,(em/liquids,GYe,,0n,_ Ethereal
to be diffused throughout all space (as well as

J), called thorn. See thorn and th.

-eth1 . [See -th 1
.] A suffix now merged in -Wi 1

,

of which it is one of the forms. See -th 1 ,

-etha . [See -tip.] The form of -th, the ordi-

nal suffix, after a vowel, as in -twentieth, thirti-

eth, etc. See -tlft.

-eth3 . [ME. -eth, < AS. -eth, -atli, etc. See -tfi3

and -es3
,
-s3.] The older form of the suffix of

the third person singular present indicative of

verbs, as in singeth, hopeth, etc. See -th 3 and
-e*3

,
-ss .

ethal (e'thal), n. [< eth(er) + al(cohol).] Ce-

tyl alcohol (Ci6H33OH), a substance separated
from spermaceti by Chevreul, and named by
him. It is a solid, fusible at nearly the same point as

spermaceti, and on cooling crystallizes in plates. It is sus-

ceptible of union with various bases, with which it forms

salts or soaps.

ethaldehyde (e-thal'de-hid), n. [< eth(er) +
aldehyde.] An oxidation product of alcohol

(CH3CHO). It is a mobile inflammable liquid liaving
a pungent odor, used in the arts as a solvent and reducing

agent. Also called acetic aldehyde or acetaldehyae.

ethet, a. and adv. See eath.

ethel1
(eth'el), n. [AS. ethel, inheritance, prop-

erty, home: see allodium, tidal.] In Anglo-
Saxon times, the domain or allotment of an in-

dividual.

Whatever land a man could call his own, whether it

was the house and enclosure of the free Townsman or the

domain of the king or great man, was his ethel or alod.

K. E. Digby, Hist. Law of Real Prop., p. 11.

The land held in full ownership might be either an

ethel, an inherited or otherwise acquired portion of ori-

ginal allotment, or an estate created by legal process out
of the public land. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 36.

ethe!2t (eth'el), a. See atheP.

etheling, . See atheling.

ethene (e'then), n. [< eth(er) + -ene.] Same as

ethylene.
Etheostoma (e-the-os'to-ma), n. [NL. (Kafi-

nesque, 1819), provided by the orig. namer with
a de
that

(G
zoologists
another etymology, namely, irreg. < Gr. rfleiv,

sift, strain, + aro/m, mouth.] A genus of small
American fresh-water fishes, typical of a sub-

family Etheostominai and family Etheostomidw.

composed), and to be the medium of the trans-

mission of light and heat. See the extract.

The phenomena of Light are best explained as those of

undulations; but undulations, even in the most extensive

tion whose periodicity obeys the lawsof wave motion, must
bepropagated through some medium. Heat, while passing

through space, presents exactly the same undulatory char-

acter, and requires a medium for its propagation. Elec-

trical attraction and repulsion are explained in far the

extract, an extract made by means of a menstruum con-

taining ether. Ethereal medium, the ether. Ethe-
real Oil. (a) The oleum tetherlnm of the pharmacopoeia,
a volatile liquid consisting of equal volumes of heavy
oil of wine and of stronger ether. Also called heavy oil of
inne. (b) Same as volatile oil (which see, under volatile).
= Syn. 1. Airy, aerial, empyreal.

etherealisation, etherealise. See etherealiza-

tion, etherealize.

etherealism (e-the're-al-izm), n. [< ethereal +
-ism.] The state or character of being ethe-

real
; ethereality. Eclectic Rev.

ethereality
due to a throb or series of throbs in such a medium, when -ity.] The quality or condition of being ethe-

released from stress. Magnetic phenomena seem due to

local whirlpools, set up in such a medium. . . . We are

we call the Luminiferous Ether, or simply the Ether; that

it can convey energy ; that it can present it at any instant,

partly in the form of kinetic, partly in that of potential

energy; that it is therefore capable of displacement and
of tension ; and that it must have rigidity and elasticity.

Calculation leads us to infer that its density is (Clerk Max-

well) nnmronMfraRrainnnia that of water, or equal to

density vastly greater than that of the same atmosphere in

the interstellar spaces, and that its rigidity is about

nnnreJsnoij that of steel ; hence, that it is easily displace-
able by a moving mass, that it is not discontinuous or gran-

ular, and hence that as a whole it may be compared to

an impalpable and all pervading jelly through which

Light and Heat waves are constantly throbbing, which is

constantly being set in local strains and released from

real; incorporeity ; spirituality.

The ghost, originally conceived as quite substantial,

fades into ethereality. H. Speneer, Prin. of Sociol., 115.

In the Tonga islands, the future life was a privilege
of caste; for while the chiefs and higher orders were to

pass in divine ethereality to the happy land of Bolotn, the

lower ranks were believed to be endowed only with souls

that died with their bodies.
E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 19.

etherealization (e-the^re-al-i-za'shon), n. [<

etherealize + -atioii.] ThV'act or the result of

etherealizing, or making ethereal or spiritual.
Also spelled etherealisation.

He [Aristotle] conceives the moral element as . . . ethr-

alizatwn, spiritualization of the physical, rather than

i something purely intellectual. J. H. Stirlimj.

-al-Iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.them, and being whirled in local vortices, thus producing _j.i,_-.,.i{_ /z tVio'ro nl

the various phenomena of Electricity and Magnetism, and etherealize (e-the re-al,
through which the particles of ordinary matter move etherealtzed, ppr. etherealizing. [<. etliereal -

freely, encountering but little retardation, if any, for its...... , .......... --., __________

elasticity, as it closes up behind each moving particle, is

approximately perl

3. In chem.: (a) One of a class of organic bodies
divided into two groups: (1) Simple ethers, con- ethereally (e-the re-al-i), adv.

sisting of two basic hydrocarbon radicals united manner

by oxygen, and corresponding in constitution

to the metallic oxids, asCH3OCH3 ,methyl ether,

-ize.] To make ethereal; purify and refine;

spiritualize. Also spelled etherealise.

Etherealized, moreover, by spiritual communications
with the better world. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, xi.

In an ethereal

'as or witli reference to ether.

Something [light] intermediate between Spirit and Mat-
ter etherially bridging the measureless chasm.

G. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 74.

or methvl oxid. analogous to AgOAg, silver oxid. _ ,m r.nmnn ,, n a'<,ther* consisting of one or more etherealness (e-the re-al-nes), n. [< ethereal
) Compound ethers, consisting of one or more

Or alcohol radicals and one or more acid

esters, (b) Specifically, ethyl oxid or ethyl ether

(C2H5 )2O, also called, but improperly, sulphuric

ether, because prepared from a mixture of sul-

phuric acid and alcohol. Ether is a light, mobile,
colorless liquid having a characteristic refreshing odor
and burning taste. It is highly volatile and inflammable.

+ -ness.]
79.7.

The'quality of being ethereal. Bai-

[Prop. etherious (=
etereo), < L. a;the-

,
\ \jti. uti/c^of ,

of ether, ethe-

Formed of ether
; heavenly ;

ethereal.

This etheremts mould whereon we stand,
This continent of spacious heaven, adorn 'd

With plant, fruit, flower ambrosial, gems, and gold.

Milton, P. L., vi. 473.

See .

Same as Eti

They are known as darters. See darter. ___ . rT r,nT-,n OH,-
Etbeostomatinae (e-the-os'to-ma-ti'ne), n pi. KSS^ffff** S's pU'llop^a etheric ^the^k)^. [= F. etherigue; as ether

consists of 74 per cent., and the stronger (ether fortior) of

94 per cent., of ethyl oxid. Acetic ethers. See acetic.

Benzole, butyric, chloric, formic, etc., ether. See
the adjectives. Ether-engine. See engine. Gelati-
nized ether, in med., ether shaken with white of eggs
until it forms an opaline jelly. U. S. Dispensatory.

Hydrochloric ether. Same as chloric ether (which see,

under chloric). Metnyllc ether, (CHaJjO, methyl oxid,
a colorless agreeable-smelling gas.

ether2t, a., pron., and conj. An obsolete form
of either.

ether3,
n. and v. A dialectal variant of edder^-.

[NL., < Etheostoma(t-) + -ina:.]

ostomina;.

etheostomatine (e"the-o-std'ma-tin), a. and n.

I. a. Pertaining to or having the characters of

the Etheostomina:.

II. n. A fish of the subfamily Etheostomatinat
or Etheostominai.

etheostome (e'the-o-stom), n. A percoid fish

of the subfamily Etheostomina.
etheostomid (e-the-os'to-mid), n. One of the
Etheostomidai.

Etheostomidae(e"the-6-st6'mi-de),.^. [NL., ether4 ,
. A dialectal form of adder**-.

< Etheostoma + -idee'.] The darters as a fam- ethereal (e-the're-al), a. [Prop., as formerly,

ilv of percoid fishes. etherial, formerly also athereal; < L. <ethenus,

Et'heostomins (e-th'e-os-to-ml'ne), n. pi, [NL., < Gr. aiBiptos, high in air, heavenly, ethereal, <

< Etheostoma + -ince.] fhe darters as a sub- % ("iSep-), ether: see etherl.] 1. Formed of

family of Pereidte. They have 6 branchiostegal rays,
or containing or filled with ether (sense 1);

obsolete pseudobranchia;, and generally an unarmed pre- hence, relating or belonging to the heavens

+ -ic.] 1. Of or pertaining to the ether.

The "etheric force" of Mr. T. A. Edison was primarily
a question of physics, but for its investigation needed and
obtained the cooperation of physiologists.

Pop Set. Ho., XIII. 331.

2. Of or pertaining to or of the nature of the

chemical substance known as ether: as, etheric

oils,

etherical (e-ther'i-kal), a. [< etheric + -/.]
Same as etheric.

Etheridae, n.pl. See sEtheriidat.

etherification (e"ther-i-fi-ka'shon), ti. [< efiieri-

fy (see -fy) + -atioii.] The formation of the

chemical substance ether.

Several attempts were made to prepare this compound
[ethylic dinltroethylate] by the usual methods of etherifi-

eation. Imt with only partial success.

E. FranUand, Exper. in Chemistry, p. 224.



etheriform

etheriform (e"ther-i-iY>nn), n. [< L. artlter, ether,
+ forma, form.] Having the character of ether.

The author believes that the original ,'! reform mass of

our Holar system coiuiciisi <l to cosmical clouds; tlie solid

pai tides aKKrenatctl forming large rotating bodies like

the earth, which continue I" enlarge by tliu addition of

il matt-rial from \sithoiit. Science, \. 4.'i2.

etherify (e'tlier-i-fi), v. t.\ pret. and pp. etheri-

Jii'tl, ppr. ethcrifyini). [< L. (Ether, ether, +
-ji<-art', < farcrr, make : see -/.] To convert
iuto the chemical substance ether.

Various salts arc . . . capable of etlierifyiay alcohol, if

heated strongly with it under pressure.
W. A. Mlllrr, Kli-lii. of Chcm., { 1142.

etherin (e'ther-in), . [<Wi 1 + -IH-.] Inchem.,
a polymeric form of ethylene which separates
in t transparent, tasteless crystals from heavy oil

of wine. Also called concrete oil of vim:

ethering(e'tlier-ing), n, and a.
[Aether*

+ -ing.]
I. H. A flexible rod used in making hedges.

II. a. Made of flexible rods.

When you intend to stock a pool with Carp or Tench,
make a close < tl, h <' ' hedge across the head of the pool,
about a yard distance of the dam, ant] about three feet
uliove the wnter, which is the best refuge for them I know
of, and the only method to preserve pool-flsh.

Quoted in Walton's Complete Angler, p. 200, note.

etherisation, etherise, etc. See etherisation, etc.

etherism(e'ther-izm), n. [< ether1 + -ism."] In
mi <!., the aggregate of the phenomena produced
by administering ether as an anesthetic.

etherization (e"ther-i-za'shon), n. [< etheri;e

+ -ation.] 1. The act of administering ether
as an anesthetic. 2. The state of the system
when under the anesthetic influence of ether.

3. In them., the process of producing ether;
etherification.

Also spelled etherisation.

etherize (e'ther-Iz), r. t.
; pret. and pp. etherized,

ppr. i-tlicrizinij. [= F. 6theriser = It. eteriz-

zare ; as ether* + -ize.] 1. To convert into the
chemical substance ether. 2. To subject to

the influence of ether: as, to etherize a patient.
And gradually the mind was etherized to a like dreamy

placidity, till fart and fancy, the substance and the image,
Moating; on the current of reverie, became but as the up-
per and under halves of one unreal reality.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 139.

Also spelled etherise.

etherizer (e'ther-5-zer), n. An apparatus for

administering ether. Also spelled etheriser.

etherol (e'tber-ol), n. [< etheA + -ol.] In chein.,
a pale-yellow oily liquid, having an aromatic

odor, obtained from heavy oil of wine.
ethic (eth'ik), a. and . [I. a. = F. ethique =
Sp. fticit = Pe. etliico = It. etico, < LL. ethicux,

moral, ethic, < Gr. i/6m6f, of or for morals, moral,
expressing character, < i/6oc,, character, moral
nature: see ethos. II. n. ME. ethiqne, < OF.
ethique, F. tthique = Sp. etica = Pg. t-tliicn = It.

etica, < LL. etliica, fern, sing., also neut. pi., <

Gr. >/OiK>/, fern. sing, also i/Otaa, neut. pi. of i/titKof,

ethic: seel.] I. a. Same as ethical.

A minority of minds of high calibre and culture, lovers
of freedom, moreover, who, though iu objective hull be
riddled by Ionic, still flnd the ,-tliir life of their religion
unimpaired. Tyndall.

II. H. Same as ethics.

Tlie maxims of ethic are hypothetical maxims.
W. K. Cli/ord.

[Rare in both uses.]
ethical (eth'i-kal), a. [< ethic + -al.] Relat-

ing to morals or the principles of morality;
]>ert;iinii>f* to right and wrong in the abstract
or in conduct ; pertaining or relating to ethics.

He {Pope] Is the great poet of reason, the first of ethical
authors in verse. T. Warton, Essay on Pope.

In the absence of a social environment ethical feelings
have m> HttOM. \li-nl, X. 7.

Ethical dative, the dative of a first or second personal
pronoun, implying a decree of interest in the person speak-
ing or the p. T-OII aiMres>t'<l, used colloquially to give a
lively or familiar tone to the sentence : thus, rt <rot naOij-
<TOM<U, what sliall I learn/or you! quid mihi Cel>us agit,
how is my Celsus

It [sack] ascends me Into the brain ; dries me there all

the foolish, dull, and crudy vapours which environ it ; . . .

then tin- vital t ommoners and inland petty spirits muster
me all t.i their captain, the heart. Shale., t Hen. IV., Iv. 3.

Ethical truth, the agreement of what is said with what
is really believed : veracity : opposed to lyiti'i.

ethically (eth'i-kal-i), adv. According to the
doctrines of morality.
The law-giver bus the same need to be ethically in

strueted as the individual man.
i;/it,l*t,,,i,

, church and State, II. 69.

Tlie principle of non-resistance is not /hirallii true, but
only that of non-aggression.

//. .V'"'- ''- Social Matics. p. 300.

ethicist (eth'i-sist), w. [< ethic + -/*.] A
writer on ethics; one versed in ethical science.

Imp. l>l:'l.
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ethicize (Pth'i-Kiz), r. t. ; pret. and pp. rthifi-trl,

ppr. rthirizinij. [< ethic + -i;e.] To render
ethical ; assign ethical attributes to.

It ... [the English school] by naturalizing ethics re-

verses the idealizing process which rather ethicizes na-

ture.

J. Jlartineau, Tylws of Ethical Theory, quoted In Science,
[VI. 136.

ethicoreligious (eth'i-ko-rf-lij'us), a. Touch-

ing both ethics or morality and religion.

In it Interpretation of Christianity, theonophy does not
limit itself to its practical ethico-rcliyioujt import for man,
but seeks to apprehend its cosmical meaning, its signiti-

cance for the universe.
Brit. Quarterly Rev., LX.XXIII. 241.

ethics (eth'iks), n. [PI. of ethic (see -ics), after
Gr. TO ffttud, neut. pi., 17 iflucfi, fern. sing., ethics :

see < Hue.} 1. The science of right conduct and
character; the science which treats of the na-
ture and grounds of moral obligation and of the
rules which ought to determine conduct in ac-

cordance with this obligation ; the doctrine of

man's duty in respect to himself and the rights
of others. Kant distinguishes between pure morals, or
the science of the necessary moral laws of a free will, and
ethics properly so called, which considers those laws as un-
der the influence of sentiments, inclinations, ami passions
to which all human beings are more or less subject.

This fable seems to contain a little system of morality ;

so that there Is scarce any better invention in all ethic*.

Bacon, Fable of IHonysius.

Ethics may either lie regarded as an Inquiry into the
nature of the Good, the intrinsically preferable and de-

sirable, the true end of action, Ac. : or as an investiga-
tion of the Right, the true rules of conduct. Duty, the
Moral Law, Ac. //. Sidymck, Methods of Ethics, p. 2.

Professor Birks came nearer a satisfying definition when
he said that Ethics is the science of ideal humanity the

only objection to it being that it does not necessarily im-

ply self-determination and obligation.
Kew Princeton Rev., I. 183.

Ethio, taken hi Its proper signification, includes two
things. On the one hand, it consists of an investigation
into the nature and constitution of human character ; and,
on the other hand, it is concerned with the formulating
and enunciating of rules for human conduct.

Mind, XIII. 89.

2. The whole of the moral sciences ; natural

jurisprudence. In this application rthiei includes
moral philosophy, international law, public or political

law, civil law, anil history, profane, civil, and political.

3. A particular system of principles and rules

concerning moral obligations and regard for
the rights of others, whether true or false;
rules of practice in respect to a single class of
human actions and duties: as, social ethics;
medical ethics stoical ethics. See stoical. = Syn.
1. Virtue, Manner*, etc. See morality.

ethide (eth'id or -id), n. [< eth'(l) + -ide.~\ In

chent., a compound formed by the union of an
element or a radical with the monad radical

ethyl.
ethihe(e'thin),. [<eth(er)i + -ine*.] Same as

acetylene.
ethionic (e-thi-on'ik), a. [< e(thylene) + Gr.

foiov, sulphur, + -ic.] Relating to the combina-
tion of a radical of the ethylene group with a
sulphur acid.- Ethionic add, C2H4 . HaS-jO?, a dibasic
aciil (ethylene sulphonic acid), known only in aqueous
solution, which forms crystalline but very unstable salts.

-Ethionic anhydrldA'oHjSoOe, a erystallinecompound
formed by the action of sulphur trioxid on absolute al-

cohol. Also called carbyl sulphate.

Ethiop (e'thi-op), n. [X L. ^thiops, pi. &thi-
opes, (. Gr. Ai8to^>, pi. A/S/OTTEC, an Ethiop, Ethi-

opian, i. e., an inhabitant of Ethiopia, an in-

definite region south of Egypt. The Ethiopians
of Homer are mythical ;

later the term came to

imply a negro, a blackamoor, and popular ety-
mology, followed by modern writers, derived
the name from aidetv, burn (or al66c,, burnt), +
o\l>, uV, eye, face; as if 'the Burnt-Faces' (cf.

alHo-^i, fiery-looking, flashing, sparkling, fiery,
hot, in LGr. also swart, black, < aidof, burnt,
fiery, + 6V, face) ; but the form Ai6ioi[> would
not result from such composition, and it is prob-
ably a corruption of some Egyptian or African
original.] 1. An inhabitant of ancient Ethi-

opia; an Ethiopian. 2. In a wider sense, in
both ancient and modern times, an African

;
a

negro.
Her beauty hangs upon the cheek of night
As a rich jewel in an Ethiop't ear.

Shak., R. and J., i. 5.

Also spelled .Etlii<i)>.

Ethiopian (e-thi-6'pi-an), a. and n. [Also for-

merly Jithioi>ia ; < L. dBMopte. < Gr. Aiffumia,
Ethiopia: see Ethiop.] I. a. In geog., relat-

ingto Ethiopia or to its inhabitants.
II. . 1. A native or an inhabitant of Ethio-

pia, an ancient region of eastern Africa, south
of Egypt, including modern Abyssinia. Thedom-
inunt race of Ethiopians, also called Cuthitel, were Se-

ethmopalatal
mil IP, snd are represented hy the modern Abysslnians,
w ho. however, have become much mixed. Ethiopia In a
restricted sense denoted a kingdom corresponding partly
with Nubia, and also called Meroc.

A man of Ethiopia, an eunuch of great authority under
Candace queen of the AVAiojnaiu. AcU viii. 27.

2. In an extended sense, an African in general ;

a negro. See Ethiop, 2.

('an the Ethiopian change his skin, or the leopard his

spots'; Jer. xiii. 23.

Also Mlhi<n>ian.

Ethiopic (e-thi-op'ik), a. and n. [< Iv. .Whii>i>i-

cus, < Gr. AiSioTTiKof, pertaining to the Ethiopi-
ans or to Ethiopia.] I. . Pertaining or relat-

ing to Ethiopia or Abyssinia; Ethiopian.
The alphabet of the early Christian period, which Is still

used by the Abyssinlans for liturgical purjioscs, is usually
called the Kthiopic. Imac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 850.

II. n. The language of ancient Ethiopia or

Abyssinia, a Semitic tongue, most allied to the

Himyaritic of southwestern Arabia, and hav-

ing a Christian literature. Also called (lei'z.

ethiops, w. See tethiops.
ethmocranial (eth-mo-kra'ni-al), a. [< eth-

motid) + cranial.] Pertaining to the ethmoid
and to the rest of the cranium: as, the ethmo-
cranial angle (the angle made by the inclination
of the cribriform plate of the ethmoid bone with
reference to the basicranial axis).
ethmofrontal (eth-mo-fron'tal), a. [< ethmo(id)
+ frontal.] Pertaining to the ethmoid and
frontal bones: as, the ethmofrontal notch.

ethmoid (eth'moid), n. and n. [< Gr. q6fioeiff/<;,

like a strainer or sieve (TO i/0/ioeiiif oaroi-v (Ga-
len), the ethmoid bone), < ^uoc, a strainer, col-

ander, sieve, < ifletv, i/6tctv, sift, strain.] I. a.

1. Sieve-like; cribriform: in anatomy specifi-

cally applied to a bone of the skull. See II.

2. Specifically, pertaining to the ethmoid : as,
the ethmoid region of the skull.

II. n. A bone of the cranium, situated in

the middle line of the skull, in advance of the

sphenoid, above the basicranial axis, transmit-

ting the filaments of the olfactory nerve, and
constituting the bony skeleton of the organ of
smell: so called because, in the human sub-

ject and mammalia generally, it has a cribri-

form plate perforated with numerous holes for
the passage of the olfactory nerves. The human
ethmoid is comparatively small, of a cubical figure, with
iu cribriform plate horizontal. It consists of a median
perpendicular plate or niesethmoid, and of the horizon-
tal or cribriform plate, from which latter the main body
of the INHIC depends on either side, forming the so-called
lateral masses, or ethraotnrhinals. The texture of these
is extremely light and spongy, full of large cavities con-

necting with the frontal and sphenoid*] sinuses, and lined
with mucous membrane, the Schneiderian membrane,
upon which the olfactory nerves ramify after leaving the

cavity of the cranium through the holes in the cribriform

plate. (See cut under nasal.) The so-called <>s planum of
the ethmoid is simply the exterior surface of these lateral

masses, which contributes to the inner wall of the orbit of
the eye. The lateral masses are each partially divided
into two, called the superior and middle turbfnate hones.
or scroll bones (the inferior turbinate being a different

Itone), which respectively overlie the corresponding nasal
meat use-. (See cut under wouM.) The ethmoid is wedged
into the ethmofrontal notch of the frontal hone, and also
articulates with the vomer, sphenoid, sphenotiirbinals,
nasals, maxillaries, lacrymals, palatals, and maxilloturbi-
nals. It is developed from three osslflc centers, one for
the perpendicular plate, and one for each lateral mass.
In other animals the ethmoid exhibits a wide range of va-
riation In size, shape, and connections, and below mam-
mals loses much or all of the particular characters it pre.
scuts in man. (See cut under Kiox.) It Is relatively larger
and more complicated in mammals of keen scent, as car*
nivores and ruminants,

ethmoidal (eth'moi-dal), a. [< ethmoid + -al.]

Pertaining to the ethmoid Anterior ethmoidal
canal, a canal formed from a groove on the anterior part
of the ethmoidal edge of the orbital plate of the frontal
bone by articulation with the ethmoid. It transmits the
nasal branch of the ophthalmic nerve and the anterior
ethmoidal vessels. Ethmoidal foramina. See fora-
nun. Posterior ethmoidal canal, a canal formed'from
a groove on the posterior part of the ethmoidal edge of
the orbital plate of the frontal bone by articulation with
the ethmoid bone. It transmits the posterior ethmoidal
vessels.

ethmolacrymal (eth-mo-lak'ri-mal), a. [< eth-

ni,i(nl) + lacrymal.] Pertaining to the ethmoid
and to the lacrymal bones : as, the ethmolacry-
mal articulation.

ethmomaxillary (eth-mo-mak'si-la-ri), a. [<
ethmo(iil) + inajrillary.] Pertaining to the eth-
moid and to the maxillary bones : as, the ethmo-

iiKij-illnry suture.

ethmona'sal (eth-mo-na'zal), a. [< cthmo(td)+ nasal.] Pertaining to "the ethmoid and to
the nasal bones: as, the ethmonasal suture.

ethmopalatal (eth-mo-pal'a-tal), a. [< eth-

iii<i\i<h + palatal.] Pertaining to the ethmoid
and to the palatal bones: as, the ethmopalatal
notch.



ethmopresphenoidal

ethmopresphenoidal (eth-mo-pre-sfe-uoi'dal),
. [< etlimo(id) + prcsplicnoidal.] Of or per-

taining to the ethmoid and to the presphenoid
bone : as, the ethmopresphenoidal suture. Hux-
ley.

ethmose (eth'mos), a. and n. [< Gr. t/0ft6f, a

sieve, + -one.] I. a. Full of interstices or small

openings; ethmoidal; areolar: as, ethmose tis-

sue.

II. . In histol., areolar tissue.

Ethmosphaera (eth-mo-sfe'ra), n. [NL., < Gr.

rfliibs, a sieve, 4- mjiaipa, sphere.] The typical
genus of radiolariaiis of the family Ethmosphai-
rida;. Haeckel, 1860.

Ethmosphaeridae (eth-mo-sfe'ri-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Ethmosphajra + '-idai.] A family of

monocyttarian radiolariaiis, of the group Poly-
cystina, typified by the genus Ethmosphaera.
ethmosphenoid (eth-mo-sfe'noid), o. [< etli-

mo(id) + sphenoid.] Pertaining to the ethmoid
and sphenoid bones: as, the ethmosphenoid ar-

ticulation.

ethmoturbinal (eth-mo-ter'bi-nal), a. and w.

[< ethmo(id) + turbinal.] I. a. turbinated or

scroll-like, as the lateral masses of the eth-
moid

; pertaining to the ethmoturbiual.
II. n. One of the two so-called lateral masses

of the ethmoid bone, constituting the greater
part of that bone, as distinguished from the

perpendicular and cribriform plates ;
the light

cellular or spongy bone of which the ethmoid
chiefly consists, known in human anatomy as
the superior and middle turbinate bones, form-

ing most of the inner wall of the orbit of the eye,
and nearly filling the nasal fossee above the in-

ferior meatus of the nose. See cut under nasal.

ethmoturbinate (eth-mo-ter'bi-nat), a. [< eth-

mo(id) + turbinate.] Same as ethmoturbinal.
ethmovomerine (eth-mo-vom'e-rin), a. [< eth-

mo(id) + vomerine.] Pertaining to the ethmoid
and to the vomer, or to the ethmoidal and vo-
merine regions of the skull : specifically applied
to a forward expansion of the trabeculre cranii
of an embryo, which forms the foundation of the
future mesethmoid and ethmoturbinal bones.
See cut under chondrocranmm.
The ethmoEomerine cartilages spread over the nasal sacs,

roof them in, cover them externally, and send down a par-
tition between them. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 22.

ethnarch (eth'niirk), n. [< Gr. ifhapxif, < e8-

vof, a nation, people, + apxttv, rule.] In Gr.

antiq., a viceroy ;
a governor of a province.

In lieu thereof, he created him ethnarch, and as such
permitted him to govern nine years.

L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 78.

ethnarchy (eth'nar-ki), n.
; pi. ethnarchifs(-kiz).

[< Gr. ffivapx'ia, < cthdpxw, an ethnarch : see eth-

narch.] The government or jurisdiction of an
ethnarch.

ethnic (eth'nik), a. and n. [Formerly also eth-

nique; < F. ethnique = Sp. etnico = Pg. etlinico
= It. etnico, < L. etluiicus, < Gr. idviKOf, of or
for a nation, national, in eccles. writers gen-
tile, heathen, < tBvof, a company, later a peo-
ple, nation; pi., in eccles. use, rd

eSvri, L. gentes,
'the nations,' i. e., the gentiles, the heathen.]
1. a. 1. Pertaining to race

; peculiar to a race
or nation

; ethnological.
Between Frenchmen, Spaniards, and northern Italians

there is, indeed, a close ethnic affinity.
J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 86.

Unless we are sure that an ethnic title is one which a
race gives itself, we can draw no conclusion from its ety-
mology. G. Rawlimon, Origin of Nations, ii. 226.

2. Pertaining to the gentiles or nations not con-
verted to Christianity ; heathen ; pagan : op-
posed to Jewish and Christian.

This man beginning at length to loath and mislike the
ethnik religion, and the multitude of false gods, applyed
his minde vnto the religion of Christ.

Haklmjt's Voyages, I. 222.

"What means," quoth he,
"
this Devil's procession

With men of orthodox profession ?

'Tis ethnique and idolatrous,
From heathenism deriv'd to us."

S. Butler, Hudibras, II. ii. 761.

Those are ancient ethnic revels,
Of a faith long since forsaken. Longfellow.

II. n. A heathen
;
a gentile ;

a pagan.
No certain species, sure ; a kind of mule
That's half an ethnic, half a Christian !

B. Jonson, Staple of News, ii. 1.

The people of God redeem'd, and wash'd with Christs
blood, and dignify'd with so many glorious titles of Saints,
and sons in the Gospel, are now no better reputed then
impure fthnicfc/i, and lay dogs.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

ethnical (eth'ni-kal), a. [< ethnic + -al.] Same
as ethnic.

2018
The High Priest . . . went abroad in Procession, . . .

having a rich silver crosse carried before him, and accum-
lianifil with many that carried silke banners and flags
after a very Ethnicatt and prophane pompe.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 4.

ethnically (eth'ni-kal-i), adv. With regard to

race; racially.
Viewed ethnically, the Celtic race, he [Bismarck] argued,

was of the female sex, while the Teutonic people was the
masculine element permeating and fructifying all Europe.

Lowe, Bismarck, I. 588.

ethnicism (eth'ni-sizm), n. [< ethnic + -ism.]
Heathenism

; paganism ; idolatry.
A hallowed temple, free from taint
Of ethnicigme, makes his muse a saint.

. Jonson, Underwoods, xiii.

The other was converted to Christianity from Ethni-
eituu. Coryat, Crudities, I. 66.

ethnogenic (eth-no-jen'ik), a. [< ethnogeny +
-if.] Pertaining to ethnogeny.
ethnogeny (eth-uoj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. cdvof, a na-

tion, + '-jfvraz, < -yewje, producing: see -gen;/.]
That branch of ethnology which treats of the

origin of races and nations of men.

ethnographer (eth-nog'ra-fer), n. One who is

engaged or versed in the study of ethnography.
ethnographic, ethnographical (eth-no-graf'ik,
-i-kal), a. [< ethnography + -ic-al.] Pertain-

ing to ethnography.
The document [the tenth chapter of Genesis] is iu fact

the earliest ethnographical essay that has come down to
our times. 0. Rawlinsan, Origin of Nations, ii. 168.

If the Greeks were as purely Aryan as their language
would lead us to believe, all our ethnographic theories are
at fault. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 232.

ethnographically (eth-no-graf'i-kal-i), adv.
As regards ethnography ;

'

in accordance with
the methods or principles of ethnography.
He [Mr. Bancroft] divides the natives of the Pacific Coast

into seven groups, arranged geographically rather than
ethnoijraphically. If. A. Ken., CXX. 37.

ethnographist (eth-nog'ra-fist), n. [< ethnogra-
phy + -ist.] An ethnographer.
A five-year-old girl playing with her doll is a better me-

dium for studying primitive mythologies than the heaviest
volumes of anthropologists and ethnoijraphists.

Pop. Sci. Ufa., XXV.

ethnography (eth-nog'ra-fi), n. [= F. ethno-

graphic = Sp. etnografia"= Pg. ethnographia =
It. etnografia, < Gr. l&vof, a people, a nation, +
-ypafyia, < ypa<t>eiv, write.] The scientific descrip-
tion and classification of the different races and
nations of mankind. See extract under ethnol-

ogy.
It is the object of ethnography, or ethnology, whichever

we like to call it, to trace out, as far as the facts of his-

tory, of physiology, and of language permit, the intercon-
nection of nations.

G. Rawlinson, Origin of Nations, ii. 175.

ethnologer (eth-nol'o-jer), n. An ethnologist.
A body which the ethnologer proper would most likely

call mainly Celtic. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lccts., p. 93.

ethnologic, ethnological (eth-no-loj'ik, -i-kal),
a. [< ethnology + -ic-al.] Relating to ethnology.
The ethnological confusion is like that of another self-

styled Imperial personage, who thought that he could get
at a Tartar by scratching a Russian.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 160.

ethnologically (eth-no-loj'i-kal-i), adv. As re-

gards race or nationality ; according to or in
accordance with the methods or principles of

ethnology.
People and folk in the singular form usually meant, in

Old-English, a political state, or an ethnologically related
body of men, considered as a unit: in short, a nation.

G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang^ xii.

ethnologist (eth-nol'o-jist), n. [< ethnology +
-ist.] One skilled in ethnology; a student of

ethnology.
The ethnologist, from his point of view, is much less

concerned with individuals than with masses.

Nature, XXXVII. 293.

ethnology (eth-nol'o-ji), n. [= F. ethnologie =
Sp. etnologia = Pg. ethnologia, < Gr. eOvoc, a peo-
ple, a nation, + -Zayia, < teyeiv, speak: see

-ology.] The science of the races of men and
of their character, history, customs, and insti-
tutions. See the extract.

Ethnography and Ethnology bear the same relation al-
most to one another as geology and geography. While
ethnography contents herself with the mere description
and classification of the races of man, ethnology, or the
science of races, "investigates the mental and physical
differences of mankind, and the organic laws upon which
they depend ; seeks to deduce from these investigations
principles of human guidance in all the important rela-
tions of social and national existence." Krauth-Ftemimi.

ethnopsychplpgical (eth"no-si-ko-loj'i-kal), a
Of or pertaining to ethnopsychology.
Prince Bismarck has been the first to solve the ethno-

psychological problem which lies concealed in the nature

ethyl-blue
of the Oriental, by treating the Turks with indulgence and
perseverance. Lowe, Bismarck, II. 131.

ethnopsychology (eth^no-si-koro-ji), n. [< Gr.

etfrof, a people, a nation, + E. psychology, q. v.]
The investigation of the spiritual conditions
and institutions of races.

For this method [philological] we propose to substitute,
as one main instrument, the method of Volkerpsychologie,
or "

Folklore," or ethnopsychology, or anthropology, or, to
use Dr. Taylor's term, "the Hottentotic method."

Nineteenth Century, XIX. 68.

ethography (e-thog/ra-fi), n. [< Gr. iflS, cus-

tom, + --ypa<t>la, < -ypafatv, write.] A description
of the moral characteristics of man. Krauth-
Fleming.

ethologic, ethological (eth-o-loj'ik, -i-kal), .

[< ethology + -ic-al.] Treating of or pertaining
to ethics or morality.
ethologist (e-thol'o-jist), n. [< ethology + -ist.]
1. One versed in ethology; one who studies or
writes on the subject of manners and morals.
2f. A mimic. Bailey, 1727.

ethology (e-thol'o-ji), i. [= F. ethologie =
Pg. etholog'ia = It. etologia; in sense based on
the moral sense of ethos, ethics; in form < L.

c'llinliigia, < Gr. ifiohoyia, the art of depicting
character by mimic gestures, < ffloUyog, L.

ethologus, depicting, or one who depicts, char-
acter by mimic gestures, < Gr. ijfof, character,
manners, + -?.o>Ia, <

Afjeiv, speak: see -ology.]
1. The science of ethics; especially, applied
ethics.

Mr. Mill calls ethology the science of the formation of
character. Krauth-Flemiiuj.

We want an ethology of the schoolroom, somewhat more
discriminative than that ethology of the assembly that
Aristotle gives in his "Rhetoric."

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 259.

2f. Mimicry. Bailey, 1731.

ethopoetic (e"tho-po-et'ik), a. (X Gr. i/6oiroir/-

rii<6f, expressive of character, < qOoiroielv, form
or express character or manners, < f]6oc,, char-

acter, manners, + iroieiv, make.] Pertaining
to or suitable for the formation of character;
character-making. [Rare.]
ethos (e'thos), n. [< Gr. ijflof, an accustomed
seat, in pi. abodes or haunts (of animals, etc.) ;

custom, usage ;
the manners and habits of man,

his disposition, character (L. ingenium, mores) ;

in pi., manners ;
a lengthened form of edof, cus-

tom, habit (orig. "apeO-), = AS. sidv, sido, seodu
(lost in E.) = OS. sidu = D. zede = OHG. situ,
MHG. site, G. sitte = Icel. sidhr = Sw. sed =
Dan. scud = Goth, sidus, custom, habit, etc., =:
Skt. svadha, wont, custom, pleasure. The verb
appears in the Gr. cduv, being accustomed, perf.
e"uJ)a, as pres. be accustomed, perf. part, ciuduf,

accustomed.] 1. Habitual character and dis-

position.

Many other social forces, national character, ideas, cus-
toms the whole inherited ethos of the people individ-
ual peculiarities, love of power, sense of fair dealing, pub-
lic opinion, conscience, local ties, family connections, civil

legislation all exercise upon industrial affairs as real an
influence as personal interest

; and, furthermore, they ex-
ercise an influence of precisely the same kind.

Rae, Contemp. Socialism, p. 211.

From the end of the second to the beginning of the six-
teenth century there can be no doubt as to the contents
and ethos of that system.

Fortnightly Hen., N. S., XXXIX. 188.

Specifically 2. In the Gr. fine arts, etc., the
inherent quality of a work which produces, or
is fitted to produce, a high moral impression,
noble, dignified, and universal, as opposed to a
work characterized by pathos, or the particu-
lar, accidental, passionate, realistic quality.

By ethos, as applied to the paintings of Polygnotus, we
understand a dignified bearing in his figures, and a mea-
sured movement throughout his compositions.

Encyc. Brit., II. 359.

Ethusa, n. See JEthusa.

ethyl (eth'il), . [< eth(er) + -yl] C2H5 . The
radical of ordinary alcohol and ether, it has
never been obtained in the free state. Alcohol is the
hydrate of ethyl. Ethyl butyrate. See butyrate.
Ethyl oxld, ethyl ether. See ethcri, 3(6). Ethyl salts,
salts in which the radical ethyl plays the part of a base.

ethylamine (eth'il-am-in), n. \_<ethyl + amine.]
An organic base formed by the substitution of

ethyl for all or part of the hydrogen of ammonia.
ethylate (eth'i-lat), n. [< ethyl + -afel.] Same
as (tlcoholate.

ethylated (eth'i-la-ted), a. Mixed or combined
with ethyl or its compounds.
ethyl-blue (eth'il-blo), . A coal-tar color
used in dyeing, prepared by treating spirit-
blue with ethyl chlorid. The blue possesses a
purer tone than spirit-blue, and is used for dye-
ing silk.



ethylendiamine

ethylendiamme(i'tli"i-lcii-(li'a-inin). . [<ethyi
+ -enc + (//-- + nmiiif.) A powerfully poison-
ous substance (CoH.j(N 1 lg}gH]O) formed by t lie

putrefaction of llsh-flrsli.

ethylene(uth'i-len), n. [< ethyl + -cue.] CoRt .

A colorless poisonous gas having an unpleas-
ant, suffocating smell. It burns with a bright lu-

minous (lame, ami u lirii iiiixi'il with air explodes violently.
It is one of the rniMit units of illuminating KM. Also
called t-lh-'jt', 'In!//., <,l,ii,ii/l <t,t*, /Hi-nrlior.'l. <! ttuilrn.i, ,,,

Iteavy cartmni"! 'iiinir^iru, Ethylene platlnochlorld,
CgHji'tOlo, a substance pnpmdoj l>iliu.u platiuie chin-
rid with alcohol and evaporating the solution in a vacuum.
A very dilute solution of it heated on a sheet of glass or a

porcelain plate yields a lustrous coating of platinum.

ethylene-blue (eth'i-len-blo), n. A.substance
similar to inclhylene-bliio, diethylauiline being
used in place of dimethyluniline.
ethylic (e-thil'ik), a. [< ethyl + -ic.] Belated
to or containing the radical ethyl: as, ethylic
alcohol.

Et IncamatUS (et in-kar-na'tus). [So called
from the first words: L. et, and; incarnatus,
incarnate.] 1. In the Roman Catholic mass, a
section of the Credo. 2. A musical setting of
that section.

etiolate (6'ti-o-lat), r.
; pret. and pp. etiolated,

ppr. etiolating. [Formed, as if from a L. pp.
in -atus, < F. etioler, blanch, < OF. estioler, be-
come slender or puny (Roquefort); F. dial.

(Norm.) refl. ifetieuler, grow into stalks or
straw. < esteule, straw, stubble, F. eteule, stub-
ble, \ L. xi:

/i
n In. straw: see stipule.] I. in-

tnuis. To grow white from absence of the nor-
mal amount of coloring matter, as the leaves
or stalks of plants ;

be whitened by exclusion
of the light of the sun, as plants : sometimes, in

pathology, said of persons.
II. trans. To blanch

;
whiten by exclusion of

the sun's rays or by disease.

Celery is In this manner blanched or etiolated.

WheiceU, Bridgewater Treatises (Antrim, and Physics), xlii.

for this poorWho could have any other feeling than pit
human weed, this dwarfed and etiolated sot

O. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 60.

= Syn. Blanch, etc. See whiten.
Also etiolize.

etiolation (e*ti-o-la'shon), n. [< etiolate +
-ion.] 1. The becoming white through loss of
natural coloring matter as a result of the ex-
clusion of light or of disease. Specifically 2.
In hort., the rendering of plants white, crisp,
and tender by excluding the action of light from
them, as celery for the table. Compare albin-
ism.

etiolin (e'tinti-Hn), . [< etiol(ate) + -in?.] A
yellow modification of chlorophyl, formed by
plants growing in darkness.

etiolize (e'ti-o-liz), v. ; pret. and pp. etiolized,
ppr. etioli:ing. [As etiol-ate + -ize.] Same as

etiological, etiologically, etc. See atiological,
etc.

etiquette (et-i-kef), . [< F. Etiquette, 1., for-

merly also e'tiquet, m.. a ticket, a label, hence
(> Sp. Pg. etiqueta = It. etichetta), convention-
al forms (of a court, of society, etc.). a mod.
sense due to the use of tickets giving informa-
tion or directions as to the observances to be
followed on particular occasions. See ticket, the
earlier E. form.] 1. A ticket or label, specifi-
cally one attached to a specimen of natural his-

tory. [Rare.] 2. Conventional requirement
or custom in regard to social behavior or ob-
SITVUIICC; prescriptive usage, especially in po-
lite society or for ceremonial intercourse

; pro-
priety of conduct as established in any class or
community or for any occasion

; good manners ;

polite behavior.

Without hesitation kiss the slipper, or whatever else the
etiquette of that court requires. CkatertirM.

In strict eti'fiiftt,; the visitor should not, at first, suf-
fer his hands to appear, when entering the room, or when
"catcd. K. H'. Lam; Modern Egyptians, I. 255.

Ktiiliiftlr, with all its littlenesses and niceties, is found-
ed upon a central idea of right and WIMUU-.

Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 279.

A strangled titter, out of which there brake
On all sides, clamouring etiquette to death,
rnmeasured mirth. Tennyiaa, Princess, v.

etna ('t'nii), w. [< Etna, It. Etna, < L. -7-.V,/,/,

< Gr. Alrrr/, a volcano in Sicily; perhaps con-
nected with Gr. alfctv, burn: see ether1 .] A
vessel used for heating water in the sick-room
or at table, consisting of a cup or vase for tho
water, with a fixed saucer surrounding it in
which alcohol is burned. [U. S.]
Etnean (et-ne'an), a. [< L. jEtiutus, < Gr.
Airwioc, Etnean,' < Airvti Etna.] Pertaining
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to Etna, the celebrated volcanic mountain in

Sii-ily : as, the Ktnean fires. Also spelled JEt-
ii' <in.

etoile (a-twol'), n. [F., < OF. estoile, < L. Stella,
a star: see stellate, estoile.] 1. In her., same
as estoile. 2. A name given to the star-shaped
or many'lobed spots or figures in embroidery.
Etonian (e-to'ni-an), a. and n. [< Eton +
-ian.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Eton or Eton
College in England.

II. n. One who is or has been a pupil at
Eton College, a famous educational establish-
ment of England, at Eton in Buckingham-
shire, opposite Windsor, founded in 1440 by
Henry VI.

etoupille (F. pron. a-t8-pely'), n. [F.,< etouper,
stop with tow, oakum, etc. : see stop.] A
quick match for firing explosives, made of three
strands of cotton steeped in spirits mixed with
mealed gunpowder.
Et Resurrexit (et res-u-rek'sit). [So called
from the first words: L. et, and; resurrexit, he
rose again, 3d pers. sing. perf. ind. of resur-

gere, rise again : see resurrection.] 1 . In the
Roman Catholic mass, a section of the Credo.

2. A musical setting of that section.

Etrurian (e-tro'ri-an), a. and n. [< L. Etruria,
Hetruria, the country of the Etrusci : see Etrus-

can.] Same as Etruscan.

Etruscan (e-trus'kan), a. and n. [< L. Etrus-

cus, Etrurian (pi. Etrusci, the Etrurians), <

Etruria, Etruria. Hence ult. Tuscan, q. v.]
I. a. Pertaining or relating to Etruria, an an-
cient country in central Italy, bordering on the

part of the Mediterranean called the Tyrrhe-
nian sea, between Latium and Liguria (includ-
ing modern Tuscany), or to its inhabitants, and
especially to their civilization and art. These, be-
fore Hellenic influence was actually felt in Etruria, resem-
bled in many ways those of primitive Greece. Compare
Tuscan. Etruscan art, the art of ancient Etruria; an
artistic development believed with probability to have
grown up independently from the same root as the art of

Greece, but far inferior in every way to Greek art, though
in it- later stages influenced by it Etruscan masonry
closely resembles the Greek in its progress from the mas-
sive polygonal to admirable rectangular work in even
courses; the arch and the vault were consistently em-
ployed, and were passed on to become the characteristic
feature of Koman architecture; while the Etruscan house
of rectangular plan with central court was the prototype
of the Roman house. (See Tuscan order, under Tuscan.)
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The Etruscans were distinguished ethnologic ally from all

neit-hlinrliig race*, and their affinities are unknown, though
there were similar people inarm. M loin tia, Thrace, etc.

They called .themselves Katrna, and the Oreeki called
tln'in Tyrrhenian*, between which anil Ktruseans there Is

probably a philological connection. See Tyrrhenian.
2. The language of the Etruscans, which from
its few remains appears to have been unlike

any other known tongue, it was spoken i,\ many
people in Italy ouUlde of Etruria, till gradually supersed-
ed by Oscan and Latin ; but a form of it eoiitinued in use
in Rha;tia(the Orisons and Tyrol) several centuries longer.

Etrusco-Campanian (e
- trus ' ko -kam -pa

'
ni-

aii), a. Pertaining to

Etruria and Campania,
of ancient Italy. Etrus-
co-Campanlan pottery, the
latest class of Etruscan pot-
tery, made also In Campania,
in the third century n. c. and
later. The vases of this class
are coated with a brilliant
black varnish, present a great
diversity of forms, and, like
the older bucchero vases, affect

shapes more appropriate to
metal than to clay. All bear
ornament in relief, from sim-

Etruscan Art. Etruscan Sarcophagus in terra-cotta, from Chiusi :

period of full development. Musco Egizio, Florence.

The best works of Etruscan sculpture were its strongly
colored terra-cotta statues, of life-size and larger, and its

sarcophagi of terra-cotta bearing reclining figures on their

lids, showing, however, but little anatomical truth, de-

spite much research in details of dress and ornament.
The native Etruscan Jewelry exhibits masslveness and
intrinsic value, as in heavy and complicated chains, pen-
dants, and the like, In preference to the delicacy and
artistic refinement of the imported Greek and Pheni-
cian examples found with the native productions in the
tombs. See bulla,. Etruscan pottery, (a) The pot-
tery of the ancient Etruscans, which may be roughly di-
vided into four main classes : (1) the early cinerary urns,
called Canow'c pases, with covers in the form of human
heads (see Canopic); (2) the black, unglazed ware, with
ornamental figures and designs, impressed or in low relief,
called bucchero or butchfro nero vase* (see bucchero) ; (S)
the painted vases imitated more or less closely from those
of Greek manufacture; (4) the vases coated with a bril-
liant black varnish, and bearing reliefs, called Etnaeo-
Camvanian (which see). (6) An epithet erroneously ap-
plied to Greek painted vases. This application, originat-
ing In the eighteenth century, before the study of archseol-
ogy had made much advance, is still in use among persons
whose ideas about these subjects are obtained from books.
Wedgwood had this use in mind when he named his works
Ktruria.- Etruscan ware, a pottery made by a person
named Dillwyn. at Swansea In Wales, about 1850, and
decorated with flgnn-s, borders, etc., of classical design,
usually iu Mark or red. This ware was known as DUltryri*
Kiniifan trare, and these words were printed In black on
the bottom of each piece. .Inritt.

II. H. 1. An inhabitant of Etruria ; a mem-
ber of the primitive race of ancient Etruria.

pie ribs or flutings to medal-
lions, groups of figures, etc.

et seq. An abbreviation
of the Latin et sequentia,
or et sequentes, meaning
'and what follows,' 'and the following': as,

compare page 45 et seq.
-ette. [See -ft1 .] A French suffix, the femi-
nine form of -et1 (which see), retained in French
words of recent introduction, as grixette, sil-

liouette, etiquette, palette, sextette, coquette, etc.

Some of these have older English forms in -et1
,

as ticket, pallet, or are recently so spelled, as

sextet, octet, coquet, etc.

ettent, n. [Also written ettin, eaton, etc.; < ME.
eten, eotend, etc., < AS. eoten, a giant (only in
the poem or "Beowulf"), = Icel.jdttoin = Dan.
jette = Sw.jdtte, a giant.] A giant or goblin.

Quen Dauid fagt gaine that ftin
Has he nojt his staf for-xetin ;

Vn-to the bataile he hit bare,
M u,;t na kinge squorde do mate.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 118.

They say the King of Portugal cannot sit at his meat,
but the giants and the ettins will come and snatch it from
him. /,V.M/. and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, 1. 1.

etter (et'er), n. A Scotch form of after1 .

ettercap (et'er-kap), n. A Scotch form of attcr-

cop.
A fiery ettercap, a fractious chiel,
As hct as ginger, and as stleve as steel.

Robertson of Struan.

etter-pike (et'er-pik), n. [< Sc. etter, = E.

after, poison, + pike, a fish.] Same as adder-

pike.
ettle 1

(et'l), v. ; pret. and pp. ettlcd, ppr. ettlina.

[Sc., also written ettil, attte, attel, etc.; < Icel.

cetla, etla, think, mean, suppose, intend, pur-
pose, related to AS. eahtian, meditate, devise

(=OS. ahton, meditate, devise, = OFries. acht-

ja = D. achten = OHG. ahton, MHG. ahten, Q.

achten, regard, esteem, = Dan. agte = Sw. altta,

esteem, intend, observe, heed), connected with
Goth, aha, understanding, ahma, soul, ahjan,
think.] I. trans. 1. To aim; propose; intend;
attempt; try.

Tleraude In Anger ailed to sle

Cryste thurgh his curstnes, as the clause tellus.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4304.

I never ettled harm to thee.

Quoted in C*iW Ballads, VI. 178.

2. To expect; reckon: as, Fm ettling he'll be
here the morn.

I saye the syr Arthure es thyne enmye forever,
And ettellen to bee overlynge of the empyre of Rome,
That alle his ancestres aughte. bot rtere hymselfe.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 520.

IL i n im a-. 1. To take aim.

Xixt scharp Mnesthens war and awysee,
Vuto the heid has halit vp on hie
Baith arrow and cue. etlaiul at the mark.

Gavin Dovglat, tr. of Virgil, p. 144.

2. To make attempt.
If I but ettle at a sang, or speak,
They dit their lugs [stop their earsj.

Ramsay, Poems, II. 66.

3. To direct one's course.

The cherl grocching forth goth with the gode child,
* euene to thempcrour thei atteleden sone.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 272.

4. To aspire; be ambitious.

Geordie will be to us what James Watt Is to the rttlinv
town of Greenock, so we can do no less than drink pros-
perity to his endeavors. Gait, The Provost, p. 237.

[Obsolete in all uses except in Scotch.]
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ettle 1
(et'l), H. [<cM7fVO Intention

;
intent

; etymologise, ?'. See etymologise.

aim [Scotch.] etymologist (et-i-mol'o-nst), n. [_=* . ctymolo-

Naiinie, far before the rest, flistc = Sp. It. etimologista = Pg. etymologist,,;

Hard upon noble Maggie prest, as etymology + -int.] One versedin etymology;
And flew at Tarn wi

1

furious ettle. one wno specially studies, teaches, or writes the
Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

history of words . a historian of words.

ettle'2 (et'l), . A variant of addle^. etymologize (et-i-mol'o-jiz), .; pret. and pp.
ettle3 (et'l), n. [A dial, corruption of nettle; rti/mologized, ppr. etymologizing. [< P. <'-lyto-

a nettle taken as an ettle, like a nadder taken
lo'giser, formerly etymologizer, = Sp. etimologi-

as an adder: see adder1
.']

A nettle. [Prov. sar _ pg_ ctymologisar = It. etimologizsarc, <

Eng.] ML. etymologisare (cf. equiv. ML. etymologi-
In the Ch'wardens' accounts of Minchinghampton, 1688, care, Gr. hvucAoyeiv) ;

as etymology + -ise.J I.

oue shilling appears as paid "for cutting cities." intrans. 1. To study etymology or the history
Archteologia, XXX\ . 451. -, ,_ , i_ S- 3'L _ j~ o

of words; search into the origin of words. 2.

ettlement (et/1-ment), n. [< ettlei int.\ To provide or suggest etymologies for words.

How perilous it is to etymologize at random.
Alip. Trench, Study of Words, p. 208.

Intention. [Scotch.]
ettler (et'ler), n. One who ettles or aims at

a particular object. [Scotch and North. Eng.]
An eydent ettler for preferment.

Gait, Ringan Oilhaize, II. 298.

ettlings (et'lingz), n. pi. [Verbal n. of ettle?

= addle?.] Earnings; wages. [North. Eng.]
ettow (et'6), re. [Appar. of W. Ind. origin.]
The Cordia Sebestena, a boraginaceous shrub

II. trans. To give the etymology of; trace

the etymology of; provide or suggest an ety-

mology for.

Breeches, quasi bear-riches ; when a gallant bears all his

riches in his breeches. Most fortunately etymologized !

/?. Jomon, Cynthia's Revels.

The habit of etymologizing words off-hand from expres-m Wpt TrXV with handsSme scarlet"flow ive sounds', by the unaided and often flighty fancy of a
of the West Indies, with handsome scarlet now-

philologer ^ B Tylor, Prim. Culture, 1. 147.

ers and a drupaceous fruit,

ettweet, See etui.

philologer.
'

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, 1. 147.

Also spelled etymologise.

etymology (et-i-mol'6-ji), n.
; pi. etymologies

= G. etymologic = Dan. Sw. etymologi, < F. ety-

concert,
or artistic value.

analysis of a word so as to find its origin, ety-
._ mology (translated notatio (see notation) and

6tui (a-twe'), n. [Formerly also cttuy (= D. veriloquimn (see veriloqiient) by Cicero, and
G. Dan. Sw. etui), and in vernacular spelling originatio (see origination) by Quintilian), < iTV-

etmee, cttwee; < F. etui, formerly estui, estmj /loMyoc, studying etymology, telling the true

= Pr. estui, estug = Sp. estuche = Pg. estojo origin of a word (as a noun, an etymologist),
= It. astuccio, a case, box. With loss of the < erv/iov, the true literal sense of a word accord-

initial vowel (by apheresis), etwee became twee, ing to its origin, its etymology, + -Myia, < teyetv,

whence, in the plural, with a deflection of sense, speak, tell: see etymon and -ology.] 1. That

tweese, tiveeze, whence tweezers : see twee, tn-eeze, part of philology which treats of the history of

tweezers.'] A small case, especially one of orna- words in respect both to form and to meanings,
mental character and intended to contain deli- tracing them back toward their origin, and set-

cate or costly objects, in the seventeenth and eigh- ting forth and explaining the changes they have

undergone.
Etymology treats of the structure and history of words.

It includes classification, inflection, and derivation.

F. A. March, Anglo-Saxon Grammar, p. 33.

Specifically 2. The particular history of a

word, including an account of its various forms
and senses. In its widest sense, the etymology of a word
includes all its variations of form and spelling, and all its

different meanings and shades of meaning, from its first

appearance in the language to the present time, and, fur-

teenth centuries such cases were carried hanging from the
belt by ladies, and used to contain their utensils for needle-
work and some articles of the toilet.

Entutf [F.], a sheath, case or box to put things in, and

particularly, a case of little instruments, or sizzers, bod-

kin, penknife, etc., now commonly tearmed an ettwee.

Cotgra ve.

etweet (et-we'), . See etui.

-ety. See -ity and -ty.

etym., etymol. Abbreviations of etymology,

etymological, etymologically, etymologist. ther, the same facts concerning the original or the cognate

Eracticable
for any large number of words, and accord -

igly the fullest etymologies, as in this dictionary, give
but one form or a few typical forms for a given period of

a language, or but one form for the whole period of the

language, with a like summary treatment of the meanings,
a more complete exhibition of forms and meanings being
given only at critical or important points in the history.
In a very restricted but common acceptation, the word
implies merely the "derivation" of the word, namely, the
mention of the word or root from which it is derived, as

etymic (e-tim'ik), a. [< etymon + -ic.~] Of or forms of the word in other languages. This would be im-

pertaining to the etymon or primitive form of
* i " 1 '1" '" ' Ic-m> -""'-" " f ""' -1 -">'-'-

a word.

etymologert (et-i-mol'o-jer), n. [As F. etymo-

logue = Sp. etimologo = it. etimoloyo = G. Dan.
Sw. etymoloq, < L. cti/moloqox, < Gr. frvuoArfyof, ,

-

T
* ' ! -i n A given only at critical or important points in the history.an etymologist: see etymology and -e'l.] An Jn a vel./,.estricted but common acceptation, the word

etymologist.
Laws there must be

;
and "lex aligando," saith the ety-

mention or the worrt or root trom wmcn it is derived as

mologer : it is called a law from binding.
when buhop is said to be from Greek <ircao,ros ,

or chief

Dr. Griffith, Fear of God and the King (1660), p. 82.

etymologic, etymological (et"i-mo-loj'ik, -i-

kal), a. [= F. etymologique = Sp. etimologico =
Pg. etymologico = It. etimologico (cf. G. etymolo-

gisclt = Sw. Dan. etymologist;), < LL. etymologi-

cus, < Gr. eTv/u>/,oyiK6f, belonging to etymology, <

ing to, treating of, or determined by etymology.
Without help from etymologic or other record we may

safely go back ages further. Atheiiteuin, No. 3067, p. 165.

etymologica, . Plural of etymologicon.
etymologically (et"i-mo-loj''i-kal-i), adv. Ac-
cording to or by means of etymology; as re-

gards etymology.
We prefer the form which we have employed, because

it is etymologically correct.

Macaulay, Sadler's Ref. Refuted.

Vergers do not seem to have been recognised as "cardi-
nal

"
by the Commission, though they might etymolofficallg

make good their claim to that title as doorkeepers.
Edinburgh Rev., CLXIII. 175.

etymologicon, etymologicum (et"i-mo-loj'i-

" from Latin caput."

Expoundinge also and declaringe tlie etimologie and na-

tive signification of suche wordes as we have borowed of

the Latiues or Krer.ehe meune, not evyn so comonly used
in our quotidiene speche.

Quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. xxi.

This terme [barbarous] being then so vsed by the aun-

who haue digged for the Etimologie somewhat deeper, and
many of them haue said that it was spoken by the rude
and barking language of the Affricans now called Bar-
barians. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesic, p. 210.

Before attempting an etymology, ascertain the earliest

form and use of the word; and observe chronology. Ob-
serve history and geography; borrowings are due to actual
contact. Observe, phonetic laws.

Skeat, Etym. Diet., Pref., p. xxi.

Those etymologies which seemed strong because of like-

ness in sound, until it was shown that likeness in sound
made them impossible. George Eliot, Middlemarch, II. 59.

3. In gram., that division of grammar which
treats of the parts of speech and their inflec-

tions.

etymon (et'i-mon), n. [= Sp. etimo = Pg. ety-

mon, < L. etymon, < Gr. enifiov, the true literal

Eublepharis

absent, pra-scns, present), ppr. of tivai, be, =
AS. soth (orig. *santti), E. sooth = Icel. sainir,

true, sooth: see sooth, and ens, entity, ontology,

etc., and am (under iel), which represents the

orig. root of all these words. Hence etymology,

etc.] 1. The original element of a word ;
the

root or primitive.
Blue hath its etymon from the High Dutch Maw.

Peacham, On Drawing.

The etymologist, therefore, whoever he were, hath de-

ceived himself in assigning the etymon of this word As-

syria, while he forgeth this distinction between it and

2. The original or fundamental sense; the

primary or root meaning.
The ini]K>rt here given as the etymon or genuine sense

of the word. Coleridge.

etypic (e-tip'ik), a. [< L. e- priv. -f- E. typic.~\

In biol, unconformable to type; diverging or

divergent from a given type ; developing away
from a norm or standard of structure : opposed
to attypic.

etypical (e-tip'i-kal), a. [< etypic + -/.] Same
as etypic.

Etiiiiical characters are exceptional ones, and ... are

exhibited by an eccentric offshoot from the common stock

of a group. Gill, Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci., 1873, p. 293.

6U-. [L., etc., eu-, < Gr. el-, a very common
prefix, being the stem of the old adj. tff (dial.

nvf), good, brave, noble, neut. ace. n>, later rf

(dial. 7/1')), as an adv., well; prob. orig. *n>c,
< / *E<T (= Skt. / a*), be, in eivai, be: see am
(under fte1 ), etymon, etc. The prefix is strictly
the stem of the adj., and not the adv. cv; but
the distinction is slight, and is generally dis-

regarded, the prefix being more conveniently
referred directly to the adverb. The prefix is

used in Greek primarily to form adjectives, the

second element being usually a noun or verb

root, and the compound being an adjective

meaning 'with good . . .,' 'having good . . .,'

'well-' or 'easily ed,' as in tvxeip, having
good (quick, dexterous) hands, well-handed,
si><t>vr/f, well-grown, having a good nature, evuvv-

/iof, having a good name, well-named, tiidyyeJ-of,

bringing good news, etc. ; such adjectives being
often used as nouns, and often having abstract

or other nouns derived from them.] A pre-
fix of Greek origin, meaning 'good' (for the

purpose) or, as used adverbially,
'

well,'
' easi-

ly,' implying excellence, fitness, abundance,
prosperity, facility, easiness. It is opposed to dyg-,
as in eulogy, eupepsy, opposed to dytlogy, dyspepsy. In

evangel and its derivatives e\t- has taken the form ev-,

which also appears, less properly, in some recent New Latin

formations.

euaster (u-as'ter), , [NL., < Gr. ev, well, +
ao-rt/p, a star.] In sponges, a regular polyact
or stellate calcareous spicule with stout conic

rays radiating from one center.

Euastrosa (u-as-tro'sa), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of *euastrosu.<i : see euastrose.] In Sollas's clas-

sification of sponges, a group of choristidan

tetractinellid sponges having microscleres or

flesh-spicules in the form of starlike or radi-

ated spicules, without spirasters, as in the fam-

ily Stellettida? : distinguished from Xpirastrosa
and titerrastrosa.

euastrose (ii-as'tros), a. [< NL. *eixistrosus, <

Gr. ft'
1

, welli + ampov, a star.] Of or pertain-

ing to the Euastrosa.

Eubagis (u'ba-jis), n. [NL. (Boisduval, 1832).]
In en torn., a genus of nymphalid butterflies, of

which E. arthemou is the type and sole species.

eublepharid (u-blef'a-rid), . A lizard of the

family Eub/ephariilii'.

Eublepharidae (u-ble-far'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Eublepharis + -#(?.] A family of gecko-like

kon, ,-kum), n.
; pi. etymologica (-ka). [ML., < sense of a word according to its origin, its ety-

Gr. fTv/toAoymov, an etymological dictionary, mology, its primitive form or root
; prop, neut,

neut. of fTVfwfa-yiKAc, etymological : see etymo- of
-

eTVIlof (also in lengthened form tn;n>,uoc, both

aSQ a
W
t i

contaminS the etymologies of
chiefly poetical), true, sure, real; with forma-
tive -/(Of, akin to treof, true, real, genuine, iimoc,

hallowed, sacred, holy, pious, devout (= Skt.

EttbUpharis

lizards, typified by the genus Etibleitharis, hav-
- ^^^^j ^^.v^v, ^^, ^^, ,^., , ^ ing amphacoelous vertebra?, united parietal

the words of a language; an etymological die- tive -wof, akin to trraf, true, real, genuine, oorop, bones, no parietal bar, and incomplete orbital

'onary; a treatise on etymology. hallowed, sacred, holy, pious, devout (= Skt, ring.
No English dictionary at all fulfils the requisites either xatyas,true); cf. erdfrtv, examine, test

;
the root Eublepharis (u-blef'a-ris), n. [NL., < Gr. tr,

well, and pUja/M, tlie eyelids.] A genus of

lizards, typical of the family Etiblejiliarida; con-

taining such as E. liarchoicki.

of a truly scientific or of a popular etyummem. They
all attempt too much and too little too much of compar-
ative, too little of positive etymology.

O. /'. Marsh, Lectures on Eng. Lang., iii.

*CT being ult. a reduced form of *aevr, "n<nif.

which appears in av (OVT-), dial, sov (eovr-) (=
L. ens (eut-), orig. sens (sent-), as in



eublepharoid

eublepharoid (u-luYf'a-roid), . and H. I. a.

Having the characters of the Eiihlrpharidte.
II. a. One of the Eulili'pliuriilii:

Eublepharoidea (n-i>lcf-a-roi'do-a), n. pi.

[NL., < h'.iihli'phnrix + -iWm.] A suporfamily
of eriglossate lacerl ilians. conteriiiinoiis \\ilii

the family Eublfpharida; having concavo-con-
cave vertebras proximally dilated and loop-
shaped clavicles, and no postt'rontal or post-
orbital sc|iiamosal arches. T. dill, Smithsonian

Report, 1885.

EubcBan (u-Iio'an), a. and . [< Euhira + -an.]
I. . Of or pertaining to Eubcea, a large island
of Greece northeast of Attica and Bcaotia, or
to its inhabitants: as, the Eubatan standard of

coinage.
II. H. A native or an inhabitant of Eubcea.

eucairite, . ^ee i-ni,'nh-itr.

eucalin (u'ka-lin), . [Written less prop, euca-

///,< EuraK'u/ilux) + -/-.] A non-fermeutable,
sweetish, syrupy body (CnH 12O6 ) produced in

the fermentation of melitose (the sugar of

Kucnliipiun). It is dextrorotatory and reduces

copper salts like sugar.

eucalypt (iVka-lipt), . A plant belonging to
the genus Eiira/i/ptug.

Eucalyptocrinidse (u-ka-lip-to-krin'i-de), n.pl.
[NL., < Eucalyptocrinus + -MO.] A family of

fossil crinoids, typified by the genus Eucalypto-
crinua. Also I'alyptocrinidte.

eucalyptocrinite (u'ka-Hp-tok'ri-nit), n. [<
NL. Enrnli/pliH'i'iiiites; formed as Euculyptocri-
nun + -ife^.j An encrinite of the genus Euca-

lyptocrinus.

Eucalyptocrinus (u'ka-lip-tpk'ri-nus), n.

[NL. (so called from the inversion of the calyx
upon itself) (historically a shortened form of

Eucalyptocrinites), < Gr. et>, well, + taMirreiv,

cover, + Kpivov, a lily. For the element -crinus,
see encrinite.'] The typical genus of Eucalyp-
twriiiidn; occurring in the Silurian and Devo-
nian formations. Agassis, 1834. Also Eucalyp-
tocrinitfu. Goldfiiss, 1826.

eucalyptography (u'ka-lip-tog'ra-fi), . [<
K/ifiili/litiui + Gr. -ypafyia, < ypa<fniv, write.] The
description of eucalypts; a treatise upon the

genus Eucalyptus.

eucalyptol (u-ka-lip'tol), n. [< Eucalyptus +
-ol.] A volatile! colorless, limpid oil having a

strong aromatic odor, obtained from Eucalyp-
tus globulua.

Eucalyptus (u-ka-lip'tus), . [NL., < Gr. ev,

well, + aMarm*, cover, conceal.] An impor-
tant genus of myrtaceous evergreen trees and
shrubs, including about 120 species, abundant
in all parts of Australia, and occurring rarely
in New Guinea, Timor, and the Moluccas. The
Mowers arc usually In axillary umbels, with a firm, de-

ciduous, calyptra-like calyx, no petals, ami very numer-
ous stamens. The seeds are very small. The leaves are
thick and smooth, mostly similar on both sides, and thrown

illtoa \ ert iral po-
a) ^9 sition by a twist

of the petiole,
glandular - punc-
tate, and with a

strong, peculiar
odor. The ma-
tured wood is al-

ways hard, and
the timber is of-

tenvery valuable.

Many of the ar-

horc.nis species
are very tall ; and
some, as E.

i and

Flowering Branch of Blue-gum Tree (Euca-
lyptus globulin).

2021

by means of successive inductions, rising frnm
narrower to wider laws, to make nature intel-

ligible.

That, which I meditate ami propound Is not acatalepsia,
hut tucatalfi*iu ; not denial of the capacity to understand,
but provision for understanding truly.

Bacuit, Viviini orvanuin (<(. sih-.lding), I. I 120.

Eucephala 1 (u-sef a-lji). . [NL., fVm. sing.
of etiri'phaliix: see iiici/ilialoux.] In i/niilli..

a genus of humming-birds, so called from the

beauty of the head. E. grayi is a fine Ecuado-
rian species, with blue bead and golden-green
Ixidy. l!ri<-l,inliarh. 1853.

Eucephala- (u-sef 'a-la), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of euccphalus: see "eucephalous.] In entom., a

group of tipularian or nemocerous dipterous in-

sects, the larvae of which have usually a well-dif-

ferentiated head.

eucephalous (u-sef'a-lus), a. [< NL. euceplia-

lus, < Gr. ev, well, +' xi^af //, the head.] Well-

headed, as a larval crane-fly ; specifically, of or

pertaining to the Eucephala.
After moulting the larval skin the eticfphalou* larvie

become quiescent or freely moveable pupa?.
Claut, Zoology (trans.), p. 577.

Eucera (u'se-ra), n. [NL. (Scopoli, 1769),
< Gr.

ei'Kepaof, fMpa'f, with beautiful horns, < ev, well,
+ itfyxzr, the horn.] A genus of solitary bees,
of the family Apida}, having the antennas in the
male as long as the whole bodv, the thorax

thickly pubescent, and the fore wings with only
two submarginal cells. There are over 30 European
species, "ne has been recognized in North America, but
is probably not indigenous.

Eucerocoris (u-se-rok'o-ris), . [NL., < Gr. ci;

well, + Kfpoc, a horn, + xopif, a lm:j. |
A notable

genus of heteropterous insects, of the family
Capsidce or Pliytocoridas, having antennee near-

ly twice as long as the body, tl'estteood.

Eiichaetes (u-ke'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. rf, well,

reach a height
of over 400 feet,

exceeding in this

respect all oth-
er known trees.

Many species ex-

udcagiini(ukind
of kino), whence
the common

name of iimn-lm: From the extreme hardness or the
fibrous character of the hark, sum.- are known its iron-
bark or stringy-bark trees, and others arc distinguished
as mountain-ash, box-, or mahogany-trees, etc. /

/</''"'. which is the principal iron bark-tree, and /.'.

r.-.^inif. <-<i, are tic chief source of I'.otany Pay kino. The
leaves of various speclea, especially "I /.'. ./M/H/IM, and the
oil extracted from them. HIT said to have important reme-
dial powers in asthma, bronchitis, and various other iii--

eases. The trees are of very rapid growth, and several
species, especially the blue-gum. K. gUbutlU, ha>.

extensively planted in warm countries for their timber.
Their culture in malarious districts has als 'en recolu
mended for the purpose of vonnteraeting miasmatic- intlii-

elices.

eucatalepsia (u-kat-a-lep'si-ft), n. [NL., < Gr.
;c. well, -f- MJ-,I/,"";. a grasping, seizing: see

futiil<'l>xy.]
In Bacon's (ihilosophy, true under-

standing: a term designating the attempt, made

loose, flow-

inghair.] 1.

A genus of

Coleoptera.
Dejean, 1834.

2. Agenus
of bombyeid
moths, form-
ed by Han-is
in 1841. The
subcostal vein

gives rise to two
marginal ner-

vules, and a
short costal cell

is formed be-
tween the sec-

ond marginal
nervnle and the

apical. H. ."/ is

Slaty-gray, and MothamlLarvaoffufA*s<-r/f,naturalsize.
has a brightly
tufted orange, white, and black larva, which feeds on A-
clfpitig. E. collari* is white, and has a white, hairy larva,
which feeds on Apocynum.
3. A genus of birds. Srluter, 1858.

Euchalina (u-ka-li'na), n. [NL., < Gr. ev, well,
+ ^o?jv6f, a bridle.] The typical genus of Eu-
clialininee. Lendenfeld.
Euchalininse (u"ka-li-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < -

rliiiliiia + -ina:'] A group of marine sponges,
typified by the genus Euchalina of Leudenfeld
(ChaJina of authors generally), containing regu-
larly digitate slender forms with a fine network
of fibers and slender spicules.
Eucharinse (u-ka-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Euclia-
ris + -iii(e.~] A subfamily of the parasitic hy-
menopterous family Oialcidiilir, founded by
Leach (1812), including the strongest and hand-
somest forms among Hymenoptera, having five-

jointed tarsi, no
stigma! vein, a won-
derful development
of the mesothorax,
and an extension of
the second abdomi-
nal segment which
incloses all subse-

quent segments.
Also Eiii-liariiln.

Eucharis (u'ka-risV
H. [NL., < Gr. .-

X"pic, agreeable, <

ev, well, + xP'f<
grace.] 1. In en-

tuiii., the typical

genus of chalcidians
of the subfamily EII-

rliarina: l.tttfii/l< .

O A ..on u "'>'r'""""""""- ( Unc showsA gellUS natural ri.}

Eucbite

of inollnsks: game as Claucug. Pfron, 1807.

3. A genusof ctenophontns. Em-lixi-lmlt:, 1829.

4. A genus of 3 species of bulbous amarylli-
daceous plants of the Andes of Colombia, of
which K. i/riniili/liir/i (/.'. .///..iiV) is fre-

quently cultivated. Its flowers, borne upon
the summit of the scape, are largo, pure white.
and very fragrant.
eucharist (u'ka-rist), w. [= F. rucharistie= 8p.
eucaristia = Pg. cucharistia = It. cucaristia, <

LL. eurlun-istia, < Gr. ivxa/naria, thankfulness,
a giving of thanks, in cedes, use the sacra-
ment of the Lord's supper (with ref. to the giv-
ing of thanks before partaking of the elements),
< evx&pumx;. grateful, thankful, < r, well, +
Xapi(eo8at, show favor to, gratify, please, < ^<i-

pic, grace, favor, gratitude, thanks (cf. xaP"i
jy)> < XalPftvt rejoice.

See grace and yearn 1
.]

If. The act of giving thanks; thanksgiving.
When St. Laurence was in the midst of the torments of

the gridiron, he made this to be the matter of his joy and
eiKharut, that he was admitted to the gates through which
lant had entered. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 26.

2. The sacrament of the Lord's supper; the
communion

; the sacrifice of the mass. See com-

munion, mass1
,
and transubslantiation.

Of all those Comforts and Exercises of Devotion which
attend that Blessing (redemption ], the Kuckaiinl or Holy
Sacrament may claim the prime Marc.

UoireU, Letters, HI. 4.

The Corinthians desecrated the Holy Eurharitt ; hut
their gluttony and drunkenness did not lead St. I'aul to
hinder the guiltless among them from participating In

that holy rite. Itftck, Church of our Fathers, i. 178, note.

Blngham shows that the administration of the Eucha-
rist to infants continued in France till the twelfth century.

/,"/.//, Europ. Morals, II. tf.

3. The consecrated elements in the Lord's

supper.
To imagine that, for the first five hundred years, each

one of the faithful who was allowed to stay in church
throughout the whole celebration of the holy sacrifice

always received the eufharint at it, is no small mistake.

Roclc, Church of our Fathers, i. 139, note.

Clement of Alexandria sgieaks of the ministers distrib-

uting the tudterM, that is, the elements, to the commu-
nicants. W. Smith, Diet, of Christian Antiq., I. 25.

eucharistic, eucharistical (u-ka-ris'tik, -ti-

kal), a. [= F. cucharistique= Sp. eucaristico=

Pg. cucharistico = It. eucaristico, < LL. euclia-

ristia, eucharist: see cucharist.] If. Contain-

ing expressions of thanks; of the nature of

thanksgiving or a thanksgiving service.

The latter part was etiftutrixtical, which began at the

breaking and blessing of the bread.
Sir T. Brouiif, Vulg. Err.

This [profusion of Mary Magdalene's anointing] Jesus
received, as he was the Christ and anointed of the Lord ;

and by this he suffered himself to be designed to burial,
and he received the oblation as tttcharistical for the ejec-
tion of seven devils. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 24.

[See other examples under euctical.] 2. Per-

taining to the eucharist or sacrament of the
Lord's supper.
The doctrine of the Kitcharittic sacrifice depends upon

the doctrine of the real objective Presence.

Putty, Eirenicon, p. 33.

Our own <-iiclttiri*tic service and the Koinan mass alike
are founded upon the doctrine of an atoning sacrifice.

(Jiiartfrly Kfv.

EUCharistlc vestments, the vestments worn by a priest
when engaged in the service of the massor the Lord's sup-
lier.

Eucheira.Eucheiridae. See Euchira, Euchiridir.

euchelaion (u-ke-la'on), . [NGr. e'vx&aiov, <

Gr. evx'l, prayer, + lhatm; oil: see Ela-is and
oil.'] Unction of the sick with oil: one of the
seven sacraments or mysteries of the Greek
Church, inherited from apostolic or early Chris-
tian usage, and answering to the sacrament of
extreme unction in the Latin or I Ionia n Catholic
Church.
Euchira (u-ki'ra), n.

_
[NL., < Gr. ti>xeip, quick

or ready of hand, < e!<, well, + xe
'l>- hand.] A

genus of butterflies, of the subfamily Pitrince.
K. aieialii is a Mexican species remarkable tor undergo-
ing its metamorphosis in a community of individuals, one
purchn.ent-like nest, flask-shaped and 8 or 10 inches long,
-civingfor a whole brood. Hc(iroo<f, 1834. Also spelled

Euchiridae (u-kir'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Evchirvs
+ -wte.] A family of Coleoptera, taking name
from the genus Euckirus. Hope, 1837. Also
spelled Eurln-iriilof.

Euchite (u'kJt), n._ [< LGr. ei<xirjK(in pl.ev^iro/)
(see def.), < Gr. ri>xv> prayer, < ti>xco9at, pray.]
A member of a sect which arose in the fourth

century in the East, particularly in Mesopota-
mia and Syria. Its members attached supreme impor-
tance to praver and the presence of the Holy .spirit, led an
ascetic life, and rejected sacraments nd the moral law.
The sect continue. 1 until the seventh century, and was for
a short time H \i\ ,1 a few centuries later. Its members



Euchite 2022 Eucope

ariously ca,,ed Adrians, ^husia*,, **.- Euchone (u-ko'ne), . [NL., < Or. ev well + euchroite (u'kro-it), n [< Gr. ,

Hjxpoof,
well-

.-;'"funneLl
"
A genus of tubicdlous an- colored (< ei, well, + xpoa, xpota, color),+ -it>

[NL < Gr. ri
nelid's, of the family^

a beautiful worm of the
New England coast, builds

a slender tube covered

are also v

thianit, Mcwalifins, etc.

Euchitonia (u-ki-to'ni-a, , . ,

,

well, + *<ruv, a tunic.] The typical genus of
Terebellida;. E.

Euchitoniida;. Haeckel.

euchitoniid (u-ki-ton'i-id), n. A member of the

Euchitoniida!. with fine sand, from which
Euchltonildse (u"ki-to-m i-de), n. pi. [JNL., <.

,t )lrotnldes lts imlg bran-

Eueliitonia + -idee.'] A pelagic family of radio- chia; like a spreading

flagellate infusorians, typified by the genus flower.

Eueliitonia. The animalcules are free-floating, with a CUChre (u Ker), n.

diversiform cancellate silicious lorica having a central cap- [Sometimes written
eucre ; the spelling is

evidently corrupt. If

of G. origin, as some-
times said (with some

probability; cf. bow-
er in this game, of G.

origin), it would per-

haps represent a LG.
form "faker, but no
connection is made
out. Cf. G. jucks, a

joke (=E. joke), with
E. joker, a certain

card ;
LG. juch-hei, a Euchone elegans.

A transparent and brittle mineral, an arseniate

of copper, of a light emerald-green color.

euchrone (u'kron), n. [< cuchr(oic) + -one.]

In ehem., a dark-blue substance, of unknown

composition, precipitated when zinc is added
to an aqueous solution of euchroie acid. It is

soluble in alkalis, and oxidizes quickly to eu-

chroie acid.

euchymyt (u'ki-mi), . [< Gr. cvxv/iia,.goodness
of flavor, < evxv/mc, well-flavored, < ev, well, +
Xv/tAs, juice : see chyme.] In wed., a good state

of the blood and other fluids of the body.
euclase (u'klas), n. [< Gr. ev, well, + KAaoi$,

a breaking (cf . evK^aarof, easily broken), < K/MV,

break.] A very brittle mineral of a pale-green
color and high luster, crystallizing in prismatic

crystals belonging to the monoclinic system.
It consists of silica, aluminium, and glucinum, and occurs

in the topaz districts of Brazil and the gold districts of

the southern Ural, and sparingly in the Alps.

Euclea (u-kle'a), w. [NL. (Hubner, 1816), <

Gr. efa&ua, glory, < CTK/Ufe , glorious, < ev, well,
+ K?,eof, glory, fame.] Inentom.: (a) A genus
of bombycid moths, of the family Limacodidte,

merry company, an peculiar to North and South America. The

exclamation of boisterous joy, = MHG. fach, spenea are often merged m Lmacodes. (6) A
>G.jauchzen, shout.] 1. A game of cards play- genus of longicorn beetles, of the family Ce-

ed by two, three, or four persons with the 32, rambycida;, confined to the Malay archipelago.

28, or 24 highest cards of the pack. Five cards are Xewman, 1842 (c A genus of dragon-flies, of

dealt to each player, two and then three at a time, or the family Ltlelluhdai, containing only North
three and then two, and one to mark trumps is turned American species. Selys-Longchamps, 1861.
face up ; the eldest han

' '

this card into the dealt

and then playing the game, ui ui imaamg ( u,u i.-. >i"iu^ .-',, ,. , --,-..
nothing; likewise the second and third hands if more patronymic, <.evKAeqf, glorious : see AUClea.} 1.

than two play ; should all pass, the dealer can take up Of or pertaining to Euclid, an illustrious Greek
into his hand the trump card, or can pass which he does mathematician (who lived about 300 B. C.), the
by turning down the card which had been turned face up ; , ^ _ nf t>1 Vlpmpnts of fipomptrv which
if the latter, the eldest hand either names a new suit as author Ot the MementS OI Ueoi .Try, wni

trumps, the game being then played through, or passes has been the chief text-book ot this subject
"-'rd hand, and down to recent times, and is still much used in

?i .f?J! England. By fixing the admission of certain proposi-

fe<; j^&jftM3fiastheories.

2. Of or pertaining to Euclid, or Eukleides, Ar-

chon Eponymos of Athens for the year 403 B. C.

The term specifically notes this date in Greek epigraphy,
because under Eukleides the so-called Ionian alphabet,
with the letters eta and omega and the upright yannna
and lambda, was first brought into official use for public

documents, and thereafter became usual, and soon univer-

sal, in all inscriptions, etc. ; hence it also notes the alpha-
bet commonly used at Athens after the year of Eukleides.

Also spelled Eukleidean,
Euclidean geometry. See geometry. Euclidean

hand has the right either of ordering Euclidean ~(u-kli^e'an), a. [< L. Eudides, <
ealers hand, who discards another, ," t^ i "j f~

'

/

game, or of "passing "-that is, doing Gr. EviAetiiK, a
p

man's name (s(see def.), prop, a

virctiowi, magnified.

larians. Also Eitchitonnlce. S. Kent.

XI 11CHI tillIdSB (U-Klan 1-I1C ). It. pi. , ujal lun,, irj v.lu llu.IU UUAV u vcu^i. ^.. ^..ujL.p, w...

chlanis + -idol.'] A family of rotifers having hands, each player throws one card, following suit if pos-

the trochal disk rounded, the wreath in inter- sil'le, and the highest card
take^the^Wck^the^winnmg

rupted curves and clusters, the trophi submal-
pjay^on o'ne^id'e'order'irp 'take'up'^or name the'trump

leate or virgate, lorica in two parts meeting and fail to secure at least three tricks,' that side is euchred^
in a fuiTOW or entire with additional pieces, and its opponent scores two. The cards rank from ace

and the foot jointed feebly retractile, not tele- j^ *%t22f
e&e

;;**%? SM-22?
scopic or transversely wrinkled, furcate or sty- is

late.

variety of the game of euchre played by four persons with mness
the 24 highest cards of the pack. Each player, in turn, has

Strooke with such stinging remorse of their miserable

eucliaiiiswe and snudgery..

Xaihe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., vi. 147).

or left bower, is the next highest. Sometimes an addi-

Elichlanidota (u-klan-i-do'ta), n. pi. [NL., < tional card, called the joker, which is the highest of all

Euchlanis (Eitchlanid-) + -ota, neut. pi. ot-otus : %%*%
used

'
the game being then known as rail~

see -ate.-} A group of rotifers or wheel-animal- ^ r

^inning of at least three trickg in a 55^-- e Ss' haViiTg-fhe properties attributed to it by
cules, taking name from the genus Euchlanis, hand in a e of euchre from the side wnich E

*
clid

'

ê peciai,y the property that the sum of the three
but more comprehensive than the modern tarn- - - ..'. . - i 1 * 1-1 i**,.ju* n ,^i QO

ily Euchlanida;. Ehrenberg.
Euchlanis (u'kla-nis), n. [NL., < Gr. ev, well,
+ x/Mv'if (x?MviA-), an upper garment of wool.]
1. The typical genus of roti-

fers of the family Euchlanidai,
or referred to a family Brachi-
onida. E. macrura is an ex-

ample. 2. In entom., a genus
of longicorn beetles, of the

family Ceranibycidce, based on
E. collaris, from Sarawak.

Pascoe, 1869.

euchlore (u'klor), a. [< Gr.

ev, well, + rZuplt, greenish.]
Same as euchloric. [Rare.]
euchloric (u-klo'rik), a. [< eu-

chlore + -ic.] Having a dis-

tinct green color. Euchloric
gas. Same as euchlorin.

euchlorin (u-klo'rin), n. [<

the right of bidding, or offering to take a certain number
of tricks, and that one who bids highest names the trump.
The game then proceeds as in four-handed euchre. If the
biddi:

propi
nents

ng player and his partner take the number of tricks n..__._sj /.-.i, tiom'i-f151 11 nl Ttff,
Dsid, they add that to their score; if not. their oppo-

bucnflttJS* ^uK'nem
1' :/ -,

L
i T"

..... doJ-I^ogressive euchre, a series of games of wood, 1839), < Eucnemis + -ida:] A family of

euchre played by three or more sets of four persons each, sternoxine beetles, allied to the click-beetles or
All the sets begin playing at the same time, and when Elateridte (in which it is sometimes merged),
those at the first or " head

"
table finish, those at the other h ntenn!B inserted at the inter-

tables must stop playing. Those who win or are ahead but having the antenn!B inserted at the inter-
IJlult'H Iliust SLtip liia\i[iji. i Mtist; wnu win 01 jue uncau TIJJSJ.I JAI. 'A 4-

score one, and are advanced to the next table, except nal border of the eyes and the epistoma trape-
zoidal. The larvte resemble those of bupres-

Nearlv 100 cenera are known.
"

Gr. ev, well, +
ish, +

green-

Euchlanis macrura,
magnified.

those already at the head table, who stay where they
are. Those who lose or are behind stay where they are .. ^ 6^^ . ~
except when at the first table, in which case they go back Tlm _ . ,-v =/;% r\rr / fr- *, -ouoll

to the last or "booby" table. All who lose while at the EucnemiS (uk-ne mis), n. [NL., < Gr. CT, well,

last table score one as " boobies." At the end of the play + ta>^ug, a greave, leggm.] The typical genus
prizes are given. Six-handed orbid euchre, a variety of of Eucnemida:.
the game of euchre played by six persons (three on a side), Eucni,Je (uk'ni-de), n. [NL., < Gr. ev, well, +
with the joker and the 29, 32, or 34 highest cards of the ">-"i"D "

,ni .L -i \
pack. That player who bids or offers to make the most '&>, a nettle : see emda.J A genus of loasa-

>ints names the trump. The game then proceeds as in ceous plants, of northern Mexico and the aaja-
.handed euchre. If the player who bids and his part- cent region. They are low, adhesively bristly herbs,

point
four-.

- .
-

bee chlonn.] A very explosive llers secure the number of points proposed, they add it
,

with mostly showy yellow flowers. E. bartoniodes is some-
times cultivated.

,
. .

,

gas, a mixture of chlorin and chlorin dioxid, to their score ; if not, it is counted for their opponents,

obtained by the action of hydrochloric acid on

potassium chlorate.
uiic , ., .. , ...,, .....^^

euchologion (u-ko-16'ji-on), n.
; pi. euchologia iectin'g'such of^hemlss* he may 'wish, andWng "them in genus of hymenopterous insects, of the fam-

When more than 30 cards are used, those not dealt are T>,,,,mia Cfi oS'lo^ TNT, CWpstwnnd
placedfacedownonthetable.andarecalled-thewidow";

tUCOBla (u-se la), .

L^f-- (VVestwooa,
the player who names the trump has the privilege of se- Eucmla), < Gr. EV, well, + Koi/Mf, nollow.J

(-a). [NL.] Same as euclioloyy.

,

place of others discarded from his hand.
ily Cynipidw, or gall-flies, belonging to the sulj-

euchology (u-kol'o-ji), n.
; pi. euchologies (-jiz). euchre (u'ker), v. t.

; pret. and pp. euchred, ppr. family Figitince, having moniliform antennas

[< LGr. evxaloyiov, a prayer-book, < evx%, pray- euchring. [< euchre, n."] In the game of euchre, 13-jointed in the female,
er, + "kkyuv, say.] The book which contains to win a hand over, when an opponent has 15-jointed in the male,
the ritual of the Greek Church for the cele- ordered up, taken up, or named the trump, The genus is wide-spread,

bration of the eucharist and other sacraments, thus securing two points ; hence, to turn the an(
J

"umber of American

and for all ecclesiastical ceremonies, corre- tables on; defeat; get the better of. Seethe "ra desJribed
8Pe

Thly are

spending to the Missal, Pontifical, and Ritual noun,
of the Latin Church

;
more generally, any lit-

urgy.
He ... took out of the ancient euchologies, or prayer-

parasitic uiioii aphids.

Don't you think you cried game just a little too fast, CUCOlite (u'ko-lit), n.

That you played a lone hand and got euchred at last? See eudidlyfc.
Quoted in Bartlctt'g Diet, of Americanisms.

TSllCOTie dl-ko'pe) n
rXTT / /-I

'
_.T ... 11

forms of prayer, and are then known by the name of the ing a white crystalline powder, obtained by oar.] The typical gj

Eucholu'jy. J. it. Seale, Eastern church, i. 829. heating paramide with alkalis. nus of the family L\
Eitcope diafh

magnified.
part



Eucope

coi>id<r. K. varialiili* is an example. Gegen-
baur, 1856.

Eucopidae (u-kop'i-de), n. i>l. [NL., < A.'ro/
+ -ida'.] A family of vesiculate or eampanu-
lariaii Ili/ili-'inirilnxir: s;nm- an ('itiiii><tiiitlfil<i .

eucrasyt (u'knj-si), . [< (Jr. I'mpaaia, a good
temperature, mildness (of the air, etc.), a good
temperament, < nw/xirof, well-tempered, tem-

perate, < n>, well, + KcpaiTi''i -a/, mix : see (Taxis,

crater.] In //., tliat combination of qualities
in the body which constitutes health or sound-
ness.

eucrite (u'krit), . [< Gr. dutpirof, easy to dis-

cern, < ev, well, + Kpiveiv, discern, decide.] A
name proposed by Rose for all massive anor-

thite-augito rocks, similar to Zirkel's designa-
tion corsite for those composed of auortnite
and hornblende.

eucryptite (u-krip'tit), . [< Gr. einpvirrof, easy
to be hidden (< ci'1

,
well

?
+

HpvirreiVj hide), -r

-Hi'-.] A silicate of aluminium and lithium as-

sociated with albite as alteration products of

gpodumt'iir.
eucticalt (iik'ti-kal), o. [< Gr. evuTuifc, express-
ing a wish, votive, optative, < CVKTOS, wished
for, desired, < ti>xea6ai, wish for, vow, pray.]
Containing acts of supplication ; supplicatory ;

precatory.
The euctical or eucharistical offering mu&t consist of

three degrees or parts ; the offering of the heart, of the

mouth, of the hand. ./. !/-,/.', Discourses, i. 48.

Sacrifices . . . distinguished into expiatory, euctical, and
eucharistical. Law, Theory of Keligion, p. 226.

encyclic (u-sik'lik), a. [< Gr. ri, well, + /cwcAiicor,

circular : 'see cyclic.] In hot., isomerous, with

regular alternation of parts : applied to flowers
in which the petals, stamens, etc., are equal
in number in each whorl, and alternate with
one another.

Eucyrtidiidse (u-ser-ti-di'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Euryrtidium + -ida:.] A family of polycystine
monocyttarian radiolarians, typified by the ge-
nus Kitcurtiilium.

Eucyrtidium (u-ser-tid'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

ev, well. + Kvprifiov, dim. of Kiiprof, itiipnj, a fish-

ing-basket, creel, < Kvpr6f, bent, curved.] The
typical genus of the family Eucyrtidiidte, or
referred to the family I'olyci/stiiiida;. E. galea
and E. cranoides of Haeckel are examples.
eudemon. eudaemon (u-de'mon), n. [< Gr. ev-

Aaifiuv, adj., blest with a good genius, fortunate,
happy, < ev, well, + faifiuv, a genius, spirit, etc. :

see demon. Cf. Agathod&mon, cacodemon.] 1.
A good angel or spirit.

The simple appendage of a tail will cacodemonize the
Eudainon. Southey, The Doctor, Fragment on Beards.

2. In astral., the eleventh house of a celestial

figure: so called on account of its good and
prosperous significations, as store of friends,
attainment of hopes, etc. E. Phillips, 1706.

eudemonics (u-de-mon'iks), . [< Gr. eviaifto-

vuta, the constituents of happiness, neut. pi. of
t Maif^oviKOf, conducive to happiness, < ti-iai/uw,

happy: see <'iitlcn>ii.~\ Eudemonism.
eudemonism, eudsemonism (u-de'mon-izm), n.

[< Gr. eMat/un>tofi6f, a thinking happy, < riidat-

fiovifetv, think or call happy, < cMai/tuv, having
a good genius, happy, fortunate : see eudemon
and -!>.] The doctrine of happiness, or the

system of philosophy which makes human hap-
piness its highest object, declaring that the pro-
duction of happiness is the sole criterion for
the validity of moral maxims; hedonism. Some
writers ilistinguisli fmlfnumium, as inelmling the satis-
faetionof altruistic sentiments under happiness, from the
purely egoistic hrdnnimii.

Ethics braced up into stoical vigour liy renouncing all
rfffim'natf ilaM.uir.-H ith !:, liriiioiiimn would indirectly
have co-operated with the sublime ideals of Christianity.

H:' IJuiiuxy, Last Days of Kant.

The discussion of the different sorts, degrees, and con-
sequences of enjoyment led to the true rudamonitm of the
Epicureans, who taught that mental pleasure was prefer-
able to that of the senses, ami that friendship, and freu-
doni from passion and dc<ire, were the supreme forms of

happiti. ^ O. ti. Hall, Cermau Culture, p. 179.

eudemonist (u-de'mon-ist), n. [As eudemonism
+ -int.] A believer'in eudemonism.

I am too much of a fiidrmimiitl ; I hanker too much af-

ter a state of happiness both for myself and others.
De V

eudemonistic (u-de-mon-is'tik), a. [< eudemon-
ist + -if.] Of or pertaining to eudemonism.
The mundane positive ctuttenwHwtic morality.

a. S. Hull, Cermau Culture, p. 178.

Christianity itself proceed* from a fitiltfi

slmism. W,.<lnini.,l''f /;,!.. C.X.XVI. 45S.

eudemonological (u-de'mon-6-loj'i-kal), a.

Same as MMMMflime. Milid, XI. 137.
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eudemonology (u-de-inon-ol'o-ji), . [< (ir.

fMu/iui', happy (see eudemon), + -tay/a,< /f;ni;

speak : see -ology.] The science of human hap-
piness.
Eudendriidae (u-den-dri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Intuit iitlri i< HI + -iilir.] A family of Hydroiiolypi-
nte which form colonies, all polyps of which may
mature sexual products whereby they are often

changed into polypostyles without mouth or
tentacles. The alimentary zoolds possess one verticil

of filiform tentacles, and mature the generative elemrnts
on tentacular appendages. During the maturing of tin-

sexual products toe sexual zooids often lieeome rtntiinen

tary and lose their tentacles. Kiuleiidrium cochleatvm
is a good example. Also EttdfiulruUv.

Eudendrium (u-den'dri-um), n. [NL., < Gr. tv,

well, + SevSpiov, dim. of ilvipav, a tree.] A
genus of gymnoblastic bydrozoans, type of a

1: udenttrittnt cethleatunt, about natural size.

family Eudendriidtf, the stock of which is stiff-

ened by a horny, chitinous substance which is

secreted by the animal as a covering, and ex-
tends all over the colony excepting the zodids.

One of the most common forms [of hydroids) found in

shallow water . . . from Vineyard Sound northward is

Eudendrittm dispar. It grows In colonies from two to

nearly four inches in length, and the parU of the colony
which correspond in appearance to the stems and branches
of a plant are dark brown or black. At the tip of each
branch and branchlet is a hydra-like animal or zooid, which
is directly connected with every other one in the colony.

Stand. Sat. llitt., I. 79.

eudialyte (u-di'a-lit), n. [< Gr. tMttAvns, easy
to break up or dissolve, < ev, well, + ct/aAtirof,

dissolved, < diahveiv, dissolve : see dialysis.] A
mineral of a brownish-red color, occurring in

rhombohedral crystals, also massive, in Green-
land. When powdered it dissolves readily in hydro-
chloric acid, whence the name. It is a silicate of zirco-

nium, Iron, manganese, calcium, .sodium, and other ele-

menta. Kucolite is the same mineral from Norway. Also

spelled, erroneously, eudyalite.

eudiometer (u-di-om'e-ter), n. [< Gr. evtiof,

calm, fine, clear, serene (of air, weather, sea,

etc.) (< ev, well, + it-, seen in (Siof, heavenly,
Zedf, orig. the sky, etc. : see deity), + ptrpov,
a measure .] An instrument originally designed
for ascertaining the purity of the air or the

quantity of oxygen it contains, but now gener-
ally employed in the analysis of gases, for the
determination of the nature and proportion of
the constituents of any gaseous mixture. One
form consists of a graduated glass t n he. either straight or
bent in the shape of the letter U, hermetically sealed at
one end and open at the other. Two platinum wires, in.

tended for the conveyance of electric sparks through any
mixture of gases, so as to cause the union of certain of

them, are inserted through the glass near the shut end of
the tube, and closely approach but do not touch each
other. The nature and proportions of the constituents of
the gaseous mixture are determined by the diminution in

volume after the passing of the spark.

eudiometric, eudiometrical (u'di-o-met'rik,
-ri-kal), a. Pertaining to a eudiometer or to

eudiometry ; performed or ascertained by a eu-
diometer: as, eudiometrical experiments or re-
sults.

eudiometry (u-di-om'e-tri), n. [As eudiometer
H-

-y.]
The art or practice of ascertaining the

purity of the air, or of determining the nature
and proportions of the constituents of any gas-
eous mixture, by means of the eudiometer.

eudiplenral (u-di-plo'ral), a. [< Gr. ev, well, +
(i/'f, two-, + vtevpa, side, + -/.] Bilaterally
symmetrical; having lateral antimeres well
marked

; exhibiting right and left sides of the

body as symmetrically opposed and antimeri-

cally disposed parts.
'nfi-wlijilfiiral form, wlileh is generally known as that

of bilateral symmetn .

Gtyenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 128.

Eudist (u'dist), w. [< F. Eudistr: see def.]
One of a Roman Catholic congregation founded

Euelephas
in Knincc in Kil.'i by Jean Elides, a priest of

the Oratory, for educational and missionary
purposes. Its official name Is The Conyrrgation ofJtnu
and Mary. The order was suppressed in ITitt, and revived

Eudocimus (f-dot'i-mtu), . [NL., < Gr. ri>,

well, + 66tuuor, <>slfi-iii<'il, notable, < Aaulv,
think, seem.] 1. In ornith., a genus of ibises,

containing such species as the white and scarlet
ibises of America, E. alba and E. rvbra. H'ag-
ler, 1832. 2. In rntom., a genus of Coleoptera.
Srhniiherr, 1836.

Eudozia (u-dok'si-a), . [NL., < Gr. tvfofoc, of

good repute : see f!udoxian.] A spurious genus
of hydrozoans, of the family Diphyidce; a group
of individuals, consisting of a nutritive polyp
with nematocysts, gonophores, and usually a

hydroDhyllium, separated from any diphyid, as
a species of Diphyes and of Aliyla. The term
is retained as tne name of such objects.
Eudozian (u-dok'si-an), a. and n. [< Gr. l.i -

66$iof, a proper name) < evSofm;, of good repute,
honored, famous, < tit, well, + <fdfo, opinion,
reputation.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Eudox-
ius or his doctrines. See II.

II. n. A follower of Eudoxiug, a bishop of

Constantinople and an extreme Arian of the
fourth century: same as Anonutan, Aetian, and
EunomiUH.
Eudromias (u-dro'mi-as), n. [NL. (Brehm,
1831), < Gr. tvipo/iiof, a good runner, < ev, well,
+ -ipofios, running, < ipafitiv, run.] A genus
of plovers, of the family Charadriidce, the type
of which is the common dotterel, E. morinellug.

There are several species, of different parts of
the world. See cut under dotterel.

eudyalite, . See eudialyte.

Eudynamis(u-di'na-mis), n. [NL., also spelled
Eudynamys (Vigors' and Horsfield, 1826) ; < Gr.

ev, well, + ii'vaptf, power.] A genus of Indian,
Australian, and Papuan cuckoos, of the family
Cuculidce, containing such as E. honorata of In-

dia, E. mindanenmg of the Philippines, and E.

cyanoeepliala of Australia.

Eildyptes (u-dip'tez), n. [NL. (Vieillot, 1816),
< Gr. ev, well, -r ii'imic, a diver, < Siimiv, duck,
< 6vetv, dive.] A genus of crested penguins, the

Rock-hopper (Ktt<fy}ttichryio<omt).

rock-hoppers, containing such species as the

jackass-penguin or macaroni of the sealers, / .

chrysocome or chrysolophus.
Eudyptula (u-dip'tu-lft), . [NL., dim. of Eu-
ditptrx.] A genus of Australian pygmy pen-
guins, the type of which is E. minor, a bluish

species with white throat and no collar, crest,
or tracheal septum. Also Eudyptila. Sona-
nartr, 1856.

Euechinoidea (u-ek-i-noi'de-a), . pi. [NL.,
< Gr. fv, well, + fjipo? , the hectgehog, + -oidea.]
The ordinary sea-urchins collectively, as dis-

tinguished from the exclusively fossil ones,
or Tessellata; the Echinoidea less the Palcechi-

noidea.

Euelephas (u-el'e-fas), . [NL. (Falconer), <
Gr. ev, well, + i)j$a(, elephant.] A genus of

proboscidean mammals, of which the Asiatic

elephant, Elephas or Eiirltplmx iiidicux, is the

type: distinguished from Lojmdon, the African

elephant, by the extremely deep, narrow inter-

vals, completely filled with cement, between
the ridges of the molar teeth : same as Eleplias
proper. See Loxodon and elephant.



euemerism

euemerism, euemerist, etc. See euhemerism,
etc,

Euereta (u-or'e-ta), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. ri>, well,
+ fpfr;/f, a rower, an oar (usually in pi.), < epeo-

aecv, row.] Huxley's name for a group of tur-

tles composed of the two genera Nphargis and
Chelone, inhabiting the seas of warm climates.
They have a blunt snout with hooked horny beak, the tym-
panum hidden by the integument, and the limbs, of which
the anterior pair are much the longer, converted into pad-
dles, the digits being flattened and bound immovably toge-
ther by integument, and only one or two of them bearing
nails. See Sphargis and Cheloiu.

euergetes (u-fer'je-tez), n. [< Gr. evepyerr/c, a

well-doer, < ', well, T epyov, work, a deed (cf .

epydrr/f, a doer), < *epyeiv, work, do: see work.]
A benefactor : a title of honor in ancient Greece
of such as had done the state some service, and
sometimes assumed as a royal surname, as by
Ptolemy III. of Egypt (Ptolemy Euergetes),
and Ptolemy VII. (Euergetes II.).

As euergetes of Greek cities, Hadrian completed the

Olympieion at Athens.
C. O. Midler, Manual of Archseol. (trans.), 191.

Eufitchia (u-fich'i-a), n. [NL. (Packard, 1876),
< Gr. ev, well, + Fiichia, q. v.] A genus of geo-
metrid moths. E. ribearia is a species which lays its

eggs in the autumn on the stems of currant- and goose-
berry - bushes. They
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born, of noble race, + Kpivov, a lily.] The typi-
cal genus of the family Eugcuiacrinidce. Agas-
sis, 1834.

eugenic1
(u-jen'ik), a. [< Gr. tvyevfa, well-born

(see eitgeny), + -ic.] Of or pertaining to race-

culture.

If eugenic principles were universally adopted, the
chance of exceptional and elevated natures would be large-

ly reduced. Fortnightly Rev., N. 8., XL. 459.

eugenic2 (u-jen'ik), a. [< Eugen-ia, 1, + -ic.]

Pertaining to or derived from cloves Eugenic
acid, an acid derived from cloves. It is a colorless oil,

becoming dark in color and resinous when exposed to
the air. It reddens litmus-paper, and has a spicy burning
taste and a strong smell of cloves.

eugenics (u-jen'iks), . [PI. of eugenic1 : see

-ics."] The science of generative or procreative
development; the doctrine of progress or evo-

lution, especially in the human race, through
improved conditions in the relations of the
sexes.

The ingenious speculations of Mr. F. Gallon in the deli-

cate domain of eugenics, and in the idiosyncrasies of men-
tal imagery, . . . are now recognised as a necessary de-

velopment of the method into which Darwin has cast the

thought of the age. Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, II. 110.

The heredity of genius has been fully proved by that very
interesting writer and accurate observer, Francis Galton,
and he has put forward in a masterly way the claims of

eugenics, or race-culture. Pop. Set. Mo., XXIX. 641.

euhemeristic

euglenoid (u-gle'noid), . and n. [< Euglena +
-old."] I. a. 1. Of the form of or resembling
infusorians of the family Euglemdce; especially,
becoming encysted and sporulating like the

Euglenida'; exhibiting the movements during
the process of reproduction which characterize

species of Euglena.
The movements [of gregarines after fission] now become

neither vibratile nor amoeboid, but definitely restrained,
and are best described as euglenoid.

Encyc. Brit., XIX. 852.

They are apparently Gregarinse, which have been killed
in various states of euglenoid movement.

W. B. Benham, Micros. Science, XXVII. 570.

2. Of or pertaining to the Euglcnoidea.
II. n. A sporozoan, as a gregarine, in the

euglenoid state.

The euglenoid is always a single contractile sac, with
one mass of medullary substance, in which floats the large
vesicular transparent nucleus.

E. n. Lankestfr, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 853.

a whitish ineasuring-
worm with black spots
and yellow stripes,

the leaves until Ml-

Female Moth of Gooseberry-spanworm
(Eu/itchia ribearia), natural size. , remaining in this

B for two or three
weeks before it issues as a moth. The remedies are pow-
dered hellebore, either ill solution or applied dry when
the plants arc moist, and hand-picking.

euget (u'je), interj. [L., < Gr. evye, good! well
said! well done! an exclamatory use of the
adv. evye, or ev ye, well, rightly, in replies con-

firming or approving what has been said: ev,
well (see eu-) ; ye, an enclitic particle.] Well
done! well said! good! an exclamation of ap-
plause, encouragement, joy, and the like.

To solemnize the euges, the passionate welcomes of
heaven poured out on penitents.

Hammond, Works, IV. 500.

eugenesic (u-je-nes'ik), a. [< cugen-es(is) + -ic.]
Same as eugeitetic.

eugenesis (u-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ev, well,+ yeveaic, generation.] The quality of breed-
ing freely; fertility; specifically, the produc-
tion of young by the union of individuals of
different species or stocks.

CUgenetic (u-je-net'ik), a. [< eugenesis, after

genetic, q. v.] Of, belonging to, or character-
ized by eugenesis. Also eugenesic.
Eugenia (u-je'ni-a), n. [NL. ; in def. 1, named
in honor of Prince Eugene of Savoy (died 1736);
in def. 2, named from the Empress Eugenie of
France. The name Eugene, G. Eugen, P. Eugene,
etc., NL. Eugenius, fern. Eugenia, G. Eugenie, F.

Eugenie, etc., NL. Eugenia, means
'

well-born,' <
Gr. evyevf/f, well-born : see eugeny."] 1. A genus
of myrtaceous shrubs and trees, of over 500 spe-
cies, which are found in tropical or subtropical
America and tropical Asia, with a few species
in Africa and Australia. About half a dozen are
found ill Florida. The flowers are tetramerous, with nu-
merous stamens, and are followed by a baccate fruit. The
leaves are opposite, and often glandular-punctate and fra-
grant, and the wood is hard and sometimes of value. The
most important species is E. caryophyUata, of India, which
yields the clove of commerce. (See cut under done.) Sev-
eral species bear edible fruits, as the rose-apple (E. Jam-
boa) and the jambolana (E. Jambolana), which are culti-
vated in tropical countries. The astringent bark of the
latter is used in dyeing and tanning, and in medicine.
Others are cultivated in greenhouses for the beauty of
their foliage or flowers.

2. A genus of humming-birds. E. imperatrix
is a fine species from Ecuador, green with a
violet throat-spot. Gould, 1855. 3. A genus
of dipterous insects, of the family Muscida:
Tiesvoidy, 1863.

Eugeniacrinidae (u-j6"ni-a-krin'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Eugeniacrinus + -idw.] A family of
encrinites or fossil crinoids, ranging from the
Oolite to the Cretaceous.
eugeniacrinite (u-je-ni-ak'ri-nit), n. [< NL.
Eugeniacrinites ; as Eugeniacrinus + -ite?.] An
encrinite of the family Eugeniacrinidce.
Eugeniacrinites (u-je-ni-ak-ri-nl'tez), n. ill.

[NL. : see Eugeniacrinus.] Same as Eugenia-
crinus.

Eugeniacrinus (u-je-ni-ak'ri-mis), . [NL. (re-
duced from Eugeniacrinites), < Gr.

eiiyevr/c, well-

/iis, magnified.

substance (C^QHj2O2 ) which settles spontane-
ously from the distilled water of cloves. It crys-
tallizes in small lamina?, which are colorless, transparent,
and pearly, but in time become yellow.

ytvia, nobility of birth, < evyevi/f, well-born, of
noble race, ^ ev, well, -(- yevoc,, race, family: see

genus."] Nobleness of birth. Ogilvie.

eught, eughent. Lawless spellings of yew, yew-
en. Speiiser.

Euglena (u-gle'nii). n. [NL., < Gr. eii, well, +
y'trfvii, the pupil of the eye, the socket of a joint.]
The typical genus of infusorians of
the family Euglenida!. E. viridis is

one of the commonest and best-known of

infusorians, inhabiting stagnant pools, of-

ten occurring in vast shoals on the sur-
face of the water. Ehrenberg, 1832.

Euglenia (u-gle'ni-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Eugkna.] A group of flagellate
infusorians, taking name from the

genus Euglena, and corresponding
nearly to the Astasi<ea of Ehren-
berg and less exactly to the mod-
ern family Euglenida!. Dujardin.
euglenid (u-glen'id), n. An infu-
sorian of the family Euglenida;.
Euglenidae (u-glen'i-de), n. pi.
[NL.,< Euglena + -idee."] A large
family of monsmastigate eustoma-
tous flagellate infusorians, typified
by the genus Euglena, highly di-

versiform or metabolic, with bril-

liant, usually green, endoplasm.
These remarkable animalcules form a nat-
ural family, whose bright colors (for the
most part green, though sometimes red) and peculiar en-
dogenous multiplication (noted below) are highly charac-
teristic. They vary much in the different genera, being
free-swimming or sedentary, naked or loricate, and soli-

tary or colonial. The flagellum is single and terminal ; the
oral aperture is distinct; the endoplasm often contains
highly refractive particles of apparently amylaceous sub-
stance ; one or more eye-like pigment-specks are often
developed at the anterior end ; and the contractile vacuole
and the endoplast are conspicuous, the former usually lo-

cated close to the anterior border. The euglenids multi-
ply both by longitudinal and transverse fission, by the
subdivision of the body-substance into sporular elements,
and by the development of independent germinal bodies
out of the substance of the endoplast. The sporulation,
or breaking up of the colored endoplasm, usually conse-
quent upon a process of cncystment, results in the forma-
tion of germs variable in number and of irregular contour,
released as small green amoebiforms, without trace of the
flagellum, oral aperture, or pigment-spot, which are sub-
sequently acquired. The fusiform zooids resulting from
the sporulation of the endoplasm of motile euglenids, on
the contrary, appear to be usually furnished with a flagel-
lum and an eye-speck. Another form of eucystment, not
connected with reproduction, occurs in euglenids when
the water dries lip in the ponds or ditches where they
live. The animalcules become spherical and quiescent,
develop a gelatinous covering which indurates, and in this
condition have been mistaken for green algals. These
several changes of the animalcule give rise to the term
euglenoid, applied to other organisms, as gregarines, which
present similar conditions of encystment and sporulation.
According to Saville Kent, the genera composing the fam-
ily as at present recognized are Euglena, AiiMyophis,
Phacus, Chlvropeltitt, Trachelomonax, JZfcafflMdonwMM,
Caslomonas, Ascoglena, and Colacium. Nearly all occur
in fresh water, especially when stagnant, though a few
are found in brackish water. They may be single or in
small groups, or may form very extensive colonies.

Euglenina (u-gle-ui'na), n. pi. [< Euglena +
-inn."] In Dujardin's system of classification

(1841), same as Euglenida!.

. (u-gle-noi'de-a), n. pi [NL., <

Euglena + -oidea.] In Biifschli's system of

classification, an order of flagellate infusori-

ans, represented by the Euglenida! and related

groups, of large size and well organized, uni-

flagellate or rarely with a pair of flagella, and
having a mouth and pharynx. The families besides

eugnoinosyne (ug-no-mos'i-ne), n. [< Gr. ev-

yvufioavvt/, considerateness, indulgence, < evyvu-

uuv, kind-hearted, considerate, < ev, well, +
yi'uur/, the mind: see gnome.] The faculty of

judging well concerning matters which fall un-
der no known rule and concerning which one
has had no experience ; good sense in novel sit-

uations and unexpected emergencies. [Bare.]
eugonidia (u-go-nid'i-a), . pi. [NL., < Gr.

ev, well, + NL. gonidia, q. v.] In licltenologij,

proper or typical gonidia, as distinguished from
gonimia. They are inclosed in a distinct cel-
lular membrane, and are usually bright-green.
Eugnbine (u'gu-bin), a. [< It. Eugubbio (NL.
Eugubium), usually Gubbio, < L. Igurium, a city
of Umbria.] Of or belonging to the ancient
town of Eugubium or Iguvium (now Gubbio)
in Umbria, Italy: specifically applied to cer-
tain tablets or tables of bronze (seven in num-
ber) discovered there in 1444, and now preserved
in the town-hall of Gubbio. These tablets, called
the Eufriibine or Jgusine tables, constitute an important
memorial of the ancient XTmbrian tongue, and show that
it somewhat resembled the ancient Latin, as well as the
Oscau. Only four of the tables are wholly Umbrian, one
is partly 1'mbrian and partly Latin, and two are Latin.
The inscriptions relate to the acts of a corporation of
priests, and contain the names of several deities otherwise
unknown.

enharmonic (u-hiir-nion'ik), a. [< Gr. ci, well,+ d/iuoviKoc, harmonic.] Producing perfectly
concordant sounds, a-s opposed to sounds pro-
duced by tempered instruments Euharmonic
Organ, an organ or harmonium having enough keys to
the octave to provide for playing in pure intonation.

euhemerism (u-he'me-rizm), . [Also euemer-
ism; < L. Euliemerus, < Gr. Evq/iepof, a Greek
philosopher of the 4th century B. c., who wrote
a work setting forth the view of mythology
which goes under his name. The name means

'haying
a happy day, cheerful,' < ev, well,+ yuepa, day.] The doctrine that polythe-

istic mythology arose exclusively, or in the

main, out of the deification of dead heroes ; the

system of mythological interpretation which
reduces the gods to the level of distinguished
men, and so regards the myths as founded on
real histories; hence, the derivation of my-
thology from history.

Euhemerism has become the recognized title of that
system of mythological interpretation which denies the
existence of divine beings, and reduces the gods of old to
the level of men.

Max Miiller, Sci. of Lang., 2d ser., p. 418.

Again very many Arab tribes are named after gods or
goddesses, and the raJtontfffm which explains this by
making the deity a mere deifled ancestor has no more
claim tii attention in the Arab field than in other parts of
the Semitic world.

H". li. Smith, Kinship and Marriage, p. 17.

euhemerist (u-he'me-rist), n. and a. [Also eu-
rnicrist ; < Euhemerns (see fiilii'tnerinni) + -int.]

I. n. A believer in the doctrine of euhemerism.
II. a. Euhemeristic.

euhemeristic (u-he-me-ris'tik), a. [Also eu-

cmeristic; < cnfu-nu rin'i + -ic.] Of or pertain-
ing to euhemerism or euhemerists; given to
or concerned with the derivation of mythology
from history: as, euliemrrist'u- historians.

A Eittn'HU'i-istit; rechunlfe of I'hu'iik.ian theologv and
mythology, Encyc, Brit., XVII. 764.



euhemeristically

euhemeristically (u-lie-mp-ris'ti-kal-i), mlr.

After the manner i>t Huhi-miTus; vationalisti-

cally: as, to explain a myth euhemeristically.
Also eurmrrintically.
euhemcrize (u-he'me-ri/), .; pret. ami pp.
eiilii'in/ i'/,:iil, ppr. rulii'mrriziiti/. [(.

Kill"minis

(tum* rttlitiiuvriKin) + -tee.] I. traiiH. To treat or

explain in the manner of Kuheraerus; treat or

explain rationalistically : as, ID < uli< m<-ri:<' a

myth (that is, to explain it an being founded on
a basis of history). Sec ciiliciiicnsm.

ll< |thi' i'tlm;:n4pliiTl can watch how tin 1 mythology of

ClasMr Kll]-o|..-, ..lire so trui- to nature ail. I so i|llirk with
ln-i- ceaseless life, fell unions tin 1 commentators to be plas-
tered with allegory or ml" '-<" /i-.

1

'' ini" <IH sham hU-

lory. /.'. /.'. Ti/lur, 1'riin. Culture, I. 24.

Uy tin 1 bcninninir uf the twelfth i-ontnry, the IrUll hail

lon^' been Christians, their deities hail been i-itlu-r .-*/,.--

*/i.'n'-.-<( into mortals or degraded into demons anil fairy
chiefs. Amrr. Join: 1'hiM., VII. 19.

H. intrans. To believe in or practise euhe-

merism; treat or explain myths euhemeristi-
I'UIIV.

Euichthyes (u-ik'thi-ez), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. et>,

well, + 'xMi'f, fish.] In Claus's system of clas-

sification, a subclass of fishes, containing all

fishes except tlie <
'

i/clostomi and Leptocardii.
Euisopoda (u-i-sop'o-dft), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. tv,

well, + !<7of, equal, + Trorf (iro<5-) = E. foot.] A
group of isopodous crustaceans, having seven
free appendaged thoracic segments, with a

comparatively short and broad abdomen, whose
appendages form branchial lamellte, and con-

taining the typical isopods.
eukairite. eucairite (u-ka'rit), n. [Prop., in

Latinized form, "euccerite; so called by Berze-
lius because found "opportunely" soon after
the discovery of the metal selenium

;
< Gr. ev-

natpof, timely, opportune (< ev, well, + xaipof,

time, season), + -ite2.] A mineral of a shining
lead-gray color and granular structure, consist-

ing chiefly of selenium, copper, and silver.

Eukleidean, a. See Euclidean.
Eulabes (u'la-bez), . [NL. (Cuvier, 1817), <

Gr. tv, well, + Aa/ipdvetv, Aaftciv, take.] The
typical genus
of the sub-

family Enlil-

betiiue, based

upon the (!>-
rulti religiosa
of Linnanis,
the mina or
mino. There are
several other spe-
cies of these re-

liuiou.s grackles,
oflen seen incon-
tlllelllellt.

Eulabetinae
(u*la-be-ti'-
ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Eula-
bes (-<<-) +
-ince.] A sub-

family of old-

world sturnoid passerine birds, of the family
l^tiirnidir, related to the starlings proper, typi-
fied by the genus Eulabes. They are the so-called

(crackles of India and the eastern inlands. There are about
12 species, of several genera, commonly known as 4/imti*

(I/I/HIK, ii'imtrlix, etc.).

eulachon (u'la-kon), n. [A native name in
the MDi'tlieni 1'acific islands.] The candle-fish,
T/Hileirhthifx jKiciticiix. -Eulachon-oll, oil obtained
from the Tttnl' ichtlii/K pacificus, which has been pi-oposed
as a substitute for cod-liver oil.

Eulalia (u-la'li-ii), w. [NL., appar. < Gr. ei-

/II/IH-, sweet-spoken, < FV, well, + /*a/>.fiv, talk,

speak.] 1. A genus of errant cheetopodous
annelids, of the family 1'hyllmloeidte. Stirigni/,
1817. 2. A genus of caraboid beetles. 3. A
genus of tall grasses, the species of which are
now referred to other genera, chiefly to 1'olliiiia.

H. JtijHiiiii-n is often cultivated for the decoration of

lawns, on luvount of its liamljioine plumes and often va-
riet:at.'.l I'' >!i

Eulerian (u-le'ri-an), a. [< Euler (see def.) +
-in n.] Pertaining to or invented by the Swiss
mathematician Leonhard Kuler (1707-83).
Eulerian constant, the value of
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Eulerian Integral of the first kind, the Integral

f'ft
B (P, <i)

=J 2 cos-'-i*. siir^-1*. d^.

Eulerian Integral of the second kind, the gamma
function, or

=/
1 1. At.

Miiu, or Religious Crackle (f-ulalxt

Eulerian method, in hiidrodunamic*, the ordinary me-
thod, l.y Hie use .if the I. ul. n. in dilutions.

Euler's numbers, Euler's solution. See nuw-
ln-r. solution.

Eulima (u-li'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. ev, well, +
s.tpof, hunger, famine.] A remarkable genus
of gastropods, formerly referred to the family
fyramidfllida; but now regarded as typical of

a family Eulimidce. Some of the species live on holo-
thnrians or other echinoderms. An American species, E.

oleacea, is a parasite of Thyone briarcus, a common holo-

thurian of the Atlantic coast.

Eulimacea (u-li-ma'se-ft), n. pi. [NL., < Eulima
+ -acca.] Same as Eulimidte.

eulimid (u'li-mid), n. A gastropod of the fam-

ily Eulimidce,

Eiilimidae (u-lim'i-de), n. pi. [NL.. < Eulima
+ -idee.] A'family of gastropods, taking name
from the genus Eulima. The animal has subulate

tentacles, with eyes sessile outside, and the shell is tin

reted, milky-white, and polished, and has an oval mouth
with smooth columellar lip. Numerous species live in

different seas. Also Eulimacea.

eulogia (u-16'ji-a), n. [ML., the eucharist, etc.,
< Gr. tiiAoyia, praise, blessing: see eulogy.] In
the early church: (a) The sacrament of the
Lord's supper. (6) Later, the name of the

portion of the eucharist sent to the sick, or by
bishops to other bishops and churches as a
token of Christian love. These practices were

early discontinued, because of the growing rev-

erence for the elements, (c) Later still, the
name given to the unconsecrated bread not
needed in the eucharist, but blessed and dis-

tributed as a substitute for the eucharist

among those members of the congregation who,
though they had the right to take the commu-
nion, did not commune. This custom still ex-

ists in the Greek Church. Also called anti-

doron (which see). Also eulogy.

As soon as Mass had been ended, a loaf of bread was
blessed, and then, with a knife very likely set apart for
the purpose, cut into small slices, for distribution among
the people, who went up and received it from the priest,
whose ham I they kissed. This holy loaf, cr eulogui, was
meant to be an emblem of that brotherly love and union
which ought always to bind Christians together.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, i. 137.

eulogicallyt (u-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In a manner to

convey praise; eulogistically. [Rare.]
Give me leave eulogically to enumerate a few of those

many attributes. Sir T. Herbert, Travels In Africa, p. 3S7.

eulogise, r. t. See eulogi:e.

eulogist (u'lo-jist), n. [< eulog-y + -ist.] One
who pronounces a eulogy; one who praises
highly or excessively.
Such bigotry was sure to mid its eulogist.

Buckle, Civilization, II. vli.

A name . . . thateuio^wrfdholdupto the world as with-
out spot or blemish.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans (Franklin).

eulogistic, eulpgistical (u-lo-jis'tik, -ti-kal), a.

[< eulogist + -ic-al.] Pertaining to or contain-

ing eulogy, or high or excessive praise ;
lauda-

tory.

Eulogistic phrases, first used to supreme men, descend
to men of less authority, and so downwards.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 8 396.

eulogistically (u-lo-jis'ti-kal-i), adr. With
high or undue commendation or eulogy.
eulogium (u-16'ji-um), n. [< ML. fiilogium,

eulogy : see eulogy.] Eulogy, or a eulogy. [Now
rare.]

A lavish and uudistinguishing eulogium Is not praise.

Amet, Works, II. 72.
= Syn. See eulogy.

eulogize (u'lo-jiz), t>. t.
; pret. and pp. eulogi:rd,

ppr. eulogizing. [< eulog-y + -i:e.] To pro-
nounce a eulogy upon ; praise highly or exces-

sively ;
extol in speech or writing. Also spelled

eui

ri__kLr,.__ H....aL_)
J
3n2 10n i26n'

when- n is Inllnlte. It is0.577215149015S28060 +. Eu-
lerian equation. See equation. Eulerian function,
the function

Bishop Horsley . . . publicly etilixjized this treatise in
tin- rlmiyrs delivered to his clergy, recommending it to
their particular perusal.

1'. Knux, The Lord's Supper, Pref., p. 8.

Stanhope enloftintd the law of Charles II. a ) >s. .lutely for-

biddini; the importation of French goods into Euplainl.
Leclcij, Eng. in 1-ih i . nt.. i

eulogy (u'lo-ji), . ; pi. mini/it's (-jiz). [First in

ML. foTmciiliMiiiiHi (>OF.d( /<)(/); later eulogy=
F. eulogie, < ML. eulogia (a blessing, salutation,

Eumecea

present, etc.), < Gr. ei'Aoyia, good or fine lan-

guage, praise, eulogy, panegyric,
in N. T. blesn-

ing (see eulo</i<i), < M-, well, -t- -/.nyia, < '/.ejeiv,

speak: see-oloijy.] 1. High commendation of
a ]M?rson or thing, especially when expressed in

a formal manner or to an undue degree ; spe-

cifically, a speech or writing delivered or com-
posed for the express purpose of lauding its

subject.
M any brave young minds have oftentimes, through hear*

ing the praises and famous tulifiim of worthy men, been
stirred up to affect the like connn. Dilutions.

Sltetuer, state of Ireland.

Yet are there many worthy personages that deserve bet-

ter than dispersed report or barren eulwjif*.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, 11. 132.

2. Same as eulogia.

At Angers one Lent he (St. M&lan] gave what Is called

the "eutoyic
"
(sacred bread) to four bishops.

X. and Q., 7th Mr., VI. 14.

= 8yn.l. Encomium, Eulogy, Eulo/fium,Panrmrie. These
words are best understood through their history. (See
the derivations.) Euloyy is stronger than eiicomium, but
still is the most general word. An rncomium is an ex-

pression of warm praise, of some fullness and complete-
ness, like the ancient laudatory ode : encomium Is not a
distinctive name for a set speech ;

the others may be : as,

Everett's Eulogy upon the Pilgrim fathers ; the Panegy-
ric of Isoerates. Eulotfiuin is only a more formal word
for fulmty. The last three may lie used abstractly, but
not eiwxmimm; we may say, it was mere .//..'/../ or pan-
egyric, but not mere encomium. Eulogy, a eutoyy, and
an encomium may be tempered with criticism ; panemric
and a pantgjfric are only praise ; hence, panegyric la often
used for exaggerated or undiscriminating praise.

Plutarch assures us that our author [Cicero] . . . made a

speech in public full ol the highest encomium* on Crassus.

Melmoth, tr. of Cicero, L 6, note S.

Men with tears coursing down their cheeks in listening
to his (Choate's) sonorous periods in his eulogy upon Web-
ster yet silly made a memorandum that they would count
the words in some of those periods when they should be

printed. A. Phelpt, Eng. Style, p. 99.

Collectors of coins, dresses, and butterflies have aston-
ished the world with eulogiums which would raise their

particular studies into the first ranks of philosophy.
1. D'Israeli, LIU Char., p. 375.

I think I am not Inclined by nature or policy to make a

panegyrick upon anything which is a just and natural ob-

ject of censure. Burke, Rev. in France.

Eulophia (u-16'fi-a), . [NL., so called with ref.

to the crested lip, < Gr. cv'/^xfof, well-plumed,
having a beautiful crest: see Eulophus.] A
genus of epiphytal or terrestrial orchids, of

Africa and southern Asia. The tubers of some
Asiatic species were formerly used as salep.

Eulophinae (u-lo-fi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Eulo-

plius + -inte.] A subfamily of parasitic insects,
of the hymenopterous family Cltalcididce, found-
ed by Westwood in 1840. They have 4-jointed tarsi,
unbroken submarginal veins, slender hind thighs, and un-
divided mesoscutum. The males of many species have
branched or flabellate antenme. All the species, so far

as known, are parasit ir, usually upon lepidopterous larva;.

Eulopbus (u'lo-fus), n. [NL.. < Gr. rfiAo^of,

beautifully crested, well-plumed, < ev, well, +
/ityof. crest.] The typical genus of the subfam-
ily Eulophina;. Geoffroy, 1764.

eulysite (u'li-sit), . [< Gr. cD.vala, readiness
in loosing, < cMvrof, easy to loosen, untie, or
dissolve : see eulytitt. ] The name given by Axel
Erdmann, in 1849, to a rock found by him at

Tunaberg in Sweden, which he described as be-

ing a granular mixture of diallage, garnet, and
altered olivin. This rock contains also grains of mag-
netite, and the olivin is now and then altered into serpen-
tine. It is one of the varieties of peridotite. Hocks sim-
ilar in composition to eulysite have been found in Ger-

many, Italy, and Greece.

eulytin (u'li-tin), n. [< Gr. evZvrof, easy to

untie, loose, or dissolve (see eulytite), + -wi2.]
Same as eulytite.

eulytite (u'fi-tit), n. [< Gr. fi'/wof, easy to un-

tie, loose, or dissolve (< ft', well, T ).vr6f, ver-

bal adj. of ).i-eiv, loose, dissolve), + -ite^.] A
mineral consisting chiefly of silicate of bis-

muth, found at Schneeberg in Saxony, it occurs
in uroiips of tetrahedral crystals of a delicate brown or

yellow color. Also called eulytin and bismuth-blende.

Eumseus (u-me'us), n. [NL. (Httbner, 1816), <

Gr. Ki'//fl/<>r, a man's name.] A genus of lycsenid
butterflies, of a few North and Central Ameri-
can species, bronzed black with a golden sheen,
and with bright-green orblue maculate borders.
E. atala is very abundant in Florida, where the bright-
red larva is known as the coontie-uvnn, from the Indian
name of the plant Zamia inteijrifolia, a cycad, which it

defoliates.

Eumeces (u-me'sez), n. [< Gr. ev^iaK,
of a

good length, great, considerable, < n'. well, +
//vnof, length. Cf. uanpoc,, long.] A genus of

skinks, of the family Scincida-. It contains small
harmless lizards known as blwtailt and tcorpiont, of
which there are many species in the wanner portions of
the globe; about 12 occur In the. I'niU-d states. They
have well-developed 5-toed limbs, a smooth fusiform tail.



Eumeces
the nostrils in a single median plate, thin polished scales,

and no palatine teeth. E. fascwtits, the common blue-

tail of the United States, is 8 or 9 inches long, green with

yellow stripes, passing on the tail into blue, and pearly-
white below. E. lonyimstris is the Bermuda skink.

Eumenes (u'me-nez), n. [NL., < Gr. eii/tevi/f,

well-disposed, friendly, gracious, < eii, well, +
/itvof, mind, temper, disposition.] The typical

genus of wasps of the family Eumemdw, having
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shape.] An organic form resulting from eu-

merogenesis ;
a eumeristic organism : opposed

to dysmcromorph.
eumeromorphic (u"me-ro-m6r'fik), . [< eume-

romorph + -c.] Having the character or qual-

ity of a eumeromorph ; eumerogenetic or eu-

meristic in form : opposed to dysmeromorphic.
Eumetopias (u-me-to'pi-as), n. [NL. (Gill,

1866), < Gr. ev, well, + peTunias, having a broad

forehead, < [teToirov, the forehead, < fterd, be-

tween, -I-
a-ifi (<JTT-), the eye.] A genus of eared

seals, of the family Otariida!. The type is the north-
ern sea-lion. E. ntclleri, which inhabits the northern Pa-
cific from Bering's strait to Japan and California. The
male measures from 12 to 14 feet in length, and weighs
upward of a thousand pounds ; the female is much smaller
and more slender. See cut in preceding column.

Eunectes (u-nek'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. ev, well, 4-

", a swimmer (cf . vr/Kr6f, adj., swimming), <

i, swim.]

Eumenes/rat. (Line shows natural size. }

the abdomen pyriform, with a very long pedicel
formed by the first abdominal segment. E. fra-
terna is a common North American species.
Eumenidas (u-men'i-de), n. pi, [NL., < Eu-
menes + -ida.:~\ A family of true wasps, by
some ranked only as a subfamily, containing
the solitary wasps, and distinguished from the
social wasps by having the claws armed with
a tooth instead of being simple. These wasps are
of only two forms, male and female, the latter having the
dual r61e of queen and worker. Also Eumenida, Eumeni-
des.

Eumenides1 (u-men'i-dez), re. pi. [L., < Gr. Ei>-

//EvMff (sc. deal), lit. the gracious goddesses, <

evpevfc, well-disposed, favorable, gracious, < ev,

well, -r ficvof, mind, temper, disposition.] In
classical myth., the Erinyes or Furies: a eu-

phemistic name. See Erinys and fury.
While Apollo or Athena only slay, the power of Deme-

ter and the Eumenides is over the whole life.

Ruskin, Lectures on Art, 151.

Eumenides2 (u-men'i-de/), w. pi. [NL., < Eu-
menes + -ides.} 1. Same as Eumenida',. 2. A
group of lepidopterous insects. Buixduval, 1836.

Eumeninae (u-me-m'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Eu-
menes + -inte..~\ The Eunienidw considered as
a subfamily of Vespidw.
eumerism (u'me-rizm), n. [< Gr. ev, well, + fte-

pof, part (division) (see eumeristic), + -ism.] In

biol., an aggregate of eumeristic parts ;
a pro-

cess or result of eumerogenesis : a kind of me-
rism opposed to dysrnerism.
eumeristic (u-me-ris'tik), a. [< Gr. evpepiarof,

easily divided, < e
v, well, + /ieptaT6f, divided, di-

visible, < [lepi&iv, divide, < fiepot, a part.] In

biol., regularly repeated in a set or series of
like parts which form one integral whole

;
eu-

merogenetic : opposed to dysineristic.

eumerogenesis (u"me-ro-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. ev, well, + fj-epof, part (division) (see eume-

rism), + yeveaif, generation.] In biol., the gene-
sis, origination, or development of many like

parts in a regular series forming an integral
whole

; repetition of forms without modification
or specialization: opposed to dysmerogenesis.
Ordinary cell-division and the budding of suc-
cessive joints of a tapeworm are examples.
eumerogenetic (u"me-ro-je-net'ik), a. [< eu-

merogenesis, after genetic.] In biol., produced
by or resulting from eumerogenesis ;

character-
ized by or exhibiting eumerism

;
eumeristic :

opposed to diismerogenetic.

eumeromorph (u'me-ro-morf), n. [< Gr. ev,

well, + pepof, part (see eumerism), +
/u>p<t>r/,

Northern Sea-lion ^Eumetopias stelleri).

1 . A genus
of enormous
South Ameri-
can serpents,
of the fam-

ily Boidai,
or boas. E.
murinus is

the anaconda
(which see).

Wagler, 1830.

2. A genus
of water-bee-

tles, of the

family Dytis-

cid<K, contain-

ing about 12

Species, Of
Anaconda {Eunectes murinus).

Europe, Asia, Australia, and South America.

Erichson, 1832.

Eunectus (u-nek'tus), re. [NL. : see Eunectes.']
Same as Eunectes.

Eunice (u-ni'se), n. [NL., < Gr. Eweim/ or Et>-

v'uaj, a Nereid.] In zoiil., a genus of

annelids, typical of the family Euni-
cid(E. It is characterized by having no fewer
than 9 distinct dentary pieces, 2 large flat

ones united below, and 3 dextral and 4 sinis-

tral cutting teeth working against each other.
E. (/iffantea is a large West Indian sea-centi-

pede, with several hundred joints. E. anten-
nata is another example.
Eunices (u-nis'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Eunice + -eas.~\ A group of annelids

approximately corresponding to the

family Eunicid<B.

Eunicidae (u-nis'i-de), re. pi. [NL., <

Eunice + -idol. ] A family of errant, pre-
daceous,polych8etous annelids,typified
by the genus Eunice. The body has many
segments ; the priestomium bears tentacles ; the

parapodia are usually uniramous, sometimes bi-

ramous, and ordinarily provided with dorsal and
venti-al cirri as well as branchiae There are
several genera.

Eunomia (u-no'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

Evvo/iia., daughter of Themis, a per- Eunicf
Bonification of evvo/iia, good order : see antenxa-

eunomy.] 1. In oo7. : (a) A genus of
'"'

zygsenid moths. Hiibner, 1816. (6) A genus of

polyps. Lamarck, 1821. (c) A genus of worms.
Risso, 1826. (d) A genus of North American
bees, of the family Andrenidw, having the api-
cal joint of the antennse spoon-shaped. There
are two species, E. apacha and E. heteropoda.

2. In astron., the fifteenth planetoid, discov-
ered at Naples by De Gasparis in 1851.

Eunqmian (u-np'mi-an), a. and i. [< LL. Eu-
nomius, < Gr. Evv6fiioc ,

a proper name, (. evvo/ios,
well-ordered: see eunomy.~\ I. a. Of or per-
taining to Eunomius or his doctrines.

II. n. A follower of Eunomius, an extreme
Arian of the fourth century, pupil of Aetius,
and some time bishop of Cyzicus : same as Ano-
mcean, Aetian, and Eudoxian.

eunomy (u'no-mi), n. [< Gr. tbvofiSa, good or-

der, good laws well obeyed, < evvofio/;, well-or-

dered, under good laws, < ev, well, + vo^of, law.]
Equal law, or a well-adjusted constitution of

government. Mitford.
Eunota (u-no'ta), re. pi. [< Gr. tiwrof, well-

backed, stout-backed, < ev, well, + varof, the

back.] A group of existing Lacertilia, having
the more important characters of the Platynota,
but distinguished from them by having two
nasal bones, and the integument of the head
covered with epidermic plates.
eunuch (u'nuk), . and a. [= F. eunuque = Sp.
It. eunuco = Pg. eunucho, < L. eunuchus, < Gr.

evvovxo(, a chamberlain (in Asia, and later in

euouse

the Greek empire, generally a castrated man) ;

hence, a castrated man (applied also to cas-

trated beasts and to seedless fruits); < EVVT/,

bed, + lxe ' v
> have, hold, keep.] I. n. 1. In

the East, a chamberlain
;
a keeper of the bed-

chamber, or of the women in a large or polyg-
amous household: an office generally (and in

the latter case always) held by castrated men,
and often bringing to its holders in princely
houses great political influence.

From the domestic service of the palace, and the ad-

ministration of the private revenue, Narses the eunuch
was suddenly exalted to the head of an army.

Gibbon, Decline and Fall, xli.

Hence, in general 2. Any castrated male of

the human species. ,

II. a. Unproductive; barren. [Bare.]

He had a mind wholly eunuch and ungenerative in mat-
ters of literature and taste. Godwin, Mandeville, III. 96.

eunuch (u'nuk), v. t. [< eunuch, n.] To make
a eunuch of; castrate, as a man. [Kare.]

They eunuch all their priests ; from whence 'tis shewn
That they deserve no children of their own.

Creech, tr. of Lucretius.

eunuchatet (u'nuk-at), v. t. [< LL. eunuchatus,
pp. of eunuchare, make a eunuch, < L. eunuchus,
a eunuch.] Same as eunuch.

It were ... an impossible act to eunuchate or castrate

themselves. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 4.

eunuchism (u'nuk-izm), n. [< LL. eunuchismus,
< LGr. evvovxio/Kk;, < evvovx'^eiv, make a eunuch,
< evvovxo; : see eunuch.] The state of being a
eunuch.

That eunuchism, not in itself, but for the kingdom of

heaven, is better than it [marriage], we doubt not.

Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy, p. 54.

euomphaloid (u-om'fa-loid), a. Like species
of the genus EuompHalus : as, a euomphaloid
shell. P. P. Carpenter.
Euomphalus (u-om'fa-lus), . [NL., in allu-

sion to the wide umbilicus, < Gr. ev, well, +
bpipaUf, the navel, umbilicus.] A large genus
of fossil gastropods, belonging to the family
Turbinida:, appearing in the Silurian strata, and
keeping its place till the Triassic period. The
remains consist of depressed or discoidal shells, with a

polygonal aperture and very wide umbilicus (whence the

name). The operculum is round, shelly, and multispiral.

euonym (u'o-nim), . [< Gr. ei>6w/iof, having
a good name, < ev, well, + ovo/ta, &VV/M, a name.]
In terminal., a good, proper, or fitting name of

anything ;
a term which conforms to the rules

and answers the requirements of a system of

naming, and is therefore available as a tech-
nical designation : opposed to caconym. [Bare.]
euonymin (u-on'i-min), n. [< Enonymus + -iw2.]
1. An uncrystallizable, bitter substance, sol-

uble in alcohol and water, obtained from Euo-
nymus. 2. A complex substance precipitated
from the tincture of euonymus by adding water.

Euonymus (u-on'i-mus), n. [NL., < L. euony-
mos (Pliny), < Gr. ev&w/jof (TO tvum/iov Aev6pm>),
the spindle-tree, < ev&vviiof, having a good name,
honored, prosperous, lucky, < ev, well, + ovofia,

ovvfta, name : see onym.~\ 1. A celastraceous ge-
nus of shrubs and small trees, natives of north-
ern temperate regions, including about 40 spe-
cies. They have opposite leaves, and loose cymes of small

purplish flowers, followed by usually crimson or rose-col-
ored capsules, which on opening disclose the seed wrap-
ped in an orange-colored aril. The spindle-tree of Europe,
E. Europcea, the leaves, flowers, and fruit of which are
said to be poisonous to animals, is sometimes cultivated,
but less frequently than the more ornamental American
species, E. atropurpurea, and E. Americana, known re-

spectively as the wahoo or Intming-bugh and the straw-

berry-lntsh. E. Japonica, sometimes called Chinese box,
is a handsome evergreen species of Japan, often with fine-

ly variegated leaves. All parts of the European spindle-
tree are emetic and purgative, and the bark of the wahoo
is used as an active purgative. See cut under burning-
bush.

2. [Z. c.] The bark of Euonymus atropurpurea,
which is used as a purgative and laxative.

euonymy (u-on'i-mi), . [As euonym + -y. Cf.

synonymy, etc.] A system of or the use of euo-

nyms ; right or proper technical nomenclature.

[Rare.]
Euornithes (u-6r'ni-thez), re. pi. [NL., < Gr.

ev, well, + opvif (bpviB-), a bird.] A superordinal
group of birds, containing all living birds ex-

cepting the struthious or ratite forms, the tina-

mous, and the penguins. It is the same as Cari-
nata; without the tinamous and penguins.

euornithic (u-6r-nith'ik), a. [< Euornithes +
-ic.] Pertaining to or having the characters of
the Euornithes.

euotomoUS (u-ot'o-mus), a. An incorrect form
of eutomoHx.
euouae (u-6'e), . See evovce.



Eupagurus

Eupagurus (u-pa-gu'rus), . [NL., < Gr.fi,
wi-11, + 1'iii/urug.] A genus of hermit-crabs.
E. bernharittts

is ono u( the

(.mnnnnestspe-
Cles of lliTMlit-

crab along the
Atlantic r,;isi

of thu United
.States, :unl is

orten found in

the sllrll of tllC

sca-mmil Lima
ti.i l:-r<tg and
..thrrs.

eupathia (u-

l>;ith'i-ii), ii.

|Srr </)(/-

thy.] lu pa-
ilini., same
as riiiilioritt.

Hennit-crab (finpairur,
of Sea-snail ( /. afia Jteroi ,.

Shell

eupathyt (u'pa-thi), . [< Or. eviraBtia, the en-

joyment of good things, comfort
;
with the Sto-

ics, a happy condition ; < ciiraft/f, enjoying good
things, in happy condition, < ev, well, + wdBof,

feeling.] Right feeling.

And yet verily they themselves againe do tcrme those

joyes, those promptitudes of the will, and wary cin uin-

spections, by the name of ettpathiey, 1. c. good affections,
and not of apathies, that is to say, impossibilities ; where-
in they u-c the words aright and as they ought.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 62.

Eupatoriaceae (u-pa-to-ri-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL., <

Eupatorium 4- -acea;.] A tribe of the natural
order Composite, having perfect flowers (never
yellow) in discoid heads, the anthers not cau-

date, and the elongated clavate style-branches
stigmatic only below the middle. It Includes 35

genera and over 750 species, of which only 16 belong to the
ilil world. The principal genera are Ettpatorium, Stevia,
Mikania, and Brickeltia.

eupatoriaceous (u-pa-to-ri-a'shius), a. Belong-
ing to or characteristic of the tribe Eupatoria-
eete.

eupatorine (u-pa-to'rin), n. [< Eupator-ium +
-('-.] An alkaloid contained, according to

Righoni, in Eupatorium cannabinum. it is a white

powder, having a peculiar sharp and bitter taste, insoluble
in water, but soluble in ether and alcohol. It combines with

sulphuric uritl, and the salt crystallizes in silky needles.

Eupatorium (u-pa-to'ri-um),
n. [NL. (L. eu-

patoria, fern., Pliny ),< Or. einrarAptov, agrimony,
named in honor of Mithridates, surnamed Eu-

pator, Gr. Evirarup (ewraTup, born of a noble fa-

ther/ a', well, -I- mrrf/p = E. father).] 1. A ge-
nus of the natural order Composite, mostly per-
ennial herbs and natives of America, of the more
th:m 4iKi .-j,c

-, ;.!,. unly 10 are found in the old world, 2 of
which arc European. There are about 40 in the United

2027
This was the patent, so to speak, of the Roman patrician,
of the Ureek eupatrid, of the Teutonic warrior.

Edijiburyh Jtev.

U. a. Of or pertaining to the Eupatridse.
Juit as a Human or Athenian nolilr, s.-ul'-.i ut any ixiiut

of the Ager Komanus or the Attic territory, would Mil]

niiuit himself a jm-rnbi-r of las |.;itriri;m hmi?.,' -.1 . uj*iti-i>t

trihe. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 271.

Eupatridse (u-pat'ri-dc), " pi- [< Or- nnrarpi-
'V/', born of a noble father, of noble family;
pi. EimaTpiiai, the Eupatridffi ;

< ev, well, +
irarf/p = E. father.] The ancient aristocracy
of Athens and other Greek states, in whom, in

primitive times, were vested the privileges and
powers of lawgivers, the lower classes having
no voice. See patrician.
Eupelminae (u-pel-mi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Eu-

pclmius + -ince.] A prominent subfamily of in-

sects, of the parasitic hymenopterous family
(')inlcididte, chiefly distinguished by the en-

larged first joint of the middle tarsi and the

long spine at the tip of the middle tibiss. The
antenna; are 13-jointed, and the wings have a long stig-
mal vein. Many of the species are parasitic in the eggs
<>! other insects, while others live in larva?.

Eupelmus (u-pel'mus),
n. [NL. (Dalman, 1820),

< Or. ev, well, + irtX/za, the sole of the foot.]

Euphoberiidae

Euphausia (u-fa-8'si-a), n. [NL., appar. < Gr.
ii . \vcll, + </xiit>eiv (^ *<pa), make to appear (cf.

riqtafo, very bright, < ev, well, + ^riof, <jH*, light , <

faivetv (/ "<t>a)t
make to appear) (gee plniHtimin.

fancy), + ovaia, substance.] A genus of schi-

zopodous crustaceans or opossum-sliriin |
>s. typ-

ical of the family Euphaiuriidte. Dana, 1850.

Kuphautia leaves the egg as a tmc nauplins with IU
three pairs of appendages, a mouth being prest-nt. tbongh
the alimentary canal is not open at the posterior end.
With succeeding mouths new appendages are formed and
the carapace outlined, while the alidoincn does not make
IU ap|>earance, except in a very rmliiin ut:n \ rniiilition,

until six appendages are outlined. A inoiliti. d /<H-al con-
dition now ensues, from which the adult is gradually pro
dm-. -d by a series of mouths. Stand. Sat. II <'., II. 43.

Euphausiidae (u'fa-<J-si'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Eu-

pnausia + -ulir.) A family of opossum-shrimps,
taking name from the genus Euphausia. They
have a small non-calcareous carapace, firmly connected
with the trunk along the dorsal face, leaving only part of

the last segment closed above. Eight genera have been
established. The species are mostly pelagic.

Euphema (u-fe'mft), n. [NL., < Gr. ci>^>f, ut-

tering sounds of
(food

omen : see euphemism.]
Agenus ofAustralian grass-parrakeets, founded

Female of EuptlmusfloridaH*s. (Cross shows natural cUe.)

The typical genus of Eupclminte. There arc many
species, of wide geographical distribution, differing much
as regards the insects which they infest. E.fioridaniu is

a handsome North American species.

eupepsia, eupepsy (u-pep'si-a, -si), n. [NL.
cupepsia, < Gr. eiVf^rof, easy of digestion, hav-

ing a good digestion, < fir, well, + irtnrof, ver-

bal adj. of jrfTTTtiv, Ttiaoetv, digest: see dyspepsy,

pepsin, peptic.] Good digestion: opposed to

dyspepsia.
An age merely mechanical ! Euprpty its main object.

cur/ a/*. Signs of the Times.

eupeptic (u-pep'tik), a. [< Gr. evireirrof, easy
01 digestion, having a good digestion: see eu-

pepsia.] 1. Having good digestion: opposed
to dyspeptic.
The eupeptic right-thinking nature of the man . . .

fitted Baillie to be a leader in General Assemblies.

Carlyle, Misc., IV. 224.

Thus it seems easy for a large, eupeptic, and jolly-looking
man to have a good temper.

Saturday Rev., March 2, 1877, p. 351.

2. Easy of digestion.

Eupetes (u'pe-tez), n. [NL. (Temminck, 1830),
< Gr. rinrer^f, flving well, < ei>, well, + KfTcoOai,

fly.] A remarkable genus of passerine birds
of the Malayan and Papuan regions, it is of un-
certain affinities, and is sometimes brought under the fam-

ily Timeliidte, sometimes made type of Eupetidae, in which

Flowering Branch of Ayapana (Eupatorium

States. Tho U-avesare usually opposite, resinously dotted,
and littler. ;ml tin- white or purplish flowers are in small

forytnltusrly ryimifte heads. Tin- lirinp-ii^riniony, K. <vm-

nabinum, is found throughout I'.iin.pr. and hius hn>r heon
in coninmn use it-* a tonic and febrifuge. Thnroii^hwort
iir Utin-si-t, A'. !>'> ftjint nin, wliich is a popular stimulant,
tnnii-. ;ind tliiiplion-tif. and the

joepye-weed.
K. {mr/nt-

lYtnii, an- roinmon species <'f tin- I tiited States. Various
other speeit-s are used medicinally, as the hitter-bush, E.
t'Uf't-iinn, of Jamaica, and the ayapana, E. tripliiiervc, of
Kt'imion.

2. [/. c.] A species of this genus.

eupatory(u'pa-to-ri), . BaaMMMpotwiMByS.
eupatrid (u-pat'rid), . and a. I. . One of the

Eupatridte.

\t the iH-n'itiniiiu' of Athenian history we find the Athe-
nian (-oininonalty the bon<Ul:i\vs, tliron^h debt, of the t-ln-

patrhtx. . Karly Hist of Institutions, p. 167.

'I'lu- honour u'ivrti t. the heads of the houses, which
everywhere forme. I the primary in. mid of the Aryan com-
munity, . . , was certainly one great source of nobility.

Ettpttes

the Krallatorial genus Mtsites has been placed, there being
some superficial resemblance between these two genera.
It appears to be nearest the Crateropodidac, or true babl 'linn
thrushes. The bill is lon^. the neck extremely slender,
and covered like the head with short, velvety feathers.
The type species, A*, nitirrocercus, inhabits the Malay pen-
insulu and Sumatra; E. ccfnUetctiu is found in New
Guinea.

Eupetidaet (u-pet'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Eupetes
+ -i>f<r.] A highly unnatural association of the

passerine genus Eitnctfs and the
^rallatorial

genus Mesites, made by G. R. Gray in 1869.

Grass-parrakeet (F.*phe,na

by Wagler in 1830. It contains such species as E. tie-

yam and K. jnilchMa, and was made by O. R. f.ray in 1840
to include such species as A', discolor. Also Euphtliiia.

euphemism (u'fe-mizm), n. [< Gr. tvpi/itaftos,

euphemism, i. e., the use of an auspicious for

an inauspicious word, < tr$i/pi$itv, use a good
for a bad, an auspicious for an inauspicious
word, < ri'^mof, uttering sounds of good omen,
abstaining from inauspicious words, < tv, well,
+ 1)1,1111, a voice, a prophetic voice, rumor, talk

(= L. fama, rumor, fame), < <j>avai, speak, say:
see fame, fate.] 1. In rhet., the use of a mild,
delicate, or indirect word or expression in place
of a plainer and more accurate one, which by
reason of its meaning or its associations or sug-
gestions might be offensive, unpleasant, or em-
barrassing.
This instinct of politeness in speech euphemim, as

it is called which seeks to hint at an unpleasant or an
indelicate thing rather than name it directly, has had
much to do in making words acquire new meanings and
lose old ones : thus '

plain
'

has usurped the sense of '

ugly
'

;

fast,' of '

dissipated
'

;

'

gallantry, of ' licentiousness.'

Chambers, Inf. for the People.

2. A word or expression thus substituted: as,
to employ a euphemism.
When it was said of the martyr St Stephen that "he

fell asleep," instead of "he died,"the evphemitm partakes
of the nature of a metaphor, intimating a resemblance be-

tween sleep and the death of such a person.
Beattie, Moral Science, 5 866.

euphemistic, euphemistical (u-ff-mis'tik, -ti-

kal), n. Pertaining to or characterized by en-

puemism.
euphemistically (u-ff-mis'ti-kal-i), adv. In a

euphemistic manner;' as a euphemism.
eupnemize (u'fe-miz), v.

; pret. and
pp. euphe-

m\:ed, ppr. euphemizing. [< Gr. cvfiyitZeiv : see

ciijiliemism.] I. trans. To make euphemistic ;

express by a euphemism.
II. intraus. To indulge in euphemism ; speak

euphemistically.
Euphoberia (u-fo-be'ri-S), n. [NL., < Gr. ev,

well, + $oftep6s,

'

fearful, formidable, < Qtflof,

fear.] An extinct genus of myriapods, typical
of the family Euphoberiidae.
Euphoberiidse (u'fo-be-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Kii/iholifriit + -itl/r.] An extinct family of my-
riapods, of the order Arclii/xi/i/pixlii. They had the
anterior ami posterior parts differentiated, the dorsal

plates more or less consolidated, and several longitudinal
rows of spines or protuberances along the back. The spe-
cies lived during the Carboniferous epoch.



euphone

euphone (u-fo'ue), . [< Gr. rf^ovof, sweet-

voiced, musical.] In organ-building, a sixteen-

foot stop, consisting of a set of pipes with free

reeds, and giving a sweet, subdued, clarinet-

like tone.

Euphonia (u-fo'ni-ii), n. [NL. (Desmarest,

1805), < Gr. einpavof, sweet-voiced, musical: see

euphonous, euphony. ~\
1. A large genus of Cen-

tral and South American tanagers, of the fam-

ily Tanagridai, giving name to a section Eupho-
mince of that family. E. musica is the organist-tana-

ger of the West Indies. One species, E. elegantuiima, is

found on the borders of the United States ; 31 others extend

through the neotropical regions to Bolivia and Paraguay.
Also called Cyanophonia, Acroleptes, lliolopka, and Pho-

nasca. Also written Euphona.
2. [I. c.] A member of this genus.
The very peculiar structure of the digestive tube of the

euphonias was first pointed out by Lund.
P. L. Sdater, Cat. Birds Brit. Mus., XI. 53.

euphoniad (u-fo'ni-ad), n. [< euphony + -ad1.]
A musical instrument of the orchestrion class.

euphonic (u-fon'ik), a. [As euphon-ous + -ic.]

Of, pertaining to, or characterized by euphony;
agreeable to the ear; easy or pleasing in re-

spect to utterance.

The conclusion was drawn that the vowel is an impor-
tant element in the make-up of the verb for euphonic pur-

poses. Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XV. 6., App.

euphonical (u-fon'i-kal), a. [< euphonic + -al.]

Same as euphonic.
Our English hath what is comely and euphonical in each

of these [other European languages], without any of their

inconveniences. Bp. WilKns, Real Character, iii. 14.

Euphoniinas (u-fo-ni-I'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Eu-

phonia + -i(K.'] A subfamily of tanagers, hav-

ing a short turgid bill, the upper mandible usu-

ally with terminal notch and also some slight

serrature, a short tail, and certain peculiarities
of the stomach. There are 4 genera, Euphonia, Chloro-

pltonia, Pyrrhuphonia, and Hypophcea. Also Euphonince.

euphonious (u-fo'ni-us), . [< LL. euphonia (<
Gr. evtyuvia), euphony, T -ovs. See euphonous.]
Consisting of agreeable articulate elements;
well-sounding; euphonic.
Euphonious languages are not necessarily easy of ac-

quirement. The Fin, in which it is rare to find two con-

current consonants in the same syllable, is too fine and
delicate for remembrance. The mind wants consonantal

combinations, or something equally definite, to lay hold
of. Latham, Elem. of Comp. Philol.

euphoniously (u-fo'ni-us-li), adv. With eu-

phony; harmoniously.
euphonism (u'fo-nizm), n. [< Gr. elipuvof, eu-

phonous (see euphonous), + -ism.] An agree-
able sound or combination of sounds. Oswald.

[Bare.]
euphonium (u-fo'ni-um), n. [NL., < Gr. ev<f>u-

vof, sweet-voiced, musical : see euphonous.'] 1.

A musical instrument, consisting of a set of

glass tubes, connected with graduated steel

bars, to be put in vibration by the moistened

finger: invented by Chladni in 1790. 2. A
musical instrument, the lowest or bass of the
saxhorn family, having a compass of about
three octaves upward from the second C below
middle C. Its tone is powerful, but unsympa-
thetic.

euphonize (u'fo-niz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. eupho-

nized, ppr. euphonizing. [< Gr. evQuvof, having
a good voice, sweet-voiced, musical (see eupho-
nous}, + -ize.] To make euphonic or agreeable
in sound.

The spreading of classical learning had not at first that

general effect in euphonizing our language which might
have been expected.

Mitford, Harmony of Language (1774), p. 174.

euphonous (u'fo-nus), a. [< Gr. eixfiavof, hav-

ing a good voice (i. e., having a sweet voice,
as a singer, e. g., the Muses, or having a loud,
distinct voice, as a herald) (appar. not used
with ref . to easy or agreeable pronunciation),
< ev, well, + favri, voice, sound: see euphony.]
Same as euphonious. Mitford.
euphony (u'fo-ni), n. [= F. euphonie = Sp.
eufonia = Pg. euphonia = It. eufonia, < LL. eu-

phonia, < Gr. eixfxjvia, the quality of having a

good voice (i. e., a sweet or a loud voice), loud-
ness of voice, euphony, < EIH/MVOC;, having a good
voice : see euphonous.] 1. Easy enunciation of

sounds; a pronunciation which is pleasing to
the sense; agreeable utterance. AS a principle
active in the historical changes of language, euphony is

a misnomer, since it is ease of utterance, economy of ef-

fort on the part of the organs of speech, and not agreeable-
ness to the ear, that leads to and governs such changes.

Euphony, which used to be appealed to as explanation
[of phonetic change], is a false principle, except so far as
the term may be made an idealized synonym of economy
[in utterance]. Whitney, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 773.
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Euphony consists, also, in a well-proportioned variety of the African plant, also its acrid juice : see Eu-

ou-ucture in successive sentences. A monotonous repeti- phorbia.] 1. A gum-resin, the product ol Jlu-

tion of any construction can not be made euphonious, ex- phorbia resinifera, a leafless, cactus-like plant of

cept by singing it. A. Phelps, Eng. Style, p. 327. Morocco. It is extremely acrid, and was formerly used,

=Syn. Euphony, Melody, Harmony, Rhythm. Euphony
in style respects simply the question of pleasing sounds

in the words themselves. Melody respects the succession

of sounds, especially as affected by the pitch appropriate
to the thought and required by the arrangement of clauses.

Harmony respects the adaptation of sound to sense.

Wajthm respects the emphasis that is, the succession of

emphatic and unemphatic syllables. In music melody re-

spects the agreeable combination of successive sounds of

various pitch, while harmony respects the agreeable blend-

ing of simultaneous sounds of different pitch, the sounds

in either case being from voices or musical instruments ;

thus, a song for children to sing must depend for its effect

upon melody rather than harmony.

The Attic euvhomi in it. and all the aroma of age.
D. 0. Mitchell, Wet Days.

The river that I sate upon
It made such a noise as it ron,
Accordaunt with the birdes annony,
Me thought it was the beste melody
That mighte ben yheard of any mon.

Chaucer, Cuckoo and Nightingale, 1. 81.

By the harmony of words we elevate the mind to a sense

Ourself have often tried

Valkyrian hymns, or into rhythm have dash'd
The passion of the prophetess.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

even by the ancients, as an emetic and a purgative, but it

is now employed only as an ingredient in plasters and in

veterinary practice.

Fixe therinne the 5 essence of tho laxatyues that purgen
flewme and viscous humoris, as a litil of euforbie, or tur-

bit, or sambucy.
Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 16.

Euphorbium, the gummy Juice or Sap of that Tree

much us'd in Physick and Surgery. E. Phillips, 1706.

2f. Same as euphorbia, 2.

His Shield flames bright with gold, imbossed hie

With Wolves and Horse seem-running swiftly by,
And freng'd about with sprigs of Scammony,
And of Euphorbium, forged cunningly.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

euphoria (u-fo'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. eixfiopia,

power of bearing easily, < iv&opoc,, bearing well,

< rf, well, + Qepeiv = E. beari.] Inpathol.: (a)

A disposition to bear pain well, (i) The state

of feeling well, especially when occurring in a

diseased person. Also called eupathia.

tainiug to, characteristic of, or characterized

by euphoria.
Dr. Battaglia, director of an insane asylum in Cairo,

describes many experiments upon himself with different

He produced a great variety of

E
There arewhole resembling a perfect flower.

over 600 species, known generally as spurges, found in all

temperate regions, and more sparingly within the trop
.

f n _._ l__il.. i T--.V.Ji

phrenetic, etc.] A small genus of low herbs,
of the natural order Scrophulariacea;, widely dis-

tributed. The flowers are small, in dense spikes. The
common eyebright of Europe, E. ojiciiuilis, is the only

They Vary greatly in habit, especially the tropical North American species. It is astringent, and was for-

merly in repute as a remedy for diseases of the eyes.

euphrasy (u'fra-si), n. [< ME. *
euphrasy

(spelled heufras'y), < ML. ettfrasia, euphrasia:
see Euphrasia.] The eyebright, Euphrasia of-

ficinalis.
Then purged with euphrasy and rue

The visual nerve ;
for he had much to see.

Milton, P. L., xi. 414.

With fairy euphrasy they purged my eyes,
To let me see their cities in the skies.

Hood, Plea of the Midsummer Fairies, st. 114.

Euphratean (u-fra'te-an), a. Of or pertaining
to the Euphrates, an important river of Asia,

rising in Armenia, and after a course of 1,600
miles falling into the Persian gulf. The region
called Mesopotamia is included between the Euphrates
and the Tigris, which flows into the Euphrates from the
east about 100 miles from its mouth.

The early life of the "Father of the Faithful" belongs
to the time when Turanian and Semitic elements were

mingled in the Euphratean valley.

Dawson, Origin of World, p. 253.

euphroe, n. See uphroe.
Euphrosyne (u-fros'i-ne), n. [NL., < L. Eu-

plirosyne, < Gr. EvQpoaiivq, one of the three Bo3-
otian Charites, or Graces, who, with her fellows,

presided over all that constitutes the charm
and brilliancy of life

;
lit. mirth, merriment, fes-

tivity, < efypuv, merry, cheerful : see Euphrasia.]
In zool., a genus of errant chsetopodous anne-

lids, of the family Amphinomida.

Top of Stem oi Euphorbia resinifera.

a, involucre with inclosed flowers ; b, section of same.

species, which are sometimes shrubs or trees ; and many
African species have succulent, leafless, spiny, and angled
stems, resembling columnar Cactacece. They abound in

an acrid milky juice, which possesses active medicinal and
sometimes poisonous properties. The blooming spurge,
E. corollata, and the ipecac spurge, E. Ipecacuanha, of the

United States, and numerous other species, are employed
medicinally in the countries where they are native. (See _..
euphorbium.) Various species are also cultivated for or- a,!;-... /,-,'fn i'/ml n r< FmilnifQ ..

nament, as K narainata for its color-margined leaves, eupnuism (u lu-izm), n. L< Jmplntcs. iuc uci

E. pulcherrima for its bright-colored floral bracts, E. ful- two works by John Lyly, viz.
, Euphues, or the

gens for its bright-red involucre, and several African spe- Anatomy of Wit," 1579, and "Euphues and his
cics for their cactus-like habit, as E. resinifera. England," 1580, written in a strange ornate and
2. [Z. c.] A plant of this genus. affected style, which became fashionable at the

Euphorbiaceae (u-f6r-bi-a'se-e), n.pl [NL., < court of Elizabeth, + -ism. The name Euphues
Euphorbia + -acece.] An important order of

(prop . *Euphyes) is taken from Gr. etywfc, well-

mostly apetalous plants, including 200 genera shaped, of good natural disposition, naturally
and over 3,000 species, found in all temperate eievei.

( {,^c? a man of genius), etc., < %,
and tropical regions, but especially abundant weji

;
+^ grOWth, stature, nature, < Qiviv, pro-

in South America. They are herbs, shrubs, or trees duce, pass, oveada/, grow.] In Enq. lit., an af-
with monoecious or dioecious flowers, and the fruit a tricoc-

fP(,J.P(J Krpra rv ofvlp orio-iiiatinff in'the fifteenth
cons 3-seeded or 6-seeded capsule. They have an acrid

'

milky juice, and some are poisonous ; but the fruits of a century, characterized by a wide vocabulary,
few species are edible, and the roots of others abound in alliteration, consonance, verbal antithesis, and

h The order includes the box-tree(-B)MMs), the cas- o(jd combinations of words. The style, although
plant (Manihot) the castor-oil plant (Riciims), the

,)ombastic al,j riaiciilous originally, contributed to the

starch,
sava .

croton-oil and cascarilla plants (Croton), several species
that furnish caoutchouc (Hevea, Castilloa, etc.), and nu-
merous other more or less useful plants. The larger gen-
era are Euphorbia, Croton. I'ln/llanthiis, and Acalypha.

euphorbiaceous, euphorbial (u-for-bi-a'shius,

u-for'bi-al), a. Pertaining to or having the

characteristics of the Euphorbiacece.

,

flexibility and verbal resources of later English. It as-

sumed its most extreme form in the works of John Lyly,
called the Euphuist.

All our Ladies were then his [I.yly's] Scholars
;
and that

Beauty in Court which could not Parley Euj<lieixi/{t
: was as

little regarded as She which now there speaks not French.
Edirard Bluant, in Lyly's Euphues, Epist. to Header.



euphuism
The discourse of Sir I'ii-n-ii-slinftnn, in "The Monastery,"

ll rathcrae:ii-icat>iivthanufuiri<ain|ilcofi-i/;</iixm. . . .

I'erhaps, imlri-il, <mi- laii^naui- i*, aftrr all, imlrlitril in

this writer [l.yly] ami hit mi'l'"''"' for not n little of lt

pn-Miit euphony. (//,/,, Hist. EMU. I-ang., I. 485.

So fur, then, there is in tlic father i>! - "/i/n/ix/// [l.ylyi

nothing t'lll :ih t'VILrrat'-d dcvelopi'im-llt I'f tUHtt-s alnl

ti-inleiieic.s whii h In- shun-. I imi niil> "illi a ^i-ni i at ii 111 ill

writer*, Inil \\ ii ti I hi- Illicit > i MI i Mils of a century, iinlrni

of niiiri- < <-nt in i<-.s Uian inn-.

.1. If. U'Hi-il, tin-.;. Drain. Lit., I. 1M.

= Syn. This \voril is soiiu-tiint-H rnhli'iiinleil with ' //i>l'-

IJM vm ami ."/'/'"'!'/. It has nnthiiiL' In '!<> ith cither.

euphuist (u'fu-ist), n. [As euphu-ism + -int.]

( >ne who uses t he eiiplmistic stylo; one who af-

fects excessive elegance and refinement of lan-

guage : applied particularly to a class of writ-

ers in the age of Queen Elizabeth, at the head
of which stood John Lyly.

euphuistic (ii-fu-is'tik), . [< i-ii/ilmixi + -ic.]

Cliaraeteri/.ed by euphuism; of or pertaining
to the ouplmists : as, euphuistic pronunciation.

'I'll-- all M-i-iiiL: port lau:4li.-> rather at the pedantic school-
master than at the fantastic knlKht: and the ru/iAuudc
liri'Miiiu-iation which hr makes llolofernes so malignantly
n itii-i.se was most probably his own and that of the gen-
erality of his educated contemporaries.

fmilr, Hist. Eng. Lang., I. 473.

The enphuistic style was an exaggeration of the "Ital-

ianatiug" taste which had begun with the revival of our

pi n'tiral literature in the days of Henry VIII., hut to which

Lyly was the first to give full expression in prose.
A. W. Ward, F.ng. Dram. Lit., I. 167.

euphuistically (u-fu-is'ti-kal-i), adv. In a eu-

phuistic manner.
A most bland and euphuistically flattering note.

Carlylt, in Fronde, II. 42.
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r, < xMnttv, plait.] A genus of Ilyalo-

.tiMiiii/iii; referred to the family II* .rurtiin l/ulir,

or made type of a family /.'/</' Ttrllidn: it In-

i-linli-s tin- lirautifill yla^-spiin^f. /-.'. ".-/< r
: n/liiin, know n

UB Venus'* Hower-liaskct, in wlii.-h the highl) developed
silirioils .--pii-ula form a rr^ular p..U--"'i;il network, as the
wall of a deep t-iip nr basket attached by its base.

Euplectellidae (ii-plek-tel'i-de), n. pi. [< /-.'-

plectfllii + -iW'.] A family of silicious sponges,
or Hyaloxpoiiijin; taking name from the genus
!'.!!

lili-cti-llii, and presenting a very beautiful type
of six-rayed spicules; the glass-sponges : often

merged in a family llcsiictinillida:

euplere (u'pler), n. A species of the genus
Evpleres.

Eupleres (u-ple'rez), n. [NL., < Or. ev, well,
+ ir'Ar/pTK, full.] A remarkable genus of vi-

verriform carnivorous quadrupeds of Madagas-
car, related to the ViverricUc, from which it dif-

Eurasia

carotid artery, the right. K. nuxlr<ili.i is the
bustard of Australia. Lesson, ls:!!i.

Eupolidean (u p<>-li-de'an), a. and n. [< Gr.
V.i -n'/i<' (-!-) (see ilef.) + -nni.} I. it. Of or

pertaining to KupoliH, a, dramatist of the Attie
old comedy, who flourished about 425 B. C. :

as, the Kn/ioliilcan verse or meter. Eupolidean
eplonic. see epionie, n.

II. n. \nanc. pros., a meter, confined to Greek
comedy, composed of a first glyconic and a tro-

chaic tetrapoay cataleetie : ilms.

Eupolyzoa (u-pol-i-zo'ji), w. pi. [NL., < Gr. f
i',

well, + l'o(y:ua, q. v'.'] The /'"///-" in the

usual sense ;
the I'olyzon projper.

The term Is used

by some who place certain worm-like organisms in a class

Potytta and then proceed to divide it into three sections,

t'rruiifmnia (genus I'luiranu alone), I'ttritbranthia (gen-
era Hhaljdopleura and Aplialodiiictui), and Euimlyzoa.

eupolyzoan (u-pol-i-zo'au), a. and . I. a.

Pertaining to the Eupolyzoa ; polyzoan in the

proper or usual sense.

II. H. A polyzoan proper.
eupolyzOOU (u-pol-i-zo'on), n. One of the Eu-

polyzoa ; a eupolyzoan. Lankeiiter.

eupractic (u-prak'tik), a. [< Gr. rin-oain-of, easy
to be done, well-to-do, prosperous, < fi, well, +
irpaaaeiv, do : see praetic, practice.} Doing well;

prosperous. [Rare.]

Good-humoured. cui>eptlc, and fupraetic.
Carlyle, Misc., III. 215.

euphuize (ii'fu-iz), v. i.
; pret. and pp. euphuized,

ppr. citplntL-iiii/. [As euphu-ism + -ize.~\ To ex-

press one's self by euphuism ;
use an affected-

ly fine and delicate style.
If thoii Ki>i>huize, which once was rare,

And of all English phrase the life and blood, . . .

I'll say thou borrow it.

Middleton, Father Hubhard's Tales.

euphyllum (u-fH'um), w.; pi. eupliylla (-a).

[NL., < Gr. rr, well, + ttJU0v = L. folium, leaf.]
A true or foliage leaf, in distinction from cata-

pln/llnm, propliylluni, etc.

eupion, eupione (u-pi'on, -on), n. [< Gr. emiuv,
very fat, Cfi', well, + wiuv, fat.] In chem., the
name given by Keichenbach to a fragrant, col-

orless, highly volatile, and inflammable liquid,

producedm the destructive distillation ofbones,
wood, coal, and many other organic bodies, and
consisting essentially of hydrid of amyl. It is

insoluble in water, but mixes with alcohol, ether, and oils,

and acts as a solvent of fats, camphor, heated caoutchouc,
etc.

Eupithecia (u-pi-the'si-fi,), n. [NL. (Curtis,

1825), < Gr. ti>, well, + lemjicof, an ape.] A ge-
nus of geometrid moths with non-tufted thorax
and narrow wings. It is of great extent, comprising
over 100 species, more than 80 of which are European, oth-

ers Iteing found in Asia, Africa, Australia, New Zealand,
and North America. E. mbnotata is a well-known KIIL-

lisb species. Soiiu' are called jiuys ; thus, E. wnoxata is

the netted pu>r ; E. I'ttti-ticllata, the foxglove-pug.

euplastic(u-plas'tik),a.andn. [< Gr.fi>

easy to mold or form, < ei>, well, + T

mold, form.] I. a. In ptiysiol. , capable of be-

ing transformed into permanent organized tis-

sue.

II. . A substance thus transformable.

Euplecoptera (u-ple-kop'te-rii), n. pi. [NL.]
Same as

l-.'iiiili'.i'n/ifi
m.

Euplectella (u-plek-tel'fi), . [NL., < Gr. eS-

nvUicrof, well-plaited, well-twisted, < ', well, +

Falanaka (Euflfrts

fers in some cranial and dental characters,
forming the type of a family Euplfrida: The
only species known is E. gouttoti, the falanaka.

Doyere.
euplerid (u'ple-rid), n. A carnivorous mammal
of the family Euplerida.
Eupleridae (u-pler'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Eupleres
+ -ida.] A family of viverriform carnivorous

quadrupeds, represented by the single genus
Eupleres, differing from the riverridte in the

convexity of the skull posteriorly, the small ca-

nine teeth, and the unapproximated incisors.

The type is peculiar to Madagascar.
Euplexoptera (u-plek-sop'te-ra), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. fit, well, + L. plexus, q. v., -I- Gr. irrcpAv, a

wing.] An aberrant suborder of orthopter-
ous insects, or an order of insects, the same as

Dermaptera, constituted by the earwigs or For-

Aculida;: so called from the crosswise and

lengthwise folding of the under wings. See

Forficuliike. Also Euplecoptera.
eupiexopterous (u-plek-sop'te-rus), a. Having
the characters of the suborder Euplexoptera.

eupnoea (up-ne'ii), . [NL., < Gr. ev, well, +
Tivott/, breath

?
< "nvelv, breathe.] In pathol., a

normal condition of respiration.

Eupoda (u'po-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. n>, well,
+ m>itf (Trod-

1

) == E. Joot.] In Latreille's sys-
tem of classification (1817), the fifth family of

tetramerous Coleoptera, corresponding to the

modern family t'rioceridce, and divided into the

Saflrides and Crioceridcs.

Eupodia (u-pd'di-ii), n. 7^. HNL., < Gr. ev, well,
+ iroi.f (TTOO-) = E. foot. Cf . Gr. rixrodia, good-
ness of foot.] In Gegenbaur's system of classi-

fication, an order of ffolothurioida, containing
the holothurians proper or sea-cucumbers, as

distinguished from Apodia (Synapta).

EupodotiS (u-po-do'tis), . [< Gr. ev, well, +
Troii'j- (not-), = E. foot, T Otis, a bustard, well-

Euprepia (u-prep'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. evi

well-looking, <fi', well, + Ttpevctv, become, suit.]

A genus of bombycid moths, sometimes giving
name to a family Euprepiida; and containing

Australian Ihi*;.ml ; f:.nfactt>tis ausfralfj'l.

footed bustard.] A genus of bustards, of the

family Uti<lidiv, peculiar in possessing only one

Tiger-moth (EMfrtfia cajii ), about two thirds natural sire.

such tiger-moths as E. caja and E. jilantaginis,
the long-haired larvre of which are known as

bear-caterpillars. Also called Clieloiiia.

Euprepiidae (u-pre-pi'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Eu-

prepia + -'<to.] A family of bombycid moths,
named from the genus Euj>repia.

Eupsalis (up'sa-lis), n. [NL., < Gr. ev, well,
+ Vo'-'f* a pair 'of shears.] A genus of rhjTi-

chophorous beetles, or weevils, of the family
Brenthidtf. E. minula is a common United States

species, averaging half an inch in length, of a shining ma-

hogany-brown spotted with yellow, whose larva is found
in decaying uak-wood. See cut under Urcnlliui.

Eupsamnia (up-sam'ft), n. [NL., < Gr. ev, well,
4- ijrdu/iof or ifiaft/Ji, sand.] A genus of perfo-
rate stone-corals, as E. brong-
niartiana, of the family Eup-
sammida:. Also EupsammiH.
Eupsammidse (up-sam'i-de).
n. pi. [NL., < Eupxamma -f

-tW<r.] A family of perforate
stone-corals, taking name
from the genus Eapmnima.
They have the corallum simple or

compound, with numerous well-de-

veloped lamellar septa for the most

part perforated, a s|M>ngy columel-

la, interseptal locnli open or with
few dissepiments, and rudimentary
costa*.

eupyrchroite (u-per'kro-it),
w. [< Gr. el; well, + KV/I, fire, + XP"*, ...

color, + -ite2.] A massive variety of apatite
from Crown Point, New York. It has a concentric
snhtlhrous structure and an ash-gray or bluish-gray color,

and gives a green phosphorescence when heated (whence
the name).

eupyrion (u-pir'i-on), w. [NL., < Gr. o", well,
+ -f|> = E. fire.} Any contrivance for obtain-

ing light, as luciter-matches, etc.

-eur. [F. -cur, < OF. -ur, -or, < L. -or, ace. -orem :

see -or.] A form of the suffix -or in abstract

nouns, occurring in recent words from the

French, as in grandeur, and mostly pronounced
as French, as in Jiautim .

Euraquilo ( u-rak' \vi-lo), n. [LL.: seeEurocly-
don.} Same as l-'.iiroi-hj/lon.

A tempestuous wind, which is called Euratptilo.
Acts ixvii. 1 (revised version).

Eurasia (il-ra'shiS or -zhia), . [< Eur(np<-) +
.l.--i<i.] The name given by some geographers
to the continental mass which is made up of

F.ttfsamtna
*iartiana.



Eurasia 2030

Europe and Asia there being no natural divi- A ea full

^shelves
and rocks

sion between the two land-masses.
'

(u-ra'shian or -zhian), a. and n. [< euripus (u-n pus), n. [L., <

'1. a. I. Pertaining to Eu-_ a. _

rasia; consisting of both Europe and Asia. See

Eurasia.

The mountains of England . . . stand apart from its

main water-partings ;
but those of the Eurasian continent

coincide with the lines of separation of the great water-

sheds. Huxley, Physiography, p. 303.

2. Having both European and Asian connec-

tions
; combining European and Asiatic blood.

See II.

The Eurasian girl is often pretty and graceful. . . .

What if upon her lips there hung the accents of her tchi-

tchi tongue? G. A. Mackay, Tour of Sir All Baba.

II. n. A half-caste one of whose parents is

Gr. cvpmof, any
strait or nan-ow sea where the flux and reflux

row sea where the flow of the tide in both di-

Euryalidae

pean ;
assimilate to Europeans in any respect,

or bring into a condition characteristic of Eu-

rope : as, a Europeanized Hindu.

Without being Europeanized, our discussion of impor-
tant questions in statesmanship, political economy, in

lesthetics, is taking a broader scope and a higher tone.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 78.

ia violent us 171 thfi strait between the A 'ew of the streets [in Moscow] have been European-rections is violent, as in tW) strait between V* . ^_ iu a] , t the in whjch is everywhere exe-
island of Eubcea and Baotia in Greece, specifi-

cally called Euripus. The name was also given to a

water-channel or canal between the arena and the cavea
of the Roman hippodrome.
The Euripus as well as the basin (lacus) of the spina

(distinctly to be seen in the circus of Caracalla and in

mosaics) served to moisten the sand.

C. 0. Mutter, Manual of Archneol. (trans.), 290.

crably Asiatic.
,

D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 409.

In phytogeog., pertaining to Europe and Asia;

paleearctic.
Under the name of Europceo-Asiatic or North temper-

ate and Mountain region of the Old World, I would desig-
nate that vast area extending from the Atlantic to the

North Pacific. G. Bentham, Notes on Composite, p. 542.
eurite (u'rit), n. [F. eurite, appar. < ...

.. ... wide (or Eipop, Eurus?), 4- -ite2.] A name Eurotium (u-ro'shi-um), n. [NL., < Gr. evpuf
European, or of pure European descent, and .

n in 1819 by D'Aubuisson to a rock de- (evpur-), mold, dank, decay.] A genus of py-
the other Asiatic : originally restricted to one

seribed by him as being a fine-grained, homo- renomycetous fungi, belonging to the Perispo-
born in Hindustan ot a Hindu

motnej
id a

geneoug granite, consisting mainly of feldspar riacea:, and closely related to the Erysiphece.
European (especially a Portuguese) tatner, out (Bother ingredients being intimately mingled The fructification consists of yellow closed perithecia,

with the feldspar as if fused with it), having a each containing numerous asci, which art filled with

being partly fusible before the blowpipe. The celial thread assumes a spiral form and constitutes the

name is at present but little used in France, where petro-
silex is preferred, and hardly at all in other countries.

See quartz-porphyry and felsite.

now applied to all half-breeds of mixed Asiatic

and European blood, and their offspring. Also

called chee-chee.

The shovel-hats are surprised that the Eurasian does not

become a missionary, or a schdolmaster, or a policeman,
or something of that sort. The native papers say, "De-

-j~. f.~,., ,

port him "; the white prints say,
" Make him a soldier ; eTrrithmV n See eurythmy.

and the Eurasian himself says, "Make me a Commission- i_Jj3jr/K|*'IV^ n f< fliritf
er, give me a pension."

CUritlC (u-rit IK), a. L<- eunie

G. A. Mackay, Tour of Sir All Baba.

Eurasiatic (u-ra-shi- or u-ra-zhi-at'ik), a.

[< Eurasia 4- -atic, after Asiatic.] Same as

A tact Ofto same character meets us at the other side Euroclydon (u-rok'li-don)^
.

of the Eurasiatic continent, the Japanese and the Amur-
land crayfishes being closely allied.

Huxley, Crayfish, p. 311.

eureka (u-re'ka). [Prop. *heureka, < Gr. cvpr/Ka,

I have found (it), perf. ind. act. ateiiplman/ (eip-,

female organ, while a branch arising at the base of the

Contain-

ing, composed of, or resembling eurite.

Near the Pacific, the mountain-ranges are generally
formed of syenite or granite, or an allied euritic porphyry.

Darwin, Geol. Observations, ii. 470.

[< Gr. EiyxwXt)-

6uv, only in Acts xxvii. 14; appar. < Eippf,

Eurus, the east or east-southeast wind, + KAV-

dav, a wave, a billow, < likv^uv, wash, dash, as

waves ;
but the formation is unusual, and the

readings vary. Eipox/UxSov is prob. an accom.,

-), find, discover.] Literally, I have found by popular etym., of evpaicvfcni, another read-

(it) : the reputed exclamation of Archimedes ing, confirmed by the Vulgate Euro-aquilo, bet-

when, after long study, he discovered a method ter Euraquilo, in the same passage ;
this being

*f I. t, ...4:, ,.*((.,, nv*rtiiTf i\ f ollmr in T^lnf* "H"lOY>*Vc n I '....,. L .< rt - J ' T W-- -- /^ f-r. _ 4-1m
of detecting the amount of alloy in King Hiero's

crown (see crownproblem, under crown) ; hence,
an exclamation of triumph at a discovery or

supposed discovery. It was adopted as the motto
of the State of California, in allusion to the discovery of

gold there.-Eureka projectile. Bt pr&aa. quently blows in the Levant ; alevanter; hence,
[NL., prop. "Heurema, ?, !5Li ^ __i_j ; L. _*w *

a Eoman compound, < L. Eurus, Gr. Evppf,
the

east or east-southeast wind, + L. Aquilo(n-),
the north wind; Euro-aquilo being thus the

northeast wind. See aquiton.] A tempestuous
northeast or north-northeast wind that fre-

Eurema (u-re'ma), n.

< Gr. evpq/ia, an invention, discovery: see eure-

matics.] A large genus of butterflies, of the

subfamily Pierinte, containing upward of 100

species : now usually called Terias (which see).

eurematics (u-re-mat'iks), n. [Prop, "heure-

matics, < Gr. evpjj'ua(T-), an invention, discovery,
< evpia/cetv, find out, invent, discover: see eure-

ka.] The history of invention; that depart-
ment of knowledge which is concerned with
mechanical inventions.

the northeast wind in general ;
a northeaster.

Not long after there arose against it a tempestuous wind
called Euroclydon [revised version Euraquilo].

Acts xxvii. 14.

Then comes, with an awful roar,

Gathering and sounding on,
The storm-wind from Labrador,
The wind Euroclydon,
The storm-wind !

Longfellow, Midnight Mass.

Europasian (u-ro-pa'shian or -zhian), a. [<

Europe + Asia -f- -an.] "Same as Eurasian, 1.

Invention responds to want, and the want may originate __ ;

in some crisis or event having no apparent affinity in char- TtotaMuagjd SS f"rT(Wres, to Phn Soc n "6
acter with the want it engendered or the invention that J- A - H - Murray, 8th Ann. Address mi. Soc., p. _e.

sprang to meet it. And these are not mere accidents: European (u-ro-pe'an), a. and n. [< L. Euro-
they are the natural course of what I venture to call the

< & Eipumuof , pertaining to EipuTnp, L.
fixed laws of eurematw. Aner.Anthropolo^t I. a

j^roj E ^ '

Pertaining or relating
Euretes (u-re'tez), n. [NL.]

rm">+i -The typical ge-

(u-ret'id), n. A sponge of the family
Euretidce.

Euretidse (u-ret'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Euretes
+ -ida-.] A family of dictyonine hexactinellid

silicious sponges with radially situated scapu-
la?, branched anastomosing tubes, and the skel-

etal network in several layers. F. E. Schulze.

Also Eureteidce.

Eurhipidura (u-rip-i-dn'rii), n. pi. [NL. (Gill,

-ctd with Europe native to or d
rived f 0m EuroPe:

t

as
> E ^""" of

men .

European plants
; European

Eurotium refffts, highly magnified.

A, a small portion of the mycelium with a conidiophore (f ). termi-

nated by the sterigmata ( jr), from which the spores have fallen, also

with the spiral female organ, the ascogonium {as ). B, the spiral as-

cogonium (as) with the antheridium (/). C, the same beginning to

be surrounded by threads, out of which the wall of the perithecium is

formed. D, a perithecium. E, F, sections of young perithecia : w,
cells composing the wall ;/, false parenchyma underneath the wall ;

aj, ascogonium. G, ascus. H, an ascospore. (From Sachs's " Lehr-
buch der Botanik." J

spiral becomes the male organ. After fertilization these

organs and some additional branches develop into the

perithecium and its contents. There is also a conidial

fruit, which is a gray mold. It consists of erect hyphse,
each terminated by a capitate enlargement upon which
numerous sterigmata are situated ; each of the latter bears

a chain of spores. This was formerly considered a dis-

tinct fungus, known as Aspergilhis. Eurotium with its

conidial form is a common mold which grows on a great
variety of substances, especially dead herbs and jellies.

roclydon, Euraquilo.] The southeast wind.
European news.-EuTopeanalcornoque,fan-palm, Euryale (u-ri'a-le), n. [NL., < Gr. cipraXof, with
etc. See the nouns. European plan, that method of

, '^ ^i
'

VimoH
conducting a hotel according to which the charge per day broad threshmg-floor, broad, < tvpif, 1>T

includes only lodging and service, the guests taking their

meals a la carte at the attached restaurant, or wherever

they please, and paying for them separately : opposed to

the American plan, in which the charge per day includes
both board and lodging. [U.S.]

II. n. 1. A native of Europe ; a person born

irassic pe:

The most homogeneous [class] is that of Birds, all the
living representatives of which seem to be members of a
single order (which may be distinguished by the name
Eurhipidura). Gill, Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., VI. 435.

eurhipidurous (u-rip-i-du'rus), a. [< NL. ei<-

wide, + a'Aus, a threshing-floor (a round area) :

see halo.] 1. The typical genus of sand-stars

or brittle-stars of the family Euryalida;, or re-

ferred to the family Astrophytida;. Species are

known as the Medusae-head, fforgvn's-head, basket-Jish,

etc. See these words, and Astrophyton.

2. A genus of water-lilies, of India and China,
with large peltate leaves and a spiny calyx.
The only species, E. ferox, is sometimes cultivated in hot-

houses. Its seeds are edible. Baillon refers the Victoria,

regia of the Amazons to this genus.

indigenous people of such country. Euryaleas (u-ri-a'le-e), n. pi. [NL., < Euryale

Q-ro-pe'an-izm), n. [< Euro- + -*<*] The euryaleans, or ophiurians with

The state or condition of being branched arms: contrasted with Ophmreai. J.

Mutter.

ter, or inclination"toward that which is Euro- euryalean (u-ri-a'le-an), a. and n. I. a. Hav-

ing extensive and branching arms, as a sand-

star; resembling a brittle-star of the genus Eu-

ryale or family Euryalida;.
II. n. A member of the Euryalea; or Eurya-

1873), neut. pi.' of eurhipidurus : see eurhipidu- of European parents or belonging to Europe.
rous.] A primary group of birds, distinguished 2. More generally, a member of the European
by the concentration of the caudal vertebra race, or of any one of the races of Europe ;

a

into a coccyx terminated by a pygostyle, around person of European descent in any country
which the tail-feathers are arranged like a fan, outside of Europe, as distinguished from the ^rpflM

of tlie Amazons to this genus.

whence the name. It includes all existing birds (com- indigenous people of such country.
monly placed in the two subclasses Ratitae and Carinatce), Europeanism (u-ro-pe'an-izm), n.
as distinguished from the Sarnmnx, or lizard-tailed birds vean + _ism i The state or conditi

European or Europeanized; European charac!

pean.
The men of ideas, who are suspected of the deadly sin

of Europeanism or Westernism.
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLI. 332.

rhipidurus, < Gr. cf, well, + pnri$ (puriS-), a fan,
+ ovpa, tail.] Having the tail-feathers dis- Europeanization (u-ro-pe"an-i-za'shon), n. [<

posed like a fan, as a bird; not saururous : spe- Europeanize + -ation.] The process of making Alsoeuryahdan.

cifically, belonging to or having the characters or becoming European. Euryalida (u-n-al'i-da), . pi. [NL., < Euryale

of the Eurhipidura. Everything is thus already provided for the opening out +->da.] In Gegenbaur's sysfc
l^f

1

^'
(u'rip), n. [< L. euripus, < Gr. eiipuros, a

strait, channel: see euripus.] A euripus or
channel.

On either side there is an euripe or arm of the sea.

HoUana.

and complete Europeanization of North Africa.'except the cation, an order of Asteroidea, represented by
colonists. Contemporary Rev., LIII. 534. such forms as Astrophyton.

Europeanize (u-ro-pe'an-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. Euryalidae (u-ri-al'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Euryale

[(European + -id<r.~\ A family of ophiurians, or brittle-
Europeanized, ppr. Europeanizing.
+ -ize.] To make or cause to become Euro- stars, of the order Ophiuroidea, having much-
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branched arm.s without plates, and the ventral

groove closed by soft skin. Sec .-liitriipliytidir.

euryalidan (u-ri-al'i-dan), a. and n. Same as

eitryalcnii.

Euryapteryx (u-ri-ap'te-riks), n. [NL., < Gr.

c!>/>cf, wide, + NL. .t/>l> ry.r, <|. v.] A genus of

dinoruithic birds of New Zealand, of the family
raluiitrri/gida:

EuryDia (ii-rib'i-&), n. [NL., < Gr. tvpvfiiac,, of

far-extended might, mighty, < tiipvc, wide, +
ftia, might, force.] 1. A genus of butterflies,
of which K. nicd'ittt is the type, lliihmr, 1816.

2. A genus of gymnosomatous pteropods, of

tlie family Kuri/hiiilii: Hung, 1827. 3. A ge-
nus of acalephs. Exchscholtz, 1829. 4. A ge-
nus of buprestid beetles, with one species, E.

chalcodes, from Swan river, Australia. Castel-

nini mill <!<iry, 1838.

Eurybiidae (ii-ri-bi'i-de), . i>l. [NL.. < Eurybia
+ -iV/rt

1

.] A family of pteropods, taking name
from the genus Eiiri/liin.

eurycephalic^u'ri-se-farik or u-ri-sef'a-lik),.

[< (}r. fr/i'Ti wide, + w0o?4, the head, + -e.] In
t'lli not., broad-headed: applied to a subdivision
of the brachycephalic or short broad-skulled
races of mankind having heads of excessive
breadth.

Euryceros (u-ris'e-rps),
. [NL. (Lesson, 1830),

< (ir. ci'pi'Ktpuf, having broad horns: see eury-
cerous.] The only genus of Eurycerotiiue. The
sole species, E. invnostt, is black, with rufous back and
wings. Also, improperly, Eitricfros. Bonaparte, 1849.

Eurycerotinae (u-ris*e-ro-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Euryceros (-cerot-) + -ince.~\ A subfamily of
sturnoid passerine birds peculiar to Madagas-
car, represented by the genus Euryceros. Also,

improperly, Euricerotinw. Bonaparte, 1849.

eurycerous (u-ris'e-rus), a, [< Gr. evplinepuf,

having broad horns, < tkpbt, broad, + icepaf, a

horn.] Having broad horns. Smart.

eurycoronine (u'ri-ko-ro'nin), a. [< Gr. eipi'C,

broad, + nopunnj, crown, + -tne 1.] In zoiil., hav-

ing broad-crowned molars : specifically applied
to the dinotherian type of dentition, as distin-

guished from the stenocoronine or hippopota-
miue type. Falconer.

Eurydice (u-rid'i-se), n. [L., < Gr. EvpuSuqp, in

myth, the wife of Orpheus.] 1. A genus of

2031

or mixed gray and yellow. Also Eurygastrida,
Eurygaxtridex.

Eurygona (u-riK'6-nft), n. [NL., < Gr. evpvf,

broad, + ",6vv = E\ kiire.] 1. A genus of but-

terflies, giving name to the subfamily Eurygo-
iiiitu: Hiiisdurtil, is:t(i. 2. A genus of tene-
briouid beetles, having as type E. chilensis.

. 1H40.

ttrydtt* fttlchra, about natural size.

isopods, of the family Cymothoidte, containing
such as /-.'. imlrlira. W. E. Leach, 1818. 2. A
genus of mollusks. Esehscholte, 1826.

Eurygaea (u-ri-je'a), n. [NL. (Gill, 1884), < Gr.

nVi'f, broad, + yala, poet,
for >?/, earth.] In

zoogeog., one of the prime realms or zoological
divisions of the earth's land surface, including
Europe, Africa north of the Sahara, and Asia
north of the Himalayas, its southernlim rr.uly

corresponding with the tropic of Cancer In low-

lands, and with the isotherm of the same in
more elevated regions.
Eurygaean (u-ri-je'au), a. Of or pertaining to

Km-v^ea.
Eurygaster (u-ri-gas'ter), n. [NL., < Gr. nV'T,

broad, + ja<rr#p, belly.]
1. The typical genus of

bugs of the family Scu-
tillerida! and subfamily
Eurygastrinif. 2. A ge'^
mis of flies, of the fam-
ily Mnm-idir. Mncquart,
1835.

Eurygastrinae (u'ri-gas-
tri'ne), . pi. [NL., <

Euryi/axtir + -tn<r.] A
subfamily of heteropter-
ous insects, of the fam-

ily Scutfllfriilii; of oval

form, more or less deeply
convex, with a comparatively long and nar-
row scutellum, and coloration either brown

Eurygoninae (u'ri-go-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Eiiryyona + -inn-.
\

Same as Eitxrltixiiinr.

Euryiaemidse (u-ri-lem'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

/.'/ ulcemux + -idee.] A family of passerine
birds, formerly supposed, from their resem-
blance to rollers, barbets, etc., to be picarian.
The feet are syndactyl, by connection of the outer anil

middle toes ; the syrinx is mesomyodian and tracheo-
bronchial ; the plantar tendon) are desmopelmous ; the

oil-gland is untufted ; caoca are present ; and the ster-

num is passerine, though without a furcate mannbriuni.
It Is a small family of East Indian birds, containing such
genera as JKurylceimtg, Serilophwt, P*ari*oinit, i

:

:m>t

rhtfnchus, and Calyptomtna, represented by less than a.

dozen species, known as broadmouthg, broadbilln, and jra-

licrs. Also written Eurylaimidcc.

Eurylaeminae (u'ri-le-mi'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Euryltemus + -ince.~\

'

A subfamily of birds, the

same as the family Euryltemidce minus the ge-
nus Calt/ptomena. Formerly, the group was consid-
ered picarian, and referred to the family Coraciida;, from
some superficial resemblance to the rollers. Also K\iry-
laimincc, Eurylaimini.

Eurylaemoideae (u'ri-le-moi'de-e), n.
pi. [NL.,

< Euryhnmus + -oidea. J A superfamily of pas-
serine birds, represented by the Euryltfniidcp.

Also, improperly, Eurylaimoide<e. Stejneger,
1885.

Eurylaemus (u-ri-le'mus), n. [NL. (Horsfield,

1820, as Eiirylainnts) (so called from the breadth
of the bill, which resembles that of some roll-

ers), < Gr. fipi'f, broad, + A<H//OC, the throat.]
The typical genus of the family Eurylaxnida'.
The type is E. javanus, of Java, Sumatra, etc.

Also written Eurylaimus. Also called Platij-

rhynchus.

euryleme (u'ri-lem), n. A bird of the genus
Euryla'inus. Also written eurylaime.

Eurylepta (u-ri-lep'ta), n. [NL., < Gr. evpi'f,

broad, + fairrdv, the 'small gut.] The typical
genus of the family Euryleptidce.

Euryleptidse (u-ri-lep'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Eu-

rylepta + -id<?.~] A family of dendrocO3lous
marine turbellarians, having a broad, smooth,
or papillate body, in front of the middle of

which is placed the mouth. They have numerous
eyes near the anterior margin, and a pair of tcntaculiform
lobes on the head. The sexual openings are distinct.

Eurymela (u-rim'e-la), . [NL., < Gr. riy>rf,

broad, + /ittof, a limb.] The typical genus of

bugs of the family Cercopidw and subfamily
Eurymclince. E. fenetlmta is an Australian species,
half an inch long, and of a bronzed black color, varied
with white and orange. There are some 20 species, all

Australian or Tasmania!!.

Eurymelinse (u'ri-me-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Eu-
rymela + -ince.~\ A subfamily of homopterous
hemipterous insects, of the family Cercojtida:
They are characterized by a conical figure, with a broad,
blunt head ; a triangular scutellum as long as or longer
than the prothorax ; thick, oblique elytra extending be-

yond the conic-acute abdomen ; stout, short, prismatic
legs, bristly on the thighs and shanks ; and hind shanks
with two teeth. Also Eurymelitla and Ettrytnflid*.

Eurynorhynchus (u'ri-no-ring'kus), n. [NL.,
irreg. < Gr. afbvta, make wide, broaden (< ev-

i>i-<:. broad),
-j- pi<yxS, bill.] A genus of spoon-

billed sandpipers, of the family Scolopacidte,
having a spatu-
late bill. E. pi/3-

inceus, the only spe-
cies, is a rare Asiatic
and Alaskan sand-

piper, of small size,

closely resembling
a stint in size, form,
ami coloration, hut
with the bill very
broadly dilatril <>r

spooned at the end.
In other respect*
the genus is much
the same as that
section of the gcuus
TriiKHi referred to

ArttHlromas. Also,
, A'uri-

Eurypharynx (u-rif'a-ringks), i

Hipt'f, wide, + 'faptr)!;, throat:

Eltrygastftr affrrittifits ;

wings partly ctj.en. ( Line shows
natural size.)

Enryomia (u-ri-
6 'mi -a), n.

~=^HilHMi>B^
[NL. , < Gr. cilpi>C, Spoon-biileJ Sui<l|>i|r l.,,r>n."-lt)ichiis

broad, + u/wf,

shoulder.] 1. A genus of cetonian lamellicorn
beetles. E. nrfn Is a common species of the rnited
states, ali.tut half an inch long, light-br<i\vn in colnr with
black spots, and emitting a peculiar acrid cxlor when irri-

tated.

Eurypterldas

2. [I. c.] A member of this genus: as, "the
melancholy </ //"""' A''''.'/ "ml llmi'inl, In-

sect Life, p. 55.

Euryophrys (ft-ri-of'ris), . [NL., < Gr.
tvpif.

broad, + ufyH-f = E. brow.'} A genus of chaleid

hymenoptiTons insects, of the subfamily l'/f

,iin/i , having the eyes far apart, the short 10-

jointed antennie insert ed ;it tlio border of the

mouth, and 4-jointed maxillary palpi. For-

merly called Calypso, a name preoccupied in

botany.
Eurypauropodidae (u-ri-pa-ro-pod'i-de), . /'.

[NL., < Euri/ii<iiii-iiiiu.i + -id<B.] A family of

myriapods, established for the reception of the

genus l''.iinii>iiin-iipus.

Eurypauropus (u-ri-pa'ro-pus). n. [NL. (J. A.

Kyder, 1879), < (ir. ttftft hroad, + NL. Pauro-

pun.~\ A genus of myriapods, having the more
mobile portion of the head beneath the cepha-
lic shield, the mouth-parts confined to a small
circular area, no eyes, and the legs ending in a
single curved claw.

eurypharyngid(u*ri-fa-rin'jid),i. A fish of the

family Eurypharyngidte. . Also eurypharyngoid.
Eurypharyngidae (u'ri-fa-rin'ji-de), . pi.

[NL., < Euriji>li<ir>i>ix + -idee.} A family of

fishes, represented by the genus Eurypharynx.
The branchio-anul portion Is much shorter than the rostro-
hranchfal

;
the tail is very elongate, but moderately at-

tenuate backward ; the head is flat a)>ove with a trans-
verse rostral margin, at the outer angles of which the eyes
are exposed ; the jaws are excessively elongated backward,
the upper being parallel and closing against each other as
far as the articulation of the two suspensorial hones ;

there are minute teeth in lioth jaws ; the dorsal and anal
flns are well developed, and continue nearly to the end of
the tail ; and there are very small narrow pectoral flns.

The family embraces two most remarkable deep-sea fishes,

Eurypharynx pelecanoide* anil Gastnatoinu* bairdi, of a
black color, and two feet or more in length.

eurypharyngoid (u'ri-fa-ring'goid), a. and n.

I. a. Pertaining to or having the characters of
the Eurypharyngidte.

II. n. Same as e/urypharyngid.
n. [NL., <Gr.

, . .
see pharynx.}

The typical genus of fishes of the family Eury-
pharyngidtr. E. pelfcanoides is the typical spe-
cies, remarkable for the enormous capacity of
the pharynx.
Euryplegma (u-ri-pleg'm&), n. [NL. (Schulze),
< Gr. cbplf, wide, T irMy/ia, anything twisted.]
The typical genus of the family Euryplegma-
tida1

.

Euryplegmatida (u'ri-pleg-mat'i-de), n. }>l.

[NL., < Euryplegma(t-) + -;<te.] A family of
hexactinellidan Silicispotigitr, typified by the

genus Euryplegma. They are goblet- or saucer-shaped
sponges, having the wall deeply folded longitudinally so as
to produce a number of dichohmiously branched canals
or covered-in grooves.

Euryptera (u-rip'te-ra), . [NL., < Gr. evpif,

broad, + irrtpdv, wing.] In entom. : (a) A ge-
nus of cerambycid beetles of North and South
America. /-.'. lateralis is a species found in the
United States. Strrille, 1825. (6) A genus of
Oriental hemipterans, of the family Fvlgorida:.
Guerin, 1834.

Eurypterida (u-rip-ter'i-da), n. pi. [NL., <

Eurypterus + -irfa.] A group of extinct Silu-
rian Crustacea,
sometimes in-

cluded in Mero-

gtomata, some-
times' made a
distinct order.
Some of them at-

tained a large size,
and in many re-

spects resembled
l.iiiniltix. while in

others they ap-
proached the Co-

pfpoda. An ante-
rior ccphalothorax,
bearing eyes and
Hint's, is succeeded
by 12 or more free

somites, the body
then terminating In

a telson. Some of
the anterior limbs

may be ehelate, as
in Ptrrynotu*, and
the terminal joints
of the last pair are

usually expanded
anil paddle-like.

f'ii".

Eurypteridae
(u-rip-ter'i-de),

. pt. [NL., < Eurypti-rug + -irf<r.] A family
of fossil Crustacea, taking name from the ge-
nus Eurypterus. See the extract.

Dowal View of Euryfttrtu remits.
Cth, cephalothoracic shield, bearing ,

eyes, and 4. f, d, t,/, locomotory limbs ; /,

telson.
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The powerful body of the Eurypterida . . . consists of

a. cephalothoraeic shield with median ocelli as well as large

projecting marginal eyes, also of an abdomen with nu-

merous segments (usually 12), which become longer poste-

riorly, and of a caudal shield, which is prolonged into a

spine. Round the month on the under side there are five

pairs of long spiny legs, of which the last is much the

largest, and ends in a broad swimming nn. Some of the

anterior appendages may be armed with a chela. The re-

semblance of the true Eurypteridae ... to the Scorpion!-
'

's very striking. Claim, Zoology (trans.), I. 479.
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Eurypterina (u-rip-te-ri'na), n. pi. [NL., <

Eurypterus + -MM&]
"
Sarnie as Eurypterida.

eurypterine (u-rip'te-rin), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to the Eurypterina.
II. n. One of the Eurypterina.

Eurypterus (u-rip'te-rus>, . [NL.,< Gr. evpiig,

wide, + KTtp&v, wing.] 1. The typical genus
of Eurypterida;. E. remipes is an example. De

Kay, 1826. 2. A genus of hesperid butterflies,

the type of which is E. (jigas of the Peruvian
Andes. Mabille, 1877.

Eurypyga (u-ri-pi'ga), n. [NL., < Gr. cvpi>s,

broad, + irvytj, the rump.] A genus of birds,

Dollar-bird (Eurysl,

eurythmy (u-rith'mi), . [Also, improp., eu-

rithmy ; <Gr. cvpvBfiia, rhythmical order ormove-

ment, harmony, < evpvOfiof, rhythmical, orderly,
< el, well, + /Mfyiof, rhythm.]

Star-coral (
Rusmilia knoeri}. Left

branch shown in section.

Sun-bittern (Eurypyga helif.

constituting the family Eurypygidce. E. helias

is the South American sun-bittern. Illiger,

1811.

Eurypygidae (ii-ri-pij'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Eu-

rypyga + -idee.'} An American family of altri-

eial grallatorial birds
;
the sun-bitterns. They

mage of variegated colors. They lay blotched eggs. There
is but one genus, Eurypyga.

Eurypygoideae (u"ri-pi-goi'df-e), . pi. [NL., <

Eurypyga + -oid-ece.] A superfamily of birds,

composed of the Eurypygidce, or American sun-

bitterns, the Rhynochoetidw, or kagus, of New
Caledonia, and the Madagascan Mesitidai.

eurypylous (u-rip'i-lus), a. [< NL. eurypylus,
< Gr. evpvKv\fif, with wide gates, < evpvf, wide,
+ TTv^r/, a gate.] In zoo!., having large and
wide openings, placing the endodermal cham-
bers in direct and free communication with both
excurrent and incurrent canals: said of a type
of sponge-structure.

This may be termed the eurypylous type of rhagon canal

system. Sollas, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 414.

Eurystomata (u-ri-sto'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of eurystomatus : see eurystomatous.]
An order of ctenophorans, having an oval or ob-

long body without oral lobes or tentacles, and
a very large mouth, whence the name. Beroe
and jfeis are examples.
eurystomatous (u-ri-stom'a-tus), a. [< NL.
eurystomatus, < Gr. as if "sitpvaTo/iaro^, equiv.
to evpiiaro/ioi, wide-mouthed, < evpi<<;, wide, + OTO-

fia (ar6uaT-), mouth.] Having a wide or large
mouth. Specifically (n) In herpet., having a dilatable

mouth, as most serpents ;
not angiostonmtous.

The two halves of the jaw are movably connected to-

gether in the euryxlomatous Ophidii.
Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 463.

(b) In ctenophorans, pertaining to the Eurystomata.
Also eurystomous.

eurystome (u'ri-stom), n. A bird of the genus
Eiirystomiis.

eurystomous (u-ris'to-mus), a. [< Gr. evpiiaro-

/jof, wide-mouthed: see eurystomatous.] Same
as eurystomatous.
Eurystomus (u-ris'to-mus), . [NL., < Gr. ri>-

piicTofiof, wide-mouthed: see eurystomatous.'] A
genus of African, Indian, and Oriental picarian
birds, of the family Coraciidas, having the bill

dilated and the coloration lilac or blue; the
broad-billed rollers. There are several species, of
which /-,'. in-ifti.tfdis, one of the best-known, is chiefly blue,
with red bill and feet, and about 11 inches long. A sec-

tion, Cornopw, contains the ruddy African and Madagas-
can eurystomes.

Eustathian

Eusmilia (u-smil'i-a), . [NL., < Gr. eii, well,

-f njut.ti, a knife for cutting.] A genus of star-

corals, or epo-
rose madrepo-
rarian stone-

corals, of the

family Astrtei-

dce, having a

cespitose po-
lypary. The
polyps are pro-
duced by fis-

sion, and re-

main only ba-

sally connect-
ed. E. knoeri

is an example.
Eusmiliinae (u-

smil-i-i'ne), n.

pi. [NL.,<.EM-
smilia + -ina;.]

* m tne /me A group of corals, taking name from the genus
arts, harmony, orderliness, and elegance ot pro- j^lismiiia. Also written Eusmilince.
portion. 2. In wed., regularity of pulse. Eusmilus (u-smi'lus), n. [NL., <Gr. cv, well, +
Eurytoma (u-rit'o-ma), . [NL., < Gr. cvpvf,

/_oc,poet'.foro-,(Aaf, the jaw.] Agenusoffos-
broad, + TO/OJ, a cutting, a segment.] A genus gil saber-toothed tigers, representing the cul-
of hymenopterous insects, of the family Chalet- mination of the macheerodout dentition, having
dido;, founded by Rossi in 1807. The wings are

jn t^e iower jaw oniy four incisors, a pair of

small canines, one pair of premolars, and one

Pa*r f sectorial molars. The ramus of the jaw
was greatlv expanded to protect the enormous

upper canines.

Euspiza(u-spi'za),w, [NL. (Bonaparte, 1832),
< Gr. TO, well, + oTrifa, anify a finch.] A ge-
nus of North American buntings, of the family
FringiUid(e, the type of which is the common
black-throated bunting of the United States,
E. americana. Also called Spiza.

Euspongia (u-spon'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. rf,

wefl, + mtoyyia, cnntyjof, a sponge: see sponge.']
The typical genus of fibrous sponges of the fam-

ily Spongiidw, having a very elastic and homoge-
neous framework throughout. It contains the

ordinary bath-sponges, usually placed in Spon-
gia.

eusporangiate (u-spo-ran'ji-at), a. [< Gr. ei>,

well, + NL. sporangium + -ate1.] Having
sporangia formed from a group of epidermal
cells, as in Ophioglossacece and Marattiacece.

Compare leptosporangiate.
perfectly hyaline ;

the marginal vein is but slightly larger Eustachian (u-sta'ki-an), a. [< EmtacMliS +
than the stigma) ; the posterior tibia; are nearly smooth; _an Tne proper name EustacJlius (> It. Evsta-

Eurytoma frunicola.

', male ; c, abdomen of female ; dt
abdomen of male ;a, female ; . . .

e, antenna of female ;/, antenna of
sizes. )

nale. ( Hair-lines show natura

the mesonotum is umbilicate-pnnctate ;
and the claws are

sharp. The species of this genus are especially parasitic

upon gall-making insects. E. prunicola is bred from the

oak-gall of Cyiiips quercus-prumts.

Eurytomidae (u-ri-tom'i-de), . pi. [NL.,<
Eurytoma + -idce.~]_

The Eurytonwnce regarded

chio, Sp. Estaquio, Pg. Estaeio, F. Eustache, E.

Eustace) (sometimes confused with Eustathius,
of different origin : see Eustathian) is from Gr.

svaraxvf, rich in corn, blooming, fruitful, < cv,

j'sutyiviitu -T- -fruwj.j xuo jvit/(/n/*t/no jcgaiucu well, + a~axv, an ear of corn: see stachys.]
as a family. Also Eurytomides. Walker; West- Pertaining to or named from Bartolomeo Eu-
wood.

Eurytominse (u'ri-to-mi'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Eurytoma + -ina;.] A subfamily of the para-
sitic hymenopterous family Chalrididce, found-
ed by Walker in 1832. It is distinguished by the very

prominent snbqnadrate pronotum, the abdomen usually

compressed from the sides and often highly arched, and

by the incised joints and conspicuous whorls of hair of

the antenna; in the male. The genus Isosoma of this

group is not parasitic, but plant-feeding.

Eusebian (u-se'bi-an), a. and n. [< Eusebius
+ -an. The proper name Eusebius, Gr. TZvaefliof,

means '

pious, godly,' < Gr. riwt/fr/f, pious, godly,
< cv, well, + aifcadat, honor with pious awe,
reverence, worship.] I. a. Of or pertaining
to Eusebius of Nicomedia, an Arian bishop of

Constantinople in the fourth century A. D.
,
or to

his doctrines.

II. n. A follower of Eusebius. See Arian1
.

Euselasia (u-se-la'si-a), n. [NL. (of. Gr. evac-

Aaof, bright-shining), < Gr. cv, well, + o-c/laf,

brightness.] A genus of butterflies, giving
name to the Euselasiina!. Hiibner, 1816.

Euselasiinae (u-se-la-si-l'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Euselasia + -inte.] A subfamily of eryciiiid but-

terflies, containing over 70 species, in which the

wings are usually abruptly truncate at the apex,
with deep marginal sinuses. Also called Eury-

Eusepii (u-se'pi-I), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. ev, well,
+ ar/7ria, the cuttlefish.] A subfamily of sepi-
oid cuttlefishes, containing the typical squids:
same as the family Sepiidce.
Euskara (us-ka'ra), . [Basque.] The native
name of the Basque language. See Basque1 .

Euskarian (us-kar'i-an), a. [< Euskara + -inn.]

Basque. See Euskara.
Nor can we ever absolutely know that the Basques did

not borrow their Euskarian dialect, as the French their
Romanic dialect.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 275.

stachio, an Italian anatomist (died 1574) Eu-
stachian canal. See canali. Eustachian tube, the

tube leading from the middle ear to the pharynx. It is

the communication between the cavity of the tympanum
and that of the mouth. Morphologically, this tube is a

part of the remains of the primitive visceral cleft of the

embryo which places the mouth in direct communication
with the exterior through the ear. Were it not for the

membrane of the tympanum or ear-drum, which stops up
the passage, there would be nothing to prevent the pas-

sage of a sufficiently slender and flexible probe from the
mouth through the Eustachian tube, tympanum, and ex-

ternal meatus of the ear, and the passage would corre-

spond to that of a twig or the finger into a fish's mouth
and out through one of the gill-slits. In man the Eusta-
chian tube is 1J to 2 inches long, directed downward, for-

ward, and inward from the tympanum to the fauces. It

is formed partly of bone, partly of gristly and fibrous tis-

sue. The bony part, about half an inch long, is included in

the temporal bone, between its squamosal and petrosal
portions. The cartilaginous part is about an inch long,
formed of a scroll-like piece of fibrocartilage, the interval

between whose edges is completed by fibrous tissue. It

is trumpet- or funnel-shaped, and ends by an oral orifice

at the upper back part of the pharynx, a little to one
side of the median line, and nearly opposite the middle
meatus of the nose. The mucous membrane of the pha-
rynx continues directly through the tube, and is covered
with ciliated epithelium. See cut under ear. Eusta-
chian valve, a semi-lunar membranous fold in the right
auricle of the heart, between the mouth of the inferior

vena cava and the auriculoventricular aperture, serving
to direct the course of the blood.

3ustatliian (u-stii'thi-an), a. and n. [< Eusta-

thius + -an. The proper name Eustathius (>
It. Kttstazio, F. Eustathe, G. Eustathius, etc.)

(sometimes confused with Eimtiichiits, as above)
is from Gr. ewraftfc, well-based, well-built,

steady, stable, < t~v, well, + a-af>-, as in oraf?fpof,

steady, firm, stable, < iardvai, set up, cause to

stand: see stand, steady.] I. a. Of orpertain-
ing to Eustathius. See II.

II. a. 1. A member of the orthodox faction

in Antioch in the fourth century A.
p..

who ob-

jected to the replacing of Eustathius, Bishop
of Antioch, by an Arian. 2. A member of an
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the cryohydrates. F. Guthrie, Nature, XXXIII. 21.

II. H. A eutectic substance or mixture, as

an alloy.

rofov, a bow (see toxic),+ a/iapiaiceiv (^ *ap), join,

fit, equip.] A genus of Ti'ochilida; of large size

[< Or.

:<HJ, a stretching, tension, < rarer,

verbal adj. otrcivecv, stretch, extend : see tenrfl.]

In jiliyxirn, ]iertaiuing to direct or longitudinal
stress. Hinil.-iiii , lioyal Society, June 21, 1865.

Euterpe (ii-ter'pe), n. [L., < Gr. Kirreprnj, one eutomous (u'to-mus), a. f< dr. erroftof, well-

(il the Muses, lit. the well-pleasing, < ct', well, divided (of a city), lit. well-<'ut, < <r, well. +
+ Tf'/iTTMv, please, delight.] 1. In clasxic myth., romif, verbal adj. of rf/ivtiv, ra/iiiv, cut.] In niin-

one of the Muses, a divinity of joy and plea- eral., having distinct cleavages; cleaving read-

sure, inventress of the double flute, favoring ily.
rather the wild and simple melodies of primi- Eutoxeres (u-tok-se'rez), n. [NL., < Gr. ev,

live peoples than the more finished art of mu- well, + Tot-//p>if, furnished with a bow, bowed, <

sic, and associated more with Bacchus than with

Apollo ;
the patroness of flute-players, she Is

usually represented as a virgin crowned with flowers, hav-

ing a flute in her hand, or with various musical instru-

ments about her.

2. [NL.] A genus of palms, having slender
cy-

lindrical stems, sometimes nearly 100 feet in

height, crowned by a tuft of pinnate leaves, with
the leaflets narrow, regular, and close together.
The bases of the leaf-stalks are dilated, and form cylindri-
cal sheaths round a considerable portion of the upper part
of the stem. The fruit is a small drupe. There are 7 or
8 species, natives of South America and the West Indies.

E. oleraera and K. edulin are cabbage-palms, the growing
bud of which is eaten. The fruit of the first furnishes an

oil, and the wood is used for floors. The latter is the

assal-palm of Brazil, which has a fruit resembling a sloe

In size and color, from which a beverage called assal-i is

made. Mixed with cassava flour, assai-i forms an impor-
tant article of diet.

3. [NL.] In zool. : (a) A genus of butterflies.

Also called Archonias. Swainson, 1831. (b) A

e\!K mease, .(icsect of the fourth century A. D.,
salt fused per se acts as a solvent to another salt forming euthytatk (ii-thi-tat 'ik), .

probably so culled from Kustathius, Bishop of 2**L5ftiS3i'
Bll"U<

S S^S^rSSS^iSW^ straight, + rd,

Sebaste in Pont us.

Kor the churches of the reformation, I am certain they

acquit . . . the Kliilathiam for denying Invocation ..!

saint-. ./-,-. Ttiiilor, Works (cd. l.Si..), II. :I17.

Eustomata (u-st<Vmi|-tii), . /)/. [NL., neut. pi.

of ciisliniitiliis : see i iisiniiiiiliiiis.] 1. A siiiier-

family of Infusoria, ha vin; a definite oral aper-

ture,, whence the name. i-i compara-

tively firm, and the body, as a rule, Is less plastic than

is usual in infusorlaiis. There are not more than two

flagella. There arc several 1am Hies ami ml met oils

2. In Saville Kent's system, one of four classes

of Protozoa, consisting of most of the liifmairin.

as ( 'ilinlit. I
'ilii>ftii<ii-llln, and some other forms.

eustomatOUS (u-stom'a-tus), a. [< NL. eusto-

niiiliin, < Gr. as if 'evaro/taTnf, equiv. to i laro/tof,

having a good mouth, < n', well, + OTOHO (trro-

/MT-), mouth.] Having a well-formed mouth
or definite oral aperture ; specifically, having
the characters of the Eimtoniatii.

Eustrongylus (u-stron'ji-lus), . [NL., < Gr.

ev, well, 4- NL. 'Strongyluii, q. y.]
A genus of

nematoid worms, of tne family Strongylitla :

same as Stronyylus proper. E. ijir/ru is a large para-
sitic nematoid worm, found in the kidneys and elsewhere
in various animals, rarely in man. The female may at-

tain a length of a meter and a thickness of a centimeter,
or a little more ; usually the dimensions are much less.

The male is only one third the length of the female. Die-

.-/...7, 1861.

eustyle (u'stil), a. [< Gr. fuort'/loc, with goodly
columns,,

with columns at the proper intervals, jenus of crustaceans. Claus, 1862

+ orvAof, a column, pillarT see style*.] Euterpean (u-ter pe-an), a. [< Luterpe +
** t L>n-H+n*iiins t\vt *iilornnT Tf\ H liromin ItttTlAA

An easy, tranquil death ;
death of an easy, pain-

v, well, -I-OT^OC, a column, pillar: see style*.] iUterpean(u-ier pe-an;,a. Ls nnierpe -r -.]
Having the columns at the proper intervals; Pertaining or relating to Euterpe ; hence, per-

specittcallv, in arch., noting an intereolumnia- taming to music.

tion of two and a quarter diameters. euthanasia (u-tha-na'gi-a) [NL., < Gr. n-

eusynchite (u-sing'kit), . [< Gr. rf>, well, + Havana,
an easy, happ^ death <

jW^rof. dying

a,^commingle
g
(<,^, together,+ *fov,*riv, easUy or happily, ^ well,+ ^-^death.1

pour), + -ite".] A native vanadate of lead and

zinc, occurring in nodular or stalactitic forms
of a yellowish-red color.

Eutaenla (u-te'ni-ji), . [NL., < Gr. ev, well,

-t- raivia, a band : see Tcenia.] In zool. : (a) A
large genus of common, harmless colubriform

serpents ; the garter-snakes, so called from their

characteristic striped coloration. There are about
20 species in North America, of which the best-known are

K. *irtali* and E. saurila, the common striped and the

swift or ribbon garter-snake. (/>) A genus of ceram-

bycid beetles : synonymous with Rhaphidopsis.
Thomson, 1857. (c) A genus of arctiid moths,
having as type E. scapulosa from the Transvaal.

ll'iilli'iiiircn, 1876.

eutaxiological (u-tak"si-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< ett-

Siclcle-billed Humming-bird (Hmfjrrrrt

and rather plain coloration, wedge-tailed, and
with falcate bill bent into nearly a third of a

circle; the sickle-billed or bow-billed humming-
birds. There are three species, of Central

America, Colombia, and Ecuador.
less kind. eutrophic (u-trof'ik), a. and n. [< eutrophu +
A recovery In my case and at my age Is impossible ; the

-ie.] I. a. Pertaining to or promoting healthy
kindest wish of my friends Is etithanana. _ _ nutrition.

.li->iiiil:,f<,t. To Pope.

Though we conceive that, from causes which we have

already investigated, our poetry must necessarily have

II. n. A medical agent employed to improve
the nutrition.

; we think that, unless fts fate had been acceler- eutrophy (u'tro-fi), H. [< Gr. rvrptxjila, good nur-
ated by external attacks, it might have enjoyed an TO- ture, thriving condition, < ttTpo^of, nourishing,
lhanaria. Hacaulay, Dryden. wen.nOurished, thriving, < ev, well, + rpdfieiv,

nourish.] In jihi/siol., healthy nutrition,

eutropic (u-trop
;

ik), n. [< Gr. t
IT/XKTOC^ easily

turning (used in sense of 'versatile'), < FV, well,

+ rptirctv, turn: see tropic.] In hot., revolving
with the sun ; dextrorse, as that word is often

used. Gray.
lian (u-tik'i-an), a. and . [< Eutyches

+ -Itni. Thepropername Eutydies,<Gr. Btrtir^f.
means 'having good fortune, fortunate, lucky,'

Inward euthanasia, freedom from distress, fear, and

agitation of mind in one's last hours. Outward eutha-
nasia, freedom from bodily pain in death,

euthanasy (u-than'a-si or u'tha-na-zi), n. [<

euthanasia.] Same'as euthanasia.

liarc I, profane, so irreligious be,
To greet or grieve her soft cuthanaty !

o \i s f si--* .- B. Jonenn, Underwoods, cil. Eutychian (u-tik'l-an), a. and .

te*olOH + *>-at-] Pertaining to eutaxiology. Eutheria (u_the'ri-&), n. pi. [NL.. < Gr. rf,

well, + (hip'iov. a beast.] In zool.: (a) A term
One of which [arguments] he calls the teleologlcal and proposed by Gill in 1872 for one of the major < ', well, + riy* fortune.] I. a. Of or per-

the other the mttxioloyical. The American, XXVI. aw.
^fjpg of tjje Mammalia, including the Mono- taining to Eutyches or his doctrine.

,,,4.^,-i m, ,,, ( .,i, ..;.,i',, :;\ rt n, , ,n "-11 - -

an(j the Z>ide?7iin, as together contrast- H. . A follower or one holding the doctrine
of Eutyches, a monk of Constantinople in the

fifth century, who taught that Christ had but

one nature, the divine, so that it was proper to

say that God had been crucified for us. He was
an opponent of Nestorius, and the founder of

the sect of Monophysites. See Moiiopliysite.

Eutychianism (u-tik'i-an-izm), H. [< Eutychian
+ -inm.] The doctrine of Eutyches, or belief

in his doctrine.

eutaxiology (u-tak-si-ol'o-ji), . [< Gr. fi', well,
-t- r<if(c, order, + -?.o}ia, < Jtjfiv, speak: see ed'with Prototheria.' (b) Restricted later by
-oloyy.] The doctrine of plan or method as an Huxlev to the Monodelphia, the Didelphia be-

argunient for the existence of God: correlated ing called Metatheria: in this sense, an exact
with MvoliMjii. the doctrine of design or purpose synonym of Monodelphia and Placentalia.
in the same argument. Hicks, 1883. [Rare.] euthumiat, . See eiithymia.
eutaxitic (u-Jak-sit'ik), o. [Irreg. <eutaxii + euthymia (u-thim'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. citivfua.

a composed" condition of mind, tranquillity, <

ev, well, + 6V<if, mind.] Philosophical cheer-

fulness and calm ; the avoidance of disturbing

-iti-- + -ic. The analogical form would be ~eu-

tactit.] Characterized byeutaxy ;
well-ordered.

They (the apparently distinct types] were evidently all

derived from one magma, and exhibit very beautifully the
structure termed by Fritsch and Reiss Eutaxitic, which

passions, as inculcated by Democritus and Epi-
curus.

orderly, < cit, well, + runrix;, verbal adj. of r&a-

actv, arrange, order: see tactic.] Good or right
order.

The orthodox doctrine maintains, against Eitttichianimt,
the distinction of natures even after the act of incur-

Istianity, p. 66.

euxan th-iii +
Tom euxanthin.

an acid obtained from
m) ; it fa
earths.

Euxanthic acid, (

'
twisted, as in the opisthobranchs and pulmo-
nifers. It includes ?he two orders of o^istho
branchiate and pulmonate gastropods. purrnc acid.

This nmbition made Absalom rebel; nay, Itendangered euthyneural (u-thi-nu'ral), a. Pertaining to eUXanthm (uk-sau'thin), . [< Gr. ev, well, +
-

having the characters"of the Euthyncnra. fav^of, vellow, + -i 2
.] The essential constitu-a crack in the glorious of heaven.
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euthyneurous (u-thi-nu'rus), a. Same as entity- ent of "purree or Indian yellow, which is used
as a pigment. It is obtained from India, and is said to

urine of buffaloes which have
also from that of the camel
be obtained from a vege-

eutectic (u-tek'tik), a. and n. [< Or. ev, well, neural.
+ -i';netv, melt, fuse, > TI/KTOC, molten, dissolved euthysymmetrical (u'thi-si-met'ri-kal), a. [< be derivetTfrom'the bile"or urin.

(> Ti/KTiKAf, able to dissolve).] I. n. Fusing easi- Gr. tUSe. straight, + <n'uufrpcoc, symmetrical.]
lie n

f
ed

,
on niango-leaves, aiida

"nw ti.mnArn.tnrB anonifi- r>-_. jSCk*. CC_J7vl'-ji u , and elephant. It 18 also said to

table juice saturated with magnesia and boiled down. It

forms small yellow crystals, and is the magnesium salt of
i uxantbic or purreic acid.

While the menu lines lie in the plane of symmetry, the CUXanthone (uk-san'th6n), f, [< Gr rf well,

planes ,,f the optic axes for different colours may be per- + fmwf, yellow, + -OH^.J
A neutral crj stal-

pendicular to this plane, in this case the stauroscopic line substance (C^HigOe) derived from pur-
ti'.:ure is of ci>iir>e VHCJbMlflMMMMl to the trace of the

ly; solidifying at a low temperature: specifi- Possessing right symmetry ; having such a re-

gally applied by Guthrie to a mixture of sub- lation of parts
"

stances in such proportions that the fusing
point is lower than that of either of the con-
stituents themselves. Alloys are regarded as eutectic

compounds, and the same principles apply to the mixtures
of fused silicates of whlcn volcanic glass, slags, etc., are
fonnrii.

f parts that the one half is like the im-

age of the other in a mirror.

Metallic alloys are truehomplogues of the cryohydrates ;

tbc rati'is in which metals unite t*> form the alloy possess-
ing the Km rst incHing-point arc never :i!umic iutios,and
when metals do unite in atomic ratios the alloy produced
i> IH'\ rr ,'ut> <7<V. i. r. having a ininimum solidifying point.
Thus pure cast-iron is not a carbide of iron, but an eutec-

tic alloy of carbon and iron, similar hyperchemical mass
ratios are found to exist among anhydrous salts ; when one
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plane of symmetry. -wide, Polarisation, p. 112.
enxenfl;e (uk'se-nit). . [So called i

euthysymmetrically (u'thi-si-met'ri-kal-i), to the number of different metals it

inlr. In a euthysymmetrical manner. < Gr. rffrvof, hospitable, friendly (se
The first mean line for each color may He in the plane

containing the oMiqne axes of the system. The planes
containing the optic axes may lie in this plane. In this

case the trace ot this plane dlvid< - ,. rr/V<i//i/ the

stauroscopic figure. Spottimcoode, Polarisation, p. 112.

ree or Indian yellow.
[So called in allusion

contains;
.see Eurine),

A brownish-black mineral with a sub-
metallic luster, found in Norway, which con-
tains the metals yttrium, niobium "(columbium),
titanium, uranium, and some others.



Euxine

Euxine (uk'sin), . [< L. Euxinus (sc. pontus)
or Eitxinum (sc. mare), < GT. Eife/voc, Ionic form
of Eyferaf (sc. Tron-of), lit. the hospitable sea,
a change, perhaps euphemistic, from the ear-

lier name "Afevof, i. e., inhospitable, so called

with ref. to the savage tribes surrounding it;

<et>, well (or a- priv.), + fevof, a stranger, guest.]
The ancient name of the sea between Russia
and Asia Minor, still often used

;
the Black Sea.

evacatet (e-va'kat), v. i. [< L. e, out, + vaca-

tits, pp. of
'

vacare, be empty: see vacate.'] To

evacuate; discharge.

Dry air opens the surface of the earth to disincarcerate

venene bodies, or to evacate them.
Harvey, On the Plague.

evacuant (e-vak'u-ant), a. and n. [< L. eva-

cuan(t-)s, ppr. of evacuare: see evacuate.] I.

a. In ined., emptying; provoking evacuation
or the act of voiding ; purgative.

II. n. 1. A medicine which procures evacu-

ations, or promotes the normal secretions and
excretions.

In some cases the influence of an evacuant over a se-

creting organ may be remote.

Pereira, Materia Medica, p. 234.

2. In organ-building, a valve to let out the air

from the bellows.

evacuate (e-vak'u-at), v.; pret. and pp. evacu-

ated, ppr. evacuating. [< L. evacuatus, pp. of

evacuare (> It. evacuare = Pg. Sp. Pr. evacuar =
F. evacuer), empty out, discharge, < e, out, + va-

cuare, make empty, < vacuus, empty: see vacu-

ous.'} I. trans. 1. To make empty; cause to

be emptied ;
free from anything contained : as,

to evacuate a vessel
;
to evacuate the stomach

by an emetic. [Now rare except in medical use.]

There is no good way of prevention but by evacuating
clean, and emptying the church. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

Hence 2. To leave empty ;
vacate

; depart
from

; quit : as, the enemy evacuated the place.

They understood that Prince Rupert and others of the

King's party were marched out of the town in pursuance
of them, and that the garrison would be entirely evacu-
ated before they could signify their pleasure to the army.

Ludlow, Memoirs, I. 14.

The Norwegians were forced to evacuate the country.
Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Hist., ii. 6.

3. To make void or empty of something essen-

tial; deprive; strip. [Rare.]
Evacuate the Scriptures of their most important mean-

ing. Coleridge.

Mr. Marsh, in passing sentence on "in respect of, "takes
his stand on an idea of grammar which evacuates the by-
gone usage of our ancestors of all authority to determine
what it was right that they should say.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 86.

4f. To make void; nullify; make of no effect;
vacate : as, to evacuate a marriage or a contract.

Lest the cross of Christ should be evacuated and made
of none effect, he came to make this fulness perfect by in-

stituting and establishing a church. Donne, Sermons, i.

General councils may become invalid, either by their
own fault, or by some extrinsical supervening accident,
either of which evacuates their authority.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 345.

He that pretends a disability . . . evacuates the precept.
South.

6. To void ; discharge ; eject : as, to evacuate
excrementitious matter.
The white [hellebore] dote evacuat the offencive humours

which cause diseases. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxv. 4.

Il.t intrans. To produce an evacuation, as

by letting blood.

If the malady continue, it is not amiss to evacuate in a
part in the forehead. Burton, Anat. of Mel.

evacuation (e-vak-u-a'shi-6), n. [LL.: see evac-

uation,] In medieval music, the writing of full-

faced notes in outline only, bywhich their value
was reduced one half.

evacuation (e-vak-u-a'shqn), n. [= F. evacua-
tion = Pr. evacuacio = Sp. evacuation = Pg.
evacuacao = It. evacuazione, < LL. evacuatio(n-),
< L. evacuare, make empty, evacuate : see evac-
uate. ] 1 . The act of evacuating or exhausting ;

the act of emptying or clearing of contents;
clearance by removal or withdrawal, as of an
army or garrison: as, the evacuation of the bow-
els ; the evacuation of a theater, or of a besieged
town.

A country so exhausted . . . was rather an object that
stood in need of every kind of refreshment and recruit
than one which could subsist under new evacuations.

Burke, Affairs of India.

2. A diminution of the fluids of an animal body
by cathartics, venesection, or other means

;
de-

pletion.
Where the humour is strong and predominant, there

the prescription must be rugged, and the evacuation vio-
'ent. South, Works, IX. v.
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3f. Abolition.

Popery hath not been able to re-establish itself in any
-3t it by utter evacuation

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.
place, after provision made against it by utter evacuation

of all Romish ceremonies.

4. That which is evacuated or discharged ;
es-

pecially, a discharge by stool or other natural

means: as, dark-colored evacuations Evacua-
tion day, the day on which the British troops evacuated
the city of New York after the treaty of peace and inde-

pendence, November 26th, 1783, which has since been an-

nually celebrated there.

evacuative (e-vak'u-a-tiv), . [= F. evacuatif
= Pr. evacuatiu = Sp. Pg. It. evacnativo; as
evacuate + -ive.] Serving or tending to evac-
uate

;
cathartic ; purgative.

evacuator (e-vak u-a-tor), n. [< evacuate +
-or.] One who or that which evacuates, emp-
ties, or makes void.

Take heed, be not too busy in imitating any father in a

dangerous expression, or in excusing the great evacuatortt

of the law. Hammond, Works, I. 175.

evacuatoryt (e-vak'u-a-to-ri), n.
; pi. evacua-

tories (-riz). [< evacuate + -ory.] A purge.
Davies.

An imposthume calls for a lance, and oppletion for un-

palatable evacuatorie*. Gentleman Instructed, p. 309.

evacuityt (e-va-ku'i-ti), n. [Improp. for va-

cuity, with prefix taken from evacuate.] A va-

cancy.
Fit it was, therefore, so many evacuities should be filled

up, to mount the meeting to a competent number.
Fuller, Ch. Hist., XI. ix. 7.

evadable, evadible (e-va'da-bl, -di-bl), a. [<
evade + -able, -Me.] Capable of being evaded.
De Quincey ; Coleridge.
evade (e-vad'), v.

; pret. and pp. evaded, ppr.
evading. [= F. Evader = Sp. Pg. evadir = It.

evadere, < L. evadere, tr. pass over or beyond,
leave behind, escape from, intr. go out, go
away, < e, out, + vadere, go : see wade. Cf. in-

vade, pervade."] I. trans. 1. To avoid by effort

or contrivance; escape from or elude in any
way, as by dexterity, artifice, stratagem, or

address ; slip away from
; get out of the way

of: as, to evade a blow; to evade pursuers.
In this point charge him home, that he affects

Tyrannical power : If he evade us there,
Enforce him with his envy to the people.

Shak., Cor., iii. 3.

Where shall the line be drawn between free Greece and
free Bulgaria? It must surely be the frightful difficulty of

this Question . . . which makes diplomatists so anxious
to evade it by leaving an enslaved land between the two.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 226.

He seemed always to pursue an enticing shadow, which
always just evaded his grasp.

C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 9.

2. To escape the reach or comprehension of
;

baffle or foil : as, a mystery that evades inquiry.
We have seen how a contingent event baffles man's

knowledge and evades his powers. South.

II. intrans. If. To escape ; slip away : with

from.
His wisdom, by often evading from perils, was turned

rather into a dexterity to deliver himself from dangers,
than into a providence to prevent. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

2. To practise evasion
;
use elusive methods.

The ministers of God are not to evade and take refuge
in any of these two forementioned ways. South, Sermons.

He [Charles I.] hesitates ; heeoodes; at last he bargains
to give his assent for five subsidies. Macaulay.

evadible, a. See evadable.

evagation (e-va-ga'shon), n. [= F. evagation
= Sp. evagacion = It. evagazione, < L. evaga-
tio(n-), a wandering, straying, < evagari, wander
forth, < e, out, + vagari, wander: see vagrant.]
The act of wandering ; excursion

;
a roving or

rambling. [Rare.]
These long chains of lofty mountains, which run through

whole continents east and west, serve to stop the evaga-
tion of the vapours to the north and south in hot coun-
tries. Ray.

evaginable (e-vaj'i-na-bl), a. [< evagin(ate)
+ -able.] Capable of being evaginated or un-

sheathed; protrusible.

evaginate (e-vaj'i-nat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. eva-

ginated, ppr. evaginating. [< LL. evaginatus, pp.
of evaginare, unsheathe, < L. e, out, + vagina, a
sheath: see vagina.] To unsheathe

; withdraw
from a sheath: opposed to invaginate.
evagination (e-vaj-i-na'shon), n. [< LL. eva-

ginatin(n-), a spreading out, lit. unsheathing, <

evaginare, unsheathe: see evaginate.] 1. The
act of unsheathing. Craig. [Rare.] 2. In
zodl. : (a) The act or process of evaginating,
unsheathing, or withdrawing ; hence, a protru-
sion of some part or organ. (6) That which
is protruded, unsheathed, or evaginated: said
of any protrusible part or organ.

evanescently
The eye [of chelonians] occurs as a hollow vertical eva-

gination from the upper surface of the pineal outgrowth,
and leaves the stalk of the latter at the beginning of its

distal fourth, measuring from its rear end.
Amer. Naturalist, XXI. 1126.

evalt (e'val), a. [< L. anium, an age (see age,

etern), + '^al. Cf. coeval.] Relating to an age.

Every one at all skilled in the Greek language knows that

aio>c, age, and otujfto?, eval, improperly everlasting, do not

convey the ideas of a proper eternity.
Letter to Abp. of Canterbury (1791), p. 67.

evaluate (e-val'u-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp. eval-

uated, ppr. 'evaluating. [< F. evaluer, value, es-

timate (< e- + value, value : see value), + -ate2.]
To determine or ascertain the value of; ap-

praise carefully; specifically ,
in math., to ascer-

tain the numerical value of.

To evaluate the effect produced under the second hy-

pothesis, ... it is necessary to employ mathematical

analysis of a high order.
Amer. Jour. Set., 3d ser., XXXI. 297.

The evidence is of a kind which it is peculiarly difficult

either to disentangle or evaluate.

Rep. Cmnm. Sac. Psych. Research, 1884, p. 24.

evaluation (e-val-u-a'shon), n. [< F. evalua-

tion (> late ML. evaluatio'j, < evaluer, value : see

evaluate.] Careful valuation or appraisement;
specifically, in math., the ascertainment of the

numerical value of any expression : as, the eval-

uation of a definite integral, of a probability,
of an expectation, etc.

Before applying the doctrine of chances to any scientific

purpose, the foundation must be laid for an evaluation of

the chances, by possessing ourselves of the utmost attain-

able amount of positive knowledge.
J. S. Mill, Logic, III. xviii. 3.

evalvular (e-val'vu-lar), a. [< L. c-priv. -t- NL.
valvula, dim. of L. valva, valve : see valvular.]
In bot., without valves

;
not opening by valves.

evanesce (ev-a-nes'), " *; pret. and pp. eva-

nesced, ppr. evanescing. [< L. evanescere, vanish

away, < e, out, + vanescere, vanish : see vanish.

Cf. evanish.] 1 . To vanish away or by degrees ;

disappear gradually ; fade out or away ;
be dis-

sipated : as, evanescing colors or vapors.
I believe him to have evanesced or evaporated.

De Quincey, Confessions, p. 79.

Platitudinous is, unquestionably, very much more ser-

viceable than any evanescing squib of only one or two
syllables. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 310.

2. To disappear, as the edge of a polyhedron,
by the rotation of two adjacent faces into one

plane. Eirkman.
evanescence (ev-a-nes'ens), n. [< evanescent:

see -ence.] 1. A vanishing away ; gradual de-

parture or disappearance ; dissipation, as of va-

por.
The sudden evanescence of his reward.

Johnson, Rambler, No. 163.

Taking the world as it is, we may well doubt whether
more would not be lost than gained by the evanescence of

the standard of honour, whether among boys or men.
H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 237.

2. The quality of being evanescent
; liability

to vanish and escape observation or posses-
sion : as, the evanescence of mist or dew

;
the

evanescence of earthly hopes.
evanescent (ev-a-nes'ent), a. [< L. evanes-

een(t-)s, ppr. of evanescere, vanish away: see

evanesce.] 1. Vanishing, or apt to vanish or be

dissipated, like vapor; passing away; fleeting:

as, the pleasures and joys of life are evanescent.

We cannot approach beauty. Its nature is, like opaline
doves' neck lustres, hovering and evanescent.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 162.

In 1604 the astronomer Kepler . . . saw, between Jupi-
ter and Saturn, a new, brilliant, evanescent star.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 169.

He [Wordsworth] seems to have caught and fixed for-

ever in immutable grace the most evanescent and intangi-
ble of our intuitions, the very ripple-marks on the remot-
est shores of being.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 243.

2. Lessening or lessened beyond the reach of

perception; impalpable; imperceptible.
The difference between right and wrong, in some petty

cases, is almost evanescent. Wollaston.

It is difficult to define what is so evanescent, so iinpal

pable, so chimerical, so unreal.

Sumner, True Grandeur of Nations.

3. In not. hist., unstable; unfixed; hence, un-

certain; unreliable: applied to characters which
are not fixed or uniformly present, and there-

fore are valueless for scientific classification.

4. In en torn., tending to become obsolete in one

part; fading out: as, antennal scrobes evanes-

cent posteriorly.

evanescently (ev-a-nes 'ent-li), adv. In an
evanescent or vanishing manner.

So quickly and cvanemnHi/ as tt> pass unnoticed.

Chalmers, Bridgewater Treatise, II. i. 310.



evanescible

(ov-a-ncs'i-lil), <i. [< cranrs<-<- +
-iblc.] Capable of evanescing. Evanescible edge
of a polyhedron, one which IK not terminated by a triacc

nor is iii t\vo i.-u-es i hut have one one HU nun it and the other

another, tliiii ;nr m '>n<- i"*
1 '-

evangel (e-van'jel), . [Early In0(l- K - a
?
s

I'l-initicH. crumjile, < ME. evaiujilt: <-r<iini<iil< .

i-niii',/1 IK .
i ini iii/rli/, etc., < OF. evangilf,Y. .

gile = Pr. evangeli = Sp. ecangclio = Pg. cnui-

gelho = It. evangeliti = D. evangelic = G. Dan.
Sw. evanydiitm, < LL. cvangelium, prop, etutn-

<ii Hum (me change in pronunciation of
,
Gr.

*
, to c before a vowel being a late development

in both L. and Gr. ), the gospel, < Gr. evayyk'Mav

(in New Testament), the gospel, lit. good news,
glad tidings, being used in this lit. sense by
Plutarch, Lucian, etc., and earlier by Cicero

(written as Gr.); in classical Gr. only in the

proper sense of ' a reward for good news, given
to the messenger'; usually in pi. tvayy&Mi (cf.

fiiaijlfaa 6vctv, make a thank-offering for good
news

; Bi'ctv, make sacrifice) ; < tidyytXor, bring-

ing good news, < ei>, well, + ayytKfotv, bring
news, bear a message, announce, > tncfof, a

messenger, later an angel : see angel."} 1. The
gospel, or one of the Gospels. [Obsolete or ar-

chaic.]
The Evangilei and Acts teach us what to believe, but

the Epistles of the Apostles what to do.

Donne, Letters, xcvl.

The first apostles alone were the depositaries of the

pure and perfect evangel.
Strinburne, Fortnightly Rev., N. 8., XLII. 170.

2. [In later use, with ref . to orig. sense.] Good
tidings.
Above all the Servians . . . read with much avidity

the evangiie of their freedom. Landor.

We wait for thy coining, sweet wind of the south,
For the touch of thy light wings, the kiss of thy mouth ;

For the yearly evangel thou bearest from God,
Resurrection and life to the graves of the sod !

\fhittier, April.

Paul and Silas, In their prison,
Sang of Christ, the Lord arisen, . . .

But, alas ! what holy angel
Brings the Slave this glad evangel

hoiujfellmc, Slave Singing at Midnight

3. [In this sense prop. < Gr. evdyyetoc, bringing
good news : see etymology.] A messenger or
bearer of good tidings ;

an evangelist. [Bare.]

When the evaiigell most toil'd souls to winne,
Even then there was a falling from the faith.

Stirling, Doomes-day, Second Houre.

Strong friends in the ranks of the enemy saved the rash
eeangel of the rights of labor. The Honey-Makers, p. 314.

evangelian (e-van-jel'ianj,
a. [A forced sense,

< evangel + -ian (cf. Gr. evayy&tav, a reward for

good tidings) : see evangel.'] Rendering thanks
for favors. Craig.

evangeliary (e-van-jel'i-a-ri), .
; pi. evangeli-

aries (-riz). [< ML. evangeliarium, < LL. eran-

gelium, gospel : see evangel.'] Same as evange-

listary.

The existing Greek and Syriac lectlonaries. or evangel-
ifiru's and syuaxaries, . . . which contain the Scripture
reading lessons for the churches.

Seha/, Hist. Christ. Church, I. i 81.

evangelic (e-van-jel'ik), a. [Earlymod. E. evan-

gelick, evaiigelik; = F. evangelique = Pr. evange-
lic= Sp. evangelico= Pg. It. evangelico (cf . D. G.

evangelisch = Dan. Sw. evangelisk), < LL. evan-

gelicus, prop, eiiangelicus (see evangel), < Gr.

cva) yfXweoc, of or for the gospel, of or for good
tidings, < ciiayytfaov, the gospel, good tidings :

see evangel.'] Same as evangelical.
In the tother parte (as it were with an enanyelik ser-

mone) he calleth them all and vs to the knowledge of

t'rystc. Joye, Expos, of Daniel, ii.

Wluit cranyclic rclljiion is, is told in two words : faith and
charitie ; or ^eleef and practise. Milton, Civil Power.

siu-h a fear of God's power and justice as is sweetly al-

layed ami tempered by a sense of his goodness : that is, If

it be an evangelic and filial fear, composed of an equal mix-
ture of awe and delight, of love and reverence.

liji. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xv.

evangelical (e-van-jel'i-kal), a. and re. [< evan-

gelic + -al.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the

gospel of Jesus Christ; comprised in or relat-

ing to the Christian revelation or dispensation :

as, tho evangelical books of the New Testament ;

the craniirlical narrative or history; evaniji-li-

cal interpretation. 2. Conformable to the re-

quirements or principles of the gospel, espe-

cially as these are set forth in the New Testa-

ment; characterized by or manifesting the spirit
of Christ; consonant with the Christian faith:

as, evangelical doctrine.

The righteousness evangelical must be like Christ's seam-
less coat, all of a piece from the top to the bottom ; it must
invest the whole soul. Jer. Taylor, Sermons, III. I.
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The first requisite, in order to extemporaneous preach-
ing, Is a heart glowing and beating with evangelical affec-

tions. Shedd, Homilutlcs, ix.

3. Adhering to and contending for the doc-

trines of the gospel: specifically applied to a
section in the Protestant churches who profess
to base their principles on Scripture alone, and
who give distinctive prominence to such doc-

trines as the corruption of man's nature by the

fall, atonement by the life, sufferings, and death
of Christ, justification by faith in Christ, the

work of the Holy Spirit in conversion and sanc-

tification, and the divine exercise of free and
unmerited grace.

One of the Evanyelical clergy, a disciple of Venn.
George Eliot, Scenes from Clerical Life, x.

" Mrs. \Vaulealwayshasblack crape on. . . ." "Andshe
Is not in the least evangelical," said Rosamond, ... as if

that religious point of view would have fully accounted for

perpetual crape. George Eliot, Middlemarch, xit.

4. In a restricted sense, relating or pertaining
to the spirituality of the gospel; seeking to

promote conversion and a strictly religious
life: as, evangelical preaching or labors Evan-
gelical Alliance, the name of an association of Chris-

tians belonging to the evangelical denominations. It was
organized by a world's convention in London in 1846, and
its object is to promote Christian intercourse between the

different orthodox Protestant denominations and more
effective cooperation in Christian work. Branches of the
Alliance exist in all countries where there are considerable

communities. Several general conferences have been held,
in which reports were received concerning the religious
condition of the world. Among the most important results

attained by the Alliance is the establishment of a week of

prayer, the first week of January in each year, now largely
observed throughout Protestant Christendom. Evan-
gelical Association, the proper name of the body some-

timeserroneously called theGerman MethodistChurch. It

was organized at the beginning of the nineteenth century
by Jacob Albright in eastern Pennsylvania, and grew out
of an attempt on his part to introduce certain reforms in

the German churches. In its mode of worship, form of

organization, and doctrinal beliefs, it resembles the Meth-
odist Church. Evangelical Church, the abbreviated
name of the German United Evangelical Church, founded
in Prussia in 1817 by a union of Lutheran and Reformed
churches. It Is the largest of the Protestant churches in

Germany, is Presbyterian in polity, and is partially sup-

ported by the government^ which appoints the consistories

or provincial boards. Evangelical Church Confer-
ence, the name of a periodical convention of delegates
from the evangelical churches of Germany that is, the

Lutheran, Reformed, United, and Moravian churches. IU
aim was the religious unity of Germany. The movement
originated about 1848, but its influence has gradually de-

clined. Evangelical counsels. See coumel. Evan-
gelical Union, a religious body formed in 1843 by sev-

eral Scottish ministers, of whom the most prominent was
James Morison of Kilmarnock, a minister deposed by
the United Secession Church for holding anti-Calvinistic

views. The church government of the body is Indepen-
dent; its theology is Arminian. Independent Evan-
gelical Church of Neu.cha.tel. See church. =Syn, 2.

See orthodox.

II. n. One who maintains evangelical prin-

ciples. The name Evangelical* is specifically applied to

that party in the Church of England, often designated the

Low-church party, which insists on the acceptance and

promulgation of distinctively evangelical doctrines. See

I., 3, above.

It is equally certain that the violence of the Evangeli
calf, and their hard, artificial, yet feeble, theology, is alien-

ating numbers, and that the younger members of their

families are specially feeling the Romish temptation.
f. D. Maurice, Biog., I. 423.

evangelicalism (e-van-iel'i-kal-izm), n. [<

evangelical + -ism.] Adherence to and insis-

tence upon evangelical doctrines, especially in

the Church of England: sometimes employed
as a term of opprobrium.
The worst errors of Popery and Evangelicalifm combined.

Dr. Arnold.

Evangelicalism had cast a certain suspicion as of plague-
infection over the few amusements which survived in the

provinces. George Eliot, Middlemarch, xvi.

evangelically (e-van-jel'i-kal-i),
adv. In an

evangelical manner; in accordance with the

gospel.
It appears that acts of saving grace are evangelically

good, and well-pleasing to God.
Bp. Barlow, Remains, p. 432.

evangelicalness (e-van-jel'i-kal-nes), . The
quality of being evangelical in spirit or doc-
trine.

evangelicism (e-van-jel'i-sizm), n. [< evangelic
+ -ism.'] Evangelical principles.

evangelicity (e-van-je-lis'i-ti), . [< etam/clic
+ -iVi/.] The quality of being evangelical;

evangelicalism.
A thorough earnestness and rranyelicity. Eclectic Ret.

evangelisation, evangelise, etc. See evangeli-
~<tti<tt>, <'tc.

evangelism (e-van'jel-izm), n. [< ML. evange-
lismus, the promulgation of the gospel (Erangr-
limni fist inn. tin- fifth Sunday after Easter), <

LL. c'riiiijirliiim, gospel: see evangel.] The pro-

evangelize

mnlgation of the gospel ; evangelical preach-
ing; specifically, rnnn'-t 'ffort for tho spread
of the gospel, as by itinerant evangelists.
Thus was this land saved from Infidelity . . . thrminh

the apostolical and miraculous evangelitiu of St. Bartli"! >

mew. Bacon, New Atlantis.

An aggressive emngelitm is now the demand of every
Western community, and never was there a more deter-
mined /eal than at present.

The Congregational^!, Aug. 19, 1880.

evangelist (e-van'jel-ist), . [< ME. evange-

liste, craungeliste, ewangeliste. < OF. evangeliste,
F. evangeliste = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. evangelista = D.

G. Dan. Sw. evangelist, < LL. evanaelista, prop.

euangelusta,<.Gr. evawthurrfc, in N. T. a preacher
of the gospel, codes, one of the writers of the

four Gospels, < tvayyeMfroOai, preach the gospel,
in classical Gr. bring good news, announce good
news, < tiidjT^/of , bringing good news : see evan-

gel.] 1. In the New Testament, a class of

teachers next in rank to apostles and prophets,
but probably not constituting a permanent or-

der.

And we entered into the house of Philip the emngelitt,
which was one of the seven ; and abode with him.

Acts xxl. 8.

But watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the
work of an evangelM, make full proof of thy ministry.

2 Tim. Iv. 6.

2. In church hist., an itinerant preacher who
travels from place to place, according to op-

portunity or requisition, in contradistinction to

the pastor or teacher, who is settled in one

place and instructs the people of a special

charge.
Evangeliiti many of them did travel, but they were never

the more evangelut* for that ; but only their office was
writing or preaching the gospel ; and thence they had
their name. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 170.

Men do the work of eranyelutt, leaving their homes to

proclaim Christ and deliver the written gospels to those
who were ignorant of the faith.

Eiwebiu, Ecclesiastical Hist. (?) (trans.), 111. ST.

3. One of the writers of the four evangels or

Gospels.
Almighty God, who hast instructed thy holy Church with

the heavenly doctrine of thy Evangelitt Saint Mark.
Boo* oj Common I'rayer, Collect for St. Mark's Day.

The careful and minute study of the Evangelittt, in the

light of grammar, of philology, and of history, results in

the unassailable conviction of their trustworthiness.

Shedd, Homiletics, i.

4. In the Mormon Ch., an ecclesiastical official,

also called a patriarch, whose duty it is "to
bless the fatherless in the Church, foretelling
what shall befall them and their generation.
He also holds authority to administer in other

ordinances of the Church" (Mormon Catechism,

xvii.).

evangelistarion (e-van'jel-is-ta'ri-on), n.
; pi.

evangelistaria (-a). [< MGr. tvayyef-iarapiov: see

evangelistary.'] Same as evangelistary.
I ... consult the Evangelietarion, to see what is the

tone for the week.
J. M. Xeale, Eastern Church, i. 903, note.

evangelistary (e-van-je-lis'ta-ri), .; pi. evan-

gelistaries (-nz).' [= It. evangelutario, < ML.
evangelistarium, < MGr. e'vayyeumapiav, a book

containing selections from the Gospels, < Gr.

tiiayyO.tov, the gospel : see evangel.] In the

Greek and Roman Catholic churches, a book
containing passages from the Gospels to be
read at divine service. Also evangelistarion,

evangeliary.
The criticks complain that the evangelutariet and lee-

tionaries have often transfused their readings into the oth-

er manuscripts. Porton, To Travis, p. 230.

He compared the various readings in 8. Jerome's Eran-

gelittaritt. E. E. Hale, In His Name, p. 77.

evangelistic (e-van-je-lis'tik), a. [< evangelist
+ -ic.] Evangelical; designed or tending to

evangelize ; pertaining to an evangelist or his

labors : as, evangelistic methods ; evangelistic ef-

forts.

Underlying and giving character to all great ccangclit-
fie and missionary movements there are profound convic-

tions of truth. BMiotheca Sacra, XLIII. 579.

Buildings, books, and other apparatus, necessary for

their (missionaries'] educational and erangelittir lalKmrs.

Quarterly Rev., CLXIII. 122.

evangelization (e-van'jel-i-za'shon), n. [= F.

rnnigelisation = Pr. erangelisa tion ; as evangel-
ize + -ation.] The act of evangelizing. Also

spelled evangelisation.
The work of Christ's ministers Is evangelization : that is,

a proclamation of Christ, and a preparation for his second

coming ; as the erangelaation of John Baptist was a prep-
aration to his first coming. Hobbct, Leviathan, xlii. S 270.

evangelize (e-van'jel-iz), r. ; pret. and pp.

toangetisod, ppr. evangelizing. [\ ME. <v.

fccw, -isen,<. OF. i-nuujt li:rr, <-rinnj< liter, F. evan-



evangelize

geliser = Pr. Sp. Pg. evangelizar = It. evange-

lizzare, < LL. evangelizare, prop, euangelizare, <

Gr. EuayyeJUfeoftM, preach the gospel, in classi-

cal Gr. bring or announce good news, < evd-yye-

Aof, bringing good news: see evangel.] I. in-

trans. To preach the gospel.

Thus diil our heavenly Instructor . . . fulfil the predic-

tions of the prophets, and his own declarations, that he

would evangelize to the poor.
Bp. Porteous, Works, II. xil.

At that time [1786] the evangelizing energy of Christen-

dom had almost died out. Quarterly Rev., CLXIII. 118.

II. trans. If. To bring as good tidings ;
an-

nounce as good news.

And I am sent to thee to speke and to evangelise to

thee these thingis. Wyclif, Luke i. 19.

2. To instruct in the gospel ; preach the gospel
to

;
convert by preaching : as, to evangelize the

heathen.
The Spirit,

Pour'd tirst on his apostles, whom he sends
To evangelize the nations. Milton, P. L., xii. 499.

The apostolic benediction of the Roman pontiff followed

families which exiled themselves to evangelize Infidels.

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 19.

Also spelled evangelise.

evangelizer (e-van'jel-i-zer), n. One who evan-

gelizes or proclaims the gospel. Also spelled
"ser.

Now, the Essenes, if Christians, stood precisely in that

situation of evangelizers, De Quincey, Essenes, ill.

evangelyt (e-van'jel-i), . [< ME. evangelic; a

var. of evangel, q. v.] The gospel ; good tid-

ings : same as evangel.

For thees aren wordes wryten in the euangelye,
Date et dabitur uobis. Piers Plowman (C), ii. 196.

Faithfullie I shall knowlege and shall doo you seruice

due vnto you of the kingdonie of Scotland aforesaid, as

God me so helpe, and these holie euangelies.
Holinshed, Descrip. of Britain, xxii.

Good Lucius
That first received Christianity,
The sacred pledge of Christes Evangel!/.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 53.

evangilet (e-van'jil), n. An obsolete form of

evangel.
Evariia (e-va'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. evaviof, tak-

ing trouble easily, < cv, well, + avid, trouble.]
The typical genus of the family Evaniidce. E.

appendigaster is a parasite of the cockroach.

Evaniadae (ev-a-ni'a-de), n. pi. [NL.] Same
as JSvaniidce.

evanidt (e-van'id), a. [< L. evanidus, passing
away, faint, frail, < evanescere, pass away: see

evanesce."] Vanishing; evanescent.

I put as great difference between our new lights and
ancient truths as between the sun and an ... evanid
meteor. Glauville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xix.

When they awake out of their fancifull visions and re-

turn to a strength and consistency of reason, they then
discerne them to have been onlyevanid appearances repre-
sented (as all dreams are) upon the scene of imagination.

Bp. Parker, Platonick Philos., p. 88.

Evaniidss (ev-a-m'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Eva-
nia + -id<e.] A family of parasitic hymenop-
terous insects, related to the lehneumonidce,
founded by Westwood in 1840, characterized by
the filiform or bristly antennae with from 13 to

Evania Itevigata.

a, dorsal view; b, lateral view, showing point of attachment of peliole
to abdomen. (Cross shows natural size.)

16 joints, pedunculate abdomen, straight and
often prominent ovipositor, the front wings
with a distinct radial cell and from one to

three cubital cells, and the hind wings almost
veinless. All the species are parasitic. Also

Evaniadat, Evaniades, Evanidw, Evaniites.

Evaniocera (e-va-ni-os'e-ra), . [NL., < Gr.

evavtos, taking trouble easily (see Evania), +
Ktpaf , horn.] A genus of heteromerous beetles,
of the family lihipipnorida;, having a few wide-
ly distributed species, as the common Euro-

pean E. dufouri.
evanish (e-van'ish), r. i. [< OF. evaniss-, es-

vaniss-, stem of certain parts of evanir, esvanir,
evanish, after L. rrantucere, vanish: see eva-
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wesceand vanish.] To vanish. [Chiefly poeti-

cal.]
No more the ghost to Margaret said,

But, with a grievous groan,
Evamsh'd in a cloud of mist,
And left her all alone.

Sweet William's Ghost (Child's Ballads, II. 148).

Or like the rainbow's lovely form

Evanishing amid the storm.

Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

evanishment (e-van'ish-ment), n. [< evanish

+ -ment.] A vanishing; disappearance.
Their evanwhment has taken place quietly.

Daily Telegraph (London), Sept. 22, 1882.

evanition (ev-a-nish'on), n. [< OF. evanition,

esvanition,<. evanir, evanish: see evanish.] Evan-
ishment. Carlyle.
evansite (ev'anz-!t), n. [Named after Brooke
Evans of England.] A hydrous phosphate of

aluminium, occurring in reniform masses on
limonite.

evaport (f-va'por), v. t. or i. [< F. evaporer =
Pr. evaporar, esvaporar = Sp. Pg. evaporar =
It. evaporare, < L. evaporare, disperse in vapors,
< e, out, + vaporare, emit vapor, < vapor, vapor:
see vapor.] To evaporate.

jEtna here thunders with an horrid noise ;

Sometimes blacke clouds euaporeth to skies.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 243.

evaporable (e-vap'o-ra-bl), a. [< evapor +
-able.] Capable of

'

being dissipated by evap-
oration.

The substances which emit these streams . . . must be

in likelihood a far more evaporable and dissipable kind of

bodies than minerals or adust vegetables.
Boyle, Works, III. 675.

evaporate (e-vap'o-rat), v.
; pret. and pp. evap-

orated, ppr. evaporating. [< LL. evaporatus,

pp. of evaporare, disperse in vapor : see vapor.]
1. intrans. 1. To pass off in vapor, as a fluid;

escape and be dissipated in vapor, either vis-

ible or invisible
;
exhale.

As for rosin and gum, they are mingled with the rest,

to incorporate the drugs and spices, and to keepe in the

sweet odour thereof, which otherwise would evaporate
and soone be lost. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xiii. 1.

2. Figuratively, to escape or pass off without

effect; be dissipated; be wasted: as, anger
that evaporates in words; the spirit of a writer

often evaporates in a translation.

Thus ancient wit in modern numbers taught,

Wanting the warmth with which its author wrote,
Is a dead image, and a senseless draught.
While we transfuse, the nimble spirit flies,

Escapes unseen, evaporates, and dies.

Granville, To Dryden, on his Translations.

II. trans. 1. To convert or resolve into vapor;
dissipate in fumes or steam ;

convert from a

solid or liquid state into a gaseous state
;
va-

porize: as, heat evaporates water. 2. Figura-
tively, to waste

; dissipate.
All Enthusiastick unintelligible Talk, which tends to

confound Men's Notions of Religion, and to evaporate the

true Spirit of it into Fansies. Stillingfleet, Sermons, II. x.

Whatever airs I give myself on this side of the water,

my dignity, I fancy, would be evaporated before I reached
the other. Goldsmith, To Daniel Hodson.

He from whose bosom all original infusion of American

spirit has become so entirely evaporated and exhaled.

D. Webster, Speech, Senate, May 7, 1834.

evaporate (e-vap'6-rat), a. [< L. evaporatus,

pp.: see the verb.] Dispersed in vapors. [Rare.]
How still the breeze ! save what the filmy threads
Of dew evaporate brushes from the plain.

Thomson, Autumn, 1. 1212.

evaporating-cone (e-vap'o-ra-ting-kon), . An
evaporator for saccharine solutions, in the form
of a hollow cone with double walls, the space
between which is filled with steam. Over the in-

ner and the outer surfaces of the cone the solution to be

evaporated is caused to run in a thin film, thus becoming
heated. E. II. Kniflht.

evaporating-dish (e-vap'o-ra-ting-dish), . A
shallow dish of glass or porcelain used in phar-
macy in processes requiring evaporation.
The vessels used in the preparation of pyroxyline may be

large porcelain or glass evaporatino-dishes.
Silver Sunbeam, p. 53.

evaporating-pan (e-vap'o-ra-ting-pan), n. In

sugar-many/., a large iron vessel in which the

juice of the sugar-cane is evaporated.
evaporation (e-vap-o-ra'shpn), n. [= F. eva-

poration = Pr. evaporacio = Sp. evaporacion =
Pg. evaporaqUo = It.eyaporazione,

< L. evapora-
tio(n-), < evaporare, disperse in vapor : see va-

por, evaporate.] 1. The act of resolving or the
state of being resolved into vapor; the conver-
sion of a solid or liquid by heat into vapor,
fumes, or steam; vaporization. The process of

evaporation is constantly going on at the surface of the

earth, but principally at the surface of the sea and other

evasion

bodies of water. The vapor thus formed, being specifi-

cally lighter than atmospheric air, rises to considerable

heights above the earth's surface, and afterward, by a par-

tial condensation, forms clouds, and finally descends in

rain. The effect of evaporation is to reduce the tempera-
ture of the evaporating surface, and the evaporation of

certain volatile liquids, such as ether, produces an in-

tense degree of cold. Evaporation by direct heat (boil-

ing down) is often practised on fluids, especially in phar-

macy and cookery, in order to reduce them to a denser

consistence, or to obtain in a dry and separate state the

fixed matters contained in them.

So in pestilent fevers, the intention is to expel the infec-

tion by sweat and evaporation. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 968.

In the seven last months of the year 1688, the evapora-
tion amounted to 22 inches 6 lines ;

but the rain only to

11 inches 6} lines. Derhain, Physico-Theology, i. 5, note 7.

2. The matter evaporated or exhaled
; vapor.

[Bare.]
They are but the fruits of adusted choler, and the evapo-

rations of a vindictive spirit. Howell, Dodona's Grove.

Evaporations are .

heat of the sun.
. greater according to the greater

Woodward.

3. In alg., the disappearance of a solution of a

system of equations by passing off to infinity.
Thus, the solution of the two equations x ky=a and *

y= b, which disappears when *= 1, is said to pass off by
evaporation.

evaporation-gage (e-vap-o-ra'shon-gaj), . A
graduated vessel of glass for determining the

rate of evaporation of a liquid placed in it, in

a given time and exposure.
evaporative (e-vap'o-ra-tiv), . [= F. evapo-

rahf= Pr. evaporatiu = Sp. Pg. It. evaporativo,
< LL. evaporations, apt to evaporate, < evapo-

rare, evaporate : see evapor, evaporate.] Caus-

ing evaporation ; pertaining to evaporation :

as, an evaporative process.

evaporator (e-vap'o-ra-tor), . [< evaporate +
-or*.] Any apparatus used to facilitate the

evaporation of the water contained in fruit,

vegetable juices, saline liquids, glue, syrups,
etc.

;
a furnace or pan used in condensing ve-

getable and other juices.
Those who have fruit evaporators for sale give extrava-

gant statements about the increased value of evaporated
over sun-dried fruit.

New York Semi-weekly Tribune, July 22, 1887.

evaporimeter (e-vap-o-rim'e-ter), n. Same as

evaporometer.

evaporometer ( e-vap-o-rom'e -ter), . [Irreg.
< LL. eraporare, evaporate, + Gr. fterpov, a

measure.] An instrument for ascertaining the

quantity of a liquid evaporated in a given time ;

an atmometer.
Evarthrus (e-var'thrus), n. [NL., < Gr. ev,

well, + a/rfpov, a joint.] A genus of geadeph-
agous ground-beetles, of

the family Carabidce and
tribe Pterostichini, closely
allied to Pterostichus, from
which it differs in the form
of the maxillary palpi, the
last joint being shorter
than the penultimate one,
which is plurisetose near
the tip. The species are all

North American. They are

elongate, subconvex, shining or

opaque, the elytra striate-punc-
tate, with one dorsal puncture
near the third stria. E.orbatus

(Newman) occurs in the eastern Evarthrus o
United States under stones and (Line shows natural size.)

logs in dry places.

6vas6 (a-va-za'), a. [F., pp. of leaser, widen,
cause to flare, as a vase, < e- (< L. ex-, out) +
vase, vase: seemse.] Spreading or flaring out-

ward: said of the neck of a bottle, vase, or sim-
ilar vessel, of the capital of a column, etc.

evasible (e-va'si-bl), o. [< L. evasus, pp. of eva-

dere, evade, + -4Me.] Capable of being evaded.
Eclectic Rev. [Rare.]
evasion (e-va'zhon), n. [= F. evasion = Sp.
evasion = Pg. evasao = It. evasione, < LL. eva-

sio(n-), < L. evasus, pp. of evadere, evade: see

evade.] 1. The act of evading or eluding; a

getting away or out of the way; avoidance

by artifice or strategy; artful escape or flight.

[Kare in physical application.]
How may I avoid,

Although my will distaste what it elected,
The wife I chose? there can be no evasion
To blench from this, and to stand firm by honour.

Shak., T. and C., ii. 2.

If your present objection ... be meant as an evasion

of.my offer, I desist. Goldsmith, Vicar, xxx.

In regard to disagreeable and formidable things, pru-
dence does not consist in evasion, or in flight, but in cour-

age. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 215.

On Tuesday, the 5th of June, Madame de la Motte . . .

escaped from the penitentiary of the Salpetriere, where
she had been sentenced to be immured for life

;
and in her

evasion Marie Antoinette, it was said, had been an influ-

rntial Muriit. l'nrt>ii: ilillii Hfc.. X. S.. XLII. 289.



evasion

2. A means uf avoidance or escape; an eva-

sive. or elusive contrivance; a subterfuge; a

shift.

He speaks unseasonable Truths snmetimcs, because lie

has mil \N it enough l<i invent an Ki-ti*i/t.

Ciiii.ir.-rr, Way ot the World, i. 8.

He is likewise to teach him the art "f llnding flaws, loop

holes, and edition*, in the most solemn compacts.
s,i.;-i,ii,,r, No. :;o;,.

Are we to say, with the great Ixidy of Latin casuist-.

that, while equivocations and eeariuni of all kinds are per-

missihle, a cio\\ nrivrht talsehnoil can never lie excused?
//. -V. Ojtfiihiiin, Short Studies, p. 100.

He . . . answered eeasice of the sly request. J'ojte.
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I remember one Christmas /><' in the aftcrncxm passing

one of those places, antl HI -.'inn tin- porter putting up Un-

shUttcrs, IhinkilU-slllllConcliad died Mlddcnl.V, I inqlllled
what was ib.- matter. A. "ml <J., 7th SIT., II. 60S.

3. The period just preceding some specific
event

;
a space of time proximate to the occur-

rence of something: as, the eve of a battle ;
on

the ere of a revolution.

The French seem to be at the eve of taklnx Antwerp
anil Brussels, the latter of which is actually besieged.

Walpole, Letters, II. 5.

r.ohus is upon the ept of his return [from India], and I

rather think we shall see him In the sprint:.

Smith, TII I.a>ly Holland, vl.

. , . .

e\prcs artful or dishonorable minlcsui' escaping from be

in;; frustrated or fouml out. The tirst three imply the use of

laiij,Mia',<c ; *'"/' ami milil.'ffu.i.' may he hy words or actions.

Km.,;. .n in speech may be simply avoiding, as hy turning
tlie eonversaliou or meeting one question witli another.

h'>liiit:>cafit>n is usiri^ words in double and deceptive senses.

Prevarication may he in action, but is properly understood
to he in words ;

it includes all tricks of language that fall

short of downright falsehood ; it is, literally, a stepping
on lioiii sides of the truth; the word Is a strong one.

All these words convey opprobrium in proportion to the
amount uf insincerity implied. Shift and subterfuge may
he modes of evasion; shift, a thing turned to as a mean
expedient, a trick; mtbterfuye, a place of hiding, hence an
artittce. Shift does not necessarily express a dishonorable

course, and evattiun and subterfuge are often lightly used.
See artijice and expedient, n.

This detached and insulated form of delivering thoughU
[in aphorisms] was in effect, an evasion of all the difficul-

ties connected with composition. be Quinceji, Style, ii.

I ... begin
To doubt the equivocation of the liend,
That lies like truth. Slink., Macbeth, v. 5.

I'h august tribunal of the skies,
Where no prevarication shall avail,
Where eloquence and artitlee shall fail, . . .

And conscience and our conduct judge us all.

Cowper, Retirement, 1. 657.

For little souls on little shift* rely,
And cowards' arts of mean expedients try.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, 1. 2217.

We may observe how a persecuting spirit in the times
drives the greatest men to take refuge in the meanest
arts of subterfuge. I. D' Israeli, Calam. of Authors, II. 276.

evasive (e-va'siv), . [= F. evasif= Sp. Pg.
It. evasico, < L. evatitui, pp. of evadere, evade :

see evade.'} 1. Using evasion or artifice to

avoid; shuffling; equivocating.

2. Containing or characterized by evasion;

artfully contrived for escape or elusion: as, an
'

answer; an erasive argument.
He received very evasiiv and ambiguous answers.

Goldsmith, Bolingbroke.

Evasive arts will, it is feared, prevail, so long as distilled

spirits of any kind are allowed. Bp. Berkeley, Sirls, f 107.

3. Escaping the grasp or observation; not

easily seized or comprehended; faintly or in-

distinctly perceived; elusive; vanishing: as,

an entsire thought or idea; evasive colors.

Above the cities of the plain the tender
/>'<>/'< strains dropt gently from the sky.

C. De Kay, Vision of Nimrod, vl.

evasively (e-va'siv-li), adv. By evasion or

equivocation ;
in a manner to avoid a direct

rep^ly
or charge.

I answered fra*icel<j, or at least indeterminately.
Bryant.

evasiveness (o-va'siV-nes), . The quality or
state of being evasive.

evatt, a- Same as evet, cffet, etc., uucontracted
forms of cl't

'
.

eve 1
(ev), n. [< ME. eoe, a common form of ecen,

tlu> final n, prop, belonging to the stem, being
often regarded as inflectional, and dropped: see
ecen2.] 1. The close of the day; the evening.
[Poetical.]

From morn
To noon he fell, from noon to dewy eve.

Milton, P. L., i. 7)::.

Winter oft at eve resumes the bree/- . Thornton.

2. The night or evening (often, and specifi-

cally in the Roman Catholic Church, the day
and night) before certain holy days of the

church, marked more or less generally by re-

ligious and popular observances. The religious
observance usually consists of a servic ..... ih. : ui.l in the
Church of Knuland of the reading of the collect peculiar
to the festival. (See vifiii.) Technically, an eve is not
observed with a fast. Also even,

Let the immediate preceding day be kept as the eve to
this jn-eat feast.

Bp. Duppa, Rules and Helps of Devotion.

Iiifonnei inn. , it was customary in London, and in other
>,Teat cities i.> set the Midsummer watch upon the eve of
v ;iint John the Haptisi : and this was usually performed
with great pomp and pageantry.

*!rutt
t Sporta and Pastimes, p. 464.

eve 1
(ev), v. i.; pret. and pp. eved, ppr. eviug.

[< ere 1
, .] To become damp. [Prov. Eng.]

eve2 (e v), n. [Appar. < eres, early form of tares,

sing, taken as plural : see eaves.'] A hen-roost.

[Prov. Eng.]
eve-churr (ev'cher), n. The night-jar or night-
churr, Cajirimulgus europteus. [Local, Eng.]
evecket, evicket (ev'ek, -ik), n. [A doubtful

form, appar. based on L. ibex (ibic-) ( > OF. i/v< ,

8p. ibiee, etc.), an ibex: see ibex.} A species
of wild goat.

Which archer-like (as long before he took his hidden

tend,
The eeicke skipping from a rock) into the breast he smote.

Chapman, Iliad, iv. 122.

evectant (e-vek'tant), n. [< *eveet (in enaction)
+ -ant."] In ma tit., a contravariant considered
as generated by operating upon a covariant or

contravariant with an evector.

evecticst (e-vek'tiks), . [< L. crectus, pp.
of etehere, carry out or away: see erection.]
That department of medicine which teaches
the method of acquiring a good habit of body.
Orabb.

evection (e-vek'shon), . [= Y. evection = 8p.
eveccion, < LL. ecectio(n-), a carrying upward,
a flight, < L. evehere, carry out or forth, lift up.
< e, out, + vehere, carry: see vehicle, vector.]

It. The act of carrying out or away; a lifting

up; exaltation.

His [Joseph's] being taken out of the dungeon repre-
sented Christ's resurrection, as his rteetion to the power
of Egypt, next to Pharaoh, signified the session of Christ
at the right hand of the Father.

Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, v.

2. In nstrou.: (a) The second lunar inequality,
described by Ptolemy. It comes to its maximum
value at the quadratures, and disappears at the conjunc-
tions and oppositions. Ptolemy accounted for it by sup-
posing that the apogee of the moon's orbit or deferent
of its epicycle recedes to the west at a uniform angular
rate uf 11" '2 per diem, while the center of the epicycle
advances to the east at a uniform angular rate of motion
about the earth of 13* 11', the mean sun always bisect*

ing the arc of the zodiac between the lunar apogee and
the center of the lunar epicycle. This theory represented

.
the longitudes with remarkable accuracy, but was ut-

terly inconsistent with the most obvious observations re-

specting the moon's apparent diameter. According to
modern astronomy, the evection is a perturbation of the
moon by the sun, due to the fact that the sun tends to

separate the moon and the earth by attracting more the
nearer body. It thus exaggerates the effect of the ec-

centricity of the moon's orbit when the transverse axis

of the latter lies near the line of syzygies. (ft) The
moon's libration Evection of heat*, the diffusion
of heated particles through a fluid in the process of heat-

ing it ; convection.

evectional (e-vek'shqn-al), . [< evection +
-..] Relating or belonging to the evection.

evector (e-vek'tor), n. [NL. erector, < L. eve-

here, pp. 'ecectus,'carry out: see evection.'] In
IIHI th., an operative quantic formed by replacing
the coefficients of a quautic a, nb,in(n l)c,

etc., by il'iln. ci/db, dldc, etc., and the facients
of the quantio by the indeterminate coefficients

of an adjoint linear form.

eveling (ev'ling), n. A dialectal corruption of
ii'i-iiiiiii. [Prov. Eng.]
evelongt, . A Middle English variant of tire-

long.

Eyemydoidse (ov'e-mi-doi'de), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. ev. well, + e/itf, the water-tortoise, + n'owr,

form.] In L. Agassiz's classification of tor-

toises, a subfamily of his Emydoidte, contain-

ing the box-tortoise of Europe and similar
spe-

cies, having a movable hinged plastron and lit-

tle webbed toes.

even 1 (e'vn), n. and . [< ME. erea, evin, efen,

sometimes, esp. in inflection, emn (in comp.
ii'i a-, cm-), < AS. efen, often, esp. in inflection,
contr. efn, emn = OS. ebhan = OFries. i-rrn. ii-in

= D. even = OHO. eban, MHG. G. eben = Icel.

jnj'ii, jiiiiin = Sw. jiiiini s= Dan. jcevn = Goth.

ibns, even; prob. connected with Goth. //;/>.

adj., back, backward, and perhaps with ebb, q.

v.J I. a. 1. Level, plane, or smooth; hence,
not rough or irregular; free from inequalities,

even

irregularities, or obstructions: as, even ground :

an even surface.

First, If all obstacles were cut away,
Xml that my path were even to the down.

Sh.ik., Rich. III. .ill. 7.

Smooth and trm as an ivory ball.

Courper, Anti Tlielypthora, 1. 47.

At last they issued from the world of wood,
And climb d upon a fair and nvn ridge.

Tennyton, Oeralnt.

2. Uniform in action, character, or quality;

equal or equable; unvarying; unwavering: as,

an even temper ;
to hold an even course.

And yet for all that, liowc men a mind did shee beare,
how humble opinion she had of hersetfe also.

I'l'rM, Instruction of Christian Women, 1. 10.

There shall be a resurrection of the body ;
and that Is

the last thing that shall be done in heaven ; for after that

there Is nothing but an rim continuance In equal glory.

Dunne, Sermons, xvlll.

Prosperity follows the execution of even justice.
Bancroft, Hist. U. S., Int.

3. Situated on a level, or on the same level;

being in the same line or plane ; parallel ; con-

sentaneous; accordant: followed by with.

For the days shall come upon tin c, that thine enemies
. . . shall lay thee r.reu with the ground. Luke xix. 43, 44.

Not wholly eleuated from the Horizon ; but all the way
the nether part of the Sun seeming iust and euen U'ith it.

Purehai, Pilgrimage, p. 433.

There nought hath
pass'd,

But even with law, against the wilful sons
Of old Andronicus. Shak., Tit. And., ir. 4.

4. On an equality in any respect; on an equal
level or footing; of equal or the same measure
or quantity; in an equivalent state or condi-

tion; equally balanced or adjusted: as, our ac-

counts are even ; an eren chance
;
an even bar-

gain ;
letters of even date ; to get even with an

antagonist.
I am too high, and thou too low. Our minds are errn

yet. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. .

5. Plain to comprehension ; lucid; clear.

I have promis'd to make all this matter eren. . . .

To make these doubts all ITCH.

slink:. As you Like U, v. 4.

6. Without fractional parts ;
neither more nor

less
;
entire

;
unbroken : as, an even mile

;
an

even pound or quart ;
an eren hundred or thou-

sand. 7. Divisible, as a number, by 2: thus,

2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, are even numbers: opposed to

odd, as 1, 3, etc. See evenly even, unevenly even,
below.

Let him tell me whether the number of the stars is eren

or odd. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.

The army that presents a front of even numbers is called

the '''" hoste, and the other the odd hoste.

S(r, Sports and Pastimes, p. 414.

8. Without projecting parts; having all the
ends terminating in the same plane : in ornithol-

ogy, said of the tail of a bird all the feathers of

which are of equal length.

The edge [of a book in gilding] should be scraped quite
flat and perfectly even. Workshop Receipts, IV. 245.

9. Iii entom., plane; horizontal, flat, and not
deflexed at the margins: applied especially to

the elytra when they form together a plane sur-

face, and to the wings when they are extend-
ed horizontally in repose. \_Even was formerly
used in composition with the sense of felloic-

or co-. See even-Christian, even-bishop, even-ser-

vant.] Even chance. See chance. Even function.
See function.-- Evenly even, divisible by 4. Even or
Odd, a very old game of chance played with coins or any
small pieces. See the extract. Now commonly called odd
or even.

The play consists in one person concealing In his hand
a number of any small pieces, and another calling eren or
odd at his pleasure ; the pieces are then exposed, and the

victory is decided by counting them ;
if they correspond

with the call, the hider loses ; if the contrary, of course
he wins. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 493.

Even page, in printin;i, a left-hand page of a printed
book, which bears an even number, as 2, 4, etc. On
an even keeL See keel. On even ground, on equally
favorable terms ; having equal advantages : as, the advo-
cates meet on even ground in argument.- To be even
with, to have retaliated upon ; to have squared accounts
with.

Mahomet . . . determined with himselfe at once to be

even with them [the Venetians] for all, and to Imploy his

whole forces both by sea and land for the gaining of that

place [the Island of Euboea]. Knolles, Hist Turks, p. 405.

Literature ico* eren with them [the Roundheads), as, in

the long run, it always is with its enemies.

Macaulay, Milton.

To get even with, to retaliate upon ; square accounts
with. To make even, make even lines, or end even,
in titpe-settinfj, to space out a "take" or piece of copy so
us to make the last line full when it is not the end of a

paragraph. Hence the widely spaced lines immediately
followed hy more closely spaced ones often seen in news-

papers, resulting from the necessary division of the work



even
Into small parts. To make even, to square accounts

;

come out even
;
leave nothing owing.

Since if my smil niukr t'wn with the week,
Each seventh note by right is due to thee.

0. Herbert.

Unevenly even, divisible by 2, but not by 4. = Syn. 1.

Flat, etc. See level.

II. n. In the Pythagorean philos., that ele-
ment of the universe which is represented by
the even numbers : identified with the unlimit-
ed and imperfect.
even 1

(e'vn), adv. [Alsocontr. (dial, and poet.)
een, ene (usually written e'en) ; < ME. even, evene,
efne, < AS. efne, even, exactly, just, likewise (=
OS. efno = OFries. efne, evna, ivin = D. even =
OHG. ebano, MHG. ebene, eben, G. eben, adv., =
Sw. afven, even, likewise, also, too), < efen, adj.,
even: see euen!, a.] 1. In an even manner

;
so

as to be even; straight; evenly: as, to run even.

2f. Straightway; directly.
He went euen to themperour & enys him sayde,
Knelyng on his kne curteysli & faire.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1098.

The jatis [gates of hell] to-burste, and gan to flee,
God took out Adam and Eue ful euene,
And alle hise chosen companye.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 62.

When he swiftly hade sworue to that swete niaidou,
Thai entrid full evyn into an Inner chamber.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 749.

2038 evenlong
see evening) = OS. dbiiand = OFries. avend, evenfortht, adv. [ME., also coutr. etnforth; <

ioven, iuven, etc., = D. avond = OHG. abant, even 1
, adv., + forth!.] Straight onward ;

even-
MHG. abent, G. abend, even, evening. The forward.
Scand. forms are different: Icel. aptan, aftan And thanne y entrid in and even-forth went.
= Sw. afton = Dan. often, where the vowel has Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. s.), l. 163.

been shortened and the t inserted, perhaps in even-forward, ndv. Directly forward ; straight
simulation of Icel. aptr, aftr, etc., back, back onward. [North. Eng.]
again, behind (= E. aft, after, q. v.), as if the evenhandt (e'vn-hand), n. [< even! + hand.l
evening were considered as the latter part of Equality or parity of rank or degree,
the day. The Goth, form is not recorded (the Wll080 is out of hope to attam to anothel... virtue wiu
(roth, word for 'evening' IS andanahti, lit. the seek to come at eve.nlmud by depressing another's fortune,
time toward night). There is nothing to bring Bacon, Envy,
the word into connection with

off', Goth, af, even-handed (e'vn-han"ded), a. [< even! +
AS. of, etc.] 1. Evening: the earlier word for hand + -ed'2.] Impartial; rightly balanced;

equitable.
This even-handed justice

Commends the ingredients of our poison'd chalice
To our own lips. Shak., Macbeth, i. 7.

O even-handed Nature ! we confess
This life that men so honor, love, and bless
Has filled thine olden measure.

O. W. Holmes, Bryant's Seventieth Birthday, Nov. 3, 1864.

even-handedly (e'vn-han"ded-li), adv. In an
even-handed manner

; justly ; impartially.
even-handedness (e'yn-han"ded-nes), n. The
state or quality of being even-handed

; impar-

evening, but now archaic or poetical.
As falls a Meteor in a Sommer Even,
A sodain Flash coins flaming down from Heav'n.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Schisme.

Her tears fell with the dews at even.

Tennyson, Mariana.
2. Same as eve!, 2.

com to Seynt Jol

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 3.

Tokyn he Stevene, and stonyd hym in the way ;

And therefor is his evyn on Crystes owyn day.
St. Stephen and Herod (Child's Ballads, I. 318).

Often contracted e'en.
Good even. Same as good evening (which see, under good).

3. Just; exactly; at or to the very point; more- even-bishopt(e'vn-bish"pp), . [ME.notfound;
over; likewise; so much as: used to emphasize AS. efenbisceop (translating ML. coepiscopus),
or strengthen an assertion: as, he was not sat- < efen, even, equal, + bisceop, bishop.] A co- even-hands (e'vn-handz), adv. [Sc.] On an
;,,fi,i ,. <-!,.,. ,.., 4.1. j 4. 1, T_

tiality; justice.
Had Smith been the only offender, it might have been

expected that he would have been gladly sacrificed as an
evidence of Elizabeth's evenhandedness.

Froude, Hist. Eng., Reign of Elizabeth, vii.

isfied even then
;
even this was not enough. In

verse often contracted e'en.

Lered ne lewed he let no man stonde,
That he hitte euene that euere stirred after.

Piers Plowman (B), xx. 102.

Than asked the kynge Arthur what a-visiouus ben thei,
and Merlin hym tolde euen as the kynge hadde mette in
his dreme, that the kynge hyni-self knewe well he seide
trouthe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 416.

And, behold, I, even I, do bring a flood of waters upon
the earth. Gen. vi. 17.

The Northrcn Ocean even to the frozen Thule was scat-
ter'd with the proud Ship-wracks of the Spanish Armado.

Milton, Reformation in Eng.,ii.

Here all their rage, and e.v'n their murmurs cease. Pope.
Some observed that, even if they took the town, they

should not be able to maintain possession of it.

Irving, Granada, p. 33.

even1
(e'vu), v. [< ME. evenen, efnen, emnien,

make even, level, make equal, compare, < AS.
efnian, level, i. e., lay prostrate (once, doubt-
ful), ge-efnian, compare (cf. eninettan, make
even, regulate, ge-emnettan, make even, level, even-down (e'vn-doun), a. [In Sc. usually
make equal, compare), < efen, efn, emn, adj., spelled even-doun ; < even!, adv., + doicn3

,
doun.

>p. . equal footing. Jamieson.

even-christiant (e'vn-kris"tian), n. [< WE.even- I>8 be even-hands wi' them an' mair, an' then I'll laugh

cristene, emcristene, -cristen' ( AS. "efencristena
at the Ieishe8t

'

tnem - u aa, Perils of Man, I. 326.

(evidenced by the forms evenchristen, emeristen, evenhedet, A variant of evenhood.

quoted in the Latin version of the laws of Ed- evenhoodt (e'vn-hud), n. Equality ; equity,
ward the Confessor, 36) (= OFries. ivinkers- evening (ev'ning), n. and a. [< ME. evening,
tena, evnkristena = OHG. ebanchristani, MHG. evenyng, < AS. cefnung (rare), evening, < cefen,

ebenkristen; in G. expressed by mit-christ), < even, + -ting, E. -ing
1

: see even 2 and. -ing!.] J_

efen, equal, + cristena, Christian: see even! an(j n. 1. The latter part and close of the day, and
the beginning of darkness or night ; the decline
or fall of the day, or of the sun

;
the time from

sunset till darkness
;
in common usage, the lat-

ter part of the afternoon and the earlier part of
the night before bedtime.
The evening and the morning were the first day. Gen. i. 6.

Now came still evening on, and twilight gray
Had in her sober livery all things clad.

Milton, P. L., iv. 698.

And now you are happily arrived to the evening of a day
as serene as the dawn of it was glorious ; but such an
evening as, I hope, and almost prophecy, is far from night ;

it is the evening of a summer's sun, which keeps a daylight
long within the skies. Dryden, Mock Astrologer, Ded.

christen, Christian!.] Fellow-Christian
; neigh-

bor, in the Scriptural sense.

He that hath desdayn of his neighebour, that is to seyn,
of his evencristen. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Do non yuel to thine euenecrystene nougt by thi powere.
Purs Plowman (B), xiii. 104.

This gospel tellith bi a parable how eche man shulde
love his evencristene.

Wyclif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), I. 31.

And the more pity, that great folk should have counte-
nance in this world to drown or hang themselves, more
than their even Christian. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

mute rcuuiu, uuiiipitrtj (, \ ettiH, viii, entn, am., ' \ ct/c-, t/.,
-r uvti-tt",uvttn. TT~ o mu ^ T i A.. j.

even: seWel, a,] I. trans. 1. To make even Ct. downright.-] 1. Perpendicular; downright:
Hence-2. The decline or latter part of any

i i . i i . i__. . _it_ r,,'n^ . !, j ~ .. T j- 11' * _.
^ state or term ot existence : as. the fwei,nn nror level; level; lay smooth.

This temple Xerxes evened with the soil.

Raleigh, Hist. World.
It will even all inequalities. Evelyn.

ligation, or in a state in which nothing is due
on either side; balance, as accounts.

Nothing . . . shall content my soul,
Till I am even'A with him, wife for wife

Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

3. To equal; compare; bring into comparison,
as one thing with another

;
connect or associ-

ate, as one thing or person with another: as,
such a charge can never be evened to me.
The multitude of the Percienes, quod he, may nogte be

specifically applied to a heavy fall of rain.

The rain, which had hitherto fallen at intervals, in an
undecided manner, now burst forth in what in Scotland is

emphatically called an even-down pour.
Miss Ferrier, Inheritance, II. xvi.

2. Downright; direct; plain; flat: as, an even-
down lie.

This I ken likewise, that what I say is the even-doun
ttb. Gait, Entail, II. 119.

3. Mere
;
sheer.

Oh what a moody moralist you grow !

Yet in the even-down letter you are right
Sir 11. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, I.,

But gentlemen, an' ladies warst,
Wi' ev'n-doun want o' wark are curst.

. 10.

Burns, The Twa Dogs.
evend to the multitude of the Grekes, for'sewrly we are evanpll Ce-vpn') i
mathanthay. MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, fol. 19. (UalKwell.) gee (LU1

]|

T '

God never thought this world a portion worthy of you
he would not even you to a gift of dirt and clay.

Rutherford, Letters, vi.

Would ony Christian even yon bit object to a bonny
sonsy, weel-faurd young woman like Miss Catliue?

Lockhart, Reginald Dalton, III. 119.

4f. To act up to; keep pace with.

But we'll even
All that good time will give us.

Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 4.

Il.t intrans. To be or become even; have or
come to an equality in any respect ; range, di-

vide, settle, etc., evenly : followed by with.
A like strange observation taketh place here as at Stone-

lenge, that a redoubled numbering never eveneth with the
11. Carew, Survey of Cornwall.

To Westminster, where all along I flnd the shops even-
ing mth the sides of the houses, even in the broadest
streets

; which will make the City very much better than it
was.

To happen.
How often and frequently doth it evene, that after the

love of God hath gained the dominion and upper-hand in
the soul of man, that he is resolved to live well and re-
ligiously. Heivyt, Sermons (1658), p. 83.

evene2t, adv. See even!.

evener (e'vn-er), n. [< even!, Vf> + ^-i.j i
A person or thing that makes even, as a stick
with which to push off an excess of grain from

state or term of existence: as, the evening of
life

;
the evening of his power.

He was a person of great courage, honour, and fidelity
and not well known till his evening.

Clarendon, Of the Earl of Northampton.

3. The time between noon and dark, including
afternoon and twilight. [Eng. and southern
U- S.] 4f. The delivery at evening of a certain

portion of grass or corn to a customary tenant.
Eennett.

II. a. Being, or occurring at, or associated
with the close of day : as, the evening sacrifice.

Soon as the evening shades prevail,
The moon takes up the wondrous tale.

Addison, Ode.
Those evening bells ! those evening bells !

How many a tale their music tells !

Moore, Those Evening Bells.

Evening flower, a bulbous plant from the Cape of Good
Hope, of the genus llesperantha : so called because the
flowers expand in the early evening. Evening gun
See nun. Evening hymn. Same as even-song, 2.

Evening primrose. See primrose. Evening star, a
bright planet, as Venus or Jupiter, seen in the west af-
ter sunset. Venus is the evening star during alternate
periods of 292 days; Jupiter is usually considered as the
evening star for some months before conjunction, which
occurs once in 398 days ; and Mercury is the evening star
when it can be seen at its eastern elongation.

beam; a raivel or raithe
;
the combwhich guides

the threads with precision on to the beam.
[Scotch.] 3. In vehicles, same as equalizing-
bar (b) (which see, under bar!).

evening-song to be sung about twelve o'clock.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 692.

If the farmer wishes to carry a heavy load, he must bar- OVenlightt, n. [ME. evenlight, evenelygth, < AS.

"^*^&t^M^*^M2^%!!2 &* ,<= , ^endlicht), < Sfen, even, +

Evened with W. Hewer for my expenses upon the road
this last journey. Pepys, Diary, III. 275.

even2 (e'vn), n. [Also contr. (dial, and poet )

een, ene (usually written e'en), and abbr. eve (see
eve!) ; < ME. even, efen, reven, cefen, also abbr.
eve, < AS. (efen (the deriv. form Sfniing is rare :

ican evene,: F. ff.fltoSta* AndovVrtev^vm^T ****> W&1 The light of evening; 'twilight.
Pepys, Diary, 11. 9. evenfall (e'vn-fal), n. [< even^ + fall] The

A^ne 8<*e
,

b
i
dt me 8 awav

'

fall of evening; early evening; twilight. [Poet-
ical.]

Alas for her that met me,
That heard me softly call.
Came glimmering thro' the laurels
At the quiet evenfall.

Tennyson, Maud, xxvi. 11.

Ail sey it is ferr in the nyght,
And I swere it is evenliaht.

MS. Cantab., Ff. i. c, fol. 66. (Ballimll.)

evenliket, adv. An obsolete form of evenly.
evenliness (e'vn-li-nes), n. Equality. Fairfai.
evenlongt (e'vn-16ng), adr. Along in the same
line. Wright.



evenlong
One the upper syde make holys evenelunyt, as many as

thou wylt. Porkington MS.

evenly (e'vn-li), m/. [< ME. rn-iili/,

i /ni nice, < AS. efcnlice, evenly, equally, < <-j<-iili<;

adj., even, equal, < rj'en, even, + -lie, -ly
1
.] 1.

With an even, level, or smooth surface; with-

out roughness, or elevations and depressions ;

without inequalities ; uniformly: as, the field

slopes rn-nlij to tin- river.

A palish cli .-'</ and smoothly spread.
.ViV //. Walton.

Z. In an even or equal manner
;
so as to pro-

duce or possess equality of
parts, proportions,

force, or the like: as, to divide anything
-

in the middle; they are evenly matched.

All men know that there is no great art in dividing

evenly of those things which are subject to number and
measure. Jtaleigh, Hist World, Pref., p. 60.

3f. In an equal degree or proportion; to an

equal extent
; equally.

But thi> sovereyne good (quod she) that is eveneliche pur-
posed tn tin- ^ooil folk and to badde.

Chaucer, Boethfus, iv. prose 2.

The surface of the sea la evenly distant from the centre
of the i arlli Brerewood.

4. Without inclination toward either side;

equally distant from extremes; impartially;
without bias or variation.

You serve a great and gracious master, and there is a
most hopeful young prince ; it behoves you to carry your-
self wisely and evenly between them both.

Bacon, Advice to Villiers.

5. Smoothly; straightforwardly; harmoniously.
Charity and self-love become coincident, and doth run

together evenly in one channel. Barrow, Works, I. xxv.

Since ... we are so apt to forget God's administration
of the great affairs below, when they go on evenly and
regularly, he is pleased, I say. by awakening notices, now
and then to put us in mind of it.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. vli.

6f. Straightway.
Eche man was esed euenli at ill.-.

Wanted hem no thing that the! haue wold.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6SS8.

Evenly even. See ecenl, a.

even-minded (e'vn-min"ded), a. [< even1 +
mind + -rd'*. Equiv. to L. icqvanimis: see

lflKMftNMM.1 Having equanimity.
even-mindedly (e'vn-mln*ded-li), adv. With
equanimity.
evenness (e'vn-nes), n. [< ME. evennes, -nesse, <

AS. efeniiys, equality, equity, < efen, even,+ -nyg,

-ness.] 1. The state of being even, level, or
smooth ; equality of surface : as, the evenness of

the ground ;
the evenness of a fluid at rest.

The explication of what is said concerning the evenness
of the surface of the lunar spots.

Derhc.m, Astro-Theology, Pref.

2. Uniformity; regularity; equality: as, even-

ness of motion.

Tlieiu i.
fi-ntli-iiicu will learn of my admired reader an

eveiauii of voice and delivery. Steele, Spectator, No. 147.

3. Equal distance from either extreme
;
free-

dom from inclination to either side
; impartial-

ity.

A crooked stick is not straitened unless it be bent as
far on the clear contrary side, that so it may settle itself

at the length in a middle estate of ermnea between both.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

In her lap she held a perpendicular or level, as the en-

sign of cn'itm'*s and rest.

B. Jonson, King James's Coronation Entertainment.

4. Calmness; equality of temper ;
freedom from

perturbation ; equanimity.
He bore the ions with great composure and evenness of

mind. Hooker.

We ... are likely to perish . . . unless we correct
thiiM - aii'l natural indispositions, and reduce
them to the evennesses of \irtnr.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 103.

So mock'd, so spurn'd. so baited two whole days
I lost myself and fell from evenness,
And rail'd.

TenniiMiH. sir John Oldcastle, Lord Cobham.

even-servantt, . [ME.] A fellow-servant.
Mi - MM tfmiiit Ml down ami prayed him.

II ,;,/,,. M,,l. xviii. -.11.

even-song (e'vn-8ong),_. [< ME. evensong,
i-rrxiinii. or -./;/. < AS. iffensniKj (= Dan. aften-
.-<//!;/>. < irfni. evening. '+ smifi, gesang, song.]
1. In the Antjlicnn Ch., a form of worship ap-
pointed to be said or sung at evening. Known
as n sin r.s- in the Roman Catholic Church. Lee's

Thus the yonge kyng entred into Reynes, the Saturday

Bfrnfr*. tr. of Kroissart's Chrou., I. eerl\i\

Again, both in matins and in evensong, is idolatry main-
tained fin i;,nl\ seiucc.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1863), II. 201.
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After nentong, they may meet their sweethearts, and

dance aboute a mayiule. llurlun, Anat. of Mel., p. 51H.

2. A song or hymn sung at evening.

Thee, chauntress, oft, the woods among,
I woo, to hear thy even-tony.

Millon, II Penseroso, I. 64.

S. The time of even-song ; evening.
He tuned his notes both rven-tony and morn. Dnideti.

Also evening-song.
even-start (e

r
vn-star), . [< ME. evensterre, <

AS. atfensteorra (= D. avondster = Or. abendstern
= Dun. aj'tenstjerne), evening star, < Sfen, even,
+ steorra, star.] The evening star.

event1 (e-venf), n. [= OF. event = Sp. Pg. It.

evento, <*L. erentus (cventu-), also eventum (prop,
neut. pp.), an event, occurrence, < evenire, pp.
eventus, happen, fall out, come out, < e, out, +
venire, come: see venture, and cf. advent, con-

vent, invent, etc., convene, event, etc.] 1. That
which comes, arrives, or happens ;

that which
falls out; especially, an occurrence of some
importance; a distinctly marked incident: as,
the succession of events.

There Is one event to the righteous and to the wicked.
Eccles. Ix. 2.

Do I forebode Impossible event*,
And tremble at vain dreams ?

Cmvper, Task, v. 491.

Tis the sunset of life gives me mystical lore,

And coming eventi cast their shadows before.

Campbell, Lochiel's Warning.

There is no greater event in life than the appearance of
new persons about our hearth, except it be the progress
of the character which draws them.

Emerton, Domestic Life.

2. The consequence of anything ;
that in which

an action, an operation, or a series of operations
terminates

;
the issue

;
conclusion ; end.

Of my ill-boding Dream
Behold the dire Event.

Congreve, Semele, ill. 8.

My temporal concerns are slowly rectifying themselves ;

I am astonished at my own indifference to their event.

Shelley, ill Dowden, I. 409.

One God, one law, one element,
And one far-off divine event,

To which the whole creation moves.

Tennytun, In Memoriam, Conclusion.

3. In public games and sports, each contest or

single proceeding in a program or series: as,
the events of the day were a bicycle-race, a foot-

race, high jumps, etc.
;
the steeplechase was a

spirited event. 4. A contingent, probable, or

possible happening ; a coming to pass ;
in the

theory of probabilities, anything which may or

may not be ; any general state of things con-
sidered as having a probability : as, in the event

of his death his interest will lapse.- compound
event, that which in reference to its probability is re-

garded as consisting in the concatenation or coincidence
of two or more different event*. Double event, two
races, or other trials of strength or skill, upon the winning
of both of which depends the winning of a certain wager
or stake. Simple event, in the doctrine of probabili-
ties, something whose probability is deduced from direct
observation. =8yn. 1. Event, Occurrence, Incident, Cir-

cumstance, affair. An event is of more importance than an
occurrence ; the word is generally applied to the larger
transactions In history. Occurrence Is literally that which
meets us in our progress through life, and does not con-
nect itself with the past as an event does. An incident is

that which falls into a state of things to which It does not

primarily belong: as, the incident* of a journey. It is

applied to matters of minor importance. Circumstance
does not necessarily mean anything that happens or takes

place, but may simply mean one of the surrounding or

accompanying conditions of an occurrence, incident, or
event ; it Is also applied to incidents of minor moment
which take place along with something of more impor-
tance. A person giving an account of a campaign might
dwell on the leading eventt which it produced, might
mention some of its striking occurrence*, might refer to
some remarkable incidents which attended it, and might
give details of the favorable or adverse circumstance* by
which it was accompanied. See exigency.
event1

t (e-venf), . [< L. erentus, pp. of eve-

n in; come out: see the noun.] I. intrans. To
come out; break forth.

O that thou saw'st my heart, or did'st behold
The place from which that scalding sigh evented .'

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, v. 3.

II. trans. To bring to pass; execute.

There are diners things which are praised and dispraised,
as deedes doen by worthy men and polliries euented by
great warriors. Sir T. Wilson, Art of Rhetoric, p. 11.

event2t (e-venf), v. t. [< P. erenter, fan. Cf.

erentilate'.] To fan
; cool.

A loose and mi-id vapour that is fit

T' event his searching beams.
Marlnn-f and Chapman, Hero and Leander, iii.

Tbe fervour of so pure a flame
As this my city hears might lose the name
Without the apt mntinii of her heat.

B. Jonton, King James's Coronation Entertainment.

eventual

even-tempered (e'vn-tem'perd), a. Having a

placid temper.
eventeratet (e-ven'te-rat), v. t. [Prop. *eveu-
trnte (el. equiv. P. eventrer), < L. r, out, + venter

(i-eiitr-), belly : see cruUi; ventral. Ct.eventra-

tion.] To eviscerate ; disembowel.
A bear which the hunters eventerated or opened.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., HI. 6.

eventful (e-vent'ful), a. [<. event + -fid.] Full
of events or incidents; attended or character-
ized by important or striking occurrences: as,
an crnttful reitfn; an irnitt'iil journey.

Last scene of all,

That ends this strange eventful history,
Is second childishness.

Shot., As you Like it, II. 7.

The Colonial period, as I regard It, was the charmed,
eventful infancy and youth of our national life.

K. Choate, Addresses, p. 44.

eventide (e'vn-tid), . [< ME. even-tide; < even?
+ tide.] The time of evening. [Archaic.]
And thel lelden hondes on hem and puttlden hem into

warde into the morewe, for It was then euen-tide.

Wyclif, Acts Iv. S.

Isaac went out to meditate In the Held at the eventide.

Gen. xxiv. 63.

eventilatet (e-ven'ti-lat), v. t. [< L. erentilatu*,

pp. of i < i- n tillin; set the air in motion, fan (>
OF. eventiler, esventiler, ventilate), < e, out, +
ventilare, toss, swing, winnow, fan: see venti-

late.] 1. To ventilate; sift by fanning. Cock-

eram. Hence 2. To discuss.

Having well eventuated it [another circumstance], we
shall And that it depends upon the same principles.

Sir JT. Digty, Sympathetic Powder.

eventilationt (e-ven-ti-la'shon), n. [= OF. es-

ventilation, < Li. as if "ereniilatio(n-), < eventi-

lare, fan : see eventilate.] 1. The act of venti-

lating or fanning; ventilation.

Now for the nature of this heat, it is not a destructive
violent heat, as that of fire, but a generative gentle heat,

joined with moisture, nor needs It air for eventilation.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 36.

That there is really such a thing as vital flame Is an opin-
ion of some moderns : [and) . . . that it requires constant

eemtilation, through the trachea and pores of the body.
Bp. Berkeley, Slris, | 205.

Hence 2. Discussion; debate. Bailey, 1731.

eventless (e-venf les), a. [< erent + -less.]

Without event or incident
;
monotonous.

Upon the tranquil little islands her life had been event-

lest, and all the fine possibilities of her nature were like

flowers that never bloomed.
d. W. Curtit, Prne and I, p. 121.

eventognath (e-ven'to-gnath), n. One of the

Eventognatlti.

Eventognathi (ev-en-tog'na-thi), n. pi. [NL.,
< Or. n; well, + FVTOJ-, within, + ywiflof, the

jaw.] A large suborder of fresh-water phy-
sostomous fishes, of most parts of the world:
so called on account of the peculiar develop-
ment of the lower pharyngeal bones. The brain-
case is produced between the orbits ; the basis cranii is

simple, and the anus is normal in position ; there is a dis-

tinct dorsal fln ; and the lower pharyngeal bones are fal-

ciform, and parallel with the branchial arches. The group
embraces the cyprinids, catostomids, and cobitlds; it is

rated by some authors as an order equivalent to Plecto-

ttpondyli, by others as a suborder of plectospondyloua
ttshes.

eventognathous (ev-en-tog'na-thus), . Hav-
ing the characters of the Eventognathi.

eventourt, n. A corrupt form of aventure.

eventration (e-ven-tra'shon), . [< L. e, out,
+ venter (ventr-), belly, -\--ation. Cf. F. even-

trer. See eventerate.] In med.: (a) The con-
dition of a monster in which the abdominal
viscera are contained in a membranous sac pro-

jecting from the abdomen. (6) Ventral hernia,

(c) The pendulous condition of the lower ab-
domen in some women who have borne many
children, (d) The escape of a considerable part
of the intestine from a wound of the abdomen.
eventual (e-ven'tu-al), . [= D. erciitueel =
Dan. Sw. eventuef,'< F. erentuel = Sp. Pg. even-

tual = It. eventuale, < L. eventus (eventu-), an
event: see evenfl.] 1. Pertaining to the event
or issue ; happening or to happen or exist

finally ;
ultimate : as, his eventual success was

unexpected.
It Is curious to observe the prophetic accuracy with

which he discerned, not only the existence, but the even-

tual resources of the western world.

Prescott, Ferd. andlsa., II. 18.

Eventual provision for the payment of the public secu-

rities. Hamilton.

Perhaps there was, some idea of the frentual union of

Belgium with France. Quarterly Rev., CXLVI. 119.

2. Contingent upon a future or as yet unknown
event; depending upon an uncertain event;
that may happen or come about: as, an even-

tual succession.



eventual

Creating a new paper currency, founded on an eventual
sale of the church lands. Burke.

~Syn. 1. Ultimate, Conclusive, etc. Seeymai.

eventuality (e-ven-tu-al'i-ti), n.
; pi. eventuali-

ties (-tiz). [=' F. me'ntualite = Sp. eventualidad
= Pg. eventualidade = It. eventualitd; as even-
tual + -ity.~] 1. A contingent occurrence; a
result of environment; that which happens
from the force of circumstances.

The eventualities and vicissitudes to which our Ameri-
can life is often subject. Harper's Mag., LXVIII. 158.

The staff was . . . constantly employed in drawing up
and revising schemes of concentration suited to every even-

tuality. Edinburgh Rev., CLXIV. 306.

The only effect was that the hens left the nest, and, join-

ing the male birds, prepared for eventualities, nor did they
take wing until we had begun to walk up to the rookery.

Nineteenth Centura, XXII. 890.

2. In phren., a disposition to take note of
events or occurrences

;
one of the perceptive

faculties, whose organ is supposed to be situ-

ated at the lower part of the forehead, below
comparison and above individuality. See cut
under phrenology.
eventually (e-ven'tu-al-i), adv. In the event

;

in the final result or issue; in the end.

Allow things to take their natural course, and if a man
have in him that which transcends the common, it must
eventually draw to itself respect and obedience.

//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 125.

The organic matter is oxidised, and may thus be eoentu-
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His felawes fledde as fast as euer they myght.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1003.

Sometime the Dutchesse bore the child,
As wet as ever she could be.

Dutches* of Su/olk's Calamity (Child's Ballads, VII. 302).

Ever among*, ever and anon. Spenser.

And ever among,
A mayden song,

ever-living
Flonrish'd a little garden square and wall'd :

And in it throve an ancient evergreen,
A yewtree. Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

For ornament carrying two or three pyramidal ever-

greens, stiff as grenadiers.
D. <j. Mitchell, Bound Together.

2. A woolen material similar to cassimere : a
term in use about 1850.

evericht, everilkt, Middle English forms
of CVCT'U*-

SyfSnV.aity:T^^EverX' teXvES? everichont, everichoont, pro*. See every one,
extent

; to whatever degree ; greatly ; exceedingly : as,
under

ever so long ; be he ever so bold.

And grete thou doe that ladye well,
Ever soe well ffroe mee.

Childe Maurice (Child's Ballads, II. 314).

For ever, (a) Eternally ; in everlasting continuance.

This is my name for ever, Ex. iii. 15.

(6) For all time
; to the end of life.

His master shall bore his ear through with an awl
;
and

he shall serve him for ever. Ex. xxi. 6.

But here at my right hand attendant be 2. Continuing indefinitely long; having no de-
Forever. J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 42. terminable or prospective end; enduring be-

yond calculation.

And I will give unto thee, and to thy seed after thee,
the land wherein thou art a stranger, all the land of Ca-

naan, for an everlasting possession. Geu. xvii. 8.

But since now safe ye seised have the shore,
And well arrived are (high God be blest !),

Let us devize of ease and everlasting rest.

everlasting (ev-er-las'ting), a. and n. [< ME.
everlastyngc, older evrelestinde; < ever + lasting.']
I. a. 1. Lasting forever; existing or continu-

ing without end; having infinite duration.
The joye of God, he sayth, is perdurable : that is to sayn,

everlasting. Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

And Abraham planted a grove in Beer-sheba, and called
there on the name of the Lord, the everlasting God.

Gen. xxi. 33.

(c) Continually ; incessantly ; without interniission : as,
he is for ever in the way ; she is for ever singing, from
morning to night. [Colloq.] [These words are sometimes
repeated for the sake of emphasis : as, for ever and ever, or

for ever and for ever. They are most commonly written

together as oneword./oreiwr.] For ever and a day,for
ever, emphatically ; eternally. [Colloq.] Or ever. See
orl. =Syn. 1. Perpetually, incessantly, constantly, eter-

nally. Spenser, F. Q., I. xii. 17.

ally converted into products which are perfectly harmless! ever-bloomer (ev'er-blo"mer), n. A gardeners' 3. Recurring without final cessation ; happen-
Huxley, Physiography, p. 126. or florists' name for a 'perpetual' rose. - J - " ^ --- -- -

eventuate (e-ven'tu-at), V. i.; pret. and pp.
We nave grown over sixty [varieties] named ever-bloom-

eventuated, ppr. eventuating. [< L events (even-
"

York Semi.u,

eekly Tribmte> Mfty 3
_ 1887 .

tn-), an event, + -ate2 .] 1. To culminate; , .

close; terminate: as, the agitation against sla- ever-during (ey er-dur"mg) a. Enduring for-

very eventuated in civil war? ev
.

er
> everlasting : as, ever-durmg glory. [Po-

The ideas conveyed, sentiments inculcated, and usages
taught to children by parents who themselves were simi-
larly taught, eventuate in a rigid set of customs.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 535.

2. To fall out; happen; come to pass; result

Heaven open'd wide
Her ever-during gates. Milton, P. L., vii. 206.

My Notes to future Times proclaim
Unconquer'd Love, and ever-during Flame.

Prior, Henry and Emma.

everecht, A Middle English form of everyl.
If Mr. were condemned, a schism in the National everfernt (ev'er-fern), n. The wall-fern. Ge-

Church would eventuate. Dr. M. Davies. rara .

eventuation (e-ven-tu-a'shon), n. [< eventuate He busked hym a bour, the best that he myjt,
+ -ion.'] The act of eventuating; the act of hay & of er-/erie & erbes a fewe.

falling out or happening. Sir W. Hamilton.

as an event or a consequence.

Alliterative /Joeis(ed. Morris), iii. 488.

as. I am tired of these everlasting disputes.
[Colloq.]

Heard thy everlasting yawn confess
The pains and penalties of idleness.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 343.

I saw but one way to cut short these everlasting delays.
Jefferson, Correspondence, I. 296.

Everlasting pea. See pea. =Syn. 1. Perpetual, Immor-
tal, etc. See eternal. 2 and 3. Interminable, unceasing,
uninterrupted, perennial, imperishable.

II. . 1. Eternity; eternal duration, past and
future.
From everlasting to everlasting thou art God. Ps. xc. 2.

2. A strong woolen cloth, now used especial-
ly for the tops of boots. Also called lasting
andprunella, and formerly durance (which see).
Were't not for my smooth, soft, silken citizen, I would... B . iuf,ri,uiug. /. -_-__i_ j. /**.. ix,]\ AI i i vv ere t. not lor my smootn, soft, silken citizen, 1 would

ever (ev'er), adv. [Also contr. (dial, and poet.) everglade (ev er-glad), n. Alow, swampy tract (mlt this transitory trade, get me an everlasting robe, sear

e>er;'< ME. ever, "evere, evre, efer, efere, e'fre,
of land

>
more or less covered by a growth of

' a word m common use in Florida,
ion of the southern part of this

.
, , , , , ,

(mere, avert, wfre, always, at all times, at any
tal1 S1^5 ' a

time; with comparatives, in any degree, in such a larSe porti
decree: with indef. forio-. itit.prvn,rativp1 nm. btate being a

up my conscience, and turn sergeant.
Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, iv. 2.

3. A common name for plants whose scarious

the vowel (cf. aw, <e, law, of the same origin)
and change of w to/ (v), + -re, dat. fern. adj.
suffix, often formative of adverbs. Cf. AS. ece,

everlasting, from the same ult. source: see
eche. Hence, with prefixed negative, never,
q. v.] 1. At all times; always; continually.
And iewes lyuen in lele lawe owre lorde wrote it hym-selue
In stone, for it stydfast was and stonde sholde eure.

Piers Plowman (B), xv. 573.

Ever learning, and never able to come to the knowledge
of the truth. 2 Tim. iii. 7.

This honey tasted still is ever sweet.
Sir J. Davits, Immortal, of Soul, xxx.

The wisest, happiest of our kind are they
That ever walk content with nature's way.

Wordsworth, Evening Voluntaries, v.

2. At any time
; at any period or point of time,

past or future: in negative, interrogative, or
comparative sentences : as, no man is ever the
happier for injustice; did you ever see any-
thing like it? I do not think I ever did.

I sail yow telle als trewe a tale,
Als euer was herde by nyghte or daye.
Thmutt of Ersseldoune. (Child's Ballads, I. 97).

No man ever yet hated his own flesh. Eph. v. 29.

Thou art a hopeful boy,
And it was bravely spoken : for this answer
I love thee more than ever.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, i. 1.

hooked bill. (See
Rogtrhamus.) This
bird is from 16 to
18 inches long, and
about 44 inches in

extent of wings.
The adult of both
sexes is slate-col-

ored or dark plum-
beous, blackening
on the wings and
tail, with the base
of the tail white,
and its end with a

pale-grayish zone.
The bill and claws
are black ; the base
of the bill, the

cere, and the feet
are orange ; the
iris is red. The
young birds are
much varied with
brown, yellowish,
and white. This
bird inhabits the

Everglades of
Florida and parts
of the West Indies and South America.

Everglade Kite {Rostrhamus sociabilis}.

In general habits

O, . . . that the Everlasting had not flx'd

His canon 'gainst self-slaughter !

Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

everlasting (ev-er-las'ting), adv. Very; ex-

ceedingly : as, everlastingmesaa. [Vulgar, U. S.]
New York is an everlasting great concern.

Major Downing, May-day in New York.

everlastingly (ev-er-las'ting-li), adv. 1. Eter-

nally; perpetually; forever.

Things everlastingly required by the law of that Lord of

lords, against whose statutes there is no exception to be
taken. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., ii.

2. For all time, or for an indefinitely long time ;

permanently; continuously; incessantly: often
used hyperbolically : as, you
grumbling.

Say, I will love her everlastingly.
Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4.

Many have made themselves everlastingly ridiculous.

Sioift.

3. Beyond limitation or bounds ; excessively;
immoderately: as, he is everlastingly stingy.
[Vulgar, U. S.]

you are everlastingly

. UUB. All KQUOICU 1UUMUI 1 A_ f 1 *

it resembles the marsh-harrier. It feeds on reptiles, in- everlastmgnCSS (ev-er-las'ting-nes), n. [< ME.
sects, etc., nests in bushes, and lays commonly two eggs everlastynytnesse.'] The state or quality of be-

blotch witfi brown"
10"168 ' W'"ti8h '" color

'
irre ularly ing everlasting; endlessness orindefinite length

evergreen (ev'er-gren), a. and w. I. a. Al- immortality; enduring perma-
Such isi now the one city in which the Turk ever ruled ways green; verdant throughout the year;
i our slilc of lladria. K A Fvootnnm v. .,,;..,! 001 c,Mv*****.-;~:,4 . . AT _: ;_ .on our side of Hadria. E. A. Freeman, Venice" p~ 331.

3f. In any degree; any; at all: usually in con-
nection with an adverb or adjective in the com-
parative degree, and after a negative.

Let no man fear that harmful creature ever the less, be-
cause he sees the apostle safe from that poison. Bp. Hall.
The crnse of oil would not fail ever the sooner for be-

stowing a portion of it on a prophet, or any of the sons of
the prophets. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. viii.

sempervirid: as, the pine is an evergreen tree.

The juice, when in greater plenty than can be exhaled
by the sun, renders the plant evergreen.

Arlmthnot, Aliments.

n. 1. A plant that retains its verdure

of duration
;

nence.

The conscience, the character of a God stampt in it, and
the apprehension of eternity, do all prove it [a soul] a
shoot of everlastingness. Feltham, Resolves, No. 64.

Xothing could make me sooner to confess
That this world had an ererlastingness.

Donne, Progress of the Soul.

with as : a word of enforcement or em-
phasis : as, as soon as ever he had done it.

through all the seasons, as the pine and other ever-living (ev'er-liv"ing), a. 1. Deathless;
coniferous trees, the holly, laurel, holm-oak, eternal

; immortal
; having eternal existence.

ivy, rhododendron, and many others. Evergreens So many idle hours as here he loiters,shed their old leaves m the spring or summer, after the So many ever-living names he loses.
lew foliage has been funned, and consequently are ver- Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, i. 1.

The everlii'ing
I find you are against filling an English garden with High and most glorious poets !

evergreent. Addison, Spectator. /J. w. Gilder, Call me not Dead.



ever-living I'll! 1

2. A turning outward, or inside out. 3. In

hot., the protrusion of organs that are generally

produced in a cavity. I'onke'x Manual. Everslon
Of thd eyelid, ectropion, in whii'h the eyelid, as the re-

sult of disease or accident, is turned outward so as to ex-

IIHM- then-d interim! liniiiK. It occurs most frequently in

the lower lid.

2. Continual; unfailing; permanent: as, an

ever-liriny principle.
Th:il mi iM Klcirinii.i liinixr, Unit glistrcth liright

\Vilh liunim;; stanvs and ' ri'i'lir/iiit tire.

s r , ..,,-. K. )., I. X. 60.

everlyt, <''' Constantly; continually. Mat-l.-mi.

evermot, ''< [ME. <T<T/M, mrr w, etc. : sre
eversive+Tfi-ver'siv), a. [<L.<wrws, pp.ofetw-

i MT uua mo.] Evermore.
^re, overthrow (see ecert), + -ice.] Designed

And in a tour, in anguish and in wo, or tending to overthrow ;
subversive. [Bare.]

Dwvlleli this nlMDOD and eke Arcite,
For etermo, there may no gold hem quite. A maxim . . . evemve of all Justice and morality

Chaucer, Knlghfs Tale (ed. Tyrwhltt), 1. 1034. T. Wddei.

evermore (ev'6r-mor), adv. [< ME. evermore, evert (e-vert'), ' [< I* evertere, evortere.

i n !< iii/n; etc.: see ever and more, adv.] 1. turn out, turn over, overthrow, < e, out, + ver-

Always ;
forever ; eternally, or for all coming

time: often preceded by for.

For evermore ye schulcn have pore men with you, and
whaniie ye woleii ye moun do wel to hem, but ye shulen

not evermore have me. Wyclif, Mark xlv. 7.

Religion prefers those pleasures which flow from the

tere, vortere, turn : see verse, vertex, etc., and cf .

avert, advert, convert, invert, pervert, revert, sub-

vert.'] If. To overthrow ; subvert ; destroy.

presence of God for evermore. Tillotsmi.

Let me be
Ewrmore numbered with the truly free

Who Hnd thy service perfect liberty !

Whittier, What of the Day?

2. At all times; continually: as, evermore

guided by truth.

Also a Knyght of the Temple wooke there ; and wyssched

Have I, fond wretch,
With utmost care and labour brought thee up,
And hast thou In one act everted all?

Chapman, All Fools, Iv. 1.

2. To turn outward, or inside out.

In Lagena the mouth is narrowed and prolonged into a
t ul nilar neck. . . . This neck terminates In an everted lip.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., i 478.

They attack mollusks by everting their stomachs.

Pop. Encyc.

aPur8emorefulleofGoid.Jfandene,
Travels,?. 147.

evertebral (e-ver'te-bral), o. [< L. e- priv. +
vertebrae, vertebrae, '+ -in?.] Not derived from

vertebrae; not vertebral in character: applied
to that portion of the skull which is not primi-
tively traversed by the notochord.

(That] portion of the cranium which is vertebral, and
the anterior, or evertebral, portion, which does not exhibit

any relations to the vertebrae.

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 447.

Evertebrata (e-vfcr-te-bra'tft), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of "evertebratus : see evertebrate.,] Same
as Inrertebrata.

evertebrate (e-ver'te-brat), a. [< NL. "everte-

bratus, < L. e- priv. -f- vertebras, vertebras.] Not
vertebrate ; invertebrate.

evertile (6-ver'til), a. [< evert + -tie.] Same
as eversibte.

every1
(ev'ri), a. andj>ron. [Early mod. E. also

everie; < ME. every, everi, earlier everich, ererech,

everuch, everych, etc., evrich, efrich, etc., everilc,

everilk, ceverelch, ceverelc, etc., anerotlc, < AS.

cefre Sic, every, lit. ever each: cefre, ever, a

generalizing adverb; celc, each: see ever and
each. Thus -y in every represents each, and

every is each generalized.] I. a. Each, con-
sidered indefinitely as a unitary part of an ag-

gregate ; all, of a collective or aggregate num-
ber, taken one by one; any, as representing
all of whom or of which the same thing is pred-
icated. A proposition containing rrery before a class

name is equivalent to the totality of statements formed

Their gates to all were open evermore.

Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 36.

In matters of religion, women have evermore had a great

hand, though sometimes on the left, as well as on the

right hand. Donne, Sermons, xxiii.

The sign and symbol of all which Christ Is evermore do-

ing in the world. Abp. Trench.

Evernia (e-v&r'ni-a), . [NL., < Gr. twpvfo,

sprouting well, < tv, well, + lpvo$, sprout.] A
genus of panne-
Raceous lichens

having a frutic-

uloso or pen-
dulous thallus,
and apothecia
with a concave
disk of a color

different from
that of the
thallus. Erernin
Prunastri is used
for dyeing, and
WHS formerly used,
ground down with
starch, for hair-

powder.
everniaeform
(e-ver'ni-e-fdrm), a. [< NL. Evernia + L.

forma, form.] Resembling Evernia in the form
of the thallus.

evernic (e-ver'nik), a. [< Evernia + -ic.]

Pertaining to the lichen genus Evernia. Ever-
nic add, an organic acid found in lichens of the genus
Evernia.

everninic (e-ver-nin'ik), a. [< Evernia + -in-ic.]

Same as evernic.

evernioid (e-ver'ni-oid), o. [< Evernia + -aid.]
Similar in form and substance to Evernia.

everriculum (e-ve-rik'u-lum), n.
; pi. ererricu-

la (-IS). [L., a drag-net, sweep-net,< everrere,

sweep out, < e, out, + verrere, sweep, brush,
scrape.] In surg., an instrument, shaped like

a scoop, for removing sand, fragments of stone,
or clotted blood from the bladder during or af-

ter the operation of lithotomy.
overset (e-vera'), v. t. [< OF. everser, < L. ever-

sus, pp. of evertere, overthrow: see evert.~\ To
overthrow or subvert.

The foundation of this principle is totally evert a. by the
most Ingenious commentator upon immaterial beings, l)r.

II. More, in his book of Immortality.
Qlanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, Iv.

eversible (e-ve-r'si-bl), a. [< L. eversus, pp. of
cn-rtrrf. overturn (see evert), + -ibte.] Capable
of beiug everted, or turned inside out. Also
evertile.

This latter appendage is evergible, and contains a pointed
calcareous concretion (spiculum amoris).

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat, (trans. X i>.
:

eyersion (e-ver'shou), n. [= OF. eversion, F-
r'nr.vi'ii/i = Sp. ererttion = Pg. everscto = It. erer-

ttiinii; < L. (T<T.v/ii(ii-), a turning out, an over-

throwing, < evertere, pp. encrsus, overturn : see

ifirt.] If. Overthrow; subversion; destruc-
tion.

Will you cause your own eversion,

Beginning with despair, ending with woe?
Middleton, Solomon Paraphrased, i.

All these reasons doe moue me to conjecture thatQuin-
say is now by cucmVm of Earth-quake, Warres, or both,
and by diuersion of the Court from thence, conuerted into
this smaller suchenin. /'r/iv/iiu, Pilgrimage, p. 436.

Hi
1

their \tcll-establlshed governments.
Jer. Taylor, Cases of Conscience.

by replacing this expression by the name of each indi

vidual of the class. But if not is placed before every, the

meaning is that some one or more of these individual

propositions are not true. Thus,
" not every man is a

poet
" does not mean that not any man is a poet, but only

that some men are not poets. In many cases, however,
event is ambiguous.

The mother was an elfe by auenture

Ycome, by charmes or by sorcerie,
And everich man hatith hire compagnie.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, L 6176.

"
Certes," seide the kynge,

"
cuery day and every hour

hane I to yow nede and myster.
"

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 831.

Peace 1 thou hast told a tale whose every word
Threatens eternal slaughter to the soul.

Ford, Tis Pity, II. 5.

The inductive method has been practised ever since the

beginning of the world by every human being.
Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

Every bit, in every respect; in all points; altogether:
as. his claim is every bit as good as yours. ICoUoq.]
Every bullet has Its billet. See billeti.- Every dealt,
In every part ; wholly.

Am I noght your loue eueridell!
Fro me shold ye uoght hide no maner think'.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2920.

Every each*, every other. Every now and then, re-

peatedly; at short Intervals; frequently. Every once
in a While, now and then ; from time to time. IColloq. ,

U. 8.] Everyone [ME. n-erich on, everych on (oon, ete.),

generally written as one word, ererichon, etc. : see every
and one], each one (of the whole number) ; every person ;

everybody. [Now commonly written as two words, but In

accent and grammatical use practically one word, as for-

merly written. 1

Marcial saith men in dyvers wise
Her tigges keep, and oon for eperichoone,,
As campaine hem kepcth, shall suffice.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X P. 127.

AVer// one that flatters thee
Is no friend in misery.

Shalt., Pass. Pilgrim, xxi.

Every other, see other.

II. pron. Each of any number of persons or

things; everyone. [Obsolete or archaic.]

evese

Everich of hem doth other greet honour.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale. 1. Uu6.

Every bewepte hys deth inornynitly

Thys Erie beried ryght ful solempnely.
Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. 8.), 1. CM).

And rfcnj of them strove with most delight*
Him to aggrate, anil greatest pleasures shew.

Spenter, V. Q., II. T. 83.

nf of your wishes had a womb,
And fertile every wish. .S'Anit., A. and ('., I. 2.

I desire I may enjoy my liberty herein, as every of your-
selves do. Winthrop, Hut. New England, II. 142.

every'-'t, An obsolete form of ivory. Wright.
The towres shal be of every,
Clene corvene by and by. Porkinyton MS.

everybody (ev'ri-bod'i), n. [< erery
1 + body.

Cf. anybody, somebody, nobody.] Every per-
son ; every individual of a body or mass of

persons; people in general, taken collectively.

Everybody knows how the mental faculties open out
and become visible as a child grows up.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 94.

every-day (ev'ri -da), a. [< every day, adv.

phrase.] Pertaining to daily or common life or

occasions ; used or occurring habitually ;
suit-

able for or that may be seen every day ;
com-

mon ;
usual : as, every-day clothing or employ-

ments; an every-day event or scene.

This was no everyday writer.

Pope, quoted in Johnson's Akenside.

A plain, business-like speaker ; a man of everyday tal-

ents In the House. Brougham, Mr. Dundas.

The antique In itself is not the ideal, though Its remote-
ness from the vulgarity of everyday associations helps to

make it seem so. Lowell, Among my Books, Istser., p. 204.

The regular everyday facts of this common life of men.
W. K. Cliford, Lectures, II. 68.

everyone (ev'ri -wun), pron. See every one,
under erery

1
, a.

everything (ev'ri-thing), n. [< every1 + thing.

Cf. anything, something, nothing.'] 1 . All things,
taken separately ; any total or aggregate, con-

sidered with reference to its constituent parts ;

each separate item or particular: as, everything
in the house or in the world; everything one

says or does.
This hairy Covering is my only Bed,
My shun, my cloke, my gown, my every-thing.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ill. 121.

We feast on good cheer, with wine, ale, and beer,
And ev'rythina at our command.
Robin Hood and Little John (Child's Ballads, V. 222).

Newcastle . . . had found that the Court and this aristoc-

racy, though powerful, were not everything in the state.

Macaulay, William Pitt.

2. That which is important in the highest de-

gree : as, it will be everything to him to get this

office. 3. Very much; a great deal: as, he
thinks everything of her. [Colloq., U. 8.]

everywhen (ev'ri-hwen), adv. [< every
1 + when.

After everywhere. Cf. anywhen, somewhen, no-

when.] At all times. [Rare.]
Eternal law Is silently present everywhere and every-

trhen. The Century, XXVI. 531.

everywhere (ev'ri-hwar), adv. [< ME. everi-

hwar, saver ihwer, < ever, evere, etc. (AS. cefre),

ever, a generalizing adverb, + ilncar, ihwer, <

AS. gehweer, everywhere, on every side, < ge-,

an indef. generalizing _prefix,
+ hireer, where.

Thus, while everywhere is regarded as composed
of every* + where, it is historically made up of

ever + y-where, the y- being a prefix, as in

y-clept, y-tcis, etc. (see i-), and quite different

from the -y in every
1

. Cf . anywhere, somewhere,

nowhere.] 1. In every place ;
in all places.

And the whole drifte of his discourse Is this, that Christ,

lieing both Ood and man, by the nature and substance of

his Godhead Is everywhere. Bp. JeuxU, Defence, p. 88.

Everyipherc weighing, everywhere measuring, everywhere
detecting and explaining the laws of force and motion.

D. WebtUr, Mechanics' Inst., Nov. 12, 1828.

Everywhere among primitive peoples trespasses are fol-

lowed by counter trespasses.
U. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 97.

2. Wherever; to whatever place or point: as,

you will see them everywhere you go. [Colloq.]

everywhither (ev'ri-hwira'er), adv. [< every'
+ whither. Cf. anywhither, somewhither, no-

ichither.] To every place; in every direction.

George Eliot. [Rare.]
Every! (ev'e-nks), n. [NL., < Gr. rf, well. +
Eryx, a generic name variously applied.] A
genus of sphinx-moths. E. myron is the green grape-
vine sphinx, of general distribiitimi in the t'nited States,

expanding about 2} inches, of varied greenish and gray
colors, the hind wings mostly reddish.

evest, . /'' An obsolete form of eaves.

evesdropt, evesdroppert. See eavesdrop, eaves-

eveset, r. t. [ME. evesen, < AS. efesian, efsian,
shear : see eaves, earesing.] To border.



evese

eveset, " An obsolete form of caves.

evestart, [ME. cvcsterre: see even-star.'] The

evening star.

evestigatet (e-ves'ti-gat), r. t. [< L. evestigatus,

pp., traced out, < e, out, + vestigatus, trace.

See investigate, vestigate.} To investigate.

Bailey.
evet (ev'et), n. [E. dial, also evat, efet (contr.

eft, also ewt, whence, from an ewt taken as a

newt, the other form newt), < AS. e/ete, a newt:
see efft, newt.'] 1. Same as efft. 2. A name
of the crimson-spotted triton of the United
States.

evibratet (e-vi'brat), v. i. [< L. evibratus, pp. of

evibrare, swing forward, move, excite, < e, out,
+ vibrare, swing: see vibrate.'] To vibrate.

evicket, See eveeke.

evict (e-vikf), v. t. [< L. evictus, pp. of evin-

cere, overcome, prevail over, recover one's prop-

erty by judicial decision, succeed in proving:
see evince."] 1. To dispossess by a judicial

process or course of legal proceedings ; expel
from lands or tenements by legal process.

If either party be evicted for the defect of the other's

title. Blackstone.

2. To wrest or alienate by reason of the hostile

assertion of an irresistible title, though without

judicial process. See eviction, 2.

His lands were evicted from him.

King James's Declaration.

Hence 3. To expel by force; turn out or re-

move in any compulsory way: as, to evict dis-

turbers from a theater. 4f. To evince; prove.
I do not desire to be equal to those that went before,

but to have my reason examined with theirs, and so much
faith to be given them, or me, as those shall evict.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

The main question is evicted.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 156.

5f. To set aside
; displace ;

annul.

The will hart been disputed ;
and the possible heir-at-

law had been bound over by the Council, "if he do evict

the will, to stand to the King's award and arbitrement."
E. A. Abbott, Francis Bacon (1885), p. 171.

6f. To force out
; compel. [Rare.]

Your happy exposition . . .

Evicts glad grant from me you hold a truth.

Chapman, Ciesar and Pompey, iv. 3.

eviction (e-vik'shon), n. [= F. eviction = Sp.
eviccion = Pg. eviccSo = It. evizione, < LL. evic-

tio(n-), recovery of one's property by judicial
decision, < evicttts, pp. of evincere, evict: see

evict."] 1. Dispossession by judicial sentence
;

the recovery of lands or tenements from an-
other's possession by due course of law.

Eviction is the one dread of the Irish tenant, for once
evicted he has before him only emigration, the workhouse,
or the grave.

W. S. Gregg, Irish Hist, for Eng. Readers, p. 161.

2. An involuntary loss of possession, or ina-

bility to get a promised possession, by reason
of the hostile assertion of an irresistible title.

Hence 3. Forcible expulsion ;
the act of turn-

ing out or driving away, as a trespasser or dis-

turber of the peace. 4|. Proof; conclusive
evidence.
Rather as an expedient for peace than an eviction of the

right. Sir S. L'Estrange.

evictor (e-vik'tor), n. One who evicts.

As it is notorious that tenants rarely have any money
laid by, one of the main ideas in the mind of evictors since
its passing has been to break their tenancies under it [the
Act of 1881]. Contemporary Rev., LI. 129.

evidence (ev'i-dens), w. [< ME. evidence, < OF.
evidence, F. evidence = Pr. evidencia, evidensa =
Sp. Pg. evidencia = It. evidenza, evidenzia, < L.

evidentia, clearness, LL. a proof, < eviden(t-)s,

ppr., clear, evident: see evident.] 1. The state
of being evident, clear, or plain, and not liable
to doubt or question ; evidentness ; clearness

;

plainness; certitude. See mediate and imme-
diate evidence, etc., below. [Rare in common
use.]
Those beliefs are "evidently

"
true which can, on reflec-

tion, be seen to be so evident that we require no grounds
at all for believing them save the ground of their own very
evidence. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 183.

2. The means by which the existence or non-
existence or the truth or falsehood of an alleged
fact is ascertained or made evident; testi-

mony; witness; hence, more generally, the facts

upon which reasoning from effect to cause is

based
;
that which makes evident or plain ;

the

experiential premises of a proof.
"These aren euydmces," quath Hunger, "for hem that

wolle nat swynken,
That here [their] lyflode be lene, and lytel worth here

clothes." Piers Plowman (C), ix. 263.

There is not a greater Evidence of God's Care and Love
to his Creature than Affliction. Hoitett, Letters, I. vi. 57.

2042

Evidence for the imputation there was scarcely any ; un-

less reports wandering from one mouth to another, and

gaining something by every transmission, may be called

evidence. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

Whenever a true theory appears, it will be its own evi-

dence. Emerson, Nature, p. 7.

Evidence signifies that which demonstrates, makes clear,

or ascertains the truth of the very fact or point in issue,

either on the one side or on the other.

Blackstone, Com., III. xxiii.

Specifically, in law: (a) A deed; an instrument or docu-

ment by which a fact is made evident : as, evidences of

title (that is, title-deeds) ; evidences of debt (that is, writ-

ten obligations to pay money).

A boxe with iiij. ewydeiice.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 327.

Of the pith or heart of the tree is made paper for bookes
and euidences. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 506.

I sent you the evidence of the piece of land
I motion'd to you for the sale.

Webster, Devil's Law-Case, i. 1.

(6) One who supplies testimony or proof ; a witness : now
used chiefly in the phrase "turning state's (or queen's)
evidence."

Infamous and perjured evidences. Scott.

(c) Information, whether consisting of the testimony of

witnesses or the contents of documents, or derived from

inspection of objects, which tends, or is presented as tend-

ing, to make clear the fact in question in a legal investi-

gation or trial ; testimony : as, he offered evidence of good
character.

His evidence, if he were called by law
To swear to some enormity he saw,
For want of prominence and just relief

Would hang an honest man and save a thief.

Cowper, Conversation.

The evidence of a deeply interested witness, given on
the side which his interest would incline him to give it,

is of no value when the circumstances are such that he
cannot be contradicted on the subject-matter of his evi-

dence. Nineteenth Century, XX. 456.

(d) In a more restricted sense, that part of such information
or testimony which is properly receivable or has actually
been received by the court on the trial of an issue : some-
times more specifically characterized as judicial evidence :

as, that is not evidence, my lord ; the age of the accused is

not in evidence. In this latter sense sometimes, especially
in equity practice, spoken of as the proofs, (e) The rules

by which the reception of testimony is regulated in courts
of justice : as, a treatise on evidence; professor of plead-

ing and evidence. Adminlcular, circumstantial, con-

clusive, cumulative, extrinsic, hearsay, etc. evi-
dence. See the adjectives. Demurrer to evidence.
See demurrer?. Direct evidence, that which goes ex-

pressly to the very point in question ; that which, if be-

lieved, proves the point without aid from inference or

reasoning, as the testimony of an eye-witness to an occur-

rence, as distinguished from indirect or circumstantial evi-

dence, which goes expressly to other facts only, from which
it is proposed to infer what was the fact on the point in

question. Documentary evidence, evidence supplied
by written instruments. Documentary Evidence Act,
an English statute of 1868 (31 and 32 Viet., c. 37), making
all laws, proclamations,and other official documents which

purport to be printed in the Gazette or by the govern
ment printer, or certified by the clerk of the Privy Coun-

cil, and also, by an amendment in 1882 (45 Viet., c. 9), if

they purport to be printed by authority of Her Majesty's
Stationery Office, receivable in evidence without further

proof. Evidence aliunde. See aliunde. Evidences
of Christianity. See Christianity. Formal evidence,
the character of the act of reason by which anything is

recognized as certain and indubitable. Immediate evi-

dence, that state or degree of evidentness which belongs
to an object plainly perceived. In evidence, (n) In law,

having been received by the court as competent evidence in

the cause on trial ; being a part of the accepted proofs. (6)

Plainly visible; conspicuous: a recent phraseadopted from
the French en evidence. Instruments of evidence, the

media, such as witnesses, documents, etc., through which
the evidence of facts is conveyed to the mind of a judicial
tribunal. Best. King's evidence, queen's evidence,
state's evidence, one charged with a crime who waives
his privilege against criminating himself in order that his

testimony as a witness may be used to convict another im-

plicated with him. Law ofevidence, that part of the law
which determines the necessity, the methods, and the suffi-

ciency of proof of facts as a basis for the administration of

justice. It is a system consisting partly of principles and
partly of artificial rules, established partly by precedent
and partly bystatute, and originating partly in logical prin-

ciples and partly in judicial experience in investigating
controversies by means of human testimony ; the object
of the system being to guide courts in deciding what sub-

jects require proof, what facts are to be received as evi-

dence, what testimony or documents may be used for the

purpose and in what manner, and what the effect of evi-

dence thus received should be. Mediate evidence, the
clearness and force of a demonstration. Moral evi-

dence, the evidence of an irresistible probable argument.
Negative evidence. See positive evidence. Objec-

tive evidence, the character of the object of a certain and
indubitable cognition. Opinion evidence. See opinion.
- Oral evidence, parol evidence, evidence by word of

mouth ; testimony, as distinguished from documentary
evidence. Testimony taken by deposition, and thus pre-
sented in writing, is deemed oral evidence, not documen-
tary evidence. Positive evidence. () Direct evidence

(which see, above). (6) Testimony to having witnessed an
act or event, as distinguished from negative evidence, or
the testimony of a witness who was present and observant.
that such act or event did not take place. As between
equally credible witnesses, positive testimony is entitled
to more weight than negative, because it may be that one
witness, though present, did not see or hear that which
another witness did. Presumptive evidence, prima
facie evidence, evidence sufficient if not controverted :

used technically in two distinct senses which are often
confused (a) Evidence sufficient to go to the jury, and on

evidential

which therefore it would be error for the judge to decide

in place of the jury, but on which the jury may fairly

decide either way. (6) .Evidence sufficientDot only logo to

the jury, but to require them to find accordingly if no credi-

ble contrary evidence be given. Primary evidence, the

best evidence, as distinguished from secondary evidence;

or evidence of such a nature as to imply (unless uxplanat ion

is given) that better evidence exists and is kept back. Thus,
if it is sought to prove the contents of a written contract,
the instrument itself is the best evidence of the contents,
and it must be produced, or satisfactory excuse must be

given, before witnesses can be allowed to testify what the

contents were. But among such witnesses the testimony
of the writer of it, though more satisfactory than that of

others, is not therefore deemed the best or primary evi-

dence in the technical sense. Real evidence, the evi-

dence afforded by inspection or actual examination of the

person or thing by the court or jury, when the question
involves the condition of such pel-son or thing. Satis-

factory evidence, or sufficient evidence, such evidence
as in amount is adequate to justify the court or jury in

adopting the conclusion in support of which it is adduced.

Secondary evidence, evidence not primary, but which

may be admitted upon showing proper reasons for failure

to obtain primary evidence. = Syn. Testimony, Evidence,

Proof, Exhibit, deposition, affidavit. In law, testimony
is evidence given by witnesses. Evidence is the broader

term, including that which is given by witnesses or af-

forded by documents or by the inspection of the person
or object itself. Proof is the effect of evidence in estab-

lishing the conclusion of fact to support which it is ad-

duced. Proofs are the evidence in a cause, including tes-

timony and documents. An exhibit is a document which
has been presented as evidence.

evidence (ev'i-dens), v. t.; pret. and pp. evi-

denced, ppr. evidencing. [< evidence, .] 1. To
make evident or clear

;
show clearly ; prove.

These things the Christian religion requires, as might be

evidenced from texts. , Tillation.

It a beam of wood, freely suspended, be very gently
scratched with a pin, its particles will be thrown into a

state of vibration, as will be evidenced by the sound given
out, but the beam itself will not be moved.

Huxley and Youmans, Physlol., 265.

The new chancellor of the exchequer [Gladstone] intro-

duced his budget, April 18, 1853, in a speech which evi-

denced a commanding grasp of fiscal details.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, II. 321.

2f. To attest or support by evidence or testi-

mony; witness.

The commissioners weighed ye cause and passages, as

they were clearly represented & sufficiently evidenced be-

twixte Uncass and Myantinomo.
Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 424.

evidencert (ev'i-den-ser), n. A witness.

Oates wrought, as it seems, for his good, to bring him
into the preferment of an evidencer's place.

Roger North, Examen, p. 238.

evident (ev'i-dent), a. and n. [< ME. evident,
< OF. evident, 'F. evident = Pr. evident, eviden

= Sp. Pg. It. evidente, < L. eviden(t-)s, visible,

apparent, clear, plain (cf. LL. evideri, appear
plainly), < L. e, out, + vidcre, ppr. viden(t-)s,

see, deponent videri, appear, seem.] I. a. 1.

Plainly seen or perceived ;
manifest

;
obvious

;

plain: as, an evident mistake
;

it is evident that
he took the wrong path.

And on my side it is so well apparel'd,
So clear, so shining, and so evident,
That it will glimmer through a blind man's eye.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 4.

As for lying in the Campagnia, the Rain was so vehe-

ment we could not do that, without an evident danger both
to our Selves and Horses.

JUaundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 9.

2. Clearly discernible or distinguishable ;
cer-

tain; indubitable: as, in entomology, an evi-

dent scutellum (that is, one well developed, or

not concealed by other parts).

We must find

An evident calamity, though we had
Our wish which side should win.

Shak., Cor., v. :t.

3f. Furnishing evidence
;
conclusive.

Render to me some corporal sign about her
More evident than this ; for this was stolen.

Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 4.

= Syn. 1. Clear, Plain, etc. (see manifest, a.); palpable,
patent, unmistakable. See list under appari ni.

II. n. Something which serves as evidence ;

evidence; specifically, in Scots law. a writ or

title-deed by which property is proved : a term
used in conveyancing.
evidential (ev-i-den'shal), a. [< LL. eridentia.

evidence, + -a/.] Of the nature of evidence;
affording evidence ; proving; indicative. Also

evidentiary.

The miracles of the English saints, about which we have

lately heard so much, never seem to have been regarded
as evidential. Ledty, Rationalism, I. 180.

An anticipation, again, which was unknown and unheard
of until some of the ancient Fathers began to speculate-
about it, long after it could have been of iiny evidential

use as a prophetic miticipation applicable to Christ!
Nineteenth Centura, XX. 95.

Evidential or evidentiary facts, in hue. details, cir-

cumstances, and consequences proper to he shown by way
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of c\idt-nrt-, Init ii' or proper t" In- pleaded as

ll essential part "f the cim-n- "f ai tiat Of 'li-fense.

evidentially (ev-i-deu'shal-i), ailr. In an evi-

dential manner; an evidence.

I'.M-n I In- Vint'-l-" Mm.] i cl.iwn a n< I pr> inl" Ilif ni>ntiTii ^

ofUod. . . . Thrivfiiiv iln'.v ili> not fully anil rvulrni:nii :
i

know them, for tin-He uiv tin- p-.Miuvs not nf Iho-i- lm

know alivailv, lint uf th">' lint n<li'a\'iiir to know.
\,,;/,. ,,rks, IX. xi.

evidentiary (cv-i-den'shi-a-ri), a. [< Llj. '"

tti'iitiii, evidence, + -///.]

'

Same as evidential.

The suplKMcd ri-idrnlinrii fuct must tie connected ill

.sunn- partimlar manner with the fact of which It is

cl.-c inrit . riilentiary. .1. X. Mill, Logic, V. 11. { 1.

To present in tin- Wrongest light the rvidfiiUm'!/ \:din-

omi.-M- fai-i ,
i
in /' Kilogy and botany ],I shall th.-'vf,, iv have

r niriM! to an analogous seriesof facts In a <|inl> <li inn-t

sri'-tuv. ./. /'<>*-., ('r.sinic I'liilt-'.. I. 448.

Evidentiary facts, see evidential.

evidently (ev'i-dent-li), adv. [< ME. evidently ;

< evident + -ly
2
.]

"

Clearly; obviously; plainly;
in a manner to be seen and understood ;

so as

to convince the mind; certainly; manifestly.
O foolish Giilatians, who hath In-witched you, that ye

should not obey the truth, before whose eyes Jesus Christ

hath been evidently set forth, crucified among you?
Gal. ill. 1.

The Bishop of Rochester preached t St. Paul's Cross,
and there shewed the Blood of Hales, affirming it to be no

Blood, but Honey clarified and coloured with Saffron, as

It had been evidently proved before the King and Council.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 286.

He was evidently In the prime of youth. Irving.

evidentness (ev'i-dent-nes), n. The state of

being evident ; clearness; obviousness; plain-
Ill'SS.

evigilatet (e-vij'i-lat), v. i. [< L. eciffilalus,

pp. of ecigilare, wake up, < e, out, 4- vigilare,

wake: see vigilant.'] To watch diligently. Bai-

lei/, 1727.

evigilationt (e-vij-i-la'shon), n. [< LL. evigi-

Uitio(n-)-, < L. evigiUire, intr., wake up: see evi-

i/ilnti .\ A waking or watching.
The trigilatim of the animal powers when Adam awoke.

Bibliotheca Biuliographica Oacon. (1720), 1. 157.

evil1
(e'vl), a. and n. [I. a. Early mod. E. also

will, evel, eryl ; < ME. evel, ivel, tivel, yvel, < AS.

yfel = OS. ubhil = OFries. evel = D. euvel =
LG. Steel = OHG. ubil, MHO. nbel, itbel, G. iibel,

adj., ill, = Sw. ilia, adv., = Dan. ild, adj., obs.,

tide, adv., ill (> E. ill), = Goth, ubils, evil. II.

n. < ME. evel, ivel, uvel.yeel, < AS.
yfel

= OS.
ubil = OFries. evel = D. euvel = LG. oirel =
OHG. ubil, MHG. ubel, iibel, G. iibel= Goth, ubil,

n., evil ;
neut. of the adj. Cf . ill, which is a con-

tracted form (of Scand. origin) of evil. In the

ME. period the place of ecil as an adj. in com-
mon use began to be taken by bad, which is now
the more familiar word, and has a wider range,
evil being restricted usually to things morally
bad. The noun evil is applicable to anything
bad, whether morally or physically. The an-

tithesis of both evil and bad is good.] I. a. ;

compar. usually worse, superl. worst (see bad1
),

or more ecil, most evil (rarely eviler, evilest). 1 .

Having harmful qualities or characteristics;

productive of or attended by harm or injury;
hurtful to the body, mind, or feelings ; effecting

mischief, trouble, or pain ; bad : as, an eril ge-

nius; evil laws.

Hony Is vuel to defye and engleymeth the rnawe.
Fieri Plowman (B), xv. 63.

An evU beast hath devoured him. Gen. xxxvii. 33.

Some say, no evil thing that walks by night . . .

Hath hurtful power o'er true Virginity.
Milton, Comus, 1. 432.

Kvery "> calleth that which pleaseth, and Is delight-
ful to himself, stood ; and that toil which dtspleaseth him.

Hobbet.
What is apt to produce pain in us we call eeU.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. \\i. 4-J.

2. Proceeding from a desire to injure ;
hostile.

Grete doel and pile was it for the myll will be-twene
hem and the kynge Arthur, itrrlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 161.

3. Contrary to an accepted standard of right
or righteousness ;

inconsistent with or violating
the moral law ; bad ; sinful ; wicked : as, evil

di-i-ils; an rril heart.

Kvrrv > il u-M I hail -jiokcn "MCr.
And I-V.T) <*B tlMii-ht I hail thought of old.
And ev. TV '<<! ilred I ever did,
Awoke and crii-d.

" This Quest is not for thee."

T.-iiniimn, Holy Grail.

And one, in whom all ecil fancies clung
Like serpent eggs together, laughingly
Would hint at worse. Tennyton, Enoch Arden.

4. Proceeding from, due to, or purporting to be
due to immorality or badness of conduct or
charai'trr.

Pur and wide
That place was known, and by an evil fame.

William Mnr,i<. Earthly Paradise. III. 337.
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The evil eye, a baleful faculty superstitiously attrilmted

t.i i-i-italn persons In former times, and xtill in MHIII- i "in

iniinitii-x, uf intlirting injury m "I luck II|KIII

a pnson liy looking at him. The evil one, the devil:

lonMtimM wrlttra ith capitals a a prrsonitiration the

/;. iinne. = Syn. 1. Pernicious, injurious, hurtful, deleteri-

ous, destructive, noxious, baneful, unhappy, adverse, ca-

lamitous. 3 and 4. Bad, vile, base, vicious, wicked, iniqui-
tous.

II. n. 1. Anything that causes injury,
as

to the body, mind, or feelings ; anything that

harms or is likely to harm.

And In soche maner it may be that It ought not to be

refused, for of two euellet it is gode to take the lease ; and
this Is oure counseile. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), I. 82.

There Is only one cure for the evil* which newly acquired
freedom produces ; and that cure ts freedom.

Macaulay, Milton.

2. A malady or disease: as, the king's evil

(which see, below).
While my woder lyuede, heo hedde an vuel longe,
And suiigtc in-to diuerse studes, and mihte haue non hele.

Joseph of Arimathie(E. E. T. S.), 1. 633.

What's the disease he means?
TIs call'd the evil. Shot., Macbeth, iv. 3.

His Majestic began first to touch for y evil, according
to costome. Evelyn, Diary, July 6, 1660.

3. Conduct contrary to the standard of morals
or righteousness, or a disposition toward such
conduct

;
violation of the moral law ;

harmful
intention or purpose.
The! ben alle the contrarie, and evere enclyned to the

JEvylle, and to don emjlle. Mandeville, Travels, p. 137.

The heart of the sons of men is full of evil. Eccles. ix. 3.

No state of virtue Is complete, however total the virtue,

save as it Is won by a conflict with evil.

Buthnell, Sermons for New Life, p. 247.

4f. A harmful or wrong deed. [Bare.]
Observe the malice, yea, the rage of creatures
Discovered In their evilt. B. Jonton, Volpone, Iv. 2.

King's evil, scrofula : originally so called In England be-

cause it was believed that the touch of the sovereign was

eviscerate

<>. tin liniment

And wonder of good deeds r villa hesto .1 !

Shak., T. of A., Iv. :i.

Must tin .

>

Dwell evilly on the fairness of thy kindred,
And seek not where It should?

Middlrton, Women Beware Women, II. 1.

It is possible to be just as Immoderately and erilly ad-

dicted to work as to indulgence.
tf. Mathem, Getting on In the World, p. SSI.

evil-minded (e'vl-min'ded), a. Having an evil

mind; having evil dispositions or intentions;

disposed to mischief or vice ; malicious ; malig-

nant; wicked.
But most she feared that, travelling so late,

Some evil-minded beasts might lie in wait.
And without witness wreak their hidden hate.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, It. 88*.

evilness (e'vl-nes), n. 1. The state or char-

acter of being evil; badness; viciousness: as,

evilness of heart.

Every will and deed are good In the nature of the deed,
and the evilnca is a lack that then Is.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1860), p. 190.

The apostle hath taught how wee should feast, not In

the leuen of euilnette, but in the sweet dough of puritle
and truth. Litle, tr. of Du Bartas's Sermon on Easter-Day.

2f. Badness of quality or condition; debase-
ment

;
loss of value.

They say that the evilnett of money hath made all
things

dearer. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

evil-starred (e'vl-stard), a. Same as ill-starred.

In wild Mahratta-battle fell my father evil-ttarr'd.

Tennyton, Locksley Hall.

eyiltyt.n- [ME. evelte; < evifl + -ty
1
.] Evil;

injury.
Men dide me moche euelte

Myn owyn that oust for to be.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 87.

evil-willing (e'vl-wil'ing), a. Malevolent.

Mackay.

evil, sexual Immorality ; specifically, prostitution.

evilH (e'vl), adv. [< ME. evitt, evell, evele, uvele,

< AS. yfele, yfle = OS. ubhilo, etc., adv.
;
from

the adj.] 1. Injuriously.
Troiell with tene tumyt with the kyng,
Uird hym to ground, & greuit him euill.

Dettruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9927.

The Egyptians evil entreated us, and afflicted us.

Deut. xxvi. B.

2. Not happily ; unfortunately.
It went evil with his house. 1 Chron. vii. 23.

3. Not virtuously; not innocently. 4. Not

well; ill.

And ther-with he wax so euell at ese that he wlste not
what to do. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 608.

Ah, frowarrt Clarence ! how evil it beseems thee
To flatter Henry, and forsake thy brother !

Shale., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 7.

evilH, r- I- [ME. evilen, evylen; from the adj.]
To fall ill or sick.

Sone aftyrware she eayld,
And deyd sunner than she wylde.

MS. //art. (1701), fol. 53. (Halliwll.)

evil2 (e'vl), n. [E. dial.] 1. A fork; a hay-
fork. 2. A halter. [Prov. Eng.]
evil-disposed (e'vl-dis-pozd'), a. Inclined to

wickedness or wrong-doing.
The evil-ditposed affections and sensualities In us are

always contrary to the rule of our salvation.

Latimer, Misc. Selections.

evil-doer (e'vl-do'er), n. [< ME. eveldoer; <

evil1 + doer. ] One who does evil
;
one who com-

mits moral wrong.
They speak against you as evildoeri. 1 Pet. It. 12.

He [our Saviour! adviseth his Disciples neither to suiter

as Fools, nor as evil-doers, but to be wise as Serpents and
harmless as Doves. Stillinyjtect, Sermons, II. v.

evil-eel (' vl-el), n. A local Scotch (Aberdeen)
name of the conger-eel,

evil-eyed (e'vl-Id), a. Supposed to possess the
evil eye ; looking with an evil eye, or with envy,
jealousy, or bad design.

You shall not find me, daughter,
After the slander of most step- mothers,
Krii.i'ii'ii unto you. Shak., Cymbeline, 1. 2.

evil-favoredt (e'vl-fii'vord), a. Ill-favored,

evil-favoredlyt (e'vl-fa'vord-li), adv. In an

ugly or ill-favored aspect.
In their Temples they haue his image miU-favouredly

carved. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 138.

evil-favorednesst (e'vl-fa'vord-nes), n. De-

formity.
Thou shall not sacrifice unto the Lord thy Ood any bul-

lock, or sheep, wherein is blemish, or any eril/arviircdnet*.
Dent. xvli. 1.

evilly (e'vl-li), aili: [< fvifl, n., + -ly%. See
"", adv.] In an evil manner; not well.

jjgg (e-vins'), V. t.; pret. and pp. evinced, ppr.

4: [= F.M = It. Sincere, dis^
sess, evict, < L. evincere, overcome, conquer,
prevail over, recover one's property by a judi-
cial decision (see evict), succeed in proving, con-

vince, < e, out, + vincere, conquer: see vanquish,

victor.'] If. To overcome ; conquer.
Errour by his own arms is best evinced.

Milton, P. R., iv. 238.

2. To show clearly or make evident ; make clear

by convincing evidence ; manifest
;
exhibit.

That which can be justly prov'd hurtful! and offensive

to every true Christian will be evine't to lie alike hurtful
tu monarchy. Milton, Reformation in Eng., il.

Tradition then is disallow'd
When not evinc'd by Scripture to be true.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, ii. 190.

The greater absurdities are, the more strongly they
evince the falsity of that supposition from whence they
flow. Bp. Atterbury.

In the quicker turns of the discourse,

Expression slowly varying, that evinced
A tardy apprehension. Wordtworth, Excursion, v.

evincement (e-vins'ment), n. [< evince +
-ment.~\ The act of evincing.

evincible (e-vin'si-bl), a. [< evince + -ible.~\

Capable of proof ;
demonstrable. [Bare.]

Implanted instincts in brutes are In themselves highly
reasonable and useful to their ends, and evincible by true
reason to be such. Sir .If. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 62.

Now if these ways of secret conveyance may be made
out to be really practicable, yea if it lie evincible that they
are as much as possibly so, it will be a warrantable pre-

sumption of the verity of the former instance.

Glanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xxi.

evincibly (e-vin'si-bli), adv. In a manner to

demonstrate or compel conviction. [Bare.]
evincive (e-vin'siv), a. [< evince + -ire.] Tend-

ing to prove ; having the power to demonstrate.
Smart. [Bare.]

eviratet (ev'i-rat), r. t. [< L. eriratns, pp. of

evirare, castrate, weaken, < e, out, + t-ir, man :

see virile.'] To emasculate ; castrate.

Origen and some others that voluntarily evirated them-
selves. Bp. Hall, Christ. Moderation, { 4.

eviratet (ev'i-rat), a. [= OF. evire, F. evire= lt.

TiV<ifo,<L. eviratus, pp. : see the verb.] Emas-
culated.
A certain esquier or targuetier, borne a verie evirate

eunuch, but such an expert and approved warriour, that
he might be compared either with old Sicinlus or Sergius.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus, p. 321.

evirationt (ev-i-ra'shon), n. [= F. enration,
< L. evirare, castrate: see evirate, p.] Castra-
tion.

eviscerate (e- vis 'e -rat), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

rrixrerntnl, jipr. i-rim-crniing. [< L. evisceratus,

pp. of eviscerare (> It. M "re =
OF. eviscerer), disembowel, < e, out, -I- riscfra,
bowels : see viscera.] 1 . To remove the viscera

from
;
take out the entrails of

;
disembowel.
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One woman will eviscerate about two dozen of herrings evocator (ev'6-ka-tor), n. [< L. evocator, < evo-

a minute. Encyc. Brit., IX. 259.
carCj call forth: see evoke.] One who evokes:

2 Figuratively, to deprive of essential or vital as, the evocator of spirits. Byron.

parts. evoke (e-vok'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. evoked, ppr.

The philosophers who, like Dr. Thomas Brown, quietly evoking'. [= F. evoquer = Sp. Pg. evocar = It.

eviscerate the problem of its sole difficulty. evocare, < L. evocare, call forth, summon, call a
Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions, p. 586.

deity Qut of a Besieged city, < e, out, + vocare,

3. To unbosom; reveal; disclose. call: see vocation, and cf. avoke, convoke, invoke,

Now that I have thus eviscerated myself, and dealt so provoke, revoke.] 1. To call or summon forth

clearly with you, I desire by way of Correspondence that or ou^
you would tell me what Way you take in your Journey
to Heaven. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 32.

evisceration (e-vis-e-ra'shon), . [= F. Evis-

ceration = Sp.'evisceration, < L. eviscerare, pp.

evisceratus, eviscerate : see eviscerate.] The act

of eviscerating.
evitable (ev'i-ta-bl), a. [= F. foitable = Sp.
evitable = Pg. evitavel = It. evitabile, < L. evita-

bilis, avoidable, < evitare, avoid: see evite.] Ca-

pable of being shunned; avoidable. [Rare.]

Of two such evils, being not both evitable, the choice of

the less is not evil. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 9.

The union of Canada to the United States is evitable

only through the establishment of complete freedom of

commercial intercourse. The American, VIII. 65.

It was actually one of the pretended feats of these fan-

tastick Philosophers to evoke the Queen of the Fairies in

the solitude of a gloomy grove.
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 496.

He beheld . . . the old magistrate himself, with a lamp
in his hand . . . and a long white gown enveloping his

figure. He looked like a ghost, evoked unseasonably from

the grave. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, xii.

A warlike, a refined, an industrial society, each evokes

and requires its specific qualities, and produces its ap-

propriate type. Lecky, Hist. Europ. Morals, I. 165.

2. To call away; remove from one tribunal to

another.

The cause was evoked to Rome. Hume.

r , T ,. cvuiauivi, evolaticalt (ev-o-lat'ik, -i-kal), a.

evitatet (ev'i-tat), v. t. [< L. emtatus, pp. of r< L> evo'iare
, fly away (after volaticus, flying):

evitare, avoid: see evite.] To shun; avoid; es-
see Dotation.] Apt to fly away.

CaP<3 '

She doth evitate and shun evolationt (ev-o-la'shon), . [< L. evolatio(n-),

A thousand irreliltoufcurse^tul's"
< ^olare, fly away < e, out away, + volare,

Which forced marriage would have brought upon her. fly: see volant.] The act Ol flying away.
Shak., M. W. of W., v. 5. TTr

evitationt (ev-i-ta'shon), n.

= Sp. evitation = Pg. evitag
< L. evitatio(n-), < evitare, avoid: see evite, evi-

~

fs\o^"" Bp.Hall'The Christian, is.

tate.] An avoiding; a shunning.
(ev'6-lut), n. [< L. evolutus, pp. ofJ!t^3^^

and honours of the Papacy. a curve which is the locus of the center of cur-

R. w. Dixon, Hist, church of Eng., xvii. vature of another curve, or the envelop of the

evitet (e-vif), v.t. [< OF. eviter, F. foiter = Sp. normals to the latter Imperfect evolute, the en-

Pg. eviiar = It. evitare, < L. evitare, shun, avoid, velop of all the lines cutting a plane curve under any con-

Upon the wings of this faith is the soul ready to mount

Pg. . .

< e, out, + vitare, shun.] To shun
;
avoid.

What we ought t' evite

As our disease, we hug as our delight.

Quarles, Emblems, i. 8.

The blow once given cannot be eviled. Drayton.

eviternal (ev-i-ter'nal), a. [Formerly also cevi-

ternal; = OF. eviternel, also, without suffix,

eviterne, < L. *ceviternus, contr. aiternus, eternal:

see etern, eternal.] Enduring forever through-
out all changes ;

eternal.

Angels are truly existing, . . . eviternal creatures.

Bp. Hall, Mystery of Godliness, 9.

eviternally (ev-i-ter'nal-i), adv. Eternally.

The body hangs on the crosse ; the soule is yeelded ;

the Godhead is eviternally united to them both ; acknow-

ledges, sustaines them both.

Bp. Hall, Passion Sermon, an. 1609.

eviternity (ev-i-ter'ni-ti), . [Formerly also

(eviternity; = OF. eviternite, < L. *awiternita(t-)s,
contr. aiternita(t-)s, eternity: see eternity.] Du-
ration infinitely long; eternity.
There shall we indissolubly, with all the chore of heav-

en, passe our eviternity of blisse in lauding and praising
the incomprehensibly glorious majesty of our Creator.

Bp. Hall, Invisible World.

evittate (e-vit'at), a. [< L. e- priv. + vittw,

bauds (see vitta), + -ate1.] In bot., without
vittse : applied to the fruit of some umbellifers.

evocable (ev'o-ka-bl), a. [< L. evocare, call

forth (see evoJce), -f- -able.] That may be called

forth.

An inner spirit evocable at call.

The Independent (New York), Aug. 26, 1886.

slant angle.

evolution (ev-o-lu'shon), n. [= F. evolution

= Sp. evolution = Pg. evolucao = It. evoluzione,
< L. evolutw(n-), an unrolling or opening (of a

book), < evolittus, pp. of evolrere, unroll, unfold:

see evolve.] 1 . The act or process of unfolding,
or the state of being unfolded ;

an opening out
or unrolling.

The wise, as flowers, which spread at noon
And all their charms expose,

When evening damps and shades descend,
Their evolutions close. Young, Resignation, i.

The first appearance of the eye consists in the protru-
sion or evolution from the medullary wall of the thalamen-

cephalon or interbrain of a vesicle.

H. Gray, Anat. (ed. 1887), p. 121.

Hence 2. The process of evolving or becom-

ing developed; an unfolding or growth from,
or as if from, a germ or latent state, or from a

plan ; development : as, the evolution of history
or of a dramatic plot.
The whole evolution of ages, from everlasting to ever-

lasting, is so collected and presentiflckly represented to

God at once, as if all things which ever were, are, or shall

be, were at this very instant really present.
Dr. H. More, Divine Dialogues.

Ability to recognize and act up to this law [of equal
freedom] is the final endowment of humanity an en-

dowment now in process of evolution.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 481.

The evolution of the sickening vapours emitted by foul

oxide need not be a source of annoyance, as the oxide can
be revivified in the purifiers.

W. R. Bowditch, Coal Gas, xi. 21.

Specifically (a) In biol. : (1) The actual formation of a part
or of the whole ol an organism which previously existed

CVOCatet (ev'o-kat), V. t. [< L. evocatus, pp. of only as a germ or rudiment ; ordinary natural growth, as

evocare, call forth: see evoke.] To call forth;
evoke.
He [Saul] had already shown sufficient credulity, in

thinking there was any efficacy in magical operations to
evocate the dead. Stackhottse, Hist. Bible, v. 3.

evocation (ev-6-ka'shon), . [= OF. evocation,
F. evocation= Pr. evocatio = Sp. evocation= Pg.
evocacao = It. evocazione, < L. evocatio(n-'), < evo-

care, call forth: see evoke.] 1. A calling or

bringing from concealment; a calling forth:

as, among the ancient Romans, the evocation of
the gods of a besieged city to join the besiegers.
Would Truth dispense, we could be content with Plato

that Knowledge were but a remembrance ; that intellec-
tual acquisition were but reminiscential evocation.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., Pref.

He had called up spirits, by his evocation, more formid-
able than he looked for or could lay.

De Quincey, Homer, i.

If emotion, with him, infallibly resolves itself into mem-
ory, so memory is an evocation of throbs and thrills.

H. James, Jr., The Century, XXXV. 871.

2. In civil law, the removal of a suit from an
inferior to a superior tribunal.

of living creatures, from the germinal or embryonic to the

adult or perfect state : as, the evolution of an animal from
the ovum, or of a plant from the seed ; the evolution of the

blossom from the bud, or of the fruit from the flower; the

evolution of the butterfly from the caterpillar ; the evolu-

tion of the brain from primitive cerebral vesicles, or of the

lungs from an offshoot of the intestine. (2) The release,

emergence, or exclusion of an animal or a plant, or of some
stage or part thereof, from any covering which contained
it : as, the evolution of spores from an encysted animal-
cule ; the evolution of a moth from the cocoon, of an insect

from the wood or mud in which it lived as a larva, of a
chick from the egg-shell which contained it as an embryo.

The parasite is often taken for the Hessian fly. ...
Many have been deceived by the specious circumstance of

its evolution from the pupa of the destroying insect. Say.

(3) Descent or derivation, as of offspring from parents ;

the actual result of generation or procreation. As a fact,
this evolution is not open to question. As a doctrine or

theory of generation, it is susceptible of different interpre-
tations. In one view, the germ actually preexists in one
or the other parent, and is simply unfolded or expanded,
but not actually formed, in the act of procreation. (See

ovulist, spermatist.) This view is now generally abandon-

ed, the current opinion being that each parent furnishes
materials for or the substance of the germ, whose evolution
results from the union of such elements. See epifjcnesis.

(4) The fact or the doctrine of the derivation or descent,

evolutionism

with modification, of all existing species, genera, orders,

classes, etc., of animals and plants, from a few simple
forms of life, if not from one ; the doctrine of derivation ;

evolutionism. (See Darwinism.) In this sense, (locution

is opposed to creationism, or the view that all living things

have been created at some time substantially as they now
exist. Modern evolutionary theories, however, are less

concerned with the problem of the origination of life than

with questions of the ways and means by which living or-

ganisms have assumed their actual characters or forms.

Phylogeiietic evolution insists upon the direct derivation

of all forms of life from other antecedent forms, in no

other way than as, in ontogeny, offspring are derived from

parents, and consequently grades all actual affinities ac-

cording to propinquity or remoteness of genetic succession.

It presumes that, as a rule, such derivation or descent,

with modification, is from the more simple to the more

complex forms, from low to high in organization, and from

the more generalized to the more specialized in structure

and function ; but it also recognizes retrograde develop-

ment, degeneration or degradation. The doctrine is now

accepted by most biologists as a conception which most

nearly coincides with the ascertained facts in the case, and

which best explains observed facts, though it is held vith

many shades of individual opinion in this or that particular.
See natural selection, under selection.

Evolution, or development, is, in fact, at present em-

ployed in biology as a general name for the history of the

steps by which any living being has acquired the morpho-
logical and the physiological characters which distinguish

it. Huxley, Evolution in Biology.

(6) In general, the passage from unorganized simplicity to

organized complexity (that is", to a nicer and more elabo-

rate arrangement for reaching definite ends), this process

being regarded as of the nature of a growth. Thus, the

develoj
matter
plant c

Evolution is an integration of matter and concomitant

dissipation of motion ; during which the matter passes
from an indefinite, incoherent homogeneity to a definite,

coherent heterogeneity ; and during which the retained

motion undergoes a parallel transformation.
H. Spencer, First Principles, 145.

The hypothesis of evolution supposes that in all this vast

progression there would be no breach of continuity, no

point at which we could say,
" This is a natural process,"

and, "This is not a natural process
"

; but that the whole

might be compared to that wonderful process of develop-
ment which may be seen going on every day under our eyes,

in virtue of which there arises, out of the semi-fluid, com-

paratively homogeneous substance which we call an egg,

the complicated organization of one of the higher ani-

mals. That, in a few words, is what is meant by the hy-

pothesis of evolution. Huxley, Amer. Addresses, p. 10.

(c) Continuous succession ;
serial development.

3. Inmath.: (a) In geom., the unfolding oropen-

ing of a curve, and making it describe an evol-

vent. The equable evolution of the periphery of a circle or

other curve is such a gradual approach of thecircumference

to straightness that its parts do not concur and equally
evolve orunbend, so that the same line becomes successive-

ly a smaller arc of a reciprocally greater circle, till at last

they change into a straight line.
(ft) The extraction of

roots from powers: the reverse of involution

(which see). 4. A turning or shifting move-
ment

;
a passing back and forth ; change and

interchange of position, especially for the work-

ing out of a purpose or a plan ; specifically, the

movement of troops or ships of war in wheel-

ing, countermarching, manoeuvering, etc., for

disposition in order of battle or in line on pa-
rade : generally in the plural, to express the

whole series of movements.
These evolutions are doublings ol ranks or flies, counter-

marches, and wheelings. Harris.

5. That which is evolved; a product; an out-

growth.
evolutional (ev-o-lu'shon-al), a. [< evolution

+ -al.] Of or pertaining'to evolution ; produced
by or due to evolution; constituting evolution.

It is not certain whether the idiots' brains had under-

gone any local evolutional change as the result of educa-

tion or training. //. Spencer, Inductions of Biology.

The origin of life, and the conditions which have gradu-

ally given rise to organization, are essential evolutional

moments, as yet in the twilight of mere fanciful conjecture.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 457.

evolutionary (ev-o-lu'shon-a-ri), a. [< evolu-

tion + -ary.] 1. Of or pertaining to evolution

or development ; developmental : as, the evolu-

tionary origin of species.

Mr. Freeman owns no especial allegiance to Mr. Spencer
or to any general evolutionary philosophy.

J. FiKke, Evolutionist, p. 202.

The bond of continuity which makes man the central

link between his ancestors and his posterity is teolulion-

ary, and, as such, dynamical. S. A. Rev., CXX. 255.

2. Of or pertaining to evolutions or manoeuvers,
as of an army, a fleet, etc.

The French are making every effort to perfect the train-

ing of their naval officers and seamen. Evolutionary
squadrons are constantly at sea, accompanied by rams and

torpedo-boats. .V. A. Rer., CXXXIX. 435.

evolutionism (ev-o-lu'shon-izm), 11. [< evolu-

tion + -ism.] The'metaphysical or the biologi-
cal doctrine of evolution or development.

I do not know whether Evolutionism can claim that

amount of currency which would entitle it to be called
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evolutionist (pv-o-lu'shon-ist ). n. and a. [<et'o-
/I/IIIHI + -i.it. ] I. ti. 1. Otic skilled in evolu-
tions. specifically in military evolutions. 2.
A believer in the biological or cosmological
doctrine of evolution.

II. ii. Of or pertaining to the doctrine of
evolution ; based upon or believing in the doc-
trine of evolution.

Theories that are evotutfimint in tin1 more special "dy-
nainical

"

sense, such as that of Leibniz, . . introduce the

conception of an end towards which the evolution of the
world is the necessary movement.

T. WhMaker, Mind, XII. 105.

Now, the great impression produced hy Darwin's spec-
ulations and th<- prevalence of the evolutionist philosophy
have pro.lnec.l a loaning in the other direction.

Dan-son, Origin of World, p. 838.

evolutionistic (ev-o-lu-shon-is'tik), a. [< evo-

lutionist + -ic.] Same as evolutionist.

Nor do I consider it fair for Mr. Romanes to infer that

isolation, Ac., do not explain the cause of variation, and
therefore that they fail as evolulionigtic agents.

Nature, XXXIII. 12s.

evolutive (ev'o-lu-tiv), a. [< evolute + -ive.]

Of, pertaining 'to, or causing evolution or de-

velopment ; evolutionary.
Our question Supernormal or abnormal? may then

be phrased, Evolutive or dissolutlve?
Proa. Sue. Psych. Research, III. 31.

The written sign of the idea came Into the evolutive

history of man much later [than the spoken form), just
as we observe in childhood.

Tr. in Alien, and Neural., VIII. 21i

evolvable (e-vol'va-bl), a. [< evolve + -able.]

Capable of being drawn or developed.
The vertical and horizontal forces are connected by in-

termediary diagonal forces into which they are converti-

ble, and from which they are evolvable.

The Eiifrineer, LXV. 43S.

evolve (e-volv'), 0.
; pret. and pp. evolved, ppr.

cm/ring. [X L. evolvere, roll out, unroll, unfold,
disclose, < e, out, + volvere, roll : see volve, volu-

ble, volute, and cf. convolve, devolve, involve, re-

volve.] I. trans. 1. To unfold; open and ex-

pand.
The animal soul sooner evolves itself to its full orb and

extent than the human soul. Hate.

2. To unfold or develop by a process of nat-

ural, consecutive, or logical growth from, or as
if from, a germ, latent state, or plan.
Animals that an- butlittle evolred perform actions which,

besides being slow, are few in kind and severally uniform
in composition. U. Spencer, Priu. of Psychol., 5.

In every living creature we may feel assured that a host
of long-lost characters lie ready to be evolved under proper
conditions. Danein, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 360.

3. To unfold by elaboration
;
work out

; bring
forth or make manifest by action of any kind :

as, to evolve a drama from an anecdote
;
to evolve

the truth from a mass of confused evidence ; to
evolve bad odors by stirring a muck-heap.

Only see one purjxwe and one will
Evolve themselves i' the world, change wrong to right.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 329.

It [the Scottish school) strove for the first time toevolve
a system out of the manifold complications of nature.

Geilne, Geol. Sketches, li. SO.

II. intratts. To open or disclose itself; be-
come developed.

Here, then, are sundry experiences, eventually grouped
into empirical ijein iali/ali..ns, which serve to guide con-
duct in certain simple cases. Ho\\ does mechanical gci-

nOe , r.'/n t'roni tiles,- expelicllc.^
'

//. .S'/.|IC,T. Data of Ethics, 104.

evolvement (o-volv'ment), n. Theact of evolv-

ing, or the state of being evolved; evolution.
l-'l I-I/IIXOII.

evolvent (e-vol'veut), n. [< L. evolven(t-)a,

p]ir. of i rnlri'ir : see evolve.] In genm., a curve
considered :is correlative to its evolute; an in-
volute.

evolver (p-vol'ver), . One who or that which
evolves or unfolds.

i'.\olutii>n implies an evolver.
/:. /). (.,,.,. (irii;in of the Fittest, p. 309.

Evolvulus (e-vol'vu-lns), H. [NL., < L. crol-
i-i re, unroll: see crolve. Cf. Conmlriilus, < L.

I'litirolrrrc.] A genus of low herbaceous or suf-
frutoscent plants, of the natural order ('nnrt>i-

nihtcctr, including about ''" species, natives of
warm countries, and chietly American. They
have small fimnel-shapc.1 flowers and do not twine. There
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an half 11 dozen species in the southern portion, of the
I lilted States.

evomitt (e-vom'it), v. t. [Early mod. K. rrinm-t :

< L. i-riiiiiitiix, pp. of vromiri; spew out, vomit

forth, < e, out, 4- vomere, vomit: see vomit.] To
vomit

; spew out.

These hath he not yet all, as viisaucryc morsels, evoin-
.'../ i..r Christ. diltln.Cnb'f rather wyth Aristotle than with
Paule in hys dayly disputations.

'/;/.. /;/', Image of the Two Churches, 11., Pref.

evomitationt (e-vom-i-ta'shqn), n. [< evomit
+ -ation. Cf. evomition.] S"ame as evomilion.

He was to ... receive Immediate lienent, either by eruc-

tation, or cxiiiration.or evomitation [In some editions rr,,.

Sipift, Tale of a Tub, Iv.

evomitiont (e-vo-mish'on), n. [After L. vomi-

/(-),< L. evomitus, pp.'of evornere : see evomit.]
The act of vomiting.
evoryet, . An obsolete form of ivory. Weber.

Evotomys (e-vot'o-mis), n. [NL. (Coues, 1874),
< Gr. eii, well, 4- off (arof), ear, 4-

ftiif, a mouse.]
A genus of myomorphic rodents, of the family
Muridai and subfamily Arvicolince, containing
voles with semirooted molar teeth, ears dis-

Rcd-backed Meat myj rutilus .

tinctly overtopping the fur (whence the name),
and sundry cranial characters, particularly of
the palate. The type is E. rutilut, the northern red-
backed meadow-mouse, a circumpolar species of which
there are several varieties, as E. gapperi of the United
States.

evourt, An obsolete form of ivory. Lydgate.
And the gates of the palace ware of eeour, wonder whltt,

and the bandez of thame and the legges of ebene.
MS. Lincoln, A. I. 17, fol. 25. (Halliwell.)

evovse (e-vo've), . [A mnemonic word made
up of the vowels of seculorum amen, the last

two words of the Gloria Patri.] In Gregorian
music, the trope or concluding formula, vary-
ing according to the mode used, at the end of
the melody for the Less Doxology ; also, any
trope. Also euouce,

evulgatet (f-vul'gat), v. t. [< L. erulgatus, pp.
of evulgare, make public : eeeevulge.] To pub-
lish. Todd.

evulgationt (e-vul-ga'shon), n. A divulging or

publishing. Bailey, 1727.

evulget (e-vulj'), r. t. [< L. evulgare, make pub-
lic, < e, out, + valgare, volgare, make public :

see vulgate. Cf. divulge.] To publish. Davies.

I made this recueil meerly for mine awn entertainment,
and not with any intention to evultje it.

/'re/, to Annot. on Sir T. Broirne'n RfUyio Medici.

evulsion (e-vul'shon), . [= F. evulsion = Pg.
evulsSo, < L. ei'iilsio(n-), < ei-ulsus, pp. of evel-

lere, pull or pluck out, < e, out, + vellere, pluck.
Cf. avulsion, convulsion.] The act of plucking
or pulling out by force

; forcible extraction, as
of teeth. [Bare.]
ewt, n. A Middle English spelling of yew.
ewaget, [ME. ,

< OF. ewage, evage, of the color
of water (applied to precious stones), also, with
additional forms euwaae, eauage, aigage, living
in or by the water, filled with water, watery,
pluvious, < L. aquaticus, pertaining to water,
livingin or by the water: see aquatic and ewe^.]
Some precious stone having the color of water;
a beryl.
Kciislich hir fyngrefi were fretted with golde wyre,
\nil there on red runyes as red as any glede,
\i\'\ <lianiaiitz of derrest pris and double manere safferes,
Orientates and firaijes enuenymes to destroye.

I'i'r* Plowman (B), ii. 14.

ewe 1
(u), H. [Early mod. E. also yewe, E. dial.

yw ; < ME. etce, dial. <iire, outre, etc., < AS.
eowu, rarely written etce (fern., rarely with masc.
pen., rtiirex, i-irrx) = D. ooi = LG. ouwe, oye =
OFries. < i. 1 1/, Fries. >-i. <//. liji; iij, oe, etc., =
OHG. <//, tin, ouwi, MHG. outre = Icel. cer, a
ewe, = Goth, "inri, a stieep, in deriv. awethi (=
AS. ,n,ml, . <,.(/(, rinnl), a tlock of sheep, nir-

i.iti: a sheepfold; OBulg. (prop, dim.) ovitea =
Bulg. Serv. ortsa = Bohem. orce = Pol. ou-ca =
li'uss. wtiHi = Lith. ir/,i. airinng (> Finn, oiim*)
= OPruss. airi'iis = L. orix (> tilt. E. orine) =
Gr. 6if (*oFif), a sheep, = Skt. m-i. a sheep.] A
female sheep; the feviale of nn ovine animal.

ewle

The ru-r that will not hear her lamb nh.n ii ],: will

ne\ er answer a calf when he bleats.

SA*., Much Ado, ill. :t.

\ press
i if snowy shoulders, thick as herded eu-et.

Tennyson, 1'rinceis, Iv.

ewe-t, a- [ME., < AF. etce, OF. eire, euwe, etc.,

euve, eve, eive, aive, eave, eauve, etv.,aigue, aige,

auge, etc. (in many variant forms), F. eau= Pr.

aigua, aiga = 8p. Pg. agua = OK. aigua, It.

acqua, < L. aqua (= Goth, ahwa = AS. ed, etc.),
water: see aqua. Hence ewage, ewer 1

, ewer*,
i in r

i/.] Water.
Ac water Is kendellche cheld Inaturally chilled),

Thagli hit tie wormd of fere [flre] ;

ih. r (ore me mey crlstln ther-inne,
In limit time falthe a yere of yse ;

So mey me naught in fire ardaunt,
That neth no wateris wyse.

William de Shoreham (Wright).

ewe-cheese (u'chez), n. Cheese made from
the milk of ewes.

ewe-gowant, The common daisy. Brock-
>'ft.

ewe-lease (u'les)?
. A high grassy and furzy

down, or comb, in the south of England. T.

Hardy.
ewe-neck (u'nek), . A thin hollow neck: used
of horses.

The animal he bestrode was a broken-down plough-
horse, . . . gaunt and shagged, with a ewe-neck, and a bead
like a hammer. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 436.

ewe-necked (u'nekt), a. Having a thin, hol-

low neck like a ewe's, as a horse.

ewerH (u'er), . [< ME. ewer, ewere, eware,

euicere, < AF. ewer, ewere, OF. etrer, "eweire,

aiguier, a water-bearer (= Sp. Acuario = Pg.
It. Aquario, the Water-bearer, Aquarius), < L.

aquarius, m. (ML. also aquaria, f.), a water-

bearer, the Water-bearer, Aquarius, prop. adj.
(> OF. aiguier, adj.), of or pertaining to water,
< aqua, water: see Aquarius, aqua, and ewe2

,
and

cf. ewer2 . Hence the surname Ewer.] A water-
bearer ; a servant or household officerwho sup-
plied guests at the table with water to wash
their hands, etc.

An ewcere in halle there nedys to be,
And chandelew schalle liaue and alle napere ;

He schalle gef water to gentilmen.
Babeei Boole (E. E. T. S.), p. 321.

ewer2
(u'er), n. [< ME. ewer, ewere, eware, < AF.

ewer, OF. ewaire, eweire, aiguiere, ayguiere, F.

aiguiere, t., < ML. aquaria, f., a water-pitcher,
ewer; cf. OF. aiver, yauver, aiguier, aighier,

ayguicr, a water-pitcher (also, with the addi-
tional forms euwier, evier, F. evier. a sink for

water, = It. acquajo, a cistern, conduit, gutter,
sewer), < L. aquarium, a watering-place for

cattle, ML. also a conduit (and prob. also a

water-pitcher); fern, and neut., respectively, of
L. aqtiarius, of or pertaining to water, < aqua,
water: see Aquarius, aqua, and cf. ewer^.] 1.

rge water-pitcher with a wide spont, usually
pled with a basin for purposes of ablution.

A la

coupoupe w a asn or purposes o auon.
Set downe your basen and Eit-er before your soueralgnc,
nd take the eirer in your hand, and gyue them water.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 68.

First, as you know, my house within the city
Is richly furnished with plate and gold ;

Basins and eirers, to lave her dainty hands.

Skak.,-T. of tin- s.. ii. 1.

2. In decorative art, any vessel having a spout
and handle, especially a tall and slender ves-
sel with a foot or base. See aiguiere.
ewer3 (u'er), n. [E. dial., also tire, yure; a
contr. of udder.] An udder, (rroge. [North.
Eng.]
ewery (u'er-i), .; pi. eweries (-iz). [Also
etcry, early mod. E. ewerie, ewrie; < ME. ewery,
ewrie, appar. < OF. "eieerie (not found), < ewere,
a water-pitcher, eicer, a water-bearer : see eicer 1

,

ewer2.] 1. An office in great houses where wa-
ter was made ready in ewers for the service of

guests, and where also the table-linen was kept.
An office so called still exists in the royal house-
hold of England.
Cover thy ciippeborde of thy every with the towelle of

diapery. Bahtr* Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 129.

"No," says the King, "shew me y way, 111 go to Sir
Richard's chamber," which he immediately did, walking
along the entries after me ; as far as the tvrie, till he
came up Into the roome where I also lay.

Evelyn, Diary, March 1, 1671.

2t. The scullery of a religious house.

ewght, . An o'bsolete spelling of yeic.
ewk (uk), v. i. [Sc., a var. of yitck, ult. < AS.
iiifi-an = D.jeuken = G.judcen, itch: see itch.]
To itch.

ewky (u'ki), a. Itchy. [Scotch.]
ewlet, a. An obsolete spelling of i/iilr.



ewn

ewn, . [A dial, contr. of oven.] An oven.

(irosc. [North. Eng.]
ewtt, [ME. ewte: see eft*, newt.'] A newt.

In that Abbeye ne entrethe not no Flye ne Todes ne

Ewtes, ne snche foule venymouse Bestes, ne Lyzs ne Flees,

he the Myracle of God and of cure Lady.
MnndevUle, Travels, p. 61.

ewte, v. t. [E. dial., ult. < AS. gedtan, pour:
see gush, gut.] To pour in. Grose. (Exmoor.)
ex1

,
. A dialectal variant of ax1.

ex2
,

a.. A dialectal form of ax2 .

ex3,
v. A dialectal variant of ask1

.

ex4 (eks), n. [< ME. "ex = AS. *ex, < L. ix, <
,
an

assistant vowel, + x; or a transposition of the

Gr. name fi, xi.] The name of the letter X, x.

It is rarely written, the symbol being used

instead.

ex5 (eks), prep. [L. ex, prep.,
out of, from.

See ex-.] A Latin preposition, meaning 'out,'

'out of.' It is used in English only in certain commer-
cial formulas, as (a)

" 20 chests tea ex Sea-King," where
ex means taken out of or delivered from the vessel named ;

(6)
" ex div." that is, without dividend (meaning that the

dividend on the stocks sold has been declared and is re-

served by the seller) ;
and in some Latin phrases : ex mero

rnotu, of his own accord ;
ex necessitate rei, from the neces-

sity of the case ; ex officio, by virtue of his office ; ex parte,
on one side only ; ex post facto (which see) ; ex vi termini,
from the very meaning of the term.

ex-. [ME. ex-, es-, as-, OF. ex-, es-, F. ex-, e- =
Sp. Pg. ex-, es- = It. ex-, es-, s-, etc., < L. ex-,

prefix, < ex, prep, (so always before vowels, be-

fore consonants either ex or e, more frequently

ex), of place, out of, from, away from, beyond;
of time, after, from, since; of cause, from,

through, by reason of, etc.
;

in eomp., out,

forth, out of, throughout, to the end, hence thor-

oughly, utterly, etc. (equiv. to out or up used

intensively) ;
in LL. ex- is also used, as now in

E.
,
to signify

' out of office ': exconsularis, an ex-

consul, etc. As a prefix ex- stands before

vowels and h and before c, p, q, t, and before

*, the s being in this case optionally dropped :

e. g., exsistere (*ecs-sistere) oiexistere, exist, one

s, orthographically the second, phonetically the

first (existere being pronounced ec-sistere), be-

ing omitted ;
before / ex- becomes ef-, some-

times ec-, rarely remaining unchanged; else-

where e-. L. ex = Gr. ef (before a vowel), en

(before a consonant), out of, from (in eomp.
ef-, EX-), = Russ. is', out. In ME., OF., Sp.,

etc., ex- may appear as es-; ME. also as-, and
sometimes by confusion or interchange en- (of.

example, ME. ex-, es-, as-, and en-samj>te). In
most cases of this kind the L. form ex- has been
restored. See further under es-.] A prefix of

Latin, and in some cases of Greek origin, mean-

ing primarily 'out,' 'out of.' In English words
it preserves or reproduces its particular uses in the lan-

guage of its origin. (See etymology.) Thus, in exclude,
' ' ' '

exhale, etc., it signifies 'out,' 'out of; in exscind, 'off;
in exceed, excel, etc., 'beyond.' It is often (especially in

the reduced form e-) simply privative, as in exstipulate,

eplicatf. In some words it is intensive merely, in others
it has no particular force. Prefixed to names implying
office, ex- signifies that the person has held but is now ' out
of

'

that office : as, ez-president, ez-minister, Kt-senator.

Ex. An abbreviation of Exodus.

exacerbate (eg-zas'er-bat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

exacerbated, ppr. exacerbating. [< L. exacerba-

tus, pp. of exacerbare (> It. esacerbare = Sp.

Pg. exacerbar), irritate, exasperate, < ex + acer-

bus, bitter: see acerb.] To increase the bitter-

ness or virulence of; make more violent, as
a disease, or angry, hostile, or malignant feel-

ings; aggravate; exasperate.

A factious spirit is sure to be fostered, and unkindly feel-

ings to be exacerbated, if not engendered. Brougham.

I thought it prudent not to exacerbate the growing moodi-
ness of his temper by any comment. Poe, Tales, I. 56.

The march of events outside the frontiers of Piedmont
was calculated to exacerbate the resentment occasioned
amidst the people by the sudden downfall of their hopes.

E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 120.

exacerbation (eg-zas-er-ba'shon), . [= F. ex-

acerbation = Sp. exacerbacion = Pg. exacerba-

qao = It. esacerbazione, < LL. exacerbatio(n-),
< L. exacerbare, pp. exacerbattts, irritate: see

exacerbate.] 1. The act of exacerbating, or
the state of being exacerbated ;

increase of
violence or virulence; aggravation; exaspera-
tion.

The gallant Jacobus Van Curlet . . . absolutely trem-
bled with the violence of his choler and the exacerbations
of his valor. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 204.

With such exacerbation of temper at the commencement
of negotiations, their progress was of necessity stormy and
slow. Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 158.

Every attempt at mitigating this [normal amount of suf-

fering] eventuates in exacerbation of it.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 350.
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2. In mea.
,
an increase of violence in a disease ;

specifically, the periodical aggravation of the

febrile condition in remittent and continued
fevers : as, nocturnal exacerbations.

Likewise the patient himself may strive, by little and

little, to overcome the symptome in the exacerbation, and
so by time turn suffering into nature.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 61.

exacerbescence (eg-zas-er-bes'ens), n. [< LL.

exacerbescere, become irritated, inceptive of ex-

acerbare, irritate: see exacerbate.] A state of

increasing irritation or violence, particularly in

a case of fever or inflammation.

exacervationt (eg-zas-er-va'shon), . [< LL.
as if *exacervatio(n-), < exacenare, pp. exacer-

valus, heap up, < ex, out, + acervare, heap, <

acervus, aheap.] The act of heaping up. Bai-

ley.

exacinate (eg-zas'i-nat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

exacinated, ppr. exacinating. [< L. ex- priv. +
acinus, a berry, the stone of a berry: see aci-

nus.] To deprive of the kernel. Craig. [Rare.]
exacination (eg-zas-i-na'shon), n. [< exacinate

+ -ion.] The act of taking out the kernel.

Coles, 1717. [Rare.]
exact (eg-zakt'), . [< OF. exaeter, < ML. ex-

actare, freq. < L. exact/is, pp. of exigere, drive

out, take out, demand, claim as due, also mea-
sure by a standard, examine, weigh, test, de-

termine, < ex, out, + agere, drive : see agent,
act. Cf. exigent, examen, examine, etc., from
the same source.] I. trans. 1. To force or

compel to be paid or yielded ;
demand or re-

quire authoritatively or menacingly.
Jehoiakim . . . exacted the silver and the gold of the

people. 2 Ki. xxiii. 35.

They [Turks] take occasion to exact from Passengers,

especially Franks, arbitrary and unreasonable Sums, and,
instead of being a safe-guard, prove the greatest Rogues
and Robbers themselves.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 4.

What is it your Saviour requires of you, more than will

also be exacted from you by that hard and evil master who
desires your ruin ?

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 347.

Nature imperiously exacts her due ;

Spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak.

Broiming, Ring and Book, II. 141.

After presents freely given have passed into presents
expected and filially demanded, and volunteered has passed
into exacted service, the way is open for a further step.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 543.

2. To demand of right or necessity ; enjoin with

pressing urgency.
And why should not I preach this, which not my call-

ing alone but the verie place it selfe exactethl

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 96.

Years of service past
From grateful souls, exact reward at last.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc.
,

iii. 1132.

3t. To claim; require.
My designs

Exact me in another place. Massinner.

- Syn. 1. Exact, Extort, Enforce.. Extort is much stronger
than exact, and implies more of physical compulsion ap-

plied or threatened. Exact and extort apply to something
to be got ; enforce to something to be done. Enforce ex-

presses more physical and less moral compulsion than
extort.

From us, his foes pronounced, glory he exacts.

Milton, P. R., iii. 120.

The cheat, the defaulter, the gambler, cannot extort the

knowledge of material and moral nature which his honest
care and pains yield to the operative.

Emerson, Compensation.

Adam, now enforced to close his eyes,
Sunk down. Milton, P. L., xi. 419.

H.t intrans. To practise exaction.

The enemy shall not exact upon him. Ps. Ixxxix. 22.

exact (eg-zakf), a. [= F. exact = Sp. Pg.
exacto = It. esatto, < L. exactus, precise, accu-

rate, exact, lit. determined, ascertained, mea-
sured, pp. of exigere in sense of 'measure by a

standard, examine, determine': see exact, v.]

1. Closely correct or regular; strictly accurate ;

truly adjusted, adapted, conformable, or the
like.

The map of Ireland made by Sir William Petty is be-

liev'd to be the most exact that ever yet was made of any
country. Evelyn, Diary, March 22, 1675.

All which, exact to rule, were brought about,
Were but a combat in the lists left out.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 277.

2. Precisely correct or right; real; actual;
veritable: as, the exact sum or amount; the
exact time

;
those were his exact words. A state-

ment is exact which does not differ from the true by any
quantity, however small. See synonyms under accurate.

It is positively afflrm'd that seven thousand have died
in one day of the plague ;

in which they say they can
make un exact computation, from the number of biers that
are let to carry out the dead.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 38.

exactitude

S. Methodical ; careful; not negligent ;
observ-

ing strict accuracy, method, rule, or order: as,

a man exact in keeping appointments ;
an exact

thinker.

My soul hath wrestled with her, and in my doings I was
exact. Ecclus. li. 19.

'Tis most true

That he's an excellent scholar, and he knows it ;

An exact courtier, and he knows that too.

Beau, and Ft., Custom of the Country, ii. 1.

One must be extremely exact, clear, and perspicuous in

everything one says. Chesterfield, Letters.

The exactent vigilance cannot maintain a single day of

unmingled innocence. Johnson, Rambler.

4. Characterized by or admitting of exactness

or precision; precisely thought out or stated;

dealing with definite facts or precise princi-

ples: as, an exact demonstration ;
the exact sci-

ences.

Yea, there was nothing appertaininge either to God or

men, wherein he [Joseph] semed not to have had exact

knowledge. Golding. tr. of Justine, fol. 137.

That we might not go away without some reward for

our pains, we took as exact a survey as we could of these

Chambers of darkness.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 22.

If a writer can not express his meaning in exact defini-

tion, it is fair to presume that he can never be depended
on for exact discussion. A. Phelps, Eng. Style, p. 119.

5f. Steady ;
even ;

well-balanced.

They say . . . that such a one who hath an exact tem-

perament may walk upon the waters, stand in the air, and

quench the violence of the fire.

Stillingfleet, Sermons, I in.

The exact sciences. See science. =Syn. Accurate, Cor-

rect, etc. See accurate.

exaeter (eg-zak'ter), n. [See exactor.'] One
who exacts

;
an extortioner.

The polleraiid:rcterof fees . . . justifies the common
resemblance of the courts of justice to the bush, whereunto
while the sheep flies for defence in weather, he is sure to

lose part of the fleece. Bacon, Judicature (ed. 1887).

This rigid exaeter of strict demonstration for things
which are not capable of it. Tillotson.

exacting (eg-zak'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of exact, v.]

1. Given to or characterized by exaction; se-

vere in requirement or requisition ; exigent in

action or procedure: as, an exacting master;
an exacting inquiry.
With a temper so exacting, he was more likely to claim

what he thought due than to consider what others might
award. Dr. Arnold, Hist. Rome.

2. Attended by exaction; requiring close at-

tention or application ;
arduous ; laborious ;

ab-

sorbing: as, an exacting office or employment;
exacting duties; exacting demands upon one's

time.

exactingness (eg-zak'ting-nes), n. The quality
of being exacting, in either sense.

It has fallen out that, because of exactingness as regards
proof, philosophy is detained in what seems to be barren

inquiry, while because of a certain license as regards proof
science has prospered. Westminster Rev., CXXVIII. 757.

exaction (eg-zak'shon), n. [< F. Pr. exaction

= Sp. exaccion = Pg. exacq&o = It. esazione, <

L. exactio(n-), < exigere, pp. exactus, demand,
exact: see exact, v.] 1. The act of demanding
with authority and compelling to pay or yield ;

compulsory or authoritative demand
;
exces-

sive or arbitrary requirement : as, the exaction

of tribute or of obedience.

Take away your exactions from my people. Ezek. xlv. 9.

Under pretence of preserving the Sanctuary there from
the violations, and the Fryars who have the custody of it,

from the exactions of the Turks.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 46.

We may, without being chargeable with exaction, ask
of him to remit a little the rigour of his requirements.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 348.

2. That which is exacted; a requisition ; espe-

cially, something compulsorily required with-
out right, or in excess of what is due or proper.

Subjects as well as strangers . . . pay an unreasonable
exaction at every ferry. Addison, Travels in Italy.

His own exactions, and the Persian's boons,
O'erload his treasure.

'

Glover, Athenaid, xv.

3. In law, a wrong done by an officer or one
in pretended authority, by taking a reward or

fee for that for which the law allows none. See
extortion.

exactitude (eg-zak'ti-tud), n. [< F. exactitude
= Sp. exactitud, < L. exactus, exact.] The qual-

ity of being exact
;
exactness ; accuracy ; par-

ticularity.

Every sentence, every word, every syllable, every letter

and point, seem to have been weighed with the nicest ex-

actitude.

Dr. A. Geddes. Prospectus of Trans, of the Bible, p. 92.

We can reason a priori on mathematics, because we can
di'lim- with an etnclUmle which precludes nil possibility of

confusion. Macaulay, Utilitarian Theory of Government.



exactly

exactly (og-zakt'li), rfc. In an exact mariner;

precisely according to rule, measure, fact, cir-

cumstance, etc.; with minute correctness
;
ac-

curately : as, a tenon exactly fitted to the mor-
tisr.

As conccrnlngc the inischaunce of Cotta and Sabinus,
he learned tin- ticiith mure '.wi/i/ bj iiy prisoners.

(lMiH:t, It. of Cicsar, fol. 141.

I he gardens arc - ' and the whole place very
agreeable and well water 'd. Kn-lyn, Diary, July 30, 1882.

\\ r say that a lute is in tune whether it lie exnrtlii

l>l:iyed upon or no, if tin: strings be all so duly stretched

MM it would appear to be in tune if it were played upon.
Boyle, Origin of Forms.

It is seldom that an Egyptian workman can be induced
to make a thing exactly to order.

/.'. ir. Law, Modern Egyptians, I. 885.

exactness (e^-zakt'nes), n. The state or con-
dition of being exact; strict conformity to

what is required; accuracy; nicety; precision:
as, to make experiments with exactness; exact-

ness of method.
I copied them (inscriptions! with all the exactness I

possibly could, tho' many of them were very difficult to
be uiuleratood. Pucocke, Description of the East, I. 102.

They think that their exactness in one duty will atone for
their neglect of another. Rogers.

He had . . . that sort of exactness which would have
(mule him a respectable antiquary. Macaulay.

Though the mills of (Jod grind slowly, yet they grind ex-

ceeding small ;

Though with patience he stands waiting, with exactness

grinds he all.

Longfellow, tr. of Friedrieh von Lognu's Retribution.

exactor (eg-zak'tor), n, [< ME. exactour, < OF.
u-iictor, F. exacte'itr = Sp. Pg. exactor = It. esat-

tore, < L. exactor, an expeller, demander, tax-

gatherer, etc., < exigere, pp. exaetus^ exact: see

exact,] 1. One who exacts or levies; specifi-

cally, an officer who collects tribute, taxes, or
customs.

Hereby the land was tilled with bitter cursings (though
In secret) by those that wish such vnreasouable exactors
neuer to see good end of the vse of that inonie.

Huliiuhed, Hen. III., an. 1229.

The exactors of rates came to Simon Peter, asking him
if his Master paid the accustomed imposition.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 269.

2. One who or that which requires or demands
by authority : as, an exactor of etiquette.

It ... is the rigidest exactor of truth, in all our beha-
viour, of any other doctrine or institution whatsoever.

South, Works, I. xii.

3. One who compels another to pay more than
is legal or reasonable ;

one who is unreasona-

bly strict in his demands or requirements.
In reqnytlng a good toiirne, shew not thy selfe negli-

gent nor contrarye: bee not an exactour of another man.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 108.

Men that are in health are severe exactors of patience
at the hands of them that are sick.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, ii. 3.

The service of sin is perfect slavery ; and he who will

pay obedience to the command of it shall find it an unrea-
sonable task-master, and an immeasurable exactor.

Smith, Works, II. i.

exactress (eg-zak'tres), . [= It. esattrice, <

LL. exactrix, fern, of exactor, exactor : see ex-

actor.'} A female who exacts or is strict in her

requirements. [Rare.]
That were a heavy and hard task, to satisfy Expectation,

who is so severe an exartress of duties.
B. Jonsini. Neptune's Triumph.

exacuatet (eg-zak'u-at), r. t. [Irreg., with-ate2,
< L. eiacuere, pp. txacutus, sharpen, < ex, out,
+ ticiicrc, sharpen: see acute.] To sharpen;
whet.

tan of such an injury received
Shoul-l -so <\i'<n-it<tti' and whet your choler
As you should count yourself an host of meu
Oonpmd in him.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, lii. 3.
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of the family Cerambycidte, such as E. vnicolor
of South Australia. Pascoe, 1865. 6. A genus
of flies, of the family MvtfMyMflfc Also Kx-
n/ri in. Si-lihtir, 1867.

exaggerate (eg-zaj'e-rat), v. ; pret. and pp. ex-

ni/i/i I'nti'il, ppr. rxiujgrriiting, [< L. exaggera-
ina, pp. cii uiii/ijerare (> F. exagerer = 8p. Pg.
rsii</erar = It. esagerare), heap up, increase, en-

large, magnify, amplify, exaggerate, < ex, out,

up, + aggerare, heap up, < agger, a heap, mound:
see agger.] I, trans. If. To heap up; accumu-
late.

In the great level near Thorny, several oaks and firs

stand in firm earth below the moor, and have lain there
hundreds of years, still covered by the fresh and salt waters
and moorish earth exaggerated upon them. Sir M. Halt.

2. To increase immoderately or extravagant-
ly; make incongruously large or extended; am-
plify beyond proper bounds.
Our days witness no such extreme servilities of expres-

sion as were used by ecclesiastics in the dedication of the
Bible to King James, nor any such exaggerated adulations
as those addressed to Oeorge III. by the House of Lords.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Social., EV4.

Strychnia . . . possesses the power of considerably ex-

aggerating the excitability of the brain.
Tr. In Alien, and Neural., VI. 7.

3. To cause to appear immoderately large or

important ; amplify in representation or appre-
hension; enlarge beyond truth or reason.

When . . . faithfully describing the state of his feel-

ings at that time, Bunyan was not conscious that he exag-
gerated the character of his offences.

Southey, Bunyan, p. 15.

He exaggerates a few occasional acts of smuggling into
an immense and regular importation.

Maeaulay, Sadler's Ref. Refuted.

4. In the fine arts, to heighten extravagantly
or disproportionately in effect or design : as, to

exaggerate particular features in a painting or
statue. = Syn. 3 and 4. To strain, stretch, overcolor,
caricature. See list under aggravate.
H. intrant. To amplify unduly in thought or

in description ; use exaggeration in speech or

writing.

exaggerated (eg-zaj'e-ra-ted), p. a. In zool.,

larger, more conspicuous, or more positive than
that which is normal

; specifically, in eiitom., of

deeper color: as, a species with exaggerated
characters

; exaggerated marks, spines, pro-
cesses, etc.

;
a dark band exaggerated in the

center.

exaggeratedly (eg-zaj'e-ra-ted-li), adv. To an
excessive or exaggerated degree.
They are intensely, even exaggeratedly, negroid in the

form of the nose.
W. H. Flower, in Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 319.

exaggeration (eg-zaj-e-ra'shon), n. [= F. ex-

ageration = Sp. exager'acion = Pg. exageracSo =
It. esagerazione, < L. exaggeratio(n-), a heaping
up, an exaltation, < exaggerare : see exaggerate.]
If. A heaping together; accumulation; a pile
or heap.
Some towns that were anciently havens and ports are

now, by exaggeration of sand between these towns and the

sea, converted into firm land.

Sir M . Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

2. An undue or excessive enlargement or de-

velopment.
A very indulgent apologist might perhaps attempt to

show that his errors were but the exaggeration of virtues.
A. Dobson, Int. to Steele s Plays, p. xL

3. Amplification; unreasonable or extravagant
overstating or overdrawing in the representa-
tion of things ; hyperbolical representation.

Exaggerations of the prodigious condescensions in the

prince to pass good laws would have an odd sound at
Westminster. Swift.
The language of exaggeration is forbidden by the mod

esty of his nature. Sumner, Hon. John Pickering.

exacuationt (eg-zak-u-a'shon), n. [< exacuate 4. In the fine arts, a representation of things+
;""']_

The act of whetting ;
a sharpening, in which their natural features are emphasized

or magnified. 5. In soot., amplification or in-
tensification

; emphasis or conspicuousness, as
of any characteristics : as, this form is but an
exaggeration of the other. =Syn. 3. Exaggeration,
Hyperbole. Strictly, exaggeration Is always greater than
truth or good taste would allow, while as a figure hyper-
bole is an overstatement not likely to mislead, and sane-

+ -(o.l T
rotes, 1717.

exaeresist (eg-zer'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. efaiptaif,
a taking put (of the entrails of victims, of teeth,
etc.), < efaipciP, take out, < tf, out, + alpeiv,
take: see herrsi/, />/T<W,.] In meil, and surg.,
the removal from the body of anything that is

useless or injurious by evacuation, extraction,
excision, "etc.

Exaereta (eg-zer'e-ta\ H. [NL., < Gr. ct-aipcrot,

chosen, choice, < egaipeiv, take ont, pick out : see
i fcmtig.

]
1. A genus of moths, of the family

Jfototkmttda, having very short palpi. The only
species is /;. iiliniot Europe, which strongly re-
sembles some noctiiids. Hiihucr, 1816. S. A
genus ofbcrs. of I he family //./i/.r. from < iuiana.
Also i:.,:n; e. Erichso . 1848. 8. A gpnus of

bugs, o the family l',i/itiiil<r. Also !:.<

l'i:
>><-r, 1864. 4. A genus of longicoru beetles,

,

tioned by good tnste rising above the truth only as a means
of lifting the sluggish mind of the hearer to the level of
the truth. Bypgroou is occasionally used of overstatement
that is mere exaggeration, or otherwise against good taste.

As the Brazen Age shows itself in other men by exay-"a of phrase, so In him (Thoreau] by extravagance of
statement. Lovxll, Study Windows, p. 202.

He [Dryden] was at first led to give greater weight to
mess ,-iml to the restraint of arbitrary rules from a

consciousness that he had a tendency to /o/;Wtak and ex-
-:ince. //. study Windows, p. SOT.

exaggerative (eg-znj'e-ra-tiv), a. [< F. es(t;/e-

ratij = Sp. Pg. exageraiivo = It. esagerc

exalt

as exaggerate + -ire.] Tending to or charac-
terized by exaggeration ; exaggerating.
Not a history, but eianyerativt pictures of the I:

tlon, Is Mazzlni's summing-up. The Century, XXXI. ii
Hear Vicars, a poor human soul zealously prophesying,

as if through the organs of an ass, in a not mendacious,
yet loud-spoken, exaggerative, more or less asinine, man-
ner. Carlyle, Cromwell, I. 142.

exaggeratively (eg-zaj'e-ra-tiv-li), adv. In an
exaggerated manner; with exaggeration.

Filled w itli what I exaggeratively thought a thousand or
two of human creatures. Carlyle, in Fronde, I. 7.

exaggerator (eg-zaj'e-ra-tor), n. [< F. exage-
rateur = Sp. Pg. exagerador = It. esageratore,
< LL. exaggerator, one who increases or en-

larges, < L. exaggerare, increase, enlarge: see

exaggerate.] One who exaggerates.
You write so of the poets and not laugh ?

Those virtuous liars, dreamers after dark,
Exaggerators of the sun and moon,
And soothsayers In a tea-cup?

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, f.

exaggeratory (eg-zaj'e-ra-to-ri), o. [< exagger-
ate + -ory.] Containing exaggeration.
You fall into the common errours of exaggeratory de-

clamation, by producing, in a familiar disquisition, exam-
ples of national calamities, and scenes of extensive misery.

Johnson, Rasselas, xxvili.

exagitatet (eg-zaj'i-tat), v. t. [< L. exagitatus,
pp. of exagitare (> It. esagitare = Pg. exagitar),
shake up, stir up, rouse, disturb, rail at, re-

proach, < ex, out, + agitare, shake: see agitate.]
1. To shake violently ; agitate.

Did presage
Th' ensuing storms examtated rage.

Chamoerlayne, Pharonnida (1659).

2. To pursue with invectives or reproaches;
rail at.

This their defect and imperfection I had rather lament
. . . than exagitate. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ill. 1 11.

exagitationt (eg-zaj-i-ta'shon), w. = It. esagi-
tazione, < LL. exagitatio(n-}, agitation, < L. ex-

agitare, shake up: see exagitate.] Violent agi-
tation ; a shaking.
Thunder's strong rxagitation*.

Chamberlayne, Pharonnida (1659).

exalate (eks-a'lat), a. [< L. ex- pri v. + alatvs,

winged: see a/ate2.] In hot., not alate; wing-
less.

exalbuminose (eks-al-bu'mi-nos), a. [< L. ex-

priv. + E. albuminose.] Same as exalbuminous.
exalbuminous (eks-al-bu'mi-nus), a. [< L. er-

priv. + E. albuminoun.] In bot., without albu-
men : applied to seeds.

exalt (eg-zalt'), v. t. [< OF. exalter, F. exalter
= Pr. Sp. Pg. exaltar= It. esaltare, < L. exaltare,
lift up, raise, elevate, exalt, < ex, out, up, + al-

tus, high: see alt, altitude.] 1. To raise high;
lift to a great or unusual altitude; elevate in

space.
I have seen

The ambitious ocean swell, and rage, and foam,
To be exalted with the threat'ning clouds.

Shot., J. C., i. 3.

Rise, crown'd with light, Imperial Salem, rise !

Kialt thy towery head, and lift thine eyes !

Pope, Messiah, 1. 86.

2. To elevate in degree or consideration ; bring
to a higher or more intense state or condition ;

raise up, as in rank, character, or quality : as,
to exalt a person to a high office

; to exalt the

passions.
Exalt him that Is low, and abase him that Is high.

. Ezek. xxi. 26.

Now, Mars, she said, let Fame exalt her voice. Prior.

Bridget's memory, exalted by the occasion, warmed Into
a thousand half-obliterated recollections of things and
persons. Laml>, Mackery End.

These apparently trivial causes had the effect of rous-

ing and exalting the Imagination in a way that was mys-
terious to herself. Oeorge Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iii. 6.

3. To attribute or accord exaltation to
;
make

high or elevated in estimation or expression;
magnify; glorify; praise; extol.

Whosoever exalteth himself shall be abased.
Luke xiv. 11.

He Is ... my father's God, and I will exalt him.
Ex. xv. 2.

"
It [Christianity] exalts the lowly virtues," the love

of peace, charity, humility, forgiveness, resignation, pa-
tience, purity, holiness. Story, Misc. Writings, p. 431.

4f. In cheat., to purify; refine: as, to exalt the

juices or the qualities of bodies.

I exalt our med'cine,
By hanging him in balneo vaporoso,
And giving him solution.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, Ii. 1.

With chemlc art exalts the mineral powers.
Pope ,

Windsor Forest, L 243.
= Syn. 1. Eleratf. Lift, etc. See raite. 8. To ennoble,
dignify, aggrandize. 3. To glorify.



exaltate

exaltatet, [ME. cxaltat, < L. exaltatus, pp.
of exaltarc, lift up, exalt: see exalt.'] Exalted;
exercising high influence.

Mercuric is desolat
In Pisces, wher Venus is exaltnt.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 704.

exaltation (eks-al-ta'shon), n. [< ME. emlta-

cioun, < OF. exaltation, exaltation, F. exaltation

= Pi. exaltatio = Sp. exaltation = Pg. exaltag&o
= It. esaltazioue, < LL. exaltatio(n-), elevation,

?ride,

< L. exaltarc, lift up, exalt- : see exalt.']

. The act of raising high, or the state of being
raised high ;

elevation as to power, office, rank,

dignity, or excellence
;
a state of dignity or lof-

tiness: as, exaltation of rank or character. The
word is specifically applied to the induction of a pope into

office: as, the exaltation of Leo XIII.

Wondering at my flight, and change
To this high exaltation. Milton, P. L., v. 90.

2. Mental elevation ; a state of mind in which
a person possesses elevated thoughts and noble

aspirations.
Th' Heroick Exaltations of Good
Are so far from understood,
We count them Vice.

Cowley, Pindaric Odes, vii. 2.

You are only aware of the impetuosity of the senses,
the upwelling of the blood, the effusion of tenderness,
but not of the nervous exaltation, the poetic rapture.

Taine (trans.).

3f. In alchemy, the refinement or subtilization

of bodies or of their qualities and virtues. 4.

In astral., an essential dignity, next in impor-
tance to that of hoxise

;
that situation of a planet

in the zodiac where it was supposed to have
the most influence. The sun is in exaltation in the
19th degree of Aries, the moon in the 3d degree of Taurus,
Jupiter in the 15th degree of Cancer, Mercui-y in the 15th

degree of Virgo, Saturn in the 21st degree of Libra, Mars
in the 28th degree of Capricorn, Venus in the 27th degree
of Pisces. The position of the sun's exaltation is that in

which he passes wholly to the upper side of the zodiac.
The reasons for the other positions given by Ptolemy are

arbitrary and fanciful.

Mercuric loveth wysdom and science,
And Venus loveth ryot and dispence ;

And for hire diverse disposicioun
Ech falleth in otheres exaltacioun.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 702.

Astrologers tell us that the sun receives its exaltation
in the sign Aries. Dryden.

5f. In falconry, a flight of larks Exaltation of
the Cross. See cross'.

exalted (eg-zal'ted), p. a. [Pp. of exalt, t>.]

Raised to a height; elevated highly; dignified;

sublime; lofty.

All the books of the Bible are either already most ad-
mirable and exalted pieces of poesy, or are the best ma-
terials in the world for it. Cowley, Davideis.

When the music was strong and bold, she looked exalted,
but serious. Steele, Spectator, No. 503.

Her exalted state did not remove her above the sympa-
thies of friendship. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 16.

exaltedness (eg-zal'ted-nes), n. The state of

being exalted, elevated, or elated.

The exaltedness of some minds . . . may make them in-

sensible to these light things. Gray, To West, vi.

exalter (eg-zal'ter), n. One who or that which
exalts or raises to dignity.
O noble sisters, cryed Pyrocles, now you be gone, who

were the only exalters of all womenkind, what is left in
that sex but babling and business ?

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

But thou, Lord, art my shield, my glory,
Thee, through my story,

Tte exalter of my head I count.

Milton, Ps. iii. 9.

exaltmentt (eg-zalt'ment), . [< OF. exalte-

ment, < exalter, exalt : see exalt and -ment.'] Ex-
altation.

Sanctity implying a discrimination, a distance, an exalt-
inent in nature or use of the thing which is denominated
thereby. Barrorv, Sermons.

exam (eg-zam'), . [Abbr. of examination.']
An examination. [College slang.]
Things may be altered since the writer of this novelette

went through his exam. Driven to Rome (1877), p. 67.

exament (eg-za'men), n. [= F. examen = Sp.
exdmen = Pg. exame = It. esame = D. G. Dan.
Sw. examen, < L. examen, the tongue of a bal-

ance, a weighing, consideration, examination,
contr. of 'exagmen, < *exagere, exigere, measure
by a standard, weigh, examine, < ex, out, +
agere, weigh : see exact, essay, assay, exigent.
Hence examine, etc.] Examination

; disquisi-
tion

; inquiry ; scrutiny.
After so fair an examen, wherein nothing has been exag-

gerated. Burke, Vlml. of Nat. Society.

No questions were put to them [deacons to be ordained]
by the bishop, for that part of the service called the Ex-
amen belonged not to their degree.

K. II'. Dixvn, Hist. Church of Eng., xvii.
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exametert, >< An obsolete form of hexameter.

I'uttenliam.

examinability (eg-zam/i-na-bil'j-ti), . [< ex-

aminable: see -biUty.] The quality of being
examinable or open to inquiry. Law Reports.
examinable (eg-zam'i-na-bl), a. [= F. exami-

nable ; as examine + -able.} Capable of being
examined; proper for examination or inquiry.
The draughts and first laws of the game are positive.

But how? Merely ad placitum, and not examinable by
reason. Bacon, Works, I. 224 (Ord MS.).

examinant (eg-zam'i-nant), n. [< L. exami-

nan(t-)s, ppr. of examinare, examine: see ex-

amine.'] One who examines
;
an examiner.

The examinants or posers were Dr. Duport, Greek Pro-

fessor at Cambridge ;
Dr. Fell, Deane of Christ Church,

Oxon
;
etc. Ecelyn, Diary, May 13, 1661.

One window was so placed as to throw a strong light at

the foot of the table at which prisoners were usually posted
for examination, while the upper end, where the exami-
nants sat, was thrown into shadow.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xiii.

examinate (eg-zam'i-nat), n. [< L. examinatus,

pp. of examinare, examine: see examine.'} A
person examined.

Many inquisitions therefore by torments holden one
after another, and some examinates through excessive
and dolorous tortures killed.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus, p. 363.

He asked in scorne one of the examinates, . . . "I pray,
sir, if Scribonianus had been an Emperor, what would you
have done?" Bacon, Apophthegms.

The examinate found it so difficult to answer the ques-
tion that he suddenly became afflicted with deafness.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, p. 52.

examination (eg-zam-i-na'shon), n. [= Dan.
Sw. examination = F. examination = Pr. Sp. ex-

amination = Pg. examinafSo = It. esaminazione,
< L. examinatio(n-), < examinare, examine: see

examine.'} 1 . The act of examining, or the state

of being examined ; scrutiny by inquiry, study,
or experiment ;

careful search and investiga-
tion into parts, qualities, conditions, and rela-

tions, for the purpose of ascertaining the truth
and the real state of things ; inspection by ob-

servation, interrogation, or trial : as, examina-
tion of a ship or a machine

;
examination of the

books of a firm; examination of one's mental
condition

;
examination of a wound, or of a the-

ory or thesis.

The proper office of examination, enquiry, and ratioci-

nation is, strictly speaking, confined to the production of

a just discernment and an accurate discrimination.

Cogan, The Passions, ii., Int.

Nothing that is self-evident can be the proper subject of

examination. South, Works, V. vii.

2. In legal proceedings: (a) An inquiry into

facts by evidence
;
an attempt to ascertain

truth by questioning : as, the examination of a
witness. The steps in the examination of a witness are
the examination in chief, or direct examination by the

party calling him, and the crow-examination by the oppo-
site party ; after which may follow a reexamination or re-

direct examination by the former, a re-cross-examination

by the latter, etc.

The king's attorney, on the contrary,
Urg'd on the examinations, proofs, confessions
Of divers witnesses. Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 1.

There remained examinations and cross-examinations,
. . . bickerings . . . between the managers of the im-

peachment and the counsel for the defence.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

(6) In criminal law, in particular, an inquiry con-
ducted by a magistrate before whom a pris-
oner is brought charged with crime, to ascer-

tain whether he should be held, bailed, or dis-

charged. It is conducted by questioning the witnesses

offered, and receiving the voluntary statement, if any, of

the prisoner, (c) The result of judicial inquiries ;

testimony taken and duly reduced to writing.
Master constable, let these men be bound, and brought

to Leonato ;
I will go before, and show him their exami-

nation. Shak., Much Ado, iv. 2.

3. A process prescribed or assigned for testing
the qualifications, capabilities, knowledge, ex-

perience, or progress of a person who is a can-
didate for some position or rank in a profession,
occupation, school or other organization, etc. :

as, the examination of a candidate for admission
to the ministry or bar; the periodical examina-
tion of a school.

To animate the students in the pursuit of literary merit
and fame, . . . there shall be annually a public examina-
tion, in the presence of a joint committee of the Corpora-
tion and Overseers. Revised Laics of Harvard College, 1790.

4. Trial or assay by the appropriate methods
or tests, as of minerals or chemical compounds.

Digital examination, in med., an examination or ex-

ploration made with the fingers.

Bob made what a surgeon would call a diflitalejcamiiia-
tion of the dungeon door.

E. Eijyieston, The (Jraysons, xxiv.

examination-paper
Entrance examination, an examination for admission
to a school, college, etc. Examination In chief, the

questioning of a witness by the party who has put him on
the stand, for the purpose of eliciting the testimony to

give which he is called : distinguished from the subsequent
cross-examination by the opposite party, and reexamina-
tion by the former party. Examination of party, a pro-
ceeding allowed under the new forms of legal procedure
to compel an adverse party to submit to interrogation in

advance of the trial. Examination of the brackets.
See bracket!, 5. Examination on the VOlr dire, a pre-

liminary interrogation of a witness by the party adverse to

him who called him, allowed on a trial at common law, to
ascertain whether he is competent, etc. Middle-class
examinations. See middle-class. Pass examination,
an examination in which the leading object is to insure a
certain standard, required as a qualification for employ-
ment in the civil service, or the like. Senate House ex-
amination, tlie examination for degrees and honors in

the University of Cambridge, England.
It was to correct this fault that the Senate House exami-

nation was introduced, and I am inclined to think that it

had its origin about the year 1780.

W. W. R. Ball, Mathematical Tripos.

= Syn. 1. Examination, Inquiry, Investigation, Inquisi-
tion, Scrutiny, Search, Research, Inspection ; overhauling,
probing, canvassing. Examination is the general word ;

where it is applied to any work of severity, thoroughness,
etc., the fact is expressed by a strong adjective or other
modifier : as, a superficial, thorough^ brief, protracted, or

searching examination into facts, into a question, of a

candidate, or of a locality or premises. Inquiry is made
by asking questions, but figuratively by study or investiga-
tion: as, an inquiry into the value of circumstantial evi-

dence. An 'investiffation is an examination lung enough,
systematic enough, and minute enough to be thorough.
An inquisition is something still more thorough and
searching than an investigation, implying vigor with se-

verity; in modern times it generally implies a somewhat
hostile spirit, or that from which the person concerned
would shrink. Scrutiny is primarily a close examination
with the eye : as, the scrutiny of one's features, of a manu-
script, of a field of vision ; but it is also a critical exami-
nation by the mind : as, the careful scrutiny of evidence.
Search is the effort to find primarily that which may be

seen, but secondarily that which may be apprehended by
the mind : as, the search for a lost coin, or for a clue to a

mystery. Research is search only of the second class above,
and in out-of-the-way fields of knowledge : as, archaeologi-
cal research. Inspection, literally a looking into, is some-
times a rather general word and equivalent to examina-
tion; but more often it implies an official examination..

as, an inspection of work done under contract ; the sani-

tary inspection of a jail, or of a ship just come into port.

It is possible then, without disloyalty to our convictions,
to examine their grounds, even though they are to fail

under the examination, for we have no suspicion of this

failure. J. II. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 184.

A careful . . . Inquiry into the modern prevailing No-
tions of that Freedom of the Will which is supposed to be
Essential to Moral Agency. Edwards (title of treatise).

I have been speaking of investigation, not of inquiry;
it is quite true that inquiry is inconsistent with assent,
but inquiry is something more than the mere exercise of

inference. J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 181.

Davenant emulated Spenser ; and if his poem
"
Opndi-

bert" had been as good as his preface, it could still be
read in another spirit than that of investigation.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 37.

The judges shall make diligent inquisition.
Deut. xix. 18.

Thenceforth I thought thee worth my nearer view
And narrower scrutiny. Milton, P. K., iv. 515.

Search for the truth is the noblest occupation of man,
its publication a duty.

Madame de Stael, Germany (trans.), iv. 2.

Oh ! rather give me commentators plain,
Who with no deep researches vex the brain.

Crabbe, Parish Eegister, i., Int.

The measureless region of scientific Research is not only
capable of calling out every intellectual faculty, but is one
in which no exercise is sterile.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, Int. I. i. I 24.

The habit of believing what will not bear inspection has
. . . completely become a second nature to men.

H. A'. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 266.

examinational (eg-zam-i-na'shon-al), a. [< ex-

amination + -al.} Of or pertaining to exami-
nation.
The extortionate examinational aberration which brings

the cramming system into existence.
W. B. Richardson, Prevent. Med., p. 657.

He [Dr. Michael Foster] was sorry to say that he knew
some who had succeeded to the fullest extent during the
examinational period of their life, yet did not maintain
their prestige as time rolled on. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 282.

examinationism (eg-zam-i-na'shon-izm), n.

[< examination + -ism.'} The, excessive prac-
tice of or reliance upon examinations as tests

of fitness, qualifications, progress, etc.

A reaction against that miserable exammationism which
earns for us the title of the " Chinese of Europe."

London Jour. Sci., No. cxxiv., p. 240.

examination-paper (eg-zani-i-Ha'shon-pa/per),
n. 1. A written or printed series of questions,

problems, or other matters, to be answered or

worked out, to demonstrate the knowledge,
skill, or progress of the person examined.
A goodly supply of questions is already at hand in the

examinanon-paperi set at the Institute in past years.
Xaturr. XXXVII. 458.

2. A written series of answers or solutions by
a person examined.



examinator

examinator (e-/.am'i-na-tor), H. [= F.

iiiih-iir Sp. I'";, ij-fiiiiiiii/iliir = {t.rsiiini

< LL. i-niiiiiiiiiliir, n weigher, examiner, < L.

i:finiiiiiiii'i', wei";h, examine: see i:nimnu .
\
An

examiner: as, "a prudent i-xamiHUtor," Ncott.

Sulllrleiitly ((iialitlfil for |. ;u iimj. iii.nnir! s. and that by
tin: strict approbation of ili-putinl i'j:iniiiiitilnrs.

Iliirton, Auat. of Mel., To the Itcadi-r.

examine (eg-/.am'iu), r. t.
; prct. and pp. I'smii-

infil, ppr. t'siiiniiiint/. [ Formerly also t'Xii iitin ;

< MK. I'j'iimitu n, Lnun' ni n, < OF. examiner, F.

rniiiiini r I'r. S[i. 1'g. isuniiiitir = It. esaminari'

= D. exumineren = (i. ij'/iininii'cn = Dan. rsiiint-

nere = Sw. i.i-iiiiiiinrii, < L. ejruminare, weigh,
ponder, consider, tost, examine, < rxumi'ii (<*-

iniiiii-), tho tongue of a balance, a weighing:
see exiiiiicn.] 1. To inspect or survey careful-

ly; look into the state of; scrutinize and com-

pare the parts of; view or observe in all as-

pects and relations, with the purpose of form-

ing a correct opinion or judgment : as, to ex-

umini' ship (to learn whether she is sea-

worthy); to examine a composition (for the

purpose of correcting its errors).

And Ezra the priest, with certain chief of the fathers, . . .

sat down in the tit-st day of the tenth month to examim'
the mutter. Ezra x. 16.

Let a man examine himself, and so let him eat of that

bread, and drink of that cup. 1 Cor. xi. 28.

The busy race examine and explore
Each creek ami cavern of the dangerous shore.

Cowper, Retirement, 1. 151.

If, for Instance, we examine the address of Clytemnestra
to Agamemnon on his return, or the description of the
seven Argive chiefs, by the principles of dramatic writing,
we shall instantly condemn them as monstrous.

Macaulay, Milton.

2. To subject to legal inquisition ; put to ques-
tion in regard to conduct or to knowledge of

facts; interrogate: as, to examine a witness or

a suspected or accused person.
Time is the old justice that examines all such offenders.

Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1.

The Watch-men are armed with Staves, and stand in the
Street by the Watch-houses, to examin every one that

paaseth by. Datnpier, Voyages, II. i. 77.

3. To inquire into the qualifications, capabili-
ties, or progress of, by interrogatories: as, to

examine the candidates for a degree, or for a
license to practise in a profession; to examine

applicants for office or employment.
First, there are the opposing lawyers, who were once

eiMmiiii'il for admission to the bar, and who may IK dis-

barred for unworthy or unprofessional conduct.

1'op. Sci. Mo., XXXIII. 655.

4. To try or assay by appropriate methods or

tests : as, to examine minerals or chemical com-
pounds. = Syn. 1. To scrutinize, Investigate, study, con-

sider, canvass. 3. To interrogate, catechize.

examine! (eg-zam'in), H. [< examine, v. Cf. ex-

Examination.
Divers persons were cxcommnnicat att this tyme, both

for Ignorance, and being absent from the dyetts of exam-
ine. l.iiiiniiii. Diary, p. 195.

examinee (eg-zam-i-ne').
n. [< examine + -eel.]

One examined, or who undergoes an examina-
tion.

After repeating the .Samaritan's saying to the inn-keep-
er, "When I come again I will repay thee," the unlucky
f.r<t>/ihi'-i' added : "This he said, knowing that he should
see his face no more." Cambridge. Sketches.

The treatment of the special subject is always one of the
best features of our examination : that in which the best
side of the mind of each examinee is a-; a rule most dis-

tinctly shown. StuNa, Medieval and Mod. Hist., p. 97.

examiner (eg-zam'i-ner), n. 1 . One who exam-
ini's, inspects, or tries; one who interrogates a
witness or an accused person.
A crafty clerk, commissioner, or examiner will make a

witness speak what he truly nt-ver meant.
Sir M. Hale, Hist. Com. Law of Eng.

2. A person appointed to conduct an examina-
tion, as in a school or college ; one appointed
to extimine candidates for degrees or for pub-
lic employment: as, the examiners in natural

science, metaphysics, classics, etc.
; civil-ser-

vice

I'onilng forward with assumed carelessness, he threw
towards u* the formal reply of bis examiner*.

Harpardiana, III. 9.

3. In the English chancery, an officer of court
who examines on oath the witnesses produced
on either side, or the parties themselves. 4.
In the United States Patent Office, an official,

subordinate to the commissioner of patents,
whose duty it is to examine and report upon
applications for the issue and reissue of pat-
cuts. ami upon alleged cases of interference
with rights secured by patent. 5. A custom-
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house officer appointed to examine merchan-
dise, baggage, etc., in order to detect and pre-
vent smuggling and other frauds on the trea-

sury: called an inspector in the United States

customs service.

examinership (eg-zam'i-ner-ship), n. [< ex-

aminer + -Mtp.J The office of examiner: as,
the chief e.jcHiiit<-rxliip of the civil-service com-
mission.

I had myself, in several examinmhipt III the school of

Law and Modem History, the best opportunities of mark-

Ing its effects.

K. A. Freeman, Contemporary Rev., LI. 824.

examiningly (eg-zam'i-ning-li), adv. Scruti-

nizingly.
she still kept her hand in his, and looked at him exam-

iuinyly. IJeniye Kliot, Uanlel Deronda, II.

examplaryt, . An obsolete variant of exem-

plify.

example (eg-zam'pl), n. [Early mod. E. also

example; < ME. example, exsample, also asaum-

ple, and by apheresis sample (> E. tampli;

q. v.), but commonly ensample, ensampel, en-

saumple, < OF. example, exemple, also essam-

ple, and rarely ensample (with prefix en- for

eg-, ex-), F. exemple = Pr. exemple, ensemple, etc.,
= Sp. ejemplo = Pg. exemplo = It. esempio =
D. G. Dan. Sw. exempel, < L. exempliim, lit. what
is taken out (as a sample), a sample, pattern,

specimen, copy for imitation, etc., < eximere,

pf.exemptus, take out, < ex, out, + emcre, buy:
see exempt. Cf. ensample, sample, exemplar.']
1. One of a number of things, or a part of any-
thing, generally a small quantity, exhibited
or serving to show the character or quality of

tho whole
;
a representative part or instance ;

a sample ;
a specimen ;

an exemplar.
These pillars are singularly graceful in their form and

elegant in their details, and belong to a
style which, if

there were more example* of it, I would feel inclined to

distinguish as the "Oupta style."
./. Ferffutnm, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 247.

The Duomo of Flesole, the exquisite Church of .San

Miniato al Monte near Florence, the Duomo at Pisa, aru

examples of the work of the Tuscan architects of the
eleventh century.

C. B. Xorton, Church-building In Middle Ages, p. 26.

2. An instance serving for illustration; a par-
ticular case or circumstance, quotation, or oth-

er thing, illustrating a general statement, prop-
osition, rule, or truth. [Though etymologlcally the
same as sample, an example, in this use of the word, is

not, like a sample, commonly taken at random, but chosen
with care for the purpose of aiding the mind of a reader
or hearer in comprehending an abstract proposition or de-

scription. An example is, in fact, but a single instance,
either given alone or with a small number of others, and
In such a manner that the reader or person addressed has
no means of judging as to how It has been chosen ; it there-
fore affords little or no ground for inductive reasoning.
See sample.]

An audience rushing out of a theatre on Are, and In

their eagerness to get before each other jamming up the

doorway so that no one can get through, offers a good
example of unjust selfishness defeating itself.

// Spencer, Social Statics, p. 486.

Of the union of several distinct cities, standing apart,
each with its own territory, to form one greater political

whole, Greek history contains one example only.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 266.

3. A pattern in morals or manners worthy of

imitation ; a model of conduct or manner ; an
archetype; one who or that which is proposed
or is proper to be imitated.

Al exemplex are not imitable.
A. Hume, Orthographic (E. E. T. S.), p. 21.

I have given you an example that ye should do as I have
done to you. John xill. 15.

Oh, thou art gone, and gone with thee all goodness,
The great example of all equity.

Fletcher, Valentinlan, Iv. 4.

Moral principles rarely act powerfully upon the world,
except by way of example or ideals.

Lecky, Em-op. Morals, II. 287.

4. An instance serving for a warning; a warn-
ing.
God that is almyghty wolde hane it to be shewed in

< .ixnii !>['' that men sholde not be prowde for worldly
richesse. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 1U. 434.

Then Joseph her husband, being a jnst man, and not
willing to make her a publick example, was minded to put
her away privily. Mat. i. 19.

tak example frae me, Maries,
O tak example frae me.
Mary Hamilton (Child's Ballads, III. 327).

5. In roo7., a prepared specimen. 6. In math.,
an arithmetical or algebraic problem, illustrat-

ing a rule or method, to be worked out by a
student: as, an example in addition; an example
in quadratics Argument from example, the same
as retiKoniii'i f>-mn tina!n

: rii, which latter expression has
superseded the former, ex'cept In translations from Aris-
totle and other ancient writers on logic.

exanimate
feisamanerof arguim-ntution. hrr one thing

is provfl l>y another, for tin- likcm-hsc that U fomiiir to

belli them bothe. Sir T. Wilmn. Knle of Beuoti.

= 8yn. KxanifJ', run,-, n. MII,I,I
: I'rrcedenl, Ideal, la-

stance; archi-tyi-, prototype; rxi-mplinVation. Example
Is the most general of these words ; it is the only one of
them that admit* application to that which Is to be avoid-
ed. AII . fn in/lie is something t guide the understanding,
so that one may decide what to do and what not to do.
t'atlern and model express that which is to be closely fol-

lowed or copied ; they primarily refer to physical shape :

as, an artist's model; but also freely to the shaping of con-

duct and character : as, a pattern of sobriety ; a model of

virtue. Perhaps model suggest* tin- mon- rniplrt exam-

ple, but the difference between the two words In this re*

spect is small. A precedent ia an example set in the past,
a* a legal decision which may be pleaded In law as the
basis of a further decision, and In

private
affairs a thinu-

once done or allowed, and so pleaded as a reason or an
excuse for more of the same sort : as, a precedent for Indul-

gence. An ideal is a model of perfection, primarily Imagi-

nary, but by hyperlHile sometimes real. An example Is

generally
a representative person or thing, but the word

sometimes used instead of iiutaiiee with reference to

a representative act or course of conduct : as, to prove a
rule by examples; to prove a man's fidelity or treachery
by inntances or examples.

Princes that would their people should do well
Must at themselves begin, as at the head ;

For men by their example pattern out
Their imitations and regard of laws.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

They already furnish an exhilarating example of the dif-

ference between free governments and despotic misrule.
D. Webster, Speech at Bunker Hill Monument.

I do not give you to posterity as a pattern to imitate,
but as an example to deter.

Jmuut, Letters, xiil., To the Duke of (irafton.

Yet he survives, the model and the monument of a cen-

tury. Story, Speech at Salem, Sept. 18, 1828.

We have followed precedents as long as they could guide
us ; now we must make precedents for the ages which are
to succeed us. 0. W. Holmes, Essays, p. 115.

Every man has at times in his mind the ideal of what ht-

should tie but Is not.

Theodore Parker, Crit. and Misc. Writings, I.

All that can l>e expected in an iil.nl Is that It should )

perfect in its own kind, and should exhibit the type most
needed in its age, and most widely useful to mankind.

I*clty, Europ. Morals, I. 163.

The world . . . has produced fewer iiatancet of truly
great Judges than it has of great men in almost every other

department of civil life. Horace Binney, John Marshall.

example (eg-zam'pl), v. ; pret. and pp. exam-

pled, ppr. erampling. [< example, n. Cf. the
older verb forms ensample and sample.] I.

trans. If. To furnish with examples ; give ex-

amples of.
I'll example you with thievery ;

The sun's a thief, and with his great attraction
Robs the vast sea ; the moon's an arrant thief,
And her pale fire she snatches from the sun.

Shak., T. of A., iv. 8.

2f. To justify by the authority of an example.
I will have that subject newly writ o'er, that I may ex-

ample my digression by some mighty precedent.
Shak., L. L. L., I. 2.

3. To set or make an example of; present as
an example.
Burke devoted himself to this duty . . . with a fervid

assiduity that has not often been examvied, and has never
been surpassed. John Morlett, Burke, p. 87.

Search, sun, and thou wilt mid
They are the exampled pair, and mirror of their kind.

B. Jonson, Underwoods, xciv.

Il.t intrans. To give an example.
I will example unto you : Your opponent makes entry

as you are engaged with your mistress.
11. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

examplert (eg-zam'pler), n. [< ME. exampleir:
see exemplar and sampler. Cf. ME. ensampler.]
An exemplar or a sampler; an example ; a pat-
tern.

In hys swete langage ther he me vnfold
That I ther take the exampleir wold
Off a boke of his which that he had made.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. 9.), Int., 1. 131.

I referre me to them which are skilful! In the Italian

tongue, or may the better iudge, if it please them to trie

the same, casting aside this exampler.
UaUwyl't I'oyages, II. 121.

examplesst (eg-zamp'les). a. [Contr. of *eram-

plfleft (Dun. Sw. exemjtellos) ;
< exampk + -less.']

Having no example ; beyond parallel.

They that durst to strike
At to exampleu and unblamed a life.

B. Joiuon, Sejanus, ii. 4.

exangnionst, ". See exmngvimu.
exanguloust (eks-ang'pu-lus), a. [< L. w-priv.
+ aiigulus, a corner.] Saving no angles or cor-

ners. Bailey, 1727.

exanimate! (eg-zan'i-mat), r. t. [< L. exani-

matits, pp. of exanimare (> It. eganimare), de-

prive of breath, life, or strength, < ex- priv. +
anima, life: see animate.] 1. To deprive of

life; kill. Bailey, 1731. 2. To dishearten; dis-

courage. Bailey, 1731.



exanimate

exanimate (eg-zan'i-mat), a. [= OF. cxanime
= It. esanimato, < L. exanimatus, pp. : see the

verb.] 1. Inanimate; lifeless.

On whose sharp cliftes the ribs of vessels broke ;

And shivered ships, which had beene wrecked late,

Yet stuck with carkases exanimate.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 7.

At the beginning of the skirmish I had primed my pis-

tols, and sat with them ready for use. . . . Shaykh Nur,
exanimate with fear, could not move.

M. t'. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 361.

2. Spiritless; disheartened; depressed in spir-
its.

The grey morn
Lifts her pale lustre on the paler wretch
Exanimate by love. Thomson, Spring, 1. 1052.

exanimation (eg-zan-i-ma'shon), . [= Sp. ex-

animacion = Pg. cxanimdfSo == It. esanlmazione,
< L. exanimatio(n-), < exanimare, deprive of

breath, life, or strength: see exanimate.} De-

privation of life or of spirits ;
real or apparent

death.

ex aninio (eks an'i-mo). [L. : ex, out of, from ;

animo, abl. of animus, mind, heart : see ani-

mus.} From the mind or heart; sincerely;

conscientiously.
exanimoust (eg-zan'i-mus), a. [< L. exanimis,
also exanimus, lifeless, < ex- priv. + anima,
life.] Lifeless; dead. Johnson.

exannulate (eks-an'u-lat), a. [< L. ex- priv.
+ annulus, prop, anulus, a ring: see annulate.}
In bot., without a ring: applied to those ferns

in which the sporangium is without the elastic

ring or annulus.

exanthem (eg-zan'them), n. [< LL. exanthema.}
1. Same as exanthema, 1. 2. In bot., a blotch
or excrescence on the surface of a leaf, etc.

exanthema (ek-san-the'mii), n.
; pi. exanthe-

mata (-ma-ta). [LL., < Gr. IgdvOitfia, an efflo-

rescence, eruption, pustule, < egavffslv, bloom,
blossom, break out, < ff, out, + avtielv, flower,
< avdos, a flower.] 1. Any diffuse or multiple
affection of the skin marked by inflammation
or simple hyperernia, or by effusion of lymph,
or excessive exfoliation of epidermis, but usu-

ally restricted to skin-affections belonging to

zymotic fevers. Also exanthem.

Dermatologists discriminate the febrile rashes or exan-
thenis of local or individual origin urticaria, erythema,
and roseola from the true exanthemata, which are acute

specific infectious diseases. Qitain, Med. Diet.

2. A zymotic fever of which a skin-affection is

normally one of the symptoms, as scarlatina or
measles.
exanthematic (eg-zan-the-mat'ik), a. [< exan-

thema(t-) + -ic.} Same as exantheinatous.

exanthematology (ek-san-the-ma-tol'o-ji), n.

[< Gr. c^avi)r/fia(r-) , eruption, + -/ioj/a, < '/.iyfiv,

speak: see-ology.} The study of or knowledge
concerning the exanthemata.
exanthematous (ek-san-them'a-tus), a. [< ex-

antke>na(t-} + -oits.} Of or pertaining to exan-
themata.

Dr. Woakes . . . has indicated that . . . most impor-
tant nervous disorders arising from acute disease in the
ear may, by sympathetic connection, be induced from the
irritation from teething and from the exanthematous dis-

eases. W. B. Richardson, Prevent. Med., p. 199.

exanthesis (ek-san-the'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. tf-

avdr/ai^, efflorescence, eruption, < egavOelv, bloom,
blossom, break out: see exanthema.} In med.,
the appearing of an exanthema. See exanthe-

ma, 1.

exantlatet (eg-zant'lat), v. t. [< L. exantlatus,

pp. of exantlare, draw out, as a liquid, bear up
under, endure, go through, exhaust, < ex, out,
+ *antlare = Gr. avrMlv, draw out water, bail

out, as a ship, also exhaust, come to the end of

(cf. avrbof, the hold of a ship, etc.), ult. < avd,
up, + *T\av = L. *tla- in flatus, later latus, pp.,
associated with/ore = E. bear1 . Cf . atlas1

,
ab-

lative, etc. The L. verb is also spelled exan-

clare, and is referred by some to ex + anelare
or anculare, serve, < anculus, a servant : see an-

cille.} To draw out
; bring out; exhaust.

By time those seeds were wearied or exantlated, or un-
able to act their parts upon the stage of the universe any
longer. Boyle, Works, I. 497.

exantlationt (ek-sant-la'shon), n. [< exantlate
+ -ion.} The act of drawing out

; exhaustion.
What libraries of new volumes after ages will behold,

in what a new world of knowledge the eyes of our poster-
ity may be happy, a few ages may joyfully declare

; and
is but a cold thought unto those who cannot hope to be-
hold this exantlation of truth.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., ii. 6.

exaratet (ek'sa-rat), v. t. [< L. exaratus, pp. of

exarare, plow up, < ex, out, up, + arare, plow:
see arable, ear3.] To plow; hence, to mark as
if by a plow; write; engrave. Blount.
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exarate (ek'sa-rat), a. [< L. exaratus, pp.: see

the verb.] lii entom., having longitudinal and

parallel furrows which are distinctly defined,
with perpendicular margins, and are separated
by wide elevated spaces Exarate pupae, those

pupje in which the limbs are free, but closely attached to

the body, as in many Coleoptera and Hymenoptera.
exarationt (ek-sa-ra'shon), n. [X L. exara-

tio(n-), < exarare,i plow up: see exarate.} The
act of plowing; hence, the act of marking as

with a plow, or of writing or engraving. Bai-

ley, 1727.

exarch (eks'ark), n. [Formerly also exarche;
= F. exarche, exarque, < LL. exarchus, < Gr. ef-

,
a leader, beginner, later a prefect, < f-

, begin, < ff, out, + apxeiv, be first, rule.]

1. The ruler of a province in the Byzantine
empire. The most important was the exarch
of Ravenna. See exarchate.

This City [Vercellis] . . . revolted to Smaragdus the Sec-

ond Exarche of Ravenna. Coryat, Crudities, I. 105.

2. In the early church ,
a prelate presiding over

a diocese : as, the exarch of Ephesus. The title

is often used as synonymous with patriarch ; but strictly
the exarch was inferior in rank and power to the patri-

arch, and superior to the metropolitan.

It was decreed that the bishop of the chief see should
not be entitled the exarch of priests, or the highest priest,
or anything of like sense, but only the bishop of the chief-

est see. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 16.

3. In the Gr. Ch., a legate of a patriarch, whose

duty it is to sustain the authority of the patri-

arch, and to obtain accurate information con-

cerning the lives of the clergy, ecclesiastical

observances, monastic discipline, etc., in the

provinces assigned to him. The power of the ex-

archs is very great. They can absolve, depose, or excom-
municate in the name of the patriarch.

exarchate (eks'iir-kat or eg-zar'kat), . [For-
merly also exarchat; = F. exarchat, < ML. ex-

archatus, < exarchus, exarch: see exarch and
-ate3.} The office, dignity, or administration of

an exarch, or the territory ruled by an exarch
;

specifically, the Byzantine dominion in Italy
after its reconquest from the Ostrogoths by
Narses in the middle of the sixth century,
called from its capital the exarchate of Raven-
na. At first it embraced all Italy, but parts of it were
rapidly lost, until only the region around Ravenna (the
Romagna) was retained by the exarch. This was con-

quered by the Lombards in 751, and taken from them by
Pepin the Short, king of the Franks, in 755, and given to

the pope, who thus became a temporal sovereign.

Pepin, not unobedient to the Pope's call, passing into

Italy, frees him out of danger, and wins for him the whole
exarchat of Ravenna. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

If we would suppose the pismires had but our under-

standings, they also would have the method of a man's

greatness, and divide their little mole-hills into provinces
and exarchates. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, i. 4.

exareolate (eks-a-re'o-lat), a. [< L. ex- priv.
+ NL. areola + -ate1 .] In bot., not areolate;
without areolse.

exarillate (eks-ar'i-lat), a. [< L. ex- priv. +
NL. arilla + -ate1 .} In hot., having no aril.

exaristate (eks-a-ris'tat), a. [< L. ex- priv. +
NL. arista + -ate1 .] In bot., destitute of an

arista, awn, or beard.
exarticulate (eks-ar-tik'u-lat), v. t.

; pret. and

pp. exarticulated, ppr. exdrticulating. [< L. ex-

priv. + articnlatus, pp. of articulare, joint: see

articulate.} 1. To disjoint; put out of joint;
luxate. Bailey, 1727. 2. In surg., to sever the

ligamentous connections of at a joint; ampu-
tate at a joint: as, to exarticulate the thumb.
exarticulate (eks-ar-tik'u-lat), a. [< L. ex- priv.

-I- articulatus, pp.: see the verb.] In zoiil.,

not jointed; not consisting of two or more
joints; inarticulate; composed of a single joint,
as the antenna or palpi of certain insects.
Exarticulate limbs, limbs without joints, as the pro-
legs of a caterpillar.

exarticulation (eks-ar-tik-u-la'shon), n. [< ex-

articulate + -ion.} 1. Luxation; the disloca-

tion of a joint. 2. Removal of a member at

the articulation. 3. The state of being exar-
ticulate or jointless.

exaspert (eg-zas'per), t'. t. [< OF. exasperer, F.

exasperer = Sp. Pg. exasperar = It. exasperare,
< L. exasperare, roughen, irritate, < ex, out, +
asperare, roughen, < asper, rough: see awper

1
,

asperate.} To exasperate.
A lyon is a cruell beast yf he be exaspered.

Joye, Expos, of Daniel, vii.

exasperate (eg-zas'pe-rat), v. ; pret. and pp.
exasperated, ppr. exasperating. [< L. exaspe-
ratus, pp. of exasperare, irritate : see exasper.}
I. tram. 1. To irritate to a high degree; make
very angry ; provoke to rage ; enrage : as, to ex-

asperate an opponent.

exauctorate

You know my hasty temper, and should not exasperate
it. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, iv.

Roger Niger . . . flying from the wrath of the king,
whom he has exasperated by savage invective.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 147.

2f. To incite by means of irritation
;
stimulate

through anger or rage ;
stir up.

1 did exasperate you to kill or murder him.

Shirley, The Traitor, iv. 1.

3. To make grievous or more grievous; aggra-
vate

;
embitter : as, to exasperate enmity.

Alas ! why didst thou on This-Day create

These harmfull Beasts, which but exasperate
Our thorny lite ?

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6.

Many have studied to exasperate the ways of death, but
fewer hours have been spent to soften that necessity.

Sir T. Broumc, Christ. Mor., 11. 13.

4. To augment the intensity of
;
exacerbate: as,

to exasperate inflammation or a part inflamed.

The plaster would pen the humour . . . and so exas-

perate ft. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

Her illness was exasperated by anxiety for her husband.

frescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 16.

Our modern wealth stands on a few staples, and the in-

terest nations took in our war was exasperated by the im-

portance of the cotton trade.

Emerson, Fortune of the Republic.

= Syn. 1. Provoke, Incense, Exasperate, Irritate; vex,

chafe, nettle, sting. The first four words all refer to the

?
reduction of angry and generally demonstrative teeling.
rritate often has to do with the nerves, but all have to do

with the mind. Provoke is perhaps the most sudden ;
ex-

asperate is the strongest and least self-controlled; incense
stands second in these respects.

In seeking just occasion to provoke
The Philistine, thy country's enemy,
Thou never wast remiss. Milton, S. A., 1. 237.

I am one, my liege,
Whom the vile blows and buffets of the world
Have so incens'd that I am reckless what
I do to spite the world. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1.

Intemperance . . . first exasperates the passions, and
then takes off from them the restraints of the reason.

Everett, Orations, I. 375.

It irritates to an incurable resentment the minds of your
adversaries, to overrun them with the mercenary sons of

rapine and plunder.
Chatham, Speech against the American War, Nov., 1777.

Il.t intrans. To increase in severity.
The distemper exasperated, till it was manifest she

could not last many weeks.

Roger North, Lord Outlford, I. 168.

exasperate (eg-zas'pe-rat), a. [< L. exaspera-

tus,f>p.: seetheverb.'} 1. Irritated; inflamed.

[Rare.]
Matters grew more exasperate between the two kings

of England and France. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 79.

No? why art thou then exasperate, thou idle immate-
rial skein of sley'd silk? Shak., T. and C., v. 1.

2. In bot., rough; covered with hard, project-

ing points.

exasperated (eg-zas'pe-ra-ted), p. a. In Tier., in

an attitude indicating rage or ferocity. [Rare.]

exasperate! (eg-zas'pe-ra-ter), n. One who ex-

asperates or provokes ;
a provoker. Johnson.

exasperating (eg-zas'pe-ra-ting), p. a. Irritat-

ing ;
vexatious.

A boy who doubtless was often rude and disobedient
and exasperating to the last degree, but was her boy.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 200.

exasperation (eg-zas-pe-ra'shpn), n. [= F.

exasperation = Sp. exasperacion = Pg. exaspe-

raqoto = It. esasperazione, < LL. exasperatio(ii-),
< L. exasperare, roughen, irritate : see exasper-
ate.} 1. The act of exasperating, or the state

of being exasperated ;
irritation

; provocation.
A word extorted from him by the exasperation of his

spirits. South, Works, X. Ir.

2. Increase of violence or malignity ;
exacer-

bation, as of a disease. [Rare.]
Judging, as of patients in fevers, by the exasperation of

the fits. Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiie, p. 457.

Exaspideae (eks-as-pid'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

tf, out, + doTri'f (do-md-), a shield (with ref . to the

scutellum), + -ece.} In Sundevall's system, the
third cohort of scutelliplantar passerine birds,

consisting of several South American families,
as the tyrant flycatchers, todies, and manakins,
divided into Lysodactyl(E for the first of these
families and Syndactylce for the other two.

exaspidean (eks-as-pid'e-an), rt. [As Exaspi-
dew + -an.} In ornith., having that modifica-

tion of the scutelliplantar tarsus in which the

anterior scutella overlap around the outside,
but are deficient on the inside.

exanctoratet (eg-zak'to-rat), v. t. [< L. exauc-

turatiif, pp. of exauctorare, ML. also exaiitorare,
dismiss from service, < ex, out, + auctorare, hire

oneself out, bind, < auctor, author: see author.}
To dismiss from service ; deprive of an office or

a dignity; degrade. Also exait thora tc.



exauctorate

The first bishop that was rxaitftorateil was a prince too,

prince and bi-liop oi' lieii.^n.

II. 147.

exauctorationt (og-ziik-tfi-rfi'shon), n. Dismis-

sion ('ruin service ; removal from an ollico or a

dignily; deprivation; degradation. Also tJ-

autlioration.

I'oiisi'qni'nis harsh, impious, ami unreasonable in de-

spi^ht of ^'o\ er II men I, in t'.fntn-ti.rnti"U of the power of 811-

peri *, Ot for Hi Hiuncnccmcnt of schisms anil here-

sic;. ././. Tiiiiliir, Apol. lor Set r'onnsof Utility, I'rel.

exaugurate (i-g-y.a'gu-nit), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

inaugurated, ppr. antugufati*g- [< k- cx<iugu-

ratun, pp. of cxaugurare, < ex, out, + ;/</;-

re, consecrate by auguries, < augur, an augur:
see uiKjiir. ('!'. iiiniii/Hriili'.] In Rum. <uttii/.,\<i

deprive of a sacred character; hence, to secu-

lari/.o. See t:riiitiinriili<ni.

He determined to rraiiuuralr and to unhallow certain

churches and cliappels. IIMmxi, tr. of Livy, p. 88.

exauguration (og-za-gu-ra'shou), n. [< L. ex-

(iii</iirfitii>(ii-i, < i .run,! nr<ire: see exaugurate.]
In KIH/I. until/., the act of depriving a thing or

person of sacred character; secularization: a

ceremony necessary before consecrated build-

ings coidd be used for secular purposes, or

priests resign their sacred functions, or enter
into matrimony in cases where celibacy was
required.
The birds by signes out of the augur's learning admitted

and allowed the exaunuratiim and unhallowing all other
eels and cliappels tiesides. Holland, tr. of I.ivy, p. 38.

exauspicationt (eg-zas-pi-ka'shon), n. [< L. as
if *exausi>icatio(n-), < r.m.v/Vr(iv, pp. cj-inm/>i-

cutiix, take an augury, < ex, out, 4- ttitx/iictn-;,

take auspices: see auspicate.] An unlucky be-

ginning, as of an enterprise. Bailey, 1727.

exauthoratet (eg-z'thor-at), v . t. Same as ex-

inirtorati:

exauthorationt (eg-za-thor-a'shon), . [< OF.

exaiitlioniliiin, < ML. exauctoratio(n-), < L. ex-

auctorare, dismiss from service: see exauctor-

ate.] Same as exauctoration. Bp. Hall.

exauthorizet (eg-za'thor-iz), v. t. [< ML. ex-

autorisarc, < L. ex, out, + ML. autorizare, au-
thorize: see authorise. Cf. exauctorate.] To
deprive of authority. Selden.

Excaecaria (ek-se-ka'ri-ji),
n. [NL., so called

from the effect of its juice upon the eyes, < L.
i .rcircurt; make blind: see excecate.] A genus
of euphorbiaceous trees and shrubs, of tropical
and subtropical Asia and Africa. The milky juice
of most of the species is acrid and very poisonous. The
Chinese tallow-tree, K. whiferu, is a handsome tree, culti-

vated in China, Japan, and northern India. The seeds
are embedded in a solid inodorous fat which Is largely
used in China for candles; they also yield an oil, and the
hark yields a black dye.

excaecationt, . See excecation.

excalcarate (eks-kal'ka-rat), a. [< L. ex- priv.
+ calear, a spur (see ctilcar 1 ),

+ -ate1 .] In en-

toni., having no spurs or calcars; ecalcarate.

excalceatet (eks-kal'se-at), v. t. [< L. excalcc-

iitnx, pp. of excalceare, unshoe, < ex- priv. + cal-

i-nire, shoo : see calceate.] To deprive of shoes
;

make barefooted. Chambers.
excalceationt (eks-kal-se-a'shpn), n. [< excaJ-

crntf + -inn.] The act of excalceating or de-

priving of shoes. C/iiiinlii'i-x.

excalfactiont (eks-kal-fak'shon), n. [< L. ex-

calfactio(n-), < i-jvidj'nrcre, warm, < ex, out, +
caifacere, warm: see chafe, and cf. eschaufe.]
The act of making warm

;
calefaction. Blouiit.

excalfactivet (eks-kal-fak'tiv), a. [< excalfac-
tinn -t- -ire.'] Same as e.rcalfactory. Cotgravc.

Excalfactoria (eks-kal-fak-to'ri-ji), n. [NL.,
fern, of L. <:mi'/<ifti>riu.i: see ijci-iilfiii'tnnj.] A
genus of diminutive quails, of which the sexes
are dissimilar in plumage and the coloration is

much variegated, inhabiting Africa, Asia, Aus-
tralia. etc.: the |>aintedqnails. The best-known

species is the blue-breasted Chinese quail, E.
fhinensis. Bonn/xirti; 1S56.

excalfactoryt (eks-kal-fak'to-ri), a. [< L. ex-

I'lin'tictnriiix. < eaealfaetn, warm: see excalfae-
timi.] Tending to heat or warm; heating;
warming.
The Creeks ha\. tf.inc so ncaiv. that they have scraped

the very fllth from the walls of their pllhlicke halls and
pla.-esof wivstlin;.', and suchlike exercises; and the same
(say they) hath a peciall fjmilfuctiirif vertlie.

//. llanil, tr. of Pliny, \\viii. 4.

excamb, excambie (eks-kamb', -kam'bi), v. t.

[< ML. f.rrtimhitiri'. exchange: see exchange.]
To exchange: applied speeitically to the ex-

change i>f land. [Scotch.]
I lie power to f.r.-ninli was gradually conferred on en-

tailed proprietors. KII.'II,: liril.. VIII. "83.

excambiator (eks-kam'bi-a-tor). n. [Ml,.. <

n; exchange : see excha >i<je.] An ex-

changer ;
a broker ;

one employed to exchange
lands.

excambie, >'. '. See rxrainb.

excambium, excambion (eks-kam'bi-um, -on),
n. [ML., exchange: see rxrliintye.] Exchange;
barter; specifically, in Nco/.v i/nr, the contract

by which one piece of land is exchanged for

another.
lie ... acquired . . . divers lands, . . . for which he

gave In erminliinn the lands uf Cambo.
fijKilmcinid, Hist. Church of Scotland, p. 100.

excandescence, excandescency (eks-kan-des'-
ens, -en-si), n. [=8p. Pg. excandecencia = It. es-

riiiiilfxrrii~ii. i-xcn ndi xci // : in, < L. excandescentia,
nascent anger, lit. a growing hot, < excandes-

cen(t-)x, ppr. of excandesccre, grow hot: see ex-

candescent.] 1. A white heat; glowing heat.

[Rare.] 2f. Heat of passion; violent anger.
Bailru, 17L'7.

excandescent (oks-kan-des'ent), a. [= Pg.
excandecente = It. escandescente, < L. excainl<-x-

cen(t-)s, ppr. of excandescere, grow hot, burn,
burn with anger, < ex, out, + candescere, begin
to glow: see candescent, candid.] White with
heat. [Rare.]

excantatipnt (eks-kan-ta'shon), ii. [< L. as if

"excantatio(n-), < excantare, charm forth, bring
out by enchantment, < ex, out, + cantare, sing,
charm: see canft, and cf. incantation.] Disen-
chantment by a countercharm. [Rare.]
They . . . which imagine that the mynile is eyther by

incantation or excantation to bee ruled are as far from
trueth as the East from the West.

/..</?.>/, Btiphues and his England, p. 349.

The don enchanted in his cage, out of which there
was no possibility of getting out, hut by the power of a

higher excantation. Gayton, Notes on Don Quixote, p. 277.

excarnate (eks-kSr'nat), v. t. ; pret. and pp.

excarnated, ppr. excarnating. [< ML. excarna-

tus, pp. of excarnare (> Pg. excarnar = F. ex-

earner), deprive of flesh, < L. ex- priv. + earo

(earn-), flesh. Cf. incarnate.] To deprive or
clear of flesh ; separate, as blood-vessels, from
the surrounding fleshy parts.
He (Dr. Glesson] hath likewise given us certain notes

for the more easy distinguishing of the vena cava, porta,
and vasa fellea in excarnatiny the liver. Wood, Fasti, I.

excarnate (eks-kiir'nat), n. [< ML. excarnatus,

pp.: see the verb.] Divested of flesh; disem-
bodied. .Sears.

excarnation (cks-kar-na'shon), . [= F. ex-

carnation = Pg. escarnaydo, < ML. 'excarna-

tio(n-), (. excarnare, pp. excarnatux, deprive of
flesh: see excarnate.] 1. The act of divesting
of flesh

;
the state of being divested of flesh : op-

posed to incarnation.

The apostles mean by the resurrection of Christ the ex-

carnation of the Son of man, and the consequent emer-
gence out of natural conditions to his place of power on
high. Seam.

2. In the preparation of easts of anatomical
cavities (as of the blood-vessels of an organ or
of the air-passages of the

lun^s), the removal
of the tissues, as by a corrosive liquid, after
the cavities have been filled with a hardening
injection.
excarnicatet (eks-kar'ni-kat), v. t. [< L. ex-

priv.
+ earo (earn-), flesh: the term, appar. in

imitation of excarnificate.] To lay bare the
flesh of

; scarify.
I did even ercarnicatc his [a horse's) sides with my often

spurring of him. Coryat, Crudities, I. 3.'!.

excarnificate (eks-kar'ni-fi-kat), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. ej-i'unii/icittcd, ppr. excarnificating. [< L.

excarnificatus, pp. of excarnificare (> OF. excar-

nitii'r), cut or tear any one to pieces, ML. de-
vour the flesh of, < ex, out, + carnificare, cut in

pieces, behead, < earo (earn-), flesh, + facere,
make. See carnifex.] To deprive of flesh

;
free

from flesh. Of T, More.
excarnification (eks-kar'ni-fi-ka'shon), ti. [<

excarnificate + -ion.] The act of clearing or

depriving of flesh. Johnson.
ex cathedra. See cathedra.

excathedrate (eks-kath'e-drat), r. t.; pret. and
pp. <:mit/<ri/r<ited. ppr. exciithedrating. [< ex
cathedra + -ate2.] To condemn with author-

ity, or ex cathedra. [Rare.]
Whom sho'd I feare to write to, if I can
Stand before you, my learn'd diocesan?
And never shew blood-guiltinesse or feare
To see my lines excathedrated here.

Hcrrick. Hesperides, p. 66.

excaudate (eks-ka'dat), n. [< L. ex- priv. +
I'/iinlfi, tail: s>eeeauflntc. Cf.cramhitr.] fnJoiSL,
tailless; destitute of a tail or tail-like process:
ecaudate.
excavate (eks'ka-vat), r. t. ; pret. and pp. ex-

cavated, ppr. wiirittini/. [< L. rxcnratim, pp.

excecate

of excarare, hollow out, < FS, out, + rarare,
make hollow, < cavim, hollow: seerdre'. Cf. ex-

niri:
] 1. To hollow out, or make a hollow or

cavity in, by digging or scooping out the inner

part, or by removing extraneous matter : as, to
i ., i-ii rule a tumulus or a buried city for the pur-
pose of exploring it; to excavate a cocoanut.

Falter himself put a thousand of them [cups turned of

ivory by Oswaldus Norlinger of Su.-\ ia| into an excavated

pepper corn. Kay, Works of Creation, I.

2. To form by scooping or hollowing out ; make
by digging out material, as from the earth : as,
to excavate a tunnel or a cellar.

strides . . . are those fxcavatfil channels, hy our work*
men called Rulings and grooves. Krelyn, Architecture.

It In only when we examine the chasm more minutely,
and flnd that it has actually l>een excavated out of the

solid rock, that we begin to see that the work has been
done by running water.

J. Croil, Climate and Cosmology, p. 11.

I was living at this period In a tomb, which was ncn-
voted in the side of the precipice, above Hheick Ahd el

Oournoo. R. Curzon, Monant. in the Levant, p. 102.

excavate, excavated (eks'ka-vat, -va-ted), a.

Inzool.: (a) Formed as if by excavation
;
hol-

lowed, but having the inner surface irregularly
rounded.
The front Is deeply ficatateit for the Insertion of the

antenna'. Packard.

(b) Widely and irregularly notched : said of a

margin or mark Excavated palpi, In mtom., those

palpi in which the last joint Is concave at Its apex,

excavation (eks-ka-va'shqn), B. [= F. excava-
tion = Sp. excavacion = Pg. exeavapTlo = It. es-

cavazione, < L. excavatio(n-), < excavare, hollow
out: see excavate.] 1. The act of making a

thing hollow by removing the interior sub-
stance or part ;

the digging out of material, or
its removal by any means, so as to form a cavity
or hollow: as, the excavation of laud by flowing
water.

The appearance therefore of the dry land was hy the
excavation of certain sinus and tracts of the earth, and
exaggerating and lifting up other parts of the terrestrial

matters. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 299.

2. A hollow or cavity formed by removing the
interior substance : as, many animals burrow in

excavations of their own forming.
A grotto Is not often the wish or the pleasure of an Eng-

lishman, who has more frequent need to solicit than ex-

clude the sun ; hut Pope's excacation was requisite as an
entrance to his garden. Johnson, Pope.

3. In engin., an open cutting, as in a railway,
in distinction from a tunnel. 4. In zoiil., a

deep and somewhat irregular hollow with well-

defined edges, as if a piece had been taken out
of the surface.

excavator (eks'ka-va-tor). n. [= F. excava-

teur.] One who or that which excavates.

An intelligent excavator had taken better care of them
[some valuable fossils], and laid them aside.

Sir //. De La Beetle, Oeol. Observer.

.Specifically () A horse- or steam-power machine for

digging, moving, or transporting loose gravel, sand, or
soil. The ditch-excanator is practically a scoop-plow that

Excavator, def. (a).

loosens the sod, while an endless band armed with buck-
eU scoops the soil, raises it, and throws it out at one side
of the machine. The transporting excarator loosens the
soil and raises it upon a traveling apron to a hopper.
When the hopper is full the machine is dragged away upon
a carrylng-lini' to the place where the load is to be dis-

charged, (b) An instrument used hy dentists in removing
carious parts of a tooth preparatory to filling it. Odor-
less excavator, an apparatus consisting of a pump, tank,
and odor-consumer, used for emptying cesspools. Pneu-
matic excavator, an apparatus for raising by pneumatic
force sand, silt, etc., from a shaft in excavating, or for

sinking a pile by means of air-pressure.

excavet (eks-kav'), r. t. [< F. excaver = Sp.
Pg. excavar = It. xi-nrnri: < L. ej-carare, hollow
out: see excavate, r.] To excavate. Cncktram.
excecatet (ek-se'kat), v. t. [Also spelled rj->-n -

i-iiti; < L. fxca-catus, pp.
of esnmn-i . make blind,

< ex + rirntre. make blind, < ea-cux, blind.] To
make blind. Cockeram.
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eXCecationt (ek-se-ka'shon), n. [Also spelled Atalanta, who was exceeding fleet, contended with Hip-

excceca lion ; = OF.' excecation, < L. as if *exc<eca- P menes in tlle C ur8e - Bamn, Physical Fables, iv.

tio(n-), < excwcare, make blind: see excecate.] exceedingly (ek-se'ding-li), adv. To a very
The act of making blind.

Their own wicked hearts will still work and improve
their own induration, excecation, and irritation to further

sinning. Bp. Richardson, Olis. on Old Test. (1655), p. 359.

excedet, v. An obsolete spelling of exceed.

excedentt (ek-se'dent), . [< L. exceden(t-)s,

ppr. of. excedere, exceed: see exceed.] Excess.

great degree ;
in a degree beyond what is usual

;

greatly ; very much ; extremely.
Isaac trembled very exceedingly. Gen. xxvii. 33.

We shall find that while they [kings] adhered firmly to
God and Religion, the Nation prospered exceedingly, as for
a long time under the Reigns of Solomon and Asa.

StillingJleet, Sermons, II. iv.

excelsior

For God was . . . desirous that human nature should
be perfected with moral, not intellectual excelU'tx-ir.-:.

Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, Ded.

Eloquence is ... improved by the perusal of the great
masters, from whose excellencies rules have been after-
wards formed. Goldsmith, Criticisms.

The excellencies of the British Constitution had already
exercised and exhausted the talents of the best thinkers
and the most eloquent writers and speakers that the world
ever saw. Burke, Appeal to Old Whigs.

2. A title of honor given to governors, ambas-

exceed (ek-sed'), t'. [Early mod. E. &\eoexcede; exceedingness in feare for'Philociea.

< ME. exceden, < OF. exceder, F. exceder = Sp. .
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

Pg. exceder = It. eccedere, escedere, < L. excedere, excel (ek-sel'), v. ; pret. and pp. excelled, ppr.
go out, go forth, go beyond a certain limit, over- excelling. [Formerly also excell ; < OF. exceller,

pass, exceed, transgress, < ex, out, forth, + ce- F. exceller = Pg. exceller = It. eccellere, < L. ex-

dere,go: see cede, and cf. accede, etc.] I. trans, cellere, raise, elevate, intr. rise, be eminent,
1. To pass or go beyond; proceed beyond the surpass, excel, < ex, out, + "cellere, impel, pp.
given or supposed limit, measure, or quantity celsus, raised, high, lofty.] I. trans. 1. Tosur-
of : as, the task exceeds his strength; he has ex-

ceeded his authority.
Name the time ; but let it not
Exceed three days. Shak., Othello, iii. 3.

He has a temper malice cannot move
To exceed the bounds of judgment.
Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, iii. 1.

By the wisdom of the law of God David attained to ex-
cel others in understanding; and Solomon likewise to
excel David. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii. 1.

I would ascribe to dead authors their just praises, in
those things wherein they have excelled us.

Dryden, Def. of Epil. to Conquest of Granada, Ii.

Our great metropolis does far surpass
Whate'er is now, and equals all that was ;

a person entitled to this designation. The title

H& Excellency is given to the governor by the constitu-
tions of New Hampshire and Massachusetts; and it is con-

pass in respect to something; be superior to;
outdo in comparison; transcend, usually in

something good or commendable, but some-
times in that which is bad or indifferent.

Many daughters have done virtuously, but thou excelle.it

them all. Prov. xxxi. 29.

Aged Men, whose Lives exceed the space
Which seems the Round prescrib'd to mortal Race.

Congreve, To the Memory of Lady Gethin.

Nothing can exceed the vanity of our existence but the
folly of our pursuits. Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, i.

2. To surpass; be superior to
;
excel.

The forme and manner therof excedyd all other that
ever I Saw, so much that I canne nott wryte it.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 14.

Divine contemplations exceed the pleasures of sense.

Bacon, Moral Fables, vi., Expl.
Where all his counsellors he doth exceed,
As far in judgment as he doth in state.

Sir J. Davies, Immortal, of Soul, i.

To be nameless in worthy deeds exceeds an infamous his-

tory. The Canaanitish woman lives more happily without
a name than Herodias with one. Sir T. Brovme.

=Syn. 2. To transcend, outdo, outvie, outstrip.

Our wit as far does foreign wit excel,

And, like a king, should in a palace dwell.

Dryden, Prol. to King's House, 1. 25.

2. To exceed or be beyond. [Bare.]
She open'd, but to shut

ExceU'd her power ; the gates wide open stood.

Milton, P. L., ii. 883.

II. intrans. To have certain qualities, or to

perform certain actions, in an unusual degree ;

be remarkable, distinguished, or eminent for

II. in trans. 1 . To go too far
; pass the proper superiority in any respect ; surpass others.

bounds; go over any given limit, number, or
measure : as, to exceed m eating or drinking.
Forty stripes he may give him, and not exceed.

Deut. xxv. 3.

^Emulations, all men know, are incident among Military
men, and are, if they exceed not, pardonable.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxvi.

Bless the Lord, ye his angels, that excel in strength.
Ps. ciii. 20.

'Mongst all Flow'rs the Rose excels.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 21.

It was in description and meditation that Byron excelled.

Atacaulay, Moore's Byron.
The art in which the Egyptians most excel is architec-

ture. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 2.

3f. To excel.
zia fobs.), eccettenza = D. excellent = G. excel-

incumbents of other high offices.

Your excellencies, having been the protectors of the au-
thor of these Memoirs during the many years of his exile,
are justly entitled to whatever acknowledgment can be
made. Ludlow, Memoirs, I., Ep. Ded.

"It was in the castle-yard of Kbnigsberg in 1861," said

Bismarck, once, "that I first became an Excellency."
Lorn, Bismarck, I. 270.

excellent (ek'se-lent), a. [< ME. excellent, ex-

celent, < OF. excellent, F. excellent = Sp. excelente
= Pg. excellente= It. eccellente = D. G. Dan. Sw.
excellent, < L. excellen(t-)s, high, lofty, eminent,
distinguished, superior, excellent, ppr. of ex-

cellere, rise, be eminent: see excel.] 1. Excel-

ling ; possessing excellence
;
eminent or distin-

guished for superior merit of any kind
;
of sur-

passing character or quality; uncommonly laud-
able or valuable for any reason

; characterized

by good or sensible qualities ; remarkably good :

as, an excellent magistrate; an excellent farm,
horse, or fruit; an excellent workman.

Her voice was ever soft,

Gentle, and low : an excellent thing in woman.
Shak., Lear, v. 3.

A private Man, vilified and thought to have but little
in him, but come to the Crown, never any Man shewed
more excellent Abilities. Baker, Chronicles, p. 44.

The World cries you up to be an excellent Divine and
Philosopher. Howell, Letters, ii. 41.

She is excellent to be at a play with, or upon a visit.

Lamb, Mackery End.

2f. Surpassing; transcendent; consummate;
complete : in an ill sense.

This is the excellent foppery of the world ! that, when
we are sick in fortune ... we make guilty of our disas-
ters the sun, the moon, and stars. Shak., Lear, i. 2.

That excellent grand tyrant of the earth
Thy womb let loose, to chase us to our graves.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4.

Elizabeth was an excellent hypocrite. Hume.
= Syn. 1. Worthy, fine, admirable, choice, prime, valuable,
select, exquisite.T. J-\J CAUO1. I -p. i. f, 1f . -_ ocitvi/, CAijuiaiLC.

May. I saw the duchess of Milan's gown, that they '^^^^S^^^^^A^^ &^^***&1**- t< Client, a.]
praise so.

Hero. O, that exceeds, they say. Shak., Much Ado, iii. 4.

These hils many of them are planted, and yeeld no
lesse plentie and varietie of fruit then the river exceedeth
with abundance of fish.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 118.

exceedablet (ek-se'da-bl), a. [< exceed + -able.']

Capable of exceeding or surpassing. Sherwood.
exceeder (ek-se'der), n. One who exceeds or

passes the proper bounds or limits of anything.
That abuse doth not evacuate the commission : not in

the exceeders and transgressors, much lesse in them that
exceed not. Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Ceesar, xxxvi.

exceeding! (ek-se'ding), n. [Verbal n. of ex-

ceed, t).] The amount by which anything ex-
ceeds a recognized limit; excess; overplus.
He used to treat strangers at his table with good chear,and seemingly kept pace with them in eating morsell for

morsell, whilst he had a secret contrivance wherein he
conveyed his exceedinys above his monasticall pittance.

Fuller, Worthies, Yorkshire.

exceeding (ek-se'ding), p. a. [Ppr. of exceed,
.] 1 . Very great in extent, quantity, or dura-

tion
; remarkably large or extensive.

Cities were built an exceeding space of time before the

Raleigh, Hist. World.
Their learning is not so exceeding as the first Chinian

relations report, iu the Mathematikes and other liberall
sciences. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 439.

2. Surpassing; remarkable for beauty, etc.
[Rare.]

How long shall I live ere I be so happyTo have a wife of this exceeding form ?
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 2.

exceeding (ek-se'ding), adv. [< exceeding, a.]

cellentia, superiority, excellence, < excellen(t-)s,
excellent : see excellent."] 1 . The state of ex-

celling in anything or of possessing good qual-
ities in an unusual or eminent degree ;

merit
;

goodness; virtue; superiority; eminence.
Consider first, that great

Or bright infers not excellence.

Excellently; exeee'dingly.
Pol. Do you know me, my lord?
Ham. Excellent, excellent well ; you're a fishmonger.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

Gentlemen, please you change a few crowns for a very ex-
cellent good blade here ? I am a poor gentleman, a soldier.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 2.

Every beautiful person shines out in all the excellence
with which nature has adorned her. Steele, Taller, No. 151.

It is true now as ever, indeed it is even more true that
labor must be rewarded in proportion to its excellence, or
there will else be no excellence to reward.

W. H. Mallock, Social Equality, p. 182.

The Greek conception of excellence was the full and per-
fect development of humanity in all its organs and func-
tions, and without any tinge of asceticism.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 308.

2. A mark or trait of superiority; a valuable
quality; anything highly laudable, meritori-

ous, or virtuous in persons, or valuable and
esteemed in things ;

a merit.

Memmius, him whom thou profusely kind
Adorn'st with every excelle;

.

Miltm, p. L., viii. 91. excellently (ek'se-lent-li), adv. 1. In an ex-
cellent manner; in an eminent degree; in a
manner to please or command esteem, or to be
useful.

3. Same as excellency, 2.

They humbly sue unto your excellence,
To have a godly peace concluded of.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 1.

Nor shall you need excuse, since you're to render
Account to that fair excellence, the princess.

Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 2.

excellency (ek'se-len-si), n. ; pi. excellencies

(-siz). [As excellence : see -ence.] 1. Same as
excellence, 1 and 2. [Obsolete or archaic ; but

KT^gVeat dSi ku^ t >? L=!?r * * **"
ing rich. [Obsolete or archaic.]
The Genoese were exceeding powerful by sea. Raleigh.
I am thy shield and thy exceeding great reward.

Gen. xv. 1.

as the plural of excellence.]

guish in men the sense of their own excellency as to make
them willing that their souls should be like to the souls of
beasts? Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

e, if God did all. Shak., T. N.,i. 6.

2f. Exceedingly; superlatively; surpassingly.
Sir Philip Sidney in the description of his mistresse ex-

cellently well handled this figure of resemblaunce by im-
agerie. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 204.

Hesperus entreats thy light,

Goddess, excellently bright.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

A sorrow shews in his true glory,
When the whole heart is excellently sorry.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, i. 2.

Here, as e'en in hell, there must be still

One giant-vice, so excellently ill

That all beside one pities, not abhors.

Pope, Satires of Donne, ii. 4.

excelsior (ek-sel'si-6r), a. [< L. excelsior, masc.
and fern, compar. (neut. excelsius) of excelsus,

elevated, lofty, high, pp. of excellere, rise, be
lofty, be eminent: see excel.'} Loftier; more
elevated; higher: the motto of New York
State, hence sometimes called the Excelsior
State.

From the sky, serene and far,
A voice fell, like a falling star,

Excelsior ! Longfellow, Excelsior.

excelsior (ek-sel 'si-6r), n. [< excelsior, a.]
The trade-name of a fine quality of wood-shav-
ings, used as stuffing for cushions, beds, etc.,
and as a packing material.



excelsitude

excelsitudet (ok-sel'si-tiid), . [< L. as if'ex-

,T/M',M</, < rjrr/xii.v, high: si'c HMMMT.] Hlgfc-

ness. Bailey, 1727.

excelsityt (ok-sel'si-ti), n, [< L. cxri-lxil'i(t-)*.

loftiness, < rxcrlxu*. high, lofty: MCMMilfer.J

Altitude; haughtiness. Bailey, \~~2i .

excentral (ek-sen'tral), . l< 1.. <-x, out. + -

,/( center, + -..] In '>/., out of the center,

excentric, excentrically, etc. See eccentric,

Excentrostomata (ek-sen-tro-sto'ma-ta),
n. pi.

[NL., prop. *Ecceiitrontomiiia, < Gr. tf, , out,

+ Ktvrpov, a point, center, + <rro/m, mouth.]

De Blaiuville
r
s name for a group of irregular

or exocvclic sea-urchins; heart-urchins, as the

spatangoids : so called from the eccentric po-

sit inn of the mouth.

except (ek-sepf), r. [< ME. cxcepten, < OF. ex-

eepter, F. excepter = Pr. exceptar - Sp. exceptar

(obs. ), I'ti-i-ptiKir = Pg. exceptuar = It. eceettare,

mrttiian: < l-i. iwptare, take out, ML. except,

freq. of I'j-fipi-n; pp. wcptux, take out, except,

make an exception of, take exception to, < ex,

out, + caperc, take: nee capable. Cf. accept. j

I /cans. To take or leave out of consideration ;

exclude from a statement or category, as one or

more of a number, or some particular or detail ;

omit or withhold : as, to except a few from a

general condemnation.
When he saith all things are put under him, It is mani-

fest that he la excepted which did put all things under hlnj.

He was excepted by name out of the acts against the Pa-

pists. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 208.

Errors excepted, errors and omissions excepted,
formulas used in rendering an account, or in making u

tabulated numerical statement of any kind, commonly

placed at the close in the abbreviated forms h. t., b. ana

(>. h\, to invite scrutiny, or to guard against a suspicion

of Intentional niisstatement.

II in trims. To object; take exception : now

usually followed by to, but formerly sometimes

by against: as, to except to a witness or to his

testimony.
They have heard some talk,

" Such a one is a great rich

man,
" and another except to it,

"
Yea, but he hath a great

charge of children."

The Athenians might fairly except agaiiut the practice

of Democritus, to be buried up in honey.
Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, ill.

I shall make use only of such reasons and authorities

as religion cannot except ayaiiut.
Hilton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

But anything that Is new will IK> excepted to by minds

of a certain order. F. Halt, Mod. Eng., p. 334.

except (ek-sepf), prep, and conj. [< ME. except

(= Sp. Pg. excepto = It. eccetto), prop, used ab-

solutely as in L., < L. exeeptux, pp., taken out,

excepted, used absolutely in the ablative ; e.
g.,

in the first example except Christ would be m
L. excepto Christo. As in other instances (e. g.,

during, notwithstanding), the participle came to

be regarded as a prep, governing the following

noun. Cf. excepting.] I. prep. Being excepted
or left out; with the exception of; excepting:

usually equivalent to but, but more emphatic.
It were aseynes kynde . . .

That any creature shnlde knnne al excente Cryste one [i. e.,

alone). P Plowman (B), xv. 53.

Richard cjcei'i'i. those whom we fight against

Had rather have us win, than him they follow.

Shak., Rich. III., v. 3.

I could see nothing except the sky. Sw(tt.

II. conj. Excepting; if it be not that; unless.

Except the Lord build the house, they labour in vain

that bull, I it. 1's- i-x.v.ii. 1.

Cow. You know not wherefore I have brought you hith-

er?
Cel. Not well, except von told me.

B. Joiuon, \ olpone, iii. 4.

Fertility of a country is not enough, except art and In-

dustry be joined unto It.

Burlnn. Anal, of Mel., To the Reader, p. 57.

Parted without the least regret,

En-i-pt that they had ever met
Coirper, Fairing Time Anticipated.

No desire can be satlslied except through the exercise of

a faculty. " Spencer, Social Statics, p. 92.

exceptant (ek-ii-p'tant), ". and H. [< except +
-ant.] I. it. Making or implying exception.
Lord Eldan. [Kin..|

II. H. One who excepts or takes an excep-
tion, as to a ruling of a court.

excepter (ek-sep'ter), i. One who excepts.

excepting (ek-wp'ting), />'/> and (/. [Ppr.
nf i'.ri'i'pt, r. Cf. barring-, during, etc.] I. pn'l'-

Making exception of ; excluding; except.

Thy deeds, thy plainness, and thy housekeeping
Hath won the greatest fa%onr of the commons,
ttieetptiiuj none but good Uukc Humphrey.

-'t., -2 Hen. VI., i. 1.
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Our watch to-nlgbt, excepting your worship's presence,

have ta'en a couple of as arrant knaves as ny to Messina.

Shak., Much Ado, ill. 5.

II. conj. Unless; except.
Kxcfplimi iii barbarous times, no such atrocious out-

rages could he committed.

exception (ek-sep'shon), n. [= F. exception =
Sp. exccpcion = Pg. excepq&o = It. ecceztone, <

L. exceptio(n-), < excipere, pp. exceptus, take out,

except : see except, v.] 1 . The act of excepting
or leaving out of count ; exclusion, or the act

of excluding from some number designated, or

from a statement or description: as, all voted

for the measure with the exception of five.

He doth deny his prisoners ;

But with proviso, aud-jg*^ ly, , :!

Do 't for you ! by this air, I will do any thing, without

exception, be it a good, bad, or Indifferent thing.

Beau, and Ft., King aud No King, ill. 3.

2. That which is excepted, excluded, or sepa-

rated from others in a general statement or de-

scription; the person or thing specified as dis-

tinct or not included: as, almost every general

rule has its exceptions.

Nay, soft; this operation hath another exception annexed

thereto then you have yet heard : For ... If the divisor

eonfivne 2 digits or mo . . . this rule will not serve nor

hold to thai; iSmt? T. Hill, Arithmetic (1600).

I know no manner of speaking so offensive as that of

giving praise and closing it with an
gjg**^ . ^

Such rare exception*, shining in the dark,

Prove, rather than Impeach, the just remark.

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 841.

The exception, do not destroy the authority of the rule.

Macaulay, West. Reviewers Def. of Mill.

3. An objection ; that which is or may be of-

fered in opposition to a rale, proposition, state-

ment, or allegation : with to, sometimes with

against.

exceptive

exceptionable (ek-Hcp'slmn-ii-i>l), a. [^excep-
tion + -able.] Liable to exception or objection ;

that may be objected to
; objectionable.

This passage I look upon to be the most exceplianatU
in the whole poem. Addiwn, Spectator, No. 279.

That may be defensible, nay laudable, In one character,

that would be in the highest degree exceptionable In an-

other. Stale, Spectator, No. !90.

The German visitors even drink the exceptionable beer

Which is sold in the ,,,,,lell cottag.-s i.n the little hlll.K'k

at the end of the gardens. llouxUt, Venetian Life, xvil.

exceptionableness (ek-sep'shon-a-bl-ues), H.

The quality of being exceptionable.

exceptionally (ck-sep'shon-a-bli), adr. In a

manner that may bo excepted to; objection-

ublv

exceptional (ek-sep'shon-al), a. [= F. excep-

tionnel = It. eccesionale; as exception
+ -al.]

Relating to or forming an exception ; contrary

to the rule; out of the regular or ordinary

course.

Tom's was a nature which had a sort of superstitious

remignancc to everything exceptional.

Ueorye Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 5.

The mastery of Shakespeare is shown perhaps more

strikingly in Ills treatment of the ordinary than of the ex-

ceptional. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 138.

The mode of migration [by seal which was natural, and

even necessary, In the seventeenth century was altogether

exceptional In the lifth.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 102.

= 8yn. Irregular, unusual, uncommon, unnatural, pecu-

liar, anomalous.

exceptionality (ek-sep-sho-nal'i-ti), . [< ex-

ceptional + -ity.] The quality of being excep-

tional, or of constituting an exception.

I will answer what exceptiont he can have auaitut our

account. Re>M'-

4. Objection with dislike ;
offense ; slight an-

ger or resentment : with at or against, but more

commonlywith to.andgenerallyusedwith take:

as, to take exception at a severe remark ;
to take

exception to what was said.

Thou hast taken against me a most just exception.
slink.. Othello, iv. 2.

What will you say now,
If he deny to come, and take exceptiotu

At some half-syllable, or sound delivered

With an ill accent, or some style left out?

Fletcher, Bonduca, II. 2.

5. In law: (a) In conveyancing, a clause in a

deed taking out something from that which ap-

pears to be granted by the preceding part of

the deed, by which means it is severed from the

estate granted, and does not pass. (6) The

thing or part of the premises thus withheld, (c)

In equity practice, an allegation, required to be

in writing, pointing out the particular
matter

in an adversary's pleading which is objected to

as insufficient or improper, (d) In common-
law practice, the specific statement, required

to be in writing or noted on the record, of an

objection taken by a party to a ruling or deci-

sion by the court or a referee, the object being
to show to the higher court to which the mat-

ter may be appealed that the ruling was ad-

hered to and carried into effect against explicit

objection, or to inform the adverse party of the

precise point of the objection, or both. See

Dill of exceptions, below. In the Roman law excep-

tio was a plea similar to our confession and avoidance.

Thus, such a plea would be a claim to offset a debt. In

a narrower sense, however, it was restricted to the plea

that an action competent in law should be excluded on

the ground of equity. Such a plea was hld to be danger-

ous because, the facts alleged by way of exception being

once disproved, the claim of the plaintilt was held to l>e

I exception prtnive la regie), wmcii is cei luniij wi ICKI

gin. The words "in cases not excepted
"
(Latin in carious

non exceptis) are, however, commonly added ; and the max-

im Is taken to mean that an express exception implies that

the general rule is the opposite of the case mentioned.

As exception corroliorates the application of law in cases

not excepted, so enumeration invalidates it In cases not

enumerated.
Bacon, De Augmentis (ed. Speddlng), VIII. III.

If it be well weighed, that certificate makes against

them; for as exceptio firmat leyeni in caxilnut non excep-

d' MI' the excepting of that shire by itself doth fortify

that the rest of the shires were included in the very point
of difference. Bacon, Jurisdiction of the Marches.

Bill Of exceptions, in common law practice, the docu-

ment drawn up by the party misuccc-sful at the trial for

authentication b> thctiial judge-, to show to an appellate

court all the rulings i iplained of as error, and the ex

ceptlons thereto taken on the trial. The exception
proves the rule. See def. 5(ct). To note an excep-
tion. See Muff.

Artistic feeling is ... of so rare occurrence that its ex-

ceptivHlity . . . prove.
rule^^^^ ^

exceptionally (ek-sep'shon-al-i), adr. In an

exceptional or unusual manner; in or to an un-

usual degree ; especially: as, he was exception-

ally favored.

Neither should we doubt our Intuitions as to necessary

truth To do so is not to be exceptionally intellectual, bu

'oolish.

The country behind It Is cxceptiutiaUij fertile, aud is

covered over with thriving farms.
Frottde, Sketches, p. 86.

exceptionalness (ek-sep'shon-al-nes), H. Ex-

ceptional character or quality.

It is not the meritoriousness but the exceptiunalnen of

the achievement which makes the few willing to attempt

jt Spectator, No. 8035, p. 1142.

exceptional; (ek-sep'shon-a-ri), a. [< excep-

tion + -ory.J Indicating or noting an excep-

tion. [Rare.]
After mentioning the general privation of the "bloomy

flush of life," the exceptionary "all but" includes, as part

of that bloomy flush, an aged decrepit matron

Scott, Essays, p. 283 (Ord MS.).

exceptionert (ek-sep'shon-er), . One who
takes exception or objects ;

an objector.

Tims much (Readers) In favour of the softer spirited

Christian ;
for other exceptionert there was no thought

taken. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst., Pref.

exceptionless (ek-sep'shon-les), a. [< exception

+ -less.'] Without exception ; incapable of be-

ing excepted to. Bancroft.

exceptions! (ek-sep'shus), a. [< eicepti-on +

-OK.S.] Disposed to take exception or make ob-

jection ; inclined to object or cavil ; captious.

Tom So did you mark the dulness of her parting i

Alon. What dnlness? thou art so exception* still !

Middleton and lioirley, Changeling, 11. 1.

Go dine with your Earl, sir; he may be exceplioiu: we

are your friends and will not take it ill to be left.

Wycherley, Country W ife, L

He has indeed one good Quality, he is not Exceptiout ;

for he so passionately affects the reputation of under-

standing raillery that he will construe an Affront into a

je,t. Cungrere, Way of the W orld, I. 2.

It Is his ancestor, the original pensioner, that has laid

up this inexhaustible fund of merit, which makes his

(irace so very delicate aud exception' about the merit of

all other grantees of the crown. Burke, To a Noble Lord.

exceptiOUSnesst (ek-sep'shus-nes), n. Thechar-

acter of being exceptions. Barroir.

exceptive (ek-sep'tiv), a. [= OP. exceptif =
Sp. Pg. exceptivo; as except, v., + -ire.] 1.

Making or constituting an exception.

A dispensation, improperly so called. Is rather a parti, u

lar and exceptive law ; absolving and disobliging from a

more general command for some just and reasonable cause.

Milton, Divorce, v. (Ord MS.).

I do not think we shall err In conceiving of the charac-

ter . if Buddha as embracing that rare combination of qual-

ities which lends t" certain '" >/'" personalities a strange

power over all who come within the range of their intln-

Zngg r'ltith* nf Ilif tt'ni-M, p. 42.



exceptive

2. Disposed to take exception; inclined to ob-

ject. -Exceptive enunciation r proposition, a prop-

osition which contains an exceptive particle.

Exceptive propositions will make such complex syllo-

gism ; as, None but physicians came to the consultation ;

the nurse is no physician ;
therefore the nurse came not

to the consultation. Watts, Logic, iii. 2.

Exceptive law, a law establishing an exception. Excep-
tive particle, a conjunction introducing an exception, as

but, besides, except, etc.

exceptlesst (ek-sept'les), a. [< except + -less.]

Making no exception ; extending to all.

Forgive my general and exceptless rashness,

You perpetual-sober gods ! I do proclaim
One honest man. Shak., T. of A., iv. 3.

exceptor (ek-sep'tor), . [< except + -or.] 1.

One who objects or takes exception.
The exceptor makes a reflection upon the impropriety of

those expressions. T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

2. In law, one who enters an exception.
excerebrate (ek-ser'e-brat), v. t.

; pret. and pp.

excerebrated, ppr. excerebrating. [< LL. excere-

bratus, pp. of excerebrare, deprive of brains, <

L. ex- priv. + cerebrum, the brain.] 1. To re-

move or beat out the brains of. Bailey, 1731.

[Bare.] 2. To cast out from the brain or mind.

Hath it [faith] not sovereign virtue in it to excerebrate

all cares, expectorate all fears and griefs ?

~S. Ward, Sermons, p. 26.

excerebration(ek-ser-e-bra'shpn),n. [< excere-

brate + -ion.] The act of removing or beating
out the brains; specifically, in obstet., the re-

moval of the brain of the child to facilitate de-

livery. Also called eccephalosis.

excerebrose (ek-ser'e-bros), a. [< L. ex- priv.
+ cerebrum, the brain, + -ose.]

brains. Bailey, 1727. [Bare.]
excernt (ek-sern'), v. t. [< L. excernere, pp. ex-

cretus, sift out, separate, < ex, out, + cernere,

separate : see certain. Cf. excrete.] To sepa-

2054 exchange

ceed : see exceed.] 1. A going beyond ordinary,

necessary, or proper limits ; superfluity in num-

ber, quantity, or amount; undue quantity ;
su-

perabundance: as, an excess of provisions; ex-

cess of bile in the system.
With taper-light

To seek the beauteous eyes of heaveu to garnish,

Is wasteful and ridiculous excess.

Shak., K. John, iv. 2.

I will dazzle Cajsar with excess of glory.
Fletcher (and another), False One, in. 3.

Every excess causes a defect ; every defect an excess.

Emerson, Compensation.

Raw meat and other nutritious substances, given in ex-

cess, kill the leaves. Darwin, Insectiv. Plants, p. 110.

2. Undue indulgence of appetite ;
want of re-

straint in gratifying the desires
; intemperance ;

over-indulgence.
After al this excesse he had an accidie [fit of sloth],

That he slepe Saterday and Sonday til sonue sede to reste.

Piers Plowman (B), v. 366.

He plunged into wild and desperate excesses, ennobled

by no generous or tender sentiment.
Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

Like one that sees his own excess,

And easily forgives it as his own.
Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

'Tis but the fool that loves excess ; hast thou a drunken
soul?

Thy bane is in thy shallow skull, not in my silver bowl !

O. W. Holmes, On Lending a Punch-bowl.

3. The amount by which one number or quan-

take; communicate mutually ; interchange: as,

to exchange horses, clothes, thoughts, civilities.

Exchange forgiveness with me, noble Hamlet.
Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

Prisoners are generally exchanged within the same rank

man for man, and a sum of money or other equivalent is

paid for an excess of them on one side.

Woolseij, Introd. to Inter. Law, 146.

We exchanged a word or two of Scotch.

Ji. L. Stevenson, Silverado Squatters, p. 56.

3. To quit or part with for something else;

give up in substitution ;
make a change or tran-

sition from : as, to exchange a crown for a cowl ;

to exchange a throne for a cell or a hermitage ;

a life of ease for a life of toil.

Wrong of right, and bad of good did make,
And death for life exchanged foolishlie.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vi. 6.

When like the men of Rome and the men of Athens,

you exchanged the rule of kings for that of magistrates,

you did but fall back on the most ancient polity of the

English folk. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 365.

=Syn, To change, trade, truck, swap, bandy, commute.
See the noun.

II. intrans. To make an exchange ; pass or

be taken as an equivalent : as, how much will

a sovereign exchange for in American money ?

As a general rule, then, things tend to exchange for one

another at such values as will enable each producer to be

renaid the cost of production with the ordinary profit
J. S. Mill, Pol. Ecou., III. iii. 1.

tity exceeds another; overplus ; surplus: as, the
(eks-chanf), n. [The prefix restored

TPrrivre?c^^
the Km"Jpthe three angles of a spherical triangle exceeds escliange, escange, mod. F. echange = Pr. escambi

-
.

- two right angles.

Having no excessive (ek-ses'iv), a. [= P. excessif = Pr.

exeessiu = Sp. excesivo = Pg. excessive = It. ec-

cessivo, < ML. excessivus, immoderate, < L. ex-

,

= It. scanibio, < ML. excambium, exchange, < ex-

eamlnare, exchange : see exchange, v. See also

change, n., which in some uses is an abbrevia-

tion of exchange.] 1. The giving of one thing

cessits, pp. of excedere, exceed : see excess, ex- or commodity for another ;
the act of parting

_.f _____ . . ceed.] Exceeding the usual or proper limit, de- wjth something in return for an equivalent ;

rate and emit through the pores or through gree, measure, or proportion ; being in excess of traffic by interchange of commodities ;
barter.

-'-fi ---------- : v--- J ~-i.~*small passages of the body ;
excrete.

That which is dead, or corrupted, or excerned, hath an-

tipathy with the same thing when it is alive and sound,
and with those parts which do extern. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

There is no Science but is full of such stuff, which by
Direction of Tutor, and Choice of good Bookes, must be

excerned. Howell, Letters, I, v. 9.

excerpt (ek-serp'), t. [Formerly also exerp ;

< OF. excerper, < L. excerpere, pick out, choose,

select, < ex, out, + carpere, pick, pluck: see

carp 1
.] To pick out ; excerpt.

In your reading excerp, and note, in your books, such

tilings as you like. Hales, Golden Remains, p. 288.

excerpt (ek-serpf), v. t. [< L. excerptits, pp. of

excerpere, pick out: see excerp.] To take or

cull out (a passage in a written or printed

work); select; cite; extract.

what is requisite or proper ; going beyond what
is sanctioned by correct principles; immoder-
ate ; extravagant ;

unreasonable : as, excessive

bulk; excessive labor; excessive charges; exces-

sive vanity ;
excessive indulgence.

They were addicted to excessive hankettiug and drun-

kennesse. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 68.

If a man worke but three daies in seuen, hee may get
more then hee can spend vnless hee will be exceedingly ex-

cessiue. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 201.

Who is not excessive in the discourse of what he ex-

tremely likes? Steele, Tatler, No. 182.

His information would have been excessive, but for the

noble use he made of it ever in the interest of humanity.
Emerson, Theodore Parker.

= Syn. Immense, etc. (see enormous); superabundant,
superfluous; inordinate, outrageous, extreme; intemper-

ate, violent.

Exchange is so important a process in the maximising
of utility and the saving of labor that some economists

have regarded their science as treating of this operation
alone. Jevons, Pol. Econ., iv.

2. The act of giving up or resigning one thing
or state for another : as, the exchange of a crown
for a cloister.

I am glad 'tis night, you do not look on me,
For I am much asham'd of my exchange [of garments].

Shak., II. of V., ii. 6.

3. The act of giving and receiving reciprocally;
mutual transfer: as, an exchange of thoughts or

of civilities.

When, and where, and how
We met, we woo'd, and made exchange of vow,
I'll tell thee as we pass. Shak., R. and J., ii. 3.

4. Mutual substitution ;
return : used chiefly

Out of which we have excerpted the following partial- excessively (ek-ses'iv-li), adv. 1. With excess; in the phrase in exchange.
lal'S. fUller. ^ nT1 t\vli.nmi f\nm.at*' V*nr/^Ylf! TilAQSmvo? Q.ain an extreme degree; beyond measure: as,

excessively impatient; excessively grieved; the

wind blew excessively.

The wind is often so excessively hot, that it is like the

air of an oven, and people are forced to retire into the

lower rooms and to their vaults, and shut themselves close

up. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 195.

A man must be excessively stupid, as well as unchari-

table who believes there is no virtue but on his own side.

Addison.

2. Exceedingly; extremely: as, she was exces-

sively beautiful. [Now only in loose use.]

Crebillon said, then he would keep the picture himself

it was excessively like. Walpole, Letters, II. 295.

3f. In excess
; intemperately.

Which having swallowd up excessively,
He soone in vomit up agaiue doth lay.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 3.

state or

Justinian, indeed, has excerpted in the Digest and put in

the forefront of his Institutes a passage from an elemen-

tary work of Ulpiau's, in which he speaks of a jus naturale
that is common to man and the lower animals.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 703.

excerpt (ek-serpf), n. [< L. excerptum, an ex-

tract, selection from a book or writing, neut.

of excerptus, pp. of excerpere, pick out: see ex-

cerp, excerpt, v.] An extract from a written
or printed work : as, excerpts from the records.

His commonplace book was filled with excerpts from the

year-books. Lord Campbell, Lord Commissioner Maynard.

excerpta (ek-serp'ta), n. pi. [L., pi. of excerp-

tum, an excerpt: see excerp t, n.] Passages ex-

tracted; excerpts. [Bare.]

excerption (ek-serp'shon), . [< LL. excerp-

tio(n-), an extract, < L. excerpere, pp. excerptus,

pick out: see excerp, excerpt.'] 1. The act of -TP-q<.ivpne8a (ek-ses'iv-nesT re

excerptiug or picking out; a gleaning; selec- ^f^Teing exces vefex^ss.
tion. 2. That which is selected or gleaned;

4U?""J .*

an excerpt. [Bare.]
Times have consumed his works, saving some few ex-

cerptions. Raleigh.

There is also extant among them, under the name of

Excerption*, a collection . . . which might be compared
with the collections of the West, and perhaps referred to

their class. R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xix.

excerptiye (ek-serp'tiv), a. [< excerpt + -lve.~\

Excerpting; choosing. Mackenzie,

excerptor (ek-serp'tor), n. [< excerpt + -or.]
One who excerpts; a selecter; a culler.

I have not been surreptitious of whole pages together
out of the doctor's printed volumes, and appropriated
them to myself without any mark, or asterism, as he has
done. I am no such excerptor. Barnard, Heylin, p. 12.

excess (ek-ses'), n. [< ME. exces, excess, < OF.
exces, F. exces = Pr. exces = Sp. exceso = Pg.
excesso = It. eccesso, < L. excessus, a departure,
going beyond the bounds of reason, going be-

yond the subject, < excessus, pp. of excedere, ex-

exch. A common abbreviation of exchange and

exchequer.
(eks-chanj'), v.; pret. and pp. ex-

Josenh gave them bread in exchange for horses.
Gen. xlvii. 17.

O spare her life, and in exchange take mine. Dryden.

The Lord Arundel, endeavouring to make good his prom -

ise of procuring my exchange for his two sons, earnestly
solicited the king to it. Ludlow, Memoirs, I. 94.

5. That which is given in return for some-

thing received, or received in return for what
is given.

There's my exchange : what in the world he is

That names me traitor, villain-like he lies.

Shak., Lear, v. 3.

The respect and love which was paid you by all who had
the happiness to know you was a wise exchange for the

honours of the court. Dryden.

An Atheist's laugh 's a poor exchaixje
For Deity offended !

Burns, Epistle to a Young Friend.

Hence 6. Among journalists, a newspaper
or other regular publication sent in exchange
for another. 7. In law : (a) A reciprocal trans-

fer of property for property, as distinguished
from a transfer for a money consideration. (6)

At common law, more specifically, a reciprocal
changed, ppr. exchanging. [The verb does not or mutual graut of equal interests in land, the
OT^AO,. in MTS i Tvrpfi-r restored to the one-.

Qne in consi(jeration of the other, as a grant of

a fee simple in return for a fee simple. 8. In

(n) The giving or receiving of the money

appear in ME.
;
the prefix restored to the orig.

ex-; < OF. eschanger, echanger, F. echanger =
Pr. escanjar, escambiar = It. scambiare, < ML.
excambiare, exchange, < ex, out, + cambiare,

change, > OF. changer, etc., E. change: see

change, v., which is in part an abbreviation, by
apheresis, of exchange.] I. trans. 1. In com.,
to part with in return for some equivalent;
transfer for a, recompense; barter: as, to ex-

change goods in foreign countries for their na-
tive productions ;

the workman exchanges his

labor for money.
They shall not sell of it, neither exchange, nor alienate

the first fruits of the land. Ezek. xlviri. 14.

He has something to exchange with those abroad.
Locke.

of one country or region in return for an equiv-
alent sum in that of another, or the giving or

receiving of a sum of money in one place for a

bill ordering the payment of an equivalent sum
in another.
Down to the time of Henry VII., the business of ex-

change was a royal monopoly, and carried on at the same

office as the mint or "bouillon," as it was anciently called ;

and the royal exchanger alone was entitled to give native

coin for foreign coin or for bullion.

Jiithell, Comiting-House Diet., p. 119.

(b) The method or system by which debits and

credits in different places are settled without



exchange

the actual transference of the money docu-
ments, usually called bill* uf i:n-/xiii(/i', repre-
senting values, being given ami received, (c)

The rate at which the documentary transfer of

funds can be made; the course or rate of ex-

change: as, if the debts reciprocally due by
two places In- ei|ii:il, t lie i:rc/iiini/i will lie til par;
but when greater iu one than in the other, the

excli(iii(/i' will be against that place which has
the larger remittances to make, and in favor

of the other. Abbreviated exch. 9. A place
whore the merchants, brokers, and bankers of

a city in general, or those of a particular class,
meet at certain hours daily to transact business
with one another by purchase and sale, in some
exchanges, as the great Merchants' Exchange of London,
the dealings include all kinds of commodities, stocks,
bonds, and hills ; in others, as the Bourse of Paris and lin-

stock Exchange of New York, they are confined chiefly or

entirely to public anil corporate stocks and bonds; and
still others are devoted to transactions in single classes of

commodities or investments, as cotton, corn, or produce
in general, mining-stocks, etc.

I was at the Pallace, where there is an exchange: that

is, a place where the Mar. hauls doe meete at those times
of the day, as our Merchants doe in London.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 30.

He that uses the same words sometimes in one, and
sometimes in another signification, ought to pass, in the

schools, for as fair a man as he does in the market and
exchange who sells several things under the same name.

Locke.

10. The central station where the lines from
all the subscribers in any telephone system
meet, and where connections can be made be-

tween the lines. 1 1. In arith., a rule for find-

ing how much of the money of one country is

equivalent to a given sum of the money of an-
other. All the calculations in exchange may be per-
formed by the rule of proportion, and the work may often
be abbreviated by the method of aliquot parts. Arbitra-
tion of exchange. See arbitrage, -2. Bill of exchange.
See diVf-t. Bills of Exchange Act. (a) A British statute

of 1871 (34 and 35 Viet., c774) which abolished days of

grace on bills and notes payable at sight or on presenta-
tion, (b) A statute of 1878 (41 Viet., c. 13) which declared

signature a sufficient acceptance, (c) A statute of 1882 (45
and 46 Viet., c. 61) which codifies the whole body of Eng-
lish law relating to bills, notes, and checks. Course or

rate Of exchange, the varying rate or price, estimated
iu the currency of one country, given for a fixed sum in

the currency of another. Documentary exchange.
Same as document bill (which see, under document). Dry
exchange, an old expression for a device for concealing
usury, by the borrower drawing a bill on an imaginary
drawee in some foreign place which the payee accepts for

the sake of a higher commission, and costs of protest and
damages on return of the dishonored bill.

Dry exchange seemeth to bee a cleanly terme inuented
for the disguising of foule vsury. in i lie which something
is pretended to passe of both sides, whereas in truth, no-

thing passeth, but on the one side ; In which respect, it may
well be called Diie.. itintheu.

Exchange cap. see capi, 3. Feigned exchange, an
old expression for the lending of money upon agreement
that if not repaid by a certain day, in order to enable the
lender to meet n hill feigned to be drawn upon him from a

foreign country, the borrower may be charged with the ex-

penses and commissions : a device for charging the price of

foreign exchange and incidental expenses upon a domestic
loan. -First, second, or third of exchange, the flrst,

second, or third of a set of bills of exchange drawn in

duplicate or triplicate, all being of " the same tenor and
date," any one of which being accepted, the others are
void. Nominal exchange, exchange in its relation to
the comparative market values of the currencies of the
different countries, without reference tx> the trade trans-

actions between them. Owelty of exchange. See otc-

elty. Real exchange, exchange in its relation to the

interchange of commodities, and not in the relation of
tile moneys of the different countries. Theory Of 6X-
changes, a theory introiluce.l by Prevost for explaining
the equilibrium of temperature of any body. It is found-
ed on the supposition that the quantity of heat which a

body diffuses by radiation is equal to the quantity which
it receives by radiation from surrounding bodies, and
which it ahsi.il,- .itlnr wholly or ill part. To note a
bill of exchange, see /i.i'i

j

.=Byn. 1-3. Exchange, in-
{.rrti<tn

:
i<-. neSaagt may bring only one actor into prom-

inence, or two may bo equally prominent; if more than
two take part iu anc-rr/m/i.'/e. the mind rests upon the act
as performed by pairs. An interchange is not the act of

one, nor generally of two, but of more than two, :i/i> ,

( '/n|.;.' in llii. bearing to .'.r<-/""i>/.' the relation that among
bears to bttuvrn. Knhange is primarily a single act ; iu-

ti'rfliini'i:' may be a single act, but is often a system or
succession of changes.

I give away myself for you, and dote upon the rxi !

Shak., Much Ado, II. 1.

Interchange* of cold frosts and piercing windi.

/;//. Hull. Heaven upon Karth, J 8.

exchangeability ('ks-chaii-ja-bil'i-ti), . [< rx-

ekmgtemf: see -hility.] The property or state
of being exchangeable.
The law ought nut to he contra* eiie.l hy an express ar-

ticle admitting the exchangeability of such persons.
H'tixlti ii'/tnn.

exchangeableieks-chan'ja-bl),<j. [= F.<V/M-
ijrahlr : a-s ij-cliditi/t' + -iihlc.

}
1. Capableof be-

inir exchanged: fit or proper to be exchanged.
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I'.ank bills exchangeable, for gold and silver. /.'<

The officers captured with Hnrjioyn. /,.iM.

within the powers of Ceil, ral lloe. Marshall.

2. Ratable by exchange; to be estimated by
what may be procured in exchange: as, the

exchangeable value of goods.

But as soon as a limitation becomes practically opera-
tive, as soon as there is not so much of the thing to Iw
had as would lie appropriated and used if it could he oh-
t ainc.l for a-kinu', the ownership or use of the natural

agent acquires an exchangeable, value. J. S. Mill.

exchanger (eks-chan'jr), n. One who ex-

changes ;
one who practises exchange.

Thou onghtest therefore to have put my money to the

,:r:-li:ingeri. Mat. xxv. 27.

excheatt, excheatort. See escheat, escheator.

exchequer (eks-chek'er), n. [Early mod. E. ex-

cheker ; < ME. escheker, also abbr. cheker (> mod.
E. checker), a court of revenue, treasury, also lit.

a chess-board. < OF. escheker, eschekier, later

eschequier, eschiquier (mod. P. tchiqitier) (ML.
scaccarium), a chess-board, checker-board ;

hence, the checkered cloth on which accounts
were calculated by means of counters; then

applied to a court of revenue, and the public

treasury ;
< OF. eschecs, chess, eschec, check at

chess: see check1 ,
and cf. checker 1

, the more
vernacular form of exchequer.] 1. [_cap.] In

England, an ancient court or tribunal, more

fully designated the CourtofExchequer, in which
all causes affecting the revenues of the crown
were tried and decided. In course of time it acquired
the jurisdiction of ordinary superior common-law courts,

by allowing any suitor who desired to bring his complaint
before it to allege that by the defendant's injustice he was

prevented from discharging his debts to the king's rev-

enues, which allegation the court did not allow to be de-

nied. 'I In- court also had, up to 1841, an equity side. The
judges were called barons. In 1875 the court was made
the Exchequer Division of the new High Court of Justice.

The Exchequer of the Norman kings was the court in

which the whole financial business of the country was
transacted : and as the whole administration of justice,
and even the military organisation, was dependent upon
the fiscal officers, the whole framework of society may be
said to have passed annually under its review. It derived
its name from the chequered cloth which covered the

table at which the accounts were taken, a name which

suggested to the spectator the idea of a game at chess

between the receiver and the payer, the treasurer and
the sheriff. As this name never occurs before the rtign
of Henry I. , and as the tradition of the court preserved the
remembrance of a time when the business which took

place in it was transacted 'ad taleas,' 'at the tallies,' It

seemscertain that the dateof completeorganisation should
Iw referred to this period. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 126.

2. [.cap.] In Scotland, a court of similar nature
and history, abolished in 1857. 3. [cap.] In the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,
that department of the government which has

charge of all matters relating to the public rev-

enue of the kingdom, the head of which is called

the Chancellor of the Exchequer. See chancel-

lor, 3 (c). 4. A state treasury: as, the war
drained the exchequer.

Registering against each separate viceroyalty, from Al-

giers to Lahore beyond the Indus, what was the amount
of Its annual tribute to the gorgeous exchequer of Susa?

De Quincey, Herodotus.

5. Pecuniary resources; finances: as, my ex-

chequer was getting low. [Colloq.] Auditors of
the Exchequer. See commusiojlers of audit, under mi-
dit. Barons of the Exchequer. See baron,*. Court
of Exchequer Chamber, in England, formerly, a court

composed of the judges of any two of the three superior
common-law courts (King's Bench, Common Pleas, and
Exchequer) sitting to hear appeals from any of the three.

Appeal from its decision lay to the House of Lords. It

was supplanted by the Court of Appeal in 1875. Exche-
quer bill, a negotiable interest-bearing bill of credit, is-

sued under the authority of acts of Parliament, by the Ex-

chequer Department of the British government, for the

purpose of raising money for temporary put poses, or to
meet some sudden emergency. Exchequer bills run for

five years ; the interest is payable per attached coupons
half-yearly, and Is fixed every year, but can never exceed

5} per cent, per annum. They are issued for sums of 100

each, or some multiple of 100. They were flrst issued in

1696, and form a large part of the unfunded public debt
of Great Britain. Exchequer bonds, bomU issued in

Great Britain hy the * 'otiimissioners of the Treasury, un-
der authority of the same act as exchequer bills, and for
the same purpose, which run for a definite period of time.
not exceeding six years, the interest payable on the same,
which can never exceed 5J per cent, per annum, being fixed
at the time of issue.

He [Disraeli] therefore now repealed the Act for the war
sinking fund, and re-borr>ucd the amount in i-fheiiutr
'/"'-. S. Doicrll, Taxes in England, II. 331.

Exchequer of the Jews, a branch of the Court of Ex-
chequer in England, prior to 1290, which had charge of
the lv\ ell lies r\ acted frnin the .Ie\\ -.

exchequert (eks-chek'erl, r. t. [< exchequer, n.]
To sue in the Court of Exchequer.

Among other strange words, the following has arisen
iu vulgar language, viz. to exchequer a man.

'

v, Anecdotes of the Eiig. Lang.

excise

excide (ek-sid'), r. I.
; pret. and pp. added, ppr.

i.rrlilillll. (< 1.. tfOUtftJ, CUt <>Ut, < ex. OUt, +
a nliri, .-MI. i

'l'. .<'.-< 1.] Same as<jr/vi 1. \nrlh
lifitixl, i;; [Rare.]

excipient iek-si|>'i-oiit), rt.andw. [=F. txcipi-

ent, < L. ejccipic>i(t-)x, ppr. of excifere,
take

put,
except: see except.] T. a. Taking exception;
objecting. [Rare or obsolete.]

It is a good exception, if such person Ije a capital ene-

my, or a conspirator against the party exci)iient.

Ai/li/e, Parergon.

II. . l.Onewhoexcepts. [Rareorobsolete.]
2. In meii.,&n inert or slightly active sub-

stance, as conserve of roses, sugar, jelly, etc.,

employed as the medium or vehicle for the ad-
ministration of an active medicine.

exciple (ek'si-pl), . [Also excipule; < NL. ex-

i'i/ii//um, < L. excipulum, a vessel for receiving
liquids, < excipere, take out, receive : see except, j

In lichenotogy, the margin of the apothecium.
See cut under apothecium. Proper exciple, an ex-

ciple that is not formed by the thallus, but consists of a

special development of the apothecium it-elf. Thalllne
exciple, an exciple composed of a portion of the tliallus,
which forms a rim about the apothecium.

excipular (ek-sip'u-lar), a. [< NL. excipulum,
exciple, + -ar.] fn lichenology, pertaining to

the exciple.

excipule (ek'si-pul), n. [< NL. excipulum : see

exciple.] Same as exciple.

excipuliform (ek-sip'u-li-form), a. [< NL. ex-

cipulum, exciple (see exciple), + L. forma,
shape.] Like an exciple ; having a rim.

excipulum (ek-sip'u-lum), n. [NL.] Same as

exciple.

The further growth of the rudiment of the apothecium
is now occasioned by the increase in size of the excipulum
by the formation of new fibres.

Sachs, llotany (trans.), p. 268.

excircle (ek-ser'kl), . [< L. ex, out, + circu-

lus, circle.] An escribed circle; also, the radius
of the same.
excisable (ek-si'za-bl), a. [< excise* + -able.]
Liable or subject to excise : as, beer is an ex-

cisable commodity. Also spelled exciseable.

The most material are the general licences which the
law requires to be taken out by all dealers In exciseable

goods. Burke, A Regicide Peace, ill.

The licenses which hitherto auctioneers had been re-

quired to take out if they sold excixcabte articles.

S. Dou-cll, Taxes In England, III. 25.

excise1
(ek-siz'), t.

; pret. and pp. excised,

ppr. excising. [Formerly also eicize ; < L. ex-

cisus, pp. of excidere, cut out, < ex, out, + cce-

dere, cut: see excide.] To cut out or off: as,

to excise a tumor.

The copy of ... (the book] was taken from the author
(John BirkenheadJ by those who said they could not rob,
because all was theirs ;

so exciz'd what they liked not.

Wood, Athena; Oxon.

To Mr. Collier . . . we owe the discovery of a noble pas*
sage excised in the piratical edition which gives us the

only version extant of this unlucky play ("The Massacre
of Pails"). Encyc. Brit., XV. 567.

excise'2 (ek-siz'), M. and a. [A corruption (as-

sociated, as in the 2d extract below, with ex-

cise^, < L. exciaus, pp. of excidere, cut off: see

excise*) of earlier accise = MD. aksiis, aksys =
Gr. accise = Dan. accise = Sw. accix, excise ;

cf.

mod. P. accise, It. acfisa (ML. accisia), excise,

appar. a corruption (as if < L. accisus, pp. of

accidere, cut into) of OF. assis, assessments,
taxes (cf. Sp. Pg. sisa, excise, tax), < assise, an
assize, sessions: see assize, assess, size1 . The
assumed change of assist to accise is irreg., and
the relation of the Teut. and Rom. forms is

uncertain.] I. . 1. An inland tax or duty
imposed on certain commodities of home pro-
duction and consumption, as spirits, tobacco,
etc., or on their manufacture and sale. In Great
I'.ritain the licenses to pursue certain callings, to keep
dogs, to carry a gun, and to deal in certain commodities,
are included in the excise duties, as well as the taxes on
armorial bearings, carriages, servants, plate, railways, etc.

Excise duties were first imposed hy the Long Parliament
In 1643.

We have brought those exotic words plundring and
storming, and that once abominable word excise, to be
now familiar among them.

Hmcell, Parly of Beasts (1660), p. 37.

But the success of internal or inland duties on articles

of consumption or excises as they were termed, from
the excision of a part of the article taxed in Holland,
had brought prominently into notice the advantages of

taxes of this description.
5. Dowell, Taxes in England, II. 8.

Excites is a word generally used in contradistinction to

imposts In its restricted sense, and is applied to internal

or inland impositions, levied sometimes upon the con-

sumption of a commodity, sometimes niton the retail sale

of it, and sometimes upon the manufacture of it.

Andrem, On Revenue Law, 1 133.
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His affections were most quick and excitable by their

due objects. Barrow, Works, I. 575.

= Svn. Passionate, choleric, hasty, hot.

excitant (ek-si'tant), a. and . [< L. excitan(t-)s,

ppr. of excitare, excite : see excite.] I. a. Tend-

ing to excite
; exciting.

The donation of heavenly graces, preveuient, subse-

quent, excitant, adjuvant.
Bp. Nicholson, Expos, of Catechism, p. 80.

II. . That which excites or rouses to action

or increased action; specifically, in tlierap

excise

An excise "is based on no rule of apportionment or

equality whatever," but is a fixed, absolute, and direct

charge laid on merchandise, products, or commodities,
without any regard to the amount of property belonging

to those on whom it may fall, or to any supposed relation

between money expended for a public object and a special

benefit occasioned to those by whom the charge is paid.

Blackmail, On Tax Titles (4th ed.), 1, n. 1.

2. That branch or department of the civil ser-

vice which is connected with the levying of such

duties. In the United States this office is call-

ed the Office of Internal Revenue Act of the He-

reditary Excise, an English statute of 1660 (12 Car. II., c.

24) establishing duties on beer and other beverages, and

settling them upon the crown in lieu of the profits of the

courts of wards and liveries and of purveyance and pre-

emption then abolished. A similar grant for the king s

life only was termed the temporary excuse (12 Car. II., c. 23).

Commissioners of excise. See eommitiumer. =Syn.
1. Duty, Impost, etc. See tax, n.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the excise : as, ex-

cise acts
;
excise commissioners.

The genius of the people will illy brook the inquisitive eXCitatet (ek
'
si -tat), V.

and peremptory spirit of excise laws.

A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. xii.

excise2 (ek-siz'), *. t.
; pret. and pp. excised,

ppr. excising. [< excise2
, .] 1. To lay or im-

pose a duty on
; levy an excise on.

No Statesman e'er will find it worth his pains
To tax our labours, and excifte our brains.

Churchill, To Robert Lloyd.

It was certain that, should she [the queen] command
never so little a fee, the people would say straight that

their drink was "excised," as it was in Flanders, and would
be more excised hereafter, and so the people and the brew-

ers would both I'epine at it. - .
.

Stow, quoted in S. Dowell's Taxes in England, IV. 118. = Sp. excitacion = Pg. exntacao

2. To impose upon; overcharge. Halliwell. zione, < LL. excitatio(n-),
< L. exci

[Prov. Eng.]
excised (ek-sizd'), p. a. [Pp. of excise1

, v.]

iched
Wolle.

exclaim

The degree to which a gland is excited can be measured

only by the number of the surrounding tentacles which are

Inflected and by the amount and rate of their movement.
Dariein, Insectiv. Plants, p. 233.

3. To impel by incentives or motives; insti-

gate ;
incite : as, to excite the people to revolt.

Beaten for loyalty
Excited me to treason. Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5.

The remarkable smoothness of that Language [Malay),

I confess, might excite some people to learn it out of curi-

osity : but the Tonquinese are not so curious.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 59.

4. To arouse the emotions of
; agitate or per-a

'
. n., T . ,1

* 1 O Jll(Hlt< lilt? UlUUllUilO UJ.
, clglucMJ^ Wl f\J*

whatever produces, or is fitted to produce, in-
*urb mentally; move: as, he wls greatly ex-

creased action in any part of a living organism .

The French [affect] excitants, irritants nitrous oxide,

alcohol, champagne. Coleridge, Table-Talk.

.

bot. and zool., notched or retuse.

End sinuately excised.

Scutal margin [of Dichelaspia warwicki\ deeply excised

at a point corresponding with the apex of the scuta.

Darwin, Cirripedia, p. 121.

The strength of dilute sulphuric acid generally employed
as an excitant for the Smee battery is one part (volume) of

sulphuric acid to ten parts of water.
J. W. Urquhart, Electrotyping, p. 47.

pp. of excitare, excite: see excite.]

rouse.

It would excitate & stir them vp, so that they would be

willing to reade and to learne of them selues.

Levins, Manip. Vocab. (E. E. T. S.), Fret, p. 3.

The Earth, being excitated to wrath, in revenge of her

children brought forth Fame, the youngest sister of the

giants. Bacon, Sister of the Giants, or Fame.

But their iterated clamations to excitate their dying or

dead friends, or revoke them into life again, was a vanity
of affection. Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, iv.

excitation (ek-si-ta'shon), 11. [= F. excitation
" = It. cccita-

excitare, excite :

see excite.] 1. The act of exciting or rousing
to action ;

a stirring up or awakening.

Here are words of fervent excitation to the frozen hearts

of others. Bp. Hall, Works, II. 293.

It may be safely said that the order of excitation is from

muscles that are small and frequently acted on to those

which are larger and less frequently acted on.

//. Spencer, Direction of Motion, 90.

exciseman (ek-siz 'man), H.; pi. excisemen

(-men). In Great Britain, an officer engaged 2. The state of being excited; exciti lent.

tact, etc.

excitative (ek-si'ta-tiv), a.

Sp. Pg. excitativo = It. eceitatico; as excite

serving to excite ; excitatory.

Admonitory of duty, and excitatice of devotion.

Ban-on; The Creed.

in collecting excise duties, and in preventing
infringement of the excise laws.

A certain number of Gangers, called by the Vulgar Ex-

cise-men. Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, II. 108.

At a meeting of his brother excisemen in Dumfries,

Burns, being called upon for a song, handed these verses

to the president.
J. Carrie, Note on Bums'! The Deil's awa' wi' the

[Exciseman.

excision (ek-sizh'ou), n. [= F. excision = Sp.
excision = Pg. excisSo, < L. excinio(n-), a cutting

out, < cxcisus, pp. of excidere, cut put : see ex-

cide, excise1 .] 1. The act of cutting off, out,
or away, as a part (especially a small diseased

part) of the body by a surgical operation, the

tap-roots or other parts of a tree, etc.

They [the Egyptians] borrowed of the lewes abstinence

from Swiues-flesh and circumcision of their males, to which

they added excision of their females.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 577.

2. A cutting off from intercourse or union
;
a as to secure the operator from the force or ef-

setting aside or shutting out
;
exclusion

;
ex- feet of the shock.

communication. excitatory (ek-si'ta-to-ri), a. [< excitate + -ory.]

Tending to excite ; containing or characterized

by excitement ;
excitative.

The experiments of physiology prove a definite measura-

ble period of molecular commotion, known as the excita-
This can no way be drawn to the condemnation and final - ..... Si _n___ * n

excision of such persons who after baptism fall into any
great sin, of which they are willing to repent.

Jer. Taylor, Repentance, ix. 4. excite (ek

3f. Extirpation ;
total destruction.

That extermination and excision of the Canaanites, which
carries so horrible an appearance of severity.

Barrow, Works, III. xxxvii.

Such conquerors are the instruments of vengeance on
those nations that have . . . grown ripe for excision.

Bp. Atterbury.

cited by the news.
I will excite their minds

With more desire to know.
Milton, P. L., iv. 522.

= Syn. To awaken, incite, inflame, kindle, irritate, pro-

voke.

excitedly (ek-si'ted-li), adv. In an excited man-
ner.

To excite; excitefult (ek- sit 'fill), a. [< excite + -ful.]

Fitted to excite; full of exciting matter: as,

exciteful stories or prayers. Chapman.
excitement (ek-sit'ment), n. [= It. eccitameii-

to; as excite + -ment.] 1. The act of exciting;

stimulation.
When I view the fairness and equality of his temper

and carriage, I can in truth descry in his own name no

original excitement of such distaste, which commonly
ariseth, not so much from high fortune as from high
looks. Sir //. W'otton, Reliquia;, p. 553.

2. The state of being excited or roused into

action; agitation; sensation; commotion: as,

the news caused great excitement; an excitement

of the people.
Remove the pendulum of conventional routine, and the

mental machinery runs on with a whir that gives a delight-

ful excitement to sluggish temperaments, and is, perhaps,
the natural relief of highly nervous organizations.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 128.

A man worn to skin and bone by perpetual excitement,

with baldish head, sharp features, and swift, shining eyes.
K. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 151.

3. In med., a state of increased, and especially

unduly increased, activity in the body or in any
All the circumstances under which an excitation origi- of its parts. 4. That which excites or rouses ;

nally occurred being supposed the same, the degree of re- .1...^ ...i.;,.i. ,,.,,,..,. atii.o imln,.,^ Q/HATI n.

vivability of the feeling that was produced varies with the

physiological conditions that exist when the revival takes

place or is attempted.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Psycho!., 101.

Excitation Of electricity, the disturbance of the elec-

tric equilibrium by friction, elevation of temperature, con-

[= F. excitatif=

that which moves, stirs, or induces action
;
a

motive.
Just before the battle of Trebia, the General, encourag-

ing his followers, by all the usual excitements, to do their

duty, concludes with a promise of the most magnificent

spoils. tt'arlmrloii, Divine Legation, ix. 2.

The cares and excitements of a season of transition and

struggle. Talfourd.

exciter (ek-si'ter), ti. 1. One who or that which
Sp fs. exciwtiro = it. eeeuamo; as exciie -r OJUUVM i,

cn

-<fre.] Having power to excite; tending or excites; one who puts in motion, or the cause

which awakens and moves or sets in operation.

Hope is the grand exciter of industry.
Decay of Christian Piety.

2. In med.. a stimulant; an excitant.

or other electrical apparatus in such a manner

O poore and myserable citie, what sondry tourmentes,
excisions, subuertions, depopulations, and other euyll ad-

uentnres hath hapned vnto the !

Sir T. Eluot, The Governour, iii. 22.

as presented to us by the modern Democrats, should be,

amongst the masses who do not detect its falsehood, the

most exciting idea that could be offered to the human
imagination. II'. //. Mallock, Social Equality, p. 207.

Exciting cause, in med., whatever immediately produces
a particular state or disease, as distinguished from predis-

posing cause.

Exposure to cold or damp is the exciting cause of a ca-

tarrh. Hooper, Med. Diet.

excitare, call out, call forth, arouse, wake up,

stimulate, freq. of excicre, call out, arouse, ex-

cite, < ex. out, + ciere, call, summon: see cite,

and cf. aceite, concite, incite, etc.] 1. To call

into movement or active existence by some

., exciting muscular contraction ; per-

Marshall Hall's term for that part of the spinal cord which
is concerned in reflex action together with the afferent

and efferent nerves which belong to it.

excitability (ek-si-ta-bil'i-ti), H. [= F. excita-
stimulating influence

; quicken into manifesto- excitomotory (ek-si'td-m6''to-ri), a. Same as
hiJit^ Sn fr^itfihili.fJfifl T-*cr f>.rft !ffi1iiJit1fifJf> ~ j*___ _AI_ - ,.*. I n 4-C.- . nv.r>A r.fnHs\mf\1-i\ff = Sp. excitabilidad = Pg. excitabilidade =
It. eccitabilita ; as excitable + -ity.] 1. The
quality of being excitable

;
readiness or prone-

ness to be provoked or moved into action
; the

quality of being easily agitated ;
nervousness.

This early excitability prepared his mind for the religious
sentiment that afterwards became so powerfully dominant.

L. Homer, tr. of Villari's Savonarola, i. 2.

2. In pliysiol., irritability.
Nerves during regeneration may fail to show excitability

to electrical stimulus, yet be capable of transmitting sen-

sory or motor impulses.
Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, V. 142.

excitable (ek-si'ta-bl), a. [= F. excitable= Sp.
excitable = Pg. excitavel; as excite + -able.]

Susceptible of or prone to excitement
; capable

of being excited; easily stirred up or stimu-
lated : as, an excitable temperament.

tion; stir or start up; set in motion or opera- excitomotor.

tion: as, to excite a mutiny; to excite hope or exclaim (eks-klam') [< OF. eiclamer, F. ex-

animosity. clamer = Sp. Pg. exclamar = It. esclamare. scla-
oaj i

- o . , ,
.

They might excite contest, emulation, and laudable en- mare, < L. exclamare, cry out, < ex, out, + cta-

deavours. Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl. mare, cry, shout: see ctaml.J I. uitrtins. io

The news of the fall of Calcutta reached Madras, and ex- cry out; speak with vehemence; make a loud

cited the fiercest and bitterest resentment.

Macaulay, Lord Clive.

Many of her acts had been unusual, but excited no up-
roar. Mary. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent.

, p. 39.

Feelings of admii'ation and devotion are of various de-

grees, and are excited by various objects.
J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 71.

Emotions are excited, not by physical agencies them-

selves, but by certain complex relations among them.
//. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 97.

2. To induce action or activity in
;
stimulate

;

animate; arouse.

outcry in words: as, to exclaim against oppres-
sion ;

to exclaim with wonder or astonishment.

I will exclaim to the world on thee, and beg justice of

the Duke himself ; villain ! I will.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, iii. 1.

The most insupportable of tyrants exclaim against the

exercise of arbitrary power. >'iV K. L'Estrange.

How I would wake weeping, and in the anguish of my
heart exclaim upon sweet (.'alne i" Wiltshire!

Lamb, Christ's Hospital.

II. trnim. To say loudly or vehemently ; cry
out : as, he exclaimed, I will not !



exclaim

While .Man exclaims, "Sec all things 'or my use !

"

/'"/" r.^a.V nil \l;lll, ill. 4f.

He bless d the bread, hut vanishd nt the word,
Anil left tllelll Ixitll tJCrlilnnin-l. I .l- lln- l.'T'l

'

O///7" /-, i 'OM\ iTsittion, 1. r>:t4.

exclaimt (eks-klam'), n. [< exclaim, r.] Out-

iry; clamor; exclamation.

Kdt- lliKti liast made tin- happy earth thy holt,

Klll'd It with cursing evieB nnil ilcc|i , n-lui/iit.

Sluik., Rich. III., I. 8.

Their >'xi
:

l'ii>,i*

\lovr Ml'' a-, IMIlrll a* th> hlealll llli.\(s a llinll lit ai II.

B, Jonsuit, Kvcry Man out of his Iliinuiur, I. 1.

exclaimer (eks-kla'mtr), H. One who cries out
with vehemence; one who speaks with heat,

passion, or much noise : as, an exclaimer against

tyranny.
I must have leave to tell this exclaimer, in my turn,

that if that were hi* real aim, his manner of proceeding
la very strange, uoniicrfiil, ami unaccountable.

fijt. Atterbury, Sermons, II., Pref.

exclamation (eks-kla-ma'shon), n. [< OF. excla-

mation, F. exclamation = Pr. exclamatio = Sp.
exclamation = Pg. exclamagSo = It. esvlamazione,
< L. exclamatio(n-), a loud calling or crying out,
< exclamare, cry out : see exclaim.] 1. The act

of exclaiming; an ejaculatory expression of

surprise, admiration, pain, anger, dissent, or
the like

; an emphatic or clamorous outcry.

The ears of the people are continually heaten with ex-

clamalioiu against abuses In the church.

Hooker, Ecclea. Polity, Ded.

Thus will I drown your exclamation*.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4.

2. That which is uttered with emphasis or pas-
sion; a vehement speech or saying.

It Is salil, that Monsieur Torcy, when he signed this

instrument, broke into this exclamation: Would Colbert
have signed such a treaty for France'; Tatter, No. 20.

A festive exclamation not unsuited to the occasion.

Aop. Trench.

3. The mark or sign in writing and printing (!)

by which emphatic utterance or interjectional
force is indicated : usually called exclamation-
mark or -point, and formerly note of admiration .

See ccplioiieme. 4. In gram., a word express-
ing outcry; an interjection; a word expressing
some passion, as wonder, fear, or grief. 6. In

rhet., same as ecphoiiesix, 1. 6. In the Gr. Ch.,
same as ecphonesis, '2.

exclamation-mark, exclamation-point (eks-

kla-ma'shon-mark, -point), . Bee exclama-

tion, '3.

exclamative (eks-klam'a-tiv), a. [= F. ex-

flnmntif = Sp. Pg. exclamdtiro =: It. esdamativo,
< L. as if *exclamativus, < exclamare, pp. exctama-

tus, exclaim: see exclaim.] Containing excla-

mation ; exclamatory. Ash.

exclamatively (eks-klam'a-tiv-li), adr. In an
exclamative manner.

exclamatorily (eks-klam'a-to-ri-li), adi: In an
exclamatory manner.

exclamatory (eks-klam'a-to-ri), a. [< L. as if

"exclamatorius, < exclamare, pp. exclamatus, ex-

claim : see exclaim.] 1. Using exclamation:

as, an exclamatory speaker. Anil. 2. Contain-

ing or expressing exclamation : as, an exclama-

tory phrase.
Which point I shall conclude with those exclawatont

wonis of St. Paul, so full of wander and astonishment, in

Rom. xi. 3:1 : How unsearchable are his judgments, and
In-- \vays past finding out ! South, Works, IV. vii.

exclave (eks'klav), n. [< L. ex, out, + -clave,
in enclave: opposed to enclave.] A part of a

country, province, or the like which is disjoined
from the main part.
The term Thtiringia also, of course, includes the vari-

ous " excla !' *
"
of Prussia. Saxony, Bavaria, and Bohemia

which lie cnilicdilci! anioii.u' them.
Tint, Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 881.

exclude (eks-klSd'), r. t. ; pret. and pp. excluded,

ppr. f.rrlinliiii/. [< ME. exclnden, < L. exclmlrrc

(> It. enchiudere, escludere = Sp. Pg. excluir =
Pr. eaelaure, endure = OF. r-r/idr, wlmrrr. rv-

fliirt
1

, F. cxrlurc), shut out, < ex, out, 4- claudere,
in comp. cludere, shut: see clone1

,
e/o.ve2

, etc.,
and clause. Cf. conclndr. iiichidi: nri-hidr, ;HT-
cludr, seclude.] 1. To shut out; debar from
admission or participation ; prevent from en-

tering or sharing.
It [pocs\ !

liatli hail access ami estimation in mile times
a ml barliai-diis regions where other learniim stood -'.iv/mfcr/.

l:>i, :'><. Advancement of I.eaniim,', ii. 148.

All the Komaii ( 'atholic lords were \>\ a new act for ever
excluded the Parliament, which \vas a mighty blow.

Kivlini, iiiary, Nov. 15, 107S.

No _lal Beams of I.i^ht can ever play.
Hut Ni-bt. Micceedinn Night, rjrctudi-t the Day.

l'<'M'/rei>
,
Death of Queen Marv

2057

2. To except or reject, as from a privilege or

grant, from consideration, etc.

What is opposite to the eternal rules of reason and good
sense must lie excluded from any place in the carriage of
a well-bred man. fileele, Spectator, No. 76.

As no air-pninp ran by any means make a perfect vacu-

um, so neitbrr ran any artist entirely exclude the conven-
tional, the b.eal. the perishable, from hit book, or write
a book of pure thought. Kmenon, Misc., p. 76.

Nature, as the word has hitherto been used by sclent itlc

men, exclude* the whole domain of human feeling, will,
and morality. J. K. Srelcy, Nat. Religion, p. 85.

3. To thrust out
; eject ; extrude.

Others ground this disruption upon their continued or

protracted time of delivery, wherewith excluding but one
a day, the latter brood impatient, by a forcible proruption,
antedates their period of exclusion.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

In some cases, as In some species of Lepas, the larva?,

when first excluded from the egg, have not an eye.
Danrin, Clrripedla, p. 10.

Principle of excluded middle or third. See middle.

Syn. To exile, expel, bar out, preclude, prohibit. See
ttamsh.

excluder (eks-kWder), n. One who or that
which excludes, or shuts or thrusts out.

The substances preferred [for antiseptic treatment of

timber] should he not only germicides, but germ excluder*.

Knjin. Mag., XXXI. 486.

excluset, a. [< L. exclusus, pp. otexeltitlere, shut
out: see exclude.] Shut out; kept out.

Clyves [hills] ther [where] humoure is not exclude.

PaUadiut, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 217.

exclusion (eks-kUi'zhon), n. [= F. exclusion

= Pr. exclusio = Sp. exclusion = Pg. exdundo =
It. esclusione, < L. excluxio(n-), < exclugim, pp.
of excludere, shut out: see exclude.] 1. The
act of excluding or shutting out

;
a debarring ;

non-admission.

In im.lii-- that need detention of spirits, the exclusion
of the air doth good ; but in liodies that need emission of

spirits, it doth hurt Bacon, Sat. Hist.

Whether to dare
The fiend by easy ascent, or aggravate
Hli sad exchuiim from the doors of bliss.

Milton, P. L., Hi. 52:..

A bill was brought in for the total exclusion of the duke
from the crown of England and Ireland.

//nine, Hist. Km:.. Ixvli.

2. Non-inclusion or non-reception; exception.
There was a question asked at the table, whether the

French king would agree to have the disposing of the

marriage of Bretagne, with an exception and exclusion that

he should not marry her himself. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

3. In logic, the relation of two terms each of

which is totally denied of the other. Thus,
animal and plant stand to each other in a re-

lation of exclusion, provided it is true that no
animal is a plant. 4. The act of thrusting out
or expelling ; ejection ;

extrusion.

How were it possible the womb should contain the child,

nay, sometimes twins, till they come to their due perfec-
tion and maturity for exclusion / Unit. Works of Creation.

The larva' in this final stage, in most of the genera, have
Increased many times in size since their exclum'on from
the egg. Daririn, Oirripedia, p. 14.

5t. That which is emitted or thrown out; ex-
cretion.

There may, I confess, from this narrow time of gesta-
tion ensue a minority or smalness in the excluxion.

Sir T. Bmicnt, Vulg. Err., ill. 6.

Argument from exclusion. See argument. Exclu-
sion Bill, in A'n/7. hint., a bill introduced into the House
of Commons, in itt79, for the purjiose of debarring the
Duke of York (afterward James II.) from succeeding to

the throne, on the ground of his being a Roman Catholic.
The bill passed the House of Commons, but was rejected
by the House of Lords during 1680-81.

But Titus said, with his uncommon sense.
When the Kxclution BUI was in suspense,"

I hear a lion in the lobby roar ;

Say, Mr. Speaker, shall we shut the door
And keep him there, or shall we let him in,
To try if we can turn him out again ?

"

Branwton, Art of Politics.

Exclusion of the pupil, synechia in which the Iris ad-
heres to the capsule of the lens around the circumference
of the pupil, but the center of the pupil is left clear and
the vision good. AlsocalledftVcf/tororamiu/arfftmicAu?.
Method Of exclusions, (a) The method of reasoning

iibotit natural phenomena advocated by Francis Bacon,
in which all possible explanations but one are successively
excluded by crucial instances. (6) A method in the theory
of numbers invented by Frenicle de Bessy, and now for-

gotten.

exclusionary (eks-klp'zhpn-a-ri),
a. [< exclu-

sion + -nrij.] Tending to exclude or debar.

[Rare.]
exclusioner (eks-klo'zhpn-er), n. Same as ex-

i-iiixi.iiii.tt. I-:. l'liilli)>s, 1706.

exclusionism (eks-klo'zhon-izm), n. [< i-xchi-

xinn + -iVni.] Kxclusi ve principles or practice.
exclusionist (.rks-klo'zhqn-ist), B. [< excliixiiiii

+ -(,..] One who would practise exclusion :

specifically, in /-'(/. hint., one of a party of poli-

exclusively

ticians in the time of Charles II. favorable to s
bill to exclude his popish heirs from the throne.

The exclunonitlt had a fair prospect of success, ami
their plan Mug clearly the best, they were justified In

pursuing It. Fox, Hint. Jama II., L

The gentlemen of every county, the trailers of every
town, the Ixiys of every public school, were divided into

cxelu*ionUt* and abhorrerB. Mncaulay.

The rxelununifl In religion docs not see that he ihuU
the door of heaven on himself, in striving to shut out oth-

ers. Kmeinon, Compensation.

exclusive (eks-klO'siv), a. and n. [= F. exclu-

sif= Sp. Pg. excluniro = It. esclusivo; < L. ex-

i-in/ltre, pp. exclusus, shut out, exclude : see ex-

clude, exclude, and -ire.] I. a. 1. Causing or
intended for exclusion; having the effect of

excluding from admission or share ; not inclu-

sive or comprehensive: as, exclusive regula-
tions

;
to make exclusive provision for one's self

or one's friends.
obstacle find none

Of membrane, joint or limb, exclutire bars.

Hilton, P. I,., vili. 624.

2. Appertaining to the subject alone; not in-

cluding, admitting, or pertaining to any other
or others

;
undivided

;
sole : as, an exclusive

right or privilege ;
exclusive jurisdiction.

Exclusive devotion to any object, while it narrows the
mental range, and contracts, if it does not paralyze, the

sympathies, usually diminishes the cause of temptation.
O. Jiii'l'-u, in Frothingham, p. 210.

Land being, In early settled communities, the almost
exclusive source of wealth, it happens inevitably that dur-

ing times In which the principle that might is right re-

mains unqualified, personal power and ownership of soil

go together. //. Silencer, Pi-in. of Soclol., | 458.

3. Existing or considered to the exclusion of

something else ; not admitting or reckoning the

part or parts (one or both extremes of some
series) mentioned : usually followed by of, or
used absolutely, as if adverbial : as, you owe
me so much, exclusive of interest

;
from 10 to 21

exclusive.

I know not whether he reckons the dross wlusiiv or
inclusive with his three hundred and sixty tons of copper.

Swift.

The truth ... is necessarily exclittnpe of its opposite ;

and to propose a peace lietween them is simply a disguised
mode of proposing to truth suicide, and obtaining for false-

hood victory. in, ni. i,, n. . Might of Right, p. 95.

4. Prone to exclude
; tending to reject; specifi-

cally, disposed to exclude other persons from,
or chary in admitting them to, society or fel-

lowship ;
fastidious as to the social rank of as-

sociates : as, an exclusive clique.
I believe such words as fashionable, exclusive, aristo-

cratic and the like, to be wicked unchristian epithets that

ought to be banished from honest vocabularies.

Thackeray.

Cottage life [at the White Sulphur Spring] was never
the excluxice affair that it is elsewhere ; the society was
one body, and the hotel was the centre.

C. />. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 210.

Exclusive Brethren. See brother. Exclusive enun-
ciation or proposition, in logic, a pro|x>sition which
asserts sometning to lie t rue of a certain class of things and
to lie false of everything else. By some logicians exclu-
sives are regarded as simple propositions with quantified
predicates, but the more usual view is that they are com-
pound propositions. Exclusive privilege, in Scott law,
in a limited sense, the rights and franchises, of the nature
of monopolies, formerly enjoyed by the different incorpo-
rated trades of a royal burgh, in virtue of which the crafts

men or members of those incorporations were entitled to

prevent "unfreemen," or tradesmen not members of the

corporation, from exercising the same trade within the
limits of the burgh.

II. w. 1 . That which excludes or rejects.

This man is so cunning in his fnclusiues and excluriue*

that he dyscerneth nothing between copulatiues and dls-

lunctlues. Sir T. Hare, Work*, p. MS.

2. One belonging to a coterie of persons who
exclude others from their society or fellowship ;

one who limits his acquaintance to a select

few.

The cxelutipe in fashionable life does not see that he ex-

cludes himself from enjoyment, in the attempt to appro-
priate it . Emerson, Compensation.

exclusively (eks-klo'siv-li), adv. 1. With the
exclusion of all others

;
without admission of

others to participation.
There he must rest, sole judge of his affairs,
While they might rule exclurirely in theirs.

CraWr, Works, IV. 71.

The powers and privileges which the twelve were to

exercise exclusively are now to be exercised by others.

I). Webtter, Speech, March 10, 1818.

2. With the exclusion of the part or parts (one
or both extremes of some series, as in an ac-

count or number) mentioned ; not admitting or

reckoning these parts; not inclusively.

The flrst part lasts from the , late of citation to the join-

ing of issue, excliuricelit ; the second continues to a conclu-
sidii in the cause, inclusively. A'.il'fe, Parergou.



exclusiveness

exclusiveness (eks-klii'siv-nes), n. The state or

quality of beiug exclusive, in any sense of that

word.

French delusiveness and the hatred of compromise,
then, is the first reason why representative institutions

have not flourished in France.
If. 11. Greg, Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 99.

exclusivism (eks-klij'siv-izm), . [= Sp. exclu-

sivismo; as exclusive + -ism.'] The practice
of excluding or of being exclusive; exclusive-

ness.

In Geneva and Lausanne I understood that a more than
American exclusivimn. prevailed in families that held them-
selves to be peculiarly good, and believed themselves very
old. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 678.

exclusivist (eks-klo'siv-ist), TO. [< exclusive +
-int.~\ One who favors exclusivism or exclu-

siveness in some particular direction.

Cannot these excluxiviste see ... the unlovely, nnfra-

ternal position into which their logic thrusts them?
The Independent (New York), Jan. 6, 1870.

exclusory (eks-klo'so-ri), o. [< LL. exclusorius,
< Li. exclusus, pp. of excludere, shut out: see ex-

clude.] Exclusive; excluding; able to exclude.

Bailey, 1731.

excoctt (eks-kokt'),. t. [< L. excoctus, pp. of ex-

coquere, boil out, < ex, out, + coquere, cook, boil :

see cook1
.} To boil out; extract by boiling.

Salt and sugar, which are excocted by heat, are dissolved

by cold and moisture. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 843.

excoctiont (eks-kok'shon), . [< L. excoctio(n-),
a boiling or baking thoroughly, < excoctus, pp.
of excoquere, boil out: see excoct.} The act of

excoeting or boiling out.

In the excoctiong and depurations of metals it is a famil-

iar error, that to advance excoction they augment the heat
of the furnace or the quantity of the injection.

Bacon, Learning, v. 2.

excodicationt (eks-kod-i-ka'shon), n. [< LL.

excodicatio(n-), excaudicatio(n-~), < excodicare,

excaudicare, < L. ex, out, + codex, caudex, stem,
trunk.] Removal of the earth from the root of

a vine.
Atte Jannerie ablaqueacion
The vynes axe [ask] in places temporate ;

Italiens excodicacion
Hitt calle.

1'alladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), 1. 44.

excogitate (eks-koj'i-tat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

excogitated, ppr. excogitating. [< L. excogitatus,

pp. of excogitare (> It. escogitare = Sp. Pg. ex-

cogitar= OF. cxcogiter), think out, contrive, de-

vise, < ex, out, + cogitare, think : see cogitate.}
To think out; contrive; devise.

They have also wittily excogitated and devised instru-

ments of divers fashions.
Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 7.

In his incomparable warres and bnsynes almost incredi-

ble, he [Cffisar] dydde excogitate most excellent pollycies
and deuyses, to vanquish or subdewe his ennemyes.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 23.

He must first think, and excogitate his matter, then
choose his words. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

Did at last excogitate
How he might keep the good and leave the bad.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 121.

excogitation (eks-koj-i-ta'shon), n. [= F.

excogitation = Pg. excogitacSo," < L. excogita-
tio(n-), < excogitare, think out: see excogitate.}
A thinking out; the act of devising in the

mind; contrivance.

The labour of excogitation is too violent to last long.

Johnson, Rasselas, xliii.

ex commodo (eks kom'o-do). [L.] Leisurely.
excommunet (eks-kp-mun'), v. t. [< F. excom-
munier (OF., in vernacular form, escomengier,
escamungier, etc.) = Pr. escomeniar, escomengar,
escumenjar, escumergar = Sp. excomulgar = Pg.
excommungar = It. escomunicare, scomunicare,
< LL. excommunicare, excommunicate: see ex-

communicate.} To exclude from communion,
fellowship, or participation ; excommunicate.

Poets indeed were excommuned Plato's commonwealth.
Gayton, Notes on Don Quixote, p. 21.

excommunicable (eks-ko-mu'ni-ka-bl), a. [<
excommunic-ate + -able.} Liable or deserving
to be excommunicated

;
that may incur or give

occasion for excommunication.
Yea although they bee impious idolaters, wicked here-

tickes, persons excommunicable, yea, and cast out for no-
torious improbitie.

Sp, Hall, Apology, Advert, to the Reader.

What offences are excommunicable. Keble.

excommunicant (eks-ko-mu'ni-kant), . [<
LL. excommnniean(t-)s, ppr. of excommunicare,
excommunicate : see excommunicate. The form
prop, means 'one who excommunicates.' The
sense given here, prop, that belonging to ex-

communicate, n., seems to rest on an assumed
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derivation < ex- + communicant.} One who has
been excommunicated. [Bare.]

Innumerable swarms of excomiinrnicants Donatists,

Arians, Monophysites, Albigenses, Hussites.

Contemporary Mev., LI. 416.

excommunicate (eks-kp-mu'ni-kat), v. t.
; pret.

and pp. excommunicated, ppr. excommunicating.

[< LL. excommunicatus, pp. of excommunicare,

expel from communion, < L. ex, out, + commnn i-

care, communicate : see communicate.} 1. Ec-

cles., to cut off by an ecclesiastical sentence,
either from the sacraments of the church or

from all fellowship and intercourse with its

members. See excommunication.

Christ hath excommunicated no nation, no shire, no

house, no man ;
he gives none of his ministers leave to

say to any man, thou art not redeemed.
Donne, Sermons, iii.

Elizabeth was excommunicated, and her subjects ab-

solved from their allegiance, by four successive Popes.

Phelan, quoted in Wordsworth's Church of Ireland, p. 227.

Hence 2. To expel from and deprive of the

privileges of membership in any association.

I trow you must excommunicate me, or els you must goe
without their companie, or we shall wautte no quareling.

Cuahman, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation,
(p. 57.

3f. To prohibit on pain of excommunication.

Martin the 5 by his Bull not only prohibited, but . . .

was the first that excommunicated the reading of heretical

books. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 10.

excommunicate (eks-ko-mu'ni-kat), a. and n.

[< LL. excommunicatus, pp. : see the verb.] I.

a. Cut off from communion
;
excommunicated.

Thou shall stand curs'd and excommunicate;
And blessed shall lie be that doth revolt

From his allegiance to an heretic.

Shak., K. John, iii. 1.

Offenders they put from their fellowship : and he which
is thus excommunicate may not receiue food offered of

any other, but, eatinggrasse and herbes, is consumed with
famine. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 145.

II. n. One who is excommunicated
;
one cut

off from any privilege.

Poor Fernando, for her sake, must stand
An excommunicate from every blessing.

Shirley, The Brothers, iii. 1.

Because thou hast neglected to abstain from the House
of that Excommunicate, in that House thou shall die.

Milton, Hist. Eiig., iv.

I ... was accordingly considered an excommunicate,
and had so many little pieces of private malice practised
on me ... that I found myself obliged to comply and

pay the money. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 79.

excommunication (eks-ko-mu-ni-ka'shpu), n.

[= F. excommunication = Pr. escnmeniazon = Sp.

excomulgacion, excomunicacion (obs.) = It. esco-

immieazione, scomunicazione, < LL. excommuni-

catio(n-), < excommunicare, pp. excommunicatus,
excommunicate: see excommunicate, v.} A cut-

ting off or casting out from communication;
deprivation of communion or the privileges of

intercourse ; specifically, the formal exclusion
of a person from religious communion and priv-

ileges. Excommunication, often with very severe con-

sequences, was practised in various ways among the an-
cient Greeks, Romans, and Jews, and is still in use among
the Mohammedans. In the early Christian church it con-
sisted simply in the exclusion of an offending member
from fellowship by some formal action, and this is the

practice in most modern Protestant churches. As the

power of the church increased, excommunication became
more complicated in method and severe in effect. As
now practised in the Roman Catholic and related churches,
it may be either partial or total, temporary or perpetual.
By the partial, called the minor or leaser excommunica-
tion, the offender is suspended from the use of the sacra-

ments, and perhaps from the privileges of church worship ;

by the total, or the major or greater excommunication, he
is also cut off from the society and fellowship of the church,
and it may be from all intercourse with its members.
Further distinctions as to the sentence and its effects are
made in the Roman Catholic Church. See anathema, dis-

cipline.

Bring into the Church of England open discipline of ex-

communication, that open sinners may be stricken withal.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

The act of excommunication . . . neither shutteth out
from the mystical, nor clean from the visible, but only
from fellowship with the visible in holy duties.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 1.

Excommunication seems but a light thing when there
are many communions. It was no light thing when it was
equivalent to outlawry ; when the person excommunicated
might be seized and imprisoned at the will of the ordinary ;

when he was cut off from all holy offices ; when no one
might speak to him, trade with him, or show him the most
trivial courtesy ; and when his friends, if they dared to
assist him, were subject to the same penalties.

Froude, Hist. Eng., I. 185.

Excommunication by candle. See candle.

excommunicator (eks-ko-mu'ni-ka-tor), n.

[< ML. excommuiiicator, < LL. excommunicare,
excommunicate: see excommunicate, c.] One
who excommunicates.

excrement

He caused all the infringers of it to be horribly excom-
municated by all the bishops of England, in his owne pres-

ence, and of all his barons; and himsclfe was one of the

etxomnumicatori. Pryiine, Treachery and Disloyalty, i. 19.

excommunicatory (eks-ko-mu'ni-ka-to-ri), a.

[ OF. ('.ccoinmunicatoire; < ML. excommunica-

torius, < LL. excommunicare, excommunicate:
see excommunicate, v.} Relating to or causing
excommunication.
excommuniont (eks-ko-mu'nyon), n. [= Pg.
excommunliao, < ML. excomnmnio(n-), < L. ex,

out of, + communio(n-), communion. Cf. excom-

municate.} Excommunication.
Excommunion is the utmostof Ecclesiastical Judicature,

a spiritual putting to death.

.Miltun, Eikonoklastes, xxviii.

ex concesso (eks kon-ses'6). [L. : ex, out of,

from; concesso, abl. of concessum, neut. of con-

cessus, pp. of concedere, concede: see concede.}
From what has been conceded or granted: as,

an argument ex concesso (that is, from what
has been granted to that which is to be proved).
excoiiable (eks-ko'ri-a-bl), a. [< excori-ate +
-able.} Capable of being excoriated or flayed;
that may be rubbed or stripped off.

Observable in such a natural net as the scaly covering
of fishes, of mullets, carps, tenches, &c., even in such as

are excoriable, and consist of smaller scales.

Sir T. Brounie, Garden of Cyrus, iii.

excoriate (eks-ko'ri-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp. ex-

coriated, ppr. excoriating. [< LL. excoriatus, pp.
of excoriare (> It. escoriare = Sp. Pg. excoriar =
F. excorier), strip off the skin, < L. ex, out, off, +
corium, the skin: see coriaceous.} 1. To flay;

strip off the skin of . Bailey, 1731. Hence 2.

To abrade ; gall ; break and remove the outer

layers of (the skin) in any manner.

The heat of the Island Squauena Gregory used to call

infernal
; for, says he, it excoriates the skin, melts hard

Indian wax in a cabinet, ami sears your shoes like a red
hot iron. Boyle, Works, V. 694.

excoriation (eks-ko-ri-a'shon), . [= F. excori-

ation = Pr. excoriacio = Sp. excoriation = Pg. ex-

coriacao = It. eseoriazione, < L. *exeoriatio(n-),
< excoriare, strip off the skin: see excoriate.}
1. The act of flaying; the operation of strip-

ping off the skin. Bailey, 1731. Hence 2.

The act or process of abrading or galling ;
es-

pecially, a breaking or removal of the outer

layers of the skin.

Full twenty years and more, our labouring stage
Has lost on this incorrigible age :

Our poets, the John Ketches of the nation,
Have seem'd to lash ye, even to excoriation.

Dryden, Prol. to Albion and Albanius, 1. 4.

3. An abraded, galled, or broken surface of the
skin.

It healeth weeping eies that have run with water a long
time, and the excoriations or frettings of the eye-lids.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxiii. 3.

4t. The act of stripping of possessions ; spoli-

ation; robbery.
It hath marvellously enhanced the revenues of the

crown, though with a pitiful excoriation of the poorer
sort. Howell.

excorticate (eks-kor'ti-kat), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

excorticated, ppr. excorticating. [< ML. excorti-

catus, pp. of excorticare, strip off the bark or

rind, < L. ex, off, + cortex (cortic-), bark : see
cork1

, corticate.} To strip off the bark or rind of.

Moss . . . is to be rubbed and scraped off with some fit

instrument of wood, which may not excorticate the tree.

Evelyn, Sylva, xxix.

excortication (eks-kor-ti-ka'shon), n. [< excor-

ticate + -ion.} The act of stripping off bark.
E. Phillips, 1706.

CXCreablet (eks'kre-a-bl), a. [< L. excreabi/in,

exscreabilis, (. excreare, cxscreare, spit out : see

excrcate.} Capable of being excreated or dis-

charged by spitting. Coles, 1717.

excreatet (eks'kre-at), r. t. [< L. excreatus, ex-

screatus, pp. of excreare, exscreare, cough up,

spit out, < ex, out, + screare, cough, hawk, hem.]
To spit out ; discharge from the throat by hawk-

ing and spitting. Cockeram.

excreationt (eks-kre-a'shon), . The act of spit-

ting out. Bailey, 1731.

excrement1 (eks'kre-ment), . [= D. excrement
= G. excremente, pi., = Dan. Sw. exkrOHOtter,

pi., < F. excrement^ Sp. Pg. excremento = It. es-

cremento, < L. excrementum, what is sifted out,

refuse, usually of animal ejections, ordure, <

excernere, pp. excretus, sift out, separate: see

extern, excrete.} Any matter eliminated as

useless from the living body; specifically, the

feces.
The earth's a thief,

That feeds and breeds by a composture stolen

from general ejceremritt. Shak., T. of A., iv. :i.



excrement

excrement- (eks'kre-nient), M. [With sense
diir appiir. to r.irci .-<( << ', < IJ.. i.in-i nii'iituiH,

a n ele\ ji inn. pi-oinineiK'e, ML. alsoun increase.

lit. that whirli lias grown up, < L. cxcrescere,

grow out, grow up, rise: seo excrescent. ('!'.<-

in /</.
] Anything growing naturally on the

living body, as hair, nails, feathers, etc.; an

outgrowth or natural exci-i-si-enee. [Kare.J

\Vliy H 'I hue Mieb a ni^anl of hair, lieini,', as ii

plentillll an :.riTri,<,'iif' Xlxil,., t
. o!' I'.., ii. 'J.

Upon tilts [head] grows the tiair, which though it lit 1 cs

teemed an ../--(/(((, is of great use 1.1 eherMi ami keen
warm thr hrain. /.'"/, tt'orks of Creation, if.

excremental (eks-kre-men'tal), a. [= Sp. ex-

cremental = It. escrementale ; as excrement! +
-al.] Pertaiuing to or resembling excrement.

Whetherthose little dusty partiele.s, upon the lower aide
of the leaves, be seed* and seminal parts, or rattier, as It is

commonly eoncei veil, i'.cfri'//n'iiiiil separations, we have not
heen aMe to iletermine. .s'/,- '/'. Ilriurnf, Vulg. Err., ii. 7.

excrementary (eks-kro-men'ta-ri), a. [< ei-

cniiii'iit -\- -<<ri/i.] Excrementitious.

WhtTfVerthis man apeuks. one gets a pereeption of Swe-
denborg'a XMiMumMnf Hells.

New York Tribune, May 17, 1882.

excrementitial (eks*kre-nien-tish'al),a. Same
as excrentt'ittitioux.

excrementitious 1

(eks'kre-men-tish'us), a. [=
Sp. Pg. ejceremciiticio, < L. as if "excrementicius,
< excrementum, refuse, excrement: see excre-

ment1
.'] Pertaining to excrement; of the nature

of excrement.
zcniniirftiou animal juices, such as musk (and] civet.

Goldsmith, Taste.

Kain-wnter collected from the roofs of houses, and stored
in iindrr- i-oiiinl tanks, ... is often i>olluted to a danger-
ous extent by excrentenlitious matters, and is rarely of

sufficiently good quality to be employed for dietetic pur-
poses with safety. E. Frankland, Exper. in Chem., p. 553.

excrementitious2 (eks'kre-men-tish'us), a.

K excrement? + -itious; after excrementitious'1 .']

Of the nature of a natural outgrowth or excre-
ment.

Hair is but an excreinriititiotu Thing.
IloweU, Letters, I. i. 31.

excrescence, excrescency (eks-kres'ens, -en-

si), n.
; pi. excrescences, excrescencies (-en-sez,

-siz). [= F. excrescence = Sp. excreeencia =
Pg. excresceneia = It. escreseenza (fern, sing.),
an excrescence, < L. excrescentia, morbid ex-
crescences on the body, neut. pi. of excres-

cen(t-)s, growing out: see excrescent.] 1. An
abnormal superficial growth or appendage, as
a wart or tubercle

; anything which grows
unnaturally, and without organic use, out of

something else, as nutgalls ; hence, a super-
fluity ; a disfiguring addition.

Providence . . . assigns to Christians no more but " food
and raiment

"
for their own use : all other excrescencies uf

possessions being intrusted to the rich man's dispensation,
only as to a steward. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 228.

A man hath reason to doubt that his very best actious
are sullied with some unhandsome - .c> > MVHCJ/.

Jtr. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 799.

All excrescence and not a living part of poetry. Dryden.

2f. Figuratively, an extravagant or excessive
outbreak: as,

"
excrescences of joy," Jer. Taylor.

- Cauliflower excrescence, in palhol. See caulijKncer.
excrescent (eks-kres'ent), a. [< L. excres-

cen(t-)s, ppr. of excrescere, grow out, grow up,
rise up, in particular of morbid excrescences
on the body, < ex, out, + crescerc, grow: see
I/VM v /.] Growing out of something else

; spe-
cifically, abnormally put forth or added

; hence,
superfluous and incongruous : as, a wart is an
excrescent growth on the hand

; excrescent knots
on a tree; excrescent ornaments on a dress or
on a building.

i:\lnniL.-r UK \ilmle, orlop th
1

excrescent parts.
Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 4:t.

excrescential (eks-kre-sen'shal), a. [< exmx-
cence (L. excrescentia) + -al.] Pertaining to
or resembling an excrescence ; of the nature
of an excrescence.
excreta (eks-kre'tii), . pi. [L., neut. pi. of ex-

i-rrtus, pp. of excernere, separate : see rxceni,
i.ri-ntc.] Any matter eliminated as useless
from the living body; specifically, such sub-
stances as have really entered into the tissues
of tin- body and are the product of its me-
tabolism, as urine or sweat. In this restricted
sense the word would not include the feces.

excretal (eks-krS'tal or eks'kre-tal), . [< cr-
r/v In + -al.~\ Pertaining to or of the nature
of excreta; excremental

; excrementitious.
The surface waters of toi\ us are eertainly not . -Iran, but

Mberetlie street- are ellieienth eavelli.M'.l they are free
troni taint of human rjccrctal refuse, anil lit for admission
into the riven. v<. Attiri: .S'H;M,., p. .-sin.
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excrete (eks-kref), r. t.
; pret. and pp. excreted,

ppr. cxerctimj. [< L. cxcretiix, pp. of wi-rui-rr,
silt out, separate: see excern and excreim at*.

Of. concrete, secrete.] To throw out or elimi-

nate
; specifically, to eliminate from an organic

body by a process of secretion and discharge.
Certain plants rxcrete sweet juice, apparently for the

sake of eliminating something injurious from their sap.
Darviu, Origin of Speeies, p. n.

r
i.

excrete (eks'kret), . [= Sp. Pg. excreta, < L.
(./(/(-turn, neut. of excrctus, pp. of excernere, sep-
arate: see excrete, '.] That which has been
excreted

; an excretion.
The fluid they excrete Is the grand outlet for the nitroge-

nous ..rcretel of the animal body.
li. W. Jtichanlson, Prevent. Med., p. 211.

excretion (eks-kre'shon), ti. [= F. excretion =
Sp. excrecion = Pg. excrccSo = It. escrezione, <

L. as if *excretio(n-), < excernere, pp. exeretus,

separate: see excern, excrete.'] 1. The act of

excreting.
In the case of the glands on the stipules of Vicia sativa,

the excretion [of a sweet fluid) manifestly depends on
changes in the sap, consequent on the sun shining brightly.

Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 403.

2. The substance excreted, as sweat or urine,
or certain juices in plants.
Nor do they [toads] contain those urinary parts which

are found in other animals, to avoid that serous excretion.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ill. IS.

= 8yn. Excretion, Secretion. Secretion is the more general
word, and includes excretion. The latter is restricted to
the elimination of uaeless or harmful substances from the

body. Thus, the secretion of saliva or of milk would not
be called excretion ; but the latter term would be applied
to the secretion of the urine. Both terms are applied to
the products as well as to the functions.

excretive (eks-kre'tiv or eks'kre-tiv), a. [< ex-

crete + -te.] Having the power to excrete.
A diminution of the body happens by the excretive fac-

ulty, excerning and evacuating more than necessary.
llarccy, Consumptions.

excretory (eks'kre-to-ri or eks-kre'to-ri), a. and
. [= F. excretotre = Sp. Pg. excretorio = It.

escretorio, < ML. excretorius, < L. exeretus, pp.
of excernere, separate: see excern, excrete.] I.
a. 1. Pertaining to excretion. 2. Conducting
off; serving for excretion: as, excretory ducts.

These glandules are respectively furuished with an ar-

tery, a vein, a nerve, and usually also an excretory vessel
suitable to Ita size and uses. Boyle, Works, VI. 733.

The fact, however, of its being prolonged to the anus,
which is in a different position in the larva and mature
state, shows that the stomach serves, at least, as an excre-

tory channel. Darwin, Clrripedia, p. 20.

II. n. An excretory organ.
Exeretoriei of the body arc nothing but slender slips of

the arteries, deriving an appropriated juice from the blood.

Chtynt.

excludable (eks-krS'shi-a-bl), a. [< L. excru-

ciabilis, worthy of or deserving torture, tortur-

ing, < excruciare, torture : see excruciate.] Lia-
ble to torment

; worthy to be tormented. Bai-

ley, 1727.

excruciamentt, . [< L. as if 'excruciamentum,
torture, < excruciare, torture: see excruciate.]
Excruciation.

To this wild of sorrow e< and exeruciament she was con-
fined. Natke, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 177).

excruciate (eks-kr6'shi-at), r. t. ; pret. and pp.
excruciated, ppr. excruciating. [< L. excrucia-

tus, pp. of excruciare (> OF. excrucicr), torture

greatly, < ex, out, + cruciare, torture (on the

cross), < crux (cruc-), cross : see cruciate'1
,
cruci-

fy, cross1 .] To torture
;
torment ; inflict very

severe pain upon, as if by crucifying: as, to
tj-i-rueiate the feelings.

Whilst they feel hell, Iwing damned in their hate,
lln ii- thoughts, like devils, them excruciate.

Drayton, Worldly Crosses.

excruciating (eks-kr8'shi-a-ting), p. o. 1. Ex-
tremely painful ; torturing ; tormenting.
Leave them, as long as they keep their hardness and im-

penitent hearts, to those gnawing and excruciating fears.

lie had long been troubled with a cancer in his cheek,
by which excruciating disease he died.

Goldsmith, Bolingbroke.
Hie North American Indians . . . are trained from their

infancy to the total suppression of their emotions of every
kind, and endure the most errrudittiup torments at the
stake without signs of suffering. Wtttml, orations, I. 310.

2. Extremely precise or elaborate; extreme:
as, exi-rui-i(itini) politeness. [Colloq., U. S.]

excruciatingly (eks-kr6'shi-a-ting-li), adv. 1.
In an excruciating manner. 2. Extremely:
U, i rrnifintiiii/h/ polite. [Colloq., U. S.]
excruciation tfeks-kro-dd-i'shon), . [= OF.

' n i-iii-iiitiini. < Ll,. fscriiciiiti<>(n-), < L. excru-

i-iiin; torture : see excruciate.'] The act of ex-

cruciating or inflicting extreme pain, or the
state of being excruciated; torture.

excurrent

The frt-ttings, the thwartings, and the <x>-i <

life.

excubationt (eks-ku-ba'shon), H. [< LL. >-r-

cubatio(n-), a watching, keeping watch, < >i-

i-iilnirc, lie or sleep out of doors, usually lie out
on guard, keep watch, < tj-, out, + cubare, lie.]
The act of watching all night.
excubitorium (eks-ku-bi-to'ri-um), n. ; pi. ex-

i-iilntoria (-&). [LL., a post where guards
were stationed.

< exculiare, pp.
rj-i'iiliitii.--. keep
watch : see ex-

niliiition.'] In

arch., a gallery
in a church
where public
watch was for-

merly kept at

night on the
eve of some
festival, and
from which the

great shrines
were observed.
Tile watching-loft
of St. Albans, in

England, la a beau-
tiful structure of
wood ; the excubi-
torium at LichHeld
is a gallery over
the door of the

"A^L / 1, Eiciibitorium. or Walcbing-lo/1. St. Albara
eXCUdet (CkS- Cathedral. England.

kud'), v. t. [<
L. excudere, strike, beat, or hammer out, mold,
form, make, < ex, out, + cudere, strike.] To beat
out on an anvil; forge; coin. Itailey, 1727.

excudit (eks-ku'dit). [L., 3d pers. sing. perf.
ind. of excudere, strike, beat, or hammer out :

see excude.] Literally, he engraved (it): a
word appended to the foot of an engraving,
preceded by the name of the artist : as, Bar-
tolozzi excudit.

exculpable (eks-kul'pa-bl), a. [< exculp-ate +
-able.] Capable or worthy of exculpation. Sir
G. Suck.

exculpate (eks-kul'pat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. ex-

Clllj

ex, out, -f- culjiare, blame, < culjxi, fault, blame :

see culprit. Ct. inculpate.] 1 . To clear from a

charge or imputation of fault or guilt ;
vindi-

cate from an accusation of wrong-doing.
He exculpated himself from being the author of the he-

roic epistle. If. Mason, To L)r. Hhebbeare, note.

2. Serve to relieve of or free from blame ; serve
as an excuse for. =8yn. To exonerate, acquit, absolve,
pardon, justify.

exculpation (eks-kul-pa'shou), n. [< ML. ex-

culpatio(n-), < "exculpare, pp. "exculpatug, clear
from blame : see exculpate.] The act of excul-

pating or of exonerating from a charge of fault
or crime; vindication.

In Scotland, the law allows of an fxc\dpa1ion, by which
the prisoner Is suffered before his trial to prove the thing
to be Impossible. Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1684.

Letters Of exculpation, in Scots (air, a warrant granted
at the suit of the accused citing witnesses in his defense,

exculpatory (eks-kul'pa-to-ri), a. [< exculpate
+ -ory.] Fitted or intended to clear from a

charge of fault or guilt ; exonerating ; excus-

ing: as, exculpatory evidence.
He [Pope) wrote an exculpatory letter to the Duke [of

Chandos), which was answered with great magnanimity.
Johnson, Pope.

excurt (eks-ker'), . '. [< L. excurrere, run out,
run forth, project, make an excursion or irrup-
tion, < rx, out, + currere, run : see current^.]
To go beyond proper limits

;
run to an extreme.

His disease was an asthma, oft excurrinti to an orthop-
nceia. Harvey, Consumptions.

ex curia (eks ku'ri-S). [L. : ex, out of ; curia,
abl. of curia, court :" see curia.] Out of court.

excurrent (eks-kur'ent), n. [< L. excurren(t-)s,

ppr. of excurrere, run out, project: see excur.]
1. Running out.

The insoluble reaidueof the introduced food [in sponges],
together with the fluid excreta, is carried out through the
oscule by the excurrent water. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 413.

2. Infeof.: (o) Projecting or running beyond the

edge or point of anything, as when the midrib
of a leaf projects beyond the apex. (6) Pro-

longed to the very summit : applied to the
trunk of a tree which is undivided to the top,
as in the spruce, in distinction from a deliques-
cent growth. 3. Giving passage outward; af-

fording exit: as, an excurrent orifice.

Ipated, ppr. exculpating. [< ML. "exculpatun,
). of 'exculpare (cf. ML. exculpatio(n-)), < L.



excurrent

In higher forms of sponges . . . the chambers cease

to open abruptly into the excurrent canals : each is pro-

longed into a narrow canal, aphodus or abitus, which usu-

ally directly, sometimes after uniting with one or more
of its fellows, opens into an excurrent canal.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 414.

excurse (eks-kers'), v.
; pret. and pp. excursed,

ppr. excursing. [< L. excursus, pp. of excurrere,
run out, run forth, etc. : see excur."] I. intraun.

To make a digression or an excursion. [Bare.]
But how I excurse ! Yet thou usedst to say thou likedst

my excursions. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, iii. 71.

When the Franklins and Sabines were excursing in

Ireland, they went through some difficult pass.
Caroline Fox, Journal, p. 81.

II. trans. To pass or journey through. Sal-
lam. [Rare.]
excursion (eks-ker'shon), n. [= P. excursion

= Sp. excursion = Pg. 'excursao = It. escursione,

< L. excm-sio(n-), a running out, an inroad, in-

vasion, a setting out, beginning of a speech,
< excurrere, pp. excursus, run out: see excur.]
1. The act of running out or forth; hence, de-

viation from a fixed or usual course
;
a passing

or advancing beyond fixed or usual limits.

The causes of those great excursions of the seasons into

the extremes of cold and heat are very obscure.

Arbuthnot, Effects of Air.

But in low numbers short excursions tries.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 738.

2. Digression; deviation; a wandering from a

subject or main design ;
an excursus.

No excursions upon words, good doctor ;
to the question

briefly. B. Jonson, Epiccene, v. 1.

This excursion vpon this occasion, wherein 1 liaue found
diuers Interpreters mute, will (I hope) find pardon with
the Header, who happily himselfe may flnde some better
resolution. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 134.

I am not in a scribbling mood, and shall therefore make
no excursions. Cowper.

3. A journey; specifically, a short journey,
jaunt, or trip to some point for a special pur-
pose, with the intention of speedy return : as,
a pleasure excursion; a scientific excursion.

Making an excursion to S. Thecla from Sidonaia, we dined
at Touaney, in a house appointed for the entertainment of

strangers. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 132.

4. A company traveling together for a special

purpose ;
a joint expedition, especially a holi-

day expedition.
An excursion numbering several hundreds, gathered

along the river towns by the benevolent enterprise of

railway officials, came up to the mountain one day.
C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 65.

5. In physics, a movement of a moving orvibrat-

ing body from a mean position : as, the excur-

sion of a planet from the ecliptic, of a satellite

from the apparent position of its primary, or of

the prong of a tuning-fork.
That sleepy-looking kind of escapement in which the

second-hand moves very slowly and the excursion of the

pendulum beyond the impulse is very little.

Sir E. Beckett, Clocks and Watches, p. 89.

6. In maclt., the range of stroke of any moving
part ;

the travel : as, the excursion of a piston-
rod. 7f. A projecting addition to a building.
Davies.
Sure I am that small excursion out of gentlemen's halls

in Dorcetshire (respect it East or West) is commonly call-

ed an orial. Putter, Ch. Hist., VI. 285.

Circle of excursion, a circle in the heavens parallel to
the ecliptic and so drawn that it is not traversed by any
or by some one of the planets. = Syn. Trip, Travel, etc.

See journey, n.

excursion (eks-ker'shon), v. t. [< excursion, n."]

To make an excursion. [Rare.]
Yesterday I excursioned twenty miles : to-day I write

a few letters. Lamb, To Wordsworth.

excursional (eks-ker'shou-al), a. [< excursion
+ -aZ.] Of or pertaining to or of the nature of
an excursion.

Pray let me divide the little excursional excesses of the

journey among the gentlemen.
Dickens, To Mrs. Cowden Clarke, Letters (1848), III. 98.

excursioner (eks-ker'shon-er), n. An excur-
sionist. [Bare.]
The royal excursioners did not return till between six

and seven o'clock. Mine. D'Arblay, Diary, III. 111.

excursionist (eks-ker'shon-ist), n. [< excursion
+ -is*.] One who makes an excursion

; specifi-
cally, a member of a company making a jour-
ney for pleasure.
An excursion is always resented by the regular occu-

pants of a summer resort, who look down upon the excur-
sionists, while they condescend to be amused by them.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 64.

excursionize (eks-ker'shon-iz), v. i.
; pret. and

pp. excursionized, ppr. excursionizing. [< excur-
sion + -ize.~] To make an excursion

;
take part

in an excursion. Imp. Diet.

excursive (eks-ker'siv), a. [< excurse + -ive.]
1. Given to making excursions; rambling;
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wandering. Johnson. Hence 2. Veering from

point to point; wandering off from a subject;

deviating ; desultory ;
erratic : as, an excursive

fancy or imagination.
He [William IV.] made another speech in French, in the

course of which he travelled over every variety of topic

that suggested itself to his excursii-e mind.

Oremlle, Memoirs, Sept. 17, 1831.

excursively (eks-ker'siv-li), adv. In an excur-

sive manner.
The flesh of animals which feed excursively is allowed

to have a higher flavour than that of those who are cooped
up. Bosuvll, Johnson.

excursiveness (eks-ker'siv-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being excursive ;
a disposition to ramble

or deviate.

Remember that your excursiveness (allow me the word ;

I had a rasher in my head) upon old maids and your lord

can only please yourself.

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, V. 313.

Excursores (eks-ker-so'rez), n.pl. [NL., pi. of

L. excursor, a runner, skirmisher, scout, < excur-

rere, pp. excursus, run out : see excur.'] In Mac-

gillivray's system of classification, an order of

birds, the snatchers, comprising sundry birds

which secure their prey as do the shrikes and

flycatchers, which sally forth to snatch it and
return to their post after such ah excursion.

[Not in use.]
excursus (eks-ker'sus), n.

; pi. excursus or excur-

suses (-sus, -ez). [< L. excursus, a sally, inroad,

excursion, digression, < excurrere, run out : see

excur."] 1. A digression; an excursion.

Catechising concerning articles of export and import,
with an occasional excursus of more indirect utility.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, I. 211.

Returning, now, from the excursus upon the topic of

command of language, let us pass to consider a fourth
cause of the formation of a loose style.

A. Phelps, Eng. Style, p. 107.

2. A dissertation inserted in a work, as an
edition of a classic, to elucidate some obscure
or important point of the text.

The principal point to be noticed in the excursuses is

that a suggestion is made which carries the theory of a
Judeo-Christian origin of the Teaching further than it has

yet been pushed. Amer. Jour. Philol., VI. 103.

excurvate, excurvated (eks-ker'vat, -va-ted),
a. [< L. ex, out, + curvatus, curved, bent: see

climate."] Everted; excurved.

excurvature (eks-ker'va-tur), n. [< excurvate
+ -ure, after curvature."] In entoni. : (a) The
state of being excurved. (6) A part of a mar-

gin, mark, etc., curved outwardly, or away from
the center of the body or organ.
excurved (eks-kervd'), a. [< L. ex, out, + E.

curved.'] In zool., curved outward, or away
from the disk or center of a part or an organ : as,
an excurved margin; an excurved mark Ex-
curved antennas, in entom.

,
antenna? constantly curved

outward or away from each other.

excusable (eks-ku'za-bl), a. [< ME. excusable,
< OF. excusable, F. excusable = Pr. Sp. excusable
= Pg. escusavel = It. scusabile, < L. excusabilis,

excussabilis, < excusare, excussare, excuse : see

excuse,"] 1. Deserving to be excused
; pardona-

ble : as, the man is excusable.

Nay, nay, Octavia, not only that
That w.ere excusable, that, and thousands more
Of semblable import but he hath wag'd
New wars 'gainst Pompey. Shak., A. and C., iii. 4.

A little timidity is excusable in a statesman placed in a

prominent station. Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 194.

2. Admitting of excuse or palliation : as, an ex-

cusable delay.
Before the Gospel impenitency was much more excusa-

ble, because men were ignorant. Tillotson.

Excusable homicide. See homicide^. = Syn. Pardona-
ble, etc. See venial. Excusable, Justifiable. An action

injurious to another is excusable when not entirely free

from blame yet not ill-intentioned or culpably negligent ;

justifiable, when so far provoked or necessitated as to be

entirely free from blame.

These sort of speeches, issuing from just and honest in-

dignation, are sometimes excusable, sometimes commenda-
ble. Barrow, Works, I. xvi.

Clive was more than Omichund's match in Omichund's
own arts. The man, he said, was a villain. Any artiflce

which would defeat such knavery was justifiable.

Macaulay, Lord Clive.

excusableness (eks-ku'za-bl-nes), n. The state

of being excusable; pardonableness ;
the qual-

ity of admitting of excuse.

excusably (eks-ku'za-bli), adv. In an excusa-
ble manner; so as to be pardoned; without
blame.

Why may not I excusably agree with St. Chrysostom ?

Barrow, The Pope's Supremacy, p. 16.

If even then we refuse it [restitution], unless the cause
be that we excusably mistake the nature of the case, we
preserve no ground for hope. Seeker, Works, I. xii.

excuse

excusationt (eks-ku-za'shon), n. [< ME. excu-

sacion, < OF. excusation, F. cxcusation = Pr. ex-

cuzatio = Sp. excusacion = Pg. cscusaqao = It.

scusazione, < L. excusatio(n-), excussatio(n-), <

excusare, excussare, excuse : see excuse, v.~\ Ex-

cuse; apology.
Kor oure mys-meuyng mou we make ;

Helpe may none excusacioune.
York Plays, p. 501.

Ye shall not withstond nor disobaey the sonnies of the

Master and Wardens for the tyme beyug, but there-to be

obedyent at al tyniys, with owt resonabt-11 excusacion.

English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 317.

Prefaces, and passages, and excusationt, and other

speeches of reference to the person, are great wastes of

time. Bacon, Dispatch (ed. 1887).

excusatort (eks'ku-za-tor), n. [= Sp. excusa-

dor = Pg. escusador = It. scusatore, < LL. ex-

cusator, excussator, < L. excusare, excussare, ex-

cuse: see excuse, .] One who makes or is au-

thorized to make an excuse or apology.
This brought on the sending an excusator in the name

of the king and kingdom, to show that the king was not
bound to appear upon the citation.

Bp. Burnet, Hist. Reformation.

excusatory (eks-ku'za-to-ri), a. [= OF. excusa-

toire,<. ML. excusatorius, < L. excusare, excussare,
excuse: see excuse, v.] Making excuse; con-

taining excuse or apology ; apologetical: as, an

excusatory plea.
Yet upon further advice, having sent an excusatory let-

ter to the king, they withdrew themselves into divers parts

beyond the seas. Lives of English Worthies.

He made excusatory answers.

Wood, Ann. Univ. Oxford, 1557.

excuse (eks-kuz'), v. t.; pret. and pp. excused,

ppr. excusing. [< ME. excusen, escitsen, < OF.

excuser, escuser, F. excuser = Sp. excusar = Pg.
escusar = It. scusare, < L. excusare, excussare,

excuse, allege in excuse, lit. free from a charge,
< ex, out, + causa, caussa, a charge : see cause.

Cf. accuse."] 1. To offer an excuse or apology
for : often reflexively.

Sche of that sclaunder excused hire al-gate,
& seide the child was in the see sunken ful gore.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4045.

Think ye that we excuse ourselves unto you ?

2 Cor. xii. 19.

He excused his conduct to others, and perhaps to him-

self, by pleading that, as a commissioner, he might be able

to prevent much evil. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. To furnish or serve as an excuse or apology
for; serve as justification for; justify.

Ignorance of the Law excuses no man.
Selden, Table-Talk, p. 65.

He alleges the uprightness of his intentions to excuse

his possible failings. Hilton, Eikonoklastes, vi.

The sinne or ignoraunce of the priestes shall not excuse

the people. Spenser, State of Ireland.

3. To pardon, as a fault; forgive entirely, or

overlook as venial or not blameworthy.
I must excuse

What cannot be amended. Shak., Cor., iv. 7.

4. To free or release from an obligation or

duty ;
release by favor.

In the evening he sent me out of the Palace, desiring to

be excused, that he could not entertain me all night.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 99.

I pray thee have me excused. Luke xiv. 19.

5. To remit; refrain from exacting: as, to ex-

cuse a fine. 6. To regard, permit, or receive
with indulgence.

Excuse some courtly strains.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 215.

If ever despondency and asperity could be excused in

any man, they might have been excused in Milton.

Macaulay, Milton.

7. To shield from blame.
When he was at school he was whipped thrice a week

for faults he took upon him to excuse others.

Steele, Spectator, No. 82.

= Syn, 2. To extenuate. 4. To exempt, release, let off.

excuse (eks-kus'), n. [< F. excuse = Sp. excusa

= Pg. escusa = It. scusa, an excuse
;
from the

verb.] 1. The act of excusing or apologizing,

exculpating or justifying.
Heaven put it in thy mind to take it hence,
That thou might'st win the more thy father's love,

Pleading so wisely in excuse of it.

Shalt., 2 Hen. IV.. iv. 4.

2. A plea offered or reason given in extenua-
tion of a fault or a failure in duty ;

an apology :

as, the debtor makes excuses for delay of pay-
ment.
Xoo man then be absent wt-oute a resonable and sum-

ciaunt excuse, vppon payne of euery Broder absente a li. of

wax, to be paied to the Glide.

En:ilish Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 188.

They ever returning, and the planters so farre absent,
who could contradict their excuta

dipt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 145.



excuse

I reject, at once, all such defi-ix <. . r,-i/,.,
,
,,r apolugy, or

whatever else it may l>e culli-'l.

II. \\'fli,<t,T, Spi-rrh, J:in.-.M, IViL1

.

3. Tlial which srrvt'H as iv reason or ground for

excusing; an extenuating or justifying fact or

argument, or what is adduced as such by way
of apology or to secure pardon.

My nephew's trespass may be well forgot,
It hath tin; rxcuKC of youth.

Shalt., 1 Hen. IV., v. 2.

There i no excuse to forget what everything prompts
unto us. Sir T. llromtt, Christ, llor., iii. 10.

If eyea were made fur seeing,
Then beauty fa its own excuse for being.

Kmerion, The Rhoilora.

= Syn. Aixiliifti/. Kxcutf, Plea. See apology.

excuseless (eks-kus'les), a. [< excuse, n., +
-less.] 1. Having no excuse.

You are likely to come so excuseless to your torments,
so unpltietl ami so scorned, so without all honour in your
snlfurlngs. Hammond, Works, IV. 524.

2. Inexcusable.
excusementt (eks-kuz'ment), n. [< ME. ex-

cusement, < OF. cxcusemciit = Pr. escusament =
It. scusamento, < LL. excusamentum, an excuse,
< L. excusare, cxcussare, excuse: see excuse, v.]
An excuse.

Hut there ayene the counsaile saide
That tliel be nought excused so,
For he Is one and thel be two :

And two have more witte than one,
So thilke excusement was none.

Gainer, Coat. Amant., i.

excuser (oks-ku'zfer), . 1. One who offers ex-
cuses or pleads for himself or for another.

In vain would his excusers endeavour to palliate hit
enormities by Imputing them to madness. Swift.

2. One who excuses or accepts the excuse or

apology of another.

excusiont. Execution. Chaucer.
excuss (eks-kus'), <' t. [< L. excussus, pp. of

excutere, shake out or off, < ex, out, + quatere,
shake: see quash. Cf. concuss, discuss, percuss.]
If. To shake off or out; get rid of.

They could not totally excuss the notions of a Deity out
of their minds. StUlinyfleet, Origines Sacrse, I. 1.

2f. To discuss; unfold; decipher.
To take some pains in excitmsing some old documents.

F. Junius.

3. To seize and detain by law, as goods.
The person of a man ought not, by the civil law, to be

taken for a debt, unless his goods and estate have been
first exeumed. Ayli/e, Parergon.

excussiont (eks-kush'on), H. [= Sp. exctision =
Pg. excussflo = It. escussione, < LL. excussio(n-),
a shaking down, < L. excutere, pp. excussus,
shake out: see excuss.] 1. The act of excuss-

ing, discussing, unfolding, or deciphering; dis-

cussion.

Aphorismes . . . cannot be made but out of the pyth
and heart of sciences : for illustration and excursion are
cut off ; variety of example Is cut off.

Bacon, On Learning, vi. 2.

2. A seizing by law
;
in civil law, the act of ex-

hausting legal proceedings against a debtor
or his property, before proceeding against the

property of a person secondarily liable for the

debt; discussion.

excussoryt (eks-kus'o-ri), a. [< L. excussorius,

serving to shake out, < exKutcre, pp. excussus,
shake out or off: see excuss.] Shaking off or
out. Bailey, 1727.

excutientt (eks-ku'shi-ent), a. [< L. excu-

ticn(t-)s, ppr.
of excutere, 'shake out or off: see

excuss.] Shaking off. Bailey, 1727.

ex div. An abbreviation of ex dii'idendo (with-
out the dividend), used on the stock exchange,
and implying that the stock, bond, or other se-

curity is bought and sold without the dividend
due or accruing. Also written ex d. and xd.

exe 1
,

. An obsolete or dialectal form of ax1
.

0X6-, . An obsolete or dialectal form of ox2 .

exeat (eks'e-at). n. [L., let him depart, 3d pers.

sing. pres. subj. of exire, go out, depart: see

<-.rit.] 1. Leave of absence granted to a stu-
dent in the English universities.

Exeats, or permission to go down during term, were
never granted i,m in cases of life and death, and an tin

usual number of chapels were exacted. [Cambridge.]
C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 181, note.

2. Permission granted by a bishop to a priest
to leave his diocese. See ne exeat.

exec. An abbreviation of executor.

execrable (ek'se-kra-bl), a. [= F. execrable =
Sp. execrable = Pg."exccravcl = It. esecrabile, <

L. execrabilis, exsccrabilis, < execrare, exsecnin .

curse: see execrate.'] 1. Deserving to be ex-
ecrated or cursed; very hateful; abhorred;
abominable : as, an execrable wretch.
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Try whether you can make a Conquest of yourself, in

Niibdiiin^ tins fx'-i-rablt custom [of swearing).
llntcrll, Letters, I. v. 11.

Whence and what art thou, execrable shape ?

Milton, P. I.., li. 681.

But Is an enemy so execrable that, though In captivity,
Ins wishes and comforts are to be disregarded and rv< n
crossed.' 1 think not. Jr/erson, Correspondence, 1. 159.

2. Very badj intolerable : as, an execrable pun.
[Colloq.] at. Piteous; lamentable; cruel.

The execrable passion of Christ.

/(. Hill, Pathway to Pity (1629), p. 49.

= Syn. Flagitious, Villainous, etc. <ee nefarious), cursed,
accursed, detestable ; odious.

execrableness (ek'se-kra-bl-nes), . The state
of being execrable. [Itare.]

execrably (ek'se-kra-bli), adr. In an execrable

manner; detestably.
Such a person deserved to bear the guilt of a fact so ex-

ecrably base. Karroo:, Works, II. xxvi.

execrate (ek'se-krat), v. t.; pret. and pp. exe-

crated, ppr. execrating. [< L. execratus, exse-

cratus,pp. of execrare. exsecrare (= It. esecrare
= 8p. Pg. cxecrar = F. execrer), take a solemn
oath with imprecations, curse, < ex, out, + sa-

crare, consecrate, also declare accursed: see
sacred. Cf. consecrate, desecrate.] 1. To curse;
imprecate evil upon ; hence, to detest utterly ;

abhor; abominate.

They gaze upon the links that hold them fast,
With eyes of anguish, execrate their lot,

Then shake them in despair and dance again.

Cowper, Task, II. 660.

He [Pitt] execrated the Hanoverian connection, . . .

[then] declared that Hanover ought to be as dear to us as

Hampshire. Macaulay, William Pitt.

He was very generally execrated as the real source of

the disturbances of the kingdom.
Pretcott, Ferd. and I -a.. L 3.

2f. To declare to be accursed
;
denounce as

deserving to be cursed or abominated.
As If mere plebeian noise . . . were enough to ...

execrate anything as ... devilish.
Jer. Taylor (?), Artif . Handsomeness, p. 156.

The learned Le Fevre wrote a most elegant copy of Latin

verses, execrating the flute and all the commentators on
It. Colman, Comedies of Terence, Pref., p. 33.

Syn. See comparison under malediction.

execration (ek-se-kra'shon), n. [= F. cxt-

cration = Sp. execracion = Pg. execraqSo = It.

esecrazione, < L. execratio(n-), exsecratio(n-), a

cursing, < execrare, curse: see execrate.] 1.

The act of cursing; imprecation of evil
;
male-

diction
; utter detestation expressed.
Cease, gentle queen, these execrations.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

There was another form of consecration, or, we should
rather say, of execration, by which the vengeance of one
or more deities was invoked on an offender, and he was
solemnly consigned to them for punishment in this world
and the next. C. T. Xewton, Art and Archseol., p. 193.

2. The object execrated
;
a thing held in abom-

ination.

They shall be an execration, and an astonishment, and a

curse, and a reproach. Jer. xliv. 12.

= 8yn. Curst, /'mjtrecation, etc. See malediction.

execratioust (ek-se-kra'shus)^ a. [< execrati-on
-t- -ous.] Imprecatory; cursing; execrative.

A whole volley of such like extcratious wishes.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, VIII. 90.

execrative (ek'se-kra-tiv), a. [< execrate +
-ire.] Imprecating evil; cursing; denouncing.
Into the body of the poor Tatars, cxccrativc Roman his-

tory Intercalated an alphabetic letter ; and so they con-
tinue Tartars of fell Tartarean nature to this day.

Carlyle, French Rev., III. I. 1.

execratively (ek'se-kra-tiv-li), adv. In an ex-
ecrative manner; with cursing.

Foul old Rome screamed execratively her loudest, so
that the true shape of many things is lost for us.

Carlyle, French Rev., III. I. 1.

execratory (ek'se-kra-to-ri), a. and n. [< LL.
as if "execratorius, 'exsecratorius, < L. execrare,

exsecrare, curse: see execrate.'] I. a. Denun-
ciatory; abusive.

I shall take the liberty of narrating Lancelot's fanatical
conduct without txecratont comment, certain that he will
still receive his just reward of condemnation.

Kingtley, Yeast, xlv.

II. H.: pi. execratories(-riz). A formulary of
execration.
This notice of the ceremony Is very agreeable to the

execratory which is now used by them, wherein they pro-
foundly curse the Christians.

L. Addiion, State of the Jews, p. 179.

exectt, ''. t. See rjfueet.

exectiont, See exsection.

executable (ek'se-ku-ta-bl), a. [= F. execu-
table = Sp. executable; as execute + -able.] Ca-
pable of being executed or carried out.

The whole project is set down as executable at eight
millions. Etlinbnryk Rev., Jan., 1856, p. 244.

executor

executant (eg-zek'u-taut), M. [< F. executant,
ppr. of fxfcuter, execute: see execute.] One
wno executes or performs ; specifically, in w-
nic, a performer, whether vocal or instrumental.
Great executants on the organ. DC V'

Rosamond, with the executant Instil., t, hail seized his
manner of playing. Ucorye Eliot, Middleman!), xvl.

Tim executant . . . may be congratulated upon bis re-

turn to the concert-room. Athenaeum, Jan. 14, 1888, p. 69.

execute (ek'so-kut), i
1

.; pret. and pp. executed,

ppr. executing. [< ME. executen (= D. execute-

ren), < OF. executer, F. cxecuter = Sp. ejemtur= Pg. executor = It. esecutare, execute, < L.

executus, exsectitus, pp. of exequi, exfteijui, pur-
sue, follow out, < ex, out, + sequi, follow : see

sue, sequent. Cf. persecute, prosecute.] I. tratt*.

1. To follow out or through to the end; per-
form completely, as something projected, pre-
scribed, or ordered

; carry into complete effect :

accomplish: as, to execute a purpose, plan, de-

sign, or scheme.

They were as ferfent as ony fyre
To execute her lonlys byddyng.

t'arly Kng. 1'oenu (ed. Furnivall), p. 188.

Spirits ... in what shape they choose,
Dilated or condensed, bright or obscure,
Can execute their aery purposes.

Hilton, P. L., I. 430.

2. To perform or do: as, to execute a difficult

gymnastic feat; to execute a piece of music.
If the acceleration which tends to restore a liody to Its

median position l>ear a fixed proportion to the displace-
ment, the l>ody will execute a simple harmonic motion
whose period is independent of the amplitude of oscilla-

tion. A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 77.

3. In law : (a) To complete and give validity
to, as a legal instrument, by performing what-
ever is required by law to be done, as by sign-
ing and sealing, attestation, authentication,
etc.: as, to execute a deed or lease. An instrument
is said to be executed when it is so authenticated as to be
complete as an instrument, although the contract or de-
claration of purpose embodied in the instrument may still

remain executory. See executory contract, under contract,

(b) To perform or carry out fully, as the con-
ditions of a deed, contract, etc. A contract con-

taining reciprocal obligations may in this sense be executed
on one side while remaining executory on the other, as,
for instance, when the purchaser pays the price in full

before he receives a conveyance.
4. To give effect to

; put in force
; enforce :

as, to execute law or justice ;
to execute a writ ;

to execute judgment or vengeance.
This King [William I.] ordained so good Laws, and had

them so well executed, that it is said a Girl might carry a

hag of Money all the Country over without Danger of rob-

bing. Baker, Chronicles, p. 28.

But, for the use of arms he did not understand,
Except some rock or tree, that, coming next to hand,
He ras'ii out of the earth to execute his rage.

Drayton, Polyolblon, I. 477.

He who molds public sentiment goes deeper than he
who enacts statutes or pronounces decisions. He makes
statutes and decisions possible or lni)H>Bslble to be executed.

Lincoln, quoted in The Century, XXXIV. 390.

5. To perform judgment or sentence on ; spe-
cifically, to inflict capital punishment on; put
to death in accordance with law or the sen-
tence of a court : as, to execute a traitor.

The duke hath lost never a man, but one that is like to
be executed for robbing a church. Shalt., Hen. V., iii. 6.

Hence 6. To put to death
; kill; do to death.

The treacherous Falstolfe wounds my heart !

Whom with my bare fists I would execute.

Shat., 1 Hen. VI., I. 4.

Executed consideration, contract, estate, etc. See
the nouns. Executed trust, one manifested by an in-

strument which deflnes its terms, as distinguished from an
executory trust, or one so manifested as to require a further
instrument to declare some of its terms. See executory.
Executed use, a use to which the legal title has been
united, either by conveyance or by force of the statute of
uses. See use. = 8yn. 1. Accomplish, E/ect, etc. (see per-
form), fulfil, consummate.

II. intrans. 1. To carry out or accomplish a

course of action, a purpose, or a plan ; produce
an effect or result aimed at.

There comes a fellow crying out for help,
And Casslo following him with determin'd sword.
To execute upon him. Shak., Othello, II. 3.

Judgment commands.
But resolution executes. Ford, Broken Heart, I. 2.

With courage on he goes ; doth execute
With counsel ; and returns with victory.

Daniel, Death of the Earl of Devonshire.

2. To perform a piece of music : as, he executes
well.

executet, '(. [ME. cxecut, < L. executus, exse-

cutus, pp.: see the verb.] Executed; accom-
plished.
Extcut was al. Chaucer, Troilus, Iii. 622.

executer (ek'se-ku-ter), . One who performs
or carries into effect. See executor.



executer

Would it not redound to the discredit of an earthly

prince, to permit, that . . . the executers of his edicts

should have the least injury olfered them?
Rttrrow, Works, I. xii.

execution (ek-se-ku'shgn), . [< ME. execution

(= 0. executie == Gr. execution = Dan. Sw. cxeku-

tion), < OF. execution, F. execution = Sp. ejecu-

cion = Pg. execufdo = It. esecuzione, < L. execu-

tio(n-), exsecutio(n-), a carrying out, perform-
ance, a prosecution, etc., < exequi, exsequi, pp.
executus, exseeutus, carry out, execute : see exe-

cute.] 1. The act or process of completing or

accomplishing; the act or process of carrying
out in accordance with a plan, a purpose, or an
order.

Whatsoever thou, Lord, hast decreed to thyself above
in heaven, give me a holy assiduity of endeavour, and

peace of conscience in the execution of thy decrees here.

Donne, Sermons, vi.

The intention is good, and the method indicated is no
doubt sound, but it is impossible to speak highly of the

execution. Athenaeum, No. 3067, p. 172.

2. The act of performing or doing, in general ;

performance ; hence, mode, method, or style
of performance; the way in which a desired
effect is produced ; especially, in art and music,
the technical skill manifested

; facility in the

manipulation of a work or an instrument, in

singing, or in performing a part.
No art of execution could redeem the faults of such a

design. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

If Petrarch had put nothing more into his sonnets than

execution, there are plenty of Italian sonneteers who would
be his match. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 420.

3. In law: (a) The act of affixing, as to an in-

strument, the tokens of assent, as by signing,
sealing, delivering, etc., or by the performance
of such acts and the observance of such forms
as are required by law to make it the act of the

party: as, the execution of a deed. (6) The in-

strument, warrant, or official order by which an
officer is empowered to carry a judgment of a
court into effect: properly called a writ of exe-

cution. An execution for debt is issued by a court or an
officer of a court, and is levied by a sheriff, his deputy, or a
marshal or a constable, on the property or person of the
debtor.

The writ of execution, that
Her heading did perport :

The which was executed soone
Aud in a solemne sort.

Warner, Albion's England, x. 56.

(c) Popularly, the levy itself.

Lady Sneer. But do your brother's distresses increase?

Joseph S. Every hour. I am told he has had another exe-

cution in the house yesterday.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

4. The act of giving effect (to) or of carrying
into effect; the act of enforcing ; enforcement;
especially, the carrying into effect of the sen-
tence or judgment of a court.

The dealings of men who administer government, and
unto whom the execution of that law belongeth.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii. 1.

Specifically 5. The carrying out of a death
sentence ; capital punishment ;

the act of put-
ting to death as directed by a judge of court:

as, the execution of a murderer.
The high court of justice appointed a committee to in-

spect the parts about Whitehall for a convenient place
for the execution of the King. Ludlow, Memoirs, I. 244.

I believe that I could show that all the executions for

religious causes in England, by all sides and during all

time, are not so many as were the sentences of death
passed in one year of the reign of George III. for one
single sort of crime, the forging of bank-notes.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 329.

6. Effective work, or the result attained by it :

generally after do : as, the speech did good exe-

cution for our side
; every shot did execution.

A maner sergeant was this privee man,
The which that feithful ofte founden hadde
In thinges grete, and eek swich folk wel can
Don execution on thinges badde.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 466.

Even as an adder when she doth unroll
To do some fatal execution. Shak. , Tit. And. , ii. 3.

Women are armed with fans as men with swords, and
sometimes do more execution with them.

Adtliion, The Fan Exercise.

7f. The pillaging or plundering of a country
by the enemy's army. Wilhclm, Mil. Diet.

You know his marches,
You have seen his executions. Is it yet peace?

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, v. 6.

Arrest in execution. See arrestt, 5. Dormant exe-
cution. See dormant. Drolt d'execution. Seeiiroit.
Execution by a messenger-at-arms or other of-

ficer of the law, in Scots law, an attestation under the
hand of the messenger or other officer that he has given
the citation or executed the diligence, in terms of his war-
rant for so doing.

executioner (ek-se-ku'shon-er), TO. 1. One who
executes or carries into effect; especially, one
who carries into effect a death sentence of a
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court or tribunal; a functionary who inflicts

capital punishment in pursuance of a legal war-

rant; a headsman or hangman.
Is not the causer of the timeless deaths . . .

As blameful as the executioner?

Shak., Rich. III., i. 2.

In this case every man hath a right to punish the offend-

er, and be executioner of the law of nature. Locke.

Having made a speech, and taken off his George, he
kneeled down at the block, and the executioner performed
his office. Ludlow, Memoirs, I. 244.

2. That by means of which anything is per-
formed ;

an instrument or implement used in

producing a desired effect. [Rare.]
All along

The walls abominable ornaments !

Are tools of wrath, anvils of torments hung ;

Fell executioners of foul intents.

Crashaw, Sospetto d'Herode.

executive (eg-zek'u-tiv), a. and . [= F. ex-

ecutif
' = Sp. ejecutivo = Pg. executive = It. es-

ecutivo, < L. executus, pp. of exequi, exsequi, exe-
cute: see execute.] I. a. 1. Concerned with
or pertaining to executing, performing, or car-

rying into effect: specifically applied to that
branch of government which is intrusted with
the execution of the laws, as distinguished from
the legislative andjudicial. The body that deliberates
and enacts laws is legislative ; the body that judges or de-

termines the application of the laws to particular cases,
their constitutionality, etc., is judicial; the person, or

body of persons, who carries the laws into effect, or super-
intends the enforcement of them, is executive : thus, in the

government of the United States these three bodies are

respectively the two houses of Congress, the Supreme
Court, and the President with the officials subordinate to

him.

It is of the nature of war to increase the executive, at
the expense of the legislative authority.

A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. viii.

2. Suited for executing or carrying into effect
;

of the kind requisite for practical performance
or direction: as, executive ability Executive
officer, the officer on board a United States man-of-war
who has charge of all details of the drills, police, cleanli-

ness, and general management of the ship. He is next in
command to the commanding officer.

II. n. That branch of a government to which
the execution of the laws is intrusted

;
an offi-

cer of a government, or an official body, charged
with the execution and enforcement of the laws.
The executive may be a king, emperor, presi-
dent, council, or other magistrate or body.

Besides the direct commerce which may take place be-
tween the Executive and a member, there are other evils

resulting from their appointment to office, wholly at war
with the theory of our government and the purity of its

action. T. H. Benton, Thirty Years, I. 85.

The executive was henceforward known as "the Presi-
dent." Bancroft, Hist. Const., II. 121.

The liberty of the subject to act or speak, or even to

think, was reduced to a minimum under an executive
familiar with constructive treasons.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 264.

executively (eg-zek'u-tiv-li), adv. In the way
of executing or performing; by active agency.
Who did . . . executively by miraculous operation con-

duct our Saviour into his fleshly tabernacle.

Barrow, Works, I. xxxii.

It was the first appearance of that mysterious thing
which we call Life. How shall we account for its intro-
duction? Naturally or supernaturally? Spontaneously
or executively i Atheistically or Divinely ?

G. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 120.

executoire (eg-za-ku-twor'), n. [F., < LL. ex-
secutorius : see executory.] In French law, an act

setting forth a judgment, or a notarial deed, by
virtue of which the creditor may proceed to ex-
ecution by seizing and selling the goods of his

debtor.

executor (eg-zek'u-tpr, sometimes ek'se-ku-tor
in senses 1 and 2), n. [< ME. executour, exec-

utur, cxequitour, < OF. executour, executeur, es-

secutor, F. executeur = Pr. exequtor, executor =
Sp. ejecutor = Pg. executor = It. esecutore, ese-

guitore, < L. executor, exsecutor, a performer,
accomplisher, prosecutor, ML. also executor (of
a will), < exequi, exsequi, pp. executus, exseeutus,
perform, accomplish, execute : see execute.] 1.
One who executes or performs; a doer; an exe-
cuter.

Executor of this office, dirge for to synge,
Shall begynne ye bisshope of seynt as [Asaph].

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 7.

My sweet mistress

Weeps when she sees me work
;
and says such baseness

Had never like executor. Shak., Tempest, iii. 1.

His [the mayor's] functions as receiver and executor of
writs devolved on the sheriffs of the newly constituted
shire. Stubbs, Const. Hist. (2d ed.), | 810.

2f. An executioner.

This every lewed viker or persoun
Can seye, how ire engendreth homycide ;

Ire is in soth executour of pride.
Chauter, Summoner's Talc, 1. 304.

exedra

The sad-ey'd justice, with his surly hum,
Delivering o'er to executors pale
The lazy yawning drone. Shak., Hen. V., i. 2.

3. Specifically, the person appointed by a tes-

tator to execute his will, or to see its provi-
sions earned into effect.

The deuil is his exccutur of his gold and is tresure.

Early Eny. Poems (ed. Furnivall), p. 19.

Thou schalte be myn executur, for y am lyke to dye.

Ifugcs Poeticce (ed. Halliwell), p. 26.

I make your grace my executor, and, I beseech you,
See my poor will fulflll'd.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iii. 6.

Confirmation of executor. See confirmation. Execu-
tor creditor, in Scots law, a creditor who, when the ex-

ecutor nominate and the other executors legally entitled

to expede confirmation have declined to confirm, obtains,
in virtue of a liquid ground of debt, confirmation to the
extent of administering as much of the estate as is suf-

ficient to pay his debt. Executor dative, in Scots law,
an executor appointed by the court : equivalent to admin-
istrator in England. Executor de son tort, one who,
without authority, intermeddles with the goods of a de-
ceased person, by which he subjects himself to the burden
of executorship without the profits or advantages. Ex-
ecutor nominate, an executor appointed by the will of

the testator.

executorial (eg-zek-u-to'ri-al), a. [= It. ese-

cutoriale, < ML. executorialis, < LL. exsecutorius,

executory : gee executory.] Pertaining to an ex-

ecutor; executive.

The ancient executorial rolls written and signed by
Queen Eleanor's executors, dated 1291-4.

JV. andQ., 7th ser., VI. 117.

executorship (eg-zek'u-tor-ship), n. [< executor
+ -ship.] The office of executor.

executory (eg-zek'u-to-ri), a. [= F. executoire=
Sp. ejecutorio = Pg. executorio, < LL. exsecuto-

rius, < L. exequi, exsequi, pp. executus, exseeutus,
execute: see executor, execute.] 1. Of or per-
taining to execution, especially to the perform-
ance of official duties

; required or fitted to be
carried into effect

;
executive.

A vigilant and jealous eye over executory and judicial
magistracy. Burke.

Two systems of administration were to be formed ; one
which should be in the real secret and confidence ; the
other merely ostensible, to perform the official and execu-

tory duties of government. Burke, Present Discontents.

In some traits of our politics we are not one. . . . You
may say these are subordinate, executory, instrumental
traits. R. Choate, Addresses, p. 486.

2. In law, to be executed or carried into effect

in future
; containing provision for its execu-

tion or carrying into effect ;
intended or of such

a nature as to take effect on a future contin-

gency : as, an executory contract, devise, limita-

tion, or remainder.

In spite of the Austrian representation, the conference
refused to make its decisions executory.

E. Schuyler, American Diplomacy, p. 362.

Executory consideration, contract, devise, estate,
etc. See the nouns. Executory process, in civil law,
an ex parte proceeding for the enforcement of a debt by
seizure and sale of property under an instrument notari-

ally authenticated, which therefore is allowed to be en-
forced by judicial powers like a judgment, without ordi-

nary suit brought. Executory trust, a trust which re-

quires a further instrument, either to declare its terms
fully or carry it into effect, as where A devises property to
B in trust to convey it to C. Executory uses, springing
uses. See use.

executress (eg-zek'u-tres), n. [< executor +
-ess. Cf. executrice.] A female who executes,
accomplishes, or carries into effect. See execu-
trix.

executricet (eg-zek'u-tris), n. [ME. executrice,
< OF. executeresse, F. executrice = It. esecutrice,

executrice, < ML. executrix (-trie-), fern, of ex-

ecutor, executor: see executor.] A female doer
or accomplisher.

But Fortune, executrice of wierdes !

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 617.

executrix (eg-zek'u-triks), n. [ML., fern, of ex-
ecutor: see executrice.] A female executor ; a
woman appointed by a testator to execute his
will.

A female at fourteen is at years of legal discretion, and
may choose a guardian ;

at seventeen may be executrix;
ami at twenty-one may dispose of herself and her lands.

niackstone. Com., I. xvii.

executry (eg-zek'u-tri), . [< executor + -y.]
In Scots law, the whole movable estate and ef-

fects of a defunct person (with the exception

only of heirship movables), being the proper
subject of the executor's administration.

exedent (ek'se-dent), a. [< L. exeden(t-)s, ppr.
of exedere, eat of, < ex, out, + edere = E. eat.]

Eating; eating out: as, an credent tumor.
exedra (eks'e-drfi, or ek-se'dra), . ; pi. cxrdrai

(-dre). [L. exedra, a hall furnished with seats,
< Gr. effrfpa, < ff, out, + e/>a, a seat.] In anc.

arch., a raised platform with steps, in the open



exedra

air, often by a roadside or in some other pub-
lic place, provided with seats for the purpose of

repose and conversation. Tim form of tlic excilra

was arbitrary, but It was always open to the mm UN, I tin.

Exeilr.i, Street of Tombs. Auos.

(From Report of Archieological Institute of America.)

The term is now sometimes applied to an apse, a recess, or
a large nil In' in a wall, or a porch or chapel projecting from
a large building. Also, less properly, exhcdm.

exegesis (ek-se-jo'sis), . (= F. r.m//w = ly.
rj-i-i/rse, exegesis = It. esrgesi = D. G. Dan. er-

egese = Sw. exeges, < NL.
exegesis^

< Or. efyyv-

<r(f, explanation, interpretation, < ct;!jyeia0ai, ex-

plain, interpret/ tf, out, 4- 17; eiadat, guide, lead,
< ayctv, lead : see agent. Cf. epexegesis.] 1 . The
exposition or interpretation of any literary pro-
duction or passage ; more particularly, the ex-

position or interpretation of Scripture. See ex-

egetical theology, under exegetical.

Every progress in exegexis must have its effect upon sys-
tematic theology and the symbolic statement of truth.

Schaf, Christ and Christianity, p. 169.

The ingenuity of orthodox exegesis has always been

equal to the task of making Scripture mean whatever Is

required. J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 227.

2. A discourse intended to explain or illustrate

a subject ; specifically, an exercise in Biblical

interpretation sometimes prescribed to students
of theology when on examination preliminary
to lieensure or ordination. 3t. In math., in the

language of Vieta and other early algebraists,
the numerical or geometrical solution of an
equation.
exegesist (ek-se-je'sist), n. [< exeges(is) + -4st.]

Same as exegetist. [Rare.]
A recent writer, speaking of the religious tendencies of

the negroes, says that he would rather risk his chance of

the New Jerusalem, holding to the girdle of some negro
saints he has known who could neither read nor write,
than with the sharpest exegerist and the best creeded theo-

logian in the world.
The Independent (New York), May 15, 1862.

exegete (ek'se-jet), n. [= F. exiSgete = Sp. Pg.
exegeta = D. exegeet = G. exeget, < Gr. eZ'ryyfc,
a leader, adviser, expounder, interpreter, < ei-r/-

yeloOai, lead, explain : see exegesis.'] One who
expounds or interprets a literary production,
particularly Scripture; one skilled in exegesis;
an exegetist.

Solitary monks and ambitions priests, hard-headed criti-

cal fxetir.tfg, allegorists, mystics, all found something con-

genial in his [Origcn >| writings. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 842.

The change of interpretation on the part of exegeteg is

not proof that Moses did not write with "scientific accu-

racy." N. A. Rev., CXXVII. 324.

exegetic (ek-se-jet'ik), a. and n. [= F. exege-

tique = Sp. Pg. cxegetico = It. esegetico (of. D.
Gr. exegetisch = Dan. Sw. exegetisk), (. NL. exe-

geticus, < Gr. cfi/yr/Tt/c6f, explanatory, < fftfyvnfr,
an expounder, < t!-tiyela8ai, explain : see exegete,

exegesis.] I. a. Pertaining to or of the nature
of exegesis; explanatory; tending to interpret
or illustrate

; expository. Also cxegeticnl.

II. n. 1 . Exegetical theology ; exegetics ;
ex-

egesis. 2f. That part of algebra which treats

of the methods of solving equations, whether

numerically or geometrically; the theory of

equations, in an early form.

exegetical (ek-se-jet"'i-kal), IT. [< exegetic +
-al7\ Same as exegetic Exegetical theology, that
branch of theology which treats of the exposition and in-

terpretation of the Bible. It includes the study of the
original languages of the Bible, its arclwoology, and the
rules and principles of its criticism and interpretation.
Also called i\r/'iri'tiC8.

K.r<-art iriil Tkctthuiii. or Biblical Science, has for its ob-

ject the study and exposition of the Book of books, the
Book of God for all ages and for all munkiii'l.

Scha/, Christ and Christianity, p. 2.

exegetically (ek-se-jet'i-kal-i), adv. By or by
way of exegesis ;

as explanation.
This is not aihl. <1 t .r>'<it'tii-i[U>r or by way of exposition.

Bp. Bull, Works, I. 200.

The phrase "in the form of Ood "
... is used by the

apostle with respect unto that other of " the form of a ser-

vant. 'i continued " in the likeness of man."
Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, ii.

exegetics (ek-so-jot'iks), n. [PI. otexcfjftic: see

!<-.*.] Exegetical theology (which see, under ex-

In all Western Araiuica . . . there was but one way ,,f

treat in*.:, whether , ,r. ;,?<>> or iloetnur. Hi-- practical.
J. 11. .\>M//f't iv\ el"i>nieiit of Christ. Doct., v.
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exegetist (<'k-K(}-j(VtiHt), . [< Or. i r̂, >/-'/',; exe-

gete, + -int.] One skilled in exegetical theol-

ogy ;
an exegete. Quarterly Her.

exelteredt, o. [For "exletreea, < exletree, = axle-

tree, + -e(fe.] Furnished with an axletree.

Strong exellered cart that is clouted and shod.

Twaer, Husbandrie. p ;::.

exembryonate (eks-em'bri-o-nat), . [< ex-

priv. + emtryonate.] In bot., without an em-

bryo: applied to the spores of cryptogams,
which differ in this respect from the seeds of

phamogams.
exemplairet. See exemplar, a.

,
and exemplar, n.

exemplar (eg-zem'plar), a. [< ME. exemplaire,
< OF. exemplaire, F. "exemplaire = Sp. ejemplar
= Pg. exemplar = It. esemplare (of. G. exem-

plarisch = Dan. Sw. fxemptarisk), < LL. exem-

plaris, that serves as pattern or model, < L. ese-

i ni
/'I

a in, a pattern, copy: see example, sample,
exemplar, n.] If. Serving as an example ; ex-

emplary.
Thys lady full swete and ryght debonair,
To all other lades exemplair.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8377.

It hath pleased God to ordain and illustrate two exem-

plar states of the world for arms, learning, moral virtue,

policy, and laws: the state of Gnccia, and the state of

Rome. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, il. 129.

They could not deny but that be [Christ) was a man of

God, of t'Xfiniilar sanctity, of an angelical chastity.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 21.

He was a man of great parts and very exemplar virtues.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

2f. Conveying a warning; fitted to warn or de-
ter.

One judicial and exemplar iniquity in the face of the
world doth trouble the fountains of justice more than

many particular injuries passed over by connivance.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 315.

3. Pertaining or relating to an example or to

examples; containing or constituting an ex-

ample Exemplar proposition, in logic, a proposition
which states something to be true of an example of a class:

namely, either of any example which may be chosen, as

"any man would struggle for his life," or of a suitably
chosen example, as " a man has been caught up to heaven,"
or of any proportion of examples as they occur, as "a
citizen of the United States is about as likely to belong
to one political party as to the other." Many proposi-
tions in the logic of relatives can hardly be expressed other-
wise than in the exemplar form. Such is the following:"
Through any four given points and tangent to any given

line two conies can be drawn."

exemplar (eg-zem'plar), . [< ME. exemplaire,
< OF. exemplaire, essemplaire, F. exemplaire =
Sp. ejemplar = Pg. exemplar = It. esemplare =
D. exemplaar = G. Dan. Sw. exemplar, < L. ex-

emplar, rarely exemplare, neut., exemplaris, m.,
LL. also exemplarium, neut., a copy, pattern,
model, example, < exemplaris (LL.), that serves
as a pattern or model: see exemplar, a.] 1. A
model, original, or pattern to be copied or imi-

tated; the idea or image of a thing formed in

the mind ; an archetype.
The idea and esemplar of the world was first in God.

Sir W. Raleigh.

We are fallen from the pure exemplar and idea of our
nature. Sir T. Bnvme, Christ. Mor., i. 28.

The second [kind of verse] was of a didactic, yet ele-

vated, nature, and had the imaginative strain of Words-
worth for its loftiest exemplar. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 4.

2. A specimen ;
a copy, especially a copy of a

book or writing.

They [the printers] desyred hym . . . diligently to over-
loke and peruse the hole copy, and in case he should fynd
any notable default that needed correction, to amende
the same according to the true exemplars.

Taverner, Ded. to New Test (1530).

This epistle he wrote from Athenes by Tichicus, a ruin-

Istre, after the Grekes writinges : and our Latine argu-
mentes saye also, that Onesimus bare him cumpanye : how-
beit there is no certayne auctonr in the commune exrm-
plares. J. Ifdull, Pref. to 1 Thes.

exemplarily (ek'sem- or eg-zem'pla-ri-li), adv.
\. In an exemplary or excellent manner; in a
manner to deserve imitation.

A blessed creature she was, and one that loved and
feared God exemplarily. Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 18, 1678.

2. In a manner that may warn others
; in such

a manner that others may be deterred or re-
strained from evil; by way of example.
Some he punisheth exemplarily in this world.

Ifakeicill, Apology.

exemplariness (ek'sem- or eg-zem'pla-ri-nes),
. The state or quality of being exemplary.
None should know(things better and) better things than

princes ; for their virtues and their vices, ... by an influ-

ential f.r?mplarine8g, fashion and sway their subjects.
Works, II. 311.

exemplarityt (ek-sem-plar'i-til. ii. [= F. er-

riHpliiritS = !'<;. t.n nijilaridade = It. csemplarita,
< ML. excmplarita(t-)s, < LL. exemplaris, exem-

exemplify

plary: gee exemplar, a., exemplary.] 1. Exem-
plarmi **.

This Is a scheme of Christian religion that some men
have laid down to themselves ; and if It lie a true one,
then what hucomcK of the rxemplaTity of Christ's li

Abp. Khnr,i, Works, V. v.

2. The quality of serving as a warning.
The evil also shall full upon then persons, like the pun-

ishment of quarU'rin:: tiait"i>. . . . punishment with the
circumstances of detestation uu<l . si melanin.

Jer. Taylur, Works (ed. 18S5), II. 38.

exemplary (ek'sem- or eg-zem'pla-ri), a. [Ear-
ly mod. t. also exemplarie, examplarie ; < LL.
exemplaris, that serves as a pattern or model :

see exemplar, a.] 1. Serving fora pattern of
model for imitation

; worthy of imitation.

Therefore the good and exemplarie things and actions
of the former ages were reserucd only to the historical!

reportes of wise and graiic men : th ose of the present time
left to the fruition and ludgement of our sences.

Pvttenham, Arte of Eng. 1'ocsie, p. 32.

We are not of opinion, therefore, as some are, that na-
ture In working hath In-fore her certayne exemplarie [In
some editions examplarie} draugbtes or patUrnes.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, I. i 3.

The archbishops and bishops have the government of
the church : . . . their lives and doctrine ought to be ex-

emplary. Bacon.

2. Such as may serve for a warning to others ;

such as may deter from wrong-doing : as, exem-

plary punishment.
In the fourth Year of the Queen, exemplary Justice was

done upon a great Person. Baker, Chronicles, p. 323.

Vague as were Arran's allusions to his royal descent,
they were followed, within the year, by his exemplary fall

from power and wealth and titles.

..V. and Q., 7th ser., V. 469.

3f. Serving as an examplej whether good or
bad

; attracting imitation
;
influential.

Besides the good and bad of Princes Is more exemplarie,
and thereby of greater moment, than the prluate persons.

fultenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 34.

4f. Exemplifying; serving as an illustration.

Exemplari/ is the coat of George Villiers, Duke of Buck-
ingham; live scallop-shells on a plain cross, speaking his

predecessors' valour in the holy war.

fuller, Holy War, p. 271.

Exemplary damages. See damage.

exemplaryt (ek sem- or eg-zem'pla-ri), n. [<
LL. exemplarium, also exemplaris, a copy: see

exemplar?] An exemplar ;
a specimen ;

a copy,
as of a book or writing. Drmne.
Whereof doth it come that the exemplarift and copies

of many books do vary, but by such means?
Hunting of Purgatory (1561), fol. 322, b.

exemplifiable (eg-zem'pli-fi-a-bl), a. [< exem-

plify + -able.] Capable of being exemplified.
exemplification (eg-zem'pli-n-ka'shon), n. [=
Sp. exemplification

= Pg. exemplifiea<;lto = It. es-

emplificazione, < ML. excmplijicatio(n-), < exem-

plificare, exemplify: see exemplify.] 1. The act
of exemplifying; a showing or illustrating by
example.
For the more exemplification of the same, he sent the

Lorde de Roche with letters of credence.

Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 22.

It is to be remarked, that many words written alike are

differently pronounced, ... of which the exemplification
may be generally given by a distich.

Johnson, Plan of Eng. Diet.

2. That which exemplifies; something that
serves for illustration, as of a principle, the-

ory, or the like.

Alone of vice, as such, a delighting in sin for its own
sake, is an imitation or rather an exemplification of the
malice of the devil. Smith.

3. A copy or transcript ; especially, an attested

copy, as of a record, under seal
;
an exemplified

copy (which see, under exemplify).
An ambassador of Scotland demanded an exemplification

of the articles of peace. Sir ./. Hayward.

exemplifier (eg-zem'pli-fi-er), n. One who ex-

emplifies ; one whose character or action serves
for exemplification.
Nor can any man with clear confidence say that Jesus

(the author, master, and exempl\f<ier of these doctrines) is

the Lord, ... but by the Holy Ghost.

Barrow, Works, III. Ixv.

exemplify (eg-zem'pli-fi), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

exemplified, ppr. i-fcni/iUfi/iiir/. [= Pr. Pg. exem-

plificar = Sp. cjempUfiear = It. esemplificare, <
ML. exemplificare, show by example, transcribe,
narrate, < L. exemplum, example, + facere,
make: see example and -fy.] 1. To show or
illustrate by example.
He did but . . . exemplify the principles in which he

had been brought up. '.

Learn we might, if not too proud to stoop
To quadruped instructors, many a good
And useful quality, and virtue too,

Rarely exemplified among ourselves.

Cmcper, Task, vi. 624.



exemplify
I shall . . . proceed to exemplify the elementary prin-

ciples which have been established. Calhoun, Works, I. 91.

2. To copy ;
transcribe ;

make an attested copy
or transcript of under seal.

There were ambassadors sent to Athens, . . . who were
commanded to exemplijie and copie out the famous ami
worthie lawes of Solon. Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 109.

3. To prove or show by an attested copy. 4f.

To make an example of, as by punishing.
Your exemplified malefactors,

That have survived their infamy and punishment.
B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iii. 4.

Exemplified copy, a duplicate of the record of an act or

a proceeding, authenticated under the great seal of the

state or under the seal of the court, with a certificate from
the authorities appearing to have official custody of the

record that they have caused it to be exemplified.

exempli gratia (eg-zem'pli gra'shi-a). [L. :

exempli, gen. of exemption, example ; gratia, abl.

of gratia, sake, favor, grace.] For the sake
of example ; by way of example ;

for example :

usually abbreviated ex. gr. or e. g.

exempt (eg-zempf), r. t. [< ME. exempten, < OF.

(and F.) exempter = Sp. exentar = Pg. exemptar
= It. esentare, < ML. exemptare, freq., < L. exi-

mere, pp. exemptus (> Pr. eximir = Sp. Pg. exi-

mir = It. esimere), take out, deliver, free, < ex,

out, + emere, take, buy: see emption, and of.

adempt, preempt, redeem. Hence also (from L.

eximere) example, exemplar, eximioiis.] To free

or permit to be free (from some undesirable re-

quirement or condition) ; grant immunity (to) ;

release
; dispense : as, no man is exempted from

pain and suffering.
Indeed we are exempted from no vice absolutely, but on

condition that we watch and strive.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 299.

Whatsoever his former conduct may be, . . . his cir-

cumstances should exempt him from censure now.
Goldsmith, Vicar, vi.

I perceive not wherefore a king should be exempted from
all punishment.

Macaulay, Conversation between Cowley and Milton.

Like the Copts, and for a like reason, the Jews pay trib-

ute, and are exempted from military service.
E. W. Law, Modern Egyptians, II. 344.

exempt (eg-zempf), a. and n. [< F. exempt =
Pr. exempt, exem = Sp. exeii to= Pg. exempto = It.

esento, ( L. exemptus, pp. of eximere, take out,

exempt: see exempt, '.] I. a. 1. Exempted;
having exemption ;

free or clear, as from sub-

jection or liability to something disagreeable,
onerous, or dangerous ; dispensed : as, to be ex-

empt from military duty ; exempt from the juris-
diction of a court.

The convent [of Mount Sinai] is exempt from all juris-

diction, and is govern'd by a bishop, who has the title and
honours of an archbishop.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 151.

Here again his [Wordsworth's] lot has been similar to
that of Goethe, who has lost men's sympathies, partly be-

cause he was exempt from suffering.
J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 97.

2f. Bemoved; remote.
And this our life, exempt from public haunt,
Finds tongues in trees, books in the running brooks.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 1.

3f. Standing apart ; separated ; select.

Of whose fair sex we come to offer seven,
The most exempt for excellence.

Chapman, Iliad, ix. 604.

II. n. 1. One who is exempted or freed from
duty ; one dispensed from or not subject to

service, especially military or other obligatory
public service.

The only legal exempts were the clergy, hidalgos, and
paupers. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 3.

2. In England, one of four officers of the yeo-
men of the royal guard, styled corporals in their
commission

;
an exon.

The exempt of the yeomen of the Guard is a resident
officer, who sleeps at St. James's as commandant of the
Yeomen on duty, which no other officer of the corps does.

Thorn, Bk. of the Court, p. 370, quoted in N. and Q.,
[6th ser., XI. 93.

exemptible (eg-zemp'ti-bl), a. [< exempt, v.,+ -ible.] Capable of being exempted ; privi-
leged. Cotgrave.
exemption (eg-zemp'shon), n. [= F. exemption= Pr. exemptio = Sp. exencion = Pg. exempqao =
It. esenzione, < L. exemptio(n-), a taking out, <

eximere, pp. exemptus, take out: see exempt.]
1. The act of exempting; the state of being
exempt; freedom from some undesirable re-

quirement or condition; immunity; dispensa-
tion: as, exemption from servitude; exemption
from taxation.

All Laws both of God and Alan are made without ex-

emption of any person whomsoever.
Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxviii.

The Roman laws gave particular exemptions to such as
built ships or traded in corn. Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.
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The Mahh'mil is borne by a fine tall camel, which is

generally indulged with exemption from every kind of la-

bour during the remainder of its life.

'. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 182.

2. In the Rom. Cath. Ch., a regulation through
which places or individuals are brought directly
under the control of the Holy See, instead of

being subject to the authority of the diocesan

bishop.
exemptitioust (ek-semp-tish'us), a. [< L. as if

*exempUtius, -icius, < exemptus, exempt : see ex-

empt, a.] Capable of being exempted or taken

out; separable.
If motion were loose or exemptitioue from matter, I

could be convinced that it had extension of its own.
Dr. II. More.

exencephali, n. Plural of exencephalus.
exencephalous (ek-sen-sef'a-lus), a. [< NL.
exenceplialus, < Gr. ef, out, -}- tfict^aXat. brain.]

Having the character of an exencephalus ; per-
taining to cerebral hernia.

exencephalus (ek-sen-sef'a-lus), n.
; pi. exen-

cepliali (-11). [NL.: see exencephalous.] Inter-

atol., a monster in which the brain, more or
less malformed, is exposed by the incomplete-
ness of the cranium.
exenterate (eks-en'te-rat), v. t. [< L. exente-

ratus, exinteratus, pp.' of
exeitterare^ exinterare,

disembowel, accom. of Gr. e&vrepi&iv, disem-

bowel, < f , out, + evrepa, bowels, entrails : see

enteron.] To disembowel; eviscerate. [Rare.]

They alighted out of the coach, and went into a poor
woman's house at the bottom of Highgate Hill, and bought
a hen and made her exenterate it, and then stuffed the

body with snow, and my lord [Bacon] did help to do it

himself. Aubrey, quoted in N. and Q., 6th ser., XI. GO.

exenterate (eks-en'te-rat), a. [< L. exentera-

tttx, pp. : see the verb.] Disemboweled; evis-

cerated. [Bare.]
A soldier-bee

That yields his life, exenterate with the stroke
O' the sting that saves the hive.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 262.

exeuteration (eks-en-te-ra'shon), . [< exen-
terate + -ion."] 1. Disemboweling; eviscera-
tion. [Bare.]

Hellonius hath been more satisfactorily experimental,
not only affirming they [chameleons] feed on flies, cater-

pillars, beetles, and other insects ; but upon exenteration
he found these animals iu their bellies.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 21.

2. The act of turning inside out; expostire of
the secrets of anything. [Bare.]

Dilaceration of the spirit and exenteration of the inmost
mind. Lamb.

Exenterus (eks-en'te-rus), . [NL. (Hartig,
1837), < Gr. el-evTepi&iv, disembowel : see exen-

terate, v.] A genus of ichneumon-flies, of the

subfamily Tryphoninai: so called from their
habits. About 50 European species are known. Those
of America which have been so called all belong to a genus
Cteniscns. E. marginatorius of Europe is a parasite of the
larva; of sawflies.

exequatur (ek-se-kwa'ter), n. [L., let him per-
form or execute (it); 3d pers. sing. pres. subj.
of exegui, exsequi, pursue to the end, execute :

see execute.] 1. An authoritative recognition
or authentication, as of a document or a right ;

an official warrant or permission.
He complained bitterly of the conduct of the councils

in those states which refused to allow the publication of
his bulls without the royal exequatur. Prescott.

2. The right asserted by secular rulers and by
bishops to exclude from their territory or dio-
ceses any papal bulls which they consider in-

jurious. 3. A written recognition of a person
in the character of consul or commercial agent
issued by the government to which he is ac-

credited, and authorizing him to exercise his

powers.
exequial (ek-se'kwi-al), a. [< L. exequialis,
exsequialis, < exequice, exsequite, exequies : see

exequy.] Pertaining to funerals; funereal.

[Bare.]
Thetis herself to all our peers proclaims
Heroic prizes and exequial games.

Pope, Odyssey, xxiv.

exequious (ek-se'kwi-us), a. [< L. exequue, ex-

sequite, exequies (see exequy), + -ous.] Of or

belonging to exequies. [Bare.]
Prepare yourselves to build the funeral pile ;

Lay your pale hands to this exequious fire.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, ii.

exequy (ek'se-kwi), n. ; pi. exequies (-kwiz).
[Usually in plural; = OF. exeques = Pr. exe-

quias = Sp. Pg. exequias = It. esequie, < L. exe-

quia;, exsequia;, pi., a funeral procession, fu-
neral rite, < exequi, exsequi, follow, follow out,

accompany to the grave, < ex, out, + seqiii, fol-

exercise

low: see execute. Cf. obsequies.] 1. pi. Funer-
al rites; the ceremonies of burial; obsequies.

Thay shul fynden iiij. torches, ffor to brenne the prin-

cipal day at messe, and at exequiseg of euery brothir and
sistir that dies. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 74.

Let's not forget
The noble Duke of Bedford, late deceas'd,
But see his exequies fulflll'd in Rouen.

Shak., I Hen. VI., iii. 2.

Which civil society carrieth out their dead, and hath

exequies, if not interments. Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, i.

The due order of Charity not less than the voice of

Scripture required prayers to be said for souls departed,
and alms to be given for masses and exequies.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., vi.

2. A funeral hymn or elegy : as, the exequy on
the death of his wife by Henry King, Bishop of

Chichester. [Bare.]
exercet, v. t. [ME. exercen, < OF. exercer, F.

exercer = Pr. cxercir = Sp. ejercer = Pg. exercer

= It. esercere, exercise, < L. txercere, drive on,

drive, keep at work, work, employ, exercise,
refl. exercise oneself, practise, < ex, out, + ar-

cere, keep off, shut up : see art2 . Hence exer-

cise, n., exercise, v., exer citation.] To exercise.

Certes all thing that exerceth or corigeth, it proflteth.
Chaucer, Boethius, iv.

exercent (eg-zer'sent), a. [< L. exercen(t-)s,

ppr. of exercere, exercise : see exerce, exercise.]

Exercising; practising; acting. [Bare.]
The judge may oblige every exercent advocate to give

his patronage and assistance unto a litigant in distress.

Ayli/e, Parergon.

exercisable (ek'ser-si-za-bl), a. [< exercise +
-able.] Capable of being exercised, used, em-
ployed, or exerted.

It is natural to see such powers with a jealous eye;
and, when stretched in the exercise, they alarm and dis-

gust those over whom they are exercisable.

llarr/rave. Judicial Arguments (1797), p. 10.

exercise (ek'ser-siz), n. [< ME. exercise, < OF.
exercise, F. exercise = Pr. exercici, exercisi =
Sp. ejercicio = Pg. exei-cicio = It. esercizio = D.
exercitie = G. exercitiitm = Dan. exercits = Sw.
exercis,(\j. exercitium, exercise (training of sol-

diers, horsemen, etc.), play, ML. also use, art,

etc., < exercitus, pp. of exercere, exercise, refl.

exercise oneself, practise: see exerce.] 1. A
carrying on or out in action

;
active perform-

ance or fulfilment
;
a physical or mental doing

or practising : used of the continued perform-
ance of the functions, or observance of the

requirements, of the subject of the action : as,
the exercise of an art, a trade, or an office; the
exercise of religion, of patience, etc.

To vex them, he appoints a Fair to be kept at West-
minster, forbidding under great Penalty all Exercise of
Merchandize within London for fifteen Days.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 82.

She [the queen] is also allowed 28 Ecclesiastics of any
Order, except Jesuits; a Bishop for her Almoner, and to
have private Exercise of her Religion for her and her Ser-
vants. Howell. Letters, I. iv. 22.

He [God] cannot but love virtue, wherever it is, and re-
ward it, and annex happiness always to the exercise of it.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. xi.

2. Voluntary action of the body or mind
; ex-

ertion of any faculty ; practice in the employ-
ment of the physical' or mental powers : used

absolutely, or with reference to the reflex effect
of the action upon the actor : as, to take exercise

in the open air ; corporeal or spiritual exercise;

violent, hurtful, pleasurable, or healthful exer-

cise.

Bodily exercise proflteth little. 1 Tim. iv. 8.

To choke his days
With barbarous ignorance, and deny his youth
The rich advantage of good exercise.

Shak., K. John, iv. 2.

The joy, the danger, and the toil o'erpays ;

'Tis exercise and health and length of days.
Cowper, Progress of Error, 1. 91.

There Is a back yard to it, with a high stone wall round
it, where a couple of prisoners might easily get a little

exercise unseen. W. Black, In Far Lochaber, xxi.

3. A specific mode or employment of activity;
an exertion of one or more of the physical or

mental powers; practice in the use of a faculty
or the faculties, as for the attainment of skill

or facility, the accomplishment of a purpose, or
the like : as, an exercise in horsemanship ;

exer-

cises of the memory ;
outdoor exercises.

He was strong of body, and so much the stronger, as he.

by a well -disciplined exercise, taught it both to do and to

suffer. Sir P. Sidney.

For hunting was his daily exercise.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 6.

What more manly exercise than hunting the Wild Boar ?

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 30.

Patience is more oft the exercise
Of saints, the trial of their fortitude.

Milton. S. A., 1. 1287.



exercise

Natural philo-<>phy wns considered in the ll'-'ht merely
of a menial , . ilacnuinn. l.onl I'.aeon.

Hut for Hie unquiet heart ami brain.

A use in nn ,. -ui e.l Lilian. i-e Iii s
;

The
Like doll i ..idling pain.

,
In .Momorlam, v.

4. A disciplinary task or formulary ; something
done or to be done for the attainment of pro-

ficiency or skill; a set or prescribed perform-
ance for improvement, or an example or study
for improving practice : as, school exercises; an
i-.n i-i-ixf in composition or music; exercises for

the piano or violin.

sbe be-an In siliK her llorid rxcrrisr*.

.I/ /. N/i.'/i/unv/, Charles Anehester, xvii.

5. A performance or procedure in general ; a
delinite or formal act for a piir])iise ; specifical-

ly, a feature or part of a program or round of

proceedings: as, the <:r< rr/.w.v of a college com-

mencement, or of a public meeting; graduating
r.n i-i-i.tr.t.

The exerfites lasted a full hour longer, and it was half-

past 10 before Hie presiding elder gave the lienediction.

I:. /vV' ../"/I, The Graysons, x.

6. A spiritual or religious action or effort ; an
act or procedure of devotion or for spiritual

improvement; religious worship, exhortation,
or the like.

In my exercise among them (as you know) wee attend
foure things, besides prayer unto God.

T. Shepard, Clear Sunshine of the Gospel, p. 30.

The meeting began with a weighty efrre.iv. and travail

in prayer, that the Lord would glorify Ills own name that

day. /Vim, Travels in Holland, etc.

Specifically (n) Among the Puritans, a church service or

week-day sermon: still occasionally used.

We of the pious shall be afraid to go
To a long exrrcisr, for fear our pockets should
Be pick d. Kir 1C. linrntanl. The WIte.

An extraordinary cold Storm of wind and Snow. . . .

I'M mo. not out to afternoon .-.iv, civ. |
New England Diary

of 1716.] Quoted in Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 7S2.

The second service of the Lord's Day was generally about
two in the afternoon, a substantial repetition of the morn-

ing ex-

O. L. Walker, Hist. First Church in Hartford, p. i')0.

(6) Family worship. (Scotch.]

That honest person was. according to his own account.
at that time engaged in the exercise of the evening.

Scott, St. Hunan's Well, xxviii.

(r) Formerly, in Scotland, the critical explication of a pas-

sage of Scripture, at a meeting of presbytery, by a teach

ing prcsbyl.T. sneee. .ie.l hy a specification of the doe-

hines eontaine.l in it by another, both discourses being

judged of, and censured, if nee.-sary, by the rest of the
brethren, (il) Formerly, also, the presbytery. [Scotch.]

The ministers of the Exercise of Dalkeith.
Act of James IV.

7. A disciplinary spiritual experience or trial;

spiritual agitation.
An heavy weight and unusual oppression fell upon me :

yea. it weighed me almost to the grave, that I could almost

say,
" My soul was sad even unto death." I knew not at

present the ground of this exercise: it remained aliout

twenty-four hours upon me.
/Vim, Travels in Holland, etc.

Art and exercise, scholastic education and training in

bodily accomplishment!. Exercise and addition, the
name given to one of ttie exercises prescribed l.. students
of theology In the Scotch universities, and also to eandi-

t..r 111.' ..lli.-e of MIC ministry, beine; an exposition
of a passage of the Greek New Testament Manual ex-
ercise. See manual. Spiritual Exercises, the name

it. MI by Ignatius Loyola to a series of meditations com-
|io~ed hy him, and used in the Roman Catholic Church,

i.ilh among the Jesuits.

exercise (ek'ser-siz), .; pret. and pp. exercised,

ppr. exercising. [< ME. fsi-rcixni. rjvrn/.srx, <

else, n. For the older and orig. verb, see
'' .

I I. tnni.t. 1. To put in prai-'iei-; carry
out in action

; perform the functions or duties
of: as, to r.invv.s'c authority or power; to i:n-r-

i-itf im office.

The new tlesl of whiche iij ill the Vere we U
Coocntry Hysteric*, p. 71.

We need not pick Quarrels and seek Enemies without

Doors, we have too many Inmates at Home to I'.rei'.'iM- our
Prowess upon. //../<vM

( Letters, iii. 1.

Many of I h ..erchandi/e in vessels called Car-
ma -als ; and ba\e ..I lal e gotten the use of the Com passe.

B they not adventure into the Hcean.

ty>, Travailes. p. I'd.

Nut hi'
! Byron] ivonld not resign without a struggle the

empire which he h ant Hie men of his gener-
ation. Maravlnii. Moore- I'.uon.

2. To put in action ; employ actively ; set or
in a state of activity; make use of in act or

procedure: as, to exrrcixr the body, the voice,
etc ; to i.n -n-i.tr the reason or judgment ; i:r< r-

cise your skill in this work.
Modeiath - r, . /.,- your body with some labour. or play-

em; at the tennys. Balers /.'."
:

. (E, I".. T. S. ), p. I'lT.

A fortune sent to i-fri-cite

Vour virtue, as the wind doth try strong trees.

B. Jtmson, Sejanus, iv. 1.

13 i

JIM;:,

lie kiss. I me afore a great many Lords, an. I -aid I was
a lra\e Mali s Son that tanylil liitn I" ' -' rctae Ills \i in .

8t* '

,
Grid A la- Mode, iv. 1.

I iiis right was exerclft.il by all II .nmnni-
XI,Ma, r.inst. Hist. CJd ed.), S 810.

3. To train or discipline by means of exertion
or practice; put or keep in practice ; make, or

cause to make, specific trials: as, to exfn-i.tr

one's self in music
;
to exercise troops.

Str.ma meat hclongelll to them that areo I .

those who by reason of use have HIM.

discern both good and evil. Heb. v. 14.

The Arabs who came out to meet the Cash if m
elves all the way on horseback, hy running after

another with the pike, in the usual way.
I'ococltc, Description of the East, I. 67.

He wore hair cloth next his skin, and exerci*rd himself
with fasts, vigils, and stripes.

Pretext. Fenl. and Isa., ii. ."i.

4. To give mental occupation or exercise to ;

cause to think earnestly or anxiously; make
uneasy : as, he is exercised about his spiritual
state.

In that day we were an exercised people, our very coun-

tenances and deportment declared it.

I'enn, Rise and Progress of Quakers, vi.

Our friends in the legislature are getting somewhat ex-

ercised, but are not half so frightened as I wish they were.

S. Buii-tf. in Merrlam, I. 291.

Several years KO my own housemaid was very much ex-

i. and well nigh spell bound, by an inexplicable tin-

kling at short intervals of the door-bell.

JV. andy.,7thser., V. 418.

5. To impart as an effect ; put forth as a re-

sult or consequence ; communicate; exert.

I am far from saying that the presence of the adopted
members exercises no Influence on the body, into which

they are adopted ; but the Iwdy into which they are adopt-
ed exercises an incalculably greater intluence on them.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. f!2.

= Syn. 2. To apply. 3. Todrill. 4. To try, afflict, pain,

annoy.

II. tii trans. 1. To use action or exertion ; ex-

ert one's self ; take exercise : as, to exercise for

health or amusement.
A man must often exercise, or fast, or take physic, or be

sick. Sir W. Temple.

2f. To conduct a religious exercise, as the ex-

position of (Scripture.

Mr. Shepherd prayed with deep confession of sin, etc.,

and exercised out of Eph. v.

H'iuthrop, Hist. Sew England. I. 214.

exerciser (ek'ser-si-zer), n. One who or that

which exercises.

God never granteth any power or authority, but he ap-

pointeth also who shall be the lawfull exerciners and exe-

cutors of the same. l-'tdke, Against Allen (1686), p. 488.

exercisible (ek'ser-si-zi-bl), a. [< exercise -t-

-ible.] Same as exercisabte. [Bare.]
An Incorporeal hereditament . . . annexed to or exrr-

ciriHe within the same. Rlackstune.

exercitation (eg-zer-si-ta'shon), n. [< ME. ex-

i-ri-ifiifiiiiin, < OF. exercitation, F. exercitation =
Pr. exercitacio := Sp. ejercitacion = Pg. exerci-

frtfjfo
= It. csercitazione, < L. exercitatio(n-), ex-

ercise, practice, < exercitare, exercise diligently,

treq.ofexercere, exercise: see exerce, exercise.]

1. Exercise; practice; use.

Nor Is he (the kin-,-1 In the least unlit, as was reported,
for any kind of royal exercitdtinti.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, v.

2. An exercise; an act ; a performance; par-

ticularly, a mental act or performance ;
a play

of the mind.
The scholastic terms, which had been banished from the

schools, as we have seen, the year before, were not restored

in these private exercitationx ; but otherwise freedom of

speech was allowed, or rather encouraged.
It. W. Dixnn, Hist. Church of Eng., xix.

Sometimes they [resemblances] have no reality at all,

hut they are of the nature of pure paradox, and then they
are hut the < of an ingenious fancy.

ir. /;. (irr
:/, Misc. Essays, Istser., p. H!>.

exercitor (eg-zer'si-tor), n. [< L. exercitor, an
exerciser, trainer, L/L. one who exercises any
calling, as an inn-keeper, shipmaster, etc., <

exercere, exercise: see exerce.] In law, the per-
son to whom the profits of a ship or trading-ves-
sel belong; theowner, managingowner, orchar-
terer.

exercitorial (ep;-7,er-si-t6'ri-al). a. [< exercitor

+ -tat.] Pertaining or belonging to an exerci-
tor. Exercitorial action, an action viven against the
owners of a ship UJMHI contracts entered into by the mas-
ter.

exergnal (eg-ziViralt, a. [< exergue + -at.]

Heloimill"; to the exergue.
An artist s name is som.timos written on the fxermial

line. B. V. II* t, I. lli>toria Nuniorum. p. 1T2.

exergue (eg-zorgM. . [X F. exergue, lit. that

which is out of the work, accessory, < flr. ';.

exeunt

,,ni. + ..,".- K. <mrl..\ In n n mix., that part
of the reverse of n coin or meihil which is be-

low the main device ("type";, mid distinctly

se|i;u;ileil from it, generally by a line. The ex-

ngue is either left plain or Is tilled b> an in-, lipilon,

s\i,,li.,l, 01 niiineial, which l- Ilien described I

. .mm. :..'. tb See
cut Illl. lei U

On an ancient I'ho nieian coin, we find . . . the words
Itaal Thill/., in I'li.enirian eliaraeleis. on the. .

/,'. /'. Kni'ilii, An. . Vrt ami Myth. (1870), p. 20.

exert (eg-zerf), v. [Also in the lit. sense (def.

1) cxsert; < L. .tertare, freq. < '

ttu, i.i-xn-lim, pp. olexerere, exfcrere^
stretch out,

put forth, < ex, out, + ten-re, join, put toge-
ther: see.terir*. Cf. insert.} I. trtuiy. If. To
put forth; thrust out; push out; emit.

The orchat loves to wave
With winter winds, In-fore Ihe gems ejtert

Their feeble head,. J. I'ltUi/*, Cider, 11.

2. To put forth, as strength, force, or ability;

put in action ; bring into active operation : as,

to exert the strength of the body ;
to exert pow-

ers or faculties.
,

My friend was in some doubt whether he should not ex-

ert the justice of peace upon such a band of lawless va-

grant*. Additon, Spectator, No. 117.

A little spirit exerted on your side might perhaps restore

your authority. (JMtuiith, Uood-natured Man, I.

The influence of the Government had been exerted to the

utmost, and the Church was still unwavering in its alle-

Kiance. Lechj, Eng. In 18th Cent., 1.

3. To put forth as the result of effort ;
do or

perform.
When the will has exerted an act of command on any

faculty of the soul. 6'oufA, Sermons.

To exert one's self, to use one's utmost effort* ; strive

with energy ; put lorth exertion.

He (Harwell] was most desirous to return to England,
and exerted hitnae(f to promote an arrangement which
would set him at lilwrty. Marnulay, Warren Hastings.

Force exerted itself as strongly under Napoleon as un-

der Peter the Great and Frederick the Great and Lewis
the Great. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 237.

II. intraim. To put forth effort or energy.
[Rare.]

Provok'd nt last, he strove
To show the little minstrel of the grove
His utmost powers, determined once to try
How art, exerting, might with nature vie.

A. i'hilii,, Pastorals, v.

exert, exerted (ek-sert', ek-ser'ted), a. See
cxserled.

exertion (eg-/.ir'shon), n. [< exert + -ion. Cf.

exserti(i.~\ The act of exerting; the act of put-
ting into motion or action; effort; a striving:

as, an exertion of strength or power; an exer-

tion of the limbs or of the mind.

The constitution of their bodies was naturally so fee-

ble, and so unaccustomed to the laborious exertions of in-

dustry, that they were satisfied with a proportion of food

amazingly small. 1C. Itobertjton, Hist. America, ii.

The dread of an ignominious death may stimulate slinr-

gishness to exertion. Macauiay, William Pitt.

= 8yn. Endeavor, attempt, trial.

exertive (eg-zer'tiv), a. [< exert + -ire.] Ex-

erting; having power to exert. [Rare.]
exertmentt (eg-zert'ment ), n. [< exert + -wen/.]
Exertion.

exesiont (eg-ze'zhon), n. [< L. exesus, pp. of

cxcdere, eat out, < ex, out, -I- edrre = E. eat.]
The act of eating out or through.

"Who, though ho [Theophrastus] denieth the exerion or

forcing through the belly [of vipers], conceiveth neverthe-
less that upon a full and plentiful! impletion there may
perhaps succeed a disruption of the matrix.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ill. 16.

exestuatet (eg-zes'tu-at), . t. [< L. exa-stua-

tux, pp. of extrstnnre, boil up, < ex, out, + as-

tiinre, boil, surge: see estuate, egtiiant.'] To
boil up; bo agitated.
exestuationt (eg-zes-tu-a'shon), w. [< LL. r-

/i'xliifitio(ii-), < L. r.rn.tlinire, boil up: see exes-

tiiote.] A boiling; ebullition; effervescence.

Saltpetre is in operation a cold body; . . . physicians
and chymisU give it in fevers, to allay the inward exestu-

ttt the blood and humours. Boyle, Works, I. 304.

Exetastes (eks-e-tas'tez). n. [NL. (Graven-
horst, 1829), < Or. tffraorifc, an examiner, < f:-

fTi'i^eiv, examine, inquire into. < f(, out, + iraZeti',

examine, try the truth of, < trtof, true, real: see
i
tiiiiinii.'] 1. Tn iiitnm., a genus of ichneumon-

flies, of the subfamily Ophioii ina: having; slender
tarsi with iiii)ieetinate claws. There are about
30 European and over 20 North American spe-
cies. 2. In ornitli., a genus of South Ameri-
c:ni eotiniras, related to Tityra. Calmnix mnl
Hi iin . lsr>!>.

exeunt feks'e-unt>. [L.. they go out: 3d pers.

pi. pres. ind! of exire, go out: see exit.] They



exeunt

co out: a word used in the text of plays to

denote that point in the action at which two or

more actors leave the stage.

Exeunt all but Hamlet and Horatio.

Shale., Hamlet, iii. 2. (Stage direction.)

(Sometimes improperly used as an English verb.

2066

used of certain applications supposed to have

such power, as alcohol, oil of turpentine, etc.

Dress tlie bone with the milder exfoliatives, and keep
the ulcer open, till the burnt bone is cast off.

Wiseman, Surgery, n. 7.

ex. gr. An abbreviation of exempli gratia,

It would have had a good effect, r faith, if you could exhalable (eks-ha'la-bl), a. [< exhale + -able.]

excun' praying! yes, and would vary the established Capable of being exhaled.
mode of springing off with a glance

;

at the pit ^ ^ emjt at they be exam .

'

ined after the same manner with other exhalable bodies.

lan(t-)s, ppr. of exhalare, breathe out: see

I. a. Having the quality of exhaling or

Exeunt omnes, all go out: indicating that all the actors
'

Boyle, Works, III. 280.

leave the stage at tile same time. . ,_,, ... j r/ T ~7

ex facie (eks fa'shi-e). [L.: ex, from; jfcJe, exhalant (eks-ha'lant), . and n. C L. exha-

abl. of fades, face.] From the face: said of

what appears on the face of a writing or other

document, as distinguished from what appears
indirectly respecting its contents,

exfamiliation (eks"fa-mil-i-a'shon), n. [< L.

ex, out, +familia, family, + -ation.] Expulsion
or separation from the family; a dissolving of

family ties. [Rare.]
This power of admission on the one side, and on the

other side of expatriation or, perhaps, I should rather

say of exfamiliation even when the change was absolute,
and not merely a transfer from one Household to another,
were always solemn public acts requiring the consent of

the community. W. E. Ilearn, Aryan Household, p. 131.

exhaust

O braggard vile, and damned furious wight !

The gravv doth gape, and doting de;ith is near ;

Therefore exhale. [Pistol and Nym draw.]
Shale., Hen. V., ii. 1.

exhalementt (eks-hal'ment), n. [< exhale^ +
-incut.] The act of exhaling; matter exhaled;

vapor; exhalation.

Nor will polished amber, although it send forth a gross

and corporal exhalemenl, be found a long time defective

upon the exactest scales. Sir T. Brmrnr, Vulg. Err., ii. 5.

exhalencet (eks-ha'lens), n. [< exhalen(t) +
-ce.] The act of exhaling ; the matter exhaled.

Imp. Diet.

r
exhalent, a. and n. A less correct form of ex-

a. Having the quality of exhaling or
jia iau t_

emitting. In sponges, specifically applied to the oscn- exhaiist (eg-zasf ), V. t. [< ML. exhaustare, ex-
Inm or opening through which water streams out. See

altstare freq < L. exhaustus, pp. of exhaurire
Ascetta and Po,;.,,;;,.

e
'

aau rire = Pg. exhaurir), draw out, drink

,2^,V&TBAS5tfn: up, empty, exhaust^ ex, nt,j+_**, draw

primitive opening serves as the exhalent aperture.
Huxley, Encyc. Brit., II. 51.

II. . That which exhales or is exhaled.

As a general rule he [Dr. Cullen] supposes expectorants
to operate . . . by increasing the flow of the superficial
exhalents at large. Good.

Also, less properly, exhalent.

(> It. esaurire = Pg. exhaurir), draw out, drink

up, empty, exhaust, < ex, out, + haurire, draw

(esp. water), drain.] 1. To draw out or drain

off the whole of; draw out till nothing of the

matter drawn is left; remove or take out com-

pletely: as, to exhaust the water of a well, or

the air from a receiver; to exhaust the contents

of a mine, or of one's purse.
The greatest lones do nouryshe most fast, for as moch

exfetation (eks-fo-ta'shon), . [Also written, exhalate (eks-ha'lat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. ex- as the fyre hath not exhausted the
joisture

of them

less prop., eifa'tdtion; < L. ex, out, + E. feta- halated, ppr. exhalatmg. [< L. exhalatus, pp. of

tion.] Extra-uterine fetation, or imperfect fe- exhalare, breathe out: see exhale.] I o exhale.

[Rare.]tation in some organ exterior to the uterus.

exflguration (eks-fig-u-ra'shpn), n. [< exfigure
+ -ation.] A typifying; a figurative present-

ment; a type. [Rare.]
Nature through her infinitely varied forms is the forth-

going and exfiguration of the Divine reason in self-mani-

festation.

E. H. Sears, The Fourth Gospel the Heart of Christ, p. 443.

por, \ exhalare, oreatne out: see exnaie.j i.

exfigure (eks-fig'ijr),
v. t.

; pret. and pp. exfig- The aet or procegs of exhaling, or emitting as

The flitting clouds it ceaseless exhalates.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas.

exhalation (eks-ha-la'shon), n. [< ME. exala-

tion, -don, < OF. exhalation, F. exhalation = Pr.

exhalacio = Sp. exhalation = Pg. exhalaqao = It.

esalaziorie, < L. exhalatio(n-), an exhalation, va-

ior, < exhalare, breathe out: see exhale.] 1.

ured, ppr. exfiguring. [< L. ex, out, + figura,

figure.] To typify; set forth in a figure.

[Rare.]
As surely as body involves spirit, and the natural world

involves and exUgiires the spiritual.
K. II. Sears, The Fourth Gospel the Heart of Christ, p. 28.

exflected (eks-flek'ted), a. [< L. ex, out, +
Jlectere, bend, -I- -erf2.] Turned or bent out-

ward: the opposite of inflected.

exfodiation (eks-fo-di-a'shon), n. [Irreg. < L.

ex, out, + fodire, dig, + -ation. The reg. form
would be *'effosion.] A digging up; exhumation.
exfoliate (eks-fo'li-at), >. ; pret. and pp. exfoli-

ated, ppr. exfoliating. [< LL. exfoliatus, pp. of

cxfoliare (> Sp. Pg. exfoliar = F. exfolicr), strip

an effluence
; evaporation.

It hath but a salt foundation, which, being moistened

by water driven through it by .the force of the shaking ex-

halation, is turned into water also.

A'. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 292.

2. That which is exhaled ;
that which is emit-

ted as or like breath, or which rises in the form
of vapor; emanation

;
effluvium: as, exhalations

from marshes, animal or vegetable bodies, de-

caying matter, and other substances.

Anon out of the earth a fabric hnge
Rose, like an exhalation. Milton, P. L., i. 711.

Thou art fled,

Like some frail exhalation which the dawn
Robes in its golden beams. Shelley, Alastor.

of leaves, < L. ex, out, + folium, a leaf: see/o- 3. In her., a representation of a waterspout,
Hate.] I. intrans. 1. To throw off scales or a torrent of rain falling from a cloud, or some
flakes; peel off in thin fragments; desquamate: similar meteorological phenomenon: a rare

as, the exfoliating bark of a tree. bearing, used as a rebus by a person whose
The rails near a station are caused to exfoliate by the name allows of it.

gliding of the wheel. Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 190. exhale1
(eks-hal'), .

; pret. and_pp. exhaled,
In the deep layerof the skin cells are formed by fission,

which, as they enlarge, are thrust outwards, and becom-
, ,

ing flattened to form the epidermis, eventually exfoliate,
while the younger ones beneath take their places.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 219.

Specifically 2. In surg., to separate and come
off in scales, as carious bone.
While the bone was exfoliating, we deterg'd and cicatriz'd

the lips, disposing them to incani with the flesh rising from
the exfoliated edges of the bone. Wiseman, Surgery, v. 9.

3. In mineral., to split into scales
; especially,

to become scaly at the surface in consequence
of heat or decomposition : as, vermiculite exfo-
liates before the blowpipe.
The mountains of gneiss-granite are to a remarkable de-

gree abruptly conical, which seems caused by the rock tend-

ing to exfoliate in thick, conically concentric layers.

Darwin, Geol. Observations, ii. 426.

II. trans. To scale
;
free from scales or splin-

ters.

exfoliation (eks-fo-li-a'shon), 11. [= F. exfo-
liation Sp. exfoliation = Pg. exfolia^So, < LL.
as if *exfoliatio(ii-), < exfoliare, exfoliate: see

exfoliate.] 1. A scaling off; the peeling off or

separation of scales or lamina?, as from the cu-

ticle, diseased bone, disintegrating rocks, etc.
;

desquamation.
The bullet struck in the Bishop of Orkney's arm, and

shattered it so, though he lived some years after, that they
were forced to open it every year for an exfoliation.

Up. Buritet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1699.

Acting upon a tract of granite, they [the denuding ac-
tions of air and water] here work scarcely an appreciable
effect ; there cause exfoliation* of the surface.

//. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 87.

2. That which is exfoliated or scaled off.

exfoliatiye (eks-fo'li-a-tiv), a. and . [< exfo- exhale2t (eks-hal'),
Hate + -ice.] I. a. Having the power of cans- out.

ing or hastening exfoliation.

II. w. That which has the power or quality
of causing or hastening exfoliation: formerly

ppr. exhaling. [< F. exhaler = Sp. Pg. exhalar=
It. esalare, < L. exhalare, breathe out, exhale,
iutr. expire, < ex, out, + halare, breathe. Of.

inhale.'] I. trans. 1 . To send out as breath or

as if by breathing; emit an effluence of; give
out as vapor, either perceptible or impercep-
tible : as, marshes exhale noxious effluvia.

Less fragrant scents the unfolding rose exhales. Pope.

While discontent exhaled itself in murmurs among the

common people, however, it fomented in dangerous con-

spiracies among the nobles. Irving, Granada, p. 24.

2. To draw out as an effluence; cause to be
sent out or emitted in vapor; evaporate: as,

the sun exhales the moisture of the earth.

Move in that obedient orb again.
Where yon did give a fair and natural light;
And be no more an exhal'd meteor,
A prodigy of fear. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1.

Till exhal'd asphodel,
And rose, with spicy fannings interbreathed,
Came swelling forth. Keats. Endymion, ii. 863.

3f. To draw forth
;
cause to flow, as blood.

For 'tis thy presence that exhales this blood
From cold and empty veins, where no blood dwells.

Shale., Kich. III., i. 2.

Sir T. Elyot, Castle of Health, ii.

2. To use up or consume completely; expend
or make away with the whole of; cause the to-

tal removal or loss of: as, to exhaust the fertil-

ity of the soil; to exhaust one's strength or

resources; you have exhausted my patience.
The wealth

Of the Canaries was exhaust, the health
Of his good Majesty to celebrate.

Habington, Castara, ii.

When the morning arrived on which we were to enter-

tain our young landlord, it may easily be supposed what

provisions were exhausted to make an appearance.
Goldsmith, Vicar, vii.

Encomium in old time was poets' work;
But poets having lavishly long since

Exhausted all materials of the art,

The task now falls into the public hand.

Cmoper, Task, vi. 717.

These monsters, critics ! with your darts engage.
Here point your thunder, and exhaust your rage !

Pope, Essay oil Criticism, 1. 555.

3. To empty by drawing out the contents of;

make empty by drawing from
; specifically, in

chem., to empty or deprive of one or more in-

gredients by the use of solvents : as, to exhaust

a closed vessel by means of an air-pump; to

exhaust a cistern. Hence 4. To make weak
or worthless by deprivation of essential prop-
erties or possessions ; despoil of strength, re-

sources, etc.; make useless or helpless: as, a

man exhausted by fatigue or disease ;
bad hus-

bandry exhausts the land; the long war ex-

hausted the country.
And of their wonted vigor left them drain'd,

Exhausted, spiritless, afflicted, fallen.

Milton, P. L., vi. 852.

A breed
Sure to exhaust the plant on which they feed.

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 604.

The Thirty Years' War exhausted Germany ;
even the

victorious powers were worn out, mnch more the defeat-

ed ones. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 230.

5. To treat or examine exhaustively; take a

complete view of; consider or view in all parts,

bearings, or relations: as, to exhaust a topic, a

study, or a pursuit; to exhaust a book by care-

ful reading or study.
That theme exhausted, a wide chasm ensues,
Filled up at least with interesting news.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 393.

6f. To draw forth; excite.

Spare not the babe,
Whose dimpled smiles from fools exhaust their mercy.

Shale., T. of A., iv. 3.

These barbarous contumelies would exhaust tears from

my eyes. Shadtrell, Bury Fair.

Exhausted receiver, in physics, a receptacle, as a bell-

glass, in which a vacuum has been formed by means of an

nir-immp.

II. intrans. To rise or pass off as an effln- exhaustt (eg-zasf), a. [= Sp. Pg. exhansto =
It. esausto, < L. exhaustus, pp.: see the verb.]

Expended; drained; exhausted, as of energy
or strength.

Single men, thon<rh they may be many times more char

Stable, because their means arc Itss exlunifit, yet, on the

other side, they are more cruel and hardhearted.

Bacon, Marriage and Single Life (ed. 1887).

ence
; go off in vapor.
And se the floode be goode ther thou will duelle;
For ofte of it exale.th myst impure.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 12.

Thy clear fount
Exhales in mist to heaven.

Keats, Endymion, ii. 723.

He wrote verses in which his heart seems to exhale in

a sigh of sadness. G. W. Curtis, Int. toCecil Dreeme, p. 11.

t. 1. To hale or drag exljaust (eg-zasf), n. [< exhaust, v.] 1. Same
as exhaust-steam. 2. Eduction; emission, as

Nay, I beseech yon, gentlemen, do not exhale me thus.

B. Jftnsiui, Toetaster, iii, 1.

2. To draw, as a sword. [Humorous.]

Intemperate, dissolute, exhnv*t through riot.

llttrton, Anat. of Mel., p. 63.

of steam from an engine.
If during the back stroke the process of exhaust is dis-

continued before the end. and the remaining steam is



exhaust

compressed, ttiis cushion of steam will finally nil the Vol-

ume of tin- clearan.-c : anil
l.,\

.1 pl'i|>iT -i lection of tlltl

|Wlillt at Which l-.llllpl. tin' p|-'>-lllr (if tile

cushion may In- mailc tn ii-c jn-t up tu tin- pri ssure at

wlili'li steam is admitted when tin' vain- opens.
Km-tir. lli'il., XXII. 4-7.

exhaust-chamber (e^-zast'eham'ber), . A
c.hainbcr or compartment in the smoke-box of

a locomotive, so situated as to prevent unequal
draft of the tubes.

exhauster (eg-xas'ter), . One who or that
which exhausts; specifically, in ijiis-iiniking, a
device for in-eventing the reflex pressure of

gas upon the rotmts.

exhaust-fan (eg-zast'fan), >i. A fan used for

(.routing a draft by the formation of a partial

vacuum, in contradistinction to a l>//nn r.

exhaustible (<>g-zas'ti-bl), n. [< exhaust +
-iMr.] Capable of being exhausted, drained off,

consumed, or used up.
Though employed with profusion, .mil oven with prodi-

gality, yctltssuin total a definite ami caMl) i-.rliiinn'i.

l>lf. Kuiitare, Tour through Italy, xil.

exhaustibility (eg-zas-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [X ex-

haustible.: see -bility.~) The quality of being ex-

haustible; the capability of being exhausted.

exhausting (eg-zas'ting), j>. a. Tending to ex-

haust, enfeeble, or drain the strength: as, ex-

hausting labor.

The study of the principles of government Is the most
profound and exhnnst!it'i f any which can engage the
human mind. Story, Mine. Writings, p. (IKS.

exhaustion (eg-zas'tyon),)!. [= F. exhaustion, <

L. as if "exhaustio(n-),<.exhaurire, pp. exhaustus,
exhaust: s, >

r,r/,,ni.i/.] 1. The act of exhaust-

ing, or of drawing out or draining off
; the act

of emptying completely of the contents.

I found, hy the long me of two or three physicians, the
exhaustion of my purse as great as other evacuations.

,s'iY //. U'liitini, liflic|iiia<, p. 561.

2. The state of being exhausted or emptied, or
of being deprived of strength or energy.
Great exhaustion* cannot he cured with sudden reme-

dies, no more in a kingdom than in a natural Iwdy.
Sir It, WottoH, Reliquim, p. 334.

Specifically 3. In genm., a method formerly
used for demonstrating the properties of curvi-
linear areas. Two such areas, as P and Q, being
given, it is shown that there is a series of rectilinear

constructions, xi, Xg, etc., all less than P, but each after
the first diiferintf from it hy less than half as much as
the one preceding It in the series, suppose there is an-
other series of constructions, yi, yo, etc., related in the
same way to Q. Then, if x, : y t ="XQ : y3 = etc., it will
follow that \

i
: \

i !':<;. The standard example of this

method is the second proposition of the twelfth book of
Euclid.

4. In logic, a method of proof in which all the

arguments tending to an opposite conclusion are

brought forward, discussed, and proved unten-
able or absurd, thus leaving the original propo-
sition established by the exclusion of every al-

ternative. 5. In physics, the act of removing
the air from a receiver, as by an air-pump, or
the extent to which the process has been carried.

A man thrusting in hisarme [into Boyle's vacuum] ii|M>n
exhauttu>n of y* airc, had his tlesh immediately swelled
so as the hloud was neare bursting the velnes.

Evelyn, Memoirs, May 7, 1661

6. In diem., the process of completely extract-

ing from a substance whatever is removable
by a given solvent, or the state of being thus

completely deprived of certain soluble matters.
If the precipitate, after rxhiHulion with boiling alcohol,

is treated witli boiling water, the latter dissolves a con-
siderable quantity of the liody in o,ne-iion.

1C. Crimti'i, Dyeing and Calico-printing, n. :i-J.

exhaustive (eg-zas'tiv), n. [< exhaust + -iir.]

Exhausting; tending to exhaust; exhausting
all parts or phases; thorough: specifically ap-
plied to a disquisition, treatise, criticism, etc..
which treats of a subject in such a way as to
leave no part of it uuexamined.
An i-jcfianittifi- fulness of sense. Coleridije.

In so far as his knowledge of the pliysical ami chemical
properties of matter is ttAttutfM, . . . his conclusions
. . . will in- rorrect. ./. Flstce, Evolutionist, p. 197.

exhaustively (eg-zas'tiv-li), a<li\ In an OXT
liauslivc manner; in such a manner as to leave
no point of a subject uncxatniued; thoroughly:
as, ne treated the subject exhaust/rely.
New methods of preparation are constantly revealing

no\flties in whole classes of objects which (it was sup-
posed) had been already ^tudicd ,.<//. /;/*r/v,/,/.

'. 11. Cur/.. ni,r. Mi. n.s., j 54.

exhaUStiveness (eg-zns'tiv-iiesl, . The qual-
ity or slate of lieini; c'xliauslive.

A distinguisliini." charaetiTi-tic .if all these papers is the
extatuttMnoM "ith which the snhjeeta deemed worthy of
consideration are anal wed and discussed.

An,,f. .I::,,,: N,-,., lid MT., XXIX. II'A
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An Injudicious in. Hi. ill of ti aching, which confounds

thoroughness with ex/Mttnticene^n.

(piloted in HV,f,,,//,./,-r li,-r.. c \\\ II. .'i.
r
>.

exhaustless (eg-zast'les), a. [< exhaust + -less.]

Incapable of being exhausted; that cannot be

wholly expended, consumed, or emptied ; inex-

haustible : as, an exhaustlvs fund or store.

So with iiiperiour boon may your rich soil,

i:\iilicrant, nature's better blessing* pour
O'er ev'ry laud, the naked nations clothe,
And lit- thu txhautlless granary of a world.

Tli' i/iix./i, spring.

The exhawtUem mine of corruption opened by the pre-
cedent ... of the late payment of the debts of the civil

list. Burke, Present Discontents.

exhaustmentt (eg-zast'ment), n. [< exhaust +
-mi ni.

\ Exhaustion; draft or drain upon a

thing.
This bishoprlck fis) already very meanly endowed In

regard of the continual charge and erhduxtntriitx of the

place. Cabbala, Dr. Williams, to the Duke.

exhaust-nozle (eg-zast'noz'l), n. 1. In loco-

motive and some other steam-engines, the blast-

nozle or -orifice which discharges exhaust-steam
into the uptake to make a forced draft. 2. A
device for silencing the noise occasioned by
the escape of exhaust-steam, or the steam of an

ejector used with a vacuum-brake ; a quieting-
chamber.

exhaust-pallet (eg-zast'pal'et), n. In organ-
buildini/, a pallet or valve in the bellows by
which the air may be rapidly let out. Also
called exhaiist-riiln:

exhaust-pipe (eg-zast'pip), . In a steam-

engine, tne pipe that conveys waste steam from
the cylinder to the condenser, or through which
it escapes to the atmosphere.
exhaust-port (eg-zast'port), n. In a steam-

engine, tne exit passage for the steam from a

cylinder.
exhaust-steam (eg-zast'stem), n. The steam
allowed to escape from the cylinder of an en-

gine after it has produced motion of the pis-
ton. Also called exhaust.

exhausturet (eg-zas'tur), n. [< exhaust + -i<rc.~\

Exhaustion.

To the absolute exhawtture of our own magazines.
Jefferson, Correspondence, I. 199.

exhaust-valve (eg-zast'valv), n. 1 . In a steam-

engine, the valve which regulates the passage
of waste steam from the cylinder; a valve in

the eduction-passage of the steam-cylinder of

an engine, placed between the cylinder and the

air-pump, and operated by the tappet-motion,
so as to open shortly after the equilibrium-
valve, and admit the steam to the condenser.
Wcale. 2. Same as exhaust-pallet.

exhedra, . See exedra.

exheredate (eks-her'e-dat), r. t. [< L. exhereda-

tus, pp. of cxheredare (> It. eseredare = Sp. ex-

heredar = Pg. exhcrdar = F. exhereder), disin-

herit, < exheres (exhered-), disinherited, a disin-
herited person, < ex- priv. + heres, an heir: see

heir, hereditary.] To disinherit.

Madam, . . . though exheridated and disowned, I am
yet a Douglas. Scott, Abbot, II. 222.

exheredation (eks-her-e-d'shon), M. [= F.
cxheredation = Sp. exlier'ediicion"= Pg. exlierda-

cSo, < L. exlteredatio(n-), < rxhercdare, disin-

herit: see exheredate.) In Rom. lair, a disin-

heriting ; the act of a father in excluding a child
from inheriting any part of his estate.

I shall first demand whether sons may not lawfully and
reasonably fear punishment from their parents. In case

they shall deserve it, even the greatest punishment, ex-

hfredation, and casting out of the family, upon their con-

tinuing disobedient anil refractory to their father's com-
mands, //aim/torn/, Works, II. ii. 144.

exhibit (eg-zib'it), v. [< L. exhibitus, pp. of ex-
hiliere (> It. csilrire = Sp. Pg. cxhibir = F. cxhi-

!><>), hold forth, present, show, display, < ex, out,
-I- haberc, hold, have : see habit. Cf. inhibit, /ini-

liihit.} I. trans. 1. To offer or present to view;
present for inspection ; place on show : as, to
exhibit paintings; to exhibit an invention; to
exhibit documents in court.

Tournament* and justs were usually exhibited at coro-
nations, royal marriages, and other occasions of solemnity
where pomp and pageantry were thought to be requisite.

Strvtt, S|, rts ami Pastimes, p. 12.

The first thing men think of, when they love. Is to ex.
liiiiil their usefulness and ad vantages to the object of their
affection. Km'r&in, Woman.
2. To display; manifest conspicuously; bring
to light; furnish or constitute: as, to exhibit
an example of bravery or generosity.

l ine of an unfortunate ronsnriitiou is periH'tually fxhib-
itni'i a miserable example of the weakness of mind and
iKxIy. pope.

exhibition

The dispersion of the colours of the nolar rays Is exhib-

ited on the most magnificent scale by -Nature heinelf in

the splendid phenomenon of the rainlww.
L'ntimel, Light (trans.), p. 122.

A sudden and severe demand develops as well as exhib-
it* latent forces, but it cannot create what had no pte\ ions

existence. II. X. Oienlium, >hort .-Indies, p. in;.

3. To present for consideration ; bring forward

publicly or officially ;
make a presentation of.

[Obsolete or archaic.]

Why, I'll exhibit a bill in the parliament for the putting
down of men. Mat., M. W. of \V., il. I.

We shall, by the merit and excellency of this oblation,
-.rfii/iit t (iod an otlcrtory In which lie cannot but de-

light. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 64.

He suffered his attorney-general to exhibit a charge of

high treason against the earl. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

4. In nied., to administer, as a specified drug.
5. In English universities, to hold forth (a

foundation or prize) to be competed for by can-
didates. 6. To present or declaim (a speech
or an essay) in public.

If any student shall fail to perform the exercise assigned
him, or shall exhibit anything not allowed by the Faculty,
he may be sent home. Laic* nf Yale College, (1837), p. 1H.

II. intrans. 1. To make an exhibition; open
a show; present something to public view: as,

to exhibit at the Academy. 2. In universities,
to offer or present an exhibition. [Eng.] 3.
To present an essay in public ; speak in public
at an exhibition or college commencement.
No student who shall receive any appointment to ex-

hibit before the class, the College, or the public, shall give
any treat or entertainment to his class.

Lam of Yale College (1837), p. 29.

exhibit (eg-zib'it), n. [< exhibit, r.] 1. Any-
thing or any collection of things exhibited pub-
licly : as, the Japanese exhibit in the Paris Ex-

position. 2. A showing; specifically, a writ-

ten recital or report showing the state of any
matter at a particular date, as of the estate of

a bankrupt, etc.

What kind of historical development of the articular In-

finitive do we find between Thukydides am) Demosthenes?
'I he chronological exhibit is crossed all the time by the
law of the department, by the fancy of the individual.

Amer. Jour. PhilrA., VI. 54.

3. In late
, a paper attached to a contract, plead-

ing, affidavit, or other principal instrument,
identified in and referred to by it

;
a document

offered in evidence in an action, and marked
to identify it or authenticate it for future ref-

erence.

He [Gardiner] put in several other exhibits, and among
them his book against Cranmer on the Sacrament.

R. W. Diion, Hist. Church of Eng., xvili.

= Syn. 1. See exhibition.

exhibitant (eg-zib'i-tant), n. [< exhibit + -ant.']
In law, one who makes an exhibit,

exhibitor (eg-zib'i-ter), n. One who exhibits.

See exhibitor.
He seems indifferent:

Or, rather, swaying more upon our part
Than cherishing the extiWitfrs against us.

Slialc., Hen. V., L I.

exhibition (ek-si-bish'on). n. [= F. exhibition
= Sp. exhibicion = Pg. exhibic.a'o = It. esibi:ione,
< LL. exhibitio(n-), a handing out, giving up,
sustenance (mod. senses from the mod. verb). <

exhibere, present, exhibit : see exhibit.] 1. The
act of exhibiting or displaying for inspection ;

a showing or presenting to view.

We may be assured, gentlemen, that he who really love
the thing itself loves its finest exhibitimu.

D. Webster, Speech, Feb. 22, 1832.

2. The producing or showing of titles, author-

ities, or papers of any kind before a tribunal,
in proof of facts; hence, in Scots latr, an ac-
tion for compelling delivery of writings. 3.
That which is exhibited; a show; especially, a

public show or display, as of natural or artificial

productions, or of personal performances: as,
an international or universal exhibition (of pro-
ductions and manufactures); a school exhibi-
tion ; an athletic or dramatic exhibition.

Ode sung at the Opening of the International Exhibition.

Tennyvon (title of poem).

4. In nied., the act of administering as a reme-
dy: as, the exhibition of stimulants. 6t. An
allowance for subsistence ; a provision of

money or other things ; stipend; pension.
Thou art a younger brother, and hast nothing but thy

bare exhibition. B. Jnnxon, Poetaster, i. 1.

Page, ill you follow me ? Ill give yon good exhibition.
B. Jon*on, Case is Altered, v. 2.

My son lives here in Naples, and in 's riot
Doth far exceed the exhibition I allowed him.

Webster, Devil's Law-Case, II. 1.

Hence 6. A benefaction settled for the main-
tenance of scholars in English universities,
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not depending on the foundation : in Scotland
called a bursary,
There were very well learned scholars in the university,

able to teach and preach, who had neither benefice nor
. R. \f. fJixon, Hist. Church of Eng., i.

= Syn. Exhibition, Exhibit, Exposition, Kxpomire, Kxpow ;

manifestation. Exhibition is more general than rxhiliit.

the latter expressing sometimes a section of the former.

As contrasted with exposition, esftfMlion dealfl more often

with visible things and exposition with tilings mental : as,

an exhibition of machinery ;
an exijnsitiou of a text or doc-

trine of philosophy. Hence in part, perhaps, the disincli-

nation of some to use exposition for a show. This new and
French use of exposition, so far as it prevails, is limited to

a large or international exhibition, a " world's fair." Ex-

posure expresses a laying open (as exposure to the sun, or

a southern exposure), especially in some undesirable way,
as to danger, unpleasant observation, etc. Expoxe is not far

from being synonymous with exhibit, being a formal exhi-

bition of facts in detail for the information of those con-

cerned, and sometimes the revelation in detail of things
that it was desirable to keep secret : as, an expom! of cer-

tain tricks of the trade.

Copley's picture of Lord Chatham's death is an exliilii-

tion of itself. Seattle.

Although every State and Territory in the Union, with
the exception of Utah, was represented by a handsome
collective exhibit of its natural resources, the enterprise
was essentially Southern. The Century, XXXI. 153.

His [Burnet's] work on the Thirty-nine Articles is per-

haps the most accredited exposition of the doctrines of

Anglicanism. Lcckii, Eng. in 18th Cent. , i.

When we have our naked frailties hid,
That suffer in exposure, let us meet.

Shale., Macbeth, ii. 3.

exhibitional(ek-si-bish'pn-al), a. |X exhibition

+ -al.] Pertaining to an exhibition.

Madame and her suite had gone to partake of their

yearly exhibitional refreshments.
Xew Princeton Rev., I. 121.

exhibitioner (ek-si-bish'on-er), n. In English
universities, one who has an exhibition, pen-
sion, or allowance granted for his maintenance.

On receiving each instalment the exhibitioner shall de-

clare his intention of presenting himself either at the two
examinations for B. A., or at the two examinations for

B. Sc. Regulation* of Unii'. of London, 1865.

exhibitive (eg-zib'i-tiv), a. [< exhibit + -ire.]

Serving for exhibition; tending to exhibit or

show; representative.
But as the rock was a symbol of the one true Christ, so

is the sacramental bread a symbol exhibitive of the one
true body of Christ. Wateiiaiid, Works, VIII. 234.

A Last Confession is Rossetti's dramatic chef-d'ojuvre,
and at the same time exhibitive of his mastership over the
difficult medium of blank verse.

H". Sharp, D. G. Rossetti, p. 321.

exhibitively (eg-zib'i-tiv-li), adv. By repre-
sentation.

The word Christ, which is the predicate in one proposi-
tion ["that rock was Christ"], is to be literally under-

stood, and the trope lies in the verb was, put for signify
or exhibitieely signifies. Waterland, Works, VIII. 233.

exhibitor (eg-zib'i-tor), . [= It. csibitore, <

LL. exhibitor, < L. exhibere, pp. exhibitus, show:
see exhibit."} One who exhibits, or makes an
exhibition of any kind

;
in law, one who makes

a documentary exhibit in court, or presents an
exhibit.

The exhibitors of that shew politickly had placed whif-
lera armed and linked through the hall.

Gaiiton, Notes on Don Quixote, p. 245.

exhibitqry (eg-zib'i-to-ri), a. [< exhibit + -ory.]

Exhibiting; showing; displaying.
In an e.xhibitory bill, or schedule, of expences for their

removal this year . . . mention is made of carrying the
clock from the college-hall to Garsington-house.

T. Wartm, Sir T. Pope, p. 379.

The order pronounced might be ... cxhibitory, when
he [the respondent] was ordained to produce something
he was unwarrantably detaining, e. g., the body of a free-
man he was holding as his slave, or a will in which the
complainer alleged that he had an interest.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 709.

exhilarant (eg-zil'a-rant), a. and n. [< L. ex-

hilaran(t-),i, ppr. of ex'hilarare, gladden: seear-
liilnrate.] I. a. Exhilarating ; causing exhila-
ration.

II. H. That which exhilarates.

To Leonard it was an exhitarant and a cordial which
rejoiced and strengthened him.

Southeii, The Doctor, Ixxvii.

exhilarate (eg-zil'a-rat), r.
; pret. and pp. ex-

hilarated, ppr. exhilarating. [< L. exhilaratus,
pp. ofexltilarare, gladden, make merry, delight,
< ex, out, up, + hilarare, gladden, cheer, < hilaris,
glad: see hilarious.] 1. trans. To make cheer-
ful, lively, or merry; render glad or joyous;
cheer; enliven; gladden.
The physician prescribeth cures of the mind in phren-

sies and melancholy passions ; and pretendeth also to ex-
hibit medicines to exhilarate the mind.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 185.
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Nor rural sights alone, but rural sounds,
Exhilarate the spirit, and restore

The tone of languid Nature. Cowper, Task, i. 182.

= Syn. To animate, inspirit, elate.

ft.t in trans. To become cheerful or joyous.
The shining of the sun whereby all things exhilarate.

Eaeon, Speech in Parliament to Speaker's Excuse.

exhilarating (eg-zil'a-ra-ting), p. a. Stimulat-

ing; enlivening.
That fallacious fruit,

That with exhilarating vapour bland
About their spirits had play'd, and inmost powers
Made err. Milton, i'. L., ix. 1047.

exhilaratingly (eg-zil'a-ra-ting-li), arfc. In an

exhilarating manner.
exhilaration (eg-zil-a-ra'shqn), n. [< LL. ex-

hUaratio(n-), agladdening, < L. exhilarare, glad-
den: see exhilarate.] 1. The act of exhilarat-

ing, or of enlivening or cheering; the act of

making glad or cheerful. 2. The state of be-

ing enlivened or cheerful
;
elevation of spirits ;

joyous enlivenment.

Exhilaration hath some affinity with joy, though it be
a much lighter motion. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 721.

= Syn. 2. Animation, joyousness, gaiety, hilarity, glee.

exhilarator (eg-zil'a-ra-tor), w. [< exhilarate

+ -or.] One who or that which exhilarates.

exhort (eg-zort'), v. [< ME. cxhorten, exortcn,
< OF. exhorter, F. exhorter = Sp. Pg. exhortar =
It. esortare, < L. exhortari, exhort, < ex, out, +
hortari, urge, incite, exhort. Of. dehort.] I.

trans. 1. To incite by words or advice; ani-

mate or urge by arguments to some act, or to

some course of conduct or action
;
stir up.

And exortyd every man to confession and repentaunce.
'forking/on, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 26.

Young men likewise exhort to be soberminded.
Tit. ii. 6.

Gregory with pious and Apostolic perswasions exhorts
them not to shrink back from so good a work, but cheer-

fully to go on in the strength of divine assistance.

Hilton, Hist. Eng., iv.

2. To advise; admonish; caution.

I exhort you to restrain the violent tendency of your na-
ture for analysis, and to cultivate synthetical propensities.

Sydney Smith, To Francis Jeffrey.

= Syn, To incite, stimulate, encourage; appeal to, beg,

enjoin, adjure.

II. intrans. To deliver exhortation
; cedes.,

to use appeals or arguments to incite
; practise

public exhortation.

And with many other words did he testify and exhort.
Acts ii. 40.

His brethren and friends intreat, exhort, adjure.
Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

exhortt (eg-zorf), n. [< exhort, r.] The act of

exhorting; an exhortation.

The haue disceiued and betrayed, lo!

By the exort of vntrew man makyng,
Al this me hath made my cosin to doo.

Horn, of Partenay (E. E. T, S.), 1. 3972.

Drown Hector's vaunts in loud exhorts of fight.

Pope, Iliad, xii.

exhortation (ek-sor-ta'shon), . [< ME. exhor-

tacion, < OF. (also F. ) exhortation = Sp. cxhor-
tacion = Pg. exhortagao = It. csortazione, < L.

exhortatio(n-)l
< exhortari, pp. cxhortatus, ex-

hort: see exhort.] 1. The act or practice of

exhorting ;
incitement by means of argument,

appeal, or admonition
;
the argument or appeal

made.
I'll end my exhortation after dinner.

Shak., M. of V., i. 1.

The Souldiers by his firm and well grounded Kxhorta-
tiom were all on a nre to the onset. Milton, Hist. Eng. ,

ii.

Wher. he [James II.] found his hearers obdurate to ex-

hortation, he resorted to intimidation and corruption.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

2. Incitement to action, as of a nerve; stimu-

lation; irritation. [Rare.]
Dr. Sanderson . . . gave the results of a series of experi-

ments conducted with regard to the measurement of the

period of time elapsing between the exhortation of the
[electric] fish and the delivery of its shock, and also con-
cerning the duration of the shock.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LVII. 225.

Exhortation week, the week prior to Septuagesima Sun-
day : so called because the services of the week contain
exhortations to the faithful to prepare duly for Lent. Lee's

Glossary. =Syn. 1. Homily, etc. See sermon.

exhortative (eg-zor'ta-tiv), a. [= F. exhorta-

tif= Pg. exhortativo =' It. esortatiro, < L. cj-linr-

lulirus, < exhortari, pp. exhortatus, exhort: see

exhort.] Containing exhortation
; hortatory.

Considering St. Paul's style and manner of expression
in the preceptive and exhortative part of his epistles.

Barratr, Works, I. viii.

A little slip of paper upon which are written n few words,
generally MAortative to <'harity (as "He who giveth alms
will lie provided for").

E. H". Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. :I17.
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exhortator (ek'sor-ta-tor), n. [= Sp. Pg. cx-

hortailor It. csurltitnrc, < LL. exhortator, < L.

exhortari, exhort: see exhort.] An exhorter;
an encourager. [Rare.]

exhortatory (eg-zor'ta-to-ri), a. [= F. exhor-

tatnire = Sp. Pg. exhorta'torio = It. esortatorio,
< LL. exhortatorins, < L. exhortari, pp. cxhorta-

tus, exhort: see exhort, exhortator.] Tending
to exhort; serving for exhortation.

He wrote vnto those Scots letters exhortatorie, requiring
them most instantlie to an vnitie of Catholike orders as

might be agreeable ith the church of Christ.

Holinxhcd, Chronicles, England, an. 610.

All of them [the Psalms] afford ground of praise at least ;

the doctrinal, the exhortatorii, the historical, as well as
the rest. Seeker, Works, III. xxvi.

exhorter (eg-zor'ter), M. 1. One who exhorts
or encourages.
The which writing many bee agrieued withall: when

euery one taketh the matter, as said by himselfe, and will

not heare mee, as an exhorter and counseller.

rim, Instruction of Christian Women, Pref.

2. In the Mcth. lipis. Ch., a layman, licensed

by the pastor, at the recommendation of the

class-meeting or leader's meeting, to hold meet-

ings for prayer and exhortation under the direc-
tion of the preacher in charge, and to attend all

the sessions of the quarterly conference. He is

subject to an annual examination of character
in the quarterly conference.
exhorto (eks-or'to), n. [Sp., < exhortar, exhort :

see exhort.] In Mexican and Spanish law, letters

requisitorial sent from one judge to another;
specifically, an order or a warrant for the ap-
prehension of a fugitive peon.
exhumate (eks-hu'mat), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
exhumated, ppr. exhumating. [< ML. exhumatits,

pp. of exhumare, exhume : see exhume.] To ex-

hume; disinter. [Colloq.]
Exhumate. Somebody has coined this verb from the

good English noun "exhumation." The true verb is "ex-
hume." A. fhelps, English Style, p. 366.

exhumation (eks-hu-ma'shon), n. [= F. exhu-
mation = Sp. exhumacion = Pg. exhumaqao = It.

esumazione, < ML. exliumatio(n-), < exhumare, pp.
exhumatus, exhume: see exhume.] The act of

exhuming or disinterring that which has been
buried: as, the exhumation of a dead body.
Mr. Flaquet says, in his collection of tracts relative to

the exhumation in the great church at Dunkirk, that the
town became more healthy after the bodies of those who
had been buried in it had been taken up.

W. Seward, Anecdotes, V. 288.

There remain, then, only the metallic poisons which can
be reckoned on as open to detection through exhumation,
practically three in number, arsenic, antimony, and mer-
cury. Xineteenth Century, XXIII. 11.

exhume (eks-hum'), t'. t.
; pret. and pp. exhumed,

ppr. exhuming. [= F. exhumer = Sp. Pg. ex-

hiimar = It. cstimare, < ML. exhumare, dig out
of the ground, < L. ex, out, + humus, the ground :

see humus. Cf. inhume."] To dig out of the

earth, as something, especially a dead body,
which has been buried

;
disinter.

Ill they brought Formosns' self,
The body of him, dead, even as embalmed
And buried duly in the Vatican

.Eight months before, exhumed thus for the nonce.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 169.

exiccate, exiccatiqn. See exsiccate, exsiccation.

exiconizet (eks-i'ko-niz), i-. t. [< Gr. et-eutavifut,

explain by a simile, be like, < tf , out, -f tixowfMV,
put into form, make like, < CIKUV, a form, image :

see icon.] To image forth
; delineate ; depict.

Our faith, if you take in the whole, is no other but what
is exieonized in the Apostle's creed, included in the Scrip-
tures. Hammond, Works, II. 101.

Exidia (ek-sid'i-a), n. [NL.] A genus of fungi,
belonging to the group Tremellini. The jew's-
ear fungus is often referred to this genus under
the name Auricula-Judce.

exies (ek'siz), n. pi. [So., contr. of rcHlimir.* .-

see ecstasy.] Ecstasies; hysterics.
That silly fliskmahoy, Jenny Rintherout, has ta'en the

exies, and done naething but laugh and greet . . . fortwa
days successively. .V-.", Antiquary, xxxv.

exigeant, exigeante (eg-ze-zhon'. -zhont'), a.

[F. exigeant, fern, exigeante, exacting, particu-
lar, ppr. of exiger, < L. exigere, exact: see exact.

>:., and exigent.] Exacting.
To his highly developed imagination and fastidiously

.<//. 'ttnt intellect, no amount of relative or approximate
truth could compensate for a deficiency in that absolute-
ness which he regarded as truth's supremest altitude,

./. iim'ii. Kvciiings with Skeptics, I. 319.

As a woman and a comrade for Shelley she was not to
be compaivd to Mary, but she might be less exiyeante as
to liis conduct. yt ]'rinri-lo,i AVp., IV. 302.

exigency, exigence (ek'si-jen-si, -jens), . ; pi.
,.,.,,,,.

,.,.,, ,,.,;,,,,r ,
v (-six, -Jen-sex)." [< OF. exi-



exigency

i/i ni-i
, I-'. <.nii< !!<< = S|i. I';,'. i'j'ii/i-iii-iii = It. fgt-

ili-n:n, i xii/i-n~i/i, < M I., '.i ii/' ulifl, < 1 1. i-j-ii/i'ii(l-)x,

ppr. ol ij-iiji-rr. c.xaei : i-ec i.fiijinl. |
1. The state

of being urgent,; pressing need or demand; ur-

gency: as. iln u-tiji-iii-ii of the case or of busi-

ness.

. . . tad hi4a lifelong famDtarit?with dum
and iMirrowiii", ami seeme<l V.TV conteiiteil wh. n t

1

III-, 11-11 ol 111.' ll.llll \\aS tilled OVer.

ic. iiini-ii, lioi.iMuith, vii.

2. A pressing necessity; :in urgent case; iiny
case \\hioh demands prompt action, supply, or

remedy : as, iu the present <.> <//< r// no time is to

be lost.

When the Unmans \M']V ]u. ..,.,! uith :i f.irci^n .

the ladi.s \nlinitanlycoTitrihuted all their fin-- an.i jr> 1-

to assist Ilir government lllliliT Illi' public -

,l(/'//sM*;. I'alt) I'atelle-.

Iii this . .1 >!, n' '', . . . my only resource was to onl. i m\
soli, with III! i]|l|KH-t,'Ult ail', to call 'Hit' '

lii,lil<iiiilli. Vicar, i\i,iiii. ,

Let MIM ;li 111 lie, as hitherto, In ui\ r a Mnml all -roll U.I cilll

l i',n Itth il ttt rope uith a-; mam .VM/,-/M-/,'A- of tile (lay as
i'' l.iiii-i'li. llarvaril Anniversary.

3. A state of difficulty or want ; a condition of

disfivss in- need.

\ly I ..in I Iteuliiuh is returned from attempting to relie\<-

Kocllcl, ullicll is reilllci'il t" extreme Kli'ii'in-'-.

Bomu, letters, I. v. 0.

4. Command; requirement: as, the exigency of

a writ. . Syn. 2. lln-un-encf, Occasion, Kxifffticii, Emer-
gency, Critnx ; pressure, strait, conjuncture, pass, pinch.
An iiivtixiini i- :i ..... '.-in i-i'iice, or separate event, usually in-

volving considerations of importance, with the observance
of a decree of reretnony -.

an t'.i-iin'ncii is an occasion of

ui^eucy anil suddenness, where something helpful needs
to lie >lone at once; an emergency in more pressing atnl

naturally less common than an rxiiti'iiftj ; a crisis is an
i,,, ,-,, UM mi the out. 'nine of which ever) thini,' depends.

See ecentl.

1'pou l.i\ in- his head on the block, [Sir Tliomus Mor<-|

gave instances of that (rood hnniour with which he hail
ahva\ * rut. i tan i. < I his t'ricu.ls in tin most ordinary ixviir-

Adilistm, Spectator, No. 340.

There is always a rivalry hetwcen the orator and the
,,,(-, /,,ii, hetween the demands of the hour and the pn-
possession of the individual. /w/o-rxnn, Eloquence.
The fxiiieiii-ii-ti of foreign |>olicy again speedily modified

the home polity of England. Lecku, Eng. in 18th Cent., i.

There are certain emernencies of nations, in whieli ex-

pedients that in the ordinary state of things ought to he
forborne become essential to tho puhlic weal.

.1. Hamilton, The Federalist, No. 38.

In all movements of the human mind whiuh tend to

great revolutions there is a crisis at which moderate con-
ci-ssinii may amend, conciliate, and preserve.

Miii-nnfnit. Mallaiu'B Const. Hist.

exigendt (ek'si-.jend), . [< AF. ej-iacnde, < ML.
(-.riiii-inlti, a writ of exigent, the state of one
against whom the writ of exigent was issued;
< L. i-j-ii/i'iiiliix, ger. of cxigere, drive out, etc.:

see exigent.] A writ of exigent.
If he [the sheriff) return, that he [a laborer who fled

iroui liis employer! Is not found, he shall have an Exi>i<-nd
at the first Day, and the same pursue till he he outlawed.
Lawn of Edw. III. (modern version), quoted in Rihton-

[Turner's Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 50.

exigendary ( ek-si-jen'da-ri), n.
; pi. exigendaries

(-nz). [< exigrnil + -flry.] Same as i:rigt-ittrr.

exigent (ek'si-jent), (I. and n. [= F. exigeant
(see ej-igeant) = Sp. Pg. exigente = It. esigentc, <

Ij. i.rii/t n(t-)s, ppr. of cxiyere, drive out, drive

forth, demand, exact, etc.: see exact, r.] I. it.

Urgently requiring : exacting.
At this i !,: :>t moment, the loss of a finished man is not

!i supplied. Iliirlf,'.

Hut now this hody, cj-i'i/cni of rest,
\\ ill needs imt in a claim.

Sir H. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, II., I. 2.

II. a. If. An urgent occasion; an occasion
that calls for immediate aid or action ; au exi-

gency.
Instead of doiliK anything as the rziin'nl required, lie

i In make riivle.s and all tllnse fantastical! i!>

that lice had evet : I'nrtiflcatious against i

Sir I'. Snln.'ii. Arcadia, iv.

Why <lo you eii.ss me iu tliis . .. / ml s'-t/.-., J. C., V. 1.

Imm thi> ucedlesse snrmisall I shall hope to di>su:ni,
the intelligent and eqinl auditor, if I can lint say sun , -s-

fiilly that which in tlii- . r!
:
i, ,il hchoovs me.

Milton, Chnrch-Ciivernment, ITef., ii.

2t. End; oxtn-mity.
I!) this lime , nere driiten to an mSffnt, all our pfo-

llision wiihin tin citie stooping very Inwe.
Until

. II. 126.

riiesr i-\ ea, like laiiips u lm>,- wastiu^ m| j s spent.
W a\ dim. as drawing to their < <

Slink.. 1 Urn. VI.. ii. .'.

3. In l-'.inj. I'm; fiirmcrly, ii writ preliminary to

outlawry, which lay where the defendant could
not lie found, or after a rettini of unit r.v/ im-i n-

lii* cm former writs.

exigenter iek'si-.jen-ter), n. [< u-iijiiil + -/!.
( '(. rj-i,n in/urn.} All officer formerly cm]iloy<>d
in tlie Court of CoiniiKin 1'leas in England,'who
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made out exigents and proclamations in cases
of outlawry. Also r.ri;/i inliiri/.

The enrsiloi's are hy counties ; these arc the I-ord Chau-
CftUar'S. Ml' phlli IM l,\ i mintiesalso,
ami ale of the Common Pleas.

lii.il,-,- .\,:,-l/i. I.or.l Uullford, I. is.;.

exigible (ek'si-ji-bl), a. [< F. exigible = Sp.
gililr IV- 1

.ii;/ii'i'l
= It. ixii/iliili-.( L.asif

hilix, < i.niin'i , exact : see ij-iii-l, r.\ Callable of
lioil|o i-xacted : lie 1 1 1.-, 1 1. la I lit : n

i|
nil-able.

'imt is a .l.-iluct inn allowed for a payment b.-iiiM

ma.le at a date prior to the time when the full amount is

.Si'.lilil,-. KlU-lll-. I'll it.. \ II

exiguity (ek-si-gfi'i-ti), H. [= y. i.,-ii/niii- = Sp.
Lrii/niilitil = I'g. i-j'ii/iiiilaile, < L. rsiguita(t-)x,

scantiness, smallness. < i-.i-ii/unx : see i-figimux. J

1. Smallness; slenderness; tenuity. [Rare.]
To prosecute a little what I was saying of the condn-

civeness of bringing a body into small parts, in some cases
the comminution may be much promoted by employing
physical, after mechanical, ways; and that, when the parts
are brought to such a pitch of exiinn'ti/, they may be ele-

vated much better than before. /;..<.</.
, Works, IV. 236.

The comparative exiijwty of the gowns led to a corn-

sponding diminution in the quantity of material required.
>--i,iii,i

:
,liti

: i );.,-.. N. s., XI.II. ail.

2. Scantiness; slight ness; meagerness: as,
the exiguity of a description. Jour. London Hoc.

1'xi/cli. Kexeareh. [Rare.]
exiguous (eg-zig'u-us), . [= F. exigu = Sp.
Pg. cj-iguo = It. esiguo, < Ii. exiguity, scanty in

measure or number, small, slender, lit. mea-
sured, exact (cf. immense, great, huge. lit. un-

measured), < exigere, measure, determine, etc.:

see exact, a., and examen.] Small; slender;
diminutive.

Protected mice,
The race exiauoiu, uninur'd to wet,
Their mansions quit, and other countries seek.

J. Philips, Fall of Chloe's Jordan.

To tempt the coins from the eximums purses of ancient
maidens. O. W. Holmes, The Atlantic, LIX. 839.

Over the little brook which wimpled along lelow tow-
ered an arch, as a bit of Shakespeare bestrides the exigu-
ous rill of a discourse which it was intended to ornament.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 200.

exiguousness (eg-zig'u-us-nes), n. The char-
acter of being exiguous ; exiguity; diminutive-
ness. Bailey, 1727. [Rare.]

exile 1
(ek'sil, formerly eg-zil'), n. [< ME. exil,

exile, < OF. exil, esxil, F. exil = Pr. essil = Sp.
Pg. cxilio = It. exilio, < L. exilium, exsilium, ban-
ishment, < ij-iit. i-j-xiil. a banished man, an exile

;

formation uncertain; perhaps < exsilire ('ex-

sal-), spring forth (go forth), < ex, out, + satire,

leap, spring, orig. go, = Skt. / sar, go: see

salient, and cf. exult, exilition; less prob. lit.

one driven from his native soil, < ex, out of,

from, + soluni, the ground, the soil, one's na-
tive soil, laud, country: see .vwi'/l.] 1. Expul-
sion from one's country or home by an authori-
tative decree, for a definite period or in perpe-
tuity; banishment

; expatriation : as, the '.'//,

of Napoleon ; exile to Siberia.

All these puissant legions whose exile
Hath emptied heaven. Milton, t. L., I. 882.

2. Residence in a foreign land or a remote place
enforced by the government of which one has
been a subject or citizen, or by stress of cir-

cumstances; separation from one's native or
chosen home or country and friends

;
the con-

dition of living in banishment.
You little think that all our life and Age
Is but an Exile and a Pilgrimage.

Syluester, tr. of Du Hart as s Weeks, ii., The Vocation,

He ICarolus Magnus ;
sent him (the King of the Lougo-

bards] captive to Liege, . . . where he died in Exil?.

Coriiat, Crudities, I. 105.

His [Clarendon's] long exile hail made him a stranger In
the country of his birth. Maeaulan, sir William Temple.

3t. Removal.
Fcrmors iliiriiii; their term shall not make waste, sale,

nor exile a! house, w Is. or men, nor of any thing helong-
inu tn the tenements that they have to fcrm without spe-
ial Ii Slnhilr :/ Mnrl/.ri'l'i,'.

4. [In this sense an accom. of F. I'xilr, an exile,

prop. pp. of exiler, exile (see exile, r.), to exile

above
;
or an accom. of the L. exul, an exile :

see rial.] A banished person; a person ex-

pelled from his country or home by authority,
or separated from it by necessity : as, Siberian

: a band of t-jili-x.

The captive u'll,' hastclietll that lie may be l.M.*e.l. and
that he should not die in the |Jt. Isa. Ii. 14.

I be ]I,'IIM\C ,

tilt, landing with his woe,
To stnp too fearful, and to,, faint t L'O.

tinlilsiaitli. Traveller.
= Sjm. 1. Proscription, expulsion, ostracism.

exile 1 lek'sil, formerly eg-zil'), v. t. ; pret. and
pp. i-j'iliil. ppr. t-.riliitg. [< ME. r.rilen, < OF.

exinanition

lini-i; < ML. i.ii/imi. send into exile, < I..

Innii. exile: seoi./-i/i', n.
] 1. To banish from

a country or from a particular jurisdiction by
authority, with a prohibition of return, for a
limited time or for life; expatriate.

And wanhopc [despair] also y w..l,-

I "i he is not of olire f I ai eruitoe.
Illllllllx In I lY'l/ll, etc. I I.. I). T. t.\ ,

I-..I- that offence,
Immediately we do i-siti- him !i

Slink., R. and J., ill. 1.

So f. .,/-//, ./ the circle nf the court,
Lose all the good gifts that in it I >...

/; ./i .,i-iin. Poetaster, Iv. It.

Hence 2. To constrain to abandon country
or home; drive to a foreign country, literally
or figuratively; expel._To exile one's self, to quit
one's country w it Ii the intention not to return. -Syn. t'.x-

l'l, t-.'si-linl. , etc. See Imnixli.

exile-t (ek'sil), a. [< OF. exile = It. exile, < L.
i-sitix. small, tlfin, slender, lank, contr. of 'ut-

gilis, ecjuiv. to exiguux, small, etc.: see ej-ii/n-

ni/s.] Slender; tliin ; fine; light.

Nowe late in lande (her ayer is hoot A- .Inc.

And erthe exile or hilly drie or lene,
Vynes beth best ysettc to tiniltiplie.

I'allmliim, Huilmndrle (E. E. T. 8.), p. Ibd.

In a virginal, when the lid is down, It maketh a more
i-j-iti- sound than when the lid is open. Ilacon, Nat. Hist.

exiledt (ek'sild), a. [< exile* + -flf2.] Slen-

der; weak. Xares.
Whkh (to my exiled and slender learning) have made

this little treatise. Xm-thurnolre, Dicing (It)").

exilementt (ek'sil-ment), ii. [< exile1
, c., +

-ment.~\ Banishment.
Fitz Osborn . . . was discarded into a foreign service,

for a pretty shadow of exilement.
Sir II. Wotttrn, Keliquia>, p. 103.

exilian (eg-zil'i-an), a. [< L. exilium, exile, +
-an.] Pertaining to exile or banishment ; spe-
cifically, belonging to the period of the exile of
the Jews to Babylon.
The Messianic promise hinds together the primitive,

the patriarchal, the Mosaic, the prophetic, the exilian,
and the post-ezrtmn periods.

Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 4.

exilic (eg-zil'ik), . [< exile 1 + -ic.] Same as
exilian.

The Kxilie and post-Exile prophets do not write In a
lifeless tongue, and Hebrew was still the language of
Jerusalem in the time of Nehemiah (ch. \iiL). in the mid-
dle of the 5th century B. c. Kneye. Brit., XI. 597.

There are indications . . . in Deuteronomy and Ezekiel
sufficient to preclude the supposition that the priestly
legislation was a creation of the i-j-ilii- period.

Contemporary Kee., XLIX. 298.

exilitiont (ek-si-lish'on), n. [Irreg. < L. exilire,

exsilire, spring forth, < ex, out, + salire, leap,
spring : see exult.] A sudden springing or leap-
ing out.

From salt-petre proceedeth the force and the report ;

for sulphure and smal-coal mixed will not take fire with
noise or exilition. Sir T. Broutu, Vulg. Err., Ii. fi.

exilityt (eg-zil'i-ti), n. [= It. exilita, < L. fxili-

ta(t-)s, smallness. < exilix, small: see exile?.]
1 . Slenderness

;
thinness

; tenuity.
It is with great propriety that subtlety, which, in its

original import, means exility of particles, is taken, In its

metaphorical meaning, for nicety of distinction.

Johnson, Cowley.
2. Fineness; refinement.

Neither France nor Germany nor England had yet great-
ly advanced in the civil intercourse of life, ami could not

appreciate such exility of elegance and such sublimated
refinement. /. D'luraeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 327.

eximietyt, [< LiL. eximieta(t-)s, excellence,
< L. eximius, excellent: see eximious.'] Excel-
lence. Bailey, 1727.

eximioust (eg-zim'i-us), a. [= Sp. Pg. eximio
= It. t-xiniio, < Li. eximius, select, choice, distin-

guished, excellent, also exempt, < eximere. take
out: see excnijit.] Excellent; eminent; distin-

guished.
Take a taste out of the beginning of his dedicator)' epis-

tle:
"
Egregious Doctors and masters of the exiitiinit* and

arcane Science of Physick. I-'nlli-r, Worthies, London.

He {Cromwell) respected all persons that were rximiout
in any art. Wkitelodte.

eximiousnesst, n. Excellency. Bailey, ITi'T.

exinanite (eg-zin'a-nit). c. t. ; pret. and pp. ex-

iiiaiiittd, ppr. <j-iii<iMitiiii/. [< L. fjrinanitus, pp.
of I'xinanire, make empty, < ex, out, + iiianix,

empty: see inane.] To make empty: weaken;
make of little value, force, or repute.
He i-xiininiti-il himself [Latin m-nn'i nintj

and took the form of a servant.
lllii'iiiitl, Tmiin. in .V. ,r /, it, Phil. ii. 7.

exinanition (eg-i'.in-a-nish'on), . [= F. exi-

iKiiiitinii = Sp. isinaiiicion = Pg. u-inanicffo =
. _ It. i-xiiiuiii^inni: < L. i.riinniitio(n-). an emptying.

pp. <:rill. ]ipr. i-.riliii,/. [< ME. eiilen, < OF. < ij-imnii,; . emptv : seei.i-////Vi.] 1. Ajlmp-
u-ilo: i-xxilli-r. I', i-j-ilt-r = I'r. i-xxillmr = It. i-i- tying or evacuation: a weakening.



exinanition

Diseases of exinanition are raore dangerous than dis-

eases of repletion. G. Herbert, Country I'arson, xxvi.

We are not commanded to imitate a life whose story
tells of ... fastings to the exinanition of spirits, and dis-

abling all animal operations.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 23.

Hence 2. Privation; loss; destitution; low
estate.

Some theologians make a proper distinction between
txinanition and humiliation, and coutlne the former to

the life, the latter to the death of Christ.

Schafl', Christ and Christianity, p. 85.

exindusiate (eks-in-du'si-at), a. [< ex-priv. +
inclusiate.] In hot., not having an indusium:

applied to ferns.

exine (ek'sin), . Same as extine.

exinguinal (eks-ing'gwi-nal), a. and n. [< L.

ex, out, + inguen (inguin-), groin: see inguinal.]
I. a. In eatom., situated outside the inguen or

groin, or beyond the insertion of the leg. See II.

II. n. The second joint of a spider's leg, the
first of the two forming the thigh, and corre-

sponding to the trochanter of a true insect,

exintine (eks-in'tin), n. [< ex(tine) + iutine.]
A name given by Fritzche to a supposed mid-
dle membrane intermediate between the ex-

tine and the intine in the pollen-grains of cer-

tain plants. See intextine.

exist (eg-zisf), v. i. [= F. exister = Sp. Pg.
existir = It. csistere (= G. cxistiren = Dan. ex-

istere = Sw. existera, after F.), < L. existere. ex-

sistere, stand forth, come forth, arise, be, < ex,

out, + sistere, set, place, caus. of stare, stand :

see stand. Cf. assist, consist, desist, insist, per-
sist, resist.'] 1. To have actual being of any
kind; actually be at a certain moment or

throughout a certain period of time.

By all the operation of the orbs,
From whom we do exist, and cease to be.

Shak., Lear, 1. 1.

The bright Idea both exists and lives,
Such vital Heat thy genial Pencil gives.

Conyreve, To Sir Godfrey Kneller.

New freedom could not exist in safety under the old ty-
rant. Macaulay, Nugent's Hampden.

Upon a very common confusion of the word exist with
the verb to he, which does not necessarily imply existence,
he founded his argument against the possibility of crea-
tion : creation cannot be, for being cannot arise out of

non-being; nor can non-being be. Eiicyc. Brit., VIII. 1.

Hence 2". To live; continue to have life or
animation: as, men cannot exist without air,
nor fishes without water.

Thou art not thyself ;

For thou exist'st on many a thousand grains
That issue out of dust. Shak., M. for II., Hi. 1.

We know that the reindeer and the aurochs existed in

Europe up to the time of the Romans, and the great Irish
deer up to the time of modern peat bogs.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 161.

existability (eg-zis-ta-bil'i.-ti), n. See existi-

bility.

existence (eg-zis'tens), n. [< ME. existence, <

OF. existence, F. existence = Pr. Sp. Pg. exis-

tencia = It. csistenza (= G. existenz = Dan. Sw.
existens, after F.), existence, < ML. existentia, <

L. existen(t-)s, existent : see existent."] 1. Actual
being; being at a certain moment or through-
out a certain period of time

; being such as or-

dinary objects possess. See being.
Between creatures of mere existence and things of life

there is a large disproportion of nature.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, 1. 33.

If I know I doubt, I have as certain perception of the
existence of the thing doubting as of that thought which
I call doubt. Locke, Human Understanding, IV. ix. 3.

It is indeed an opinion strangely prevailing amongst
men, that houses, mountains, rivers, and in a word all

sensible objects, have an existence natural or real, distinct
from their being perceived by the understanding.

Bp. Berkeley.

Hence 2. Life; vital or sentient being ;
state

of life.

Is death to be feared that will convey thee to so happy
an existence) Addison, Vision of Mirza.

The soul, secured in her existence, smiles
At the drawn dagger, and defies its point.

Addition, Cato, v. 1.

I use the term Struggle for Existence in a large and meta-
phorical sense, including dependence of one being on an-
other, and including not only the life of the individual,
but success in leaving progeny.

Danirin, Origin of Species, p. 62.

3. That which exists; that which actually is

an individual thing ; an actuality.
The fact is as remarkable as it is incontrovertible that

the human race, all but universally, has conceived of some
Existence more exalted than man.

Channinf/, Perfect Life, p. 3.

What is that to him that reaps not harvest of his youth-
ful joys,

Tho' the deep heart of existence beat for ever like a boy's?
Tennyson, Locksley Hall.
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Existence that is to say, the only Existence contem-

plated by us is objective Experience : it is the external

aspect of Keeling.
G. II. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. ii. 8.

4f. Reality; fact; truth.

She [Fortune] maketh. thurgh hir adversite,
Men fulle clerly for to se

Hym that is freend in existence
From hym that is by apparence.

Horn, of the nose, 1. 5546.

Being of existence. See being. Finite existence. See

finite.

existency (eg-zis'ten-si), . Same as existence.

Nor is it onely of rarity, but may be doubted whether
it be of existency, or really any such stone in the head of

a toad at all. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 13.

existent (eg-zis'tent), a. and n. [= F. existant

= Sp. Pg. existente=It. esistente, <L. existen(t-)s,

exsisten(t-)s, existing, ppr. of existere, exsistere,
exist: see exist."] I. a. Existing; having exis-

tence.

The eyes and mind are fastened on objects which have
no real being, as if they were truly existent. Dryden.
The universe, according to Aristotle, is a continuous

chain; at the one end is the purely potential, matter
without form or qualities; at the other end is pure un-
conditioned actuality, the ever existent, or God.

JSncyc. Brit., II. 522.

Existent power, a power of doing or becoming some-
thing belonging to an existing thing. Also called entita-

tive-power.

II. n. That which exists, or has actual being.
The contention of those who declare the Absolute to be

nnk'nowable is, that beyond the sphere of knowable phe-
nomena there is an Existent, which partially appears in

the phenomena, but is something wholly removed from

them, and in no way cognizable by us.

G. H. Leiees, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. vi. 8.

existential (ek-sis-ten'shal), a. [< ML. *exis-

teiitialis (in deriv. existentililita(t-)s), < existentia,
existence : see existence.] 1. Of, pertaining to,
or consisting in existence

; ontological.

Enjoying the good of existence, and the being deprived
of that existential good. Bp. Barlow, Remains, p. 483.

There is a certain parallelism between the logical and
existential analyses.

S. Hodgson, Philos. of Reflection, III. vii. 1.

2. Expressing or stating the fact of existence.

Convention does not allow us to say
"

It executes," as
we say "It blows "or "It thunders," because (if for no
other reason) the group of phenomena is not one of famil-

iar immemorial occurrence. But we can just as conve-

niently adopt the existential form,
" There was an execu-

tion," as the predicative form, "A man was hanged";
and as a matter of fact, one form would be as readily em-
ployed as the other. J. Venn, Mind, XIII. 415.

existentially (ek-sis-ten'shal-i), adv. In an
existential manner; in an existing state; ac-

tually. [Rare.]
Whether God was existentially as well as essentially in-

telligent. Coleridge.

exister (eg-zis'ter), n. One who or that which
exists. [Rare.]
Given a somewhathumdrum and monotonous existence ;

the exister finding
" Denmark a prison."

The Atlantic, LIX. 572.

existibility (eg-zis-ti-'bil'i-ti), . [< existibie:

see -bilitii.] Capacity or possibility of exis-

tence. Also existability.
The existability of perfect numbers.

Nature, XXXVII. 417.

existible (eg-zis'ti-bl), a. [< exist + -Me.]
Capable of existing or of existence.

It is evident that all corporeal and sensible perfections
are in some way exMible in the human mind.

y. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, p. 119.

existimationt (eg-zis-ti-ma'shpn), n. [< L. ex-

iittimatio(n-), judgment, opinion, estimation, <

existimare, existumare, judge, estimate, < ex,

out, + aistimare, ccstumare, value, estimate:
see esteem, estimate.] Esteem

;
estimation.

If ... a man should bring forth any thing that he hath
read done in times past, or that he hath seen done in other
places; there the hearers fare as though the whole existi-

inationol their wisdom were in jeopardy to be overthrown.
Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

Men's existimation follows us according to the company
we keep. Spectator, No. 456.

exit (ek'sit), n. [= Sp. Pg. exito = It. esito, <

L. exitus, a going out, egress, a way out (in the

stage use, in E., < exit, v.), also in ML. issue,

offspring, vent, < exire, pp. exitux, go out, < ex,

out, + ire, go. Cf. issue, n., nearly a doublet of

exit.] 1. A way of departure ;
a passage out.

Moving on I found
Only the landward exit of the cave.

Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

2. The departure of a player from the stage
when he has performed his part.

All the world's a stage,
And all the men and women merely players:
They have their exits, and their entrances.

l:, An you Like it, ii. 7.

Exoceides

Hence 3. Any departure; specifically, the

act of quitting the stage of action or of life
;

death
;
decease.

\Vc made our exit out of the Sepulcher, and returning
to the Convent Uin'd with the Fryars.

Uaundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 76.

No ideas strike more forcibly upon our imaginations
than those which are raised from reflections upon the
exits of great and excellent men.

Steele, Spectator, No. 133.

exit (ek'sit). [L., he goes out, a stage direc-

tion in plays; 3d pers. sing. pres. ind. of exire,

go out: see exit, n.] In plays, a direction to

mark the time of an actor's quitting the stage.
exitial (eg-zish' al ),. [< Ij.exitia Us, destructive,

fatal, < cxitium,'destruction, ruin, also lit. (like

exitus) a going out, egress, < exire, go out: see

exit.] Destructive to life
; fatal; dangerous.

Most exitial fevers, although not concomitated with the

tokens, exanthemata, anthraces, or carbuncles, are to be
censured pestilential. Harvey, The Plague.

exitious (eg-zish'us), a. [< L. exitiosus, destruc-

tive, etc., < exilium : see exitial.] Same as ex-

itial.

To this end is come that beginning of setting up of im-

ages in churches, then iudged harinlesse, in experience
proved not only harmful!, but exitious and pestilent, and
to the destruction and subversion of all good religion.

Homilies, Against Peril of Idolatry, iii.

exitus (ek'si-tus), n. [L. : see exit, n.] In law :

(a) Issue; offspring, (b) Yearly rent or prof-
its of land.

exlet (ek'sl), n. An obsolete or dialectal form
of axle. Florio.

ex lege (eks le'je). [L. : ex, out of
; lege abl.of

lex, law.] Arising from law.

exlext (eks'leks), n. [L., prop, adj., beyond
the law, lawless, < ex, out of, + lex, law : see

legal. Cf. E. outlaw.] An outlaw.

ex libris (eks H'bris). [L. : ex, out of; libris,

abl. pi. of liber, a book.] 1. Literally, from
the books (of): as, an ex libris exhibition (an ex-

hibition of books from the books or library of

certain collectors). 2. A book-plate printed
with the name of the owner, and usually his

arms also ; or, more rarely, a device or impresa
the motto of which should have some reference
to books or study.

I recently came across a curious ex libris. ... It is not
mentioned by Mr. Warren in his list of early dated book

plates. X. anil Q., 6th ser., IX. 486.

ex necessitate (eks ne-ses-i-ta'te). [L.: ex, out

of; necessitate, abl. of necessita(t-)s, necessity:
see necessity.] Of necessity; from the neces-

sity of the thing or of the case
; necessarily.

6XO-. [Gr. efw, adv., without, out of, outside,
< ff, prep., out: see ex-. Cf. ecto-.] A prefix
in words of Greek origin, meaning

'

without,'
'outside': used chiefly in scientific compounds,
where it is usually equivalent to ccto- : opposed
to endo- or en to-.

exoarian (ek-so-a'ri-an), a. Having external

genitals, as a hydrozoan ; specifically, of or per-
taining to the Exoarii: opposed to endoarian.

Exoarii (ek-so-a'ri-J), . pi. [NL., < Gr. efu,

outside, + ap;oi>, dim. of IMV = L. ovum, egg.]
The hydrozoans: so called by Rapp (1829),
with reference to their external genitalia : dis-

tinguished from Endoarii.

exocardiac (ek-so-kar'di-ak), a. Same as exo-

cardial.

exocardial (ek-so-kar'di-al), a. _< Gr. E|U,
out-

side, + napdia, = E. heart, + -ah] Situated

without, or external to, the heart.

Exocardines (ek-so-kar'di-nez), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. ffu, outside, + L. canto (cardin-), a hinge.]
A division of lamellibranch mollusks, contain-

ing all the forms except the Endocardincs.

exocarp (ek'so-karp), w. [< Gr. efu, outside,
+ KapTTof, fruit.] In bot., the outer layer of a

pericarp when it consists of two dissimilar

layers.

exoccipital (ek-sok-sip'i-tal), a. and n. [< L.

ex, out, + occi/mt (oceipit-), occiput : see occip-

ital.] I. a. Pertaining to or constituting that

part of the occipital bone of the skull which
lies on the right or left side of the foramen
magnum.

II. n. A lateral occipital bone ;
one of a pair

of bones situated on each side of the basioccipi-
tal, and with this and generally with the supra-

occipital circumscribing the foramen magnum.
It is the neurapophysial element of theocripitnl hone, cor-

rcspoudiiu to the greater part of the neural arch of a ver-

tehra. (See cuts under Anura, Bal&nula', Cyctodw, and

Esax.) In the embryo it has a distinct center of ossifica-

tion ; in the adnlt nf man and other mammals it chiefly
forms the comlyloid portion of the occipital bone.

Exoceides (ek-so-se'i-dez),w.p?. [NL.] Same
us ExoccctidK.
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Exocephala (ek -so-soC'it-lii), . />/. [NL., neut. have the anus eccentric, as the shield-urchins

El.

of 'OKMpkatlH, < < <r. i'iu, wit liout, + Ktp&.ii, anil heart-urehins.

cad.] A group of mollusks, comprising the Exod. An abbreviation of Exodus.

cephalophorous forms: contrasted with Etido- exode 1
(ek'sod), n. (_= F. exode = Sp. Pg. ex-

ceiiliald.
odo = It. esodo, < LL. exodus, a going out, the

Exochnata (ek-sok-nfi'tii), . jil. [NL. (Fabri-

i-iiis, 1793), a perverted"fnrin intended for Ex-

ogniitliii.
neut. pi. of "exniiniilliiix, < <}r. <';u, out-

side, 4-
; nii/or, jaw.] In Fabricius's elMOifloa-

tion of insects with biting mouth-parts, a divi-

. ,

book so named: see exodus.]

[Hare.]

Same as exodus.

exomis

With respect to exagam;/ itself, Mr. MacLennan iKlleref

that it arose from a scarcity of women, owing to female

infanticide, aided perhaps by other causes.
ir. "I Animals and Plants, p. 103.

(ek'so-gas-tri'tis), n. [NL., < Or.
'

, belly, + -itis.] Same as

characterized by having many maxillie

outside thelabium (whence the name), and con- exode- (ek'sod), n.

Their [the Israelites') numlH-r inert-aged In every gencr-
atlon to vatly, that they conbl I. me.'. nt that time of the

exode, six hundred thousand huhtiiiK men into the field.

Bolingbroke, Minutes of Essays.

[< F. 1-xinle, < L. exodinm,
a comic afterpiece, a conclusion, end, < Gr.

ttyiiov, the finale of a tragedy, a tragical con-

clusion, a catastrophe, neut. of il-Mtof ,
of or be-

longing to an exit (-uxJM v6/jot, the finale of a

play), < JfcxJor, a going out, exit, close : see ex-

' the macrurous decapod crustaceans,

Exochorda (ek-so-kor'dil), H. [XL. (so called

because the thread-like placeutasare left stand-

ing after the fall of the carpels), < Gr. f{u, out-

side, 4- xt>s 'li a string: see chord.] A rosa- c ,, . ,

ceous genus of northern China, closely related oitim.] 1. In the Gr. drama, the concluding
to Spiraea. The only species, E. grand/flora. In a bi'iiu-

tiful shrub with axillary laremes of large white flowers,
ami is fnuml in cultivation.

exocoelar (ek-so-sc'liir), . [< Gr. l$u, outside,
4- jcotXo;, hollow, Kot'/.ia, the hollow of the body,
the belly, 4- -ar.] In zoiit., situatetl on the outer

wall, or parietal surface, or somatic side, of

the coeloma or body-cavity; somatopleural : said

chiefly of bodies derived from a four-layered exodic (ek-sod'ik), a. [=F.exodique; as exode1

germ, and hence with reference to the somato- -f. _,-,..] j. Pertaining to an exodus, or a going
pleuru or parietal division of the mesoderm. out. Specifically 2f. Inphysiol., same as ef-

KniMi the innermost layer of cells of this secondary ferent.
germ-layer develops the exocaelar that Is, the outer, or exodist (ek'so-dist), . [< exode1 4- -ist.] One

part of a play, or the part which comprehends
all that is said after the last choral ode. 2.

In the Horn, drama, a farce or satire, played as

an afterpiece or as an interlude.

The Romans had three plays acted one after another,
on tlif same subject ; the tlrst a real tragedy, the second
the Atellane, the third a satire or exnde, a kind of farce

uf one act. JlMMMiM.

I" ',

exogen(ek'so-jen), n. [<NL. exogenus, < Gr.ii-u,

outside, 4- -ftvfa, producing: see -gen, -aenous.]
In 'iit., a

* plant inwhich
the growth of

the stem is

in successive
concentric
layers. The
exogens, other-
wise called dico-
r,,i ;,.,, tm . ,,

cotyledon), form
the larger of the
two classes into
which plueuoga-
nioiis plants are
divided. They
are usually con-
sidered as In-

cluding two sub-

classes, the an.

giosperms and
the gymno-
-i'< i ms, though
the latter, which

have essentially the same structure and mode of growth,
but Miller in having naked ovules, are by some late author-

ities separated as a distinct class. Sec endogen.

Exogen.
1. Section of a branch of three years' growth :

a, mi 'lull.! or pith ; * t>, medullary sheath ; ft,

medullary ravs ;<<"<% circles of annual growth ;

i*. hark. 2. Netted veined leaf (oak). 3. Di-

cotyledonous seed : a, cotyledon. 4. Germina-
tion of dicotyledonous seed : a a, seed-leaves
or cotyledons ; o, plumula. 5. Exogenous flower

(crowfoot).

who makes an exodus; an emigrant; one of a
Ejogenae (ek-soj'e-ne), n. pi. [NL".. fern. pi.

band of emigrants. [Rare.] (sc. ptanta:) ot cxogeims: see cxogen.] In but.,

As Want was the prime foe these hardy exotlatt had to the exogens.
fortify themselves against, so it is little wonder if that exogenetic (ek-so-ie-net'ik), . Having an ori-
traditlonal feud Is

to^tlgutgoftctl* stock^ ^ gin from extenial Causes : as, an fxogenetic dis-

parietal caaloiu-eptthelium.
UarcM, Evol. of Man (trans.), I. 271.

exoccelarium, (ek"so-8e-la'ri-um), . [NL. : see

exoeatlar.] In toSl., the exocoelar layer of cells

forming the epithelium of the parietal, somato-

pleural, or outer wall of the body-cavity; the *~, ".." .^.., ..~. -
ftge i> un(luson.

parietal epithelium of the coaloma; exocoelar exodus (ek'so-dus), n. [< LL. Exodus, the book
exogenite (ek-soj'e-nit), n. [< exogeu + -ite.]

OOBUrtum. Hacckel. 8o named, < Gr. JftxJof, a going out, a marching A generic name proposed, but not generally
out, a way out, issue, end, close

;
the name in

adopted, for fossil exogenous wood of unknown
the Septuagint of the second book of the Old affinities.

Testament; < ff, out, + orfof, a way.] 1. A go- exogenous (ek-soj'e-nns), a. [< NL. txogenux:
ing out; departure from a place; especially, Reeexogen.'} 1. Growing by additions on the out-
the migration of large bodies of people or am- 8jde ; specifically, in fcot., belonging to or char-
mals from one country or region to another;

specifically, in hist., the departure of the Israel-

ites from Egypt under the leadership of Moses.

Exocoetidae (ck-so-se'ti-de), !>' [NL., < EJCO-

coetus + -idee.'} A family of fishes, typified by
the genus Exoeatus. They have an elongate form, the

head being of moderate size, and the jaws not extending
Into long dentigerous weapons, though sometimes elon-

gated ;
feeble teeth ; posterior and opposite dorsal and

anal flits, the caudal flu with the lower lobe more or
less enlarged, generally enlarged ventrals, and well-de-

veloped prctni ,tls. The chief distinction from the Btlo-

nida; or garfishes lies in the skull, especially thelower jaw.
and in the vertehrre. The family embraces the soft-rayed

flying-flshes, and also some others agreeing in structure,
and has been divided into three subfamilies, Kxue-oeliiue,

Hemii-hn>nphin<e, and SaMMtemM0faA Also Exoceidat.

Exoccetinae (ek'so-se-ti'ne), n. j>l. [NL., < Exo-
aetus + -ina-.] The typical subfamily of Exo-
i'n lidce.

exqccetine (ck-so-se'tin),n. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Exo-
firthue.

II. . A fish of the subfamily Exocoetina.

exoccetoid (t-k-so-se'toid), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Exo-

Exodtu out ol

Theodore
rt is entrance to the promised land.

Barker, Int. to Serm. on Theism, etc.

Exodu* of birds from sundry places afflicted with cholera
has been recorded.

T. GUI, Smithsonian Report, 1883, p. 730.

2. [cap.] The second book of the Old Testa-

ment, designated by the Jews by its two initial

words, or, more commonly, by the second of

them, Shcmotli. The Greek name Extxlug was attached
to it in the Septuagint version. The book consists of two
distinct portions. The first (ch. i.-xix.) gives a detailed

account of the circumstances under which the departure
of the Israelites was accomplished. The second (ch. \\.

xl.) describes the giving of the law, and the institutions

which completed the organization of the people. Abbre-
viated A'r. . Kxod.II. n. A fish of the family Exoccetida.

exoccetous (ek-so-se'tus), a. [< L. exocoetus:
exodyt (ek'so-di), n.

see JbootVbu.] Same as exocaitoiil.
dus.] An exodus.

Exocoetus (ek-so-se'tus), >i. TNL., < L. exocce-
^ x," <-'

' f \. In all probability their years continued to be three hnn-
tus, < Gr. efaicotTof, a fish supposed to come upon llre( , all ,{ 8l!tty

.nv/day8 ,
ever since the time of the Jewish

the beach to sleep (also called aduwf), < tfu. aady, at least. Sir it. Hale, Orig. of Mankind,

out, 4- (to/roc, a bed, sleep, < Kfio0ai. lie, sleep.] rota n
The typical genus of Exocastidai and Exoccetina:

e
^,

?"J
1

;

*?
Eight species have been recorded as visitors to the United
States coast, among which are E. volitaiis, E. exilieti*, and

. fi'iiiliii'ti, which are found along the eastern coast, and
E. cali/ornicm (one of the largest of the genus), which is

common along the Lower California!!

acteristic of the class of exogens. 2. Produced
on the outside, as the spores of hyphomycetous
and many other fungi ; growing out from some
part: specifically applied in anatomy to those

processes of a vertebra which have no inde-

pendent ossific centers of their own, but are

mere outgrowths.
The various processes of the vertebra; have been divided

into those that are autogenous, or formed from separate
ossiflc centers, and ext*rftutwt, or outgrowths from . . .

primary vertebral constituent*.
W. //. F/owrr, Osteology, p. 18.

The origin of lateral members is either exoyenont or en-

dogenous. It is the former when they are formed by lateral

outgrowth of a superficial cell or of a massof cells Includ-

ing the outer layers of tissue, as in the case of all leaves

and hairs and most normal leaf-forming shooU.
Sacht, Botany (trans.), p. 140.

Exoglossinae (ek'so-glo-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., <
'

u. : ex, from ; officio,

coast. See cut under -.
exocorium (ek-aS-kd'n-nm), n.

;

pi. exocoria (-ii). '[NL.,< Gr. lu,
outside, + NL. rorium, q. v.]
A narrow external marginal
part of the homelytron of cer-

tain liemipterous insects.

exoculation (ek-sok-u-la'shon),
n. [< L. csociiliirc, pp. exnciilii-

tus, put out the eyes, < ex, out,
-I- oculus, the eye.] The act
of putting out the eyes; exce-
cation. [Kare.]
The history "( Kiiropc during the

dark H.^fsahoiiuils with fxanipU-sof ex-

teuton " >"crA- it, Roderick. ii., note.

exocyclic (ek-so-sik'lik), a.

[Irreg. accom. of LL. exo- Exoglossum + -ince."] A subfamily of cyprinoid
fishes remarkable for the development of the
lower jaw, the dentary bones being laterally

expanded and mesially united for their whole

length. It Is represented by a single genuB and species,
Ej-t>'ttKxiiiii maxillingtia, confined to the United States,

. ,,.-, and popularly known as cut-lifg and rtvne-toter.

abl. of officium, office: see office.] By virtue of
exoglossine (ek-so-glos'in), a. and n. I. a.

office (and without other especial authority) :

Pertaining to or having the characters of the

Exoglossina.
1
.

II. n. A fish of the subfamily Exoglossinte.

Exoglossum (ek-so-glos'um), n. [NL.,< Gr. ffu,

outside, 4- y'f.ijoca, tongue.] An American ge-
nus of cyprinoid fishes having the mandibmar
rami of the lower jaw united in front : so called

because this formation resembles a projecting

[Improp. for tongue. It typifies the subfamily Exoglossinw.

Rafinesque.
exoletet (ek'so-let), a. [< L. exoletvs, pp.

of fi-

oleseere, grow out, mature, grow out of use, be-

come obsolete, decay, < ex, out, 4- olescere (only
in comp.), grow; cf. obsolete.'] Obsolete; worn;
faded; flat; insipid.

as, a justice of the peace may ex ojtirio take
sureties of the peace: also used adjectively:
as, an ex officio member of a body,
exogamic (ek-so-gam'ik), a. [< exogamy + -tc.]

Same as cxogamous.
The first stage Is the tribe, based on consanguinity with

exogamic marriage. Science, III. 54.

Exocorium.
Dorsal view of watei

exogamitic (ek'so-ga-mit'ik), a.

i .miin ni it>. J Same as exogamoiis.

exogamous (ek-sog'a-mus), a. [< exogamy +
-one] Pertaining to or of the nature of ex-

ogamy ; characterized by exogamy ; practising
exogamy.
Thus there are in China large bodies of related clans-

men, each generally bearing the same clan name. Tiny
art- .i" '-''"'"- no man Mill marry a woman having the
same clan name as himself.

M'ii,i,: Early Law and Custom, p. 223. exomis (ek-so'mis), B.

j. scutel ; f, cUvus;
; mm ; ex, exo-

cormm ; M. uncus.m,
membrane.

Peace und (riemlaliip were unknown between separate
uToiij.s r tribes in early tiint-s, except when they were
fntvt-ii to unite against coinnion eiit*ink*s. . . . While this
state of i-ninity la-trd. - r<itiiti<>nx tiilies never could get
\\ ivt s rxrcjit by theft or fnn-r.

MfLfiiH tn Prim. Marriage, iii.

There is a Greeke inscription which I could not under-

stand, by reason of the antiquity of those rxoltle letter*.

Con/at, Crudities, I. !3.

[Gr. i?a/iic, a vest with-

Pertaining to the Ejcocyclica;

having an eccentric anus, as a

clypeustroid or spatangoul sea-
urcaiu.

Exocycliea (ek-so-sik'li-kij), u. />/. fNL., <Gr. exogamy (rk-sog'a-nii),n. [<Gr. ^fw. outsi(U-.+
uw. outside, -f- M'x>/jf<$f, circular, < KCK^OC, a cir- -yatiia~<^ jni/of, marriage.] The custom among
fie.] Au order of echinoderms, containing the certain tribes which prohibits a man from
irregular or pctalostioluuis sen-urchins, which marrying a woman of his own tribe.

out sleeves, leaving one shoulder bare, < it;, out,
+ <joc, shoulder: see htimerus.] In Gr. antn/.,

originally, a form of the short Dorian tunic

or chiton, which was fastened over the left

shoulder only, leas-ing the right arm entirely
free. Later, tunic* \vrtv sui]etinu-s woven with a short

sleeve for the left arm. nnd none for the right, the right
shoulder remaining uncovered. This formed a usual dress

for slaves and workmen, as the limbs of the wearer were
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in full, < e4 , out,

exorcisation

] exoptationt (ek-sop-ta'shon), n. [< L. exoptare,
- pp. ej-optatiis, desire, long for, < er, out, + op-

tare, desire: see optcition.] Earnest desire or

[Rare.]

by oonlflMlon of their sins acknowledged their error, and
entered into the state of repentance.

Jer. Taylor, Repentance, x.

The doctrine of disease ... is mostly an exopathic one,
V.i

l-7"iVT r V />

although a small residue of it may be autopathic. exorable (ek so-ra-bl), a. [= * cxoraoie -. &p.
EHCHC. Brit., XVIII. 362. cxonMe = Pg. exoravel = It. esorabile, < L. ex-

pi, exope-

navel.] A hernia at the navel; an umbilical

hernia,

exon (ek'son), n. [See essoin.] In England,
the name given to each of four officers of the

yeomen of the royal body-guard ;
an exempt.

exonarthex (ek-so-nar'theks), n. [MGr. i^uvdp-

dr/%, < fjw, outside, + vdpftyf, narthex.] In a

Greek church, the outer narthex or vestibule, _ _

in case there were two, as in the church of St. exophagOUS (ek- sofa-
Sophia in Constantinople, the inner narthex

gus), a. [< exophagy +
being called the esonarthex.

The exonarthex is of inferior workmanship, and has been

thought by some of later date than the rest of the church.

J. M. A'eale, Eastern Church, i. 246.

exonert (eg-zon'er), v. t. [< P. exonerer = Sp.

Pg. exonerar = It. esonerare, < L. exonerate, exophagy (ek-sof'a-ji), n. [< Gr. efu, outside

er peridium of a fungus
when more than one are

present, especially in

Geaster, in which the out-

er peridium separates,
and expands into a stel-

late form. Compare en-

operidiiim.

Practising exo-

disburden: see exonerate.] To exonerate.

My youthful heart was won by love,
But death will me earner.

Andrew Lammie (Child's Ballads, II. 198).

exonerate (eg-zon'e-rat), r, t.
; pret. and pp.

exonerated, ppr. exonerating. [< L. exonerates,
of exonerare, disburden, discharge, < ex- exophthalmia (ek-sofPP

exorable = Pg. exoravel -.

orabilis, < exorare, move by entreaty, gain by
entreaty: see exorate.] Susceptible of being
moved or persuaded by entreaty.

He seemes offended at the very rumour of a Pat-lament

divulg'd among the people: as if nee had tak'n it fur ;t

kind of slander that men should think him that way ex-

orable, much less inclin'd. Milton, Eikonoklastes, i.

It [religion] prompts us ... to be patient, exorable,

and reconcileable to those that give us greatest cause of

offence. Barroic, Works, I. i.

exorate (ek'so-rat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. exorated,

ppr. exorating. [< L. exoratus, pp. of exorare,

move by entreaty, gain by entreaty, < ex, out,

+ orare, pray: see oration.] To obtain by re-

quest. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

exoration (ek-so-ra'shon), . [< L. exoratio(n-~),

< exorare, move by entreaty: see exorate.] A
prayer; an entreaty. [Rare.]

I am blind

To what you do ; deaf to your cries
;
and marble

To all impulsive exorations.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, v. 3.

exorbitance, exorbitancy (eg-z6r'bi-tans, -tan-

si), n. [= P. exorbitance = Sp. Pg. exorbitaneia

.,,, ... .................. = jt. esorbitanza, < ML. exorbitantia, < L. exorbi-
don Daily News, June 7, 1883.

tan(f_^ exorbitant: see exorbitant.] It. A go-
-thal'mi-a), n. [NL., <

jng out of or beyond proper limits or bounds;

Geaster tenuipes.

a, endoperidium ; b, b, exo-

peridium. (From Le Maout
and Decaisne's "Traite ge-
neral de Botanique.")-ous.]

phagy.
But, as a rule, cannibals are exopliagous, ami will not

eat the members of their tribe.

London Daily News, June 7, 1883.

-,tiv, eat.] A custom of certain cannibal

tribes, prohibiting the eating of persons of

their own tribe.

It would be interesting if we could ascertain that the

rules of exophaijy and exogamy are co-extensive among

pp. Ui WfVriVTVTVt Ulsuuiueil, uwuiu{c, '"^ CXOPnt _ ~ _-

priv. + onerare, load, burden, < ontts (oner-), a <jr. ef6^Ua>^tof, with prominent eyes: see exopk- transgression of normal limitations or restric-
load : see onus, onerous.] It. To unload; dis-

thalmus.] In pathol., a protrusion of the eye- tions; hence, inordinate extension or expan-
burden. ball, caused by disease. Also exophthalmy.

Neither did this riner exonerate it selfe Into any sea, but exophthalmic (ek-sof-thal'mik), a. [( exopli-
was swallowed vp by an hideous gulfe into the bowels of

tliahiiia + -ic.] Pertaining to, resembling, or
Ilaklnyts I oi/agelt, I. 113.

_., ,\ ,:fli nvnnhfhalTnia. T^Y^Hioimfn <rnl

,

sion
; extravagant enlargement.

theearth -

;

affected with e"xophthalmia~.-Exophthalmic goi-
I would examine the Caspian Sea, and see where and

tera disease characterized by exophthalmia, enlargement
how it exonerates itself. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 289. o f the thyroid gland, and frequent pulse. Also called

2t. To ease (one's self) at stool. Grace** or Raxcdow* dhease.

They eat three times a da;
sit all the day long, uidesse t

and forthwith return again. Samiyx, Travailes, p. 51.

3. To relieve, as of a charge or of blame resting
on one; clear of something that lies upon the

character as an imputation : as, to exonerate one
from blame, or from an accusation of crime.

We should not exonerate an assassin who pretended that

his dagsrer was guilty of the murder laid to his charge
rather than himself. //. Spencer, Social Statico, p. 166.

iv but when they feast they eXOphthalmUS (ek-sof-thal'mus), n. [NL., <

they rise to exonerate nature, Gr. tfityfla/.pof, with prominent eyes, < ff , out, +
oifffa'A/Mf, eye.] 1. A person exhibiting exoph-
thalmia, or protrusion of the eyeball. 2. Pro-

trusion of the eyeball. 3. [cap.] In entom., a

genus of curculios, with over 60 West Indian,
Mexican, and Central American species, and
one from Senegal. They vary mud, in aspect, are usu- exorbitant (eg-zor bi-tant), a. [= P. exorl

ally covered with a powdery efflorescence, and are often tant = bp. Pg. exorbltante = It. esorbltatlte,

Great Worthies heertofore by disobeying Law ofttimes

have sav'd the Common-wealth: and the Law afterward

by flnne Decree hath approv'd that planetary motion, that

unblamable exorliitanci/ in them.
Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxvi.

To such exorbitancy were things arived.

Ecelyn, Diary, May 12, 1641.

A good reign is the only time for the making of laws

against the exorbitance of power.
Addison, The Head-dress.

2. Extravagance in degree or amount ; exces-

siveness; inordinateness : as, the exorbitance

of desires, demands, or taxes.
exorbi-

illy

large and brightly c

exo'
"

pow
olore

[< NL. ex-
nuner uiuu ouoaeii, 11. atmtaer. DWIM ^L;ILK:J, u. luo. _ _ _ -

. . .. ,, ,. ... r
exophthalmy (ek-sof-thal mi), n.

I

4. To relieve of, as an obligation, debt, or duty; (,,,/f,/, n /,,,,v,.] game as exophthalmia.
discharge of responsibility or liability: as, a

exopbyllous (ek-so-fil'us). a. [< Gr. tfu, out-
bail exonerates himself by producing his prm- gi(1 + ^-/m, _ L; fo iimHj a \e&f

f
+ _ousj in

cipal in court.
6o<., having a naked^plumule : a word proposed

Because the whole cure of the diocess is in the bishop, ag equivalent to dicotyledonous.
he cannot exonerate himself of it, for i of

exopfasm (ek'so-plazm), . [< Gl.ifr, Outside,
+ -/drjfia, anything formed, < ir'haaaeiv, form.]
In biol., external protoplasm or outer sarcode,
as of a cell or single-celled animal; an outer

Christ's imposing. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 216.

= Syn. 3. To exculpate, absolve, acquit, justify, vindicate.

exonerate (eg-zon'e-rat), a. [< L. exoneratus,

pp.: seetheverb.] Exonerated; freed. [Rare.]

By right of birth exonerate from toil.

Lowell, Under the Willows.

exoneration (eg-zon-e-ra'shon), n. [= P. ex-

oneration = Sp. exonemcion = Pg. exoneraqao;
< LL. exoneratio(n-), an unloading, lightening,
< L. exonerare, disburden : see exonerate.] The
act of exonerating, orof disburdening, discharg-
ing, or freeing, or the state of being exoner-

L. exorb'iian(t-)s, ppr. of exorbitare, go out of

the track, deviate, < ex, out, + orbita, track: see

orbit.] It. Deviating from proper limitation

or rule; excessively enlarged or extended; out

of order or proportion.
Sin is no plant of God's setting. He seeth and flnd-

eth it a thing irregular, exorbitant, and altogether out of

course. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v.. App. 1.

Acts of this bold and most exorbitant strain.

B. JOHKOH, Volpone, iv. 2.

2. Going beyond the bounds of reason; ex-

cell-substance, in any way distinguished from travagantly exacting or exacted; inordinate;
avnaciv<i na t>Tnr})itnt pria,rrpa or- nt'ices : an

He [Henry VIII.] chose to exact money by loan and then
to come to the nation that lent the money for exoneration.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 263.

exonerative (eg-zon'e-ra-tiv), (7. [< exonerate
+ -ive.] Of the nature of exoneration; exon-

erating; freeing from a burden or an obliga-
tion.

exonerator (eg-zon'e-ra-tor), . [< LL. exone-

rtitor, < L. exonerare: see exonerate.] One who
exonerates.
exoneratur (eg-zon-e-ra'ter), n. [L., he is dis-

charged; 3d pers. sing. pres. ind. pass, of ex-

onerare, disburden, discharge.] In law, an or-
der of discharge; in particular, an order in-

dorsed by a judge on a bail-piece, discharging

excessive: as, exorbitant charges or prices; an
exorbitant usurer.

Once more I will renew
His lapsed powers, though forfeit and enthrall'd

By sin to foul exorbitant desires.

Milton, P. L., iii. 177.

An exni-liitant miser, who never yet lent

A ducat at less than three hundred per cent.

Barhain, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 46.

He was . the steadfast antagonist of the exorbitant

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 87.

the outer one of two main branches into which =8301. 2. Inordinate, unreasonable, unconscionable,

the typical limb or appendage of any somite exorbitantly (eg-zor'bi-tant-li), adv. It. In

an inner or endoplasm. It constitutes sometimes a

pretty distinct cell-wall, cuticle, or other investment, but
is oftener indistinguishable by any structural character.

The "exoplaim
" and "endoplasm

"
described in Amoeba!,

&c., by some authors are not distinct layei-s, but one and
the same continuous substance what was internal at one
moment becoming external at another, no really structural

difference existing between them.
R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 838.

ated, disburdened, discharged, or freed from
exopodite (ek-sop'o-dit), n. [< Gr. Ifa, outside, . ,

an accusation, imputation, obligation, debt, or + m^ (
ffo

<5-),
= E. 'foot, + -ite2.] In Crustacea, pretensions of Spain.

is divided or divisible : opposed to endopodite.

Compare epipodite. Like the endopodite, the exopo-
dite is very variously modified in different regions of the

body of the same animal. Thus, in the tail-flu, as of the

crawfish, it forms the outer part of the broad flat swim-
meret on each side of the tail. In abdominal and thoracic
somites it may be very small, or entirely suppressed,
especially when the endopodite is highly developed as an

ambulatory leg. (See cut under endopodite.) In maxil-

lipedary segments it forms a variously modified appendage

long and many-jointed endopodite (antenna or feeler).

Tne n,j,idic division of each immllipede, answering to

the rxopodite, is long, slender, many-jointed, and palpi-
form - Hvalty, Anat. Invert., p. 271.

an exorbitant, excessive, or irregular manner
;

extravagantly.
'Tis the naked man's apparel which we shut up in our

presses, or which we exorbitantly ruffle and flaunt in.

Barroic, Works, I. \\\i.

2. In an excessive degree or amount ; beyond
reasonable limits; inordinately: as, to charge

exorbitantly for a sen-ice.

ixorbitatet (eg-zor'bi-tat), r. )'. [< L. exorbi-

tatns, pp. of fxorbitarc (> Pg. exorbitar), go out

of the track: see < .mrliilant.] To go beyond the

usual track or orbit ;
deviate from the usual limit.

The planets . . . sometimes have eiorbitatfil beyond the

_ . . _ _ distance of Saturn. Bentleii, Sermons, viii.

the bail from their liability as such, as upon exopoditic (ek"so-po-dit'ik), a. [< exopodite + exorcisationt (ek-sor-si-za'shou). n. [< ME.
their surrender of the person bailed. -ic.] Of or pertaining to the exopodite : as, the cramimieioiti,. < OP. exoreisacion, ( ML. c.nn'c/-

exoneural (ek-so-uu'ral), a. [< Gr. fu, outside, exopoditic division of a limb or of an antenna.
+ ve'vpov, nerve : see neural.] In tiutit., situated exoptablet (eg-zop'ta-bl), a. [< L. exoptabilis,
or occurring outside of the nervous system. desirable, < exojtta re, desire: see exoptation.]

exoneurally (ek-so-nn'ral-i), adv. In an exo- Capable of being desired or sought after; de-
neural manner. sirable. Coles, 1717. [Rare.]

zatio(n-), < LL. exorcizarc, pp. exoreizatus, ex-

orcise : see exorcise.] Exorcism ; conjuration.
Olde wyches, sorceresses.

.

Chaucer, House of Fume, 1. 1203.



exorcise

exorcise (ck'soi--sl/. i, r. I.: prct. and pp. tfOT-

I, |i|n-.
i .rni-i-ixiiii/. [formerly ii !

(the proper spelling according to the analogy
of oilier verbs in -'-','; < Ml'*. *isrcixrit (in

deriv.), < <>K <.;wr/Mr, I', i-j-iii-cixi r = Sp. Pg.
<:rnri'i.:nr It. i-miri'i-;iirr. < 1,1.. *.///. /:<//<, <

Gr. i';;""/".'..''/!
1

,
in cedes, writers drive away (an

evil spirit ) )>y adjunil inn, in classical (Jr. e(iniv.

to the earlier t^ofmoiiv, swear u person, admin-
ister an oath, < if + u/ixiVuv, o/imi'v, administer
IIP onth, < wMir, an oath.] 1. To expel liy con-

jiiratioiis and religious or magical ceremonies:
drive out by religions or magical agencies: as,
to cj-ni-i-ini- evil spirits.
One of these Was tllC KeVi rend \l I. I'ollplpe, whom Ue

have alivadj eel -lirated tor his pi otieielley ill tin- ait i'l'

;/!/ ;;ohlins liy ilint of venison and Medeira.
1' >/-,, Melim-oiirt, i.

Abate, cross ynnr breast anil count your beads
And <'.!"> '< llu- de\ i!. tin- here lie stands
Anil stiffens in tin- bristly nape of neck,
Ilarinj,' yon drive Mm lienec !

lifnirninij, King and Book, II. 250.

2. To purify from unclean spirits by adjura-
tions and religious or magical ceremonies; de-
liver from the influence of malignant spirits or
demons: as, to exorcise a house.

And friars, Unit through the \vealthy regions run,
Resort to fanners rich, and bless their halls,
And exorcise tile beds, and cross the walls.

Dfinlrn, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. is.

Do all yon can to exorcise crowds who are in Bonn- <1>

gree possessed as 1 am. Spectator, .N<>. 4n -

J.

3f. To call up or forth, as a spirit; conjure up.
He impudently cxorcizeth devils in tlie churrh.

J'riinii?, Histrio-Mastix, I. vl. 12.

exerciser (ek's6r-si-zer), . 1. One who casts
out evil spirits by adjurations and conjuration.

They compared this performance of our Lord with those.

and perhaps with things which they had seen done in their
own times by professed exorciuerg. Jlordfit, Works, I. x.

2f. One who calls up spirits ;
a conjurer.

Gui. No exorcixer harm thee !

Are. Nor no witchcraft charm thee !

Sliak., Cymbeline, iv. 2 (song).

exorcism (ek'sfir-siztn), n. [< ME. exorcising =.

!'. <:r<> i-cisme = Sp. Pg. exoreiitnio = It. esorcismo,
< LL. exorcixmus, < Gr. if;opKta/t6c, eccles. exor-

cism, classical Gr. administration of an oath, <

ffo/jKi'fciv, swearaperson, exorcise: see exorcise.]
1. The act or process of expelling evil spirits

by conjurations and religious or magical cere-
monies

; a conjuration or ceremony employed
for this purpose. Exorcism has been practised iii all

times wherever a belief has existed in literal demoniacal
poss.Sihm. In the Roman Catholic and Oreek churches
it is used in the baptism of both adults and infants, in the
consecration of water, salt, oil, etc., and in specific cases
of individuals supposed to be jiossessed by evil spirits.
Exorcism in baptism is still retained also in some Lutheran
churches.

It is the nature of the devil of tyranny to tear and rend
the body which he leaves. Are the miseries of continued
possession less horrible than the struggles of the tremen-
dous exorcism? Macaulai/, Milton.

The growth of Neoplatonisnt and kindred philosophies
greatly strengthened the belief, and some of the later

philosophers, as well as many religious charlatans, prac-
tised exorcism. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 405.

2f. The act of, or formula used in, raising the
devil or other spirit.

AVill her Iftdyihtp behold *nd he*r our tf&ofvifnuf . . .

Madam, sit yon, anil fear not : \vh.,m we raise, we will
make fast within a hallow'd verge. Slink., > Hen. VI., i. 4.

exorcismal (ek-sor-siz'mal), a. [< exorcism +
-al.] Pertaining to or of the nature of exorcism.

In a short time nearly :dl the female population, excited
by the <:r<>r<-iniiiiil prartiecsof the clergy, fell a prey to the
disease [hysteria]. i'ui'lui'jhtlti /,',<.. N. s.. ,\LI. 710.

exorcist (ek'sor-sist), . [< ME. exorcist = F.
cxiircixtc = Sp. Pg. i-.fnn-ixlu It. exorcista, <
LL. exorcista, < Gr. igopicurrijt, an exorcist, < /j--

ii/iK^tiv, exorcise: see exorcise.] 1. One who
exorcises evil spirits: r/<x., a member of an
order of ecclesiastics, which became a distinct
class during the third century, whoso office it

was to expel evil spirits. This ,, rder still evists in
thr I! ol 11:111 t'alholie ami HreeU ehnrehes, u it!i its original
olliee ami a few minor duties added, such as bidding tin

imn-cnmmimieant.s Kive place to the communicants at the
celebration of the eucharist.

He bexan to play the fjcurcist : "In the name of Cod."
said hi 1

,
"and all saints, I command thee to declare hat

tlnnl art." AViv (Arber's Km:, liarm-r, I. 109).

Some few tXmUti :\ 11LI' the .lews elireil some deiUO-
niues and distraeted people.

Jer. /!;/,. \\,,rks (,.,!. M), I. 239.

>. by loin! noises, frightful grimaces, ahomi-
nalile sleliehes. etc., prol'e.s, .. to drive out the malic-ions
intruder. II. >>/,,-.,, 1'rin. of Sociol , 208.

2f. One wlio calls or conjures up evil spirits.
Thou, o -/. ha-st eoninrd up
My mortiHed mot;, < . *'.. ii. 1.
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exordial (eg-zor'di-al), ii. [< exordium + -ill.]

I'ertaining to an exordium; introductory; ini-

tial.

Kilt the -lealesl undcrwccllillg of this life Is to Illnii I

value that nntowineh i or a passage
leading unto it. StV '/'. Brown i hi 1st. Moi..

If tbe <'.tnr,li<ll \ erseti of ilolner be eompalvd with lie

"I the poem, they will not appear Ivinarkalib t,,r

plainne^ or simplieil\, hut lather eminently adorned
and illuminated. it. Kambler

exordium (I'g-zor'di-um), . [= F. cxorde =
Sp. 1'g. exordia = It. ixordiii, ixnrdin, < I.. .

ilium, a beginning, tlie warp of a web, < exonlii'i,

begin, weave, < i-x, out, -I- ordiri, begin a web,
lay the warp, begin.] The beginning of any-
thing; specifically, the introductory part of a
discourse, intended to prepare the audience for
the main subject ;

the preface or proemial part
of a composition.

This whole EOnUuffl |of Paradise Lost"] rises very
happily into noble language and sentiment, as I think the
transition to the faldc is exquisitely beautiful and natural.

Addiion, Spectator, No. 303.

The letters of invitation from the Pope to the prim es

were sent by a legate, each commencing with the exordium
"To my beloved son." ilotlfy, Dutch Republic, I. 29!l.

= Syn. Proem; 1'relude, Preface, etc. See introduction.

exorganic (ek-s6r-gan'ik), . [< ex- priv. 4- or-

f/iinir.] Having ceased to be organic or organ-
ized. North British Rev.

exorhiz, exorhiza (ek'so-riz, ek-so-ri'za), .

[NL. exorhiza,(. Gr. t^u, outside,+ />/C, root.] A
plant having the radicle of the embryo naked :

equivalent to exot/en or dicotyledon. [Rare.]
exorhizal, exorhizous (ek-so-ri'zal, -zus), a.

In hot., ot, pertaining to, or of the nature of an
exorhiz. [Rare.]
Exorista (ek-so-ris'tii), n. [NL., < Gr. et-opio-Tot,

banished, < enp!{civ, banish, < tf, out, + opifciv,

separate by a boundary, bound: see horizon.]
A genus of parasitic flies, of the family Tuchi-

iiii/ir, chiefly
distinguished
by the an-

tennas, which
are inserted
above the
middle of the

face,and have
the third joint
from two to

six times

longer than
the second

joint. The lar-

va; are parasitic Yellow-tailed Tachina-fly (Exorista Jlavi-
in caterpillars, cautta}. ( Cross shows natural size. t

in which the
white oval eggs are deposited by the flies. K. flavieauda,
(Rfley) is parasitic upon the army-worm, Lfticanut imi-

puncta (Haworth). See tachina-jly.

exornatet (eg-z6r'nat), r. t. [< L. exornatiis,

pp. of exornare (> Sp. Pg. exornar = It. esor-
mirp = OF. fxarner), fit out, equip, deck, adorn,
< ex, out, + ornare, fit out, equip, deck, adorn :

see ornate.] To ornament. [Rare.]
Their hemimeris of halfe foote serued not by licence

Poeticall or necessitie of words, but to hewtifte and eror-
nate the verse. I*utttnhaw, Arte of Enp. Poesie, p. 108.

exornationt (ek-sdr-na'shonX n. [= Sp.
iKtcioii = P^C. rxormiyflo = It. exnrnazione, < L.

exornatio(n-), < exornare, pp. exornatus, adorn:
see exornate.] Ornamentation; decoration;
embellishment.

So Is there yet requisite to the perfection of this arte
another maner of einrnntiiin, which resteth in the fashion-

ing of our makers Ian- na-e and style.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 114.

She doth give it that sweet, quick grace, and rxornatiou
in the composure.

B. Jmuon, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 1.

Hyperbolical exornatiow, elegancies, Ac., many much
affect. n,irti,n, Anat. of Mel., p. 24.

exortivet (eg-zor'tiv), a. [< L. fxortivus, per-
taining to the rising of the heavenly bodies,
eastern. < rj-nriri, pp. exortits, rise out or forth,
< i:r, out, + oriri, rise: see orient.] Kisini;:

relating to the east or the place of rising of the

heavenly bodies. (Wr., 1717. [Rare.]
exoscopic (ek-so-skop'ik), a. [< Gr. lu, out-

side, + aKoireiv, view, + -ic.] Considering a

thing in a superficial way, or without taking
into account its interior constitution Exoscop-
ic method, in T/-/.. a method of eoiisiderim: a qiiantie in
wbieh the cuerticienU ale re-an!i ,1 a- ne>n:eU without
reference to their internal constitution. ./. J. Svlvetter,
1853.

exosculate (eg-zos'ku-lat). c. t. : ]>ret. and pp.
'.I-.IM -nlnti'il, ]ijir. i.riixntliitiiii/. |< 1,. rj-nxi'iiln-

tim, pp. of t'joxi'iiliiri. kiss fondly, < <.r + oscii-

exostome

liiri, kiss: see. n.-n-nlnh ,\ To ki~s:
to kiss repeatedly and fondly.

exoskeletal (ck-so-skel'e-tal), u. [< ./>/,//( /,/

+ -nl.] ( (for |iertainingto theexoskelel<in. EX-
ii h.i- :n ,|iineil -in Ii lalil nde of -I j nili. a I ion thai

i'l'lii al'le to any harden, .

iructure, lu hair, fm. i, ailn is, claws, horns, hooi-,

nails, etc.

The eomiectivi- tissue and muscles of the int, amn.
lAeln.-ix ely developed in tin enderoli : while from the epi
I- - all eiitn nl.ir ami ee Unlar < f"*l (! <i[ parU, and all

the inte^iiiiientar\ -lands are d- \i lo|)ed.

//"'///, Anat. Invert., p. 66.

exoskeleton(ek-so-skei'e-t(>n), H. [NL., < Gr.
i 111 side, + oKr/iTvv, a dried body: aeeskele-

IIIH.} In :inil. mid mint., any structure pro-
duced by the hardening of the integument, as

the shells of crustaceans or the scales and
plates of fishes and reptiles, especially when
such modified integument is of the nature of

bone, as the carapace of a turtle or the plates
of a sturgeon ;

the dermoskeleton : opposed to

eiidoskeleton.

In the highest Annulosa, the rjroxltrlrtirii and the muscu-
lar system never lose all traces of their primitive segmen-
tation. //. SptlUtr, I niversal Progress, p. 409.

exosmic (ek-sos'nlik), n. Same as exosmotir.

GXOSmose (ek'sos-mos), ii. [< NL. exogmogis.]
Same as exosmosis.

exosmosis (ek-sos-mo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. tf,

out, + ixrfiuf, a thrusting, an impulse, < i)6th;

thrust, push, drive ; cf. i^uBeiv, thrust out, force
out : see osmosis, and cf. endoxmo/tis, diosmosis.]
The passage of gases, vapors, or liquids through
membranes or porous media from within out-

ward, in the phenomena of osmosis, the reverse

process being called endosmosis. See endox-

nioniK, ottmosix.

exosmotic (ek-sos-mot'ik), a. [< exosmosis (ex-

osmot-) + -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of exosmosis: as, an exosmotic current. Also
cxoxniic.

exosperm (ek'so-sperm), n. [< Gr. e!-u, outside,
+ airfpfia, seed.] Same as exospore.

exospore (ek'so-spor), H. [< NL. exosporiitm :

see sjiore.] 1 . The outer coat of a spore, corre-

sponding to the extine of pollen-grains: same as

ejiisporc. 2. An outer coat of dried protoplasm
adhering to the surface of a spore, as to the

rpsting-spores of I'eronospora and Mucor.

Exosporese (ek-so-spo're-e), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

ffu, outside, + mrofiof, seed, + -e<r.] The first

of the two groups into which the Myxomycetes
are divided. It is characterized by the production of

spores externally upon a conldiophorc, and includes a sin-

gle genus, Cfratium, which Saccardo's classification re-

fers to Huphniitjiceteg. Compare Enduf<i>i>reiv.

exosporium (ek-so-spo'ri-um), . [NL., < Gr.

tfu, outside, + mropoi;, seed: see spore.] Same
as exospore.
The product of conjugation is termed a zygospore. Its

cellulose coat becomes separated into an outer layer of a
dark blackish hue. the exojtjiorimn, and an inner colour-
less layer, the endosporium. llvxley, Biology, v.

exosporous (ek-so-spo'rus), a. [< Gr. lu, out-

side, + avuiiof, seed (see spore), + -ous.] Produ-

cing spores exogenously; having naked spores.

expssatet (ek-sos'at), p. t. [< L. exossatus, pp.
of exossare, deprive of bone, bone, < exossis, ex-

ossus, ah?o exos (exoss-), without bones, < ex,

out, + os (oxs-), a bone.] To deprive of bones;
bone. Bailey, 1731.

exossationt (ek-so-sa'shon), n. [< exonsate +
-ion.] The act of exossating, or depriving of
bones or of any similar hard substance

;
the

state of being so deprived.
Experiment solitary touching the exvggafitm of fruits.

Bacon, Nut. Hist., 5 854.

exosseoust (ek-sos'e-us), . [< L. exoxsis, ex-

ossus, boneless (see exosxate), -r -foils. Cf. os-

seous.] Having no bones
; boneless.

The like af-o in snails, a soft and exvstevu* animal, where
of iii the naked and greater sort . . . nature, neer the head,
bath placed a flat white stone, or rather testaceous con-
eretion. Sir T. llrmriif, Vulg. Err., ill. IS.

Exostema (ek-so-ste'ma), n. [NL. (so called
with ref. to the exserted stamens), < Gr. ll-u,

outside, + a-fjfia, stamen.] A ge-
nus of rubiaceous trees or shrubs,
of tropical America, nearly allied
to Cinchona. West Indian or Prince-
w I l.aik. n>ed in the \\', st Indies as a
tonic, is obtained from A'. '

exostome (ek'so-stom), n. [< Gr.
t

ei-u, outside, + <rni/m, mouth.] In nome:

l>i,t. :

(a) The aperture through the
outer integument of an ovule which, together
with the endostome, completes the foramen.
(1) The outer peristome of



exostosed

exostosed (ek-sos'tozd), a. 1. Affected with
exostosis. Erasmus Wilson, Anat. 2. Ossified

externally; dermosseous.
The gaseous, liquid, and solid molecular conditions, be-

ing characters distinguishing otherwise allied substances
in the same way morphologically (we can not say yet de-

velopmentally) as the cartilaginous, osseous, and exostosed

or dermosseous characters distinguish otherwise nearly
allied genera. E. D. COJM, Origin of the Fittest, p. 46.

exostosis (ek-sos-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ffu, out-

side, + barkov, bone, + -os/*.] 1. In pathol., a
morbid bony growth on the surface of a bone,
arising from bone, periosteum, or articular or

epiphyseal cartilage. 2. In bot.
,
the formation

of woody, wart-like excrescences upon the stems
or roots of plants.
exostotic (ek-sos-tot'ik), . [< exostosis (-ot-)
+ -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature of ex-

ostosis.

exostracize (ek-sos'tra-slz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

exostracised, ppr. exosiracizing. [< Gr. f^oarpa-

id&iv, banish by ostracism, < ff, out, + barpa-
Kifciv, ostracize: see ostracize."] To consign to
a state of ostracism.

That the dictionaries have overlooked the use of this

word which llr. White exostracizee goes for nothing.
F. HM, False Philol., p. 70.

exoteric (ek-so-ter'ik), a. and . [= F. exoterique
= Sp. exoterico = Pg. exoterico = It. esoterico

(= D. G. exoterisch = Dan. Sw. exoterisk), < LL.
exotericus, < Gr. ffure/MKo?, external, belonging to

the outside, < efw, outside, + -repof, compar. suf-

fix.] I. a. 1. External; open; suitable for or
communicated to the general public ; popular :

originallyapplied to the public teachings ofAris-
totle and other ancient philosophers, and some-
times used in a more special sense as opposed
to fancied or real esoteric doctrines. 8ee esoteric.

He has ascribed to Kant the foppery of an exoteric and
esoteric doctrine. De Quincey.

2. Pertaining to the outside
; holding an ex-

ternal relation
; publicly instructed.

He divided his disciples (says Origen) into two classes,
the one he called esoteric, the other exoteric. For to
those he intrusted the more perfect and sublime doctrines ;

to these he delivered the more vulgar and popular.
Warburton, Divine Legation, iii. 3.

3. In embryol., ectoblastic. See extract under
esoteric.

II. n. One admitted only to exoteric instruc-
tion

; one of the uninitiated.

I am an exoteric utterly unable to explain the myste-
ries of this new poetical faith. Macaulay, Petrarch.

exoterical (ek-so-ter'i-kal), a. [< exoteric +
-a/.] Of an exoteric character or quality ; per-
taining to exoterics.

It being no unprecedented thing for the gardener to

carry his own fruit to market, nor for the wholesale dealer
to have a separate shop wherein he carries on the retail
business : why may not I be indulged in the like attempt,
and permitted to try how the esoterics will look when
manufactured in the exoterical form ?

A. nicker. Light of Nature, V. ii. 7.

exoterically (ek-so-ter'i-kal-i), adv. In an exo-
teric or public manner.
But if the nature of the subject will not teach these

objectors that it must needs be handled exoterically,
Jamblichus's authority must decide between us.

Warburton, Divine Legation, iii. 3.

exotericism (ek-so-ter'i-sizm), n. [< exoteric +
-ism.~\ Exoteric doctrines or principles, or the

profession or teaching of such.

exoterics (ek-so-ter'iks), n. [PI. of exoteric

^see -ics), after Gr. (ra) i^urepma, neut. pi. of

tfurtpwof, exoteric.] That which is publicly
taught; popular instruction, especially in phi-
losophy: originally applied to the public lec-
tures and published writings of Aristotle.

It is then evident from these passages that, in Ids exoter-

ics, he gave the world both a beginning and an end.

Warburton, Divine Legation, iii., note.

exotery (ek'so-ter-i), .; pi. exoteries (-iz). [< ex-
oteric + -y. Cf.esotery.} That which is obvious
or common

; that which is exoteric. [Bare.]
Reserving their esoterics for adepts, and dealing out ex-

oteries only to the vulgar. A. Tucker, Light of Nature.

exotheca (ek-so-the'ka), .; pi. exothecce (-se).
[NL., < Gr. et-u, outside, + dr/Kr/, a case.] The
aggregate of hard structures which are devel-

oped upon the exterior of the wall, or the proper
investment of the visceral chamber, of a coral :

distinguished from endotheca, and also from epi-
theca.

exothecal (ek-so-the'kal), a. [< exotheca + -al.]
Of or pertaining to exotheen

; composed of or

developed in exothecse.

They [the coste of the coral) may be ornamented with
spines or tubercles, and they may be united by transverse
plates ("exothecal dissepiments ") which run horizontally
across the intercostal spaces. Encyc. Brit., VI. 374.
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exothecate (ek-so-the'kat), a. [< exotheca +
-/<!.] Provided with exothecee, as a coral,

exothecium (ek-so-the'si-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

ffu, outside, + 6i]Kri, a case : see theca.'] In bot.,

the outer coat of an anther,

exothermic (ek-so-ther'mik), a. [< Gr. tfw, out-

side, 4- Sipun, heat, + -j'c.] Belating to a libera-

tion of heat. Exothermic compounds, those com-
pounds whose formation from elementary substances is

attended with liberation of heat, and whose decomposi-
tion into simpler compounds or elementary substances is

attended with absorption of heat,

exothermous (ek-so-th6r'mus), a. Same as
exothermic.

exotic (eg-zot'ik), a. and n. [Formerly also ex-

otick; = F. exotique = Sp. exdtico = Pg. exotica
= It. esotico (cf. G. exotisch = Dan. Sw. exotisk),
< L. exoticus

!
< Gr. furof, foreign, alien, eccles.

heathen, < efu, outside.] I. a. Of foreign ori-

gin or character; introduced from a foreign
country; not native, naturalized, or familiar-

ized; extraneous: as, an exotic plant; an exotic

term or word.
Your pedant should provide you some parcels of French,

or some pretty commodity of Italian, to commence with,
if you would be exotic and exquisite.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 3.

Nothing was so splendid and exotic as the [Russian] am-
bassador. Emlyn, Diary, Nov. 24, 1681.

I suppose a writer may be allowed to use exotic terms,
when custom has not only denizened them, but brought
them into request.

Boyle, Considerations touching Experimental Essays.

Birds, Fishes, Beasts of each exotic Kind
I to the Limits of my Court confln'd.

Prior, Solomon, ii.

I know not whether ever operas can be kept up in Eng-
land

; they seem to be entirely exotic.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 8.

II. n. Anything of foreign origin, as a plant,
tree, word, practice, etc., introduced from a for-

eign country, and not fully acclimated, natu-

ralized, or established in use.

Versification in a dead language is an exotic, a far-fetched,
costly, sickly imitation of that which elsewhere may be
found in healthful and spontaneous perfection.

Macaulay, Milton.

exotical (eg-zot'i-kal), a. [< exotic + -al.']

Same as exotic.

exoticalness (eg-zot'i-kal-nes), n. The state of

being exotic,

exoticism (eg-zot'i-sizm), n. [< exotic + -ism.']
1. The state of being exotic. 2. Anything ex-

otic, as a foreign word or idiom.
Exoucontian (ek-s6-kon'ti-an), n. [< Gr. ef
OVK OVTWV, lit. from things not being: ef, from;
oi> (before vowels OVK), not; bvruv, gen. pi. of ov,
neut. of uv, ppr. of elvai, be: see am (under fee1 ),

ens, entity, ontology.'] In church hist., one who
held in regard to the Trinity that the Son once
was not : a name sometimes given to the follow-
ers of Arius. See Ariatfl.

The Son, he said, "did not exist before he was begot-
ten." In other words, "He is of a substance that once
was not (ef OVK ocTuji')

"
hence the name of Exoucontian^

sometimes given to his followers. Encyc. Brit., II. 537.

expalpate (eks-pal'pat), a. [< L. ex- priv. +
NL. palpus, a feeler, + -ate1 .] In entom., hav-
ing no palpi or feelers, as the mouth of a hemip-
terous insect.

expand (eks-pand'), v. [= Sp. Pg. expandir= It.

espandere, spandere, < L. expandere, pp. expan-
sus, spread out, < ex, out, + pandere, spread,
perhaps connected with patere, be open: see

patent.'] I. trans. 1. To spread or stretch out
;

unfold; display.
Then witli expanded wings he steers his flight.

Milton, P. L., i. 225.

My "wife and daughters expanded their gayest plumage
upon this occasion. Goldsmith, Vicar, vii.

2. To increase in extent, size, bulk, or amount;
inflate; distend; extend: as, to expand the chest

by inspiration ;
heat expands all bodies.

[The editor] has thus succeeded in exponding the volume
into one of the thickest . . . that we ever saw.

Macaulay, Sir James Mackintosh.

Hence 3. To make broader in scope or more
comprehensive : as, to expand the heart or affec-

tions, or the sphere of benevolence.
Let the Turk spread his Alcoran by the Sword, but let

Christianity expand herself still by a passive Fortitude.

Ilmi'tll, Letters, iv. 29.

The grand object to which he dedicated himself seemed
to expand his whole soul. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 18.

Expanded type, in typo?/. ,
a form of Roman type of broad-

er or wider face than that of the standard text-types of
books and newspapers. To expand an insect, in en-

torn., to prepare it for the cabinet by spreading the winss
on a setting-board. To expand a pair, in math., to take
its prior member one earlier and its posterior member one
later in the linear series from which they are chosen.
= Syn. 1. To unfold, evolve. 2. To swell, blow up, fill,

fill out, increase.

expansion

II. intraiis. 1. To open out
;
become unfold-

ed, spread out, or displayed.
His faculties, expanded in full bloom,
Shine out. Cmi'per, Task, iv. 061.

2. To increase in extent, size, bulk, amount,
etc.; become dilated, distended, or enlarged.

Just so much play as lets the heart trpiiml.

Brutminy, Ring and Book, II. 6.

The trees have ample room to expand on the water side,
and each sends forth its most vigorous branch in that di-

rection. Thoreti u, Waltlen, p. 202.

When a gas expands suddenly its temperature falls, be-
cause a certain amount of its heat passes out of existence
in the act of producing mechanical effect.

B. Stewart, Conserv. of Energy, p. 112.

3. In zoiil,, to spread over a certain space : used
in stating the distance from tip to tip of out-

spread wings in the case of insects, of ante-
rior wings.
Erebus is a gigantic moth ; . . . our largest species is

Erebus odora, Drury ; it expand* about five inches.

Packard.

Expanding arbor, auger, bit, chuck, drill, hanger,
etc. See the nouns.

expander (eks-pan'der), n. One who or that
which expands ; especially, a tool or machine
used to expand something; specifically, in

plumbing, a tool used to spread lead-packing
into the inner flange-recesses of pipe-connec-
tions.

expanse (eks-paus'), a. and n. [< ME. expans, <

L. expansus, pp. of expandere, spread out, ex-

pand: see expand.'] I.t a. 1. Expanded; spread
out. 2. Separate; single: said especially of

years in old planetary tables.

Hise tables Tolletanes forth he brought
Ful wel corrected, ne ther lakked nought,
Neither his collect, ne his expans yeres.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 547.

II. n. [< L. expanstim, neut. of expansus, pp.]
1. Spatial or superficial extension; an uninter-

rupted stretch or area, especially one of con-
siderable extent.

Let there be lights

High in the expanse of heaven, to divide
The day from night. Milton, P. L., vii. 340.

On the smooth expanse of crystal lakes
The sinking stone at first a circle makes. Pope.

Specifically 2. In zool., the extent or stretch
of wing; the distance from tip to tip when the

wings, as of an insect or a bird, are fully ex-

panded. Also called alar expanse or extent. 3.

Enlargement; extension; expansion. [Bare.]
To shut off the mighty movement of the great revolt from

its destined expanse. Motley, United Netherlands, IV. 532.

= Syn. 2. See extent.

expanset (eks-pans'), r. t. [< L. expansus, pp.
ofexpandere, expand : see expand.'] To expand ;

stretch out.

The like doth Beda report of Belerophon's horse, which,
framed of iron, was placed between two loadstones, with

wings expanged, pendulous in the ayre.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 3.

expansibility (eks-pan-si-bil'i-ti), . [= Sp.
expansibilidad = Pg. txpansibilidade ; as expan-
sible : see -bility.] The quality of being expan-
sible ; capacity of extension in surface or bulk,
or of distention: as, the expansibility of air.

Else all fluids would be alike in weight, expansibility,
and all other qualities. X. Grew.

A metal of low conducting power and high expansibility
is necessary, and lead answers these conditions best,

Sniimaris Journal, IX. 105.

expansible (eks-pan'si-bl), a. [= F. expansible
= Sp. expansible = Pg. cxpansivel = It. espan-
sibile, < L. as if "expansibilis, < expansus, pp. of

expandere, expand: see expand, expanse.] Capa-
ble of being expanded or spread ; admitting of

being extended, dilated, or diffused.

All have springiness in them, and (notwithstanding) be,
by reason of their shape, readily expanfMe on the score
of their native structure. Boyle, Works, V. 614.

Bodies are not expansible in proportion to their weight.
A'. Grew.

Expansible pair, in tuath., a pair containing neither the
first nor the last of the series of objects from which it is

taken.

expansibleness (eks-pan'si-bl-nes), n. Expan-
sibility.

expansibly (eks-pan'si-bli), adv. In an expan-
sible manner; so as to be expanded.
expansile (cks-pan'sil), . [< L. expanses, pp.
of expandere, expand (see expand), + -He.] Ca-

pable of expanding or of expansion ;
of a na-

ture to expand : as, expansile action. Scott.

expansion (eks-pan'shon), n. [= F. expansion
= Sp. expansion = Pg. expansao = It. espan-
siii<', < LL. r.<7<NA'/o(-), a spreading out, < L.

expansus, pp. of expandere, spread out: see ex-

pand.] 1. The act of expanding. () The act of

spreading out.



expansion
The extent of his fathome, or dManre hctwi.xt tli. , \

livimty of the llnners "1 either hand Upon rtiiuit
i i|i^il unto t In 1

spare I let \\i-fH the si.le ill I hi' Int.! and tile

. roun. Hie T. Hruii'iii', Viils. Krr., Iv. R.

(i) The act of extending or distending, or of increasing In

extent, size, bulk, nlilniliit, etc.

It wan an cj:/ian*ii>ii. an awakening, a ci'ming to inan-

liuo,l ill il graver fashion.
II. Jauifx, Jr.. Pass. I'ilgrim, p. '."_IP.

2. The state of being expanded; enlargement;
disteutiou; dilatation; increase of extent, size,

bulk, amount, etc. In the case of the expansion of so] ids

by heat, account is taken of the im i < -i-"' in l< imth or linear

expansion, in surface (siipcrllrial expansion), and in volume
(cubical expansion*. Tin- increment in length of the unit

for a change of I
1

in temperature, or the rate of increase
of the unit with the tempenitmv. is calleil tin coeilicicnt

of linear expansion; and the coefficients oi' superficial and
cubical expansion, wblch are respectively two and time
times tin' linear coeilieicnt, are similarly dellned. In the
case nf liijiiiils and gases the expansion in volume is alone
considered. The real or ahsolnte expansiuii of a liquid is

the actual increase in tolunic, while the apparent expan-
sion is tlmt which is observed when a liquid contained in

a vessel is heated, and which is less than the real expan-
sion, because of the simultaneous expansion of the vessel
itself. It is found that the coefficient of expansion is near-

ly the same for different gases, and sensibly so for the so-

called permanent gases, as hydrogen, oxygen, etc. This
coelllcient is equal to .00:1087 for 1" ("., or alxiut 5^3 that
is, at 270" ('. tlic volume of a gas expanding under constant
pressure is double its volume at 0"; and at 273" C. the
volume would be theoretically zero. This last tempera-
ture is called the absolute zero.

Spread not into boundless expanitiojttt either of designs
or desires. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i. 19.

Some remarkable examples of expansion are furnished
by the influence of sunshine on the Britannia Tubular
Bridge. Ure, Diet., II. 319.

Specifically 3. The increase in bulk of steam
in the cylinder of an engine wlieu its com-
munication with the boiler is cut off, in which
case its pressure on the piston retreating be-
fore it is in inverse ratio to the space it fills.

4. A. part which constitutes an increase or
in which the expanding occurs ; specifically, in

eiitiiin., a flat projection of a margin, generally
lateral: as, a frontal expansion covering the
base of the antenna). 5. Extension or spread
of space ; extent in general ; hence, wide ex-

tent; immensity.
It would for ever take an useless flight,

Lost in exjtaiuion, void and infinite.

Sir H. Blackmore, Creation.

Venus, all-bounteous queen, whose genial pow'r
Diffuses beauty, in unliounded store,

Through seas and fertile plains, and all that lies

Beneath the starr'd expansion of the skies.

Beattie, Lucretius, i.

Distance or space, In its simple abstract conception, to
avoid confusion, I call expansion, to distinguish it from
extension, which by some is used to express this distance

only as it is in the solid parts of matter, and so includes
or at least intimates the idea of body. ... I prefer also
the word expansion to space, because space is often ap-
plied to distance of fleeting successive parts, as well as to
those which are permanent.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xv. 1.

6. In math., the development at length of an
expression indicated in a contracted form, es-

pecially by means of the distributive principle.
Ellipsoid Of expansion. Kee ellivtoid.

expansion-cam (eks-pan'shon-kam), ii. A cam
used todetermine the point of cut-off of a steam-

engine.

expansion-curb (eks-pan'shon-kerb), . A con-
trivance to counteract expansion and contrac-
tion by heat, as in chronometers.

expansion-drum (eks-pan'shon-drum), n. In

much., a drum of adjustable diameter used with

a. Expansion-drum.

a belt to effect changes as desired in the speed
of machinery. The drum consists of a central base and
several radiating arms, which can be moved in or out,
the belt passing over curved plates at the end of the arms.

expansion-engine (eks-pan'shon-en"jin), . A
steam-engine in which the supply of steam is

cut off previous to the completion of the stroke,
the expansive power of the steam admitted be-

ing sufficient to complete the stroke. Triple ex-
pansion-engine, a stcam-enu'inc in which steam is ex-

panded in three cylinders in succession, the exhaust from
the th-it driving the piston of the second, and so on.

expansion-gear (eks-pnu'shon-gor), . In a
steam-engine, all those parts of the mechanism
that control the admission of the live steam
from the boiler to the main valve-system and
thus to the cylinder. The expansion gear is inter-
mediate between the actual controlling system of mecha-
nism, which makes the engine automatir. and the steam,
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controlling the automatir system by Independent eccentric

systems that may be ant atic or may be controlled by
th governor or by apj>li:nn s practically outside the - n-

gine. The ellect of tin- siippl. meiitary system is to cut
"It the supply of steam to the slid< \al\< - at ,cn\ required
point of the stroke, for the purpose of using the expansion
of the steam already admitted to finish the stroke. This
cut-olf of the steam may le variable where the expansion
admits of it, changing the |>int of cut-off at will while the
. n-ine is at work ; it may be lixed or seemed at some pre-
determined point of the stroke; or it may be automat ie or
uelt varying. The most common apparatus Include* an ex-

pansion-valve moving on the slide valve and controlled by
an eccentric cam on the shaft or by the governor. See no-
o/'and lintf-iniition.

expansion-joint (eks-pan'shon-joint), n. In

xti-iini-ciujiu. : (n) Any kind of joint for connect-

ing steam-pipes which permits the pipe to ex-

pand or contract under varying temperatures
without increase of its length over all. (6) An
attachment of a boiler in its framing to allow
the former to expand without affecting the lat-

ter.

expansion-valve (eks-pan'shon-valv), n. In
a steam-engine, a valve which shuts off the

steam in its passage to the slide-valves when
the piston has traveled a certain distance in

the cylinder, leaving the remaining part of the
stroke to be performed by the expansion of the
steam. See expansion-gear.
expansive (eks-pan'siv), a. [= F. expansif=z
Sp. Pg. expansivo, < L. expansus, pp. of expan-
ilere, spread out : see expand, expanse.] 1. Ca-

pable of causing or effecting expansion: as, the

expansive force of heat.

This Internal pressure, resulting from the solidifying of
the fluid particles in the interstices of the ice, acts on the
mass of the Ice as an expansive force.

./. Crull, Climate and Cosmology, p. 263.

2. Capable of being expanded, or of expanding
or spreading out in volume or extent

;
dilata-

ble : as, the expansive quality of air
; expansive

gases or substances.
Then no more

Th' expttmtire atmosphere is cramp'd with cold;
But, full of life and vivifying soul,
Lifts the light clouds sublime. Thomson, Spring.

3. Embracing a large number of objects or par-
ticulars; wide-extending; comprehensive: as,

expansive benevolence
;
an expansive outlook.

A distant view of yEgina and of Megara, of the Pineus
and of Corinth, . . . melted the soul of an ancient Ro-
man, for a while suspended his private sorrows, and ab-
sorbed his sense of personal affliction in a more expan-
<> and generous compassion for the fate of cities and

states. Euttace, Tour through Italy, x.

4. Comprehensive in feeling or action; sym-
pathetic ;

effusive.

We English "are not an expatuite people," and so we
seldom use the word poor in a sentimental sense of the

living, though we do so use it of the dead.
A", and Q., 6th ser., X. 474.

Expansive balance. See balance.

expansively (cks-pan'siv-li), adv. In an ex-

pansive manner ; by expansion,
expansivenessfeks-pan'siv-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being expansive.
Her talk was charming, bright, eager, full of a fine ex-

jMMffMHMfc Sew Princeton Rev., II. 81.

expansivity (eks-pan-siv'i-ti), . [< expansive
+ -ity.] The state or quality of being expan-
sive; expansiveness. [Rare.]
In a word, offences (of elasticity or expansivity) have ac-

cumulated to such height in the lad's fifteenth year that
there is a determination taken on the part of Rhadaman-
thns-Scritilerus to pack him out of doors.

Carlyle, Misc., IV. 87.

expansuret (eks-pan'gur), n. [< expanse + -tire.]

Expanse.
Now love in night, and night in love exhorts

Courtship and dances : all your parts employ,
And suit night's rich expansure with your joy.

Marlowe and Chapman, Hero and Leander.

ex parte (eks par'te). [L., from a part: er,
out of, from ; parte, abl. of par(t-)s, a part: see

party.] With reference to or in connection with

only one of the parties concerned: as, the re-

spondent being absent, the case was proceeded
with ex parte.

ex-parte (eks-par'te), a. [< ex parte.] In Jaw,

proceeding from or concerned with only one
part or side of a matter in question: with ref-

erence to any step taken by or on behalf of one
of the parties to a suit or in any judicial pro-
ceeding without notice to the other: as, an ex-

parte application ; an ex-parte hearing; ex-parte
evidence. Ex-parte hearings, evidence, etc., are often
resorted to for temporary relief, or for convenience and
ex|K'dition, and are not supposed to affect the substantial

rights of the absent party. But outside of legal use the
term often insinuates partiality or deficient accuracy : as,
a mere ex-iiarte statement. Ex-parte council, in Con-

gngotUmutim. aeonncil called byoneof the parties con-
cerned in acontrovcl'sy when the other party or the church
refuses to cooperate in calling u mutual council.

expect
Councils are of two kinds mutual and ex-parte. A

mutual count il is ne in the calling of which all parties
to the difficulty or perplexity concerning which relief 1s

sought unite. An ex-parte council is one which U called

by one of those parties, after every proper effort to induce
all interested to call a mutual council has failed.

//. M. Dexter, Congregationalism (ed. 1865), p. 64.

expatiate (cks-pa'shi-at), r. ; pret. and pp. ex-

/iiiiin//'(l, p]ir. ujiiiit/itui(/. [< L. expatiatus, ex-

iliiitinttts, pp. oiexpatiari, exspatiari, go out of
tne course, wander, digress, enlarge, < ex, out,
4- spatiari, walk, take a walk, roam, < spattvm,
space: see space.] I. intrans. 1. To move at

large ; rove without prescribed limits
;
wander

without restraint.

I never turn llrd but in map or card, in which my un-

couflncd thoughts have freely jfnti<iied.

l.n,r,,,,, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 16.

Bids his free soul expatiate in the skiea.

Pope, Windsor Forest, L 254.

Religion contracts the circle of our pleasures, but leaven
It wide enough for her votaries to expatiate therein.

Addiiun, Spectator, No. 4'M.

Like winter flies, which In mild weather crawl out from
obscure nooks anil crannies to expatiate in the sun.

Loicelt, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., p. 79.

2. To enlarge in discourse or writing; be co-

pious in argument or discussion: with on or

[lie] talked with ease, and could expatiate upon the com-
mon topics of conversation with fluency.

(ioldtiaith, Vicar, vll.

The passions of kings are often expatiated on ; but, In

the present anti-monarchical period [time of Charles I.J,

the passions of parliaments are not imaginable !

/. D Israeli, Curios, of Lit., IV. 380.

II. trans. To allow to range at large; give
free exercise to ; expand; broaden. [Bare.]

How can a society of merchants have large minds, and ex-

fii tin'.' their thoughts for great and publick undertakings,
whose constitution is subject to such frequent changes,
and who every year run the risk of their capital?

C. Davenant, Essays on Trade, II. 421.

expatiation (eks-pa-shi-a'shon), M. [< expatiate
+ -ion.] The act of expatiating.
Take them from the devil's latitudes and expatiationi ;

. . . from the infinite mazes and bypaths of error.

Farindon, Sermons (1647), I. ii.

expatiator (eks-pa'shi-a-tor), n. [< expatiate+ -or.] One who enlarges or amplifies in lan-

guage.
The person intended by Montfaucon as an expatiator on

the word "Endovellicus I presume is Thomas Reinesius.

Pfatje, Anonymiana, p. 201.

expatiatory (eks-pa'shi-a-to-ri), a. [< expa-
tiate + -ory.] Expatiating; amplificatory. Bis-

xett.

expatriate (eks-pa'tri-at), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

expatriated, ppr. expatriating. [< ML. expatri-

atus, pp. of expatriare (> It. spatriare = Sp.

Pg. expatriar = F. expatrier), banish, < L. ex,

out of, + patria, one's native country, father-

land, < pater = E. father: see patriot. Ct. de-

patriate, repair
2
.] 1. To banish; send out of

one's native country.
The allied powers possess also an exceedingly numerous,

well-informed, sensible, ingenious, high-principled, and
spirited Ixxiy of cavaliers in the expatriated landed in-

terest of France. llurke. Policy of the Allies.

2. Reflexively, to withdraw from one's native

country; renounce the rights of citizenship
where one was born, and become a citizen of

another country.
expatriation (eks-pa-tri-a'shon), n. [= P. ex-

piitrintion = Sp. expatriacion == Pg. expatriafSo,
< ML. as if 'expatriatio(ti-), < expatriare, pp. ex-

patnatus, expatriate: see expatriate.] 1. The
act of banishing, or the state of being banished ;

banishment.

Expatriation was a heavy ransom to pay for the right*
of their minds and souls. I'aljrey.

2. In law, the voluntary renunciation of one's

nationality and allegiance, by becoming a citi-

zen of another country. The right of expatriation,
or the right voluntarily to change one's allegiance, so as

to be free from the obligation of natural allegiance, was
formerly denied in England, and doubted by jurists in

the I'nitcd States, although always maintained politically
in the latter country; it was finally established by Con-

gress in 1SU8, and by Parliament In 1870. In other civil-

ized countries it had previously been conceded, w ith some
specific limitations.

expect (eks-pekf), v. [= OF. expecter, espee-
ter = It. espettarc, < L. expectare, cxspectart,
look for, await, anticipate, expect, < ex, out, +
spectare, look : see spectacle. Cf . aspect, inspect,

pronpi-t-t. respect, suspect] I. trans. 1. To look

for; wait for; await. [Archaic.]
The guards,

By me eneamp'd on yonder hill, expect
Their motion. Hiltun, P. L, xii. 591.



expect

Being at this time in most prodigious confusion and un-

der no government, every body expert ina what would be
next anil what lie would do. Erelijn, Diary, Feb. 3, 166U.

The emperor and his whole court stood on the shore,

expecting the issue of this great adventure.

Xn-ift, Gulliver's Travels, i. 5.

2. To look for with anticipation ;
believe in the

occurrence or the coming of
;
await as likely to

happen or to appear.
Luc. When expect you them ?

Cap. With the next benefit o' the wind.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

Whilst evil is expected, we fear ; but when it is certain,
we despair. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 639.

Expect her soon with footboy at her heels.

Cou'per, Task, iv. 550.

To incur a risk is not to expect reverse ; and if my opin-
ions are true, I have a right to think that they will bear

examining. J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 183.

3. To reckon upon, as something to be done,
granted, or yielded ;

desire with confidence or
assurance : as, to expect obedience or aid ; I

shall expect to find that job finished by Satur-

day ; you are expected to be quiet.

There is a pride of doing more than is expected of us,
and more than others would have done.

Dryden, Amphitryon, Pref.

4. To count upon in relation to something;
trust or rely upon to do or act in some speci-
fied way ; require or call upon expectantly : as,
I expect you to obey, or to perform a task.

England expects every man to do his duty.
Lard Nelson (signal at the battle of Trafalgar).

5. To suppose ;
reckon

;
conclude : applied to

things past or present as well as to things fu-

ture : as, I expect he went to town yesterday.
[Prov. Eng., and local, U. 8.] [This use, though
naturally derivable from sense 3, is probably in some in-

stances due to confusion with suspect : as, I rather expect
he doesn't intend to come. ]=SyH. To anticipate, look for-

ward to, calculate upon, rely upon.
' '

Hope, Expect. Both
express the anticipation of something future ; when the
anticipation is welcome, we hope ; when it is less or more
certain, we expect." (Angus, Handbook of the Eng. Tongue,
p. 378.) Expect, Suppose. Expect properly refers to the
future

; suppose may refer to the present, the past, or the
future. The two words do not differ materially in the de-

gree of certainty felt.

It would be the wildest of human imaginations to ex-

pect a poor, vicious, and ignorant people to maintain a

good popular government.
D. Webster, Speech at Pittsburg, July, 1833.

I suppose,
If our proposals once again were heard,
We should compel them to a quick result.

Milton, P. L., vi. 617.

Il.t intraus. To wait
; stay.

I will expect until my change in death,
And answer at thy call.

Sandys, Paraphrase of Job, p. 22.

Wliere there is a Banquet presented, if there be Per-
sons of Quality there, the People must expect and stay till

the great ones have done. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 80.

F'rosts that constrain the ground, and birth deny
To flowers that in its womb expecting lie.

Dryden, Astrsea Redux, 1. 132.

expectt (eks-pekf), n. [< expect, v.] Expecta-
tion.

And be 't of less expect
That matter needless, of importless burden,
Divide thy lips. Shak., T. and C., i. 3.

expectable (eks-pek'ta-bl), a. [= Sp. especta-
ble = Pg. expectavel, < L. expectabilis, exspecta-
bilis, to be expected, < expectare, exspectare, ex-

pect: see expect."] To be expected; that may
be expected. [Rare.]

Occult and spiritual operations are not expectable.
Sir T. BrowtK, Vulg. Err.

expectance, expectancy (eks-pek'tans, -tan-

si), n. [< ML. expectantia, < L. expectants,
ppr. of expectare, look for, expect: see expec-
tant."] 1. The act or state of expecting; an-

ticipatory belief or desire.

There is expectance here from both the sides,
What further you will do. Shak., T. and C., iv. 5.

How bright he stands in popular expectance !

B. Jonson, Sejanus, iv. 3.

The returns of prayer, and the blessings of piety, are
certain, . . . though not dispensed according to the ex-

pectances of our narrow conceptions.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 65.

2. Something on which expectations or hopes
are founded

;
the object of expectation or hope.

[Rare.]
The expectancy and rose of the fair state.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1.

The Nations hailed
Their great expectancy.

Wordneurth, Prelude, vi.

3. Same as expectative, 2.- Estate in expectan-
cy, or expectant estate, a present rlitht or interest, either
vested or contingent, the enjoyment of which in posses-
sion is postponed to a future time. Expectant estates are
reversions, remainders, or executory interests. Tables

Of expectancy, tallies allowing the length of life which
remains on the average to males or females of every given
age.

expectant (eks-pek'tant), a. and n. [< ME. ex-

pectant, < OF. expectant = F. expectant = Pg.
expec.tante, < L. expectan(t-)s, exspectan(t-)s, ppr.
of expectare, exspectare, look for, expect : see ex-

pt'ct.] I. . 1. Having expectation; expect-
ing.

Expectant ay tille I may mete
To geten mercy of that swet.

Jtiim. of the Rose, 1. 4571.

Expectant of that news which never came.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

Rosy years that stood expectant by
To buckle the winged sandals on their feet.

Lowell, Agassiz.

2. Looking forward with confidence
;
assured

that a certain future event will occur.

Her majesty has offered concessions, in order to remove
scruples raised in the mind of the expectant heir. ,s'"'//>.

3. In mecl., relating to or employed in the ex-

pectant method: as, an expectant medicine.

Dunglison. Expectant estate. See estate in expec-
tancy, under expectance. Expectant method, in med.,
the therapeutic method which recognizes the futility of at-

tempting an immediate cure in certain diseases, as typhoid
fever, but consists in watching for and checking any un-
toward symptoms as they may arise.

II. n. 1. One who expects; one who waits
in expectation ; one held in dependence by his
belief or hope of receiving some good.
The boldest expectants have found unhappy frustration.

Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, v.

Meantime, he is merely an expectant; but with pros-
pects greatly improved by the death of Salisbury.

K. A. Abbott, Bacon, p. 177.

2f. In Scotland, a candidate for the ministry
who has not yet received a license to preach.
No expectant shall be permitted to preach in publike

before a congregation till first he be tryed after the same
manner. Act of Assembly of Glasgow, Aug. 7, 1641.

expectantly (eks-pek'tant-li), adr. In an ex-

pectant manner; with expectation.
As it was, she listened expectantly.

Qmnjf Eliot, Mill on the Floss, I. 357.

expectation (eks-pek-ta'shon), . [= F. ex-

pectation = Pr. espectacio, expectation = Sp.
expectation = Pg. expcctaqao = It. cspettaeione,
(. L. expectatio(n-), exspectatio(n-), < expecture,
exspectare, expect: see expect."] 1. The act or
state of waiting or awaiting with confident an-

ticipation.
And there have sat

The livelong day with patient expectation,
To see great Pompey pass the streets of Rome.

Shak., 3. C., i. 1.

2. The act or state of expecting; a looking for-

ward to an event as about to happen ;
belief in

the occurrence of something hereafter.

The same weakness of mind which indulges absurd ex-

pectations produces petulance in disappointment. Irviny.

She spoke and turn'd her sumptuous head, with eyes
Of shining expectation fixt on mine.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Christian nations live in a perpetual state of expecta-
tion, always hoping for something new and good ; heathen
nations expect little, hope for little, and therefore accom-
plish little. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 409.

3. That which is expected; what is anticipated
or looked forward to.

Now clear I understand . . .

Why our great Expectation should be call'd

The seed of woman. Milton, P. L., xii. 378.

4. Prospect of future good, as of possessions,
honors, advancement, and the like : usually in
the plural.

My soul, wait thou only upon God; for my expectation
is from him. Ps. Ixii. 5.

You must know that I have a dev'lish rich uncle in the
East Indies, Sir Oliver Surface, from whom I have the

greatest expectations. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 3.

His magnificent expectations made him . . . the best
match in Europe. Prescott.

5t. A state or qualities in a person which ex-
cite anticipation in others of some future ex-

cellence; promise.
Sum not your travels up with vanities

;

It ill becomes your expectation.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, ii. 1.

l;y all men's eyes, a youth of exf 'fetation ;

Pleas'd with your growing virtue I receiv'd you.
Oticenj.

6. In med., same as expectant method (which
see, under expectant). 7. In the theory of

probabilities, the present value of contingent
future gain. It is equal to the value to be gained mul-
tiplied by the probability of gaining it. No account is

taken of interest, as not IK-HILT ^cniiane to the problems
usually treated.- Expectation Of life, the average dura-
tion of life bey. in. 1 any auc of person* wli,, have altaine.l
that age. Expectation week, tile interval between As

expectorate

censiondayaud \\ hit -Sum lay : so called because it was the
sea-mi nt the ai'nstle.s' earnest prayer for and expectation
of the Comforter. =Syn. 2. Anticipation, expectance, ex-

pectancy, confidence, trust, reliance, presumption.

expectative (eks-pek'ta-tiv), a. and n. [= F.

expeetatire = Sp. Pg. expcctatira = It. espttta-

lirtt, n., < ML. "cxpectatiriift (fern, cxpectaliva,

n.), < L. expectare, exspectare, pp. expectatux,

exspectatus, expect: see expect."] I. n. 1. Con-

stituting an object of expectation ; giving rise

to expectation; anticipatory. [Rare.]

Expcctative graces or mandates nominating a person to

succeed to a benefice. Robertson.

2. Eccles., pertaining to an expectative. See

II. n. 1. That which is expected ; something
in expectation.

Though blessedness seem to be but an expectatioe, a re-

version reserved to the next life, yet so blessed are they
in this testimony of a rectified conscience, which is this

purity of heart, as that they have this blessedness in a

present possession. li<>u,t>', Sermons, x.

Specifically 2. In the Bom. Cutli. Cli., the

right to be collated in the future to a benefice
not vacant when the right is granted. Expecta-
tives were either papal, granted by a mandate of the

pope, or royal, granted by a mandate of the temporal
sovereign. Hence, the mandate so given is sometimes in-

correctly called an cxperlalire. The right was abolished
by the Council of Trent in the sixteenth century, except
in a few specified cases. Also called expectance, expectan-
cy, and, when the benefice was specified, a survivorship.

The king conferred upon him as many ecclesiastical pre-
ferments ... as he could be legally possessed of, as sup-
ports of his state and dignity, while this great expectative
was depending. Bp. Loicth, Wykeham, p. 34.

Before his return, Ximenes obtained a papal bull, or

expectative, preferring him to the first benefice of a speci-
fied value which should become vacant in the see of To-
ledo. I'rescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 5.

Expectatores(eks-pek-ta-to'rez), n.pl. [NL.,
pi. of LL. expcctator, exspectator, one who
watches, a spectator, < expectare, exspectare,
lookout, expect: see expect.] In Macgillivray's
system of classification, an order of birds, the

watchers, as the herons and their allies : nearly
equivalent to the modern Herodiones. [Not in

use.]

expectatorium (eks-pek-ta-to'ri-um), n.; pi. ex-

pectatoria (-ii). [ML., < L. expectare, exspecta-
re, wait for, expect: see expect."] In the mid-
dle ages, a disputation by cursory bachelors in

theology, in the University of Paris and else-

where.

expectedly (eks-pek'ted-li), adv. In an expect-
ed manner ; at a time or in a manner expected
or looked for.

Lord Mansfield . . . unexpectedly is supported by the
late Chancellor, the Duke of Newcastle, and that part of
the Ministry, and very expectedli/ bv Mr. Fox.

Walpole, Letters (1758), III. 277.

expecter (eks-pek'ter), n. One who expects ;

one who waits for something or for another

person. Also expcctor.

^neas, call my brother Troilus to me ;

And signify this loving interview
To the expecters of our Trojan part.

Slink., T. and C., iv. 5.

expectingly (eks-pek'ting-li), adr. With expec-
tation.

Prepar'd for fight, expectingly he lies.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, vi.

expectlesst (eks-pekt'les), a. [< expect + -less.]
1. Unsuspicious.

But when he saw me enter so expectlt**.
To hear his base exclaims of murtber, murther.

Chapman, Revenge of Bussy d'Ambois, ii. 1.

2. Unexpected ;
not looked for

; unforeseen.

expector (eks-pek'tor), n. Same as expecter.

Dam. Who's that, boy ?

Itnii. Another juggler, with a long name. O that your
expectorx would be gone hence, now, at the first act ; or

expect no more hereafter than they understand.
B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, i.

expectorant (eks-pek'to-rant), a. and w. [= F.

expectorant = Sp. Pg. expectorants = It. espetto-

rante, < L. expevtoran(t-)s, ppr. of expectorare:
see expectorate.] I. a. Pertaining to or promot-
ing expectoration.

II. n. Something, as a drug, which promotes
or facilitates expectoration.
expectorate (eks-pek'to-rat), 'F. ; pret. and pp.
expectorated, ppr. enpectordting, [< L. expecto-
ratus, pp. of expectorare C> It. espettorare = Sp.
Pg. cxpci'tnriir = F. expectorer), only fig. banish
from the mind, but lit. (as in mod. use) expel
from the breast, < tjc, out of, + pectus (peetor-),
the breast: see pectoral."] I. trans. 1. To eject
from the trachea or lungs; discharge, as phlegm
or other matter, by coughing or hawking and
.spitting; s]iit out.



expectorate

They affirm thai as uell the i ,i ihe otii< r .loth ex-

,it, the fleame gathered In the ohettt
//. ,11,111,1. tr. of Pliny, xxiv. HI.

2. To eject or reject as if by spitting; cast out
or aside as useless or worthless. [Hare.]

I lath it
I
faith

]
not sovereign viitne in it to excerebrate

all ran--, .,-,,,','tnr,il, all l.-.n I

>'. II ,,,;l, seniioii.s, p. 2a.

II. iiitnuitt. To eject matter from the lungs
or throat by coughing or hawking and spitting ;

by euphemism, to spit.

Inaliilit \ t.. ,
.,'!"

,-f ",;,(, is often the immediate cause of
death. (Juain, Med. Hid.

expectoration (cks-pek-to-ra'shon), . [= P.

i.ri'i'i'/nniliiiii = Sj). <:rp> 'flnniritiH = Pg. .

toracSo = It.
('.<</>< Unrit-ione, < L. as if *ejr/nT-

toratio(n-), < rxpcctorare, pp. f.riiiTtnnttiis, in

lit. sense: see expiTlnrnti:.] 1. 'Ihe act of dis-

charging phlegm or mucus from the throat or

lungs, by coughing or hawking and spitting;

euphemistically, a spitting.
The act of i-i'/n-etoratiiin. is, as a rule, most easy In that

position in which respiration is most free.

Quoin, Med. Diet.

2. The matter expectorated.
Saline matter is abundant in the transparent viscid ex-

l,,,i't,,,;il,",i. I,,,,",,/, Med. Diet.

expectorative (oks-pek'to-ra-tiv), (i. and n. [=
Sp. apMtOMtbO ; as >'j-p<Ttnite + -ice.] I. a.

Having the quality of promoting expectoration.
II. n. An expectorant.
Syrups and other 'j-jtft-lonitii'e.i, in coughs, must neces-

sarily occasion a greater cough, llarreit. Consumptions.

expede (oks-ped'), v. t.; pret. and pp. expeded,

ppr. expeding. [= D. cxpedieren = G. expediren
= Dan. expedere = Sw. expedient, < OF. <.;/-
dii-i; P. cj-pt'dirr, despatch (< ML. as if "exjie-

ditare, freq.), = Sp. Pg. expedir = It. eapedirc,

spcdire, despatch, < L. t:i-jiiiliri-, expedite, orig.
free the feet, as from a snare, hence disengage,
despatch, etc., impers. be serviceable or expe-
dient, < ex, out, + i>cs (pcd-) = E. foot. Cf. ini-

/inlt; despatch, depeach, impeach. Also expedite;
hence (froin L. cxpcdirc) expedient, expedite, etc.]
To despatch; expedite. [Now only Scotch.]
When any see was vacant, a writ was issued out of the

chancery for seising on all the temporalities of the bishop-
rick, and then the king recommended one to the Pope,
upon which his bulls were expeded at Rome.

/;/<. Unmet, Hist, Reformation, i.

To expede letters, in Scots imr. to write out the princi-
pal writ and get it signed, sealed, or otherwise completed.

expediatet (eks-pe'di-at), v. t. [< L. as if *cx-

/ifitintii!. lor expcditus: see expedeand expedite.]
To expedite.

i ireat alterations iii some kind of merchandise may serve
for the present instant to expediate their business.

Sir K, fin Ml its, State of Religion.

expedience (cks-pe'di-ens), n. [< OF. cxpedi-
i ,, f, '. ['.i.r/ii'ilicnce = Pg. expediencia, < ML. ex-

/M'tlientiii, < L. cj'pcdieu(t-)n, expedient: see ex-

pedient.] 1. Fitness; suitableness: same as

expediency. [Rare.]
The expedience of retirement is yet greater, as it removes

us out of the way of the most pressing and powerful temp-
tations that are incident to human nature.

By. Attir/ntrit, Sermons, I. x.

2f. An expedition ;
an adventure.
Then let me hear

Of yon, my gentle cousin Westmoreland,
What yesternight onr council did decree,
In forwarding this dear extfili,',',;:

Sha*., 1 Hen. IV., i. 1.

3f. Expedition; haste; despatch.
Three thousand men of war

\rc making hither, with all due expedience.
SI,,,!,:, Kich. II., II. 1.

expediency(eks-pe'di-en-si), n. [As <: i-jifdif -iii-i':

eee-ency.] 1. The quality of being expedient ;

fitness or suitableness to effect some desired
end or the purpose intended ; propriety or ad-

visability under (lie particular circumstances
of a case; advan'ageousness.
We nn.liTstand Hie . \r t

,, ,!,', ,,/ of kccpiM-,' the functions
of eook and eoaehinan distinct.

Macaiitnii, Hallam's ('oust. Hist.

2. That which is expedient or suitable; the

proper or most eflicient mode of procedure for

gaining a desired end.

Much declamation may he heard in the present day
au.ii i. as if it were not the proper object of
a deliberative HSSI nilih. and as if it were only pursued by
the unprincipled. Wlmt.-lii. lihetorie. ii. I. note.

\\hen Infinite Wisdom estal.li.-hed the rules of right
and honesty, he saw to i( that justice should be always the
highc-t '

!/.. I H'. t'liilli/,.1. Speeches, p. 19.

3. Specifically, the principle of doing what is

deemed most practicable or serviceable under
the circumstances; utilitarian wisdom. [The sin-
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inter meaning; often attached to this word l not) Inherent
In It, but mi-. -. i>,,m the frci|iieni dtaregird of moi
sideratious in determining what is cvp.-li. nl. i:\pedien.

i> under proper conditions be lonsnnant with the
t morality.]

Through the whole system of society expediency is the

only governing principle. Brougham.

will hardly be deemed strongly ethical language:
to many it will sound like the language of expediency rat lie r

than of ethics. IHHiotheca Sacra, XI.III. Kill.

The ill-repute which attaches to considerations of expe.
i. so far as it is well founded, Is chiclty due to the

fact that, when tin- i|in stion of conduct at issue is one
whi.h tin' person debating It has a private interest In de-

ciding one way or the other when he himself will gain

pleasure or avoid pain I.y either decision the admission
, diency as the ground of decision Is apt to give him

an excuse for deciding in his own favour.
7'. //. (Ireen, Prolegomena to Ethics, i 330.

4f. An expedient. Varies.

He proposed a most excellent expediency (which would
be of happy use if still continued), for the satisfaction of

some scrupulous mcnil>ers lu the House of Commons, aliont

the ceremonies of onr church.

Barnard, Ueylin's Hist. Reformation, p. \\ii.

expedient (eks-pe'di-ent), a. and . [< OP. i-s-

lii dient, F. expedient == Sp. Pg. expedients = It.

IS/H 'dii-n/e, < L. cxpedien(t-), ppr. of expedire,

bring forward, despatch, etc., impers. be ser-

viceable, profitable, advantageous, expedient:
see expede, expedite.] I. a. If. Serving to pro-
mote or urge forward ; quick; expeditious.

Kxpedient manage must be made, my liege,
Ere further leisure yield them further means.

Shalt., Kich. II., 1. 4.

2f. Direct
;
without deviation or unnecessary

delay.
His inarches are expedient to this town.

Shalr., K. John, ii. 1.

3. Tending to promote some proposed or de-

sired object; fit or suitable for the purpose;
proper under the circumstances

;
advisable.

It is eXfiedieut for you that I go away. John xvf. 7.

All things are lawful unto me, but all things are not ex-

pedient. 1 Cor. vi. 12.

Though set times and forms of prayer are not absolutely
necessary in private prayer, yet they are highly expr<l,, , l.

J. II. Xrmnan, Parochial Sermons, i. 240.

He (Cleomenesl should not spare to do anything that
should be expedient for the honour of Sparta.

Korth, tr. of Plutarch, p. 87.1.

4. Conducive or tending to present advantage
or self-interest.

For a patriot too cool, for a drudge disobedient.
And too fond of the right to pursue the expedient.

Goldsmith, Retaliation, 1. 40.

= Syn. 3 and 4. Advisable, desirable, advantageous, prof-
itable, useful, best, wise.

II. n. 1. That which serves to promote or
advance a desired result ; any means which may
be employed to accomplish an end.

It pu/ylrth the wisest among our selves to find out ex-

pedients to keep us from mining one of the best churches
of the Christian World. Stillinnjteet, Sermons, I. vlii.

What sure expedient then shall Juno find,
To calm her fears, and ease her lxling mind?

A. Phillip*, Fable of Thllle.

2. Means devised or employed in an exigency ;

a shift; a device.

The Roman religion is commodious in nothing more than
in finding out expi'dientu, either for removing quite away,
or for shifting from one to another, all personal punish-
ments. /.'' ."''. San! and Samuel at Endor, xxi.

New rri'eilii'iit* mn.st accordingly be devised to meet the

unexpected emergency.
Th, ,,,lnre Parker, Sermon on Providence.

The expedient, In this case, was a very simple one, nei-

ther more nor less than a bribe.

Macaidaij, Warren Hastings.

=Syil. Exitedient, Resource, Resort, Contrivance, Dei-ice.

St,//t. Expedient, contrivance, and dt'rice indicate arti-

ficial means of escape from ditlicnlty or embarrassment;
. indicates natural means or something possessed :

and shift may indicate either. A shift is a tempo-
rary, poor, or desperate exitfdieut. When one's resource*

begin to fail, one has recourse to contrinnu'ex. ext'ili''ntx,
and finally to almost any shift. Resort Is less often

applied to the thing resorted to than to the act of resorting.
i ':,,i'rimnce and denice suggest most of ingenuity.
We have the present Yankee, full of exjyedients, half-

master of alt trades, inventive in all but the beautiful,
full of nhifts, not yet capaMe of comfort.

Lotivll. Iliglow Papers, 1st ser.. Int.

Different races of ants have very different resource*,
and . . . different individuals, even in the same race, show
a ferj different mount of moaroe '" deeUngwuh the
same difficulty. /..,.. >W. Mo.. XXVI. 2t;j

I'.etween justice as my prime support,
And mercy, tied to as the last resort,
I glide and steal along with Heav'n in view.

Camper. Hoi.

They [new settlers] have a motive to lalmur more assidu-

ouslv, and to adopt eantrirnw tor making their labour
eilcctual. ./. >'. Mill. Pol. Econ., I. vlli. -2.

Coura'-'c the liiuhe-t '.lift, that scorns to Lend
To mean -.irdid end.

r, Love and a Bottle, Ded.

expedition
i. enfurc'd to try,

To help out w it v i. ty.

',:. Indian </il< en. I j.il

expediential (rks-pf.-di-rn'.sh.;|i,i, <>. |< op
ill', i,, (.Ml '/if) + -til.'] IVrtaining to

expediency; regulated by expediency: as, an
i.r/ii

/In uliiil policy.

Calculating exi>edieittiiil understanding. II, ir

Some churchmen have almost strlpt it of doctrinal sig-

nificance and left it with a m. '

..r

value, as a sort of F.piscopal I'lesbs ter iani

..itionali-in tinctured will,

value, as a sort of F.piscopal I'lesbs ter ianiMn or so-called

ify, xxxi. :.

expedientially (eks-pe-di-en'shal-i), /r. In

an expediential manner; for the sake of expe-
diency.
We should never deviate save <~xi*<li<,i;,,l! ,i.

F. Hull, Mil. Eng., p. SB.

expediently (eks-pg'di-ent-li), adv. If. Hast-

ily; quickly.
Do this txpeilitnthi, and turn him going.

,SArt*., As yon Like It, ill. 1.

2. In ai i expedient manner; fitly; suitably;
conveniently.
expedimentt (eks-ped'i-ment), n. [< ML. ex-

jiedimentiim, explained 'impedimentum' but

prop, of opposite meaning, < L. expedite, set

free, disengage, despatch, etc.: see expede, ex-

pedite. Cf. impediment.] An expedient.
A like expediment to remove discontent Barrinr.

expeditate (eks-ped'i-tat), r. t. ; pret. and pp.

expeditnted, ppr. exprditating. K ML. (Law L.)

cxpeditdtits, pp. of expeditare, { L. ex- priv. +
pen (ped-) = E. foot.] In Kni/. forest law, to

cut out the balls or claws of the fore feet of,

as a dog, to render incapable of hunting.
In the forest laws, every one that keeps a great dog not

expeditated forfeits three shillings and four pence to the

king. Chamber*.

expeditation (eks-ped-i-ta'shon), . [< ML.
expeditatio(n-), (. ctpeiliture, expeditate : see ex-

pnlitate.] The act of expeditating, or the state

of being expeditated.
expedite (eks'pe-dit), t?. t. ; pret. and pp. expe-
dited, ppr. expediting. [< L. expcditus, pp. of

expedire, despatch, etc., impers. be serviceable,

advantageous, or expedient: see expede.] 1.

To remove impediments to the movement or

progress of; accelerate the motion or progress
of; hasten; quicken: as, the general sent or-

ders to expedite the march of the army ; artifi-

cial heat may expedite the growth of plants.

liy sin and Death a broad way now is paved.
To expedite your glorious march.

Hilton, P. L., I. 474.

The Prince himself had repeatedly offered to withdraw
forever from the country, if his absence would expedite a
settlement satisfactory to the provinces.

Motley, Dutch Repnhlic, II. f>l.

2. To despatch ;
send forth ; issue officially.

Though such charters he exftedited of course, and as of

right, yet they are varied by discretion. Baertn.

Orders were undoubtedly expedited from Jerusalem to

Damascus, as soon as messengers could be Interchanged.
De Quincey, Essenes, I.

= Syn. 1. To speed, forward, advance, press on, press for-

ward, urge on, urge forward, drive, push,

expedite! (eks'pe-dit), a. [= D. expediet = Dan.
Sw. expedit = Sp. Pg. expedito = It. expedite,

spcdito, < L. expcditus, unimpeded, free, ready,
easy, pp. of expedire, despatch : see expede, ex-

pedite, t'.] 1. Cleared of impediments; unob-
structed; unimpeded; unencumbered.
Nature can teach the church hut in part ; neither so

fully as is requisite for man's salvation, nor so easily as to

make the way plain and expedite. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

That the ways of his Lord and ours might he made clear,

ready, and expedite. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 86.

2. Keady ; quick ; expeditious.
The second method of doctrine was Introduced for ex-

pedite use and assurance sake.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, 11. 224.

Speech is a very short and expedite way of conveying
their thoughts. Locke, Human Understanding, II. 19.

expeditely (eks'pe-dit-li), adr. Expeditiously.
Who would not more readily learn to write fairly and

expedite!'! by imitating one good copy than by hearken-
ing to a thousand oral prescriptions'.'

Barrow, Works, III. ii.

expedition (eks-pe-dish'on), n. [= D. erpeditic
= G. Dan. Sw. expedition, < OF. expedition, F.

expedition = Sp. ex)>edirion = Pg. expedi^So =
It. fi>pedi~inne, xpi'<li;iiie. < L. ejcpeditio(n-), a

despatching, a military enterprise, an expedi-
tion, < expiilin. licsjiiitch, etc.: see expede, ex-

pi'dite.] 1. The state of being freed from im-

pediments; hence, expeditiousness ; prompt-
ness ; haste

; speed ; quickness ; despatch.
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A united army of Bavarians and Hessians expelled the

Austrians from the greater part of Bavaria, and on Oct.

22 reinstated the Emperor in Munich.

Lecltu, Eng. in 18th Cent., iii.

2. To exclude; keep out or off. [Rare.]

O, that that earth which kept the world in awe
Should patch a wall to expel the winter's flaw !

Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

3f. To reject; refuse.

And would ye not poore fellowship expell,

My selfe would offer you t' accompanie.
Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 96.

= Syn. 1. Exile, Exclude, etc. (see banish), expatriate, os-

tracize ; eject, dislodge.

expedition

Calvin therefore dispatcheth with all expedition his let-

ters unto some principal pastor in every of tlxise cities.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii., Pref.

Even with the speediest expedition,
1 will despatcli him to the emperor's court.

Shak., T. G. of V., i. 3.

Witli winged expedition,
Swift as the lightning glance, he executes

His errand on the wicked. Milton, S. A., 1. 1283.

2f. The state of being expedited or put in mo-

tion; progress; march.
Let us deliver

Our puissance into the hand of God,
Putting it straight in expedition.

Shak., Hen. V., ii. 2.

"acidexpellable bylieat.'
1

Kirwan. 2. Subject
3. An excursion, journey, or voyage made by a

6xpul ion . as members of a club not expel-
company or body of persons for a specific pur- lu accOunt of political opinions,
pose; also, such a body and its whole outfit: as, Uant (eks-pel'ant), . and n. I. a. Ex-
the expedition of Xerxes into Greece; Wilkes's B

?gSHJ. \,aving the power to expel: as, an
exploring expedition; a trading expedition to

' ^ mediein
8
e . Tfionws, Med. Diet,

the African coast. ^j K That whiclx expeis : as, calomel is a
HelTempleltalks . . . of sleepingonstrawforonenight,

Maeaulay, Sir William Temple.

=Syn. 1. Celerity, nimbleness, alertness. 3. Trip, raid.

expeditionary (eks-pe-dish'on-a-ri), a. [< ex-

pedition + -an/.] Pertaining to or composing
an expedition.
The expeditionary forces were now assembled.

Goldsmith, Hist. Greece.

Fresh water was extremely scarce, the expeditionary
see ~cf- ,, r .-. ,/..

force spending much time in digging wells. expend (eks-pend'), V. t. [= OF. espendre,
O'Donomn, Merv, ii. spendre = Sp. Pg. expender = It. spendere, < L.

Lord Wolseley, who commands the expeditionary army.
The American, IX. 350.

expeditioner (eks-pe-dish'on-er), n,

expeditionist.

expeditionist (eks-pe-dish'on-ist), n. [< expe-
dition + -ist.~\ One who makes or takes part in

an expedition. [Rare.]

Fortunately the zeal of the expeditionists averted the

risk . . . that rather brusque usage would cause some of

the most important members of the expedition to with-

draw their aid. R. A. 1'roctor, Light Science, p. 103.

expeditious (eks-pe-dish'us), a. [< expediti-on
+ -ous.] 1. Performed with celerity; quick;

hasty; speedy: as, an expeditious march.

One who or that which

expels.
From Cunegiasus he coineth to the foresaid Maglocunus,

whome he nameth the Dragon of the Isles, and the expeller

of manic tyrants. llolinshed, Cliron., England, I. v. 17.

Unspotted faith, expeller of all vice.

Faiuhawe, tr. of Guarini s Pastor Fido, p. 74.

An obsolete spelling of expense.

expendere, weigh out, pay out, expend. < ex, out,
+ pendere, weigh, akin to pendere, hang: see

Same as pend, pendent, poise. Cf. dispend and spend.'}

1 To lay out; disburse; spend; payout.
I held it ever

Virtue and cunning were endowments greater
Than nobleness and riches ; careless heirs

May the two latter darken and expend.
Shak., Pericles, iii. 2.

The king of England wasted the French king's country,
and thereby caused him to expend such sums of money as

exceeded the debt. Sir J. Hayward.
It is far easier to acquire a fortune like a knave than

to expend it like a gentleman. Cotton.

2. To consume by use; spend in using: as, to

That method of binding, torturing, or detaining will expend time, labor, or material; the oil of a

lamp is expended in burning; water is expended
in mechanical operations ;

the ammunition was

entirely expended.
For I mine own gain'd knowledge should profane,
If I would time expend with such a snipe,
But for my sport and profit. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

Youth, health, vigor to expend
On so desirable an end.

Cowper, The Moralizer Corrected, 1. 33.

expendable (eks-pen'da-bl), a. [< expend +
-able.] That can be expended or consumed

by use : as, articles expendable and not expend-
able.

expender (eks-pen'der), 71. One who expends,
uses, or consumes in using.

Among organisms which are large expenders of force,

the size ultimately attained is, other things equal, deter-

mined by the initial size. //. Spencer, Priu. of Biol., 49.

prove the most effectual and expeditions which makes use

of manacles and fetters. Bacon, Physical Failles, vli.
, Expl.

2. Nimble; active; swift; acting with celerity:

as, an expeditious messenger or runner.

I entreated them to be expeditious.
Goldsmith, Vicar, xxiv.

expeditiously (eks-pe-dish'us-li), adv. In an

expeditious manner; speedily; with celerity
or despatch.
The surgeon boasted that he could not only shave, which

on the continent is a surgical operation, but that he could

dress hair neatly and expeditiousli/.
T. Cogan, OH the Passions, i., note A.

expeditiousness (eks-pe-dish'us-nes), n. The

quality of being expeditious; quickness; ex-

pedition. Bailey, 1727.

expeditivet (eks-ped'i-tiv), a. [= F. expeditif
= Sp. expeditino = It. cspeditivo, speditivo; as expenditor (eks-pen'di-tor), n. [= Sp. expen-

expedite + -ive.~] Performing with speed; ex- dedor, a spendthrift, = It', spenditore, < ML. ex-

expergefaction

or expending; the disbursing of money; em-

ployment and consumption, as of time or labor;

expenditure.
Godely of giftes, grettist in expense,

Ay furse on his fos, and to fight redy.
Destruction of Tmij (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3766.

The person who was very zealous in prosecuting the

same, deserving honourable remembrance for his good
niiude and expense of life in so vertuous an enterprise.

Hakluyt's Vuijaycs, III. 145.

Extraordinary expense must be limited by the worth of

the occasion. Bacon, Expense.

Raw in fields the rude militia swarms ;

Mouths without hands, maintained at vast expense;
In peace a charge, in war a weak defense.

Dnjden, Cyln. and Iph., 1. 401.

Specifically 2. Great or undue expenditure;

prodigality.
This sudden solemn feast

Was not ordain'd to riot in expense.
Ford, Tta Pity, v. 5.

I was always a fool, when I told yon what your expences
would bring you to. Congme, Love for Love, i. 1.

3. That which is expended, laid out, or con-

sumed; especially, money expended; cost;

charge : as, a prudent man limits his expenses

by his income.
For \\\$-expencez and for liis aray,
For hors or men that maye be for your spede,
He shall not lakke no thyng that hym nede.

Geiierydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 348.

We shall not spend a large expense of time.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 7.

4. Cost through diminution or deterioration;

damage or loss from any detracting cause, es-

pecially a moral one: preceded by at: as, he

did this at the expense of his character.

Courting popularity at his party's expense.
Brougham, Sheridan.

His skill In the details of business had not heen ac-

quired at the expense of his general powers.
Macatilay, Machiavelli.

Death-bed expenses. See death-bed. = Syn. 3. Charge,

Cost, etc. See price.

expenseful (eks-pens'ful), a. [< expense + -ful.\

Costly; expensive. [Archaic.]

See, you rate him,
To stay him yet from more expeiieefttl courses.

Chapman, All Fools, ii. 1.

My mind very heavy for this my expense/til life.

Pepys, Diary, Nov. 13, 1661.

No part of structure is more . . . expenseftil . . . than

windows. Sir II. Wotton, Elem. of Architecture.

expensefully (eks-pens'ful-i), adv. In an ex-

penseful or costly manner; with great expense.

[Archaic.]
expenseless (eks-pens'les), a. [< expense +
-less.'] Without cost or expense. [Rare.]

What health promotes, and gives unenvy'd peace,
Is all expenseless, and procur d will) ease.

Sir H. Blackmore.

expensive (eks-pen'siv). a. [< expense + -ive.~]

1. Costly; requiring or entailing much ex-

pense : as, an expensive dress or equipage ;
an

expensive family; expensive tastes or habits.

The loud and impetuous winds, and the shining fires of

more laborious and expensive actions, are profitable to

others only, like a tree or balsam, distilling precious

liquor for others, not for its own use.

Jer. Taj/lor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 30.

peditious.
I mean not to purchase the praise of expeditive in that

kind; but as one that have a feeling of my duty, and of the

ease of others, my endeavour shall be to hear patiently.

Bacon, Speech on taking his place in Chancery.

penditor, < L. expendere, expend: see expend."]
In old Eng. law, a person appointed to disburse

money.
!Xpenditrix (cks-pen'di-triks), n. [< ML. *ex-

penditrix, fern, of expenditor: see expenditor.]
A woman who disburses money.
Mrs. Celier was the go-between and expenditrix in af-

fairs, which lay much in relieving of Catholics, and taking
them out of prisons. Roger North, Examen, p. 257.

expeditoryt (eks-ped'i-to-ri), a. [< ML. expe-
ditorins, < L. expedire, pp. cxpeditus, despatch:
see expede, expedite.] Making haste; expedi-
tious. Franklin.

expel (eks-pel'), v. t.; pret. and pp. expelled, expenditure (eks-pen'di-tur), n. [< ML. ex-

ppr. expelling. [Formerly also expell; < ME. ex-
venditiis, irreg. pp. of L. expendere (cf. expendi-

pellen, < OF. expeller = Sp. expeler = Pg. expel-
-

lir = It. espellere, < L. expellere, drive or thrust
out or away, < ex, out, + pellere, drive, thrust:
see pulse. Cf . compel, dispel, impel, propel, repel. ]

1. To drive or force out or away; send off or

away by force or constraint
; compel to leave ;

dismiss forcibly or compulsorily : as, to expel air

from a bellows or from the lungs ;
to expel an

invader or a traitor from a country; to expel a
student from a college, or a member from a club.

tor), + -me."] 1. The act of expending; a lay-

ing out, using up, or consuming ;
disbursement

;

outlay, as of money, materials, labor, time, etc.
;

used absolutely, outlay of money or pecuniary
means.
There is not an opinion more general among mankind

than this, that the unproductive expenditure of the rich

is necessary to the employment of the poor. J. S. Mill.

2. That which is expended ; expense. [Rare.]
And making prize of all that he condemns,
With our expenditure defrays his own.

Cowper, Task, ii. 605.

The Merchant's Daughter (Child s Ballads, IV. 329). expense (eks-pens'), [Until recently also
Till thai internal! feend with foule uprore cxpencc; < ME. expense, expence, < OF. expense,

estiensc = Sp. Pg. expensas, pi., = It. spesa,<
ML. c.c/iensa (so. pecunia), L. expensmn, money
spent, fern, and neut. of L. expensns, pp. of ex-

l>r,,<li i-<-, expend: see expend.'] 1. A laying out

The force of sorrow to expell,
To view strange countreys hee intends.

Forewasted all their land and them cxtteld.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 5.

Off with his robe ! expel him forth this place !

Whilst we rejoice and sing at his disgrace.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, v. 2.

2t. Free in expending; liberal; extravagant;
lavish.

Hee is now very expensive of his time, for hee will waite

vpon your Staires a whole Afternoone.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Vniuersitie Dunne.

This requires an active, expensice, indefatigable sood-
ness. Bp. Sprat.

expensively (eks-pen'siv-li), adr. In an ex-

pensive manner ;
with great expense.

I never knew him live so great and expensively as he

hath done since his return from exile. Swift.

expensiveness (eks-pen'siv-nes). . The qual-

ity of being expensive, or of incurring or re-

quiring great expenditures of money ;
cost-

liness ; extravagance : as, the expensiveness of

war; expensiveness of one's tastes.

The courtiers studied to please the king's taste, and

gave in to an expcnsimiess of equipage and dress that ex-

ceeded all bounds. Bp. LovM, Wykeham, p. 203.

expergefactiont (eks-per-je-fak'shon), . [<

L. e.rpcryefactio(n-), an awakening, < cxperge-

facerc, pp. expergefactns, awaken, arouse, < ex-

'pergerc, awaken, arouse (see expert-action), +
facere, make.] An awakening or arousing.

Having, after snch a long noctivagation and variety of

horrid visions, return'd to my perfect experfitfaftion.
llonvll, Parly of lieasts, p. 45.



experience

experience (eks-pe'H-ens), . [< ME.
i ni-r, I'.i-jifi-ii-iin, < )!'. U'/H i-ti in-i; F. ejrjitirii I

Pr. expei-ientid, eapi-rii-ntiii = Sp. 1'g. experiencta
= It. espcrienza, uperienza, esperieiieia, /;/< -

rin, < I;. (.!/'"'" "'"'- ll htali proof, experiment,

experimental knowledge, experience, < '.'///-

<((-)., ppr. of I'l'/H-rii-i. try, put to the test, un-

dertake, undorgo,< ex, out, + "periri, go through,
in pp. perititK, experienced, expert: see expert

and/xrii.] 1. The state or fact of having made
i rial or proof, or of having acquired knowledge,
wisdom, skill, etc., by actual trial or observa-

tion; also, the knowledge so acquired ; person-
al and practical acquaintance with anything;

experimental cognition or perception : as, he

knows what suffering is by long experience;

experience teaches even fools.

He tlmt hath as much Kxperience of you as I have had
will confess that the Handmaid of God Almighty was never
so prodigal of her Gifts to any. tloweU, Letters, I. iv. 14.

We were sufficiently instructed by experience what the

holy Psalmist means by the Dew of llcrinon. our Tents

living as wet with it ttll II had raln'd all Night.
MtiiniilreU, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 67.

A man of science who . . . had made experience of a

spiritual allinity more attractive than any chemical one.

Hawthorne, Birthmark.

Till we have some experience of the duties of religion,
we are incapable of entering duly Into the privileges.

J. II. Xeirni'in, Parochial Sermons, i. 245.

2. In philos., knowledge acquired through ex-

ternal or internal perception ; also, the totality
of the cognitions given by perception, taken in

their connection ; all that is perceived, under-

stood, and remembered. Locke defines it as our oh-

eivation, emplojed cither about external sensible oh-

j.-cts or about the internal operations of our minds, per-
it ived and reflected upon by ourselves. The Latin ex-

n< in was used in its philosophical sense by Celsus
and others, and In thu middle ages by Roger Bacon. It

translates the Greek inirtipia of the Stoics. See empiric.

The great and indeed the only ultimate source of our
knowledge of nature and her laws Is experience, by which
we mean not the experience of one man only, or of one

gem-ration, but the accumulated experience of all mankind
in all ages, registered in books, or recorded by tradition.

SirJ. Hertchel.

The unity of experience embraces both the Inner and
the outer life. E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 387.

Specifically 3. That which has been learned,

suffered, or done, considered as productive of

practical judgment and skill; the sum of prac-
tical wisdom taught by all the events, vicissi-

tudes, and observations of one's life, or by any
particular class or division of them.

That which all men's experience, teacheth them may not
in any wise be denied. Honker, Eccles. Polity, ill. 8.

Who shall march out before ye, coy'd and courted
Hy all the mistresses of war, care, counsel,
Vuiek-ey'd experience, and victory twin'd to him?

Fletcher, Bonduca, iv. 3.

Knowledge conies, but wisdom lingers, and he bears a
laden breast.

Full of sad experience, moving toward the stillness of his

rest. 7V;mi/x<m, Locksley Hall.

In a world so charged and sparkling with power, a man
does not live lung and actively without costly additions of

fxperfein-'-, winch, though nut spoken, are recorded in his

mind. Emergon, Old Age.

4. An individual or particular instance of trial

or observation.

Real apprehension is, as I have said, in the first Instance
an experience or information about the concrete.

J. //. Sewinan, Gram, of Assent, p. 21.

The like holds good with respect to the relations between
sounds and vihratinifohjecta, which we learn onlybyagen-
cralization of ftqpcnMIMfc It. Spencer, Prin. of Psycho!.

This is what distance does for us ; the harsh and bitter
features of this nr that experience arc slowly obliterated,
and memory begins to look on the past II . /Mac*.

6f. An experiment.
She caused him to make experience
Ipon wild Itcasts. Spenser, F. Q.

If my affection l>c suspected, make
/>/ riV/cr of my loyalty, by some service.

Shirley, Love Tricks, i. 1.

6. A fixed mental impression or emotion; spe-
cifically, a guiding or controlling religious feel-

ing, as at the time of conversion or resulting
from subsequent influences.

All that can be arg 1 from the purity and perfection
of the word of (On!, with respect to *.(-/ T/. /i.vy. K this.

that th'we tteptrience* which are agreeable to the word
of God are right, and cannot lie otherwise ; and not that
those iittVctions must be right which arise on occasion of
tile Won | of i;oil I omilljr (o tile lllilld.

>/, Works, III. 32.

The rapture of the Moravian and (Jnietist, . . . the re-

vival of the I'alvinistic churches, the experience* of the
Metho.li --N. an \ arying forms of that shudder of awe and
delight witli which the Individual soul ala>s mingles
with tlie nnhers.-ii soul, /.'y/i'vjfw, Essays, 1st sor., p. 256.

Experience meeting, a meeting, especially in the Meth-
"d:st I'hurch. where the members relate their religious
experiences ; a covenant or ,-ontYr. nr, mrrting.

2079
He is In that ecstasy of mind which prompts those who

were never orators before to rise in an experience w
mid pour <>ut a Hood of fcehn- in the tritest language and
the most conventional terms.

C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 127.

-Syn. Experience, A>y rum nl, Observation. Experience
is strictly that which Id-falls a man. or which lie goes
through, while experiment Is that which one actively un-

dertakes. Obtercation is looking on, without n. . < :H il\

having any connection with the matter : it is one thing to

know of a man's goodness or of the horrors of war by ob-

aereatitm, anil quite another to know of it or them by ex-

perience. To know of a man's goodness by experiment
would be to have put it to actual and intentional test.

See prnfii*-''.

experience (eks-pe'ri-ens), c. t. ; pret. and pp.
e.rpi i-ii >in il. |i]ir. experiencing. [< experience, n.]
1. To learn by practical trial or proof; try or

prove by use, by suffering, or by enjoyment;
have happen to or befall one

; acquire a per-

ception of
; undergo: as, we all experience pain,

sorrow, and pleasure ;
we experience good and

evil
; we often experience a change of sentiments

and views, or pleasurable or painful sensations.

Your soul will then experience the most terrible fears.

Southwell, Poetical Works, Pref., p. 58.

You have not yet experienced at her hands
My treatment. Browning, Ring and Book, I. 309.

2f. To practise or drill
;
exercise.

The youthful sailors thus with early care
Their arms experience and for sea prepare.

W. Harte, tr. of Sixth Thebald of Statins.

To experience religion, to become converted. (Colloq. I

I '.'/"''"'"''''' religion at one of brother Armstrong's
protracted meetings. Widow Bedott Paper*, p. 108.

experienced (eks-pe'ri-enst), 7). a. Taught by
practice or by repeated observations ;

skilful or

wise by means of trials, use, or observation : as,

an experienced artist
;
an experienced physician.

I esteem It a greater Advantage that so worthy and
v/el\-experirnced a Knight as Sir Talbot Bows is to be my
Collcgue and Fellow-Burgess. Umcell, Letters, I. v. 4.

We must perfect, as much as we can, our ideas of the
distinct species ; or learn them from such as are used to

that sort of things, and are experienced in them. Locke.

experiencer (eks-pe'ri-en-ser), n. One who
experiences; one who makes trials or experi-
ments. [Rare.]
A curious experiencer did affirm that the likeness of

any object, ... if strongly inlightned, will appear to an-

other, in the eye of him that looks strongly anil steadily

upon it, ... even after he shall have turned his eyes from
It. Sir A'. Digtry, Nature of Bodies, vili.

experientt (eks-pe'ri-ent), a. [< OF. experient,
< L. experien(t-)s, ppf. of experiri: see experi-

ence."] Experienced.
Which wisdom sure he learn'd
Of his experient father.

Chapman, All Fools, 1. 1.

Why Is the Prince, now ripe and full experient,
Not made a dore in the State?

Beau, and /''.. Cupid's Revenge, iii. 1.

experiential (eks-pe-ri-en'shal), a. [< L. ex-

perientia, experience,
+ -al.] Relating to or

having experience ;
derived from experience ;

empirical.
Again, what are called physical laws laws of nature

are all generalisations from observation, are only empir-
ical or experiential information. Sir W. Uamilton.

It is evident that this distinction of necessary and
experiential truths Involves the same antithesis which
we have already considered the antithesis of thoughts
and things. -Necessary

truths are derived from our own
th nights ; experiential truths are derived from our obser-
vation of things about us. The opposition of necessary
and experiential truths is another aspect of the funda-
mental antithesis of philosophy.

Whemll, Hist Scientific Ideas, I. 27.

lint notwithstanding the utter darkness regarding ways
and means, our imagination can reach much more readily
the linal outcome of our transcendental than of our eri--
rientitil attitude. Mind, IX. 358.

experientialism (eks-pe-ri-en'shal-izm), . [<
i
.i-/ii

riential + -ism.'] The doctrine that all our

knowledge has its origin in experience, and
must submit to the test of experience.

Expcricntiali*tn is, in short, a philosophical or logical
theory, not a psychological one. O. C. Booertxim.

experientialist (eks-pe-ri-en'shal-ist), n. and a.

[< ,'speriential + -ixt.} I. n. One who holds the
doctrines of experieutialism.

II. a. Pertaining or relating to experiential-
ism.

experiment (eks-per'i-ment), n. [< ME. experi-
ment = D. G. Dan. Sw. experiment, < OF. expi-ri-

mait. experiment = Sp. Pg. experimento = It. es-

perinientn, < L. experimentuni, a trial, test, ex-

periment, < experiri. try. test : see experience."]
1. A trial; a test: sjiei-itically. the operation
of subjecting objects to certain conditions and
observing the result, in order to test some prin-

ciple or supposition, or to discover something
new.

experimentalize
.it of i onitiiai'jomi tint eiiinly rlld vse ;

With >J>1< ti "' MI spend thai there lyf.
Destruction uj Tn,,i (\.. V. T. S.), 1. l:iJ17.

A political experiment cannot he made In a laboratory,
nor determined in a few hours. J. Adaiti*.

Observation Is of two kinds : for either the objects which
It considers remain um -hang. ,!. or. previous to Its applica-
tion, they are made to undergo certain arbitrary rh:i

or are placed In certain factitious relations. In the latlrr

case the observation obtain- the -|,.
. m. . ,

../-'. '' H"iuUton.

All successful action Is successful experiment In tin-

broadest sense of the term, and every mistake or failure

is a negative experiment, which deters us from n petition.
./front. Social Reform, p. 253.

2f. A becoming practically acquainted with

something; an experience.
This was a useful experiment for our future conduct.

Defoe.

Cavendish's experiment, an important mechanical ex-

periment, first actually made by Henry Cavendish, for the

purpose of ascertaining the mean density of the earth

by means of the torsion-balance. Controlling experi-
ment. See control. = Syn. OAMrMtton, etc. (see '

ence), test, examination, assay.

experiment (eks-per'i-ment), r. [= D. experi-
menteren = (J. eiperimentiren = Dan. tiperimen-
tere = Sw. expertmcntera, < F. erpi'riini'Hli'r (OF.
espermenter) = Pr. experimental-, ' j/nrmentar =
8p. Pg. exnerimentar = It. esperimciitare, sneri-

mentare, < ML. experimen tare, experiment; from
the noun.] I. intrans. To make trial ;

make an

experiment ; operate on a body in such a man-
ner as to discover some unknown fact, or to

establish it when known: as, philosophers ex-

periment on natural bodies for the discovery of

their qualities and combinations.

We live, and they experiment on life,

Those poets, painters, all who stand aloof

To overlook the farther. Bromiiny, In a Balcony.

n.t trans. 1. To try; search out by trial;

put to the proof.
This naphta is ... apt to Inflame with the sunbeams

or heat that issues from fire ; as was mirthfully experi-
mented on one of Alexander's pages.

Sir T. Ilerhert, Travels In Africa.

2. To know or perceive by experience ; expe-
rience.

When the succession of ideas ceases, our perception of

duration ceases with it, which every one experimentt while
he sleeps soundly. Locke.

experimenta, . Plural of experimentuni.

experimental (eks-per-i-men'tal),
a. [= G.Dan.

Sw. experimental (in comp.), ( F. experimental
= Sp. Pg. experimental= It. enperimentale,< ML.
'experimentalin, < L. experimentuni, experiment:
see experiment.] 1. Pertaining to, derived from,
founded on, or known by experiment; given
to or skilled in experiment: as, experimental
knowledge or philosophy ;

an experimental phi-
losopher.
He (Calvert] was a liberal in politics, and had a lively,

If amateurish, interest in experimental science.

. Dowden, Shelley, I. 209.

2. Taught by experience ; having personal ex-

perience ;
known by or derived from experi-

ence; experienced.
Trust not my reading, nor my observations,
Which with cxpenmental seal doth warrant
The teuour of my book. Stiak., Much Ado, iv. 1.

Admit to the holy communion such only as profess and
appear to lie regenerated and experimental Christians.

//. Il

Of liberty, such as it is in small democracies, of patriot-
ism, such as it is in small independent communities of

any kind, they had, and they could have, no experimental
knowledge. tlacaulay. History.

Experimental proposition, in Ionic, a proposition
which is founded upon experience. Experimental phi-
losophy, that philobophy which accepts nothing as abso-

lutely certain, but holds that opinions will gradually ap-
proximate to the truth in scientific researches into nature.

The chief reason why I prefer the mechanical! and ex-

perimentall pMoftftg before the Aristotelean is not so
much because of its greater certainty, but localise it pute
inquisitive men into a method to attain it, whereas the
other serves only to olistruct their industry by amusing
them with empty and insignificant notions.

Bp. Parker, Platonick Philos., 2d ed. (1C67), p. 47.

Experimental religion, religion that exists as an actual

experience, as distinct from that which is held simply as
an opinion or practised externally from some ulterior con-
siderations : a state of religions feeling or principle which
has sustained the test of trial, as opposed to a religious
belief which i* held merely as a theory.

experimentalise, r. i. See experimentalize.

experimentalist (eks-per-i-men'tal-ist), n. [<
* r/iii-iinnital + -i.v/.] One who makes experi-
ments; one who practises experimentation.

In respect of the medical profession, there is an obvious
danger of a man's being regarded as a dangerous expert-

'"li't v ho adopts any novelty.
H'lnitety, Rhetoric, I. Iii. i 2.

experimentalize (eks-per-i-men'tal-iz), r. i.;

pret. and pp. experimentalized, ppr. experimen-



experimentalize

tnli:in</. [< rj-pei'iiiirntal + -ise.] To make ex-

periment. Also spelled experimentalise.
The impression . . . [of Mr. Wellcr] was that Mr. Mar-

tin was hired by the establishment of Sawyer, late Nock-

emorf, to take strong medicine, or to go into tits and be

acferimmtolaed upon. l>irkms, Pickwick, xlviii.

The old sehool has gone gone, it may be added, to the

regret of all who do not share the modern rage for experi-

mentalizing, and who are inclined to suspect that onr
fathers were at least as wise as ourselves.

Quarterly Rev., CXXVII. 258.

experimentally (eks-per-i-men'tal-i), adv. By
experiment ; by experience or trial ; by opera-
tion and observation of results.

He will experimentally find the emptiness of all things.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 22.

It is not only reasonably to be expected, but experi-

mentally felt, that in weak and ignorant understandings
there are no sufficient supports for the vigorousness of a

holy life. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), J. 751.

The law being thus established experimentally.
J. S. Mill, Logic.

experimentarian (eks-per"i-men-ta'ri-an), a.

and n. [< experiment + -arian.] I. a. Bely-
ing upon experiments or upon experience.
Hobbes . . . treated the experimentarian philosophers

as objects only of contempt. D. Stewart.

II. n. One given to making experiments.
Another thing . . . that qualifies an experimentarian

for the reception of revealed religion.

Boyle, Works, V. 537.

experimentation (eks-per"i-men-ta'shpn), n.

[= F. experimentation; as experiment, v., +
-ation.] The act or practice of making experi-
ments

;
the process of experimenting.

Thus far the advantage of experimentation over simple
observation is universally recognized: all are aware that
it enables us to obtain innumerable combinations of cir-

cumstances which are not to be found in nature, and so

add to nature's experiments a multitude of experiments
of our own. J. S. Mill, Logic, III. vii. 3.

experimentative (eks-per-i-men'ta-tiv), n. [<

experiment + -ative.~] Kxperimental. Coleridge.

experimentatort (eks-per'i-men-ta-tor), n. [=
F. experimentuteur = Sp. Pg. expcrimentador =
It. esperimentatore, sperimentatore, < ML. experi-

mentator, < cxperimcntare, experiment: see ex-

periment, i'.] An experimenter.
The examination of some of them was protracted for

many days, the nature of the experiments themselves, and
also the design of the experimentators, requiring such
chasms. Boyle, Works, IV. 507.

experimented! (eks-per'i-men-ted), p. a.

Proved by experience.
There be divers that make profession to have as good

and as experimented receipts as yours.
B. Jomon, Volpoue, ii. 1.

experimenter (eks-per'i-meu-ter), n. One who
makes experiments ; one skilled in experi-
ments

;
an experimentalist.

experimentist (eks-per'i-men-tist), n. [< ex-

periment + -ist.~\ An experimenter.
experimentize (eks-per'i-men-tiz), . i.

; pret.
and pp. experim entized, ppr. experimentizing. [<

experiment + -JOT.] To try experiments; ex-

periment. Also spelled experimentise.
It has been one of the greatest oversights in my work

that I did not experimentise on such [small and incon-

spicuous] flowers.

Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 387.

experimentum (eks-per-i-men'tum), n.
; pi. cx-

perimenta (-ta). [L.: see experiment.] An ex-

periment Experimentum crucis, a crucial or de-

ciding experiment or test. See criteial, 3.

experrectiont (eks-pe-rek'shon), n. [< L. ex-

perrectus, pp. of expergisci, be awakened,
awake, < expergere, tr., wake, arouse, < ex, out,
+ pergere, wake, arouse, pursue, proceed, go
on, < per, through, + regere, keep straight,

guide, direct: see regent. Cf. insurrection, res-

urrection.] A waking up or arousing.
The Phrygians also, imagining that God sleepeth all win-

ter and lieth awake in the summer, thereupon celebrate
in one season the feast of lying in bed and sleeping, in
the other, of experrection or waking, and that with much
drinking and belly cheer. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 1069.

expert (eks-pert' as a.
; eks-pert' or eks'pert as

n.), a. and n. [< ME. expert, < OF. expert, cspcrt,
F. expert = Pr. expert, espert = Sp. Pg. experto= It. esperto, sperto, < L. expertus (for *expe-
rittts; of. equiv. peritus), experienced, skilled,
expert, pp. of experiri, tiy, put to the test, go
through: see experience.'] I. a. L Having had
experience; experienced; practised; trained;
taught by use, practice, or experience.

Experte am I thaire planntcs best to growe
But sette hem nowe.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 97.

And nouhte to hem of elde that bene cxperte
In governaunce, nurture, and hom-st.'.

Babeen Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 1.
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2. Skilful; dexterous; adroit; having facility

acquired by practice.

Expert in trifles, and a cunning fool,

Able t' express the parts, but not dispose the whole.

Dryden.

The sceptic is ever expert at puzzling a debate which he

finds himself unable to continue.

Goldsmith, English Clergy.

3. Pertaining to or resulting from experience ;

due to or proceeding from one having prac-
tical knowledge or skill: as, expert workman-

ship ; expert testimony.
What practice, howsoe'er expert, . . .

Hath power to give thee as thou wert?

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxv.

= Syn. Adroit, Dexterous, Expert, etc. (see adroit); train-

ed, practised. See skilfid.

II. n. 1. An experienced, skilful, or prac-
tised person ;

one skilled or thoroughly inform-

ed in any particular department of knowledge
or art.

The point is one difficult to settle ; and none can be
consulted about it but natives or experts.

Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 11.

To read two or three good books on any subject is equiv-
alent to hearing it discussed by an assembly of wise, able,
and impartial expert*, who tell you all that can be known
about it. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 313.

He was a man of wide and scholarly culture, with espe-
cial aptness in literary quotation, an expert in social sci-

ence and public charities.

G. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 68.

2. In law, a person who, by virtue of special

acquired knowledge or experience on a sub-

ject, presumably not within the knowledge of

men generally, may testify in a court of justice
to matters of opinion thereon, as distinguish-
ed from ordinary witnesses, who can in gen-
eral testify only to facts. =Syn. Adept, Expert. See

adept, n.

expert (eks-perf), ' ' [< L. expertus, pp. of

experiri, try, test : see expert, a.] If. To experi-
ence.

We deeme of Death as doome of ill desert ;

But knewe we, fooles, what it us bringes until,

Dye would we dayly, once it to expert !

Spenser, Shep. Cal., November.

2. [< expert, n.] To examine (books, accounts,
etc. ) as an expert ;

have examined by an expert :

as, the accounts have been experted. [Colloq.]

expertly (eks-pert'li), adv. [< ME. expertly;
< expert + -fy

2
.] If. By actual experiment.

Unbynde it thenne, and there expertly se
How 0011 tree is in til an other ronne.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 162.

2. In an expert or skilful or dexterous man-
ner

; adroitly ;
with readiness and accuracy,

expertness (eks-pert'nes), . The quality of

being expert; skill derived from practice; read-

iness; dexterity; adroitness: as, expertness in

musical performance, or in seamanship ;
ex-

pertness in reasoning.
You shall demand of him whether one Captain Dumain

be i' the camp, a Frenchman ; what his reputation is with
the duke, what his valour, honesty, and expertness in wars.

Shak., All's Well, iv. 3.

There were no marks of expertness in the trick played by
the woman of Endor upon the perturbed mind of Saul.

T. Coyan, Theol. Disquisitions, ii.

= Syn. Facility, Knack, etc. See readiness.

expetiblet (eks-pet'i-bl), a. [< L. expetibilia,

desirable, < cxpetere, desire, long for, seek af-

ter, < ex, out, + petere, seek: see petition, com-

pete.'] Fit to be sought after; desirable.

An establishment . . . is more expetible than an appoint-
ment in some circumstances more perfect, without the
same uniform order and peace therewith.

T. Puller, Moderation of Church of Eng. , p. 410.

expiable (eks'pi-a-bl), a. [< OF. expiable, < L.
as if "expiabilis, < expiare, expiate: see expi-

ate.] Capable of being expiated or atoned for:

as, an expiable offense ; expiable guilt.

They allow them to be such as deserve punishment,
although such as are easily pardonable : remissible, of

course, or expiable by an easie penitence.
Feltham, Resolves, ii. 9.

The Gregorian purgatory supposed only an expiation of
small and light faults, as immoderate laughter, imperti-
nent talking, which nevertheless he himself sayes are ex-

piable by fear of death.
Jer. Taylor, Diss. from Popery, II. ii. 2.

expiamentt (eks'pi-a-ment), . [< L. as if *ex-

)>iitmentum,<. expiare, expiate: see expiate."] An
expiation. Bailey, 1727.

expiate (eks'pi-at), r. t. ; pret. and pp. expiated,
ppr. expiating. [< L. expiatus, pp. of expiare
(> It. espiare = Sp. Pg. expiar = f. expier), atone

for, make satisfaction for, < ex, out, + pinre,
appease, propitiate, make atonement, < pins,
devout, pious: see pious.'] 1. To atone for;
make satisfaction or reparation for; remove
or endeavor to remove the moral guilt of (a

expirant

crime or evil act), or counteract its evil effects,

by suffering a penalty or doing some counter-

balancing good.
It is true indeed, and granted, that the blood of Christ

alone can expiate sin. lip. Atterlinry, Sermons, I. ii.

The treasurer obliged himself to expiate the injury.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

The pernicious maxims early imbibed by Mr. Fox led

him . . . iutwgreat faults which, though afterwards nobly

expiated, were never forgotten. Macaulay, Lord Ho

2. To avert by certain observances. [Bare.]

Frequent showers of stones . . . could ... be expiated
only by bringing to Kome Cybele.

T. II. Dyer, Hist. Kome, 2.

expiate! (eks'pi-at), a. [< L. expiatus, pp. : see
the verb.] Expired.

Make haste, the hour of death is expiate.
Shak., Rich. III., iii. 3.

expiation (eks-pi-a'shon), n. [= F. expiation
= Pr. expiacio = Sp. expiacion = Pg. expiacao
= It. espiaeione, < L. expiatio(n-), < expiare, ex-

piate: see expiate.'] 1. The act of expiating,
or of making satisfaction or reparation for an
offense

;
atonement

; reparation. See atone-

men t.

His liberality seemed to have something in it of self-

abasement and t'j:i/iitt>i>n. Irrinri.

Our Lord offered an expiation for our sins. Church Diet.

In the expiation* of the heathen peoples the main thing
is to have enough suffered; for the apprehended wrath
will be stayed when the rages of the gods are glutted.

Ihtshnell, Forgiveness and Law, p. 83.

2. The means by which atonement, satisfac-

tion, or reparation of crimes is made ; an atone-
ment.

Those shadowy expiations weak,
Tile blood of bulls and goats.

Milton, P. L., xii. 291.

3f. An observance or ceremony intended to

avert omens or prodigies.

Upon the birth of such monsters, the Grecians and Ro-
mans did use divers sorts of expiations, and to go about
their principal cities with many solemn ceremonies and
sacrifices. SirJ. Ilayirartl.

The Great Day Of Expiation, an annual solemnity of

the Jews, observed on the 10th day of the month Tisri,

which answers to onr September.

expiational (eks-pi-a'shon-al), a. [< expiation
+ -al.] Pertaining to, characterized by, or for

the purpose of expiation.
The most intensely expiational form of Christianity, in-

stead of being most robust and steadfast, is poorest.

Bnshnell, Forgiveness and Law, p. 91.

expiator (eks'pi-a-tpr), n. [= It. espiatore, <.

LL. expiator, < L. expiare, expiate: see expiate.]
One who expiates.

expiatorioust (eks"pi-a-to'ri-us), a. [< LL. ex-

piatorius: see expiatory.'] Same as expiatory.

Which are not to be expounded as if ordination did con-

fer the first grace, which in the schools is understood only
to be expiatorious. Jer. Taylor, Office Ministerial, 7.

expiatory (eks'pi-a-to-ri), a. [= F. expiatoire
= Sp. Pg. expiatorio = It. espiatorio, < LL. ex-

piatorius, < L. expiare, pp. expiatus, expiate:
see expiate, expiator.] Having the power to

make atonement or expiation ;
offered by way

of expiation.
His voluntary death for others prevailed with God, and

had the force of an expiator// sacrifice.

Ilooker, Eccles. Polity.

expilatet (eks'pi-lat), v. t. [< L. expilattts, pp.
ofexpilare (> It. espilare = Pg. expilar), pillage,

plunder, < ex, out, + pilare, pillage, plunder:
see compile and pillage."] To pillage ; plunder.
expilationt (eks-pi-la'shon), n. [= Pg. expi-

laqao = It. espilazione, < L. expiliatio(n-), < ef-

pilare, pillage: see expilate."] The act of pil-

laging or plundering; the act of committing
waste.

So many grievances of the people, expilations of the

church, abuses to the state, entrenchments upon the roy-
alties of the crown, were continued.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 100.

Within the same space [the last six months of his reign]
he [Edward VI.] lost by way of gift about twice as much of

the relics of the monastic spoil as he had lost in the whole
of any of his former years (except the first two). . . . This

final expilation, for such it was, avenged upon the son the

sacrilege of the father.
/{. II'. Dixan, Hist. Church of Eng., xxi.

expilatort (eks'pi-la-tpr), n. [= It. cspilatore,
< L. txpilator, < expildrc, pillage: see expilate.]
One who expilates or pillages.
Where profit hath prompted, no age hath wanted such

miners [for sepulchral treasure], for which the most bar-

barous expilators found the iin^t civil rfcetorlck,
.s'i> T. llrinrne. Urn-burial, iii.

expirable (eks-pir'a-bl), a. [< expire + -auk.]
That may eoine to an end. Smart.

expirant'(eks-pir'ant). n. [= F. cxpimiit = Sp.

espiratite, < L. cxpiran(t-)s, f'.rx/>iriin(t-)x, ppr. of
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a.,adj adjective.
abbr abbreviation.
bL ablative.

ace. accusative.

accom accommodated, accom-
modation.

act active.

adv adverb.
AF Anglo-French.
agrl agriculture.
AL. Anglo- Latin.

alg. algebra.
Amer. American.
anat anatomy.
anc. ancient.

antlq antiquity.
aor aorlst

appar. apparently.
Ar Arabic.
arch architecture.

archieol arclueology.
arith. arithmetic.
art. article.

A8 Anglo-Saxon.
aitrol astrology.
astron astronomy.
attrib attributive.

aug augmentative.
Bav. Bavarian.

Bong. Bengali.
blol biology.
Bohem Bohemian.
Dot botany.
Braz. Brazilian.

Bret Breton.

bryoL bryology.
Bnlg Bulgarian.
carp. carpentry.
Cat Catalan.
Cath Catholic.
cans. causative.
ceram ceramics.
cf. L. confer, compare.
ch. church.
Chal Chaldee.
chem chemical, chemistry.
Chin. Chinese.
'in on chronology.
colloq colloquial, colloquially.
com commerce, commer-

cial.

comp. composition, com-
pound.

compar. comparative.
conch. conchology.
conj conjunction.
contr contracted, contrac-

tion.

Corn Cornish.
craniol craniology.
cranlom craniometry.
crystal crystallography.
D. Dutch.
Dan Danish.
dat. ?. .. dative.
iH-f. definite, definition.
derlv derivative, derivation.
dial dialect, dialectal.
dia different.
dim diminutive.
distrib distributive.
dram dramatic.
dynam dynamics.
E. East
I' Kngllsh(uuaUy nuniH-

imj modern English).
eccl., eccles eoclealimtlnal.
econ economy.
e. g I., exempli gratia, for

example.
Egypt Egyptian.
E. I n.l East Indian.
elect electricity.
embryol embryology-
Eng. English.

engln engineering.
entom entomology.
Epls Episcopal.
equlv equivalent.

ep especially.
Eth Ethiopic.
ethnog ethnography.
ethnol. ethnology.
ct j in. etymology.
Eur. European.
exclam exclamation.
f. fern feminine.
F. French (usually mean-

ing modern French).
Flem Flemish.
fort fortification.

freq frequentative.
Fries. Frieiic.
fut. future.
6 Gennan(unia{tynwan-

in'.t New High Ger-

mau).
Gael Gaelic.

galv galvanism.
gen genitive.
geog geography.
geol geology.
geom geometry.
Goth Gothic (Mostogothlc).
Or. Greek.

gram grammar.
gun gunnery.
Heb Hebrew.
her heraldry.
berpet herpetology.
Hind Hindustani.
hist history.
horol horology.
hort liortic.il It lire.

Hung. Hungarian.
hydraul hydraulics.
hydros. hydrostatics.
Icel Icelandic (usually

meaning Old Ice-

la.ndlc,ot}ierwi*e call-

ed Old Norse).
Ichth Ichthyology.
I. e. l.idett, that Is.

impers impersonal
impf imperfect.
impv imperative.
improp improperly.
linl Indian.
tad. indicative.

Indo-Eur Indo-European.
Indef. indefinite.
inf. Infinitive.

instr. instrumental.

inter] Interjection.
intr., hit runs intransitive.

Ir. Irish.

irreg Irregular, Irregularly.
It Italian.

Jap. Japanese.
L. Latin (usually mean-

ing classical Latin}.
Lett Lettish.

LG Low German.
llchenol lichenology.
lit literal, literally.
Ut literature.

l.itli Lithuanian.

lithog lithography.
lithol lithology.
LL. Late Latin.

in., masc masculine.
M. Middle.
mach. machinery.
mammal mammalogy.
mannf. manufacturing.
math mathematics.
M I

> Middle Dutch.
Mr Middle English (other-

wile called Old Eng-
lish).

mcch mechanics, mechani-
cal.

med. medicine.
i n en- 11 r. mensuration.
metal metallurgy.
metapb metaphysics.
meteor. meteorology.
Ilex Mexican.
MGr Middle Greek, medle-

val Greek.
MHG Middle High German.
mllit military.
mineral mineralogy.
ML. Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.
MLG Middle Low German.
mod modern.
mycol mycology.
myth mythology.
n noun.

n., neut neuter.
N. New.
N North.
N. Amer North America.
nat natural
uaut nautical.

nav navigation.
NGr New Greek, modem

Greek.
NHG New High German

(utuallii limply G.,

German).
NL. New Latin, modern

Latin.
nom nominative.
Norm Norman.
north northern.
Norw Norwegian.
numls. numismatics.
O. Old.
obs. obsolete.
obstet obstetrics.

OBulg Old Bulgarian (nih.-r-

wiie called Church
Slavonic, Old Slavic,
Old Slavonic).

OCat Old Catalan.
OD. Old Dutch.
ODan. Old Danish.

odontog odontography.
odontol odontology.
OF. Old French.
OFlem Old Flemish.
OGael Old Gaelic.
OHO Old High German.
Olr. Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.
OL. Old Latin.
OLO Old Low German.
ONorth Old Northumbrian.
OPruss Old Prussian.

orig original, originally.
in nit h. ornithology.
OS Old Saxon.

OSp Old Spanish.
osteol osteology.
OSw Old Swedish.
OTcut. Old Teutonic.
p. a. participial adjective.
paleon paleontology.
part participle.
pass. passive.
pathol pathology.
pert. perfect
Fen. Persian.

pen. person.
-perspective.

BT,, . Peruvian.

-petrography.
. Portuguese.
.pharmacy.
.Phenician.

phlloL philology.
philos. philosophy.
phonog. phonognpby.

photog......... photography.
phren.......... phrenology.
phys. .......... physical.
physlol......... physiology.
pL,plur........ pluraL
poet............ poetical
pollt .......... political
Pol............. Polish.
poss............ possessive.
pp. ............ past participle.
ppr............. present participle.
Pr. ............. Provencal (unurfZy

meaning Old Pro-

vencal).
pref. ........... prefix.
prep........... preposition.
pres. ........... present.
pret ........... preterit
prlr............ privative.
prob........... probably, probable.
pron........... pronoun.
pron........... pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop. .......... properly.
pros. ........... prosody.
Prot ........... Protestant.

I n i v........... provincial
psychol ........ psychology.
q. v............. L. quod (or pi qua)

rude, which see.

reft. ............ reflexive.

reg............. regular, regularly.
repr............ representing.
rbet............ rhetoric.
Bom........... Roman.
Bom........... Romanic, Romance

(languages).
Run. .......... Russian.
8. .............. Sooth.
8. Amer ........ South American.
sc. ............. L. icilieet, understand,

supply.
Scotch.

Peruv.

So. .

Scand.......... Scandinavian.
Scrip........... Scripture.
sculp........... sculpture.
8rv............ Servian.
sing............ singular.
Skt ............ Sanskrit.
Slav............ Slavic, Slavonic.

Sp. ............ Spanish.
sub]............ subjunctive.
super!.......... superlative.
surg............ surgery.
snrv............ surveying.
8w............. Swedish.
ayn. ............ synonymy.
Syr............. Syriac.
techno!......... technology.
teleg........... telegraphy.
teratol......... teratology.
term. .......... termination.
Tent .......... Teutonic.
theat........... theatrical
theol .......... theology.
therap......... therapeutics.
tozicol......... toxicology.
tr., trans ...... transitive.

trigon.......... trigonometry.
Turk. .......... Turkish.

ult . . .......... ultimate, ultimately.
T............... verb.
var. ............ variant
ret. ............ veterinary.
v. L ............ intransitive verb.
v. t. ............ transitive verb.
W. ............. Welsh.
Wall........... Walloon.
Wallach........ WaUachlan.
W. Ind......... West Indian.

loogeog........zoogeography.
loot ........... zoology.

.........tootomy.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as in fat, man, pang,
a as i i fate, mane, dale.

i far, father, guard.

as i

& as i

e as i

i fall, talk, naught
n ask, fast, ant
ii fare, hair, bear.
i met, pen, bless.

as in mete, meet, meat
* as In her, fern, heard.
i as in pin, it, biscuit
I as in pine, fight, file.

o as in not, on, frog.
6 as in note, poke, floor.
o as in move, spoon, room.
6 as in nor, song, off.

u as in tub, son, blood.
fl as in mute, acute, few (also new,

tube, duty : see Preface, pp.

n as In pull, book, could.

u German ii, French u.

oi as in oil, joint, boy.
ou as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel In an unac-
cented syllable indicates its abbreviation
and lightening, without absolute loss of
its distinctive quality. See Preface, p. xi.

Thus:

$ as in prelate, courage, captain.
4 as in ablegate, episcopal.

as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat
u as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel In an unac-
cented syllable indicates that, even in the
mouths of the best speakers, its sound Is

variable to, and in ordinary utterance ac-

tually becomes, the short u-sound (of but,
pun, etc.). See Preface, p. xi. Thus :

a as in errant, republican,
e. as in prudent, difference,

j as in charity, density,
g as In valor, actor, Idiot
(i as in Persia, peninsula.

| as in the book.

U as in nature, feature.

A mark (-) under the consonant! f , d,

$, t Indicates that they in like manner
are variable to ch, j, ih, zh. Thus :

t as in nature, adventure.
d as in arduous, education.

as in leisure.

t as in seizure.

th as In thin.
TH as In then.
ch as in German ach, Scotch loch.
n French nasalizing n, as In ton, en.

ly (In French words) French liquid (mon-'

' denotes a primary,
" a secondary accent

(A secondary accent is not marked U at its

regular interval of two syllables from the
primary, or from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

< read from ; I. e., derived from.

> read whence ; i. e., from which Is derived.
+ read and; 1 e., compounded with, or

with suffix.
= read cognate with; i. e., etymologically

parallel with.

y read root
* read theoretical or alleged; 1 e., theoreti-

cally assumed, or asserted but unveri-

fied, form.
t read c/'Mif- -I.-.
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